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Nke guys: will sensitivity toward

women knock 'em dead? See |>age 3

Just plain weird: MOCA expands

the definition of art. Sec page 1

7

McCoy-less: Shuffled UCU squad to

face use tonight. See back page

DAILY VIEWPOINT

JUSTICE
Criminals need

more serious

punishment.

See page 13
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Administration reallocates positions
RESTRUCTURING: :JNew

duties in academic plans

given to vice chancellor

By Mason StodBta
Diiiy Bruin Senk>r Staff

Responsibility for all of UCLA's
academics has now been consolidated

into fewer administrative hands.

With restructuring at the highest

level, the executive vice chancellor will

tal(e over the academic planning

duties previously held by the vice

chancellor for academic planning and

budget, which will become an entirely

financial position.

"The title was changed with the

idea that academic planning is the

responsibility of the executive vice

chancellor, working closely with the

chancellor," Chancellor Albert

Camesale said.

According to Ted Mitchell, the for-

mer vice chancellor of academic plan-

ning and budget, the new position will

be 'Very difTcrcnt" from the previous

position.

"The new position is far more con-

cerned with day-to-day issues of

fmance and less directly involved in

issues of academic budgeting," he

said.

MitcheH is now the vice chancdbr

of external affairs, a position that he

held last year in addition to vice chan-

cellor of academic planning and bud-

get.

The position of vice chancellor of

academic planning and budget was

abolished when Mitchell recommend-

ed to then-Chancellor Charles Young

that a new position be created, effec-

tively dividing academic and fmancial

strategy.

"I felt that the campus was best

served by creating a new position,'

Mitchel^said.

Mitchell said that since the execu-

tive vice chancellor was already the

head of academic planning, having

another vice chancellor doing the

same thing was not necessary.

"It didn't really make sense to have

a vice chancellor charged with acade-

mic budgeting reporting to the execu-

tive vice chancellor in charge ofacade-

mics," he said.

After consulting with Mitchell,

Young decided that the responsibili-

ties of academic planning were better

left to the chancellor and executive

vice chancellor. The new vice chancel-

lor for budget and fmance will be the

equivalent of a company's CFO.
The p>osition of executive vice chan-

cellor is al^ waiting to be filled, since

Charles Kennel, who has held the posi-

tion since 19%, will be leaving in the

spring to head the Scripps institute of

Oceanography at UCSD.
Camesale said that he would be

inclined to conskJer someone with a

non^cademic background for the vice

chancellorship ofbudget and fmance.

"1 would expect the vice chancellor

for budget and fmance to be a profes-

sional in this area, rather than an acad-

eqjic," he said.

The chancellor also mentioned that

he would not be averse to choosing

someone from the private sector to

take the helm ofbudget and fmance.

"1 wouki like them to be somebody

who has some private sector experi-

ence," he said.

Camesale was qukk to point out

that while private sector experience in

the area of budget and fmance would

be a plus, it is necessary to choose

someone who can work well in the

unique environment of a large public

university such as UCLA.
'

"It is important that they be able to

function in the university environ-

ment, which is substantially more col-

legial than it is in the private sector,"

he said.

Protesters reject military action in Iraq
POLITICS: Gathering in

Westwood opts stronger

ties with Middle East

By Urarmict Fflfcfww

Daily Bruin Contributor

On the day President Clinton

spoke at the Pentagon to make his

case for military action in Iraq, pro^

testers rejected his case at a demon-

stration in Westwood.

On Tuesday, the Save the Iraqi

Children Committee organized a

protest at the Federal Building in

Westwood, which attracted a

diverse mix of citizens ranging from

Arab Americans to the Veterans for

Peace. Despite the diversity of the

protesters, the message was unified.

"Bombing Iraq defeats the

whole purpose of protecting

humanity," said Stacy Hartell, a

use student.

This meuage was echoed in the

chants against the economic sanc-

tions on Iraq, imposed at the end of

the Gulf War seven years ago.

Over l.S million people have

died in Iraq because of the sanc-

tiom, said Preston Wood, the co-

coordinator of the rally.

"All this talk of weapons of mass

destruction does not take into

account that the sanctions are a

weapon of mass destruction," said

Yasser Aman, a fifth-year cell and

molecular biology student.

Aman said he came to the rally to

be a "voict of the oppressed
"

Despite the heavy drizzle at

times, protesters formed a line

along Wilshire Boulevard, holding

posters and banners as they chant-

ed for the United States to get 'out

of the Middle East." Police

watched from a distance while

some protesters went out into the

traffic to take their message to dri-

vers.

Protesters questioned the

CHAfUS KlXV D«ty Brum

A protesl te condemn mflitary action against Iraq was held in front ofthe Federal Building in

Westwood.

motives for possible military

strikes, which could take place after

a week if the Iraqi government does

not allow full inspection by the

UnitedNations.

"This is a cover for the US to

install a new leader in Iraq who will

do what the U.S. wishes and turn

over the oil," Wood said.

Another demonstrator charac-

terized the thinking behind a mili-

tary strike as "cowboy thinking."

The protesters focused on the

well being of civilians, not a defense

of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.

Dan Dickesen, a member of the

Socialist Workers Party, said that

one day the people of Iraq should

make Hussein face justice, but that

this is not a job of the United States.

In response to President

Clinton's speech, Yousef Elia

Haddad, a resident of the San

Fernando Valley, said, "we don't

buy his reasoning. There is a double

standard when the resolutions

against Iraq are so strictly enforced

while resolutions against Israel are

not."

Rather than bombing Iraq, pro-

testers offered alternatives to the

current policy. Along with the idea

that the United States should end

all activities in the area, one protest-

er thought stronger relations could

improve the situation.

"The U.S. should intensify con-

tact with Iraq and become
acquainted culturally. We should

learn from each other and modify

our and behavior and theirs," said

Katherine Anderson, from Duluth.

Minn.

Hartell also talked about using

more humanitarian reasoning

^before using the military.

"If people thought that those in

the third world were equal to them.

then they would have second

thoughts. This is racist," she said.

U.N. Secretary General Kofi

Annan is currently planning a trip

to Iraq to avert a military strike.

President Clinton insisted on

Tuesday that full compliance by

Hussein is necessary to avert a mili-

tary strike. Clinton said that such a

strike woukl be "significant" and

seriously damage Hussein's capa-

bility to wage war.

Pendk in hand,

designers learn

to depend less

on computers

PROFILE: Professor Ivan

Chermayeff advocates

flexibility, practical skills

By H. Jayne Ahn and Andy Shah
Daily Bruin Contributors

Behind the famous symbols for

NBC. Mobil, and Xerox is a man
named Ivan Chermayeff, who likes

"simplicity for its freshness" in graph-

ic design.

Chermayeff, an internationally-

renowned graphic designer and

artist, was appointed this year's Art

Council Professor of Design and is

currently sharing his expertise with a

design class in the School of Arts and

Architecture.

Prior to taking his seminar, design

students had to submit portfolios and

be approved by the department.

"Normally we do more theoretical

stuff and computer in our depart-

ment," said Jason Moskovitz, a third-

year design student.

"But (with Chermayeff) we are

doing a lot of collage and cut-and-

paste which is more 'real-world' than

we are used to," Moskovitz said.

Both.the students and the visiting

professor seem to agree that they are

trying new approaches to learning

design.

"The students are fun, articulate

and hardworking. But they are rather

unknowledgeable about other disci-

plines and they delve very much into

the computers and multimedia."

Chermayeff said.

"They don't draw, and they don't

use their hands much. 1 think that's a

shortcoming in how flexible they can

be.

"If you never hold a brush, or pen,

or pencil in your hand and only press

buttons, you are losing something,"

he said.

The School of Arts and

Architecture should be more "multi-

disciplinary" and allow students to

have some experiences in other ways

of learning "besides moving mice

around in the dark," according to

Chermayeff.

"Design is a service to other peo-

Sc«a«UIMVEFF,pa9e10'

CourtMy of School d Am «nd AKhilKnjK

Design guru Ivan Ch«rmay«ff.
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Breslow named chair

of public health board
Dr. Lester Breslow, an internationally rec-

ognized publictwaltTi leader, has been named
chairman of^ Dean's Advisory Board of

the UCLA School of Public Health.

As chairman of the committee, Breslow

will lead a group of friends of the school who
help raise money for various projects. The
school has embarked on a $15 million effort

to raise funds for a new buihding and other

critical needs, pad of UCLA's $1.2 billion

fund-raising campaign. V .

He is a former president of the American
Public Health Association, dean emeritus of

the UCLA School of Public Health and the

current chair of the Public Health

Commission of Los Angeles County.

"My goal is to help the school and its

friends focus on how they can best support

teaching, research and service programs of a

truly outstanding school whose impact on

the public's health extends from Southern

California to many of the most

needy areas of the world,"

Breslow said.

Berkeley's tutorial "-

program helps youth
UC Berkeley's educational outreach pro-

gram, the Berkeley Pledge, has made advances

in the mathematical aptitudes of students in the

San Francisco Bay area.

The program, established in 1995, targets dis-

advantaged students and offers academic

enrichment to facilitate future colle;ge educa-

tions. Students in grades K-12 in more than 40

San Francisco schools have shown improve-

ment on standardized tests and exhibited more
self confidence.

"At the start ofthe semester, my students had

a low sense of self. By the end of the semester,

the change I saw was remarkable," said UC
Berkeley undergraduate and tutor Michele

Hamilton.

High school students participating in the

math programs earned grade

pqint averages that were nearly

one point higher than their peers

who were not enrolled.

The success of the Pledge's math program
has prompted the launch of programs to

improve students' reading and writing skills.

Richard Avalos stated, "(The Pledge) coun-

ters the inner city pod ofnegativism. ... It says to

them, 'Sisepuede.'"

University police say

tactics surprised them
Students protesting the end of affirmative

action in admissions and hiring policies sought

physical confrontation with university police in

UC Berkeley's Sproul Hall last year, according

to police.

A confidential report obtained by The Daily

Califomian stated that aggressive movements

by the students caused surprised officers to react

without regard to police guidelines.

Protesters used tactics police said they had

never seen before, including securing doors to

the campus administration building with U-

shaped bicycle locks and using a "ground-fight-

ing" approach when confronting officers.

The students' combative behavior "Sur-

prised" police, who then reacted witb a flurry of

baton blows against the protesters aAer they

attempted to crash their way through police

lines.

"(Using the bicycle locks) meant that every-

one on the first floor was trapped," said UC
police Capt. Guillermo Beckford, the cono-

manding officer at the time of the incident.

"Public safety was in severe danger. We had not

seen that tactic used before."

The report, written by attorney Gregory Fox

at the request of the university's police review

board, said an internal review by the department

acknoNvledged that officers were not ready for

such aggressive actions.

Members of the review board said that if the

protesters' actions were unexpected, officers

should have stuck to written policy.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.

Isni It true Mr."Big Bad Wotf" that you violated

my clients restraining order not once, but twice!

And if released, would do so a third time!7

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until class enrollment

appointments begin through

URSA Telephone.

For undergraduates to

change grading basis with a $3
per-transaction fee.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1 996 1 999.

For continuing students to file

applications for undergraduate

scholarships f r 1998-1999.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? Call the peer

helpline at 794-HELP.

The spring Schedule of

Classes is now on sale at the

UCLA Store.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Wednesday 11a.m.
African Graduation

Bake Sale :

—

Come & Support African Grad '98

Bruin Walk

Noon
Student Accounting Society

Weekly Meeting

A day in the life ofan accountant in

the entertainment industry.

Ackerman 3517 -2014771

Bruin Leaders Project

Women's Assertiveness Clinic

Seminar

Dodd Hall 2 -205-5071

United Methodist Campus Ministry

Bible Study (12: 10)

Ackerman Viewpoint Lourtge

208-6869

3 p.m.
Urban Impact

Orientation Meeting (3: 15)

Meet at Lot 6 Turnaround

824-1558

^.^.Jl^.^

4 p.m. V

UCLA Library

Campbell Student Book Collection

Contest

BogkCoOecting

Workshop for Entrants

URL Dcpt. of Special Collections,

Smith Room - 2064474

Armenian Genocide

Commemoration Committee

Meeting No. 4

Ackerman 3508 - 818-210^50

Undergraduate Physics Society

Aspen Center for Physics Public

Lectures Video-tapes

"Shadow of Creation: The Dark

Matter in the Universe" (4:30)

Knudsen 1220

Spjn.-
Buddhist Student Association

General Meeting

Ackerman 3508 '^

V
GSA
Forum ^ •

KerckhofT 135 -206*512

Office of Residential Life/CoUege

of L& S Counseling

Major Blast

Find out about majors, minors,

internships & more!

For more info, contact your RA,
CA.PAorGA '^

Grand Horizon Ballroom, Covel

Commons -206-1742

Career Center

"Graduate School: Is it right for

me?" Workshop

Career Center

Taiwanese American Union

General Meeting and Guest

Speaker

Ackerman 2408 - 287-0474 .

TAU
Special speaker John Chiang, a

candidate for the Board of

Equilizatioii, speaks about

community issues.

Ackerman 2408 • 287-0474

Watts Tutorial Project

Tutoring Session (5:30)

Bunche 3143 -208^)999

6 p.m.
ASME
General Meeting

Free Food and Games
Boeker Hall Penthouse

Bruin Leaders Project

Challenges of Sexual Identity

Dcvelopnjent

West Coast Room, Covd
Commons - 206-5071

Muslim Union

Qur'an Gass by Ustadha Maha
Hamoui
Math Sciences 5138 - 206-7877

7 p.m.
ALD/PES Honor Societies

General Meeting

Kinsey 364 -267-8166

Melnitz Movies

"Double Life ofVcronique"

Free Screening (7:30)

James Bridges Theater

206*170

What^ Brewin' can be

reached via e-mail at whats-

brewin@media.ucla.edu.
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Women claim to be searching for the perfect man,

but what exactly are they looking for?

By Marco Ponce Gmtrcras
[^ily Bruin Contributor

"Bill, you are so nice. Couldn't w^ just be
friends?" How many times have guys heard

these words? Once, twice, maybe more times

than one would care to admit.

Across college campuses nationwide,

something persists which strums the back-

bone of a num's dignity. Whether it afllicts

them or makes them better, some guys have

the dubious distinction of carrying the title of

"The Nice Guy."

Do women want a "macho man" or a

"nice guy?" Several UCLA students were
given the opportunity to answer that ques-

tion.

Ramon recalls being a "nice guy" since

junior hi^. it all started way back when he

asked his mom about a certain girl he was
interested in. "Mom, do you think she is

attractive?" Ramon asked. Her reply,

"Ramon, every woman in this world is pretty

and attractive. There is no such thing as an
ugly woman."

Today Ramon, 24, is a senior majoring in

Latin American studies who keeps women ia

high reverence because of his down4o<arth
values his mother bestowed. "She taught me
to respect other people," Ramon says.

Another student brings a woman's point

of view to the issue. A female student, De La
Torre, who asked not to be identified by her

Hrst name, a 22-year-old economics student

in her first year at UCLA, says, "usually the

nice guys are the ones that know how to

respect women."
When speaking of mothers, one major

clue De la Torre looks for when meeting a

man is how he treats his mom.
When he was 7 years old, Ramon lost his

father and was brought up by his mother.

Ramon learned the values of responsibility

from taking care of his three younger broth-

ers and sister while his

mother was away work-

ing a day job. .

When you come
down to it. there are

two overriding factors

that navigate Ramon's
ship through the sea of

relationships. First, he

says, it depends on the

individual. He claims

that if he did anything

wrong, he wouldn't be

able to think straight. It would be on his con-

science. The second factor is family.

Hal Pruett, psychologist and director of

Psychological Services for 13 years, is aware

of nice guys who complain that, "I'm a nice

guy, I treat women with respect, and it does-

n't secip to get me anywhere."

The problem seen by psychologists in

Student Psychological Services (SPS) most

often is from the other side of the spectrum:

"A woman likes a guy

that gets her attention/

DcLaTorra
First-year economics student

respectful or responsible. However, Pruett

notes women are just as likely to date an

authorative type as they are a passive guy.

What about the idea ofwomen wanting to

date macho, more aggressive guys than "nice

guys?" Pruett believes women don't normal-

ly want to be with a "bad guy." If they do, it is

because of problems in the home.

In abusive homes, patterns are formed
which the children emulate as adults in their

own families.

^^^^^^^^ "Sometimes love and
^^~'''""'"'''""~

abuse become connect-

ed, and distorted views

sometimes get devel-

oped," Pruett said.

The choices people

make in their partners

are based on models
when growing up.

'

People learn from par-

ents, relatives and tele-

vision.

Despite what the psychologist or a text-

book says, the consensus among some is that

women do not like the "nice guy." Why?
What is all the fuss over being wined and
dined, spoiled mercifully, and pampered
beyond oblivion? De la Torre has the perfect

answer.

"A woman likes a guy that gets her atten-

tion, takes the initiative and makes her feel

good.

women complaining of men not being Energetically, she emphasizes two main

characteristics some women look for in a

man. People want a challenge, someone who
will not be an easy catch. The second reason

comes in a blatanUy cut-throat style about the

stud: "everybody wants him, so you want to

get him fu^t."

Some women don't want a guy that's

going to be a lap dog to their every whim.

They want a man who presents a challenge

and treats them with respect. In addition,

they think they can change him to be a

respectable man with high moral standards.

However, many women find out the hard
way that it is oftentimes futile.

In the early 1990s, the Journal Of"

Personality and Social Psychology reported

that women were attracted to dominant
behavior in men. The sexual attraction was
not linked to likability. Is this saying that

women prefer a man who is aggressive?

Amaal Islam, 18, is a freshman majoring

in neuroscience with two interesting stories

ofextreme contrasts. Her first boyfriend was
a "nice guy." He did everything for her.

"Before I would even ask for something, he

would do it," she said.

For five months they were together with-

out any fights or problems. As she put it, it

got "boring."

Her second boyfriend was the opposite.

Unlike the first, who was valedictorian in

high school, this guy dropped out of high

- • See NKE GUY, page 8
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Artist draws cash. Secret Service's attention
COUNTERFEIT: Creator of

'Boggs Bills' denied trial;

1,300 pieces of art seized

ByStev«iS.Woo
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON - Plenty of peo-

ple draw a paycheck. But artist J S G
Boggs draws cash - currency so realis-

tic that he spends it in stores and even

gets change back.

That's why the U.S. Secret Service

has hauled away his artwork, diaries

and other belongings, including his

underwear.

Between 1990 and 1992, the Secret

Service raided his home three times,

seizing more than 1,300 pieces of art.

Each time, U.S. attorneys declined to

prosecute, but the government still

hasn't given Boggs his belongings

back.

"I've been under investigation

since 1986, and I would think that they

would understand that I am an artist

and not a criminal," Boggs said in an

interview.

"I've been under

investigation since

1986 ...I am an artist

and not a criminal."

J.S.G. Boggs

Saying the Secret Service has

seized "rugs, cakes, cookies and

underwear with images of money on

them," Boggi said the agents "seem to

feel it is their province not only to pro-

tect the country from contraband, but

against any image of money at all."

At first glance, the "Boggs Bills" in

question are uncanny replicas of real

U.S. currency. Drawn with fin^point

pens in green and black ink, they are

the same size and have the same deli-

cate scrollwork and cross-hatching as

genuine, engraved bills.

But on closer examination, subtle

differences emerge. The reverse side

of a $10 bill shows not the Treasury

buikiing, but the Supreme Court. The
spiked seal on a $100 bill reads

"Federal Observe Bank of Bohemia."

And a $1,000 bill is signed by the

"Secret of the Treasury" - J.S.G.

Boggs.

What's more, the bills are inked on

one side only, and many bear his

thumbprint as well as his signature.

A spokesman for the Secret

Service, Jim Mackin, said of tbe

Boggs situation, "We enforce laws

mandated by Congress and will con-

tinue to do so."

Under U.S. law, it is illegal to make

Set pages
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Experts untertain of sunscreen effectiveness

CANCER: Researchers still vouch for preventive

product but suggest adjusting habits to block rays

By OmiM Q. Haney
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - A provoca-

tive presentation at a science confer-

ence Tuesckiy questioned the widely

held belief that sunscreens lowir the

risk of deadly melanoma skin can-

cer, but specialists still caution

against going into the sunshine with-

out these lotions.

_ Sunscreens prevent sunburns,

and since there is evidence that fre-

quent burns, especially at an early

age, trigger melanoma, many
experts assume that using them
should help ward ofTthis cancer.

However, melanoma cases have

risen dramatically over the last 25

years even as sunscreen use became

more common. The lethal cancer

now strikes about 42,000 Americans

a year, killing 7,300.

Dr. Marianne Berwick, an epi-

demiologist at "Memorial Sloan-

Kettering Cancer Center in New
York City, said her own study, as

well as a review of other research,

offers no convincing evidence that

iteing sunscreens keeps people from

getting melanoma. '' *

"It's not safe to rdy on sun-

screen," she said.

Ten studies have looked at the

question, she said at the American

Association for the Advancement of

Science meeting. Three of them,

including her own, found no link

between sunscreens and melanoma
risk. Two suggested that sunscreens

seem to prevent melanoma.

The five others found that

melanoma risk actually increased

among sunscreen users - probably

because (>eople who use them most

are already at highest risk because of

light complexions.

Several dermatologists strongly

disagreed with Berwick's report.

Until there is clear proof that sun-

screens are ineffective, "it would be

irresponsible to discontinue all rec-

ommendations about using sun-

screens," said Dr. Darrell Rigel of

New York University.

Dr. Michael Thun, director of

analytics epidemiology at the

American Cancer Society, said:

"People should'not stop using sun-

screen because of this study," he

said. "The important message is that

using sunscreen is only one of sever-

al measures to reduce one's risk of

skin cancer."

Melanoma may take 20 years or

more to develop after excessive sun

exposure. Some doctors argue that it

is simply too soon to prove that sun-

screens are helping, since No. IS

and stronger sunscreens have only

been in wide use since the mid

1980s.

Dr. Roger Ccilley of the

University of Iowa, president of the

American Academy of

Dermatology, said most of the peo-

ple getting melanoma now were

exposed long before they began

using sunscreens.

"I personally think it very likely

reduces the risk of melanoma," said

Ceilley. "I use it everyday and rec-

ommend it to my patients."

Dr. Jo'uni Uitto of Thomas
Jefferson University said most skin

specialists would agree.

"Ifyou asked 100 dermatologists,

95 would say sunscreen protects

against melanoma, and they counsel

their patients that way," Uitto said.

Still, these doctors cautioned

against using sunscreen as an excuse

to bake in the sun. They said people

at high risk of melanoma should

avoid prolonged sun exposure, stay

out of the midday sun and wear hats

and long-sleeved shirts.

Generally, dermatologists agree

with Berwick's contention that

genetic susceptibility is the most

important factor in melanoma. Her

study, based on 1,200 people in

Connecticut, found that fair-«kinned

people who bum easily are about six

time^ more likely than darker folks

to get melanoma. And people with

many moles have about six times the

risk of people with few of them.

Among Berwick's points:

'The belief that bad childhood

sunburns trigger melanoma may be

wrong. Studies show that only about

half^the people questioned repeated-

ly about blistering childhood burns

consistently give 0ie same answei^

'Many fair-skinned people may
be using sunscreens so they can stay

out in the sun longer without getting

burned. Nevertheless, the excess sun

exposure, even if it doesn't burn,

may increase their risk of

melanoma.

•Intermittent sun exposure, such

as the occasional trip to the beach,

may be more likely to cause

melanoma than more regular time in

the sun.

Universities, private firms

cash in on faculty research

INVENTIONS: Critics fear

schools will shift focus to

most profitable ventures

ByJonMarais -—^—

The Associated Press

BOSTON - UniversiUes and col-

leges in the United States and Canada
are cashing in on their faculties' inven-

tions to the tune ofmore than half a bil-

lion dollars a year, according to a new
report.

The University of California system

alone made S63.2 million from licenses

and patents,

Stanford $43.8

million and

Columbia $40.6

million.

University
authorities point

out that license

fees and royalties

from patents rep-

resent a fraction of

the $21.4 billion a

year in research

conducted by the

173 universities and colleges surveyed.

The schools nationvi(ide made $592

million from licenses and royalties in

1996, the last year for which the figures

are available, said the Association of

University Technology Managers in a

report to be released on Wednesday.

This is up from $495 million the year

before and a 167 percent increase in

five years.

This growth comes even as research

spending by government and private

industry has slow^ and colleges and

universities are seeking new ways to

raise money.

"Look at it as a hard-earned wind-

fall," said Marvin Guthrie, the associa-

tion's president and vice president of

patents and licensing at Massachusetts

General Hospital. "You've got

research, you've got the successful

transfer of research information to a

company; the company hires people.

"There's nothing wrong

with capitalizing on the

results of research."

Jules LaPidus

Council of Graduate Schools

president
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So there is a return all the way down:

people hold their jobs, the investors

make money, some of the money goes

back to the ufiiversity in the form of

royalties, and everybody benefits."

But critics worry that closer ties

between academia and the private sec-

tor may transform universities into

industrial laboratories, focused only

on potentially money-making

research.

They worry some schools may soon

put pressure on their research faculties

to focus on those areas most likely to

produce a profit.

"Money is a pretty strong driver,

and as the money gets bigger, the push

to get more
involved in things

that have a poten-

tial for making

big money gets

stronger and

stronger," said

Jules LaPidus,

president of the

Council ' of

(^..r a d u a t e

Schods.
'

"Tliere's noth-

ing wrong with

capitalizing on the results of research,

but we have to be careful that the uni-

versity doesn't turn into the develop-

ment arm (for industry). These figures

are one indication that there's been

movement in that direction."

Collectively, American and

Canadian colleges and universities

awarded a record 2,741 licenses to pri-

vate industry to develop products

based on their research.

The schools applied for 3,261

patents, up 1 1 percent from 1995.

Royalties and revenue from licenses

is usually split between the depart-

ments in which the discoveries were

made, the university and thtf^nventors.

Faculty who work with private

industry are not normally prevented

from sharing the results of their

research, though some are required to

allow their private industry partners to

review the data first.
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CRASH: Authorities still

unable to discover cause

of worst wreck in Taiwan

ByMMMnilMIQ
The Associated Press

TAIPEI, Taiwan — Investigators

reconstructing the route of China
Airlines Flight CI 676 focused Tuesday

on why the jet veered off a seemingly

routine approach at the last moment,
crashing and exploding into Ramesjust

short of the nmway.

It was Taiwan's worst plane crash,

killing 203 people - everyone on
board, including at least four

Americans and seven on the ground -

and destroying a string of homes near

Taipei's airport Monday.

Soldiers, police and firefighters

picked through shoes and engine parts

Tuesday, looking for remains and per-

sonal items to help identify the victims.

Cries of grieving relatives mixed vkith

Buddhist funeral chants at a blue-and-

orange tent nearby. "*"

Most of the dead were tourists

returning home from the resort island

of Bali, but Taiwan's respected Central

Bank governor, his wife and four other

finance ofHcials also were aboard.

Dazed by his loss, Chien Ming-

hsing looked Tuesday for the remains

of 13 relatives, including his son,

daughter and his grandchildren. They
were vacationing together in Bali.

**! don't know how we'll handle

things," he said.
—

Although the pfaine cradled in fog

and light rain, investigators were look-

ing elsewhere for a cause. Initial infor-

mation suggested that despite the

weather, the veteran pilots had been on
a routine landing until just before the

accident.

Flight data records had been recov-

ered and sent to the United States for

analysis, airport officials said.

A recording of cockpit conversa-

tions with the control tower indicated

that the pilot of the twiiKngine Airbus

sought permission to land when the jet

still was on course.

He then lost touch and did not

answer a question about whether he

would try a second approach. The
recording offered no information to

confirm reports from the airline that

the pilot was trying a second approach

when the plane crashed.

Two beeps were then heard on the

SceOUSItpaQelT

The AsiocJaced Preis

Investigators Inspect the wreckage of a China Airlines A-300 jetliner in Taoyuan, near Taipei, Tuesday.
The A-30G crashed Monday into a residential area while trying to land on a flight from Bali, Indonesia.

India's voter turnout Ngh despite violence

ELECTIONS: Government

officials declare success

for budding democracy

i

Byl

The Assodated Press

NEW DELHI, India - Indians

voted in large numbers despite bomb
explosions and shootings during parlia-

mentary elections, prompting govcrn-

nvnt officials and analysts to declare

today that the world's largest democra-

cy is thriving.

More than 55 percent of registered

voters turned out Monday to elect 222

deputies in the first phase of staggered

voting, similar to turnout figures in pre-

vious elections. It will take five more
days of balloting to complete the elec-

tions for India's 545-seat k>wer house

of parliament.

"In the turbulence of a maturing

dimocracy. the elections are a resound-

ii% success," said B.C. Verghese, polit-

icly analyst at the Center for Policy

Research.

Highway funding bill tied in

with affimiative action issues

CONGRESS: Parties differ

in opinion over money

distribution to minorities

Watched over by soldiers, an election commission worker locks a

room containing ballot boxes at Patna, India on Tuesday.

Election-related violence killed 22

people Monday. Twenty died in east-

ern Bihar state amid land-mine explo-

sions and clashes among rival political

groups. One person died in the north-

eastern Assam state and another in

^ H9«10

By

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - At stake are

billions of federal dollars for high-

ways and mass transit - spending

that Congress overwhelmingly sup-

poTts. Yet the money could become
entangled in one of the nation's

touchiest political issues^affirmative

action.

One provision of the current huge

highway program steers at least 10

percent of the money to firms owned
by minorities or women. But it faces

growing opposition in the

Rcpublican<ontro!led congress.

While Republicans are not united

on the issue, the 1996 GOP platform

put the party on record against racial

and gender preferences. Adding

strength to the move was California's

1996 vote to ban race or gender from

being a factor in state hiring or col-

lege admissions.

The strength of the movement
against affirmative action will be test-

ed more than once during the current

session ofCongress.

Other civil rights issues on the con-

gressional table this year include

President Clinton's call for an S86

million spending increase to enforce

the country's civil rights laws and his

naming of Los Angeles attorney Bill

Lann Lee to the Justice

Department's top civil rights post.

Legislation to outlaw job discrimina-

tion against gays is also pending.

Rep. Charles Canady, R-Ra., and

other conservatives, citing more than

a dozen proposals to end state affir-

mative action programs, say the pub-

lic is turning against "a system that

reinforces prejudice and discrimina-

tion in our society."

SeeHmmCpagell
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Treasury bills fall to

, lowest in three weeks
T WASHINGTON - Interest rates on short-

' term Treasury bills fell in Tuesday's auction to

the lowest levels in three weeks.

The Treasury Department auctioned $10.9

billion in three-month bills at an average dis-

count rate of 5.075 percent. Another $1 1.3 bil-

lion in six-month bills was auctioned at an aver-

age discount rate of 5.070 percent.

The three-month rate was down from 5.095

percent last week and was the lowest since 5.070

percent Jan. 26. The six-month rate was down
from 5.075 percent test week and was the lowest

^since 5.025 percent on Jan. 26.

The new discount rates understate the actual

return to investors - 5.213 percent for three-

month bills with a S 10,000 bill selling for

$9,871.70, or 5.275 percent for a six-month bill

idltng for $9,743.70.

In a separate report, the Federal Reserve said

Monday that the average yield for one-year

Treasury bills, the most popular

index for making changes in

adjustable rate mortgages, rose to 5.28

percent last week from 5.26 percent the

previous week.

Ruling seen as setback

for gay rights in Europe
BRUSSELS, Belgium - Gay righto activists

were shattered by a European Union (EU) high

couri ruling today against a British lesbian rail-

road clerk who sought travel benefits for her

girlfriend.

It had been considered a test case on work-

place equality for homosexuals across Europe.

"We're gutted. It's unbelievable that in this

day and age, we have ajudgment that means that

lesbians and gays effectively have no rights in the

wdrkplace," said Anya Palmer of the British gay
righto group Stonewall.

The European Court of Justice in

Luxembourg said Britain's South West Trains

did not violate EU law v^en it said

the girlfriend of booking derk Lisa

Grant was ineligible for travel benefits

available to the partners ofheterosexual

employees.

Lawyers for the couple, including Cherie

Booth, wife of British Prime Minister Tony
Blair, argued the policy violated the EU's treaty,

which guarantees "equal pay for equal work

without discrimination based on sex."

The rail company argued that the clause did

not cover sexual orientation. South West Trains

also denied free travel benefito to partners of

male homosexuals.

Jill Pcrcey, Grant's partner, said they and
their supporters would campaign to have laws

changed in Britain to outlaw discrimination

based on sexual orientation. Blair's government

is committed to reforms ending discrimination

against gay workers.

The EU's executive agency said it was consid-

ering changes to ito law to "phig the gaps" in anti-

discrimination clauses. Any new proposals

woukl need backing from the 15 EU nations.

"W

Roma woman drowned
in skinhead attack ^
PRAGUE, Czech Republic - Police pulled

the body of a young Gypsy woman from the

Elbe River on Tuesday, two days after three

skinheads allegedy pushed her from a bridge.

It was the third attack in four weeks on gyp-

sies - who prefer to be known as Roma - in the

Czech Republic.

Police spokesman Karel Matula said the 26-

year-old woman apparently was attacked short-

ly before midnight Sunday on a bridge in the east

Bohemian town of Vrchlabi, 75 miles northeast

of Prague.

Firefighters had to rescue another woman
who jumped in the river to try to help retrieve

the victim. The victim's body was finaOy recov-

ered Tuesday.

Three suspects, ages 23-24, were detained

Monday and remain in custody.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Badge misuse puts into question

AUTHORITY: Top officials'

abuse of power prompts

limits, ban on decal issue

The Associated Press

The practice of issuing police-style

badges to public officials is drawing

fire from critics who call it an invita-

tion to abuse.

Citizens of suburban West Covina

were outraged last month when they

learned Mayor Ben Wong had flashed

his city-issued government badge and

confiscated a motorist's driver's

license aAer a fender-bender tf'afTic

accident in 1996.

"It wasn't the brightest thing to

do," Wong admitted.

In Los Angeles, the City Council

was expected to vote this week on a

recommendation to limit its badge

policy in the wake of a 19% scandal

involving Building and Safety

Commission President Scott Z. Adier.

Adierresigned and later pleaded no

contest to charges of soliciting a pros-

titute after allegedly usinj^ his badge to

intimidate her.

Such abuses, while considered rare,

have prompted some experts to ques-

tion the wisdom of issuing the shield-

shaped metal badges to public officials

with few, if any, law enforcement

duties.

"They are often used to get away

with benefits, whether to intirhidate

somebody or get special favors," said

Michael Josephson, president of the

Josephson Institute of Ethics of

Marina del Rey.

In Los Angdes, a report found that

1,720 city bad|K were in the hands of

non-sworn employees and officials in

19%, ranging from building iii^)ec-

tors to firefighters. Of those, about 90

badges - mostly issued to nnembers ef

various commissions - were not sanc-

tioned by the Oty Council

.

Supporters say the badges are a use-

ful way of quickly establishing author-

ity.

"Police commissioners and fire

commissioners on occasion go in the

field and need to identify themselves,"

said GifTord Weiss, acting executive

director of the civilian Los Angeles

Police Commission.

Critics feel otherwise.

"They are a door to trouble." said

Hubert Williams of the Washington-

based Police Foundation. "It creates a

perceived protection from the law."

Los Angeles County overhauled its

badge-issuing policy in 1980 after find-

ing that "Hillside Strangler" serial

killer Kenneth Bianchi had been given

a county seal decal by a supervisor's

dq)uty chief . He later used it in his car

to pose as a police officer when luring

his victims.

The Board of Supervisors passed a

motion to ban the decals and to severe-

ly limit the number of official badges -

although the supervisors excluded

tfieraselves from tlK ban.

In response to the accusations

against Adier, City Coundlnuin John

Ferraro has introduced a motion call-
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A West Covina, Calif, council member badge is a city-issued privilege

for elected officials.

ing for Umits on thebadges issued, and

a council committee last week

approved reconimendations for the

drafting of ordinances that would

require a streamlined badge-issuing

and review process.

Some police officials say Umiting

badges is a good idea.

"Badges belong to cops," said

Giendora Police Chid^Paul Butler.
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New privacy act targets celebrity chasers
By Jennifer Bowles
The Associated Press

Paparazzi who chase celebrities

and make them fear injury would be

committing a federal crime under a

law proposed Tuesday. The law was

immediately condemned by civil

rights activists, who labeled it uncon-

stitutional.

U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-

Calif. and colleague Orrin Hatch, a

Utah Republican who is chairman of

the Senate Judiciary Coinmittee,

said they plan this. month to intro-

duce a bill outlawing some tactics

used by photographers if the photos

are intended for sale.

The so-called Personal Privacy

Protection Act specifically would

bar "persistently following or chas-

ing a person in a manner that cause;

them to have a reasonable fear of

bodily injury."

Violators would face up to a year

in federal prison, at least five years if

bodily harm actually results and at

least 20 years if a death occurs.

The bill, which follows much-criti-

cized chases of Princess Diana and

actor Arnold Schwarzenegger, isn't

limited to celebrities. However, it is

aimed at ensuring their safety by

curbing "abuses, threatening behav-

ior by some who do not respect

where the line is between what is

public and what is private,"

Feinstein said at a news conference

at the-Screen Actors Guild.

"Just because a person makes
their living on television or in some

other public arena should not mean
they forfeit all rights to personal pri-

vacy," she said in an earlier state-

ment.

The Hollywood community
applauded the idea.

"Civili(y is really hard to legislate.

So until then, this bill represents a

huge step forward,** said Paul Reiser,

co-star of TV's "Mad About You."

SAG President Richard Masur
said many celebrities had expressed

their support of the act, including

Antonio Banderas, Tom Cruise,

Whoopi Goldberg, Goldie Hawn,
Billy Crystal, Tom Hanks and

Brooke Shields.

Critics, however, said the pro-

posed bill violates photographers'

First Amendment rights and is

redundant since there already are

laws against trespassing, stalking

and reckless driving.

"This is just grandstanding, it's

absolutely unnecessary" said

Ramona Ripston, executive director

of the American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern California.

"People who overstep the bounds

are already prosecuted under state

laws." ^

For instance, two photographers

were convicted earlier this month of

misdemeanor false imprisonment

for using their car to box in

Schwarzenegger's Mercedes-Benz in

an effort to videotape him and wife,

Maria Shriver, outside their son's

pre-school last May. The photogra-

phers, who are scheduled to be sen-

tenced Monday, were hoping to get

the first pictures of Schwarzenegger

after he underwent heart valve

surgery. ^
Perhaps the most controversial

incident involving paparazzi

occurred in August when Princess

Diana, her boyfriend Dodi Al Fayed

and their driver were killed in a Paris

crash While being chased by photog-

raphers.

It turned out the driver of Diana's

car was drunk and driving at exces-

sive speeds.

While the media's role is unclear

in Diana's death, "the mere fact that

people recognized that she had been

harassed by an overly aggressive

media demonstrates the seriousness

of the problem," Hatch said at the

new conference.

NIQGUY
From page 3

school. She did everything for him.

After nearly a year of putting up
with his possessive nature and ques-

tions ofwho she was with and where

she was going, she left him.

Today, Amaal is wary of who she

-dates. She would like to meet some-

one with both attributes. She wants

someone who will argue with her.

She strongly believes arguing is a

strong indication that someone
cares about you.

She told a story of her roommate.

She noticed her roommate com-
plaining about a lab partner: "Oh.

my God, I hate him. He's so bad." A
quarter later, she speaks of her for-

mer lab partner in pleasant terms.

Amaal sees them arguing constantly^

and her roommate really likes him.

As reported earlier in the Journal

of Personality and Social

Psychology, a study was conducted

to test the effects of dominance on
women. Seventy-four male and
female students from an upper divi-

sion psychology course participated

in the study.

In the test for dating desirability,

it was shown that "female attraction

was an interactive function of male

dominance and agreeableness."

It seems as though many women
want a man that takes initiative and
is aggressive, but not domineering.

They want someone who is confi-

dent and carries himself in a digni-

fied and respectful manner. At the

same time, they wouldn't mind a

gentleman.

The
Career Center

Is Pleased
Td Present

Career Month
'9B

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Check our website at www.saonet.ucla.edu/career for a

month-long agenda of programs to assist with your career exploration,

decision-making and job search needs.

It's a marathon of special events to get

your career off to a great beginning! .

Whether you're a freshman or a

senior, you'll fmd plenty of tips and

techniques to get you on the road

to a rewarding career destination.

Get information on how to:

• Choose Your Major

• Explore Your Career Options

• Build a Career Action Plan

• Make Valuable Contacts ^,

.

• Find the Best Internships

• Land a Full-time Job

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408,

2410, 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate

School, Careers in Business, Careers in

Education, and more! Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

CAREER OPTIONS
12 - 1 pm Career Center

INTERVIEWS WITH A BRUIN

7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

Mock interviews with alumni professionals.

Register at the iamcs West Alumni Center or

contact the SAA Career Network Office at

X66062.

Thursday, February 19

Wednesday, February 1

8

Appreciation
A special 'thank you' to these campus

departoKHts arKl orgariizations for their

significant contributions to Career Month '98:

College of Letters and Science

Office of Residential Life
' -

Office for Students with Disabilities

UCLA Alumni Association

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408,

2410. 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate

School, Careers in Business. Careers in

Education, and more! Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.

CAREER OPTIONS FOR LIBERAL ARTS

1-2pfn 1230 Campbell

MAJOR BLAST

5-7p«n

CAREER MONTH
• Presented by

Grand Horizon Ballroom

Covd Commons

More than 40 departmental advisors and college

counsdofs will be available to assist you in

choosing a major.

GRADUATE SCHOOL: IS IT RIGHT FOR ME?
5 - 6 pm Career Center

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408,

2410, 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate

School. Careers in Business, Careers in

Education, and morel Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.
'

'1

PERSONAL STORIES:

DtSCLOSINO YDUR DtSABILlTr

5 - 630 pm Career Center

A panel of UCLA Alumni win discuss disdosure

issues in the workplace. Sponsoied by Office for

Students with Disabilities.

lyiONEY TALKS:

SALARY NEGOTIATION AND BENEFITS

7 - 9 pm D301 Cornell Hall,

The Anderson School

Leam how to increase your compensation pack-

age and make great investments for the firture.

Saturday, February 21

ASIAN PAOFIC ALUMNI
CAREER NETWORKING CONFERENCE

9 am - 2 pm Ackerman Ballroom

Special events for pre-registered participants.

/
'

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

UCLA's African Studem
Newsmagazine

Pacific ties
UCU's Asian/Pacific

Studem Newsmagazkie

Ten Percent
UCLA'^ Queer Student

Nm^smagazjne

Over 30 years
off alternative

media at UCUl

—» ir^« ^Jt
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BOGGS
From page 3

iUustrations in the "likeness and similir

tude" of U.S. currency unless the illus-

trations are larger or smaller than real

bills or are rendered in black and white.

Boggs said he created his first bill in

a Chicago resUiurant in 1984. The wait-

ress mistook a drawing for a genuine $ 1

bill, and even afkr realizing her mistake

accepted the bill as payment for a cof-

fee and doughnut and gave him change,

he said.

Since then, he has spent tens of thou-

sands of "Boggs Bills" all over the

world,

Boggs, 43, considers himself a per-

formance artist. Getting people to take

his art in place of money is the point of

his performance, he said

.

He says he never tries to deceive peo-

ple that his bills are genuine and com-

plains that the government has not

piken proper procedures in dealing

with his case.

He has sued the government to pro-

Wt his First Amendment rights to

4fa°aw his bills and to have his posses-

sions returned, but his suit was dis-

missed last year by U.S. District Judge

'•Royce C. Lamberth in Washington.

^ "I've been found guilty of a crime

without the benefit of a jury trial,"

,,Boggs said. "In the last instance, we

ftsked to present the case to the judge

himself, and he wouldn't hear it."

He said the judge compared his

work to "drugs and child pomogra-

phy."

"He did not wrap his mind around

"(Thejudge)saidif It

looks like money It Is

counterfeit. Well,

Monopoly money
looks like money."

. J.S.G.Bo^gs

the issues. He said if it loojcs like money
it is counterfeit. Well, Monopoly
money looks like money. Let's get a grip

here,'.' Boggs said.

"He seems to think that anybody at

all can see that my work is counterfeit,

and I have only one question; ifyou are

so confident that anyone can see that it

is counterfeit, why is he denying me the

jury trail that I deserve?" Boggs said.

Boggs' attorney, Kent Yalowitz of

New York, agrees that "counterfeiting

is a serious crime of fraud and cheating

people, but to put Boggs in that catego-

ry to begin with is inappropriate."

"He is not a defrauder; he has never

defrauded anyone," Yalowitz said. "His

goal is to elucidate and educate, not to

deceive. And to put him in that catego-

ry without a cros»4ection of the com-

munity deciding for themselves is

morally outrageous."

Boggs is appealing the judge's deci-

sion not to give him his possessions

back.

In the meantime, he continues to

spend his bills. Just a few weeks ago in

Manhattan, he said, he bought a six-

pack of Rolling Rock beer with a $10

Boggs Bill and the clerk gave him $2.50

in change.

For his art, Boggs has endured years

of trouble.

In 1986, he was arrested in England

for counterfeiting but was acquitted

after a five-day jury trial. One of the

drawings of English currency at the cen-

ter of that case is now in the British

Museum, he said.

In 1989, he was arrested in Sydney,

Australia. He said the judge threw out

the case and gave him $20,000 for a

wrongful arrest.

In 1990, he was the target ofa raid in

Tanq>a. After the U.S. attorney there

dechned to prosecute, Boggs thought

his problems with the law were over and

"was thrilled to get them ofTmy back."

But then 12 Secret Service agents

raided his apartment in Cheyenne,

Wyoming, and seized the 1,300 items

that he's still trying to recover.

Boggs studied art at Columbia

University in New York in 1979 and

wa« a fellow in art and ethics at

Carnegie Mellon University in

Pittsburgh from 1991 to 1993.

However, he has never earned an acad-

emic degree.

Currently, Boggs is a research associ-

ate with the Center for the

Advancement of Applied Ethics at

Carnegie Mellon University, splitting

his time between Tampa and New
York. ,.,_.„ ,,,-., ,^

"He's'right up front with

anyone he presents

notes to as payment ...

He's letting them know
that it is art." —
Craig Wliitford

Rare coin dealer

Boggs said he lectures, but he mainly

performs. In his latest performance

piece, called "Work Not Work," he

moves a huge mound of dirt from one

side of the stage to the other.

"During the process, I find various

objects in the dirt and make comments.

There's everything from an infant to a

gun, drugs - you never know what is in

that pile of dirt," he said.

He says the performance addresses

the issues of what is work and what is

not work, and how people make ethical

judgments.

He performs at museums and uni-

versities around the country. His next

performance is in Chicago in May.

Boggs said his main goal is eventual-

ly get his belongings back. His legal bills

have skyrocketed to more than

$800,000, he said, and "all indications

are that the government has spent two

to two and a halfmillion dollars chasing

me around, and I feel it is an unforgiv-

able waste of money."

One of Boggs' defenders is Craig

Whitford, owner ofa rare coin auction"

company in Lansing, Mich., who said

he has known Boggs for years and

recently sold a $500 Boggs Bill for

$5,000 to the Tampa Museum of Art.

"He's right up front with anyone he»

presents notes to as payment,"

Whitford said. "He's letting them know
that it is art and that what he has done is

part of a limited edition. He then just

asks for the receipt and change. His art

is about how people interrelate with

each other and with money and ideas."

Whitford ridiculed the government

seizure ofsome of Boggs' belongings.

"To take a man's boxer shorts ... " he

snorted. "I'm sure if a person went into

a bank to deposit some boxer shorts,

don't you think they'd look twice?"
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GOODWILL
Goojtri/I Industries qfSoMhem Ca/i/hntia

PoiiUd

Critit

w rnmns
When his manufacturing company closed, Jose didn't

know where to turn until his former boss

suggested he call Goodwill. Because he's deaf and
had limited skills. Jos-e was unable to find another job.

Goodwill gave Jose the job training and support he
needed. They helped him find the right job, and most
importantly, gave him the skills to keep it.

Your donations help Goodwill put people to work.

CALL TOLL FREE FORA UST OF LOCATIONS NEARYOU

_ GOODWILL 1-8884.GOODWIU

ADC
NownBrerHwood
Veterans

Adminlstratkm

11301 WiishireBI.

atBonsfllSt

West LA. Store & ADC-

ADC Sherman Oaks
11726 Santa ParkNRkJe
Monka Bl. Skirball Center Rd.

at Mulholland

'ADC—Attended Donation Center

~MulholnJCr

FOR MEN 5'8" AND UNDER 11

Annual Winter Clearance Sale

MV/c-l{V/c OFF I \ I K\IH1\(.
I\ TIM sioKj

i

Suits • Sportcoats • Slacks • Shirts • Oveicoats • Trenchcoats • Casualwear •

Sale Ends 2/28/98

Jimmy Au's SMAUaSHOST
Menswearfor the Man 5'8" A Under. 2168 Gkndale Gaileria • 818.243.9898

i

I

WOMEN'S BESOVRCE CENTER
^^Vnm____1998_FMGRAMS
Ixfntt YMraliff A> AMarthraMss Cllaie far WfoiMa: UMm to .Mrt youneir and state

your tdMS with confktenc*. A tvio witon cUnic that addrassM isauM afTacting wramwi's communication style

and oIImv aprnMc techniques for building aasartiveness skiUs. ftcilitalad by Lisa Rwikel, Hh.O., M.F.C.C

Wednesdays, February 1 8 and 25 1 2:00 - 1 :30 pm Call 206-8240 to Sign-up

GftflMICi IR tha CllSfrMMI Laam how' to «paak aflactiVBiy. aasartivalv and confidently in dan.
Diaoovar how profesaon would Uka to kniaract with studaMs la llw daawBaoa aaMng and how this couM
improve your academic succaas. facilttatad by Emily Cattir. ChaaoiMry 1

Chemistry Profanor Speaaond by te Catalysi

Wednesday, February 18

I WUliam Gelbart

3:00 - 4:30 pm 2 Dodd Hall

WUt 4ttl a Rtttirdi Seitatift Da aaj Why? OlaooMr what nmmth antalls discuss how
topics are chosen, the process of generating questions and the davalopmant of raiaarch methodology. In

addWon. leam about the many rewards of scientific research , iteilitated by Audrey Cramer, L&S Science
Rssaarch Counselor Spaaaand by te Catalyst MoMoiriHp Pratnn

Thursday, February 19 4:00- 5:30 pp . 2 Dodd Hall

Wednesday, February 25 6:00 -7:30 pm x

Wia^airt af Offartiaity, Caraars far Mawaa: Nm4 ^m Mb Am u^fM ia^»n»n\k$fi
Undaratand the caraar dadtkin making process and begin to devaiop your 0¥im career criteria. Several
nontraditional and growing fMds wiU be highlighted. FhciUtatad by Jennifer Brydges. Career Counselor.
Caraar Cantar. Caspiiwi i< by ifce UCLA CwswCtii.

TlRirsday. Febniacy 26 4:00 •5:30 pm 2 Dodd Hall

Sail PafaaM far WaiMai Empower yourself with realistic.hands on self-defense Uaining. This

amrkMof) offers lunowladge of simple & effective techniques that may help you dissua<it!. escape or fend ofT an
AttadDMl Ikught by Cartlftad instructors, firom the Los Angelas Commission on Assaultt Against Women.

I by *s UCLA Kips Pievcatiaa Mrf Edwatioe Scrvicai Md *i UC PoUoa Dept

Call 206-8240 to Sign-up12:30- 4:30 pmSaturday, March 1

IRtaraatiaaal Wanaa t Vay« Plaase join us in celebrating women's concerns, issues and

acxxNTipUshments. Prograwis will be ed\icational and entertaining. R>r more information pieaaa contact the
Daahaw Intamaftlaoal Student Center at 310-267-1981 or the Women's Raaource Center at 310-a25-3945.
SpaaMNd by Ihs UCLA Dsikew taftaaatiaad SladM CeatH. CMsr for te Saidy ofWooM^ Wboiea's RMoaMS CHta.

Thursday. March 5 4:00 - 8:00 pm KcrckhofTGrand Salon

Qvitr Mitten: EMtrfla) Istias la Saxial Oriaatitlaa Lav: a symposium to pft>vide

Students with the ofiportunity to leem about and discuss currsnt Inuas in saxual orientation law. The
syinpoakaB wUl Includa topics such aa: tranagender relationships, sama-sax marriage rights, same-sex sexual
harassmsnt. saxual orientation bias in the legal profaasiun. and amployment baneHts for same-sax partners,
finalists wUI Include prefsasors. practitionars and community activists, ftiiisiii by: the UCLA WaaMa's Law
JearaaL SpgasowladadrftMrfcr^iJiilfwrM—lBi. UCLA ScboelofLawLBOA. UCLA School of UwStudeat Bar
AModBliaa, Law flna of ksM A MmsI^ LLf Md aw UCLA

Saturday, March 7 9:30 am -5:00 pm UCLA School ofUw _ —^.-

ClatvaSliaa PirajaCt: a visual display that bears wrttness to Uie vioianoa against women During the •
public display, a clothesline is hung with decorated shins representing a woman's survivorship. Survivors are
enoouragad to create a t-shlrt to break the ailenca. Significant othert are also welcome to civala a t-ahirt in ^mamory of or on behalf of someone In UialrllfB who has axparianoad such violence. The first oi^anisational
maatlng %vUI meat on March 3, 1908at the Women's Raaource Canter (2 Oodd Hall). If you are interastad In
being invohrad with this pn>iact plaase contact Robin McDonald @ the WRC 206^91 5 _
WRC facMtlM «t« acce—Me to atudant* ¥M\ diMMItl«a, fior mora information pteaM ctA 025-3945 or

TPD73&-2929. WRC la «dMaion of StodantDwvlopmant and Health. g
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllia
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Your Total Picture Package

Kodak Labs. Kodak llechiiicians,
Witti prints guaranteed to meet i^odak'a toughest quality standards.

AvaiUMe ftwn 3Smm color print fltm,

C-41 Procau onty. Not valid wtth

Advanced Ptwto SystciM fltm.

FMm in bf 4pm daVjf, bock afttr llitoon tkt

JoUowing day or your fltm procoulng h FUEL

Some days and holidays may be exduded.

Check store for details.

^-^

Phntn PrnrB<;«;iTig

In tssentidls'

^^^^H
no. 206. 08^7

BRUIN

open daily • w«irw.uclastore.ucU.edu

*UCLA Store locations open 7 days: Aclcennan Union, Health Sciences Store, Lu VaUe

Commons, Hill Top Shop, North Campus Shop open Monday-Saturday.

Campus Photo Studio open Monday-Friday
UCLflsTOflE

CHERMAYEFF
From page 1

^

pie. (We) are solving other people's

communication problems. Therefore,

it is becoming of us to know some-

thing about other things that go on in

the world," he added.

In addition to working with stu-

dents on campus, ChermayefT will be

giving a public lecture and walk-

through of an exhibition in mid-

March featuring his recent mural pro-

ject of over 1,000 square meters,

"Tiles of the Oceans."

He blended the classic Portuguese

tile with the computerized process of

digital imaging to produce the gigan-

tic tile wall at the Lisbon Aquarium.

The 55,000 tiles were individually

hand-painted, each representing an

abstract design that bears no distinct

relation to the overall subject of the

oceans of the world.

"If you step back, it's a photo-

graph (of ocean creatures). If you are

up against it, it's a wild abstraction or
blue and white," (Thermaycff said.

The Lisbon Aquarium was recent-

ly constructed as part of EXPO '98

and is the lacgest in Europe.

ChermayefT, who studied at Harvard

University, the Institute of Design in

Chicago, and graduated from Yale

University, School of Arts and

Architecture, owns a firm in New
York that has created a number of

logos for large enterprises that are

now much like household images in

America.

His exhibition and graphic designs

have won awards from numerous
places including the American

Institute of Graphic Arts, the Type

Director's club, and the Society of

Illustrators. In addition, he received

honorary doctorates in fme arts from

the Corcoran Gallery of Art

(Washington, D.C.) and the

University of the Arts (Philadelphia).

In the future he will be working on

projects at the Smithsonian muse-

ums.

INDIA
From page 5

southern Andhra Pradesh.

At least four boys were killed by a

bomb blast today in the southern town

of Coimbatore. police said. The boys

were playing cricket in a neighborhood

park dominated by Muslims when they

opened a bag containing the explosive.

Explosions in the same town killed 54

people Saturday.

In the northern state of Punjab, 20

political activists were injured today in

fighting between armed members of

the governing local Akali Dal Party

and the influential Congress Party.

The voting went ahead in as many as

a quarter million polling stations.

Polling will have to be scheduled again

in sevecal hundred districts because of

violence or other problems. More than

600 miUion Indians were registered to

vote in the sta^ggered ballot, choosing

from among some 5,000 candidates

from more than 100 political parties.

In the remote northeastern Tripura

state, where an ongoing insurgency

and decades of ethnic conflict has

claimed hundteds of lives, turnout was

85 percent, officials said. In Assam -

where a banned separatist group.

United Liberation Force of Assam,

threatened violence if voters ventured

out - turnout was 43 percent.

"People defied the boycott call,"

said Assam Chief Minister Prafulla

Kumar Mahanta.

Violence did have an impact. In

1996, about 69 percent of the dec-

torate voted in Assam. In Tamil Nadu,

where a series ofbomb blasts Saturday

killed 54 people and injured nearly 200,

only 45 percent of the electorate voted

Monday.

Bhaskar Rao at the Center for

Media Studies said turnout was also

affected by apathy from voters who
bdieve the elections will only result in

another deadlocked parliament.

Elections were called three years

early aAer 1996 voting resulted in no

party winning a majority in parliament.

Politicians tried and failed to form an

enduring minority or coalition govern-

ment.

The Congress Party, which has gov-

erned India for all but five years since

independence, has been battered by

accusations that it is corrupt and out of

'^Touch. The Hindu nationalist

Bharatiya Janata Party is expected to

win the most seats in these idections,

but not the majority needed to govern

alone.

bcieiyisi uo ana wiî

For more informat

The Women's Ref

(310)82f
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CRASH
FfompageS

tape. Chang Kuo<:heng, Taiwan's

dqputy director of civil aeronautics,

said they could have been from the

plane's warning system.

Chang said the plane touched

ground offthe runway, hit a utiHty pole

and a highway median about 200 feet

from the runway. It then skidded into

several houses, surrounded by fish

farms, rice paddies, factories and ware-

houses, and exploded.

A resident near the airport tdd a

radio station that he saw the jetlmer

apparently preparing to land, 'is if the

pilot mistook the spacious highway for

the runway."

The impact and blast left few pieces

ofthe plane still recognizable - parts of

a tail aiKl a wing on one side of the

road, and three large pieces of fuselage

on the other.

In Washington, the State

Department confirmed that the vic-

tims included four Americans. Susan

Stahl, spokeswoman for the American
Institute in Taiwan, the U.S. office on
the island, said there might have been

up to six U.S. citizens on the plane, but

would not provide details until their

identities were verified.

However, the identities oftwo ofthe

Americans were released by their

employers - Kenneth Cowan, a 35-

year-old associate producer at

WGBH-TV in Boston and Chris

Corey, 28, a fitness trainer who worked
in Benton.

Cowan had been in Bali scouting

locations for the upcoming season of

the "The Victory Garden."

Sheu, the bank chief, had been cred-

ited with helping keep Taiwan safe

from the economic chaos gripping

much of Asia.

Taiwan's Civil Aeronautics

Administration ordered China

Airlines, the country's flagship carrier,

to ground its nine remaining Airbus

300 jets of the type that crashed.

Airiine spokesman Hamilton Liu

said flights would be canceled or con-

solidated until the planes pass strict

inspections.

China Airlines was plagued for

years with a reputation for poor ser-

vice and a shoddy safety record but

had largely kept a clean record since it

launched a campaign to retrain pilots

and retool its image after a 1994 crash

in Japan that killed 264.

While the airline will have to pay

compen^on to family members of

victims of Monday's crash, analysts

say its real losses will come in shattered

consumer confidence and nose-diving

ticket sales.

HIRING
From page 5

"The politicians in Washington still

have not gotten the message from the

American people that it's time for us to

put an end to the divisive policy ofpref-

erences," Canady said.

Rep. Maxine Waters, the

Congressional Black Caucus chair,

said the failure ofCanady's bill to clear

the House Judiciary Committee on

two previous occasions shows

Republicans are struggling with the

issue.

"1 would not like to have to fight

them but, should (Republicans) con-

tinue, I think we are going to win,"

Waters, DCahf., said in an interview.

The first vote on the issue is likely to

come in March or April on a proposal

by Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., to

kill the highway program's set-aside

provision.

Last year, lawmakers extended the

previous highway and mass transit

funding bill until May 1 because they

couldn't agree on how to distribute the

money in new legislation.

McConnell said the "disadvantaged

business enterprise" program is costly,

divisjye and unconstitutional. Instead,

he wants states receiving federal trans-

portatitm dollars to provide technical

and other support to help 'Emerging

small businesses" compete for trans-

portation contracts. "TTiis is one vote

we will definitely have," he said in an

interview.

Canady's bill failed last year due to

objections from Rep! George Gekas,

R-Pa., an aifumauve action opponent

who doubted Congress should try to

end the programs when the courts

increasingly are already doing so.

To satisfy critics who said Canady's

original bill oflered no suitable alterna-

tive, the lawmaker plans to introduce a

new version requiring federal depart-

ments and agencies to make recruit-

ment and outreach efforts.
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Confidence in the

Classsoem

f-'-

rnt(^r at

Learn how to speak

effectively, assertively

and confidently in class.

Discover how professors

wottfid libe to interact

with students in the

issrootn setting and

thidbuld improve

Mr acalemic success.

Sponsored By:

ic Catalyst Ment^hip Prottram

Facilitated By:

Illy Carter. Chemistry Professor

and
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Dr. David Hartman
Director of the Shalom Hartman Institute, Jerusalem; Lecturer, Jewish

Philosophy, Hebrew University; Author, Uving Covenant: The Innovativt
Spirit in Traduional Judaism; Maimonides: Torah and the Philosophical
Quest; and Conflicting Visions: Spiritual PossibiUties ofModern Israel.

Wf»NESDy%Y9 FfSRUARV 18

Stute of the Jlpm or iemxk Stote?
Student Respondent: Eugene Sheppard, Ph.D candidate in Jewish History at UCLA.
Moderator: Herb Glaser, member of the Board of GoTenwrs of the Jewish Agency for

larael and Lo« Angles Chairman of the Lee Angeles-Tel Aviv Partnerdnp 2000.

$10 pre-pay or $12 at the door.

Free to fnll-tiioe students with current student ID.
Prograai wUI begla at 7:3» P.1H.

For more information please call Hillel at (310) 208-308T
~^

or e-mail us at hillel@ucla.edu
AU events will be held .t UCLA Hillel at 900 Hil«.rd .venue, first floor (corner of Le Come .nd Hilgard) in
Westwood^ P.rkm« U .y.iUble for • flat r.le .t Macy's Westwood. Enter the parking f.cUity from Le Conte
between Westwood BKd. mi»d Tiverton. Hillel U a .ember of the University Religious Conference Hillel is a

constituent agency of the Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles

The Education Department is pleased -

to announce a reception for those interested

in the Minor in Education Studies.

V-

* Wednesday, February 18

7:00 to 9:00 Charles Young Qrand Salon

KcrckhoffHall
• • .

This will be an opportunity for

undergraduates interested in educational

issues, professors, administrators, and

graduate students within QSE&JS to meet

one another, engage in great conversation,

and have some refreshments.

We hope to see you there!!
*^>
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EDITORIAL

^^dents deserve cx>llege town nightlife
WESTWOOD: Dancing permit a ridiculous demand
to impose on city's businesses, younger taxpayers

Recently, a heinous crime was

committed in West^ood. It

was so serious that the West

Los Angeles Vice Squad hadto step

in. It wasn't a shooting or robbery. It

was worse.

People were caught dancing.

Every Friday or Saturday night,

UCLA students look Tor some place

to have fun. Many do not own cars,

so their evenings are often limited to

Westwood. Unfortunately, students

have very little to do - one reason is

that dancing is not allowed without a

conditional use permit, which is very

difficult to attain. The culprit: the

Westwood Specific Plan.

The document sets the rules and

regulations for commercial growth in

Westwood. The current plan caps the

number ofmovie seats and sets the

height limits for new buildings at

three stories. Los Angeles requires

that all businesses which operate

dance halls obtain a dance hall per-

mit from the L.A. Police

Commission. In Westwood, opera-

tors are also required to be approved

for a conditional use permit for danc-

ing. The plan allows "night clubs or

other establishments offering danc-

ing and live entertainment in con-

junction with a restaurant, provided

a conditional use permit is granted
"

However, obtaining this permit is

very difficuit.

Back in the late '80s, Westwood

was a lively and exciting town. The

atmosphere of dancing, night clubs,

music and droves of students reflect-

ed Westwood for what it was - a col-

lege town. Increasing crime, riots and

the shooting death of Karen Toshima

in 1988 in Westwood led some con-

cerned residents to take action.

The Westwood Specific Plan was

updated in a response to the rising

violence and gang activity. After the

smoke cleared and the yellow tape

was removed, Westwood reappeared

- void of all life. Years later,

Westwood is feeling the limiting

effects of the policies: There's very lit-

tle for students to do beyond eating,

shopping and watching movies.

The village desperately need«.to be

revitalized, and strict regulations and

obstacles do nothing but further

drain hfe from the ailing town.

Westwood has been home to tens of

thousands of college students since

the inception ofUCLA in the late

1920s. Those residents who object to

the loud, rowdy^ctivity associated

with college students should have

thought twice about moving next to a

university of over 35,000 students.

Westwood is our home too, and we
deserve a decent nightlife in the city.

The plan only serves to frustrate

bored college students and hinder

Westwood businesses' chance to sur-

vive. Residents are taxpayers, but stih

dents also pay taxes in addition to

tuition. We should not have to suffer

because of the conservative hostility

from Westwood residents, and busi-

nesses should not be limited by silly

regulations that accomplish nothing.

Dancing won't contribute to vio-

lence. Take Monty's in Westwood,

for example. It offers live entertain-

ment and dancing at night, and

there's no violenoe. The plan tries to

limit the number of establishments

that offer dancing for no compelling

reason. Students are ultimately affect-

ed by those stringent regulations.

Take a look at Westwood at night.

The residents' complaints and regula-

tions on Westwood's growth are

harmful - not only are businesses

feeling the sting, but students arc,

too.

The plan needs to be reformed to

address the reality of students' being

an inherent component of

Westwood. Students largely keep the

businesses - and Westwood Village -

from completely withering. Yet when

it comes to giving students what they

want - a decent Westwood nightlife -

the residents refuse to acknowledge

our existence. It seems that some are

forgetting that this is our town too.

We deserve a college town where wc
can have fun.

Reading, not riches, the key to higher education
ADMISSIONS: Emphasis

on SATs as root of equily

problem is misguided

HcUo again, everyone! Y'all

enjoying those exciting

midterms? Well, if calculus

integrals and Spanish subjunctive verb

tenses are flooding your brain, and

you're searching for some mental

Drano, look no further.

This doesn't relate to whatever

you're studying,

I promise you.

Recently, one of

my colleagiies

voiced the opin-

ion that my pre-

vious column on

Midnight YeU

was printed at

the wrong time,

coming far too

eariyinthe

quarter to be rel-

evant. Well, sir,

I must protest.

You see, that was such a crucial issue

in corttemporary society. It needed to

be printed right away. I mean, really, I

don't think I could live with myself if I

had let the mindless oppression of thft

yellers continue for even another day.

The column was not early, because the

voice ofihe people must always be

heard, no matter what the date is ... or

something like that. OK, OK, I don't

have a compelling reason as to why
there was a finals columns in the

fourth week of school, but then again,

I don't call the shots around here.

But enough of this quibbling. I

Hopkins can't think of a clever tagline

right now .„

would like to talk about another issue

dear to my heart, one a tad more seri-

ous than yelling. I want to discuss the

SAT. No, that's not a capitalization of

Saturday, i^'s-that test that almost all of

us have taken at some time in our aca-

demic lives. Remember those

cramped little rooms? Remember
those chewed-up pencils they

provided? Remember those

stupid analogies? Jeez, I

hope so. Otherwise this

column isn't going to

make too much
sense.

to do fairiy well once at college. The

article portrayed them as examples of

why the SAT isn't the best indicator of

a' student's potential.

This is a sticky situation, no doubt

It would be nice if

there were a

"nice-

in their spare tmie, and still others ask

odd questions which seon to have

nothing to do with anything. Last

year's ai^ication for Northwestern

University asked applicants to write

the menu for their ideal dinner, recom-

mend agood book sead list their

favorite words. I have no due what the

university gets from this unconven-

tional application, but it must serve

its purpose somehow. It

seems to me that

it's probably

just to enter-

Brent

Hopkins

kind of service is more valuable for

admissions purposes.

Suppose you have two candidates,

equal in all categories except for ser-

vice. Capdidate A has 100 hours of

volunteer service, filing papers at a

local hospital; Candidate B took care

ofa nei^bor's children for free for 50

hours, allowing her to get to work on

time and feed her family. They both

performed noble acts which benefited

others, but it isn't really fair to say that

one is better than the crther. This is far

too broad a category to use as a prima-

ry source ofadntissions.

That leaves the tests and grades.

The main argument is against the tests,

so III focus on them. Where do I

stand on diis? Well, that's a .

Though the test has

been given for many years, it's

still a controversial issue when it

comes to college admissions.

Opponents of the test claim that it is

cuhurally biased and discriminates

against Latinos and African

Americans. Others also daim that the

test doesn't represent a student's true

abilities, and that too much weight is

placed on scores when it comes to

admitting new students.

Time magazine published an article

on the subject last November that

brought up some interesting points. It

showed students who fared poorty at

the SAT and attended schools that did

not require it as part of their admis-

sions criteria. These students were able

guy admittance test," where good

people got into college - the people

who have the desire to learn and hdp
their communities, but might not have

the grades or scores. Unfortunately,

there is no test, so there must be some
other way of admitting people to col-

lege. That leaves us with grades; tests,

such as the SAT and ACT; or "other."

"Other" is the odd category used by

some universities to try to gauge who
the students are beyond their scores,

and the categofy that SAT opponents

claim is most impprtant. Some schook

want to know how the student has

been active in his or her community.

Others want to know what students do

tain the admissions staff, weary after

reading long, stupid essays for hours at

a time.

Thgse *bther" things are important,

don't get me wrong. The problem with

them is their subjectivity. Students list

thousands ofdifferent organizations

which they belong to and scores of

ways they have served their communi-
ties. Universities can't evaluate each

bit ofcommunity service and then use

it to admit students. Obviously, some
service is better than none, but they

can't be expected to fairly assess what

question I ask myself frequently. On
one hand, my SAT scores hdped me
get into bCLA, so for that reason, I

like the test. On the other hand, with-

out affirmative action to help level the

playing field, 1 understand where the

critics are coming from. This isn't a

cut-and<lry matter, any way you look

at it.

When I listen to the argument that

the test is geared toward aflluent stu-

dents, something doesn't quite add up.

S«eN0nQIIS,pa9e14|
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j\ll power to the people!'
On Feb. 20 Viewpoiirt will tadde the mammoth issues of nationansm aiM*

patriotism. Should the United States be dhridcd Into various ethnic endaves, as some have suggested? What are youi noughts? Wc want to know. E-mail us at view-

pahil0iiiedia.uda.edu or bring your submissions to 1 18 Kerdtfioff Hal. The deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 4 p.iv
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When punisNng criminals, less is not more
PRISONERS: Hard labor,

tougher sentences the

only way to inhibit crime

Thank God for small favors.

After eight relatively tepid

years as our state leader. Gov.

Pete Wilson finally underwent one

last bit of delayed embryonic devel-

opment and acquired some guts.

Having nothing

to lose because

of his term

limit, Wilson

decided to get

tough on incar-

cerated crimi-

nals in

California's 33

prisons. The

governor is

releasing his

final cloud of

ink to convince

us that the days

of milk and honey in reformatories

are no more. Much too little and far

too late, 1 say.

Assuming our soft-on-crime

Democrat state legislature approves

this new measure, prisoners will be

denied the privilege of long, fiowing

hair, overnight conjugal visits, gym
equipment, law reference books and

other amenities provided to them by

Balekian is a third-year physiological

sciences student who is still looking

for parking. E-mail him at alexb-

md@ucla.edu.

Alex

Balekian

the friendly staff at the Department

of Corrections. Convicts may soon

kiss their ponytails and free weights

goodbye.

And for good reason. Why are we
so gentle with our criminals? By try-

ing to avoid cruel and unusual pun-

ishment, we have followed the

American Civil Liberties Union and

its likes far off the beaten trail and

become lost. Prison terms seem like

veritable Hawaiian vacations com-

pared to the proper correctional

experience that they could (and

should) be.

Drawing parallels to everyday life

helps paint a picture of the laxity of

our prison systems. For instance,

in the workplace, you can be in a

6-by-8 cubicle, whereas in prison,

you are in an 8-by-IO cell. In the

real world, 1 have to pay SIS per

month plus an ungodly start-up

fee in order to work out, while

prisoners have free access to the

same equipment. I will pay over

$40,000 for my bachelor's

degree here at UCLA
(provided I can gradu-

ate in only four years),

while the local drug

pusher can peruse an

extensive reading and

reference collection gratis. Finally,
"

the last straw for those of you who .

-

don't commute: Living in the

cramped dorms and buying meal

plan tickets that barely cover the cost

of a stale, three-day-old blueberry

bagel will empty your bank account

and then some; while you can get free

room and board and three square

meals a day near Chino.

All of these luxuries, and you don't

have to work for them. Being a bit

more careless next time you smoke

out can open the door to this exciting

new world. It's no wonder that

parolees have high violation rates

since they see that the outside world

is more of a burden and heartache

than the concrete walls of prison.

We can fix this by bearing down <^

on prisoners and criminals with very

little sympathy. Why does wanting to

regulate prisoners' hair or barring

frequent sleepovers with their molls

become such a

newsworthy

event when it

should have been

done long

ago?

Shouldn't we

punish con-

victs harshly

to reform and

prevent them

from repeating

their misdeeds,

for fear of facing

similar conse-

quences? In a time when parents are

afraid to even slap their children to

discipline them, we

have forgot-

ten what it is

to properly

reform.

All too

often, we settle for

counseling and therapy to

steer miscreants in the right direc-

tion. The Seattle schoolteacher* for

example, who slept with her 13-year-

old student and bore his child,

should have immediately served her

seven-year sentence instead of being

released with continued psychiatric

evaluation. Sure enough, she was

caught again with the father of her

child, with passports, baby clothes

and thousands of dollars in a running

car, apparently with hopes of fleeing

with him. The only suitable punish-

ment besides snuffmg her life out in

the gas chamber would be to have her

sterilized to prevent any future child-

bearing.

This option may sound harsh, but

it will undoubtedly deter anyone who
would have any inclination of mimic-

king her actions. Why do we keep

convicts in jail so that they can lay

around idly, waiting to be paroled or

released to ease the burden of prison

overcrowding? What ever happened

to the chain gang? What ever haj>

pened to putting criminals to work at

producing some kind, any kind, of

positive results for society? At pre-

sent, our lenient prisons make purga-

tory look like eternal damnation in

Tiell.

Prisoners have the right to work
out constantly and build strong bod-

ies. They also have the right to read

an endless supply of law books to

find the most minor technicality on
which to be released. They have the

right to receive unexamined packages

from family members, usually con-

taining a good dose of heroin where

the nail file used to be. They have the

right to spend unsupervised time

with their sweethearts in a secluded

room with a mattress. Not only have

our prisons become crack houses and
bordellos, but they are also the breed-

ing ground for smarter and stronger
^

criminals waiting to be paroled.

Then again, maybe we should let

prisoners have the right to these

amenities. Maybe we should be fool-

ish libertarians and not subject them

SecBaLBaAII,pa9e15
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Good riddance

—

-

Jdani McCoy's resignation late

Saturday night is the best thing that

has happened to the UCLA basket-

ball program in the four years I have

attended school in Westwood. He
represents everything "bad" about

the game today. First off, since the

start of the 1997-1998 college basket-

ball season, he has consistently been

surrounded by a cloud of controver-

sy. Qur school has a long-running

tradition ofhaving one of the best

college basketball programs in the

nation. I cannot believe the UCLA
athletic department almost allowed

that reputation to be tarnished by

some kid from San Diego, who has

been treated like God, since day one.

Secondly, let's address Jelani's

alleged decision to enter the NBA
next year, instead of finishing offhis

education at one of the finest institu-

tions in the nation. He's just another

perfect example of a guy who plays

for the money, with no considera-

tion for the fact that he is a role

model to people all over the country

I actually hope he has a conversa-

tion with Latrell Sprewell or Steve

Howe, so they can let him know
how far trouble will get you, even

when you have enough money to

last you th^Test of your life.

Finally, Jelani McCoy is a quitter!

I hope none of America's youth

looks up to someone like this

because it is just the perfect example

of what someone in his situation

shouldn't have done. I know when-

ever I am down or not doing my

best in a certain area ofmy life, 1

always say, "Ahhh, ... I'll just give

up! That'll solve all ofmy prob-

lems!" If that.were the case, 75 per-

cent of UCLA's freshman class

would drop out after their first quar-

ter here.

Jelani, I wish you the best of luck

with the rest of your life ... God
knows you'll need it. I also hope you

hit the weight room or just start

going to In-N-Out Burger more
often because you are going to have

to put on a lot of pounds before the

start of the next NBA season. The

only thing you have in common with

a center like Shaq is that you are

both lousy free-throw shooters.

Other than that, I see no reason why
an established NBA team would

want to draft an underweight player,

who never averaged more than 1

1

points a game in his three years of

college. I hope you are lOoking for-

ward to being a reserve player for

the Clippers, if you're lucky enough

to land that job!

._ MIdiMiUrcaa
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Got something to say,

but don't know where to

say it? Be a Viewpoint

columnist! Applications

are now available in the

Daily Bruin offke, locat-

ed in 1 18 Kerdhoff Hall.

Applications are due

Friday, Feb. 27 at 5 p.m.

Late applications will not

be accepted!
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118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Names will not be withheld except
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The Bruin complies with the
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mine its placement in the paper.

All submissions become the

property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a
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of its publications. For a copy of

the complete procedure, contact

the Publications office at 118
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Complete Professional

Eye Examination* ^
Ate* MS

'New patients only.

Contact lens exam additional.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
Includes eye exam,

frame artd prescription

lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see better,

and look

better, too.

YEAR SUPPLY

CONTACTS
mdudM •«• aum. Anmi.
><nonlMoiw up. * IDcut

'•ft«r manulaclurar'* rabaw

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear

• free no obligation laser

refractive surgery

consultation

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

(310)208-1384

^
Minorities and Legal

Education: Preparing for

& Applying to Law School in

a Post-Affirmative Action Era

Sponsored By:

UCLA School of Law in Conjunction with
the Law School Admission Council's

National Minority Recruitment Month

Guest Speaker:

Michael D. Rappaport
Dean of Admission

UCLA School of Law

>

Thursday, Fabruary 19
4:00 p.m.

* Room 1347 School ofUw
(310) S2S-20eo for information

^ 5J

Tired of getting

in the

Lottery sign-ups for -
,

,

meeting rooms t
banner space

• •

in Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff Hall for
r------~-———————— -—-——.——- —_«

[
CSP Roistered StHdent Groups

will take place during

7th week,
Monday, Feb.23 through
' Wednesdoy, Feb.25

Student Union info Window
i

[
(A-Level, Ackerman Union)

j

appointment times posted Friday, February 27

Student Hnii

For information contact

Meeting Room Reservations

310.206.0833.
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HOPKINS
From page 12

however. Supposedly, students who
come from more wealthy back-

grounds are guaranteed better grades

because they are given extra help by

professional tutors My family is not

swimming in money, but my parents

were concerned with my education.

They never paid for classes to instruct

me on how to score higher on the

tests, but they did make sure I knew
the ipiportance ofdoing well. At the

time, I dismissed this as some bizarre

conspiracy between my parents to

ruin my social life and generally annoy

me. Once I finished the test, I saw that

maybe oP mom and dad did know a

thing or two.

Those pointing fingers also single

out the fact that predominantly minor-

ity high schools do not perform as well

on the lest as majority schools,

because of the lack of funds and par-

ent booster money to support stu-

dents. Speaking as a graduate of a

high school where whites only made
up 10 percent of the student body, I

can say that this is not true either.

Sure, the rich guys across town may
have had pretty campuses, nice foot-

ball uniforms and parking lots filled

with BMWs, but that doesn't mean
my school didn't offer a lot ofpro-

grams for interested students.

From ninth grade on, we were

pulled from class and inserted into

PSAT and SAT prep classes, with our

principal haranguing us about how
important it was to do well on the test

Looking around the room, I didn't see

a bunch of wealthy white people, I

saw people from all backgrounds.

There were far more "underrepresent-

ed minorities" than there were any

other group.

I never found those sessions to be

particulariy helpful, but I'm sure they

were useful to some of the people

there. What was important to me was
something quite difterenL something

'

that anyone can use. If you're using

this paper for something other than

something to sit on, then you have

learned it, too. Wow, I feel like Mr.

Rogers, saying this. But hey, ol* Fred

seemed to know a thing or two about

life, so I guess I'll just roll with it.

The thing that did make a differ-

ence for me was something avaiktble

to every man, woman, child and what-

ever other category you want to

include in there: reding. No prep

classes, no special schooling, no trips

to Europe to study medieval history; it

was books that made a difference. It's

not like I had some better books just

because ofmy race; they were found

in the public library. You don't even

have to be reading Shakespeare at age

five to learn how to read well. I know I

wasn't. I must have read every Hardy
Boys mystery ever written, some sev-

eral times, and I'd say (using one of

those famed SAT analogies) that

Frank aiui Joe arc to good literature

as chicken-fried steak is to fine cui-

sine.

What started^t home as a good
rainy-day pastime was cultivated in

school. The books I read in school

were not just "dead white guy"

authors, they were written by men and

women from all over the globe. We
read South American short stories.

New England poetry, medieval epics

and slave history. I didn't like reading

many of them at the time, but now I

see that's what helped me get to col- .

lege, not some self-impressed lecturer

who droned on and on about analo-

gies and critical reading.

If students want to improve their

scores on any test, not just the SATs,

they need only make a trip to their

local library. You will be able to find

what you need jn the stacks there, not

in an expensive dass or flash-card

game. Libraries don't check at the

door for your race, and you've already

paid for them with your hard^arned
dollars in the form of taxes.

The SATs don't have questions

SceHOPUNS, panels

r"
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about culture, they have questions

about common sense. There's nothing

"On there about which year of Dom
Perignon goes best with swordfish, or

who originally played the Phantom of

the Op^ra. I have no idea what the

answer to either is, and I didn't have

to know them for the test. My scores

turned outOK not because of some-

thing I'd learned from hiy "culture,"

but from things I'd read in books.

For those concerned with minority

admissions now that Proposition 209

is in effect, I sympathize with you

completely. 1 wish that there could be

a more equitable solution for admit-

ting minorities to college, one that

would attempt to make up for the dis-

crimination and inequality in society. I

agree that things are not as fair as they

should be and can't ofTer an easy solu-

tion, but I don't think that the SAT is

the problem.

BALEKIAN
From page 13

to any type of cruelty. Try convinc-

ing the widow of a store owner who
was shot at point-blank range that

the man who pulled the trigger

should simply loaf around in prison

with his luxuries while $he wakes up

every day to work twice as hard as

before to keep tht business running.

Try to prevent a would-be juvenile

delinquent from spray-painting a

wall or stealing a bicycle when the

justice system is powerless even to lit-

erally give him a slap on the hand.

Now see if you cannot accomplish

the aforementioned tasks if prisoners

are forced into hard laborfor th?tf

crimes, if teenage gangsters are faced

with breaking rocks or bearing the

brunt of a paddle swung at very high
'

speeds.

The state ofTexas came under fire

for killing a "reformed" female pris-

oner for a grisly double murder she

committed a whopping 14 years ago.

Opponents of the death penalty stat-

ed that the born-again Christidn

woman who was about to die was not

the woman who committed those

crimes. IfTexas officials had killed

her as soon as -the verdict was hand-

ed down instead of giving her 14

years in prison to find Jesus, this

would never have happened.

Everyone would have rejoiced that a

drug-addicted, maniacal murderer

was dead. Put them out quickly and

let God take it fVom there.

These ideas may be seem extreme

because we have strayed so far from

the ideal purpose of a prison.

Halfway around the world, devel-

oped nations kill suspects and then

hope that they really committed the

crimes. Prisoners in other countries

are carted into the desert to develop

the arid land with hard labor and

make it inhabitable for others. What
debt is Charles Manson paying to

society at this very moment besides

being one impetus among many forc-

ing prison wardens to thin out the

prison population with early releas-

es?

We should kill more murderers

more often and let the violent blood-

shed do its work on deterring other

criminals. If the gas chamber or the

electric chair is too cruel or too

expensive to maintain, bring back

the guillotine. Cut the cord and let

gravity do its work in less than a sec-

ond.

The justice system may involve a

trial, but it also involves suitable pun-

ishment; that's why we've got a

blindfolded woman with a balance

and a sword gracing every court-

room in America. That sword has

rusted and her right arm has atro-

phied from disuse. If the niceties in

prison become few and far between,

then we will have been on the right

path in properly reforming prisoners

for their crimes.
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The Dance Hall Crashers
know how to have a good
time, bringing a youthful
audience to its feet with

blend of punk, pop
and ska

PftOKK by MICHAa ROSS WACHT

Karina Oenikc (foreground) with Elys* Rodgers and Mikey Weiss (background l-r) of Dance Hall Crashers perform for the audience at The Roxy.

T*

ByMididleZubiatc
Daily Bruin Contributor

Rod Stewart comes close with

"Forever Young." David

Bowie's "Teenage Wildlife"

almost hits it. Even Tony Bennett's

"Young and Foolish" has the right

idea. But no song can truly capture

what Dance Hall Crashers truly

embodies in their energy and vigor:

the juvenile spirit.

On Feb. 13. the pop/punk/ska

group Dance Hall Crashers (DHC)
gave a stellar performance, to their

younger fans at The Roxy in

Hollywood. Through a compilation

of old favorites from their previous

albums and a few new hits from their

most recent album, "Honey I'm

Homely," DHC gave their loyal fol-

lowers a performance of electricity

and compelling drives.

The audience, in return, made it

clear that it didn't matter what was

played, as long as DHC continuously

fed them the vitality their sound is a

trademark of. The Roxy on the chilly

night before Valentine's Day was the

place to shout, sing and have a blast.

Fans usually aren't sure what

words describe DHC and their music.

"Fast," "rockin"' and "awesome"

come to mind, but as far as putting an

adjective to their style ... fans are

often left without a clue. Older fans

would contend that their songs are

strictly punk, but then again there are

hints of >ka influences. Their new

album proves that their music has

evolved into a more pop-style rock

than, say, older albums like

"Lockjaw" or "Old Record."

Since the band first emerged

roughly seven years ago in Berkeley,

they have found their own style and

their own groove which is distin-

guished from rock's stereotypes. The

two lead singers, Karina Denike and

Elyse Rogers, use both unique har-

monies and outstanding solo vocals to

create mass appeal anwng their fans.

SeeaUSNEIIS,|M9e21
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Fans sing with the Dance Hall Crashers onstage as Karina Danike

looks on.

1 »»>'.•«<-

Lead singer Karina Oenika rocks the excited, youthful crowd at

The Roxy's pre-Valentine show.

1

Wayans employs all senses to the max
FILM: Youngest brother follows

oldex siblings' footsteps with

first starring role in movie

ByAimccPhan '

Daily Bruin Staff

Being the youngest in a family of 10 kids can

be tough. Especially in a family full ofcomedi-

ans. Marlon Wayans, whose new comedy
"Senseless" opens Friday, believes that while

being the youngest does have its advantages,

like learning from his older siblings' experi-

ences and getting their advice, it mostly

involves being the butt of everyone's jokes.

"In a normal family, I'd be the baby,"

Wayans says. "But in my family, I'm some-

thing that you would call a victim. Everyjoke is

on me, basically. They were never mean to me,

but they were comedians and their jobs were to

make fun, and I was the butt."

But the jokes in the family soon became

their formula for success in Hollywood. And
the name "Wayans" became synonymous with

edgy urban comedy. Led by big brother

Keenan, who left college to try stand-up come-

dy. Marlon follows a long line of Wayans

comedians who have found success in televi-

sion and m6vies. The Wayans' impact on tele-

vision is es(>ecially significant starting with the

popular comedy-sketch show "In Living

Color." The show was a family affair with

Keenan as executive producer and siblings

Damon. Kim.~ Shawn and Marlon as cast

members. Their presence on television contin-

ues today with Keenan 's late-night talk show

and Shawn and Marlon's Warner Bros.

Network show, aptly named "The Wayans

Brothers."

Before the family hit it big in Hdlywood,

Wayans and his brothers and sisters grew up in

New. York City's lower-income Chelsea dis-

trict where his mother worked part-time as a

social worker, and his father was, as Wayans

puts it, not an entrepreneur, but an "entre-

poor-noor. • '

"He sold condoms and sunglasses and won-

ders why he's broke," Wayafis says. "The only

good days were sunny days when everybody's

horny."

But Keenan 's success as a comedian in

Hollywood soon paved the way for many ofhis

siblings to set their ambitions higher than most

of the other kids living in the projects. Wayans

remembers visiting his oldest brother in

California and realizing that there was a life for

him outside of the projects.

"That pretty much opened up my eyes to

the world out there," Wayans says, "that

there's not just the projects. In the projects,

successful is the penthouse project apartment,

and that's what people strive for. But Keenan

broke us out of that mold by doing what he

did."

In his new film "Senseless." Wayans plays a

broke but ambitious Ivy-league college student

who tries to support his family and stay in

school by taking as many part-time jobs as pos-

sible. His character, so desperate for money.

even volunteers for an experimental test drug

that radically alters his five senses, which is

wherfc the .movie takes off. Wayans says he

sympathizes with his character's financial

state, remembering his own odd jobs growing

up.

"I've been working since I was 10 years

old," Wayans says. "My first 'job' job was at a

pizza shop, and I got paid $25 every two weeks

and all the free pizza I could eat. So I was

broke, bloated and constipated."

In the movie. Wayans uses his character's

off-the-wall schemes to make money to push

the comedic envelope with physical comedy,

bathroom humor and racy jokes. Wayans says

much of the humor was improvised and

proved to be the funniest scenes in the movie.

"You can't set boundaries for yourself,"

Wayans says. "As a comedian, you want to be

totally uninhibited. If you're inhibited, you

can't be funny. You need a director who won't

S«eSEIISaESS,pa9e20
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Marion Wayans plays a college student desperate for money in 'Senseless.'

'Out of Actions' sets out to provoke reactions

ART: Modem representations

reject aesthetically pleasing

exterior, address deeper issues

BynHMSa wMMMfZmomi
Daily Bruin Staff

Sometimes modem art seems transcenden-

tal. Sometimes, it appears more real than actual

life. Sometimes, it'sjust weird.

Take the exhibit currently showing at The

Geffen Contem|X>rary at the Museum of

Contemporary Art in downtown Lo« Angeles

until May 10. Titled "Out of Actions: Between

Performance and the Object, 194^1979," the

exhibit revolves around prooes»<entered art.

That is, art which remains more concerned with

how it found creation than its actual form.

A perfectly grotesque example of this con-

cept exists in Paul McCarthy's 1974 piece,

"Meatcake." This inclusion documents a per-

formance he once gave, with eight pages of text

outlining his actions and three photographs

visually depicting them. The result is more than

a little disturbing, yet infuiitely intriguing.

He notes in the documents, "- threw up /
-

make myself white with maynase / in the corner

threw up / - 1 will be inbarest /
- tape my leg to

my penis," and later, "shoving food in my crotch

/
- bending over and doing it so my ass is facing

them / - pants arc filled with food."

The accompanying pictures neveal

McCarthy wearing a sea captain's cap and suit

with his pants pulled down and his underwear

overflowing with hamburger meat and catsup.

A siphon runs from his mouth to his genitab.

while food and vomit coat his face and soil his

clothing. Meanwhile, the audience looks on in

abhorrence.

Apparently, this representation provides a

piercing social commentary on the proliferation

of or lack of self-degradation in the world at

large. Regardless, it plays the same role as road

kill - you hate to look but can't take your eyes

away.

In numy ways, Robert Delford Brown and

Rhett Delford Brown echo McCarthy's contro-

versial subject matter in their 1964 piece, "The

Th» Muwum 01 Con«mpoi»ry A/t

The Museum of Contemporary Art's

"Out of Actions: Between Perfonmance

and Object,* is on display until May 10.

Meat Show." This work includes the life-size

models of two slaughtered sheep and one pig

hanging by ropes from their legs before a blood-

stained parachute. The informative document

to the left details how the pair of artists original-

ly hung oodles of butchered beasts in a walk-in

freezer in Greenwich Village and sold tickets to

the event for 75 cents.

While this work reflects the atrocities appar-

ent in man's lust to cat meat, it aosses the bor-

der between art and life. By taking a tour of a

common slaughterhouse freezer, the artists

force us to question the humanity of our own

standard feeding practices. This re-evaluation

of everyday reality shines throu^ in many of

the show's works.

For example, Ben Vautier's 1962 addition

"Ben's Window," reconstructs the window

front which Vautier inhabited when his piece

originally appeared in a Minneapolis art center.

The work reveals a variety of bedroom items

including a bed, bureau and bedside lamp, with

white-out labeling and comments on the collec-

tion of objects. For instance, "dirty water" dons

the side of an old fish tank, "rotting meat with

flies" decorates the side ofa dingy bake pan, and

"don't look at me" glares from the interior glass

ofa photo frame.

Consequently, Vautier provides a voice for

inanimate objects and redesigns the silent world

which we take for granted. Almost as an unin-

tentional addition to this work, a regularly

clanging drone fills the entire museum space

from some eerie, unidentifiable piece. In this

way, even the silence has a voice.

Likewise, Robert Morris suggests that there

SccJICII0IIS^pa9c19
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Bob Mariey and the Wallers, ''The

Complete Wallers 1%7-1972 Part I,"

(JAD) It looks like the ^Beatles'

"Anthology" phenomenon has carried

over to the reggae world. This three-

disc collection is a must Tor serious

reggae fans, as well as the curious and

those devoted to the Wailers, the

group reggae-legend Bob Mariey

fronted before embarking on a his suc-

cessful solo career.

The three-disc set includes three

separate albums, all of which some-

times carry different versions of songs

on the other two (here comes the

Beatles' "Anthology" comparison).

The first album represented is the rare

"Rock to the Rock" album, which car-

ries the earliest incarnations of the

Wailers (from 1967-68). which includ-

ed Mariey, his wife, Rita, and Peter

Tosh and Bunny Wailer. Most of the

songs take the popular "rock steady"

reggae sound, which was a slower,

rock-pop influenced style, and mixes it

with many '60s harmonizing/vocal

styles. You can see the impression

American R&B, pop and Motown
had on the Wailers with such tunes as

"Treat You Right," "Chances Are"

and "There She Goes," without sacri-

ficing that distinct reggae sound.

The second album is the even rarer

"Selassie is the Chapel" release from

the 1968-1970 era. This album shares a

lot of the "rock steady" and '60s

American pop>-music styles from the

"Rock to the Rock" album, but with

"Selassie," the Wailers start experi-

menting more with different sounds

and rhythms. It almost sounds less like

the traditional reggae we know of

today. But the magic of "Selassie"

comes in the Wailers' burgeoning spir-

ituality and their discovery of the

Rastafarian religion. Their passion for

Jah, the god of the Rastafarians,

shines throughout their positive

music, which includes the title-track

hymn, "Tread Oh" and "The Lord

Will Make a Way." Included also is a

BOBMARLEY

"The Complete Wailers

1%7-1972Partr

cover of the Box Tops' "The Letter"

(titled "Give Me a Ticket" here) and

the Wailers' classic "Rocking Steady.

'

And the third record is simply

titled, "The Best of the Wailers ( 1969-

70)," the true highlight of this multi-

disc set. Considered the first "con-

cept" album of reggae, the record was

actually a commercial flop at the time,

but many reggae aficionados point to

its influential relevance now. "Best of
comprises a more polished sound,

thanks to the late Leslie Kong's pro-

duction efforts, and displays the tal-

ents of stars-in-the-making. Bob

Mariey and Peter Tosh. The '60s pop

music influences remain, but "Best

of offers a more "straight-up" reggae

sound than the other two albums

included in this set. The signature,

optimistic anthems, along with such

covers of such pop songs as Jr.

Walker's "Hold On to This Feelmg."

the Archies' bubblegum hit, "Sugar

Sugar" and another version of "The

Letter," make "Best of even more of

an enjoyable listening experience than

the rest of "The Complete Wailers."

This collection, as a whole, repre-

sents a satisfying and comprehensive

history-in-song of the most influential

reggae artists of the '60s and '70s.

Reggae fans, as well as people interest-

ed in the culture, ^volution and inspi-

rations of the Jamaican-rooted music

genre, will surely find

"The Complete Wailers" delightfully

impressive. Mike Prevatt A-

Pee Shy, "Don't Get Too

ComfortaUe," (Mercury) Alternative

pop-rock can often achieve great play-

ful tunes but, at the same time, fall into

the Sesame-Street syndrome of over-

simplified melodies. In their second

major label release. Pee Shy fine-tunes

their bright, giddy sounds to create

real pop-rock fun without resorting to

cheesy nursicry rhymes.

The first track and single of the

album, "Mr. Whisper," shows exactly

what the band is capable of, namely

funky beat-happy rhythms and a cute-

ly odd quirkiness in the female vocals.

From bridge to chorus, the mood
remains light and plain but not with-

out talent. True, at times sappiness can

get dull, but Pee Shy tends to stay

away from static rehashing of the

same tunes by creating dynamic

songs. "Jad Fair" eases into an ethere-

al melody that carefully ponders

"What is this space left to fill/ a bull's

eye forever ..." A little abstract, but it

takes a small but distinct step away

fronfsurface lyrics.

Faster beats excite songs such lis

"Much Obliged" and "Fear."

Through their humorous tone. Pee

Shy mixes both slow and fast acoustic-

guitar beats for listeners everywhere.

It cannot be considered serious

rock, but it putts off sarcasm in a

mature fashion. It's a relieving dose of

mind-numbirtg picks for the midterm

blues. Michelle Zubiate B

Jatnes Iha, ''Let It Come Down,"

(Virgin) Yes, it's a little dopey. Yes, it's

a little foofey. But what's wrong with

being a gentle romantic in the midst of

a cruel world? James Iha's first solo

album, "Let It Come Down," veers

from the usually disillusioned, embit-

tered pieces found on his efforts with

The Smashing Pumpkins. And though

it might not Ik what one would expect

from the hard-rocking guitarist, it

remains a calm, sweet background to

whatever make-out session you may
have planned. Or moody bout with a

lack of a sex life, as the case may be.

Either way, the meandering pace of

Iha's borderline sappy vocals in his

down-home songs reflect a tenderness

that, no doubt, will never break into

the mainstream.

Regardless, the timeless lyrics on

songs like "Lover, Lover" still manage

to strike a chord, with Iha crooning

lines like "Lover, darling, when you

hold my hand / It's all I'll have 'til

tomorrow." In many ways, "Let It

Come Down" is just a bunch of love

songs, like a 'SOs LP intent on turning

chicks to jelly as they dream of their

one and only. Though it may be a tad

out of place in today's musical atmos-

phere of self-indulging pain junkies

and poppy, feel-good, one-hit won-

ders, it remains a worthwhile listen.

The plain and simple pieces hearken

back to a more soothing era where it

was okay to swoon about the illusion

of love. Where it was okay to believe

that things would work out. When ide-

alism wasn't a four-letter word. Ah,

Calgon, take me
VanderZanden A-

away! Vanessa

God Uvea Underwater, ''Life in the

S&CaUed Space Age," (1500/ A&M
Records) Increasingly, bands rely on

an electronic fad to-support their lack

of talent or creativity. There are a few

bands, however, that come out of syn-

thesized madness to relieve fans with

truly great hits. Most become a combo

of both. Dabbling in techno-rock key-

boards and electronic computer

sounds, God Lives Underwater's

third release proves both more appeal-

ing and well-constructed than other

albums, but it still has its flaws.

Within the album, those computer

sounds can either strengthen or create

unnecessary background noise. For

the most part, it's the former, but in

cases such as in the song "Vapors,"

those sounds become excessive.

"Vapors" has a great core, but its

obnoxious digital intro and phony

Beatles-ish ending weighs down its

potential.

The album also forms many con-

trasts in quality between songs. At

times its electroriic overtones can cre-

ate uneasiness and disturbing reac-

tions, but at the same time can demon-

strate probing and meth<»dic melodies.

Such is the case in "Rearrange" and

"Can't Come Down."

The best song of the album

"Happy?" is a combination of melodi-

cally touching lyrics and hauntingly

ethereal rhythms. Its lyrics have that

element of love-lost emotion that

makea many of their songs moving

such as "And 1 hope that you're

happy/ At least one of us is/ 1 hope one

day you'll see/ 1 need you to save me."

Songs such as "TheJlush Is Loud,"

however, have real intense moments,

but those odd generated mixes in com-

bination with monotone vocals are far

from appealing. "Life in" is a confus-

ing jumble of great songs and geeky

tunes. Michelle Zulnate B-

Be an Orientation Assistant

and see the world!
Ok. Maybe not. But it's still a fun experience.

And it's a good paying summer job.

Pick up an application at the

Orientation Program office at 201 Covel Commons.

Qu'^stions^ P^e.-i^/^ ^^11 th^ Orientation Progiani office at (210) 206-66^5
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'Mrs. Dalloway' explores W6olfs duality AQIONS

FILM: Vanessa Redgrave

captures psychological

nature of author's life

Daily Bruin Contributor

The wave ofrecent British dramatic

films has cloyed the public with a

grossly sweet aftertaste. Maybe
because these films have a packaged

Americanness about them - complete

with American leads and directors and

the tar of Hollywood sentimentality

that is dumped onto production.

But "Mrs. Dalloway," a film based

on the Virginia Woolf novel, hopes to

offer a panacea to this overdose of

frilly pictures by changing the formula

with the cream of English actors and

filmmakers.

The film revolves around Qarissa

Dalloway, who confronts the decisions

she made 30 years earlier. In the the

midst of 1923 London, she revisits her

memories of long ago, when she was

single, hopeful and on the brink of

making iinportant decisions. Her life

is profoundly touched by Septimus

Warren Smith (Rupert Graves), a

young soldier emerging shell-shocked

from Worid War L
For those who love Virginia

Woolfs writing, this film could be a

glimpse into the psychological duality

of Woolf herself, embodied in the

characters of Mrs. Dalloway and

Septimus. The character of Mrs.

Dalloway glimmers of the "shy but

snobbish" social butterfly side of

which Woolf was very conscious. But

Mrs. Dalloway and Septimus together

represent the troubled author who suf-

fered a series of mental breakdowns.

Fearing her own insanity and the

coming of World War II, Woolf com-

mitted suicide.

"She put that in both Septimus and

Mrs. Dalloway, who, from a very eariy

age, was aware of a sori of lurking

insanity," says Director Marleen

Oorris.

Veteran actress Vanessa Redgrave

brings her interpretation of Mrs.

w^^*^m

fif« Look Pictures

VMMSsa Redgrave stars as Mrs.

Dalloway in this film adaptation.

Dalloway's conflicting sensibilities to

the screen.

A patient and easy Redgrave sits in

the Four Seasons Hotel with the Los

Angeles hustle down below. She

attempts to describe her close relation-

ship with the title character in "Mrs.

Dalloway." which will be released on

Friday.

"I feel so close to Mrs. Dalloway

that i feel like I know her better than

anybody." Redgrave says. The glaring,

overcast sky frames her white-blonde

hair. Her mirthful blue eyes look away

when she speaks with the absolute

involvement that radiates from a

woman whose acting career has

spanned a strong four decades.

"I have to really work hard to find

out why I feel that close. I feel I know
Mrs. Dalloway better than still I know

my own daughters or my own moth-

er," Redgrave continues.

The actress' passion for Woolfs

genius is readily apparent as she

exclaims, "I couldn't believe what a

mind like that could do!"

She and the film's screenwriter,

Eileen Atkins, would pore over

Woolfs work in long, late-night dis-

cussions when working together on

"Vita and Virginia," a play about

Woolf

That is where Atkins told Redgfave

that she couldn't see anybody else

playing the part of Mrs. Dalloway. But

Redgrave is nothing like Mrs.

Dalloway. In fact, she sees more simi-
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exists a space surrounding every indi-

vidual being that, though invisible,

takes a very solid form. Made in 1961,

he calls his work "Untitled (Standing

Box)."

It's a tall, unpainted wooden box.

It's the height of the artist. When he

stands in it, as he does in the picture

next to the box, he is said to be "per-

forming the box."

Continuing in this simplistic vein,

one of John

Cage's musical
"^"^"""""^^

scores takes up

several square

feet of one of the

museum walls.

His piece details

when the per-

former should

"Pour water from

receptacle to

another" and

play the "duck

The entire display ...

mostly just intrigues

viewers with the very

avant garde nature of

its content.

'whistle in bowl of water (as long as

breath holds - but not past)." With

such careful instructions, it would

seem difficult to mess up the piece.

Saburo Murakami's piece

"Work," takes a slightly more confus-

ing form. While the piece seems to

only be made up of red and black

peeling paint on a slab of wood, the

"viewer is invited to interact with this

work by listening to the interior clock

that rings with different bells at

unpredictable moments." Are the

bells conceptual, only to be heard

after hours ofmorphing with the visu-

al intricacies of the textured piece?

Equally bizarre is Nam June

Paik's "Integral Piano," which con-

sists of three upright pianos. Though

all appear somewhat haggard with

age, the central instrument has wires

spilling out of it as well as peculiar

items glued to it. Examples include

barbed wire, a bra, an alarm clock, a

telephone, toy cars and egg shells.

Beautiful is not the word to describe

it, though it seems dubious that Paik's

intentions remain grounded in receiv-

ing such common praise.

But who knows what reaction he

expected? In fact, most of the works

on display seem
'^~'""~'^^^~

best experienced

in live form,

though the exist-

ing collection still

manages to catch

the eye. The

entire display,

despite its ability

to express higher

' levels of con-

1
sciousness, most-

ly Just intrigues

viewers with the very avant garde

nature of its content. -^-pr**-

So maybe most f>eople won't reaJ-

ly "get it." They'll probably walk

around, gawking at the twisted

pieces, utterly amused and more than

a little baffled. But is that so terrible?

ART: 'Out of Actions: Between

Performance and the Object, 1949-

1979" shows through May 10 at the

Geffen Contemporary at the Museum
of Contemporary Art located at 152

North Central Ave. Admission is $6 and

$4 for seniors and students with ID. For

more information, call (213) 621-2766.
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Natural History of
Southern California, Earth

and Space Sciences 20, Spring

1998. No prerequisites, GE
course credit in physical or life

sciences; enrollment limited to 17

students. Lecture, 2 hrs.; lab, 3

hrs.; five field trips required:

Death Valley, Providence

Mountains, San Diego County,

Yosemite, and a choice of either

San Jacinto-Palm Desert or Santa

Barbara areas. Professor C. A.

Hall (Room 6710 Geology, or e-

mail: hall@ess.ucla.edu).

CASH
for your
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2-HOURS FREE Validated Paiidng at LOTS with this symbolr^

31O-2OS-5150
MofvFri 9-7; Sat 9:304:00; Sun 1 1-5

It's not

too late...

Course

starts

Saturday

February

21st
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SENSELESS
From page 17

limit you and will let you go all the way

and then pull you back a little."

Wayans got that with Director

Penelope Sphceris ("Wayne's

World," "The Little Rascals"), who
encouraged the actors to bring ideas

to the set and then included the best or

them in the film.

"Penelope was great because she

allowed me to improvise like I did,"

Wayans says. "1 loved working with

Penelope, aside from my brother. But

that's family. It was the best experi-

ence 1 had working with the director."

The feeling is mutual for Spheeris

who says that Wayans and the chil-

dren in "The Little Rascals" have

been her favorite actors to work with.

Spheeris was especially impressed

with Wayans' generous nature and

friendliness with everyone around the

set.

"He makes everybody feel good,"

Spheeris says. "He never complains,

and he's funny as hell. He comes in the

morning and gives everyone on the set

a hug.

"You can't beat this kid. He's one

of my favorite people I've ever met in

my life, definitely my favorite actor

I've ever worked with."

With "Senseless" being his first

leading role in a film, Wayans is

unsure whether he would want the

kind of superstardom that actors like

Eddie Murphy and "In Living Color"

alumnus Jim Carrey have after mak-

ing it big in comedic movies.

"I wouldn't mind making that kind

ofmoney but that lifestyle of not being

able to go out in the public, you lose a

part of yourself," Wayans says. "I take

my hat off to them for just accepting

that role. Ifthat happens (for me), hey,

as long as I work, I'm happy."
"^

For Wayans, he is just happy to

have ajob he finally likes.

"It's not about the stardom or the

money," Wayans says. "It's the fact

that I wake up in the morning and I

want to go to work. I love to go to

work."

FILM: "Senseless' opens Friday.

DALLOWAY
From page 19

larities between Mrs. Dalloway and

her own mother. Like Redgrave's

mother, Mrs. Dalloway is a woman
who is by turns pure and strongly soul-

ful.

"My mother's a very innocent

woman coming from a country back-

ground where the women had long-

ings to do things but didn't,"

Redgrave says. "My mother never

had much of an education. ... She

always felt a bit intimidated by (her

husband) and his colleagues who had

all been to university ... and who all

had the means to evaluate works ofart

and literature and she hadn't. She had

her soul and she did respond in a won-

derful, uncomplicated and simple

way."

Redgrave's familiarity with Mrs.

Dalloway stems from the satori-like

light bulb that comes from immersing

oneself in art.

"I see a chameleon change color,

but that's just a natural process. It

doesn't involve the chameleon's mind,

right?" Redgrave says. "But there are

some works of art, and a character in

a great novel is a great work of art, as

well. As you go close, your mind

comes up and merges with what the

writer's written, your whole mind

changes color and you become part of

that, at least that's how I feel it. ~
~

"You stop talkmg about acting or

preparing," Redgrave continues. "It

just becomes part of you."

Redgrave is not only a storyteller

but a listener, hungry for the journal-

ists to engage her with their knowl-

SecMUailffir,pa9c21
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DALLOWAY
From page 20

edge as much as she does in turn.

"I'm still very ill-read, so I depend
on my meetings with people like your-

selves," Redgrave admits. "I mean it

was a journalist that actually said to

me about a week ago, i think you

should play "Long Day's Journey into

Night."' 1 was very grateful for that
"

CRASHERS
From page 16

Bassist Mikey Weiss, drummer
Gavin Hammon and guitarist Jason

Hammon complement the band's

clean-cut image but, at the same time,

uphold its sarcastic attitude.

Opening with a rivet ofdrums and

screaming teenagers and 20-some-

things. Dance Hall Crashers cap-

tured the crowd from the beginning.

The first few songs of the set included

old" favorites that immediately

pleased those fans of their punkier

sound era.

Rogers and Denike confidently

dominated the stage and took advan-

tage of The Roxy's small club atmos-

phere to create a crowd/performer

connection at every chance possible.

Rogers' cute, stylish black hair

with bangs and Denike's floral skirt

and blouse gave the two a distinct

retro-esque image of quasi-inno-

cence. Their bold lyrics and brash

vocals, however, proved they were

more than sweet little girls. They
hopped about the stage, often calling

for the crowd to constantly "jump!"

The audience willingly obliged.

And DHC twisted and grooved, initi-

ated sing-a4ongs and even challenged

the crowd to maintain their "bounce"

throughout an entire song. Past the

smiles and the charisma was a band

who, as evident in the hushed pants

and slightly glowing faces, gave it

their all and did not hold back.

In return, the crowd gave its own
contfibution to the show. Besides the

usual tiresome crowd-surfing, they

often broke out in silly inconiprehen-

sible chants. At one point, the band

invited loads of giggling girls on stage

to take over and sing their own rendi-

tion of "He Wants Me Back." It was

the perfect song for independent

women who were feeling a little extra

bitter on the oight before the dreaded

V-J>ay. Even though the scene

invoked remembrances of that third-

grade Christmas pageant or last

wedc's Karaoke night at Shakey's, it

won the crowd over with charming

humor and fun.

Those favorite songs are what real-

ly got the crowd on its feet every time.

The uncanny "So Sue Us" is charac-

teristic of their hyper - "I don't give a

shit" style. The house cheered and

sang along with every word.

"Lost Again," a new hit, has

recently seen a lot of air time on the

radio and even was featured on a

recent episode of "Beverly Hills,

90210." Songs such as "Mr. Blue"

and "Queen For A Day" had great

slammin' guitar moments and dished

out danceable beats all over the place.

This element is clearly something you

cannot get from just listening to the

album, due in part because Dance

Hall Crashers are gifted live perform-

ers as well as talented musicians.

Although DHC gave an encore of

"The Truth About Me" and two other

old hits, the set ended entirely too

soon. Many of the band's other

favorites were saved for the next

night's show to the disappointment of

those unable to attend both perfor-

mances. A few fans voiced their dis-

approval over the fact that not

enough songs were played from their

newest album, "Honey I'm Homely!"

But DHC's vitality shined and left a

packed Roxy screaming through the

finale, happily satisfied, if not yearn-

ing for more. , :,
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Applications for the Charles E. Young Humanitarian Award, formerly

known as the Chancellor \s Humanitarian Award, are available at these locations;

Student and Campus Life - 1 104 Murphy Hall

Community Service Commission Office - 408 Kerckhoff Hall

Graduate Students Association Office - 301 Kerckhoff Hall

Community Programs Office - 102 Men's Gym
AAP Information Desk - 1209 Campbell Hall

Center for Student Programming - 105 Kerckhoff Hall

Ackerman Union Information Desk - Level A
Financial Aid Office - A129J Murphy Hall

Residence Halls - Resident Director's 0|Bces t

Dean of Students - 1 206 Murphy Hall
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V
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Fraternity and Sorority Relations - 1 18 Men's Gym

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE TURNED INTO THE
CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE AT 2147 MURPHY HALL BY WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 18, 1998.

H APPUCATiONS ARE DUE TODAY!!!
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CtassNM nsptar (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)20&O528

OfficeHours
Mon-Tliu: 9-4)0anM:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30i>m

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...eactiadditionaiword 0.50

Weeldy.iipto20words 27.00

...each ddditionat word 1.50

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Oiassifled Oiaplw ads. please see

our rate card for vaiiable rate

Information.

DeadOnes
CtaasHiMiUneAds:

1 wori^g dayMon printing,

at 12 noon.

aassMM Display AdK
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at 12 noon.
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of the day before printing.

Payment
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How to Write

an Effective Ad
• stall your ad with the nnerchandise you

are aeOng. This iraKes K oasier for readers

to quicWy acan tha adt and locate your

items.

• Always indude the price of your item.

Ktany daeeilled readers simply do not

respond to ada without prices.

• Avoid at)t)reviations—mat(e you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself In the reader's position.

asi( what you would Ul«e to Know about

the merchandiee. and irtdude that in the

ad. Include such inlormation as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

hwMUOA tOW<M»<iMi»ail>»Urt»w»l<>(«cai<OTlc«->noicygpHaiiaw»Wa^
^ OiS^w»»thtASUCUCMW»urtc>aaMB«rth>« liiiiiiSgaiai»(<1^i«»^ _, „,

S»rSLS?Sti*5ao!»y5>S
OBiniilRwAvy SMtot for curioRMvi vid It fiol

on-Int li flfimdM 1

1

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mml OiMMieii, fri Stop Stady, 3SI7

nHn.aMltStady,3517

M/TMaiK.0MMlAM2f
.A3- 829

• 12:10- 1A) pa

FOUND- Seseme Street watch. N«ar dorms
Cat: 310-267-7020.

Services
5800 1-900 MWiban
5900 FfoaadalAkl

9100 CoiMMlaf / Intanwt
9150 Foralpi lamwaiaa
8200 HeaMi/BaairtySarvtets
9300 Lagai Advice /Attereays

9500 MniC

9700

7000 IMartag OMarad
7100 IMartag^'
7200 lyping
7300 ifrWiigMalp

Ewployineirt
7490 Ininaas Opportunitlae

7900 CaraarOpfMrtMriliae
7800 CMM Care Qffarad

7700 am Car* Wanted
7800 NatpWanM
7800 NoMaaMbiO
8000 ManNhlp
9100

"

9200
8300

Housing
9400 Apartmanls far Rant
9900

9700
tar Ranll

tar Sale

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Schoiarehips. Business. Medical

b«Hs. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-600-216-

9000 Ext G-1650.

NEED CASH??- earn $1 .000 per rrxxith P/T
from domrt/apt. dear up tchooi tNlls txlore

yoiu graduate. 1-888-270-1994

RAISE tSOO In one week Furxjraiaing op-
portunMes avaiiMe. No firtancial obligation.

Great for ckitM. For more information caN:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefrt

from low-cost financial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level. on-

line at ¥invw.ucu.org or call 310-477-8628

TTSTT

9000 Naiiaa for Rant

Send yeor sUr; and

appear in TV piiit.
200 wds. or less about something

unexplatnable that happened to

you, i.e. touched by an angel type

stories or story in the vain of

Chicken Soup stones. Deadline:

February 25th. Send attention:

Stephanie fax: 818.99i.2024
e-mail: youmagdearthiink.net
*plea$e include: name, age and
telephone #. Authors of stories

chosen will appear io TV Dilof.appear in i v pii

9190 MaaaalMat* for Rant /Sate
Henainjil

ROMIMT

SkaraORoam
9700

"THE OMLY BfMN Haiyili NO RE-
aPONOMUTY FOR AOMRfmCRS' OR
CU9T0IKR8' PCrffRMilC 18 COWCERM-
MO Aoe M THE PCRontALs accnoit.

BODY WEIGHt&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25. weight between
80&120l)6.. wMh nomial periods, to partici-

pate in a UCLA project to lake 24hr8

Receive $25.00 for complete participation

Dr. Ian Ylp031 0-206- 1987

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREf^ 8-12yr5

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evahitfon. and get a sderttific learning ex-

perience. Call 310425-0392.

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOO!

Social psychological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours. Average 18. UndergraduHe only. CaH
310-837-2869 or sign 14) 235 Haines.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (M&F) 18-20 years

o( age lor a study on bone heeMi. WiU re-

ceive S60 plus free nutritionat, bone density

and strength assessment, and comprehen-
sive bkxxt analysis. Please call 0)e UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

compensation

Call Mirna Navas at

(310)

JT

nUPINQ QR QHINRE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous Infertile couples.

$40M compensation.

Call l-aSMll-EGQS, Kellle

Snell. Creative Conception.

5L= Jt

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looidng for a Jewish egg donor Can
you help us? If you can. caU 310-828-5788

SPECIAL EGG DOfJOR NEEDEDI Loving

infertile couple is hoping to r«nd a canipas-

sionate woman to help us fwve a baby

We're ftoping for sonieone who ftas blond or

brown heir and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate. Age 21-30 Thank you tor your

consideration Compensation $3,500-

$506o>expenses. If you can help us, please

caU 1-800-686-9373 ext.6733

_ //«« PIECES^
TOGETHERT:

Are you or is someone you know \S+ yean old and suffering from Anxiety? You

nuy quaHfy for an Important medical research study If your ^mptoms Indude:

Q Excessive Wbny

- - - . Q Feeling Tense or Irritable

Q Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $t004W.

At CaWonla OWcal IHals. a premier research tadHty, we are focused on tesdng

medications ttut oouid poislt>ly Improve lives arKi lead to future medical break-

throughs. QuaMed partidpants will receive quality care from our research staff, a

free basic physical exam and lab tests. Enrollnient Is limited. Be part ofthe solution

and call now.

TOUREE
1'888-CC'TRIAL *

.

(l-tt8-22t-742S)

Caufornia Clinical Trials

LAP TOP COMPUTER
kflAC &300SERIES. Brand New. $1800
OBO. 310-3800627.

PENTIUH^ 200 MMX. 32RAM. 4 3HD,
6X4C0. 33.6, 14-Inch SVGA. 80W Speak-

ers. Win 95. All latest adobe Via Voice. Tons

more. $1100.310^3-5101.

BWtare Ji

ANOHYMOUS aperm donors needed. Help

mtartto oou^lee whHe receMng financial

companeaMon up to 960Q/monlh and free

heaNh screening Convenient hours. kxMNed

In Weaxyood. Ca» Mate 310-624-6641

EGG DONORS NEEDED
hiave you oonaidarad

couple? H you're 21-30 years and wAng fo

help. plaMa cal. AM races needed. Compan-
salion $3,500.00. OPTIONS 600-668-0373

EQQ DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confidential. Please caH

310-265-0333

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32. Egg
donors find It amolionaliy rewarding to help

anonymous mtarHla oouplas. Prooadura is

scAaduM around Spring Break, but you

muat attond ortanlaflon now. $4,000 oonv

pensallon. Call 1 -666-411 -EOOS, KaUie

Snal. CraaMve Concaptfdn.

MATTRESS BONANZAIt
SEALY.STEARNS4FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dk: twin-set8-$99 95. Futls-$159.95,

Oueens-$1 79.96. Kkigs-$229 95 Futona-

$139.05 We deliver Beacon KAattraaa

1308 Westwood Blvd. 310477-14

MATTRESS SETSfl!
Twin $79. FuH $69, Queen $139, l^ing $159,
Bgnkbeds Deliveries. Phone Orders Aooapl-

ed 310-372-2337

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored caiefuT

hr, good quality. MaMi sii. box, and frame.

$150. Can daHvar. 3iO«22-3264.
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STARS CAROL BRUNETT. Roma Downey,
and John Dye Reveal tfw key elements in

becoming a professk)nal actorl Order the

vWeo The Actor's Success Factor" now!

www.gravityret)el.com or caH 435-655-7552.

^ Piano Rentals ^
If Low Monthly Rdtes "^
^HoNywood Piar>o Rental Cornpan^ KTIMI

iifwwififwiriri JHnrelTloiiets

GREAT .

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale $200ea.
212-946-1173.

LOW AIRFARES Domestic & Intematkinal

http7/www.travelabout.cdm. 520-327-1879

READ MY LIPSIII
You can make $4800 in

48 hrs. My POWERFUL
PROGRAM can piil BIQ
money In your pocket

FAST! riot MLM or chain

letter. For free Info call

Macro Enterprises

1-888-510-4549

Los Cabos iU8
Honolulu i215
London $370
Pans :p398

-FUES ARE aOUNO TKir, DO NOT INCLUDE TAXES.

MSTwniow Amy. csniiooMwo-M

ij 10904 Lindbrook Olive

It Los Angeles

r (310) 208-3551

for Sale

1986VWSCIROCCO
Wen maintained, silver-bhie. 10SK, runs

good, akjminum rims, new dulchAtires, car

phone Asking $1700. Must see. 310-478-

8828.

1966 TOYOTA SUPRA TURBO, automatk;.

w/targa (op Pearl white w/burgundy leather

Kenwood CD&alarm. Mint conditk>n, new
turbo/brakes. $8496 Davk) 213-933-9033.

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

whMe. excellent oondikxi, $3,975. 310-474-

0555.

1990 ACURA irfTEQRA. 69.000 miles, ex-

oelent conditkxi. great stereo, alarm. Ohgi-

nal owner. $6,000 ot>o. Trey. 9-5 (818)502-

5600.

1992 RED CAVALIER Z24 CONVERTIBLE
White automatic top/interior Automatk:. k>ad-

ed. One owner, immaculate corx)rtlon. Only

40,000 milesl $9500 obo 310-471-5326.

88 TOYOTA MR42. Must sell. 5-spe«d. AC,
sunroof, extras. Super dean! $3,950 otx>.

CaU Stephen, 818-504-1177.

SEIZED CARS FROM
$175!!

^^W.9mKm^

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34Aup. 1-688-P1CANTI Space limit-

ed

services

5800-7300

Porsches, CedMos, Chevys, BMWs, Cor-

vettes. Also Jeepe, 4-Wheel Drives. Your

Area ToU-Pree 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A- 1650
for current listings.

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, CadH-

lacs, Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps,

4W0's Your Area Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A-16S0 for current listings

'89 JEEP WRANGLER 4 2 8cyl HT, 35"

tires. 5' Rancho suspensk>n. $7500 obo
JaimeO310-824-4953. Pgr 888-9279

'89 TOYOTA CELICA
QT CONVERTIBLE; Great tow mileage car

(79.000 miles), A/C. P/W, P/S. AM/FM case-

tte. red^Mack top and interior, new tires

alarm. $7,500. Call Maklie Woric 310-319-

5490 Home: 310-573-0129 Fun carl

'94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed. Ex-

cellent condition $8990 Please cal!

ZalnO310-477-6612.

$CASH FOR COLLECES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors'll Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Unk>n to fund your

Stalford Loans (Lender Code 832] 23) Also

receive low-cost financial servk:es 310-

477-8628; http;//www.ucu org

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONES price or dont want
your business. All drivers, f^ewly licensed.

Student/stalt/lacuNy discounts. Request the

-Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303

1 988 HONDA ELITE 1 SOcc. Red, mint condi-

tion basket $350obo Call Paul at 626-237-

9721

/lllstatGf
KmIVv la pood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Btvd.
C2 biks. So. or Wtlet-ilf

)

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://www.thelaweb com Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night gutde to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexk:o. Live with family Four

week8-S875: 5classes/day. room&board.
CALMECAC. Calixto 2. Guanajuato, Gto

36000 MexKo. rTK>dem560quijote.ugto.mx.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidential counseling Anxiety.

depression, relatranships Hypnotherapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples West-

wood Village. Carole Chasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643.

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans.

Law otfces of White & Assoc (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/31 0-207-2089.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experienced immigratk>n attorney. Reason-
able rates and free consuJtattons. Call 213-

251-9588 for attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARD!The Easy-Inexpensive WAYI
Visas, Wortt Penults, & Labor Certifteatkxi. A
California Corporatton Since 1982. Immi-

gratton Specialiat. CaH: 310-459-9200.

BEST MOVERS 213-263-2378 Lteensed,

insured Lowest rates Fast, courteous, and
careful. Many students moved for $98. Uc.-

T- 163844 NO JOB TOO SMALL!

HONEST MAN W/14fl tmck and doilies,

small jobs, shod notue ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. SF. LV. SD, AZ. Go Bruins.

JERRYS MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Experierx^d, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657 GO UCLA!!

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedk^ted professkxtaJ.

At your home or WLA studkt. 1 st lesson free

No dnjm set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP an

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars availabie Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by profasskxwl

UCLA. Al levels, guitars avail CaH Jean at

310-476-4154.

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons. $13/hr.

my home or $23/hr your home. Aoous-

t)c&electric Jules: 310-398-2480.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Ciasswal Musk- European Instructor- Inler-

natkjnal teaching experience. AH Ages/Lev-

els. Leave menage at: 31O-307-3012

V0K:E LESSONS Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience. Free the

beat^ of your voice through good vocal

technk)ue $4Q^r 310-470-6549.

mSUSSSSSSSSm

TEXT ANXIETY
MidTerms, Finals, GRE, MFCC. LCSW.
MCAT, LSAT. Bar CaH: Fay Shatzkin, C.H:

Clinical Hypnotherapiel 310-330-8851

SgnrtcCT

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devetoping/editing your critcaHy-

important personal statements? Get profes-

stonal help, competitive edge from na'k>rfal-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-828-4445

JAPANESE CONVER.SATION CLASS Sart-

ta Monica Col«ge. Business and travel

Starting Feb 28'f/Vpril 25. Six Saturdays.

9am- 12pm $75 Participation encouraged.
310-452-9214. . _,^_,_^^

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

Davkl 310-281-6264. 805-646-4455

,,00
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Machine part

4 Out of danger
8 Captures, in

checkers
13 Invasion

15 Domain
16"AKla"or

"Carmen"
1 7 Ivy League

school

18 Sarxlbar

19 Type of child?

20 Colorado city

23 A single time

only

24 Do an ushers
job

27 WHddog
29 Actor Greene
30 Electhcal

32 Away from the

wind
33 Pale
34 l»^ledicaltool

37 Hairdresser's

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QSQS QQQS Umu\2

BSD asms sssisa

Fl I IGIUIRIEISIOIFISIPIEIEICIHI

QBQisna momsQ
CDBQESaS QCQBO SQB
e3Bg:@ Disas aamgis
BSQS SaQS QESDBS
SQSCl [sJSClS do

Ol**

**•
»*.
*•

NO"

01*

»*«

38 *Carx>e' trees

40 Pep
42 Chars
44 Young boy
45 Nevada city

46 Ate to k>se
weight

48 Soirth American
dance

49 Dairy food

51 Gan^bler
52 Go to tt>e man
53 Barge pusher
56 *— of Five"

58 Small group
59 Iowa town
63 Bride's

walkway
64 Hardwoods
65 Moniker
66 Low cards

67 Yeltsins "no"

68 Place

DOWN
1 Sob
2 Battery size

3 Wire nneasure
4 Swagger
5 "The Clan of

the Cave Bear^
author

6 Barney's buddy
7 Result

8 Chore
9 Removes

lOIr
11 Fee
12 Rational
14 Fillet

21 Crude metal
22 Moved on

wheels
24 Spirit

25 Foot parts

26 Greek island

28 Team cf>eers

T

30 Long pole

31 —Sam
33 Most sensible

35 Happenino
36 Beatie — Stan
38 Soft ripe

cheese
39 Possessed
41 Anctxjr

43 SIdlNulty

45 WickenMor1(
47 ArKient

German
48 Hot or iced

beverage
49 Seat
50 Draft animal

51 Lift

52 Argunr>ent

54 Neutral color

55 Two-wt>eeler
57 Vote in favor

60 Traveler's

guide
61 Flightless

bird

62 Matcfied pair

tt««*

t

56 ^m
'JS. (SkalM HMth EdncMorv Hare'imud« your aytj

Mi.

^*
coun,

only>
your

font,
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Classifieds

8252221
Bruins gel 20% off private party Classified advertising. Just show/ us your Student/Facully/Staff I.D. card.

Displa*
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RESEARCH. EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

and oomplele resume services. 213-444-

2033

Debt Consolidation. Auto Loans.
Low Interest. Bod credit.

Bankruptcies Accepted.
Emplovment Required.

Fast Resbor«e on Approved
Applications.

1-888-281-5110

IMMIGRATION. Wort Pcmits. Gfoen
Cards, Citizenship, Investor Visas...

Angel vsa center-
Reasonably Priced, Reliable, Efficient

Immigration Service. For Free
Coankadoa Call: 310-478-2899.

Coofidentiality Guaranteed.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

nsnorw SMmmli, ncfKMli and Booiis.

8l>eron»wr,PlvD.(810)47»il8a

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028 Pager:

213-344-7581 http //www.online

labs.corTi/danrw/fea/index.htm

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service. Our

clients gel results Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

SJAPANESE TUTOR graduated untveralty in

Apan. If you would like to learn Japanese at

^ftrdable rates, please call to dtoouss. 310-

83A4891.

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ptl.D.

Chemistry. Physics, English. Elementary thni

graduate school. Po«t-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR $25/hr. avoid high agency

costs Most subjects. aH grades. Specialize

in (writing and LSAT Call Melante 031 0-442-

9565

PRIVATE TUTORING
SECONDARY. PRIMARY LEVEL All acade-

- tfic sut^boGk Plus SAT. At your home. Afford-

able rates! Call Adntiral TutonngO 31 0-477-

5685

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school arnl

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduale. Help with English—for students of

all agMtavets. $15/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-44(M)285

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcription. Resumes.

Application Typing, Editing, Notary 4 More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA. 310-312-4658.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-

TIONS, LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-

ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES
ACE AWARDS, ETC 310-820-8830.

DESIGNER'S ORIGINAL- Word Prooesaing

Services; Tape Transaction, Buainess

Letters, Journals. Scnpts. Term Papers, Re-

ports Student Discounts. 24-hours. (310)

777-0683. Tshtone

Daily Bruin Classified

An Evening Working

with Ernst & Young LLP

when: Wednesday, February 18th

''*^-^i'^

Where: Covel Commons - West Coast/South Bay Rooms

6:MTM,

Casual^

rKme:

Attire?

Please ioin reores

j^-^'
^"A,. r^^'"-'-'^"^^": r

i

'Ai» >'*»-.

^lease join representativcsirgjii the firm for sih interactive evening where you

will experieni6fe ^hat we do firsthihd! A reception with bfeyeragcs iild snacks

willlolldW.
"v^r-

We look forward to meeting you at the event! ——

—

^

Please RSVP your attendance through the Student Accounting Society.

sUErnstaYounc llp

WORD PROCESSING tpaciaHzIng bf ttia*-

es. dissertations, trartacr^plion, resumes. Ni-

ers. brochures, nwiling Ksls. reports. Santa

Monica. 31O-828-6930. Hotywood. 213-466-

2868

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcnption,

elc. Fax. emaH, maM, bring worV to me.
Rushes. Student disoounL 818-830-1546

employment

7400-8300

FANTASTIC!
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 1yr P/T mini-

mum investment. Can earn you S. $600-

$2.000f/mo. 24-HR message. 800-468-

7262ext.27603

MAKE 2000% PROFIT
SELLING -HOW-TO^ Informrtion by mail

Reprint rights to 750 Books, reports, manu-
als Free info-pack 1 -600-466-%22, ext

7891.24hrs.

mfARKEIING
Immed, P/T Pos avail

for Westside Co.

Easy Sales; Salary -»-

Comm. DAILY
CASH! Fun office.

310.479.6689

TUTORS ON TAPE
Videotapes for tbe:

Ls 1 1, (;ui:, i;Mi\

(800)832-3335

V^Ww.Tutoi-^OnT.ipe.COn)

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS Parttime

Ma^or network marketing company Join out-

standing learn. $99 wlH get you started. CaH
Roben Schaen-818-99<}-7401.

WANTED: Two or three friends to form a

management team and devekjp our trade-

mark line oH apparel (initially T-shirts) Cur-

rent owners have received a strong re-

sponse in 'early stage' testing These own-

ers, however, (an attomey&money manager)

do not have the time to try to advance this

entreprer>eunal opportunity (also we're in

Chicago and it wouW fit better to begin on the

beach). Give us an idea of how smart you

are and ^tAi^itm you have the drive to make
this succeed. Polentiai tor equity is included

in this package. Send replies to: UbWo
Sports. 2705 N Bosworth Ave , Chicago. IL

60614

MAKE $1500+ WEEKLY

working ONLY 4hrs a day.

No college degree

or experience needed.

Not MLM or chain letter.

For free info call

M.L ENTERPRISES
at 1-888-510-4548
s

ATTORNEY NEEDED TO help recover
unpaki insurance claim in a maior personal
injury case. Fee negotiable. 213-874-2569.

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT. WLA School tooWng for capable and
experienced teacher assistants to work vi^
elementary level students. M-F. SAM- 1PM.
Begin 02/23/96 Call: 310-476-2868 Ask for

Mr. Nastri.

TAKE CARE OF your cNM in my o«*n apt.

S400/mo 9-5 RegMsrsd nurse. Wealwood
area. 310-575-3532.

CbLSifieds
825-2221

Advertise fur FREE in Bruin Bargains Items $100 or les«J Print's pvpry Wednesay and Friday
Display
2063060
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CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED. Help out working rrK>m Pick up
9/yo-twin8 from Beverly Hills school Help

w/homework. Must have own carAraMd driv-

ers Hcense/references. Call 310-284-8974.

FATHERS HELPER P/T on Weekends.
Assist w/girls 6 and 10 Do activities wAhem.
Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

553-7337.

MALE PREFERRED to live-in. use own car.

own apartment Boy 11 -yr. near beach.

IBM/PC knowledge. Athletk:, non-smoking,

1-yr convnitment. 310-822-2228. ^

NANNY afternoons and some evenings.

valW drivers license, great references re-

quired. About 32hrs/wk. flexible hours. WLA
Easy krts. 310-836-8189

PART-TIME STUDENT to care for 3 chlMren

in Pacific PaNaades. Must speak English and
drive. Approx. 30 hours/week. 809-569-

581^

PARTTIME SITTER. Mon. Wed. and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-okVboy. Experience, kwal

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490.

$1Q00'S
POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part-time. At home. Toll free: 1-800-218-

9000 ext. T-1650 for listings

**rtECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tk:. artk;ulate. professkjnai, nk:e attitufle.

Needed M. W. F or M-F Dental Orthodontk:

offce in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Pleaae caN: 310-826-7494

A LAW FIRM
WESTWOOD-Flexible hours Learn a tot

$7,504'. Good typing stalls, computer liter-

ate, excel experience preferred. Call 310-

475-0481 Resumes preferred 310-446-

9962.

ADMIN ASST 10-20 hrs/wk lor data entry,

filing & general admin Fax resume:31 0-247-

1707/mail POB 5150. Bev Hills 90209.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting and computer skills. PT Flexible

hours Pacifk: Palisades We are natkxial

ftower shippers. 310-231-0811.

ADMINISTRATIVE. Approximately 22hrs/wk,

avenings&Saturday mornings Scheduling,

accounts receivable, phone traiftc Bilingual

Spanish. $6 50+ Contact 'Coco: 310-479-

8353

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seek-

ir>g strong, motivated Individuals to fill leader-

ship and management posftk)ns. Excellent

pay. FT/PT 310-348-9900

BARTENDER TRAII4EES NEEDED Earn

up to $2Q/hr, day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes. 310-973-7974. International Bar-

ter>der's sctxx)!.

BASEBALL!
ASSIST BASEBALL COACH NEEDED- for

9-11year okjs, 1-2 hrs 3 days/wk Must be
able to throw batting practne Mike 0310-
843-9033.

CAD OPERATOR: architectural offce has

P/T positton Must know auto cad 14 and
word-processing Fax resume:3 10-453-
6419 or call 310-453-3335. 2932 Wllshire

Blvd Santa Monica

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/customer service agent at ttie UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel WORK 15-

20HRS/WK $7 75/HR+ 32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRSI APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE.. LA
90024. PHONE 310-794-0151 FAX 310-

794-8503

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St.

Mary's College. 3pm- 11pm or 5pm-1am
$6/hr to start 310-541-7775.

CARETAKER Look after 76yr oW man Ex-

erdee. take to pool. Must drive w/insurarwe.

P/T Starting at $» Fax resume: 310-479-

2402

. CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

Mma, oonvnerciais. and music vkleos. Earn

up ID 1340 per dayl No eiipertenoe needed
Work guaranteed! CaH today 213-851-6103.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing Inlemel company kx>klng lor

cuMWMr service reps. Part-time 6am- 10am
M^, apm-nMnight M-F Friday&Saturday

poMHsna tor midnight to Sam or aN hours. In-

dudN phone sales and lech support. Com-
puter saperienoe preferred In Westwood,
minutes from campus RuerKy In FrerKh.

German or Spanieh a plus. Fax resume: J

Rowtands 310-966-1602

COMPUTJER. SUPPORT. Software support

Wln97 NT Experience w/Access database.

MS word. Salary negotiable. 20+ hrs/wk

310-208-244?. Fax resume: 310-208-2621

COVEL COMMONS Is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must
enjoy customer service Some lifting.

$6.77/hr. 15-20hrs/wk. Call Felcia at 310-

206-2842 to apply.

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Posittons start at $7 18/hr

with promotkxts up to $9.47/hr Must be a
UCLA student with at least one academk:
year remaining and a valid driver's license

Call 310-825-2148 for details

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T posittons at University Credit Unton. Ex-

cellent pay. hours, arxl wortcing environment
at the financial Institutwn 8ervir>g UCLA. To
apply, fax resun>e to 310-477-2566 or on
web at www.ucu.org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urt>an dog playcare & training is now hiring

tor day and evening shifts. 310-445-1447.

ESTABLISHED DOG WALKING/PET SIT-

TING servce Is tooking for quality people to

assist on daily walks. Please be responsible,

flexible and tove animals! If interested, call

Tracy O 213-936-9387

FILE CLERK NEEDED for Architectural finn.

Organized person for 20-30 hours/wk $7.00-

8.50/hr. Resumes to Box 1211. 11301 Olym-
pc Blvd.. #121 LA. CA 90064.

FILE CLERK
P/T. fast-paced. WLA medteal offce. Filing

medical records, x-rays, and general duties.

Fax resume 310-286-2710 attn Kay

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence workir>g with chiklren outdoors We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer home is In the San Fer-

nando or Canejo Valley. Vantura. Camarilto.

Malibu. or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol com

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Irrunediate position available. Century City

investment banking firm Must work Thurs-

daysiFridays. 8am-5pm witfwut exception

Punctual, computer literate, responsible,

dedcated, prolessiorul. hard-worklr>g. and
detail-oriented Previous offce experience

preferred. $8/hr. Fax resurT>e:310-788-5572.

all Sheri or Llli

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social dub In

West LA Conversatton only Flexit>le hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

HELPER NEEDED to do bookkeeping/office

work. Must know computers. Good organlza-

ttonai skills Flexible hours Culver City

$7/hr+ 310-390-1240. 310-558-4255

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NCEDED. $45,000 Income po-

tential Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed S45.000 Income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105

I NEED HELP In my offce. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for the right person

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help lnrwT>ediateiy Rapidly expar>d-

Ing. No experierKe necessary Full training

P/T $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664

JOIN THE MUSIC MARKETING TEAM. Cut-

ting-edge company kx>kir>g tor student work-

ers who know the LA music scene and sur-

roundings like the back of their hand' If you

have wf>eeis. are motivated, and like getting

free CD's, corxrert tckets. and pronra stuff.

tax your resume to 21 2-960-7508 or email to

rrKtoOdti.neL

KAPLAN
SALES-Smart. ambitious. energetK people

for our Educatk>r>al Sales Departnrtenl B/A.

1-year experience in saiea/marketing, serv-

we-orientad, enlhrived in fast-paced working

erwirofwnent. Fax cover arnj resume attn:

DW 310 -209-2025

LASER TECHNK^IAN tor laser hair rentoval

company In BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Friendly. detail-oner>ted. wiH tram.

$18-$2S/hr. 310-247-0999.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expar>ding&has Hmitedeof FT openings tor

motivated, outgoing, tannlnf^salas consult-

ants Pos are limited so call now&join LE

BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

LIVE IN WANTED to assist with daily activi-

ties for a healthy 86-yr/oM wktow Santa Mo-

nwa area. Must have car. 310-587-9244.

Ciassilieds

825-2221

CLERK/HtCbPllONIijI. hull-lime lor small

busy law firm in Beveriy Hills Great hands-

on experience! $7/hour. Resume: PO Box

18143 Beveriy Hills. CA 90209 Or
emalhbevhillslawOearthlink.net

MARKETING INTERN. J. Peterman Compa-
ny, a nattonal retail/direct mail catatog. is

tooking for a marketing Intern. P/T. paki posi-

tk>n. 15-20hrs/wk. Please call Brlna0213-

938-6900.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and phystoal sciences semi-

nars In March. July, and August/1998 1-800-

305-4415. huntdOcc.umanitotM.ca

MEN-WOMEN AGES 18-26 for nude model-

ing for magazines, fine art and Videos. Call

31 0-289-8941 days.

MODELS WANTED by professtonal photo-

studto for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashlon/Commer-

cial/Theatrk:al. CaH for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! AH types- 18f! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medcal! CaN-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry. wiW life

preserve. concesstonaires. tlretight-

ers&rrwre Competitive wages-i^rtefits. Ask

us how! 517-324-3110 Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT Nutrittonal educatton

helpful Flexible days 16/hrs-wk. $7/hr. Fit-

ness/nutrition firm. Venwe Fax 310-396-

7980

OFFICE ASSISTANT
15hrs/week. 3 days a

$8.50/hr 310-209-3381.

Part-time. 12-

flexit)le.

OFFICE ASSITANT
Needed lor martteting director P/T or F/T

Must have knowledge in MS Word/Excel

Fax resume to 310-338-3610.

PART-TIME LEAGUE
COORDINATOR

SPORTS-ORIENTATED, fun. reliable people

needed to wori( at adult sports leagues. Must

t>e 21 yrs or older. Interns also needed Call

for intennew and wage into. 310-376-0025

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr. Uton-

Fri. 9am-5:30pm. Small immigratkjn law firm

in Century City Computer literate, good

phone skills, file, phones Position includes

all other job related duties. Begins ASAP
310-553-6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pri-

vate training opportunity. 5 days/week. M-F.

6am start. $500/month Fax informatton:

310-476-7976.

PRODUCTION COMPANY just completed
first film seeks scripts for next feature pro-

ject. Contact Alex Gayner031 0-396-3828 or

Steve Adelson031 0-306-2852 for more In-

formation

PRODUCTKDN CREW needed Somewhat
experienced for ambitious short film:

wardrot>e, props. AD, editor, make-up, and
more Send Resume 25852 McBean
Paritway #183 Valencia. Ca 91355

PT DRIVERS/WAITERS
WANTED

FLEXIBLE HRS. GREAT wort</people. Driv-

ers/waiters wanted- Pizza Hut Contact
Nathan: 310-208-0900.

PT GENERAL OFFICE
OFFICE/MAILCLERK-mailing. copying, fil-

ing, phones, for large synagogue $7.0((Vhr

Permanent/Parttime. 1-5pm Mon-Fri.

Please fax resume to Wilshire Blvd Temple
213-388-2595 or call Yvette 213-388-2401.

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate management company. Must
be extremely organized, computer llter-

ate&reiiable. Great working environ-

ment/flexible hours. $8/hour 213-850-5726.

-Silicon
Systems will be

On
Campus

February 17th & 25th
for Literviews

Stop by Silicon Systems' table and see what the

industry's top dog has in store for new grads in:

• Engineering
• Marketing

"" ^

• Information Systems

Silicon Systems is a Texas Instruments Company
that designs and manufactures integrated cir-

cuits for the mass storage industry. We have

excellent opportunities in Orange County, Santa

Cruz and San Jose, CA; Longmont, CO; and

Dallas. TX.

ENGINEERING ROTAnON PROGRAM
Silicon Systems offers new grads the chance

to rotate through three different engineering

areas your first 18 months.

This unique program:

• lets you experience how a variety of areas

actually work

• gives you a broader view ofhow the whole

company operates

• lets you make a more informed decision on
your career direction

JTT

1. ' -:;=_

'/^:^-«S* .

Silicon Systems offers competitive compensation

and excellent benefits. Ifyou are unable to visit

with us on campus, please mail or fax (in fine

nrade for scanning puiposes) your resume to:

Silicon Systems, Staffing Dept B-60, 14351

Myford Road, IXistin. CA 9^80-7068, Job Code:

UIAF217. FAX: (714) 573-6901, E-mail:

stafifing^tus^l.com (ASQI text onl^

Visitour website at: wnvmssiLoom

mm^/dm
A T«xas Instrumanta Company

We are an equal opportunity emplofer, M/F/D/V

More Bruins turn to tlie Daily Bruin ttian any otlier newspaper Display

206 30(

<aa fsssm k^- .i. .4a tCj^L*
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$8.10/HR. nMMmu

(So -Timi. MHiRli. } iMIiw M. « Si» MHnoon)

Contod CiflM Gonwi

S1I-79M277
1 083 Gayley Avmue. 4th floor. Westwood
we are able to offer worfc study

Models Needed Now
No experience required

For catalog, printwork, mag^ubnes. movies

vWeo arid N commerciats

Men and Women o( aN ages^Mi^ Free Consultation

MHiillH^ CAU. MOOa DIVISION
i^HSHr 310.659.4855

WORK NOW!
We're in the business of
putting prof, people to

work. Seeking the

following skills:

* Reception
* Secretaries

* Word Processors

Wkly pay, flex, hrs, bonus

and career opptys avail.

Barrington Staffing Servioes

310-453-3471

RECEPTIONIST
WEEKEND position with Law Firm. 9am-
6pm Sat-Sun. Bilingual Spanish. Reception,

data entry, filing. Computer literate. $15/hr.

Fax resame 213-658-6041.

RECEPTIONIST. Experienced, needed for

new salon in Westwood. F/T. Please call

310-206-7531.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS! 0/HR. Call 512-

472-7225
,

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
Children t>ook knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

ATTRACTIVE, self motivated, wonien need-

ed for lingerie modeling. No nudity Excel-

lent compertsationl! Will not intertere w/stud-

les ChrtetineOSI 8-545-8855 Ext 3

STUDIO REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses P/T. No experience needed. Workirtg

w/other students Great P/T / F/T work. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP X)BS Decathton Sports

Club Palo Alto, CA S65-S80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professional couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TEACHERS NEEDED
to teach kkls computers, math, and science

classes. ASAP. Hours 2-5pm. Experience

wortting with kkls preferrlBd. Great pay. All

applk:ants tax resume to: 310-445-5628.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA Must be fluent in

t»oth English and Japanese Call 310-477-

9871

WANT TO HAVE FUN ©WORK? Responsi-

ble, enthusiastic and hardworking. Phys. Ed,

ECE, chikt development majors apply. Kkls

gym. Holly 818-343-1120.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs.

Will work around your school schedule. 816-

344-1294

WE6 SITE DESIGNERS
Full and part time, SIS/tKMjr-*^. HTML and
graphic design. High-end clients, great ex-

perience, leading design studio Apollo Inter-

active 310-393-5373

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to ttw devek>pmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbtilian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

INTL BUSINESS AND
MARKETING

EXPERIENCE&LEARN ALL aspects of infl

twsiness, marketing, export, product devel-

opment, operation&market research UnlNet

Santa Monica s«eks intern for special pro-

jects. PT, flexible hrs, possibility of intema-

tkx^al travel. If you are motivated, organized,

dependable, f)uerK:y in Japanese/German/

or Italian Fax your resume© 31 0-396-31 96

attn:lnternship or call 310-396-859ey.

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, sequrity-buiWing.

Gated-parkirtg. Refrigerator, stove. Carpet,

laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423. Call

Bob

UCLA Sports Camps
FuU-Tunc ^0l3(VHR Musi be willing lo work

overtime and wedamds. Experience witi» camps

ptefeneJ . Customer service slullsftquired.

Contact lulie Cliiu

31<VM».3550
InmcoUtgiMt AMMks
PMiMsanOnMi

housing

8400-9500

!• • PALMS •
2BO,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPLAot,

BALCONY. GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 FARIS $1045
(310)837-0906

4BO,3BA.,

LOR. CUSTOM TOUKNHOME, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE AURM IN UNIT

* 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
480, 4BA

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT
' t3K4BMtt)0VMSL$179S

2B0,2BA, 2-STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPUCE,
BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 11748 Courtleign Dr.$92S •
, (310)391-1076 ,— OpenHotiseMoo. -Sal, 10-5

BRENTWOOD $625. At studio-apt. W/pri-

vate entrance, serious tenant only. N/S, N/P.

Walk to village References necessary. 310-

472-1869. .

1BD-$675/SGL-$600
WLA. GARDEN COURTYARD. Quiet, ap-

pliarKes, blinds, etc. Bkie Bus. I.Smi to caNV

pus Ava now 310-477-0725

BRENTWOOD
$725. Studio N. of Wiishire. SpackHJS, sun-

ny-upper with separate kitchen, living room
Walk-in ck)set. Relngerator, stove, air-condi-

tioner Ck>se to UCLA. 11821 Goshen Ave.,

#7. 310-571-0293

GENUINE UCLA
S'^tCIALS

oingics rrom b/^u-V ':

yilLiTiES INCLUDED

.

OFFICE/PRODUCTION ASSISTANT.
Record Labei/Z^rtist Management company
representing major artists. PtxxM/oomput-

er/secretarial experience preferred. Ciose to

campus. Unpaid but great experierwe. Flexi-

ble hours 818-784-7782.

PR INTERNSHIP
Hollywood Madison group, a PR agency

specializing in celebrity endorsemerits, is of-

fering a non-paid 3mo internship. Require-

ments: sophomore status, MAC proficient,

15-20hr8/wk. Fax resume: 213-951-1750

jjJPvliiNnis roriteoi

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1i2-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO

BUS. 310-839-6294

Why run all over the place when you haw f:;e access to apartment listings here on
~

can^ws? looking for a place to live can be a ml drag, and ifs not like you've got al tha

time m the wotld so who wants to <fciw arouM with their head out the window trywtg tog
are vou H

read^typeon

RENT' signs?

supposed to

apartment will

Monica or

Palms? arvJisit

bus? wouktilM

was an office on

Icept track of all

well maytte this

day because

housing does

more you can

UCLA STUDENTS: GET A FREE
PRINTOUT OF APARTMENT

LISTINGS (55 VALUE)
ing This Ad & Your BruinCard

(before 2/27/98) to:

UCLA Community Housing

ow are you <

know what an |
osl in Santa

iBrentwood or'
Iclose to thai

I great if ttwre H
ampus that ^
tstuffaryou?"

your lucky I
:ommunity
III that and'
look at apart-

1

manlkstngs, or maybe you want to share a home wilt a aM>l*<Mni<> fnd a roommate-
1|

cn-ineeran you know you h»«fraa access .ual this as a uda student you can swan —
post l<<tmgs for free or pck up some bus sch-irfulas iust give us a cal at 825-M91 it

_ woukiil be a bad klaa to gel some info on ho»' to gel al of your sacuity deposit back |
i either since the owly^thing gu naad more thar extra time, is extra money

laraain
>

PHONE: - 9 m
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^Aido Of rnoi oftW odi oipwwd. f>Mdbw b 2<wAdB)ftpriorteiMiiar 12pw. Al ^ i —
BfMR Rvpow Qppoflf iMvyWnwdoy ond rndojr. umb ot 4 no on pv cu^onv,

pgowk. ymm^*.^»mmm^m„L*mmimm^t,mai^4t,l>*tm.
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2 UFT TICKETS vaUatSidSunrlM $1088 310-475-3130

2SK) LESSONS vgid at SM Sunrise SlOsa 310-475-31X

23rROADBIKE Cemurion $100 310477-7333

28.8 KBPS MODEM use bai.wil help 310-288^172

32-MEGEOORAM tuM) 16-meg iam.60nB $40 310«8-6172

AM/FM^CD4CAR Blaupunkt naw In box IBB

hVA

310-47M130

ARIZONA VS. UCLA student i>MI1tokst 31029»«036

ASSM OAK DESK grasloondMon '$« 31(^839^136

B^ALLTIX cal, /una, al games $64- 31(>29»«36

BASKETBALL T1X retnaii liny games $10M 31(>«244663

BBALLT1X UCLAvsAZ' N/A 310443-1907

BMXBiKE tiliaidtenondt>«cl( $70 31(K20B43ee

BOX SPRING W/ bedframs4nMHra8s 129 31047M130

COR BLANK CD'S

DIABLO GAME

setof15w«hc«ee

eve(yt*igln abcK

$30

$25

IK

310«7-7979

310-26fr8172

ETHERNET CARD PC.great4donns 310815-1583

EXSULA/1RRADESSA 1/2 Price «95 310-394-3700

QRAPHINQ CALC

JORDANS

Cask)

size 101/2 bIckywhNB

$50

100

31O20(M390

310465-^135

MATTRESS twlnnMi|ire9s N/A 310-208^)861

NEW HARD DRIVE qusnlum 4.30 aids new $22^ 310-267-7979

PARKING landWn/^ayley $80 310824-3304

PARKING SPACE $50 310^000661

PHONE at&t never ussd $20 310-8244683

POOL CUE beaulMUl custom $50 310-2084389

SATACT.GRE.ETC nswiftussd $3-10 310477-7333

SHARE RM IN SPG fern prat, acgarprk $337J0 818-2105808

SKIS AND POLES 180 atomic lyroNa IBO 310442-8685

UCLA VAN POOL pasadsneUciwIs $aB08a 310-7984668

WTERBED MATT. waveles8,queen,likenew $150 2ia«544495

t'"
Classifieds
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Check Amos for Sale 14900! tor the car yniive heen lookinn for

Displa"
206-3060
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BRENTWOOD- U1 North ol Sunset. 1 mfle

from UCLA. Fireplace, pool, gated parking,

and laundry in quiet and private security

buitoing. $1195/n<o. 8310-476-5806.

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdnn/4-bath. 3-ievel

lovimhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $925 2^)dnn/2-ba 2-8(ory cus-

tom lownhonws. Fireplace, gated garage,

unit alarm. Open Monday-Saturday 10-5

11748 Courtleigh Or. 310-391-1076.

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Cozy. 2bdrm/1ba

apartment. Quiet buikling. hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo $700 secur-

ity deposit 310-458-7726

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - $945

H '3ti^ - y»* a-fr'nft-r /^^^

530 Veteran
208-4394

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-8lory town-

homes Fireplace, gated garage, unit alann,

open7day8 3614 Farle Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1150. Large l-bdmn, 1 5-beth. Loft,

fireplace, balcony, private sundeck, A^C, new

carpel/Vyl-Near shops/fwy 310-836-6007

PA^MS. $1795. 4-t)d4^lo(t, 3-ba 3-level town-

fiouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck Open Mon-Sal, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd 310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appNanoes. Convenient to

campus Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Ibdmn/lba. Carpet, newly painted.

Utilities included. Icar parking Center court-

yard $575 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105.

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdmi,

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1-montti free

w/year lease $300deposit 310-837-1502

leave message.

SANTA MONICA, BRENTWOOD, WEST-
WOOD and Itw WESTSIDE. Over 1.000

properties each week. LOW FEE. Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-RENT.

www. westaidaienials.com

WALK TO UCLA
Weetwood. 2bdrm with view. washerAlryer

In unM. 2A>th. Microwave oven, retiigerator,

fireplace, very bright. 21-8q.loot jecuzzi

31(M7§-0807.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1300 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath. Bateorty, appliances, pod.

quiet kicked buHding/garage 310-553-6662.

WESTWOOD LARGE studio apaiHeenl with

balcony AN appliances Secured parking.

Walk to UCLA. MOOi 310-208-4834.

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet buiMing.

pool. frig, stove $525. 310-836-1424.

WESTWOOD, 1440 Veteran. Studio w/full

kitchen, bed, desk Secured building&park-

ing. Utilities paid. Pool, spa, laundry,

rec.room. $795/mo. 818-222-1909 or 310-

478-7570.

WESTWOOD- WALK TO UCLA- Small

bachetor, utilities paid plus bathroom, hot-

piate-f small fridge. $400. WLA Large singles

pari(ing, $550,310-476-8090.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single

$750 Gated complex Pool Laundry. All util-

ities pakl. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth w/oven

range&dishwasher Gated buikjing, 2-car

tandem pariung. Available now. 1675 Man-

ning $1000/mo. 310-476-6763.

WESTWOOD. CATHEDRAL CEILINGS, fire-

place, 2-bdrm/2-bath, 2nd story, balcony,

new frklge. stove. &dishwasher Newly paint-

ed Walk lo UCLA. $1,300 310-824-0523.

WESTWOOD. Channing, elegant, quiet 2-

bdrm, 1.5-b^th Dining room, hardwood

floors, waanerAlryer. stove/trig, remote ga-

rage. Gardener. Like homel $1400. 310-440-

2050.

WESTWOOD Extra large 1-bdnn apart-

ment. Upper-unit, quiet buikling, hanjwood

floors. New appliances. parking,

washer/dryer. Walking distance to UCLA.

$1,10(Vtno. 310-206-2806

WLA-$590/mo Ask about free rent Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCLAA/A Ideal

for students Suitable for two Definite must

see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832

t -ated

parking, a/c, washer/dryer, refngerator,

stove, mcrowave, walk-in ctoset, fireplace.

$1495. 310-446-1347.

WLA. $950. TOWNHSE/APT 2bdrm/1 5ba

2 partdngs. AC. dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge. 1826 Bundy Dr 310-450-8414.

WLA. 2-bdrm/2-bath. Huge living

room+window view AC. security building,

washer/dryer. Inside parking Robinson/Pco.

15min driving. Buses. $925/mo 310-825-

9625. Hm 310-289-8281

Room forjtolp

FREE RM&BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) in exchange for 20hrs wk
in beautiful WLA hm. Duties include hse

cleaning, laundry&babysitting 310-837-

8807

ROOM/BOARD&SMALL
SALARY

Busy executive in Glendale needs help

w/household duties, lite cooking, cleaning,

shopping Occasional help w/2 young child-

ren. Quality individuals ONLY Good driving

record&references a musti 618-249-6105 or

818-241-7383 ask tor Peter Blacksberg

U0 -

^^m.^ , M—
pORI lOr Il6llt

Sato

WEST DALE Near schools, shopping, 1844

square feet 3-bdrm/2-bath. den, new car-

pet/tiardwood ftoors 2-fireplaces. By owner.

$360,000. 310-206-6028/473-8191.

MAR VISTA, $62S/monlh. Ask about tree

rent. Attrective, fumialiad 1-Mrm. Large,

pool, pate, barbecue area. Quiet-tMjMding.

3748 InglBwood Blvd. 310-386-8579.

FORMER UCLA TENNIS PLAYER seeks

gueattwuaa «M) court. WiN pay rent and or

exchange lasaona. Have relerences. 310-

585-6073

GRAD STUDENT WHO COMMUTES from

Bay Area seeks quiet room M-W evenings

only Contact Robert at rdeesOucIa edu or

860613-0507.
, .

BEL AIR. 7-min from UCl^ Pnv entrance,

room, bath, kitchen/laundry priveleges. utili-

ties included. Parking. Grad-student pre-

ferred $600/mo. 310-476-4901.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/irKluded.

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message Atjbey 310-275-

3831or 818-783-5151.

BEVERLYWOOD. Rmmate wanted, fem.

pref. 15min from scfiool. Own rm/ba.

$52S/mo-fShared utilties. Very quiet. 310-

559-1935.

BRENTWOOD. Move-in ASAP. Share 3-

bdrm apartment tiN April 3/possiblitfy for

ior>ger. Master bedroom/own bathroom,

partcing, no-deposit. S675 obo. CalL 3^1

820-0424.

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdmi/2-bath. Pri-

vate room and bath. Near slK)ps. Fireplace,

pato. Ctiarming. Female N/S, No pet.

$500/mo 310-478-2105

BRUN
WEDNESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B = Channel Name Bruin Cablevision

i
^

28

11

13

2S

K CBSNMm

X

Beverly HiNs,M210
iMrTPony'B:'Meeting

jclsiice

Guy

IB

CagrW

Tsr

Boy Meets
Wortdm
mcULite

Real tV (In NBABasfci
Stereo)

g

UvSg
SlngSa

Primer Im^aclo

Fresh
Prince

Nswshour WMi Jm
LshrsrX

6]t
Tofiiyit

Eieafln
StareclX

r Oly. lOifiipk WlHlsrQaMee Lidtos short pfogram: men's giani ihlom; croes^ountiy

Iskwig; report on men's hockey. U
Law « Order "Causa ILaw ft Or4r McCoy'

rreen
Prince

Hollywood Mortis- (R) (In Stereo) i:

ISeMsldJIn
Stereo) X
LNaaitd

SMsrX
SmaitGuy
(In Stereo)

ABCWM Jeopardy!

X iFortuneX

ISclefwnc Aineflcan

[FrontJers (In Stereo) X
IDhamia*rotT

Los Angeles Lakers at

America Weal Arena. (Live

Fromihe

Improve.

StereolOB

(In Stereo)

YouX

Home
Improve.

jMin
rraeier

Stereo) 11

SImpeons
(In Stereo)

BASIC CABLL: STATIONS

5€

*** Ihm Euth Is Mra'iigsg) Rock Hudson.
CaWome vintners spar over tie ute d their grapes

***V, VndBrtm

12

65

7«

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

DangerTJew
Rodney

new¥>o»iien"(R)
rOaalh

dtoiomai

<ig84) An alcohoic

in Utexxx) fights his pereonal derrwns. Tt'

loiMfoearO) Larry King Uve IB

UHCi'TheBetumotlhe
PWfPan^ief'l•(1975)

PnRw Tmm JiisB09 Cochran « Coflipiny

PoiwQCiiyt Make Us

yssL

PrlHW Time PuMk AIMrs

EafflaraMa

Fool Soldier "The
Niyoieonic SoMlBr"

Gre9(R)X

X

pushes the limits ol powrer

Wayone
BroeX

^^^2ak

HarveyX

Law 4 Order Temtnar
(R) (in Sliweo)X

(In Stereo)X

Aawrlcan EspsHewce 1BJ" "Beautiful Texas/My
Felow Americans" (R) (In Stereo) (Pan 1 of 2) X
Drew Carey
"BatmotMle'

X
"Neighbors'

NsimX

*** The Masit"(l994, Fanusyj Jm Carrey A masit

trartifeims a mik^ueloast »)to a mighty rrwn. X
Star Irak:

" ^
Voyaoer

Trey" (In Slereo) X
Marto Isabel

Lawr40reaf
TMushfooms

SanMnel Tinkeknan's
Fdy- (in Stereo)X

B
*v, "Sasfca«cyNnMn'(1d54. Western)

Alan Ladd.Shaley Winters

Qame"lR)

Woildfoda

Dancing

rX

OaHySbow ICannod

&«sr

WiMDIaco«ery"Gatoir

a. m
CoSsee

I

Waml^Proiddsnce

mama: The Loot

QoiaM
Girts X

Golden
OMaX
Twsl«e

You Afraid?

Extreme Sports
tooTts(R) iNews

Sports kialraied

Aocko's
Modem Lite

w
nBT
Center. (Live

lUtAMgh
(In Slereo)

5wwier«"(Part1ol2)

Suparmar
kal SweepSweep

DukealClemson (Uve)

iSi>s The Senriar

MTV Uve (In Slereo)

FtgureN
Out

liny Toon
Adventures

WSd~lS5n5SS
(R) iNsers

sports iMielralsd

Swliaeult (R)

kavMlcit^ALMeMiir
(In stereo)X

X
New Yortc Knidcs al Ulah Jazz. From

RugratsJIn
Stereo) X

BabylenS-Learf;^
Curve" (in Slereo) X(in Stereo) X
IBiJJ»nfLi TttaffflMraonNmoer. ine aeriOT

"Tnroutftai

SeTHT"

TUT
GlauDartdy"

Alguna Vez Tendramoe

iRoAwy

PnmMmeOvoX

News X Final

QuarterX

LanteLoco

X

X

CtieersX

Show (In i

Toni{^ Show (In Slereo)

X

Stereo)X OtyMOie Winter Gaaws
From Nagano, Japan X

»p»«r:

Charlie Roae (In Stereo)

X
NVWt JL X

Jerry

guerts

Past

baihe

KaeiNn Ivory Wayarw
Hostt d Tovetne

"

MadAboul |Vl6e

YomX
NoHclaBX

FEB. 18, 1998

HMMlWild
Web

Late MgM (In Stereo) K

(R) (In Slereo) X

Life and

X

AnMncs In

Wx
Maury Jade hianna's

exotic animals. B
wpm¥

Slereo

Hunter -Yli(^tdlir
Dragon" (In Stereo)

(In

))X

bieavctlonal
Projrammlrtg

** tteiorrwdc Immunity"

1991)Bnjce"iBcKleilner

's Court (R) (In

Stereo) X

Star Trek "ThT
Changeing"

Cops (In

Stereo) X

Row Women" (R)

"DeaOt

*•• THX-r»3r(1971. Science

Fiction) Robert Ouval. 'GP'

T7w(3iwirBehsm«i'(t950) London is

invaded by a ra>ioactive SM monster^

I
Expose The Dancing
Game"(R)

vHlnte TNae Jusaoe (n)

rweMgalnajM
i(R) jCocliran 4 CoRipony (R)~ Trial Story (R)

PriiM Time PuMfe AlWrs

W

Fool Soldter "The
Napdeoriic Sddier' (R)

* Vomt AfgvUm Wty'(iwa
Musical) Betty Grable, Don Amecho

l)X
CWNIS^wrts

idteUs

Justice FSssTsSiidr
Memones"

mussaapsitair

i5L
SportsoenterB

ReecueSII (In Stereo) X

Unsolved Hyateftee (In

Stereo]

WWN
(In Stereo)

{IM World
(In Stereo)

[ en the Great Barrier

Diagnosis Maiiar 0"
9(emo)[B

Discover
"Crime Lab"

TaMr&oup Intend

Cwtwia
saders Catendar

Hawaii FW«X~

**V, "A Dnm IsiWish Your H»ait KUaa: fhr~
Anntae Funioelo Story" (1996, Drama) Eva Laflue.

lU World
(In Stereo)

iK iX

•P»lybadr"

ima)

(In Stereo)

Love Lucy
X reX

AIRItmodeiaNodw

LavAOrdar
1duahrooms"X

»d

—

Club

'/Uvno Say* (1985)

lAdvanture) Je« Chandter

***\^ "Undtrlht Vdbano'(19e4) Ari alcoholic

diplomat in Mexico lights his personal dB(TwrM.iy

LanyKlngLU(R)X [CreeeHre Ig'jg^*''

(MfyShowlStein^ Saturday MgM UveX

ITjiiifc rufcy Conference

NmeTlaMJualloe(R) Sochran 4 Company (R)

fPt3d4)

The Purple

a* mm—fc-i ttr-i-^-

Choppers" (Part 1 d 2)

Stem Stera(R)

¥
musr

IX QMsX
LeveineChiis Psnn. (In

Steieo)

GMsX

tas-

**h The (>«H)an"(t980. Adventure) Chuck Norris. |*W "Plsioon Uadar' (1068) MichaelDudkoN. An
Terroriits force a kung lu champ out d retirement. |Americanlleulananl and his men MHstfie Viet <

VST

wsnoT
Ownnatians" (In Stereo)gn Stereo)

Raoefiorse
i(R)

Stereo)

»!•
LaalWord Horiefi!

Rough Cut
(fci Stereo) |tsd

'fUlJll.llliM Hm^mIm'mgnMnoef . iw aevMe

Duke

6«yeouple

leoe«r.CM(>£Ar
GoM Cty- Final. (R)

Fouf Play" (1978) An inmoentMxnarr
drawn wlo s pfcxlo kijhe pope.

X "Oout)le Jeopardy"X |Doctor

tearsubisdfsaUedatter

lEaayTheLove
aoT (R) (k) Stereo) X

1978)Cher1lonHeak]n.A

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

34

33

35

4:30)« V$sen
^ 198<5)Jonyotght

Kweaura
X Pains if

4:IS)**U%e /Invar

1»») Chariie Sheen X
4:30) ** lUMftwili Part

r (1M4) VQ'

'i

**V<i -Some KM o/Mfandarlur (1967) ErfcSloaz. A_ *« 'Msmoirsof«*NffMMV!'(19K.Fante^--. »- — > kaocioenl.

Grawlna
PainsK Iin

shy leen tnes lo ww the most poputer girl in schod. X |mldHwannered «lookins)yal suHers a freak i

''~~'
' ** 'The Sword ir)tfwSk)oe"(19e3, I**^ The^r*en»ur»sdOa(gBfT«ef>r*

" " (19^. Adventure) DevinOetway 'PG'LovsX r*"*«»>) Vo'c** 0*^Y ^'"*°", '^»«; 1WV.WW-. .-.—..y) voces 01 mcny

** "Summer SchooT (tflST) kllark Hamxm. A hi(^

schod gym instnjctor tries to tweal out the summer Based on awl

The iWh»er (1994. Drama) Laienz Tate A teen

ager tries to make the best d a tsmiy vacation
"

W %me for fhaNoidhyt'(i08S)Hdly Hunter A

nan ikeads ThanksgivkB wilh her accaniric famlywoman

*** TOnKmdn^fi America" (1997, Drama)
ifednennotorious txaing promoter X

'R-X ' pMy havoc »«) an stixiouslsmiy man

ledyjOWs Farley. PG-13'X 2hoi«

MtahaalNoiai, Issiaflope

** "Backm BuHnmt (1997. Comedy)
Brian Boewor^^ (k) Stereo) 'R' X
doyK)n«(R)

Best ol Aulopey (R) (Wi

Stereo)X
bemittan-s

**The

GunX
We.Drwna)
Rick Paters.

S»!

**Vi The
t)umt)ling

Mr"(1984) Roberto BenlgnL A
Is miiMken for a vidous setlBl kler

FaslTracli

(In Stereo)X

Jllort»iC«y-(1970)X

fiee^-tineMiii
pedomis some d its

Zoool IZoneX

Only The trio

hits.(R)X

«*• y>ei^fltamafT"(i99^
Ore phys Pygmafcon

rRois,

MouaaCtub
** The

1(1997

)mmy iQrti.

MUse'
1997) -R-X

'lOhdi'
X

** TTwQTMtf Mfi«eHype^(19K;
Comedy) Sarroiel L Jactaon. -R-

U(CW <td>i,Contedyj

Rtehanl QerB"An
s young

Es»er Role, Avon Long.JNR'

Onme) River

iCdbro/
JMce'X

i6mn PMMto kliho* (T991,

r Phoeiit (In Stereo) 'R' X

Classitieds

825 2221
Let over 56.000 readers know it s your triend s birttiday.

Displa'

206-301
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From page 32

mance since Scales expects Nacve

to take some time to Hnd his rhythm

again.

Naeve isn't the only question

mark for UCLA. Opposite Evan

Thatcher experienced back spasms

on Monday and was unable to prac-

tice. Outside hitter Ben Moselle has

been practicing at the opposite

^4>osition and could start the match.

With Moselle at opposite, junior

Fred Robins will likely step into the

starting lineup alongside freshman

Mark Williams.

"We're a very flexible team *

Scates said. "In fact, the last time

we played against Santa Barbara

we used three different lineups, so it

just depends on who's playing

well."

While the Bruins will be busy

making their own lineup adjust-

ments, they will also need to focus

on containing UCSB's top hitters.

Outside hitter Kevin Collins cur-

rently leads the Gauchos in kills

with 122, while averaging 5.3 kills a

game. Middle blocker Jeremy

Darner is a player that Scates likens

to UCLA's Naeve.

Although Darner is a quick hit-

ter, he is on the receiving end of a

majority of the sets. Like Naeve,

the Gauchos will not hesitate to set

him out of the back row. Darner

averages 4.87 kills a game along

with a .435 hitting clip.

UCLA ... has swept

eight of its ten

oppoilents.The
~

Bruins have only lost

three games this

year.

TRACK

"He hurt us a lot last time we

played them up there," Scates said.

"We have to slow him down.

"You don't have to stop both of

those guys, but if we take one of

them out then you're in good shape

because they don't go to the other

players very much. If we can key on

those two guys and effectively slow

one of them, then we should be in

good shape."

From page 32

place. Mel Moultry fmished third in

the triple jump with a mark of 50-5

1/2.

Four members of the men's team

went to Indianapolis, Ind., to race in

the highly competitive Cannon IV

Classic put on by Butler University

Distance runner Mark Hauser

made the most out of the trip to

Indiana as he earned a personal

record and an NCAA provisional

qualifying mark in the 3,000.

Hauser's time of 8:02.09 bettered his

previous indoor best of 8:16.01, which

he set last week at the Los Angeles

Indoor Invitational.

Hauser fmished ninth overall and

was the sixth collegiate runner to

cross the line. Coach Bob Larsen feels

that Hauser will qualify for nationals

since he is only one second away from

the automatic qualifying time.

"It was a great race for (Hauser),"

Larsen said. "It's a huge improve-

ment for him. People run fast here

every year."

Mebrahtom Keflezighi automati-

cally qualified for nationals in the

5,000 after his performance on

Saturday. Keflezighi fmished fifth

with a time of 13:59.17.

"The main goal was to qualify for

nationals," Larsen said of Keflezighi's

performance. "He's real strohg but

not real fast yet. The pace picked up

and he couldn't go with the leaders."

Michael Granville and Jess

Strutzel competed in the 800 on the

short, 200-mcter track. Granville fin-

ished third in 1:51.01 while Strutzel

placed sixth in 1:52.64. The runners

(Deana) Simmons will

be the person to beat

in the triple jump at

the 1998 Pac-10

Championships.

kept the pace modest throughout

much of the race, after Granville,

Strutzel and Larsen anticipated a fast

race.

"Granville was too cautious and

(Strutzel) should've caught up to

(Granville) after he realized the pace

was modest."

Meanwhile, the UCLA women's

track and field team also n^ade its

mark at the Air Force Indoor

Invitational.

Sophomore Deana Simmoqiptook

first in the women's triple jump event

with a mark of 43-5. After an impres-

sive showing in the long jump last

weekend at the Los Angeles Indoor

Invitational, Simmons competed in

her primary event on Saturday and

earned an automatic berth in the

NCAA Indoor Track and Field

Championships. Simmons will be the

person to beat in the triplejump at the

1998 Pac-10 Championships.

In the women's pole vault, Erica

Hoeming took second place with a

mark of 1 1-5 3/4. This was Hoeming's

first competition this season. She per-

formed well against the rest of the

field. She was iied for first place after

her final vault, but received second on

the tiebreaker.

In the women's long jump, Kelly

O'ConnorjumiM a seasonal best 18-

8 to take 1 Ith place. Right behind her

was fellow Bruin Keisha Porter, who
jumped 18-3 to take 14th place. Both

women added another foot on their

jumps from last weekend's marks at

the Los Angeles Indoor Invitational.

The women's shot put event was

swept by UCLA for the second week-

Sec IMCX, page 29

War of Independence

On May 14th 1948, the State of Israel was proclaimed according to the UN partition plan (1947).

Over the radio David Ben-Gurion (who would be Israel's first Prime Minister) proclaimed the

independence of the "Jewish Sute." The proclamation stated that the Sute of Israel "would be open to the

immigration of Jews from all the countries of their dispersion." Non-Jewish citizens were promised

freedom of religion and guaranteed that the sanctity of their religion and holy sites would be maintained.

Less than 24 hours later, the regular armies of Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq invaded the

country, forcing Israel to defend the soveretgittyjt had regained in irs ancestral homeland. This began what

is known as Israel'.s War of

cease-fire was declared in

conducted under UN
refused to negotiate

the end of the fightii

sovereignty, Judea

Egyptian adminisi

including the Old Ci

holiest site) came u

to the Western Wall

1949). The

ng the first,

txtween Israel and each

Israel to date), resulting in

ingly, the coastal plain.

Bank) came

1cm wa:

Israel, the weslPHtoctor.

brdanian nil'- AccordtAto

However, this was not

captured the Old City, were Jews fully allc

On the daj

adopted. The poer

Israel was decU
k-^ .^- I.

WIS

So long as still within tiorkma^'i

The Jewish heart beats true.

So long as still toward the East

To Zion looks the Jew.

te the Kltional Ajihem. call

I's desire to netum to ' ' "^

stages and the final

negotiations were

pt Iraq Which has

the situation at

within Israel's

Itrip came under

the eastern part.

Wall (Judaism's

low Jews access

n, when Israel

a (The Hope) was

So long as our hopes are not yet lost.

Two thousand years we cherished them.

To live as a free people in our land.

Land of Zion and Jerusalem.

Information Compiled By: Rachel Mctson and Daniel Inlcnder

•This is tlic fifth in a series of twelve short essays lo be pnnted in honor of the SOlh Aaniversary of the Stale of Israel

(1 948- 1 998).*

30'/.
OFF RAY-BAN,
BLACK FLYS,
KILLER LOOP,
BOLLE', REVO,
STUSSY, QUE
BILLABONQ,
RUSTY and a
bunch of famous
brands we can't
name in this ad.
Flash this coupon and

save 30% off anytnmg

in this store. Anything!

The hottest, hippest

stuff to wear, plus

L.A.'s biggest and best
'

selection of brand name

sunglasses. Check it out!

HURRY! 30% COUPON EXPIRES 2/22/98

Westwood Village

Broxton & Kinross • 209-0956
* Amette SunglMSM excluded. Discounts off orig.

prices or M.S.R.P. Not valid with other coupons.

it..

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 peopte to share large

apartment 2l)drm/2-t>«th. 2-8tory Free

parloog. full Kitchen, laige t)«k»ny w»i view.

$S9S/n>o Avail stading April 1st. Just soutti

of Wilshire (Veterli*»Ohto). PleSM caH Nick.

310-479-0789

LA.ROO** w/ shared t)alh 20 min to UCLA

1 busline. $375 utilHies induded. Kay0213-

851-6130.

W.L.A. Your own room,

bus, shopping, freeway,

dry $445 310-387-5251

Share house near

Share utility, laun-

WUV Large room with privala entrance. Just

off of Westwood Blvd. UNWw paid and ca-

ble Prefer grad student. S436/mo. 310-474-

1147.

LAURA LAOERA Adj to Westehealer. In-

cludes kHchen/laundry prtviagaa. Prefer fe-

male (^aduate student. Share houM w/lt-

brarian. $425/mo. 310-410-4179.

h'

MALlBU't>S FLORES- House to share,

ocaanview, parWng $575/nioo«h CaH 310-

456-2674 or 310-470-0697.

S M PRIVATE ENTRANCE $525/1675. 1-

bdmVI-bath in 2-bdmV2-bath. Fumiahad,

uMWaa paid, cable. pooVgym. laundry. Se-

cured building WS. No partung FEI^LE-
• PREFERRED. 310-463-7649

BRENTWOOD. tisOfmo. Female profes-

sional seetdng friendly oonaidarala room-

mate to share 2-bdnn/2-balh. Huga ctoaet.

on bus line, security building, partdng.

Jessica-310-446-9e77.

ENERGETIC SENIOR WOMAN looidno «or^

female Roomate. Farfax area Separate tied-

room&a large idtchen/balhroom to share.

$350/month44hared utilities. 310-271-7309.

MAR VISTA 4156 INQLEWOOD BLVD
$362.5(ymo. -f 1/2 uOWles. Need someone
byMarohl.3lO-390«ei.

WLA Townhaa. Own bdmVba Balcony. Imi

to UCO. Partdng. $800 Anthony 310-470-

5966.

ROOIMMATE/MATES needed,

to share luxurious 2-t)drm apartment on Kat-

ton. Own bedroom, own batftroom. Parking

space opdonat Contact 310-443^)066

SANTA MONICA. Faniaaiic LocaMon. Ocean
North of WMshire. pedect lor iog.

Male roommate. $6004-1/2utlllaa.

Batty 310-394-4313.

SHERMAN OAKS: Male roommate wanted

lor 2bdnn/2ba Secured partdng. $400 plus

half of mUttas. 818-784-7675.

WEST LA. Non-«noldng female to rent pri-

vate i-bdnn/l-ba. in 2-^2 nicatapadous

apartment. Pteaae call and leave mes-

K31&-263-0646.

WESTWOOD- 1 or 2famaias for room in

huge 2-bdrm/1-balh. Haidwood floors, din-

ing, living. Slrathmore/I.evaring. 310-206-

3246.

WESTWOOD- Roomate to share 2^2 W 2

other females. Luxury secured eondo.

$40(VnrKHown parking space On major bus

routes 310-234-9961.

WESTWOOD $355
Brtghl. saourad buiUng m ntoa araa. Wak-
ing dManoa to campus. Qlaniock^Ophir.

Central A/C, 0/W. miciowave. Cat 818-961-

5471. Aak for Mona.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Canvu* housing & University-owned

apartment spaoee, undergrad and graduate.

Convenient kxationa, meal plans. Call 310-

825-4271.

WESTWOOD- 2 people needed to share

masler-badroom In Luxury cortdo. Laundry in

unit 8aour«y parking Use Lot 32 shuWa. fur-

niahad <4g»aach 3l»47»97T6.

WESTWOOD. Large 1-bdnn/i^. BaauWul
hardwood ftoors, balcony & higit ceWngs . 3

parking spots available. Must tove dog.

ASAP 310-209-9175 Sasha

WESTWOOD. On VeteranAStrathmore

Female needed to share nrVba in 3t)drm apt

$400/mo negotiable. Undergmd parklrig.

Start spring qtr. 310-824-4933.

BRENTWOOD- Own room/bath parking in

large 2-^2. AvaH from March to end of June.

$600^ utilities. Laundry facilities avaH. 310-

820-5812.

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA. . Luxury

2bdnTV2t>a wAwkxyiy, gated parking, fire-

place, frklga and dishwasher, swimming
pooi/spa Available 03/01/98 $1300/n>o.

310-206-2617

WESTWOOD KeNon SOayley. Pemsla to

share large 2-bad^1-bath, bay windows,

hardwood floors. Wrik to campus PanMy
fumiahatMinMnlshad. Available now for 3

rnonVM negotiable. $662.50 negotiable 310-

20^0631.

R08ARIT0 BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

doa+new 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis.

dance, horses. 24-hr. martcet Security 909-

737-9203

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins get ^n , r.M private party ClassifiPfl arivertistnn Just sfiow us your Student/Faculty/Staff 1.0 card

Display

206-3UbO
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TRACK
From page 28

end in a row. Senior Nada Kawar,

who has already qualified for the

1998 NCAA Indoor

Championships, took second with

a throw of 57-3/4 behind former

Bruin Valeyta Althouse, who won
with a throw of 61-8 3/4 while

competing for Reebok. Kawar's

top throw this weekend was a life-

time indoor best and the second-

best throw in the nation for 1998.

Seilala Sua took third place in

both the women's shot put, wkh a

throw of 55-5, and the weight

throw, with a mark of 58-1 1/4.

Meanwhile, Rachelle Noble com-

pleted the women's sweep in the

shot put with a fourth place throw

of 50-1 1 1/2, and went on to cap-

ture the women's weight throw

with a provisional mark of 61-9

1/2, which should qualify her for

the indoor championships.

M. BASKETBALL
From page 32

late.

They have lost seven of the last

eight (the only win came in overtime

against Pac-10 cellar-dweller

Washington State), and have lost

MEN'S BA

n.

h
Sports Arena, use

Fox Sports West2

MATTHEW SCHMD/Daity Brum

four in a row.

Last week, USC was routed at

home by California, 73-43, and

Stanford, 83-59, by a combined 54

points - the Trojans' largest total

margin of defeat for consecutive

home games in school history.

"It's been a disappointing year

knowing that we are losing games,''

USC head coach Henry Bibby said.

"We're just a little young - a little

youthful - and we just don't know
how to play at this level yet."

The top four players from last

year's NCAA tournament squad all

graduated - taking 60 percent of the

team's points and almost all of its

experience with them.

Like the Bruins, USC's roster has

changed more often than Dennis

Rodman's hair style.

Last week, guard Ken Sims was

kicked off the team, while Bibby-fius-

pended point guard Gary Johnson

(curfew violation) and shooting

guard Elias Ayuso (poor academic

performance).

Both Johnson and Ayuso will

return for tonight's contest.

All told, USC has started 16 dif-

ferent lineups this year.

WATER POLO
From page 30

her four attempts."

The depth of this team was

demonstrated as even the benchers

participated and expertly held off

the Rainbows at the end of the

game.

"We emptied the bench with

about four minutes into the game,

and I was really happy with that

group," Baker said. "They did a

good job. They made some good

progress and played with some con-

fidence."

Everyone agrees with the

respectable performances by the

defense and non-starters. But assis-

tant coach Adam Krikorian admits

he didn't know what to expect

before the game.

"I was a little worried at first

because it was our first home game,

we never played this team and

we've had some slow starts before,"

Krikorian said. "But the girls came

out strong and even the j>eople off

the bench came in and hung in

there to score a point or two against

Hawaii.

"We'll take what we learned

from this week, and that will help

when we play them again in three

weeks. We're still looking to

improve. We're never ultimately

satisfied."

The Bruins have the next weckr

end off from competition. The next

two weeks is where they fine-tune

their skills and strategies in prepa-

ration for a very busy midseason.

Baker hopes to take the momen-
tum of the early season's success

and improve during this period of

two weeks.

"It was the nice way to finish the

first part of the season," Baker said.

"The next two weeks is very critical

for the team. We've got to get a lot

of work done and improve before

we get busy with the upcoming
games."

I IIOVC Till: I^LANITS WORK I
Saturday, February 21, 1998; 9am - 5pm, doors open at 8:15; No

registration; Fowler Museum, Lenart Auditorium.

Presented ty tKe UCLA Center (or tKe Plwsics & Ckemistry of tKe Planets, a researcK and
education unit ot the Institute tor GeopKysics and Planetary Pkysics.

This one day non-specialist talk^s giveQ bv a group oi world class researcK scientists wKo will

E
resent and discuss the most up to date knwoledge and understanding we now kave about

^ inets and planetary systems. From tne inner processes tkat result in surface earthquakes

and mountain building process, to the outer processes tkat result in Ice Ages and meteorite

impacts. Exciting results from tke recenfMars-Patkfinder Mission will ^o ke presented.

Tnis series is designed tor tke general puklic, public officials, kigk sckool and college

students, teackers and UCLA Faculty, staff and students of all disciplii

9:00 am: Tke Eartk as a Dynamic System. Tkomas H. Jordan MIT.

9:40 am: Mountain Building: lbs Effects on Climatic Ckange. T. Mark
Harrison, UCLA.

10:20 am^Eartk's Ice Age., Ckaos Tkeoty and Wkat Tkey Tell Us Akout
Global Warming Mickael Gkil, UCLA.

1 1:00 am: Can^ ftedict Eartkquakes? Leon Knopoff, UCLA.

1 :30 pm: Tke Origin of Eartk and Planets. George Wetkerill, Carnegie

Institute.

2:10 pm: Tke Core Dynamics of Plantary Magnetic Field. Gary Glaizmaier,
Los Alamos National Lab.

2:50 pnt: Meteor Impacts and tkeir Role in Skaping Planetary Evolution.

Tkomas J. Akrens, CalTeck.

3:30 pm: Tke Mars P*tkfinder: Last of tke Cowboys. Antkony j . Spear

Jet FVopulsion Labs. V onr-day

4:10 pm: Panel Discussion witk Audience Questi

lines.

ions.
»ymjK>Miun

I call 310 824-8752 lor nunc lulo I

iVIe nilz ivlovies

Wed. Feb 18th at 7:30 pm •:

James Bridges Theater

a free screening of:

I he Uoubic Lite oi Veronique

(La Uouble Vie Ue VeponiqueJ
~'~-

Dir. Krzysztof Kieslowski
~^

starring Irene Jacob from "Rouge" in

double role as the Polish Veronika and

the French Veronique,

whose lives strangely intermingle.A
LIVERY

-4111
Can to raaarv Sliakey's private
upateirs for your maaHi^a, ftiml

Hoonr
Son-Thurj

11:00afn-1:00om
Fri-Sot

U(X)Qm-2:00am

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

W49 accept
Debit cards

Vl/./ix Specials

1. [click]

Bin I (k! I I !T0

IforlSpedal*
Buy any large or medium Pizza at regulcu'

price and get the 2nd for FrOO
flood aH day

Shakcv^s ( oinhiiialioii

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, M|d your choice of: .

• 5 pieces of chicken or • 10 BufTalo wings or ^

(
fimecbum one topping pizza ^^^

or 2 medium one topping pizzas only $12.99
Now with original or spicy pi/./a sauce

Any large 3 topping pizza or any only
Specialty Pizza (save over $5) d>Q qo
• Spetialliex include Vtt(elarian Shakey't Special. Bruin Deluxe uXdHawaiioti
• Thin crust, hand tossed, or deep dish pun pitta at no extra charge

• 5 pieces of fish or

• 1/2 lb. of shrimp or

• Pasta & Salad $13.49

liruiii Mi'il IK';il

2 Slices of Pizza and OIllV
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden ^/^ t\t\
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink !j>J.""
"

' D/'nf in or carry out only

Cowttnts lSi*|<

olComtm
Ck.1 U»io*t«

TiUcoTCo

o
?
eo
C
a

BooltZow's

fTAlUOfCOWPiTSl "^

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

beverage bar
VJCLA BoolcZooe
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Bruins shatter Rainbows

witti ttiundering 14 goals

Dr. Yitzchok Block, Ph.D.

)m in Nashville, Tennessee, Yitzchok

Block holds a Ph.D. in Philosophy from

Harvard Uijiversity. He is a professor of

philosophy at the university of Western

Ontario in London, Canada, and his

professional areas of interest are

Aristotle and Wittgenstein. I>r. Block

has published numerous papers and

edited a book.

Perspectives on the Philosophy of

Wittgenstein

\ls belief in G-d solely a matter of

faith, or can it be rational?

Join us for a thought

provoking and intellectually

stimulating presentation with

Dr. YftzcJiofc

Wednesday, February 18

12:00 P.M. - 12:50

& again

1:00 p.m.- 1:50

@ Ackerman #2408

Refreshments and falafel included

For more information please call

(310) 208-7511 ext. 770

Sponscned by Chabad House at U.C.L.A.

W.WATERPOLJO: Novice

Hawaii team squashed by

more experienced UCLA

By Steve Kkn
Daily Bmin Contributor

The University of Hawaii water

polo team's trans-Pacific visit to

California was no trip to paradise, as

it was greeted by its Bruin hosts with

a shower of yellow balls. Fourteerr

yellow balls, to be precise.

Coming into the game, the Bruins

did not know what to expect from

this new team. On one hand, the

Rainbows are inexperienced, playing

together in their first varsity season.

On the other hand, they came to the

match with a 2-0 record and a hand-

ful of noteworthy foreign recruits.

But after the first quarter, there

was no question as to who dominate

ed.

The Bruins started explosively

with fast offense, including three

scores by junior Coralie Simmons
and two scores by junior Catherine

von Schwarz. Sophomore Erin

Golaboski lied Simmons for most

points scored with three, while

sophomore Serela Mansur and fresh-

man Kristin Guerin contributed two

points each.

UCLA head coach Guy Baker was

pleased with the team's first home
game performance and looks for-

ward tq continued success.

"I liked the way we played in the

first quarter," Baker said. >"I was

happy we got off to a good start and

set the tone for the whole game. We

talked about coming out and playing

good defense and (getting) going on

the fast break. And we did that."

Besides scoring 14 points agtihlT

Hawaii, the Bruins' forte was in their

superior defense. As good as senior

goalie and team captain Nicolle

Payne is, she didn't have much
chance to block, thanks to her defen-

sive teammates. The Rainbows could

only score two points.

"We played really consistently and

our defense was good," said Payne.

"Everyone got to play and we had a

lot of fun."

^i^

"One of (Hawaii's) great

players ended up

scoring only one goal

but of her four

attempts."

MandyMcAloon
UCLA junior defender

Just about everyone raved abbut

the defense, and one of the best

defenders of the game was junior

Mandy McAloon.

"We have a very strong defensive

team as a whole - definitely not just

one player," McAloon said. "To me,

the defense wins the game and that's

shown in our last tournament and

this game. One of their great playen

ended up scoring only one goal out of

Sec WIIEI HWlit |M9C 29

Sliakeys
Any large Pizza, any crust unlimited toppings, for $9.99

O^H till WeStWOOd Village to 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Mens Cnlloqf Basketb.ill

Mow The Top 25 tAtfH

I. North Carolina (26-1) (M not pi^.

Next n. North Carolina State, Satunlay.

I Dulie (23 2) did not play. Not: at

Oenuon, Wednesday.

3. Arinna (22-3) did not play. Next at

Orefon State, Thursday.

4. Kamas (2S-3) did not play. Next: n.

Iowa State, Saturday.

S.funkie (22-4) did not play. Next at

Iowa, Wednesday.

6. Utah (21 -2) did not play. Next: vs. Air

Force, Satunlay.

7. Connecticut (23-4) beat Notre Dame

88-79. Next at VManova, Satunlay.

8. Kentucky (22-4) did not play. Next: at

Florida, Wednesday

9. Princeton (211 ) beat Pennsyh«nia 71

S2. Next: vs. Harvard, Fnday

10. Sunford (21-3) did not play. Next: vs.

Washington, Thursday.

I I

.

New Mexico (20-3) did not play. Next

vs. Texas-El Paso, Thursday.

12. UCtA (19-S) did not p<ay.Next:al

Southern California, Wednesday.

1 3. South Carolina (19-4) did not pUy.

Next: at No. 16 Arkansas, Wednesday.

14.Michi9an Sute (19-5) beat No. 22

MidHgan 80-7S. Next at Wisconsin,

Saturday.

1S.Mississippi(17-S) did not play. Next: at

ISU.Wednesday.

16. Arkansas (20 S) did not play. Next: vs.

No. 1 3 South Carolina, Wednesday.

17. Cindnnali (19-S) did not play. Next: at

Alabama-Bimiingham, Thursday.

18. Massachusetts (19-6) did not play.

Next: vs. Rhode Island. Wednesday.

19. feus Christian (23-4) did not play.

Next: vs. Na 1 1 New Mexkoi Saturday.

20.WestVir9ima (21-5) did not play.Next:

vs. Seion Hal, Sunday.
^

21 . Syracuse (20-5) did not play. Next at

Rutgers, Satunlay.

22.MicMgan(18-8)losttoNa14

MidiifM Sute 80-75. Next vs. Indiana,

Sunday.

23. NKnois (18-8) did not play. Next:w
Northwestern, Wednesday.

24. George Washington (20-6) did not

play. Next: vs. Temple, Sunday.

25. Maryland (15-8) did not play. Next: VI

Wake Forest, Thursday.

OlynipK Medal-,

At A Otancc

Mens Colleqi' Bisk, tb.ill

M.ijor Sior I"

EAST

B«dgnU.83,Nonheast(m79

Fairield92,Siena84

Pittsburgh 80,Geot9etown 79

Princeton 71, taw 52

feinplcS0,StJoieptfs42

sovm
LfemesseeSt81,W.Carelina69

Georgia St 73, Mercer 57

Tennessee 87, Mississippi St 61

UNC-Greemfaon58,FunnanS6

Atlantic Division

W L

Miami 34 1»

NewJersey 31 21

NewYM 29 21

Washington 27 26

Orlando 2S 27

Boston 23 29

Philadelphia 16 33

Pa

.654

i96

5m

G8

3

4

Portland lOl.GoMen Sute 83

Sacramento 102, Boston 99

G Brian Shaw.

Sn 71/2

.481

.442

9

11

^ffliall

"wago

Oiaitoae

Atlanu

Cleveland

OMflon

39 15

36 15

30 21

30 23

28 24

25 26

G

Germany 7

Norway 7

Russia 8

Canada 4

Austria 2

United States 5

Netherlands 4

Finland 2

lapan 4

luly 1

France 2

Switzerland 2

China

South Korea 2

C»ch RepuUicO

Sweden

Belarus

Bulgaria

Denmark

Ukraine

Belgium

Kazakstan

Tot

22

19

13

12

12

10

10

10

8

7

-4-

S

3

2

Connecticut 88, Notre Dame 79

Michigan St 80, Midiigan 75

FMIIRSr

Boise St 77, Nevada 67

Wonn-ti , Coll>'9<' B.i'.krth.ill

Md|Ot Scores

EAST

Fairfield 77, lona 58

Holy Cross 96, BuckneN 55

Morgan St. 59, Delaware 55

Siena88,Marist60

St Peter's 55, Manhattan 47

23

11

2t

40

J27 161/2

.722 —

.706 - 1 1/2

i88 71/2

i66 81/2

i38 10

.490 121/2

.451 14 1/2

.216 261/2

Milwaukee at WasMngton, 7 pjn.

Minnesou at Otlandoi 7JO pan.

New Jersey at AHano, 7:30 p.m.

NewVMkatUUh,8pim.

LA Lakers at Phoenix, 9 pjn.

Psnbnd a* Seattle; 10 pim.

Boston at Vancouver, 10 pjn.

Charlotte at GoMen State, 10:30 p.m.

NESTEmOMFBENa
Midwest Onnion

W I

UUh 35 IS

San Antonio 35 16

G6

MinnesoU 28 22

Vancouver

Dallas

OcHvcr

Pet

700 —
686 1/2

560 7

26 25 .510 91/2

14 37 .275 211/2

10 42 .192 26

5 46 .091 301/2

Chicago atImMi^ 7 pjn.

PNMi^aliMhna.7pLm.

SanAmnio at 0ito,8:30 p.m.

Detroit «tloiHton,8JO pjn.

Miami vs. LA. Clippers at Aiuiteim, CaMf.,

10:30 p.m.

Denver at LA likcalUt FkM.

AlttMfMtM ipifisMRMs CDT.

BALTIMORE RAVENS—Acquired R8 Errict

Rhett ham the lampa Bay Buccaneers for

a 1999 thinl-round draft pid. Re-signed

TE Eric Green to a two-year contraa

MOIANAPOIIS COLTS—Named Ion Tonne

comMoning coach.

JAOOONVIUi JAGUARS—Released S

Dana Hal.

MMMOOIPNMS—Signed 6 Kevin

HMNOlqfM a fM-year (Minct

mUSOaWMC HmgnedPt

Jain Rindfe to a i*e-year cantiaa

NEWVOW GIANTS—Signed 08 Kent

Goham to a three-year contract.

NCWVOK JETS—Signed WR Bemam

ST. UXIB RAMS—Named Ed White offen-

sive line coadL

somi
Auburn 83, South Alabama 46

Georgia 79, Florida 62

GNfgiaSt62.AiabamaSt.58

Ken(iKky76,LK(ntiKky60

CM Dominion 92, N.C Wilminglon 51

South Carolna 78, N.C. Charlotte 71

MOWEST
Caniinal Stritch 70, Robert Morris 51

Nebraslia 96, Missouri 91

Northwestern 75, N. Illinois 60

W. Mnois 79, Ind-Pur-lndpls. 69, OT

N.iiioii.il H.isKftb.iM fl^^

PacKk Division

ScMlle 39 12 .765

LAlakm 35 14 .714 3

Phoenix 34 16 .680 41/2

Portlan4 31 20

Sacnwam 24 29

lAOIppers 11 41

GoWenSute 9 41

.608

.453

8

16

.212 2tl/2

.180 291/2

New lersey 103, Milwaukee 92

Orlando 85, Atlama 81

Houston 121, LA Clippers 99

UUh 96, Charlotte 90

EASTEMCONfERENa

PhiUdelpMa 98, Cleveland 97

Miami 110, Minnesota 84

San Antonio 95, Detroit 94

Chicago 105, Iflduna 97

Phoenix 95, Dalas 77

Newtl0ffc91,0tmer77

BALTIMORE OWHES-W^reed to terms

with Of Jeffrey Hammonds on a three-

year contract.

ARIZONA DIAMONOBACKS—Purdiased

the cMitract ofRHf Ken Rabinson from

the fennto Blue Jays. Designated LHP Kirt

Ojala (or assignment

FLOMM MAHUNS—Signed RHP Manuel

Barrios, RHP Oscar Henriquez, RHP Andy

LaiUn, LHP Felix Heredia, RHP Mike

Viano; 31 Josh lootyi INF Amaury Garcia,

IB Derrek Lee, Of Fletcher Bates, OF Todd

Ounwoody and OF Julio Ramirez to one

year contracts

lOS ANGaES DOOGERS-Signed RHP

Chan Ho Park to a two-year contract.

NEW YORK METS—Named Tim FoH man-

ager of Kingsport of the Appalachian

League.

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Terminated

the contract of F Dickey Simpkins.

PNtUDELPHIA 76ERS—Traded F CUrence

Weathenpoon and G Jim lackson to IM
Golden SUte Wamors for F Joe SmitllMl

CAROLINA HURRICANES—Reassigned G

Tripp Tracy fta« RktNMnd of die ECHl to

MONTREAL CANAOKNS—Assigned D

Brett Clark to ffMcrkton o( the AHL

Recalled D Brad trwwiJrowFredericien.

NEWrOM ISUNOaiS—Nccalcd Jason

Stnidwidt and D iason Holland from

Kentucky of the AHL.

0X1161

HUNTINGDON COUEGE—Named Lisa

Donaldson women's basketball coach

1.When was the first time the Soviet

Union participated in the Winter

Olympics?

2. Including George Hackl, how many

Winter Olympians have won the same

evem three times?

3. Coming into the 1998 Winter Olympics,

which nation had won the most medals?

i(MU0N(
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Daily Bruin Sports

Ups and downs leave

UCLA on high ground
BASEBALL Bruins finally

defeat Cal, prepare for

Stanford after shaky start

ByVytosMazcifca

Daily Bnjin Staff
.

After Jelani-gate, the Harrick

fiasco and the women's softball pro-

bation, UCLA has taught everyone

to expect the unexpected.

The UCLA baseball team likes

the "unexpected" philosophy so

much that they have decided to

iiadopt it as well.

This past weekend at Berkeley,

the No. 16 Bruins (6-4 overall. 2-0 in

Six-Pac) were supposed to play three

games against Cal (2-5-1, 0-2). But

rain and darkness prevented UCLA
from completing the series, and only

two games were played.

On Friday, the first game of the

series was suspended due to dark-

ness in the seventh inning, with the

Bruins up 11-8. Then on Saturday

the game could not be finished due

to rain. Finally on Sunday, the first

game was completed with the Bruins

coming out on top 13-8.

The same day, UCLA and Cal

played the second game of the

series. In arguably the most exciting

game of the year so far, UCLA won
11-10 in 10 innings.

The final game of the series was to

be played on Monday, but because

of rain it was cancelled and resched-

uled for March 31 - the day after

UCLA visits Stanford.

To further support the "unexpect-

ed" theme, the Bruins won the sec-

ond game against Cal thanks to a

pinch-hitter.

Freshman outfielder Nick Lyon
stepped up to the plate for only the

second time this season and ham-

mered a ball over the wall to provide

UCLA with a 11-9 lead.

The Bruins' yo-yo season seemed
doomed after a 1-4 start. But a cur-

rent five-game winning streak and a

2-0 start in league play has the

Bruins riding high.

The fact that UCLA came home
for two weeks was not enough to

drive the "unexpected" away.

With a game scheduled for

Tuesday against Loyola

Marymount, the Bruins returned to

find that the baseball field af Jackie

Robinson Stadium needed rnainte-

nance. The game is now scheduled

to be played today at 3 p.m. «

Sophomore pitcher Ryan
Reightley, after missing his sched-

uled start against Cal, will start

today for the Bruins and pitch only a

few innings.

UCLA head coach Gary Adams
wants his starters in top form when
top-ranked Stanford plays three

games at UCLA this weekend.

AARON TOUr/Ojity Biuin

Freshman Ryan Carter pitches

during the game against

University San Diego.
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A SPORTS
Bruins to face USC without IVIcCoy
M. BASKETBALL With shuflled

lineup, team hastens to toughen

defense as Duke game nears

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

They've done it before, and now they'll have

to do it again.

The Bruins will enter their second stint

tonight without Jelani McCoy and his 6-foot-IO-

inch frame standing in the middle of the key.

In its first game since the resignation of

McCoy. UCLA (19-5, 9-4 Pac-IO) will take on

USC at the Sports Arena in a game that will

undoubtedly be used as a measuring stick for

how well the Bruins will perform without their

star center.

It will be the only tune-up for the McCoy-less

Bruins before Sunday's showdown at secondr

ranked Duke. And with only three weeks to pre-

pare for the NCAA tournament, the game takes

on added significance.

"Obviously this is a big week," head coach

Steve Lavin said. "We've got to find a way to

improve, and we only have three weeks to do it.

We need to play better defense, collectively."

McCoy aJso missed the first nine games of

the season due to suspension for undisclosed

reasons.

In his absence, the Bruins amassed an 8-1

record, which included their only victory over a

ranked team this season - a 69-58 win over then-

No. 8 New Mexico.

Without McCoy, the Bruins will have a giant

hole to fill. J. R. Henderson (6 feet 8 1/2 inches)

will move over to full-time center, while fresh-

man Travis Reed (6 feet 6 inches) figures to pick

up more minutes at forward.

"With (McCoy) resigning, we're obviously

much smaller," Lavin said. "We'll have to gen-

erate more points from the bench. Reed will

definitely get more playing time."

Throughout the year, Lavin has mainly used

a six-player rotation, resulting in inexperience

among the reserves.

Reed, however, played well in the nine games

before McCoy's return, averaging 5.4 points

and 3.2 rebounds while playing about 15 min-

utes per game. Included in that stretch was a 14-

point, lO-rebound performance against Cal

State Fullerton and another 14-point outing

against New Mexico.

Since McCoy's return, though, Reed has

seen limited action. He has only played in nine

of the past 15 games for a total of 63 minutes.

"I'm going to have to be a big presence, just

like I was before," Reed said. "Except this time,

JUSTIN WARWN/OdJly fcutn

Freshman forward Travis Reed dribbles the ball during a previous USC game.

he's not coming back."

The matchup against the Trojans (7-16. 3-10)

couldn't have come at a better time for the

Bruins, who have lost two of their last four

games and barely pulled out a three-point victo-

ry over California Saturday.

In addition to USC's lack of a player taller

than 6 feet 8 inches. Troy has been struggling of

SeeM.BASKntttUpa9e29

Undefeated UCLA looks to trample mediocre Gauchos

III

F

M.VOLLEYBALL Despite

injuries, No. 1 Bruins to

offer little hope to UCSB

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

^ The undefeated UCLA men's vol-

leyball team continues its stint at

home tonight against UC Santa

Barbara. The top-ranked Bruins will

take on the No. 10 Gauchos in Pauley

Pavilion at 7 p.m.

UCLA (JO-0 overall, 8-0

Mountain Pacific Sports Federation)

will look to capitalize on a mediocre

Gaucho season. UCSB will be play-

ing its first match on the road; it

could be a tough time for the visiting

Gauchos.

Although UCSB (3-4, 2-4) is com-

ing off a win against Pacific, the

Gauchos have not fared well thus far

into the season.

UCSB was swept by Stanford, UC
Irvine and the Bruins in matches ear-

lier this season.

"Santa Barbara's been playing

well, but they've been losing," UCLA

MEN'S VOLLEY
fonUit

T

UCLA
(IM.MMPSf)

VJ.

PaultyPavion

ucsi
0-4, 2-4MW)

MATTHeW SCHMHVOaOy iniin

head coach Al Scates said. "The

coaches respect them and keep vot-

ing them up in the top 10 even though

they don't have a good record.

"I think they're a play-off team.

but they better start moving soon. I

just don't want them to start

(tonight)."

UCLA, on the other hand, has

swept eight of its 10 opponents. The

Bruins have only lost three games this

year.

Returning to the lineup for the

Bruins will be sophomore Adam
Naeve, who hasn't played in the

Bruins' last three matches and didn't

practice for 10 days.

Naeve suffered second-degree

burns two weeks ago. He played spar-

ingly in UCLA's win against Long

Beach State and did not suit up for

the matches against the San Diego

schools.

In the Bruins' previous meeting

with the Gauchos. Naeve recorded a

match-high 30 kills. It is unlikely that

Naeve will have a repeat perfor-

SccV0liffVMll,|M9e28
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Junior Fred Robbins is likely to

start against UCSB, as injuries

force UCLA to shuffle its lineup.

Team gets set

to compete

innationals

TRACK: Weekend results

bring hopes for strong

Bruin presence at NCAAs

By Alvin Cadman and Donald

Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributors

UCLA track and field assistant

coach Art Venegas said the team

could be on its way to putting togeth-

er a strong showing at the NCAA
Indoor National Championships in

March if enough members qualify.

After Saturday's performances at two

different meets, Venegas feels quite

optimistic about the team's chances

of finishing high at the national cham-

pionships.

"We want to put together a good

NCAA team," Venegas said. "If we

can get certain people into nationals,

then we'll have a heck of a shot."

Two athletes that have a heck of a

shot at qualifying for the NCAA
indoor championships are Jim

McElroy and Damian Allen.

McElroy and Allen turned in stellar

performances in the 55-meter dash at

the Air Force Indoor Invitational in

Colorado Springs. Colo.

McElroy and Allen, who are used

to running short distances as menv

bers of the football team, each fin-

ished in the time of 6 minutes, 17 sec-

onds. McElroy finished third and

Allen placed fifth in their respective

races. Their time is one-hundredth of

a second off the automatic qualifying

time for the NCAA Championships.

Venegas feels that their time, which is

a provisional qualifying time, will be

good enough to get them into the

championships.

"Tliat's an excellent indoor time,"

Venegas said. "The football players'

are showing their expiosiveness.

They're showing their speed and what

kind ofshape they're in early on in the

season."

Travis Haynes, who also competed

at Air^ Force, automatically qualified

for the NCAA Chantpienship* with a

mark of 61-7 3/4 in the sliot put.

Haynes also set an indoor lifetime

best while finishing third. Wade Tift

finished fourth in the same event with

a mark of 60-1.

Four other athletes competed at

the Air Force meet and performed

well. Luke Sullivan's mark of 61-1 1 in

the weight throw was good enough to

earn him a victory. Rich Pitchford

captured second place in the high-

jump with a leip of 7 I /4. Scott Stover

vaulted 17-10 1/2 in the pole vault,

which was good enough for second

SceTMaiH9c28

SPORTS f^-f,.:....

Play ball

Insldo today

Real Bruins: Life on the Java circuit

with Kerckhoff's manager. See page 3

Memories: Walking through dad's

experience in Vietnam. See page 20

Super clerks: Kevin Smith tries his

hand at comic books. See page 24

79th year QrculatkMt 20,000 Thursday, February 19, 1998 www.ddtlybruin.ucld.edu

Nei • 10 groan over porn store
WESTWOOD: Adult-video office

investigated; vice squad issues

citation for lack of a permit

ByRadMlMuAoz
Daily Bruin Staff

Pornography or adult entertainment? Legal

or illegal? These are the questions surrounding

the H6t Body International business that has

quietly resided in Westwood for over a year.

On Jan. 29, tipped off by homeowners

groups complaining of a pornography video

Here, the West Los Angeles Vice Squad investi-

gated an office space at 10872 Weyburn Ave.

"We went there and (the video store) was not

what we found," said Sargent Doug Abney,

who heads the unit that was called to the loca-

tion. "You can't tell what type of business it is

from the outside."

What the officers did find inside the building

belonging to developer Ira Smedra was two or

three Wbrkers boxing up adult entertainment

videos.

When the officers saw that the business

appeared to be only a distribution center,, they

went ahead and "checked for all of the per-

mits."

Not having a business license was the only

offense that Hot Body International was guilty

of. It is considered a "minor ofTense." A cita-

tion, equivalent to a traffic ticket, was written

and the company will have to appear iq court.

Thebusiness-hcense angle is the only thing

that they found that they could give us grief

over," said John Cross, the president of Hot

Body Internation^iil.

However, Cross knew that he wouldn't be

renting the office on Weyburn forever. He felt

their time might be limited because the Village

Center Westwood project may be built on that

same property. "We looked at it as a temporary

warehouse space."

But that isn't the only Westwood area loca-

tion that Hot Body International uses for busi-

ness space. There is also a home office on

Levering, where Cross lives.
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Beware of parking in tx>w-away zones
PARKING: Temporary signs

had been ignored; contractors

ask for 50 cars to be moved

By Barikara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Contributor

Students who parked their cars in the seem-

ingly unenforced tow-away zone on Gayley

(between Veteran and Strathmore) may have

woken up to an unpleasant surprise on Friday

and Monday morning.

Around 10 a.m. Friday and 1 1 a.m.

Monday, Los Angeles city parking enforce-

ment towed every car parked along the north

side of Gayley - 50 total.

The signs say cars will be towed if they are

parked in the zone from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Although some students who happened to

be around managed to move their cars before

they were towed, many others were in class

and not aware of the situation.

"My friend is taking two midterms right

now, he didn't know about this," said David

Smith, a third-year student. After he explained

his friend's situation to the parking enforce-

ment officers, they did not tow the car.

The temporary tow-away zone signs have

been up for over a week, but students have

been parking there anyway because the no-

parking zone has not been enforced.

There were other no-parking signs up in

connection with the De Neve Plaza project

that have not been enforced consistently,

either.

"It's kind of unfair that they pick a random

day to enforce a rule that they don't follow on

other days," said second-year student Paul

Milinsky, after successfully moving his car to

the other side of the street.

According to Ed Lloyd from Neilsen-

Dellingham, the company in charge of the De
Neve Plaza Project, the call to tow the cars

came from Doty Brothers Development, the

company employed by the L.A. department

of transportation.

Doty Brothers Development is employed

by the city to construct a new sidewalk on

Gayley and Strathmore. They have no con-

nection to UCLA.
According to Jeff Kaelar, a representative

from the company that towed the cars, the

zone was not enforced earlier because the con-

struction did not reach the area until Friday,

•o there was no need for the care to be moved.

"The contractor calls the city and the city

calls us," Kaelar said.

Accordmg to city employee Wilbur

'nrimhima, unleu parking enforcement regu-

AAR0»fT0UT/O*ily Brum

Despite posted signs, students have been parking in the temporary tow-away area

along the east side of Gayley Avenue.

larly patrols the area, the contractor renting

the site must call to have a no-parking zone

enforced.

"Typically, a tow will not take place unless

the contractor called to complain," he said.

In addition to being charged with a $30

ticket, students who had their cars towed will

be charged for the co«t of the towing, which

typically cosu $ 100 to S200.

The towing drew a small group of disgrun-

tled onlookers who were not parked on the

street, but who did expcess their dissatisfac-

tion with parking enforcement.

"This sucks," said graduate student Angel

Covarrubias.

By Tuesday, construction on the side of the

street began, so care were physically unable to

park in the no-parking zone.

RACHtL FAaOR

SctUM^ 17

John Vidale is a niember of the research

team that is investigating the Earth's core.

Mantle magma

answers some

quake questions

RESEARCH: Molten rock pools

may help scientists ascertain

causes of seismic disturbances

By Matt Grace
Daily Bmin Contributor '

On the other side of the globe, earthquakes

greater than 6.0 on the Richter scale pound the

tiny island ofTonga in the Southwest Pacific.

At the same time they provide scientists on

South Campus with unique insights into the solid-

liquid interfaces governing the unpredictable

activity of earthquakes.

Using equipment originally designed to spy on

the nuclear activities of Russia, John Vidale of

UCLA and Michael Hedlin of UC San Diego

have provided the strongest evidence to date for

the existence of molten magma reservoirs, sus-

pended thousands of miles beneath the earth's

surface.

"This is an incremental and important step in

the characterization of the core-mantle bound-

ary," said Jim Whitcomb, the program director

for geophysics at the National Science

Foundation.

The military-subsidized network of 130 seis-

mometers dotted over 60 square miles in south-

ern Norway, detect faint seismic vibrations, cre-

ated by anything from earthquakes to atomic

bombs.

The discovery ofmolten lakes of rxxrk - rough-

ly the size of California - provide strong evidence

against the earth's mantle consisting entirely of

solid rock.

The scientists based their analysis on seismic

waves which p>assed through the mantle from 25

earthquakes hittingTonga in the last two decades.

They found obstacles within the mantle which

changed the direction of the seismic waves. If the

mantle was confposed completely of solid rock,

then the seismic waves would travel in a straight

line. _
The existence of a liquidsolid interface ofTerr

the only explanation for the discrepancies in seis-

mic wave activity.

"The melt scatters (the seismic waves) off in all

directions," said John Vidate, asaociatf professor

»7^ij7;|iij^*,M*»^''WHt).i^iit).-ij!^i^.'t4ifc-;j-i',^-^i i^a.i».
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Scientists develop way
to regrow hip-bone
A UCLA orthopedic surgeon has developed

a new technique to treat bone death in human

hips that may prevent the need for a total hip

replacement.

"In the 12 cases we've done since 1991, the

procedure has obtained good to excellent pain

relief for our patients," said Df. Jay Lieberman,

assistant professor of orthopedic surgery and

originator of the technique. "People who had
* difficulty.walking across the room are now hik-

ing, golfing and returning to fully active lives."

Surgeons see about 20,000 cases of

osteonecrosis, or "bone death," a year. It occurs

when the blood supply feeding the head of the

femur bone dies. The femoral head, the knobby

end ofthe thighbone, fits into the hip socket.

"Early intervention is importantj* ,,

—ijeberman said. ,^ a significant amount -or?"

bone dies, the femoral head eventually collapses

under the weight ofthe hip joint."

Lieberman's technique, called osteoregener-

ation, is a modification ofan already

existing technique called core

decompression. In core decompres-

sion, the surgeon drills a hole into the

femoral head and removes the dead bone inside

to relieve pressure, restore blood flow and

encourage new bone growth.

In osteoregeneration, the surgeon also

implants a capsule filled with a substance known

as BMP, or bone-morphogenetic protein, which

induces tl e body to grow new bone in replace-

ment ofthe decayed bone.

After implanting the capsule of BMP,
Lfeberman implants an amount of purified

human bone impregnated with BMP into the

femoral head.

Use of Internet u^ --^^

among business ^ *

- ;; The Internet is becoming more popular with

businesses.

In Orange County alone, 92 percent of the

companies are connected to the Internet.

International companies, mostly

high-tech firms, lead the country

with 97 percent use.

The portion of Orange County busi-

nesses with a home page or site on the World

Wide Web has leaped to 79 percent from 59 per-

cent last year, more than doubling what it was

two years ago, according to the UC Irvine

Graduate School of Management's 1998

Orange County Executive Survey. Among inter-

national businesses, 86 percent have a web site,

compared to 69 percent last year.

With technology on the rise, using the

Internet for e-mail alone has become a thing of

the past. Although e-mail is still the chief form of

Internet business support, many also ust it to

communicate with employees, customers and

supf^iers.

Firms are increasingly providing access to

their employees. This year, about 36 percent of

employees have access to the Internet, com-

pared to only 30 percent last year.

Many executives cite efficiency and reduced

cost ofdoing business as the main advantages of

using the Internet.

Federal committee says

Berkeley discriminated

The federal government has concluded that

there is evidence UC Berkeley illegally discrimi-

nated against a white male employee and retali-

ated against him when he filed a complaint.

The Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission also- found that the university's

Department of Housing and Dining Services

spun a web of lies t6 explain why it passed the

employee up for promotion and punished him

for filing his complaint.

The EEOC "letters of determination" stem

from a November 1995 complaint filed by Keii

Crawford, a white male who is an on-call man-

ager with the dining department. He was reject-

ed for the position of dining services manage at

the in 1994. Crawford, the dining services man-

ager for the hall for the 1993-94 school year, said

a lesser-qualified black male with no manage-

ment experience was hired instead.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.
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Suddenly, to George's horror, he realized that

somehow they had gotten turned around and

were retracing their steps I

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

For undergraduates to

change grading basis with a $3
per-transaction fee.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For continuing students to file

applications for undergraduate

scholarships for 1998-1999.

DONT FORGET:

Undergraduate enrollment

appointments have begun
through URSA telephone.

Need to talk? Call the peer'

helpHne at 794-HELf>.

The spring Schedule of

Classes is r>ow on tele at the

UCLA Store.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Thursday
UCLA Orientation Program

Orientation Assistant Positions

Available

Come pick up an application

Applications due February 27th

201 Covel Commons

Women's Resource Center-

Catalyst Mentorship Program

What does a research scientist do

and why? Discover what research

entails. Discuss how generating

questions and the development of

research methodology. Learn

about the many rewards of ,

scientific reserach.

Dodd Hall 2 • 825-3945

•^e-;

Noon
Spartacus Youth Club

Speakout: U.S. Get Your Bloody

Hands Orriraq!

MeyerhofT Park, in front of

KerckhofTHall • (213) 380-8239

University Catholic Center

Communion service (12: 10)

KerckholTI52
~

2*11.111.

Association

Consulting night

UCLA Career Center

Oikos Christian Fellowship

Weekly meeting (6:30)

Kinsey 51 • 231-0777

7 p.m.
Ballroom Dance Club at UCLA
Tango lessons

Ackerman 2408 • 284-3636

Career Center

"Money Talks: Salary

Negotiation and Benefits'*

workshop
'

Career Center

Regent's Scholar Society

Winter social

Sunset Village Courtside Lounge

C-8 • 824-3808

Hedrick Hall Multicultural

Programming Committee

Reflections of African American

Musics from 1920s to 1990s

Featuring Reggie Waddcll

Hedrick Main Lounge

Armenian Students Association

Lecture by Prof Sarafian and

Prof Kariser on the Ottoman

Archives in Turkey

Ackerman 3517 -206-9124

4 p.m.
Department of East Asian

Languages and Cultures

and Center for the Study of

Women
"Nu-Shu: Women Poets of

Hunan" - RSVP (4:30)

Video documentary and lecture

Faculty Center, Sequoia Room
206^94

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Christian Feminism

Ackerman 2408 • 208-0941

Career Center

"Personal Stories: Disclosing

Your Disability" workshop
Career Center -206-9121

6 p.m.
Latina/o Business Student

Taiwanese American Union •

Cultural Night Fashion Show
rehearsal

1 1666 Montana Ave. #203

362-4172

Friday 1p.m.
Jacob Marschak

Interdisclipinary Colloquium

"Predicting Economic

Recessions in the United States"

by Vladimir Krilis-Borok of

UCLA
AGSM C-301 • 825-4144

Environmental Coalition

Documentary movie about

human rights and democracy in

Burma
Ackerman 2408 • 206-4438

7 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Mardi-Gras Party

Price: $3nonmembers, $1

members

840 Hilgard Ave. -208-5015
'

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbfewin9media.ucla.edu

Every Thursday, the

Daily Bruin takes a look

at members of the

UCLA community. In

^ this continuing series,

we highlight the many

different activities

Bruins are involved in.

BREWIN'
Coffehouse manager Dave Newlove

makes sure students get their espresso

ByMchdcNavano
Dally Bruin Staff

, ,

If there is anyone who would benefit from cloning, it*s

Dave Newlove. Keeping KerckhofF Coffeehouse, the

Kerckhoff Patio Cart and Viewpoint Cafe all running

smoothly requires the coflcehouse manager to be every-

where all at once.

Caught in the blender of KerckhofT Hall, Newlove is con-

stantly running up, down and all around, giving orders to all

the employees, occasionally helping out during rushes and

making sure the espresso has just the right taste.

"So many drinks are based on espresso, so it's important

that it's right," he said, adding milk to a small plastic cup full

of espresso. "Milk takes away the bitterness, but if it's

brewed wrong, you still get the bitter taste. The humidity and

temperature affect how it comes out, it's the most tempera-

mental thing."

It's the details like those that Newlove must always

remember.

"I've done it for so long," Newlove said, "it's almost like

second nature to me."

And it's a good thing remembering comes easy, because

when the line began to form upstairs in KerckhofT at 7 a.m.,

on a typical day for Newlove, he had to be ready. He'd

already woken up two hours before to make it there on time

and get everything set up.

So even before the saggy-eyed ASUCLA employees and

students queued up for their much-needed dose of caffeine

and even before the sun rose, Newlove started his day.

"I go to work in the dark and go home in the dark," he

said, mentioning he usually doesn't return home until 7 p.m.
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(Top) David N«wk>ve,

manager of several

coffeehouses on

canf)pus, chats with a

customer while ringing

up an order.

(Right) N«wlove has

worked for ASUCLA for

eight years.

(Far right) With speed

and expertise,

N«w1ov« whips up a

coffee drink, one of

hundreds sold every

day.
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ASUCLA: Goal of current

privatization is to best

serve UCLA community

ByMichMWdncr
Daily Bruin Contributor

ASUCLA has negotiated con-

tracts with Rubio's Baja Grill and La

Cucina to renovate Treehouse and

op>en restaurants there next fall.

Rubio's Baja Grill, a Mexican

restaurant, specializes in fish tacos,

but also offers a variety of other

Mexican foods. La Cucin^is a fresh

pasta restaurant operated by the

halian-food chain Sbarro.

Rubio's and La Cucina will

^rplace The Market Place,

Mainstreet, C&C Company and

Pasta Resistance - the restaurants

which currently reside in Treehouse.

They will close at the end of the year.

ASUCLA bbard member Jim

Friedman said that Rubio's will

become a cohesive part of the cam-

pus community.

"One of the most appealing things

was their desire to work with us on

the campus," said Friedman, the

association's food services strategy

committee chair.

Currently, Treehouse sandwich

lines are only open during lunch.

Employees will still have jobs in food

services when Rubio's and La

Cucina move in. The two restaurants

also plan to hire students. _ji:^

"They are committed to hiring stu-

dents and doing things that reflect

the market they're in," Friedman

said.

Friedman said that Sbarro will

design La Cucina's menu in accor-

dance with students' needs and

wants, although both new menus will

be more expensive.

"They were willing to define a

menu based on what they do and

what we want," Friedman said.

The two restaurants will pay for

the renovation of Treehouse over the

summer and be ready for opening in

the fall.

"The Treehouse was built in 1961

and it definitely showed its age," said

Terence Hsiao, ASUCLA business

development director. "We weren't

in a financial position to renovate it."

"(The contracts with the restau-

rants) allow us to do more things

because it frees us of the obligation

to renovate Treehouse," he contin-

ued.

ASUCLA Executive Director

Patricia Eastman said that the

strongest impetus for bringing in the

new restaurants was the need to ren-

ovate Treehouse.

"That's the real reason we sought

outsiders," Eastman said.

Last spring, ASUCLA surveyed

the campus, asking students what

changes they would like to see in

food services.

"We tried to think of what people

wanted based on the food service

survey," Friedman said. "What they

wanted was fresh, healthy food."

In addition, students desired

Mexican food, pasta, and rotisserie

chicken. Friedman said that ASU-
CLA is currently looking into open-

ing a chicken restaurant in the

Coo|>erage, possibly in the space cur-

rently occupied by De Nucvo, since

there will not be a need for two

Mexican restaurants in the same
building.

Hsiao said that the privatization of

Treehouse will not start a trend for

if^SUCLA food services. He believes

it is important to maintain a mix of

students' association restaurants and

private restaurants.

"The basic strategy we're pursuing

is that the campus is best served by

having ASUCLA's own restaurants

and a few selected outside opera-

tors," Hsiao said.

Hsiao also said that the contracts

with Rubio's and La Cucina are sim-

ilar to the current contract with

Panda Express, which was brought

in when ASUCLA felt it could not

fulfill students' needs.

"We had developed an Asian food

line that was not well received, so we

brought in Panda Express," Hsiao

said.

But Hsiao emphasized that priva-

tizing all of food services would not

be in the best interests of the ASU-
CLA because it would lose the flexi-

bility to change.

"Once you get yourself into an

agreement with someone, you lock

yourself in for a fairly extended peri-

od of time," Hsiao said.

He also said that complete privati-

zation would not contribute to the

atmosphere that ASUCLA wants to

maintain.

"If every(fiing is a McDonald's, or

Carl's Jr., or a Kentucky Fried

Chicken, there's a real loss there in

terms of UCLA's sense of place,"

Hsiao said.

Bomber crashes on training mission
ACODEfiT: One airman,

no civilians injured by

downing of B-IB Lancer

ByTcdBfidb
The Associated Press

MARION, Kentucky - Four

crew members of an Air Force

bomber on a training mission para-

chuted to safety moments before the

plane crashed and exploded

Wednesday in a muddy cow field in

western Kentucky.

The plane flew about 10 miles

after the crew members ejected.

Two walked to a phone and called

for help, while another was found

walking on a road. The fourth's

parachute caught in a tree and he

suflered head and neck injuries. All

four were taken to the hospital; their

conditions were not immediately

known.

The B-l B bomber was flying out

of Dyess Air Force Base near

Abilene, Texas, when it went down
near Mattoon, a rural area five miles

northeast of Marion near the-Qhio

River, said First Lt. Eric Elliott of

Langley Air Force Base in Virginia.

The bomber was not being dis-

patched to the Persian Gulf and was

not carrying munitions. Air Force

ofi*icials said.

Military police from Fort

Campbell, Ky., were securing the

scene. There was no immediate

word as to a cause. State police said

the plane went down around 1:15

p.m.

Mark Williams, who lives about a

quarter mile away, said he was pick-

ing up his mail when he heard an

explosion, looked up and saw a

mushr(X)fn-shaped cloud. The blast

shook his pickup truck.

Williams drove to the crash site

and said the biggest piece of wreck-

age could fit in the bed of his pickup,

while the rest was reduced to pieces

slightly larger than a dinner plate.

Jamie Riley saw the plane pass

over the town of Mexico, about 14

miles from the crash site, and told

the weekly Crittenden J*ress that the

bomber was about 200 feet above

the treelops.

"I don't see how it was high

enough for anybody to bail out,"

Riley said.

Beverly Herrin told the newspa-

per the engines quit near^arion.

"I heard it roaring and looked

toward Marion," he said. "By the

time it came into sight, everything

was quiet. It was gliding at Ibout a

20-degree angle."

Designed in the 1970s as a

nuclear bomb-dropper, the plane

has been converted since then for

conventional missions and is being

deployed to the Mideast for the first

time in a potential combat role.

Last September, a pilot's attempt

to perform an uncommon but per-

missible maneuver led to a crash of a

B-IB bomber that killed all four peo-

ple tdboard.

The Air Force reported in

December that the pilot of the $200

million plane was making a sharp

right turn during a Sept. 19 training

mission on the Montana prairie

when the plane neared stall speed

and crashed. The technique is

uncommon, but not forbidden.

That crash was the sixth military

air disaster in a seven-day pericxJ,

and it prompted an unprecedented

24-hour grounding of military

planes for safety training.

However, at 1.37 crashes per

100,000 flying hours in the fiscal

year ending Sept. 30, the Air Force

reported it had its fourth safest year

ever. 1_ . .1

After 56 years, memories

of Japanese camps live on
INTERNMENT: Younger

generations hope pains

will never happen ag^n

ByhnbtrtNlalthee ,

Setttie f^Kt-l^te«igencer

Fifty-six years ago today. President

Franklin D. Roosevelt signed

Executive Order 9066 leading to the

i;docation and internment of 120,000

people of Japanese ancestry on the

West Coast. Seven out of 10 were U.S.

citizens.

Thousands of Japanese American

families in Washington State were

among the victims of what a 1983 pres-

idential c(^mission called racism,

wartime hysteria and a lack of political

leadership in the wake of the Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbor.

They came from Bainbridge Island,

Bellevue, Renion, Tukwila, Kent,

Auburn, Sumner, Tacoma and down-

town Seattle. In community after com-

munity, they were first evacuated to the

Puyallup Fairgrounds and later trans-

ported to one of 10 relocation camps m
seven states.

' Aside from their freedom and con-
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"A night at Jin Jiang proves that

there's no dining spree that quite

compares to a really fabulous

Chinese dinner"
By Michael Stem
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^ oilDinner
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stitutional rights, they lost careers,

homes, famis, stores, personal proper-

ty and the feeling of belonging to a

nation.

In August 1988, aAer a decade-long

campaign led by the Japanese-

American Citizens League, Congress

passed a bill offering a formal apology

and payments of $20,000 to every sur-

viving internee.

But most contini|e to remember
• their wartinxf incarceration and believe

that speaking out about this dark chap-

ter in their country's past may help pre-

vent it from happening in the future.

Here arc a handful of their stories:

•Tama Tokuda couldn't believe

what was happening.

The *77-year-old widow from

Beacon Hill was 21 at the time her fam-

ily was evacuated. She was a student at

the University of Washington. Her

father had a clothing store in the

International District on a site that is

now a post office, kitty-cornered from

the Uwajimaya grocery store.

"We were living a normal life," she

said. "All of a sudden, some of my
friends' fathers disappeared (arrested

as suspected or potential spies) and we
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Deng Xiaoping leaves legacy of unfinished reform
CHINA: One year after

leader's death, country

ponders new direction

By Charles Hutzler

The Associated Press

BEIJING - Spotting the green-

uniformed police, two dozen

scruffy-looking men fled their

daily chore of seeking work.

'Finding a job is really hard,'

T

one breathless fugitive, a farmer

named Cui, said before hurdling

over the side of an overpass and

scurrying down a bank to seek

cover under the bridge.

Job-seeking migrants such as

Cui are among the most common
by-products of China's reforms.

Crowding into already clogged

cities by the tens of millions, they

form the darker side of a legacy

that has raised skyscrapers and

incomes across what was one of

the world's poorest countries.

In the year since the Feb. 19,

1997, death of reformist patriarch

Deng Xiaoping, the unintended

effects of his two-decade effort

have worsened. Corruption

remains rampant, gaps between

the newly rich and bedrock poor

are widening, unemployment is

soaring and social ills such as pros-

titution and drug abuse are

spreading.

"Der^g Xiaoping was the archi-

tect, but he solved only the prob-

lems of the first period of reform.

He left behind a lot of other ones

for his successors to solve," said

Wang Shan, an author and politi-

cal commentator. "

Thf AitocKied Ptm

Chinese leader D«ng Xiaoping died while implenr>enting reforms.

A man of Deng's revolutionary

credentials ^d achievements

commands influence even in

death, and his political heirs in the

ruling Communist Party are not

letting Thursday's anniversary of

his passing go quietly.

In ways solemn and kitsch,

China is celebrating the man and

the statesman. Stamps, video com-

pact discs and books bearing his

likeness and words are being pro-

duced. Symposiums on his policies

are being held. Even an exhibition

of portraits done in needlepoint

embroidery has been staged.

"We stand on the great mans
shoulders. The great man's shoul-

ders carry the hopes of one peo-

ple," intoned the party's flagship

newspaper. People's Daily, in a

front-page homage Wednesday.

Jiang Zemin and his p-

colleagues are taking

risks Deng Xioaping

contemplated but

never dared.

The thrust behind the memori-

als - syrupy, sentimental ones

included - is the same concept.

Deng's heirs are seeking legitima-

cy in his mantle and pushing ahead

with more pragmatic economic

reforms.

People's Daily listed the new
leadership's successes in the post-

Deng year: the smooth recovery of

Hong Kong, President Jiang

Zemin's red-carpet welcome at the

White House and a landmark

party congress that launched an

ambitious program to revitalize

state industries.

By bringing capitalist reforms

to state enterprises, relics of the

era of central planning that

employ two-thirds of the urban

SceDENCpagelS

Hsia indicted for hiding illegal campaign contributions
FUND-RAISING: Buddhist

temple disguised funds

for Democrats, jiury says

By MklMMlJ. Sniffcn

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON A federal

grand jury charged Democratic

fund-raiser M«ria Hsia on

Wednesday with disguismg illegal

campaign contributions by a

California Buddhist temple to the

Clinton-Gore re-election campaign

and other politicians between 1993

and. 1996.

The second indictment brought

by the Justice Department's cam-

paign finance task force was hailed

by Attorney General Janet Reno as

"yet another step forward"* in her

investigation of finance abuses dur-

ing the 1996 election. Reno has been

under Republican fire for refusing

to hand the case to an independent

counsel.

The Hsi Lai Temple, located in

the Los Angeles suburb of Hacienda

Heights, Cahf., was named as an

unindicted co-conspirator. Formally

incorporated as the International

Buddhist Progress Society, the tem-

ple is a tax-exempt religious organi-

zation barred from participating in

any political campaign. Political

contributions from corporations

also are illegal.

The long-anticipated Hsia indict-

ment has been cited by political

observers as a potential problem for

Vice President Al Gore and his

ambition to seek the presidency in

2000. Gore was not charged in the

case, but the indictment mentioned

three fund-raisers that he attended

and two that Clinton attended for

which the grand jury charged Hsia

raised disguised contributions.

Three temple nuns told a Senate

committee last fall the temple illegal-

ly reimbursed donors after an April

1996 fund-raiser that Gore attended
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UN. diief hopes

for sucxiessful

Baghdad visit

with Huss^
IRAQ: U.S. officials warn

council that not just any

settlement is acceptable

^y Robert H.Rcid
The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - The U.N.

chief said Wednesday he will meet —
Saddam Hussein jn Baghdad with

the full support of the 15-member

Security Council and that he was

leaving with a "reasonable chance of

success."

"I'm happy that on this issue, at

this critical stage, the unanimity of

the council has been re-established,

and that they are behind what I'm

going to Baghdad to do," Secretary-

General Kofi Annan told reporters ;_
aAer he briefed the council on the

trip. ^ .

Annan said he was also encour-

aged by signals he was receiving '

from Baghdad "that they are pre-

pared to engage constructively to

find a solution."

He cautioned that "it is a difficult

mission coming at a very critical

juncture."

Annan noted that he had said in

the past that "I needed to have a rea-

sonable chance of success before I

left, and that is whp I'm leaving."

Despite the council's support,

British and U.S. officials have cau-

tioned that they won't accept any

settlement that would dilute the

power of the U.N. Special i

Commission on Iraq, which is

charged with carrying out the

weapons inspections.

The secretary-general announced >

his decision to go to Baghdad on ^ '

Tuesday, hours after President

Clinton laid the groundwork for a

p>ossible air strike to force Iraqi com- I

pliance.

"He has our full support and ^—
Godspeed, but it's up to Iraq to com-

ply," U.S. Ambassador Bill

Richardson said Wednesday. "If

Iraq does not comply, there are

going to be some very, very serious

consequences."

And, though the United States
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Vatican opposed

to frozen embryos
VATICAN CITY - The Vatican newspa-

per said Wednesday there were some "positive

aspects" to the birth of a child from an embryo

frozen for 7 1/2 years, but condemned the fer-

tility techniques used in his conception.

An 8-pound, 15-ounce infant born in

California on Monday came from an embryo

frozen in 1989 after his parents underwent fer-

tility treatments.

They had a son in 1990 after the treatments,

then forgot about the frozen embryo until last

year. They decided to have a second child

rather than destroy the embryo.

L'Osservatore Romano, the Vatican news-

paper, praised the decision of the couple to

have a second child and also approved that the

child was born to his natural parents into an

apparently loving home.

It said these positive aspects do not exempt

the case from the church's negative judgment

on such fertility procedures.

Pope John Paul II has denounced

in vitro fertilization and hormonal

treatments on post-menopausa

women and has called for an end to the

production of frozen embryos, equating their

destruction to abortion.

No criminal charges to

be filed in ferry disaster

STOCKHOLM, Sweden - The investiga-

tion into the Estonia ferry disaster that killed

852 people is being closed without any crimi-

nal indictments filed, a prosecutor said today.

"I'm not saying that nobody did anything

wrong, only that I did not find anyone who was

criminally careless," prosecutor Tomas
Lindstrand said, according to the Swedish

news agency, TT.

The Estonia sank on Sept. 28. 1994, on a

trip to Stockholm from the Estonian capital of

Tallinn. The ferry's visor-style bow door was

torn off by heavy seas and water

poured into the ship's vehicle deck.

A Swedish-Finnish-Estonian com-

mission investigating the causes of the

disaster cited poor lock design and slow

response by the ferry's crew.

Another investigation, commissioned by

the boat's builder, the Meyer Werft company

of Hamburg, Germany, blamed poor mainte-

n4nceof theship.

Lawsuits brought by survivors and victims'

relatives are pending against Meyer WerA, the

French Bureau Veritas classification agency

that certified the ship, and Sweden's national

maritime administration.

Bookseller charged

with child pornography
MONTGOMERY. Ala. - An Alabama

grand jury indicted the nation's largest book-

seller, Barnes & Noble, on child pornography

charges involving the sale of books by noted

photographers whose work includes pictures

of nude children.

State Attorney General Bill Pryor said

Wednesday he started the grand jury investiga-

tion after receiving complaints about two

books being sold at Barnes & Noble stores in

Alabama: "The Age of Innocence" by French

photographer David Hamilton and "Radiant

Identities" by San Francisco photographer

Jock Sturges.

The indictment accuses the New York-

based company of disseminating "obscene

material containing visual reproduction of

persons under 17 years of age involvetf in

obscene acts."

The indictment was returned by the grand

jury Feb. 6 but ,not made public until

Wednesday. It involves 15 counts over the sale

of "The Age of Innocence" and 1 7 counts over

the sale of "Radiant Identities." If Barnes &
Noble is convicted, the company could be

fined up to S 10,000 on each of the 32 counts.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports. .
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STATE & LOCAL
El Nino's unfailing wrath

keeps busy bees away
AGRICULTURE: Farmers

worry, try to prepare foi:

increasing crop damage

ByJoeBigham
The Associated Press

FRESNO, Calif. - If El Nifto

storms keep pounding California,

farmers won*t be abte to pHant vegeta-

bles on time, and bees won't poHiqate

fruit and nut blossoms properly.

So far, a series of February storms

has caused only minor damage to the

state's $24.5 billion agribusiness indus-

try. But growers worry about a

National Weather Service prediction

that rain will keep falling off and on all

spring in a slate where the sun usually

shines pretty steadily after March.

"If this keeps up and keeps growers

from planting vegetable crops or corn

for dairies, it could have a ripple efl'ect

through the entire agriculture econo-

my," Central California nurseryman

Bob Driver said Wednesday.

The most immediate concern is for

almonds, a $1 billion crop in which

trees are blooming right now for bees

to pollinate. However, when it rains,

bees huddle in their hives instead of

buzzing around the trees.

Skies were clear Wednesday, but

thei:e was a threat of rain for Thursday

with more storms piled up in the

Pacific to discourage bees imd knock

blooms ofl' trees.

"We need two more weeks like this

to pollinate all varieties," Driver siiid of

the good weather.

Lettuce growers* in Siitlnas Valley,

dubbed the nation's Salad Bowl, also

need relief from coastal squalls.

Continued El Nino rains would disrupt

normal planting schedules, says

Michael Boggiatto, who harvests and

markets for lettuce growers.

"As rains continue, and ground con-

tinues to be too wet to work up and

plant, there's a possibility that there

may be some gaps in production,"

Boggiatto said.

Some farmers in Arizona and New
Mexico who usually plant other crops

have switched to lettuce, anticipating

shortages in California's $735 million

crop, he added. .

"There could be overproduction at

some time slots because ofthese people

coming in with product who wouldn't

normally have it," Boggiatto said.

SoDthern California strawberries

have been hit hardest by the rains to

date, sustaining $10.7 million damage,

according to state Department ofFood

and Agriculture statistics. But growers

expect rain this time ofyear and lay out

their fields so they'll drain well, said

Theresa Thorne of the California

Strawberry Commission.

"Every year, they gel rain, and they

plan for it." Thome said. "It's part of

the equation, so ifanybody can survive

El Nino. I think it will be strawberry

farmers."

The statewide loss for all crops has

reached $65.6 million, far bdow the

$748.6 million damage from a pair of

bjMtal storms in 1995 and $245 million

from extensive flooding around New
Yciir's Day last year.

But farmers still fret about the

future after learning that California is

Hcely to endure El Niiio -storms for

weeks, perhaps months.

"The lasl Ihirt^ of El Niiio is the

wctlesl."'Wgriculliire weather forecast-

er John HiNer told a group of farmers.

Ads lure unsuspecting immigrants
OIEATING: Suspicious

«)mpanies being sued

for deceptive advertising

ByJuHcdMO
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - Untold

numbers of unscrupulous immigra-

tion consultants are preying on

poor, powerless immigrants in

Culjfornia, several lawyers say,

"It's a huge problem," said

Kathleen Michon, an attorney at the

Public Counsel Law Center in Los

Angeles. "You can walk down any

street in a poor neighborhood or

neighborhood of immigrants and

see signs posted" for immigration

services.

A complaint filed ...

accuses Master

International Service

of deceptive

advertising.

The jmraigrants make easy tar-

gets because they either speak little

English and are unsure how to com-

'

plain to authorities or are illegal

themselves and afraid to contact

police. Authorities say the problem

has proliferated in the past few years

with record numbers of immigrants

applying for naturalization, many in

a panic over welfare and immigra-

tion reform. '

No immigrant community is

immune. Prosecution can be prob-

lematic.

"They're hard to find," said Sara

Campos, an attorney with the

Lawyers' Committee for Civil

Rights in San Francisco who heads a

task force working with local prose-

cutors to identify and investigate

suspicious companies. "They're fly-

by-night operations. They're here

today, gone tomorrow."

A smaH San Francisco law firm

specializing in immigration has sued

two companies it suspects of cheat-

ing customers.

A complaint filed Friday in San

Francisco Superior Court accuses

Master International Service of

deceptive advertising and unfair

business practices.

Master's ads boast that it can get

political asylum and then a green

card in six months. Attorney Steve

Baughman of the law firm

Baughman & Wang said a one-year

wait is the federally mandated mini-

mum to get a green card after first

obtaining political asylum.

"They're luring these ^ople in

with these sexy offers which none of

us can match, then don't come
through," Baughman said.

A Superior Courtjudge^anted a

temporary restraining order that

restricts Master from continuing

immigration services and withdraw-

ing funds from its bank accounts.

Baughman said he decided to sue,

with himself as the plaintiff, because

a former Master customer who said

he was cheated was too intimidated

to sue.

k Yinan Zhang, a Beijing native

who opened Master last April, said

in an interview Tuesday that his ads

were completely honest. He
explained that the recommendation

for approval of a green card - not

the actual green card - is what he

can get in six months.

"I think they're suing because

they're jealous," Zhang said. "Some
cases they can't handle so the cus-

tomer comes to us."

Justin Wang, Baughman's law

partner, said his firm stood to gain

nothing financially by suing, but "we

feel we need to send a warning to

these people."

Zhang vowed to fight the suit.

Baughman & Wang filed suits

"I think they're suing

because they're

jealous."

Yinan Zhang
Master International Service

alleging fraud and negligence

against a second company, AN
Enterprise, last fall on behalf of two

former AN clients. After unsuccess-

fully challenging the suit for several

months, AN Enterprise suddenly

closed last month and its owners dis-

appeared.

AN's ads in the Chinese-language

World Journal described the cotnpa-

ny as a "Sino-American Legal

Center" that could provide "express

green cards."

"They submit phony documents

and make promises that are simply

impossible to fulfill," Baughman
said.
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What's This Week ?

Thursday. February 19

i=Hm Series

Night Nurse

7:30 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

Part of the on-going series
' "Archive Treasures". Preceded

l>y the animated short Bosko's

Holiday, t^race Heidt and His

Californians, and a flearst

Metrotone News from 1931.

Screening info: 206-FiLM

Movie

Soul Food
7 PM and 9:30 PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2
' Additional Info: 825-1958

Friday. February 20

Live Performance arKf

CenterStage Lecture

Margaret Jenkins
Dance Company

with the Paul Dresner
Ensemble

"Fault"

8 PM.
Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$30, $27, general, $9 student,

IIICIT
Jenkins' expk>sive new work

depk^ts seismic metapfK>rs - tx)th

geologic and emotional - in

beautiful landscapes of

movement. This renowned San
Francisco-based dance company
explores the physical language of

rupture, slippage and resistance.

The program features an origirutl

score t>y Alvin Curran and David

Lang.

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Margaret Jenkins, Artiste Director

performance tickets required

Additional info: 20S-1144

\

Movie

Soul Food*

7 PM and 9:30 PM
Ackemnan Grand Ballroom

Additional Info: a2fr-195^

WlM*! AM TWi WMk? it yaw «Mkly IMMiW

Your Weekly Guide to On-campus Art: Related Events

Saturday. February 21

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Leon Bates

8 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$25 general, $10 student,

MMillCKEn
One of America's leading

pianists, Bates has performed in

many of the world's most

prestigious halls and with major

symphony orchestras. An
evening of Brahms, Beethoven,

Rachmaninoff and Chopin.

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Leon Bates, Artist

performance tickets required

Additional info: 206-1144

Live Performarxie and

CenterStage Lecture

Margaret Jenkins
Dance Company

with the Paul Dresner
Ensemble

"Fault"

see Friday, F6bruary20

FNm Series

The Ballad of
Narayama

(Narayama-bushi ko)

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

"Porno Man and Insect Woman:
The Films of Shohei Imamura"
film series.

Screening info: 206-FiLiM

Sunday. February 22

Film Series

Endless Desire
(Hateshi naki yokubo)

Stolen Desire
(Nusumareta yokujo)

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

"Porno Man and Insect Woman:
The Films of Shohei Imamura"
film series.

ScrMning Info: 206-FILM

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Diana Krall

7 PM,
Veteran Wadsworth Theater

$28, $25 general, $11 student

The recent buz2 for this exciting

young jazz pianist and vocalist

has been almost deafening. Still

basking in the success of her pre-

vious albums, Diana Krall was
nominated for a "Best Jazz

Vocalrsf Grammy award in 1996,

and this summer her newest

release, "Love Scenes" shot to

the No. 1 slot on Billboard's

traditional jazz chart. In her

languorous, smoky vocals, Krall

perfomis works from her latest

album.

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lefture - 6 PM
Diana KraH, Russell Mak>ne &

Ben Wolfe, Artists

perfonvance tickets required

Additional info: 20S-1144

Musk: Series

UCLA Gluck Fellows
Jazz Combo

2 PM, Amnand Hammer Museum
Frfe
"Worid in Music - UCLA Gluck

Music Series."

Additional Info: 443-7000 or

hmrinfo9ucia.edu

Monday. February 23

"Musk: and Char

Diana Krall
^

12 to 1PM.
Schoenberg Hall, Room 1 343

Free

Grammy nominated "Best Jazz

Vocalist," Krall will meet with

students to discuss her

performance style and history.

Live performance, Sunday,

February 22nd.

Reaervationa raquirad: 206-1144

DenwnstratkKi

Leon Bates
1 to 2 PM, John Wooden Center

Free

One of America's leading pianists

is also a bodyt>uilder! Join Bates

as he bench presses and per-

forms a recital in the gym while

discus|ihg the similarities

between the discipline of tx>dy-

building and piano playing.

Live performance, Saturday,

February 21st.

Reservations required: 206-1144

Tuosdny February 24

Film Series

Tell It To The Marines

Way Out West
7:30 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

Film & Television Archive is proud

to present a selection of William

Haines' silent and sound film

work in conjunction with the

continue next column

publication of Wisecracker: The
Lite and Times of William Haines,

Hollywood's First Openly Gay
Star by William Mann.
Introduction by William Mann.

Screening info: 206-FILM

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Bartok Quartet '

Bartok Cycle

8 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$25 single performance,

$40 both performances,

$9 student

Since its founding in 1957 with

memt)ers from the Franz Liszt

Academy of Music in Budapest,

the Bartok Quartet has ranked at

the top of all renowned chamber
groups

Program I - Quartets 1 . 2, 4

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Peter Komk>s, vmlinist

performance tickets required

Additional Info: 206-1144

«••><*}«-• t-Vtril * .* •> c III »

o

.^,. . X- , %j ....,.- , jrfffM •t.iai^fc .^,.i. .^*..
..^ .»y. ./..,- •#) ,',t'^lm'H ^.*^t^^ i/»i •• ^u • , y«ti j^tf *.
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dp SCA. CmM» MaikodB IS3949. 10920 Witilufc Blvd., Sviic 7aa Lw AiucieK. CA 90034. Fu: 20fr-3S43. V mail:

Wednesday. February 25

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture.^

Bartok Quartet
Bartok Cycle

> (4(i*i»-».'.-i.w*j*#*tw%jji*r. *i

see Tuesday, February 24—
Program II - Quartets 3, 5, 6

Ticket info: 825-2101

S6A TICKETS

m
S T U D E N

UCLA students can attend events listed

in this box for less than the price of a

regular student ticket, and the seats are

among the best in the house. Present

your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO)
and ask for SCA tickets. For

additional information on upcoming
.

events or to receive a brochure,

call (310) 825-2101.

T Limit 2 tickets per ID g qy

COMMITTEE p'''^"''^- '^""*^' "c -^
KQp TIJC Anv^^' presented at time CL Q^rwK tnt ARTS of event. < C3)

-^ _ O Q) C
Date Event co Qc O

(0

0)

2/20

2/21

2/21

2/22

2/27

3/6

3/7

3/8

3/13

3/14

3/15

3/20

3/21

3/21

3/27

3/28

3/28

3/29

4/3

4AJ

4/4

4/5

4/15

4/16

4/17

4/17

4/17

4/18

4/24

4/24

4/25

4/25

4/26

5/1

5/2

5/2

5/2

5AJ

Margaret Jenkins Dance Company (w)

Leon Bates ( s)

Margaret Jenkins Dance Company (w)

Diana Krall (w)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (w)

Rambcrt Dance / London (w) '

Rambcrt Dance / London (w)

GIoImU Divas (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Daniel Ezraiow - "Mandala" (f)

Daniel Ezraiow • "Mandala'' (!)

American Repertory Dance Company (s)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (w)

Dubravka Tomsic (s)

James Galway w/ Tokyo String Quartet (w)

Altan (w)

Los MuAequitos de Matanzas (w)

Alison Brown Quartet (s)

Paco de Lucia Sextet (wi)

Arte Cof^le (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Garrick Ohlsson (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Quartetto Gelato (w)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (b)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Lucie Arnaz (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Alexander String Quartet • Beethoven (s)

The Chieftahis (r)

Chanticleer • "Mexican Baroque" (r)

David Holt (s)

Marcus Roberts (w)

MarsaUs/Stravimky (r)

8 $30 now
9 $25 now
8 $30 now
10 $28

9 $35

9 $35

9 $25

8 $35

8 $35

8 $35

9 $25

9 $25

9 $25

8 $44

8 $25

10 $45

10 $30

10 $28

8 $22

12 $40

8 $25

15 $35

15 $35

10 $30

15 $35

$8 $28

15 $35

8 $44

15 $35

%$25
15 $35

8 $22

\S $45

9 $35

8 $22

12 $30 3/16

15.^50 3/16

now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
DOW
now
now
3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3AE

3/9

3/9

3/9

3/9

3/9

3/16

3/16

3/16

(r) Royce Hail, (w) \AMenuMi Wadswodh Theater, (t) Schoenben Hall.

(0 Freud Playhouae. (wi) WUlent Theatre. (I>) Bel Air Presbyterian Church

<(ncc iv^ilaMily.

l25-5«77.e-Rntl:

>llM««akth< MM 10 4^yl ffior lo vHt wosk wMcli you wouM Mw ytwf vwm IhabiI
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Violations of Pentagon homosexual policies rampant
MILITARY: Harassment of

gays in service reaches

record levels, report says

ByEikltMMibcrg
Hearst News

WASHINGTON - The armed
forces last year violated in record

numbers a Pentagon policy designed

to make it easier for homosexuals to

serve in the military, according to the

Service members Legal Defense

Network (SLDN), a gay rights l^al

organization here.

It cited 563 violations, a 27 percent

jump over the previous year's number

and an increase for the fourth year in

a row.

The legal defense group's Hndings

are contained in a report, "Conduct

Unbecoming," due to be released

Thursday.

Previously, the group said, there

were 443 violations in 19%, 363 in

1995 and 340 in 1994.

The recent violations included

instances in which military comman-
ders "asked, pursued and harassed

service members in direct violation of

the limits to gay investigations under

current policy," the report said.

It added that there "is a climate in

many commands where 'anything

goes' in the pursuit of suspected gay

personnel. Commanders who want to

do the right thing must swim up

stream."

The group based its annual report

on data provided by service members
.

who went to the organization seeking

legal aid.

A Pentagon spokesman declined

to comment on the report, saying he

had not yet seen it.

In 1993, after ji bruising battle

among the White House, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff and Congress, the mil-

itary adopted a policy of "don't ask,

don't tell, don't pursue" regarding

gay men and lesbians. The policy said

homosexual activity would remain

banned in the military, but that gays

and lesbians may serve as long as they

keep quiet about their sexual orienta-

tion.

Under the policy, gay recruits and

troops cannot be asked about their

sexual orientation unless comman-
ders have "credible information" that

they arc actually engaged in homosex-

ual conduct.

The previous Pentagon policy

allowed commanders to make such

queries without any direct evidence.

Last year the Pentagon told con>-

manders that Credible information"

must contain more than a simple

accusation by one service member
against another.

Despite that effort, the legal rights

grodp said it has documented an

increase in violations in which com-

manders were asking service mem-
bers about their sexuality, pursuing

them and harassing them.

For example, SLDN said that in

124 cases, commanders asked service

members if they were homosexual

without sufficient cause, up from 89

reported violations in 1996. It said it

had documented 235 violations in

which commanders investigated sus-

pected homosexual troops without

credible evidence, up from 191 the

previous year. And it reported 182

anti-gay harassment incidents, includ-

ing death threats and assaults, a 38

Ijercent increase from the 132 inci-

dents reported in 1996.

However, SLDN found that "don't

tell" violations, in which military

counselors or health care providers

turned in suspected homosexual ser-

vice members, had dropped signiPi-

cantly. There were 22 such violations

in 1997, down from 31 in the previous

year.

The report said that of all the mili-

tary services, the Navy committed the

most violations - 193 - of the

Pentagon's policy.

The organization pointed to the

case of Senior Chief Petty Officer

Timothy McVeigh, a 17-ycar veteran

based in Honolulu, as an examine of

the Navy going out of its way t^->,

invade the privacy of a suspected gay.

In Janti|iry the Navy discharged

McVeigh (no relation to the convicted

Oklahoma City bomber) after investi-

gators gained access to his e-mail user

profile from American Online. In the

profile, McVeigh said his marital sta-

tus was "gay" and listed his hobbies as

"driving, boy-watching, collecting pic-

tures of other young studs."

The Navy was overruled by U.S.

District Judge Stanley Sporkin, who
said that the "Navy went too far" and

had "violated the very essence of

'don't ask, don't pursue' by launching

a search-and-destroy mission."

In another example, SLDN cited

the case of Kevin Smith, a Marine

Corps lance corporal who was hospi-

talized after being assaulted outside a

gay bar in San Angelo, Texas, last

September.

Smith's sergeant was more intent

on determining whether the victim

was gay than in tracking down his

attackers, SLDN said. The sergcaAt

pressed Smith about his sexuality, and

fearing an investigation. Smith left

the military.

The group also noted the case ofan

Air Force woman from Louisiana

accused ofbeing a lesbian by a former

roommate, who later retracted the

accusation and said it was false. But

the woman was discharged anyway,

"despite the lack of evidence," the

report said.

Absent from this year's study was a

tally of how many Vpops were dis^

charged in 1997 because oi, homosex-

uality.
^~^~~ "

Kevin Winston, a spokesman for

SLDN. said the Pentagon had yet to

forward the statistics to the organiza-

tion, as it had done since the homo-
sexual policy went into effect.

In 1996, the Pentagon dismissed

850 gay and lesbian service members,

up from 722 in 1995, 597 in 1994 and

682 in 1993, according to Pentagon

statistics provided to SLDN.

Two drugs can neariy replace estrogen in ost( f ill osis treatment
WOMEN: Medications

offer hope without side

effects Hke breast cancer

By Katharine Webster ^. :

The Associated Press

A new study adds to evidence that

an bsteopt>rosis drug works nearly as

well aS estrogen in strengthening the

bones of post-menopausal women.
A small dose of alendronate, sold

under the brand name Fosamax,

increased bone mineral density in the

spines and hips of women ages 45 to

59, the age group in which bone loss is

most rapid, the study by European

and Amcriam researchers found.

Alendronate was the first non-hor-

monal drug shown to combat osteo-

porosis, a crippling disease that

affects about 25 million Americans,

mostly older women. It was approved

by the federal Food and Drug
Administration in late 1995.

Osteoporosis makes the bones

fragile, greatly increasing the risk of

broken hips and the small spinal frac-

tures that cause painful, humped
backs in many elderly women. In

elderly women, broken hips are one of

the leading causes of hospitalization,

and complications from such breaks

are a leading cause of death.

Previous studies have shown that

alendronate slows bone loss and helps

prevent broken bones in women who
already sufTer from osteoporosis,

This study, which was supported by

the maker of Fosamax, is the first to

show that alendronate also can pre-

vent the disease, said Dr. Beth

Dawson-Hughds, an osteoporosis

researcher at Tufts University who
was not involved in the study.

"Estrogen in my view would be the

first line (treatment), not only because

it prevents bone loss, but it prevents

the progression of heart disease ... and

alleviates menopausal symptoms,"

Dawson-Hughes said.

However, many women will not

take estrogen because of its side

effects and i modest increase in the

risk of breast cancer, making alen-

dronate a good alternative, she said.

Another promising alternative is

the recently approved drug ralox-

ifene, sold by Eli Lilly& Co. as Evista.

This drug, so-called designer estrogen,

protects bones but does not increase

the risk of breast cancer. Like alerv

dronate, it does not prevent heart dis-

ease, but researchers hope to develop

a designer estrogen that will, Dawson-

Hughes said.

The study, published in Thursday's

New England Journal of Medicine,

was designed to find the lowest dose

of alendronate that would maintain or

increase bone density in the majority

of post-menopausal women.
It found that women taking 5 mil-

/

ligrams daily could benefit while suf-

fering no more side efTects than those

taking a dummy pill. The usuaf dose

See OSnOHNNISIS, page 16
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Oiurches institute measures designed to attract men
REUGION: Attempt to get

more males to worship

calls for all new tactics

By Dtego Mbadeneira
The Boston Globe

For decades women have outnum-

bered men when it comes to filling

v.f^ ' ._ church pews. For many congregations,

the Norman Rockwell painting of a

mother and child heading to church
•'

while dad ducks behind a newspaper is

as accurate as it is funny.

But today, finding out what men
want out of church and olTering it has

become a top priority for many
Protestant churches around the coun-

try.

^"^
Increasingly, churches have con-

cluded that one of their best chances to

boost membership is to reach out to

men whose wives and children already

attend. In many cities some churches

are seeking out more men to serve as

mentors in anti-drug and anti-violence

programs in troubled communities.

Churches are reaching out with

everything from basketball leagues, to

male-only Bible classes and prayer

groups, to fathering classes.

"A lot of churches realize they

haven't done a great job paying atten-

tion to men and that they have to do

something about it," said Edward
Colzack, a Dallas consultant who helps

churches increase their membership.

"Men's ministries has become one of

the buzzwords in church circles."

The growth in men's ministries is

primarily among evangelical and, to a

lesser degree, mainline Protestant

churches, although some Catholic

parishes and Jewish congregations also

have begun efforts to attract men.

West Congregational Church in

Haverhill, Mass., for instance, hired an

assistant pastor three years ago whose

main responsibility was to bring more

men into the church. Today, just iibout

evei^ man in the 600-mcmber church is

involved in some type of ministry or

church-affiliated group. ^^

Greater Lx)ve Tabernacle Church in

Boston's Mission Hill neighborhood

has drawn scores of new male mem-
bers in recent years through programs

including prison ministries, street evan-

gelizing and men's fellowships.

"All these groups have brought the

brothers closer and we really support

each other like a family," said "Mohty

Bynoe, who joined the church two

years ago. "When you're in these min-

istries, you get to know people on a

much more personal level, and it gives

you a stronger relationship to the

church."

At Resurrection Lutheran Church

in Boston's Roxbury neighborhood,

several men's groups, including a

monthly breakfast discussion, have

been launched in the past four years.

*'Wc realized that we weren't doing

enough to appeal to men and to take

advantage of the resources they could

bring." said the Rev. John Heinemeier.

Among other things, these new groups

mentor boys in the neighborhood and

help provide fathering classes to men
who are involved with Roxbury

District Court and are on probation.

Before the outreach, more than 80

percent of the church's new members

were women. Now, almost halfthe new

members are men, Heinemeier says.

About 125 people regulariy attend

Sunday services.

Pastors and scholars say churches

traditionally have counted on the sup-

port of women, both in membership

and in congregational life. Several

recent national studies show that from

60 percent to 67 percent ofmembers in

Christian churches arc women, accord-

i|\g to Carl S. Dudley, codirector of the

center for social and religious research

at Hartford Seminary in Connecticut.

"Women have been the staple of the

typical congregation." said Jay

Demerath, a sociologist of religion at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.

'The reasons for the differences in

church membership and participation

between men and women, religion

scholars say. have to do with sociok)gy

and psychology.

Historically, as men entered the

work force and women stayed home,

church became the place where women
could find a community of like-minded

people. The church became for women
^Nbtil the corner saloon or union hall

v^ for men: a place to socialize, com-

miserate and talk about life issues.

And as women took on the main

parenting role in families, they tended

to assume responsibility for taking

their children to church and to Sunday

school.

Men and women also have differed

in their motivations to get involved in

church, the scholars say. Women are

more likely to respond to traditional

church activities such as praying,

singing and preaching. Mentend to be

more interested in a program that

makes what they hear from the pulpit

relevant to their lives.

"Our experience has shown that a

good way to keep men interested is giv-

ing them something that goes beyond

just preaching or singing," said the

Rev. William E. Dickerson, pastor of

Greater Love Tabernacle Oiurch in

Mission Hill.

The emphasis on attracting men is,

in part, a by-product of the religious

renaissance in America. Many families

again are looking to churches to instill

strong morals in their children . But pas-

tors say that in many churches, much of

this responsibility still is shouldered by

women. WonMh, for example, are

much more likely to volunteer as

Sunday school teachers.

Another important factor influenc-

ing churches' approach toward men
has been the success of the Promise

Keepers, a national men's ministry that

has attracted hundreds of thousands to

stadiums for prayer and fellowship.

The growth of the Promise Keepers

has made many pastors feel that men
ma^ have been neglected.

Many urban churches have used

comrtiunity-service programs with

tutors or mentors as a way to enroll

men. Greater Love Tabernacle, for

example, has a ministry called ^'Who
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Divisions in African American community threaten museum dreams
CULTURE: Despite need

for historical monument,

actions continue to stall
•

ByNataMeHopUnson
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON - Steve

Newsome always knows February is

near by the rash of inquiries deluging

-^-his office.

• As director of the Anacostia

Museum and the Center Tor African

American History and Cuhure - the

lone sector of the Smithsonian

Institution devoted to the African

American experience - Newsome's

services are in high demand during

Black History Month.

And like clockwork, each year

—someone reopens a 14-year*old ques-

tion: Whatever Irappened . to the

National African American Museum
Project?

Conceived in 1984 by a Washington

African American businessman, the

museum was to be the mother of all

African American museums, a nation-

al establishment devoted to celebrating

African American heritage amid

Washington's glittery monuments and

cvmuseums on the Mall.

But Congress, faced with skillful

opposition from Sen. Jesse Helms, R-

N.C., refused to charter the museum.

Instead, in 1995, the Smithsonian

Institution attached what was left of

the project to Newsome's 3 1 -year-old

Anacostia Museum, a small, commu-
nitynlriven museum located in pre-

dominantly African American south-

eastern Washington. '•-

The museum project became the

Center for African American History

and Culture, sharing space with the

two-room Anacostia Museum and its

$2.7 million budget. The center also

sends small exhibits to one of the major

Smithsonian museums on a revolving

basis.

To some African American leaders

and academics, the derailment of the

dream of a national African American

museum is an affront to African

Ahterican culture.—
.

-

•

"There is a glaring omission here in

the capital of the United^States," said

Thomas Battle, director of Howard
University's Moorland Springarn

Center, which has one of the largest

collections of research material on

African American life in America.

The current effort is not satisfacto-

ry or sufficient," he said. "The

Anacostia Museum is a stepchild of

the Smithsonian."

Battle, who participated in a board

assembled in 1990 by the Smithsonian

to decide what form the proposed

museum should take, says the blarne

for. its failure to be born lay with the

institution's mostly white directors

who weren't seriously committed to

having an African American presence

onthftMall.

Despite the continuing

divide, many ... say the

museum idea should

be pursued

aggressively.

African American leader^ weren't

surprised by the Smithsonian's appar-

ent lack of enthusiasm. The institution,

which assembled the nation's largest

consortium of museums in the first

place, failed to include the folks who
gave America centuries of free labor.

But the history of the effort to cre-

ate the museum suggests that neither

the Smithsonian nor Congress

deserves all the blame for the project's

failure.

A more familiar dynamic appears

to have doomed the project at its

inception: the notion that descendants

of Africa still can't decide whether they

are American or African American.

This basic contradiction in African

American life created the need for a

separate museum, and - as this month

reminds us - a separate history month.

When Washington businessman

Tom Mack proposed the idea of build-

ing a museum devoted to the history

and culture of African Americans 14

years ago, two factions of African

American supporters battled over who
should tell the story.

Mack and his allies criticized the

Smithsonian as a racist institution

incapable of doing justice to African

American culture. They advocated

raising the money themselves and lim-

iting the Smithsonian's authority over

thepr^ed.

^—mt the Smithsonian lined up a

prominent group ofAfrican American

thinkers who argued that the institu-

tion should build the museum - with

federal money - because it had an

obligation to represent all facgts of

American life. ^

Two competing organizations were

formed. Black Congress members
were recruited by each side.

Eventually, two different bills to estab-

lish the museum hit Capitol Hill in the

eariy 1990s.

So before Helms scuttled the effort

for a national museum in 1994, the

divisions in the African American

community had already seriously

weakened the dream.

This thread of contradiction -

African Americans.first or Americans

first - is woven into much of the histo-

ry that African Americans learn.

In the early 1900s, W.E.B. Dubois

argued for greater African American

integration into the American culture,

while Booker T Washington preached

entrepreneurship and self-reliance for

the African American community. By

mid-century, civil rights leader Martin

Luther King Jr. was dueling with

African American power advocate

Malcolm X. Today, the Rev. Jesse

Jackson's Rainbow Coalition

approach rivals Minister Louis

Farrakhan's Nation of Islam. ^.^^

Despite the continuing divide,

many African American thinkers and

political leaders say the museum idea

should be pur&ued aggressively.

]^
Because so much of the black

experience has been left out, the need

is still there," said Leroy Davis, a histo-

ry professor at Emory University. "We
can't pretend that the black experience

Sec MUSEUM, page 13
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REMOVE HAIR PERMANENTLY
WITH
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LISA SAPON, R.E.—
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Day. Evening.and Saturday Appointments Available

W 310.208^045 %'
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AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN W^ESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with

a "B" average

•Young married couples

Lie. #0497374 •Families with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
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• "Since I entered college I've

been on the big identity search.

Who am I? What's my purpose?

Where am I going?

But there was one question I

*- never wanted to ask. The one

about my Jewish identity, ft simply

didn't interest me.

So, last year around this time I

met a guy H? had depth,

intellect and a warm, embracing

soul. He told me about this place

with mountains and forests,

horses and hiking trails outside

LA where he had spent nearly

four weeks during the previous

summer He said it had changed

his life, awakened his intellect and

his Jewish soul. I thought 'no

thanks, not for me.' y - .

'

Then I realized I was envious

of w+iat he seemed to have. So I

did something I swore I'd never •

do. I went And it was the best

thing I ever did. I met other

people just like me. We all shared

an experience so deep and

meaningful I can't imagine we will

ever be out of contact with one

another . ^

Night and day we discussed

the most profound questions with

brilliant world-renowned

scholars. We delved into the "arts,

study nature. All of it through an

open, pluralistic approach^ within a

Jewish .context _' __

The place is called the

Brandeis Collegiate Institute.

It's whisre I discovered who I

really am."

The Brandeis Collegiate

Institute (BCI) was founded by

Supreme Court Justice Louis D.

Brandeis for men and women
ages 18-26. BCI alumni have

moved into leadership positions

in American society and the

Jewish community creating life-

long connections with people of

values, committed to Jewish life.

Sessions for this summer are

filling up rapidly '
.

POfI MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT CARY ROTHSTEIN
TOUrPREE AT I -888-BCI-00«0

(OUTSIDE THE LOS ANGELES
AREA) OR 80S-SS2-44S0

OR E-MAIL US AT
b€lQbrand«is-bar4in.org. '

THE BRANDEIS COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
A program of the Brandeis-Bardin Institute located ir)

Soutitem Cakfomia's Simi VaHey. 45 minutes from Los Angeles. ~~-—'
—
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NEW AND
SHOCKING
CONCEPT!

The cans with the blue

lids that say recycle on

them are nof for garbage

These cans have a different colored

lid for a reason.

Feed fhe cans

(Recycle)

INDICTMENT
From page 5

there. The nuns testified the temple

destroyed or altered records to

avoid embarrassment.

Gore has said he did not know it

was a fund-raising event, but a draft

report by the Senate panel con-

cludes it should have been obvious

to him.

"The matters for which Ms. Hsia

has been indicted do not involve

Vice President Gore," said Gore
spokesnran Christopher Lehane.

"This is now a question for the

courts, and we are confident fairness

will be done."

But mindful of the potential polit-

ical fallout, a. Gore aide said any

efforts by partisan opponents in the

future to taint the vice president •

would be "cynical efforts to exploit

the issue for a cheap political gain."

Clinton's 1996 opponent, Bob
Dole, and Presidents Bush and

Reagan all had political supporters

and personal friends convicted of

crimes, but the public did not blame

those politicians, said a Gore aideT

who spoke on condition of anonymi-

ty-

The six-count indictment alleges

that Hsia, a 47-year-old immigration

consultant.'Conspired to defraud the

United States and caused false state-

ments about the contributions'

source to be filed by campaign com-
mittees with the Federal Election

Commission.

Hsia's attorney. Nancy Luque,

has denied that her client, a Taiwan-

born U.S. citizen and California res-

ident, violated the law and has said,

she will fight any charges.

Hsia was expected to surrender

The grand jury charged

that ... monks and nuns,

Hsia's clients and Hsia

herself posed as the

donors of contributions.

here Thursday for arraignment.

Specifically, the grand jury

charged that corporate money
belonging to the temple was used to

make disguised and illegal campaign

contributions to federal, state and

local candidates.

The grand jury charged that tem-

ple monks and nuns, temple volun-

teers, Hsia's chents and Hsia herself

posed as the donors of contributions

but were reimbursed with money
from the temple.

The straw contributions were

given to the Democratic National

r ^W
r
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THE
Career Center

Is Pleased
To Present

Career Month
• ''9B

Check our website at www.saonet.ucla.edu/career for a

month-long agenda of programs to assist with your career exploration,

decision-making and job search needs.

It's a marathon of special events to get

your career off to a great beginning!

Whether you're a freshman or a

Tuesday, February 17

senior, you'll find plenty of tips ar)d

techniques to get you on the road

to a rewarding career destination.

Get information on how to:

• Choose Your Major

• Explore Your Career Options

• Build a Career Action Plan

• Make Valuable Contacts

• Find the Best Internships

• Land a Full-time Job

Appreciation
A special 'thank you" to these campus

departments and organizations for their

significant contributions to Career Month '98:

College of Letters and Science

Office of Residential Life

Office for Students with Disabilities

UCLA Alumni Association

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
. 10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408.

2410, 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate .

School, Careers in Business, Careers in

Education, and more! Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
CAREER OPTIONS
1 2 - 1 pm Career Center

INTERVIEWS WITH A BRUIN

7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

Mock interviews with alumni professionals.

Register at the James West Alumni Center or

contact the SAA Career Network Office at

X66062.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Wednesday. February 18

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408,

2410, 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate

School, Careers in Business, Careers in

Education, and more! Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.

CAREER OPTIONS FOR LIBERAL ARTS

1-2pm 1230 Campbell

MAJOR BLAST

5 - 7 pm

CAREER MONTH
Presented by

L *!^J

UCLA Career Center

Grand Horizon Ballroom

Covel Commons

More than 40 departmental advisors and coilege

counselors will be available to assist you in

choosing a major.

GRADUATE SCHOOL: IS IT RIGHT FOR ME?
5 - 6 pm Career Center

CAREER PREPARATION WORKSHOPS
10 am - 3 pm Ackerman 2408,

2410, 2412 and 3508

Choosing a Major, Internships, Graduate

School, Careers in Business, Careers in

Education, and morel. Sponsored by College

of Letters and Science.

PERSONAL STORIES:

DISaOSING YOUR DISABILITY

5-6:30 pm Career Center

A panel of UCLA Alunvii will discuss disclosure

issues in the workplace. Sponsored by Office for

Students with Disabilities.

MONTY TALKS:

SALARY NEGOTIATION AND BENEFITS

7 -9pm D301 Cornell Hall,

The Anderson School

Learn how to increase your compensation pack-

age and make great investments for the futufc.

Saturday, February 21

ASIAN PACIFIC ALUMNI
CAREER NETWORKING CONFERENCE

9 am - 2 pm Ackerman Ballroom

Special events for pre-registered participants.

Committee; Clinton-Gore '96; the

1994 re-€lection campaign of Sen.

Kennedy, D-Mass.; the 1996 re-elec-

tion campaign of Rep. Patrick

Kennedy, D-R.l.; Democrat March
Fong Eu's 1994 campaign for re-

election as California secretary of

state; and Republican Don Knabe's

1996 campaign for Los Angeles

County supervisor.

The conspiracy count specifically

mentions the temple fund-raiser

attended by Gore and $55,000 in

contributions it says Hsia solicited a

day later from 1 1 individuals asso<5i-

ated with the temple. It adds that

contributions totaling $10,000 that

Hsia arranged before the event also

were reimbursed.

The indictment mentions $8,000

in contributions to Sen. Kennedy;

$5,000 in contributions to his son,

Rep. Patrick Kennedy; $90,000 in

misreported contributions to the

Democratic National Committee;

$14,000 in misreported contribu^

tions to Clinton-Gore '96; $1,500 in

contributions to Knabe; and $500 to

March Fong Eu.

On Jan. 29, the campaign finance

task force indicted Charlie Trie, a

former Little Rock, Ark., restaura-

teur and longtime Clinton friend,

and his associate, Antonio Pan, on

fund-raising charges. Trie returned

from abroad earlier this month and

pleaded innocent.

Tuesday

Tuesday

Tuesday

Tuesday

on
Tuesday

Tuesday
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MUSEUM
From page 11

hasn't been portrayed in a stereo-

typical way or not at all."

Davis pointed out that ot^er

ethnic groups, such as Native

Americans and victims of the

Holocaust, have achieved congres-

sional approval for a museum on

or near the mall in Washington.

The National Museum of the

American Indian was chartered by

Congress and is slated to open,

under the Smithsonian's auspices,

in 2002.

Although not affiliated with the

Smithsonian, the U.S. Holocaust

Memorial Museum won uruini-

mous approval from Congress

aAer no debate. Paid for by private

contributors, the building opened

on federal property in 1993.

Today, Rep. John Lewis, D-

TJa., continues to introduce legisla-

tion to .charter an African

American history museum that

wouldn't require any federal

money. But each year Congress

refuses to take up his bill. .

With no help from Congress in

sight, it seems that if a national

African American museum is to be

built in Washington, African

Americans will haveHo do it them-

selves.

The road to the

enlightenment

of your

pockets

begins with

Pacific Ties.

Las Vegas -

our next issue.

Out Monday,

February 23.

UNITED NATIONS
From page 5

has given its conditional support

for the trip. White House press sec-

retary Mike McCurry said earlier

today: "We're just not going to

willingly accept whatever results

from this mission. We want to be

able to look at it and make sure that

it fulfills what we think are the prin-

ciples that apply."

Annan will leave Thursday and

arrive in Baghdad on Friday.

Annan said he would meet directly

vyith Saddam over the weekend.

In announcing his decision,

Annan said he didn't ask for a man-

date from the Security Council's

five permanent members - the

United States, Britain, France,

Russia and China - but did seek

clear direction about what he could

discuss with the Iraqis.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin

said today the visit was "extremely

important," the ITAR-Tass news

agency reported.

.^^^oreign Ministry spokesman

Valery Nesterushkin said Annan's

visit would not be the last chance

for a peaceful settlement, accord-

ing to the Interfax nev^ agency.

Baghdad has blocked inspectors

from gaining access to eight so-

called presidential sites, arguing

they represent symbols of Iraqi

sovereignty.

The inspectors must certify that

Iraq has destroyed its long-range

missiles and weapons of mass

destruction before the council will

lift crippling economic sanctions

imposed in 1990, when Saddam's

troops invaded 'Kuwait, touching

offthe 1991 Gulf War.

Iraq claims it has destroyed all

banned weapons and that the spe-

cial commission has deceived the

council to keep the sanctions in

place.

Several formulas have been pro-

posed. One would have inspectors

from the special commission,

known as UNSCOM, be accompa-

nied by diplomats on visits to presi-

dential sites.

Others would have Annan
appoint a new group of inspectors,

some of which could be from

UNSCOM. Iraq has also insisted

on a 60-day time-limit for inspec-

tions, something the United States

and Britain have rejected.

in Baghdad, Saddam's

Revolution Command Council and

the ruling Ba'ath Party issued a

statement Tuesday pledging to

"exert all serious and legitimate

effort" to find a peaceful solution.

The statement did not offer any

concessions that might avert an

attack.

DENG
From page 5

I

labor force, Jiang and his colleagues

are taking risks Deng contemplated

but never dared. '

Unemployment, already as high

as 15 million in the cities, could dou-

ble in the next two years, a once

unthinkable event in a society that

promised lifetime jobs.

At the same time, 130 million

peasants, freed from land-bound

toil by Deng's, end to collective

farming, are looking for work,

many of them in the cities.

In Deng's day, "All levels of soci-

ety benefited from the reforms.

Society held really peaceful and sta-

ble.

"After Deng, that phenomenon
of all levels benefiting in lock step

has ended," said Wang, the author.

"The reforms have created many
social differences. After Deng, solv-

ing social problems has become a

headache," he added.

The migrants who gather at an

unofficial labor market on the

Yongding Gate overpass in Beijing

are near the bottom of the new
social ladder. Peasants all, they

come from farms too small - often

no more than three-quarters of an

acre - to support their families.

About the best that Cui said he

can hope for is to earn about $12 a

month by finding a day or two of

carpentry work a week.

"Even college graduates can't get

jobs these days," said .Cui, who
came to Beijing from a small farm

on the dusty northern Shandong
plain, 150 miles to the southeast.

Chinese leaders have responded

with programs to improve social

welfare, campaigns to promote

communist thrift and a police crack-

down on migrants without work.

Cui and other migrants believe

the situation will worsen before

improving. But they seem resigned

to the hardships as another phase in

China's 20-year reform effort.

A recognition of the necessity of

reform, even by those who feel left

behind, may be the best guarantee

of future success. Deng thought so.

His daughter, Deng Lin, said in

an essav published Wednesday in

Beijing newspapers that her father

remained unshaken when some
called for his ouster during the

"crazy winds and evil waves" of

1989 - a reference to the

Tiananmen Square democracy
protests and the crackdown Deng
ordered.

"Father said they may be shout-

ing the slogan 'down with Deng
Xiaoping' but they are not shouting

'down with reform and openness,"'

Deng Lin wrote.
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were selling the store's inventory.

"We were dismantling our lives and

we didn't know what life we were fac-

ing," said Tokuda, born in Seattle as the

oldest of four children.

It was May 1942, several months
after the relocation order, and it was

her neighborhood's turn to be evacuat-

ed. Everyone left quietly.

"There's no way to describe it,"

Tokuda said. "A kind of numbness set-

tled over us. There were no words on

the bus to Puyallup. It was so

depressed.

"All I saw were tears coming down
my mother's cheek. I guess it was sad-

ness, fear and exhaustion all mixed

together."

The family was housed in a small

empty barrack rpom. Being young and
- she says - "buoyant," she eventually

adjusted to camp life in Puyallup and

Minidoka. Idaho.

But she still finds it painful to

remember what interned adults went

through.

"1 think about my dad," Tokuda

said. "He worked so hard to start his

store (named Togo Clothing after a

Japanese war hero). And then to lose it

all and have to go to work as a janitor

after the war."

At the time, she did not feel a deep

resentment agaijist a society in which

Japanese Americans "were already seg-

regated and treated as second<lass citi-

zens." But now,she feels it is important

to remember the breach of civil rights.

"It means a lot to us (Japanese

Americans) now," Tokuda said. 'The

constitution is what you make it."

•Every once in a while, Irwin

Yoshimura opens the yearbook his

family made during their time at the

Minidoka internment camp. He turns

the tattered pages to the picture of

Block 40 and looks at his parents,

grandparents, aunts, uncles, himself

and his younger brother posing in front

of the barrack where they lived.

"I think how it was and how every-

one made the best of it." said

Yoshimura, 58, who was 3 when his

family was evacuated from Beacon Hill

to Puyallup.

But he said there is also a sadness

when he looks at his young working-

class parents and his grandparents.

Like many former internees too

young to remember the pain of being

uprooted, Yoshimura does recall how
older generations struggled after the

war to get their lost lives back on track;

how they had to sell their belongings at

rock-bottom prices and had nothing

when they came back.

"They worked awfully hard," said

Yoshimura, now human resources spe-

cialist at the corporate office of

Uwajimaya. "I don't think they ever

had a chance to enjoy life."

Yoshimura can't recall his family's

evacuation to Puyallup. But he remem-

bers how life for kids in Minidoka was

marked by baseball. Boy Scouts and

dances.

"I remembtfr catching grasshop-

pers," he said. "Once, I sat on a cactus.

It was very painful."

His parents didn't encourage their

children to dwell on the past. Despite

their hardships, they rarely talked

about life in the camps. Yoshimura's

mother, who died from a stroke at a

young age after the war, would only say

that she was often the target of racial

slurs when she took the boys for a walk

in a stroller before their evacuation.

* "Yes, internment was an injustice,"

he said. "But it may have been the

safest thing for us (at the time)."

•Ruth Kataoka was 17 when
Roosevelt's executive order was

announced. She lived with her parents

and three sisters on a farm near

Sumner, where the family grew rasp-

berries, rhubarb, peas, beans and other

vegetables.

She too felt some reliefbecause anti-

Japanese sentiment whipped up by the

media had prompted locals to drive by

and throw a bottle at her family's home.

"There was a lot of belligerence,"

said Kataoka, now 73. "After we left,

people broke in and took things. Then,

the house was set on fire. I didn't think

I wanted to live around there."

Leaders of the Japanese American

community had been arrested after the
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attack on Pearl Harbor, so when the

evacuation order came for her area

"the rest of us went like sheep."

"Our parents were from Meiji-cra

(1868-1912) Japan - very obedient to

authority," she said. "We (children)

weren't outspoken as young people are

today. We were very conforming, made
sure^^ewere not too conspicuous."

The nqnily took what they could

carry. Kataoka's father gave his car to a

friend who drove them to Puyallup. At

the fairgrounds, she worked in the mess

hall office and met her future husband.

They were transferred to Minidoka

in August. Japanese Americans had

options to leave the camps. They could

find a job or a college away from the

coast or volunteer for military service

in one of several segregated units sent

overseas.

Being young and "adventurous,"

Kataoka found a college professor in

Salt Lake City who sponsored her to

study nursing there. Her husband

signed up as a soldier and was trained

in military intelligence at Fort Snelling

near Minneapolis.

"Volunteering (for armed services)

was quite controversial in the camps,"

Kataoka said. "Many parents were

pro-Japanese, but most encouraged

their sons to be loyal to the country they

were born in."

The couple married in St. Paul in

1944 before he was sent to the

Philippines. He died a nionth ago at

age 81.

"A lot of young people went inland

or to the East Coast, where there wasn't

as much prejudice," Kataoka said. "I

think what it (relocation and intern-

ment) did is spread everybody out

across the country."

•At the time of Pearl Harbor,

Katashi Oita lived in California like

tens of thousands of other Japanese

Americans. He was a chemistry stu-

dent at the University of California,

Berkeley.

His parents, brother and two

younger sisters lived in Watsonville

near the coast. After the Japanese

attack, it was feared that Japanese

Americans would spy for the enemy.'so

the family was ordered to move inland.

They took up residence with his older

sister, who lived in a part of Watsonville

5 miles from the Pacific.

When the evacuation order came,

the family went to the rodeo grounds in

Salinas before they were transferred to

a camp in Poston, Ariz.

"1 didn't think as much about my
civil rights as about the safety of the

United States," said Oita, who was

hired as a chemist by Weyerhaeuser in

the 1960s. "At the time, we trusted the

government and believed they must

have had a good reason (to relocate

Japanese Americans)."

A year after their relocation, howev-

er, he and many other Japanese

Americans began to realize that spying

allegations against their community
were largely fabricated and he became

aftgfy about their internmerrt.

The American Friends Service

Committee, a Quaker organization,

provided food, clothing, medicine, job

placements, scholarships and homes to

many Japanese Americans during the

war. With their help, he found work as

a houseboy in Chicago. The Quakers

later helped him go back to college.

Eventually, he received a doctorate in

chemistry.

His success in education left Oita,

now retired, with mixed feelings about

his treatment during World War II.

"The internment was based on para-

noia and our parents lost wjiat they

worked for," he said. "But it took us

(younger Japanese Americans) out of

tne ghetto. It opened up a new world

for us."

'On the day she was evacuated,

Masako Tomita, now 69, recalls baby-

sitting her younger brothers while her

parents gathered tbeir belongings from-

the family's rentW home in the Central

Area. It was three months after

Roosevelt's executive order.

"It was a beautiful day, but it wasn't

happy by any means," said Tomita,

who was a 14-year-old Garfield High

School student at the time. "My moth-

er cried when we left the house. She was

scared."
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Otherwise, her parents "were quiet

and stoic - didn't say anything," she

said. "I think I would have been out-

raged"

But Puyaliup and Minidoka weren't

bad for young people, said Tomita,

now nntritinn program map^gfr at the

Nisei (second-generation Japanese

Americans) Veterans Club just east of

the International District.

She went to Girl Scout camps,
learned to dance and helped harvest

potatoes. "We didn't dwell on the bad

things."

It wasn't until the 1960s, when
Congress passed civil rights acts ban-

ning many forms of discrimination

against minorities, that Tomita "was

educated about the injustice" of her

internment.

OSTEOPOROSIS
From page 8

for people already suffering from
osteoporosis is 10 milligrams, but that

can lead to side effects including

abdominal pain, acid indigestion and
nausea.

Dawson-Hughes said she is reserv-

ing judgment on whether side efTects

are as insignificant as the study sug-

gests, since previous research also

found few side efTects "and yet peo-

ple'* clinical experience using the

drug is that many people cannot toler-

ate it."

The study looked at two groups of

women over two years of treatment.

In the first group, 1,070 women
were randomly assigned to take either

5 milligrams or 2.5 milligrams of alen-

dronate, or a dummy pill. Women tak-

ing the higher dose gained bone in the

spine, hips and total body; those tak-

"Aftcr that, it was difficult for me to

talk about camp," she said. "I would
choke up."

Although the money each former

internee received in 1988 didn't begin

to make up for the material and emo-
tional losses Japanese Americans suf-

fered durmg the war, Tomita felt it was

a landmark victory for her community.

"The only way to make Americans
realize the injustice of what was done
was to make them pay," she said.

But despite the government's apolo-

gy, "there is still an atmosphere of prej-

udice in the United States" and too

often ethnic groups become targets of

discrimination, Tomita said.

That is now the main reason Tomita
said she remembers the day Roosevelt

signed her evacuation order.

ing the lower dose gained some bone
in the spine and hips and stayed about

level in total bone density. Women
who took the dummy pill lost bone
everywhere.

In the second group, 390 women
took an estrogen-progestin combina-

tion, 5 milligrams or 2.5 milligrams of

alendronate, or a dummy pill. Women
taking the higher dose of alendronate

had gains in bone density that were
nearly as good as those taking estro-

gen-progestin. The lower dose of alen-

dronate was not as effective, but still

was significantly better than the

dummy pill.

The study was led by Dr. David
Hosking of City Hospital in

Nottingham, England, and supported

by Merck Research Laboratories oX

Rahway, N.J., which makes Fbcamax.

MEN
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are You" that works with middle-

school students on life skills.

"Obviously these arc broad general-

izations, but research has shown that

men have a more activist strain," said

Garth Baker-Retcher, a professor at

Qaremont School of Theology in

Oaremont, Calif "Even if it's just fix-

ing the church sign or painting the

church, that's something that churches

have done to get men interested. It

builds camaraderie and gets men inside

the church
"

At Tree of Life Gospel Church in

Springfield, Mass., church leaders

organized a basketball league two
years ago to draw neighborhood men.

As a result, about a dozen men decided

to join the 250-member congregation.

"It was hoops and then after the

game we had a 45-minute prayer group

and Bible talk," said the Rev. Dale

Conners. "We didn't force anybody to

stay, but these guys had already

become pals through the game so they

were more willing to hang around and
talk about Jesus."

*- Perhaps the most successful strategy

iiM- attracting men as well as women,
religious scholars say, has been the cre-

ation of small groups within congrega-

tions. That means moving beyond
prayer groups and Bible studies to

offer programs for divorced men, sin-

gles and business executives, as at°

Grace Chapel in Lexington, Mass., for

example.

"The more things you have on the

menu, the better," said David
Midwood, pastor of West
Congregational Church in Haverhill.

"Everything isn't for everyone, but

hopefully there is something for every-

one."
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of seismology in the department of

earth and space science. "It affects the

direction they're going and their ampli-

tude."

The stiffer, colder mantle conducts

the waves at a higher velocity com-
pttfTTtx ttj IIIC pUUfS tJT IIIUSIIIvl , IIIUIICII

rock near the core-mantle boundary,

Vidale said.

The characterization of this region

offers new insight into the unconven-

tional behavior of the liquid rock as it

migrates throughout the earth's inner

layers.

"Convection of mantle is the dri-

ving force behind earthquakes," said

Whitcomb.

As scientists learn more about the

dynamic relationship between shifting

temperatures and densities in the core-

mantle boundary, the more they under-

stand the behavior of earthquakes,

Whitcomb said.

In the meantime, scientists diversify

their research efforts so they can attack

different angles of seismology.
— M ichael HedHn is currently study-

ing how the heterogenities in the man-

tle vary across the earth by comparing

different sets ofdata to the global aver-

age.

This, he realizes, will be one more
step to understanding earthquakes.

"Science moves in little jumps, and

this might get us a little closer," con-

cluded Hedlin.
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After the opening rush, the eight-

year ASUCLA employee poured him-

self a cup of coffee, the only one he

would drink that day
"The employees freak when I drink

more," he joked.

While going over time cards in his

small office at the cofieehouse, clut-

tered with backpacks, coffee mugs and

Dilbert comic strips, Newlove talked

about some of the problems that come
with managing 120 student employees.

"When we get into midterms and

finals, this is v4iat happens to the num-
ber of people who call in sick."

Newlove explained, drawing a graph

with the highest peaks of sick calls dur-

ing the exam weeks.

He said that presents u problem

when there's not enough employees tp

handle the long lines of customers.

And Kerckhoff Coffeehouse does

gets its fair share of lines, as the finan-

cial statistics clearly show.

After punching in the sales figures

for the previous day in his computer,

Newlove said the the coffeehouse

brought in $5,367, 9.4 percent better

than the figure for the same day the

previous year.

Newlove predicted the coffeehouse

will serve 510,000 customers this year.

Viewpoint doesn't see such a high

number of customers or profits. In

fact, Newlove said that most of the

time, •*
it just brtaks even."-

At Viewpoint Cafe, a short while

before, it opened its lines to students,

Newlove tried to get everything into

place.

"How's it going?" he asked the

en\ployees as he made his way over.

"Can you make sure we have all the

biscotti out and more chocolate to the

front Also, wear your name tag."

While there, Newlove checked up

on the adjacent mini-bakery where

everyday at 6 a.m., Antonio, the baker,

bakes some of the fresh pastries.

Any focxl that doesn't get sold,

Newlove said, is donated to the

Hunger Project, a UCLA community

service organization.

After checking up on Viewpoint

Cafe, Newlove tcx)k the stairs back up
- a journey he would make more than

five times by the afterncxjn.

"Later in the day, the elevators are

useless," he said, "the dcx)rs open up

and it's already packed.

"

Back in the office in kerckhoff,

Newlove used the downtime to do
some office work.

"The one thing about this restaurant

is I don't have an office staff." he said,

"I have to do it all."

Newlove previously worked with

Marriot Hotel as a hotel restaurant

manager, a business in which his wife is

also involved. It was when he got mar-

ried that he landed at UCLA.
After his honeymoon, Newlove was

hospitalized with pneumonia for five

days. "Marriot got pissed," he

explained, 'so 1 sent an application to

ASUCLA." y.

Of the two locales, Newlove prefers

the Bruin campus.

However, keeping the balance

between work and family life is one

strain Newlove must endure.

"I have a two-and-a-half-year-old

daughter who goes to bed at 7:30 every

night," Newlove said, "and there's a lit-

tle boy on his way That's the hardest

part. Like last night, 1 only got to see

my daughter for 10 minutes.

"

On the other hand, the opportunity

to build friendships with students is the

sweetener in his espresso - it makes the

job easier to handle.

Newlove pulled out a letter he had

recently received from a former

employee, thanking him for the help he

had given her on writing a resume.

"That's what makes my job really

cool, that totally made my day." he

said, beaming.

The manager no doubt takes advan-

tage of the chance to make friends.

Walking up and down Kerckhoff Hall

proves that.
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Bruinlife Yearbook

would like to

congratulate the 15

winners of the Senior

Spotlight Award.

We would also like to

thank all who expressed

interest and took the

time to apply.

Good luck and

continued success in

your future endeavors.

^tv'n

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Gloria Maria Amador
Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofileiia

Catherine Krum
Russell L. Moore
Hannah W. Nahm
Matthew Pirifazair

Patricia A. Prevatil

Roslyn Soto

Tammy Stafford —
Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chris'sy Whalen
Fanny Yu
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bruinKfeYEARBOOK
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825.2640^
Today!

Get your Organization into the Bruinlife Yearbook!

Call 825.2640 or stop'by 118 Kerckhoff Hall for

more information. HURRY! The deadline is

February 23 and space is limited.

You can also place personal ads in the Bniinllfe

Yearbook by picking up an application at 1 18 Kerckhoff

Hall. TbII your frtends, tell your parents, tell everyone
you know! Congratulate your fellow graduates in the

Bruinlife Yearl>ook and give one as a gift!

I A».
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A BEAUTIFUL AND
SEXY SMILE IN 1 -2

VISITS!
Without Injections

Use one of the Idbwlng Introi^ctory offers to se« us

mi tm stoto-of-tln-art office. Dace you hove $eon
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CALL (310)394-0247
Email: sheily@DDS4U.com

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,
Santa Monica
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Emergency Same Day Care for Toothaches

" t " I " III I
I
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ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

Witti comptotB axam, X-rays

•nd daaning.

(S12gviiut)Exp:2-27-98

insurance may cover

100=0 of cost

I — •
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MLY $79KK ARCH
I

Must have both arches completed

Expirts 2-27-96 I

THE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

Why did presiigioMs Christian universities such as Harvard and Yale surrender to seatlaristn?

How do Christian universities maintain academic integrity \vhile still remaining faithful to Christ?

In celebration ofBiola University's 90th Anniversary, an academic conference featuring renown lecturers and

authors will come together to discuss the role of the Christian university in <*e new cerOuty!

>

^9/#f gjuejtl IteJtMju^tJNi

Dallas Willard, Ph.D. -

Professor of Philosophy,

University ofSouthern California-

J.I. Packer, Ph.D. -

Professor of Theology,

Regent College

George Marsden, Ph.D. -

Professor of History,

University of^hJotre Dame

Friday, February 27 - Saturday, February 28

Friday li:O0 am - 8:45 pm
Saturday 8:30 - 12:30 pm*

No Registration or Conference Fees

RSVP: 562.906.4548
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Each time he switched stations, he

knew someone and their story.

Around the 9 a.m. rush, Newlove

hovered around the coffeehouse

counter.

Waiting in line was Scott Chandler,

one of the two people with whom
Newlove shares the privilege ofchoos-

ing the cotTee of the month. ^~"

The professor in the physiological

sciences department bought a cup of

joe and talked with Newlove.

"He runs a tight ship," Chandler

said.

According to the manager, he and

Chandler often go kayaking and work

out together.

"(Chandler) comes in twice a day,"

Newlove said, "for his LS (life sci-

ences) 2 class, he gives the students a

list of questions, and if they come in

here and answer them right, they get a

free mug. Last time, we gave away 300

mugs."

The smaller third of Ncwlove's

duties include overseeing the cart out

on the Kerckhoff Patio.

Newlove walked out and made sure

all the umbrellas were up and the sand-

wiches were out. Throughout the day

he made periodic checks to keep

everything running smoothly.

"At lunchtime the cart picks up," he

said. "It's almost like a safety valve for

people who just want brewed coffee."

Aside from monitoring the three

coffee outlets, the coffee machines, the

temperatures of freezers and soup

warmers, Newlove must keep an

extremely weighty worry in his mind:

theft.

"There's been some theft of cash

and giving away of food," he said.

"Students don't realize they must go to

the dean. It's a big deal. One non-stu-

dent was arrested last year."

A camera in the coffeehouse was

put in as a deterrent, and Newlove said

it has been somewhat effective.

Counterfeit has recently been a

problem, not just within Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse but in other ASUCLA
markets as well.

"Someone has been passing coun-

terfeit money," Newlove said while

picking up a reserve bag in an

Ackerman office, ''it counts as a short-

age for us because we can't redeem it.

They try to pass it offwhen it gets real-

ly busy."

Newlove said the coffeehouse alone

has lost approximately $80, while the

whole system has suffered a loss of

about $500.

Checking for counterfeit money can

be cumbersome when a long line of

irritated, caffeine-addicted, sleep-

deprived students are waiting. And
lines in Kerckhoff happen often.

Every now and then, to alleviate the

pressure caused by the students stack-

ing up, Newlove acted as "barrista," a

title given to the person who operates

the espresso machine behind the

counter.

Later on, when things on campus
began to wind down, the tables and

chairs were full of students with open

books, empty cups of coffee and half-

eaten bagels.

Behind the counter a "suicide

bagel" was stuck between the tray and

glass. When Newlove saw the troubled

bread item, he asked a cashier to

remove it.

The plunging baked good reminded

him ofother bagel problems.

"Some of them look so similar, like

the sun-dried tomato and vegetable

ones," he said. "We stopped selling

chocolate chip bagels because they

looked just like the blueberry ones."

If a basketbay game is scheduled,

Newlove will head on over to operate a

small part of the total concessions at

Pauley.

While the seats in Pauley Saturday

were empty, Newlove ran around get-

ting uniform shirts for all the employ-

ees, taking inventory of the food, mak-
ing sure both regular and Kosher hot
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dogs were stocked at the stand, and

keeping the stand, located by the exit,

far enough away to meet fire code reg-

ulations .

"The purpose of management here,

is mainly to give support, like cheer-

leading," he said. "It's just nice to get

: of the cofTcchouse."""' "-"—— '

Throughout the whole time, before

and during the game, Newlove was

climbing up and down the Pauley

steps. If he ever entered a stairmaster

competition, this guy would win.

"My worst nightmare is falling

down the stairs during a game on

national television," he said, shaking

his head.

" He's probably one of the best boss-

es I have had," said Gil Cardon, a fifth-

year sociology student and senior stu-

dent supervisor for Newlove. "He has

the necessary technical skills and

knowledge of a good manager."

For Newlove, it's more than that.

"It's working with the students that

I like the most, it's what makes it dif-

ferent from the rest," Newlove said,

"This isn't just a dead-end job. If they

want, students can get a lot out of this."

PORNO
From page 1

According to Cross, the Vice

Squad has also visited this residence.

"A couple of years ago, we did

shoot something in the backyard but

it's totally secluded," Cross said.

Throughout the years, the house has

been the location where several mod-

els for the videos were interviewed, in

which "they tend to wear alluring

clothing."

These events could perhaps be

responsible for the anonymous phone

calls that Cross received at the house.

"The things she said were highly

sexist and racist," Cross said. He feels

they were close to harassment.

But one Westwood homeowner is

looking past the tenant to the landlord

of the Weybum building: Ira Smedra.

Jackie Freedman, co-president of

the Holmby-Westwood Property

Owners Association, had heard that

there was a pornography business in

the Village. After walking by the loca-

tion, she became suspicious and

called the vice squad.

Outside of lier disapproval of this

sort of tenant in the village, she looks

to the property's owner, Ira Smedra,

as the one who is responsible.

"It shows disregard to the village,"

Freedman said. "And he has left the

property in deplorable conditions."

But Smedra insists that he had no

idea who was renting the small 200

square-foot office space from him

and only spoke to someone at the

office for the very first time last week.

His agent took care of the lease

with Hot Body International, who
claimed they were a telemarketing

company, a business Smedra consid-

ered legitimate.

"It is to some degree telemarket-

ing," Cross said. "It is direct market-

ing; we ship things there."

When Smedra spoke to a Hot

Body employee last week, he was told

that tapes were distributed from the

office but there is no filming taking

place there.

"Everything is fine. It's not like

business is being done there. It's not

like it is a studio. There is nothing siQ*.

ister going on there," Cross saicT *"

But Smedra doesn't understand

how the residents discovered what

was going on in the Weyburn office.

"If the homeowners know what the

man is selling, then they must be buy-

ing it." he said.

. Despite just being a distribution

center, Smedra evicted Hot Body

International at the beginning of this

month, giving the company 60 days to

find another distribution center. "We
don't allow adult uses," he simply

stated.
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Personal Ads are now being accepted
for the Bruinlife YeaiiMM>k at 1 18
Kerckhoff Hall. Place an acl for a

fellow graduate. Tell your friends, tell

your parents, tell everyone! Call

825.2640 for further infonn^tion. .

Hurry! Deadline is February 23!

1

— www.commencement.ucla.edu
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to the recipients-of the

^iorspotliglTt

Bruinlife Yearbook would like to

congratulate the 1 5 winners of

the Senior Spotlight Award.

We would also like to thank ail

who expressed interest and

took the time to apply.

Good luck and continued

success in your future

endeavors.
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Gloria Maria Amador
Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilena

Catherine Krum
Russell L. Moore
Hannah W. Nahm
Patricia A. Prevatil

Matthew Pirnazar

Roslyn Soto

^ammy Stafford—
Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva
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Emergency Same Day Care for Toothaches

ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

With complete exam, X-nys
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($129 value) Ejip2-27-98

Insurance may cover
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THE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

Why did prestigious Christian umversitie^ such as Harvard and Yaie surrender to secularism?

How do Christian universities maintain academic integrity while still remaining faithful to Christ?

In celebration ofBiola University's 90th Anniversary, an academic conference featuring renown lecturers and

authors will come together to discuss the rote ofthe Christian university dt^e new centuryl
f.

Dauas Willard, Ph.D. -

Professor of Philosophy,

University ofSo$4them California

J.I. Packer, Ph.D. -

Professor of Theology,

Regent College

George Marsden, Ph.D. -

Professor of History,

University ofNotre Dame

Friday, February 27 - Saturday, February 28

Friday li:00 am - 8:45 pm
Saturday 8:30 - 11:30 pm-

No Registration or Conference Fees

RSVP: 562.906.4548
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Each time he switched stations, he

knew someone and their story.

Around the 9 a.m. nwh, Newlove

hovered around the cofieehouse

counter.

Waiting in hne was Scott Chandler,

one of the two people with whom
hicwlove shares the privilege ofchoos-^

ing the cofTee of the month. *
.

The professor in the physiological

sciences department bought a cup of

joe and talked with Newlove.

"He runs a tight ship," Giandler

said.

According to the manager, he and

Chandler often go kayaking and work

out together.

"(Chandler) comes in twice a day,"

Newlove said, "for his LS (life sci-

ences) 2 class, he gives the students a

list of questions, and if they come in

here and answer them right, they get a

free mug. Last time, we gave away 300

mugs."

The smaller third of Newlove's

duties include overseeing the cart out

on the Kerckhoff Patio.

Newlove walked out and made sure

all the umbrellas were up and the sand-

wiches were out. Throughout the day

he made periodic checks to keep

everything running smoothly.

"At lunchtime the cart picks up," he

said. "It's almost like a safety valve for

people who just want brewed coffee.?

Aside from monitoring the three

coffee outlets, the coffee machines, the

temperatures of freezers and soup

warmers, Newlove must keep an

extremely weighty worry in his mind:

theft.

"There's been some theft of cash

and giving a>yay of food," he said.

"Students don't realize they must go to

the dean. It's a big deal. One non-stu^

dent was arrested last year."

A camera in the coffeehouse was

put in as a deterrent, and Newlove said

it has been somewhat effective.

Counterfeit has recently been »
problem, not just within Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse but in other /\SUCLA
:;• markets as well.

"Sonf)eone has been passing coun-

terfeit money," Newlove said while

picking up a reserve bag in an

Ackerman office. "It counts as a short-

age for us because we can't redeem it.
|

They try to pass it offwhen it gets real-

ly busy."

Newlove said the coffeehouse alone

has lost approximately S80, while the

whole system has suffered a loss of

about $500.

Checking for counterfeit money can

be cumbersome when a long line of

irritated, caffeine-addicted, sleep-

deprived students are waiting. And
lines in Kerckhoffhappen often.

Every now and then, to alleviate the

pressure caused by the students stack-

ing up. Newlove acted as "barrista," a

title given to the person who operates

the espresso machine behind the

counter.

Later on, when things on campus
began to wind down, the tables and

chairs were full of students with open

books, empty cups of coffee and half-

eaten bagels.

Behind the counter a "suicide

bagel" was stuck between the tray and

glass. When Newlove saw the troubled

bread item, he asked a cashier to

remove it.

The plunging baked good reminded

him of other bagel problems.

"Some of them look so similar, like

the sun-dried tomato and vegetable

ones," he said. "We stopped selling

chocolate chip bagels because they

looked just like the blueberry ones."

If a basketball game is scheduled,

Newlove will head on over to operate a

small part of the total concessions at

Pauley.

While the scats in Pauley Saturday

were empty, Newlove ran around get-

ting uniform shirts for all the employ-

ees, taking inventory of the food, mak-
ing sure both regular and Kosher hot
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dogs were stocked at the stand, and

keeping the stand, located by the exit,

far enough away to meet fire code reg-

ulations .

"The purpose of management here,

is mainly to give support, like cheer-

leading," he said. "It's just nice togpt

out of the coffeehouse."

Throughout the whole time, before

and during the game, Newlove was

climbing up and down the Pauley

steps. If he ever entered a stairmaster

competition, this guy would win.

"My worst nightmare is falling

down the stairs during a game on

national television," he said, shaking

his head.

"He's probably one of the best boss-

es I have had," said Gil Cardon^a fifUi-

year sociology student and senior stu-

dent supervisor for Newlove. "He has

the necessary technical skills and

knowledge of a good manager."

For Newlove, it's more than that.

"It's working with the students that

I like the most, it's what makes it dif-

ferent from the rest," Newlove said,

"This isn't just a dead-end job. If they

want, students can get a lot out of this."

PORNO
From page 1

According to Cross, the Vice

Squad has also visited this residence.

"A couple of years ago, we did

shoot something in the backyard but

it's totally secluded," Cross said.

Throughout the years, the house has

been the location where several mod-

els for the videos were interviewed, in

which "they tend to wear alluring

clothing."

These events could perhaps be

responsible for the anonymous phone

calls that Cross received at the house.

"The things she said were highly

sexist and racist," Cross said. He feels

they were close to harassment.

But one Westwood homeowner is

looking past the tenant to the landlord

of the Weyburn building: Ira Smedra.

Jackie Freedman, co-president of

the Holmby-Westwood Property

Owners Association, had heard that

there was a pornography business in

the Village. After walking by the loca-

tion, she became suspicious and

called the vice squad.

Outside of her disapproval of this

sort of tenant in the village, she looks

to the property's owner, Ira Smedra,

as the one who is responsible.

"It shows disregard to the village,"

Freedman said. "And he has left the

property in deplorable conditions."

But Smedra insists that he had no

idea who was renting the small 200

square-foot office space from him

and only spoke to someone at the

office for the very first time last week.

His agent took care of the lease

with Hot Body International, who
claimed they were a telemarketing

company, a business Smedra consid-

ered legitimate.

"It is to some degree telemarket-

ing," Cross said. "It is direct market-

ing; we ship things there."

When Smedra spoke to a Hot

Body employee last week, he was told

that tapes were distributed from the

office but there is no filming taking

place there.

"Everything is fine. It's not like

business is being done there. It's not

like it is a studio. There is nothing sin-

ister going on there," Cross said.

But Smedra doesn't understand

how the residents discovered what

was going on in the Weyburn office.

"If the homeowners know what the

man is selling, then they must be buy-

ing it," he said.

Despite just being a distribution

center, Smedra evicted Hot Body

International at the beginning of this

month, giving the company 60 days to

find another distribution center. "We
don't allow adult uses," he simply

stated.
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Personal Ads are now being accepted
for the Bniinlife YeaitMok at 1 18
Kerckhoff Hall. Place an ad for a

fellow graduate. Tell your friends, tell

your |>arents, tell eveiyone! Call

825.2640 for further Infw inatkm.
Huny! Deadline is February 23!
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to the recipients-of the

^^iorspotJigtrt

Bruinlife Yearbook would like to

corigratulate the 15 winners of

the Senior Spotlight Award.

We would also like to thank all

who expressed interest and

took the time to apply.

, : Good luck and continued

success in your future

endeavors.
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Getting your

money for free

Thumbs up to a

Senate bill proposing

an all-out ban on ATM
surcharges, regardless of the

machine's owner or location.

Because many students are on

fixed and low incomes, and

have many banks From home-

town accounts, students have

been hit hardest by the outra-

geous ATM service charges.

Arrests ignore

the problem
r^i Thumbs down to the

j [ arrest of three students
^^-' at Michigan State

University on Feb. .10. Seven

members of Movimiento
Estudiantil Xicano de Aztlan

participated in the protest

minutes after MSU Provost

Lx)u Anna Simon welcomed

students to MSU President

M. Peter McPherson's State

of the University address. The
protesters shouted. "Give us

the Chicano studies program

now, or are you afraid of an

educated Chicano?"

Officers were called in to

arrest the protesters because

they interrupted a planned

university event, which is a

misdemeanor. The university

and McPherson has long been

criticized by students and

local residents due to the uni-

versity's poor retention of

Latino and Chicano students

and because of the lack of a

Chicano studies program.

Nixing rights*

r^ Thumbs down to the

J
V • repeal of a gay-rights

^^ law passed last spring

in Maine. The campaign to

put an end to gay rights found

lots ofsupport from rural por-

tions of the state, while sup-

porters of gay rights won in

urban areas.

Conservative religious

groups failed in an anti-gay

rights vote two years ago and

had fought since then to gain

the victory.

Pre-election polls revealed

that 60 percent of Maine vot-

ers polled were in support of

recognizing gay rights, but the

anti-gay rights activists were

better able to pool their sup-

porters, most of whom were

drawn from Maine's conserv-

ative religious core. Both

groups plan to c^tinue fight-

ing on each of their platforms.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comnf>ents or sug-

gestions to

thumbs^media.ucla.edu

9 through Vietnam's mysteries
REFLECTION: Tangible

artifact brings war home

to child's imagination

There are some artifacts that

hang in the most unusual

places, and throw shadows on

the unlikeliest of innocents. There

are words that are never uttered for

fear of explanation and there are no

explanations for a very elite conglom-

eration of

events that per-

meated the '70s.

There were no

words offered

to me, so at 10

years old I had

woven my own
images of

Vietnam from

the threads of

documentaries

on PBS.

M.A.S.H.{even

though it was

set in Korea) on Channel 1 1 and

scraps from my father. Thesp things

all helped to explain the war, but at

10 there was more room for contex-

tualizing with a visual aid. My vehicle

for understanding hung on a nail in

the garage, dark and heavy.

It must have been 1986 when I

noticed them. One afternoon. ,

strangely void of one the WASP-y
after-school activities designed for

blooming young ladies, I went out

into the garage determined to find

something new to play with. This

cemetery for hobbies, fashion and

tools held spiders, dust and mystery.

On the left side, next to the never-

used red Peugeot racing bike, a box

of National Geographies, and a pair

of cranberry New Balance running

shoes, hung the objects of my fixa-

tion. Pendulous black leather combat

boots swollen with valleys of creases.

Thoy looked too heavy to be sus-

pended on a nail by the thin laces

Turner is a big Elvis fan who is kx)king

for a ride to Memphis in June.

that had been knotted together at the

ends. The first time I saw them I

thought of Beetle Bailey cartoons

and the punk rockers I'd seen in

front of the high school. The next

thing I thought was, "these things

lived through Vietnam."

I sat down in a stupor about three

feet away from them, avoiding the

puddles of Volvo grease and the rest

of my sanctioned little-kid universe.

Spellbound by the evidence, I acci-

dentally and immediately gave birth

to a ritual that I kept up for years. To
this day I don't know if it started

because I was a sensitive kid with a

vivid imagination or just ^ young

dramatic determined to feel the

tragedies of the world. Either way,

there's no denying that these boots

forced me to feel things. I would look

at them for about an hour, starting

off with images of gore, blown-up vil-

lages, grotesque

injuries, clips I'd

seen on documen-

taries and still pho-

tos from books

secretly stationed

on my father's

night table. A 10-

year-old's media

montage of war.

The next step

was the audio. I

would create

the scninds the

boots had

made on

different firmament. The slurping

they would do in a swainp, the crush-

ing and swishing through dry bush,

the thud on the platform of a heli-

copter. I made a movie ofmy own.

I couldn't think of

anything else one

could lose.

letting the images and the sounds

merge into a fantastical ghastly

opera. Thfr. first time I did it I remem-
ber getting up and gingerly turning

one ofthem over, half expecting the

sole to have clumps of dirt and blood

and hair stuck to it, relieved at the

tic-tac-toe of dried beige

soil. It looked mundane,

like the stuff in my
backyard. I let

go and tried to keep my distance, still

wondering exactly where the soil was

from.

The next part ofmy ceremony was

the worst, because I let the tangible

boots go, and I began to let leased

but legitimate misery in. I began

mourning for people I'd never met

or harmed. I was allowed to be sad in

my secret garage. I imagined all the

families dissipated in the blasts, all

the kids like me and my little brother,

all the grandmas (and on and on and

on until I imagined how it felt to lose

everything I'd ever known). When
the anxiety had nearly peaked, and I

couldn't think of anything else one

could lose, I would hit the crescendo

and mourn the living - my soft-

smiled father and all of the heavy

SeeTINMER,pa9e22
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Constituents loise when winner takes all
VOTING: Race panel must

call into question, replace

outdated electoral system

ByStMmiHHI

"This land is your land, this land

is my land, from California to the

New York islands."

President Clinton's panel on race

relations has swept across the coun-

try and finally arrived in

California. California is a most

appropriate state for such a dis-

cussion, being home to a smor-

gasbord of 30 million Latinos.

Asians, African Americans,

whites, immigrants, Nattve

Americans and everything in

between. California has given us

Propositions 187 and 209, two

bitterly contested rollbacks of

immigration rights and affirma-

tive action - as well as the

Rodney King riots and the O.J.

trials.

How will so much diversity

ever get along?

An important corollary to this

question is this: how will all that

diversity ever win fair represent*

tion in the legislatures? The two

questions are related, because if

voters don't feel represented, it's

not likely they'll feel welcome

either.

The irony of the type of democra-

cy used in California and the rest of

the United States^ that the single

representative elected to each dis-

trict seat is supposed to represent

Hill is the West-Coast director of The

Center for Voting and Democracy, a

nonprofit organization based in

Washington, D.C.

everyone residing within that dis-

trict. There persists this odd notion

that an elected official "represents!'

you just because they occupy the

district seat, even if you didn't vote

for them and they are diametrically

opposed to your point of view. Yet

there are districts where a white

Christian Republican lives next

door to a Latino single mom
Democrat who lives next door to a

Korean small-businessman who

lives next door to a duplex where a

gay Reform Party computer pro-

grammer is rooming with a black

Green environmentalist, etc., etc.,

ad infinitum.

Asking a single representative to

straddle the ideological divide

between so many perspectives is

becoming increasingly impossible.

The result is that millions of voters

from different races and partisan

perspectives have to compete

against

each other in a zero-sum

game for representation -

win representation, that

means you don't win.

This dynamic exacerbates

racial tensions in several

ways. In most districts,

minorities don't win repre-

sentation because they need

an unattainable plurality or

majority to win. The U.S.

Senate, which competes with

Britain's House of Lords as the

most un-representative body among
Western democracies, has exactly

one black and no Latino Senators.

Historically, we've tried to reme-

dy such inequality by gerrymander-

ing a certain number of districts so

that a particular minority group is

made into the majority. But this can

have the effect of excluding other

racial minorities within that district.

What's more, districts drawn for

racial representation are becoming

increasingly risky, as they have come
under judicial fire with some racial

districts being tossed out by the

courts.

Also, the inability of single-seat

districts to fairly represent diversity

within the districts exacerbates ten-

sions between urban and suburban

areas.

Republicans have given up trying

to win in most cities, which are ,

racially-mixed and usually

Democratic strongholds.

Republicans tend to concentrate

instead on the white suburbs. This

polarization has far-reaching ramifi-

cations for cities since Republican

legislatures have little to gain politi-

cally by supporting urban policy.

Not surprisingly, a number of states

are being sued over spending dis-

crepancies in school funding

between urban and suburban areas.

The national dialogue on race

must move beyond conversation,

identifying real-world institutional •

barriers that perpetuate and exacer-

See Hlli, page 23

Got something to say,

but don't know where

to say it? Be a

Viewpoint columnist!

Applications are now

available in the Daily

Bruin office, located in

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due

Friday, Feb. 27 at 5

p.m. Late applications

will not be accepted!

Discourse with students should be encouraged

HISTORY: Department

head distorts facts after

rejection of endowment

By Vadiik Petrossian

The article published by

Richard Von Glahn. chair of

the department of history, in

UCLA Today (Jan. 12) raises some

important points to consider in

accepting endowed chairs from for-

eign governments. One can only

agree that "repugnance toward the

human-rights record of the Turkish

government and misgivings about

accepting money from a foreign gov-

ernment that can control access to

the object of study, in this case the

archives of the defunct Ottoman

Empire" might have motivated those

Petrossian is the vice president of the

UCLA Armenian Students' Association.

faculty who turned down tl)e chair. It

is a fact that:

1. The government ofTurkey has

denied visas and access to the

Ottoman archives to researchers

who dp not follow its official v iew of

the past.

2. The government has recently

forced Israel to withdraw the nomi-

nation of Professor Ehud Toledano

as ambassador to Turkey because he

once referred to the Armenian

Genocide as a fact.

3. Turkey's government has

actively epgaged in influencing

American academia for more than a

decade and a half

These are the reasons why lOG

American writers and academics

from the most prestigious institu-

tions, including Nobel Prize win-

ners, have condemned the academic

practices of the Turkish govern-

laent.

The Armenian Students'

Association (ASA) is surprised by a

number of Von Glahn's statements

and the loaded language he uses to

make them. The department and fac-

ulty members were "bombarded," he

says, with "strongly-worded denunci-

ations" of what opponents of the

chair "regarded as the Turkish gov-

ernment's efforts to manipulate his-

torical scholarship." This was, he

adds, "a ferocious storm of protest."

The ASA, on the other hand,

believes that the American people do

still have the right to write letters to a

department and that UCLA students

may visit the faculty during their

office hours to express theircon-

cerns without having to face such

innuendo.

Von Glahn presumes that public

opinion was manipulated and that

the student government should not

have opposed the proposed chair

without consulting with him. What
is implied in Such views is that the

campus community and the student

government were unable to form

independent judgments based on

rational arguments and substantial

documentiUion, and that free, public

debate is tantamount to manipula-

tion, esf>ecially if the outcome of

such debate goes against one's own
views. In fact, the stirdent govern-

ment had done much investigation

into the issue and had weighed the

arguments before making its posi-

tion known. Indeed, students con-

cerned about human rights abuses,

moral and ethical issues, and denial

of genocide do have a right, not to

say an obligation, to take a public

stand.

We are also surprised that Von

Glahn speaks of "reprehensible

intimidation tactics (such as threats

made to (him) and harassment of

department staff)." A member of

this student organization did go to

see Von Glahn. The student prefaced

his statement by making it clear that

SccPHIOS$MN,pa9e23

Racism in America
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TURNER
From page 20

black history he had gained but

could not hang in the garage.

That was 12 years ago, and I still

don't understand everything about

it (the war, the silence, my need to

meditate on those damn boots).

Maybe I was just a weird kid. But I

can*t hefp wondering if other kids

had the Feelings I ha'd growing up. I

never asked. It was not something

discussed in my assigned circles of

adults or peers. When I got a bit

older, my father told me more about

what he did, what he saw, what can

never be understood by those who
weren't there. Every year he would

give additional increments of infor-

mation and I would understand a

little more. In his clearest recollec-

tions there is no jingoistic war-

whoop of kick-ass gleaming in his

eye, there is only the aching hollow-

ness of a man robbed.'Held at gun-

point by the comic-book heroes,

society templates for masculinity,

matinee idols, and political mish-

mash that left us with the function-

ing silent wounded. In his clearest

moments his eyes explain that he

holds the atrocities close and will

always have his vision obstructed by

the vapors of innate mourning.

Now that I can discuss it. I'm not

sur^ow much good it will do. The

truth is, I still don't understand . I

want to know how these men came
home, got married, started families

and careers after a tour or two. Then

again, I suppose one doesn't have

any other choice. I know of people

who have fathers that served in

Vietnam (but I don't know any of

them who talk about). What hap-

pened in their homes? Was there a

tacit avoidance concerning the sub-

ject of where Dad was in 1969? Did

they discuss it without emotion, were

their Dads were proud and preachy?

Miserable? Both? Were they worka-

holics liable to snap or were they

stoned? I wonder how other children

imagined it - the war, that is ; I won-

der if they asked, if they thought

about it, if remains classified family

information.

The boots still hang, floating in

functional obsolescence in a

Southern California garage. I

haven't done my meditation in

years simply because it is no longer

an exercise in imagination because

when he began to talk about it, the

Technicolor tragedy I designed at -

10 turned into a fluffy construction

of one dimensional images. I didn't

know war unfil I came face to face

with it. You see, in the garage, I

never put anyone in the boots. Now
they are surrounded by a new pile

ofjunk, some Buddy Holly records,

a box of paper towels from the Price

club, bottled water and a lawn chair.

Still impossibly suspended, insou-

ciant and hanging on the nail on the

wall.

Applicatioiis

for

Assistant

.

Viewpoint

Editor

are available at

llSKerckhoff

Hall and are-

due Feb. 24 by

5 p.m.
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From page 21

bate the racial divide. Certainly the

continued use of single-seat "winner

take all" districts is one such barrier.

Fortunately, other options exist.

From 1870 to 1980, Illinois used

cumulative voting in three-seat dis-

tricts to elect its lower house. If 25

perCent^f venters supported orrly

one candidate, that candidate was

sure to win, giving minority voters

a chance to win representation.

This relatively minor modification

of winner-take-all rules had a pro-

found impact on Illinois politics.

Nearly every district, even the

Chicago districts, had two-party

representation of both Republicans

and Democrats, fostering biparti-

san support for urban policy and
giving voters more choice^ better

representation and creating more
competition. In 1995 the Chicago

Tribune editorialized, in support of

cumulative voting's return, "Many
partisans and political indepen-

dents have looked back wistfully at

the era of cumulative voting. They
acknowledge that it produced some
of the best and brightest in Illinois

politics."

Even more effective would be to

convert the U.S.-style "winner take

aH" voting system to a multi-seat

proportional representation system.

South Africa is following this

example in its post-apartheid era. In

their first multiracial election, white

and black ethnic minorities and the

black majority won their fair share

of seats without a single gerryman-

dered district. Moreover, the main

parties reached out to voters of both

races by running multiracial slates

of candidates. Rather than polarize

the nation along racial lines, the pro-

portional election helped unify a

fragile democracy.

President Clinton's panel on race

relations ought to question seriously

this reliance on "winner take all" sin-

gle-seat districts. It's an antiquated

18th-century method that just isn't

capable of serving the needs of a

multi-racial, multi-partisan democra-

cy, hurtling toward the 21st century.

Leaders as diverse as Clarence

Thomas, Kevin Phillips, Eleanor

Smeal and Congresswoman
Cynthia McKinney have expressed

an interest in exploring new
approaches. It's long overdue, and

now is the time.

PETROSSIAN
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From page 21

he had come not to bother the chair

of the department but to share his

concerns with him and to ask him a

few questions. The student remind-

ed Von Glahn that accepting the

chair with conditions from a govern-

ment with such a deplorable record

of deniahsm, human rights viola-

tions and lack of academic freedom

would damage the academic integri-

ty of the university, and that if the

chair were accepted, the issue would

not fade away, for the community

felt strongly about it. Von Glahn

gave the unexpected response that

he regarded this as a threat and

added in an uncivil manner: "You

don't give a shit aboyt the integrity

of the school."

Not only does the ASA condemn

any threat and harassment tactics,

but we call on Von Glahn to come
forward and give proof of such

actions. At a time when many com-

plain about asserted student apathy

with regard to social and civic mat-

ters, one would expect that the uni-

versity as a whole, and department

"chairs in particular, would encour-

age students engaging in meaningful

exchange of views with the faculty.

We regret the chairperson's slanting

of the facts in the wake of his depart-

ment's rejection of the Turkish

chair. '
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT

Director Kevin Smith broadens his

career and renews public interest

in comic books by launching

''Clerks. (The Comic Book)"

—

1

,fa^- ,

I

4-,
It

•

His leading man. Ben AlHeck. awaits

the Oscars to find out if he will win the

prestigious Best Screenplay award for

"Good Will Hunting." His leading lady.

Joey Lauren Adams, leaves his crew to

pursue other interests. So. not to be out-

done, director/writer Kevin Smith will

soon release a line of ... comic books?

"I just always wanted one day to get

into writing comics." Smith explains.

"Even before getting into film I was

kind of leaning towards writing comics

and this just seemed like the easiest

way. to do something based on the stuff

we've done."

The comic book series will be "based

on his debut film, "Clerks." which

established Smith as a creative force to

be reckoned with. His following films.

"Mallrats " and "Chasing Amy," have

continued to bring him success, though

neither has yet appeared in comic book
form. His "Clerks" comic hit stores

Wednesday - both Smith and his artist

Jim Mahfood will be signing the first

issue at the Golden Apple Comic Book
Mega-Storc on Melrose Saturday from

2p.mto4p.m.
"This is the first time I've done a

comic book signing." Smith admits, "l

was at the San Diego comic con last

year signing posters and books, like the

screenplay book of 'Chasing Amy' and

'Clerks,' and the response was over-

whelmingly positive. We were quite

busy the whole time that we were

there."

While the "Clerks" comic will hold

most of Smith's attention at the

moment, a 15-page Jay and Silent Bob
comic will soon be released as well. The
piece already appeared last month as

part of an Oni Press anthology titled

"The Oni Double Feature." though it

has yet to become the mini-series con-

necting the end of "Chasing Amy" to

the characters' arrival on the set of

Smith's film in progress, "Dogma,"
which Smith has envisioned.

Meanwhile, Smith has no hesitations

about attending comic book conven-

tions in support of his work.

"The bigjoke about comic book fan?

is that you'll go to a comic book show
with a friend and kind of Took down
your nose at everybody and feel like,

'Look at those fucking geeks,'" Smith

admits. "And across the way, the geeks

you're looking at are looking at you,

going. 'Look at those fucking geeks.'

Nobody wants to own up to being what

See SMITH, page 29

(Top) Kevin Smith (right) will be in Melrose Saturday to sign a comic book he wrote based

on his debut film "Clerks." (Above! A scene from "Chasing Amy" centers around characters -

Silent Bob and Jay - who work m ^he comic book industry. _.-- ^^
.1 I > -v . !
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'Fault' motions are now an art form
DANCE: Movements of

earth, dancers brought

together to flow as one

6y Jammie Saiagubang
Daily Bruin Contributor

There's a whole lot of shaking

going on - both metaphorically and
physically - in "Fault," the new work
by the Margaret Jenkins Dance
Company which shows at the

AViltern Theater Friday and
Saturday.

"'Fault' resonates. not only geo-

logically, but politically and histori-

cally as well," says Margaret
Jenkins, the director and founder of

the company. "I was interested in

making a work in collaboration with

my company and other associates

that would investigate the different

ways in which that metaphor res-

onates under the ground and above

the ground."

"Artists (must) be aware

ofthe social and

historical fault lines we
all have to negotiate."

Margaret Jenkins

Margaret Jenkins Dance

Company founder

Jenkins was first hit by the idea

when a repertory dance company in

Salt Lake City commissioned her to

do a work about the Great Basin.

She did extensive research and dis-

covered the themes that would shape

her work.

"Looking into the nature of the

land felt very poignant because 1

think there arc so many things about

how the land forms.and disrupts and
splits and displaces and ruptures and
resists that are of course parallel to

the nature of the human being,"

Jenkins comments. "I think that it is

critical that artists be aware of the

social and historical fault lines that

we all have to negotiate."

She describes the first half of the

piece as having a dense texture, a

sort of "underground" feel, very rich

and colored with activity. The sec-

ond half seems sparse and quiet in

comparison. " ^-
*

"The first half is like looking at

the exterior of the landscape, at lots

of rocks. The second half is then

breaking that rock open and looking

inside," Jenkins says.

Helping her convey the seismic

metaphors are myriad people.

Dancers, musicians, composers and

a poet worked together on "Fault."

"It's a natural part of how she

makes her work, to collaborate

intensively with all the media
required to make a dance." says Paul

Dresher. whose ensemble performs

the live music for "Fault" at the

UCLA and Chicago performances;

"The process that you use to collabo-

rate, the nature of how you define

how decisions are made really deter-

mine a great deal about the work
itself."

David Lang is one of the two com-
posers of the score for "Fault" and
wrote the music for the Paul Dresher

Ensemble. Lang's work is primarily

See JENKINS, page 32

l)CLA rpnirf tof

The Margaret Jenkins Dance Company performs in "Fault.
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Oiina, US. open dialogue about movies
FILM: Goal is to deepen understanding,

develop relationship between countries

By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Contributor

. There's more to Chinese cinema than a wealth of Jackie

Chan movies and John Woo films.

Unfortunately, the majority ofthe American public is not

privy to such Chinese national treasures as "Ju Do," "The
Lin Family Shop" and "Red River Valley," which is what"

prompted the Celebration of Chinese Cinema, a three-day

film festival that began Friday at UCLA and included a sem-

inar on "Filmmaking in the U.S. and China: Divergence and
Convergence," on Saturday in the James Bridges Theater.

The film festival was a unique opportunity to see the direc-

tions Chinese film has taken in the past decade, a time when
China's film industry grew significantly Ofthe 10 films that

were shown, many arc rare or are not available in the United

States.

As an attempt to deepen mutual understanding and devel-

op relationships with their American counterparts for future

entertainment Ventures, a IOi)erson delegation of Chinese

film industry leaders, including Zhao Shi (vice minister of

film, tclevisKm and radio), Han San Ping (president of the

Beijing Film Studio) and internationally acclaimed director

Zhang Yimou ("Raise the Red Lantern" and "Ju lib") met
with American film scholars and professionals

Some of those on hand for a panel discussion about the

artistic, economic, political and social aspects of film includ-

ed Michael Medavoy (chairman and chief executive ofTicer

of Phoenix Studios) and Steve Stabler (co-president of the

Motion Picture Corporation of America).

"The central question is, ofcourse, the debate between art

and politics and censorship," said UCLA Professor Joshua
Muldavin, co-chair of international development studies and
the panel's moderator.

Muldavin began the discussion with a focus on the issue of
film censorship by governments, ratings systems, the audi-

ences and religious organizations.

Medavoy continued by giving a general background on
the American film industry "from which discussion is possi-

ble." He explained the importance of American motion pic-

ture companies and the large role that investors must play in

the making of a film.

"To give you an idea ofthe value of one of these compa-
nies, the last conglomerate that was sold was Paramount
Pictures, which was sold for about $1 1.5 billion," Medavoy
said. "It takes a billion plus dollars to operate one of these

companies .. Three hundred-fifty to 4(X) films are released a

year by the major companies. This is, in some way, why art

must coexist with commerce."

Then it was China's turn. Speaking through an inter-

preter, as did the other members of the Chinese rinlrptinn.

Zhao offered some background on the Chinese film inditi y.

"The Chinese film industry has a history ofover 90 years.

It is developing tremendously, especially since the founding
ofthe People's Republic of China in 1949, especially since

SceailNA,|M9«30
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Filmmaker Julie Davis does exactly what she has to • •

FILM: Director feels few

works explore sex lives

of heterosexual women

By Louise Chu
Daily Baiin Contributor

Standing in a freezing cold phone

booth in the middle of Sequoia

National Park at night, Julie Davis

was getting something done. It wasn't

necessarily easy for her, but her com-

mitment to doing an interview with

The Bruin was something thai she

intended to honor. The weakened

phone lines from her room made this

the only available alternative. She did

what she had to do. And she always

has. v - ^ .

After an unusual film career work-

ing as an extra on movie sets, editing

low-budget Korean action movies

and working for the Playboy

Channel, Davis realized her dream in

the form of "I Love You ... Don't

Touch Me!" a movie that the 28-year-

old wrote, produced, directed and

edited.

The film is a comedy about Katie

(Maria Schaffel), a 25-year-old virgin

and hopeless romantic in search of

Mr. Perfect in the Los Angeles singles

scene.

Before she could actually get the

movie made, she ran into consider-

able financial difllculty. She invested

her life savings into the project and

even sold her grandmother's antique

diamond ring, which she ultimately

felt was the right decision.

"To me, it was just something hid-

den away in a safe-deposit box,''

Davis explains. "The movie was

something I could share with the

world, and the ring was something

that would just be on my finger, and

there was no comparison."

With a meager budget of $40,000,

Davis was forced to spend the money

conservatively, opting to shoot many

of the scenes in both her and her

friends' apartments.

Ironically, of her many jobs pre-

ceding the making of "I Love You ...

Don't Touch Me!" her stint as an edi-

tor for the Playboy Channel seemed

to directly have the greatest cITect on

her in making the movie.

"I think (that Playboy influenced

my perspective on love and sex) a lot

because it really helped me get into

the male psyche. And 1 think ii really

helped me write men as realistic char-

acters," Davis says.

Yet she is quick to admit that work-

ing at Playboy was initially an unset-

tling experience.

"Oh, it was pretty shocking work-

ing at a place like that, " Davis con-

fesses. "In the beginning, I felt likeihe

little girl lost in the wilderness. It was

a very scary place to be working, but

the people were great, and it actually

ended up inspiring me to write the

script because every day I was being

challenged about what I believed in

and what I thought about sex

"So it was a good place to be,"

Davis continues. "I think anything

that challenges you psychologically -

what you think about life, your

beliefs, things that are important to

yott - is a good thing."

In the movie itself, Davis found a

place to directly apply the insight she

had acquired from her Playboy expe-

rience.

"I would say that I applied it more

in the female perspective ofjust being

really confused and enraged by the

causal attitude that men have toward

sex," Davis explains. "And in the

male character, especially in the char-

acter of Jones - he's a direct voice of

someone I had worked with at

Playboy."

The story, which she reveals is

"loosely autobiographical," concerns

a topic that Davis felt needed to be

addressed.

SeeMVIS,pa9c31

Julie Davis'"l Love You

GoWwyn Entwtatnmcni

Don't Touch Me!" has garnered much acclaim at the Sundance Film Festival.
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'Beauty' uses past to iUunninate present

FILM: Director explores

16th-century *whores,'

paradox of modern day

By Lonnic Harris

Daily Bruin Contributor .
i

It follows the traditions of "Pretty

Woman" and "Leaving Las Vegas."

But these dangerous beauties live in

Renaissance Venice.

"Dangerous Beauty." which opens

tomorrow, unfolds its tale of courtly

prostitutes as a morality play for mod-

ern audiences rather than a fable or a

period piece. At least, that's what the

director and the cast hope the audi-

ence gets out the story

The film, based on a non-fiction

book called "The Honest Courtesan,"

retells the adventures of Veronica

Franco (Catherine McCormack), a

lower-class girl who cannot marry her

true love (Rufus Sewell) and therefore

becomes a courtesan (a delightfully

innocent 16th-century word ^for

"whore").

We learn early on in the film that

courtesans are the most educated,

intelligent women in all of Venice

because, unlike wives, they have no

responsibility to any husbands or chil-

^dren. Whereas most of the women in

the city are oppressed by their men, the

courtesans are free to do as they

choose. The whole story plays almost

as a negative of modern society where

upwardly mobile women are perceived

as having more freedom and education

than any hooker on the streets.

This paradox is exactly what direc-

tor Marshall Herskovitz wanted to

convey Herskovitz. best known for

producing television's

"Thirtysomething." and "My So-

Called Life." tried to use Franco's

story, however antiquated it may be, to

say something to modern women
about the roles they play in society

The real message of the

movie is that women
cannot be treated as

sexual objects.

"This particular period piece gave

us a wonderful opportunity to look at

certain ironies of how we live today,"

Herskovitz says. "Here's a world in

this film in which if you are a regular

woman, you aren't allowed to read,

you have a marriage arranged by your

parents, your husband cares nothing

for you, you're basically a breeding

sheep and you die young. If you're a

prostitute, you're educated, you're

expected to be an artist of some kind,

you are free to own your own home

and free to have love
"

The film attacks the notion that

women can be placed into certain roles

automatically Franco fights against

such pigeon-holing by showing off her

wit and poetic abilities openly, as well

as familiarizing herself with much of

the literature and art of the time. She

becomes, as one character refers to

her, "a national asset." It is this free-

dom to be both a sexual being and a

learned, productive person that

Herskovitz hopes all women can one

day achieve.

"The movie's trying to Si«y that it's

time to allow people to be integrated as

one self, which includes sexuality."

Herskovitz explains.

For obvious reasons, the film delves

very deeply into the issue of sexuality

and how much of a woman's overall

nature is made up of her physical

appearance and her sensuousness.

For Herskovitz and the other cre-

ators of "Dangerous Beauty." the real

message of the movie is that women

cannot be treated as sexual objects, but

are beings, for whom sexuality is one

small portion oftheir overall personali-

ty He finds hope that these views are

coming to fruition in the younger gen-

eration.

"There has begun to be a voice,

especially among younger women, that

I don't want to be seen that way any

more,'" Herskovitz says. "'I don't

want people to judge me by my sexual

partners, or my number of sexual part-

ners, or what I wear to work. It's my

damn business."'

The focus on sexuality is also a con-

cern for actress Catherine

SeeDMIGEItOUS,pa9«}1

Mozart's 'Magic Flute' returns

with fantastic, wNmsical style

MUSIC: New director,

format makes classic

more colorful, exciting

By Rccd Johnson

Los Angeles Daily News

An overgrown schoolboy. An
• oversexed genius.

Ever since Peter Shaffer's play

"Amadeus" and Milos Forman's sub-

sequent movie version, that's been

the popular, if widely debated, image

of Mozart.

Yet as the LA. Opera's current

revival of"The Magic Rute" reminds

us. it takes a very mature artist to see

the world like a hyperimaginative

adolescent. Set halfway between lush

children's fable and pre-

Enlightenment allegory. "The Magic

Rute" exists in a state of magically

arrested development - ever anxious,

ever hopeful and forever promising

that whatever's around the corner

will be better than what we have now.

Originally directed by Sir Peter

Hall, with sets and costumes by

British illustrator Gerald Scarfe, this

production stirred international

interest when it premiered at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in 1993.

^ In its present state, directed by Paul

L. King, the production's most

salient feature remains Scarfe's bril-

liantly conceived design schemes.

Best-known as a savage political

satirist. Scarfe makes the most of the

Dorothy Chandler's massive canvas,

filling it with richly saturated Froot

Loops colors, psychedelic rear-

screen projections and a bestiary of

whimsical creatures such as a half-

baboon, half-tiger and a tottering

penguin with a crocodile's head.

Scarfe turns Mozart's ancient Egypt

Mozart's music has

receivecl a large

injection of British

comic-operatic

irreverence.

into a pop-operatic fusion of Sesame

Street and Haight-Ashbury circa

1967 - a realm simultaneously fantas-

tic and vaguely frightening. This play-

fully menacing sensibility permeates

the production. Mozart's heroes

were lovers, not fighters, and the

sweet-sung Fedderly (impressive in

last fall's "La Boheme") is cut from

the proper cloth He's pure, if not

overpowering.

See FLUTE, page 29
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Israel Museum gives tiny country big chance to sWne
ART: Nation uses foreign

donations to fill gallery

with renowned works

By Christine Temki

The Bo$tor> Globe , .

Like Israel itself, the Israel

Museum depends on foreign aid. And

that aid can be staggering in scale. The

$42 million that New York business-

man Martin Gruss gave the museum

two months ago is thought lo be the

largest cash gift a single donor has

ever made to an art museum.

Like Israel itself, the Israel

Museum suffers mightily when,

because of bombings, foreigners are

scared away. Attendance at the muse-

um can plummet from the million visi-

tors of a good year lo little rnore ihan

half that number.

And, like Israel itself, the Israel

Museum is a politically sensitive

place. Consider the reaction to artist

Roee Rosen's recent installation,

"Live and Die as Eva Braun: Hitler's

Mistress, in the Berlin Bunker and*

Beyond."

"It's been horribly controversial,

"

.Israel Museum director James Snyder

says. A year into his tenure as director,

the Harvard-educated Snyder, the

first American lo head Israel's nation-

al art museum, found Tiimself

embroiled in an art-and-politics crisis

a la Mapplelhorpe. At a museum vir-

tually in the shadow of Yad Vashem,

the Holocaust memorial that is also

one of the world's most monumental

and moving ensembles of art and

architecture, a show about Hitler hits

raw nerves. :>
" '..

"The mere fact of Eva Braun's

name in the title is something some

people couldn't get around," Snyder

says. He gave them a chance to vent

their feelings (venting, especially on

politicized topics, is a favorite Israeli

pastime) in a comment book. Lots of

museums offer such books, and most-

ly the comments run to "Nice show."

At the Eva Braun exhibition, you

could see people patiently filling page

after page with their thoughts, both

pro and con.

One Israeli who didn't bother to do

so was the Jerusalem deputy mayor,

who summarily demanded the

removal of the Eva Braun show, a texl-

and-drawings fantasy that strays far

from historical fact. "He hadn't seen

it, of course, but he accused the exhibi-

tion of depicting Hitler in a positive

light," says Snyder. It did nothing of

the sort. But neither was it a straight

Na/is-as-monsters prcSentalion. It

was subtler and more imaginative, and

that's what got il into trouble.

Ultimately, the deputy was overruled

by the mayor, and the show, which

closed Jan. 3. stayed up for its full run.

"My only real concern was that

there was a hint of pornography in it,"

Snyder adds, glancing at the show's

catalog of drawings that are a cross

"People said/We
need guns and food.

Teddy Kollek said/We
need art.'"

v^ James Snyder

Israel Museum director

^tween cut-paper silhouettes and

Rorschach tests, with plenty of phallic

and vaginal imagery. "Nobody said

boo about that," he marvels.

The slate of Israel is 50 this year;

the Israel Museum is 33. That the

nation had a museum so soon after its

birth was due to Teddy Koliek, the leg-

endary former mayor of Jerusalem

who was also the founder of the muse-

um and still, at age 86, maintains an

olTicc next lo Snyder's own.

Snyder speaks of him in folk-hero

terms. "People said, 'We need guns

and food.' Teddy Koliek said 'We

need art.'" And Koliek thought that

the nation needed art in the most

prominent place possible. He saw to it

that the museum was situated atop

one of a trio of hills in western

Jerusalem. On the others are the

Supreme Court and the Knesset,

Israel's parliament. The message that

art is as important as justice and law

rings clear.

; The museum's architects, Alfred

Mansfield and Dora Gad, designed a

series of stor»e pavilions that sprawl

over the land, like a traditional Arab

village. Tlie ground-hugging buildings

arp inviting, and inevitably invite com-

parison with the fortress-like com-

pound of. that other museiun atop a

hill, the new Getty Center in Los

Angeles. The Israel Museum is as wel-

coming as the Getty is aloof.

In many ways the Israel Museum is

like any big encyclopedic museum

with a responsibility to offer its audi-

ences a soup-to-nuts presentation of

world art, similar, say, to Boston's

Museum of Fine Arts (MFA). In

other ways it's not. Most important,

while support for a museum like the

MFA is largely local, the Israel

Museum's support comes from collec-

tors and philanthropists the world

over.

Because the museum has no acqui-

sitions funding lo speak of, it relies on

gifts of art as well as money. Ninety

five percent of the museum's collec-

tions have been donated, mostly by

collectors in the United States and

Europc.^ Last week, the museum
announced that it received one of the

most comprehensive collections of

Dada and Surrealist art in the world

from Arturo Schwarz of Italy.

Including more than 700 paintings,

drawings, collages, sculptures and

other objects, Snyder says that "this

new gift positions the museum as the

most important center world-wide for

ejcploring the emergence, flowering

and continuing influence of these

movements."

After the 1996 death of New York

investment banker John Loeb, most

of his collection was sold at auction.

An exception was a major Pissarro,

"Boulevard Montmartre: Spring,

1897," which went to the Israel

Museum. Among those who have

given entire collections is Hollywood

producer Sam Spiegel, a 1941 refugee

from Hitler's Europe. The Spiegel gift

inclades important works by the likes

of Cezanne, Degas and Gauguin.

At a time when so much attention is

focused on the fate of art looted by

Nazis, art that in some cases remams

on the walls of well-known museums

or auction houses rather than in right-

ful hands, it's heartening to see that

important works have wound up in
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SMITH
From page 24

everyone else is, and I don't know, I

kind ofdig on it**^ ..- '•'..:

"(The comic book

industry has) gotten a

hell of a lot more
' interesting,"

Kevin Smith

Director/comic book author

Proclaiming to have enjoyed

comics since an early age, only stop-

ping the obsession in high school

because he was "too cool or some-

thing," Smith appreciates the oppor-

tunity to be a part of the process.

Though he realizes that many readers

may pick up his work only because of

his connection with the film industry,

he fe^ls^e connection won't negate

his^<5reative ability. However, it most

probably will lead to a small amount

of film fans becoming exposed to the

world of the failing comics industry

through Smith's efforts.

"In the time I stopped reading

comic books to the time I picked

them up again, it's gotten a hell of a

lot more interesting," Smith says of

the comics world. "Writing just

became so much better, so much

tighter, so much more literary and

adult oriented, that's the plus. The

drawback is that comics aren't for

kids anymore."

With this realization, the industry

has been hurting. No longer do peo-

ple like Smith, who grew up on

comic books, switch over to the new

lines of adult works with age.

Instead, kids reach for the joystick of

their favorite video games, never

thinking to check out a comic book

- store once they grow into adulthood.

"Video games seem to be more

interactive because you're control-

ling everything, but with reading

comics it's like reading books. It's

more about using your imagination,

even though with comics it's kind of

"Comics kind of play

with a different side of

your brain than video

games do." ^

Kevin Smith

laid out there for you," Smith claims.

"But comics kind of play with a dif-

ferent side of your brain than video

games do."

However, Smith doesn't profess to

change the world of comics with his

new line. He plans to keep his work

on the adult level that his films have

attained. However, he does admit

that nowadays, "your average six-

year-old pretty much knows what

'fuck' means."

"Growing up yvith comics, I think

it instills a kirKl of basic moral

barometer between right and

wrong," Smith speculates. "It

sounds hokey to say, but you learn in

life there arc good guys and bad

guys, and you want to be at least a

decent guy. I mean, that's why I

think comics got a lot more interest-

ing in the last 10 years, because even

the good guys are at fault, and it's

easier to relate to them. It's not just

guys in tights beating the shit out of

each other anymore."

Though he feels the book he's

writing is "a far cry from the books I

usually read," such as Vertigo/DC

titles, he thinks the humor involved

will prove it worthy of a good

perusal.

Likewise, though his forthcoming

film, "Dogma," will stray from his

usual flicks in its ambitiousness, it

will maintain Smith's dialogue-

heavy Hair for laughs. Starring Ben

Affleck, Matt Damon, Linda

Fiorentino, Chris Rock, Selma

Hayek and Alan Richtman, it will

also surprisingly maintain his low

budget style.

"Everyone's pretty much doing it

for reduced, reduced rates," Smith

admits. "You don't want to get to a

place where you're forcing your

friends into cheap labor all the time,

but I think it depends on the project.

What the budget is, if you're inclined

to doing it and they have the time."

"(In comics today)even

the good guys are at

fault, and it's easier to

relate to them."

Kevin Smith

And even though Joey Lauren

Adams, his ex-girlfriend and the star

of "Chasing Amy" pulled out of the

project at the last minute, production

is still scheduled to take place in

March. Ideally, the writer/

director/comic book author would

enjoy living his creative parallel for as

long as possible. Which just may be

possible if he maintains his laid back

attitude.

"1 don't know," Smith relates,"!

can't solve the social ills, man, 1 just

want to tell some funny stories."

COMK: Kevin Smith and artist Jim

Mahfood will be signing the first issue

of their new comic book series 4t the

Golden Apple Comic Book Mega-Store

on Melrose Saturday from 2 p.m. to 4

p.m.

FLUTE
From page 27

Same goes for soprano Gwendolyn

Bradley's Pamina, an innocent but

determined vocal presence amid

Mozart's exotic tonalities.

The remaining cast offers generally

solid support, though it's a shame to

have versatile baritone Kurt Ollmann

underutilized herp as the Speaker.

Making his long-overdue North

American operatic stage debut as

Papageno the bird-catcher, Austrian

lyric baritone Wolfgang Holzmair

steals the production with his euphoric

and self-mocking phrasings. And Sally

Wolf carries off the Queen of the

Night's tongue-twisting lyrics ¥/\ih

aplomb.

Oddly, at Friday's opening-night

performance, nearly everyone sound-

ed a bit muted in Act 1, as if that giant

pyramid at center stage were a black

hole sucking up noise. Even Kenneth

Cox's commanding Sarastro seemed

distant.

By contrast, the orchestra was gen-

tly commanding. Under Sir Peter's

original direction, Mozart's music has

received a large injection of British

comic-operatic irreverence, a Gilbert

and Sullivan tongue-in-cheek that per-

mits absurdity without silliness.

Conductor Julius Rudel, however,

keeps these l9th-cenAiry impulses in

check, ensuring that an opera that was

ahead of its time stays true to the spirit

of its own age.
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CHINA
From page 25

the economic reform, which started 20

years ago." Zhao explained.

She continued to discuss the signifi-

cant growth and success of Chinese

film but admitted that there is still

much to learn from technologically

sophisticated countries, such as the

United States.

"Although a brief achievement and

progress has been made in the frim

industry in the past decade, we are still

facing some problems. So Chinese film

professionals try to produce films with

the highest level of artistic value with

low cost." Zhao said. "As far as the

technical is concerned, we are trying to

learn from the advances of technology

of the world. We are now adopting dig-

ital audio-visual techniques, but we still

have a long way to go to catch up with

(other) countries."

One of Zhao's main concerns was

the relative imbalance in the cultural

exchange between the United States

and China. She pointed out that while

the Chinese seemed to embrace

American films. Chinese filmmakers

were having a harder time penetrating

the American market. This sparked an

extensive discussion and analysis of

how Chinese films are and could be

received by the American audience.

Stabler agreed with Zhao and

offered a possible solution.

"This is the universal problem that a

filmmaker faces, whether it's art vs.

politics in China, or art vs. commerce

in the United Stales," Stabler said.

'The issue is how American film can

be seen in China, and how Chinese

films can be seen in the United States -

Just to make movies that would appeal

to the commonality between the two

countries."

Medavoy added: 'Things that are

fresh, thai are different, that speak to a

person's everyday life in a manner that

people are accustomed to. that have an

honesty and integrity to its subjects are

often the kind of films that Americans

seem to like."

He cited "Good Will Hunting" as

an example. He reasoned that the film,

written by two relatively unknown

young actors (Matt Damon and Ben

Afileck), has achieved tremendous

success because it "has a kind of

integrity and honesty that's something

ofa slice of life."

Robert Rosen, chair of the UCLA
School of Theater, Film, and

Television, examined the appeal ofcer-

tain Chinese films over others and

found an explanation in two paradox-

es.

"The first is defined broader inter-

national acceptance ... Very often the

mistake and impression is that because

American films sell so well, you shouki

make movies that look like American

films - that's a bad policy," Rosen said.

"(There should be) a dialogue with the

aesthetics of other film artists but ulti-

mately rooted in your own tradition

that makes something distinctive that

can find the niche market in an

American setting that will attract audi-

ences."

Rosen stated that the second para-

dox vkras that many films that had been

successful had dealt with "universal"

issues, and "hence accessible to world

audiences."

Zhang confirmed this assertion

when explaining why he feels his films

have seen international success.

"I respect my own integrity," the

Academy Awards nominated director

said. "I respect the Chinese people's

feelinp - I just try to play out their

lives. ! think one of the reasons my
films get a response internationally

would be my concern about people.

It's a basic kind of humanitarian con-

cern."

And v^en the panel opened to ques-

tions from the audience, it v^^as Zhang

who was the center of attention,

prompting questions about his back-

ground and personal taste in film.

Apparently, his cinematic message has

come through clearly.
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DAVIS
From page 26

"1 think virginity is a really impor-

tant topic that's totally neglected

that's a really big deal for women,

especially in the college years." Davis

says. "I think women in the '90s espe-

cially relate to it because we have so

much freedom to do whatever we

want that ifyou don't take that sexual

freedom, then people think there's

something wrong with you; like we

have the freedom to say 'yes,' but we

don't have the freedom to say 'no'

anymore."

With the recent successes of

movies like **Swingers" and "The

Brothers McMullen," which examine

the romantic lives of young

American men, Davis felt that film

audiences were lacking the young

female perspective. She also asserts

that the only female group with a

voice was lesbians, who traditionally

supported one another more than in

the straight community.

"It's almost like we don't have a

voice at all," Davis says. "You see Ed

Burns (and) Spike Lee, and they had

their voice! Where is the young

woman? Why is it that they have

something to say and we don't? And
ifwe do, it's a chick Hick, or it's made

by a lesbian. Women don't seem to

get the chances or have the voice until

they're in their 40s."

With this movie, Davis has suc-

ceeded in addressing those concerns

and, in that, has realized her dreams

as a filmmaker.

"I Love You" earned wide accJaim

at the Sundance Film Festival, where

Samuel Goldwyn Company, a divi-

sion of MGM/UA, picked it up for

distribution.

The attention she has generated

sparked the interest of others, several

of whom arc now working with her

on two other screenplays. Davis,

alongside Mitchell Whitfield, one of

the stars of "I Love You," has also

just sold the pilot to a television series

based on the film, which they hope

will "be the new Seinfeld."

Davis did what she had to do ...

and it paid off. She acknowledges the

vahie of determination and sacrifice

and encourages others to do the

same.

"I think that right now is when you

have to start putting it aH together,"

Davis says. "And don't think that you

can't do whatever it is that you want.

It's always going to be bard.' but you

can do it."

FUM: 'I Love You

opens tomorrov*^.

Don't Touch Me!"

DANGEROUS
From page 27

McCormack. who portrays Frarux) as

beautiful but also strikingly intelligent.

"Being in this business and working

in Hollywood is very much about the

way you look," McCormack admits.

As well. McCormack took to the

script in large part because she under-

stood the character and felt for her

plight. As a woman. McCormack rea^

izes how few opportunities were avail-

able to females living in the

Renaissance, or any other period in

history.

In addition to sympathizing with

the Venetian girts' lack of options for

their future well-being, McCormack

can now sympathize with the fashions

that were thrust upon these women as

well. She had to perform most of her

scenes in tight-fitting corsets and

uncomfortable shoes.

"The restriction of those dresses,

after three months, really got to me,"

McCormack says. "They're very beau-

tiful, but the restrictiveness of wearing

them every day is a very vivid memo-

ry."

FILM:'Dangerous Beauty"opensfriday.
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Rob Fukuzaki
of Channel 7 KABC-TV News

Keynote Speaker
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JENKINS
From page 25

instrumental while the other com-

poser, Alvin Curran, focuses on the

ordinai*y sounds of life, like wood
breaking, or billiard balls colliding.

"There's two different composers

so there's a question of how the

music from my world is rubbing up

against his world," Lang says. "I

think what (Jenkins) was trying to

do was get people with different

backgrounds who would each bring

something different and then you

would get a little friction, a fault

line, from that too."

'The two different

speeds the information

came to you ...would

allow the music to

regain its integrity."

David Lang
Composer

Lang describes his work at times

propulsive, even maniacal, while

still providing a counterbalance to

the dance. For example, while the

dancers perfdtm with tremendous

activity onstage, the music moves

along at a slower pace.

"1 fch that the tensions between

the two different speeds the infor-

mation came to you, both visually

and through what you hear, would

allow the music to retain its integrity

and make a comment on what was

happening onstage, but not domi-

nate it or get in its way." Lang com-

ments. "The way 1 interpreted my
role in this was to be an intelligent

listener."

Jenkins' dancers played not only

important physical roles, but chore-

ographic roles as well. Hired on a

project-by-project basis, the nine

dancers designed all the moves.

Many of them trained in distinctly

ditTerent dance backgrounds, con-

tributing to the fault notion as well.

'The dance vocabulary,

the movement that

you'll see in 'Fault/ was

originally made by the

dancers."

Margaret Jenkins

Margaret Jenkins Dance

Company founder

"The dance vocabulary, the

movement that you'll see in 'Fault,'

(was) originally made by the dancers

in the company and edited and

directed by me." Jenkins says.

"They are dancers who come from

all different kinds of dancing, so the

piece reflects that as well."

Jenkins says "Fault" is not a lin-

ear story. She and her colleagues

were more interested in providing

an environment on stage that

allowed the audience to make up its

own story.

''It's not really necessary to see all

of these oppositions and frictions

resolved or to come to an explosion

or climax," Lang explains. "All

that's necessary is to have the feel-

ing that there's this internal life of

struggle."

DANCE: 'Fault' wrill be performed

Friday and Saturday at the Veterans

Wadsworth Theater at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $30, $27 and $9 with UCLA stu-

dent I.D. For more information, call

(310)825-2101.
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advertising information

Rates
Daily,up to 20 words

...each addittonal word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each addi6onal word
Monthly, 19 to 20 words
...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

informatkKi.

Address
118Kerci<hofrHaH

308WtotWDOdPtaza
toe Angles, CA 90024

Intsmet
E-Maik c(assifiedseme(lia.ticla.iBdu

Wsb: impy/www.dallybruin.ucta.edu

Phono
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

CtasaWed IMaplay: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 2064)528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00anM:30pm

Frf: 9:00am-2:30pm
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Deadlines
CtafHMod Une AtfK

1 worldng day before printing,

at 12 noon. ^

CiassMedOMayAds:
2 working days before printing,

at12noor|.

There are no canceilattons after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The
UCU Oaity Bruin." We acceptVisa,

Ma^Card, and Otecover credit cards.

Altow 5 woddng days for ma! payments.

How to Write
an Effective Ad
• Start your ad with the merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier lor readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make you ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's positton,

ask what you wouM like to know atxxjt

the mercfnndise, and include that in the

ad. Indude such information as brand

names, cok)rs and other specifK

descriptkxts.

oflaradMi

announcefflents

1100-2600

FOUND- 0—emo Street watch. Nea^ dorms.

CaM: 310-267-7080.

Alcoholics Anofiymous
Mm. KnMiM. Fri. Shf Stody, 3S17 Ada

Tlwv loak Sk^, 3517AebnwM
M/T/WftB.DwyA3<n9

WidliiLA>039
,AI«MM 12:10 • 1:00 pM

HHO flCIWA

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Busir>ess. Medical

t>W8 Never repay. Toil Free: 1-600-218-

9000. Exi. G-1650.

NEED CASH??- earn $1,000 per month PfT

from dorm/apt. Clear up school t}Ms before

you graduate. 1-688-279-1994

RAISE $500 in or>e week. Fundrais«r>g op-

portuntties availat>le. No finarx^tal obligation.

Great for dut>8. For rrxKe irrtormation call:

688-51-A-PLUSext.S1.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from low-cost finarxMl services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

HHBLmtnt ^
<^o\ypEOMo,

UlilVERSITY OF LA VERME

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
• Accredited by the State Bcur of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full lime. Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

• Certificate AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:
San Fernando Valley Campus La Verne Campus

21300 Oxnard St. 1950 3rd Street

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 La Verne, CA 91750

(818) 883-0529 (909) 596-1848

The University of La Veme is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

• Find A Job
• Emtti a Credential

• Make A Uving
• Teach in California Public Schools

Apply to the 1998 Project Pipeline

Annual Teacher Recruitment Conference
Oakland Airport Hilton

April 28 -May 1,1998
Application deadline: March 16, 1998

— Scholarships for travel and —
accommodations are available

Celebrate Diversity

PREPARE YOURSELF
• Gmduate by June 1998 •

• CBESTisamustH •

CaU916-928-4001 to register

for Feb. 14 or April 18, 1 998 test elate

. "
'^'•'

'

• To teach K-8*
pass the MSAT -^

Call 1-800-722-9476 to registerfor the next test date

~
• To teach high school •

pass the Praxis II and SSAT in your subject area
Call 916-928-4003 to registerfor the next test dates

, For more information
call us at: 916-924-8633

PROJECT PIPELINE
PROVIDINQ CAUFORNIA TEACHERS

sit

580 University Ave, Suite 203 • Sacramento, CA 95825

««P » .' ' I •
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

p.

*̂*

ACROSS —
1 Scarlet

4 'Profident

8 Cream—
12 MH. address
1

3

Book-jacket item

15 Singirig voice

16 Ck)r»qoef

17 Loose (pants)

18 Admission
19 Prances about
21 Framework tor

plants

23 Deii bread
24 Cumnf)erbund
25 Poet's always
26 Sorts
29 — over:

flabbergasted

31 Chase away
32 Ftop

33 Buikls ^^
37 Fairy-tale

monster
38 Clean the

blackboard
40 Exped
41 Type of skirt

43 Loud rK>ise

44 Wild grass
45SprBadout _

(troops)

47 Positive

snswoTS
48 Cow sound
51 FeNow
52 Average grade
53 Cry out

55 Nome's state

58 Giant
59 Kitchen tool

61 Woolly
animal

63 Handy
64 Super bargain

65 Meadow
66 Alk}ws

67 Too—
cooks ..."

68 Calif, hrs.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

mum seass amm^as

[issg]Qa asanas

Sm@Q DQ1@[DB]DD
BOQaa OQDg] afflss

DQSQS maSD QQID

DOWN
1 UrKXX>ked
2 Heroic story

3 Spanish lady

4 Monasteries
5 Loud blast of

music _
- 6 Totes
7 Energy unit

8 Confined
9 Loosenalace
10 Compel
11 Young

chicken
14 Rule
15 Restrain

20 Mi*« believe

22 In dreamland
24 Soft drink

26 Walked
27 Basebal great

BSfTS
28 Cat's nmirmur
29 Prickly

30 Stages
32 City sacred to

ApoNo
34 Actors' hints

35 Elm or maple
36 Soap butibies

39 — sauce
42 Do a

wine-server's

46Ughling
fixtufiM

47 ArvKtalty

48 Iron or

copper
49 Rust
50 Quartet

doubled
52 Spotless
54 Drinks like

a cat

55 Region
DO dOBWBOQ
57 Fills with

reverence
60 Bankir>g

oonven4erK»:
abbr.

62 Dine

So*ff

SI*

fi0
nn

mtmtttimiUuittLiiHm^tmutinyturtitli

5
5?

t::

•no

•)»

•na

«>6,
irt

»>•

Out

for

KirGittotfKFtitQfe

Become a leader

in enoironmental science

and management

(IC Santa Barbara's Bren School

offers a unique graduate scienttfic,

interdiscipHnary cturiculum

incoqx>rating environmental policy,

management, and law.

6|ien Ikxise

Join us in celebrating our $15
miHion gift from the Bren Fomdation
Mid find out about our innovative

program.

Friday, March 6 from 9 to4 at

UCSB's University Center

Please RSVP for the Open House
by Friday, February 27:

805^3-7363 or

open.houseW)ren,ucsb.edu

OeadUne for af^>licatlon: May I, 1996

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

Inlerlile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/nrK)nth and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. ^11 races needed. Compen-
sation $3,500.00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21-30. AH Info confidential. Please caH

310-285-0333. ^^
FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOk^EN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32 Egg
donors find It emotionatty rewardir>g to h«lp

anonymous infertile couples. Procedure is

scheduled around Spring Break, but you

must attend orientation now. $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looking for a Jewish egg donor. Can
you help us? If you can, call 310-828-5788

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile couple is hoping to find a compas-

sionate woman to help us have a t>aby.

We're hopir^ for someone wtx> has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent college student

or graduate. Age 21-30. Thank you for your

consideration. Compensatkm $3,500-

$5000-f«xpenses. If you can help us, please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733.

Send yeur sttry and

appeir in TV pilil
200 wds. or less about something
unexplainable that happened to

you, i.e. touched by an angel type

stories or story in the vain of
Chicken Soup stories. Deadline:

February 25th. Send attention:

Stephanie fax: 8 1 8.99 1 .2024

e-mail: youmag@earthlink.net
*plea.se include: name, age and
telephone #. Authors of stories

chosen will appear in TV pilot.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (tMF) 18-20 years

of age for a study on bone health Will re-

ceive $50 plus f''se nutritional, bone density

and strength assessment, and comprahen-
sive blood analysis. Please caN the UCLA
Osteoporoala Center at 310-825-6137.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages
of 21 and 35, the many eggs your

body disposes of each monm can be
uiea by an infertile woman to have a
baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advaiKe Imowledge ofHuman

Reproduction! Financial

compensation, of course. Completely
confidential. For more iixiormation,

please call USC Rcpfodactivc
Endocrinolagjr at (213) 9T5-999a

**THC IMULY BRUM ASSUMES NO RE-
SPOMOIBILITY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERMENCES COMCERN-
mO ADS M THE PERSONALS SECTION.

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUfTTEERS SOUGHT HMHhy young
women, agaa 17-25, weight between
80&120R)e., wNh normal periods, to parltci-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs

Receive $25.00 for complete participation.

Or. Ian YipO 31 6-206- 1967.

NORIML HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Ftoceive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evaluation, and get a sdentilic learning ex-

perience CaH 310-825-0302.

PLAY GAMES AND
^ONEY, TOO!

Social psychological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours Average $8 Undergraduate only Call

310-837-2669 or sign up 235 Haines.

Arc you or is someone you knowv 184 yean otd and suAei1i>g from Anxiety? Vou

may quaNfy for an Important medkal research study If your symptoms Include:

Q Lvcsiive >Mony

Q Fcdkig Tense or Inltable

Q DMkuky Concentrating

Qualified participants may reoeh« up to SSOOiM.

At CaWoralaGWcal IHab, a premier research fodllty, we are focused on testing

medlcatlons.4tiat ootidtwssibiy improve lives and lead to foture medical braak-

througf^J^lffed participants will receive quality care from our research stiff, a

free basic physical exam and lab tests. Enrollment Is limited. Be part ofthe solution

and call now,

TOUrUE
I-88S-CC-TRIAL
(l-Sft-22t-742S)

California Clinical Trials

f>ff*p Up fo fhe L?jfer;f In

Rfi?;e«roh for Pfiori?if;i',

Ars you suffsrir^t from pisqus psortasis?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could i^ecieve study-related treatment at no

cost to you. If you would like more

-^—.r— information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440

FREE
DIABETIC SCREENING

Classifieds
825-2221

Advertise for FREE in B-'iiin Bargains. Items $100 or less. Prints every Wednesay and Friday
Display
206-3060
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nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-488411-EQGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

It

EL dd
5^

A happily married couple seeks to

adopt a baby to comptetc our family

Our two year old adopted (on
would love to be a big brother.

Ifym CM help im fulfil our dream,

call Weady/FitKL
<S00)4M-2S43 Code: 9097

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

1^ you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310)829-6782

for sale

2700 - 4500
««

LAP TOP COMPUTER
MAC 5300SERIES.

OtO. 310-360-0827

Brarxj New. $1800

PENTIUM 200 MMX. 32RAM. 4.3HD.

6X4CD, 33.6, 14-inch SVGA 80W Speak-

eci. Win 95. AH latest adobe Via Voice Tons

rrtre. $1100.310-823-5101.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
S^ALY.STEARNSAFOSTER. Alao Orthep»-

die twin-s«ts-$99.95. Futls-$150.95,

aueena-$1 79.95. Kino»-$229.95. Futons-

S139.95. We deliver Beacon Mattress

Whae. 1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139, King $159.

Bonkbeds. Oettv«fi«a. Phone Onjmn Accept-

ed 31 0-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careM-

ly, good quaWy Mattress, box. and frame,

$150 Can deliver 31&«22-3284.

transportation
'mm

4500 - 5500
"mmmmim

MB'
mmm

iT =^

READ MY LIPSIII
You can make $4800 In

48 hrs. My POWERFUL
il^OQRAM can put BIQ
money in your pocket

FAST? not MLM or chain

tetter. For free Info call

Macro Enterprises

1-888-510-4549
\ss ^

1986VWSCIROCCO
Well maintained, sMver-blue, 105K, runs

good, aluminum rims, new ciutch&tires, car

phone. Asking $1700. Must see. 310-478-

6828.

1988 TOYOTA SUPRA TURBO, automatic.

wAarga top. Pearl white w/burgundy leather.

Kemwood CD&alarm. Mint corxlition, new
turbo/brakes $8495. Davkj 213-933-9033

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC.
fourHiJoor. original owner, 58.000 miles,

white, excellent conditk>n, $3,975. 310-474-

0555.

1990 ACURA INTEGRA, 69.000 miles, ex-

cellent coTKJition, great stereo, alarm Origi-

nal owner. $6,000 obo. Trey. 9-5 (818)502-

5600.

1992 RED CAVALIER Z24 CONVERTIBLE.
White automatK top/interk>r, AittomatK, head-

ed One owner, immaculate corxjitkxi. Only

40,000 miles! $9500 obo 310-471-5326.

88 TOYOTA MR42. Must sell 5-speed. AC,

sunroof, extras Super dean! $3,950 obo.

Call Stephen, 818-504-1177.

SEIZED CARS FROM
$175!!

Porsches, Cadaiacs, Chevys. BMWs. Cor-

vettes. Also Jeeps, 4-Wheel Drives. Your

Area. Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A- 1650

for current listings.

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadil-

lacs. Chevys. BD^IWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps.

4WD's Your Area Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A- 1650 for current listings.

'89 JEEP WRANGLER 4.2 6cyl. HT. 35"

tires 5' RarKfw suspension $7500 obo

Jaime ©310-824-4953 Pgr 888-9279

'89 TOYOTA CELICA
QT CONVERTIBLE Great k}w mileage car

(79.000 miles), A/C. P/W. P/S. AH^FM case-

tte. red/Mack top and interior, new tires

alami $7,500 Call Makfie Work: 310-319-

5490 Home: 310-573-0129 Fun car!

•94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL 5 speed. Ex-

cellent condltton. $8990 Please call

ZainO310-477-6612,

STARS CAROL BRUNETT. Roma Downey,

and John Dye. Reveal the key elements in

becoming a proleeskxwl actor! Order the

vkleo The Actor's Succeea Factor' now!

www.gravttyTebel.com or call 436-855-7552
Cvc!pTiiiir' Ifisufnncr' Services

«Motorcycl«* Motor Scooter •Moped
I Llabimy Inmutmnom K now »>• l«m(
— It's tmmm man you miokl

_ No KiddingI
Call for a free quote.

(31 0) 275-6734

i( Piano Rentals ^
if Low Monthly Rates W
A HoMfMMd Piano R««al Company^^ 213-462-2320^ ^ 7••••••#•••

igeeh' _ 1 50cc. Red. mint condi-

tton basket $350obo. Call Paul at 626-237-

9721

travel

5600 " 5720
mmmmmmmmm

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LLBEAT ANYONES price or dont want

your business. Ail drivers Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

f4mcniM

/lllstatef
IbuVe in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
C2 t>lk«. So of Wllst-iire)

Kound I rip ^\irlarc

HiicnoK .Airi"

(iiiiiyaqiiil

Quito

Package Tours also available

For .'no b
R»-s: HOO 2

rKOFtSblO.\.'\L rK.WEL SCKVI'
•"^mth \nirri< an Spp<i;ili«;li

( SI .' i()l7():i'> H)

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK. Two tk*ets.

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale. $200ea.

212-946-1173.

LOW AIRFARES Domestk: * Internatkjnal

http7/¥»ww.travel-about.com. 520-327-1879

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUN> -nop COURSH AlinUE$ •
Ba a Mtlt lariUt aed smw M| $$$

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL''
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

1 (800) 225-9000

Air Courier International
1-900-892-7216 24 In.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWNHIR CAR HOTEL RESERVATION AT

hnpJ/www.pri$mcw9b. comAjquatravel

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domesttc and

Intemotonal Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomodotions

Car Rentals

*Asio*Africa*Austra«o*Europe*Soutti Ameficfl*

*ln(»a*C(nKido*Mexb*H(nMr

IM^MMR IWWilvww • AMnt4MMfe

MMM and some rerftdtons moy oppty PlutloiiM

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 NMMe, SMII434, WUltioodCA 80024

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://www.llielaweb.com Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING.

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico Live with family Four

weeks-$875 5classes/day. room&board.

CALMECAC Calixto 2. Guanajuato, Gto.

36000 Mexico. modem560qu)jote ugto mx.

ALONE-STRESSEO-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidential counseling Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hypnotherapy lor

test preparation. IrxJIviduals, couples West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643.

Tffpr
m 1

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages S34&UP 1 -888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed.

services

5800 - 7300

COUNSELING wiUi CCNMFAS9CM
Md CONnDENTIAUTY

t KAlENDKRR.PbJ).
LlcJ13144

(31^ 337-1684

KAREN SCHLAFT. Pk.D.

(31«) 472-4430

R.MILES UYCHOCO, Pk. D.

Lk.«14384

(314) S39-7475

Westwood Office

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avaH. from

sponsorsllt Great opportunity. CaN now. 1-

800-532-8890
.

STUDENT LOANS^
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loan* (Lander Code 832123) Also

receive low-co4t llnandal sen/icea. 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu org

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
TaWng to tti* MQHT person can halpl

AFFOtOABlf, QUALITY THBtAPY

nU>. LJ»»T»w*Won«.

f^yonoKO^m
(PSY144«0)

SoW-Csmw. Awdoty;

PfowrtUI CwwInB.

Survlwva ol EmoMonoi.

Pt«y«toal,or

AduN ChMran ol AiootwMoa.

MuMouMwaMMHatMc l««M.
Couptao ConMcts or

Classifieris

825-2221
More Bruins turn to the Daily Br///V?than any other newspaper.

M

Contempo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Rlls & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly Hills

(btwn. Gregory Way & Olymptc Blvd.)

-, . Mof>Sat9-7pm
Free Partting

" No Appt Naee^ary

Call (310) $99-9979
incKiiiii ^iiniiniiiiixiJ

UIgltf llfWiDBrAuBIMyS

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYtll fHat fee/low cost/paynnent plans.

Law offices of White &/KSSOC. (UCLAW^')
800-420-9998/310-207-2089.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experiefx:ed immigration attorney. Reason-

able rates and free consultations. Call 213-

251-9588 for attorT>ey Doreen,

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!
Visas, Work Permits. & Labor Certification. A
California Corporation SirK» 1982. Immi-

gration Specialist. CaH: 310-459-9200.

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378 Licensed,

insured. Lowest rates. Fast, courteous, and
careful. Many students moved for $98 Lic-

T- 163844 UO JOB TOO SMALL!

HONEST MAN W/14ft tnx:k and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688 SF. LV, SD, /V2. Go Boiins.

JERRVs moving & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!1

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars availabie. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professkxial near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons. $13/hr.

my home or $23/hr your fwme. Acous-

tic&elqcthc. Jutes: 310-398-2480.

THE BETTER PIAI^ LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad 10-years

European operatic experierice. Free ttie

beauty of your voice through good vocal

technique $40/hr 310-470-6549.

TEXT ANXIETY
MidTerma, Finals. GRE. MFCC. LCSW.
MCAT LSAT. Bar. Call: Fay Shatzkin. C.Ht

Clinical Hypnotherapist 310-330-8851

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devek>p«ng/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sior^al help, competitive edge from natkjnal-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-
ta Monica CoNege. Business and travel.

Starting Feb 28-fApril 25 Six Saturdays,

9am- 12pm. $75. Partidlpation encouraged.

310-452-9214.

Display
206-3060
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Perscmal Ads are now being accepted
for the Brainlfte Yearbook at 118
Kerckhofr HaU. Place an ad for a

ffeNow graduate. Tell your friends, tell

your |»arents, tell everyone! Can
825^640 for further Information.

Hurry! Deadline is FelMiiary 23!

I 4*

91

Kappm Mappa Gmmma A The Hape
Treatment Center At Tke Smmm

).'^^ MtmkM-UCLA Mescal Center

'\i;>^ THE KAPPA ^^
FEAST \^-

A Dtnlng Extrmpmgama
j.

Feetmring ^*>»

SHWAG
Wedttestlay, February 25th

6:00 PM
At The Kappa House

744 HUgmr^Ave.

TlcUtsAreSS
Available From Kappa Members
Or CaU Alexandra 2O9-lg80

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITINQ & EDITING

, F^QpOHli tnd Boota.

Staran Bmt, PttO. (>K) '170 mil

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 weekdass
Job Placement Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Dwoount <»<» Stud>nl to

Debt Consolidation. Auto Loons.
Low Interest. Bod credit,

Bor>kruptcies Accepted.
Employment Required.

Fast Response on Approved
AppHcatior«.

1-888-281-5110

IMMIGRATION, Work Permits. Green

Cards. Citizenship, Investor Visas...

Anoel V»SA QNTER"
Reasonably Priced. Reliable. Efficient

Innnrugration Service. For Free

CoaaulUiUon Call: 310-478-2899.

Confidentiality Guaranteed.

Daily Bruin

Advertise It Works.

7200

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
vv/lvw) Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455.

RESEARCH. EDITORIAL, Word Pr9cessing,

ar>d complete resume services. 213-444-

2033

^

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct. 818-697-4028. Pager:

213-344-7581 http://www.online-

late.com/danrn/res/irKJex.htm

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-

TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS. ETC. 310-820-8830

DESIGNER'S ORIGINAL- Word Processing

Services; Tape Transaction, Business

Letters, Joumals. Scripts, Term Papers. Re-

ports. Student Discounts. 24-hours. (310)

777-0693. TShlene

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, matlirig Hsts, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. HoUyvyood, 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, prooWng.

editing, rewritirig, research, transcription.

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me.

Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

PRE-MED STUDENTS

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF THE CARIBBEAN
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (AUC). invites you to

meet witti representatives of the university at AUCs

Informational Open House
Sunday, February 22, 1998
Double Tree Hotel, Anaheim

100 The City Drive, Orange, CA at 1 :00 p.m.

Meet AUC graduates - over 2.000 graduates
since 1978.

Learn about our medical school program and
our new multi-million-dollar Academic Comple>
in English speaking St. Maarten.

To attend the Open House,
RSVP by phone at (305) 446-0600, Ext.

20, or E-mail us at AUCInfo ^juno.com

Visit AUC's Web-site at www.aucmecl.edu

Jf

. -.M«>K-'V •» -

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service Our

clients get results Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785.

JAPANESE TUTOR graduated univwiMy in

Japan. If you vvoutd Mte to laam Japanaaa at

affordable rates, plaasa caN to dtoousa. SIO-

837-4891

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chenwtry. Physics. Engksti. Elamantary Ifwu

graduate school. Post-Ph.O. WLA. 310-398-

0603.

PRIVATE TUTOR $2S/hr. avoid high agerwy

costs Most aubiects, all grades SpaciaKze

in writing and LSAT. CaN tMMarte 031(M42-
9565.

PRIVATE TUTORING
SEGOf«0ARy. PRtliAARY LEVEL. AH acade-

mic subfacls. Plus SAT. At your homa. Afford-

Me ralaal Cal Admiral Tutoring*310-477-

5685

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

supert papers guaranfaad. High school and

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRniNG TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—(or students of

all ages/levels $15/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

employment

7400-8300

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcription, Resumes.
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858

FANTASTIC!
BUSINESS OPPORTUNrrY. lyr PfT rntni-

mum invealment. Can earn you $. $500-

$2.000Wipo. 24-HR massage. 800-468-

7262ext.27603.

MAKE 2000% PROPrr
SELUNG "HOW-TC information by mail.

Raprlnl rigMs to 750 Books, reports, maiw-

als. Fraa infoiMclc. 1-800-466-9222. axt.

7891.24hrs.

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS. Parttime.

Mtipr nalwork martwUng company. Join out-

standkig taam. KM wW gat you started. Call

Roben 9Chaerf-818-990-7401

WANTED: Two or three friends to form a

management taam and develop our trade-

mark line of apparel (initially T-shirts). Cur-

rent owners have received a strong re-

sponse in 'early stage' testing These own-

ers, however, (an attorney&money manager)

do not have the time to try to advance this

entrepreneurial opportunity (also we're in

CfMoage arxt it would fit better to t>egin on tfw

t)each) Give us an idea of how smart you

are and whether you have the drive to make
this succeed Potential for equity is included

m this package Send replies to Libido

Sports, 2705 N Bosworth Ave., Chicago, IL

60614

Classifieris

825-2221
Need extra cash? Sell something!

ATTORNEY NEEDED TO help recover

unpaid ir^uranca claim in*a nruijor personal

injury case. Fee negotiable. 213-874-2569.

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT, WLA School looking for capable and

experierwed teacher assistants to work with

elenwntary level students, M-F. 8AM-1PM.
Begin 02/23/98. Call: 310-476-2868. Ask for

Mr Nastri.

Qr*«t opportuniU** for temporary A
p*rmafMnt poaiHorw in • variaty of

I

industrte* throughout lA Mtnimum 6
|

month* efliM •xperianc*.

Can (310) 207-2S55

AakforUsaorJul*.

BARTENDING
;tudppt Discount for UCLA Sludpn! -

.M','; ID L:)wcst Tuition

• Eaniliao-SZOOOiily

• tsam InwtobsoiNM

• csnmea mrwiosrin

JulZwsata

• irkmiaiak-irsafvunYin

National

Bartandors School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

MAKE $1500+ WEEKLY

working ONLY 4hrs a day.

No college degree

or experience needed.

Not MLM or chain letter.

For free info call

M.L ENTERPRISES
at 1-888-510-4548

ALPHA PERSONNEL
ALPHA TEBfPORART

\i)\v uil<L\(.:

FulI-tlme/Temp-to-HIre

Temporary placement
TOP $$$$

• Accounting

• Admin Asst/ Word Processors

• Bank Tellers/ Utility Clerks

• Data Entry Operators

• Receptionist

• General Offtee Clerics

Alpha Personnel (818) 956-3191

Alpha Temporary (818) 547-3996

FAX (8 18) 956-3090/

(818) 547-5807

TAKE CARE OF your child in my own apt.

$40(Vmo 9-5 natfMtnd nurm. WMMDOod
area. 310-575-3532.

CARIt^ RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED. Help out worWng mom. PkA up

a/yiHwins (rom B«vefty HMts school. Help

w/honwwortL Mutt h$m own cer/vald driv-

ers liowM/r«torwicM. CaN 310-284-8074

FATHERS HELPER. P/T on Weekends.
Assist w/girts 6 and 10 Do adivitlM w/lhem.

Computer Hterate. Must have own car. 310-

553-7337

IWIALE PREFERRED to live-in, use own car,

own apartment. Boy 11 -yr, near beach.

IBM/PC knowledge. Athletk;, non-smoWng,
1-yr commitment. 310-822-2228.

NANNY afternoons and some evenings,

valid drivers licenae, great references re-

quired About 32hr8/wk, flexible hQurs. WLA.
Easy kkls 310-836-8189

PART-TIME STUDENT to care for 3 chiWren

in Pacific Palisades Must speak Engllah and

drive. Approx. 30 hours/week. 800-660>

5612

PARTTIME SITTER. Mon, Wed, and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-okl/boy. Experience, kx»l

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490

Dispia'

;?06-30l
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WORK NOW!
We're in the business of
putting prof, people to

work. Seeking the

following skills:

* Reception
•k Secretaries

it Word Processors

WWy pay, flex, hrs, bonus

and carea" opptys avail.

Banington Staffing Seivioes

310-453-3471

MmMi Mee«led M«w
No axpaiienca required

For catalog, printwork, magazlnea, movies
VKMO and tv oommaiGiale
Men and Women of ai agas

,Fi»eConsulMk)n

CAU MOOa DIVISION
310.^59.4855

UCLA Annual F

$8.1IVHR.tn.wMMis
nuBnuMM • iSMMwaT irmMm

<«W.-T1KM. (Mi^Oi. 1Mh on SM. « Sua. MKnoora)

ConlKt Caitot Qonttz

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4tti fk>or. Westwood
wa are able to offer work study

$1000'S
POSSIBLE ^„
TYPING

Part-time At home. Toll free. 1-800-218-

9000 ext T-1650 for listings.

RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-

tc, articulate, professional, nk;e attitude.

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontk:

ofWce in WLA and Innne. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Please call: 310-826-7494.

A LAW FIRM
WESTWOOD-FlexiWe hours. Learn a tot.

$7,504^. Good typing skills, computer liter-

ate, excel experience preferred. Call 310-

475-0481 Resumes preferred 310-446-

9962.

ADMIN ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

filing & ger>eral admin. Fax resume:31 0-247-

1707/mail POB 5150, Bev HiHs 90209.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting and computer skills PT Flexible

hours PacifV: Palisades. We are national

ftower shippers. 310-231-0611

ADMINISTRATIVE. Approximately 22hrs/wk,

evaninosASaturday mornings Sctieduling,

aocoums rsceivable, phone traffic. Bilingual

Spanish. $6.50+ Contact Coco: 310-479-

8353

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
INTEFV4ATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seek-

ing alrang, motivated irattviduals to fill leader-

ship arKJ maruigemanl positions Excellent

pay, FT7PT. 310-348-9900

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

up to $20^., day/0ve classes, 1-2 week

classes. 310-973-7974. Intematx>nal Bar-

tender's school.

BASEBALL!
ASSIST BASEBALL COACH NEEDED- lor

9- 11 year okJs, 1-2 hrs 3 days/wk. Must be

able to throw batting practwe. MikeO310-
843-9033

CAD OPEfVKTOR: architectural office has

P/T poeiiion. Must know auto cad 14 and

word-processing Fax resume:310-453-

6i419 or call: 310-453-3335. 2932 Wilshire

Blvd. Santa Mortice

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

,de8k/customer service agent at #\e UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel WORK 15-

20HRS/WK $7 75/HR+ 32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE . LA

90024 PHONE 310-794-0151. FAX 310-

794-8503 ^__
CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St

Mary's College 3pm- 11pm or 5pm- 1am
$6/hr to start. 310-541-7775.

CARETAKER Look after 76yr old man Ex-

ercise, take to pool. Must drive w/insurance

P/T. Starling at $9 Fax resume; 310-479-

2402

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
HefWMiled

iifc

SI'OIMS M\KKI ri\(.

Earn six figures, get tickets to

all the hottest sporting events,

and hang with the pros. If you

are a graduate, can work under

pressure, love sports and cold

calls, you could make your

team AM 1 1 50 Sports Radio.

Call Nancy Cole.

(818)295-6500 .^

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, commercials, and musk: vktoos. Earn

up to S240 per day! No experience needed

Work guaranteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-Ome for small

busy law firm in Beverly Hills. Great hands-
on experience! $7/hour. Resume: PO Box
18143 Beverly Hills, CA 90209 Or
emall:bevhillslaw6earlhlink.net

COMPUTER SUPPORT Software support

Win97 NT. Experience w/Access database.
MS word. Salary negotiable. 20+ hrs/wk
310-208-2442. Fax resume: 310-208-2621.

MARKETING INTERN. J. Peterman Compa-
ny, a national retail/direct mail catatog, is

tooking for a marketing intern. P/T, pakJ posi-

tion 15-20hrs/wk Please call Brinae213-
938-6900.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physk;al sciences senrti-

nars in March, July, and /^gust/1 998 1-800-

305-4415. huntdOcc.umanitot)a.ca

MEN-WOMEN AGES18-26 for nude model-
ing for magazines. Une art and vMaos. Call

310-289-8941 days
-

MODELS WANTED by professtonal photo-

studk) for upcoming assigrvT>ent Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrk»l. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! AM types- 18-*-! Fun/Easyl Uo cra-

zy fees! Program for free medcal! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry, wikf life

preserve, corKessionaires, firefight-

ersAmore Competitive wages>t)er>efits. Ask

us how! 517-324-3110. Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Nutrittonal educatton

helpful. Flexttiie days 16/hrs-wk. $7/hr Fit-

ness/nutrition firm. Verace. Fax 310-396-

7980.

OFFICE ASSISTANT: Part-tinf>e, 12-

15hrs/week, 3 days a week, flexible,

$8 50mr. 310-209-3381.

OFFICE ASSITANT
Needed for martcaling director PfT or F/T

Must have knowtadge in MS Word/Excel

Fax resume to 310-338-3610.

PART-TIME LEAGUE
COORDINATOR

SPORTS-ORIENTATED, fun, reiiabie people

needed to work at adult sports leagues. Must
be 21 yrs or okjer Interns also needed. Call

for interview and wage info. 310-376-0025

- COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company kx)kir)g for

customer servne reps. Part-time 6am-10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F, FridayiSaturday

posititons for mkJnight to 8am or all hours. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support Com-
puter experier^e preferred. In Westwood,

minutes from campus Fluency in French.

German or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must

enjoy customer service. Some lifting

$6.77/hr 15-20hrs/wk. Call Felicia at 310-

2062842 to apply

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING Posittons start at $7 18/hr

with promottons up to $9 47/hr Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academic

year remaining and a valid driver's Iteense

Call 310-825-2148 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, lax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www ucu org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urban dog piaycare & training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts 310-445-1447.

ESTABLISHED tXXi WALKING/PET SIT-

Tif^iG servce is tooking for quality people to

assist on daily walks Ptoase t>e responsible,

flexible and love animals! If interested, call

Tracy 9 213-938-9387

FILE CLERK NEEDED for Architectural finn

Organized person for 20-30 hours/wk ^7.00-

8.50/hr Resumes to Box 1211. 11301 Olym-
pto Blvd., #121 LA. CA 90064.

FILE CLERK
P/T, fast-paced. WLA medcal office Ring
medk:al records, x-rays, and general duties.

Fax resume 310-286-2710 attn Kay.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun. caring. Summer Day Camp
i staff wfiose summer f>ome is in ttie San Fer-

nando or Canejo Valley. Ventura, Carr^arillo,

Malibu. or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs9aol.com

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Imnnediate positton available Century City

investment tanking fimn. Must work Tfwrs-

days&Fridays, 8am-5pm without exception.

PurKtual, computer literate, responsible,

dedicated, professional, hard-working, and
detail-onented Prevtous office experience

preferred. $8/hr. Fax re8ume:310-788-5572.

att.:Sherior LHI.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

. West LA Conversation only. Flexible hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

HELPER NEEDED to do bookkeeping/office

work. Must know corr^uters Good organiza-

Itonal sMRs. Flexible hours. CuWer City.

$7/hr+. 310-390-1240. 310-558-4255

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED $45,000 income po-

tential CaN: 1-800-513-4343 Ext.B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105.

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phorws,

Part time. Good pay for the right person
Language experience pkjs. 310-475-5556.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately RapkHy expand-
ir>g No experience rtecessary. Full traintng.

P/T $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664

JOIN THE MUSIC MARKETING TEAM Cut-

tir>g-edge company tooking for student work-

ers wfK) know tfie LA musk: 8cer>e arid sur-

rourxJir>gs like tfie back of their hand* If you

have wheels, are rrwtivated, and like getting

tree CD's, concert ttokets, and pronK) stuff.

fax your resume to 212-966-7508 or email to

mdcOdti.net

KAPLAN
SALES-Smart. amt>itious. energetic people

for our Educattonal Sales Department. B/A,

1-year experiery:e in sales/marketing, serv-

ice-onented. enthnved in fast-paced workir>g

environment. Fax cover and resume attn:

DW 310 -209-2025.

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair removal
company in BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Friendly, detail-oriented, will train

$18-$25/hr 310-247-0999

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

rTK>tivated. outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Pos. are limited so call now&join LE
BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

LIVE IN WANTED to assist with daily activi-

ties for a healthy 86-yr/okj widow. Santa Mo-

nica area. Must have car. 310-587-9244.

ATTRACTIVE, sell motivated, women need

ed for lingerie modeling No nudiiy Excel

lent compensation!' Will not interfere w/stuO

•es Christine#8l8-S46 8855Exl3

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr Mon-
Fri. 9am-5:30pm Small immigration law firm

in Century City Computer literate, good
phorfe skills, file, phones. Positton includes

all other job related duties. Begins ASAP.
310-553-6600 or Jax-310-553-2616

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-

vate training opportunity 5 days/week. M-F.

6am start. $500/month. Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PRODUCTION COMPANY just completed
first film seeks scripts for next feature pro-

ject. Contact Alex GaynerO 31 0-396-3828 or

Steve Adelson ©31 0-306-2852 for nrrore in-

formation.

PRODUCTION CREW needed. Somewhat
experienced for ambitious short film:

wardrobe, props. AD, editor, make-up, and
more. Send Resume 25852 McBean
Parkway «1 83 Valencia. Ca 9\355

PT DRIVERS/WAITERS
WANTED

FLEXIBLE HRS. GREAT work/people. Driv-

ers/waiters wanted- Pizza Hut. Contact

l^than: 310-206-0900.

PT GENERAL OFFICE
OFFICE/MAILCLERK-maihng. copying, fil-

ing, phones, for large syrwgogue. $7.0O/hr.

Permanent/Parttime 1-5pm H4on-Fri.

Please fax resume to Wilshire Blvd. Temple
213-388-2595 or call Yvette 213-388-2401

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate management company. Must

be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable Great working environ-

nr>ent/fl€xible hours $8/fTOur 213-850-5726

RECEPTIONIST
WEEKEND positton with Law Firm 9am-
6pm Sat-Sun Bilii>gual Spanish Receptton,

data entry, filing. CorDputer literate $15/hr

,Fax resume 213-658-6041

RECEPTIONIST Experienced, needed for

r>ew salon in Westwood F/T Please call

310-208-7531.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT$10/HR. CaH 512-

472-7225

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT.

CNMren book knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

STUDIO REPS NEED?D. $7-$15/hr too-

nuses P/T. No expenerKe needed Working

w/other students Great P/T / F/T work 213-

882-6844.

SUIWIMER CAMP JOBS Decathton Sports

Club Pato Alto. CA SeS-SSO/day 6/22-8/14

650-365-8638

SURROGACY Professional couple seeks

woman to f>elp them have a chito through

surrogacy. $20,000 800-450 5343

TEACHERS NEEDED
to teach kkls computers, ntath. and science

classes ASAP Hours 2-5pm Experience

wori(ing with kkls preferred Great pay All

appltoants fax resunr>e to: 310-445-5628

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japarwse cafe in WLA Must be fluent in

both English arxl Japanese CaU 310-477-

9871

WANT TO HAVE FUN ©WORK? Responsi-

ble. entfHJSiastic arxl hardworking Phys Ed.

ECE. child development majors apply. Kkls

gym Holly 818-343-1120.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs.

Will work around your school scfiedule 818-

344-1294

WEB SITE DESIGNERS
Full and part time. $15/f>our+ HTML and

graphic design High-end clients, great ex-

perience, leading design studio Apolto Inter-

active 310-393 5373

WE'RE SEEKII^ INDIVIDUALS to provkte

support to the devetoprrientally disat>led Call

Dwight Islanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

PR INTERNSHIP
Hollywood Madison group, a PR agency

specializing in celebrity endorsements, is of-

fering a non-pakl 3mo internship Require-

ments: sophomore status. MAC proficient.

lS-20hr8/wk. Fax resume: 213-951-1750

Let over 56.000 readers know it's your friend's birthday

INT'L BUSINESS AND
MARKETING

EXPERIENCEALEARN ALL aspects of infl

business, marketing, export, product devel-

opment. operation&mari<et research UniNet
Santa Monica seeks intern for special pro-

jects. PT, flexible hrs, possibility ol interna-

tional travel If you are motivated, organized,

dependable, fluency in Japanese/German/
or Italian. Fax your resume© 31 0-396-3 196
attn: Internship or call 310-396-8596.

OFFICE/PRODUCTION ASSISTANT.
Record Lat>el/Artist Management company
representing major artists Phone/comput-
er/secretanal experience preferred. Ctose to

campus. Urtpato but great experierKe. Flexi-

ble hours. 818-784-7782,

INTERNS WANTED!
HI-RISE BUILDING PROJECT m Marina

Del .Ray now hiring paid interns for training

in purchasing, project management, civii en--

gineering quality control and interior rtesign

F;ix one page letter/resume to Polans

CCAD 310-301 0384

lorltaBt

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, security-building

Gated-parking Refngeralor. stove. Carpet,

laundry room. No pets 310-838-6423. Call

Bob

1BD-$675/SGL-$600
WLA GARDEN COURTYARD Quiet, ap-

pliances, blinds, etc Blue Bus. I.Smi to cam-
pus Ava now 310-477-0725,

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER4LOWER $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOO FLOORS.
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS. 310-839-6294.

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

UTILITiES INCLUDED

:• • PALMS • "s

2B0.2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE.

BALCONY. GATED GARAGE.
ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 PARIS $1046
(310) 837-0906

480. aBA,

LOFT. CUSTOM TOWNHOIyiE. RflEPLACE.

GATED GARAGE. ALAfflM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460. 4eA

GATED GARAGE . ALARM IN UNIT

t 39(4 BesNWMnSL $179$

2B0.2BA 2-STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPLACE.
BALCONY. GATED GARAGE.

ALARM IN Ul^
• 11748 Courtteign Dr.$925 •

. (310)391-1076 _
C)p«n HouM Mon St,. 10-5 —
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BRENTWOOD $625 A1 studio-apt W/pri-

vate entrance, serious tenant only N/S, N/P
Walk to village References necessary 310-

472-1869

BRENTWOOD
$725. Studio N. of Witshire. Spacious, sun-

ny-upper witfi separate Icrtctien, living room.

Wall<-in closet Refrigerator, stove, air-condi-

tioner. Close to UCLA. 11921 Gosfien Ave
,

#7 310-571-0293

BRENTWOOD- 1+1 North of Sunset. 1 mile

from UCLA Fireplace, pool, gated parking,

and laundry in quiet and private security

buiUing. $1195/mo. 8310-476-5806.

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdrm/4-bath 3-level

townfiouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA $925 2-bdrm/2-l)a. 2-stOfy cus-

tom toMmhomes. Fireplace, gated garage,

unit alarm. Open Morxlay-Saturday 10-5.

11748 Courtteigh Dr 310-391-1076.

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Cozy, 2bdmV1ba
apartment Quiet buiMtng. hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/itk> $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet buiUding,

pool, frig, stove. $525. 310-836-1424.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days. 3614 Fans Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1150. Large 1-bdrm, 1 5-bath Loft.

fireplace, balcony, private sundeck. A/C. new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/fwy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS. $1795. 4-bd+toft, 3-ba. 3-Wvel town-

house Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. O^n Mon-Sat. 10-5. 3640
Weshfvood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595. 1-t)edroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

cannpus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Ibdrm/lba. Carpet, newly painted

Utilities included. Icar parking. Center court-

yard. $575 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit 310-837-1502

leave message.

SANTA MONICA. BRENTWOOD, WEST-
WOOD and the WESTSIDE. Over 1,000

properties each week. LOW FEE. Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-RENT.

www.we6tsiderentals.com

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2txlrm with view, washer/dryer

in unit, 2/bth Mk:rowave oven, refrigerator,

fireplace, very ttright, 21-sq.foot Jacuzzi

310-475-0807

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1300 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath. Bateony, appliances, pool,

quiet locked building/garage. 310-553-6662.

WESTWOOD LARGE studio apartment with

bakx>ny. AH appliances. Secured parking.

Walk to UCLA. $690. 310-206-4934.

WESTWOOD, 1440 Veteran. Studio w/full

kitchen, bed, desk. Secured buikjing&partc-

ing. Utilities paid. Pool, spa, laundry,

rec.room $795/nf». 818-222-1909 or 310-

478-7570.

tOf UmiI

WESTWOOD- WALK TO UCLA- Small

bachelor, utilities paid plus bathroom, hot-

plate-f small fridge. $400. WLA Large singles

partying, $550 310-476-8090.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pod. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease 310-824-1830

WESTWOOD. 2bdrm/1bth w/oven
range&dlshwasher Gated building, 2-car

tandem parking. Available now. 1675 Man-

ning $1000/mo. 310-476-6763.

WESTWOOD. CATHEDRAL CEILINGS, fire-

place, 2-txlrm/2-t>ath, 2nd story, bak:ony,

new fridge, stove, idishwasher. hiewly paint-

ed Walk to UCLA $1,300. 310-824-0523.

WESTWOOD. Chamning, elegant, quiet 2-

bdrm, 1. 5-bath. Dining room, hardwood
ftoors, washer/dryer, stove/Trig, remote ga-

rage. Gardener. Like home! $1400. 310-440-

2050.

WESTWOOD. Extra large l-bdmi apart-

rrtertt. Upper-unit, quiet tHjikUng, hardwood
ftoors. New appliances, parking,

washer/dryer. Walking distance to UCLA.
$1,100/nK>. 310-208-2606

Mf nMn Hooiii Tor mill

BRENTWOOD- 2Bd-t-2Ba Condo Gated
parking, a/c. washer/dryer, refrigerator,

stove, microwave, walk-in closet, fireplace

$1495 310-446-1347.

WLA $950. TOWNHSE/APT 2bdrm/1.5ba

2 parkings AC, dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge 1826 Bundy Dr. 310-450-8414.

WLA. 2-bdrm/2-bath. Huge . living

room-fwlndow view. AC, security tHjIkling,

washer/dryer. Inside parking. Rot)inson/Pico.

15min driving. Bus6s. $925/mo. 310-625-

9625, Hm 310-289-8281

ROOM/BOARD&SMALL
SALARY

Busy executive in Glendale needs help

w/household duties, lite cooking, cleaning,

shopping. Occasional help w/2 young child-

ren Quality Individuals ONLY. Good driving

record&references a must! 818-249-6105 or

816-241-7383 ask for Peter Blacksberg.

WEST DALE. Near schools, shopping, 1844
square feet 3-bdrm/2-bath, den, new car-

pet/hardwood ftoors. 2-fireplaces. By owner
$360,000. 310-206-6028/473-8191.

FORtMER UCLA TENNIS PLAYER seeks
guestfXMise with court. WHt pay rent and or

exchartge lessons. Have references. 310-

585-6073

GRAO STUDENT WHO COMMUTES from

Bay Area seeks quiet room M-W evenings

only. Contact Robert at rdeesOucIa edu or

650-813-0507.

MAR VISTA, $62S/nr)onth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, fumisfwd 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patto, t>art>ecue area. Ouiet-buikling.

3748 Ingtowood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo. Ask aix>ut free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Meal

for students Suitable tor two. Defiftite must

see! 1525 Savirtelle Bl 310-477-4832.

FREE RM&BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) in exchange for 20hrs wk
in beautiful WLA hm. Duties include hse

cleaning, laundry&babysitting. 310-837-

8807.

BEL AIR. 7-min from UCLA. Priv. entrance,

room, bath, kitchen/laundry priveleges, utili-

ties IrKluded. Partcing Grad-student pre-

(•ffed. $600/mo. 310-476-4901.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

legM, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

N«ed car, $47S/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message. Abbey 310-275-
3831or 818-783-5151.

BEVERLYWOOD. Rmmate wanted, fem.
pref. 15min from school. Own rm/ba.
$525/nr>o-fshared utilties. Very quiet. 310-
559-1935.

BRENTWOOD. Move-In ASAP Share 3-

txlrm apartment till April 3/possiblitly for

longer. Master bedroom/own bathroom,

partong, no-deposit. $675 obo. Call. 31 (h
820-0424. .*i'

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdmV2-bath. Pri-

vate room and bath, f^lear shops. Fireplace,

pati9. Charming. Female. N/S, No pet.

$50ai'mo. 310-476-2105
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** "A Sutrmer Place" (1959) Richard Egan Young
love ar>d an old romanee mrealen lo ruin families

*** "Chuck Berry Han Haih Rock nRotrnmi) A
tribute to rock 'n' rol pionecf Chtx* Berry. 'PG'
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Marines invade South America to capture a drug kyd.

I Love Lucy
X
FOX Sports

*** "Widn«/)f Express" (1978, Drama)
John Hurt /Onencan Bl(

Marie Wilson

problems

•*• Ta»Sa*'(ig64)
Fonda.HewyF

SIoTS

**• "Chuck Berry Hail Hai Rock n'RorimT) A
tri>uto to rock 'n' rol pioneer Chuck Berry. "PG'

tkV, TatoMatoyoMTi'ltSSr
Comedy) Anri Sheridan. PWip Reed.

Lany King Live (R) X
pioneer

Deity Show Slain's

Prime Time Justice (R)

PuUk Policy Conference

Sroaaire
:)X

rngsssm
MualraM

lyMgMUvaTom
Hanks, Edte Brickel. X
Cochran A Company (f^

ProWea "Davkf Bowis

mSvm^~

Hsni

Tad

—

Nowsfooin
X
OaRyShow

ria
—

Mega Machines "Elite

Choppers" (PM 2 of 2)

Howard
Stem

Spoftscenter X

Howvd
Stern (R)

700 Club

Almoal
K

Geldan
QMaX

Loveinc Daixfy Warhols
(k) Stereo)

TaxiX INmvhartX

NSWS

J"(1!

<lj^
Brad Davis, Randy OuaM.

ayes is jailed in Turkey on drug chari

***'/> "Star Trek IV: The Voyaae Home" (1966) William SfMrtner

The Enterprise aew travels lo zoth-ceniury San Francisco. X
Thunder (R)'X ' "

drug charges Ik

Snk BtaRdngs

Program
pSu

Here lo Maternity"

Prpyam
a "Prom

Bonanair

^iSd-

YaHTbeup

pSS"
Program

Night Stand

ThsLoal
Episodas "Frsl Love'

CoNega Basketball: l«d»rva avSw
State. (R)

nsssa
QMsX
«ngUdut
(In Slerelereo)

Dyke

loi^

par

Stereo)

Program

MyalarUe(li(In

Twahre

uewncneo

Horse R.

Tad

—

Program

MaHrock OaAy (In Stereo)

Odd Couple
X

KT
Lakers Fourth Quarter

*V, lGlbna*(19eO, Drama)
kxmer gun mol prolectt

Replay

OGenal

"CommilunHy

-Nighl of'the Jugaier^i

seman searcfias lor I

F^owlands A~
an orphan from gangsters.

Sennce" X
1900) James Brolin An ex

iil<Jii«iii^-- **-- *'--!mgiwanoer. ine aenee
"Tb Death" (In Slereo) X

Ur^mme
NiUta(R)X

his kkinappad chiU.

34

33

35

(4:30) **V, "The Cable
Guy'^(1996) Jim Carrey

Dinosaurs
X

GrowkM
PainalE

* 'Taen IVoir Too" (1967) Jason Baleman. A cune
turns a student into Itie honest Ifiing on campus VQ'

Gfowino
PalnaDC

Brotherly

LoveX
**V, 'SaimM'-^1906) Harrison ford. A chaulteurT
daughter awakens toye in a rch woikaholic "PG' X
**</, "HerD"(1992)Dustin Hoffman. A homeiMS
Vietnam vet takes aedH for a hoorft bravaiY. TO-iy
(3:50) **
'lNe«a<r'R'

VirPtatrSonTJSui^^mT,
Musical) Voices of Soolt Bakula 'G' X

**V, "A Star Is Bom'tWB. MuskaO Baibra Strstovl. Seesawing
careers disrupt two rock supersters' marriage. (In Stereo) 'R* X

7i9K)

** -The French Connacffanr (1075) A NewVoif
cop goes to Marseies to >>reak up a dnig ring. "R*

eftheOame (1996, Drama) Oelroy Lnx)
Black basebal sters struogte to enter the big leagues* iCry, lhe8*bved(5«#>f(y"(1995)A
murder brings two South Africans togetner

**'/! "Anme"
STTtash aboul Ihe arVentures ol an orphan girl.

innay. The Broadwayway
rox

sons
'PG-13'

"KiH Ma Ao'i"'' (1969) A down-»id-out
private eye helps li*a a dlanrt daa^i.

H "Johnny Skidinatks (11

Suspense) Peter GaUagher. RX
**% "Bound" (\99fi. Dtama) Jennifer Tly. An ex-con
and her sulify neighbor j^n lo ry ofl Ihs mob. 'R'

***V, lB»)al Weapon 2"{im.
Drama) Mel Gfeson^nn Stereo) "K X
Growing [Walt Disney f*resants
Pains K "Disneyland After DvV"

rwnmars ai vie rmm \n/

;in Slereo) X
80-1 'T*i Man"

(InSleret

Staroale
SG-fiss

***'/i 'The ShdriSrv"! 1980, Horra) Jack Ncholson, ShefleyBuvi
A haunted hotel affects a coupis and >ieir psycfwc cfxM 'R'

*Vi TurbulerKe''(1907) Ray Lntte. A cunning killer is

bent on crashing i passenger plane. Qn Stereo) "R' X
y **k "The ^retool
Clul)|£wc(/Kv»"(197l)'G'B

s body begins Oomawy

Zorro(ln
Stereo X
-Thif»ier-(19»e)T

wasting away uhdsr a

iiiclJrdWiim^
amotionsuMugated. (R) X of murderous ambnon sal

jval. rVtes^ (1988) Two psychics heb hunt

|tor s Isgsndary treasure In Ecuador. X

s curse "R* rSBP^tour

"IVaittig for

GuHrrtan'X
'stale

tw 1930s.

tk^The&Hidar"
(19e2)KalhrynHarroto

Classifieds
825-2221

Clieck Autos fur Sale 14900! for the car you've been rtjokintj for
Display
2db-3060

-^^SS^-
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SHAPIRO
From page 48

lective conndence in oiir team is

damaged since they didn't just

cOme up short of the gold, but tliey

tripped on their proverbial skate

laces on the way to the medal stand

and fell flat on their faces, out of the

medals.

So, it may look grim for our gap-

toothed squad, but let's try and
remember the good things.

Who can forget that heartstop-

ping victory over Belarus (popula-

tion 19) in the round robin competi-

tion?

How will anyone ever lose that

indelible image of our sturdy front

line of John LeClair and Brett Hull

trying really, really hard to score

goals?

On the flip side, what did the

women really accomplish anyway?

(Before we discuss this, let's agree

not to consider the fact that they

won the first women's hockey gold

medal, beating Team Canada twice

in the process.)

Sure, they've become the media

darlings of the games, shown that

women's hockey is really fun and

exciting to watch and lived up to

every expectation that a nation

could put on them.

Each team would be

acting just like the

other did when the

games began.

But, hey, what have you done for

me lately?

The men would come into the

game with something to prove, and

the women would be overconfident,

cocky, and ill-prepared. In essence,

each team would be acting just like

the other did when the games .

began, thus each would suffer a sim-

ilar fate.

There is only one thing that we
would have to be very careful of -

that would be keeping the trash-

talking to a minimum, because

some of the men's feelings might

get hurt. .

I only have the b^st Interests of

the testosterone-based life forms in

mind, because the estrogen variety

showed that absolutely nothing is

sacred or off-limits to their witti-

cisms when an unidentified U.S.

player insulted a Canadian player's

deceased father during the two

teams' initial meeting.

Could you imagine Chris Chelios

captaining the American men into

this game and losing his cool when
Cammi Granato insulted his poor

dental work, then whupped him
upside the head with her stick?

Hey, I would pay to see that hap-

pen.

Shapiro is a Daily Bruin staff writei

and columnist. E-mail responses to

mshapiro^media.ucla.edu >^

Advertise in the Daily Bruin Classified! 825-222
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You read about her in last Sunday's Calendar,
now you can seefor yourself
what everyone is talkir^ about

Diana Krall

"fiercely talented and powerfuT Los Angeles Times

Leon Bates

"Music and Clurt"

12-1pin
Schoenberg Han, Rm 1343

Q> 9.

The recent buzz for this exciting young
jazz pianist and vocalist Nis been

deafening. Still basking in the success

of her previous albums, Diana Krall

was nominated for a ^^BeSt Jazz

Vocalist" Grammy award in 1996,

and this summer her newest release,

"Love Scenes" shot to the No. 1 slot on
Billboard's traditional jazz chart.

BodybuiMing & Piano

Demonstratioii
1-2|iiii

John Woocten Csntcf Lobby

One of America's leading pianists is also a
bodybuilder! Join the artist as he bench
presses and performs a recital in the gym
while discussing the similarities between
the discipline of bodybuilding and piano

playing.

Student Committee for the Arts tickets available for Public

Performances of Leon Bates, Feb 21, 8pm, Schoenberg Hal!

($9) and Diana Krall, Feb 22, 7 pm, Wadsworth Theater ($10)

GREAT PLACE
WE8TWOO0. 1 or 2 p«opl« to share largo

apartmant. 2t>clrm/2-bath. 2-8tory. Fraa

parWr>g. fuH kitehan. larga twtoony with v««w.

$50S/mo Avail atwllng AprU 1st. Just south

of Witshire (Veteran>Ohio). Please caN Nick

31O479-0789

W.L.A. Your own room. Share house near

bus, shopping, freeway. Share utility, laun-

dry. $445. 31 0-397-5251

WLA Large room with private entrance. Just

off of Waatwood Blvd. Utilities pakj and ca-

ble. Prefer grad student. $435/rTK>. 310-474-

1147.

LA .BOOM w/
1 bualne. $375
851-6130.

bath 20 min to UCLA
included Kay0213-

LAURA LADERA Adj to Westchester In-

cludes kitchen/laundry privileges Prefer fe-

male graduate student Share house w/li-

brarlan. $42S/mo. 310-410-4179

MALIBU-LAS FLORES- House to share,

oceanviaw. parking. $575/month. Call 310-

456-2674 or 310-470-0587.

S M. PRIVATE ENTRANCE $52S/$575 1-

txJrrrVI -bath in 2-bdrm/2-bath. Furnished,

utilities paid, cable, pool/gym, laundry. Se-

cured buUding N/S No parking FEMALE-
fREFERREO 310-453-7649.

BRENTWOOD $550/mo Female profes-

8k>nal seeking friendly conskterate room-

mate to share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Huge ctoset,

on bus line, security building, parking

Jasstea-310-445-9877.

ENERGETIC SENIOR WOMAN kjoking for a

female Roomate Falfax area Separate bed-

room&a large kitchen/bathroom to share

$350/month»shared utilities 310-271-7309.

MAR VISTA 4156 INGLEWOOD BLVD.

$362 50/mo. + 1/2 utilities l^eed someone

by March 1 310-390-9081

Classifieds

825-2221

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, mala/lemale

to share luxurioua 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own bathreom. Parking

space optk>nal Contact 310-443-0058

SANTA MONICA. FwHaalc Locatton. Ocean
view. North of WHsNre, parfect for jog,

beach. Male roommate $500^1 /2utilities

Betty 310-384-4313.

SHERMAN OAKS: Male roommate wanted
for 2txJrm/2ba Secured parking, $400 plus

half of utilities 618-764-7675.

WEST L.A. Non-smoking female to rent pri-

vate 1-bdrnV1-ba. In 2-«-2 nk:eAspack)us

apartment Please call and leave mes
sage:3 10-253-0648.

WESTWOOD- 1 or 2females for room in

huge 2-bdrm/1-bath. Hardwood fkx)rs, din-

ing, living. Strathmore/Levenng. 310^208-

3246

WESTWOOD- Roomate to share 2+2 w/ 2

other females Luxury secured condo

$40G/mo>own parkir^g space On major bus

routes. 310-234-9981.

Great deals everyday

WLA. Townfwe. Own bdrm/ba. Bakxyiy. Imi

to UCLA. Parking. $600 Anthony 310-470-

5999.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus housir>g & University-owrwd

apartofent spaces, urKJergrad and graduate

Convenient kx:atk>ns. meal plans. Call 310-

825-4271

WESTWOOD- 2 people needed to share

master-ljedroom in Luxury cornJo Laur>dry m
unit. Security parking Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished. $425-each 310-476-9779.

WESTWOOD Large 1 bdrnVapt Beautiful

hardwood doors, balcony & high ceilings. 3
parking spots available. Must love dog.

ASAP 310-209-9175 Sasha

WESTWOOD. On VeteraniStrathmore
Female needed to share rm/ba In 3bdrm apt.

$400/mo negotiable. Undergrnd parking

Start spring qtr 310-624-4933.

BRENTWOOD- Own room/bath parking in

large 2+2 Avail from March to end ol June.
$600+ utilities. Laundry facilities avail. 310-
820-5612.

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA. . Luxury
2bdnT)/2t)a w/bakx}ny. gated parking, fire-

placa. fridge and dishwasher, swimming
pool/spa Available 03/01/96. $1300/mo.
310-208-2617

WESTWOOD Kelton AGayley. Female to

share large 2-bed/1 -bath, bay windows,
hardwood fkx>rs Walk to campus. Partially

furnisfied/unfumished Available now for 3
rrontha negotiable. $562 50 negotiable 310-
208-0631.

ROSARITO BEACH. 1-2-or-3bdrm con-
doa»naw 3-bdm> on twach Pools, tennis,

danca. horses. 24-hr. market. Security 909-
737-9203.

Displa'

^mmmmmmmiam

^ i: .
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FEATURE
From page 47

have stepped up, blazing through

opponents' bats, collecting an ERA
under one.

The oldtist^, pitcher is a transfer

student, Erin .Weiler, who has a 3-0

record. Trying; to fill the shoes of a

pitching staff last year that won 49

games, had 1.60 ERA, and compiled

403 strikeouts, and are all no longer

on the team has been hard.

"It has been great because there

has been no special expectations put

on us but last year's (pitchers) are

always at the back of our minds,"

Weiler said.

Helping to relieve the pressure off

of Weiler has been one of the biggest

surprises in the camp, Stephanie

Swenson. Swenson is a true fresh-

man from San Clemente who was

not even recruited by UCLA and

signed late with the Bruins. Swenson

is on an amazing tear, racking up 1

1

strikeouts and three wins.

"We used to have a lot of stoppers

who would come in and throw heat

but now we don't have that ... Gayer

and Swenson are our hardest throw-

ers," Inouye-Perez said. "Swenson

has been our biggest surprise

because coming out of high school

we didn't know what she was about

but she has stepped up and been real

effective."

With new pitchers, strong defense

is a must in order for the Bruins to

win. At third base, Jenny Gardner

has impressed, gobbling up every

thing hit her way.

it has been..*-dream since I was

playing softball at the age of six to

come in and play at UCLA,"
Gardner, who is batting respectably

at .263, said.

Her dream has come true as she

has become one of the consistent

new performers to the team.

Filling in last year's shoes the

rookies have come out playing with

a- lot of confidence and that has

heli>ed them lead by example.

"I didn't expect confidence in a

lot of the new girls," Laurie Fritz,

senior lead-off hitter, said. "But they

have shown confidence and confi-

dence is everything in this game."

One player with a basepath full of

Confidence is left fielder Casey

Hirawiwa, who has jumped all over

opposing pitchers for a .308 batting

average. Playing stellar defense.

Hirawiwa is the ultimate example of

a Bruin.

"Hirawiwa swings a good stick ...

She is a little thing but hits the bajl

hard consistently," Inouye-Perez

said. "She has a terrific gameface.

and plays solid defense even though

she is an infielder converted to the

outfield."

The new players have enough
confidence in their game to help lead

the way for a great Bruin team.

Through the sharing of the leader-

ship role, the team has meshed and

has relieved the pressure of coming
into UCLA and having to make an

impact.

"Geese fly in a V shape and the

SeeFEATUIIE,pa9e41

Students Faculty & Staff go crazy

with Headlines delivery.

Food: Expert diners claim delivery

service can boost student GPA.

i^H '

i :

r

Cheeseburger
Combo

$3.69 + tax

There 's noplace like Headlines.f^ml
CMNER & PRESS CLUB

WESTWDOD

DELIVERY
5:30pm - 10:30pm • $12 minimum

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave. • Westwood Village
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WHAT'S YOUR
CELLULAR FANTASY?

• pager
• activation

• 1 year airtime
• 3 montlis

voice NAIL PKEE

•••- OCtfl

irrJer olus Los Ve-oos I ni Phoeo

Board of Directors'
Interaction Fund
USAC Programming Fund

Spring Quarter Programs

March 4

March 6

March 11-13

March 17

Proposals are due no later than 4:00pm on the due date.

Tbrn in all proposals to Kerckhoff 312B or to

' < mailboi #24, KH 3rd flooe

OLd^ 310/478-5440
^^Af^4^ open Monck^v - Soturdov

11054 Uiest Ptco BoulevQrd, UKA
(1/S bkxk east of Seputvwio)

CH€CK US OUT ON TH€ N€T
hctp://uiujui.celiulckrfontosv.com

Questions? Contact Alina %o

at (310) 206-2422 or act^ucia.edu.

Poid for by ASUOA Boord of Dir«ctorj Intvoction Fund / USAC Brogramming Fund

INVITATION FROM THE HARVARD-
RADCLIFFE CLUB OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA TO HARVARD-

RADCLIFFE ALUMNI AT UCLA TO
MEET CHANCELLOR CARNESALE

On Thursday, February 2^, at 6 P.M. the
Harvdrd-Radcliffe Club of Southern
Ca]iforry\a will host a smaW buffet dinner-
reception of welcome for Chancellor
Albert Ccirnescile at the UCLA Faculty
Center. Chancellor Carnesale served as
Dean of Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government and as Provost of harvard
University.

The cost of the event, which includes hors
d'oeuvres and dinner, is $22 for Club
members and their guests, $26 for non-
members. (Alumni may join the Yiarvard-
Radcliffe Club and receive the lower rate).
If you. would like to attend please mail
your checks payable to the Harvard-
RadcHffc Club of Southern California to
Myron Kayton before February 22 at P.O.
Box 802, Santa Monica, CA 90406.
Further information from (310) 393-1819.

FEATURE
From page 40

head goose absprbs 72 perfeni of

the wind. When the goose gets

tired it goes to the back of the for-

mation," Gayer, who has one vic-

tory under her belt, said about

sharing the leadership.

"When the head goose goes to

the back a new goose steps up and

it is a continuous action to keep

the head geese from wearing out."

The leadership is transferred

from game to game, from outspo-

ken inspirational s leaders to

extreme Laurie Fritz hustle. This

has cased the tension this year and

has made the softball diamond fun

again for the Bruins.

With a lot of heart and great

team chemistry the team has put

behind it the armageddon created

by last year's fiasco.

The returners and rookies have

come together to surprise the soft-

ball world.

The Bruins may have to hiber-

nate from postseason this year but

with such a talented squad earning

experience this year, the Bruins

will be ready to party "like it's

1999."

PROBATION
From page 47

Series," Laurie Fritz, second basemen,

said, "and they told us "you guys cant

go' ... we were working four to five

hours a day then doing weights ... It

didn't seem fair!"

Immediately, the high rays of happi-

ness on Laston were dampened by the

stormy truth. Heading into their final

games against Arizona State before the

seedings, UCLA said they wouldn't

appeal. But they did.

The appeal allowed UCLA to be

seeded and the NCAA granted the

Bruins the chance to play in the post

season but it would cost them this year.

"The probation was not the issue it

was the post season," assistant coach

Kelly Inouye-Perez said. "It was disap-

pointing because it affected the seniors

last year ... Now it affects the current

seniors who just want to play and finish

up strong."

Not only are the Bruins on proba-

tion, but many outstandmg players

have red-shirted or transferred. The

biggest loss to the club may have been

freshman phenom, Christa Williams,

who blew away opponents on the pitch-

ing mound. Williams transferred to the

University of Texas, taking with her a

21-8 record and 218 strikeouts.

Another integral part of the Bruin

pitching staff who was affected by the

probation is Courtney Dale, who is red-

shirting this year. Dale was 7-1 in 17

appearances, but more importantly

batted .330, giving the Bruins an

instant spark in the line-up.

Redshirting with Dale are National

Team members Julie Adams, Christie

Ambrosi and Stacey Nuveman.
The probation depleted the team of

perennial all-stars knd an unstoppable

pitching staff. With a crop of freshmen

and transfers, the four seniors will have

to step up and melt away all those shad-

ows away that are haunting Easton.

THEY
UVEf

WPLVI \[ • ^"^d Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

''I 1>V I.VI/. !l^*l" riPaninri F*nirf>c; ftZ-^O/qfl

•TOOTH •OMNMO, MJUCNtNO
Oxkto ILauaMn* Oa«)

L«l« Nours, Ff /

•OlMelu, Oa«t CaMto ft

•IS Yams In IHIw—

Cleaning Expires 8/30/98

COSMETIC and
GENERAL

, DENTISTRY
Forms W*lco«n*

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Qraduat»)
1 762 Westwood Bh^d. #460 (between Wilshlre & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appolntmmit Call: (310) 474-3765

Natural History of
Southern California, Earth

and Space Sciences 20, Spring

1998. No prerequisites, GE
course credit in physical or life

sciences; enrollment Umited to 17

students. Lecture, 2 hrs,; lab, 3

hrs.; five field trips required:

Death Valley, Providence

Mountains, San Diego County,

Yosemite, and a choice of either

San Jacinto-Palm Desert or Santa

Barbara areas. Professor C. A.

Hall (Room 6710 GeologyjJj|1h e-

mail: hall@ess.ucla.e<m).

Soul Food thursday and friday 7pni and 9:3()pni

Ackerman Grand Ballroom two dollars The Movie

si^f&^iiii^uiisalssiiii

(!;inipus I:\cn(s. Wc kvil \()U i^ihh .

rt

Minorities and Legal

Education: Preparing for

& Applying to Law School in

a Post-Affirmative Action Era

Sponsored By:

UCLA School of Law in Conjunction with

the Law School Admission Council's

National Minority Recruitment Month

.

Guest Speaker:

MichaeJ D. Rappaport

J Dean of Admission

UCLA School of Law

-^r.

-¥^¥

Thursday, Fabniary 19 ' -

4:00 p.m.

Room 1347 School of Uw
(310) •26-20M for Informatton

3^

The Angels at the Vatican Exhibit

visits the

Catholic Students Association

Have you heard about the Angels?

Come hear, see and almost touch the current exhibit at the

Hammer - The Invisible Made Visible: Angelsfrom the

Vatican. The Catholic Students Association will host two

members ofthe ArmandHammer Museum staffas they

discuss and show slidesfrom this exhibit. This is an
opportunity to get "behind the scenes" information on this

exhibit and tofind out about all thefree culturalprograms

the Hammer offers weekly

Monday 2/23/98
^ 6:00 PM
University Catholic Center^^— ——m840 Hilgard Ave —^

. ^.

A discussion and refreshments willfollow'''*.'.'.
,

•. > 7 - -,

1

A guided tour with a decent from the museum has been scheduled for March 14th at 2:30pm.
Those people who attend this evening will have the opportunity to go on this special tour.

,-;' :-r.h.j1M
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M. BASKETBALL
From page 4S , , «_. ^ ^

down by four with 1:12 remaining

after Trojan guard Kevin Augustine

hit a three-pointer from the right side.

Bailey would connect on two free

throws with 1 :04 left in regulation.

Then it was the Bruin defense's

turn. Augustine drove into the lane,

but J.R. Henderson deflected the

shot. UCLA's Earl Watson would

come up with the ball and missed his

ensuing shot attempt, but Bailey was

there for the putback that would send

the game into overtime.

"(Taking charge) is something that

automatically comes, it's nothing I

really think about," said Bailey, who^
scored 17 points. "1 think 1 needed a

game like this, especially since against

Stanford 1 was doing the same thing

and 1 fell a little short when I slipped.

It felt like I just let the team down a lit-

tle bit and to come back and get a win

like this, 1 think it does a lot for the

team."

Despite not having Baron Davis in

the line-up because he fouled out with

2: 10 left in regulation, UCLA would

dominate the extra five minutes.

Henderson, who had a team-high 20

points, scored seven ofthe Bruins' 12

overtime points.

—^ "'Bruins in ruins,' that'sa bunch of

bull," Henderson said. "We're just a

team that is trying to get better and

trying to improve."

In its first game since Jelani

McCoy's resignation, the Bruin

bench came through for UCLA.
Freshman Rico Hines had his second

straight impressive performance with

seven points and six rebounds, includ-

ing one board near the end of over-

time that helped seal the Trojan (7-17,

3-1 1) casket.

^^^ KENNY ROGERS *Hi

"Give people the x)ery best

That's why I'm proud ofour unique products

and this restaurant. Come see for yourself
."

Half Chicken Platter $4.99

I^I^Q^
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Limit one otter pef jJeraon per visit. This
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• 2 Side Dishes

•Kenny's Muffin I

(Extra Charge for all white meat)
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jlZ-UUD\J Expires ZnS/W
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$3.99 I $3.99 I
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|
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I
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VOLLEYBALL
From page 48

Barbara nine times throughout the

night. Sophomore setter Brandon

Taliaferro did the most damage a?Hfe

blasted a match-high five aces.

However, the Gauchos did out-dig the

Bruins 43 to 37.

"Santa Barbara made some fantas-

tic digs out there tonight," Scales said.

"The problem was that we put the big

block in their face and they hit the ball

out."

In game one, the Bruins never

trailed and held leads of seven, eight.

and ninfc points. The Bruins set the tone

for the night as UCLA easily took

game one.

Although Santa Barbara had an

early lead in game two, the Bruins took

advantage of five straight hitting errors

to go up 8-5. The Gauchos would close

the gap to two at 1 1-9 but a kill by Fred

Robinsand three more hitting errors by

the Gauchos would end the game. The

Bruins dominated game three and

effectively eliminated the Gauchos.

"We got beaten by a better team

obviously." UCSB head coach Ken

Preston said. "I thought we passed the

ball really well. We just didn't execute

on the offensive end of it."

m

I

ACNE
A Nasty Four Letter Word

Ifyou had used Clear Care 30 days ago

you would be clear of acne today'

To receive FREE product samples

and your FREE information packet

Call: 800 435-3533 or Write: Clear Care Corrective

1760 Monrovia Ave. A14; Costa Mesa, CA, 92627

GOODWE.L
Goodwill Industries ofSouthern California

Your
Donated ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

Goods ^BB^^^^^^bl

Create ^^^^lU
Hope. ' ^^P-'*' "''^' l^^^H
Jobs ^H
& Futures 9

then his manufacturing company
Closed. Jose didn't know where to

turn until his former boss suggested

he call Goodwill.

Because he's deaf and had limited skills. Jose

was unable to find another job. Goodwill

gave Jose the job training and support he

needed. They helped him find the right job.

and most Importantly, gave him the sklls to

keep It.

our donations help Goodwill put ^

people to work.

CAU TOU FREE FOR A UST OF LOCATIONS NEAR YOU

1-888-4-COODWILL'GOODWILL

NOW Open
ADC*
Now in BrMitwood
Veterans

Administration W«it LX 8tor«

11301 Wilshire Bl. ft ADC'
at Bonsell St. 1 1 726 Santa Monica Bl

ADC* Shorman Oaks
Par1< N Ride

Skirball Center Rd.

at Mulholland

*ADC - Attended Donation Center
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home run of her career to go into all-

time first place on the career home
nin chart.

Wuest, however, is modest about

the team's success so far this season.

"(The team) has done fine so far.

It's not Pao-IO yet; we're not playing

all the time, so it's hard to tell how the

team will do this year," says Wuest, a

senior leader on the team.

For the Bruins' home opener

against Loyola Marymount, Mother

Nature tried to stop UCLA with yet

another obstacle, dumping rain on

the contest. Despite being soaking

wet, the Bruins played error-free

ball, in contrast to the Lions' five

errors over both games.

Again, UCLA rode the arms of

Swenson and Weiler, who notched a •

complete game victory and seven

scoreless innings, respectively. The

fabulous freshmen have given up an

astounding two earned runs over 43

innings of work so far.

The poise and demeanor of the

two rookies has impressed their

teammates. Fritz said, "I didn't

expect so much confidence in a lot of

the new girls. They've done really

I'm impressed with ...

how flexible we can be

as a team."

Sue'Enquist

Head coach

well."

Enquist agrees that the team as a

whole has exhibited exceptional con-

fidence, and backed it up with their

play.

"Our senior leadership is coming
forward, our pitching is coming
through really well ... I'm impressed

with our work ethic, how well we can

rebound, and how Hexible we can be

as a team based on our opponent."

Next up for the as-yet untested

Softball team is the Gampbell/Cartier

Classic, a tournament taking place in

San Diego this weekend. The Bruins

will kick off the Classic against

Stanford today, in a non-conference

game that will be an omen for how
well UCLA will fare in Pac-10 play.

The tournament will also include

matches against Long Beach State,

University of Michigan, Louisiana

State and San Diego State.

"This weekend we play a lot of

teams that are excellent, that are

ranked in the top 10. It should be a

good test and a good barometer of

where we are," says Coach Enquist.

"We just have to have solid

defense, get timely hitting, and play-

our-guts-out style of play."

No matter the trials and tribula-

tions to come for the Bruins in the

days ahead, one has to believe that

they'll get throDgh them, if their

showing so far is any indication.

As Laurie Fritz puts it, "We have a

lot of heart, which will take us a long

way."
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g
I
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DAVIS-WATSON
From page 48

would be struggling right now, obvi-

ously, without the heart and play and

hustleof those two."

If it weren't for Baron Davis and

Earl Watson, the I2th-ranked Bruins

would have at least one extra mark
in the loss column. UCLA scraped

by with the 68-66 victory over

Oregon at Pauley Pavilion thanks in

part to the dyramic duo's last sec-

ond heroics.

With 25 seconds left, the score

tied and the Ducks with the ball.

Watson used his quick hands to steal

the ball and DaVrs finished it off with

the game-winning layup.

The starting freshmen's

connpatibjiity on the

court has ... helped the

Bruins achieve their

20-5 record. .

,.f-

But UCLA's Batman and Robin

didn't just save the day on that one

occasion. The starting freshmen's

compatibility on the court has not

only produced spectacular plays that

have awed many a Pauley crowd, but

it has helped the Bruins achieve their

20-5 record.

And the Baron and the Earl will

help lead UCLA against No. 2 Duke
on Sunday.

"I think that they have great

chemistry," fellow freshman Rico

Hines said. "They know how to find

each other in the open court and

Earl knows how to pitch the ball

ahead and create ofT the fast break

and Baron is a great finder and a

great fihisher."

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

said: "They remind me of Hope and

Crosby, Ed McMahon-Johnny
Carson, Fred Astaire-Gene Kelly.

They just have a special feel for one

another and there's a special chem-

istry that exists between the two of

them."

That special chemistry on the

court has its basic roots off the

court. Davis and Watson aren't just

a great pair on the hardwood. They

watch movies together, they play

video games together, they take

classes together, they rap together,

they live together.

"We go everywhere together,"

Davis said. "We basically do every-

thing together."

"You see him," Watson said,"you

see me."

Kind of surprising when you

think about their personalities.

Watson is the quiet, reserved one

and Davis, as Hines put it, 'talks

enough for everybody." But for

whatever -reason, they are best

friends and they are inseparable.

"I guess it's like opposites

attract," Davis said. "But we just get

along, we both share the sanie type

of personal qualities." ^

Though they come from states

that are miles and miles apart, their

friendship started long before the

first day of fall classes.

As two of the nation's top prep

players, Davis and Watson would

run up phone bills talking about life

and the recruiting process they were

going through. But their recruiting

experiences were, just about as far

apart as their hometowns.

Watson's college choice garnered

a lot of interest in Kansas, while

Davis' decision gained headlines

across the nation. While Watson was

chided for being a Benedict Arnold,

Davis was the focus ofNCAA inves-

BaronDavb

Hometown: Los Angeles PTI
High School: Santa

Monka Crossroads
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tigations.

When Watson signed with

UCLA, the 6-foot guard disappoint-

ed the people of the Sunfiower State

who were hoping that the

Washington High School senior

from Kansas City would play for

Kansas.

"One day me and my teacher got

into it in class about Kansas and

UCLA," Watson said. "We were

going at it, he got mad at me, he just

left the room and everybody started

laughing. He was a Kansas alumni.

That was my whole school - Kansas

alumni. So I was labeled as a traitor,

but it was all in good nature and in

good fun.

"All it did was make me work

harder, they asked for it."

Meanwhile, the attention that Los

Angeles native Davis received

almost made him give up on college

Hometown: Kansas City.KS

High SdMol: Washington

Height: 6-0

Weight: 183
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basketball altogether.

Controversy engulfed the recruit-

ment of the nation's top prep point

guard. Former UCLA head coach

Jim Harrick was interrogated by the

NCAA about the circumstances sur-

rounding the sale of a used car that

belonged to Harrick 's son to Lisa

Hodoh, Davis' sister, plastering the

then- 17 year old's name all over the

sports pages of local and national

press.

"I-^ust questioned what I really

wanted to do and whether I really

wanted to play basketball if 1 had to

put up with all this," Davis said

about the incident. "There were so

many emotions involved and me just

being a kid and not really knowing

how (to deal with it), it was just like i

was falling apart."

However, with the help of his

grandmother Lela Nicholson, who

had raised Davis since he was thre4

years old, and his sister, the (t-i

guard decided to go ahead with the

college route. And his grandmother

was a major factor in helping him

make his college selection. I

Though Davis had committed tq

UCLA during the early signing peri]

od, he reneged when Harrick was

dismissed. -'^-
j

He then considered going, ironi^

cally enough, to Kansas, but finally

revealed his choice on national telC'

vision in April. ' i-^v* |

"(My grandmother) has just beeri

there for me and I couldn't see why I

couldn't do the same," Davis said.

"By going away, 1 wouldn't be there

when she needed me. That's the

main reason why I came here to be

close to her and just be able to have

that relationship instead of making

it long distance."

But regardless of the paths that

eventually brought them to

Westwood, the backcourt tandem's

friendship has shaped itself into the;

best pair of freshman guards in thej

country. Davis averages 11.5 points.

4.2 rebounds and 5.3 assists and

Watson contributes 5.9 points, 4.0

boards and 3.7 assists.

"If we didn't hang around \

wouldn't know what to expect frod

him," Watson said. "But we dd
everything together so I just know
every time where he's going to be on

the court."

Watson's sixth-sense for Davis*

whereabouts was no more evident

than in their ESP-worthy variation

of an allyoop against Oregon State

on Jan. 8. Watson threw the ball off

the glass and out of nowhere, Davis

rose up amongst the Beavers to slam

it home.

"(Our friendship) helps out a lot,"

Watson said. "You're going to see as

we get older, through the years that

we play together, how much it

helps."

Be an Orientation Assistant

and see the world!
Ok. Maybe not. But it's still a fun experience.

And it's a good paying summer job.

Pick up an application at the

Orientation Program office at 201 Covel Commons.

Questior ;'.''' V'V'd'ie call the Oiientatuni kiogiarri

Bruin bats overcome Lions' hearts
BASEBALL* Awaiting Stanford showdown, No. 14

UCLA shuts down late rally by LMU to win 10-4

ByVytasMazdu
Dally Bruin Staff

When a baseball team allows a

lot of hits but few runs, it's called

scattering hits.

When a team allows few hits but

a lot of runs, it's called being vic-

timized by the hits.

On Wednesday, the UCLA
pitching staff scattered the hits

while the Loyola Marymount staff

was victimized by them. -i-r:—

In front of a crowd of 102 at

Jackie Robinson Stadium, the No.

14 Bruins (7-4) took advantage of

almost every chance they got

against the visiting Lions (6-5-1 ) to

wind up with their sixth-straight

win by a score of 10-4. The domi-

nant victory provides the Brums
with some much needed confi-

dence before a showdown against

top-ranked Stanford this weekend
at home.

"It feels good," junior outfield-

er Eric Valent, who in the bottom

of the seventh hit his fourth home
run in four games, said. "Things

are coming along. I think that's

our sixth win in a row. We're play-

ing good. No errors on the board

today. Our pitchers did pretty

good. Everything is just coming
along pretty good."

The Bruin^ pitchers looked

sharp early - especially sopho-

more starter Ryan Reightley.

Pitching only two innings in order

to start again on Sunday against

the Cardinal, Reightley retired all

six men he faced in only 23 pitches.

Sophomore Gabe Crecion (1-0)

pitched four innings of relief. He
allowed only five hits and an out-

standing zero walks to lower from

an astronomical 32.40 ERA to a

more respectable 7.45.

"Guys are getting

better and as long as

they keep improving

we'll be good."

TimLeary
« Pitching coach

Only one of UCLA's five pitch-

ers suffered from control problems.

After pitching a perfect seventh

inning, freshman hurler Charles

Merricks walked three and allowed

one hit before being pulled in the

eighth inning - LMU's best offen-

sive inning by far.

*i praised the pitching staff."

UCLA head coach Gary Adams
said. "I fdt like that was the differ-

ence in the game up to that point.

We hadn't walked anybody and

they had. It was just a good outing

by our pitching staff."

UCLA's pitching coach Tim
Leary believes that experience

gained by this young pitching staff

early in the season is finally start-

ing to show.

"Guys are getting better and as

long as they keep improving we'll

be good," Leary said. "There's a

lot of p>otential on this team."

On the offensive end, LMU
accumulated more hits than the

Bruins (8-7), but UCLA's philoso-

phy of swinging for the fences on

Wednesday translated into four

extra-base hits - two triples (left

fielder Brett Nista, Valent) and
two homers (first baseman
Cassidy Olson, Valent).

"What 1 think happened is:

we've been hitting these old,

water-logged balls for so long

because of the rain in Cal," Nista,

who extended his team-high hit-

ting streak to 12 with his triple,

explained. "We broke out some
nice white ones today and every-

one was trying to see just how far

they could hit it."

Xnother important statistic was

the zero errors allowed by the

Bruin defense. For the first time in

II games UCLA played flawless

defense.

• • •

On a down note, fifth-year

senior Nick Theodorou will be out

three to six weeks with a torn right

hamstring.

Theodorou, UCLA's starting

second baseman, suffered the

injury on Friday at Cal while slid-

ing into second base on an

attempted steal.

Junior Jack Santora will take

Theodorou 's place on the field for

the Bruins. —
.
- -

Team hopes injuries won't

keep players from victory

W.TENNIS: UCLA expects

indoor gameplay to ^e an

advantage in tournament

By Jared Hummel
Daily Bruin Contributor

Fresh off the injury list and with

only one match each under their

belts, sophomore Katia Roubanova
and freshman CristinaPopescu will

receive a baptism by fire today.

WOMEN'S;ilNNIS

UC14

vs.

ITA/USTA

Team Indoors

Feb. 19-22

Madison, Wl

ERNEST LEEA)aily Bruin

Those two will join forces with

the rest of the UCLA women's ten-

nis team as they take on the nation's

best at the USA/ITA Women's
National Indoor Team Tennis

Championship.

The Bruins will square off against

No. II William an% Mary
University today at 9 a.m.

This tournament features 16

schools out of the Rolex Collegiate

Tennis Ranking's top.

Eight matches will be played

daily, culminating with the two
teams with the best records playing

each other in the championship
finals on Feb. 22.

UCLA head coach Stella

Sampras is confident about her

team's chances going into this high-

ly competitive tournament, partially

because the matches are all played

indoors.

"Our team plays well indoors,"

Sampras said.

"We have a lot of big hitters, big

serves and that (type oQ game plays

well indoors. 1 think we'll do really

well."

The Bruins have yet to wiii ia title

in this tournament, although they

reached the finals in 1990 and 1995.

If UCLA can ^et past William

and Mary today they will most like-

ly play No. 1 seeded Duke in

tomorrow's matchup.

Duke enters the tournament
ranked No. 3 in the nation but is

undefeated in dual match play,

including an impressive 8-1 victory

over Wisconsin, the tournament's

host.

The Bruin's No. I player, ^pho-
more Annica Cooper, with her per-

fect 6-0 record in dual match play,

has earned herself a No. 26 ranking.

She will take on William and Mary
senior and No. 12-ranked Lauren

Nikolaus.

This tournament should be a

good test of this UCLA team's tal-

ent.

By Sunday evening Coach
Sampras should know where her

team's strengths and weaknesses lie.

As a result, she will know what
needs to be worked on in the coming
weeks. . l , . . ..
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Suns 110,

Lakers 1 03
The NBA playoffs are still months away,

but you wouldn't know it by the game faces of

the Phoenix Suns.

Rex Chapman scored seven of his 26

points in the final 6:36 as the Suns snapped an

eight-game losing streak to the Los Angeles

Lakers with a 1 10-103 win Wednesday night.

"It was pretty intense out there, like a play-

off game for us," said Chapman, who made a

key basket with 91 seconds remaining to blunt

a Laker rally. "We kept our composure and

focus out there and everybody made plays.

The big thing is we gained a full game on them

in the standings. We want to make a run and

finish as strong as we can."

Cliff Robinson added 25 points and

Antonio McDyess had 20 and 1 1 rebounds

for the Suns, who won their third in a row and

eighth in the last 1 1 games.

Los Angeles dropped its third straight

despite Shaquille O'Neal's 30 points and 20

from Eddie Jones. The Lakers played without

All-Star guard Nick Van Exel, who has a sore

right knee.

"I'm not going to make excuses, but the

Suns made great shots - off the wrong-leg

jumpers - and we just couldn't keep up with

that," O'Neal said. "They were hitting huge

shots, especially Chapman. It seemed like

everything he threw up went in all night."

There were 16 ties and II lead changes

before Phoenix went ahead to stay at 86^4

with 8:58 remaining when McDyess slammed

in Danny Manning's missed layup.

George McCloud, who had 14 points, sank

his second 3-pointer of the game with 8:33 left

and added a jumper with 7:40 showing to give

the Suns a 91-86 lead.

When O'Neal and Rick Fox were each hit

with technical fouls for arguing a charging

call. Chapman converted both free throws

with 6:36 to play to make it 93-87.

Chapman's 3-point goal - his fifth and

Phoenix's ninth in 14 tries - put Phoenix up

100^9 with 5:01 left.

But Jones scored four points in an 8-0 run

as the Lakers took a 100-97 lead on Derek

Fisher's free throws with 2:48 remaining.

Elden Campbell, who finished with 16

points olT the bench, got the Lakers within

102-100 on a three-point play with 1:48 to

play.

Chapman drove the baseline and hit a run-

ning right-hander with 1:31 left and McDyess

had an uncontested dunk oft" Robinson's feed

for a 106-101 lead with 57 seconds to play.

Robinson's off-balance jumper from the

left wing made it 108-103 with 20.8 seconds

left to seal the Suns' first win over the Lakers

since Nov. 25. 1995 ,^:^^ --'

Warriors 88,

Hornets 77
All it takes is a team shakeup to shape up

the Golden State Warriors.

"It seems like we've played our best bas-

ketball this season in the face of adversity,"

said coach P.J. Carlesimo after the Warriors

defeated the Charlotte Hornets 88-77

Wednesday night.

'^ Playing without traded starters Joe Smith

and Brian Shaw, and stiH awaiting the arrival

of Jimmy Jackson and Clarence

Weatherspoon from Philadelphia. Golden

State never trailed after halftime

"We can focus more now," said Donyell

Marshall, who along with Tony Delk scored a

team-high 20 points. "We know who's going

to be here. We can just go out there and play."

After terminating Latrell Srrewell's con-

tract last December, the Warriors won six of

their next 12 games, their best stretch of the

season.

Then they lost 22 of 23 leading up to the

trade rumors swirling, around Smith last

weekend. Now they've won two straight at

home, beating a winning team for just the

third time this season.

Sports
'

Bruins swing for slice of Nstory

with attempt to pull off 3-peat
M.TENNIS: UCLA has difficult ^^is field of 16, the only team they have lost t<M.TENNIS: UCLA has difficult

opposition to beat in quest for

team indoor championship title

By Stephanie Chan
Daily Bruin Contributor :

For the UCLA men's tennis program, set-

ting records is nothing new. The Bruins are

-lied with Stanford and USC for holding the

most NCAA team titles with 15 apiece. But

one record that only UCLA is in the position

to own this season is the label of first school to

win three straight USTA/ITA Mens National

Team Indoor Championships titles.

Last year, the Bruins defeated Fresno State,

Duke, Mississippi and Georgia en route to the

1997 National Team Indoor title.

Starting today and lasting until Sunday, the

Bruins will be fending olTthe top teams in the

nation in search of the three-peat. The tourna-

ment field includes the nation's 12 top-ranked

teams and four regional representatives. All of

the teams are in the top 25.

UCLA has only played one of the teams in

this field of 16, the only team they have lost to

use. Peppcrdine. who the Bruins were

scheduled to play but did not due to rain, is

also among the pool of UCLA's potential

competitors.
'

First up for the No. 2 Bruins is No. 15

Illinois. Excluding tournament appearances,

the mini enter the National Team Indoors 1-0

with a victory over No. 21 Northwestern.

They are ranked No. 1 in their region and

boast two ranked players. No. 57 Oliver

Freelove and No. 86 Cary Franklin.

The new February ITA rankings have

UCLA's Vince Allegre at No. 9, Jtean-Noel

Grinda at No. 12, Matt Breen at No. 30 and

Jason Cook at No. 77. The only Bruin to move
up the ladder was Breen, jumping up from No.

54.

The team enters the tournament 6-1 overall

and 2-1 in Pac-IO play.

If UCLA wins today's match they will face

the winner of the No. 5 Missis§ippi/No. 12

Pepperdine match on Friday.

When the stakes are high, so is the adreiw-

line. If the Bruins pump it up for this tourna-

ment, they'll own a record they won't have to

share with Stanford and Southern Cal.

Noticed those thinss that look like

Sarbase cans but have blue lids?

They're not for garbage!

^Ifie fids are a different cobrfor a reason.

(llftcjcit)

Sliakeys
Any large Pizza, yow choice of toppings and crust, for $939

824-41 11
1114 Gayley Ave. ""^
Westwood Village ^^„.^„„»u^

to 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
to 2 a.m. Friday A Saturday

Mpi) s Colleac Bdskc-tb.ill

How The Top 2S fared

1. North Oroiifu (26-1) did not pt<y.

Next: vs. North Carolina State, Saturday

2. Duke (24-2) beat Clemson 70-66. Next:

vs. No. 12 UCLA, Sunday.

3. Arizona (22-3) dkl not play. Next; at

Oregon State, Thursday.

4. Kansas (28-3) did not play. Next: vs.

Iowa State, Saturday.

5. Purdue (22-5) lost to Iowa 88-69.Next:

at Penn State, Saturday

6. Utah (21 -2) did not play.

10. Stanford (21 -3) did not play. Next: vs.

Washington, Thursday.

1 1

.

New Mexico (20-3) did not play. Next:

vs. Texas-El Paso, Thursday.

12. UCLA (20 5) beat Southern California

82-75, OT. Next: at No. 2 Duke, Sunday

1 3. South Carolina (19-5) lost to No. 16

Arkansas 96-88. Next: at Florida, Saturday

14. Michigan State (19-5) did not play.

Next: at Wisconsin, Saturday.

15 Mississippi (18-5) beat LSU 83-57.

Next: at Mississippi State, Saturday.

16 Arkansas (21 -5) beat No. 1 3 South

Carolina 96-88 Next: vs. Auburn, Saturday

17. Cincinnati (19-5) did not play Next: at

Alabama-Birmingham, Thursday

18 Massachusetts (19-7) lost to Rhode

Island 87-85, 20T. Next: vs. St. Joseph's,

Saturday.

19. Texas Christian (23-4) did not play.

Next: vs. Na 1 1 New Mexico, Saturday.

20 West Virginia (21-5) did not play Next:

vs Seton Hall, Sunday.

2 1

.

Syracuse (20-5) did not play. Next: at

Rutgers, Saturday

22. Michigan (18-8) did not play Next: vs.

Indiana, Sunday.

23 Illinois (19-8) beat Northwestern 69-

57. Next: vs. Iowa, Sunday.

24. George Washington (20-6) did not

play. Next: vs. lemple, Sunday.

25. MaryUnd (15-8) did not pUy. Next: vs.

Wake Forest, Thursday

Olvmpif Mfd-iK

At A OI>*n*«'

Germany

Norway

Russia

Austria

Canada

United Sutes 5 1

NetherUnds 4 4

FinUnd 2 3

Japan

Italy

France

Switzerland

China

1 5

2 1

South Korea 2

Czech Republic 1

Sweden

Belarus

Bulgana

Denmark

Ukraine

Australia

Belgium

Kazakstan

Tot

24

20

14

14

12

10

10

10

8

8

6

6

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Men* Colleae Brt^hrtbiiM

Major Scores

Bucknell 66, Holy Cross 65

La Salle 80, Duquesne 77

Lafayette 92,Army 57

Lehigh 87, Coigatr 66

Providence 59, Miami 57

Rhode Island 87, Massachusetts 85, 20T

Seton Hall 64, Rutgers 54

St. John's 66, Boston College 61

SOUTH

Ooke 70, Clemson 66

Georgia 78, Alabama 71

G«orgM Tech 72, Florida St 59

Grambling St. 71, Ark. Pine Bluff 70

Hampton U. 71, Norfolk St. 70

Kentucky 79, Rorida 54

Marshall 70, Bowling Green 1}

Memphis 83, Tulane 77

Mississippi 83, LSU 57 •

N.Carolina St. 74, Virginia 55

N.C.-Asheville77,Elon53

N.C.-Wilmington 85, Va. Commonwealth

63

Old Dominion 80, American U. 71

Ridimond 61, Geor9e Mason 56

SaiM Louis 58, Soutfwm Miss. 55

VandetWt 82, Auburn 66

Virginia Tech 54, Dayton 53

Wiiam t Mary 74, East Carolina 69

MBWEST
Bradky 69,SW Missouri Si 65, OT

Detroit 110, Oakland, Mich. 61

E Michigan 97, CemMkhigan 82

Winois 69, Northwestern 57

WnoisSt.a0iE«am«Nt76,OT

lndbMaSL72,S.Mnois71

Iowa 88, Purdue 69

Iowa St 63, Kansas St. 62

Loyola, .61,Denver 49

Miami, Ohio 85, Ohio U. 53

Minnesota 82, Penn SL 77

Nebraska 67, Missouri 66, OT

W.Michigan 86, Toledo 76

Wisconsin 65, Wis -MiKvaukee 58

SOVTMWEST
Arkansas %, South Carolina 88

Oklahoma 75, Baylor 63

Oklahoma St. 83, Texas Tech 81, OT

Texas 87, Texas AJrM 74

FMtWEST
Fresno St 89, San Jose St. 81

UCLA 82, Southern Cal 75, OT

.il Bdsketb<ill As^ori.ilion

At A Gl.iiio'

EikSTERNCONrERfNa

Atlantic Division

W L Pa
Miami 34 18 .654

New Jersey 31 22 .585

New York 29 22 .569

Washington 27 27 .500

Orlando 26 27 .491

Boston 24 29 .453

Philadelphia 16 33 .327

Detroit 23 28 .451 141/2

Toronto 11 40 J16 261/2

WBTEMODNRRaia
Midwest Division

W I

Utah 36 15

SanAntonie 35 16

Mimesou 28 23

Houston 26 25

G8

VancoiMr

Oalas

Ofiwer

Pd
.706 —
iK 1

i49 8

ilO 10

14 38 J69 221/2

10 42 .192 261/2

5 46 .096 31

Boston at Seatde, 10 p.m.

Denver at Golden Sute, 10:30 pjn.

Miami at Saaamcnto, 10J0 pjn.

MllMihitttiywtilMianEBT.

Padfk Division

Seittle 40 12

ULLakeis 35 15

Phoenix 35 16

PMland 31 21

Saoramento 24 29

L.A.aippers 11 41

GoMenSute 10 41

.769 —

.700 4

.686 41/2

.596 9

.453 161/2

.212 29

.196 291/2

PMbddphia 98, Cleveland 97

MiaiMl110,MinneseU84

San Antonio 95, Detroit 94

Chicago 1 OS, Indiana 97

Phoenix 95, Dallas 77

New York 91, Denver 77

Portland 101, Golden State 83

Sacramento 102, Boston 99

Central Division

Chicago

Indiana

Charlotte

Atlanu

Geveland

39

36

30

31

28

26

15

15

22

23

24

26

.722

.706

.577

.574

538

JOO

GB

31/2

41/2

8

81/2

101/2

161/2

11/2

8

8

10

12

MiKvaukee 108, Washington 98

Orlando 11 5, Minnesota 102

AdanU 114, New Jersey 104

Utah 94, New Yor* 78

Phoenix 110, LA Lakers 103

Seattle 101, Portland 95

Boston 11 4, Vancouver 105

Golden State 88, Charlotte 77

laday^Cmwi
Chicago at Toronto, 7 p m.

PhUadriphia at Indiana, 7 p.m.

San Antonio at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Detroit at Houston, 8 30 pirn.

Miami vs. L.A. Clippers at Anaheim, Calif,

10:30 pm.

Denver at LA. lakers, 10:30 p.m.

FiMay%<

Cleveland at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Indiana at Orlando, 7:30 p.m

Vancouver at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m

Houston at Minnesota, 8 p.m.

Toronto at Milwaukee, 9 p.m.

Charlotte it Phoenix. 9 p.m.

New York at Portland, 10 p,m.

AMAHEIM ANGaS—Agreed la Imns

with MF Chris Pritchett and RHP Brian

Cooper on one-year csntracu.

CMCAGOWMTE SOX—Agreed to term^

wMi 28 Ray Durham on a one-year con-

tract.

CaVELAND MDUNS—Agreed to tenns

with LHP Mie Matthews, RHP Jason

RakeivMF Russd kMyM.WF Sean

CascjiMFCM F«Nlt MFIMiie
SoBM,MF Enrique Wlson, OF Bruce Aven

and OF Sott Morgan on one-year con-

tracts. DesifMled LHP Jason Jacome for

artywwwtAfwid to terms with IB

WflMffi Munoz on a minor-league con-

tract.

TEXAS RANGERS—Agreed to tenm with

RHP Eric Moody on a one-year contract.

ATLANTA BRAVES—Agreed to terms with

C Javy Lopez on a one-year contract.

CINCINNATI REDS—Agreed to terms with

RHP Danny Graves and OF Eric Owens on

one-year contrKts.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Agreed to terms

with RHP Jason Schmidt on a three-year

contract.

NaliaMd BaslH«kall AtMdatiM
TORONTO RAPTORS -Traded G Kenny

Anderson, C Zan Tabak and F Popeye

Jones to the Boston Celtics for G Chauncey

BiNups, G Dee Brown, F John Thomas and

F Roy Rogers.'

VANCOUVER GRIZZLIES—Traded 6

Anthony Peeler to the Minnesota

Jimbcrwohies for G Doug West Traded F

Otis Thorpe and G Chns Robinson to the

Saaamento Kings for G Bobby Hurley am)

P Michael Smith

IMmmI FmiMI LMMt
CAROLINA PANTHERS-Signed CB Doug

Evans to a five-year contract

DETROIT IIONS—Signed DT Dan Owens.

Named Charfie Sanders scout

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS— Signed CB Jeff

Burris to a fhw-year contract.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Signed DE Jeff

Lageman.

NFW YORK GIANTS—Signed LB JcsM .

.

Armttead to a five-year contract. ^~„

NEW YORK JETS—Signed C Mike Gisler.

OAKLAND RAIDERS—Named Chuck

Bresnahan defensne backs coach, Frank

Gansz Jr. spedal teams coach and Mike

Wauie defensive line coach.

PMLAOaPHIA EAGLES—Named Juan

Castife offensne line coach, iim Botww
tight ends coach, and John HailM«|ll spe-

cial teams coach.

PITTS6UMH SHELERS—Signed NT JoH

Steed to a four-year contract.

ST. LOUK RAMS—RHeased OE Leslie

OHeaL

SAN OIEGO CHARGERS—Signed OT John

Jackson.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Promoted Greg

Knapp from offensive guakty control

assioant to offensive assistant-quarter-

backs coach. Named Andy Sugaman
offensive quality control assistant.

CAlfiARY FLAMES—Assigned D^F Jamie

AlMi to Saint John of the AHL. Signed

RW Martin St Louis.

DETROIT RED WINGS—Assigned G David

Arsenault to Adirondack of the AHL

NEW YORK RANGERS—fired Colin

Campbell, coach.

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Recalled G Zac

Bierk from Adirondack of the AHL. ^
COUEtf
AURORA—Extended the contract of

Frank McQuade, women's basketball

coach,thmgh the 1998 99 season.

HOFSTMA—Announced the resignation

of Michad Gcfabia, defensive backs coach,

to accept a similar position at the

University of Buffalo.

OKLAHOMA SIATE—Named Art Walter

defensive tackles coach. «1

VIRGINIA TECH—Named Bryan "^ '* '''

Stineifrmg offensive Vmt coach.

1

.

Who was the fkst golfer to earn over $1

millian doNin in career earnings?

2.Wbo it the only person that has been

lndgc«d into the Basketbalt Ha« of Fame

as boAi a piqtrand coach?

3. What team won the Rrsi-ever NBA

draft lottery?

apWIV«**«NE

MUJIC^PfOUJVl

il;
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SOFTBALL PREVIEW

Rookies step up to the plate with confidence
FEATURE: Team unites,

shares leadership duties

for surprising success

By Rocky Salmon
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"Its the end of the world as we
know it," could have been the theme

song this year for the UCLA softball

team.

But a funny thing happened in

between the tear-jerking loss to—

Arizona in the World Series last year

and the opening game of this year's

probation season.

An influx of rookies showed up in

Westwood to complete the REM
song, "and they feel fine."

This year could have been the nail

in the coffin for a program which

appeared to be hit with the bats they

were playing with. The NCAA ruled

to let the Bruins finish last year but

this year they can't make the play-

offs.

The alarm went off at UCLA and

many of the all-stars on the team

decided to redshirt, and the fresh-

man phenom. Christa Williams,

transferred and took with her 218

strikeouts.

But when the dust settled back

onto the basepaths, nine new players

were waiting to show the world what

UCLA pride was about. With a bit

of senior leadership, the Brums are

6-0 heading into this weekend's tour-

nament.

The seniors may have started out

the season carrying the team but

now the leadership is taken over by

new players each game.
-

—

'tAs the team meshed, different

people have shown leadership in dif-

ferent areas," pitching sensation

Lindsey Gayer said.

The new players had to pick up

some of the leadership roles because

they have to pick up right where the

team last year left off. With a past

filled with stories like UCLA soft-

ball, every year is remembered and

every team is aiming to beat the

Bruins. .. ;

"The new players have to cofTte

into the program following phenom-
enal athletes and it is overwhelm-

ing," Nicole Odom, senior short-

stop, said. "But they have done a

great job ... every time they are on

the field they are representing

UCLA, but they handle it because

they are fighters."

One of the toughest fighters can

be found behind 'the plate, Carissa

Millsap, catching for three new
UCLA pitchers to an pRA of under

one.

"Millsap has dorle an excellent

job with the young pitching staff

and carries a little pop in her bat."

assistant coach Kelly Inouye-Perez

said.

That power was exhibited against

Saint Mary's when she cranked her

first UCLA homer. But things aren't

as easy as they seem for Millsap, as

her average has fallen to a paltry .1 1

1

through six games.

"It is hard coming in because I

came from a different system with

different coaches," Millsap, a

Hofstra transfer, said. "But this

team is unshakable. Whatever is

thrown at us we just pick it up and

take it in stride."

Three pitchers who have had the

most pressure placed upon them

See FEATURE, page 40

I

IXRWCK KUDO

The rain doesn't stop freshnnan Stephanie Swenson from pitching

excellently against LMU.

Probation will keep UCLA

from all post-season play

VIOLAnON: Appeal means that, regardless of season

outcome, Bruins can't compete in thiis year's playoffs

The Softball program had skeletons
By Rocky Salmon
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

A shadow looms large over Eiiston

Stadium this year. A large, dark gloom

which dampens every win the softball

team musters this year hangs in the sky

above.

Last year the only shadows on the

softball diamond were from the players

laughing and getting ready for the

NCAA Tournament.

With a No. 5 ranking going into the

Regionals. the Bruins were gunning for

their eiglith national title. Owning a 2 1
-

7 conference record and pitching pow-

erhouses Christa Williams aiKl B'Ann

Bums. UCLA was ready for the 'Big

Dance'.

But then lightning struck.

in the closets which ^were unearthed

once more and UCLA felt the wrath of

the NCAA Committee. On the verge

ofanother World Series run. the Bruins

were suspended from the post-season

and put on probation for the 97-98

year.

In 9.V94 imd 94-95, the softball pro-

gram awarded more scholarships than

they were allotted. In 96-97 the skele-

tons came back out to destroy the

hopes and dreams of the Bruin softball

team.

In May, the devitstating news hit the

squad as they prepared for their final

games before the Regionals.

"We were about to go to the World

See PROBATION, page 41

SOFTBALL POSITIONS

Left field

Casey Hiraiwa (Freshman) -

Batting .308, Casey has been

superb with the t)at.

Center field

Danielle Martin (Senior) - Martin has

struggled at the plate, collecting only

one hit, but is a key leader in the

dubhouse.

Right field

Karen Hoshizaki (Senior) -

I Batting second, Karen stands

I

with a .368 average, 7 hits and

10 total bases.

Shortstop

Nicole Odom (Senior) - Hitting

third with a .412 average, Odom is

second on the team with a .647

slugging percentage.

Second base

Laurie Fritz (Senior) - As the lead-ofl

hitter, Fritz has exploded with a .421

batting average, 8 hits and a .45Son

base percentage.

Third lasc

Jenny Gardner (Fr) - Biggest

surprise, Gardner has played

outstanding defense and is

hitting a decent .263.

Pitchers

Stepttanie Swenson

1 J (Freshman) - at a 3-0 record, .86

Sbm/ ERA, and 1 1 SO, Swenson has

become a diamond in the rough.

Erin WeHer (Junior) - a 3-0

record with no eamed nins,

Weiler is so far unhittable.

Hrsttase

Kim Wuest (Senior) - Batting

clean-up, Wuest is in a zone,

batting .438, with 2 homers, 6

RBI's and a torrid .875 slugging

percentage.

Catcher

Carissa IIMIsap (junior)-

MHsap has struggled at the

plate, but has handled a young

pitching staff to an ERA under

one.

Designated hitter

Marin Noack (Freshman) -

Batting .250, Noack has a niche

"I
for herself in the line-up.

SoixmdASwiminfc

ERNEST LEE/IXsily Bruin

Bruins leave disaster beNnd, start season with winning streak
SOFTBALL: Young team

relies on positive attitucie

to go beyond obstacles

By Trad Made
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They never saw them coming.

After all, what chance does a team

riddled with the defection of Christa

Williams to Texas, the graduation of

a majority of its marquee players,

and a controversial suspension from

the NCAA tournament have in the

competitive world of college soft-

ball?

\ A better chance than most, appar-

ently.

The UCLA Bruins, beset with

, obstacles that rival those of the men's

J ,

basketball team, have left rftgativity

in their wake en route to a 6-0 start

this season. With decisive victories

over St. Mary's, Santa Clara

University, and Loyola Marymount.

the Bruins have proven that they

have guts and ability to spare.

UCLA has outscored its opponents

31-7 in its first six contests.

Assistant coach Kelly Inouye-

Perez summed it up perfectly, say-

ing, "We came out playing UCLA
ball from the start."

"A majority of the teams we've

played (so far this season) were

excellent teams to start off against,

because these games provide a lot of

confidence," says head coach Sue

Enquist.

If the Bruins ware in need of confi-

dence before, playing against St

Mary's boosted it for them. The

IB^

Bruins defeated the Gaels handily,

winning 7-1 and 5-2; behind the tor-

rid hitting of senior Laurie Fritz.

SOFTBALL PREVIEW
Stanford

Long Bwch St.

Stanford

Long Beach St.

Stanford

Long Beach St.

Stanford

Long Beach St.

ERNEST lEE/0<ily Brum

Fritz, who so far this season is bat-

ting .421, led the Bruins with three

runs scored in both contests com-

bined.

"Every team wants jo get us,

because there are some teams who
have never beaten us." says Fritz.

No matter how badly the Gaels

wanted to "get" the Bruins, they

failed miserably. St. Mary's only

managed to notch five hits over the

course of both games, thanks to

pitchers Stephanie Swenson and

Erin Weiler.

Pitching was also the story of the

Santa Clara series. Swenson and

Weiler once again held the oppo-

nent's bats silent, holding the

Broncos to only one run scored.

The Bruins, on the other hand,

had no problem getting across the

plate, scoring 1 1 runs in the two

games. One of those runs belonged to

Kim Wuest. who "belted .the 21st

SeeREaF,pa9e43

DEIWCKKUDO

Senior Laurie Fritz runs to first

at contact in a game against

LMU this year.
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SPORTS
^^^backcourt
TEAMWORK: Baron Davis, Earl Watson take buddy

system to the floor for some great basketball plays

By Emmanuelle Ejercito

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

JAMIE SCANLON JACOeS/Dady ftuin

Baron Davis (I.) and Eari Watson's friendship makes for great teamwork

There are some things that can't

be mentioned without the other.

Abbott and Costello. Yhi and

Yang. Fred and Barney. Jack and

Coke.

And for the UCLA men's bas-

ketball team, there's Baron and

Earl. Or Eari and Baron. Either

way, the two freshmen guards have

staked their claim as the kings of

the Bruin backcourt.

"They have done wonders in

our backcourt." senior forward

J.R. Henderson said. "They pres-

sure guards, they make some pret-

ty big plays down the stretch that

have helped us win a lot of basket-

ball games.

"I think that without them we

See MVIS-WilTSON, page 44

Bruins pull out all stops in overtime
M. HOOPS: Bailey takes control

to turn around game against

Trojans with Henderson's help

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bmin Senior Staff _

It's something that the No. 12 UCLA men's

basketball team hasn't seen in awhile - a smile on

Toby Bailey's face. And boy, did he have reason to

smile,

Bailey had a huge hand in the Bruins' much-

needed overtime victory over LJSC, 82-75. com-

ing up with the key rebounds, dishing out the

needed assists and making the clutch shots, before

a split crowd of 7,167 at the Los Arieeles Sports

Arena on Wednesday night. «».

The 6-foot-5-inch guard was comirig off of a

sub-par performance against California last

Saturday, when he was two-of-nine from the field,

scored only seven points and committed eight

turnovers in his 39 minutes. The stats were the

after-effects of the 84-81 Stanford loss in which

Bailey slipped in the waning seconds as he tried to

go for the game-tying basket.

"I was just mentally drained, I think that

Stanford game took a lot out of me," Bailey said.

"After falling down, 1 was thinking about that

every night before going to sleep."

Even his practices were affected. Bailey, for the

first time since his freshman year, didn't start the

first half of the Southern Cal match-up. UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin didn't start the senior

because of his lack of intensity in practice.

"He's done a tremendous amount for UCLA
basketball so by no means am I down on Toby

Bailey, or he's in my doghouse," Lavin said. "It's

just a simple wake-up call to let him kno)v that

you've got to practice with high energy, you're got

to play with high energy and 1 thought tonight he

did a great job of that."

UCLA (20-5 overall, 104 Pac-10) found itself

AARON TOUT/Oaiy B»mn

See M. MSKETBAU, page 42 Toby BaHey fights for the ball with AnthonyWhHc in an overtime wiit againsf USC, 82-75.

Great play sets Bruins up for win over Gauchos

IF
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M.VOLLEYBALL Despite a new lineup and limited

practice time, UCLA goes in for quick, merciful kill

Byl

Daily Bmin Staff

tv

Chalk up another win for the UCLA
men's volleyball team.

The Bruins took even less time to

dispose ofUCSB than it did for the San

Diego schools. In less than an hour-

and-a-half, UCLA swept the Gauchos

1S«, IW, 154.

"It was a new lineup with two days'

practice, so I was pleased with it,"

UCLA head coach AJ Scates said.

"Ben (Mosdle) got off to a pretty

slow start that first game. We started

out pumping him a lot ofsets just to see

if he could do it but he got it home. He
made some real nice blocks so it gives

us yet more flexibility than we had prior

to this nuitch."

Moselle, who moved to the opposite

position after Evan Thatdier was side-

lined with back spasms, led the team in

hitting with 1 2 kills and two errors in 2

1

attempts for a .476 dip. Normally a

swing hitter, he also recorded two solo

blocks and two block assists.

"I still have a lot of things to learn,"

Moselle said. "But, I like the hitting

aspect. I like to hit a lot of sets and I like

to stay in the fiow of hitting.

"I blocked a few balls at the end so I

was starting to get comfortable block-

ing on the right side. I don't have a fed

for the digging yet."

But it wasn't only Moselle who had

f^
\

the offensive firepower. The Bruin

offense overpowered the Gauchos.

UCLA hit .439 while holding UCSB to

a measly .200.

Junior Fred Robins spiked 10 kills in

17 attempts with no errors for a .588 hit-

ting percentage. Robins also posted a

team-high 12 digs. In his first match

back from injury, sophomore Adam
Naeve also contributed 12 kills. UCLA
abo ouMocked the Gauchos nine to

five. In addition the Bruins aoed Santa

42
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Disgraceful men,

graceful women

should \xR off

Mark

Shapiro

in grudge match

COLUMN: Battle of the

century might be more

balanced than you think

It
has been pretty insane around

the sports department for the last

few hours, because we've all been

working the phones like mad. Don
King, Vince McMahon, even those

ASUCLA employees who put on

movies all the time, any and all pro-

moters have been our targets

because 1 have hit upon a pay-per-

view gold mine.

In light of

recent ice-

bound events in

Nagano, I sud-

denly reached a

position of per-

fect clarity as

this idea was

revealed.

I am
absolutely cer-

tain that this

possible

matchup would

galvanize the nation and relegate

the Bobby Riggs/Billie Jean King

"Battle of the Sexes" to has-been

status.

I can see it in lights hung over a

custom-made rink at the Mirage ...

"The Golden Ladies of the '

Puck " vs. "The Goats of Nagano."

as the men's and women's U.S.

hockey teams get set to play each

other.

Now, everyone probably refiex-

ively thinks that such a matchup

would be a blowout, that it would -

take the idea of gender-bashing to a

level that Thelma and Louise could

never have possibly considered.^«

The default feeling is probably

that one team would capitalize on

its recent hype and turn the opposi-

tion into the laughingstock of its

sex.

But that really wouldn't be the

case. I don't think that the game
would be a blowout at all, even

though one of the teams would cer-

tainly be a prohibitive underdog.

Seriously. I really think the men
could give their female counter-

parts a run for their money, even

though all results and even cont-'*

mon sense would point to the con-

trary. ^
1 know that the hockey countfr-

part to international basketball's

Dream Team was supposed to at

least make a run for the gold at

Nagano. And I know that our col-

BRUIN UPDATE

Wednesda
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Jh SPORTS
TEAMWORK: Baron Davis, Earl Watson take buddy

system to the floor for some great basketball s

By Emmanuelle Ejercito

Daily Bruin Senior Staff ^

JAMIE SCANLON JACOeS/Daily Brum

Baron Davis (I.) and Eart Watson's friendship makes for great teamwork.

There are some things that can't

be mentioned without the other.

Abbott and Costello. Yin and

Yang. Fred and Barney. Jack and

Coke. ^

And for the UCLA men's bas-

ketball team, there's Baron and

Earl. Or Earl and Baron. Either

way, the two freshmen guards have

^
staked their clairh as the kings ot

the Bruin backcourt.

"They have done wonders in

our backcourt," senior forward

J.R. Henderson said. "They pres-

sure guards, they make some pret-

ty big plays down the stretch that

have helped us win a lot of basket-

ball games.

"I think that without them we

~
See MVIS-WATSON, page 44

Bruins pull out all stops in overtime
^. HOOPS: Bailey takes control

to turn around game against

Trojans with Henderson's help

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's something that the No. 12 UCLA men's

basketball team hasn't seen in awhile - a smile on

Toby Bailey's face. And boy. did he have reason to

smile.

Bailey had a huge hand in the Bruins' much-

needed overtime victory over USC, 82-75, com-

ing up with the key rebounds, dishing out the

needed assists and making the clutch shots, before

a split crowd of 7,167 at the Los Angeles Sports

Arena on Wednesday night.

The 6-foot-5-inch guard was coming ofT of a

sub-par performance against California last

Saturday, when he was two-of-nine from the field,

scored only seven points and committed eight

turnovers in his 39 minutes. The stats were the

after-efTects of the 84-81 Stanford loss in which

Bailey slipped in the waning seconds as he tried to

go for the game-tying basket.

"I was just mentally drained, 1 think that

Stanford game took a lot out of me," Bailey said.

"After falling down, I was thinking about that

every night before going to sleep."

Even his practices were affected. Bailey, for the

first time since his freshman year, didn't start the

first half of the Southern CaJ match-up. UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin didn't start the senior

because of his lack of intensity in practice.

"He's done a tremendous amount for UCLA
basketball so by no means am I down on Toby

Bailey, or he's in my doghouse," Lavin said. "It's

just a simple wake-up call to let him know that

you've got to practice with high energy, you've got

to play with high energy and I thought tonight he

did a great job of that."

UCLA (20-5 overall, 104 Pac-IO) found itself

,« AARON TOUI/DdilyB(uin

See M. BASKETBALL, page 42 Toby Bailey fights for the ball with Anthony White in an overtime win againsf USC, 82-75.

Great play sets Bruins up for win over Gauchos
M.VOLLEYBALL Despite a new lineup and limited

practice time, UCLA goes in for quick, merciful kill

By GraceW«i
Daily Bruin Staff

Chalk up another win for the UCLA
men's volleyball team.

The Bruins took even less time to

dispose ofUCSB than it did for the San

Diego schools. In less than an hour-

and-a-half, UCLA swept the Gauchos

15^, 15-9. 15-4.

"It was a new litieup with two days'

practice, so I was pleased with It,"

UCLA head coach AJ Scates said.

"Ben (Moselle) got off to a pretty

slow start that first game. We started

out pumping him a lot of sets just to see

if he could do it but he got it home. He

made some real nice blocks so it gives

us yet more flexibility than we had prior

to this match."

Moselle, who moved to the opposite

position after Evan Thatcher was side-

lined with back spasms, led the team in

hitting with 1 2 kills and two errors in 2

1

attempts for a .476 clip. Normally a

swing hitter, he also recorded two solo

blocks and two block assists.

"I stJI have a lot of things to learn,"

Moselle said. "But, I like the hitting

aspect. I like to hit a lot of sets and 1 like

to stay in the How of hitting.

"I blocked a few balls at the end so I

was starting to get comfortable block-

ing on the right side, i don't have a feel

for the digging yet." I

But it wasn't only K^oselle who had

- i
\

the offensive firepower. The Bruin

olTense overpowered the Gauchos.

UCLA hit .439 while holding UCSB to

a measly .200.

Junior Fred Robins spiked 10 kills in

1 7 attempts with no errors for a .588 hit-

ting percentage. Robins also posted a

team4iigh 12 digs. In his first match

back from injury, sophomore Adam
Naeve also contributed 12 kills. UCLA
also outblocked the Gauchos nine to

five. In addition the Bruins aced Santa

StcVNinBMLi,pagc42

Mark

Shapiro

Disgraceful men,

graceful women

should face off

in gru^e matdi

COLUMN: Battle of the

century might be more

balanced than you think

It
has been pretty insane around

the sports department for the last

few hours, because we've all been

working the phones like mad. Don
King, Vince McMahon, even those

ASUCLA employees who put on

movies all the time, any and all pro-

moters have been our targets

because I have hit upon a pay-per-

view gold mine.

In light of

recent ice-

bound events in

Nagano, I sud-

denly reached a

position of per-

fect clarity as

this idea was

revealed.

1 am
absolutely cer-

tain that this

possible

matchup would

galvanize the nation and relegate

the Bobby Riggs/Billie Jean King

"Battle of the Sexes" to has-been

status.

1 can see it in lights hung over a

custom-made rink at the Mirage ...

"The Golden Ladies of the

Puck" vs. "The Goats of Nagano,"

as the men's and women's U.S.

hockey teams get set to play each

other.

Now, everyone probably reflex-

ively thinks that such a matchup

would be a blowout, that it would

talce the idea of gender-bashing to a

level that Thelma and Louise could

never have possibly considered.

The default feeling is probably

that one team would capitalize on

its recent hype and turn the opposi-

tion into the laughingstock of its

sex.

But that really wouldn't be the

case. I don't think that the game
would be a blowout at all, even

though one of the teams would cer-

tainly be a prohibitive underdog.

Seriously, I really think the men
could give their female counter-

parts a run for their money, even

though all results and even com-

mon sense would point to the con-

trary.

1 know that the hockey counter-

part to international basketball's

Dream Team was supposed to at

least make a run for the gold at

Nagano. And I know that our col-

Se«SIUPIIO,pa9e39
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Sponsored by the

Check out the "Educated

Choices" in the on-line UCLA

BookZone at www.iidastor«.

uda.edu. Your practical self

will like thp 30 percent dis-

count. Updated every Monday!

m Salt Lake City

• Can't get enough of the winter Olympia?

Check out the official page of the 2002 games. This

should keep you amused for the 1,400 days until

the next games begin. httpy/www.sk2002.org

^ The First Olympic Games
^ • After gazing at the future of the games,

experience the past at this site, which details the

games of 1896.

http://orarna.com/athens1896/ ^

3.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Official Winter Games Site

Return to the present with the official site

of the Nagano Olympics. This extensive site has

everything from results to the weather in

Nagano, http://www.nagano.olympic.org/

Applications for

Assistant Viewpoint

Editor are available at

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

The deadline has been

extended to Feb. 24

by 5 p.m.
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Soft Daily or

Soft Toric or
Hard Gas Perm.
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SPECIAL
Disposable Color Contacts

'10" Box* (4 box minimum)
after Manuf. Rebate

Free Parking
*'=^«''^'°**

ARMANI. CALVIN
KLEIN, SAKI,
MODO, GUCCI.
MOSSIMO.

ALAIN MIKLi, POLO.
J.P. GAULTIER,
VERSACE, DKNY,
PERSOL, DIOR,
POLICE, YOJI,
YAMAMOTO,
HUGO BOSS,

AND MANY MOREI

GLASSES
jBH All Designer^^ Frames

lAII Ultra Thin
Lenses

EXAMS? For Glasses
J^l (inc glaucoma test)

WM For Contacts
(inc 2 mo follow-up)

IS rtan atEjgtertenct • Hi-tech
Intoimitntt

Wt teotpl ino§t in$unnc0.

INI.B.COHENMEHR,Ofi
3116 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from big 5)

(310) 828-2010 •« ai hMIM•« ttMMi Ita
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care
Health plan aims to

reduce medical fees

,
, while providing

better, more efficient

treatment for patients

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff

The controversy surrounding

whether or not managed care is

helping or hurting California's

health care system is still brew-

ing.

Late last month. Gov. Pete

Wilson unveiled his principles for

the reform of managed care in

California. Wilson indicated that

any legislation should adhere to

one very important principle: to

preserve or improve the quality

of care without diminishing

access or harming the liealth^^

California's economy.

Managed care is aliealth care

plan designed to cut the cost of"

medical services while improving

patient outcomes.

Despite all the political flurry,

medical center ofTicials at UCLA
say that managed care has had

both positive and negative ertects

on the delivery of health care in

the last 12 years.

"it does work," said Mary

Frances Flynn, director of

Managed Care Business

Development.

"It is a different system for

people to learn, and as a patient

there are many more perceived

challenges in terms of receiving

care," Flynn said.

Nearly 85 percent of

CalifornTans currently receive

medical attention under man-

aged care programs. However,

just over 75 percent express satis-

faction with these services,

according to the Office of the

Governor. ^Jv_ ____
"From the perception of the

patient, managed care doesn't

give them the freedom of choice

that they have had in the past,"

said Dr. Michael Karpf. vice

provost for hospital services at

UCLA.
"It is not quite as open as the

health care system used to be," he

added. Karpf was a member of

the task force that contributed to

Wilson's proposals.

According to Gerald Levey,

provost of the UCLA School of

Medicine, managed care has a

positive impact on the university.

"Managed care has done

some very good things for

UCLA," said Levey.

"It has forced us to look at all

aspects of our operations and

essentially made us a far more

efficient hospital," Levey said.

"It has enabled us to do things

that five years ago would have

been unimaginable," he added.

Managed care has allowed the

university to extend services out-

ward to the surrounding commu-

nity, Levey said.

As a result, UCLA has built

clinics in the surrounding com-

munity and acquired the Santa

Monica hospital in 1995 as part

of the UCLA health care net-

SeeMAHAGEDCARE,page6
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Students wait to take the bus at the Ackerman turnaround. The new buses hold fewer passengers.

Better buses bring bigger lines
CROWDING: Vehicles

leave air cleaner, but

hold fewer passengers

By Scot Sargeant

Daily Bruin Contributor

Although UCLA's new campus

buses benefit the environment, they

have caused new problems for stu-

dents.

UCLA's new environmentally

friendly buses, which were intro-

duced in January, hold fewer stu-

dents than previous buses.

These buses, which run on natural

gas rather than diesel fuel, contain ?>!>

seats, instead of the previous buses'

36-seat capacity. Students are finding

themselves waiting in increasingly

longer lines.

"Ever since they started using

these new buses. I've been late to

classes several times. I have to get to

the stop a half-hour early some-

times," said one student who wished

to remain anonymous.

This concern appears to be shared

by students who have expressed frus-

tration over the longer wait.

"If you aren't one of the first peo-

ple to run onto the bus, you will be

lefi standing," said Angela Lang, a

third-year sociology student.

While the change in the number

ofseats may seem minimal, seating is

not the only thing that afTects capaci-

ty

"The standing capacity is where

we really see the difference," said

Sherry Lewis, general manager for

UCLA Reel and Transit Services.

The total capacity in the new

buses, including seats and standing

room, is approximately 45 people.

The old buses, by contrast, could

hold about 55 students.

Transit officials acknowledge

receiving complaints from students,

but no clear solution appears to exist.

"I'm not sure how many people

have called transit, but I have

received some complaints. Most of

the complaints I have received have

dealt with the morning traffic,"

Lewis said.

"There are so many students there

that want a ride, and the buses are so

full when they come by, that they

can't even slop, " she continued.

Onicials of UCLA Fleet and

Transit Services are aware of the

problem and are investigating meth-

ods to ease the waiting time for stu-

dents.

"We are also looking into some

other alternatives ... such as using

some ofihe older buses, or redesign-

ing the routes," she continued.

According to Lewis, UCLA has a

supply of II new buses, but only

eight are normally used.

Six of these buses are designated

to the Campus Express route, which

constitutes the core route around

campus, while two buses cover the

Ackerman route. Occasionally, a

ninth bus is utilized to alleviate stu-

dent traffic.

"There have been several times

where we have put an additional bus

on to minimize the impact to stu-

dents," Lewis said.

"It's my understanding that there

is a lot of overcrowding now. What

we're trying to measure right now is

how many people are being left

behind because of the buses being

full," Lewis said.

See BUSES, page 8

Boelter chemical accident

produces desired reaction

SPILLS: Mishap proves

HazMat, precautions can

easily handle cleanups

By Mason Stodcstill

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A chemical spill Thursday morning

caused Boelter Hall to be evacuated

while UCLA Hazardous Materials

(HazMat) cleanup squads secured the

area.

Four one-gallon containers of

ammonium hydroxide broke open

when the shelving unit that they were

stored on apparently collapsed.

"This is more than just a minor

spill," said Michael Ceser, manager of

education and training programs in

the olTice of environmental heahh and

safety.

Ceser considered the cleanup of the

spill "a success" because numerous

safety precautions prevented any casu-

alties.

"The lab took all the necessary pre-

cautions, and everything went like

clockwork," he said.

The cause of the spill has yet to be

determined, but apparently the shelv-

ing unit that the bottles were stored on

collapsed when an employee was

putting away some other chemicals.

"The chemicals were properly

stored, but the storage unit gave way,

which caused the spill," Ceser said.

After the initial entry team had.

cleaned up the spill, they discovered

that an acid spill may have also

occurred.

The team then re-entered the build-

ing in different protective suits.

because of differing levels of exposure

to the chemicals. Apparently, they did-

n't find another spill.

The cleanup teams use meters to

measure the amount of gases in'the itir,

so that they will know when the caustic

gases have dropped to an acceptable

level.

Ceser said that there were no casu-

alties reported as a result of the spill.

. "Everything is potentially danger-

ous," he said, "but at this exposure

level, there is no risk of death."

The building was evacuated after

the protection devices in the building

detected the chemical in the air and set

off the alarms.

loannis Kanellakopoulos, an asso-

ciate professor of electrical engineer-

ing, left the building after the alarm

went off.

"There are sirens, strobe lights and

a PA saying, 'Please evacuate the

building,'" he said.

According to Ceser, the system

detected the gas in the air, triggered

See SPILL, page 6

AM4 SCANLON IACOBS/DjA Biuin

Norm Sutherlin hoses down Michelle DeVoux of the HazMat team to

remove contaminates from her suit after cleaning up a chemical spill.
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Leave Iraq alone,

Spartacists, others say
"U.S. Get Your Bloody Hands Off Of The

World" read one of several banners strewn

across MeyerhofT Park at noon on Thursday as

Spartacus, an anti-government student organi-

zation, staged a rally in protest of military

aggression in Iraq.

Impassioned sp)eeches were given by mem-
bers ofboth Spartacus and the Muslim Students

group, each time punctuated by a different

chant:

"Defend Iraq. Down with U.S. imperialist

attacks," shouted Paco repeatedly, the first of

three speakers who refused to give his last name.

Michelle Oberman, a senior sociology stu-

dent and self<lescribed socialist, exhorted stu-

dents to "defend the Palestinians" and "get

ROTC off campus" during her turn on the mic,

saying afterward: "We want a class struggle to

defeat U.S. imperialism," adding ruefully, "I live

in this society but I'm not part of this society."

Spectators who took interest objected at

times to the vitriolic nature of the

speeches, one onlooker even clap-

ping in mock appreciation after one of

the speakers. ,-;

On balance, however, the scene was greeted

with cynicism and lack of interest. "I think it's

just kind of trendy to be anti-U.S. policy these

days." said Jason Nuesca, a third-year history

student.

Law school rankings

cry wolf, study says

Annual law school rankings relied upon by

both prospective students and scouting law

firms have a poor grasp of facts and should be

ignored, according to an association of 162 of

the nation's law schools.

The rankings in question are published each

year by U.S. News^ World Report. According

to the nonprofit Association of American Law
Schools, the ranking report has "many serious

problems" and is "misleading and dangerous"

says John Sexton, dean of the New York

University School of Law.

Sexton states that the biggest

problems rankings have are that

they assume every applicant has identical

needs and desires, and the rankings "are driven

by a reputation survey of persons who have little

or no knowledge of what they are ranking."

Other complaints from the Washington-

based association are that the magazine rates

schools using the median scores from law school

admissions tests and also through the expendi-

ture per student. These methods do not take into

consideration of the quality of instruction and

actually ends up penalizing a school that pro-

vides top-quality education at a low cost per stu-

dent.

The magazine said the rankings, to appear in

its March 2 issue, provide an efficient way for

comparing schools based on independent

assessment and the gathering ofjudgments that

experts have made about each law school. The

magazine also claims that the ratings are only a

guide, it is not for readers to "substitute someone

else's ranking system for (their) own best judg-

ment."

Protesters to march

to 'Save the Dream'
Thousands of people are expected to attend

Monday's "Save the Dream" march to support

affirmative action and oppose Proposition 226,

the proposed "Anti-Labor" initiative.

According to an LA. County Federation of

Labor press release, Proposition 226 would

make it illegal for unions to donate money to

-politics without a going through a difficult

process, making it harder for union members to

have their voice heard in Upcoming November

elections.

Statistics say corporations outspent unions 1

7

to one in donating money in the 1996 elections.

The city-wide rally is sponsored by, among
others, the Rev. Jesse Jackson, the Rainbow

Coalition and the ACLU.
The march begins at 8 a.m. in front of the Los

Angeles Memorial Coliseum and ends at the

Ronald Reagan State Building.

Compiled form Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Captain's Log, Star date 2039. Note: Never invite

Dr. McCoy Duck Hunting again!

REMINDER
•LAST DAY:

For undergraduates

change grading basis with a

per-transaction fee.

to

$3

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For continuing students to file

applications for undergraduate

scholarships for 1998-1999.

DONT FORGET:

Undergraduate enrollment

appointments have begun
through URSA telephone.

Need to talk? Call the peer

helpline at 794-HELP.

The spring Schedule of

Classes is now on sale at the

UCLA Store.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

Friday ^

UGLA Orientation Program

Orientation assistant positions

available

Come pick up an application

Applications due Feb. 27

201 Corel Commons

Noon
UCLA Center for the Study of

Religion

Professor R. C. Motta

Visiting scholar, department of

history

"Ethical and Sacrificial

Religions"

Von Grunebaum Library

10383 Bunche Hall • 825-8948

1 p.m.
Jacob Marschak

Interdisclipinary colloquium

"Predicting Economic

Recessions in the United States"

By Vladimir Keilis-Borok of

UCLA
AGSM C-301 • 825-4144

Environmental Coalition

Documentary movie about '

human rights and democracy in

Burma
Ackerman 2408 • 206-4438

7 p.m.
Nation 2 Nation

International stucknt game night

e-mail for location

N2N@ucla.edu

Catholic Students Association

Mardi-Gras Party

Price: $3 nonmembers, $1

members
840 Hilgard Ave. -208-5015

Melnitz Movies

"Stranger Than Paradise" (7:30)

James Bridges Theater 206-

8170

Saturday 9 a.m.
UCLA Center for the Physics

and Chemistry of the Planets

Free one-day symposium "How
the Planets Work"
World-class research scientists

present most up to date

knowledge and understanding of

planets and planetary system.

Fowler Museum Lenert

Auditorium • 825-8752

9 a.m.
Golden Key National Honor
Society

Venice Beach cleanup

e-mail gkey@ucla.cdu

Rides available (9:45 a.m.)

Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

2 p.m.
Vladimir Nabov's "Lolita"

Will be discussed in the

Masterworks of Literature

Series. (2:30)

Sherman Oaks Branch Library

14245 Moorpark Street

(818)981-7851

4 p.m.
UCLA American Indian Studies

Center

Native American poet Joy Harjo

will perform with her

band, Poetic Justice

Armand Hammer Museum

Sunday 3 p.m.
Music of Japan

Concert of traditional and

contemporary music

John Kaizan Neptune, Sawako

Fukuhara and Kaori Washiyama
will perform

Schoenberg Hall Annex, Room
1659 • (213)766-8460

Monday 8 a.m.
Save the Dream
March and rally to fight the anti-

labor initiative, jobs, education

and access for our seniors, our

youth and our future.

Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum

794-0383

Noon
USAC Internal VP Office

Student Issues Forum
An opportunity to voice opinions

on student issues

KerckhoffGrand Salon

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

Kerckhoff 400

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.edu
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People still know

surprisingly little

of Malcolm X

and the battle

he fought

MalGolm
By Carol McKay
Daily Bruin Staff

Over 70 years ago, a legend was born in

Omaha. His name was Malcolm Little. Later, it

would be El Hajj Malik el-Shabazz. Eventually,

the world would know him as Malcolm X. But 33

years after his death, most still know amazingly

little about him.

Perhaps the mystery stems from his numerous

identities, his evolution of ideologies. Perhaps it

was his oratorical command. Or perhaps it was

the short span of the public's attention.

One thing is clear, however; despite how little

people know about Malcolm X, most feel awe

for this historical figure.

After losing his parents at a young age,

Malcolm Little left school early and

turned to a life of crime in the under-

world of Harlem. Dealing and using drugs, he

was sent to prison in 1946 for a 10-year sen-

tence.

While in prison, he explored Islamic studies

and converted to the black nationalist theology

of Elijah Muhammad.
After his release from prison, Malcolm sought

publicity, delivering infiammatory speeches and

gaining much attention. He served as the leader

of the Nation of Islam and preached a militant

version of black nationalism.

Soon this attention proved detrimental, and

Malcolm was suspended from the Black Muslim

Movement. He began his own movement, the

Organization of Afro-American Unity, and dur-

ing the same year made a pilgrimage to Mecca.

In Mecca, Malcolm was transformed once

again. In a letter he sent to his wife and assistants,

Malcolm revealed his conversion.

"1 have been utterly speechless and spell-

bound by the graciousness 1 see displayed all

around me by people of all colors," he wrote.

Upon his return from the Holy City, Malcolm

began a new doctrine. No longer would he hate

all white people but only those who were racist.

Malcolm became tolerant of the idea of inte-

grated cooperation among groups, aiming for

progress in civil rights through the participation

of other African Amerifani and progressive

white organizations.

Malcolm was assassinated on Feb. 21, 1965.

Three members of the Nation of Islam were con-

victed. According to Victor Wolfenstcin, 9 pro-

fessor of political science, "There is rather sub-

stantial evidence that governmental agencies

were at least passively collusive.

"They did nothing to prevent this tragic

event," he said, adding that two of the three men

who were imprisoned for the assassination were

obviously innocent.

D espite a young.death that occurred on

the incline of his political career,

Malcolm X is not a forgotten man. His

memory is celebrated on a handful of web

pages, in several documentaries and in a

motion picture.

In recent years, news of his daughter's alleged

assassination attempts of Louis Farrakhan -

which some claimed was a government setup
-

has made headlines.

Malcolm's daughter Qubilah Shabazz alleged-

ly planned to assassinate Farrakhan because she

believed he was responsible for her father's

death.

Charges were dropped, however, when

Shabazz agreed to a deal in which she would

receive treatment for alcohol abuse and sign an

affidavit accepting responsibility for her role in

the assassination attempt. She maintained her

innocence.

Last year, Malcolm's wife Betty Shabazz was

burned to death, and her 12-year old grandson -

the son of Qubilah Shabazz - plead guilty to the

crime.

The teachings of all civil rights leaders have

been called up recently as current issues such as

affirmative action maintain a place in national

discussion. After Malcolm's death, a return to

his teachings occurred periodically throughout

the following three decades. People bought

copies of his autobiography by Alex Haley and

anthologies of his speeches.

According to Wolfenstein, Malcolm X
became one of the spiritual leaders of the black

Adidas logo

once again

favored _^

by students

By Carol McKay
Daily Bruin Staff

See MALCOLM X, page 6
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It all started out with those

striped flip-flops. Then came

the snap away nylon pants

and back packs. Shoe carri-

ers, mini purses, parkas, T-

shirts and, oh yeah, shoes.

Adidas has made a come-

back from the days of the

Beastie Boys and Run DMC,
onto the bodies of students

across campus, flooding

Bruin Walk and camoufiag-

ing students in three white

stripes. Why is Adidas the

unofficial uniform and

leisure wear of choice?

"Everybody wants to look

like athletes. They're trying

to emulate their heroes."

Steve Scott

Third-year

Business economia

"It is really popular. 1

think it's definitely a status

symbol because Adidas is so

much more expensive than

the other brands of sports

wear. It's like the cool way to

dress down."

Christine Yeoh

First-year graduate student

Public policy

"It's because of Jonathan

Davis He's the lead singer of

Korn, and he's the one who

started the trend. It's all rock

n' roll."

Jesse Brown

Fourth-year

'^
Political sdence

"That's a good question. 1

think it's probably because of

the popularity of hip-hop

music and urban culture."

David Ngo

Second-year

Communication studies

"If you see athletes wear-

ing them, you associate the

clothes with the athlete. If

you want to be like them,

that's what you wear. My
whole uniform for rowing is

Adidas, so I have to wear it."

Paul Steinke

First-year

Political sdence

"I think it has the best

designs. Nike is too out there.

Their shoes are so ugly."

Jcnn({fr Mauna

Second-year

Biology

"People are looking for an

alternative to Nike and

Reebok. That's where brands

like Adidas and Fila are com-

ing from. They have pretty

much the same designs, but

Adidas brings back the old

school."

DonaM lee

Fifth-year

History



'*^'.
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MALCOLM X
From page 5

radical and revolutionary movement,

and his philosophies had a significant

influence on the development of the

Black Panther Party in the late 1960s.

Malcolm's influences lessened

through the '70s and '80s,

Wolfenstein said, and were revit^ized

during the late I980's, when "hip-hop

artists and young black people more

generally began to respond to the

teachings of Minister Louis

Farrakhan, who had revived the

Nation of Islam."

When Spike Lee directed

"Malcolm X" in 1992, a new genera-

tion discovered his life and impact on

society.

Paraphenilia was circulated within

the popular culture, with "X" baseball

caps at the forefront of the very visi-

ble trend.

Despite the passing fad's promo-

tion of self-identity, history professor

Robert Hill said that the emergence

of Malcolm X hats and posters wasn't

much more than capitalist-driven.

"His importance transcends any

kind of fashion or fad, as any struggle

for freedom does," Hill said. "It's

something that goes much deeper

than that."

Some students agree that Malcolm

has personally influenced their own
lives as well.

"I know that if I had never been

exposed to his teachings, I'd still be

sitting around and hoping," said

Sarah Abdelhamid, a second-year

psychology and African American

studies student.

Abdelhamid said that the message

she most values from Malcolm's

philosophies is the importance of self-

assertion.

"The racism in our society is not as

overt as it was during his time," she

said. "But his philosophies said that

you can't take anything passively.

Today, we can rally for and against

things like Prop. 209 and affirmative

action. We have to take the initiative if

we want things to change."

However long ago Malcolm's

efforts began, many believe that his

legacy continues to apply.

"His basi(j stance of militant oppo-

sition to white racism remains rele-

vant, all the more so in a time when
there are massive efforts underway to

roll back the gains of the 1960s free-

dom struggle," said Wolfenstein, who
teaches a course in Malcolm X and

Black Liberation

"The. attack on affirmative action

is just one prong of this reactionary

movement."

Malcolm's teachings have contin-

ued to influence generations of

Americans. According to Hill,

Malcolm is responsible for many of

our modern ideas about African

American empowerment.

And not only has he influenced

African American philosophy, but his

ideas have penetrated alj of the

American identity.

"Through Malcolm X, we are now

able to talk about institutional racism

as well as individual prejudice," Hill

said.

In his last years, Malcolm formu-

lated the idea of organized discrimi-

nation and institutional responsibility,

bringing the issue from an incident-

based one to a community problem.

"This meant that it wasn't just an

individual matter," Hill said. "It was

endemic to society."

Malcolm's notions qf community

empowerment and personal struggle

have also changed the face of societal

solutions.

"His concepts of black self-deter-

mination as a domestic program

(brought about) economic and social

programs that talked about communi-

ty empowerment and political power,

police accountability and community

control of schools," Hill said.

Hill credits Malcolm as articulat-

ing the vision that self-determination

for African Americans meant devel-

opment of their community and

achieving political power for anything

t© change. ^

Malcolm emphasized "community-,

based consciousness," Hill said,

adding that a number of African

American mayors appeared with the

help of his movement.

Abdelhamid does, however, find

faults with some of his ways. "I don't

advocate his ways of violence. I think

there has to be another way," she said.

"But I admire his ability to assert

African Americans as people in an

equal society."

Abdelhamid said that she admires

him for his ability to change as well.

"It's sad that it took him a trip to jail

to realize that something was wrong

in his life. But he made the conscious

decision to follow the right path, and I

admire him for that."

And the need for his influence

remains.

"Malcolm's spirit of black self-

affirmation and uncompromising

opposition to the oppression of his

people is needed as much now as it

ever was," Wolfenstein said.

MANAGED CARE
From page 3

work.

"(Managed care has) essentially

required us to add an additional hos-

pital for primary care, and therefore

led to our acquisition of the Santa

Monica hospital," Levey said.

These changes have removed the

perception that UCLA is an isolated

institution.

"All of these developments, which

have stemmed from a managed care

environment, have been very positive

for UCLA. It has given UCLA a com-

munity presence which we never had

before." Levey said.

According to UCLA officials, man-

aged care, while not flawless, has cre-

ated a greater level of awareness

regarding what hospitals need to do to

cut cost and maintain quality care.

"TTiere is now a greater level of

awareness of managed care and how
medicine can benefit from it.

(However) it is not without its prob-

lems and it certainly represents a

change that is difficult to make."

Flynn said.

Opponents complained that man-

aged care programs are inaccessible to

all patients and that the quality of care

is dwindling, placing cost over care.

"On the negative side I worry, as

many do, whether managed care will

remove the ability of patients to have

mobility in the system," Levey said.

"I also have concerns that individu-

als will not have access to the latest

medical advances, which are often

very costly," Levey said.

"Everyone should have access to

the latest developments in medical

technology, diagnosis and therapeu-

tics." he continued.

Institutions like UCLA are begin-

ning to measure how well managed

care is working.

"We are expanding the number of

managed care contracts we have, and

have been increasing the number of

members we see in both the

Westwood and Santa Monica hospi-

tals." Rynn said.

"We are expanding the number of

contracts we have," she added, "so

that we can make this available to

more people, so that everyone will

have the opportunity and choice to

have UCLA as their provider."

"Managed care ... makes it easier to

measure the quality of care, although

quality and outcome measurement is

in its early stages of development,"

Flynn said.

"By critically analyzing what we
are doing, we can do it well and effi-

ciently," Karpf said.

According to Karpf, managed care

programs allow doctors and adminis-

trators to measure the outcomes of

patient care more than the previous

fee for service systeth.

"(Managed care) is a system that

needs to be implemented and better

understood," said Josie Rice, adminis-

trator with UCLA Managed Care

programs.

"It's not a bad system. However,

it's like any other program. It just

needs time to develop." she added.

"Managed care is not disappear-

ing." Karpf said. "It will be made a lit-

tle bit more flexible, but fundamental-

ly it is not going away."

SPILL
From page 3

the alarms, shut off other automated

processes that use caustic gases, and

notified the fire department of the

situation.

"The protection devices worked

perfectly,"
Ceser said. ,^^^_^^^^__

There was

also a comput-

erized com-

mand center,

located in an

area adjacent

to Boelter,

from which

HazMat team

members could

safely observe what was going on

inside the building on closed-circuit

televisions.

"That process is also automated,

and it went perfectly as well," Ceser

said.

The Nano lab, where the spill

occurred, is home to research and

Proper safety

procedures can pay off

in the event of an

accident.

education in the areas of microfabri-

cation, micromachining and inte-

grated circuit fabrication. ""

The lab's ventilation system is

independent of the rest of the build-

ing, so any gases released by the spill

did not circulate throughout the rest

of the building.

In addition, the chemicals stored

in the lab had

^
been segregat-

ed by compati-

bility, meaning

that the chemi-

cals that would

react violently

when mixed

were stored

separate from

each other. In

the event of an

accident, there would be less chance

of a reaction.

Ceser said that this incident serves

to show the UCLA community that

proper safety procedures can pay off

in the event of an accident.

"When you go that extra mile,

things come out a lot better," he said.

Founded in 1968

The Nation's First Independent Graduate School of Psychology
Psychoanalysis and Marital & Family Counseling

ARE YOU
THINKING

ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE?

CGI is Thinking About

Your Future Too!

Bachelor's Degree (BA)
Accelerated Program in Integrated Uberal Ans

Master's Degree (A4A)

S4A Graduate Psychology - Marital & Family Therapy

For Information or Interview Doctor's Degree (i*syD)

CGI-WestWOod Counseling Psychology - Psychoanalysis

1 100 Clendon Ave., 1 1th IL '^'""' ^"^ Family Therapy

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 208-4240

CXI-University Tower
4199 Campus Dr., Office 710
Irvine, CA 92612
(714) 737-5460

email: cgilOix nrtcom com
web site: http://www.cgi.edu/'

— also ofTering —

CslifofOieCrtalBBilyteCayoDelJoiCeo!
I'ull Range of Counselinj^

& Psychotherapy Services

Open Day. Evening arfd Weekends
Call for Initial Visit or Referral
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e V E R r Tim b'jMA.

1650 Westwood Blvd.
betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire *11
(310)470-1558 ij

" "
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More U.S. trfit arrive in Middle East to bolster presence

he Associated Piess

U.S. Army soldiers of the 3rd Infantry Division based at Fort Stewart, Ga, are greeted as

tliey arrive at a Kuwait City air base Thursday.

IRAQ: While Kofi Annan seeks

diplomatic solution in Baghdad,

United Slates prepares for worst

By Larry Kaplow .

Cox News Service

CAMP DOHA ARMY BASE, Kuwait'^

The first of several thousand troops arrived to

beef up the U.S. military presence, picking up

equipment - from duffel bags to tanks - and

speculating about chemical weapons and Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein. .• -^

Though their mission is defined as a training

'

exercise, they know that their presence in the

region is meant to deter an Iraqi invasion and

reassure American allies.

Many of the 384 arrivals from the 3rd

Infantry Division at Fort Stewart, Ga., were

groggy after a 17-hour flight on their chartered

747 airliner. But, as they gathered for food and

supplies, most knew they would be headed to

the Kuwaiti desert within a day.

"You know that only a few dozen kilometers

away is a country that has aggressed in the

past," said tank commander First Lt. Mark

Walters. "It makes it a little more real. It raises

what we call the 'Pucker Factor.'"

Walters, of Warren, Penn., stood next to one

of the 65-ton, $2.4 million tanks that he would

soon lead into the desert.

Many of the tanks and much of the other

equipment on this base were used in Operation

Desert Storm, which, in 1991, drove the Iraqis

out of their occupation of Kuwait.

Since that war. United Nations sanctions

and weapons inspections have kept the Iraqi

government largely in check. But the United

States has begun, in earnest, a new military

build-up after repeated attempts by Hussein to

clos€ off from inspection areas where he is sus-

pected of hiding chemical and biological

weapons of mass destruction - which he has

used in the past.

With U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan

headed to Baghdad this weekend for what

many consider the last chance at a peaceful res-

olution to the stand-off, the troops were com-

ing from Fort Stewart to bolster the 25,000

U.S. servicemen and women already in the

Gulf region.

By the end of the day Thursday, another 380

See TROOPS, page 8

North seeks reconciliation

with former countrymen
KOREA: Offer seen as

Step in right direction

by leadership of South

By Paul Shin

The Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea - North

Korea appealed directly to dozens

of political leaders in rival South

Korea, asking them to help bring

reconciliation to the divided

Korean peninsula.

It was part of a marked shift in

policy and a remarkable peace

overture by isolated North Korea,

which declared Wednesday it was

ready to talk with the South's newly

elected government in the interest

ofending decades ofconfrontation.

Today, North Korea delivered

70 letters addressed to South

Korean leaders urging them to

work toward reconciliation. The let-

ters were received through the bor-

der village of Panmunjom and are

still being delivered.

"We make clear that we are will-

ing to have dialogue and negotia-

tion with anyone in South Korea,

including political parties and orga-

nizations," Kim Yong Sun, a top

North Korean policymaker, told

the North's ofTicial Korean Central

News Agency.

"The north and the south must

promote coexistence, co-prosperi-

ty, common interests, mutual col-

laboration and unity between fel-

low countrymen," Kim was quoted

as saying.

Kim, regarded as a close confi-

dant of leader Kim Jong II, spelled

out the North's new position in a

report to a meeting Wednesday of

the country's major political parties

and organizations, the North

Korean news agency said.

In South Korea, President-elect

Kim Dae-jung's party, the National

Congress for New Politics, wel-

comed the North Korean move,

calling it "a sign of change in the

North's attitude."

Accusations cloud power plant's future

LAWSUrr: Electric station

charged with polluting

air near Grand Canyon

ByMkfMlleRushlo

The Associated Press

PHOENIX - The Mohave

Generating Station produces electrici-

ty for millions of homes in the

Southwest, but a conservation group

says the plant also prcxiuces tons of

pollution that clouds the view of the

Grand Canyon and violates federal

regulations.

The Grand Canyon Trust sued the

operators of the plant, which include

utility companies in California,

Nevada and Arizona, asking a Las

Vegas federal court to make them

clean up the plant.

"This plant sits there and operates

year after year dumping 40,000 tons of

pollution into the air. They should join

the rest of the U.S. We started to clean

up our cars 25 years ago. That plant is

being operated exactly as it was in

1973," said Rick Moore, air quality

program manager for the Flagstaff,

Ariz.-based trust.

The Mohave Generating Station,

which is located along the Colorado

River in Laughlin, Nev., is the largest

uncontrolled source of sulfur dioxide

in the Southwest. Sulfur dioxide, while

invisible when emitted, joins other

chemicals in the air to create sulfates.

Sulfates are blown 60 miles west to

the Grand Canyon in the summer,

obstructing the view of the canyon,

said Carl Bowman, the air quality coor-

dinator for Grand Canyon National

Park.

He said the Environmental

Protection Agency is still trying to fig-

ure how much Mohave affects the

greyish blue shroud over the park, but

the plant is the largest single contribu-

tor to the problem.

The of)erators of the plant, however,

contend Mohave does not have a visi-

ble effect on the canyon.

Nader Monsour, environmental

regulation manager for Southern

California Edison, the chief operator

of the plant, said Mohave is in compli-

ance with the Clean Air Act.

He said the plant, which supplies

power to about 1.7 million homes, does

not significantly affect the environ-

ment. All the power plants in the area

combined reduce the canyon visibility

by 6 percent, Monsour said, and it

takes a 10 percent change before it is

visible to the naked eye.

Besides, operators argue that it

could cost $200 million to clean up the

generating station.

Monsour said the plant can proba-

bly continue to make a profit even

when electricity competition is intro-

duced, but being forced to retrofit the

plant with scrubbers or otherwise clean^

up the plant could push the production

cost up 30 or 40 percent, he said.

It could mean the plant would have

to close, Monsour said.

That has the Navajo Nation and the

Hopi Tribe concerned. They produce

the coal slurry that is pipelined 275

miles to the generating station, and

both tribes earn a large portion of their

revenue from the coal.

For the Navajo Nation, about 15

percent of its general fund money

comes directly from the Mohave plant.

It also provides about 350 jobs on the

reservation. ^ = ^—
Ray Baldwin Louis, a spokesman

for the Navajo Council, said the tribe is

very concerned about the effect the

lawsuit might have on the generating

station.

"I don't think those issues with envi-

ronmental impact is that significant for

the Navajo Nation. We don't buy that

it's affecting our environment, but the

revenues that do come into the nation

will be greatly affected (if the plant is

closed)," he said.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Death row dog gets

second chance at life

KANAB, Utah - Spared from death row

in Oregon, Nadas the dog frolicked Thursday

in his new animal sanctuary home, where he

charmed his handlers and looked like any-

thing but a hardened, horse-chasing criminal.

The rambunctious collie-malamute mix

had been sentenced to die in 1996 for chasing

a neighbor's horse, violating an Oregon law

that makes it a capital crime for dogs that kill,

injure or even chase livestock.

A groundswell of support from around the

world prompted officials in Medford, Ore.,

last week to commute the death sentence if

Nadas would be neutered and sent to an out-

of-state sanctuary for the rest ofhis life.

After a 17-hour Hight to Las Vegas and a 3

1/2 hour drive in the back seat of a sport util-

ity vehicle, Nadas arrived before dawn

Thursday^ at the Best Friends Animal

Sanctuary. The 200-acre preserve is home to

some 1,500 dogs, cats, birds, hors-

es, rabbits and other livestock.

Rescue of beached

whales delayed
HOBART, Australia - Strong waves

stalled attempts Thursday to rescue 35 sperm

whales stranded on a beach in Australia.

The pod is the second in less than three

weeks to get stuck on the island state of

Tasmania.

The whales beached themselves at

Marrawah, on the northwestern tip of

Tasmania, state parks and wildlife service

biologist Hans Wapstra said.

High seas, whipped by winds gusting

above 50 knots, made the attempt too haz-
'^ ardous Thursday night, rangers said.

Rangers will try to keep the whales com-

fortable on the beach overnight in hopes a

rescue operation can be mounted today.

Coles said.

Earlier this month, 65 sperm

whales were stranded at Ocean

Beach, midway down Tasmania's

west coast. Only three of them sur-

vived after a huge rescue effort lasting

several days.

Cosmonauts return

home from Mir station

MOSCOW - Two Russian cosmonauts and

a French astronaut left Mir and touched down

in the snow-covered plains of Central Asia

today, wrapping up a successful mission on the

12th anniversary of the space station's launch.

Cosmoniruts Anatoly Solovyov and Pavel

Vinogradov and Frenchman Leopold Eyharts

landed shortly after noon m the empty steppe o'i

central Kazakstan. oft'icials at Mission Control

said. It took the crew three hours to descend

from the Mir, 250 miles above Earth.

All went well, though space officials were

worried beforehand about a blizzard that raged

through the republic through early today. The

weather improved shortly before the landing.

The two Russians arrived on Mir last August

when the troubled space station was hobbled by

a number of breakdowns, including a reduced

power supply.

But Solovyov and Vinogradov performed

several successful repair missions. The station is

now back at close to full power and has not had

any major problems in recent months.

Mir was launched on Feb. 19, 1986. and was

expected to remain in operation for only five

years. A series of near di.sasters last year, includ-

ing a fire, computer breakdowns and a collision

with a cargo ship, raised doubts about Mir's

safety

But Russian space olTicials want to keep the

spacecraft manned at least until next year, when

a new international space station is put aloft.

Russians Talgat Musabayev and Nikolai

Budarin and American Andrew ITiomas remain

aboard Mir. .

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Officials don't evict camping protesters
ENVIRONMENT: Demonstrators

try to stop soil tests at site of

proposed nuclear waste dump

By Larry G«iber

The Associated Press

NEEDLES, Calif. — Federal rangers

made no move Thursday to evict dozens of

American Indians and environmentalists

from a desert camp where they are protest-

ing the proposed Ward Valley nuclear waste

dump.

Although rangers in white vans kept

watch from a mile away, the threat of evic-

tions and mass arrests was put on hold indef-

initely as officials of the federal Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) talked with

protest leaders in hopes of reaching a peace-

ful solution to the week-old demonstration.

"We're still negotiating with the tribe and

as long as those negotiations continue there

will be no significant law enforcement

action," BLM spokeswoman Carole

Levitzky said.

The BLM gave eviction notice to the

campers on Feb. 13, a day after the latest in

a long series of demonstrators arrived.

There have been as few as 20 and as many
as 100 people at the camfvin 22 miles west of

Needles, which is aimed at blocking soil tests

on the site of the proposed dump.
On Wednesday night, as federal visitors

looked on, Barbara Antone poked a sharp

stick into the ground beside a campfire. took

two seeds out of a cloth bag and buried them

in the hole.

She was making a point: To her Quechan

people, the seeds represent man and

woman, sacred symbols of creation.

With her palm, she tami:>ed the Indian

corn kernels into the desert dirt at the feet of

Ed Hastey, California head of the BLM.
"That's where they will grow." she said.

Hastey and a handful of colleagues made

a brief appearance at the camp, where at

least a token encampment has been in place

since 1996.

Hastey told tribal elders that he was sur-

prised at their invitation and said he would

keep talking with officials in Washington in

hopes of working out a peaceful solution.

"That's all I can guarantee you," he said.

The dump site is on federal land that

would be turned over to the state. Gov. Pete

Wilson's administration has licensed dump
operators to accept low-level waste from

hospitals, laboratories and nuclear plants to

be buried in unlined trenches.

Opponents worry that radioactivity could

seep into the water table and contaminate

the Colorado River, 20 miles east.

An alliance of five American Indian

tribes from California and Arizona also say

the dump would desecrate their homeland.

The federal government has hesitated to

sign over the land to the state government

because of safety concerns. Federal experts

want to use radioactive tritium to test the soil

and say the encampment must be movdd.

On Wednesday night, a half-dozen old

women kept vigil around the campfire.

Younger Indians patrolled the camp.

"We will remain until we find out what's

going to happen," said Barbara Antone's

husband, Wally Antone.

The campers said they would refuse to

leave unless they are forced out in hand-

cufi"s.

The Associated Press

(Left to right) Weldon Johnson Jr., Rodney Patch and

Jack Fisher protest a proposed nuclear waste dump.

BUSES
From page 3

Students are also complaining about

the cramped seating these buses pro-

vide.

"While they are more comfortable

than the older buses, they hold fewer

people and when it gets crowded, they

are more uncomfortable," said

Khalisha Banks, a third-year political

science student.

Despite these complaints, UCLA
Transportation Services has received

a>mpliments for the lessened environ-

mental impact of these buses.

"We have received very positive,

environmental-type comments. I have

heard a lot ofcomments in reference to

the clean-burning fuel, in that there is

no longer a diesel smell," said Lewis.

Among the benefits these buses pro-

vide are low emissions caused by clean-

burning fuel and reduced operating

costs.

While no statistics are available to

determine the reduction in emissions,

comparable bus lines state that a fleet

this size reduces pollutant emission by

approximately 1.500 pounds per year.

"WeYe very proud to have a fleet of

environmentally friendly and clean-

burning vehicles here." Lewis said.

"We feel that's our contribution to

UCLA, this is our environment and

our community, and we feel it's our

responsibility to do that," she said.

TROOPS
From page 7

had arrived, with several thousand

more expected from Georgia over

the next week.

The United States already has

tanks, artillery and missile launch-

ers outside the Kuwaiti capital, as

part of a defense agreement signed

after the Gulf War.

The troops will train like normal,

firing weapons, maneuvering in the

desert and keeping trucks, comput-

ers and radios working. Bui this

training mission came up on just a

few days notice and is for an indefi-

nite period.

As part of their regular training,

they are equipped with masks and

protection from chemical and bio-

logical weapons.

"You've got to think about that.

That's all they talk about," said

Jason Christensen, 20, a computer

and night-vision goggles technician

from Irvine, Calif. "Right now,

we're just training, so if anything

happens we'll be prepared."

Many of them have trained in

deserts before - either in Egypt or

California - but most were in for a

new experience in new terrain.

"Until you're here, you've never

seen anything likejhis in your life,"

said First Lt. Deshawn Brown, 25,

who came from her base at Fort

Hood, Texas, six weeks ago. "You
see camels, you see sheep when
you're driving down the road."

Brown, originally from

Hemingway, S.C, said she feels she

is here to help protect Kuwaitis

from a dangerous Hussein.

"I can't even imagine how these

people felt in 1991, when someone

came over the border and just took

their country," she said. "He is a

man with nothing to lose, that's my
only concern."

Specialist Robert Huffman, a 30-

year-old mechanic who was sent to

Saudi Arabia during the Persian

Gulf War, said he had advised his

younger colleagues to be prepared

for chemical attacks.

Learn skills that will

liberate yourself and
our community —
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PLANETS
Saturday

' February 21. 1998

9am - 5pm

doors open at 8: 15

No REGISTRATION

FOWLER Museum.

Lenart Auditorium.

A free

one-day
symposium
at UCLA

WORK

Presented Ly tke UCLA Center for tke Physics & Chemistry

of tke Planets, a research ana education unit or tke Institute

for Geopkysics and Planetary Pkysics. 7^^

Tkis one day non-specialist talk is given ky a group or world

class researck scientists wko will present and discuss tke most

up to date fenwoledge and understanding we now kave akout

planets and planetary systems. From tke inner processes tkat

result in surface eartkquakes and mountain kuilding process,

to tke outer processes tkat result in Ice Ages and meteorite

impacts. Exciting results from tke recent Mars-Patktinder

Mission will also ke presented.

Tkis series is designed for tke general puklic, puklic officials,

kigk sckool and college students, teackers and UCLA Faculty,

staff and students of all disciplines.

9:00 am: Tke Eartk as a Dynamic System. Thomas H. Jordan MIT.

9:40 am: Mountain Building: Its Effects on Climatic Cliange. T. Mark

Harrison, UCLA.

10:20 am: Eartk's Ice A^es, Ckaos Tkeory and Wkat Tkey Tell Us Akout

ILOO am: Can We Predict Eartkquakes? Leon Knopoff, UCLA.

L30 pm: Tke Origin of Eartk and Planets. George Wetkerill, Carnegie

Institute. .^

2:10 pm: Tke Core Dynamics of Plantary Magnetic Field. Gary Glatzmaier,'
^

Los Alamos National Lab.

2:50 pm: Meteor Impacts and tkeir Role in Skaping Planetary Evolution.

Tkomas J. Akrens, CalTeck.

3:30 pm: Tke Mars Patkfinder: Last of tke Cowkoys. Antkony J. Spear,

Jet Propulsion Labs.

4:10 pm: Panel Discussion witk Audience Questions. .•.. •
,

. -,
.

Call

310 824-8752
for more iniortnation

a^aemmgaiamtm
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Ute and cover'mis
it is never too early to learn

Student leaders have

a lot of experience

using rhetoric to cloud

issues, shift attention

away from themselves

Afew quarters ago, one of my
artsy-fartsy North Campus-

type classes was, ("or reasons

beyond rhy grasp, conducted in a

decidedly humanities-unfriendly

classroom somewhere in the bowels

of Young Hall - home to UCLA's
department of chemistry. If memory
serves, the class was a seminar on

Goethe, Carew, Proust. Nabokov

and Donne titled "Surname

Mayhem," but that's not important.

The most challenging aspect of the

seminar was getting there and back

alive. I would navigate through a

labyrinth of seedy corridors where

upon each door was plastered a

warning of

the immi-

nent risk

and mortal

danger to

which one

entering

would be

automatical-

ly exposed.

Passing that

rare open

door, I

would see a

lone, nutty

professor-type trying to turn the

pages of his lab notebook while wear-

ing armpit-length oven mitts, guz-

zling some smoking, foul-looking

solution straight from the beaker or

just lying unconscious on the floor.

As I wended my way down and back

and forth for 10 weeks through that

hellish complex, two thoughts were

constantly in my mind: a) I didn't

belong there, and b) a bunch of

teenagers did.

And so it goes in the little big

league or big little league (depending

on your perspective) that is higher

education. We're not there yet. Bui

we will be. Chemistry students will

go on to be chemists, engineering

students will go on to be engineers,

and v.e English students will fanta-

size on fmdmg Hemmgway's missing

valise al one of the garage sales we

frequent in search of a foxed and

buckled but legible copy of the OED.

Daugherty is a fourth-year English stu-

dent E-mail him at daughert@ucla.edu.

Midiael

Daugherty

Meanwhile, we will continue to be

responsible for dipping slices of

frozen potato into vats of boiling oil

for an adventurous clientele that

prefers dining behind the wheel of a

moving vehicle.

And what about our "student lead-

ers" (an oxymoron if I've ever seen

one)? Will the student politicians al

USAC go on to become officials at

some other acronym? It seems, based

on what I've read lately, that they are

certainly well qualified for positions

in government. The "Career

Objective" line of their collective

resume would put a smile of Huey

Long's corpse and reads like a

Kenneth Starr wet dream; "1 deny

ever taking part in violating cam-

paign regulations, obfuscating, mak-

ing blanket denials, slinging mud,

avoiding the issue, self-aggrandizing,

character assassinating, lying

through my teeth, making reprisals,

and taking credit for that which I

have played no part," You're

hired!

Good news: Unlike so many other

(more noble) fields of endeav-

or suffering from an over-

abundance of new ini

liates and a dearth

of positions for

them to fill, poli-

tics is (and will

always be) ripe

for the taking. In

fact, there will

never be a short-

age of positions,

postings, appointments

and seats for newcomers to the

elective sciences - that is. until _
the Earth runs out of the rocks

under which they must, by neces-

sity, retreat and reside.

If you've been following

USAC's most recent in a long list

of shortcomings and controver-

sies - the one some hebetudinous

wannabe pundit has bothered to

name "Campaigngate" - you

have been bothered to know that

one guy quit and accused the rest

of doing bad things. The Bruin

reported it. Some folks at USAC
responded by saying bad things

about the guy. The Bruin report-

ed it. The guy responded with

some convincing (not bul-

letproof, but convincing)

evidence supporting his

initial accusations. The

Bruin reported it. Then

one of the USAC folks

got all mad at the nasty

Bruin for attempting to

keep its readership up

lo speed on the smear-

fest.

Before I go any further. I should,

in fairness, admit (unabashedly) that

I don't know very much about

USAC or Students First!. 1 don't

know who they are, and I don't know

what they do. But then, I have no

idea what elTect niacin or thiamin

has on my metabolism; maybe I

should. Kendra Fox-Davis, paid

USAC functionary, wrote thai our

current Students First! mutation of

USAC has affected programs thai

"benefit all students. " As I am loathe

lo be an ungrateful beneficiary of

others' good works, please, someont,

let me know what USAC has done

for me so I can express my gratitude.

I must have beea absent on the day

that the Campus Guide to Student

Otnernmenl was distributed. 1 must

have missed the lecture on USAC's
influence on my education. Am I the

only one? I'll bet dollars to dough-

nuts that 99 percent of the people

who read this don't know enough

about USAC to tell you what the let-

ters U-S-A-C stand for. Side note:

I've come up with some amusing

alternatives. Until now, it had never

occurred to me how many unkind

words start with the letter "C." I

digress. -_ a.

So, I don't know jack about

USAC or Students First!; but being

an English major and all. I have

developed a fairly sensitive ear to

malarkey. There's this really neat

book I have called "A Handbook of

Rhetorical Terms" by Richard

Lanham. a professor of English at

UCLA. It's not exactly bathroom

reading, unless. I suppose, you have

a dying need to know the meaning of

"amphidiorthosis" while you are

indisposed for reasons of a personal

nature. It's a useful aid in giving a
'

proper name to some common
rhetorical techniques we more gener-

ally refer to as "B.S." My intent hefe

is to snatch a few quotes from recent

Daily Bruin articles on

"Campaigngate" (or "Weaselgate"

as I will prefer to call it from

this point forward), to

demonstrate the

rhetorical spilth

that emanates

from some mem-
bers of our stu-

dent government.

By this measure,

we will be well

served in assess-

ing how ready they

are to enter big-league

politics.

We'll start with Max Espinoza.

In an interview ("Chair resigns,

citing 'corrupt' government," Jan.

23), USAC Finance Committee

Chair Robert Rhoan (the guy who
resigned) "claims that Academic

Affairs Commissioner Max
Espinoza approached him and

asked him to resign after Rhoan

abstained from voting on a fund-

ing request. Espinoza denied this.

'It's not in my authority to ask

anyone to resign,' he said."

This technique is called

"apoplanesis" which means, more

or less, "answering a different

question." Apoplanesis is to a

politician what a hammer is to a

carpenter. Jeffrey

Dahmer could say "It's

not in my authority to

eat people." True

statement. But

whether or not

he did is a differ-

ent question. Did

Espinoza ask

Rhoan to resign?

In computer science they'd say this

question has a binary solution set;

the answer is one of two things:

"Yes" or "No." The bottom line is:

somebody's telling a fib. What nice

company they keep.

Here's another one: Fox-Davis, in

response to Rhoan's accusations,

said, "I am personally disturbed by

his allegations because he has never

indicated to our council that he has

had any concerns regarding the

authenticity of our expense

accounts."

This is called "peristrophe," which

means "converting an opponent's

argument to one's own use." She's

basically saying that she's bothered

by the accusations because he didn't

mention them sooner. Should we

infer that she would not have been

"personally disturbed" if he had

mentioned the accusations immedi-

ately? She apparently wants us to

think that because he waited, his

accusations are therefore somehow
less valid. Rhoan ends up getting

beaten over the head by his own cud-

gel. Tricky stuff and a mainstay of

modern political rhetoric.

I have saved the best for last. In

her letter to the Daily Bruin ("Time

to investigate the investigators," Feb.

17), Fox-Davis poorly projects an

"argumentum ad misericordiam" (an

appeal to the mercy of the hearers)

on behalf of Daily Bruin contribut-

ing reporter Dennis Lim. She seems

to apologize for the fact that some

Bruin reporters have no "formal

journalistic training beyond writing

for a high-school paper." And what

formal training, might I ask, does

Fox-Davis have for being "chief of

stafT'? (Now I'm the one using peri-

strophe.) She mentions twice in 14

words that Lim is a "freshman" (isn't

that word sexist and out of vogue?),

thereby insinuating a lack of ability

on his part. She says that whatever

"prompted" the "attack" on Students

First! "does not really matter." If so,

why does she spend over 1 50 words

hypothesizing on the issue? She

attributes the parts of his reportage

she doesn't like to his eagerness,

stress, scrambling and a "desire for

the spotlight."

Lanham might call this "indigna-

tio" (arousing the audience's scorn)

or "argumentum ad hominem" (dis-

paraging one's opponent's charac-

ter), but let's skip the frou-froi/C

Latinate labels and describe it in

terms we all know: it's arrogant, it's

condescending and it obscures the

real issues.

If Fox-Davis knows what goes on

~
''See DAUGHERTY, page 12

Got something to say, but don't know where to say it? Be a

Viewpoint columnist! Applications are now available in the

Daily Bruin office, located in 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due Friday, Feb. 27 at 5 p.m. Late aplplica'

tions will not be accepted!
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— Racism in America
Prejudices still run rampant across the nation. Next Friday,

Viewpoint will explore racism as it exists today in America and on

"/ campus. Share your thoughts. E-mail us at

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu or bring your submissions to

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

The deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 4 p.m.

America: Melting pot or salad bowl? Many analogies have been used to

explain the interaction among America's myriad ethnic/racial groups.The

goal of integrating into the mainstream is often tempered by a desire to

maintain ethnic/racial uniqueness.This tension can precipitate the call for

nationalisms. Can nationalisms peacefully co-exist in America, or are they

mutually exclusive? Is patriotism really just ''loving America or leaving it?"

Patriot declares

individual rights

key to greatness

of US. way of life

AMERICA: Giving every

person special freedoms

makes country unique

— By Daniel Rego

America. That word means so

much to me. I believe in America
and what it, above all other coun-

tries, stands for: the sovereignty

and freedom of the individual. But

there are those who call this coun-

try AmeriKKKa and this state

KKKalifornia. They call me a devil,

oppressor and murderer. They do

not know the true essence of.

America.

This article is about that true

essence.

America is not a nation of any

particular ethnic group. But some
may attempt to fool you into think-

ing that this is a country of

W.A.S.P.'s (White Anglo-Saxon

Protestants), and that everyone else

is fooled, oppressed or a sell-out. I

am not a W.A.S.P. I am not sell-out,

I just believe in freedom. Those

who viciously shout otherwise are

most sincerely wrong.

These individuals think only in

the myopic view of racial classifica-

tions. America is not a land of

racial classifications. This may be

why some hate it so much. This

country is not a country of race,

but of an idea - that of freedom

and the right to pursue happiness,

and to this end, the freedoms of

life, liberty and property.

America is not a country of

socialism, for socialism is anathema

to freedom. Many of those who cry

"evil AmeriKKKa" believe in racial

classification and delude others

into following Nazi-esque patterns

of racial rigidity. The racial whole

does not delegate rights to individu-

als, but individuals delegate power

to the government. Rights do not

vary from race to race, ethnicity to

ethnicity - freedom is an invariable

thing.

We are all sovereign individuals

who delegate some of our sover-

eignty to both the federal govern-

ment and to California. These are

created to protect our inherent

rights. Bearing that protection, we
reserve the right to deal freely with

others. That means that we work

through mutual agreement with

others. That is freedom; that is

America. I believe in my freedom,

and I believe in America.

The problem that some have

with this idea is that they view life

See REGO, page 12

Rego is a second-year pre-political sci-

ence student.

Race: blurred beyond recognition
ENCLAVES: Grouping by

race does not assure

any sense of belonging

ByCatieBailard

Ethnic enclaves, hmmm ... you're

kidding, right? Should the United

States be divided into ethnic

enclaves? That is the question, right?

Wow, are you sure this isn't the show

platform for a future Jerry Springer

60-minute tirade of ignorance and

idiocy? In fact, I seem to remember a

Jerry episode that touched on this

proposal. It was something along the

lines of "Klanfrontation! When
Racists Attack: Part 4!"

OK, maybe I'm wrong. But you

are catching my drift, yes? Now
where should I begin with my own
tirade? Let's start with the enclave

part. No, we'll get back to that; let's

start with what the Einsteins who sup-

port this solution most likely believe

the problem is: racial pride, racial s^

exclusion, and to sum it up - race.

Not their own of course, but all those

other pesky races that incessantly rear

Bailard Is a second-year undeclared

student.

their multi-pigmented heads. All

right, I have to admit that when the

kids sitting next to me in lecture were

drawing the flag of their country of

origin on their body F>arts, followed

by nationalistic slogans, I found

myself growing a little perturbed. But

you know what I did? This is revolu-

tionary: I stopped myself, and I took

a long look into the darker comers of

my mind. You know the ones, where

all those little, not-so-enlightened

nuances skulk around in trench coats.

And then I opened a window, and let

me tell you ... the sunlight was refresh-

ing.

Boo hoo, my feelings are hurt ...

they're in America, goddamnit. You

know, America the beautiful, the

melting pot and all that jazz. Hey, if

they don't love it vhy don't they

leave? Well, if they won't leave let's

just divide up the country so we don't

have to listen to all that cultural crap.

I just hate feeling left out. So you stay

on your side of the line and I will stay

on mine.

But the truth is, one of the few

things I think America, Land of

Hypocrites, has going for it is our

unique mix of races and cultures.

Often I have looked around my lec-

tures and enjoyed the ethnic diversity

of the students sitting around me.

Where else in the in the world can you

have the privilege of savoring the dis-

parate beauties of so many different

ethnicities in a space as small as a sin-

gle lecture hall? How many countries

can boast such a diversified list of well

known authors including Toni

Morrison, Amy Tan, Kate Chopin,

Sandra Cisneros, Leslie Marmon
Silko and John Steinbeck? Personally,

I have taken a quasi-Aristotelian

approach in my examination of vari-

ous cultures, and there is not a single

culture that I do not believe could

teach me something of value.

Don't get me wrong. I am not

asserting that the racial atmosphere in

the United States is picture perfect

and tension-free. We all know this is

far from the truth. The fact is that sep-

aratists, zealots and paranoids aren't

racially exclusive. This is a human
vice, not a racial one. In fact, anyone

who has taken Anthropology 7 knows

that the concept of race cannot be

genetically identified. Each race has

within it such diversity it is impossible

to find a DNA standard from which

to categorize races. Race is cultural;

race is how you were raised. I don't

know about you, but I know that cul-

turally, I identify myself more closely

with my American-raised Colombian

roommate than I do with the

Australian who lived downstairs, or

than I do with the pig farmers I visit-

ed in Nebraska. So if you go with that

whole ethnic enclave plan, I would

reajly like to know where you are

planning to put me.

The fact is, if you feel like getting

back to your roots and enjoying the

company of your own culture, you're

in luck. There are places each of you

can go^ But the great part about this

country is that ifyou feel like delving

into a culture other than your own,

you can do that too. You can take an

Asian-American history class, attend

a reggae festival, go to a powwow,
watch a gay and lesbian pride parade,

study Buddhism, visit a Cinco de

Mayo celebration, and you can

always attend a Phish concert to

name just a few ways.

The beautiful part is that we are

pretty much free to expose ourselves

to as many, or as few of these various

expressions of culture as we want.

Sure, there may be a few people who

give you dirty looks to bring attention

to the fact that you're on their turf,

but there will also be many who do

not, and there will also be those who

appreciate your attendance and inter-

est.

See BAILARD, page 13
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REGO
From page 11

only through the concept of racial

diversity classifications, forgetting

that individuals are diverse. Racial

classifications are only words.

America stands for the diversity of

the individual. These views of ^
"nationalism" are absurd. It

assumes that individuals are noth-

ing more then representatives of a

racial stereotype. "Peoples" are not

sovereign, but are only a artificial

classification thrust on others. One.

is an American by choice. One does

not claim a homeland by race or

ethnicity but by truly being a part

of that home.

Patriotism in America is about

the love of freedom. Nationalism is

of racial division and necessarily

racism, for separate is inherently

unequal.

When did I become a patriot?

Quite simply, I visited another

country and saw the alternative.

This was not a "third-world" coun-

try or a developing nation. This

country was England (that place

filled with "Anglos").

There, I saw the insanity of

socialism, in ways both subtle and
glaring. It was then that I realized

freedoms that are sacred here are

trounced upon in the name of '

socialism and "the people;" it was
then that I realized what America
really stands for. True, the people

running it have riot always shared

this view and have often worked
against it, but this country and
what it stands for cannot be sullied

by evil men who may run it.

I am a patriot. I love my free-

dom. I love my sovereignty. I am
not a nationalist - I do not believe

in race. In virtually any other coun-

try, never has the individual been

placed over the alleged collective

whole (usually demagogues and
proto-bureaucrats controlling peo-

ple).

I am an individual. Because I

realize that this country stands for

freedom - my freedom and every-

one's freedom - I salute the flag of

both America and of California.

Because of this, I work to make this

country and state more free from

the hands of tyranny. I am a patriot

- always - for freedom.

DAUGHERTY
From page 10

in Lim's mind, she must be clairvoy-

ant. Well then, lefs ask her to peer

into her scry andtell us who made
all those telephone calls on our

dime? (She steers far clear of that

issue in her letter.) Let's ask her why
random students received campaign

calls from Students First!? Let's ask

her why the "second invoice" looks

like it's been fussed with? (See for

yourself The invoices are posted in

the Bruin Archives web page.) What
a pity that someone's need to cover

her fellow Student»First! pals would

supersede their obligation to the

people who put her there in the first

place.

The fact that she is willing to dis-

parage an earnest, hard working

(unpaid, 1 might add) reporter to

suit the needs of her party is further

testament to her suitability for future

employment in the offices of other

self-serving public servants. I could

go on for days with other examples,

but I think *ve get the point. Perhaps

they should start calling themselves

Student Leaders First!

For what it's worth, I have

scoured all the articles associated

with Wea.selgate (the scandal for-

merly known as "Campaigngate"),

and as far as I can tell, the Daily

Bruin's news department didn't go

outside of the nominal bounds of

journalist integrity. Lest you think

my opinion on the matter is invalid

^eeMU6HERTY.page13
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DAUGHERTY
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because I am a Daily Bruin

Viewpoint columnist, let me assure

you otherwise: 1 have written against

The Bruin before and 1 wouldn't hes-

itate to do it again if I saw any such

indiscretion or opportunity.

I know you're very busy, but if

any of this interests you at all, go to

The Bruin's web page and read the

articles yourself Then read Fox-

Davis's letter. Find the contradic-

tions, suss out the manipulative

phrases, cheese-ball rhetorical trick-

ery and innuendo. It's kinda' slick,

in a sophomoric kinda' way. See for

yourself how our student leadership

scurries around damning allega-

tions.

In closing, you might be asking

where I get oft disparaging our fine

young crop of student leaders and

their entourage. I'll tell you where.

Right here. Right here in The Bruin.

Love it or hate it, it's the community

voice of this campus. It's exception-

ally accessible to anyone in our com-

munity who has a point to make and

needs a place to make it. It may be

just a throwaway, but it's our throw-

away.

Perhaps, I have been naive in

thinking that all the evil crud associ-

ated with politics doesn't happen

until the stakes get a lot higher. 1

stand corrected. Maybe that odd

stench wasn't coming from Young

Hall after all.

BAILARD
From page 1

1

So what if there are people who arc

proud of their own cultures; why

shouldn't they be? There is beauty in

every culture, just as every culture has

a few of its own skeleton-filled closets.

As long as you are not being attacked,

why feel threatened? Do you seriously

believe that defining more lines and

drawing more boundaries will really

improve race relations in this country?

Wasn't that the pretext that fueled the

government's original treaties with the

Native Americans which called for the

creation of an "Indian Country"

where all those "pesky, dangerous"

natives could be segregated from the

settlers? It may interest you to know

that these treaties failed miserably,

and when they did fail, the United

States embarked on a brutal military

campaign of genocide and forced

removal. This was in the interest of

preserving the peace, of course!

Ethnic enclaves already exist in

America, and if you're interested in

living in one, be my guest. 1 under-

stand that {here are many who feel

more comfortable living in an area

where they are surrounded by their

own culture, and to others it may

seem natural, and yet to others it is a

matter of where they ended up. There

is nothing wrong with this, if this is

your choice. But I implore you not to

make these choices for everyone else.

It might be shocking, but not every-

one may feel the same way as you.

If you are really afraid of being

offended, of not being accepted by

everyone you meet, or if you are

angered that not everyone around you

looks and acts just like you, by all

means take refuge in an enclave of

your associates. But much to your dis-

may, I assure you that this enclave will

not consist of a single skin color or a

single culture. It will be a conglomer-

ate of narrow-minded, ethnocentric,

suspicious, ignorant souls whose skin

may not look like yours, but whose

neuroses do.

And seriously, if this ethnic enclave

thing ever does come about do you

really think you'll have an easy time

finding a decent burrito, or udon for

that matter, or fried rice or linguine?

And don't forget those falafels, and I

do love fry bread. Do you really want

to get up in the morning and not have

an English mufiln? C'mon, are you

really willing to risk that? . .,
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Leon Bates applies concentration

and stamina to his careers

Leon Bates will perform at UCLA's Schoenberg Hall on Saturday.

UCLA Ceniet (or the Peffoiming Aits

BySamToussi
Daily Bruin Contributor

When someone talks to concert pianist

Leon Bates, the question invariably is

asked: How much do you bench?

Now why would anyone want to embar-

rass a guy like that? Why would anyone

want to prove that all concert pianists are

scrawny, sickly little people who spent their

entire childhood indoors?

So how much does he bench?

"Three-twenty," Bates says.

No, really, how much do you bench?

"Really. I bench three hundred and

twenty pounds," Bates chuckles.

Perhaps it would be fair to put Bates in a

group of his own: a concert pianist who is

also a bodybuilder. This combination may
evoke memories of that 'Saturday Night

Live' mock commercial: "It's a dessert top-

ping. It's a floor w<ix. No, wait, it's both!"

But to Bales the different facets of his life

are not as irreconcilable as they first seem.

On Saturday and Monday, Bates will

show UCLA how he manages to play like

Helfgott and look like the Hulk. On
Saturday, he will perform works by

Romantic composers such as Chopin and

RachmaninolT. Then, on Monday, he will

give a demonstration on the parallels

between bodybuilding and piano playing.

Raised in Germantown, Penn., Bates

divided his time between playing sports

with his friends and piano, violin and tuba

lessons. In high school, he spent hours

pumping iron at a local gym, all while play-

ing in numerous concerts.

Today, Bates plays with prestigious

groups such as the New York

Philharmonic Orchestra. And while some

may view Bates as unconventional because

he works out two hours a day, six days a

week, Bates just looks at his regimen as

part of who he is.

"It was easy for me to come to body-

building because of my participation in

sports." Bates says. "1 grew up in what you

say was a pretty average, middle-class

upbringing and I grew up playing like any

other kid in the neigh'oorhood. It was just

coincidental that I was also a music enthu-

siast."

Yet as Bates became more heavily

involved, with the piano and weights, he

began to see parallels between the two and

even ways each aspect of his life would ben-

efit the other.

"Both (the piano and bodybuilding)

require a great deal of concentration and

See BATES, page 19

Nova Cafe is stellar getaway
RESTAURANT: Sci-fi look,

tasty food contribute to

comfortable ambience

By Terry Tang

Daily Bruin Contributor

A steaming cup of espresso. A thick

slice of peppcroni pizza. Softly lit can-

dles. A starry landscape.

This is not a meal on the U.S.S.

Enterprise. At the Nova Express Cafe,

where space meets spice, the unique

galaxy setting surprisingly adds to the

coffeehouse atmosphere, complement-

ing the whirring cappuccino maker

and the rich aroma of Italian cuisine.

Hidden on North Fairfax Avenue a

few blocks away from the Miracle

Mile, Nova Express has been on the

map for more than five years.

However, being outside of Westwood.

the cafe is a well-kept secret which

more students should share.

At first glance. Nova Express

appears like the typical coffeehouse.

But through the door awaits a dark

alien ambience. With only fluorescent

orange lava lamps hanging from the

ceiling and a candle on each table to

light the way, the room carries an aura

of intimacy, not fright The corner

seats are the best in the seat-yourself

restaurant - a couple or even a small

group of friends can achieve a sense of

privacy in a room full of other guests.

Choose the round table if p>ossible.

Similar to a conference table that

you would find on the set "Star Trek,"

this five-seater has cushioned, reclining

chairs. What more can you ask for

after scarfing down a filling Earthling

Sandwich and a double espresso? Also,

the table strategically faces the make-

RESTAURANT REVIEW
Nova Express Cafe

Address: 4261

Los)

Hours: Seven|

5 p.!

(213) (

Entre* Price Range: $1 .95-$6.35

Grade: ••**T^
Thf Bruin rttn rnUufWts ImsmI on pnce, tfisUncr

Mid cturMWr

ERNEST LEE/Oaily Bruin

shift cosmic scene of stars, random

planets and other celestial bodies.

The cafe enhances its lost-in-space

decor with various objects scattered

around the room. A toy robot perches

on the coffee bar facing a wall plas-

tered with sci-fi comic book covers

from the past. Also, customers can

browse through a shelf of used paper-

backs of (you guessed it) science fiction

and free local papers.

But while the scene may appear

alien, the food is not.

Since Nova Express aims to be

more of a coiTee shop than a restau-

rant, the service may not be as atten-

tive as a customer may like. Besides

self-seating, menus should be picked

up from the bar before the waiter's

arrival at the table. Since the cafe spans

one room, the same waiter serves

everyone. Once the order has been

served, it is up to the customer to ask

for anything extra or ask for the bill.

Aside from the usual cofTee bever-

ages, biscotti and cookies. Nova
Express serves an array of Italian food

from "cosmic pizzas" to "celestial" sal-

ads and sandwiches. The cafe provides

a much wider variety than many other

coffee joints.

Appetizers range from chips and

salsa to WafTles Fiesta - topped with

fresh fruit and whipped cream and

syrup. However, a very savory snack is

the empanada ($2.25). These petite

Argentinean pocket pies - the only

non-Italian food on the menu - come
with beef or spinach fillings. Piping

hot, the seasoned beef snacks are a fla-

vorful treat. However, considering its

palm-size, one empanada docs not

seem like enough for the price tag.

Anyone who even mildly enjoys eat-

ing pizza should sample a slice of the

The Nova Express is a science-fiction-themed pizza caf6 in Hollywood.

cosmic pizza combinations. The pizza

menu ($1.95 to $3.50) emphasizes

fresh ingredients, a made-from-scratch

dough and the cafe's special tomato

sauce. Instead of ordering one of The

Classics (cheese, pepperoni and

sausage), order the Light Ship ($2.75

per slice). Besides being one of several

vegetarian choices, this entree is crisp

and wholesome. A homemade crust

with freshly sliced tomatoes and basil,

the pizza is both healthy and hearty.

Although the crust is a bit on the

crunchy side, it mixes with the sweet

tomato sauce. One slice of Nova's

pizza can go a long way in satisfying an

appetite. The chef is very generous

with portions and toppings.

Another list of entrees to choose

from are the "Nutrinos" Earthling

Sandwiches ($3.35 to $6.35) which

come with either a green salad or chips

and salsa. Mostly hot items, the choic-

es vary from ham and melted moz-

zarella to turkey and avocado.

However, the roasted eggplant with

mozzarella leaves much to be desired.

Even vegetarians may not enjoy this

delicacy. In spite of the fresh Nova

bread and steaming, stringy cheese, the

eggplant is bland without any real fla-

vor.

As for the beverages, a lot ofchoices

are available to cover different crav-

ings. In the mood for a hot beverage?

The espresso bar offers single and dou-

See NOVA, page 19
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"I Love You ... Don't Touch Mel"

Directed by Julie Davis

Starring Maria Schaffel, Mitchell

Whitfield and Michael Harris

Great, another movie devoted to sex, sex and

more sex. You're probably thinking "Indecent

Proposal," "Boogie Nights'%r "Threesome."

But wait! Try a movie about, of all things, virgini-

ty - the long and agonizing road of being a 25-

year-old virgin in the '90s.

It explains the film's unusual, but profoundly

catchy title. "I Love You ... Don't Touch Me!" is

a comedy about Katie (Schaffel), a young woman
searching for her romantic ideal in the Los

Angeles singles scene. Meanwhile, her best friend

Ben (Whitfield), who is openly in love with her,

must stand by and watch her fail for jerk after

jerk. When she finally does think she's met Mr.

Perfect (Harris), she realizes that Mr. Perfect

doesn't necessarily mean Mr. Right.

Throughout the movie, friends and family

inundate her with unwanted advice about giving

in to her sexual desires and giving up her ideals.

"I Love You" is great at examining the life of

an independent '90s woman who deals with the

complex issues of sex every day. Especially since

it seems like everyone is doing it, except for her.

It also has some interesting dialogue with a

number of memorable lines. For instance, in one

scene when Katie is about to engage in casual

sex, she stops and asks her apathetic partner,

"Didn't your mother ever tell you, you are what

you eat?"

Great premise, great story, great dialogue ...

now if only SchafTel wasn't so darn unlikable.

Although she does a somewhat adequate job in

acting, she fails to establish the necessary connec-

tion with the audience to make them truly care

about her character. Some of the dialogue, clever

as it is, just doesn't seem right coming out of her

mouth. And even to the untrained ear, in scenes

when Schaffel, a veteran of Broadway musicals,

must sing in a nightclub, there's nothing you can

do but squirm in artistic (maybe even physical,

mental and psychological) pain.

But if you can get beyond Schaffel's mediocre

'

performance, it's a great movie, well wortn see-

ing. Too bad she's in every scene of the movie.

Louise Chu
Grade: B-

"Senseless" ' • '

Directed by Penelope Spheerls

Starring Marlon Wayans, David Spade
and Matthew Lillard

'^

At least the name of the movie is appropriate.

After watching this new "comedy, " moviegoers

may be wondering how sensible the filmmakers

Maria Schaffel and

Michael Harris star

in "I Love You ...Don't

Touch Me!"

and actors were when they decided to sign on to

this lame-o film.

Wayans stars as Oarfyl Witherspoon, a dirt-

poor business student who agrees to be a test sub-

ject for a radical scientific experiment that will

affect his senses of touch, taste, smell, sight an<j

hearing.

Soon, Darryl is realizing that his new super-

senses have some advantages. He can ogle a girl's

butt from a block away, he can hear conversa-

tions from across a room, he can read a newspa-

per from a mile away. Like all ambitious students

would, Darryl takes advantage of these supernat-

ural powers to cheat his way to a great job on

Wall Street. So when he gets a little too depen-

dent on the new drug and takes more than his

usual dosage, his senses go out of control and

wackiness ensues.

While the story i| ridiculous, the jokes are

gross and not funny. This comedy does have two

things going for it though: some really cute

actors. No, I'm not talking about Spade, that

snide and overrated little bug who "very realisti-

cally" plays the Big-Man-OnnCampus frat boy.

No, the two young hotties in this movie are

Wayans, the youngest and certainly the most

attractive of his many brothers, and Matthew

Lillard (the nutbar in "Scream") as his adorable

multi-pierced roommate who mistakes Darryl's

erratic behavior for heroin abuse. The friendship

scenes between these two actors are the only

bearable ones.

Yet, despite their charm, the movie's insipid

plot and tired jokes have sealed the movie's fate

as a cheap video rental in a couple of years. Bui

Wayans and Lillard are too good for this.

Director Spheeris, who did such a wonderfully

cleverjob with "Wayne's World," is just wasting

her considerable talents here in relying so heavily

on bathroom jokes and low-brow humor. Do we

really need an extended scene of Darryl eaves-

dropping on a girl having really bad diarrhea? Do
we really need to see Darryl trying to lick the

chest of a silicone-stufied bimbo?

In this movie's frequently inane attempts to

show the audience how silly it would be to lose

one of your senses, the movie itself and why it

was even made stand as the best example. It just

doesn't make sense.

AinrieePhan

Grade: D-h

"Dangerous Beauty"

Directed by Marshall Herskovitz

Starring Catherine McCormack and
Rufus Sewell

The title "Dangerous Beauty" sounds more

like an NBC "Movie of the Week" than a seri-

ous drama about 16th-century Renaissance

Venice. To be truthful, if not for the elaborate

sets and costumes that permeate the film, it

could fit very well in the often shallow and

empty world of network television cinema.

Though director Herskovitz obviously has

lofty goals for this tale of a non-conformist

hooker, the film succeeds in doing little more

than being moderately entertaining eye candy.

It is fairly easy to get caught up in the skill-

fully crafted visuals of the movie, but when it is

all over, you II wonder ju.sl what it was you saw

while you were in the theater.

"Dangerous Beauty" stars McCormack
(best known as Mel Gibson's wife in

"Braveheart") as Veronica Franco, a lower-

cla.ss girl who cannot marry the man she loves

(Sewell) because he must marry according to

his station.

What's her solution? Why, to become a pros-

titute or "courtesan" as they were known to

Venitians at the time. We learn soon enough

that courtesans are provided with more privi-

leges and freedoms than wives during.this time

period, and therefore were the most educated

and artistic women in all of Italy. .
> .

<

'

At this point, the viewer is forcedio wonder

just what the filmmakers are trying to tell us. Is

it that this barbaric society forced women to be

sex slaves in order to acquire knowledge? That

would make sense, if the movie wasn't so in

love with its setting and all of its characters. It's

difficult for the filmmakers to berate Venice

when the costume designers and art directors

did such a good job of making it look wonder-

ful.

The film's interpretation of Venice is so lav-

ish and decorative that it's very hard to hold the

city up to any serious criticism. The characters

are all written as the typical charming, well-read

Renaissance men, making it hard to hold them

in contempt either.

What the audience is left with is the image of

this paternalistic society that commits many
crimes against women, but is fairly benign in

the long run.

Also a detriment to the search for meaning

in "Dangerous Beauty" is the film's lack of any

sort of antagonist. This leaves the story with no

momentum and no real point. We watth for

two hours and have no idea what the movie is

trying to tell us or what Veronica really wants.

This is not to say it isn't a diversion for a

couple of hours. The actors do well enough

with the material, and there is some choice dia-

logue that was obviously fun for the performers

to read.

One such an enjoyable scene finds Veronica

and a suitor (Oliver Piatt) engaging in a

grandiose sword fight, in perhaps the best writ-

ten and photographed scene in the film. If only

all of this razzle-dazzle had been focused on

making the story go somewhere interesting.

instead of its formulaic "Braveheart"-(sh end-

ing, "Dangerous Beauty*' might have been

more than a beautiful movie with absohitdy no
brain.
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Under Tijuana's

fun exterior lies

world of scary

experienres

COLUMN: Mexico trip

turns into nights of beer,

frightening encounters

The world in general is a pretty

scary place when you're 19

years old, five feet tall and

have the face of a child. Tijuana,

Mexico? It's hell on earth as far as

I'm concerned.

For the most part, my lifetime

memories of Mexico (if you can call

10 miles south of the border

"Mexico") have been rather pleas-

ant. Those visions of lounging on the

white sand beaches of Rosarito,

hinging on 50-cent tacos and sipping

virgin pina coladas invoke nostalgic

fantasies while slaving away over

lame biology

and astrono-

my textbooks.

Not until I

turned 18,

legal in

Mexico's

terms, and
haddiscov-. .

ered the magic

of alcohol did

I realize it was

time to make
that leap into

adulthood.

Did I dare quench that rebellious

nature that I knew had been hiding

inside of me?
Pack up dad's minivan, girls. It's

the summer after high school gradu-

ation and we have a date with booze,

babes and bumpin' beats (Ahhh, you
like that, huh?).

Little did I know of the dangers

that I would have to face the second

1 arrived in TJ, Baja California.

Our first mission was to find the

right club to boogie at all night long.

We didn't even consider finding a

hotel room in this "city of scum." We
weren't that brave. Since we also

weren't too keen on the idea of sleep-

ing in the car, we challenged our-

selves to party away every minute of

our three days and two nights. No
problem right?

Well, let me tell you, I did not

start this trip off as the party type. I

grew up the good little Catholic

school girl, devoted to her studies

and sheltered from the evils of

"those rowdy teenagers." I definitely

was not prepared for those inane rit-

uals that "naughty" kids find fre-

quent enjoyment in. Right ofT, it was

obvious we had a long night ahead of

us when one of our more "experi-

enced" friends ditched us (ride-less)

as she and an unknown local drove

away into the night.

At the first club (for future refer-

ence. I can't remember a smgle

name of any clubs or people I

encountered while there), we found

had a huge sign in front that

screamed "Foam Fest '97." My
friends and I soon learned that bub-

bles have many uses. Some a little

too risque for this column, others we
had the pleasure of experiencing first

hand. Basically it was a dance party

where bubbles, foam and suds are

blown at the dance fioor through

monstrous machines. Although the

scene was getting a little frightening

and the club's theme a little kinky for

my tastes. I soon adapted to my envi-

ronment, jumped right in. and had a

blast dancing and drinking with suds

up to my chin.

Everything was cool until people

SeeZUMATC,p49e21

A couple (top) walks in the sunset at Seaport Village In San Diego. Indian musicians

(above) display their palm-tree-structured headdresses while performing native

music in front of the Mingei International Folk Art Museum. The Spirit of San Diego
(right) offers harbor tours and private charters. It Is located on Harbor Drive.

AweU-toned woman walks through a strip

mall with her son, who can't be more than

three years old. She stops, fiexes her legs

and tells the kid, "Nobody has calves like your

mother." The little boy looks at the calves, looks at

his mother's face, then looks down and puts his

hands in his pockets. They keep walking.

A profoundly drunk high school student

sprints into a restaurant totally naked, JUSC
grabs a roll off a table and starts to eat J%^^a c^
it. Through a mouthful of roll, he *t>©CaUSe
sings the first verse of Stevie

Wonder's "Part-Time

Southern California weirdness and a whopping
bundle of fun things to do.

Everyone has their ideas of what San Diego
offers tourists. Images come forth of kids petting

Shamu at Sea World, sneaky dads impressing their

families by feeding peanuts to an elephant at the

world famous San Diego Zoo and crazed Charger

football fans with lightning bolts painted

across their chests. In addition to standard

tourist fare, however. Sag Diego can

supply Bruins with activities both

youVe petted '"^^"' ^"** "^"^^

"L.A.'s such a bustling

Lover," then runs away Shdll1IJ# CfOll't thlllk community; coming to

before the maitre d' -, • S*" Diego makes
can detain him yOU Ve Seeil dll Sdll DiegO has you feel like

Baffled din- ^ ^- - -^ -, . ^ • you're in a

ers hear to offer - froiii Top GuR nostalgia s m a 1

1

ImginTthe to a phenomenofi known as 'body s Ty'^'l

sTJg at hfnees womping/ the city to the ,^^:^ ^;:^l
down the street south Is full of Weekend ^ ^'^"'^^'^^ «f ^^"^

On a sunny beach, a
^ ^

Greater San Diego
man in a suit hands an over- OPPOrtUnitieS Chamber of Commerce.

"We have a host of things to do."size check for $2,000 to a grinning

beach bunny. She has just won the

first place prize in a sand sculpture con-

test for her rendition of a large cjfrtoon her-

mit crab. A crowd of contest enthusiasts

applaud, and the winner fiashes a thumbs-up.

Welcome to San Diego. And you thought Los

Angeles was weird.

Bruins looking for a weekend getaway might

want to consider making the two-hour trip south to

San Diego, a city with its own distinctive Havor of

For instance, want to play paint-

ball with a bunch of Vietnam veterans

who still think they're living in a war zone?

Head down to Borderland Paintball Park, the

only paintball spot in the world located right next to

a skydiving landing zone (Signs everywhere say,

"Please don't shoot the skydivers").

Perhaps lofting above the coastal cliffs of La

Sec SAN MEOO, page 19

,i,j<s ti^,m
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Michelle

Zubiate

Under Tijuana's

fun exterior lies

world of scary

experiences

COLUMN: Mexico trip

turns into nights of beer,

frightening encounters

The world in general is a pretty

scary place when youre 19

y^ars old, five feet tall and
have the face of a child. Tijuana.

Mexico? It's hell on earth as far as

I'm concerned.

For the most part, my lifetime

memories of Mexico (if you can call

10 miles south of the border

"Mexico") have been rather pleas-

ant. Those visions of lounging on the

white sand beaches of Rosarito,

binging on 50-cent tacos and sipping

virgin pifia coladas invoke nostalgic

fantasies while slaving away over

lame biology

and astrono-

my textbooks.

Not until I

turned 18.

legal in

Mexico's

terms, and
had discov-

ered the magic

of alcohol did

I realize it was
time to make
that leap into

adulthood.

Did I dare quench that rebellious

nature that I knew had been hiding

inside of me?
Pack up dad's minivan. girls. It's

the summer after high school gradu-

ation and we have a date with booze,

babes and bumpin" beats (Ahhh, you
like that. huh?).

Little did I know of the dangers

that I would have to face the second

I arrived in TJ. Baja California.

Our first mission was to find the

right club to boogie at all night long.

We didn't even consider finding a

hotel r(X)m in this "city of scum. " We
weren't that brave. Since we also

weren't too keen on the idea of sleep-

ing in the car. we challenged our-

selves to party away every minute of

our three days and two nights. No
problem right?

Well, let me tell you. I did not

start this trip off as the party type. I

grew up the good little Catholic

school girl, devoted to her studies

and sheltered from the evils of

"tho'se rowdy teenagers." I definitely

was not prepared for those inane rit-

uals that "naughty" kids find fre-

quent enjoyment in. Right off, it was
obvious we had a long night ahead of

us when one of our more "experi-

enced" friends ditched us (ride-less)

as she and an unknown local drove

away into the night.

At the first club (for future refer-

ence. I cant remember a smgle

name of any clubs or people I

encountered while there), we found

had a huge sign in front that

screamed "Foam Fest '97." My
friends and I soon learned that bub-

bles have many uses. Some a little

loo risque for this column, others we
had the pleasure of experiencing first

hand Basically it was a dance party

where bubbles, foam and suds are

blown at the dance fioor through

monstrous machines. Although the

scene was getting a little frightening

and the club's theme a little kinky for

my tastes. I soon adapted to my envi-

ronment, jumped right in. and had a

blast dancing and drinking with suds

up to my chin.

tverything was cool until people

A couple (top) walks in the sunset at Seaport Village in San Diego. Indian musicians

(above) display their palnn-tree-structured headdresses while performing native

music in front of the Mingei International Folk Art Museum. The Spirit of San Diego
(right) offers harbor tour's and private charters. It is located on Harbor Drive.

See ZUBIATE, page 21

Awell-toned woman walks through a strip

mall with her son, who can't be more than

three years old. She stops, flexes her legs

and tells the kid, "Nobody has calves like your

mother." The little boy looks at the calves, looks at

his mother's face, then looks down and puts his

hands in his pockets. They keep walking.

A profoundly drunk high school student

sprints into a restaurant totally naked,

grabs a roll off a table and starts to eat

it. Through a mouthful of roll, he

Just

because

Southern California weirdness and a whopping
bundle of fun things to do.

Everyone has their ideas of what San Diego

offers tourists. Images come forth of kids petting

Shamu at Sea World, sneaky dads impressing their

families by feeding peanuts to an elephant at the

world famous San Diego Zoo and crazed Charger

football fans with lightning bolts painted

across their chests. In addition to standard

tourist fare, however, San Diego can

supply Bruins with activities both

sings the first verse of Stevie \tf%ll'\t^ n^tf^H restful and wild.

Wonders 'Part-Time X**** ^^ pcmSU "L.A.s such a bustling

Lover," then runs away SHaiTIU CfOll't thllllC community; coming to

before the maitre d'
^ San Diego makes

can detam h.m yOU Ve SeeR all San Diego has you feel Uke
Baffled din- ^ -- - -^ -, - - • you're in a

ers hear to offer - from Top Gun' nostalgia s m a 1

1

linging'the to a pHenomeiion known as 'body s Ty^l

Zl :: hfnees womping/ the city to the
^^^J;

-
"^^
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down the street. SOUth IS full Of Weekend sentative of the

On a sunny beach, a
, ^ Greater San Diego

man in a suit hands an over- OPPOrtUnitieS Chamber of Commerce.
size check for $2,000 to a grinning

beach bunny. She has just won the

first place prize in a sand sculpture con-

test for her rendition of a large cartoon her-

mit crab. A crowd of contest enthusiasts

applaud, and the winner flashes a thumbs-up.

Welcome to San Diego. And you thought Los

Angeles ^as weird.

Bruins looking for a weekend getaway might

want to consider making the twivhour trip south to

San Diego, a city with its own distinctive Havor of

"We have a host of things to do."

For instance, want to play paint-

ball with a bunch of .Vietnam veterans

who still think they're living in a war /one'.'

Head down to Borderland Paintball Park, the

only paintball spot in the world located right next to

a skydiving landing /one (Signs everywhere say.

"Please don't shoot the skydiyers").

Perhaps lofting above the coastal cliffs of La

See SAN MEOO, page 19
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Stage is this group's playground as it turns in top-notch performance
MUSIC: Opening act

Lincoln sets perfect tone

for New York-based band

By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Bruin Staff

It's as simple as poppies. It's as

sweet as sex and candy. It's as innocent

as a romp on Marcy Playground.

Wednesday night, the New York-

based band, whose single, "Sex and

Candy." has topped the modern rock

charts for nine weeks now. took its

basic beats and rolling rhythms to the

Troubadour. The hour-and-a-quarter-

long set ran as smoothly as any Los

Angeles headlining debut could, the

young group performing like seasoned

professionals. Only the slick warm-up

act. Lincoln, experienced any kind of

panic.

The opening musicians alluded to

the fact, late in their set, that the gui-

tarist laying down chords wasn't a

Lincoln standard. The original player

had to drop out of the performance at

the eleventh hour, leaving the talented

New York band to call on the only

Angeleno they knew. Luckily for

Lincoln, he just happened to be a gui-

tarist with the capacity to fill in at the

sold-out performance.

But the crowd of twentysomething

KROQ listeners in sharp leather jack-

ets and relaxed fit jeans would never

have been able to tell the difference.

Lincoln's lead singer set the mellow

mood with his well enunciated, bluesy-

twang voice. Krishna-style blouse and

shaved head. Going for the L.A. look,

he of course accessorized with a pair of

sunglasses.

Humbly throwing out praise for

Marcy Playground at every chance he

could. Lincoln's lead singer ofTered the

perfect warm-up vibe. The band played

their steady-paced melodies with as

much confidence as the comfortable

sounding headliners. Offering uncom-

plicated tunes at a down-to-earth level,

Lincoln provided Marcy Playground

with the appropriate lead-in.

By the time singer/songwriter John

Wozniak led his bassist and drummer
on stage, the calm crowd had packed

the floor. To the audience's delight,

Marcy Playground started ofT with

their first big radio release. "Poppies."

Undaunted by the tremendous

amounts ofpeople filling the tight, road

house-style club. Wozniak hit every

note with tranquil precision.

Almost as though they were playing

the songs in their own basement, the

casual performers seemed as comfort-

able in front of a crowd as by them-

selves Yet they never appeared oblivi*

ous to the presence of the audience,

able to shine as a result of their fans'

attention. And. though they mostly just

kept to their designated space on stage,

foregoing any kind of heavy metal

superstar antics. Wozniak 's self-aware

dancing eyes and knowing smiles

spoke to the crowd.

Wozniak kept his lyrics coherent at

every turn, realizing that the words

P^'.
'*' \ !%,
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EMI Records

(Left to right) Dylan Keefe,

John Wozniak and Dan Reiser

are Marcy Playground.

really do matter. While some bands

rely on catchy tufies anJ unintelligible

choruses, much of Marcy
Playground's appeal comes in the well-

written tales they tell. For instance,

who wouldn't want to hear the words

to "Vampires ofNew York," which rat-

tles off, "Or maybe she's already/ dead

and maybe she's/ gone to Mars/'

Maybe we could even/ write her epi-

taph in the/ stars."

When this song in particular came

on, the crowd went crazy. Wozniak

read the audience's whims to include

an extended sing-a-long chorus which

he abruptly dropped, deciding against

it a second later. His ability to play to

the audience spoke well of his perform-

ing skills.

Wozniak even alluded to an era of

dorkiness in an entirely non-self-depre-

cating way when he introduced "A
Cloak of Elvenkind." The performer

asked the crowd, "Do we like wood
nymphs and lizards and dragons and

magic books? Well, I wrote this song

when that was all I knew."

In a sharp contrast to this nostalgic

childhood piece, the band moved on to

its meal card song of the moment, "Sex

and Candy." Opening the seductive

tune by admitting, "I know you know
this one," Wozniak led the half-singing

audience through the overplayed radio

sorig with grace and style. Even though

the band members must be tired of

rehashing the work at every stage per-

formance, they never let on.

However, Wozniak smoothly fol-

lowed up the familiar tune with a new
song, written for his wife. And, though

the piece probably had been performed

many times in the past, Wozniak
seemed to truly feel the lyrics in the f)er-

formance. Singing "All the nights ... she

was all that I needed" after introducing

the work saying, "Mad props to the

wife," Wozniak appeared to be feeling

the toll road life takes on the emotions.

In a moment of spontaneity,

NVozniak asked the crowd for requests,

and when someone suggested Lynyrd

Skynyrd's "Free Bird," he fooled

around with the "Sweet Home
Alabama" rilT. Turning to the bassist

with a grin, Wozniak said, "You want

to do it?" The response seemed less

than intrigued. "You don't want to do

it, that just makes me want to,"

Wozniak proclaimed to the crowd's

delight.

Soon, they broke into the down-

home-style, hard-rockin' tune. Yet,

Wozniak maintained his vocal crisp-

ness, playing the piece Playground

style. Apjjarently, this was only the

third show the band played the cover,

the time in Birmingham being so

pumped it made them "feel like

wrestlers."

Wozniak offered a goofy, self-know-

ing wink when he claimed "Secret

Squirrel" will be the band's last song,

suggesting they just might do an

encore. The jamming piece, also a pre-

viously unheard song, allowed the

group to rock out before leaving the

stage. But of course, they came back

for two more tunes.

The first of the songs had the drun>

mer smoking a cigarette, not really in

defiance of the new non-smoking laws,

but more just because he seemed to

want one. After all, Marcy Playground

is a group of mama's boys, which

Wozniak didn't attempt to hide, dedi-

cating the second song to his mom who
was somewhere in the crowd. It too

was a new work, titled "Teenage

Hypochondriac."

Yet, the best part of the show clearly

came in the final tune, which had

Wozniak singing a cappella into the

mic. Sounding like a religious ditty, the

sweet, smooth piece showcased

Wozniak's amazing singing capacity.

He had the crowd repeating the line,

"Good night" after him, offering the

best closing to a show that many had

seen in years.
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as heard on

Modern Rock Y107
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focus." Bates explains. "The body-

building helps with my endurance.

Most people don't recognize how
physically demanding playing the

piano can be, especially in the concert

setting. You get tired, you're perspir-

ing and that's when the conditioning

really pays offbecause that's the whole

goal of the conditioning."

This may all sound like a gimmick,

but Bates insists that it is not. And
when he talks about the direct rela-

tionship between piano and body-

building techniques, it's hard not to

see what he's talking about. Suddenly,

the incongruity between the body and

the soul needed to play the piano dis-

appears.

Critics cite his "power" most often

"Both (the piano and

bodybuilding) require a

great deal of

concentration."

Leon Bates

Pianist and bodybuilder

because Bates looks absolutely enor-

mous in his concert tuxedo. Yet, every

critic marvels at the emotional depth

that Bates is able to explore. Alicia

Anstead of the Bangor Daily News
called his performance, "skillful and

honest, so elegant and warm." These

types of reviews are common for Bates

and serve to break down the stereo-

type that muscle guys are too dense to

comprehend the alphabet, let alone

the complex Rachmaninoff chords.

But Bates doesn't really care about

breaking stereotypes. When he is

called "a prominent black pianist"

Bates is less than excited.

"I'm flattered," he says. "But to me
it's more important to be a good
pianist than to be a black pianist, |t's

about the musical experience for me."

Bates attempts to convey that musi-

cal experience in every concert he

does. Still, Bates has built a career on

surprising audiences and random peo-

ple at the gym in the same breath.

MUSIC: Leon Bates will perform^

Saturday at 8 p.m. at Schoenberg Hall.

Tickets are $25, $10 \N\lh UCLA ID. He
will hold a demonstration Monday
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the John

Wooden Center. For more information,

call (310) 825-2101.

NOVA
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ble shots of the traditional coffee fare
-

latte, mocha, cappuccino, etc. There

are also specialty drinks such as an

Italian soda ($2.25), which is carbonat-

ed water with a flavored syrup, which

add a nice twist. A customer can

choose from fruity flavors like blueber-

ry and raspberry or almond and hazel-

nut. Chocolate mint syrup combined

with the carbonation leaves a cool

aftertaste.

On the other side of the beverage

spectrum, the cafe also serves fresh

fruit smoothies. Choice of fruit

includes bananas, strawberries, blue-

berries, peaches and cantaloupe or a

mixture of all five fruits ($3.15 to

$3.50). If the strawberry smoothie is

any indication, these shakes are good

for quenching thirst bat the consisten-

cy is thin, not creamy. However, the

fresh strawberry taste is .still apparent.

Freshness is one quality upheld

throughout the menu.

Desserts are the same conventional

goodies served at other coffee places -

chocolate cake, cheesecake, carrot

cake, biscotti and pre-purchased cook-

ies ($3.25).

For anyone who feels the need to

escape the world of Westwood in the

dead of night or the wee hours of the

For anyone who feels

the need to escape the

world ofWestwood ...

Nova Express Cafe

serves as the ideal spot.

morning, especially after a long week

of classes. Nova Express Cafe serves as

the ideal spot. With its mouth-watering

pizza and cozy nooks and crannies, the

cafe makes a great magnet for the col-

lege crowd.

SAN DIEGO
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Jolla sounds more appealing. The
Torrey Pines Glider Port, located

across the street from UCSD,
gives hang gliding lessons to every-

one from first-timers to experts,

and presents a spectacular view to

wussies who don't want to strap

themselves to a big kite.

With all this skydiving and hang

gliding, San Diego's culture might

seem obsessed with airborne

endeavors. Remember, the naval

academy Top Gun used to be

located at Naval Air Station,

Miramar. but it has since moved.

Still, Bruins are welcome to visit

Kansas City Barbecue, the restau-

rant where the cast of "Top Giin"

sang Jerry Lee Lewis' "Great Balls

of Fire" at the piano. ^'

Speaking of movie landmarks,

if that tickles your pickle, check

out Hotel Del Coronado, the ele-

gant and ultra-classy spot that

served as a backdrop for Jack

Lemmon. Walter Matthau and
Marilyn Monrpe in "Some Like It

Hot."

Or, if the Del Coronado strikes

you as dull, sign up to become a

Navy Seal and go through the infa-

mous "Hell Week" training regi-

ment on the other side of

Coronado. It might be wise lo Hit

the exer-bike at the . Wooden
Center for some training before-

hand.

More mellow San Diego pur-

suits include strolling down
Prospect Street in La Jolla, watch-

ing chubby sea lions lounge at

nearby Children's Cove, shopping

at downtown's Horton Plaza or

checking out Old Town, home of

the Whaley House, the country's

"most haunted house" according

to some federal landmark agency.

Animal lovers can find a turtle

farm in Jamul, a parrot ranch in

Mt. Helix and plenty of fish and

sea life at the Stephen Birch

Aquarium in La Jolla. If you have

to drink during the day, the aquar-

ium is by far the best place to

explore in San Diego while intoxi-

caled... H3V5j[oy ever chugged a 40

and then r^alTy taken a good look

at livejellyfish?Those tentacles are

amazing.

No, no, liquor is bad. But for

those Bruins old enough to

responsibly disagree, San Diego

serves up some great bar scenes'

with sexy young patrons. Garnet

Avenue in Pacific Beach, lined

with bars, thrift stores, music

retailers and pool halls, goes off at

night, as does downtown's historic -

Gaslamp District. Even La JoUa's

Prospect Street turns up the funk-

o-meter a few notches at night,

cutting loose at places like Jose's,

Moondoggie's and the Hard Rock
Cafe. The area around SDSU also

gets pretty crazy, if Bruins can

handle sucking it up for a while

and venturing to a (gag) State

school.

"We have over 45 TVs, and we
get a huge UCLA crowd for the

Bruin basketball gatnes," says

Todd Jilbert of Moondoggie's.

See SAN DIEGO, page 20
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After a night of cavorting, the

best place to wind up in the morning

is buck-ass naked on the sand at

Black's Beach, about a mile north of

Scripps Pier. Black's Beach has

earned notoriety over the years not

necessarily because it is a nude

beach, but because it is a nude

beach with excellent waves. Mr.

Black, for whom Black's Beach was

named, actually lives farther south

in front of another beach with excel-

lent waves, Windansea in La Jolla.

No experience on a San Diego

beach would be complete without

taking part in a phenomenon called

"body womping." Body womping is

best enjoyed at Marine Street in La
Jolla. It involves standing about

waist deep in water a few feet from

the shore and waiting for a massive

wave to womp you onto the sand.

1

- T.. T . ».,

•

Photos by DERRICK KUCX3

(Above) Planet Hollywood located in Horton Plaza in Downtown
San Diego, is designed to "capture the excitement and glannour of

Hollywood." (Left) A stftue in Plaza de Panama at Balboa Park

marks the entrance to the House of Charm building.

After a hard landing, people tradi-

tionally yell, "Dude, killer womp!"
The kids love it. Again, a little time

on the exer-bike at the Wooden
Center wouldn't hurt before giving

womping a try.

Farther down the coast, south of

Mission Beach, Belmont Park dares

thrill-seekers to take a ride on a his-

toric wooden roller coaster called

The Giant Dipper. Other rides and

interesting shops highlight Belmont

Park, as well as an enormous public

pool called The Plunge. The Plunge

is bigger than Lake Tahoe, but it's a

public pool. While that might not

sound too clean, it's supposedly

quite sanitary.

Bruins visiting San Diego have

permission to keep going south,

south, south, all the way to Tijuana

where the drinking age is 18. Many
clubs and bars wait for your patron-

age. Tijuana is also home to perhaps

the most bizarre tourist photo-

graphic opportunity in the world.

You and your friends can put on a

sombrero, sit on a donkey adorned

with colorful blankets and clothing

and spend $10 to have a black and

white Polaroid taken. Be sure to

keep this memento in the glove box

on the drive home, or the Border

Patrol agent will see it and giggle.

Then he'll make you stop while he

SeeSANDIEfiO,pa9e21
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shows the picture to his Border

Patrol bud dies, and they'll all have

a good laugh before letting you
return to the United States. This can

be embarrassing, and yes, it does

happen!

Now that Bruins have a few ideas

what to do in San Diego, two ques-

tions arise: how to get there and
* where to stay? Amtrak round-trip

rates are $40 from Union Station in

downtown L.A. to downtown San

Diego or $32 from Union Station to

Solana Beach, about 30 minutes

north of downtown San Diego. The
best bet by far is by automobile.

Take the 405 South which merges

with 5 South, which takes you to San

No experience on a San

Diego beach would be

complete without ...a

phenomenon called

"body womping."

Diego.

If you're from San Diego, call

your parents. They might let you

stay in your old room. If you have

friends in San Diego, stay with

them. If you have a Bruin buddy

from San Diego, impose yourself on

their family. Otherwise, find a hotel.

La Jolla hotel rooms get a little

pricey, except for maybe the

Travelodge and the Sea Lodge (at

La Jolla Shores). Dowjitown gets a

little expensive, too, so try near

Ocean Beach or Hotel Circle, near

SDSU. It's all pretty simple, and a

trip to Sun Diego is well worth the

little effort required in getting there

and finding accommodations.

While enjoying a San Diego get-

away, it's always important to

remember one thing: nobody has

calves like your mother.

ZUBIATE
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wet. Shirts, pants and other unmen-

tionables flew off nimble bodies

grooving to old-school and deep

house. Beer and water were tossed

around and soon everyone was soak-

ing from head to toe in some type of

liquid. Just my luck, I happened to be

wearing a white blouse. I started to

get nervous and fmally rounded up

my group to head off to the next

club.

Unfortunately there would be no

more clubs that night. Not a single

cab in TJ would take us anywhere in

our drenched condition. Cold, hun-

gry and reeking of beer, four of us

wandered aimlessly through the dark

alleys and gutter streets ofdowntown
TJ.

Ever watch the news and find

yourself getting frustrated with those

stupid kids that get themselves mixed

up in bad situations? Yup. That

would be us. Four naive little girls

without a clue in a foreign country

with little more than 50 bucks and a

pack ofgum between us. We finally

found a McDonald's that had a walk-

up window open 24 hours. The guy

inside had the right idea. He was

relaxing warmly, surrounded by food

and hidden behind three inches of

bulletproof glass.

Drunk as hell, I crashed on the

slimy sidewalk while my friend

attacked two British guys with ques-

tions like "Do you know where

Robert Smith lives? Who's Robert

Smith?!? From The Cure, dammit!

You call yourselves English?!"

The next thing I remember it was

night two of our adventure.

My friends and I were at a new
club discovering the miracles of two-

for-one drinks and Long Island Iced

Teas. Do you know what are in those

things? Every kind of liquor imagin-

able! It was heaven. That is until we

got kicked out for throwing spit balls

and playing with their plastic mon-

keys.

We hopped into another cab and

told the driver we didn't care where

we went as long as it was loud and

rockin'. How the subject came up I

can't remember, but we started talk-

ing to the driver about how weed is a

federal offense in Mexico and that

Ihey would take you to a Guadalajara

jail if you're caught with any on you.

That freaked us out, but what was

even scarier was the driver moaning

"You like marijauna? You want mari-

juana? I take you to marijuana?"

I've seen enough "Cops" to know

that this is not a cool deal. We got out

at the next corner and waited for a

safer cab to come by. It was at this

moment I experienced Tijuana in all

its frightening glory. Stray dogs

roamed the streets among piles of

dirty diapers and headless dolls. The
shoddy houses against a background

of dying streetlamps looked like

remains of a bombed village in World
War II. A one-armed man, in effort

to beat out the competition, was

already selling churros. He came
towards us shi'ieking "Quieres chur-

ros? Si!" over and over. Limping

closer and closer until. ...

Sorry to disappoint, but I can't

recall any more than that. It's a mad
blur ofsuppressed memories. Why I

let myselfbecome involved in the

worst of after-school specials is still a

mystery to me. Let's say peer pressure.

I did come away with some valu-

able cultural education however.

Although I am Mexican-American,

my parents decided I did not need to

learn Spanish growing up. Not that

you need much in TJ, but I did learn

some valuable words. There are the

staples "cerveza" and "tequila," and

a brand new vocabulary word, "chu-

pacabra!" (Another very scary ele-

ment of Mexico. It's a weird cross

between a bat, a monster and a vam-

pire. The literal translation would be

"goat sucker." It is also a very tasty

drink.) Consider yourself educated.

There it is. I am pleased to say that

I lived through such a traumatic

experience and can now grace the

public with my vast knowledge on the

subject. In fact, there is a moral to

the story. Tijuana, Mexico: scary shit.

Zubiate is a first year undeclared stu-

dent.
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RockCummng/C

Level I, Sec 3

JWC, All Day

Men's BASKETIAUyV
AT Duke

Durham, 1030 AM

16
Men's Tenms/V
National Indoor

ChaMP'ONShiP

AT LOUlSViUE

All Day

(Through the 22nd)

23
Relaxation Therapv/C

Vista Room
4 00 PM

17
W/M Squash Singles

Tournament/I
Season Beg ',

JWC
6 00 PM

24
Rock Wau Seminars/C

Sec 6

JWC
5 30 PM

18
Rock Wall Seminars/C

Sec 5

JWC 3 30 PW

Men's Basketball/V
at use

Los Angeles, 7 30 PM

25
W/M Powerufting/C

Tournament

Bench & Squat only

JWC
7:00 PM

19
Women's JatmsAf
USTA National Indoors

AT Madison

All Day

26
Men's BASKFTiAiL/V
vs Washington State

Pullman

7:30 PM

20

27
Women's

Basketiau/V
vs Washington State

Pauley Pavilion

7:30 PM

21
Men's Lacrosse/C Women's Lacrosse/C

vs AR.:;:'Ni

IM F.elC, 1 00 PM

Men's Rumy/C
vs Long Beach State

IM Field, 2 00 PM

SurfTeam/C
AT Salt Creek-Dana Point

-s use
IM Fit.L 1 00 PV

Women's
Basketball/V

vs use
Pauley Pavilion, 2 00 PM
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AND ATA THEATRE NEAR YOU

Hi, I'm Van Johnson, your NIKE student rep. Check out 5port$1/2Pag9 every two weeks for the latest scoop on sports and NIKE events at

UCLA Are you or your teann setting any records? Breaking any new ground? If so, I want to hear from you—especially if you're a Club or

Intramural athlete. Drop me an email at van.johnsonOnik«.com. You just might end up featured in the next issue of Sports1/2Page To reach
NIKE HQ directly, try: sports.halfpageOnike.com .

.

n
I
o

These shoes are made for running, and that's just what they'll do. Mad props to all the new runners out there It's hard and it takes time, but
It's so good for you . .

.
Once again, I want to thank those individuals who became P.LA.Y.CORPS coaches. We're helping a lot of kids who

truly need it. Hey, if you didn't get a chance to pick up an application before the January deadline, don't stress There will be another dead-
line in June I'll start distributing applications next month and continue through spring quarter. Oh, and all you Johnny-come-latelys: Don't wait until the last

minute to fill out the application. As some of you learned last quarter, not just anybody can be a PL.A.Y.CORPS coach . . . Who loves you, baby? Peace, peace.

3
e

THE GOAL Of THIS SPORTS1/2PAGE IS TO INFORM STUDENTS ABOUT SPORTS ON CAMPUS NIKE DOES NOT SPONSOR ANY VARSITY, INTRAMURAL OR CLUB SPORTS ON THIS CAMPUS AND THIS PAGE DOES NOT IN ANY WAY IMPLY SUCH SPONSORSHIP
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Team unites

as family to

fill void left

by McCoy
COLUMN: Victory over

use proves that UCLA
can rise to the occasion

I
know that the following para-

graphs are going to shock

many of you. 1 am prepared to

receive several responses, and, if I

am lucky, many of you will write to

Viewpoint explaining how I have

become some crazed Bruin with

no spirit or

pride in our

basketball

team.

However.

I have to say

what I have

to say and

deal with the

ramifications

later.

We should

not have

beaten USC
in basketball

Wednesday night at the Los

Angeles Sports Arena. Wait a

minute. Don't get upset with me.

Please listen to what I have to say.

The Bruins played well the

entire game, but they played their

best during crucial times. When
Baron Davis fouled out just min-

utes before the game ended, and

with the loss of Jelani McCoy, the

See JOHNSON, page 25

Stan

Johnson

BRUIN UPDATE^
•

—
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Today's matdmi^
Baseball ^^^

vs. StanfOj^

Men's voU^ttall

, vs. UC sin Bernadii

Softball f

at SDSUj(5umament

Women's tennis

at USTA nSJ

Men's tennis

at National Indoor

Championships

Satu atdies:

tball

Sasebaft

vs.

W(

vs. USC

Men's volleyball

vs. Northridge

Surtday's ma
B«s«batl

vs. Stanford

Men's basketball

vs. Duke

IVofnen's gymnastics

at Boiln Classic

SPORTS
Stmi'
W.HOOPS: UCLA honors

best women's basketball

players with ceremony

By Owis UmpiciTe

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA is well known around the

country for its great men's basketball

program.

Most people know about the II

national championships, legendary

coach John Wooden and great players

such as Kareem Abdul Jabbar, Reggie

Miller and Bill Walton who have

graced Pauley Pavilion with their col-

lective presence.

But few know about the stellar his-

tory of the UCLA women's basltetball

program.

This history will be displayed and

honored on Saturday, when the Bruins

take on the USC Trojans at 2 p.m. in

Pauley Pavilion. At halftime, the

UCLA women's basketball program

will honor Uie 1977-1978 national

championship team and the program's

15 greatest players.

"A lot ofpeople know about the his-

tory of the men's program, but the

women's history is pretty stellar as

well," assistant coach Pam Walker

said, who has not only coached the last

eight years, but is a former Bruin star.

The top 15 players have been select-

ed as follows, in no particular order:

Anne Meyers, Denise Curry, Anita

Ortega, Dianne Frierson-Fowler.

Sheila Adams, Nicole Anderson, Anne

Dean-Gardner, Dora Dome, Mary

Hegarty, Jackie Joyner Kersee, Dr.

Karen Nash, Rehema Stephens, Necie

Thompson, Sandra Van Embricqs and

Natalie Williams.

Sc« HISTORY, page 25

ASUCLA PtKiloqraphy

Denise Curry (left) and Ann Meyers (right) hold up head coach Billie Moore after the Bruins captured

their one and only Women's Basketball National Championship in 1 978.

Second team gets chance to start

MARY CItCEK

Sophomore setter Brandon Taliaferro hits the ball

in a match against UC Santa Barbara.

VOLLEYBALL Bruins to test its

depth by utilizing entire bench

during upcoming matches

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA men's volleyball team will be

using the weekend to remove splinters from

their butts.

The Bruins (11-0, 9-0 Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation) will be testing the

depths of its bench, as the second team will

be given the chance to start on Friday

night.

UCLA will be playing matches against

Cal State San Bernardino and Cal State

Northridge in the Wooden Center this

weekend. Both matches will start at 7 p.m.

"We're going to play a lot of the guys sit-

ting on the bench and give all 12 players a

workout," UCLA head coach Al Scales

said.

The Bruins have only played the Coyotes

once and actually dropped a game to San

Bernardino before winning the overall

match.

The focus of the weekend will most likely

be on Saturday night's match against the

Matadors. Although Northridge is in the

cellar of the Mountain Division, Scates

expects more of a challenge from the

Matadors.
'

"I'm not anticipating a strong match

Friday but Northridge has given us trouble

over here in our gym before, so we'll be

ready for that," Scates said.

UCLA boasts a 36-2 record against Cal

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL \

7pjn.

Wooden Center
vs.

Cal State

San Bernardino

Jm
*%-

ERNEST LEE/D»ity Brum

State Northridge. UCLA has won the last

13 times the teams faced off. However, one

of Northridge's wins did come on Bruin ter-

ritory.

Under first-year head coach Jeff

Campbell, the Matadors currently have a 3-

6 record and are 1-6 in conference play.

Northridge's only conference win has come

against USC, one of two teams that the

Bruins have dropped a game to.

Northridge has been swept four times

this season and will probably experience its

fifth beating this weekend.

UCLA will continue to experiment with

its lineup. The Bruins, who were voted No.

I for the fifth straight week, have won with

seven different lineups.
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Duke game tests Bruin confidence
M.BASKETBALL: Shaken

UCLA team could turn

season around with win

By Brent Boyd
Dally Bruin Staff

Perhaps Kris Johnson said it

best.

"Ifyou can't get up for this bas-

ketball game, then you can't get

up for anything."

When the Bruins travel up

Tobacco Road this weekend to

take on second-ranked Duke, it

could be construed as the biggest

game of the season thus far.

No, it won't count in the league

standings, it won't determine a

national championship, and a loss

will not eliminate the Bruins from

the NCAA Tournament.

But a win could do wonders to

MEN'S BA
SwKiay

^ IfrMaimi

Cameron Indoor

Stu&m

[channel?

Duke

ERNEST LEE/Daily Brum

a team whose psyche has been tee-

tering on the edge of self-destruc-

tion the past few months.

"It'll definitely be a big confi-

dence booster for us." senior for-

ward Kris Johnson said. "I think

that's what it'll do mostly for us. I

think that's what this team needs

right now - is a big win there.

"We might be able to get some
confidence back and hopefully

shut up a couple of people's

mouths that keep saying we're fin-

ished."

A blowout loss, on the other

hand, could be disastrous for the

team, which in the last week has

lost one of its key players and have

barely pulled out victories over

Pac-10 also-rans USC and

California.

"I Just see this game as a big chal-

lenge for us," senior forward J.R.

Henderson said. "It's an obstacle for

us that we can either leap over or get

smashed by
."

But, Johnson was quick to add,

"We're not going to put any kinds of

ridiculous amounts of pressure upon

ourselves."

The Bruins will be up against a

AARON TOUI/Daily Bfuin

Freshman guard Earl Watson flies high, dishing off during the UCLA victory over the USC Trojans.

team that has been extremely hot.

Duke (24-2) has gone 13-1 in the

extremely tough Atlantic Coast

Conference, outscoring its confer-

ence opponents by an average of

nearly 17 points per contest - the

only loss coming to top-ranked

North Carolina.

Led by guards Trajan Langdon

and Steve Wojciechowski, Duke has

shot an average of nearly eight three-

pointers per game and has scored 88

points per game.

In addition, forward Roshown
McLeod has performed excellently

-

averaging a team-high 17.2 points

per game in the conference season.

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

sees this game as an excellent litmus

test for the Bruins.

"It will kind of simulate the condi-

tions that they'll face in the NCAA
Tournament," he said. "I think we're

Just at a point in the season where it's

really more than Duke being imf)or-

Unt.

"We have five opportunities to

look good before the NCAA
Tournament."

For the Bruins to hang tough,

they will need a good performance

ffom their big guys as well as solid

performances from the freshmen

guards Earl Watson and Baron

Davis - tasks easier said than done -

considering the raucous atmosphere

at Cameron Indoor Stadium, an

arena in which the Blue Devils have

won 20 consecutive contests.

Trojan defeat would help honor alumnae
PREVIEW: Former UCLA
champs to view^ame

against crosstown rival

By Chris Umpierre
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's basketball

team is planning a big party for

Saturday afternoon in Pauley

Pavilion, and they are hoping that

some Trojans don't come in and spoil

the fun.

The Bruins (15-7. 10-3 Pac-10) are

planning to honor the 1977-1978

UCLA National Championship
team, the only one in school history,

and the program's top 15 players at

the halftime of their game against

Southern Cal (10-12, 5-8 Pac-10)

which begins at 2 p.m. on Saturday at

Pauley Pavilion.

But head coach Kathy Olivier

knows that the Trojans want to come
in and spoil the celebration.

"Our team has to come out ready

to play against them," Olivier said.

"Who cares if they are in seventh

place in the Pac-10 and are having a

bad year? That means nothing. They

are going to come in here and want to

be the spoilers and kick our butts."

The Bruins will be playing in front

of the best that have ever suited up in

blue and gold for the program, and a

loss in front of the likes of former

coach Billie Moore, Anne Meyers.

Denise Curry, and Natalie Williams

would truly ruin the festivities.

"I know it would put a damper on

the evening if we don't win," Olivier

said. "I think our players are going to

get up for it. It's 'SC, if you can't get

up for 'SC then you can't get up."

Olivier also feels some pressure

from the fact that legendary Bruin

coach Billie Moore, who amassed

296 victories in her stellar career, will

be sitting in the stands.

"I like doing well in front of her,"

said Olivier, who took over the pro-

gram in 1993 after being an assistant

coach under Moore for seven years.

"Just because I know if we make mis-

takes she'll get on me, which is

WOMEN SJI^SKETBALL

Saturday

Pauley Pavilion

ERNEST LELDaily Brum

good."

Maylana Martm, UCLA's Ail-

American forward candidate, feels

the pressure won't come from the

stands but from the standings.

"Just the fact that we are playing

USC and we need to win anyway is

going to be the pressure enough,"

Martin said.

The Bruins are currently in second

place in the Pac-10 conference at 10-3

and need a win not only to stay with-

in an arm's length of Stanford, who
has a 11-1 record, but to stay in reach

of a tournament bid.

Although UCLA has 15 wins on

the year, only two have come against

ranked opponents (against

Washington and Duke).

The Bruins will have to bring their

"A" game on Saturday to defeat the

Trojans, who have not only owned
the crosstown rivalry (28-19). but

despite their poor record, have the

ability to challenge UCLA this sea-

son.

On Jan. 23, when these two teams

met at USC's Lyon Center, the

SeeWJASKETBALL, page 26

Pitching icey

to stril(ing

out Cardinal

BASEBALL Bruins' young

talent must confront vast

experience of Stanford

By Kristina Wilcox

Daily Bruin Staff

Both teams played in the College

World Series last year. Both teams lost

a few players to the amateur draft and

brought in a lot of freshmen for the

1998 season.

Yet the difference between the

UCLA and Stanford baseball squads

is in the pitching.

When the No. 14 Bruins host the

No. 1 Cardinal this weekend for three

games at Jackie Robinson Stadium,

three veteran pitchers will start for

Stanford ( 10-0-1 ). while UCLA (74, 2-

in Six-Pac) will counter with three

underclassmen who had never started

a college game on the mound before

the 1998 season.

BASEBALL
Today s,^ ^

7 p.m. ^^ ^^

Jackie ftobfrison

ium

Stanford

ERNEST LEE/Oaily Bfuin

Regardless, UCLA pitching coach

Tim Leary is confident in his three

starters.

"Stanford has more experience in

tHfcir starting pitching than we do, but

our guys have a lot of talent. We just

have to keep going out there and keep

learning from every outing."

UCLA has indeed been learning as

it plays. The players are riding a six-

game winning streak into the weekend,

after starting the season on a 14 slide.

UCLA's weekend pitchers - sopho-

more Rob Henkel (1-2, 7.64 ERA),

true freshman Chad Cislak (2-1, 6.00),

and redshirt sophomore Ryan
Reightley (00, 6.94) have all chipped

away at high ERAs to bring them

down to a respectable level.

"We've got the work

cut out for us."

^ Gary Adams
UCLA baseball head coach

But they are countered this week-

end by what many call the best pitching

rotation in the nation. All three are

juniors and iill were on Pre-Season All-

American teams.

Friday's game will feature the pitch-

ing of righthander Jeff Austin (3-0,

2.00), who was the No. 1 starter in the

1997 U.S. National Team.

Left-hander Brent Hoard (1-0, 5.52)

starts on Saturday. He was the Pitcher

of the Year in the premiere summer
league at Cape Cod.

The series finale features right-

.> handed starter Chad Hutchinson (2-0,

4.12), who is also the quarterback for

the Cardinal football team.

"We've got the work cut out for us,"

UCLA head coach Gary Adams said.

"You never go into a game thinking

you're going to lose. We're going into

all of these games believing we're

going to win.

" But its not gonna be easy."

With contributions from Vytas Mazeika,

Daily Bruin Staff.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Lakers 131,

Nuggets 92
Rick Fox scored 22 points and Kobe

Bryant had 21 Thursday night as the Los

Angeles Lakers ended a season-high three-

game losing streak with a 1 3 1 -92 rout of the

Denver Nuggets.

Shaquille O'Neal added 19 points and

II rebounds, helping the Lakers beat

Denver for the seventh consecutive time.

The 5-47 Nuggets lost their fifth in a row

overall.

LaPhonso Ellis and Johnny Newman
scored 19 points for Denver.

The Lakers led 64-38 at halftime, build-

ing the big lead even though starting point

guard Nick Van Exel was at home with a

cold and a sore right knee.

The Nuggets, 0-28 against teams with

winning records, took an early 14-10 lead.

But the Lakers, also playing without

injured forward Robert Horry and reserve

Corie Blount, responded with a 17-1 run

and went on to their most-lopsided win of

the season.

Heat 89,

Clippers 80
Alonzo Mourning had 28 points and P.J.

Brown had a career-high 20 rebounds

Thursday night, leading the Miami Heat to

an 89-80 win over the Los Angeles

Clippers.

Tim Hardaway added 16 points as the

Heat beat the Clippers several hours after

the learns made a trade just ahead of the

NBA deadline.

Miami sent backup center Isaac Austin,

rookie guard Charles Smith and a 1998

first-round draft choice to the Clippers for

Brent Barry. tht^96 NBA slam-dunk

champion.

None of those players suited up for the

game, and both teams had just nine players

in uniform.

Rookie Maurice Taylor led the Clippers

with 17 points and Eric Piatkowski added

16 for Los Angeles, which lost its fifth

straight game.

The Heat led 53-45 at halftime and

outscored the Clippers 11-2 to start the

third quarter. Mourning capped the spurt

with a pair of dunks.

Miami was in command the rest of the

way, and Clippers only made the score

respectable with a game-ending 12-0 run

after Mourning left for good.

^^ Brent Barry

^^ goes to Miami
Brent Barry, the 1996 slam dunk cham-

pion, was traded Thursday by the Los

Angeles Clippers to the Miami Heat for

Isaac Austin, rookie Charles Smith and a

1998 No. I draft choice.

The teams played each other Thursday

night at the Anaheim Arena. Neither

Austin nor Barry suited up for their new

teams.

Barry, who will be a free agent at the end

of the season, had told the Clippers he did

not intend to re-sign with them next sum-

mer. He's expected to be the third guard in

Miami's rotation behind Tim Hardaway

and Voshon Lenard.

Miami coach Pat Riley said the 26-year-

old Barry, the son of NBA great Rick

Barry, will be sidelined for another five or

six days because of a sprained right ankle

he suffered Monday against Houston.

"We feel extremely pleased with what

we were able to get for Ike." Riley said.

"Ike was a very, very important part of our

team, we're going to really miss him. But

we feel we get back a very young player

who is exciting. He has great size, a player

who can play (three positions) for us. We
feel like he has a real huge upside."

Bruins limber up for annual Gassic

GYMNASTICS: Injuries may help,

not hurt team that traditionally

starts off slowly, finishes strong

ByOiristieDcBeau

Dally Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's gymnastics team (8-1) is

back at home this weekend to host the second

annual Bruin Classic on Sunday at 2 p.m. in

Pauley Pavilion. The Bruins will face the compe-

tition of No. 7 Penn State (6-2), No. 14 Oregon

State (5-1 ) and Cal State FuUerton (24).

In addition to the tough competition at this

meet, fifth-ranked UCLA will be honoring its

three senior members - Stella Umeh, Andrea

Fong and Carmen Tausend.

For walk-on senior Fong, this season has pro-

vided an exciting final year competing for the

Brui^is, and she is eager to compete at home this

Sunday.

"I love competing at home. Pauley has this

magical feeling with the home crowd and all the

fans. Also, it is nice to comf)ete at home with your

own equipment where you are used to every-

thing," says Fong.

The Arizona meet, on Jan. 23, marked her first

time performing in all-around competition at the

collegiate level. Last week, at the meet against

Cal, Fong beat her personal best for all-arounds

with a score of 38.525.

"I am excited about my performances this

year," Fong said. "This is the most I have ever

competed since 1 have been here and I have done

well for myself. It is exciting to get to contribute

on the competition floor."

Sunday's meet also holds significance for

junior Susie Erickson, who will compete at home

for the first time in her second meet of the season,

after a three and a half month break from com-

petition due to a broken foot.

Last week, Erickson returned to competition

on the balance beam, earning a score of 9.65, and

performed an exhibition on the uneven bars.

"It feels really good to be a part of the team

again," Erickson said. "It is really fun and excit-

ing to be competing. I am glad to back. Everyone

is really supportive, and Valorie is very support-

ive, so it was a smooth transition.

"I think my first meet was really successful,

and I feel good about where I am at right now. I

have been working on beam and bars, trying to

get a bar routine, hopefully. I just keep working,

going in the right direction with my ankle and tak-

ing care of myself."

Erickson plays an important role on,the Bruin

team because of emotional and physical stability

during competition. She has worked hard to

return to competition this season and as a result

of her efforts, Erickson is stronger than she was

before the injury.

"Susie plays a part on the team because she is

such a rock for us; the team feels so much stabili-

ty when she is competing," UCLA head coach

Valorie Kondos said. "She is very confident and

calm on the floor. She always comes in prepared

and competes with confidence.

"Whether she falls or not, is not the issue. It is

the fact that from the minute she is in that train-

ing room and in the gym wanning up, you can

count on her to be emotionally and physically sta-

ble the whole time she is out there while some ath-

letes run high and low.

"It is also good to see an athlete work so hard.

She is in twice as good of shape as she was when

she got injured. So she really did the job that was

expected of her over the break. She has worked

hard, endlessly, and she is a much better athlete

now than when she got injured."

The Bruins have adjusted to many changes

throughout this season, mainly because of

injuries. Top all-arounder Mohini Bhardwaj

remains out this week due to ankle injury, joining

junior Luisa Portocarerro, who has a sprained

ankle. However, the team has persevered and has

used these unexpected turn of events as a team

building experience.

"I think it has been a good thing," Kondos

said. "Mohini is coming along very well, and I

think if it were Nationals we would definitely be

See GYMNASTICS, page 26

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9,99

824-4111 Fast, Free DelfVeiy
until 1 a.m. Sunday-ThuiBday

until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

Mens College BasketbdII

How The Top 2S Fared

1

.

North Carolina (26- 1 ) did rwt play.

Next; vs. North Carolina State, Saturday.

2. Ouke (24-2) did not play. Next: vs. No.

12 UCLA, Sunday.

3. Arizona (22-3) at Oregon State. Next; at

Oregon, Saturday.

4. Kansas (28-3) did not play. Next; vs.

Iowa State, Saturday.

5. Purdue (22-5) did not play. Next; at

Penn State, Saturday

6. Utah (21-2) did not play. Next; vs. Air

Force, Saturday.

7. Connecticut (23-4) did not play. Next; at

Villanova, Saturday.

8 Kentucky (23-4) did not play. Next: vs.

Georgia, Sunday

9. Princeton (2 1-1 ) did not play. Next; vs.

Harvard, Friday

10 Stanford (21 3) vs. Washington. Next;

vs Washington State, Saturday.

1 1

.

New Mexico (21 -3) beat Texas-El Paso

95-71 . Next; at No. 19 Texas Christian,

Saturday.

1 2. UCLA (20-5) did not play. Next; at No.

2

Duke, Sunday.

13. South Carolina (19-5) did not play.

Next; at Flofida, Saturday.

14. Michigan State (19-5) did not p»ay.

Next at Wisconsin, Saturday.

1 5. Mississippi (18-5) did not play. Next: at

Mississippi State. Saturday.

16 Arkansas (21-5) did not play. Next: vs.

Auburn, Saturday.

17 Cincinnati (20-5) beat Alabama-

Birmin9liMn93-76.Next:vs.DePaul,

SaturdiyL

18. Massachusetts (19-7) did not play.

Next: vs. St. Joseph's, Saturday.

19. Texas Christian (23-4) did not play.

Next: vs. No. 1 1 New Mexico, Saturday.

20. West Virginia (21-5) did not play. Next:

vs. Seton Hall, Sunday.

21

.

Syracuse (20-5) did not play. Next: at

Rutgers, Saturday.

22. Michigan (18-8) did not play. Next; vs.

Indiana, Sunday.

23. Illinois (19-8) did not play. Next: vs.

Iowa, Sunday.

24. George Washington (20-6) did not

play. Next vs. Temple, Sunday

25. Maryland (15-9) lost to Wake Forest

83-79. Next: vs. Georgia Tech, Saturday.

Olympic Meddh
At A Glance

Germany

Norway

Russia

Austria

Canada

9 5

3 5

5 5

Netherlands 5 4

United States 5 2

Finland

Italy

Japan

France

Switzerland 2 1

China 4

South Korea 2

Czech Republic 1

Sweden 1

Belarus

Bulgaria

Denmark

Ukraine

Australia

Belgium

Kaukstan

Tot

25

21

16

15

14

11

11

11

10

8

7

6

4

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

n •, Colleqi" Bdshntb.dl

M.ijor Score'.

EAST

Boston U. 69, Tmvson 63

Canisius 73, Fairfield 61

Faideigh Dickinson 83, Monmouth, N.J. 65

lona80,Marist65

Long Island U. 86, St. Francis, NY 71

Md.-Baltimore County 84, Liberty 69

Northeastern 72, Delaware 62

Rider 66, St. Peter's 65

St. Francis, Pa. 77, Mount St. Mary's, Md. 67

Temple 68, St. Bonaventure 45

Wagner 85, Cent. Connecticut St. 72

SOUTH

Cent. Florida 82, Campbell 52

Cincinnati 93, Ala -Birmingham 76

Coll of Charleston 67, Stetson 53

Davidson 68, Appalachian St. 58

[.Kentucky 55, Middle Tenn. 54

E.TennesseeSL78,VMI66

Fla. International 79, Centenary 71

Furman 72, Belmont 56

Jacksonville St. 86, Mercer 80

Murray St 86, Austin Peay 78

New Orleans 78, Louisiana Tech 34

NichollsSt.87,McNeeseSt.80

SE Louisiana 73, Sam Houston St. 70

SW Louisiana 81, Lamar 74

Samford 85, Georgia St. 62

South Florida 73, Houston 56

Tennessee St 68, Tenn -Martin 53

Tennessee Tech 77, Morehead St. 72

Troy St. 91, Florida Atlantic 64

Wake Forest 83, MaryUnd 79

Winthrop 62, Coastal Carolina 52

Wofford91,Toccoa Falls 63

MIDWEST

Akron 68, Kent 51

Ill-Chicago %, Cleveland St. 72

Indiana 74, Ohio St. 72

Marquette 57, Louisville 52

NE Illinois 73, S.Utah 72

Oral Roberts 105, Chicago St. 75

Valparaiso 70,Youngstown St. 68

W. Illinois 68, Buffalo 67

Wis. Green Bay 74, Wright St. 62

<B>SOOTHWIST<P>

Ark -Little Rock 70, W.Kentucky 61

Arkansas St. 87, Jacksonvile 70

North Texas 91 , U( Santa Barbara 84

SW Texas St,68,NE Louisiana 67

South Alabama 87, Texas-Pan American

54

Texas-San Antonio 79, NW Louisiana 78

MR WEST

Brigham Young 79, Air Force 60

E. Washington 85, MonUna St. 74

N. Arizona 86, Saaamento St. 49

New Mexico 95, Texas-El Paso 71

New Mexico St. 90, Cal Poly-SlO 80

Pacific 71,CalSt.-Fullerton 57

Pepperdine 65, Gonzaga 64

National Basketball Association

At A Glance

EASHRN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L Pet

Miami 35 18 .657

New Jersey 31 22 .585

NewYorii 29 22 .569

Washington 27 27 .500

Oriando 26 27 .491

Boston 24 29 .453

PhiUdelphia 16 34 .320

Central Division

Chicago 40 15

Indiana

Charlotte

Atlanta

Cleveland

Mihwaukee

Detroit

Toronto

37 15

30 22

31 23

28 24

26 26

23 29

11 41

.727

.712

.577

.574

.538

500

.442

.212

GB

4

5

81/2

9

11

171/2

11/2

81/2

81/2

101/2

121/2

151/2

271/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L

Utah 36 15

San Antonio 36 16

Minnesota 28 23

Houston

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

27 25

14 38

10 43

5 47

GB

1/2

8

91/2

.269 221/2

.189 27

.096 311/2

Pet

.706

.692

.549

.519

Pacific Division

Seattle

I.A. Lakers

Phoenix

Portland

Saaamento

L.A.aippen

Golden Sute 10

12

15

16

21

29

42

41

.769

.718

.686

.596

.453

.208

.196

31/2

41/2

9

161/2

291/2

291/2

Ihmtiifi'timm ^
Chicago 123, Toronto 86

Indiana 82, Philadelphia 77

San Antonio 87, Dallas 81

Houston 100, Detroit 90

Miami 89, LA Clippers 80

LA. Lakers 131, Denver 92

Cleveland at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Indiana at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Atlanta, 7:30 pm.

Houston at Minnesota, 8 p.m.

Toronto at Milwaukee, 9 p.m.

Chariotte at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

New Yori( at Portland, 10 p.m. __
Boston at Seanle, 10 p.m.

Denver at Golden State, 10:30 p.m.

Miami at Sacramento, 10:30 pm.

Saturday's GaiMS

Philadelphia at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at Washington, 8 pm.

Detroit at Dallas, 8 30 p.m.

Utah at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.

Charlotte at LA. Clippers, 10:30 p.m

Sunday's Gamn
Houston at New Yori(, 1 p.m.

Cleveland at Milwaukee, 2:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Toronto, 3 p.m.

LA. Lakers at Oriando, 3:30 p.m.

Sacramento at Minnesota, 330 p.m.

Indiana at Philadelphia, 6 pm.

Denver at Seattle, 8 pm
San Antonio at Phoenix, 8 pm.

Miami at Golden State, 8 p.m.

Boston at Portland, 10 p.m.

AR times in the sports box art EOT.

Transactions

Major Leafuc BascbaR

CLEVELAND INDIANS— Extended their

player development affiliation with Akron

of the Eastern League through the 2002

season.

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Agreed to

terms with C Jorge Fabregas on a two

year contract.

ATLANTA BRAVES— Agreed to terms with

IB Randall Simon on a one-year contract.

CINCINNATI REDS- Agreed to terms with

INF Pokey Reese on a one year contract.

National Raifcttbal AssodaliM

CHICAGO BULLS— Traded F Jason Caffey

to the Golden State Warriors for F Dawd

Vaughn and second round draft picks in

1998 and 2000

LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS— Traded G Brent

Barry to the Miami Heat for C Isaac

Austin, G Charles Smith and a 1998 No 1

draft choice. Placed G James Collins on the

injured list.

WASHINGTON WIZARDS—Signed G

Lawrence Moten to a second 10-day con-

National FootbaN League

ATLANTA FALCONS—Re-signed OL Scott

Adams.

CAROLINA PANTHERS—Signed LB Ernest

Dixon to a one-year contract.

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS—Signed DL William

Carr, RB Keith Elias, DL Donnie Embra, OL

Steve Hardin, OL Brandon Hayes, OL

Waveriy Jackson, OL Jason Johnson, OL

Bryan Jurewicz,WR Levi Kealaluhi,WR

Kaipo McGuire, OL Larry Moore, DB Nakia

Reddick, DB Steve Rgsga,WR Mitchell

Running, OL Tom Myslinski and 06 Clifton

Shamburger.

NEW YORK JETS—Signed C Kevin Mawae.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS— Agreed to terms

with DE Gabe Wilkins and TE Irv Smith.

WASHINGTON REOSKINS—Re signed G

Joe Patton to a five-year contract.

National Hodicy League

CALGARY FLAMES Assigned RW Martin

St. Louis to Saint John of the AHL and RW
Burtie Murphy to Cleveland of the !HL.

CAROLINA HURRICANES— Signed C

Sergei Fedorov to an offer sheet.

LOS ANGELES KINGS— Assigned D Ruslan

Batyrshin to Grand Rapids of the IHL.

NEW YORK RANGERS— Named John

Muckler coach.

PHOENIX COYOTES— Recalled f Shane

Doan and F Brad Isbister from Springfield

of the AHL.

C0LLE6E

NEW MEXICO STATE—Signed Lou

Henson, men's basketball coach, to a four-

year contract.

SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI—Signed Jeff

Bower, football coach, to a four-year con

tract

1 What NBA player amassed 20,000

points in his 499th game, the quickest in

history?

2 What was the lowest point total ever

recorded by a winning NBA team?

3. Who was the sixth pick in the 1978 NBA

draft?

PJ«*J»1E

61 Z

uieijaqujpq) i|!M I
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From page 22

"When you look at the list of the 15

greatest players, you see that those are

some terrific players on that list.

"Most people don't even know that

Jackie Joyner Kersee (Olympian track

star) played basketball at UCLA. She

didn't just play, she was terrific."

Kersee was known as a defensive

stopper when she played, from 1980-

1984. But she did contribute on the

offensive end, averaging 9.6 points and

6.2 rebounds per game.

Kersee, who is arguably the greatest

female athlete of all time, is not the only

celebrity who will attend on Saturday.

"1 am overwhelmed at who's going

to be here," head coach Kathy Olivier

said. Olivier has been involved in the

program as a head coach or assistant

for 12 years. "1 am in awe. Hopefully

our (current) players will understand

what this means."

The team's current All-American

candidate, Maylana Martin, who one

day hopes to make the honored list,

understands what it means to have

these legendary Bruins at the game.

"It means a lot just to have them

there," Martin said. "They paved the

way for us. They did something that no

other UCLA team has been able to do

(win a national championship). It's

going to be fun to meet them."

Olivier knows exactly how well these

Bruins played in their heyday. She

played against most ofthem while play-

ing for UNLV and Cal State Fullerton

between 1978 and 1982.

"To be honest, I played against all of

them ... I'd like to forget that time

because they all kicked our butts,"

Olivier said. "They were awesome back

TOP 15 GAEATiST PLAYERS

Thel 5 greatest players in UCLA women's

basketball history will be honored tomorrow.

ISPIayw _
Ann Meyers

Anita Ortega

SheJb Adams

AnneDnn-Gardner

Ibvsee

Or. Karen Nash

llehena Stephens

Necie Thompson

$M&aVanEmbricqs

Natalie Williams

Years at UCLA

1975-1978

1978-1981

1976-1979

1977-1980

Stats unavailable

1990-1993

1983-1986

1985-1988

1981-1984

1981-1985

1975-1977

1990-1992

1981-1983

1987-1990

1991-1994

Stats unavailable

11.8

4.9

110

217

16.5

1

20.4

SoMctt: UCU SowiB Inhrawtlon

in their time."

But before one speaks of the 15

greatest players of .all time, one needs
' to talk about the coach that made most

of these players into the placers they

were. Legendary coach Billie Moore
was at the helm of the program for 16

years. In 1978, her first season at

UCLA, she captured the program's

first and only national title.

"Without her, UCLA women's bas-

ketball wouldn't be where it is tcxiay,"

said Olivier, who was an assistant to

M(X)re for seven years.

"She's a phenom. She has done so

much for women's basketball - not just

for UCLA, but everywhere. She is

someone I look up to as much as I look

up to my mother."

Among Moore's many impressive

stats are her 296 wins, which put her

near the top for most victories in

women's basketball history. She also

took the Bruins to the NCAA tourna-

ment for six years.

"She's nationally known and nation-

ally respected," Walker said.

"A lot of coaches even now look to

her for guidance to help build their pro-

grams - both men's and women's."

Anne Meyers and Denise Curry are

two of the most prominent members of

the alkime team. Both have left an

indelible mark on UCLA women's bas-

ketball history.

Meyers, a point guard, averaged

17.4 points and 8.4 rebounds per game
in her Bruin career. Those were num-

bers that put her in both the Naismith

and UCLA Basketball Hall of Fame.

She was also selected 1978 women's

basketball College Player of the Year

when she led her squad to the title.

Meyers is currently a commentator

for the Women's National Basketball

Association on NBC and also does

play-by-play for other women's basket-

ball games on ESPN.

Denise Curry was Meyers' front-

JOHNSON
From page 22

ERNEST LEEA)aily Brum Se« HISTORY, page 26

Bruins were not supposed to win.

But, with tenacity, determination

and a strong will to survive, the

Bruins were able to fill in the gaps

left by Davis and McCoy by playing

like a family

Ironically, the loss of Jelani

McCoy is probably the best thing

that has happened to the basketball

team since the freshman duo of Earl

Watson and Davis.

I am not saying that McCoy ham-
pered the team or that he was not a

great contributor. Obviously, he was

an excellent inside player who
stepped up whenever the team need-

ed leadership, not to mention he's a

hell of an athlete. ,

However, McCoy's absence gave

the Bruins the much needed determi-

nation to focus and pull together at a

time when they neecied to most.

This was evident in the USC
game. The Bruins had to deal with

freshman phenom guard Davis well

before the end of regulation, yet the

Bruins still managed to come away

with the win.

Many critics have already predict-

ed that McCoy's loss is going to hurt

the Bruins' chances throughout the

rest of the season. In fact, several

sports writers and newspapers are

already predicting that because of

this major loss, the team is going to

get slaughtered against Duke.

I beg to differ. If the Bruins look

at the way they beat USC and funda-

mentally realize how they overcame

all obstacles and stuck together to

pull ofTone of their most impressive

wins ever, then they definitely have

what it takes to beat Duke.

Perhaps the best way to under-

stand my rationale is to think of a

child leaving home for the first time.

When he leaves, he takes one of the

biggest steps in his life toward gain-

ing his own independence. The par-

ents have given him the tools to sur-

vive. Now, all he has to do is apply

the skills and learn to live and think

for himself Similarly, the Bruins

have lost scjmeone who they care a

great deal about.

Considering this, the Bruins have

two choices. They could either con-

tinue to lament the loss of McCoy, or

they can accept the loss as a positive

stepping stone toward bringing

unity, love and stability back to the

team. By choosing the latter option,

the Bruins will regain those attribut-

es that are required for becoming

champions.

What the Bruins did against USC
was great. Most, if not all, of us felt

as though we were going to wipe out

the Trojans, partly because they

suck,and partly because we have

handed them a beating for seven

consecutive times.

But, the Trojans played with dig-

nity. They did not want to lose

against the Bruins (which was wish-

ful thinking), and they demonstrated

this by sticking together and not giv-

ing up.

This was a challenge to our team.

But the Bruins accepted the chal-

lenge and demanded the respect that

has made UCLA one of the top bas-

ketball programs in the nation.

Yes, Jelani McCoy's loss is a sig-

nificant loss to our basketball pro-

gram, in the same )vay a child is a

significant loss to a family when he

leaves his parents' home.

No matter what, they will both

survive, because Jelani still has love

and respect from his teammates and

family members, just as the child

who leaves home will always have his

parents.

As the No. 12 Bruins prepare to

travel to North Carolina to face the

See JOHNSON, page 26
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court mate. Curry dominated in her

four years at UCLA, averaging a

school record 24.6 points and 10.1

rebounds per game on her way to

3,098 points, also a school record.

Like Meyers, she is an inductee into

both basketball Halls Of Fame.

Curry is currently a head coach at

California State Fullerton.

"I just remember Denise always

complaining," Olivier said. "I remem-

ber turning to her and telling her,

'What are you crying about ...
?' She

was a machine.

"I remember Anne (Meyers) say-

ing to me in my freshman year when I

was frustrated, it's okay, you are

going to be good someday.' UCLA
women's basketball was big time."

Natalie Williams, another promi-

nent player, played more recently in

the program.

From 1990-1994 Williams scored

on opponents at will. Her 20.4 career

points per game rank her second all-

time only to Curry. Her 12.8 boards a

game put her as the UCLA record

holder. For her spectacular play,

Williams was selected Pac-10

Conference Female Athlete of the

Decade in February of 1996.

Williams' Bruin career didn't stop

at basketball, as she excelled at volley-

ball as well. She is the only Bruin to

ever receive All-American awards in

those two sports.

Although Williams has stopped

playing volleyball, her storied basket-

ball career has been reborn as an All-

Star in the American Basketball

League for the Portland Power.

"Anne and Denise were four-time

All-Americans," Olivier said, when

asked to pick the best players to ever

come out of the program. "They

made everyone around them better.

"Natalie Williams has to be up

there also because of her sheer athlet-

ic ability. Right now she will probably

get the MVP of the ABL, which is

amazing for someone who came into

UCLA really a volleyball player. She's

got to be up there with Anne and

Denise."

But the list of stellar Bruin

women's hoops players doesn't stop

with these three, or even with the 1

5

selected for Saturday. It also contains

the many role players who also helped

the program.

These players' contributions to

their alma mater haven't stopped on

the basketball court, as they have con-

tinued to contribute to the prograrh.

Some have elected to continue their

careers on campus, as has Tami

Breckenridge, a UCLA assistant ath-

letic director. Some just return every

now and then to lend a hand, like

Williams, who returns to help out the

post games of some of the forwards

on the team.

These players haven't stopped con-

tributing to the program just because

they no longer wear blue and gold on

the court.

"We have been surrounded by peo-

ple from that championship team,"

Walker said.

"Certainly their continued involve-

ment and support in our program has

led us to the point where we are stall-

ing to see some success of our own

now. It is all built on what they did in

the past."

This support has helped the current

Bruins make some history of their

own, as they have raced out to the best

start to a Pac-10 season in school his-

tory as the team is currently in second

place at 10-3 in conference.

Saturday's game is about honoring

the countless contributions these play-

ers have made to the UCLA women's

basketball program.

"It s all a part of what we think is

important." Walker said.

"It's not just about being on the

court, its about after you leave here

continuing to be a Bruin. It's all part

of what Saturday is all about."

JOHNSON
From page 25

Blue Devils, they already know that

they have their hands full. No one

needs to tell them that they will be

playing against the No. 2-ranked team

in the nation. They already know this.

But what the Bruins need to do is

meditate on how they pulled together

against USC Wednesday night and

realize that they are a winning team,

not because they won by having more

points but because they have taken

that first step toward rehabilitating

themselves and gaining the indepen-

dence that will make this team the

stuff legends are made of

If the Bruins can keep their heads

about them and stay focused with the

same tenacity and determination that

they displayed against USC, then

Duke will definitely have their hands

full - and possibly deal with the reality

of losing to a team that has become a

real family.

Stan Johnson is the sports editor of the

Daily Bruin who empathizes vy^th Jelani

McCoy. He can be reached at sjohn-

son@media.ucla.edu for questions,

comments or criticisms. He is also a die-

hard basketball fan and is happy that

Steffi Graf is back on the WTA (tennis)

tour.

GYMNASTICS
From page 24

competing her. but we want her to heal

as much as possible before we bring her

back in. Luisa has a more severe sprain,

and hopefully we will have her back by

Regionals.

_ "Take into account that those two

will be back for us at Nationals, it has

actually been a good thing. It has

allowed us to compete our entire team

and give those athletes that do not get a

lot of competitive experience more

experience, and they have done great.

It is like the season is choreographed,

just how I would have choreographed it

myself."

"Overall, we have had to work

through some difficult times with

injuries and sickness," Fong said. "We
are on the upper climb towards the Pac-

10 and our championship season. I

think we are on a good track to get to

the NCAA. I think that everyone4ias

stepped it up a little bit because we have

different people competing on differ-

ent events that they do not compete

on."

UCLA is already halfway through

the regular season, with only four

meets left until Regionals. The Bruins

are used to starting off slow and

although they are ahead of themselves

compared to last year's team, the

team's talent is still developing.

"We start off so slowly, as everyone

in the world knows." Kondos said.

"For our talent, we are still starting off

slowly but we are about four weeks

ahead of where we were last year, score

wise and only having one fall last meet.

So, I think we are going to see a team at

the end of Regionals and Nationals

that is going to beat any other UCLA
team we have had here, and we have

had some great teams."

W.BASKETBALL
From page 23

Bruins squeaked through with a

68-64 victory. The Trojans had a

' chance to push the game into

overtime, but failed on a three-

point try by Kristin Clark, who
finished the game with 25 points.

Some Bruin free throws sealed

the deal.

"We need not to play like we

did last time against them,"

Martin said, who is coming off

arguably her best game as a colle-

giate. Saturday against Cal, she

was a nearly perfect 14 of 16 from

the floor and finished the game

with 28 points and 7 rebounds.

"We need to come out and

show them what kind of a ball

club we really are. We didn't play

the best game against them. We
can't let them take us out of our

game again."

Not only will the top 15 players

of all time be in attendance, but so

will many other onlookers, as

Olivier expects a big crowd.

"I've been hearing that it is

going to be a bigger crowd than

Stanford, which is just great for

women's basketball," Olivier

said. The team had a school

record 5,662 in the stands when

they played Stanford at home this

year.

"It's good for women's basket-

ball to get that kind of a fan base."

But the big crowd and the half-

time festivities could all be ruined

by a scrappy Trojan team on

Saturday.

"Hopefully our players will

step up and have a tremendous

afternoon because that would cap

off the celebration of the 15 great-

est players and the national cham-

pionship team coming back,"

assistant coach Pam Walker said.

m
(310)206-6168

Look for it on
lUesday

Want to get involved

fSii
Give us a call.

206-G168

/^ o W»IIH«> l« BtlW o

^^m CALIFORNIA C«M

BBiEfEliljy
o * mil ftum o

310208-3011

Dear UCLA Students and Staff:

It has been a pleasure serving

your vision care needsfor over

25years in the village.

Please take advantage of
these great oiffiers.

VHlag* EyM Optematry ^CLA Graduau 1967

I cbrpcr^Btcn (ground ftoof of Monty's Building

1082 Glendon Ave aaoss from Westwood Brewery)

Westwood Village, CA 90024 Validated parking • Se h^ila Espa/V)!

$99 CONTACT LENSES

& EXAM "SPECIAL"

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE

includes eye exam, fitting,

follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or

extended wear soft contacts.

$99 EYEGLASSES
& EXAM "SPECIAL'

• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments available.

• We are experts in showing you how to

maximize your benefits

« Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DON'T HAVE VBMM CARE

includes lenses and frames

from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam
Take advantage of tfie specials, or we'll stilt

give you 10% iff on any non-advertised Items.

A BEAUTIFUL AND
SEXY SMILE IN 1 -2

VISITS!
Without Injections

m:^;^^.

oltbf m^ offers to see us

CALL |3 1 0)394-0247
Email: sheily@DDS4U.com

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,
Santa Monica

rn
~

SwvH

Emergency Same Day Care for Toothaches

I

1

ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

Witii complete exam, X-rays

and deanlng.

(t1 29 value) Exp:2-27-98

insurance may cover

100°oOfCOSt "

TEETH WHITENING

.

MLY $79 PER ARCH
I

I
I

Must have both arches completed

Expires 2-27-98

'7(/c one eammitUd t» exuUutct in> ^uttdA^ tUtttiA^'

1. [Click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BeokZoiM's

flPUCATED CHOlCESl

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

plus the titles arc

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. Youll be

reading in no time!
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Announcements
lino Gaanui HMMMnlBai
1200 CamiMis Orsaaiawms
1300 CanJMit ReqniitiiMMrt

1400 CuMMt Services

1500 Mrthdayt
1000 LeoafnoUcet
1700 Lest* Found
1800 lUscallanlous

1800 Panonal Messages
2000 ParsoiMis
2090 Pragnanqr
2100 RacraatlonalAclMtfes
2200 Research SiiMects

2300 Sperm /Eofl Donors
2400 TtefcstsOftarsd

2500 TIciwIs Wanted
2000 wanted

For Sale
2700 Appliances
2800 Art /Paintings

2900 Blcydes/ Skates
3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards
3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 CoNedMes
3400 Computers / Software

3500 Furniture

3600 Garage /Yard Sales

3700 Health Products
3800 MIscellankNis

3900 Musteal bistniments

4000 Office Equipment
4100 Pets .

4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos/ TVs /RadkM
4500 Table Sports

Transportation
4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Autoinswance
4800 Auto Repair

4900 Autos for Sale

5000 Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking

5300 Scooter /Cyde Repair

5400 Scooters for Sale

8600 Vehfcles for Rent

Itavel
5600 Resorti/ Hotels
6620 RMes Offered

8640 Rides Wairtad

8060 Taxi/ Shuttle Servtee

8680 Hmei Destinathms
8700 Travel Tickets

8720 VBcaoon packages

5800 1-000 nmnbers
5000 BoandalAid
6000 Insurance
6100 Computer / Internet

6150 Foreign Languages
6200 HeaMi/ Beauty Services

6300 Legal Advke/ Attorneys

6400 Movers /Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6800 Personal Servtoes

6700 PrefesskNUi Servk»s
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 TMering Wanted
7200Tmtog
7300 vMigHeip

Employment
7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 Child Care Offered

7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesltting

8000 Internship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Emptoymeat
8300 Vohmteer

Housing
8400 Apartments for Rent
8500 Apartments Furnished

8800 Condo / Tbwnhouse for Rent

8700 Condo / Townhouse for Sale

8800 Guesthouse for Rent

8900 House for Rent

8000 Houseforsale
8100 Houseboats for Rent /Sale
8200 Houskig Needed
8300 Room for Help

MOO Room for Rent

9600 Roommates - Private Room
9800 Roommates • Shared Room
•700 Sublets

advertising

Rates
Daily, up tD'20 words

...each acklttional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additkxial word
Monthly, up to 20 words

...each addittonal word

$8.00

0J50
27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

Address
IISKerckhoffHan
308 Wtetwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: ciassifieds@media.ucia.edu

Web: ht^y/www.dailybnj'in.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (31 0) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
IWon-Thu: 9:00am-4:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

TTw ASUOA CoiniTMikxttoi* boanl tuny a^)parts tN Unlvantty or (^^
Sity are ln««l to poittlans, captbHw, n)i««, or ttalM in aocitty. NeMarM Oii^
anathwIiMfflMMInthltlMwvMttdttaBoiriripalcyannondbcninirartianiia^ ForanManc«
wtth im^igdta^rlinhMtkm proUw^
conrpRnwrtiryNnU tor oakinan and It not gunnlwL

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

informatron.

1
DI/C«VER ^> ,yl/Mas/cfC^d

1

Deadlines
CtassffiedUneAds:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classifled Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellatkxis after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MastCard, and Discover credit cards.

Alk)w 5 woridng days for mall payments.

How to Write
an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make you ad easy

for.readers to understand.

• PlaES yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

announcements

1100-2600

EXPLORE CAREER
OPTIONS IN

COMMUNICATIONS
Tuesday, February 24 from 7pm-9pm in

Kerckhotf's Grand Salon Sponsored by

Asian Amerk:ans in Communk:atk}n Hear
various professionals from radk), newspaper
and magazines speak about their careers

Great way to learn nrxire about exciting fiekJs

and to network with current professtorwis!

Akoholics Anonymous
MoN. DiKWHon, Fri Slip Sktdy, 3517 Adannan

TlMin. Book Stady, 3SI7 Adwnoi
M/T/WRM.DMlalA1029

Wta.lm.A3-029
DiKMMon, Al IMH 12:10 - IKX) pM

^UPand
SUNGl -^OUND FrkJay the 13th near

Hilgard and the entrance to UCLA Holding

at 118 Kerckhoff Hall between our business

hours of 9-4 M-TH or 9-2 30 F.

SUNGLASSES FOUND on Fnday between

IZrlpm on Hilgard Ave Pck up at 118

Kerckhoff Hall (The Daily Bruin) at the wind-

ow.

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College ScfK>larships Busirtess Medk:al

bills. Never repay Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000 Ext G-1650.

NEED CASH??- earn $1,000 per nwnth PH
from dorm/apt. Clear up school bills before

you graduate 1-888-279-1994

RAISE $500 in one week Fundraising op-

portunities available No financial obligation

Great for clubs For nwre information call:

888-5 1-A-PLUSext.51

Send your story and

appear in TV pilot.

200 wds. or less about something

unexplainabie that happened to

you, i.e. touched by an angel type

stories or story in the vain of

Chicken Soup stories. Deadline:

February 25th. Send attention:

Stephanie fax: 818.991.2024

e mail: youmag@earthlink.net

•please include: name, age and

telephone #. Authors of stories

chosen will appear in TV pilot.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from low-cost finarKial servk:es & on<am-
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

"THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
spoNsiBiLrry for advertisers' or
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babyfaced All-Amer-

ican? Bisexual? Curious? Ctoseted Gay?
Nervous about your peers? I've been there

Hartdsome, 15-year k>cal professional, well-

built, physically fit, "straighf-appearing,

healthy. Bill 310-824-2433.

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25. weight between
80&120lbs.. with normal periods, to partici-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs.

Receive $25.00 for complete pank:ipation

Dr. lanYipO310-206-1987.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migralne&t}ehavk>r Partk:ipants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $10 will t>e offered after return of com-
pleted questionare. Qualified partKipants will

currently have mM/no headache&have been
diagrwsed by their doctors as having had

severe migrane in the past. Leave
nanwAaddress. 31 0-208-7 187vo«cemail557

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES. 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medk:ine Phy-

sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity

$25/hr plus parking. Up to 4 hrs. 310-825-

1118.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study Receive

$25 for lab expennwnt and devetopmental

evaluation, and get a scientifk: learning ex

perience Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(healthy

or heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery Disease-UCLA $25/hr. Up to 8
hours. 310-825-1118.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (M&F) 18-20 years

of age for a study on bone health Will re-

ceive $50 plus free nutritional, t)one density

and strength assessment, and comprehen-
sive blood analysis Please call the UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

ANONYMOUS sperm d( p
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and tree

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you consktered helping an infertile

couple? It you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call All races needed Compen-
sation $3,500 00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confktontial. Please call

310-285-0333.

PUTTING

Together^ t.

w^

I

Are you or is sonrwone you know 18-^ years old and suffering from Anxiety? You

nrwiy qualify lor an Important medloU research study If your symptoms Include:

Excessive Wony

Q Feeling Tense or lrritat)le

Q Diflkulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

At CaUfomU Clinical Trtab. a premier research facility, we are focused on testing

medications ttiat could possibly Improve lives and lead to fuhjre medical break-

throughs. Qualified participants will receive quality care from our research staff, a

free bask: physical exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solution

and call now.

^ TOUfREE
1 -888-CC-TRIAL
(1-888-228-7425)

California Clinical Trl\ls

;

iIIIIiriIIIlIIIIirtllTITHftlHgtgTT T»ggttTTTTT-

USTHMdTIC
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

For research at

UCLA Medical Centen
Ages 18-75, currently using

inhaled bronchodijators

for asthma.

May qualify for up to

$;>()()-oO() compensation.

310 825 6745
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EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
SgWO.OO

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call l-SSMU-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

bk Jr

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors Ages 19-32 Egg

donors find it enrwtionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples Procedure is

scheduled around Spring Break, but you

must attend orientation noW $4,000 com-

pensation Call 1-888-4 11 -EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looking for a Jewish egg donor Can

you help us? If you can. call 310-828-5788

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile couple is hoping to find a compas-

SK>r>ate woman (o help us have a baby.

We're hoping for someone who has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate. Age 21-30. Thank you tor your

consideration Compensation $3,500-

$5000+expenses. if you can help us, please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext 6733.

for sale

2700 - 4500

PENTIUM 200 MMX. 32RAM, 4 3HD.

6X4CD, 33.6, 14-inch SVGA 80W Speak-

ers Win 95 All latest adobe Via Voice Tons

morr T'-n^ T10-823-5101

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY.STEARNS&FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119.95, Fulls-$169.95,

Oueens-$189 95. Kings-$239 95 Futons-

$14995 Free delivery Beacon Mattress

Whse 1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284.

Ntasicai kukUuiiiontf

^ Piano Rentals ^
X Low Monthly Rates y(
•Hollywood Piarx) Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
•••*••••••

transpQitation
1*

'«i**-

i
.*?^

a
A

«iP^giMii^
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4500 - 5500
mmmmmtmmmmm

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

white, excellent condition, $3,975. 310-474-

0555.

1990 ACURA INTEGRA, 69,000 miles, ex-

cellent condition, great stereo, alarm. Origi-

nal owner $6,000 obo Trey, 9-5 (818)502-

5600

1992 RED CAVALIER Z24 CONVERTIBLE
White automatic top/intenor. Automatic, load-

ed. One owner, immaculate condition. Only

40,000 miles! $9500 obo 310-471-5326

1993 MAZDA PROTOGE LX 5-speed,

64Kmi. AC, CC. TW, all power, snrf, CD, al-

loys. Pro-lock. $7400 310-657-7749.

87 VW JETTA. 4-door Silver, sunroof, CD-

player, A/C. $3250. Call Chrise 310-553-

5946

88 TOYOTA MR2 Must sell 5-speed, AC,

sunroof, extras Super clean! $3,950 obo

Call Stephen, 818-504-1177.

SEIZED CARS from $175 .^Porsches, Cadil-

lacs, Chevys. BMW's. Corvettes Also Jeeps.

4WD's Your Area Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings

•81 MAZDA RX7: sky blue. 34.000 miles

Good condition 5-speed. standard stereo

new paint )ob $2000 Call 818-793-2785

'83 280ZX Original owner, full power, excel-

lent condition. Jade-gray, black&gray interior

$6,900 A real beauty! Good tires and

alamVlocks. 310-472-1915.

'94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL 5 speed Ex-

cellent condition $8990 Please call

Zain© 31 0-477-661

2

•97 HONDA CIVIC HX Red, 2door, auto,

A/C. cassette, power window/doorlocks,

alarm. Low miles Perfect Must Sell 213-

506-2063

88 TOYOTA MR? Musi sen 5 speed AC
Sunroof exiias Super clean $3,950 oDo

Gal: Sieonen 8l8 504-1177

1985 YAMAHA 125Z Black Only 6000

miles Perfect condition Sold w/ gloves, hel-

met&lock $800 Call Fabnce 818-246-3853

1 986 HONDA ELITE 1 50cc Red, mint condi-

tion basket $350obo. Call Paul at 626-237-

9721

SOLO FLEX witly butterfly and leg extensron

$400 or best offer Contact Patrick at tncks-

taOuclaedu or 310-354-0335.

STARS CAROL BRUNETT. Roma Downey,

and John Dye. Reveal ttie key elements in

becoming a professional actof! Order the

video The Actor's Success Factor' rwwl

www gravityfebel.com or call 435-655-7552.

Classifieds

825-2221

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK I wo ticKets.

LA to Orlando or Fori Lauderdale $200ea.

21 2-946-1173.

LOW AIRFARES Don^estic A International

http7/www.travel-about com 520-327-1879

MEXICO OR HAWAII only $250rA Europe

$239o/w Other worldwide-destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-800-575-TECH www.ainech.com

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34&up 1-888-PICANTI Space limit-

ed

services
•inM^'

5800 - 7300
'^iMPI

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378 Licensed,

insured Lowest rates Fast, courteous, and

careful. Many students moved lor $98. Lic-

T-163844 NO JOB TOO SMALL"

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok Student discount

310-285-8688 SF, LV. SD, AZ. Go Bruins.

JERRYS MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful rrwvers. Experienced, reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph D.

Chemistry, Physics, English Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph D WLA 310-398-

693

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with Englisli—for students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-6890.

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive low-cost financial sen/k»s. 310-

477-6628; httpi/Zwv^w. ucu.org

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXR all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classcal Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience. Free the

beauty of your voce through good vocal

technique $40/hr 310-470-6549.

SAT-TUTOR, English instructor needed tor

private school. ASAP, contact Doctor

Kim©81 8-725-9797.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your business. All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request the

"Bnjin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

Debt CofTSOlidotion. Auto Loons.
Low Interest. Bod credit.

Bankruptcies Accepted.
Employment Required.

Fast Response on Approved
Applications.

1-888-281-5110

/lllstate
\I(nA« in 0ood hands.

Irtsurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 WostNA/ood Blvd.
C2 talks So or Wllshiire)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al sutijULl!> , ThoBoa^iasuilulions.

Personal StelBmerte. Proposais and Books.

Intemabcnal students weloome.

SINCE 196S
Sharon Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 4704662

lO+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,

Application Typing, Editing, Notary & Morel

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-

TIONS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS. ETC. 310-820-8830.

DESIGNER'S ORIGINAL- Wor* Processing

Services; Tape Transaction, Business

Letters, Journals, Scripts, Term Papers, Re-

ports. Student Discounts. 24-hours. (31 0)

777-0893. Tshlene

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http.//www.thelaweb.com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling.

Depression, anxiety, post-traun^tic stress

disorder Couples—Individuals Call for free

consultation Sliding scale Liz Gould

MFCC#32388 310-578-5957

ALONE-STRESSEDOVERWHELMED.
Supportive, confidential counseling Anxiety,

depression, relationships Hypnotherapy for

test preparation Individuals, couples West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA, MFCC
310-289-4643

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

imporlant personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College Business and travel

Starting Feb 28-t-April 25 Six Saturdays,

9am- 12pm $75 Particjpalion encouraged

310-452-9214.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455.

RESEARCH EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

and complete resume services. 213-444-

2033

^feH^BM ll^fal

editing, rewnting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me.
Rushes. Student discount 818-830-1546

employment

7400 - 8300

tteHiii /liiitifSwiiicei

We Create Beautiful Smiles!

JA riour Lmerqcntu Oervice

Medi-vJol cx Mo»l Insurance Ploni Accepted

DENTALHEALTH INSTTTUTE
'All Studenh

& Foculty

Membefsare

welcome'

First hme

introductory

offer with

this coupon

Expire i2«« Tel: (310) 475-5598
1630 Wesfwood BlvJ., West Los AnqeUs, Beiw«-n Wilskire & Santa Monica (Free Papkinq in Reap) •

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13 GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYIII Flat fee/low cost/payment plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc. (UCLAWSe*)
800-420 9998/310-207-2069.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experierKed immtgration attorr>ey Reason-

able rates and free consuftations. Call 213-

251 -9588 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CARDfThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!

Visas, WorV Permits, & Labor Certification. A
CaKforrtia Corporation Since 1962. Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200.

Great deals everyday.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, O' call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028. Pager:

213-344-7581 http://www.online-

labs.com/danni/res/index.htni

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service Our

clients get results Open 7 days. Visa arid

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785.

ADVEimSE 1

FANfASlIC!
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, lyr PfT mini-

mum investment. Can earn you $ $500-

$2,00af/mo. 24-HR message. 600-468-

7262ext.27603.

MAKE 2000% PROFIT
SELLING 'HOW-TCr information by mail.

Reprint rights to 750 Boolis. reports, manu-

als. Free info-pack. 1-800-466-9222, ext

789 1 24hrs.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For smaH business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

Displa'
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Al:_. . ._ .'iulp recover

unpaid insurance claim in a major personal

injury case. Fee negotiable. 213-874-2569.

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT, WLA School looking for capable and

experienced teacher assistants to work with

elementary level students, M-F, 8AM-1PM.
Begin 02/23/98. Call: 310-476-2868 Ask for

READ IMY LIPS!!!

You can make $4800 In

48 tirs. My POWERFUL
PROGRAM can put BIG
money in your pocket

FAST! Hot MLM or chain
letter. For free info call

Macro Enterprises

1-888-510-4549

lELEMAREElG
Immed,P/TPos avail

for Westside Co.

Easy Sales; Salary +
Comm. DAILY

CASH! Fun office.

310.479.6689

MAKE $15001 WEEKLY

working ONLY 4hrs a day.

No college degree

or experience needed.

Not MLM or chain letter.

For free info call

M.L ENTERPRISES

atJ-888-510-4548

wNM Cmii Olfoitid

L .'LN:.UU AtiU WLLKLNU CHILDCARE by
experienced, vivacious, mature lady. Tod-
dlers to school-age Westside or Valley ar-

eas References Sandra @81 8-901 -7461

TAKE CARE OF your child in my own apt.

$400/mo. 9-5 Registered nurse Westwood
area. 310-575-3532.

l^B JBL

CHILD CARE FOR 2BOYS (8&11) M-F 3:30-

7PM. Mar Vista. Responsibilities: Driving, af-

lerschool activities, and hw. Reterences+
valid license needed 310-477-7171

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING, P/T. 3-

7pm. W&Th. Must drive 2 children, 11&15.

310-277-7195.

FATHERS HELPER. P/T on Weekends
Assist w/girls 6 and 1 0. Do activities w/them.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

553-7337.

FEMALE, ATHLETIC, fun-loving w/child de-

velopment background needed to work w/6-

year-old boy weekday afternoons. 310-471-

0804.

NANNY afternoons and some evenings,

valid drivers license, great references re-

quired. About 32hrs/wk, flexible hours. WLA.
Easy kids. 310-836-8189

PART-TIME STUDENT to care for 3 children

in Pacific Palisades. Must speak English and
drive. Approx. 30 hours/week. 809-569-

5812.

PARTTIME SITTER, Mon, Wed, and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-old/lx}y. Experience, local

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490.

RESPONSIBLE, FUN, CARING babysitter.

3-4 afternoons for girls 4&6. Help w/after-

school activities Female preferred w/own
car, valid drivers lk;ense, insurance-t-refer-

ences. $8-10/hr. Cheviot Hills 310-280-

0253.

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk. For 2 chikjren

ages 6&8. Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area Pay negotiable.

Norma ©31 0-859-0345 between 10am-6pm.

**RECEPTIONISr*
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

office in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Please call: 310-826-7494

A LAW FIRM
WESTWOOD-Flexible hours. Learn a lot.

$7.50-»^. Good typing skills, computer liter-

ate, excel experience preferred Call 310-

475-0481 Resumes preferred 310-446-
'

9962

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting and computer skills. PT Flexible

hours. Pacific Palisades. We are national

flower shippers. 310-231-0811.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Vocational

rehabilitation company Responsibilites in-

clude: assist counseling staff w/general of-

fice duties. Must be bilingual (English/span-

ish) write and read. Highly detailed orient-

ed/organized. Computer literate. Fax Robin:

310-996-6760

ADMINISTRATIVE. Approximately 22hrs/wk,

evenings&Saturday mornings. Scheduling,

accounts receivable, phone traffic Bilingual

Spanish. $650+. Contact Coco: 310-479-

8353.

ARCHITECTURE/ENG.GRAD STUDENT
Private party looking for architec-

ture/eng.grad student to develop plans for

new family home. Please call Odi: 213-933-
2752

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seek-
ing strong, motivated individuals to fill leader-

ship and management positions. Excellent

pay, FT/PT 310-348-9900.

ATTRACTIVt, sell motivated, women need
ed lor lingerie modeling. No nudity Excel

leni compensation" Will not interfere w/s'jd

les Chrisiine@8l 8- 545-8855 Exi 3

ATTRACTIVE, self motivated, women need-

ed for lingerie modeling. No nudity. Excellent

compensation!! Will not interfere w/studies

Chri$tine0818-545-8855 Ext 3

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes, -310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experieme required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 410-783-8279.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St

Mary's College. 3pm- 11pm or 5pm-1am
$6/hr to start. 310-541-7775.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/customer service agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel. WORK 15-

20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR+ 32SHIFT DIFFER-
ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE., LA
90024. PHONE 310-794-Q151. FAX 310-

794-8503.

CARETAKER. Look after 76yr old man. Ex-

ercise, take to pool. Must drive w/insurance

P/T. Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402.

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, commercials, and music videos. Earn

up to $240 per day! No experience needed.

Work guaranteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-time for small

busy law firm in Beverly Hills. Great hands-
on expenence! $7/hour. Resume: PO Box
18143 Beverly Hills, CA 90209. Or
email:bevhillslaw@eanhlink.net

COMPUTER SUPPORT Software support

Win97 NT. Experience w/Access database
MS word. Salary negotiable 20+ hrs/wk.

310-208-2442. Fax resume: 310-208-2621.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company looking for

customer service reps. Part-time 6am- 10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F, Friday&Saturday

posititons for midnight to Sam or all hours. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support Com-
puter experience preferred In Westwood.
minutes from campus. Fluency in FrerKh,

German or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew. Must
enjoy customer service Some lifting.

$6.77/hr. 15-20hrs/wk. Call Felwia at 310-

206-2842 to apply.

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Positk)ns start at $7 18/hr

with promotkKis up to $9.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academk;
year remaining and a valid driver's license.

Call 31 0-825-2 1 48 for details. I

CUSTOMER SERVICE
PfT positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

ceHent pay, hours, ar>d working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urban dog playcare & training is now hinng

for day and evening shifts. 310-445-1447

DOG-WALKtP NEEDED Mon-Fn ade
noons in exchange (or parking privileges

Home- walking distance from campus Ron
nie 310-47': 9969

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City firm. Light

phones/typing. Heaving filing. Fax resume to

Margarita Fox 310-785-1464

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer home is in the San Fer-

nando or Canejo Valley, Vantura, Camarillo.

Malibu, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs@aol.com

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fn, after-

noons In exchange for parking privileges

Home- walking distance from campus. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

EXPERIENCED MULTI-TASKED RECEP-
TIONIST needed to handle multiple lines

Growth potential with investment banking

firm. $8/hr. Sonia©310-444-0077.

F/T. WRITER for immigration law firm In Cen-
tury City. BA in English. Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK NEEDED for Architectural firm.

Organized person for 20-30 hours/wk. $7.00-

8.50/hr. Resumes to Box 1211, 11301 Olym-
pic Blvd., «1121 LA. CA 90064.

FILE CLERK
P/T, fast-paced. WLA medk:al offk:e. Filing

medical records, x-rays, and general duties.

Fax resume 310-286-2710 attn Kay

.U\lV|ilAIf

Cliilstian

Alliance Church of Santa

Monica

1420 Yale St., Santa Monica

310-828-7608

Sunday morning 10:30am service. Wed.

7pm prayer meeting, adult bible discus-

sk>r\ 9:30am. We are a small group of

people who desire to love and folkiw

Jesus Christ more closely. Please come

and join us.

Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Worship: Sunday 11am

English Worship: Sunday 2pm

Can't get up eariy enough for the morning

worship? Come and check out our 2pm

worship!

New Heart Christian Fellowship

1941 Barrington Ave., LA

310-478-3059

Meeting times: Suni 0:30am, Wed
7:30pm. Casual attire, contemporary wor-

ship, practical teaching. We love Bruins!

Vineyard Christian Fellowship

Comer of 16th & Pearl St. in Santa

Monica, 1 bik south of Pico Blvd.

(John Adams Middle School

Auditorium)

310-581-9924

Sunday Celebration Service at 10:00am.

DESIRING A DEEPER EXPERIENCE
WITH GOD? Come discover the casual

atmosphere, contemporary worship, and

practical teaching that has led many

UCLA students and graduates to make

the Vineyard their "home."

Westwood Hills Christian

Church

10808 Le Conte Ave.. Los Angeles

Accross from UCLA Medical Center

310-208-8576 Fax: 824-7577

Dr. Myron Taylor. 1 0am Sunday Worship

Service. Bible Study available. Fnendly

church where no one is a stranger, only a

friend we have not met.

Christtan/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-390-3277

Pasture David Kim Come celebrate oor

3rd year anniversary service with us on

February 8, 1997 at 1:30pm. RkJe provid-

ed Q 1pm. Sproul tum-around. Campus

meeting Thursdays 6:30pm at 51 Kinsey.

Wednesday riioming prayer Bam at

church.

Congregational

Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange).

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch&aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival. 10am

worship. Open and affirming of all Chnst

centered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational sermons Music to lift your

spirit! ChikJren's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

Lutheran

Lutheran Campus Ministries

10915 Strathmore (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Worship: Sunday 10:30am. basketball:

Tuesday 6:00pm.

Timothy L. Seals, Pastor Diane Calfas,

Campus Ministry Associate. Serving

UCLA on behalf of ELCA and the LC-MS.

First United Methodist Church

at Santa Monica

1008 11th Street, Santa Monica (3

blocks east of Lincoln, 2 blocks north

of Wilshire)

310-393-8258

Saturday night contemporary senrice with

praise music at 5:30pm. Sunday moming

worship services in the Sanctuary at 9 and

11am, with full choir and organ music.

Child care provided. Sunday School for

children K through 5th grades at 9 and

11am. Bible studies for youth and adults

at 10am Special programs for Singles

Senior Minister: Donald J Shelby,

Associate Ministers: Se Hee Han, James

Thomann

Methodist

Venice-Santa Monica Free

Methodist Church

4871 Centinela Ave.. LA

310-822-8094

Sunday Service: 9:30am, 11:15am

College Fellowship: Fnday 7:15pm

Looking for a spintual place away from

home? Come join the Venice Church fami-

ly Everyone is welcome, Jim Miyabe, Sr.

Pastor Rides, questions? Call Wayne

310-824-9762, wmleeQuclaedu.

Westwood United Methodist

Church

900 Hilgard Ave.

310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink. net/-wumc
Grace Land, an alternative worship experi-

ence, Sundays 5 30pm in Helms Hall.

Traditional worship Sundays 10:30am in

the Sanctuary. Call for details of Young

Adult activities Beautiful setting with gk)ri-

ous music Clergy: Sharon Rhodes-

Wickett and Jane Voigts Campus
Ministry: Wesley Foundation at UCLA
(10497 Wilshire Bl.), Rev Frank Wulf.

Mormon
The Church of Jesus Christ of

latter-day Saints

Westwood Meeting House: 10740

Ohio Ave. (directly behind the

LATemple)

UCLA Ward Bishop's Office:

310-474-8189

Relief Society and Priesthood Meetings:

Sun, 12 30pm; Sunday School (Scnpture

Study): Sun 1:25pm; Sacrament Meeting:

Sun, 2:30-3:40pm.

Westwood institute of Religion

856 Hilgard Ave.

Office: 310-208-8836

Sponsors Lambda Delta Sigma sorority

and Sigma Gamma Chi fraternity.

Provides day and night time classes in the

Bible, Book of Mornion, and Marriage and

Family Relationships. Call or visit for class

schedule and information about service

projects, dinners, graduate seminars,

socials, activities, and free parking.

The Religious Services Directory

is printed every Friday.

For advertising infi

contact Scott Kim at

ation,

25-2221.

Classilieris

825-2221
Need extra casti? Sell somethin

Display
206-3nr
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Shawl, e.g.

5 Areas
10 Not this

14 —to the throne
15 Manicuhst's

board
16 Leaf-gathering

tool

17 "The King—"
18 Marathoner
19 Poet's Ireland

20 Cooperation
22 Concur
24 "Butterflies —

Free"
25 Denominations
27 Early morning
31 Oddly
35 Toes the line

36 Ostrich's

cousins
38 Foot covering

39 Currently

40 Lingered
43 Eggs
44 Ceft

46 Speech
problem

47 Passenger
49 Weird
51 Black eyes:

slang

53 Equals
55 Polish — : finish

56 Suspense writer

Eric —
59 Wave
64 Poet Teasdale
65 Thoughts
67 Judge's

garment
68 Scheme
69 Do an

accounting job

70 Part of speech
71 Dispatch
72 Christmas

carols

73 Chooses

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QSQ QmS QQIBBI
AP O B L u R B T E N R

kl N B A G gIy E N T R Y

Ic A PIE R S iLAlT T 1 C E

BOS SDSQ liliQ
T Y P E SHB ow L E D
R U T D U D E R E C T S
O G R E ER A S E G U R U
D 1 R N D L P P R E E D

D E P LO yUy E 8 E S

iZ]@s aiaaB sbs
E X C L A 1 MB A L A sk AM

WET 1 T A N P A R E R E
A D E P T S T E A L L E A
L E T @ (SiaOlQ BSD

DOWN
1 Reporter's 33

question 34

2 Director Clair

3 Verdi opera 37
4 Chief 41

5 Nonentities

6 General 42
Bradley 45

7 Bottle parts 48
8 Before 50
9 New York city 52
10 Long curls 54
11 Tortoise's

rival 56
12 Similar

13 Camper's 57
shelter

21 Arm part 58
23 Sault — Marie
26 outfits 60
27 Ditties

28 WWII sub 61

29 More modem 62
30 More uncanny 63
32 Providence, 66

— Island

Sweetheart
Periods of

time

Fem. title

Resident of

Oran
Snowbank
Arctic region

Big fire

Bom
Lifts

Stockholm
native

Cleopatra's

snakes
Ram or

rooster

-Health-food"

muffin

Nature's Ice

cubes
Henhouse
Border ufxjn

Writing tools

Pair

AJas

forn'e

'oiks

Ana

eye
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*0r
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'^»n
they
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14 4 FAX/MODEM internal, new $15 310206-1547

2 LIFT TICKETS

2 SKI LESSONS

valid at Ski Sunnse

valid at Ski Sunnse

$10aa

$10Ba

310475-3130

310475-3130

23-ROAD BIKE Centurion $100 310477-7333

AM/FM/CD 4 CAR Blaupunkt, new in box $96 310475-3130

ANSWER MACHINE casio, new • $20 3102081547

ARM CHAIR good condition $30 310^4-7128

BBALLTIX UCLAvsAZ N/A

$10

310443-1907

BBALLTIX ucia vs Arizona st. 310-267-8790

BBALL TIX ucia vs Arizona $20 310-267-8790

BMX BIKE phat diamond t>ack $70 3102084399

BOX SPRING W/ bed frame 4 mattress $29 310475-3130

CORDLESS PHONE bell south, white $10 310208-1547

COUCH

COUCH

brown leather •
•

white cloth $50

$30

310624-7128

310624-7128

DINING TBL . octagon dass top 310-235-5180

EPSON PRINTER dr/t)8w,new, stylus. TBA 310208-1547

ETHERNET CARD PC great 4 dorms $25 310615-1593

EXERCISE BIKE leg/arm rower $50 310479-8684

m
EXSULA/IRRADESSA

FUTON FRAME

1/2Pnce

couch/bed,pine,full

310394-3700

310479-8684

FUTON-FULL black,9ood corxl $40 310479-8684

GRAPHING CALC

JORDANS

Casio $50 3102084399

size 101/2 bld< /white $90 310-655-5135

LOVESEAT small wheat-color $40 310235-5180

MATTRESS twin mattress N/A 310208-0861

MCAT MATERIALS hyperleaming new $30 310-312-3036

PAPASAN ofl-whit cushion, big

5 mm from campus

$50 310-235-5180

PARKING SPACE $50 310208-0661

PASADENA vanpool ticket $3.50ea 626-798-3698

POOL CUE beautiful custom $50 3102084399

PORT CD PLAYER

SAT ACT.GRE.ETC

SCI CALCULATOR

brand new Panasonic

new&used

TI-82

310267-7979

310477-7333

$60 310267-9385

SURFBOARD 6 6" good condition $100 310454-8398

TABLE.2CHAIRS pine,good cond $75 310479-8684

Tl 85 CALCULATOR like new $66 310-824-7572

TWIN BED W/FRAME

VACUUM CLEANER

good condition

good condition

310313-1308

310613-1308

WORD PROCESSOR BrdHk, pd $350 $65 310209-5713

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Immediate position available Century City

investment banking firm Must work Thurs-

days&Fridays, 8am-5pm witr>out exception

Punctual, computer literate, responsible,

dedicated, professional, hard-working, and

detail-oriented Previous office experience

preferred $8/hr Fax resume:31 0-788-5572,

att.iSheri or Lili.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA Conversation only Flexil)le hours.

Stan tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

HEALTHY GOURMET NEEDS food deltveiy

driver. Mondays and/or Fridays Car must fit

\Q* coolers Insurance a must At)Out $50-

$100/day 310-829-0111.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers. Flexible

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk $6.36/hr for stud-

ents $8 32/hr tor non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS NEEDED. $45,000 income po-

tential. Call: 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immedtateiy Rapidly 9ff$kn6-

ing. No experience necessary Full training

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664. .

KAPLAN
SALES-Sman, ambitious, energetic people

for our Educational Sales Department. B/A,

1-year experierfce in sales/marketing, sen/-

Ice-oriented, enthrived in fast-paced working

environment. Fax cover and resume attn:

DW 310 -209-2025.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO,-

ORDINATOR. Sinai Akiba, private school

near UCLA. M-F, 9-1 pm Must like children,

athletics Call Jill Linder©310-475-6401,

ext.284.

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser tiair removal

company in BH RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Friendly, detail-oriented, will train

$18-$25/hr 310-247-0999.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited«o( FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants Pos. are limited so call now&join LE

BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

LIVE IN WANTED to assist with daily activi-

ties for a healthy 86-yr/old widow. Santa Mo-

nk;a area Must have car. 310-587-9244.

LOUISES TRATTORIA 11645 San Vk»nte
Blvd. Brentwood Host&counter needed
Part-time Please apply in person between 3-

5pm. No phone calls.

MARKETING INTERN, J. Peterman Compa-
ny, a national retail/direct mall catalog, is

looking for a marketing intern. P/T, paid posi-

tion 15-20hrs/wk. Please fax Bnnae213-
938-6982

MARKETING/ADVERTISING/SALES MAN-
AGER for innovative new firm. Imaginative,

motivated, energetic. Marketing/advertising

experience helpful. P/T. Open salary. Call

310-305-8680 or fax resume; 310-822-1127

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physk;al sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1998. 1-800-

305-4415, huntdOcc umanitoba.ca

MEN-WOMEN AGES18-26 for nude model-

ing for magazines, fine art and videos. Call

310-289-8941 days.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

UCLA AnniKil Fund

$8.1Q/HR. nusMNUS

(Sun-Thrw iwnlini, 2 MMi en M. t Swi iltonioon)

CoMKt Cirlot Gotnu

S1S-794-0277
10B3 Gayley Avenue 4tt) fk)or, Westwood
we are able to offer work study

Classifieds

825-2221
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MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types-IS-t-! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in tfte great outdoors. Forestry, wild life

preserve, concessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages+benefits Ask
us how! 517-324-3093 Ext. n59342

NOT FOR THE TIMID
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY exists in

Westwood Village utilities investment busi-

ness office for serious minded telephone
workers willing to work hard and earn an ex-
cellent income Plus double bonuses. Flexi-

ble hours. Call 310-203-1317.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Part-time^ 12-

15hrs/week, 3 days a week, flexible,

$8.50/hr 310-209-3381.

OFFICE ASSITANT
Needed for marketing director P/T or F/T,

Must have knowledge in MS Word/Excel.
Fax resume to 310-338-3610.

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-
wood driving and traffic school. Part-time Fri-

day Saturday, and Sunday Call for informa-

tion. 310-824-4444.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT for real estate

company close to campus. Flexible hours.

16-20 hrs/wk., $8/hr. computer literate (MS
Word/Excel), phone, filing, organized, reli-

able. 310-471-0206 Ext. 15.

PART TIME ASSISTANT to entertainment

manager. Phones and computer expenence.
Salary DOE. Westside location 310-473-

8488

PART-TIME LEAGUE
COORDINATOR

SPORTS-ORIENTATED, fun, reliable people
needed to work at a^lt sports leagues. Must
k>e 21 yrs or older. Interns also needed. Call

for interview and wage info. 310-376-0025.

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr. Mon-
Fri, 9am-5:30pm. Small immigration law firm

in Century City. Computer literate, good
phone skills, file, phones. Position includes

all other job related duties. Begins ASAP
310-553-6600 or fax-31 0-553-261

6

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-
vate training opportunity 5 days/week, M-F
6am start. $500/month. Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PRODUCTION COMPANY just completed
first film seeks scripts for next feature pro-

ject. Contact Alex Gayner©310-396-3828 or

Steve Adelson© 31 0-306-2852 for more in-

formation.

PT DRIVERS/WAITERS
WANTED

FLEXIBLE HRS, GREAT work/people Driv-

ers/waiters wanted- Pizza Hut Contact

Nathan: 310-208-0900

PT GENERAL OFFICE
OFFICE/MAILCLERK-mailing, copying, fil-

ing, phones, for large synagogue $7.00/hr.

Permanent/Parttime. 1-5pm Mon-Fn
Please fax resume to Wilshire Blvd. Temple
213-388-2595 or call Yvette 213-388-2401.

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by family-

run real estate management company Must
be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable. Great working environ-

ment/flexible hours $8/hour 213-850-5726

RECEPTIONIST
WEEKEND position with Law Firm 9am-

6pm Sat-Sun Bilingual Spanish Reception,

data entry, filing Computer literate. $15/hr.

Fax resume 213-658-6041

RECEPTIONIST Experienced, needed for

new salon in Westwood. F/T Please call

310-208-7531

REOEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri. No experience required Phones,

computers. Excellent salary/ljenefits West-

LA. Be part of a fantastic team! 310-476-

4205.

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books PT
ChiWren book knowledge req WLA 310-

559-2665

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses. P/T No experience needed Working

w/ofher students Great P/T / F/T wori<. 213-

882-6844

M«Niel8 Needed Now
No experferwe required

For catalog, prkrlworfc, magazines, movies

vtdeo and tv comrnercials

|y|en arid Women of aN ages
Free Consultation

OUl MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

Classifieds

825-2221

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports
Club Palo Alto, CA $65-$80/day 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professional couple seeks
woman to help them have a child through
surrogacy $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TV. PILOT
On Asian Culture. Seeking new talent. Fe-
male host w/hip personality and strong com-
munk:ation skills. Bilingual a plus. Also, male
for physical comedy Martial arts a plus

Lunch and great experience for one day
shoot with possible future pay. Send picture

and resume to: Bobby Okinaka. 510 Kings-

ford St. Monterey Park, CA 91754

TEACHERS NEEDED
to teach kids computers, math, and science
classes ASAP. Hours 2-5pm. Experience
working with kids preferred. Great pay All

applicants fax resume to: 310-445-5628.

TRAVEL AGENCY SEEKS P/T office help.

$8/hr. Computer oriented, some filing Near
Westside Pavilion Call Mary 310-837-6119

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

"Harriet's Return" staring Debbie Allen.

Starts Jan 27. Sign-up&see it for free: 310-

208-6500 ext. 11 5.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE. Great pay flex hrs.

Will work around your school schedule. 818-
344-1294.

WEB SITE DESIGNERS
Full and part time, $15/hour-(-. HTML and
graphic design. High-end clients, great ex-

perience, leading design studio. Apollo Inter-

active. 310-393-5373

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbuliar) at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Cher-
yl at 310-313-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERNET COMPANY seeks computer sav-

vy intern $ a graphic artist. Will train. 213-

655-6300. www.eilbacher.com

INTERNS WANTED!
HI-RISE BUILDING PROJECT in Manna Del

Rey now hinng paid interns for training in

purchasing, project management, civil engi-

neering, quality control and interior design.

Fax one page letter/resume to Polaris CCAD
310-301-0384

PUBLICITY INTERNS NEEDED Dynamic,

detailed and responsible. R&B Music clients

Non paying, college course credit Fax re-

sume 213-466-0391

$750/rr>o 2-miles from campus Furnished

Near Bus Laundry facilities Stove, refrigera-

tor,^arpet, swimming pool 310-825-4906 or

31 0-478-04 15(night)

1BD-$675/SGL-$600
WLA GARDEN COURTYARD Quiet, ap-

pliances, blinds, etc Blue Bus 1 5mi to cam-
pus. Ava now. 310-477-0725.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER4L0WER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS 310-839-6294

^BRENTWOOD- 1+1 North of Sunset 1 mile

from UCLA. Fireplace, pool, gated parking,

and laundry In quiet and private security

buikjing. $1195/mo 8310-476-5806.

MAR VISTA $1,795 4-bdrm/4-bath 3-level

townhouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st 310-391-1076

MAR VISTA $925 2-bdrm/2-ba 2-8tory cus-

tom townhomes Fireplace, gated garage,

unit alarm Open Monday-Saturday 10-5

11748 Courtleigh Dr 310-391-1076

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Cozy, 2bdrm/1ba
apartment. Quiet building, hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo. $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-
fKHnes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7dayc. 3614 Faris Drive. 310-391-1076
or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1150. Large 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, bakxjny, private sundeck, /VC, new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/fwy 310-836-6007

PALMS $1795. 4-bd-t-loft, 3-ba. 3-level town-
house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5 3640
Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076

PALMS $595, 1-t>edroom, entry system,
very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061

PALMS. Ibdrm/lba. Carpet, newly painted

Utilities included, tear parking Center court-

yard $575. 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495 1-bdrm,

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502
leave message.

SANTA MONICA, BRENTWOOD, WEST-
WOOD and the WESTSIDE. Over 1,000

properties each week. LOW FEE. Westside
Rental Connection. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA- N of Wilshire 7 blocks

from beach Spacnus, private bachetor apt

w/hardwood floors4large ctosets $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished, hardwood
floors. $650/mo. 310-395-1284 Agent Fee

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1300 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath. Balcony, appliances, pool,

quiet kx:ked building/garage 310-553-6662.

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA. Luxury
2tKlmV2ba w/bak:ony, gated parking, fire-

place, fridge and dishwasher, swimming
pool/spa. Available 03/01/98 $1300/mo
310-208-2617

WESTWOOD, 1440 Veteran Studio w/lull

kitchen, bed, desk .^ecured building&park-

ing. Utilities paid Pool, spa, laundry,

rec.room. $795/mo. 818-222-1909 or 310-

478-7570

WESTWOOD 1 MIN from UCLA Single

$750 Gated complex. Pool Laundry All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease 310-824-1830
»

WESTWOOD. 2bdrm/1bth w/oven
range&dishwasher Gated building, 2-car

tandem parking Available now. 1675 Man-
ning. $1000/mo 310-476-6763

- • PALMS • "5

2BD, 2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE.

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 FARIS $1045
(310)837-0906

460. 3BA

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE. ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460 46A

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT

t 39S4BMtl)OV«lSL$1795

280, 2BA, 2-STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. RREPLACE.

eALCONY GATED GARAGE.

ALARM IN UNIT

• 11748 Courtleign Dr.$925 •
, (310)391-1076 ,

Open HouK Mon Sat . 1 5

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - S945

cioseti tour Security I

530 Veteran
208-4394

WESTWOOD. Extra large 1-bdrm apart-
ment. Upper-unit, quiet building, hardwood
floors. New appliances, parking,
washer/dryer Walking distance to UCLA.
$1,100/n)o 310-208-2606

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA Luxury
2bdrm/2ba w/balcony, gated parking, lire

place, fridge and dishwasher, swimnimg
pooL'spa Available 03/01 98 $1300/nio
310 208-2617

WLA. $775/month Large 1-bdrm/1-bath
Pool. Built in stove and oven. Telephone en-

try. Large closets Quiet, private 1831 Fed-
eral Ave 310-478-7150

MAH vi..>IA Sb^'t), inoim. Ask ,iu..nj! iiee

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patio, bartsecue area. Quiet-building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579

WLA-$590/mo Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students. Suitable for two Definite must
seel 1525 Sawipllo Bi '^in-477-4ft'H?

NEXT TO KAHAMuuNI SIUUIOS- Victor-

ian townhouse 2bdrm/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage. Full kitchen Washer/dryer Brand new
carpet. Month to Month. $400-t-half utilities.

Next to gym 213-465-8614.

WLA. $950 TOWNHSE/APT 2bdrm/1 5ba
2 parkings. AC, dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge 1826 Bundy Dr 310-450-8414

WES; ljALl Near sttiools, shopping, 1844
square feet. 3-bdrm/2-bath, den, new car-

pet/hardwood floors 2-fireplaces By owner
$360,000 310-206-8028/473-8191

FORMER UCLA TENNIS PLAYER seeks
guesthouse with court WHf pay rent and or

exchange lessons Have references. 310-

585-6073

GRAD STUDENT WHO COMMUTES from
Bay Area seeks quiet room M-W evenings
only Contact Robert at rdees@ucla edu or

650-813-0507

O'Melveny & Myers ^

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished ^
apartment any time from May \\

to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

nMM iOf' ln|p

BbVtHLr Hii_Lb Free roomAboard in beau-
tiful BH home in exchange for light cook-

ing&babysitting. Must have expenence
w/kids, car required. Call Elizabeth 310-205-

0072

FREE RM&BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) in exchange for 20hrs wk
in beautiful WLA hm. Duties include hse
cleaning, laundry&babysitting 310-837-

8807

ROOM/BOARD&SMALL
SALARY

Busy executive in Glendale needs help

w/househokf duties, lite cooking, cleaning,

shopping Occasional help w/2 young child-

ren Quality individuals ONLY Good driving

record&references a must' 818-249-6105 or

818-241-7383 ask for Peter Blacksberg

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished pnvate rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room) Leave message Abbey 310-275-
383 lor 818-783-5151

BEVERLYWOOD Huge, nicely furnished

room Male, N/S private entrance, bath-

room, refrigerator/mcrowave, parking. 24-

hour patrolled neighborhood lOmin drive to

campus. 310-838-4443

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdmV2-bath Pri-

vate room arKl bath Near shops Fireplace,

patio. Charming Female N/S, No pet
$50a'nrK) 310-476-2105

Bruins turn to the Daily Bruin first for fioiising.

CULVER CITY-Rm in 3bdrm duplex. Cool
rmmates, lots of space, plenty of parking.

April-June. $420/mo. 310-558-1129

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment 2bdrm/2-bath 2-story Free
parking, full kitchen, large bak:ony with view

$595/nfK). Avail starting April 1st. Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran+Ohio). Please call Nick

310-479-0789

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Quiet room, private

entrance. Secluded hillside home near Cold-

watef/MuHho)larKj.^=ndge, mrcrqwave, cable,

carport, patio, pool. $475-includes utilities.

213-654-6968

LA ROOM w/ shared bath 20 min to UCLA
1 busline. $375 utilities included Kay©213-
851-6130

LAURA LADERA. Adj to Westchester. In-

cludes kitchen/laundry privileges. Prefer fe-

male graduate student. Share house w/li-

brarian. $425/mo. 310-410-4179.

PALMS. Your own room. Share an apartment
near bus/freeway Chopping. Patio, utilities

included. $250/mo. 310-838-7656.

SM PRIVATE ENTRANCE $525/$575 1-

bdrm/1-bath in 2-bdrm/2-bath Furnished,

utilities paid, cable, pool/gym, laundry Se-
cured building. N/S. No parking. FEMALE-
PREFERRED. 310-453-7649

WLA Your own room Share house near

bus, shopping, freeway Share utility, laun-

dry $445. 310-397-5251

WEST HOLLYWOOD Room in 3-bed histor-

ical monument near Melrose&La Cienaga.
Wood floors, beamed ceiling. $450/mo, in-

cluding parking&utilities 213-655-6300.

WESTSIDE' VILLAGE Large bedroom w/
bathroom. Pnvate entrance Use of kitchen

$375, including utilities&cable Parking.

Available March 15th 310-287-1449.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo Large room,
5bath Off-street parking Quiet area, good

for UCLA student Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Clean female
Own bed/bath Spacious 1 -block

Wilshire/Barnngton bus Laundry, dishwash-
er, fireplace, sundeck. $425/month+deposit
310-473-9743

BRENTWOOD $550/mo Female profes-

sional seeking fnendly considerate room-
mate to share 2-bdrnrV2-bath Huge closet,

on bus line, secunty building, parking

Jessica-3 10-445-9877

MARINA DEL REYA/ENICE Roomate need--
ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house 3 blocks

from Manna pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors S550/mo+utilities Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 31 0-301 -7853(night)

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female
to share luxurious 2-tx)rm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional Contact 310-209-1607

SANTA MONICA Fantastic Location Ocean
view. North of Wilshire, perfect for |og,

beach. Male roommate $500-^1 /2utilities

Betty 3 10-394-43 13

WEST LA. Non-smoking female to rent pn-

vate 1-bdrm/l-ba in 2+2 nice&spacious
apartment Please call and leave mes-
sage 310-253-0848

WESTWOOD- 1 or 2females lor room in

huge 2-bdrm/1-bath Hardwood floors, din-

ing, living Strathmore/Levering 310-208-
3246

WESTWOOD- Roomate to share 2+2 w/ 2
other females Luxury secured condo.
$400/mo-i-own parking space On major bus
routes 310-234-9981

WLA Townhse Own bdrm/ba Balcony Imi
to UCLA. Parking $600 Anthony 310-470-

5999.

WESTWOOD-FEMALE WANTED to share a
room in a large 3 room apartment Veteran
and Levering and lot 31. ASAP $420 310-
824-7902

WESTWOOD On Veteran&Strathmore
Female needed to share rm/ba in 3t)drm apt

$4(X)/mo negotiable Undergrnd parking.

Start spring qtr. 310-824-4933

CULVER CITY- Room in 3bdrm duplex Cool
roommates, lots of space, plenty of parking

April-June $420/nrK) 310-558-1129

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-
dos*new 3-bdrm on beach Pools, tennis,

dance, horses 24-hr market Security 909-

737-9203

Displa,
206-30^0
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CLOSING DOORS ON BROXTON

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
Greeting Cards

50% Off-
Candles

50% Off

Teddy Bears

50% Off
r""'

¥^

K

Frames

50% Off

«• •#
' > <

.

X'mas Boxed Cards

^70% Off
^

^.•, ^v.'XviiX'I-X-.s^w^vj'.

Rugs/ Throws
$Q99

Display:

$0^99

Gift Wrap
Rolls & Tissues

Buy One Get One

of equal or lesser value

T-Shirts

50% Off

itAH
Reg: *34

Valentine Teddy Bears

75% Off

Winnie the Pooh
Clothing: 50% OFF
Ceramics: 40% OFF
Goods: 40% OFF

EVERYTHING
MUST GO!!!
FINAL DATE

2/28

Except South Park

Selected T-Shirts

4ior*10'»

Dark STARS

* * 30% Off

* *

i^

Novelty Gifts

20% to 70% Off

^ trnm̂ V
.>/

l-Mir^-T-X-K

EVERYTHING 20% to 70% OFF

Must Bring Ad BROXTON STORE ONLY Except Beanie Babies

Snowboarding: What the newest

medal sport is all about. S«« page 3

Khs offthe Sdiwimmer man: Meet the

cast of'Kissing a Fool" See page 23

The Devils: Find out how UCLA

fared against Duke. See back page
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t
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V I E W'P
The chancellor

speaks

o I N T

UCLA's Mir talks

about the aW!?6rsity

and where It's headed

See page "MM
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Dixon says UCUV discriminated
LAWSUIT: Former Family

Medicine resident intern claims

that he received undo criticism

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff

David Dixon, a former medical resident at

UCLA, was dismissed from the Department of

Family Medicine's intern program two months

before receiving his license to practice medicine

In response. Dixon filed suit Jan. 6 claiming

he was discriminated against by UCLA and the

Department of Family Medicine and was termi-

nated under false pretenses. Dixon is asking for

$10 million upon the resolution of this case.
*

Released from the program on March .^I.

1994, Dixon filed an administrative complaint

on Aug. 31, 1995. Administrative hearings con-

tinued through May 1997. However, according

to Melanie Lomax, legal counsel for Dixon, the

hearings resulted in a stalemate.

"The university stood fast with their deci-

sion," Lomax said.

"(Dixon) lost confidence that he would be

"TetnstaredTbrough the internafappeal process^

he decided to take his case to court," Lomax

said.
*

Legal counsel for UCLA refused to give com-

ment at this time.

The university did not comment regarding

why Dixon was released from the program.

However, according to Dixon, the university

alleged he was not fulfilling his responsibilities.

"I never had one patient complaint or wrote

one wrong order or hurt anyone," Dixon said.

"He was consistently accused of subjective

things, like he was too slow and did not have an

adequate knowledge base. It is his position that,

as the first black male in that department, he was

subject to different standards," Lomax said.

"It is our contention that they blew everything

out of proportion," Lomax said.

"One obstacle after another was placed in his

way to prevent him from getting his license," she

added.

Admitted to the UCLA Department of

Family Medicine as a resident in 1993, Dixon

learned that he was the only African American

resident in the department in the last 17 years.

"It is an extra racially hostile atmosphere in

the department of family medicine," Lomax

said. "Their admission that there has not been a

female or male African American doctor in the

department is a clear indication of institutional

racism."

However, Dr. Alan Robinson, associate

senior dean of the School of Medicine, said the

medical school prides itself on its racially

diverse atmosphere.

"We do not discriminate based onj;ace, andj^

am very proud of our years of trying to recog-

nize that the physician who comes from a minor-

ity background has a high likelihood of going

back to serve minority patients," Robinson said.

"Oyer the past 18 years, 12 times a UCLA
medical student has been recognized as the top

minority medical student by the Association of

American Medical Colleges," he added.

"There is not anybody that can approach that

record," he said.

Dixon, 37, grew up in Tucson, Arizona, where

he attended mostly-white elementary and high

schools. Dixon received his undergraduate

degree in biology in 1983 from Fisk University in

Nashville, Tennessee, a traditionally African-

American college, and his graduate degree from

the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo in 1993.

See DIXON, page 16

Coottesy al Ihe l*w Offices o( M*lan* Lorrui

David Dixon, former Department of Family

Medicine resident is suing UCLA.

Law students face judgment day at Moot Court

COMPEimON: Aspiring

lawyers present briefs,

practice speaking skills

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Contributor

The courtroom was cold. Three

black-robed judges sat in a row at

the bench with the U.S. Hag to their

right and the California state Hag to

their left.

They scrutinized the lawyer who

stood in front of them.

"Why was that ?" the judge in the

middle interrupted the lawyer in

mid-speech.

She began to respond, but the

judge interrupted her again, "Why
was that?"

This grilling of UCLA law stu-

dents by formidable judges was part

of Saturday's honors Moot Court

competition held by students of the

UCLA Law School.

Students participated in the

three-round competition in a simu-

lated appellate courtroom. Winners

will be announced in about two

weeks.

After this first round, the two

teams gave sighs of relief.

"It's hard to know how you did."

said Fred Wilks. a second-year law

student. "You get nervous."

"Your mouth goes dry," said his

partner. Russell Wetanson. also a

second-year law student.

"And it's cold," opponent

CHANLfS KUO/Oaity Brum

(Left to right) Mkhael Brown, Karen Stephenson and Claudia Rivera, all second-year UCLA law stu-

dents, participate in the Moot Court competition.

Azadeh Allayce said. • .
'

They competed for their

resumes, for experience and for fun.

"It's a way to distinguish yourself

as a law-school student," said Brian

Barnes, a second-year law student.

These students are among the

approximately 6S advocates who

argued in Saturday's competition,

after advancing from the fall com-

petition of about 120 people.

The Moot Court board had to

round up about 70 judges to evalu-

ate their briefs and oral advocacy

skills. Judgts evaluate students on

their speaking skills and prepared

briefs on a fictional case.

"It's remarkable, sometimes.

because they are better than real

lawyers," said Marc Hankin. a

patent attorney who judged the

competition.

**Law students focus on the

issues and are most highly interest-

ed in the material," he said.

Sec COMP 11 ITION, page 1
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Bill would

force UCs to

fund benefits

for partners

LEGISLATION: Knight's

proposal sets back, but

would not end, program

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor .

•

UC domestic partnership benefits

may be destroyed shortly after get-

ting off the ground.

A measure in the state senate,

authored by Sen. William Knight, R-

Palmdale. would not eliminate

domestic partnership benefits, but

would end state funding for them.

"The bill would not prevent these

disbursements, but the university

would have to raise their own

money," said Andy Putno, a

spokesman for Knight.

The proposed act t'equires that

UCs find funding themselves.

Perhaps by "raising tuition." Putno

said.

Domestic partners are scheduled

to receive benefits next fall. Such dis-

bursements would cost the UCs $20

million per year, he $aid.

But. gay rights activists are fearful

this bill's effects may reach far

beyond the UC system.

"The most important thing this bill

does is provide a chilling effect for all

institutions providing domestic part-

nership benefits," said Ronnie Sanlo,

director of the Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual and Transgender Campus

Resource Center.

Knight claims that bill SB 1484 is

needed to ensure the UC Regents do

not usurp the public's authority. He

claims the general public does not

support domestic partnership dis-

bursements.

"The legislature has declined to

provide taxpayer dollars for these

types of programs. The Regents are

backdooring a policy the Senate

would not enact," said Putno.

But, the reason Knight authored

this bill is not in response to public

outcry, said Ronnie Sanlo, Director

of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and

Transgender Campus Resource

Center (LGBT).

"If they didn't have homosexual

issues, they'd have a hard time

fundraising," Sanlo said.

The bill's chances of becoming law

are unclear. There is opposition to

the bill even in the senate education

committee. '
,

Tom Hayden, D-Los Angeles, an

education committee member, will

surely fight the bill, said Stephanie

Reubin, a Hayden spokesman.

Yet, Knight does have supporters

in Sacramento. His aides claimed

that the bill is in line with Governor

Wilson's policy.

UCSF Labor leader Karen

MacLeod denounced the policy, but

agreed that Wilson will support the

bill.

"I would drop dead if he doesn't

Sec DOmsnC pa9c17
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Dixon says UCLAdjscrirninated
LAWSUIT: Former Family

Medicine resident intern claims

that he received undo criticism

By Kathryn ComlK
Daily Bruin Staff

David Dixon, a former medical resident at

UCLA, was dismissed from the Department of

Family Medicine's intern program two months

before receiving his license to practice medicine.

In response. Dixon filed suit Jan. 6 claiming

he was discriminated against by UCLA and the

Department of Family Medicine and was termi-

nated under false pretenses Dixon is asking for

$10 million upon the resolution of this case.

Released from the program on March 31.

1994, Dixon filed an administrative complaint

on Aug. 31. 1995. Administrative hearings con-

tinued through May 1997. However, according

to Melanie Lomax. legal counsel for Dixon, the

hearings resulted in a stalemate.

"The university stood fast with their deci-

sion." Lomax said.

"(Dixon) lost confidence thai he would be

reinstated through the internal appeal process so^

he decided to take his case to court." Lomax

said.

Legal counsel for UCLA refused to give com-

ment at this time.

The university did not comment regarding

why Dixon was released from the program.

However, according to Dixon, the university

alleged he was not fulfilling his responsibilities.

"I never had one patient complaint or wrote

one wrong order or hurt anyone." Dixon said.

"He was consistently accused of subjective

things, like he was too slow and did not have an

adequate knowledge base. It is his position that,

as the first black male in that department, he was

subject to different standards," Lomax said.

"It is our contention that they blew everything

out of proportion," Lomax said.

"One obstacle after another was placed in his

way to prevent him from getting his license." she

added.

Admitted to the UCLA Department of

Family Medicine as a resident in 1993. Dixon

learned that he was the only African American

resident in the department in the last 17 years.

"It is an extra raciailyhostile atmosphere in

the department of family medicine." Lomax

said. "Their admission that there has not been a

female or male .MVican American doctor in the

department is a clear indication of institutional

racism."

However. Dr. Alan Robinson, associate

senior dean of the School of Medicine, .said the

medical school prides itself on its racially

diverse atmosphere.

"We do not discriminate based on race, and I

am very proud of our years of trying to recog-

nize that the physician who comes from a minor-

ity background has a high likelihood of going

back to serve minority patients," Robinson said.

"Over the past 18 years. 12 times a UCLA
medical student has been recognized as the top

minority medical student Jjy the Association of

American Medical Colleges." he added.

"There is not anybody that can approach that

record," he said.

Dixon, 37, grew up in Tucson. Arizona, where

he attended mostly-white elementary and high

schools. Dixon received his undergraduate

degree in biology in 1983 from Fisk University in

Nashville. Tennessee, a traditionally African-

American college, and his graduate degree from

the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo in 1993

SeeDIX0N,page16
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David Dixon, former Department of Family

Medicine resident, is suing UCLA.

Law students face judgment day at Moot Court

COMPETrnON: Aspiring

lawyers present briefs,

practice speaking skills

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Contributor

The courtroom was cold. Three

black-robed judges sat in a row at

the bench with the U.S. fiag to their

right and the California state Hag to

their left.

They scrutinized the lawyer who

stood in front of them.

"Why was that ?" thejudge in the

middle interrupted the lawyer in

mid-speech.

She began to respond, but the

judge interrupted her again, "Why
was that?"

This grilling of UCLA law stu-

dents by formidable judges was part

of Saturday's honors Moot Court

competition held by students of the

UCLA Law School.

Students participated in the

three-round competition in a simu-

lated appellate courtroom. Winners

will be announced in about two

weeks.

After this first round, the two

teams gave sighs of relief.

"It's hard to know how you did,"

said Fred Wilks, a second-year law

"Student. "You get nervous."

"Your mouth goes dry," said his

partner, Russell Wetanson, also a

second-year law student. .

"And it's cold," opponent

tHARUSKUO.'DailyBiuin

(Left to right) Michael Brown, Karen Stephenson and Claudia Rivera, all second-year UCLA law stu-

dents, participate in the Moot Court competition.

Azadeh Allayce said.

They competed for their

resumes, for experience and for fun.

"It's a way to distinguish yourself

as a law-school student," said Brian

Barnes, a second-year law student.

These students are among the

approximately 65 advocates who
argued in Saturday's competition,

after advancing from the fall com-

petition of about 120 people.

The Moot Court board had to

round up about 70 judges to evalu-

ate their briefs and oral advocacy

skills. Judges evaluate students on

their speaking skills and prepared

briefs on a fictional case. >

'

"It's remarkable, somctiiries,

because they are better than real

lawyers," said Marc Hankin. a

patent attorney who judged the

competition.

"Law students focus on the

issjies and are most highly interest-

ed in the material," he said.

"~
V. See COMPETITION, pag« IS

Bill would

force UCs to

fund benefits

for partners

LEGISLATION: Knight's

proposal sets back, but

would not end, program

By Brian Fishman

Daily Bruin Contributor

UC domestic partnership benefits

may be destroyed shortly after get-

ting off the ground.

A measure in the state senate,

authored by Sen. William Knight, R-

Palmdale. would not eliminate

domestic partnership benefits, but

would end state funding for them.

"The bill would not prevent these

disbursements, but the university

would have to raise their own

money," said Andy Putno, a

spokesman for Knight.

The proposed act requires that^

UCs find funding themselves.

Perhaps by "raising tuition," Putno

said.

Domestic partners are scheduled

to receive benefits next fall. Such dis-

bursements would cost the UCs S20

million per year, he said.

But, gay rights activists are fearful

this bill's effects may reach far

beyond the UC system.

"The most ijjsportant thing this bill

does is provide a chilling effect for all

institutions providing domestic part-

nership benefits," said Ronnie Sanlo,

director of the Lesbian, Gay._

Bisexual and Transgender Campus

Resource Center.

Knight claims that bill SB 1484 is

needed to ensure the UC Regents do

not usurp the public's authority. He

claims the general public does not

support domestic partnership dis-

bursements.

"The legislature has declined to

provide taxpayer dollars for these

types of programs. The Regents "are

backdooring a policy the Senate

would not enact," said Putno

But, the reason Knight authored

this bill IS not in response to public

outcry, said Ronnie Sanlo. Director

of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and

Transgender Campus Resource

Center (LGBT).

"If they didn't have homosexual

issues, they'd have a hard time

fundraising," Sanlo said.

The bill's chances of becoming law

are unclear. There is opposition to

the bill even in the senate education

committee.

Tom Klayden, D-Los Angeles, an

education committee member, will

surely fight the bill, said Stephanie

Reubin, a Hayden spokesman.

Yet. Knight does have supporters

in Sacramento. His aides claimed

that the bill is in line with Governor

Wilson's policy.

UCSF Labor leader Karen

MacLeod denounced the policy, but

agreed that Wilson will support the

bill.

"I would drop dead if he doesn't

See DOMESTIC page 17
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AIDS team to study

immune system
UCLA researchers will test a dormant part

of the human body to see if they can regenerate

an immune system in patients with AIDS.
Jerome Zack, associate director of the

UCLA AIDS Institute, and Beth Jamieson will

work with a $75,000 grant won by Zack from

the American Foundation for AIDS Research.

They will investigate if the thymus, which

grows dormant after the age of 18, can repro-

duce T-lymphocyte cells, immune cells that

combat viruses.

The researchers will transplant adult human
thymus tissue into mice without immune sys-

tems and test whether the thymus grows active

and produces T-cells. If successful, Zack and
Jamieson will investigate whether the thymus
can continue to function in the presence of

HIV. ^
Last fall, these researchers made a similar

discovery, finding that an HIV-infected

immune system can regenerate itself with

antiviral drug therapy.

"Our early research gave us hope

that HIV directly affects the T-cells,

Zack said. "Now we must determine if the

adult thymus has potential to regenerate a new
immune system." - .. •

USAC will hold student

issues forum
USAC is sponsoring a town hall-style meet-

ing Tuesday, where students can speak with

UCLA representatives about issues ranging

from campus construction to transportation to

the Instructional Enhancement Initiative.

Present at the forum will be Charles Oakley,

head of capital programs and campus archi-

tect; John Sandbrook, assistant provost of the

College of Letters and Science; Renee Fortier,

associate director of Transportation Services;

and, tentatively scheduled to appear, Michael

Foraker, director of housing administration.

The forum will be held Tuesday, from noon

to 1:30 p.m. in the Ackerman second floor

lounge, next to the grand bail-

room.

UCSF faculty ;
students recognized

Four people at UC San Francisco recently

were awarded the Martin Luther King Jr.

Award for promoting diversity and ideals

inspired by the civil rights leader.

Daniel Lowenstein, M.D.. one of the recipi-

ents, served as co-chair of the Chancellor's

Steering Committee on Diversity from 1995 to

1997.

In that position, Lowenstein helped develop

programs addressing campus diversity and

affirmative action. He also obtained funding

for committee activities.

Stella Hsu, who served with Lowenstein on

the steering committee, played a role in estab-

lishing programs that promote mutual respect,

understanding and appreciation for cultural

diversity at the campus.

Kyra Bobinet and Jennifer Danek, fourth-

year medical students, received the award for

the program of instruction they devised to help

at-risk youth at a San Francisco youth guidance

center.

Getty awards grant to

Fowler Museum
The UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural

History was just given a $130,000 grant from

the Getty Grant Program. The grant money
will help fund publications about non-Western

textile studies.

"Among the world's art forms, clothing tra-

ditions are one of those most intimately tied to

fundamental issues of identity," Doran H.

Ross, the Fowler Museum's director, said.

The Fowler Museum already publishes high-

ly regarded scholarship on non-Western textile

studies. Its own collective includes more than

10,000 items related to textiles which span two

millennia and five continents.

Compiled from Bruin staff and wire reports.
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LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until UCLA billir>g statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For students whio are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998 -

1999.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Monday
UCLA Orientation Program

Orientation Assistant positions

available .

Come pick up an application!

Applications due Feb. 27

201 Corel Commons

8 a.m.
Save the Dream
March and rally to fight the anti-

labor initiative, jobs, education

and access for our seniors, our

youth and our future.

Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum

794-0383

Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10) .,

Kerckhon"400

2 p.m.
Baha'i Unity Club

Meeting

Ackerman 2412

j^-*

Ralph starts to awaken to the fact that his life is

being run by sex.
<r »'^-

CORRECTIONS

Friday's news article, "Boelter

chemical spill produces desired reac-

tion," incorrectly identified the

building where the chemical spill

took place. The building was

Engineering IV. The Bruin regrets

the error.

5 p.m.
Environmental Coalition

General meeting to discuss

recycling on campus and other

environmental issues.

Kerckhofr301 -2064438

UCLA Education Society

General meeting

Moore Hall 3034

UCLA Education Society

General meeting

Call Nancy Karmelich

Moore Hall 3034 • 374-6872

6 p.m.
American Indian Student

Association

General meeting/social at

Acapuico

3201 Campbell Hall -206-7513

ALD/PES Honor Societies

Meeting

Kinsey 364 • 267-8166

Catholic Students Association

Presentation on Vatican Angels

Display

840HilgardAve.

7 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Communication and Leadership

West Coast Room
Covel Commons • 206-5071

Bruin Leaders Project

Personality Styles and Leadership

203 Covel Commons • 206-5071

Tuesday Noon
USAC Internal Vice President

Student Issues Forum
Chance to ask questions

regarding campus issues

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

Bruin Victory Fellowship

"Limit X" Hip-hop/reggae/pop

group from Uganda, Africa

Westwood Plaza

5 p.m.
National Society of Collegiate

Scholars

Informational meeting

JaneSayegh -^

Career Center

6 p.m.
Cirde K
General meeting

Haines 6

J

Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity and Leadership (6:30)

1270 Public Policy -206-5071

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Racial reconciliation

racism - Darryl Flowers (6:30)

UCLA Tennis Center

7 p.m.
Office of Residential Life

United We Stand

Readings from AIDS Project-Los

Angeles Writers' Workshop
and Candlelight Vigil in honor of

people who have been

affected by AIDS/HIV
Sproul Hall Turnaround

206-8193

Bruin Leaders Project

Navigating Leadership

203 Covel Commons - 206-5071

What's Brewin' can t)e reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#media.ucla.edu
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Too cool
Since its debut at the Winter Olympics in

Nagano, the snowboarding craze

;

continues to attract many enthusiasts

who prefer its simplicity over skiing

't^>. .A-A.- •«.
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By Meghan WanI
Daily Bruin Contributor

If you have never heard of carving, nose
' slides, tail grabs and 540s, then you have not

yet joined the latest craze in snowtime enter-

tainment. Debuting this year in the Winter

Olympics in Nagano, snowboarding is the

fastest growing winter sport in the world.

What's the big fuss? Why are kids of all ages

rushing out to buy snowboards instead of

alpine skis? Maybe it is because brand name
companies like Levi's. Mountain Dew and

American Express have used snowboarding

as a marketing tool to reach Generation X and

Generation Next.

Neil Ishibashi, captain of the UCLA snow-

boarding team and snowboarding club", thinks

that younger kids see snowboarding as an

extreme sport.

"When I was a kid, I was into Star Wars.

Their idea ofcool is the Mountain Dew image.

Freestyle is more for the aggressive type of

person. You have to lake risks."

Freeriding is snowboarding down a hill,

carving big turns. Freestyle is making use of

the snowboard park and the half-pipe. The

snowboard park is equipped with jumps,

spines and rail slides. The half-pipe is a long,

narrow run with steep sides similar to those in

in a skateboard park and attracts advanced

riders who prefer to spend more time in the air

than on the mountain.

Snowboarding began in the 1960s when an

inventor named Sherman Poppen got the idea

from watching his daughter Wendy ride down
the neighborhood hill standing on her sled. He
tied a rope onto the tip of a board and called it

a Snurfer (snow surfer).

Over the next decade, Poppen sold over 1

million Snurfers in toy stores throughout the

country.

In the early 1970s, Dimitrije Milovitch was

the first to incorporate metal edges into the

snowboard. His Winterstick became famous

. in the first snowboarding video. "ApcKalypse

Now." Soon after. Jake Burton, a surfer and

skier from Long Island and Tom Sims, a skate-

boarder from New Jersey, developed th«r

own versions of the snowboard.

Until the mid-1980s, most ski resorts con-

sidered snowboarding to be a dangerous

threat to skiers, limiting access or denying it

altogether, forcing snowboarders to head for

the back country where they would have to

snowshoe up the mountain in order to prac-

tice.

Mountain High claims it was the first resort

in Southern California to offer snowboarding.

Alpine Meadows, in Lake Tahoe, is allowing

access to snowboarders this winter for the first

time, with a brand new snowboarding park

and half-pipe.

Between the giant slalom, the bordercross

and the half-pipe, the challenges are endless.

Ishibashi explains that in the bordercross, four

to six racers go down a hill full of jumps,

beams and gates, and the first two down
advance to the next heat until one winner

remains.

In UCLA's most recent competition as

part of the Southern California College Ski

and Snowboard Conference, competing

against schools like UCSB. Cal Poly and USC,
Ishibashi won first place, and Mike Rockwell,

the team's president, took second.

Overall points are calculated for each

event, including the bordercross and the giant

slalom. To date, the UCLA men's snowboard-

ing team has taken first place in every compe-

tition.

Rockwell explains that snowboarding has a

much higher learning curve than skiing. "If

you surf, that'll help you to pick it up really

fast."

Cory Stein, fourth-year sociology student

and member of the UCLA women's snow-

boarding team, agrees.

"Ifyou can get through the first three times,

you'll really enjoy it. Your first time you're

going to be on your butt, but once you get it,

it's so much fun."

Stein skied for several years as a child, but

never really enjoyed it. Five years ago, she

tried snowboarding. and now she ndes at least

once a week at Snow Summit and Mammoth

See SNOWBOARDING, page 10 magn
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Course websites, virtual office hours concern faculty

Arts & Entertainment; 825-2538. News: 825-2795; SDorts;825-9851; Viewpomt;825-2216; Chssified Line; 825-2221; Chssified Display; 206-3060; S<iles;825-21()1

SPEAKER: Relationships

between instructors,

students may suffer

By Chauntdlc Tibbals

Daily Bruin Contributor

On Friday Assemblywoman
Sheila Kuehl fielded questions

from concerned faculty about

technology affecting their jobs.

Kuehl and faculty conferred

about two major issues: the owner-

ship of online course material and

student-faculty relations.

Because UCLA strongly sug-

gests that faculty maintain a web
"Site for their classes, some believe

that is a requirement, according to

Katherine King, UCLA associate

professor of comparative litera-

ture.

"The misconception around

campus is that it is required, when
it isa t," King said.

Since fall quarter, UCLA has

been charging students an instruc-

tional enhancement fee to main-

tain web sites.

The university assumes owner-

ship of any text posted on a web-

site unless it it is formally contest-

ed, according to a faculty member
present at the hour-long query.

"We have to anticipate the fact

that UCLA assumes they own our

work," said Nancy Henley, profes-

sor emeritus of psychology.

Kuehl, from the 41st Assembly

District, said she planned to take

their concerns back to

Sacramento.

Faculty members also

expressed concern about the dete-

rioration of relations with students

because of virtual office hours.

"UCLA assumes they

own our work."

Nancy Henley

Professor emeritus of

psychology

Kuehl responded by pointing

out that online interaction offers

both faculty and students more
fiexible contact times.

Faculty members will "not be

interrupted by a knock at the door

at inopportune times," Kuehl

said.

Although online student advis-

ing is not a substitute for faculty-

student interaction, Kuehl

acknowledges the usefulness of

virtual office hours.

PlMWCKlAM

Assemblywoman Sheila Kuehl speaks about legislative involvement in

technology arid higher education.
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After anthrax scar^ FBI

raids home of researcher

SEARCH: Investigation

fails to yield evidence

to implicate Leavitt

By Dara Aldko Tom
The Associated Press *

LOGANDALE, Nev. - FBI

agents searched the home of a

researcher again Sunday, even

though the man was released

from jail after tests showed he

possessed a harmless animal vac-

cine, not a biological weapon.

"(The FBI is) looking

for anything they can

find to bring charges."

Lamond Mills

Lawyer

More than a dozen agents

descended on William Leavitt

Jr.'s property in this small farm-

ing community 50 miles north-

east of Las Vegas. Neighbors

said the agents had been search-

ing the home and an adjacent

shed since Wednesday, when
Leavitt was arrested along with

Larry Wayne Harris.

Leavitt's lawyer, Lamond
Mills, called the search "a fishing

expedition" and said he planned

to visit the home to "see what

kind of shape the house is in and

what they've taken."

"I think they're embarrassed,

and I think they're looking for

anything they can find to bring

charges against Bill Leavitt."

Mills said.

FBI agents at the scene

declined to comment.

The search came on the eve of

Monday's detention hearing for

Harris, who remained jailed over

the weekend on biological

weapon charges.

A government lab on Sunday

was still testing material seized

from Harris' Ohio home to deter-

mine if it is a dangerous - and

illegal - biological agent, federal

sources have said. Harris is on

probation for a 1995 conviction

for illegally obtaining the bubon-

ic plague bacteria.

The FBI says its investigation

of both men is continuing even

though authorities announced

Saturday that a substance once

feared to be the ingredients of a

biological weapon turned out to

be a harmless anthrax vaccine.

The material was seized from

Leavitt and Harris on
Wednesday in Henderson, Nev..

just outside Las Vegas, triggering

a nationwide scare. They were

arrested on charges of possessing

a biological agent for use as a

See MnMM](, page 16
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Pentagon hesitant in dealings with Saddam
MIDDLE EAST: Albright

to reject Iraqi-U.N. deal

if interests threatened

ByJimAbrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - As the

Pentagon began the process of calling

up reserves, Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright said Sunday the

United States will act alone against

Iraq if any U.N .-brokered agreement

with Saddam Hussein jeopardizes

U.S. interests.

Administration officials said they

would be pleased if U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan returns from

talks in Iraq with a promise that U.N.

weapons inspectors can resume their

work totally free from Iraqi limits or

harassment.

But "it is possible that he will come
with something that we don't like, in

which case we will pursue our nation-

al interests," Albright said on ABC's
"This Week with Sam and Cokie."

She said Saddam's ability to

threaten the world with weapons of

mass destruction must be diminished,

by military means if necessary. "We
will pursue that; that's what our job

is, that's what we will do," she said.

After Albright and other senior

American officials made similar

statements on Sunday's television

news shows, Annan's spokesman in

Baghdad, Fred Eckhard, said Annan
and Saddam had reached agreement

on opening up presidential palaces to

inspection, the last main condition

for avoiding a U.S. military attack.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said preliminary accounts

had been received from Baghdad, but

he declined to assess them. "We've

got a lot of serious questions. It's a

very serious matter at a serious time,

and we want to get some questions

answered," he said.

Another senior administration

official, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said "we have not got any

details " from the Annan negotiations

and that "we'll look at it carefully

when he gets home." Annan is expect-

ed to return to New York on Tuesday.

Clinton spent the afternoon in the

Oval Office, speaking by phone with

Sultan Qaboos of Oman and British

See REACTION, page 10
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Flanges from a burning Israeli flag reach toward American and British

flags Sunday during a pro-Iraq demonstration.
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Campaign reform likely to stall

CONGRESS: Neither side

seems able to drum up

support for legislation

BytovidEspo
The Associated Press

"~

WASHINGTON D.C. -
Campaign finance legislation

takes a bow in the Senate this week

and is likely to be ushered ofT the

stage almost as quickly as it

appears.

"We'll have a few days of

debate, and it will be clear there

are not 60 votes for any

approach," predicted Republican

Sen. Mitch McConnell of

Kentucky.

He's an implacable foe of the

legislation to ban "soft money"
and impose other restrictions on

the campaign spending system.

But proponents don't disagree

with that scenario, despite a fresh

attempt by Maine's moderate

GOP Sen. Olympia Snowe to

break a deadlock on the thorny

issue of union political activity.

"I will admit that I do not

believe they (60 votes) are there,"

Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) said

at the weekend, conceding that

supporters of campaign fmance

legislation won't likely be able to

break a filibuster. Interviewed on

CNN's "Evans and Novak,"

McCain said the bill he co-

authored will garner more support

than last fall, and "I will view that

as an accomplishment."

Majority Leader Trent Lott

arranged to bring the measure to

the floor Monday as part of a

negotiated settlement that ended

last autumn's campaign finance

combat.

~
SeeCMIMiai,pa9e15

Annan, Hussein pen peace agreement
IRAQ: Talks don't end

conflict, but bring hope

to dangerous situation

1^ HIBCVt 1^ HCM
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.N. chief

Kofi Annan and Iraqi leader

Saddam Hussein settled the last

major obstacle^Sunday to opening

presidential palaces to U.N. arms

inspectors, the mam condition for

avoiding a U.S. attack. Annan's

spokesman said.

The agreement camei/luring a

three-hour meeting between Annan
and Saddam at the Republican

Palace, one of eight presidential

sites that Iraq had declared off-limits

to U.N. wrapons inspectors, said

U.N. spokesman Fred Eckhard.

"We've reached an agreement,"

Eddiard said. "We have a text."

**We expect the text will be accept-

able to all 15 members of the

Security Council." including the

United States, he said.

One Iraqi official, who also insist-

ed his named not be used, was asked

whether there was a deal. He replied,

-Yes."

Annan and Iraq's deputy prime

minister, Tariq Aziz, met late

Sunday to agree on the precise word-

ing of an agreement the secretary-

general wiO take back to the Security

Council

The crisis over weapons inspec-

tions has brought the Persian Gulf to

the brink of war.

The Asyxiaifd Pres%

U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan (left) watches as Iraq's President

Saddam Hussein shakes hands with Annan's legal adviser.

The United States has sent a naval

armada and 25.000 troops to the

region to mount air strikes unless

Iraq agrees to open all sites, includ-

ing eight presidential palaces, to the

Xi.H. weapons inspectors.

Pro-Iraq protests have erupted

across the Arab world - Jordan had

to send out tanks in one desert city to

contain them - and sent Israelis scur-

rying for gas masks. Diplomats there

have been preparing to leave.

Any deal must be endorsed by

Washington, which has said it would

refuse an agreement that it believes

undermines the inspectors' authori-

ty

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said preliminary accounts

had been received from Baghdad,

but he refused to assess them.

"We've got a lot of serious ques-

tions. It's a very serious matter at a

serious time, and we want to get

some questions answered," he said.

Britain, America's strongest

backer for a military strike, also

reacted cautiously.

'The expectation is that Kofl

Annan will make an announcement

in the morning whether a deal has

been brokered," a spokesman for

Prime Minister Tony Blair said on

customary anonymity. "Even then,

he will report back to the Security

Council the details of that."

See 14
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Report reveals jet in

crash was too high
TAIPEI, Taiwan — A China Airlines jet that

crashedlast week near Taipei airport, killing 202

people, was flying well above the standard alti-

tude when it approached the runway, a newspa-

per reported Sunday.

Radar showed that when the Airbus A300-

600R was about three miles from the airport, the

jetliner was flying at 1.300 feet, much higher

than the standard 900-foot approach, the China

Times Express said.

The pilots attempted to descend quickly to

correct the mistake, the paper said, quoting

unidentiricd aviation sources.

No official reason for the plane's crash has

been given, but investigators say the plane

veered riiaiply to the left as it came in to land. It

then Clashed into a semi-rural area beside the

niBway and exploded, killing all aboard and six

people on the ground.

About a week after the crash, only 32 of the

victims have been identified by DNA
comparisons demanded by police

before any bodies can be released

newspapers reported.

Most bodies were badly charred and dis-

membered, making identification possible only

by DNA comparison or dental records.

Pope exhorts 22 new
cardinals

VATICAN CITY - Bestowing simple gold-

en rings on the Roman Catholic Church's

newest cardinals Sunday, Pope John Paul II

reminded them that their job is more than just

electing his successor.

In a special Mass of the Rings, the pontiff

exhorted them to look toward Christianity's

third millennium, which he called an '^occasion

of renewal for believers."

The new millennium, he said, should signal

"an extraordinary springtime of hope for ... all

humanity."

Pofiticai quarrels turn deadly

as parties battle for power
INDIA: Parliamentary

elections surrounded by

violence, claim 12 lives

By Ranjan Roy
The Associated Press

NEW DELHI, India - Bloody

political clashes marred voting

Sunday in India's parliamentary

elections, which look place amid
another distraction - the sudden col-

lapse of the government in the coun-

try's largest stale.

Twelve people were killed in fac-

tional violence. Nearly 40 others

were injured across the nine states

that voted.

The turnout was 55 percent -

slightly below average - on the sec-

ond day of a six-day election, which

completed voting for three-fourths

of the 543 districts at stake. More
than 600 million Indians are eligible

to vote.

By Saturday, all but a few votes

will be in, and ballot counting begins

March 2.

Most deaths Sunday were report-

ed from the eastern state of Bihar,

where 20 people were killed in the

first round of voting Feb. 16.

Gunmen shot and killed a commu-
nist supporter inside a polling booth.

Seven other people were killed in

shootouts between rival gangs fight-

ing for control of polling booths in

different parts of the state. One f>er-

son caught stuffing bogus ballot

papers was beaten to death with

sticks by activists of a rival political

group.

"It this democracy? Whoever has

more activists around a booth cap-

tures and prevents genuine voters,"

said Mohammad Idris, of Hajipur

town in Bihar, who was turned back

by political activists who said his vote

had already been cast.

In the neighboring state of Orissa.

one policeman was killed.when leftist

guerrillas attacked a security car car-

rying guards.

Two people died in West Bengal

state.

Widespread rigging of voles also

was reported, forcing election

authorities to.suspend polling in sev-

eral booths.

More than 550 political activists,

including two state government min-

isters, were arrested on charges of

disrupting elections.

The Asyxidted Pr«i

Sushila Ray casts her vote with

the help of her rwphew.

"People are tired of elections.

They have come too soon," said

Madhukar Gawli, a voter in western

Nagpur.

The elections are the second in

less than three years - a result of

inconclusive results from the 1996

vote.

As the voting proceeded, the

country's attention was drawn to*

Uttar Pradesh, the largest state,

where the government was suddenly

toppled overnight.

The maneuver by small-party

defectors could have national reper-

cussions because the ousted govern-

ment was controlled by the Hindu

nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party.

The BJP is predicted to emerge

from the national vote with the most

number of seats, but without a

majority. Uttar Pradesh sends 85

members to Parliament, more than

any other state.

BJP's candidate for prime minis-

ter, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, declared a

hunger strike in protest, alleging the

dismissal was a coup aimed at seizing

the state machinery to influence the

voting.

A new government led by a tiny

splinter party was sworn in late

Saturday.

Apathy and fear of violence kept

the turnout down in areas besides

Bihar, including the tea-growing hills

of southern Tamil Nadu state, where

54 people were killed in bombings

just before elections began. The vote

continues Monday, Saturday, March
7 and, in a remote mountain region,

June 21.

The pope named 22 new cardinals

from 1 3 different countries, but three

did not attend the ceremonies. One
Italian cardinal was in the hospital and

the identities of two new cardinals remains

a secret, most likely for political reasons. Vatican

observers say they may be from China or

Vietnam, where the church is suppressed.

Like the pontiff, most of the new cardinals

are by4he-book conservatives. John Paul has

now named 106 -or 86 percent -of the 123 car-

dinak eligible to choose his successor. Only car-

dinals under age 80 may vote for pope.

Southern Gilifomia has

best tap water
BERKELEY SPRINGS, W Va. - The

Metropolitan Water District of Southern

California bills itself as the largest purveyor of

treated water in the world.

Now it can call itself the best in the nation.

The district topped 42 water samples from 18

states Saturday night to win the municipal divi-

sion at the "Toast to the Tap: International

Water Tasting and Competition
"

The district, which finished fourth last year,

beat out first-time entry Montpdier, Ohio, fol-

lowed by Huntington Station, N.Y; Dover, Del.;

and Kent, Ohio, which also was fifth last year

and first in 19%.

In the noncarbonated water category,

McKenzie Mist of Blue River, Ore., finished

fu^t in a field of 37.

Oaza Tesanj, a product from Bosnia-

Herzegovina that was sent to Berkeley Springs

by a Red Cross volunteer who knew of the com-

petition, won first place out of 10 entries in the

sparkling water category.

The water-tasting contest at the Coolfont

Resort is similar to wine-tasting. Judges exam-

ine, sniff and taste samples that are rated on

appearance, odor, flavor, mouth feel and after-

taste. But it IS the water without taste or smell

that wins bragging rights.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE ^ LOCAL
Three juries make for logistical nightmare

TRIAL Each suspect to

be tried separately by

attorney in murder case

By Unda Deutsch

The Associated Press

Prosecutors often get nervous

about opening statements to the

jury. But there's not much to com-
pare with the challenge facing

Deputy District Attorney Craig

Hum when he stands up Monday to

give three opening statements \to

three separate juries in the Haing

Ngor murder trial.

"Logistically the real challenge

will be keeping everyone straight,"

said Hum, who is handling the high-

profile murder case of three men
charged in the 1996 shooting death

of the Cambodian-born Ngor, 55,

who won an Oscar for his role in the

movie "The Killing Fields."

Movement and positioning of

jurors in the courtroom will be so

tricky throughout the trial that the

process will require choreography of

sorts, using color<oding. charts,

maps, badges and a video system.

The defendants, alleged members

of the Oriental Lazyboys, a

Chinatown street gang, are accused

of killing Ngor in a robbery outside

his home. Their lawyers initially

asked for three separate trials

because the defendants had made
tape-recorded statements potential-

See NGOR, page 14

Weather phenomenon ravages

tourism, businesses along coast

ELNlfJO: Continuing storms ruin vacations,

leaving large financial impact on Californians

By Jennifer Bowles
The Associated Press

No way was Lula Snell going to

make her annual trip to California

this winter - even though she would

miss her grandson's second birthday

in Sacramento.

"It's flooding," the Oklahoma

City woman exclaimed over the tele-

phone. "To me that's not a vacation.

Why should I leave a perfectly dry

place for that?"

Up and down California, where

generally favorable weather makes

the Golden State a year-round desti-
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Prime Minister Tony Blair. White

House spokesman Joe Lockhart said

that Clinton and Blair agreed to look

closely at the details of any arrange-

ment.

To emphasize US. readiness to acr?

if the national interest is threatened,

Cohen announced on NBC's "Meet

the Press" that he was making the

first request for reservists to provide

combat support for the 32,000 troops

stationed in the Persian Gulf. "We
are hoping for a peaceful solution,

but we are prepared to exercise a mil-

itary option if necessary," he said.

The Pentagon said Cohen was ask-

ing President Clinton for authority to

call about 500 members of the

National Guard and Reserve for

logistical support. If approved,

Cohen would then ask the services to

^ecide whom to activate. Cohen said,

' wkfiout sp^ecifics, that people would

be mobili7ed from various bases.

Administration officials said

Annan lc(t for kaq fully aware that

there could be no maneuvering room

on the key issues of total access and

operational control for U.N.

weapons inspectors. The Iraqi ftc**

Jf^:*^

posal of putting a time limit on
inspections was unacceptable, they

said.

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said

on ABC that he was "very nervous"

about investing any negotiating

authority in Annan when it was
American lives that would be on the

line in a military conflict. "We should-

n't have set up this scenario that the

Secretary General of the U.N is mak-

ing those decisions." McCain said.

He and other senators said

Congress is prepared to approve a

resolution of support for military

action but only if it includes backing

for a long-term plan to end Saddam's

ability to menace the world. "We
have to be prepared to go the full dis-

tance, which is to do everything possi-

.

ble to disrupt his regime and to

encourage the forces of democracy,"

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said on

ABC.
Both chambers could take up Iraqi

resolutions this week. National

Security Adviser Sandy Berger, on
"Fox News Sunday." repeated the

administration position that it would

welcome congressional backing, but

he said, "I don't think we believe we
need it as a legal matter. But, obvious-

ly, it would be a preferable way to pro-

ceed."

SNOWBOARDING
From page 3

Mountain.

Joining the snowboardiog team

was a way for Stein to meet other

snowboarders and improve her

skills. Not quite ready for the half-

pipe. Stein prefers freestyle and

freeriding.

Rockwell describes the maneu-

versjudged in the freestyle and half-

pipe competitions as divided into

various grabs, spins and inverts. A

See SNOWMMRMIW, page 1
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grab is when the rider touches his board

while he's in the air. Spins are rated by

how many degrees the rider turns as he

flics ofT a jump or the lip of the half-

pipe, and inverts are backflips.

Rockwell explains that "you get rated

on how big you go, variety of moves,

and fluidity."

David Cash, a third-year anthropol-

ogy student, prefers freeriding to

freestyle. "If you took a surfer, I'm

more of a longboard surfer - a soul

surfer. I go on the mountain to make

big turns."

Cash skied for 10 years before trying

his hand at snowboarding. "There's so

much to pay attention to when you're

skiing. You have to worry about keep-

ing your feet together and your poles.

On a snowboard, you can be more cre-

ative. You're one mechanism going

down the hill."

Newcomers to the sport may feel

more like one mechanism face-first in

the snow. For beginners, Rockwell

advises that you borrow a board from a

friend or rent one the first couple of

times. He recommends making a day

trip out to Snow Summit with a group

of friends who are also learning to

snowboard so as not to get too frustrat-

ed.

If possible, take a lesson and be sure

to wear clothing that will keep you dry.

"Because if you get wet, you'll be

miserable," Rockwell assures.

Anyone interested in buying used

equipment should contact either

Rockwell or Ishibashi via the Wooden
Center. For those prepared to buy a

new set. Stein recommends Val Surf in

North Hollywood.

This season's gear may run from

$500 to $800 for boots, bindings and a

board.

If donning the latest innovations in

technology and design is not your pri-

mary concern, a set from last season

will run for considerably less.

On the upper body, wear a light shirt

and fleece under a water-proof outer

shell, snow pants to keep dry, and

gloves with reinforcements in the

hands especially designed for snow-

boarding.

According to Chris Dufly, manager*

of Val Surf, the best-selling brands in

both equipment and clothing are

Burton. Morrow, K2, Joyride, Lamar
and Sims. For daily updates on snow-

boarding conditions all over the world,

check out Yahoo's ski report at

www.la.yahoo.com/external/ami

In California, Snow Summit at Big

Bear, Mountain High, Mammoth
Mountain and Alpine Meadows at

Lake Tahoe are all equipped with

snowboard parks, half-pipes, snow-

boarding rentals and lessons.

A warning to all novice snowboard-

ers: Snowboarding is a highly addictive

sport.

Stein plans to move to Lake Tahoe
after graduation to be a snow bum.
Cash has his heart set on the slopes of

Colorado and Ishibashi claims he'll be

in the Olympics.

"I told my parents I'm going to be in

the Olympics in four years," he said.

"My mother said, you're going to col-

lege so you can be a snowboarder?"
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From page 6 , ,

nation, tourism is getating dumped on

by El Niiio.

The Pacific weather phenomenon is

pouring torrential rains on amusement

parks and zoos and scuttling whale-*

watching cruises and other boating

trips with storm-tossed seas.

"If the sun is out, it's just gang-

busters. But we had only one decent

day over President's Day weekend, so

that has a tremendous etl'ect." said

Terry Koenig, vice president of sales

and marketing for Blue & Gold Fleet,

which runs boating tours to Alcatraz

Island, one of San Francisco's top

attractions.

The 25 percent to 50 percent drop

in business has been enough to force

layoffs and budget cuts, Koenig said.

"We're rather philosophical about

it. There's nothing you can do." he

said. "We know we really have to

make hay when the sun does come
out."

The lack of sunshine even put the

skids on the filming of a commercial

touting the state as a destination for

romance. The ad, from the California

Division of Tourism, is supposed to

feature a couple in a row boat unjjer a

sun-drenched stone bridge at Stow

Lake in San Francisco's Golden Gate

Park.

"We've been delayed for the last

month. We needed two consistent days

of sunshine and we haven't had it,

"

said state tourism director John

Poimiroo. Filming finally began

Friday.

While statewide figures on the

financial impact of El Nino have yet to

be tabulated, economists say it's hard

to imagine the impact is not severe.

"People have lost money, that is the

bottom line." said Jack Kyser, chief

economist for the Economic
Development Corporation of Los

DON'T PAY WESTWOOD PRICES
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Angeles. "And they're losing business

that they can't make up."

While officials at Disneyland and

the Universal Studios tour are refusing

to release attendance figures during

this wet winter, they do admit that

sales of umbrellas and ponchos are up

at the parks.

Trams that meander through mas-

sive Universal complex are outfitted

with clear sheeting that drops on either

side to protect visitors from showers.

Schedules of outdoor shows are rejig-

gered to get the most in on a rainy day.

"You do the best you can," said

spokesman Jim'Yeager.

While El Nino may be cursing most

of the state, it's been a blessing for

California mountains, delighting

skiers with record snows.

"We are the traditional contrarians

in the tourism industry, and this is

shaping up to be a very good year for

the ski resorts," said Bob Roberts,

executive director of the California Ski

Industry Association.

At Mammoth Mountain in the east-

ern Sierra Nevada, 129 inches of snow
have fallen so far this month compared
to just six inches last February, accord-,

ing to spokeswoman Joani Saari.

And the 1 10 inches of snow that has

SeeWEATMEItpagelS
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draped Bear Mountain ski resort in the

San Bernardino Mountains of

Southern California so far this winter

already has surpassed last year's sea-

son total of 102.5 inches, spokes-

woman Judi Bowers said.

Along California's scenic coast, El

NiAo has swirled up colossal waves

that have boosted surfboard rentals

and wetsuit sales at Malibu Ocean

Sports, said employee Terry Morich.

Rental of kayaks, though, are dra-

matically down.

"People are leery about the size of

the surf and justifiably so," Morich

said. "Often people will come down,

we'll evaluate the conditions and

they'll decide to head to the Malibu

Inn and have a beer instead."

Island Packers is also feeling the

brunt of El Nirto-generated swells,

having run only five whale-watching

trips in the Santa Barbara Channel this

month, compared to daily trips last

February.

"If this continues much longer, I'm

really going to start to get concerned,"

said co-owner Mark Connally.

Those who work in California's

tourism industry are, of course, trying

to put a positive spin on the soggy cli-

mate.

"You can experience a lot of

Disneyland indoors and just dash

from attraction to attraction. You're

not running that far," insists

spokesman Tom Brocato.

Of course, the rides are spread over

85 acres and the lines do tend to be out-

side, along with many of the rides

themselves.

Napa Valley's wine country encour-

ages callers to take advantajge of the

off-season, emphasizing that wineries

are even less packed because of the

storms.

"Sometimes it's more fun to visit a

winery in the off weather because

(winemakers) can spend more time

with you and it's not crowded," said

Lane Turchet of the Napa Sonoma
Wine Country Visitor Service Center.

At the San Diego Zoo, spokes-

woman Georgeanne Irvine said some
animals - including polar bears, hip-

popotamus and pigs - are likely to be

more active in the rain.

The zoo, though, has taken precau-

tions in the face of El Niflo^ trimming

trees to prevent branches from falling

onto exhibits, and stocking up on food

and sandbags.

"There is danger of erosion on

some of the hillsides and flooding in

the canyon areas," Irvine said.

During a respite in the rain late last

week, the sun sparkled off the Pacific

as the Allen family of Slough, England,

cavorted on the Santa Monica Pier -

rebuilt and reinforced after it was vir-

tually destroyed in the last major El

Ninom 1983.

This year's El Nii^o wasn't about to

stop the family of four from coming to

California on a February school break.

"No way at all," said Mark Allen,

42. "Ifyou're going to go, you're going

logo."

Besides, said his wife, Denise, "it's

nothing compared to England's

weather." '
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Barbara areas. Professor C. A.

Hall (Room 6710 Geology, or e-

mail: hall@ess.ucla.edu).
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From page 6

ly implicating themselves and each

other in the crime.

The law severely limits use of

such statements, particularly if a

defendant does not testify.

Rather than order the cumber-

some procedure of three separate

trials with many of the same witness-

es. Los Angeles County Superior

Court Judge J.D. Smith came up

with the solution of having one trial

with three separate juries.

The courtroom will be

equipped with a video

... system similar to one

used in the OJ.

Simpson criminal trial.

The three-jury procedure has

been used only once before in

California - in a San Diego case -

and the judge there called it "an

extremely stressful event."

Jurors will be shuttled out of the

courtroom periodically when testi-

mony is being heard that doesn't

-apply to their defendant. Each panel

will be brought in separately to hear

opening statements, and the three

groups will not be allowed to talk to

each other.

Smith conducted three separate

jury selections over the pah^month,

with each group niling out question-

naires and each panel chosen from a

pool of 100 prospects.

"It seemed to go very smoothly,"

said Superior Court spokeswoman
Jerrianne Hayslett. "Judge Smith

has tried cases with two juries

before, so that experience helped

him out."

But no courtroom in the busy

downtown Criminal Courts

Building ever has accommodated
this many jurors before. There are

36 regular panelists and 12 alter-

nates. They will fill chairs in the jury

box, in two rows in front of the jury

box and two rows of the spectator

section.

The jury seats are color-coded,

with a chart above the jury box pro-

viding a seating roadmap. Jury No.

I is green. No. 2 is red, No. 3 is blUe.

Jurors will wear colored dots on
their badges coordinating with their

places in court.

Each group will be assigned one

of the defendants: Tak Sun Tan, 21;

Indra Lim, 20, and Jason Chan. 20,

who are charged with killing Ngor
outside his home near downtown on
Feb. 25, 1996.

They know there are three juries

but have not been told why the pro-

cedure is being used.

Authorities allege they were rob-

bing Ngor and shot him when he

refused to hand over a gold locket

containing a picture of his wife, who
died during the genocidal reign of

the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia.

Ngor himself was tortured and

AGREEMENT

imprisoned by the regime, which

killed an estimated 2 million people

from 1975-1979. He came to the

United States in 1980.

The case has been complicated by

suspicions within the Cambodian
community that Ngor was killed

because of his political beliefs or

business activities.

Hum maintains the motive was

simply a street crime by a gang
known for carjackings and home
invasion robberies.

Public defenders representing the

three men have said that police

arrested the wrong people.

However, Deputy Public

Defender Steven Schoenfield

declined comment for this story, say-

ing all defense attorneys had decid-

ed to remain silent.

It is not known whether each wilf

deliver an opening statement at the

outset or wait until later in the tria

There are puzzles about the case.

Ngor's $6,000 Rolex watch was
taken and never recovered but the

robbers left his Mercedes-Benz and

$2,900 he carried inside a jacket.

No gun or witnesses to the crime

have turned up.

During a preliminary hearing, the

prosecution's star witness recanted

his .testimony, saying police pres-

siired him into stating that he saw

the three young men running from

the murder scene. But Hum said

such recantations are common in

gang cases and he expects the wit-

ness to appear at the trial.

With all 48 jurors often viewing

evidence at the same time, the court-

room will be equipped with a video

projection system similar to one

used in the O.J. Simpson criminal

trial. It allows for easy viewing of

crime scene photos and other physi-

cal evidence.

"Wc will need three sets of all

exhibits," said Hum, noting that

when the juries deliberate each will

be in a separate jury room examin-

If convictions result,

all three juries will

have to remain for a

penalty phase of the

trial.

ing the items in question.

If convictions result, all three

juries will have to remain for a

penalty phase of the trial, since the

charges carry a potential death

penalty.

And if opening statements seem

complicated, "closing arguments are

going to be a real nightmare," Hum
said, with the prosecutor required to

segregate evidence presented to

each jury separately.

The duration of the three-jury

trial is uncertain.

"We have to keep 48 people

healthy," Hum noted. "If one gets

sick and it's only for a day, then all

three juries would have to be in

recess for that day. It could lengthen

the trial." . ,i

From page 5

Annan met with the Iraqi leader

after talks with Aziz since Friday

failed to resolve the last major obsta-

cle - Iraq's demand for a time limit on
inspections of presidential com-
pounds.

Eckhard said that time limits were

not part of the agreementr»but that

said details of the deal would first be

presented to the Security Council.

The United States and other coun-

cil members had rejected any dead-

line.

Tb- U.N. inspectors are trying to

determine if Iraq has complied with

UN. orders, issued at the end of the

1991 Persian Gulf War, to destroy all

long-range missiles and weapons of

mass destruction. That condition

must be met before U.N. economic

sanctions can be lifted.

Before the announcement, British

Foreign Secretary Robin Cook said

in London that the United Nations

could consider lifting the sanctions if

Saddam gives Annan a written

promise to comply with the inspec-

tions.

"If he would comply ... and if he

really is willing this time to cooperate

(C

COMPETITION
From page 1

Many judges participated in

Moot Court during their law school

years. Hankin is a self-proclaimed

"Moot Court junkie."

Patent attorney Robert Allen, a

UCLA Law School graduate,

remembered how he decided to

become involved in the program on
the first day of law school.

"The guy from the Moot Court

who spoke at my orientation was so

dynamic," he said. "I was so excited

that I couldn't wait to get involved."

Allen has judged at the Moot
Court competition every semester

for five years.

The case that law students argued

pertains to a real issue in law that is

currently unresolved.

The Moot Court executive board

makes up the case every year.

They argued the case of Sarah D.

Baker, who filed a civil suit against

the hospital which fired her after she

was pricked with a needle of an HIV-
positive patient and became infected

with the virus.

Students argued whether the

plaintiff was qualified to perform

her job and if she had reasonable

accommodations.

States throughout the nation have

dealt with the issue of whether

health care workers who test HIV-
positive should continue their

more

employment.

Students, however, said

about how the ' cdmpetition

improved their spealciiig skills than

their knowledge of case law.

"Work on your demeanor," Moot
Court Judge Wolpert suggested in

comments to an advocate after a

round.

Many students reiterated that

they learned about etiquette in the

courtroom.

"1 learned not to be rude to

judges." said Heather Moosnick,
second-year law student.

"It's better to embarrass yourself

in front of your peers than to fall on
your face in the real world," she

said.

The best advocates from the

series of Moot Court competitions,

including this one, will compete at

the state and national level during

the next school yearT

"Every year students make the

same mistakes and learn from round
to round," Hankin said.

"Other law schools spend money
hiring professional coaches and
offering academic credit. Because

UCLA is a state school and compet-

itive academically, students are not

as well trained as at other schools,"

he said.

"This year UCLA came in second

overall (at the Western Regional

competitions). That truly attests to

the fact that the students are doing a

good job," he said.

CHARLES KUO/D*ly Bfum

(Left to right) Third-year law student W^ndy Stanford and attorneys

Kathy Vanderriel and Andrew Thomas act as Moot Court judges.

CAMPAIGN
From page 5

Efforts at that time to enact legis-

lation were thwarted by dual fili-

busters. McConnell, Lott and most

other Republicans refused to allow a

vote on the measure drafted by

McCain ^nd Democratic Sen.

Russell Feingold (D-Wis).

At the same time, they proposed

legislation to require organized labor

to obtain the written consent of their

members before spending compulso-

ry union dues on political cam-

paigns.

1

Democrats
promptly
labeled that a

"poison pill"

and mounted a

filibuster of

their own.

In the end,

neither side got

the 60 votes

needed to

advance its pro-

posal and the

legislation was

shelved.

The McCain-Feingold bill, backed

by all 45 Senate Democrats and a

handful of Republicat^s, would ban

unregulated "soft money" to nation-

al political parties from corpora-

tions, labor unions and individuals.

It also provides fresh curbs on adver-

tisements that attack candidates but

escape regulation because they are

presented as "issue ads" not covered

by existing election law.

While supporters of the measure

say changes are necessary to curtail

The struggle over

union political activity

has become a critical

element of campaign

reform.

abuses of the current system, some
Republicans argue they infringe on

the Constitution.

"Be it bumper stickers on your

car, yard signs on your law ... or a

voluntary contribution of your own
hard-earned money to the candi-

dates of party of your choosing -

these are all constitutionally protect-

ed means of participation in our

democracy," McConnell said

Saturday in his radio address.

Recent public opinion polling

offers no hint of

^^^^^^^^^ a groundswell of

support for the

measure that

McCain and

Feingold have

advocated for

years.

"It's not an

issue the public

lists when asked

what they think

; is important,"

concedes Sen.

Carl Levin (D-Mich). At the same

time, he said, "when asked, they say,

'We don't think you guys are going

to do it, but you sure should."'

The struggle over union political

activity has become a critical ele-

ment of campaign reform.

Republicans complain that orga-

nized labor uses compulsory union

dues to fund campaigns against the

very GOP candidates that rank-and-

file union workers support.
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Buy 1
v-.:.^ c-i^

Get 1 half off
Cards, gift bags, and gift wrap excluded

ALL GIFTS In Pap4rcuts

BUY1\ \

Get 1 half off

and Match
from different categories

All Pooh merchandise

All plush toys

All stamp sets

All candles/holders

All novelty boxes

All bath accessories

...plus many more

gifts to mix and match

Harkfit nn.poe 08?!' BRUIN
open daily • www.uclastore.ucla.edu

'second item must be equal or lesser value.
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HK Without Injections
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CALL (310|394-0247
Email: sheily@DDS4U.com

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,
Santa Monica
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a4 Hour
Emergency Same Day Care for Toothaches

ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

Wrtfi complete exam, X-rays

and cleaning.

-- ($129 value) Exp:3-31-98 .

Insurance may cover

' 100% of cost '

'~TEifH WHiTENING

!

MLY $79 PER ARCH
I

I

Must liave both arches completed

Expires 3-31-98

'7Vc one eammitted e^ exceiUttce ck ^omUU^ de4Uiatt4f'

An Evening
with bestselling author

iyania Vanzant
Thursday, March 5th

6pm
James West Alumni Center

lyania Vanzant was hailed by Emerge magazine as
one of the "most dynamic Alrican-American speakers
in the country." Come see this nationally recognized

inspirational speaker and bestselling author of several

books on self-empowerment, personal growth, and
spiritual healing, including Acts of Faith, The Value in

the Valley, In The Meantime, and One Day My Soul
Just Opened Up.

r

Co-sponsored by:

UCLAIumni
Association KAPLAN

SIMON & SCHUSTER
A VIACOM COAPAMV

ANTHRAX
From page 4

weapon.

Leavitt was rele4$ed from jail

Saturday night on his own recog-

nizance.

Although the anthrax vaccine is

legal and safe, the charges were still

pending against the men. Leavitt's

attorneys said federal prosecutors

should drop the charges. Harris'

attorney did not return calls for

comment over the weekend.

Leavitt's attorneys contend he

had no intention of using the mater-

ial as a weapon, but was instead

planning to use it to test an unortho-

dox disease-killing machine he was

considering buying for $2 million

from a man who would become an

FBI informant.

That informant, RoQ^ld
Rockwell, lias said he turned in

Leavitt and Harris last week when
Leavitt claimed to possess military-

grade anthrax, which could kill

thousands oPpeople. Leavitt's attor-

neys said Rockwell is a con artist

who double-crossed Leavitt and

Harris when the deal to buy the

machine turned sour.

Leavitt has a fire safety supply

company in Las Vegas and has also

been involved in nontraditional

research seeking cures for AIDS
and multiple sclerosis.

Leavitt's friends said they were

relieved that he was released from

jail.

"I just knew that whatever it was,

he wasn't doing what they said he

was doing," said Jeff Buynak, who
rents a small one-story house from

Leavitt "I was hoping that they

would find what I know about him.

He's a good, honest citizen and
works hard." h

DIXON
From page 1

He .claims he was never subject to

severe treatment.

"I was exposed to different

extremes and types of environments,

but I never really encountered insti-

tutionalized racism," Dixon said.

'I went to UCLA back in 1993 to

start a Family Medicine Practice

Residency, and I kind of got the hint

that it wasn't really the liberal school

that they played themselves up to

be," he said, "i also fdt like I was

being overly criticized and scruti-

nized."

The Department of Family

Medicine's program lasts for three

years. After the first year, interns

become eligible to receive their med-

ical license from the state board.

Dixon was terminated two

months before receiving his certifi-

cate, which would have enabled him
to get his medical license.

According to Lomax, the mis-

takes the university is claiming

resulted in Dixon's dismissal are typ-

ical of first-year interns.

However, according to Robinson,

when the School of Medicine admits

students into the residency program,

they intend to see those students

through completion.

"We try very hard to keep people

in the program (and) we admit peo-

ple with the expectation that they will

complete the program," he said.

"We only have a limited number
of residency positions available, and

we always have more applicants than

positions," Robinson said, adding

there are usually 580 residency posi-

tions to be filled.

He added that it is highly uncom-

mon for residents to be terminated.

Although she expects the case to

be resolved this year, Lomax said

that the longer the case takes, the fur-

ther Dixon will be from his goal.

"For almost four years now, he

has been doing menial jobs," Lomax
said.

"He didn't exactly go through all

this training to become a taxi driver."

MM ^ iW » I, I '!!< 11 >
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AGREEMENT
From page 14

.P^

and not continue u^^id^ive and

delay, that (liftinpthe^pictions)

could be done in the fairly near

future," Cook said on British

Broadcasting Corp. radio.

The talks began after Annan
arrived Friday in a visit seen as a last-

ditch attempt to resolve the crisis

peacefully.

Previous sticking points had

included the composition of teams

that would inspect the sites. France

and Russia have proposed that diplo-

mats accompany inspectors from the

U.N. Special Commission, which is

in charge of the inspections.

Television footage showed Annan
greeting Saddam, who was dressed in

a dark, double-breasted suit, and

Aziz, who wore a military uniform^.

Annan and his eight-member team

negotiated with Iraqi officials around

the clock Saturday in a series of meet-

ings that ended at 2 a.m. The talks

resumed later Sunday morning at the

Iraqi Foreign Ministry. After that,

Annan met Saddam.

In a commentary Sunday, the

newspaper Al-Thawra, which reflects

the thinking of the ruling Arab Baath

Socialist Party, called the demand for

unrestricted access "illogical and

unrealistic."

Iraq maintains that granting such

access to the very homes of the presi-

dent trample on its dignity and

national sovereignty.

Baghdad also says it has destroyed

the proscribed weapyons.
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CAMPAIGN
From page 1

5

They describe as "paycheck pro-

tection" their proposal to ban this,

and McConnell argued strongly for

it in his Republican radio address.

"Millions of Americans currently

see a portion of each paycheck con-'

fiscated by labor unions and used -

against the workers' will - to

advance a political agenda," he said.

"This is wrong and must be

stopped."

Efforts to forge a compromise on

the issue of union dues faltered last

fall, but Snowe has recently been

working to rekindle that effort.

Her proposal requires speedy dis-

closure of contributors to any broad-

cast commercials targeting specific

candidates for ofiice within 30 days

of a primary or 60 days of a general

election.

In addition, it prohibits the use of

union or corporate funds for such

ads. It would "simply require fund-

ing to come from sources tradition-

ally relied upon for campaign pur-

poses - PACs (political action com-

mittees) or individual, voluntary

donors," according to a summary of

the legisUtion.

DOMESTIC
From page 1

fully support this bill," she said.

MacLeod noted that if Wilson

supports the measure, it has a better

chance of passing.

She insisted that even if the bill

does not pass, it may force UCs to

hold off implementation until delib-

erations on the bill are complete.

MacLeod also claimed that

Knight is a bigot.

"Senator Knight is homophobic,

our equivalent of Jesse Helms. He
believes homosexuals should have no

rights," MacLeod said.

Many advocates say that Knight's

new bill is just discrimination.

Several years ago Knight authored

a bill that would have voided out-of-

state gay marriages in California.

Knight's office insisted that

Knight's motivations are based

purely on public opinion and not

bigotry.

LIVERY

824-4111
Call to reserve Shakey's private party room
upstairs for your meeting, fund rafm

Hours:
Sun-Thur$

11:00am- 1:00 am
Fri-Sat

1 l:00am-2:00am

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

We accept
Debit cards

Imbt.

VI////A Specials

Hunch of Lunch Buffet

drink \N/any

Buffet purchase*-

must show Bruin student I.O.

Shakev's Conibinatioii
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of: —^

(f 1 medirnn one topping pizza pt^l

or 2 medium one topping pizzas only $12.99
Now with original or spLcy pizza siuuji

Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)
• Si>eciiilliex imiiiile Veneuiritiii Shtikey't Specuil. Hriiin Deluxe
• Thin cruxt, luiiul li>.s.\ftl, or tlvi-p dish pan i>izzii ill no exiro charge j3

only

$9,98
mill Hiindiuin

• 5 pieces of chicken or
• 5 pieces of fish or
• 1/2 lb. of shrimp or

10 Buffalo wings or

Pasta & Salad

only

$13.49

Biiiin \leal Deal

2 Slices of Pizza and
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden '—

or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink
beverage bar

only

$3.99
Dine in or earn out only

Sprint.

prepaid foncard

Drop by the Sprint
counter in Essentials

and enter to winr

Spree

$206ift

Sweatsh

prepaid foncard
Certificati

F<;.<:Bnti.^l<;

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

(^ran(ii Prize'
C0rtiflcatg

AU entries fw thew^IvZiii^—

~

^ **^ **»" 90 <'rto this drawing

UCtA T-shirt and hat

the Store

,
UCU jacket

[SlSQ gift
for the Store BRUIN

nO.?06.032(

*Ho purdmt mquind to miAm. Spnt pnpaU ^taards mmilabk at

oM UCLA Start loaitiom. Dmwing onfy at Mmmon Union. Om
mbyfofpanoo. Amanb anflnoL Winnan wiU ba natifiad bji phoim.

open daily • www.uclastore.ucta.edu
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Restoring the guiding principles of ASUCLA
MISSION: Association has recently been failing to

deliver the services it was originally created for

Over time, things are lost.

Guiding principles or goals

are sometimes forgotteji

Through the years. Apparently, the

leaders of the student's association

have forgotten the tnie meaning

and mission of ASUCLA, since it

hardly seems to serve the purpose

it was created to carry out.

ASUCLA stands for the

Associated Students of UCLA,
not the Associated Stores of

UCLA, as it currently appears.

In 1919, students formed an

association to assist and support

the needs of the student body.

ASUCLA created a mission state-

ment: "to satisfy the needs and

wants of its constituents by provjd-

ing products, services and facilities

in a student-centered organization

that values participatory decision-

making."

What we want are services help-

ing students, such as a textbook

library or computing services in

the student union. What we need is

the return of student lounges

which have been converted to

office spaces students have no

access to. What we need is to

restore the "student-centered orga-

nization" ASUCLA was meant to

be, not the money-driven corpora-

tion it has become.

Ackerman Union opened in

1961 to serve as the central student

union. Primary purposes of a stu-

dent union are to bring students

together in a relaxing and social

environment and to provide sever-

al services to students in one cen-

tral location. Ackerman Student

Union housed a bowling alley

many years ago, as well a travel

agency and lots of lounge space

for students.

However, in the 1990s, Amidst a

Hnancial crisis, ASUCLA began

looking for a way to cover its loss-

es.

Enter the new and improved

Ackerman Union of 1997 - a shop-

ping mall of UCLA logo-bearing

clothing, and of course the

Clinique counter. The new 1

Ackerman reflected the new ASU-
CLA - a corporation hungry to

gel out of the red.

But while the new student union

boasted of a huge new UCLA
Store (the envy of many other col-

lege campuses), Ackerman was

stripped of meeting areas, study

lounges and a social core. With

more shopping areas and restau-

rant space than lounges and recre-

ational rooms, the union may as

well be renamed Westwood

Shopping Gaiieria.

What ever happened to helping

and providing services to students

rather than blatantly scamming
students with overpriced parapher-

nalia and brand name merchan-

dise?

Contrary to what's stated in the

mission statement, ASUCLA
_yields little, if any, benefit to stu-

dents, aside from providing gross-

ly overpriced merchandise. A stu-

dent union should be a social cen-

ter for collejge students. Other

campuses have pool tables, ping-

pong tables and relaxing rooms in

which to study and socialize. What
ever happ>ened to our travel

agency and our reading rooms?

The student union, and students,

would reap more benefits if

ofTered child care and counseling,

computer rooms and a textbook

library similar to USAC's
Booklending program.

As far as social activities,

Ackerman could stage dancing

and karaoke for leisure, even fire-

places and big sofas for studying

and'socializing. The student union

needs to be reclaimed by the stu-

dents and for the students, not by

money hungry businesses and

franchises.

ASUCLA needs to be reminded

of their purpose and before

increasing student fees for useless

causes that cater to only a select

minority of big-spenders, they

should put the money to good use

- a student union that we can

enjoy without doling out cash

we're already strapped for.

«M 4'«Mk<ta.,

Vision the
Chancellor Camesale

talks about some of his

experiences at UCLA and
— what Ues ahead

fufur
By Adam Yamagudii
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

At the helm of a world renovnied

institution of over 35.0QP students sits

one man - Chancellor Albert

Camesale. He's responsible for lead-

ing the university into the next centur>.

ready to tackle the many obstacles set

to challenge UCLA in the coming

years. Perhaps most prominent among
them is life after Proposition 209. The

university must confront a host of

other issues, such as securing adequate

funds in the face of dwindling funding

support from the state and increasing

costs of operating, and upholding and

improving the qual-

ity of education at

UCLA. In a recent

interview with The

Bruin. Camesale

discussed his view

of the university.

men the UC
Regents were in the

process ofappoint-

ing the next chan-

cellorfor UCLA.
tHV things were

usually assiKiated

with you: your pre-

vious positi(m at

Harvardandyour

fund raising capaci-

ty. Fund raising

was looked upon as

one ofthe most sig-

nificant things.

How important is it

for UCLA to solicit

fundsfrom private donors, and is priva-

tization in line with the mission ofa

public university?

Certainly it is in line with the mis-

sion of a public university. Public uni-

versities, for some time now, have

relied upon sources of revenue other

In the Loop is a

question-and-answer

session with people

who shape

our lives

than the state in which they find them-

selves. The extent to which public uni-

versities are soliciting private support

is greater than it has been in the past.

Insofar as the fundamental values of

academic freedom are concerned,

those values are held just as deeply in

private universities as they arem pub-

lic universities, and they do indeed

constrain the kinds of gifts one would

accept and might not accept. There is

a need to be willing to say no to some

gifts where you fed they might inter-

fere with academic frenlom or with

the ability of the university to perform

its mission, which for a public universi-

ty is not only teaching and research

but puMic service

as well. The state

provides approxi-

mately 20 percent

of UCLA's
income. So we are

more dependent

that in the past on

alternative

sources. Most of

that money is

given for specific

purposes that we

deem to be impor-

tant to meet our

specific needs.

Chancellor Albert Camesale discusses his plans for UCLA.

Your previous

experience at

Harvard was

looked at both posi-

tively and negative-

ly asfar as your

ability tofulfill the

duties expected at

UCLA. Some were concernedthat

because ofyour experience ai Harvard,

a private utiivervly, you were not

equipped to deal widi issues confronting

a public university. And others pointed

toyour accompbshmenis at Harvardas

proofofyour abilities to maiutge a uni-

versity. What similarities and differ-

ences have you encountered here?

My experience in the public sector

is not as limited as it may be perceived.

I spent nine years at North Carolina

State University. My Ph.D. is from

North Carolina State and I was on fac-

ulty at North Carolina State and 1 was

an administrator there. I spent a few

years in government. And most of my
career at Harvard was as professor in

the school of government and my field

was public policy, and the chair that I

held was the professor of public policy

and achninistration so what I studied

was primarily puMic institutions. And
finally I becanK dean of the John F.

KcMiedy School ofGovernment,

which was this broad spectrum of pub-

lic institutions and notHfor-profit insti-

tutions. So while it's true that 1 was at

a private university, most ofmy acade-

mic career has been engaged in public

policy and public institutions.

Secondly, major research universities

have more in common than is differ-

ent. The vast majority of things are

similar. To me the most strikmg differ-

ence is the degree of public support for

UCLA. The people in Los Angeles

care deeply about UCLA whether

they went to UCLA or not, whether

their kids are in UCLA or not. They
want to be involved in it and they want

UCLA to be more involved in the

community. Private universities' alum-

ni fed loyal to it but others look at it

primarily as an employer. ^

Doyoufeel the university has been

Tfn. mttfUH

politicized throuf^ regent appoint-

ments? Is ^lere a dangerm entrusting

power in a board which isn 'I reflective

ofstudents and their concerns?

Almost every university, public or

private, has a board oftrustees or a

board of regents. It is rare that the

body is reflective of the students. The
idea of those bodies is the long4erm

interests ofthe unh^crsity, as oppoied

to students who have the shoftcst time

horizon. 1 oonaider it my responsMity

to have the kx^ term in mind. I don't

bdieve that in itadfis a danger. But

that's to be separated from polilictza-

tion. ! think that having a body ofpeo-
ple who are not employea or tfudoMs

at the unh«rsity but care about the uni-
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UCLA bids teary farewell to Katie
TRIBliTE: Pauley Pavilion

manager, former student

dies of brain cancer at 36

By John Sandbrook '

UCLA lost its princess last

week. There was no royal

family presiding, no Elton

John song at the memorial service,

no worldwide television coverage.

But for the 600 or so faculty, staff

and students who said our good-
byes to our princefs last Friday in

Pauley Pavilion, the sense of loss

and sadness we felt at losing such a

wonderful 36-year-old mother to

brail} cancer will be not long forgot-

ten.

Our princess was Katie. That sin-

gle word has been for years a magi-

cal name around UCLA for hun-

dreds, if not thousands of us. Her
full name was Katherine McCarthy
Abbott. But only one word was nec-

_ essary to describe her: Katie. She
was (and always will be, in spirit)

the manager of Pauley Pavilion and
of the Recreation and Services

Facilities Office. But more than

anything else, she was a Bruin.

Like so many of us who work at

UCLA, she was a Bruin her entire

adult life. She came to UCLA at

age 18 and graduated in four years.

Her love for the campus and for all

of us prompted her to remain here,

working as a student supervisor in

the newly-opened Wooden Center

in 1983 and gradually becoming
assistant manager (and then manag-
er) of Pauley Pavilion.

Katie loved-UCLA and she loved

all of us. She loved Pauley Pavilion.

She loved all those who walked
through "her" building. She took

care of all of us, from the most
skilled varsity athletes and demand-
ing coaches to the most unskilled

intramural and recreational enthusi-

asts to the fans sitting in the seats

for the games and performances.

No task was too large for her to

take on. Her enthusiasm and happi-

nesS in helping those who
approached her with a problem or

request was unique. Her ability to

persuade so many of us to help her

tesolve a problem was legendary.

Her smile was magnetic. Her charm

Sandbrook is assistant provost of the

College of Letters and Science.

was beyond description. And,
beneath it all, everyone knew that

her love for all

of us motivated _______^
us to feel the

same way about

her.

TTiere were a

lot of stiff upper

lips in Pauley

Pavilion last

Friday at her

memorial ser-

vice. From the

electricians and

plumbers at the

facilities divi-

sion, to the cam-

pus fire marshall, to the coaches, to

faculty, staff and students who
worked with her or for her.

Hundreds ofus

watched last Friday as

Katie's own princess, her

daughter Lauren, 4, and

her husband Mike, said

their own goodbyes.

A lot of the men and women I

have worked with for decades had

moist eyes,
•

knowing that

magical smile

and voice and

hug will never

be coming from

her again.

How a young

woman could

develop brain

cancer at age

31, successfully

fight it off

through a year

of difficult

treatment while

raising her newborn daughter, and
then have it recur again as she

turned 35 ... there is no explanation

for that.

And her last year with us was
spent in a very difficult time, but

always with her giving support to

everyone around her without com-
plaint.

With heavy hearts, hundreds of

us watched last Friday as Katie's

own princess, her daughter Lauren,

4, and her husband Mike, said their

own goodbyes to Katie. And we all

said goodbye to Katie, feeling some-
thing that 1 don't think any of us

will forget for a long time to come.

There is a new spirit that is now
part of Pauley Pavilion and its lega-

cy. It will be there for many of us

whenever we walk in that building

again and remember that smile.

That spirit will continue to be

known by one word: Katie.
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Racism

in

America
Prejudices still run rampant

across the nation. Next

Friday, Viewpoint will

explore racism as it exists

today in America and on

campus. Share your

thoughts. E-mail us at

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

or bring your submissions

to

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

The deadline is

Wednesday, Feb. 25

at 4 p.m.

Got something to

say, but don't

know where to say

it? Be a Viewpoint

columnist!

Applications are

now available in

the Daily Bruin

office, located in

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are

due Friday, Feb. 27

at 5 p.m. Late

applications will

not be accepted!
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ATTENTION ADVERTISER!

Your image is everything to us.

Advertise with the Daily Bruin

and open the doors of your
business to the majority of
UCLA's students and staff. Have
your ad done by Creative and get

the message across to them in

ways you have to see to believe.

f-

CALL 31 0-825-21 61

HAVE YOUR AD DONE BY

TO ADVERTISE
THE CREATIVE DEPARTMEN'
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UCLA's 2nd Annual Nontraditional

Career Options for Scientists Seminar Series

Paul van Devwiter . . ^ . Hj-tj Technology
Sapient Corporation OpporlUluUes in lllgn

Mr. van Deventer is a vice^pfesident wrth the Sapient Cofporation. (http;//»w»w.$«p4ent.com/) an information
technology company based in San Francisco. He did graduate work in Aeronautical Er^neerir* at MIT.

3:30pm Tuesday, February 24, Qrantf Salon, Kercklwff HaN
., (Refreshments «rill be served)

Funded by: Campos Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board. Graduate Student Assodatton.
Career Center. Atmospheric Sciences. Chemistry & Biochemistry. Earth & Space Sciences. Mathematics &
Statistics, and Physics & Astronomy.

Sponsored by: Chi Epsilon Pi, UCLA Atmospheric Science Graduate Student Association, Graduate Pfiysics
and Astronomy Society. Graduate Student Outreach. BwdMmistry Graduate Recreation Commlttae.

littp://www.«tudeiitghMip«.ucla.edu/xep/senilnar.html ^|^

EF ^
REMOVE HAIR PERMANENTLY

WITH

OECTROLYSIS

L

——LISA SAPON, R.E.
1081 Wcstwood Blvd.. Ste. 224. Wcstwood, CA 90024

Day. Evening, and Saturday Appointments Available

W 310.208.2045 ^
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The 1998

Conference

9e/ io i/ie Jfeari ofi£e JKaiier:

Why communfty service nu6^ you and
why you t^ti^ community service.

UCLA Ackertnan Grand Ballroom
Saturday, February 28, 1998 ^-Z

'

9AM '4PM
In its second year, the UCLA Community Service Conference strives to educate students about the importance of commu-
nity service and provide current volunteers with a further understanding of community needs. In addition, the conference
aims to provide a forum for those involved in community service to discuss and collaborate on issues related to the
community. Finally, the wide variety of our speakers will provide numerous opportunities for students to network. In our
changing society it is time for students to take a stand and "get to the heart of the matter!"

A Few ofthe Confirmed Workshop Leaders

Tom Hayden, California State Senator

Community Service Legislation

Physicians for Social Responsibility

Beyond Clinical Medicine

UCLA School of Medicine

Getting Involved in Health Care with

Underserved Communities

L.A. Team Mentoring

Mentoring Issues

Sophia Chang, UCLA Community Service

Commission

Service Learning Theory

Cecilia Leung, UCLA Project MAC
Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

Prof. Gary Biasi. UCLA School ofUw
Applying a Graduate/Law Degree to Community Service

Joseph D. Mandel, UCLA Vice Chancellor of Legal Affairs

Post-Proposition 209 Developments

tin-— m^rni^b,,

e-mail: cscnfrce@ucla.6(lu

http://stu(l6nts.asucU.ucla.edu/c$e/scanehtml

For More I^fornuuion

Dennis Lyday - Office of Student & Campus Life

(310)825-4995

Celia Cudiamat - Bruin Corps (310) 794-5661

Community Service Commission (3 1 0) 825-2333

Community Programs Office (310) 825-5969

Walk-int are welcome, but

lunekes ere not included.

Presented bvi
Office of Siudem «& Campus Life

Anderson Outreach Community Service Commission

UCLA School of Medicine Community Programs Office

Center for Student Programming Boiin Corps

Undergraduate Student Association Council

Paid for by the Campuii Programs

, Committee of the Program Activity Board
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versify having an oversight function

and also thinking about the future is

quite valuable. What we worry about

most is three things that should be

decided within the university. First is

what we teach, second is to whom we
teach, and third is who teaches it. That

is the holy trinity of academia. It is

very rare that the regents have been

involved - not never - but it is very

rare and it was where they felt a com-

pelling interest to do so. .'
.

•

Asfar as politics go, let 's go back to

the regent meeting held here last

November, when Gov. Pete iVilson

made last minute appointments to try

to swing the regents ' vote. There, poli-

tics interfered with university policy.

That's university policy. NotTcelt

didn't get at the holy trinity. It didn't

get at the things that, as chancellor,

are at the forefront in my mind and

the recommendation made by the

president ofUC was upheld.

You 've openedyour office to stu-

dents and in viled them to town hall

meetings. Have students responded?

Yes, certainly. Each time we've had

far more students show up than we

were able to accommodate. Generally

we've made 10 minute appointments.

It's extraordinarily useful to me. It's

very important to know what's on stu-

dents' mindsf

You may not be able to handle

everything on a case-by-case basis but

are these concerns brought elsewhere?

Most of the time students raise

issues that are important on behalfof

students. A student who comes in to

talk about the university generally -

that's an opportunity for me to ask the

questions, Vhat do you like least,

what do you like most? What are the

things you think I should be con-

cerned with? What do you think I

should be doing?'

Do you having a working relation-

ship with USAC President Kandea

Mosely and GSA President Andrew

Westall?

We get together from time to time

and any time they've ever asked to see

me I've always seen them and I've met

with the council I asked both of them

to serve on the advisory committee

for the selection of the executive vice

chancellor and both accepted.

UCLA 's always under construction.

It may be necessary but it's disrup-

tive. Where are the priorities?

It's important to note that most of

the construction is seismic. The over-

whelming majority stems from life

and safety issues. The second piece is

of facilities for student living. The next

big project that's coming up is the new
medical center. It will be a substantial

project and you can see some of it

already. The parking facility is being

built under the soccer field and we're

having to knock down the parking

facility where the hospital is going to

be. It's important that we minimize

the inconvenience.

UCLA is well-knownfor two things:

diversity ofthe student body and acces-

sibility With Proposition 209 taking

effectfor undergraduates thisfall, how
do we maintain diversity andhow what

can outreach programs accomplish?

Well we'll soon find out This is one

of our very highest pnorities and I

believe what you characterized about

UCLA is correct that it is known for

its diversity and accessibility and it is

known throughout the nation and the

worid for that, not just here. UCLA
more than any other university

destroyed the myth that diversity is
'—

achieved at the expense of quality.

Mostly we're working on the short

run since this is, as you said, the first

year the admissions process for under-

graduates is affected by Proposition

ScelNTNIL00l»|M9e21
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209. There are three stages. The first

part is doing our best to ensure that

minority students continue to apply to

the university, that they not feel sud-

denly unwanted here. The second is

fhe admissions process itself Third

will be recruitment of those who are

admitted - to do our very best to con-

vince them that not only are they

wanted but needed at IJCLA. The

first part - the applications part - is

now behind us. The number of appli-

cations to UCLA went up again and

exceeded 32,000, the most of any cam-

pus in the UC system and I believe of

any university anywhere. Secondly

with regard to minority groups there

seems to be virtually no effect of

JProposition 209. The trends ihat we
were seeing before 209 continue. We
do appear to have overcome any psy-

chological impact of 209 or SP-1

where minority groups might have felt

unwelcome. Next will be admissions

which we have less control over. The

the law precludes us from using race,

ethnicity or gender as a factor but I

want to make clear that we don't sim-

ply use grade point average and SAT
score. We never have. We've always

had two people read every file and

take into account what obstacles this

student has overcome, what leader-

ship potential do they have and a

whole host of other factors and we will

continue to do that and it remains to

be seen what it will do to admissions.

The third part is psychological again

and that's where we can work hard.

All of us, not just administrators - fac-

ulty, students, alumni, particularly

those with relationships with under-

represented minorities have to con-

vince those students who are admitted

that we need them at UCLA.

One ofthe keys to nuiintaining

accessibttity and diversity is affordabili-

ty. With dwindling state support what 's

the priorityfor keepingfees down?

1 think the way of thmking about

the priorities is financial aid. That's

the key to accessibility, and it's more

the key than the fees themselves.

There are several ways to maintain

accessibility. One is to keep fees low

for everybody, in which case those

who could afford to pay much more

pay a very low fee, but the university

would be strapped for resources.

Another way is to have fees increase

moderately and have the people who

can afford to pay it pay, and have

financial aid available for those who

don't. That assures accessibility but

also provides the funds needed to

have an excellent university. If the fees

get too low you have accessibility to a

university that is going to decline in

quality. We would love 'o be able is to

provide full need aid that any student

who is admitted to UCLA would be

able to afford to come here, either

because their family could afford it or

because there was adequate financial

aid availability.

What are your goalsfor UCLA ?

What I said on the day of the

announcement ofmy appointment

and thereafter is that one of the things

that excited me about coming to

UCLA is that I believe that UCLA is

an excellent university, clearly among

the very top-ranked public universities

and that UCLA is well-positioned to

be a great university, period. By a

great university I meant one that

would be recognized around the

world, that when people name great

universities, that list has got to be

more than five but it can't be much

more than 10 and that UCLA should

be on that list. I said I believed we

were well-positioned for three rea-

ons. UCLA was already excellent,

has great resources and enormous

public support. My time here has not

only confirmed those observations but

has put a lot more flesh on the bones. I

know a lot more now and they've

strengthened my view and sense that

the vision can be achieved.
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Former skateboarder

chases Hollywood j<
• •

FILM: Lee's shift from

jithlete to actor succeeds

with wide range of roles

ByAimcePhan
Daily Bruin Staff

The ups and downs of careening on a

skateboard are as unpredictable and

risky as an acting career. So when Jason

Lee decided to leave professional skate-

boarding to give Hollywood a try, he

didn't think it would be a hard transi-

tion.

"It was seven years of professional

skateboarding," Lee says. "I had been

skateboarding since I was five, and I did

so much traveling and competing that I

eventually wore out of that, which is

statural, fulfilled what I needed to ful-

fill and left on good terms with myself."

While this risky move may seem nuts

to some people. Lee proved them

wrong by winnmg his first movie role,

in Kevin Smith's "Mallrats," within a

year. And with his critically acclaimed

role in last year's "Chasing Amy" and

the release of his new movie, "Kissing a

Fool," the same success Lee experi-

enced in skateboarding is happening to

him in Hollywood.

Dressed in a brown suit and sporting

an uncharacteristic bushy beard, Lee

explains his rather mature appearance

for a film role in Tony Scott's upcoming
"Enemy of the State" with Will Smith

and Gene Hackman.

It's hard to believe that only three

years ago, this mature young actor once

was performing ollies on a half-pipe at

skating competitions.

Lee's first film role came early for

him after meeting with the casting direc-

tor of "Mallrats" and impressing direc-

tor Smith with his initial readings. Since

he had no previous acting experience.

Lee remembers the day of final audi-

tions as nerve-wracking and agonizing-

ly long but eventually paying ofT when
he left with the role. Lee recalls the

moment in vivid detail.

"I was so delirious that day since I

hadn't eaten because I was so nervous."

Lee says. "I didn't even think to think I

was getting the role because 1 was the

most amateur one there. Finally, at the

end of the day. 1 was the last one there,

and Kevin brought me into his office

and said. 'The part is yours.' And I had

someone bring me CaH's Jr., and 1 was

mid-bite into my cheeseburger, and 1

just stared at him. I was so happy."

And although the movie didn't do

very well critically or commercially. Lee

values his "Mallrats" experience for

introducing him to the daily grind of a

working actor with so many rehearsals.

"For somebody's first movie, a

Kevin Smith movie is a great one to

have because the writing is so important

and everything. The timing and the pac-

ing has to be perfect," Lee says. 'To go

right into your first movie and be con-

fronted with that much rehearsal and

attention to detail and to have to get to

that point where it works, was a huge

feat for me."

Obviously, Lee's hard work in

"Mallrats" impressed Smith enough to

cast him in his next film, "Chasing

Amy." Playing the homophobic loud-

mouth friend who tries to get between

Ben Affleck and Joey Lauren Adams,

Lee impressed the critics enough to be

nominated for an Independent Spirit

Award.

He also caught the attention of

"Kissing a Fool" director Doug Allen,

who showed Lee's work to his longtime

friend and "Kissing" co-star David

Schwimmer. They both agreed that Lee

would be ideal in the leading role of Jay

and sent the script to his agent. Even

auditioning was a wonderful plus and

an incentive to participate in this pro-r-z:

ject.

(Left to right) Jason Lee anc

Umvetul

Jason Lee plays a shy, lovelorn writer in

"Kissing A Fool."

"Technically, this was my first offer,

which was really flattering because it

was about getting future work because

of hard work that I had put into some-

thing else," Lee says. "For a $250,000

movie like 'Chasing Amy' to get so

much recognition that other people are

wanting me to bring some of that into

their scripts was a really good feeling."

After "Kissing a Fool," Lee will be

rejoining Smith in March to shoot his

next film, "Dogma." a religious comedy
that also includes "Chasing Amy" actor

Affleck in addition to Matt Damon,
Chris Rock and Linda Fiorentino.

Regarding whether he may be limited

by only acting with Smith, Lee says he

feels privileged to continue working

with the director.

"No matter what anyone says, Kevin

and I are friends, and if he wants me to

work with him, then I want to work with

him," Lee says. "I'll work on Kevin

Smith films and I'll work on other films.

There's no problem with that at al!"

And since Lee has never had to deal

with the struggling-actor syndrome, he

appreciates his good fortune of making

the transition from skateboarding to

acting so easily.

"I didn't have to worry about any

downtime and getting a (real) job," Lee

says. "I wonder sometimes what (would

have happened) if I didn't get

'Mallrats.' I don't know what I would

be doing."

FILM: 'Kissing A Fool'opens Friday.

David Schwimmer, Jason Lee and

Mili Avital find chemistry and

versatility in their new roles

Byi

OaHy Bnifi Staff
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David Sdmimmer defy typecasting in 'Kissing A Fool.

Pho»Oi courtesy of Umvetsal

woman is torn between a sensh

and a macho, womanizing

This sounds like a typical

comedy. But look at who's play-

issing A Pod," which opens on

Friday, David Schwimmer, best known as

sympathetic and vulnerable Ross on the hit

show "Friends," plays the philandering

ladies' man Max. Jason Lee, who was such

an obnoxious loudmouth in Kevin Smith's

"Chasing Amy," is the emotional and

lovelorn Jay.

While audiences may be jolted at the

actors' character switches in this indepen-

dent comedy from first-time director

Doug Ellin, both actors relished the

chance to break out of their stereotypes.

When longtime friend Ellin first

approached Schwimmer about participat-

ing in "Kissing a Fool," the actor says he

had no doubts over which man he would

play.

"Doug said, Read Max; you're Max."

There was no question," Schwimmer

recalls. "He's known me for a long time.

I've done three short films with him

already, and in one of them, I play a char-

acter similar to this guy. He knew that I

had no desire to play a character that close

to Ross as I play him eight months out of

the year."

For Lee, starring as the quieter leading

man gave him the opportunity to play

someone who was more neurotic and self-

aware than his previous characters.

"It was an interesting challenge," Lee

says. "Jay's more soft-spoken, and he's try-

ing to figure things out without hurting

people. He's a lot more introverted, where-

as Banky was more extroverted. But I liked

both approaches, and it was interesting to

play similar confusing characters but treat

it differently."

Schwimmer agrees, "It feels good. I

hope -(audiences) like it. I guess I expect

that the first couple of minutes, they'll be

like. 'Whoa, what's going on ?' My only

hope is that they're so caught up in the

story and the characters that they leave the

theater realizing that. 'Oh, that was

Schwimmer."*

"Kissing a Fool," which Universal is dis-

tributing, revolves around three unique

and successful young people trying to find

love in Chicago.

When Jay sets up his new editor Sam
(famous Israeli actress Mili Avital) with his

best friend Max, the new couple instantly

hit it off, get engaged and move in together

ScclOSSINCpage^

(left to right) MiN Avital, Jason Lea and David SdM* mmer feai the tension
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Makeups style

should express

individuals, not

sodal taboos

COLUMN: Aucoin uses

'Making Faces' to show

that originality is key

Soon you will be studying my
mug shot very closely. You , . ..^.

will think. "Did it work?"

"Can f trust her advice?" "What

Cheryl

Klein

color lipstick is she wearing?" (darn

black and white newspaper).

Because I'm

about to do

something that

would horrify

every little riot

grri faction in

my being. I'm

going to write

about makeup.

And my
inner riot grrI

will just have to

deal with it

because I'm

about to make
the case that she's not necessarily in

conflict with my inner cheerleader,

my inneii artist and my very outward

English major.

The catalyst for all this is Kevyn

Aucoin's "Making Faces," If you're

even slightly more up on the world

of fashion than I am (which means

you've changed your hairstyle since

the eighth grade), then you know
he's that guy who was on "House of

Style" a bunch of times and is

famous for making celebrities look

like other celebrities.

But I only heard of him as of last

week, when my grandma presented

a copy of the book to my sister, my
mom and me. "So this is female

bonding?" I thought when she ini-

tially gushed about Aucoin's skills

with a mascara wand. "How dis-

turbing."

I should have trusted her though.

This is the same woman who trav-

eled out of state to trick-or-treat (she

chose trick) at her ex-husband's

house and can make cream cheese

into 15 different dips. The book is

cool. Kcvyn Aucoin is endearingly,

glamorously cool. And makeup
might not be the social parasite I

once thought it was.

Conventional wisdom - which

for me is a rather unconventional

series of deconstructionist. upper-

division English classes - says that if

I want to open my own doors and

drive a stick shift and be taken seri-

ously. I have to think of makeup as a

fascist tool of oppression. I'm not

completely convinced that it's not.

Our culture basically says, "Nice

face. Now cover it up." This attitude

points to dishonesty about the self,

"lookism** and a tendency to exoti-

cize. These are all words bandied

about passionately among my revo-

lutionary classmates.

Last quarter I took an honors col-

legium class called "Masculinity,

Patriarchy and Sexuality" with the

very eloquent, very nurturing

Professor Dee Bridgewater. We
talked about all those nifty buzz

words, and when the topic of fash-

ion came up, I dredged up some

ScfKlBN|M9c26
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Ben Folds Five, ''Naked Baby
Photos," (CaroUne) OK, first warn-

ing: The newest Ben Folds Five album

does not contain their massively pop-

ular hit, "Brick." Secondly, there are

no guitars on this album. It's almost

funny that college radio and now
alternative rock stations have

embraced this piano-heavy, North-

Carolina outfit.

Aside from that, "Naked Baby
Photos" is a compilation of rarities,

live songs and assoi-ted tracks that

didn't "make" their other albums. Or,

more cynically, it appears indie label

_:: Caroline Records is looking to capi-

V talize on the Five's newfound fame.

Either way, hardcore Ben-Folds-Five

fans should eat this up. and people

interested in their pre-" Brick" days

should find this odd collection pretty

interesting.

The whole album is pretty oflbeat

and primarily upbeat. From random

instrumental ("Dick Holster") and

Beastie Boys-like improvisations

--^~ ("For Those Of Yalf Who Wear
Fannie Packs"), to live versions of

older stuff like "Alice Childress" and

"Song For the Dumped." Ben Folds

Five offer the goods all on one serving-

that usually finds its way as B-sides to

singles.

Most of it takes on that schmaltzy.

"70s pop aura that helped make Billy

Joel and Elton John popular, b^t the

Five don't exactly mirror either of

those acts. "Naked Baby Photos"

isn't exactly a masterpiece, but for

those who dig piano-pop. it's worth a

listen. MikePrevati B-

Bush, "^ "Deconstructed,"

(Trauma/lnterscope) Remix albums.

Ulttilll..^'^'*--*^ ^Im^

BEN FOLDS FIVE

'Naked Baby Photos"

much like outtake and B-side albums,

seem to always be a cash cow for the

bands releasing them.

"Deconstructed" is a remix album by

the English rock band Bush, co^ost-

ed- by 1 1 different remix specialists

like Goldie, Tricky and Mekon. Bush

have been multi-platinum sellers of

their only two previous releases,

"Sixteen Stone" and "Razorblade

Suitcase." and on "Deconstructed"

they take a different approach to their

music by allowing their mainstream

jock-songs to be reset in a more elec-

tronic style.

On tracks like the radio-friendly

"Mouth," the experiment woiks

because the pace of the song rolls

along to an ambient electronic style.

Lead-singer Gavin Rossdale croons

like the pop star that he is and the re-

mix fits nicely under his vocal track

merely by not overtaking it. The hit

"Swallowed" from "Razorblade

Suitcase" is remixed nicely by Goldie

and it too works, with a hyper-fast

drum loop that edges from right to left

channels while the bass drum drops

low and the electronics bolster the

frantic feel as Rossdale's line "gotta

get away from^here" gets replayed."

New Order's "In A Lonely Place"

is another highlight that captures

sonic ambience while providing a

leisurely vibe to an otherwise fast-

paced album.

Other tracks like "Insect Kin" and

"Bonedriven" seem excessively repet-

itive and uninspired while sounding

nothing at all like any aspect of Bush.

Fans who like the Prodigy and

Bush will probably get a rise out of

"Deconstructed." but those longing

for the signature guitar work of Nigel

Pulsford will find it lacking.

"Deconstructed" is a nice step for

Bush, because it makes it clear that

they will not be confined to their alt-

rock genre. Michad Nazarinia B-*-

Goldie, '*Saturnz Return,"

(iTrr/Polygram) One of the first

names to emerge from the electronica

blitz of last year, Goldie represented

the best of jungle music. His

"Timeless" album turned tight drum
and bass into an ephemeral dance

mdody, with the kids and critics alike

eating it up. With the world in his

sight, Bjork by his side and the best set

of gold teeth this side of England,

Goldie was primed to break through

in the states. But with his latest double

disc attempt, "Saturnz Return,"

Goldie seems to have lost some edgi-

ness from his music.

A musical visionary, Goldie is

never short on creative ideas to incor-

porate with his music. For "Return,"

Goldie tries to merge classical, R&B,
jazz, and drum and bass into a 60-

minute epic, taking up the entire first

CD. The musical menagerie titled

"Mother" must have broken some
sort of modern duration record. Give

big ups for Goldie's effort in his pur-

suit to become the 20th-century elec-

tronic maestro, but the song lasts 55

minutes too long. Everything that can

be said, mixed, sampled and stolen

about the tune existed in five minutes

of mixing which repeats for an hour.

The second disc included 10 tracks

that resembled mini-versions of

"Mother." The problem with drum
and bass is that constantly repetitious

drum layer infesting every track.

After a couple of songs, the back-

ground arrangements sound the

same; the tracks begin to lose their

unique rhythm and start to run into

each other.

"Digital" breaks the monotony
with collaboration between Goldie

and rapper KRS-One. These two

music veterans throw out a great con-

coction, embodying KRS-One's rap

slinging over the best drum and bfiss

Goldie mixed for the album. It proved

that good rap doesn't need to pilfer

from the old school stuff. However,

it's slim pickings after "Digital," as

tracks turn into a blur of sound. But at

least he still has cool teeth. Trinh Bui

C

Jdene, ''In The Gloaming," (Sire)

Why are there so many boring rock

bands appearing out of the wood-
work? Hootie and the Blowfish

remain commendable for the power

of their vocals and occasional creativ-

ity, but there's a definite reason why
their popularity remains limited to the

VH-I crowd. Jolene falls in this cate-

gory. "In The Gloaming" equals

Hootie plus Wallflowers minus real

talent.

In their second release, Jolene falls

short of mainstream standards. To be

truly mainstream you need to be more
than catchy and simplistic. You need

a dab of energy and just a little origi-

nality. Songs like "Exhibit" and "Pull

the Weight, Virginia" are little more
than an awkward combination of

country tunes and folk-rock rejects

The album sounds like one long

song rather than a compilation of dif-

ferent rhythms. The same mediocre

melody is regurgitated in song after

song. Two noteworthy exceptions

include the first track, "Pensacola,"

and the last, "20th Century Pause."

They provide a strong frame, but

what about the other 12 songs?

Unfortunately, they remain unbear-

ably dull. If you need some back-

ground music while you sleep, enjoy!

Michelle Zubiale C-
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Armenians

ART: Association's goal

was to rouse empathy,

teach culture's history

By Mtgan Dkkerson
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Every Armenian has a genocide

story to tell," says Ardashes Kasskhian, -

a fourth-year history student and artist

who spearheaded "The Armenian
Experience in Art," an exhibit of paint-

ings which closed Friday in KerckhofT

Art Gallery.

Using both subtle and not-so-subtle

images of the 1915 Armenian genocide,

the two-week long exhibit attempted to

create an illustrative biography of

Armenians in America.

The exhibit, which was sponsored by

the UCLA Armenian Students

Association (ASA), featured Tive

Armenian artists of varying ages and

styles. The paintings that lined the walls

of the small gallery next to Kerckhoff

CofTeehouse ranged in genre from reli-

gious iconography to Armenian land-

scap>es.

Kassakhian. who in addition to his

role as a featured artist is president of

the ASA, says that each painting sym-

bolizes some aspect of the Armenian

experience in America. He says the

genocide, which was inflicted by the

Turks during World War I, plays an

important role in Armenian-American

S«eMIMEIIUN,pa9e30

• • exhibit aims fulfilled

AELIAKHAN

"Attempt to Forget the Past" by artist and Armenian Student

Association President Ardashes Kassakhian.

r
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Stamp strides bad in the

act with 'Love Vlllked In'

FILM: Famous '60s star

avoids cliche stereotype

by relying on versatility

By MidMNc Nguyen
Daily Bruin Contributor

In the 1960s, actor Terence Stamp

("The Adventures of Priscilla,

Queen of the Desert") was courted

by big guns

F rede r i CO
Fellmi, Peter _, .._.

Ustinov and

Ken Loach.

But then, as he

explains, it was

because he was

so identified

with the '60s,

"When the

decade ended, I

ended with it." .
.-

Cut to

Terence Stamp, the swami, in orange

robes and with hair he had not cut in

seven years, living in an ashram in

Puna, India. After ending with the

decade, he had become a wandering

traveler, cutting off all ties with

Fellinis and the rest if the world of

leading men.

Eight years into his acting sabbati-

cal, he's holding an old-fashioned

telegram in his hand in the foothills

^twas getting pissed

off that I wasn't getting

theTonn Cruise parts."

Terence Stamp
Actor

of Bombay. His long-suffering agent

was beckoning him. The telegram

was addressed to Qarence Stamp.

"It said would you be prepared to

come back to London to meet

Richard Donner about the two

Superman films with Marlon

Brando, and could you stop in Paris

to talk to Peter Brook about

'Meetings with Remarkable Men,'

and I thought, 'Wow'. This was back

in the universe, back in the market-

place. The uni-

verse knockin'
^^"""""^""^^

on my door

again, and that

was my come-

back," Stamp

recalls with

amused nostal-

gia.

But it would

be a rebirth into

a different kind

. -
. ,

"

. - of career.

"I was no

longer a star, just a jobbing actor."

Stamp explains. He went on to create

a niche for himself in roles that

stretched his ability. Hence, the '60s

Stamp of "Billy Budd" stardom

became the Bemadette of "Priscilla

Queen of the Desert." Today, Stamp

-is content to play a non-leading man,

as he does in "Love Walked In," a

Sec LOVE, page 28
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'The Wedding' illustrates

strange type of prejudice

TEIEVISION: Second part

of minisenes highlights

racism in social town

By John Lcvesque

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Prejudice, it turns out, is a primary

color.

This is the essential message of

"The Wedding," a slow-moving but

attractive miniseries that adds a

whole palette of shading to the tradi-

tional portrait of star-crossed lovers.

Shelby Coles (Halle Berry) is the

rich girl: beautiful, sheltered, naive.

Meade Howell (Eric Thai) is the poor

boy: handsome, talented, head-

strong. They're deeply in love and

rushing blissfully toward marriage

when Meade runs square into the

complexity of The Oval.

The Oval is a hoity-toity neighbor-

hood of snobs on Martha's Vineyard.

Shelby's family has long had a grand

home in this enclave of wealthy black

families, whef^ every man's jib is cut

on the same bias as his exclusionary

white counterparts. Appearance

counts for everything and substance

for nothing in this world, which is

why Shelby's sister. Liz (Cynda

Williams), eloped rather than stand

for a wedding ceremony to which her

future in-laws were not invited. They

were too dark.

In The Oval people see a multitude

of hues, each as subtle as a veiled put-

down. The important thing to

remember is that, in this odd little cir-

cle, the lighter, the better.

Thus, while Liz and Shelby's

mother won't mingle with the family

of Liz's husband, she's OK with the

parents of Meade, who is unmistak-

ably white on the color chart.

The problem with Meade, an

uncomplicated, unpretentious jazz

musician, is that he's penniless. Yet

he give* Corinne a dose of her own
hauteur by announcing that his par-

ents won't be attending the wedding.

And so the whole fairy tale begins to

unravel: Shelby and Meade quarrel;

she worries about being a biracial

couple when Meade is touring the

South; she meets a tall, very dark and

handsome man named Lute McNeil

(Carl Lumbly), who's renting a sum-

mer place across the street; she resists

Lute's bold advances but wonders

about her feelings for Meade and

why, as her father points out, she has

"never given the time of day to a sin-

gle colored fellow who's shown any

interest" in her.

This would all be sappy melodra-

ma if it weren't for the intricate back-

story provided in Dorothy West's

acclaimed, novel, which Oprah

Winfrey decided to turn into a movie.

"The Wedding" is the second of six

"Oprah Winfrey Presents" projects

she is producing for ABC.
The story springs from Shelby's

great-grandmother, known to us only

as Gram. Through sometimes con-

"The Wedding" offers a

well-framed view of

class and power.

fusing flashbacks, we learn that

Gram hasn't lived the sort of life she

envisioned. She swallowed hard

when her only daughter married a

black man - the educated son of one

of her father's slaves.

Gram made it her business to be

sure that Corinne married right (and

light). The prospect of her light-

skinned great-granddaughter,

Shelby, marrying a white man is

enough to make Gram's long life
-

she is 98 in 1953 - satisfyingly com-

plete.

Still, while not entirely rewarding,

"The Wedding" offers a well-framed

view of class and power, of pride and

prejudice in the '50s that most

Americans never witnessed.

Oprah Winfrey likes to say that

she wants to make movies that "open

our hearts just a little wider." With

"The Wedding," she and ABC may
open a few minds, too.

TV: "Oprah Winfrey Presents 'The

Wedding." Starring Halle Berry, Eric

Thai, Lynn Whitfield, Carl Lumbly,

Shirley Knight and Michael Warren.

Showing Sunday and Monday on ABC.
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History IC info and pointed out

that before the Enlightenment, both

men and women dressed extrava-

gantly (think Robert Downey Jr. in

"Restoration"). But the age of rea-

son ushered in fashions based on.

you guessed it, reason. Suddenly

ruffled collars just didn't make
sense for forward-thinking individu-

als (read: men).

Women squeezed themselves into

corsets and ruffles until the '20s.

Why do you think that Lucy in "A

Tale of Two Cities" (hands down
one of the most annoying characters

in all of literature) fainted on every

other page? Fashion echoes socio-

economic status, and it's hard to run

for Congress when you're gasping

for breath.

But modernism means no frills,

function dictates form and, you'd

think, the end of makeup. But

before Estee Lauder can go com-

pletely broke, in steps post-mod-

ernism. You know, postmodernism.

That all encompassing, multi-cultur-

al, progressive, Bohemian, 25-cent

word. , ^- ;

To me, it means that men are

going to start wearing makeup.

There. If it happens, I called it.

Dennis Rodman, who sported (no

pun intended) some very flashy blue

eyeshadow at last year's Academy

Awards may still be something of an

anomaly, but the fact that he's a

popular member of a true manly

man's profession says something

big.

This and Aucoin's book are

something of a go-ahead fof me, a

girl who would be happy to buy a

new lipstick every week, even if it

meant going without, say, groceries.

I opened the book expecting to fmd

a dull, rigid series of guidelines

about how to blend foundation and

a small European country's worth

of skinny white models with a para-

graph about how "ethnic is in" next

to a picture of a heavily-powdered

woman who was maybe one-fourth

black.

But Aucoin's first sentence

promises, "First of all, let "me say

that I believe there are no rules."

And he follows through. He rambles

hilariously about his early experi-

ences with makeup (eating his moth-

er's lipstick), and many of the mod-

els he uses are not models at all.

They are young, old, fat, thin, black,

white, Asian, Indian, Latino, his sis-

ters, his mom, his friends, women
and, yes, men.

All this intrigued me. As a person

who's contemplated using lip gloss

S«cllEII|,H9«29

(Left to right) Jason Lee, Mili Avital and David Schwimmer are

caught In a love triangle in "Kissing A Fool."

Unn*rMl

KISSING
From page 23

within weeks. But when Max experi-

ences insecurities about his fiancee's

faithfulness, he asks Jay to test her

and find out if she will cheat on him.

But as guilt-ridden Jay spends more
time with Sam, he starts to fall for her

as well, and soon both men are vying

for her affections.

The woman caught in the love tri-

"When I first met David

and Jason for my
reading ...we had

Immediate chemistry."

Mill Avital

Actress

angle is a character as neurotic and

confused as her suitors, something

that actress Avital appreciated when

she first read the script.

"I loved that she wasn't a typical

giri," Avital says. "She wasn't the girl

who just wants to get a boyfriend.

Usually when I read scripts, I really

get pissed off, like does she really

have to wear a miniskirt in the first

scene and say nothing throughout the

whole film? But here, I liked that she

was intellectual and smart and a good

example for a modern woman."

One of the primary elements that

makes a romantic comedy work is

chemistry. Without that certain

spark, no matter how good the script

is or how pretty the actors look, the

movie will bomb. But all the actors

agreed that the chemistry between

them was obvious from the first days

of meeting each other.

"When I first met David and

Jason for my reading in this movie -

which was my audition - we had

immediate chemistry," Avital says.

"As soon as we started doing the

scene, it immediately worked. It just

flew, and I think you really can see

the chemistry on the screen."

Schwimmer and Avital have their

own theories about exactly what

chemistry encompasses but agree

that it's a powerful, if at times inde-

scribable, phenomenon.

"I think it's about reacting to

someone," Schwimmer says. "In this

movie, there are some great reaction

shots because 1 think we're really in

the moment and really reacting to

each other. Part of my problem with

a lot of actors is that 1 don't believe

that they're really listening to each

other. Sometimes you have it, some-

times you don't. Sometimes you can

manufacture chemistry through edit-

ing. But you know when you're act-

ing if you have chemistry with some-

one or not."

Avital adds, "I don't think there's

a reasonable explanation to it. I think

it has to do with intuition. But when
it's not there, you feel it. Especially in

comedy because you're relying so

much on timing and relying on

responding to each other all the time,

so it's extremely important."

But having chemistry doesn't

make doing those love scenes any

easier.

"It's very technical," Avital says.

"I always compare it to action scenes

when you have to hit people. You just

pretend. I've never really had a hot,

steamy love scene but from the little

kisses I've had on screen, it's pretty

bonng."

But while Avital's attitude toward

love scenes is mostly apathetic, Lee

There are some great

reaction shots because I

think we're really ...

reacting to each other."

David Schwimmer
Actor

actively fears and dreads them.

"I don't like it, " Lee says. "It's

very uncomfortable. I try to do as lit-

tle of it as possible. In (his movie, I

did it in a scene that didn't even go

into the movie. No one was cutting

and I moved away and said, 'Cut

already! Jesus, you got the kissing

part!'"

FNJM: 'Kissir>g A Fool'opens Friday.
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HURRY, WE HAVE AN

INCREDIBLE DEAL ON THE

EQUIUM 51 GOD MODEL!

SPECIAL PURCHASE

TOSHIBA
TM

5160D

• Intel* 166MHz Pentium* processor

with MMX" technology

• 256KB pipelined burst L2 Cache

• 32MB high speed EDO DRAM

(192MB Maximum)

• 2.0GB hard disk drive; 3.5", 1.44MB

floppy disk drive

12X IDE CD-ROM Drive

Integrated Intel* EtherExpress"*

PRO/IOOB LAN Adapter

• User selectable Windows* 95

or Windows for Workgroups

and MS-DOS*

• ATI 3D RAGE II graphics controller

• 2MB SGRAM video memory,

expandable to 4MB
• Creative Labs Vibra 16C

(Sound Blaster Pro compatible)

• Two PCI slots. Three ISA alots

• PS/2 104-key keyboard

with Windows 95 shortcuts

and integrated palm rest

• PS/2 Mouse

I I I I 1 i nil
I 7B:

lin fl rnmpiitPr Stnrp
open daily • www.uclastorc.ucU.edu
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to get sometKi ^ your chestY

Or ao you just want to get riu ui your chest?

Or soia? Corree Taole? Wnatever.

aavemsi
classified line

825-2221

r-r

FIX THEM!

Your old photos thot are
faded, scratched or torn can
be restored at BEL AIR's
Imaging Center.
Aibumsand Photos copied
while you wait. (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1 025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCLA in WHestwood Village
2-HOURS FREE Validated Parking at LOTS with this symbol rTI

310-208-5150 \ZJ
Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:30-6:00; Sun 11-5 LH

VIDEO PILOT
Produce a Scene or a Complete Movie

• Digital video /._ ..;..---

• 3 chip color __—^—
• Broadcast quality

• EFP/ENG ^- -.

• Single-camera production

' SlOOO/day (production cost/all day)

' $l(X)0/day (post-production cost/

10 hours, media 100 software)

' 3D animation available

BE A PRODUCER... Call (213) 382-5222

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN WESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings,for those under 24 with

a "B" average

•Young married couples

Lie. #0497374 •Families with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
Insm Aide ln>ui antf Am'iu > liu.

losi WCstw.Mxl HUd. «'J21 <(.|.ii,i,tlc 1 .(i. tal nidi;. i.'nU) 'JOS - ,'{.') IS

Voice Your Concerns on Important Student Issues

Speak with UCLA Representatives about-

Construction

Transportation

On Campus Housing ^

Instructional Enhancement Initiative

February 24th from 12:00 to 1:30
Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

Sponsored by the IVP Office

Paid for by USAC

LOVE
From page 25

modem film noir. But, at first, he did

not make the transition into the world

of "jobbing actors" wholeheartedly.

"I was dragged screaming into

that." Stamp says frankly "It wasn't

anything I wanted. I was getting

pissed off that I wasn't getting the

Tom Cruise parts."

He continues, "All of us actors are

lazy. I medn I'd love to be in 'X Files'

and just be in a nice suit and say the -^

words. But the truth is you have to

really work and really stretch yourself,

which you never choose to do actually.

I don't think leading men choose to do

that. They all want to be sort of a

Robert Redford and Warren Beatty,

get all the good lines, wear the great

costumes, get good close-ups."

But the meditations he gathered

traipsing through the rice fields of Bali

and living in the straw rooms of Kyoto

prepared him for the life of an actor

who would see intrinsic value in his

work.

"The shift happens, and you're no

longer doing the work for the possibil-

ity of getting an Oscar," Stamp says.

"You're doing the work for the work."

He adds, "I'm not beautiful

enough. I don't have enough grace to

just be Terence Stamp in a great suit

the way Cary Grant was, Gary

Cooper was. I have to be this actor in «

whom anyone can mirror their fan-

tasies. I gotta be the perfect mirror. I

gotta keep the mirror clean."

He does play a dashing man in a

great suit though, in "Love Walked

In." The film, costarring Dennis

Leary and Aitana Sanchez-Gijon, sees

him as hard-shelled millionaire named

Fred Moore who falls in love with -

Vicky Rivas (Sanchez-Gijon), the sen-

suous lounge singer who is married to

her pianist. Jack Hanaway (Leary).

Vicky and Jack are poor and in

love, playing in a small unknown bar

called the Blue Cat Lounge to make a

living. Then Jack's old friend Eddie

comes to visit. He is a private investi-

gator and concocts a scheme for Vicky

to seduce Moore, a Blue Cat patron,

so that he can take photos ofthem and

get commission from Moore's rich

and suspicious wife. Moore is an easy

target because he has been in a long,

loveless marriage which he endures

for money.

"What was interesting to me was to

be able to convey that hardened shell

around his heart, cracking and becom-

ing like wax and kind of melting, and

"(Stamp) always gets

below the veneer to

the most human level."

JuanJ.Campanella

Director —

then kind of overwhelming him,"

Stamp explains.

"So that he's suddenly seeing things

with a totally different perspective,"

Stamp continues. "He's looking at it

^
with an open heart and he under-

stands that everything else has to be

sacrificed, all the money, everything.

He comes to this woman unadorned."

Stamp plays the role of a man who

makes up the third side of the love tri-

angle, an easily targetable cliche, but

as Director Juan J. Campanella

explains, "He is someone who can

take a character who might in other

hands become a cliche and add layers

and layers of depth. He always gets

below the veneer to the most human

level."

Stamp's appears next in "Kiss the

Sky," in which he plays a former

Amsterdam junkie who becomes a

Zen monk named Kozen, a continua-

tion of his experiment in versatility

I

FILM: 'Love Walked In' is currently play-

ing.
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on her eyelids and has used eyeliner

on her lips, I find rules rather con-

descending in general. Plus my nose

is more Barbra Streisand than Kate

Moss, and I think it's cool when
guys wear nail polish (but keep the

nails short boys, long.is just,creepy).

And maybe the fact that Aucoin

announced his homosexuality on
page one somehow made me ques-

tion his motives less. I'm not sure if

that makes sense, but if he were a

heterosexual man, a little part of me
would think, "He's just trying to get

women to conform to his own per-

sonal fantasies." And if he were a

woman, while I'd be slightly less sus-

(Makeup is) having fun

with your face in a way
that requires much less

commitment than

piercing or tattooing.

picious, I'd be tempted to think,

"Internalized oppression alert!" \
But Aucoin had no personal

stake, just the pure art of it. (This is

very Kantian, take my word for it.

Or take English 140A). Makeup,
according to Aucoin, the "90s and

yours truly, isn't erasing who you

are or even enhancing in the tradi-

tional sense. It's having fun with

your face in a way that requires

much less commitment than pierc-

ing or tattooing.
^"'"^

This is not a smart-women<an-

be-feminine-too argument, though I

don't deny that. Fashion as a mode
of personal expression has been a

human phenomenon ever since Org.

or Orga the Cro-Magnon person,

decided it was getting a little too

chilly to run around the cave naked.

So of all the "Jenny Jones"

episodes I've watched (remember

my first column of the quarter? No?
I'll fill you in by saying that, in addi-

tion to being fashion-backward, 1

watch a lot of stupid TV) the ones

that bug me most are the makeover

episodes.

Jenny, I know you're trying to

help, but you are The M^n in talk-

show-host's clothing. On "You
Wear Too Much Makeup" or what-

ever they called tt, the guests boast-

ed everything from triple-decker

pink, purple and green eyeshadow,

to '80s<hic magenta lipstick, to var-

ious Goth symbols stenciled on their

cheeks with black eyeliner.

So Team Jenny took the guests

backstage, broke for a commercial,

and sent them back out in fioral

print dresses, Courtney Cox hair-

cuts and brown eyeshadow and soft

rose lipstick. They looked ... nice, I

guess.

I watched the show knowing that

my lipstick is really too dark, and if

I weren't so lazy, I'd tweeze my eye-

brows. (You're looking at my mug
again. Hah! That was taken in the

summer, nearly two lipsticks ago.

It's only my hair that hasn't changed

since junior high).

But I didn't care then and. thank

you, Kevyn Aucoin, I care even less

now. Because creativity is a much

greater asset in the long run than

conformity, however "pretty." And
if you mix Garden Botanika's Pecan

lipstick with a $1. brown eyeliner

from some random beauty supply

store in Westwood, you get a very

creative shade.

Klein is a third-year American litera-

ture and culture student. She is

happy because she recently found

out that while Mac lipstick is outra-

geously expensive, they don't test on

animals. It's all about rationalizing
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How Will You Pay.
* 4^

Fees, Rent, Books, Food, Etc.

For Next Year?
The Financial Aid Office will hold workshops to assist all students with

completing the 1998-99 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).-t-

The UCLA priority deadline is March 2, 1998 (postmarked) to be

considered for all types of financial aid. The workshops will be held on the

following dates and times: ^
"

DATE

February 17, 1998

February 19, 1998

February 20, 1998

February 23, 1998

February 24, 1998

February 25, 1998

February 26, 1998

February 27, 1998

March 2, 1998

March 2, 1998

^IME —

:

12 PM - 2 PM

2 PM - 4 PM

11 AM -1PM

11 AMI PM

1 PM - 3 PM

9 AM -11 PM

1 PM - 3 PM

12 PM - 2 PM

10 AM - 12 PM

1 PM - 3 PM

LOCATION —

Kerckhoff Hall, Room 131

Kerckhoff HaU, Room 131

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

Ackerman Union, Room 2408

KerckhoffHall, Room 131

Speakers will be professional Hnancial aid administrators from UCLA.

ON-TIME APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 2, 1998

'' .n ' DRi ^ .n Dni ''.,! DBl V .n inRii.tn 'DRl^oH 'DEl^.n 'DIpI' ^{'M ^c* .» 'M ^M ^^c>«« ^rt .tt ~^^rtM ^Mrr
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classified iines i 825-2221)

The gels at the Vatican Exhibit

visits the

Catholic Students AssociatiOB.

1; 1

I' •

Have you heard about the Angels?

Come hear, see and almost touch the current exhibit at the

Hammer - The Invisible Made Visible: Angelsfrom the

Vatican. The Catholic Students Association will host two

members ofthe ArmandHammerMuseum staffas they

discuss and show slidesfrom this exhibit. This is an

opportunity to get "behind the scenes'* information on this

exhibit and tofind out about all thefree culturalprograms

the Hammer offers weekly.

Tonight - 2/23/98

6:00 PM
University Catholic Center

840 Hilgard Ave

A discussion and refreshments willfollow

1. [Click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BookZoiM's

ftPUCATfD CHOICES

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

plus the titles are

A guided tour with a decent from the museum has been scheduled for March 14th at 2:30piii.

Those j)eople who attend this evening will have the opportunity to go on this special tour.

<«...J

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. You'll be

reading in no time!

u

ur One Stop
StQ(ftnt Baiikinsi Destination

Credit

JJ^^

T Student Checking

Free with Direct Deposit

VISA Check Card

Looks like Credit; Acts Like Cash

T Access Anywhere Online Banking •

Your Online Source to Your Financial Information

Student VISA

No Annual Fee First Year

Low Introductory Rates . ,
-

Travel Dividends and Diss^i^ts

Computer Loons ^
Up to $5000 including Software

Auto Loans

Up to 100% Financing

T ATMs on-Campus

T CaU-24 TdKAone Banking

—

124 Kerckhoff HqII

Wmtr¥dod StudmTt
Federal Credit Union

§0fYtng UCLA atutfnf i Alumni

800-537-8491
On the Web: wwv. rg

EMill: inyai&fffcu.ofg

ARMENIAN
From page 25

art. Its importance stems in part

because many Armenians arrived in

America due to the diaspora, the glob-

al scattering of the Armenians after

the genocide. It follows in suit that this

subject would hit close to home for

many of the 600 Armenian students

on UCLA's campus, Kasskhian says.

"Armenian art has been profound-

ly influenced by the genocide,"

Kassakhian affirms.

This is especially true for Eiffel

Nazaryan, an up-and-coming artist

whose work highlights the show. A
third-year potential studio art student

at the University of California, Santa

Barbara, Nazaryan came to the

United States from Armenia in 1990

and still keeps contacts overseas.

"Being apart from them makes me
feel kind of alone," Nazaryan says, his

voice slightly accented. "I have to con-

nect to them by studying art and cre-

ating art that relates to (the conflict)."

Nazaryan's latest works feature

Armenian musicians and painters

whose lives were torn apart by the

genocide.

By bringing to light such figures

through his art, Nazaryan seeks to

educate and give the viewer a sense of

history and empathy.

"That's one of the ways that 1 can*

"I hope people can see

through the art ...to

the vibrant culture."

Ardashes Kasskhian

Artist

talk to people in general and tell them

about the Armenian question, about

the genocide and about things that

have happened to the Armenian in

history," Nazaryan says. "It's like

advertisement in the form of art." -

.

Paintings by the other artists

detailed Armenian flowers, aban-

doned churches, and illuminated man-

uscripts and snowy Armenian land-

scapes. One of the artists is

Nazaryan's uncle, while another is a

student still overseas. —
Kassakhian says that showing a

variety of styles by artists of different

ages was the best way to give the gen-

eral public a glimpse into Armenian

cuhure.

"1 hope people can see through the

art ... to the vibrant culture/'

Kassakhian says. "The Armenian

people, although small (in number) to

some, are a vibrant community and

contribute to every Held, not only art.

This (exhibit) is the easiest way we can

show that, physically."

The ASA is planning on presenting

another exhibit, a visual timeline of

genocide in conjuntion with Jewish

and Greek organizations on campus.

In the meantime, the group meets

once a month to network with

Armenian professionals and other

members of the community.

As this particular exhibit closed,

Kassakhian and Nazaryan hoped that

all visitors to the exhibit were able to

connect with the Armenian experi-

ence in America through the visual

images displayed.

"We had a reception and some-

body asked me the question, 'How do

you relate to genocide?,'" Nazaryan

says. "'How do you create something

about genocide that you haven't even

experienced?' And I was like, okay,

watch TV, sit there for like five min-

utes and see what's going on, the

killing, the conflict in the world ...

obviously, you can tell people are get-

ting killed, getting hurt. The genocide

is not something that happened mil-

lions of years ago ... Just listen to the

survivors, and you just can't walk

away and say 'No, that must have

been a mistake.'"
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9000 Seats forSale

9100 IManydos for Sale

9200 hrting
9300 Scooter /Cyde Repair

9400 Scooters for Sale

0000 VoMdoffarRent

Itavel
/

9020 MdesOniied
9040 RMecWaated
9000 1kxi/8liu«eSenrlca

9000 TtravelDeslinatlons

0700 Waval'YWiets

9720 vacation Packages

Seivioes
9000 1-900 nwnbers
9000 HnandaiAM
0000 kMorance
0100 Computer /Internet

6190 ForoMB Language*
6200 HoeMi/OooutySanrtce*
0300 Legal Advteo/ Attorneys

6400 Mtvars/ Storage

6900 Masic Lessons

6000 Personal Servloas

6700 ProfesskMal Servteee

6800 Resumos
6900 liBlecommnnicatlons

7000 IMorIng DRarod
7100 IMoring Wanted
7200iyplng
K^L^k^ art ! -

7300 writing Help

Employment
7400 BushiessOpportunRles

7600 Cerser Opportunities

7600 CMM Cars Offsred

7700 Olid Cars Wanted
7800 Help Wonted
7900 Housestttlng

8000 krtemship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Empknrment

8300 Volunteer

Housing

8900
0000
8700
8800
8000
0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
9900
0000
9700

Apartments for Reirt

Apartments Fumistied

Condo / Itownhoose for Rent

Condo / Townhouse for Sale

Guestkeuse for Rent

House for Rent

House ftor sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale

Room for Rent
Private Room

' Shared Room

advertising information

Address
11 8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Intsnict
E-Mail: dasstfled80Tnedia.ucia.edu

i: http://www.daitybnjin.ucla.edu

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words

...each addltkHial word

Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additkxtal word

Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

ouriHte cord for variable rate

informatkxi.
Phone
ClassifM Una: (310) 825-2221

Classifled Dtepiay: (310) 206-3060

FUc (310)206^28

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:30pni

Fri: 9:00an>-2:30pm

TtwASUCUComnMtolfcwttowTlfuly»upt)ort»th«Unlwr«W>i<Cilllonto'i

th*y we InMd to pnllkM,cvMHM, nlw or i««ui In tocii^.IMwM IMy Bruin nw
an tdMrtlMnM ki Mt Iwa ««oMM th» Bowd-f H«cy on nondacrtR^^

Di^cevER
pifTi^rv:js/<vc<»fdj

Deadlines
Classifled Une Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classifled Display Ads:

2 worldng days before printing,

at 12 noon.

Tliere are no cancellations after noon

of ttie day before printing.

Payment
Please maite dieciis payable to "Tiie

UCLA Daily Bruin.' We accept Visa,

f^astCard, and Discover credit cards.

Alow 5 working days for mai paynwnts.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with tt)e merchandise you

are Ming. TMs mates it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item,

k/lany classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—maice you ad easy

fa readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you woukf like to know atxxjt

the merchandise, and indude that in the

ad. InchJde such informatkxi as brand

names, cotors and other specific

descnptkms.

EXPLORE CAREER ,

OPTIONS IN '

COMMUNICATIONS
Tuesday. February 24 from 7pm-9pm In

Kerckhotf's Grand Salon. Sponsored by

Asian Americans In Communication. Hear

various pro4essior>als from radio, newspaper

arvj movies 3peak atx>ut their careers. Great

way to leam more about exciting fiekte and'

to network with current prolessionalsl .

Alcoholics Anoffiymous
Fri Stop Sbriy,3SI7

TlMn.lMi[Sl«dy,3S17

M/TAVSiaDMyA^019
Wta.ta.A3-039
AltaM 12:10- IK)0

^OVytjDED/^p^

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERTiE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

— JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

SUNGLASSES FOUND on Friday betvraen

12-1pm on Hilgard Ave. Pick up at 118

Kerckhoff Hall (The Dally Bruin) at the wind-

ow.

NEED CASH??- earn $1,000 per rrxxith PfJ

from dorm/apt Clear up school bills before

you graduate. 1-886-279-1994

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

trom tow-cost financial servrces 4 pn-cam-

pus ATMs Visit us at Ackerman A-level. on-

line at www.ucu org or call 310-477-6628

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Time, Day/EveningClasses

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

• Certificate • AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:

Send jeur story and

appear in TV pilsl
200 wds. or less about something

unexplainable that happened to

you. i.e. touched by an angel type

stoiies or story in the vain of

Chicken Soup stories Deadline:

February 2.5th. Send attention:

Stephanie fax: 818 991.2024

e-mail: youmag@earthlink.net

*please include: name, age and

telep)hone #. Authors of stories

chosen will appear in TV pilot.

San Fernando Valley Campus
21300 Oxnaid St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818) 883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

U Verne, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

Infertile couples wtiile receiving financial

compensation up to SeoO/nrKxitti and free

health screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered heiptng an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

tielp. please call. All races needed Compen-

sation $3,500 00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30 Ail info confidential. Please caH

310-285-0333.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

Iniertile couple is hoping to find a contpas-

sionate won^n to help us fuive a baby.

We're hoping for someone wtx) has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes We'd be delighted

to tiTKl a fiealthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate Age 21-30. Thank you tor your

consideration. Compensation $3,500-

$50004«xpenses If you can help us, please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

wJ|^K^^^^^L^|UHJ|KB^K

''THE DAILY UHuin AooOMES NO RE-

SPONSIBILITY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...

Pieppie' Surfer' Gap'' Babyfaced All

American' Bisexual' Curious' Close!f>c!

Gav' Nervous about youf peers' I ye boon

tfwre Handsome. i5-year local profession

al weU-boili. physically lit. -»iraight--appe.-ir

,no, healthy Bill 310 824-2433

BODY WEIGHT &
HORMONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25, weight between
80&120lbs , with normal perK>ds, to partici-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs

Receive $25.00 lor complete participation

Dr Ian ripO 31 0-206- 1987.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraine&behavior Participants

will receive a padMN containing question-

naire. $1 wtt be oftoired after return of com-
pleted quMtionare. C .:«IMed participants will

currently have mikVno headache&have been
diagr)6eed by Itieir doctors as having had
severe migrane In the past Leave
name&address 310-20e-7187voicemail557.

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES. 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medicine Phy-

sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity

SZS/hr plus pwlcing. Up to 4 hrs. 310-825-

1118

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yr8

needed for UCLA raeearch study. Receive

$25 for lab experiment and devetopnwntal

evaluation, and get a sdentWc learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(healthy

or heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery. Disease-UCLA $25/hr Up to 8

hours 31 0-825-1118.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (M&F) 18-20 years

of age for a study on bone health Will re-

ceive $50 plus free nutritional, bone density

and strength assessment, and comprehen-

sive blood analysis Please call the UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donofs.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call l-88fr411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell. Creative Conception.

n

9iep Up io fbe Latest in

Research for Psoriasis.

Ara you sulfiBring from plaque paoriMte?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could recieve study-related treatment at rto

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440
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PUniNG
' themOES

Together
Are you or is someone you know 18+ years old and suffering from Anxiety? You

may qualify for an important medical researcfi study if your symptoms include:

Excessive Wony

Feeling Tense or Irritable ', ^ "

U Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

At CallfornU CHnlcal Trtab, a premier research facility, we are (ixused on testing

medications ttiat could possibly improve lives and lead to future medical break-

throughs. Qualified participants will receive quality care from our research staff, a

free basic physical exam and lab tests. Enrollment is rimited. Be part of the solution

and call now.

TOUFREE
I -888'CC-TRiAL __

(I -888-228-742S)

California Clinical Trials

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUAUFIED RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS.

k

If you are 18 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Under Dermatologist Supervision
Jr

ISMT'

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

If you are a woman between the ages

of 21 and 35, the many eggs your
bodv disposes of each montn can be
used by an infertile woman to have a

baby. Help an infertile couple realize

their dreams, enter the gene pool and
help advance knowledge of Human

Reproduction! Finanaal
compensation, of course Completely
confidenhal. For more information,

please call USC Reproductive
Endoctinology at Uia) 97S-9990.

A happily married couple seeks to

adopt a baby to complete our tamily

Our two year old adopted con

would love to be a big brother.

If you can bdp «* fiiMUl our dream,

"'1^ call Wewiy/Frcd.
£y^ (»00) 4»4-254} Code: 9097

MATCHING OVERSTUFFED WHITE
LEATHER(LIKE) CHAIR, $200 7FT-

QUEENSIZE SOFABED $300 Like new
310-471-5326

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS&FOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119 95, Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$189 95 Kings-$239 95 Futons-

Si 49 95 Free detivery Beacon Mattress

1309 WestwoodBlvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box. and frame,

$<50 Can deliver 310-822-3284

3700

SOLO FLEX with butterfly anO leg extension

$400 or best offer Contact Patrick at tncks-

ta@ucla edu or 310 354-0335

3400
ComfNiteri/Software

PENTIUM 200 MMX, 32RAM, 4 3HD,

6X4CD, 33 6, 14-inch SVGA SOW Speak-

ers Win 95 All latest adobe Via Voice Tons

more $1100 310-823-5101

Miisicsl InstranNMnts

••••••••••
^ Piano Rentals ^
"^ Low Monthly Rates Jf
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
•••••••••*

350r
FaraHore

Classifieds

825-2221

transportation
^f*

.4* :..\

^
4500 - 5500

MMflrSalt

STARS CAROL BRUNc I i, nunia i.yu«viiey.

and Jofin Dye Reveal the key elements in

becoming a professional actori Order ttie

video "Ttie Actor's Success Factor" now'

www gravityrebel com or call 435-655-7552

1989 CHEVROLbl CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

wtiite, excellent condition. $3,975. 310^74-

0555.

1990 ACURA INTEGRA. 69,000 miles, ex-

cellent condition, great stereo, alarm. Origi-

nal owner $6,000 obo Trey, 9-5 (818)502-

.5600

1993 MAZDA PROTOGE LX. 5-speed,

64Kmi, AC, CC. TW. all power, snrl. CD. al-

toys. Pro-lock $7400. 310-657-7749.

87 VW JETTA. 4-door Silver, sunrool, CD-
player, A/C $3250 Call Ctirise 310-553-

5946

88 TOYOTA MR2 Must sen. 5-speed, AC,

sunroof, extras. Super clean! $3,950 otx)

Call Steptien, 818-504-1177

'81 MAZDA RX7 sky blue, 34.000 miles

Good condition 5-speed. standard stereo,

new paint job $2000 Call 818-793-2785

'83 280ZX Original owner, full power, excel-

lent condition. Jade-gray, black&gray Interior.

$6,900 A real beauty! Good tires and
alarm/locks 310-472-1915.

89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO: 4-wtieel drive Fully loaded, excellent

conditon. nms, CD/stereo. $10,900. Must

see 310-879-1484

•94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed. Ex-

cellent condition. $8990 Please call

Zain@310-477-6612.

97 FORD EXPLORER SPORT. 2-door/Dark

green. Automatic, power all. AC. cassette,

alarm. Low miles Perfect $20,820 or take

over lease-$324/mo 213-506-2063.

97 HONDA CIVIC HX Red. 2door. auto.

A/C, cassette, power window/doorlocks.

alarm. Low miles Perfect Must Sell. 213-

506-2063

f CycliRipair

-vcleTime Comp.iny

• ~Moped* Motor ScoolwMoloicycle ,
S<iles • Rapaks • insuranoa .

. EXCHANGE ADFOW FREE PICK-UP
•ORPUfX^USEDtSCOUNT

I 1632S.UCI«W9aBMt
, Six BkKks Soulh o( Pico

Q (310)275-6734/

tar Sate

1985 YAMAHA 12^ Black Only 6000

miles Perfect condition Sold w/ gloves, hel-

met&iock $800 Call Fabrice 818-246-3853

1986 HONDA ELITE 150cc Red. mint condi-

tion basket $350obo Call Paul at 626-237-

9721

travel

5800 - 5720

^mefuca
Round Trip Airfare!,

I'" ki... .. Ill (,.il.,i).t^..'

V).i> liu fixhu l.,iii- lilik.tl(j

Itoijotii / Cali S5«i

CariKii". .S49

I.ini.i ^-14

I; I .s .--Vjr.-s • H:>

<|iiil / (^nilo s »)
1 ,1 IM/ s/,

S.intiat<o SH2
S.IO I'iiiilo Kio s(i«)

Package Tours also availablr
Kor ,110 firii KH^I
Res 8002S9 05|y

-•KOI KSSIONA! TK ~ i"

ixiulh AiTiriu .111

( M " Mil

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEP'S-$478 R/T, Mexico/Car-

ibbean-$209-$249 Ft/T, Hawaii-$119 o/w

Call 310-394-0550. http://wwairtiltcti.org

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK. Two tickets

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale. $200ea
212-946-1173

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN WR CAR, HOTEL REMTION AT

MtpJAifWW.prtsmaweb. comAiquatnnnI

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic ond

Intemotonai Airfares

TourPockoges

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

*Asio*Africo*Australo*Ewope*$outti America*

*lndio*Cana<to*Mexico*Howoy*

PncK on SUC^ to cAongt wtnU notca MxMMfy may M
lnTMH) aM 9omt nanacn moy apcly PU Tans

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 Wllshln. SuM 434, WKlwood CA 90024

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND mr COURER AnfARES •

B« • Mttk aoMt Md WW W| $$$

1)11 'Ml I

Ahr Courier International
1-800-892-7216 24 hn.

S720
Vscstioii fockif|Os

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34&up 1 -888-PICANTI Space limit-

ed

services

5800 - 7300

5900
RoMiciaiAU

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now; 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123) Also

receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628 '' -vww ucu orq

AUTO
INSURANCE

^NO BULL''
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*iA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (BOO) 22S-9000

More Bruins turn to the Daily Bruin ttian any other newspaper.

4.-' -^-^v-^:-

/lllstatGf
Yb«A« in good hand*.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd.
(2 b>lk». So. of Wlls>-»lrq)

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want
your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request ttie

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

1
FREE FOOD/ENT.

—t»ttp://www thelaweb.com Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet nigtit guide, to DINING,

ENTERTAINI^ENT. and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live with family. Four

weeks-$875: 5classes/day, room&board.

CALMECAC Calixto 2, Guanajuato, Gto

36000 Mexico. modem560quliote.ugto.mx.

iitnamtiMMinK

HkMlHi IKimkMK

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Individuals. Call for free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC#32388 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hypnotherapy for

test preparation Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village. Carole ChasIn MA. MFCC.
310-289-4643.

t

( ()l \S| I |\(

with COMPASSION
and CONnOENTULITY
KAREN DERIt Ph.D.

Lk.#13164

P10)337-16M

KAREN SCHLAFF. Ph.D.

Lic.« 13794

(310) 472-643«

R.MILES UYCHOCO. Ph. D.

Lk.»143S6

(310) S39-7t75

Wcstwood Omce

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Taadng to the RMKT p«non can helpt

ATFOftDABlf , QUAUTY THERAPY

Wonn* 'montM. ««.0. _^ .^''"**"°^'

I ir^nafl DcpfVSftlon, LOSS,

p^^^^^jj^^^^
Sslf-CtlMm. Anxtoty,

tPbY IMWJ
Survtvof* of Emottonrt.

Physical, or SiKiMl AbuM,
OvsTMlino, Body IfnaQS,

AduR ChMrsn of AtcohoHcs,

Coupiw ConRtots or Brsak-ups, stc.

I oflfl Dv* InPOMM Miomss

•300
pUigil AilvloQ/MlQiiMyt

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13 GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYMI Flat lee/low cost/payment plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc. (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/3 1 0-207-2089.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experienced immigration attorney. Reason-

able rates and free consultations. Call 213-

251-9588 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CARDIThe Easy- Inexpensive WAY!
Visas. Work Permits, & Latx>r Certification A
California Corporation Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200

Mflmufg/Sloi'igi

BEST MOVERS 213-263 2378 Licensed,

insured Lowest rates Fast, courteous, and
careful Many students moved for $98. Lic-

T- 163844 NO JOB T<X) SMALL!

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. ^udenl discount.

310-285-8688 SF LV, SD. AZ Go Bruins

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers Experienced, reliable, same day
delivery Packing, boxes available Jerry.

310-391-5657 GO UCLAM

Display
206-3ni
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DENTALHEALTH INSTITUTE We Create Beautifi,] Smiles!

'All Students
|^^BM^^H||^^^H • 34 houp Ememencu Service

& Foculty ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^k '^^'-^1 ^ ^<»' Insurance Plans Accepted

Members are f

welcotne'

First tinie

introductory

offer with

tfiis coupon

• FuU onl camiMlKMi
• Nccttunr X-Rayt

• Cl«nifi( A Poliihing

Tel: (31^0)475-5598

• Wc tffrr Ah BMt tffcdivc bkachiiil lytttn
{

• CMipid* Rtmknadt Kit

•ADAi

1630 Weslwood Blvd., West Los Angeles, Between WilsLre & Santa Mqnico (Free ParLinq in Pear) I

lilttlB.li<HHMHlff

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional musi-

cian All ages and styles Reasonable rates.

Private WLA recording studio. 1st session

tree. 310-397-2524

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons. $13/hr.

my home or $23/hr your honr>e. Acous-

tic&electrK Jules: 310-398-2480.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

'els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad 10-years

European operatic experience Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

technique. $40/hr. 310^70-6549.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

ESL EDITOR
HELPS INTERNATIONAL faculty/students fi-

nalize books, technical articles, personal

statements 15-years experience Efficient,

thorough, reasonable rales 213-380-3731.

e-mail: ndownes6worldnel.att.net

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 week dass
Job Placement Servk:e

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
DiKaounl w«h Stud<nl ID

Debt Consolidation. Auto Loans.

Low Interest Bad credit,

Bankruptcies Accepted
Employment Required.

Fast Response on Approved
Applications.

1-888-281-5110

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al aUt^Kfc.nmm/amm\Hktv\ .

P«nonri SMwwnk, PfopoHli and Books.

Namriknl Mud** wakxime.

SmCEIMS
Sharon B—r. Ph.D. (310) 47<K662

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS San-

ta Monk:a College. Business and travel

Starting Feb 28+April 25. Six Saturdays,

9am-12pm $75 Partk;ipation encouraged

310-452-9214.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Os can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

DavkJ 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

and complete resume servkies 213-444-

2033

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. or call

mobile unit direct. 818-697-4028 Pager

213-344-7581 http://www,online-

labs.com/danni/res/index htm

Classifieds

825-2221

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour sen/k:e. Our
clients get restilts Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

MATH TUTORING/Ct . , . h D.

Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school Posl-Ph D. WLA 310-398-

0693.

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced Master

degree. One on one. At your home $25/hr

First class free. Never boring, always fun

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History. Foreign Students Welcome.
Call 310-452-2865

TUTOR WANTED for high school student in

physics and biology. $10/hr. Approx 8-

lOhr/wk. Call 310-271-6564.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and
below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—lor students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

Wsfltetf

r-TUTOR, English instructor needed for

private school ASAP, contact Doctor

Kim ©81 8-725-9797.

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Proce3*ir>g. TranscriptkKi. Resumes.
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & Morel

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING^'ROOFREAD-
ING FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS. ETC. 310-820-8830

DESIGNERS ORIGINAL Word Processing

Services; Tape Transaction. Business

Letters. Journals. Scripts. Term Papers. Re-

ports Student Discounts. 24-hours. (310)

777-0893 Tshlene

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes-

es. dissertatk>ns. transchptk>n, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. HoNyvM>od. 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc Fax, email, mail, bring work to me
Rushes. Student discount 818-830-1546

employment

7400 - 8300

7400

MAKE 2000% PROFIT
SELLING "HOW-TO" information by mail

Reprint rights to 750 Books, reports, manu-
als. Free info-pack 1-800-466-9222 ext

7891. 24hrs.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For smaB business. Fax brief summary: 310-
393-7412.

ATTORNEY NEEDED TO help recover
unpaid insurarKe claim in a major personal
injury case. Fee negotiable. 213-874-2569.

BARTENDING
Studnnt Discount for UCLA Students

With ID - Lowest Tuition J
•Eani$100-S200{My

* Lemi how to iwconw

a 06raM0 nranoer Hi

iust2

• R^mXaiob-irsaPARTYtM

*Job placement assistance

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

MMRKEnNG
Immed, P/T Pos avail

for Westside Co.

Easy Sales; Salary +

Comm. DAILY
CASH! Fun office.

310.479.6689

ALPHA PERSONNEL
ALPHA TEBftPORART

.( )\\ /;7/\','\Y,

Full-time/Temp-to-Hire

Temporary placement
TOP $$$$

• Accounting

• Admin Asst/ Word Processors

• Bank TeUers/ UUlity Clerks

• Data Entry Operators

• Receptionist

• General Office Clerks

Alpha Personnel (818) 956-3191

Alpha Temporary (818) 547-3996

FAX (818) 956-3090/

(818)547-5807

MAKE $15001 WEEKLY

working ONLY 4hrs a day

No collecjn degree

or experience needed.

Not MLM or chain letter

Foi tree info call

M.L. ENTERPRISES

at 1-888-510-4548

Don Antonio's Pizzaria
^
- Proudly Presents

Today's Crossword

Any Medium, One-Topping

Pizza
for

$C99
Call (310) 209-1422

• Not good with any olher ofTer •

• Expires 3/l3m*
__ » Delivery Minimuro U<IO»__ _J

ACROSS __
1 Nearly alt

5 Subject

10 Quick
14 Director

Preminger
1

5

Avoid adroitly

16 Arm bone
17 Masticate

18 Himalayan
country

19 Cargo
20 Earshot

22 Post-drinking

problems
24 Military storage

area

25 Fish finder

26 Out-of-date

28 Spews
32 Dove's home
35 Wise birds

37 Old cattle town
38 Ben- —
39 Nurse's

attire

41 Trouserpart

42 Colder
44 Skirt length

45 Sheltered from

the wind
46 Actress Cates
48 Bags
50 Actor Bellamy
52 Imitates a

snake
56 Early show
59 Huge
60 '75 Wimbledon

champ
61 Belief

63 By — : from
memory

64 Ruler of

Olympus

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

CaiiDQ SCdSQa QQIBIi
lA NID IIIR AC S RIIE R 1 N
It eIa mIwIo r k aIsIs eInitiQs ssaas
s U N RIIISIEHQIUIEIEIR L Y
B E Ylsp EIMIUISHSIH E

N mriA R R 1 V A
G A eIljil 1 S p D e R
SDQaiZlBIi SEIDISSQS

BAR Ail 1 p^E
/|h|i[t]e cap
JAISBROB E

PL A nHa Upi 1 ITHNIOIUINI
IsIeInIdmnIoIe |L|SBOPTS

DOWN
1 Coffee/

chocolate mix

2 Different

3 Mist

4 Water-skier's

gear
The Lady of

Shalotr poet

Designer
Cassini

Young dog
Potato state

Singer— Dion

31

32
33
34

36
39
40
43
45
47
49

interest

"How do I

love —?"

Kitchen herb
Sliver of wood
Cry of pain

Musical
Ensemble
Ice cream —
Not rural

Virginia city

Spookiest
Says positively

Votes in

Actress

Basinger
Evita or

Juan-:
Pry
Chemical
compound
Run-down
Labyrinth

On the Caspian
So
Thought
— out: barely

get by

11 112 113

m

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT. WLA School looking for capable and

experienced teacher assistants to work with

elementary level students, M-F, SAM- 1PM.
Begin 02/23«8 Call 310-476-2868 Ask for

Mr. Nastrl.

EVENING AND WEEKEND CHILDCARE by

experienced, vlvack>us. mature lady. Tod-

dlers to school-age Westside or Valley ar-

eas. References Sandra 0818-901-7461

TAKE CARE OF your chiW in my own apt.

$40(Vmo 9-5 Registered nurse. Westwood
area 310-575-3532

We accept Visa. MasterCard, and Discover.
Display

206-30^0
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Learn skills that will

liberate yourself and
our community MMMO

30 years of serving the community

Monday, February 23, 1998 6pm«118 Kerckhoff Hall, Conference Room For more Info x53305

1 friend
lover

.^UnL^yjy^^roommate
Drpmerisgffria
"& niOtner girlfriend

Dedicate a page in the Bruinlife Yearbook to a friend, a

lover, a relative, or anyone for that matter. Personal Ads are

now being accepted at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. Tell your friends,

tell your parents, tell everyone! If you have any questions,

please call 825.2640 for further information.

>\y'>\

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Personal Ads are a great way to congratulate a graduate.

Each year, Bruinlife Yearbook reserves a limited number of

pages for these dedicated messages. Pictures, messages,

and graphics can all be used in order to make your

congratulatory message special.

i A »
• T

Daily Bruin Class'fi«d Monday, FHxuary 23, 1998 3S

Vegas

Pacific Ties

out toda

pCMM Cini WMted
CHILD CAHfc t-OH 2BOYS (B&llJ M-h S.M-
7PM. Mar Vista. Responsibililies: Driving, af-

terschool activities, and hw. References+
valid license needed. 310-477-7171.

CHILD CAReHOUSEKEEPING, P/T. 3-

7pm. W&Th. Must drive 2 children, 11&15.
310-277-7195.

FATHERS HELPER. P/T on Weekends
Assist w/girls 6 and 10 Do activities w/ttiem.

Computer literate. Must have own car. 310-

553-7337.

FEMALE. ATHLETIC, fun-loving w/child de-
velopment background needed to work w/6-

year-okj boy weekday afternoons. 310-471-

0804.

NANNY afternoons and some evenings,

valid drivers license, great references re-

quired. About 32hrs/wk. flexible hours. WLA.
Easy kkjs. 310-836-8189

PART-TIME STUDENT to care lor 3 children

in Pacific Palisades Must speak English and
dnve. Appfox. 30 hours/week. 809-569-

5812.

PAHTTIME SITTER. Mon. Wed. an<yor Fri

for 2 and half yr-okVboy ExperierKe. local

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490.

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 3-YEAR OLD GIRL.

Memational or bilingual background, car,

references r«quired. Grand f*tano. Beverty-

wood adjacent. Laird-310-287-1677.

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk. For 2 chikJren

ages 6A8. Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area. Pay negotiable

f^nna031 0-859-0345 between 10am-6pm

RESPONSIBLE. FUN. CARING babysiitor
3-4 afternoons for girls 446 Help w/afier
school acttviiies FemaJe preferred w/own
car, valid dnvers license, msurance+refer
ences $8-i0/hr Chevioi HiMs. 3i0-2fl0
0253.

Phone Magic
SERIOUS-MINDEO

TELEPHONE WORKERS
PART-TIME

Not afraid of hard work
to earn excellent

commissions, plus

bonuses, in professional

Village office. Call for

information.

^ (818) 971-0475 1&

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time. At Home Toll Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings

"RECEPTIONIST**
fn OR PfT POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude

Needed M. W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

"^ice in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Please caH: 310-826-7494

Classifieds

825-2221

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILINU our
circulars. No experience required Free infor-

matk)n packet. Call 410-783-8279.

A LAW FIRM
WESTWOOD-Flexible hours Learn a lot

$7.50+. Good typing skills, computer liter-

ate, excel experience preferred. Call 310-

475-0481
. Resumes preferred 310-446-

9962

ADMIN ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

filing & general admin. Fax resume:310-247-
1707/mail POB 5150, Bev Hills 90209

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for profes-

sional MD Home office in WLA. Strong com-
puter-t-administrative skills necessary. 20-

25/hrs-wk. $9-12/hr depending on experi-

ence. 310-470-7019.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac^
counting and computer skills. PT. Flexible

hours. Pacific Palisades. We are national

flower shippers. 310-231-0811

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSjSTANT: Vocational
rehabilitation company* Responsibilites in-

clude: assist counseling staff w/general of-

fice duties. Must be bilingual (English/span-

ish) write and read. Highly detailed orient-

ed/organized. Computer literate. Fax Robin
310-996-6760.

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS Sales and book-
ing positions at modeling company Will train.

PT/FT position. Commission only. 310273-
2566.

ARCHITECTURE/ENG.GRAD STUDENT
Private party looking for architec-

ture/eng.grad student to develop plans for

new family home Please cali Odi: 213-933-
2752.

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seek-
ing strong, motivated individuals to fill leader-

ship and management positions. Excellent

pay, FT/PT 310-348-9900.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
up to $20/hr., day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes, 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr+commission learning the

financial markets. Telemartteting skills re-

quired PT/FT Santa Monica office. 310-394-

3364, Scott. FAX 310-656-2434

WANT A SUMMER JOB in marketing'

Campus Oreaories-a national publishing

company-seeks student to work as Marke\
ing Rep. for profitable k>cal publishing busi-

ness. Gain practical business expenece and
earn up to $i 5,000 See www.campusdiroc
ioiies.com (or more mfo.

ATTRACTIVE, self motivated, women need
ed for lingerie modeling. Ho nudity. Excel

lent oompensatonii Will not interfere w/suid-

les. Chrinne^t 8-545-8855 Ext 3

HEALTHY GOURMET NEEDS food delivery

driver Mondays and/or Fridays Car must fn

^0^ coolers kisurance a must About $50-

$i00/day. 310-829-0111.

sroRis \i\KKi:iiN(;

Earn six figures, get tickets to

all the hottest sporting events,

and hang with the pros. If you

are a graduate, can work under

pressure, love sports and cold

calls, you could make your

team AM 1 150 Sports Radio.

Call Nancy Cole.

(818)295-6500I
CAMPUS JOBS

UCLA STUDENTS WANTEDI! Front

desk/customer servk:e agent at tfte UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel. WORK 15-

20HRS/WK $7.75/HR+.32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE OPEN
24HRSI APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE.. LA

90024 PHONE 310-794-0151 FAX 310-

794-8503.
I

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St

Mary's College 3pm- 11pm or 5pm- 1am
$6/hr to start. 310-541-7775

CARETAKER Look after 76yr old man. Ex-

ercise, take to pool Must drive w/insurance.

P/T. Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402.

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, commercials, and musk; videos Earn

up to $240 per day! No expenence needed

Work guaranteed! CaU today 213-851-6103.

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-time lor small

busy law firm in Beverly HWs Great hands-

on experience! $7/hour Please call; 310-

659-9393^

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring

Free details. 1-800-435-4247

inoiiels Needed N«w
No experience rsquired

For catalog, prMworti, magazines, movies
vkJeo and Iv commercials
Men and Women of aN ages

Free Consultation

CAU MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN

A OAV

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company looking for

customer service reps. Part-time 6am- 10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F. Friday&Saturday
posititons for midnight to 8am or all hours. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support. Com-
puter experience preferred In Westwood,
minutes from canopus. Fluency in French,
German or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, vkjeo, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-
tic, and enjoy working with children 310-

472-7474x110.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew. Must
enjoy customer service Some lifting.

$6.77/hr 15-20hrs/wk. CaH Felicia at 310-
206-2842 to apply

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING Positbns start at $7 18/hr

with promotions up to $9 47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student with at least one academic
year remaining and a valid driver's Icense
Call 310-825-2148 for details

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positkjns at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment
at the financial mstitotion serving UCLA To
apply lax resume to 310-477-2566 or on
web at www.ucu.org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
lUrban dog playcare & training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts. 310-445-1447.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED Mon-Fri, after-

noons in exchange for parking privileges

Home- walking distarx;e from campus. Bon-
nie: 310-474-9969

EXPERIENCED MULTI-TASKED RECEP-
TIONIST needed to handle multiple lines

Growth potential with investment banking

firm. $8/hr. Sonia 031 0-444-0077.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range
for upcoming films. No experience neces-

sary, 18-t-, union/nonunion okay, all kicks

needed. NTM:818-752-8044

F/T WRITER for immigration law firm in Cen-
tury City BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $1 1/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK NEEDED for Architectural firm.

Organized person for 20-30 hours/wk. $7.00-

8.50/hr Resumes to Box 1211, 11301 Olym-
pk: Blvd.. #121 LA, CA 90064

FILE CLERK
P/T. fast-paced, WLA medk:al offwe. Filing

medcal records, x-rays, and general duties.

Fax resuHDe 310-286-2710 attn Kay

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City firm. Light

phones/typing. Heaving filing Fax resun>e to

Margarita Fox 310^785-1464

FUN SUMMER JOBS' Gain valuable expen-

ence worthing with children outdoors We are

kx>king for fun, canng, Summer Day Camp
staff wfiose summer home is In the San Fer-

narKlo or Canejo Valley. Vantura, Camarilk).

Malit>u, or Simi Valley Sumn>er salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs©aol com

FUN&$$$
Seeking motivated indivkJuals interested in

having fun&making a difference. Strong
earning potential PT Call 310-649-5075.

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Immediate position available. Century City

investment banking firm. Must work Thurs-

days&Fridays. 8am-5pm without exception

Punctual, computer literate, responsible,

dedicated, professional, hard-working, and
detail-oriented Prevkjus offk:e experience

preferred. $a/hr. Fax resumeJIO-788-5572,
att.Sheri or Lili.

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine

82S-1004

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. P/T. Flexible

hours, filing, data entry. Familiar with Excel
and Qucken preferred Bel Air $7-8/hr 310-
271-6564.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA Conversation only Flexible hours
Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GLOBAL COMPANY'S LOOKING FOR en-
trepreneur to participate in the technolo-

gy/telecommunications market. Part-

time/Full-time available Great $$ Call Maria
or Zev 310-202-6581

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers Flexible

scheduling 15-20 hrs/wk $6.36/hr lor stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income polen-

_
tial Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 Income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10105

INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, China.
PT/FT Call 310-393-8810.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND
SALES. High commission salary. Paid vaca-
tions. Flexible hours. Sales experience help-

ful but not necessary Call David: 626-824-

9619

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help imn>ediately RapkJIy expand-
ing. No experience necessary Full training

P/T $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664

KAPLAN
SALES-Smart, ambitious, energetic people
for our Educatkjnal Sales Department B/A,

1-year experience in sales/marketing, serv-

ice-oriented, enthrived in last-paced working

environment. Fax cover and resume attn

DW 310 -209-2025.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR Sinai Akiba. private school

near UCLA. M-F 9-1pm Must like chiWren.

athletics. Call Jill Linder©310-475-6401,
ext.284.

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair removal
company in BH RN or PA (or soon-to-be
graduate) Friendly, detail-onented, wiH train

$18-$25/hr. 310-247-0999

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expandtngihas limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Pos. are limited so caN now&join LE
BEACH CLUB, the Very Best. Contact Carol
310-704-8834

LIVE IN WANTED to assist with daily activi-

ties for a healthy 86-yr/okJ widow. Santa Mo-
nk:a area. Must have car 310-587-9244

LOUISES TRATTORIA. 11645 San Vicente

Blvd. Brentwood Host&counter needed
Part-time f^ease apply in person between 3-

5pm. f>to phone calls.

MARKETING INTERN J Pelerman Compa-
ny, a national retail/direct mall catak>g, is

kwking for a mari<eting intern. P/T, paki posi-

tkjn. 15-20hrs/wk Please fax Brina©213-
938-6982

MARKETING/ADVERTISING/SALES MAN-
AGER for innovative new firm. Imagirrative.

motivated. er>ergetk:. Marketing/advertising

experierx:e helpful P/T Open salary Call

310-305-8680 or fax resume: 310-822-1127.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March, July and August/1998 1-800-

305-4415. huntdCicc umanitoba.ca

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOMMY-AND-ME
TEACHER/KIDS GYM. Experience with

Mommy-and-Me classes cheerleader-type

with tons of energy 15-20hrs/wk F/T-possi-

ble. $10/hr. 310-288-0258

UCLA Annual Fund

nuo
$8.10^.n.wMMW

(ttn -Thna tMiil*(t. 2 iMit on S« t Sun iWotoom)

ConUct Cailot GonMz

31l-794-«Z77
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4tt) floor, Westwtxxl
we are able to offer work study

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types-18+l Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program tor tree medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry, wild life

preserve, concessionaires, firefight-,

ers&more Competitive wages+benefits. Ask
us how! 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT Part-time, 12-

I5hrs/week, 3 days a week, flexible,

$8 50/hr 310-209-3381

OFFICE ASSITANT
Needed for marketing director P/T or F/T.

Must have knowledge in MS Word/Excel.
Fax resume to 3 10-338-36 10-.

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-
wood driving and traffic school Part-time Fri-

day Saturday, and Sunday Call for informa-

tion 310-824-4444.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT for real estate
company close to campus Flexible hours.
16-20 hrs/wk., $8/hr. computer literate (MS
Word/Excel), phone, filing, organized, reli-

able 310-471-0206 Ext 15.

PART-TIME LEAGUE
COORDINATOR

SPORTS-ORIENTATED, fun, reliable people
needed to work at adult sports leagues. Must
be 21 yrs or older Interns also needed. Call

tor inten^iew and wage info. 310-376-0025

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8^r. Mon-
Fri. 9am-5:30pm. Small immigratkw law firm

in Century City Coriiputer literate, good
phone skills, file, phones. Position includes
all other job related duties Begins ASAP. -
3 1 0-553*600 or fax-3 1 0-553-26 16.

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-
vate training opportunity 5 days/week, M-R
6am start. $500/month. Fax information:

310-476-7976

PT DRIVERS/WAITERS -

WANTED
FLEXIBLE HRS. GREAT work/people Driv-

ers/waiters wanted- Pizza Hut
Nathan: 310-208-0900.

Contact

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT wanted by lamily-

run real estate management company Must
be extremely organized, computer liter-

ate&reliable Great working environ-

ment/flexibte hours. $8/hour 213-850-5726.

RECEPTIONIST
WEEKEND position with Law Firm. 9am-
6pm Sat-Sun Bilingual Spanish Reception,

data entry, tiling. Computer literate. $15/hr.

Fax resume 213-658-6041

RECEPTIONIST Experienced, needed for

new saton in Westwood. F/T. Please calf

310-208-7531

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T
Mon-Fri No expenence required Ptiones.

computers, Excellent salary/benefits. West-
LA Be part of a fantastic team! 310-476-
4205

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet
food in BH. Sales oriented, people person
wanted to manage small exciting shop Man-
agerial and sales experience a must Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm. 213-939-
1148.

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books. PT
ChikJren book knowledge req. WLA. 310-
559-2665.

STUDIO REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hr +bo-
nuses P/T No expenence needed. Working
w/other students Great P/T / F/T work. 213-
882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Decathton Sports
Club Palo Alto. CA $65-$80/day 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

Check Autos for Sale [4900] tor the car you've been looking for.
Display

206-301
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SURROGACY: Professional couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy $20,000 800-450-5343

TV: PILOT
On Asian Culture. Seeking new talent Fe-

niale host w/hip personality and strong com-

munk»tk)n skills. Bilingual a plus. Also, male

for physKal comedy. Martial arts a plus.

Lunch and great experience lor one day

shoot with possible future pay Send picture

and resume to: Bobby Okinaka 510 Kings-

ford St Monterey Park, CA91754

TEACHERS: reading enrchment program

$450-500/wk FfT summer job Paid training,

medical benefits BA, car required 562-429-

5676 or 562-429-5376

TRAVEL AGENCY SEEKS PfX office help.

$8/hr Computer oriented, some fillrig Near

Westside Pavilwn Call Mary 310-837-6119

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE production of

'Harriet's Return' staring Debbie Allen

Starts Jan 27. Sign-up&see it for free: 310-

208-6500 ext 115.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese, cafe in WLA Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs

Will work around your school schedule 818-

344-1294

WEB SITE DESIGNERS
Full and part time, $15/hour+. HTML and

graphic design High-end clients, great ex-

perience, leading design studio Apollo Inter-

active. 310-393-5373

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the devetopmentally disabled Call

Dwighl Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

CHILDRENS UNLIMITED ENTERPRISES
Talent Consulting Service needs charismat-

ic, energetic, enlhusiastk: interns with the

k)ve of rhikiren at heart. 213-920-7067.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available Great

opportunity to learn atx^ut investing and get

Inensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-046.')

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpakj interns. Please contact Cher-

yl at 310-31 3-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERNET COMPANY seeks computer sav-

vy intern $ a graphic artist Will train. 213-

655-6300. www.eilbacher.com.

PUBLICITY INTERNS NEEDED. Dynamic,

detailed and responsible R&B Musk: clients.

Non paying, college course credit Fax re-

sume 213-466-0391.

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdrm/4-bath. 3-level

townhouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st 310-391-1076

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge

apts, ideal for roommates Garden, court-

yard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to cam-

pus 818-997-7312

1235 FEDERAlvAVE -»2 One-bedroom

$750/mo. 2-rT»ilel from campus Furnished.

Near Bus Laundry facilities Stove, refngera-

tor, carpet, swimming pool 310-825-4906 or

310-478-041 5{night).

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 142-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER $710-5925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOO FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS 310-839-6294.

MAR VISTA. $925 2-bdrnV2-ba. 2-slory cus-

tom townhomes Fireplace, gated garage,

unit alarm Open Monday-Saturday 10-5

11748 Courtleigh Dr. 310-391-1076.

OVERLAND NATIONAL Cozy, 2bdrm/1ba

apartment. Quiet buikj<ng, hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo, $700 secur-

ity deposit 310-458-7726

PALMS. $1045 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Fans Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager

PALMS $1150 Large 1-bdrm. 1 5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, bateony, private sundeck, A/C, new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/fwy. 310-836-6007

PALMS $1795 4-bd-»-k)ft, 3-ba 3-level town-

house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances Convenient to

campus Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061

PALMS. Ibdrm/lba Carpet, newly painted

Utilities included, tear parking. Center court-

yard $575 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105.

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495 1-bdrm.

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave message

PALMS; $695/MO Ibdrm/lba. Large, dean,

gated parking, intercom, Jacuzzi, quiet build-

ing Low security deposit with good credit. 1 -

yrleas'i 310-842-9127.

SANTA MONICA Furnished, hardwoor.
floors. $650 mo S: 0-395- 1284 Ageni Fe<

SANTA MONICA, BRENTWOOD, WEST-
WOOD and the WESTSIDE. Over 1,000

properties each week LOW FEE Westside

Rental Connection. 310-395-RENT
www.westskterentals.com

SANTA MONICA, Ocean Park and 34th.

Bachelor, furnished/unfurnished, utilities

paid, stove/refrigerator Street parking. Must

see $610. 310-399-1533.

SANTA MONICA- N of Wilshire 7 blocks

from beach Spacious, phvate bachetor apt

w/hardwood floors&large closets $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monk:a and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

_ W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550. Some/w
utilities included, laundry, nk;e area, and

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C, large, uppers, and more

2-bdrms $795-$1295. Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/nr)o with parklnv, laundry and more.

Many with fireplaces, d^shjwashers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD 5minutes to bus-stop. Spa-

cious bachek>r. utilities, refrigerator, mi-

crowave included. Secured parking, fur-

nished, pool, gated entry. $615. 310-824-

4152.

WESTWOOD 2bdrnrv/1bth w/oven

range&dishwasher. Gated building, 2-car

tandem parking. Available now. 1675 Man-
ning $1000/mo. 310-476-6763.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1200 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath Balcony, appliances, pool,

quiet locked building/garage 310-553-6662.

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA. . Luxury
2bdrm/2ba w/balcony. gated parking, fire-

place, fridge and dishwasher, swimming
pool/spa. Available 03/01/98. $1300/mo
310-208-2617.

WESTWOOD, 1440 Veteran. Studk) w/full

kitchen, bed, desk. Secured building&park-

ing. Utilities paid Pool, spa, laundry,

rec.room. $795/mo. 818-222-1909 or 310-

478-7570.
, {^

WESTWOOD 1 MIN from UCLA Single

$750. Gated complex Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease 310-824-1830.

» • PALMS * "S

26D,2BA.

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. FIREPUCE.
BALCONY. GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 PARIS $1045
(310)837-0906

4BO,3eA.

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOIdE, RREPLACE,
GATED GARAGE, ALARMIN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
4BO,4BA

GATED GARAGE, ALARM MUMT
* 3154 Bm«W*m9L $1716

2BO,2BA, 2-STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPLACE.

BALCONY. GATED GARAGE,

ALARMMUNTT
* 11748 CourtMgn Dr.$925 •

, (310)391-1076 -
Open Hou— Mon. - St., 10 5
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34

(D

isr

28

11

13

25

Nmra£ CBSNmvs

NewsS

Beverly Hills, 90210
"Wedding Bell Blues" 5:

Science
Guy

NwwtS

Cook-
Caprial

101

Dalmatians

Boy
WortdX

Pictionary

Living

Singfel

RicU Lake Guests seek

surrogate mothers

Primer hnpacto

NmnS:

News S.

Fiiniiy

Matters S
Business
Report

news JL

(In Stereo)

Home
Improve.

Martin (In

Stereo) H
Noticiaai:

Fresh
PrirKC

Em.
Tonight

Eitra(ln

Stereo)

X

Fresh
Prince

Ntwshour With Jim
LshreriS

ABCWM

TV(ln
Stereo) a
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouX

Jeopardy!

Videos

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) S

Hard Copy

Hollywood

SeinteMJIn
Slerec) &.

Life and
Times

Wheel of

Fortune X
LAPOiUfe
onttw

Simpsons
(In Stefeo)

Esmeralda

Cosby (In

Slereo) &.

Everybody-
Raymond

The Closer
"The Pilot"

Georget
LeoX« "While You Were Steep<r)g"(1995) A looely

woman lalc^s onto a cxxnatose accideni vict«T\ X
7th Heaven "li Takes a

Village • (In Stereo) X
Antiques Roadshow (In

Stereo) (Part 1 o) 2) X
Wilt You Marry Me? (In

Htfttt X fMWS kS.

Melrose Ptaca "Blunt

Drama" (In Stereo) X
In the

HouaeX
Malcolm t
Eddie X

Three "Lke Feton, Lke
Daughter" (In Stereo) X

BrooWyn South
"FistictAs" (In Stereo) X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

(In Slereo) X

American Eipartence 'Iteagan" "Uleguard" (In

Stereo) (Part 1 o< 2) X
"The Weddmg" {^g%, Drama) Hale Beny. A woman
IS lorn t)etween two men Irom diHerent badtgrounds.

NewsX News M.

AHy McBeal "Once r a

LHetiDe" (In Stereo) X
Good News TSparto (In

X
I
Slereo) X

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44 56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography'
Ftemifig"

Peggy Figure Skating The Art ol Russian

S<(ating.(R)

* "The Son /too fl/ses" (1957) Tyrone Power An
mpcAert war veteran is reunited with a lormer k?ve

Figure

Skrtng
LawAOrdar
"Benevolerwe"

'The Webraskan"(1953, Western)
Phil Carey, Ftoberta Hayrtes

** "Invesligalion ola Citizen Aix>ve Suspicion" {\970. Drama) Gian Mana Vdonie. Ftorinda

Bolkan, Salvo Randone An wspector sleuths a murder thai he himsell committed 'R'

World Today X

(4 00)** "Johnny

Daf)9erousV"( 1984)

Prime Time Justice

Larry King Live X

IMght
Stand Laugh

Cochran A Company

Prime Time Public Affairs

World Today X

Daily Show TStein't

(R) [Money

Trial Story

Spytek 'The Real OOr

Uncut (R) Coming
Attractions

Spytak The art and
science ol espionage

Behind the

Scenes (R)

(4 30) CoHege Basketball Providence

at Connecticut (Live)

BoiuNua: The Lost
Episodes "Trouble Town"

Golden
GinsX
(4 00) MTV
Jams

You Afraid?

Local
Action (R)

Golden
Girts X
Twelve
Viewers

Rocko's
Modern Life

Sports
News

Carol

BurrMtt

Supermar-
ket Sweep

Gossip

Spytek "Spy vs Spy"

News Daily

CM«Sports

AlgunaVezI

BJographyTeggy
Fleming (R)

K Final

OuarterX

News X

Criatina. EdidorT
EapacJM

X

X

Ctieers

"Rebourxf

Lale Show Actor Jeff

Bridges, {h Slereo) X
Tonight Show Actress Ah
Lanrfy. (In Stereo) X
Murphy
Brown X

Charlts Roaa (In Stereo)

X
MghtHnelil

Jerry Springer

Kaanenhrary Wayans'
Actor Joshua JaiAsoa

Mad About
YouK

vET

Lale Lata Show (In

Slereo)X
Lale Night (R) (In Stereo}

X
(R) (In Stereo) X

Ufeand
IMIwS

NMcaDy
X

America in

(RTx

Maury Documenting
attacics by animals X!

NotidasX

Figure

Skat!

«* "Gentleman's Agreement" {^9*7) A reporter

poses as a Jew for an artcle on antt-Semitism X

The Art of Russian

Yo-YoMawdltzhak
Parlman - AJI Beettwven

(R)X
NewsNight

B.B. lOng
Blues (R)

King of the

Showbiz
Today X

** 'Johnny Dangerously" 1964) Midiael Keaton A
lad turns to crime to pay nis mother's hoapHal Wis.

Prime Time Justice (R) Cochran A Company (R)

Burden of

Proof (R)

X

1 Night

Stand

l'!i!i'!l!'W

Figurt

Skating

1Fa*§^
"Pitorx

(R)X

Latarl

Slereo)

X

r(ln

io)B

Huntw A Baraq dipkxnat

stages terrorist bombings.

Inalructional

Programming

** "A Long Way Home'
(1961) Timotfiy Hutlcn.

's Court (R) (In

Stereo) X
Cops (In

Stereo) X
StarTrak-l, Mudd"

AlRibnodeiaNocheAstridHadidT'
mas.

S=^
Paid
Program

** 'The Caddy" ( 1 953, Comedy)
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Donna Heed

LjwAOrdar
"Benevolence" X

***'AJnhalJaa"
(1979) Roy Schekier.

"Invesiigation ol a Citizen Abwe Su^e«n"( 1970) An
wspector sleulhs a murder that he h«T«el oommHted.

* V4 "Song ol Scheherazade "
( 1 947) A dancer in

Morocco wspires composer Rimsky-Korsakov

CfM/Sports
Hkialralad

Trial Story (R)

MakaMe
Laugh

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Justice Files Violent

crime and chlktren (R)

College Basketball Oklahoma at Kansas (Live)

Oksana Baiul: The True^

Hollywood Story

Carol

Burnett

Debt

MTV Uve (In Slereo)

Figure It

Out

WCW Nitro (In Stereo Live) X

LaatWord

151

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOXSporU

Waltons "The Prophecy"

Intimate Portrait "Celne
Dion" (R) (In Slereo) X
MySo^^alledUfe'So-
Called Angels" (In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo) X
Goin'Daap

Rugratsjn
Stereo) X

Saved by USA High
In Slereo)

Baywatch 'Wet and WM"
(In Stereo) X

Vi In the Company ol Darkness " ( 1 993) A rookie

cop inacKertentIv exposes her own darti oaiL

liigfilafidar; The Series

"Pleasonable Doubt' X

Sports-

centerX

Rescue 911 (In Slereo) X

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Slereo)

Beavissnd
Bult-head

Hey Arnold!
(In Slereo)

Beavis and
Butt-head

H«ppy
Days

fC 'The Real OOr

Fashion
File (R)

FasNon
Emergency

Spytek The art and
science ol espionage (R)

Talk Soup Night SUnd

College Basketball NevadaUs Vegas at Utah
(Live)

Ice Capades: Ttte Magic
of MGM (In Slereo)

Hawaii F1ve-0 "Samurai"

X
"Deliver Them From Evil The Taking ol Alta View'

(1992, Drama) Harry Hamlm. Ten Can

Butt-head

Wonder
Years X

BeavIa and
Butt-head

Wonder
Years X

Boxing: Fight Night at the Great Western Forum
From Inglewood, CaM (Live'Inglewood,

tsMustrateSports IMustrated

Swimsuit (R)

Waker, Texas Rartgsr

"Money Tram" (In Slereo)

SportalMuslraled
Swimsuit Issus '97 (R)

WWF Raw (In Stereo) X

Road Rules
(In Slereo)

I Love Lucy
X

Daria,

Stereo'II
Mary Tyler

Moore X
FOX Sports News

Larry King Uve (R) X

Daily Show Stein's

Prime Time Justice (R)

Croasflre

(R)X

*** "Palhltnder"(\9ie,T, Adventure)

Mi(kel Gaup, N<s Otsi. 'NR' (Vniance)

CNWSporti

Saturday MgM Uve X

Cochran * Company (R)

DraamOn

TSa
—

Program

Newsroom
X
OaMyShow

Public Potlcy Conference

JiR
—

Program

Spylak "Spy vs Spy" (R)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem (R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club

Almost
PsrfectX

Golden
Giris

Loveline (In Stereo)

Taxi "Alex's

Old Buddy

"

NewhartX

FOX Sporto News

Far
Program Program

Melrose Place "The Dead
Wives Club " (In Stereo)

UpCloae
(fl)

Program

Talk Soup

(?)

^Bd"
Program

Night Stand

College Basketball Oklahoma al

Kansas (R)

Boctansa: The Lost

Episodes
"
The Witness"

Golden
Girts

Singled Out
(In Stereo;

DkkVan
Dyke

Last Word

Paid
Program

Unsolvsd Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Bewitched
'Ling Ling"

Sports
fcf

—

news

WCW Nitro (R) (In Slereo) X

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

V, "Buried Alive "

( 1 990) Tim Matheson A man
seeks revenge alter surviving his wile's murder ptol

uZjSSESS^^KiiiL

WWF War Zone (In

Slereo) X
II Life Adventure
an Garden ol Eden

"

Sik Stalkings "Cadillac

Jack" (R) (In Slereo) X
fSWildl LHe Adventures

(R) (In Stereo) X

HigNandar: The Series
"

Judgment Day" X

Paid
Progra

Homicide:
Life

Mattrock Doily (In Stereo)

Odd Couple
X

Bob
Newfiart

Boxino: Fight Night at the

Great Wesfem Forum (R)

Vi "Campus Man"
(1967) John Dye

&Nat
Central

MMnum,
pI^

«*'/i "Fk)oc/r(1976, Drama) Robert Gulp. Two
hehcopler pitott nt^ to the aid ol IkxxJ victims

34

33

35

;4:30)** "Hiding Out"
1967)JonCryaf 'PG-13

Dinosaurs
X

Growing
Pains af

* "The Fiifsr Wives CW)"(1996] TVee women
lake revenge after their huabands dump them 'PG' X
Growing
Pains X

'6 "Turto: A Poster Rangers Movie"
(19971 Jason David Frank 'PG' X
4

15J
*** IMefrqpo/rran'

1990) Carolyr^ Farina

50) e*''^ "The Fury"

978) Kirk Douglas 'R'

3:

1971

Brothady
LoveX
Making of

Rosewood

* "fllan* Check" (1994, Comedy)
Brian Bontall (In Slereo) 'PG' X

**Vb "Aifi//rv)/iciry"(1996, Comedy) Scientifically

created duplicates complkate a man's tile 'PG-13' X

**V, -The SpHHra GnT (1996) Akton Elkott. An ex-

con finds suspkaon and Iriendship in a small town X

** "Thar Thmg You Do.'" (1996) Tom Everett Scott

Small-lime rockers hil H big with a catchy single 'PQ'

'Susie (1996, Faniasyl Justin

Whalin (In Slereo) "PG" X

The Human Bomb" {^997. Drama)
Palsy Kensit (In Slereo) 'NR'

*** 'The Tenninaror"
(1984J

A cytxHo assassr from

the luture comes to present-oay LA 'K X
Growing
Peine if

Growing
Pains (B

•** ''SrMa/wrs"(19g2) Robert Redford High-tech

computer hackers are tricked rto espionage. "PG-13'

*t*V> "4 Little G/ris "(1997, Documenta^) A kx* at

the 1963 bombing ol a black church r\ Alabama 'NR'

"Balance of flower" (1997) A man vows
to brng down a ruthless Asian drug k>rd

Walt Oisnsy Preeents
"The Legend of El Blanco'

H^/i "Johnny Skidmarks"

Susperwe) Peter G.

1Mau( Hear (1906) An ex-model begins

an exciting new career m publishing 'R'

Zorro (In

Stereo) X

*'/; "Teenage iiutaHNinia Turtles"

(1990. Adventure) Judith Hoag 'PG'

** V, "Basquiaf (1996, Drama) Jeffrey Wright. A
York artisCs brilliant career is cut short by drugs. 'R*

lallagher

(Ttfu,

R'X

"White Tiger" ( 1996> A federal Mem
tussles with an undemvorld gang leader

Mouse Club

Comedy

"Mm-
Women"

V, "One Little Indian"

(19731 James Garner. 'G'

ISx19(R)(ln
Stereo) M
PoUaraalst: The Legacy
A ghosi returns. (R) X

•6 'Woman Tirr)e6orrjfc"( 1996, Drama) A computer
chip turns an FBI agent mto a weapon of war. 'R'
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M. BASKETBALL
From page

make a shot against the much bigger

Devils.

The Bruins shot a dismal 26.2 per-

cent in the first half mainly because

they could not finish off second, third

and sometimes even fourth looks.

Meanwhile, the Devils won the

game because of perimeter shooting

more than by pounding the ball inside,

shooting a 53.2 clip.

Duke made 15 three-pointers;

junior Trajan Langdon shot 11 of 16

from the field including six threes and

scored a game-high 34 points.

In last year's Bruin victory over the

Blue Devils, Langdon didn't score in

the first half. This season, Langdon

had 21 points by intermission. 7

UCLA would attempt to come

back from its 57-33 halftime deficit in

the second act, but the task was made

even harder when Henderson picked

up his fourth foul with 18:22 left. He
was called for an offensive foul - his

third of the game.

Henderson, whose armband had

the number 34 written on it, was clear-

ly frustrated by the referees calls.

"I knew we were in the ACC and

we're from the Pac-10 and we might

get a couple of calls against us, but to

make it that obvious, it's just not

right," said Henderson who had 14

points in his 18 minutes. "(The refs)

definitely determined the outcome. It

was already going to be a tough game

for us. And with Jelani'gone, I'.m the

backbone and to lake the backbone

out really hurts the team."

But what also hurt UCLA was its

lack of depth. Duke had 10 players

play more than 10 minutes in the

game; the Devils' starting five aver-

aged only 23.4 minutes.

"We are a fresh basketball team,"

Duke head coach Mike Krzyzewski

said.

"We never lost our legs," said

Henderson "They were bringing in

five guys at a time and 1 knew eventu-

ally we were going to wear down, and

they were going to keep going strong,

and I think that shows in the score."

Kris Johnson led the Bruins with

20 points. Davis added 18 before foul-

ing out with 4:03 to go, and Bailey had

17 points and nine rebounds.

"Hats go olT to Duke," Johnson

said. "They played an awesome

game."

BASEBALL
From page 40

Part of the reason for the huge

arbitration increases has been the

owners' success at holding down
salaries of players in their first three

seasons, when they aren't eligible for

arbitration. The salaries then increase

dramatically when players are in arbi-

tration for the first time.

Overall, the average for players in

arbitration is still short of the record

of $2,091,187, set in 1994 before the 7

1/2-month strike.

h%;Mvww.tm«^U.eom (jy I ^fty WhlflB

YourHoroacop*

FebruarY22to28

Adventure in Service
ALSO READ YOUR fUSING SIGN' IF YOU KNOW IT

ARIES llliCli21-ApfH20

An excellent time to convey your inner

feelings to someone you can tniat Many
Rama will also find me need to return to

their qxhtual manifestations.

TAURUS Aprin-M^ 2i

Edipae indicates group interests will gain

pnority over those which are strictly self

-

ohented. A time when emotional contacts

with friends become very important

GEMINI Miy22JuM2i
Career /community interests may rep-

resent the main activity inspired oy the

eclipse. People working m sales or
publications should derive benefits.

CANCER Jum22July23
Hieher education, travel experiences,

and a deeper philosophy through
spirituality may become your primary
focus over the next few months.

LEO Jtjiy24-Ai«wt23

Financial interests of a joint nature writh

marriage {partners, business associates,

also an inheritance potential may be
your motivation in the months ahead.

VIRGO hugrmMStptn
A need of a one-to-one basis to seek out

an individual with whom you can sat-

isfy your personal needs eimer through
marriage or a business partnership.

LIBRA S«pt240i:t23

Better general health and nutritional
practices, improved working conditiotw,

Detter relationships at workplace may
become your eclipse direction.

SCORPIO Oct 24410V 22

Eclipse may bring a need to express

yourself more creatively. For romanbc
eligibles, it may bring togetherness wM\
one who could share your feelings.

SAGfTTARIUS Nov2Mw2i
Meaningful family relationships, a move
to a new locabon or anything that will

contribute to your personal status and
security may be your focus.

CAPRICORN ()M22J«i20
Intellectual and communication needs,
the satisfaction of learning something
new may be the road you wish to pur-
sue in the months ahead.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Fibi9

Months ahead may become a tinte when
financial perspectives come into sharper

focus. A desire to build one's ego through

possession of material objects.

PISCES F«b2Mlwch20
Eclipse happens in your sunsign. It hi-

lights the need for personal develop-

ment thru self -recognition. Furthering

creative abilities improves self-esteem.

Every summer since 1965, AMIGOS has provided an opportunity to over

18,000 high school and college students to live and serve in Latin America.

Countries Served

Mexico

Honduras

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Paraguay

Bolivia

Brazil

Projects Administered

Community Sanitation

Human Immunization

Environmental Education

Etental Hygiene

Home Improvement

Family Gardens .

Skills Developed

Communication

Leadership

Interpersonal

Foreign Language

Cross-Cultural Sensitivity

Management

^Amigos dc las Americas ^^^

Application Deadline:

March 15

Apply Today!

Scholarships Available

'
feoo ^ 1300
eoado/llnnliMiw tor Itaat Room for fldli ^

5618 Star Lane»Houston, TX 77057«800.231.7796»www.amigoslink.org

...a journey in understanding a world of differences!

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - S945

Gated Parking

Low Security I

530 Veteran
208-4394

NtXI lU PARAMOUNI STUDIOS- Viaor-

ian townhoose 2bdrrn/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage Full kitchen Washer/dryer. Brand r\ew

carpel. Month to Month. $400-i'hall utilities.

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

SINGLE APARTMENT in luxurious complex

on Barnngton Avenue. Near Sunset In Brent-

wood. Perfect lor UCLA student.

$750/month Call 818-981-7440.

WLA. $950 TOWNHSE/APT. 2t)drm/1 5ba.

2 parkings AC, dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge. 1826 Bundy Dr. 310-450-8414.

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

UTIUTIES INCLUDED

GOV'T FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on SI Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO'S. Your

Area Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H- 1650

for current listings.

WEST DALE. Near schools, shopping, 1844

square feet 3-bdrm/2-bath, den, new car-

pet/hardwood floors. 2-fireplaces By owner.

$360,000. 310-206-8028/473-8191.

BtvEHLT HILLS. Hfee imjinauudio m bedU-

tlful BH home in exchange lor light cook-

ing&babysittlng. Must have experience

w/kids, car required. Call Elizabeth. 310-205-

0072

FREE RM&BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) in exchange for 20hrs wk
in beautiful WLA hm. Duties include hse

cleaning, laundry&babysitting. 310-637-

8807

ROOM/BOARD &
SMALL SALARY

Busy executive in Glendale needs help

w/household duties, lite cooking, cleaning,

shopping Occasional help w/2 young chiM-

ren. Quality individuals ONLY. Good driving

record&references a must! 818-249-6105 or

818-241-7383 ask for Peter Blacksberg. '

WLA, NEAR UCLA $495 mo La^ge roon--

5bath Ofl'Sireei parking Ouiet area, goon

lor UCLA student Female prelerred N'S i

800404-6202

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, private

entrance Secluded hillskJe home near Cold-

water/Mullholland Fndge, microwave, cable,

carport, patio, pool. $475-irKludes utilities

213-654-6968

LA ROOM w/ sharer' jalh.20 min to UCLA
1 busline $375 utUiti s included Kay0213-
851-6130

Former ucla tennis player seeks

guesthouse wHh court Will pay rent and or

exchange lessons Have relerences 310-

585-6073

WESTWOOD Extra large 1-bdrm apart-

ment Upper-unit, quiet buikJing, hardwood

floors. New appliances. parking,

vrasher/dryer. Walking distance to UCLA.

$1,10(Vmo. 310-206-2606

MAR VISTA, $625/month Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio, barbecue area Quiel-building

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac

five furni«h«d-single8. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students. Suitable for Nvo Definite must

seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl 310-477-4832.

Classifieds

825-2221

\\
O'Melveny & Myers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

^13)669-6079

BEVERLY HILLS, lumisned private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitcfwn pnvl-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included

Need car. $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room) Leave message. Abbey 310-275-

3831 or 818-783-5151

BEVERLYWOOD Huge, nicely furnished

room Male, N/S. private entrance, bath-

room, refngerator/microwave, parking. 24-

hour patrolled neighborhood. lOmin drive to

campus. 310-838-4443.

BRENTWOOD Share 2-bdmV2-bath Pri-

vate room and bath Near sfK>ps. Fireplace,

patio Charming. Female. N/S, No pet.

$500/mo 310-476-2105

BURBank- Nk:e locatk)n Kitchen & lauridry

privileges, utilities Included. May carpod to

campus $375/mo Lucy: wforV: 310-825-

1198k or home: 818-567-4675

CULVER CITY-Rm in 3bdrm duplex. Cool

rmmates. lots of space, plenty of parking.

April-June. $420/mo 310-558-1129

LAURA LADEPA. Adj to Westchester In-

cludes kitcherVlaundry privileges Prefer fe-

male graduate student. Share house w/li-

brarian $425/nfx> 310-410-4179

WL.A Your own room. Share house near

bus, shopping, Ireeway Share utility, laun-

dry $445 310-397-5251

WEST HOLLYWOOD Room in 3-bed histor-

ical monument near Melrose&La Cienaga

Wood fkXKS. bearried ceiling. $450/mo. In-

cluding parking&utilities 213-655-6300

WESTSIDE VILLAGE Large bedroom w/

bathroom Private entrarve Use of kitchen

$375, including utilities&cable Parking

Availabte March 15th 310 -'°-' m^io

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment 2bdrnr»/2-bath 2-story Free

parking, lull kitchen, large bateony with view

$595/mo Avail starting April 1st Just south

of Wilshire (Voteran+Ohio). Please call Nick

310-479-0789

Rooiit

BEVERLY HILL- A^.- „Lr.: jl-— :

Spanish duplex. Responsible, fun-loving,

nonamoking female preferred. $460/mo>

UtWtoM- dapoeit.. Avail April 1st 310-859-

7403 Of 310-271-4322

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Clean female

Own bed/bath. Spacious 1 -block

WHfhire/Barrington bus Laundry, dishwash-

•r. Iraptace, sundeck. $425/nrK>nth4^)eposit

3l<M73-9743.

BRENTWOOD. $550/nrK) Female profes-

laeMnq friendly considerate room-

to share 2-txlrm/2-t>ath Huge ck>set,

on bu« line, security building, parking

Jessica-310-445-9877.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house 3 bk>cks

from Marina pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors $550/mo+ulilities Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 7853(night)

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-txfrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own bedroom, own bathroom Parking

space optional Contact 310-209-1607

RMHinuites^flfJis Room

;^Ar;:A M-jr^.^-A. ; a:";;ast!C ^i.-i;.jr; Jtcan
view. North of Wilshire, perfect for |og,

beach Male roommate. $500-^1 /2utilities.

Betty 310-394-4313

WEST LA. Non-smoking female to rent pri-

vate 1-bdrm/1-ba in 2-»'2 mce&spacious
apartment. Please call and leave mes-

sage:3 10-253-0848.

WESTWOOD- 1 or 2females for room in

huge 2-bdrTn/1 -bath Hardwood floors, din-

ing, living Strathrrwre/Levenng 310-208-

3246

WLA. Share bath w/famale Nice/quiet

neightx>rhood. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

washer/dryer in unit. $450>1/2utilities No
pets. Avail 03/01 310-914-0023 or 6 18-888-

7501.

WLA. Townhse Own bdrm/ba Balcony Imi

to UCLA. Parking $600. Anthony 310-470-

5999

noom

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus housing & University-owned

apartment spaces, undergrad and graduate.

Convenient locations, meal plans Call 310-

825-4271.

WESTWOOD- 2 people needed to share

master-bedroom in Luxury condo. Laundry in

unit Security parking Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished. $425-each 310-478-9779.

WESTWOOD-Beautiful, large, hardwood
fkwr, 1-txlrm apartment Available ASAP.

Big-bateony over/looking Landfair/Midvale.

Vaulted ceilings Female w/puppy kx)king tor

open-minded, outgoing female. 209-9175.

WESTWOOD-FBMALE WANTED to share a

room in a large 3 room apartment. Veteran

and Levenng and lot 31. ASAP $420 310-

824-7902.

Bruins turn to the Daily Bruin first for fiousing.

CULVER CITY- Room in 3bdrm duplex Cool

roommates, kits of space, plenty of parking.

April-June. $420/mo 310-558-1129

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos+new 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses 24-hr market Security 909-

737-9203

206-3060

4
WMMMMMMHMmMWW^WM*^ r^^^fffjrr r̂
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VOLLEYBALL
From page 43

match and we're very inexperi-

enced so that combination ... that's

why it was so 'cpsided tonight."

It was definitely a strange sight

to see on Friday night.

On the Bruin bench was Mark

WilUams, Moselle, Tom Stillwell.

Taliaferro. Robins and Naeve. It

wasn't that the starters were strug-

gling. If anything, it was just the

opposite.

The starting lineup for UCLA

had just bageled Cal State San

Bernardino so Scatcs decided to

insert the entire second team into

The second stringers

found thetr rhythm

and dominated the

(second) match.

the match. _ _
It made no difference, as UCLA

demolished the Coyotes 15-0, 15-5,

15-4.

Amongst those receiving some

playing time were setter Eric

Vallely, outside hitters Matt Davis

and Charlie Jackson, and middle

blocker Seth Burnham.

After game one, the match was

competitive for about 10 minutes.

But then the second stringers

found their rhythm and dominated

the rest of the match.

One fan in the stands put it best

when he commented, "they should-

n't play those matches. It makes no

sense."

SCOUTS
From page 43

can only be drafted again after his

junior year. Therefore Utley is not

that worried about what scouts

think ofhim right now.

"I just go out and play the best

that I can." Utley said. "Scouts

will see me in a couple of years,

hopefully."

Utley can bet they'll be there

with their radar guns, stop watch-

es and notepads ready to go when

its his time to shine.

CONTACTS

Free P3i1<lng

Disposables
ClNf. sphwes, wkly or Wwkly

ID brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. wear
CiMc spheres. Btl.

Soft Toric or

Hard Gas Perm.
B&L Boston

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL

Disposable Color Contacts

*19* Box* (4 box minimum)

after Manut. Rebate

•Fresh look

ARMANI. CALVIN
KLEIN, SAKI.

MODO, GUCCI.
MOSSIMO.

ALAIN MIKLI. POLO.
J.P. GAULTIER.
VERSACE. DKNY.
PERSOL. DIOR.
POLICE, YOJI,

YAMAMOTO.
HUGO BOSS,

AND MANY MORE!

IS Years of Experience • Hi-tech

Insuwnents

We accept most insurance.

DR. B. CONENMEHR, 00
3116Wilshlre Blvd., Santa Monica

(5 Wocte west of Bundy, across from t>ig 5)

(310) 828-2010

GLASSES
m I

All Designer
Frames

lAII Ultra Thin
Lenses

EXAMS
n For Glasses

(inc. glaucoma test)

^UB For Contacts
(inc 2 mo tollow-up)

•m«k tHtW•«• «iCM*i » Ita •t«iaMMI

The
Career Center

Is Pleased
To Present

Career Month
'9B

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

Check our website at www.saonet.ucla.edu/career for a

month-long agenda of programs to assist with your career exploration.

. . decision-making and job search needs. ^ ^

It's a marathon of special events to get

your career off to a great beginning!

Whether you're a freshman or a

senior, you'll find plenty of tips and

techniques to get you on the road

to a rewarding career destination.

Get information on how to: '•^

• Choose Your Major

• Explore Your Career Options

• Build a Career Action Plan

• Make Valuable Contacts

• Find the Best Internships

• Land a Full-time Job

APPRECIATION

A special "thank you" to these campus

departments and organizations for their

significant contributions to Career Month *98:

College of Letters and Science

Office of Residential Life

Office for Students with Disabilities

UCLA Alumni Association

MONDAY, February 23

JOB SEARCH AND THE INTERNET

5 - 7 pm Career Center

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:

WORKING IN THE UNITED STATES

4 - 6 pm Career Center

INTERNSHIPS ft PART-TIME

JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES

4:15 -5:45 pm 203 Covel Commons

RESEARCHING CORPORATIONS

5 - 7 pm Career Center

CAREERS IN POLITICS

7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

BLACK ALUMNI AND STUDENT

NETWORKING: EXPANDING YOUR

CAREER CONNEQIONS
7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

Meet professionals in a variety of career

fields who will host roundtable discussions.

Keynote speaker is'County Supervisor,

Yvonne Braitwait Burke, the 1996 UCLA

Alumni of the year. Sponsored by the

UCLA Black Alumni Association.

NEXT WEEK
Tuesday, March 3

Thursday, February 26

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT —
7 pm Ackerman Union <

Over 60 of the most notable names in

entertainment will be on hand to share

their experiences and expertise during an

exciting evening of roundtable discussions.

Sponsored by the Student Alumni

Association, Alumni Association and the

Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.

CAREER OPTIONS

2- 3 pm 1230 Campbell

WINDOWS OF OPPORTUNITY:

CAREERS FOR WOMEN
4 - 5:30 pm 2 Dodd

The discussion will focus on careers and

work environments, and how to conduct an

effective job search. Sponsored by Womens

Resource Center.

career month
Presented by

UCLACarearCMfMr

SOFTBALL
From page 41

their last game of the tournament

against Eastern Michigan behind

another magnificent pitching perfor-

mance from Wciler, who only gave up

one run.

The champion of the tournament

was Long Beach State, as the Bruins

got their first taste of tough competi-

tion, finishing 2-4.

Making the alkournament team

were Nicole Odom, Wuest and

Danielle Martin.

l\
M^azines

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

r
Ha'Am

UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Ctiicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

UCLA's African Student

Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
82S-1004

^ >

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine
-8SOO

Over 30 years

of alternative

media at UCLA
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W. BASKETBALL
From page

it the first time a UCLA women's bas-

ketball team has swept the Trojans

since the 1989-90 season.

. But the main story was the crowd.

The Bruins had been averaging a dis-

mal 1,308 per game. Many were

shocked by the droves of people, most-

ly young children, that came out for the

game.

"I didn't expect it to be this big,"

said Denise Curry, who played on the

1978 championship team and was one

of the honorees on Saturday. "I was an

assistant at Cal for six years, and up^to

a couple of years ago I came here every

year to coach. The crowds were OK.

but nothing compared to this. ^

"This afternoon I showed up, and 1

had no idea there would be 6,000 to

7,000 people here. It's great. I'm

pleased to see a lot of young players, a

lot of young girls, and it's nice to see

them come out and support UCLA
basketball."

After the gold medal victory by the

USA women's basketball team in the

1996 Atlanta games and the establish-

ment of the Women's National

Basketball Association (WNBA) last

summer, the women's basketball fan

base of recent years has reached

heights the sport has never seen in its

history.

"1 think the big crowd today is great

for women's basketball," head coach

Kathy Olivier said. "Not only for

UCLA but women's basketball in gen-

eral. For us to get a crowd like this it is

really saying something about L.A. and

where women's basketball is going."

"The crowd was great," Bruin point

guard Erica Gomez said. "I loved it. I

wish we can play in front ofcrowds like

that all the time. I think it only helps

our team because we play so much bet-

ter."

The crowd stayed loud the entire

game. Even when USC jumped out to

a 26-19 lead with 9:15 left in the first

half, the crowd pushed the Bruins on a

17-6 fun in the next five minutes.

"I noticed how loud it was when 1

was trying to call plays," said Gomez,

who finished the game with 17 points

and six assists. "People couldn't hear

and I'm like, 'Dang, is it that loud in

here?'"

The game would go back in forth

until the Bruins captured a 46-40 lead

at the break.

With centers Jane Hubbard and

Carly Funicello getting four fouls early

in the second half, other Bruin players

had to step up. Sophomore Marie

4*hilman was one of those clutch play-

ers as she sparked the Bruins to a 11-2

run to open the second half, scoring

seven of her 15 points.

But it was a balanced attack that

beat the Trojans. Nine of the 12 players

on the team received 10 minutes or

more. Showing great depth, the Bruin

bench once again beat, the opposition

for its 19th game this season.

Sec W.MSKETBAU, page 40

BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SOCCER

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
RUGBY

Fntcmittet, Sororities, lntra.iniiral Tt*m<

SAMEDAY LETTERINO, NEXTDAY SILKSCREENINO,

EMBROIDERIIMI, TWILL LETTERIIMI

SPECIAL PRICING FOR GROUPS
WOT u*. CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE ««u(v

(310) 207-4226 (818) 708-2330

LM MMun, c* t002S ««MII*. e« UJM

FAN1MG0LF

I

TOLL FREE INFO: 1 -888-445-4596

REGISTERATWEB SITE:WIVW.H1-FIVE.COM

BYFEBRUARY 25, 1998

Live in

New ^rk City

Tliis Summer

NYU Summer Housing

May 17-August 8, 1998

Living in an NYU residence hall offers a

safe and convenient home base v^^^^^e you

an working, taking dasses, or doing

an internship.

• Minutes from NewYorirt business

and cultural centers.

• Apartment-style and tradltk>nal

resklences; single and double occupancy.

• Outstanding sports-recreatKHi facility.

• Over 1,000 day and evening courses.

Apply early to secure a space.

For more information, call toll free v

"

|-800-77l-4NYU,extH0l

N«w Yori. Univtr«ty » m .Bmutlv. .ctiortequ.1 opportunity ln«ta.«on

.vr'
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W. BASKETBALL

CHARlf S KUCVDaity Brum

Maylana Martin (Left) and Takiyah Jacluon

pressure Adrain Williams of USC.

From page 39

"(Our depth) is definitely

one of our key points,"

Gomez said. "We have three

and four and maybe some-

times five people coming ofT

the bench. It helps us because

the other team gets tired of

our defensive pressure as we

keep throwing bodies on

*them."

"When teams are gettmg

tJrcd, we are getting where its

\ like 'C'mon 1 want sonjie

more minutes,'" Olivier said.

"1 went in there to prove !

should l?e able to play more

minutes."^

,

The victory, which kept the

Bruins two games behind of

first-place Stanford in the

Pac-10, impressed some of

the Bruin honorees.

"1 think it's a great team,"

Curry said, who is arguably

the best women's basketball

player in Bruin history, top-

ping the list for most career

points.

"Certainly the best is in

front of them too. They are

having a good year this year.

They are capable of doing

some good things when they

get to the tournament.

Certainly' the next year and

the following year they should

be even tougher."

The sweep of the Trojans

also says a lot about the future

of this team. The Bruins, one

has to remember, are still

mainly a young team with

eight sophomores on the ros-

ter, four ofwhom start.

"I think that this team has

so much potential," Olivier

said.

"And for us to accomplish

something like this (sweeping

the Trojans) I'm thinking,

'What's next? What can we

do next?'"

.1 '

Tuesday February 24

8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand

Ballroom

Pick Up Passes
Day of Show at the CTO

Limited Tickets Available

Despite salary increases,

arbitration average down
BASEBAUj Some find

hefty hikes despite net

decrease in the league

By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NE,W YORK - While baseball

owners prevented salary arbitra-

tion raises from topping last year's

record, Milwaukee outfielder

Jeromy Burnitz shattered the mark

for the largest increase, getting a

1,511 percent hike.

Burnitz, who made $225,000 last

season, got a 16-fold increase to an

average of $3.62 million in his $14.5

million. four-year contract.

Burnitz, 28, hit .281 last season and

led the Brewers with 27 homers and

85 RBIs.

Pedro Martinez had the previous

record, a 12-fold hike from

$315,000 in 1996 to $3.5 million in

1997. After the second year,

Montreal traded him to Boston and

he signed a record $75 million, six-

year contract.

Overall, salaries increase 150

percent in arbitration, down from

the record rise of 154 percent last

year. The 81 players who filed in

January saw their salaries rise from

an average of $774,323 to an aver-

age of $1,936,400, according to a

study by The Associated Press.

In the final case decided, Florida

catcher Charles Johnson won late

Saturday and was awarded an 1
1-

fold raise from $290,000 to $3.3

million. The Marlins had offered

$2.25 million.

SeeMSEMLl,pa9e37

let your business shine
daily bruin odvertising 825-2161

University of California

Berkeley Summer Sessions

International Programs 1998

Nfe

W'

"''
: ^ -^rollment

'Combine your travel and study

•Earn University credit

'Financial aid is available

London, England

July3-)ulrJI

thMW Arts

Haifa, Israel

]une2B-JtriyU

tirMi/Palitdabn LicMararr

Ha4rNUIl>aln

Spam* Iftitpnr •»<* Culwrt

larba<io«, Wett itrtflft

f*mn ;

fofttial and the Azores

SOUTH AFRICA
Capatown « ]aliaiiii<sbiirt

Sottiiib African PaKba

Flortncc, Italy

Guanajuato, Maxico

SpaMt^Miii^utK.' UtMi.Anwioii

Hitart, Zimbabwe

Soudtcn AfrkMi Kjry, *nd

For TIC* info, rail, write, or vitit

Raymond Daniels

4 Wheeler Hall »1080

Berkeley, CA 94720-1080

P*- f5tO) *47-074« fjx (SIO) 643-1072

email:

. socrates.berkeiey cJu

WHAT'S YOUR
CELLULAR FANTASY?

giXpr&mrSltra /

• pager
• activation

• I year airtime

• 3 months
VOICE NAIL FREE

Covcrogc includes Sonto Borbora to the M
border plus Las Veoos, Lo Phoe^ Tucson!

OLd 310/478-5440
-• ^ aTj^^ Open Monckiv - Soturdoy

1 10S4 Uiest Pico Boulevard. UilA

(1/S bkxk east of Seputvecio)
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Women's tennis
The No.2-ranked UCLA

women's tennis team did not fare

well at the USTA/ITA Women's
National Indoor Team Tennis

Championships held at the

University of Wisconsin. In the Tirst

round. UCLA lost to William &
Mary (6-3). In the second round, the

Bruins lost a tough match (5-4)

against Mississippi after being down
3-0. The lone Bruin win came against

South Alabama, as the Bruins

destroyed them 8-1. Senior Kelly

Rudolf, who played at the No.4 spot,

won all of her singles matches. The

Bruins' No. 1 player, sophomore

Amanda Basica, did not play due to

shoulder injury.

Men's tennis
The UCLA men's tennis team suf-

fered a first-round loss to Illinois at

the ITA Men's National Indoor

Team Championships held at the

Louisville Tennis Club. The Bruins

lost a tough match by the score of 4-

3, tying 3-3 in singles. The Bruins

ultimately lost the match due to los-

ing the doubles point. No. I player

Noel-Grinda defeated Illinois' No. 1

player 7-5, 3-6, 6-1. Other winners

were No. 2 Vince Allegre and No.4

Alex Decret, who had to go the dis-

tance before prevailing in a tough

third set tie-breaker. ' '- :
".

Men's soccer ^
The members of the UCLA men's

soccer team, who won the national

championship this past December,

were honored this past Friday by

Los Angeles City Councilmember

Joel Wachs with their own day. Feb.

20 will forever be known as "UCLA
Men's Soccer Day."

Briefs compiled by Stan Johnson Jr.,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

Bruins falter against tough competition

SOFTBALL No. 17 UCLA

troubled in late innings,

finishes tournament 2-4

. II. .»;

Magazines
I

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

FEM
UCLA's Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

r
Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

NOMMO
UCLA's African Student

Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine

82S-1004

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer Student

Newsmagazine
8SB-8BOO

Over 30 years

of attemative

media at UCLA

x< CH€CK US Otrr on TH€ N€T
http://uiUJai.cellulorfontQSV.cofn

By Rodrjr Sahnon le^

Daily Brpin Senior Staff

In'Sati blego last weekend, the

UCLA Softball team was ready to

tell the world that the Bruins can't be

taken lightly.

But as the rain moved in. it

washed away their' six-game unbeat-

en streak and brought in four tough

losses lo humble the team,

Thursday, the No. 17 Bruins bat-

tied Stanford with the game ending

in extra innings. In the top of the

first, Carissa Millsap lit up the

Cardinal with a three-run double,

breaking out of a mini-slump and

Kim Wuest followed with a two-run

shot to give the Bruins a 5-0 advan-

tage.

However, the Bruins would need

more runs to win this game, because

freshman sensation Stephanie

Swenson was hammered for eight

runs in nine innings as the Cardinal

.^^brought across the go-ahead run in

^"'the bottom of the ninth, putting an

end to Swenson's undefeated sea-

son.

• Extremely exhausted from the

nine-inning battle with the Cardinal,

the Bruins would have to recuperate

and battle No. .14 I ong Beach Slate

in game two thai day.

This lime Erin Wciler. a junior

transfer, displayed her arm, beguil-

ing the 49ers through five scoreless

innings. Bui the UCLA olTense was

in a deep funk and could only muster

a homer by Kim Wuesl. giving her

six on the season.

.Once again, the Bruins would lose

the game in the last inning, as Wciler

could not hold back the pick-axes of

the 49ers any longer. The 49ers

pushed across three runs which

would be the difference as UCLA's

offense went to sleep.

In the second day of competition

at the Campbell/Cartier Softball

Classics, the Bruins faced their

toughest competition againsl No. 4

Michigan.

The Bruins performed admirably

againsl the Wolverines, but the lack

ofoffense was once again fatal to the

Bruin attack. \ .

Swenson's only mistake would be

lo Cathy Davie who nailed a three-

run homerun. With only two hits on

the game, the Bruins fell to 0-3 in the

tournament and had to wait foi^

Saturday to win their first game in

the tournament. —
On Saturday, the Bruins lost their

first game against Louisana State

University, but bounced back

against San Diego State University

with a 8-0 clubbing. This seemed lo

rejuvenate the Bruins, as they won

SeeSOFTBAU,page38
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

jk Magic 96,^ Lakers 94
Nick Anderson didn't care to start

another battle of words with Shaquille

ONcal.
Beating the Los Angeles Lakers center

in his return to Orlando Arena was enough.

The most outspoken of Orlando's play-

ers in his criticism of O'Neal's decision to

leave for Los Angeles in 1996. Anderson

made a 3-pointer with 7.1 seconds remain-

ing Sunday to cap a 30-point performance

and give the Magic a 96-94 victory.

Anderson sparred verbally with O'Neal

when the All-Star center fled Orlando a lit-

tle more than a year after leading the

Magic to the 1995 NBA Finals. But this

time, he resisted the temptation to take a

personal swipe at his ex-teammate, who

once accused Anderson of being a divisive

force in Orlando. »

"I don't like getting into squabbles, say-

ing things about Shaq," Anderson said.

"Let him make his little comments about

whatever. ... As a team, this was a good vic-

tory. I'm more happy for the fans than any-

thing. They were waiting for this day to

, come."

The victory was the fourth straight for

Orlahdo. which has won five of its last six

to climb one game above .500 despite the

absence of injured star Penny Hardaway,

out with a strained left calf muscle.

The Lakers, starting a six-game East

Coast road trip, have lost four of five.

Timberwolves to a 113-95 victory over the

Sacramento Kings.

"The only thing bad was that I didn't

know where to go when they called the

plays," said Peeler, who hadn't played

since Nov. 12, when a knee injury put him

on the injured list.

Peeler missed his first two shots but

made six of his last seven, including a pair

of 3-pointers. Peeler, whahad only played

in eight games for the G/i?zlies, played 22

minutes in his Wolves' debut.

"For a guy who hasnXftlayed in (three)

months, he did a great job for us coming

otT the bench and hitting open jumpers,"

said Minnesota coach Flip Saunders. "He

fit in extremely well with only a day's prac-

tice."

Sam Mitchell scored 17 points for

Minnesota, which had seven players in

double figures.

Mitch Richmond had 32 points fpr the

Kings, who lost for just the second time in

six games.

After strong start to '98 season,

Bruins host annual tournament

GOLF: UCLA finished '97 well

at NCAA Championships, hope

to carry experience into Classic

• Heat 90,

Warriors 82

r

Wolves 1 1 3,

Kings 95 .w« --»

Anthony Peeler didn't waste any time

making fans in Minnesota.

In his first game since being acquired by

Vancouver for popular guard Doug West,

Peeler scored 16 points Sunday to lead the

The Miami Heat got a rare road win

when trailing after three quarters because

P.J. Brown wouldn't let them lose.

Brown had 20 points and 14 rebounds as

the Heat overcame a 16-point third-quarter

deficit and beat the Golden State Warriors

90-82 Sunday night.

Miami got its seventh straight road vic-

tory and won for the first lime in 1 1 road

games when trailing after three quarters.

Tim Hardaway had 24 points and 10

assists, while Brown had 16 points and nine

rebounds in the second half.

"Keeping the lead down below 20 was

the key to the game," said Brown, who

scored 16 of his 20 points in the second

half. "We hung in there. We just never wilt-

ed."

ByRyotaKawai »

Daily Bruin Contributor

The women's golf team heads out to

Menifee Lakes Country Club in Temecula

today to host their annual Pioneer/Bruin

Classic Tournament. '
•

Last year, the Bruins placed third at their

own tournament,

with Tulsa
'

University winning

with a total score of

934 strokes.

- After having fin-

ished in fifth place

last year at theNCAA
Championships,
the Bruins are off

to a fast start for

the 1997-98 season.

The women's team

finished 11 th as a

Rolex Fall

Coach Jackie Steinmann has a

promising season to look

—

forward to with the additions

of freshmen Leilani Bagby,

Julie Oh, Laura Moffat and

. Alicia Um.

team at the season opening

Preview on Sept. 12-14.

Individually, senior Amandine Vincent

placed a team-high 17th. The next tourna-

ment proved to be a breakthrough for

Vincent, as she took top medalist honors for

individuals, winning her first tournament in

three years at the Dick McGuire Invitational

on Sept. 25-27.

As a team, the Bruins had their best show-

ing at the same tournament. The Bruins

placed third out of a very competitive field

The Bruins have continued their impres-

sive showings at the next three tournaments.

placing eighth as a team at the Rolex Match

Play Championships Nov. 1-3; sixth at the

Golf World Invitational Nov. 14-16, with

junior Sophie Sandolo placing 10th individu-

ally; and eighth at the Regional Challenge on

Feb. 9-11, with Vincent placing a team-high

14th individually.

Coach Jackie Steinmann has a promising

season to look forward to with the additions

of freshmen Leilani Bagby, Julie Oh, Laura

Moffat, and Alicia Um.
Bagby (Santa Monica High School), Oh

(Torrance High School), and Um (Westlake

High School) are all products from

California. The

^^^^_^__^_____ fourth addition to

the team, Moffat,

hails from West

Kilbride, Scotland,

where she attended

Glasgow Academy.

The team also

boasts the services of

sophomore Jill

Axelrod, senior

Betty Chen, sopho-

more Alexandra

Gasser, junior

Sophie Sandolo and

senior Amandine Vincent. Vincent leads the

team with the lowest stroke average at 74.4

strokes per round, with junior Sandolo trail-

ing at 75.3.

Newcomers Bagby and Um have had

impressive starts so far, averaging 77.6 and

77.5 strokes per round, respectively.

The Pioneer Electronics UCLA Golf

Classic is a 54-hole stroke play event.

The field will feature three-time Pioneer

Classic champion and fifth-ranked Tulsa,

defending NCAA champion Arizona State

University and Pac-10 opponents Oregon,

Oregon State, USC and Stanford.

Sound iik^ a position tfmtyOU zvoutd Se interested in?

'- JAppRcation deadtine fias been extended to TeS. 24 at 5p.m.
|
i

^ Ticfiup an application at 118 X^rckfiojfHad
|
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UCLA sweeps through competition

VOLLEYBALL Squad has no trouble

with Northridge, San Bernardino

By Grace Wen
Oaily Bruin Staff '

^'
\ .

The domination continues.

The UCLA men's volleyball team picked up a cou-

ple of easy wins over the weekend. —
On Saturday the Bruins defeated Cal State

Northridge 15-6, 15-3, 15-3. The unbeaten Bruins

made quick wock of the Matadors, who were obvi-

ously out of their league.

"We just were very aware of where they were, par-

ticular (Chad) Strickland," UCLA head coach Al

Scales said. "He's a very good player but he's not

good enough to deal with our block on a consistent

basis. He's got a heavy load on that club."

The Bruin block turned the lights out on Strickland

as it held the Matador's leading hitter to just 11 kills

and six errors in 26 attempts for a .192 clip. For the

night UCLA (12-0, 8-0 MPSF) posted nine blocks

and held Northridge to a .161 attack percentage while

hitting a whopping .485.

Middle blocker Adam Naeve led the team with a

match-high 19 kills and seven blocks while senior Ben

Moselle spiked 13 kills and had three blocks includ-

ing one solo stuff.

Despite holding a 2-4 lead in game one, the

Matadors (3-7. 1-7) were finable to build up the lead

as the Bruins' blocking took charge. A block by

Moselle in a one-on-one situation started the run as

UCLA tied the game and increased its lead to 84.

The teams exchanged 16 sideouts before Naeve was

blocked, bringing the score to 8-5.

Northridge would not get any closer throughout

the night as an ace by setter Brandon Taliaferro

ended the first game.

UCLA showed no mercy in game two by jumping

out to an 11-2 lead. Like the previous victory, the

fiery Taliaferro would have a hand in the final points

of tlie game.

A roof and an ace by the sophomore setter would

GENEVIEVf LIANG/Daily Biu.n

Tom Stillwell pounds the ball down on an

outmatched CSUN blocker.

get UCLA to game point. His final blistering jump

serve set up an overpass that sophomore Matt Davis

would crush to end the game.

There was little doubt to the outcome of game

three when UCLA took a commanding 11-3 lead.

The Matadors' passing woes were especially obvious

as three aces, two by Fred Robins and one from

Moselle, along with a kill by Naeve, closed out the

win.

"I thought UCLA played very well," CSUN head

coach Jeff Campbell said. "They had a very good

SeeVQLliYMU«pa9e38

ADVERTISE IN CLASSIFIED LINE

CALL: (310)825-2221

ELECTRONIC MASSAGES
The ultimate in stress reduction!

'^^^
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A.) Messaging Seat system will provide relieving

service in home or auto. Unit is equipped with 5

massaging motors, targeting neck, shoulders, back,

hips and thighs. Messaging Seat system comes with

full-function hand-held remote power control, AC
and car cigarette power adapters. Available only in

black, UL approved.

SALE $119.95! Order #1001

(Regularly priced at $199.95)

B.) Foot Massager provides for immediate relief!

Convenient and practical, the Foot Massager

measures approx. 12" x 1
1" x 4" high.

SALE $84.95 Order #1002

(Regularly priced at $99.95)

(Not pictured) Body Massager, powerful and

portable hand-held unit features four function

settings. Body Massager folds for travel

convenience.

SALE $19.95 Order #1003

(Regularly priced at $29.95)

Order Seat or Foot Massager and save 50% off

Body Massager!

'

FREE Shipping in 1-3 days!

; To order, call (310)712-6337

Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and personal checks accepted.

RR SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Major league teams take

close look at Bruin talent

SCOUTS: UCLA-Slanford

game attracts some of

baseball's upper echelon

ByVytasMazeika

Daily Bruin Staff

Trivia Question:

What are radar guns, stop watches

and notepads used for in a college

baseball game?

Answer:
•'

To scout the players, . .

.'
-

There were major league talent

scouts from the As, Reds, Cardinals

and Devil Rays there. There should

have been some from the Angels,

Dodgers, Giants and Padres. There

could have been some scouts from

other teams. The UCLA vs. Stanford

game on Friday was that big - at least

prospect-wise.

Top-ranked Stanford's junior

pitching prospect Jeff Austin was

throwing that night. For UCLA, out-

field prospects Eric Valent (center

field) and Eric Byrnes (right field)

were hitting. Whenever talented play-

ers match-up against tojvnotch com-

petition you can see a scout salivating.

Do the players notice? Well, kind

of.

"Maybe somewhere way, way in

the back of my mind," Austin, who

lowered his ERA from 2.00 to 1.80

with an eight inning and 142 pitch

performance, said. "Maybe way, way

in the back, but I really didn't notice a

single scout here tonight. If they were

here, that's good. But if not, we still

put up 18 runs and won the game."

Byrnes, who Saturday stole second

and third during one at-bat for his

26th steal in a row without being

caught, tends to agree with Austin.

"I just go out there and I'm play a

certain way, whether there are 100

scouts in the stands or there are

nobody in the stands," Byrnes said. "I

think I've played in front of the scouts

ev6r since I was a junior in high

school, so it doesn't really matter. I

,

Jhink a lot of them know what I can

do. I've been here for four years and

they've seen me play. They've seen

me at my best and I think they've seen

me at my worst."

One scout attending the game

alertly pointed his radar gun at Austin

and clocked Byrnes' speed. When
asked if he had any comments about

the performance of the players, the .

scout mentioned that although

UCLA was part of the region he must

scout, it's still too early in the season

to make a judgment. Instead, he

chose to remain diplomatic.

"Each time (you watch the players)

you kind of fine tune your evalua-

tion," the scout explained. "The first

time I see them I don't know if they

have a temperature, or a nagging

injury or if they're having a bad day. I

don't get an honest look at them."

Then there is the freshman per-

spective. UCLA shortstop Chase

Utley was already drafted out of high

school by the Dodgers in the second

round.

But when Utley chose to come to

UCLA the Dodgers lost rights to sign

him to a contract and a college player

Se« SCOVTS, pag« 38
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infomational meeting today at 6K)0piii
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AXIOM
skin

TM

No other skin care product

does all this:

Soothes and promotes the healing

of dry, irritated, and damaged skin.

Replenishes lost moisture, leaving

your skin soft and supple.

• Protects your skin from water and

water-tKDme chemical irritants,

essentially waterproofing your skin.

Continues to protect your skin even

after three washings with soap and

water.

You are left with healthy,

balanced, and protected skin.

Available at

FREDDY A LIAI^A^
Hair, Skin, Body & Beyoml

SiGAL GEVO.TANYAN '

10913 Weybum Ave

(310)208-8049

1073BroxtonAve

(310)208-3010

•1024 Westwood Blvd.

(310) 208-0101

-. »
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SPORTS
Record crowd,

legends cheer

team to sweep

crosstown rival

W. BASKETBALL Trojans

take early lead but fans

push UCLA to 87-75 win

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Contributor

In a game in which the UCLA
women's basketball program celebrat-

ed its stellar history, the Bruins made

some history of their own.

In Saturday afternoon's game

against USC, the Bruins honored the

1977-1978 UCLA women's national

championship team - the only one in

school history - and the program's top

15 players.

In front of the Bruin greats, UCLA
(16-7. 1 1-3) pulled away from USC (10-

13. 5-9) in the second half to notch a

87-73 victory before a raucous 7,258

fans.

The crowd was the largest ever to

watch a UCLA women's basketball

regular season game and the third

largest to ever watch a women's bas-

ketball game in Pauley Pavilion histo-

ry. Only two playoff games, during the

1977-1978 championship run, had big-

ger crowds than Saturday's game.

The victory also put the Bruins in

the school record books by sweeping

the Trojans in the regular season.

UCLA had beaten the Women ofTroy

68-64 on Jan. 23 at USC's Lyon

Center. This year's season sweep made

Seelir.MSKETBAU,|M9c39

Strong shooting powers Blue Devils

The AiVKHfled Pwss

Duke defenders swarm J.R. Henderson as the Devils hand the Baiins a 1 20-84 loss.

M.BASKETBALL With Henderson in

foul trouble, team can't stop Duke

By EnunanucHe Ejerato

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

DURHAM, N.C. - Well at least it wasn't the worst

loss this season, but it was close.

The No. 12 UCLA men's basketball team was routed

on Sunday afternoon at Cameron Indoor Stadium by

No. 2 Duke, 120-84.

The Bruins (20-6) came out with intensity for the

tough non-conference matchup. Toby Bailey opened up

the game blocking Blue Devil Chris Carrawell's shot.

And J.R. Henderson slammed home a pass from Baron

Davis that seemed to state that, despite the loss ofcenter

Jelani McCoy, the undermanned Bruins were not going

to be pushovers.

Bailey would hit a three-pointer on the ensuing pos-

session and UCLA would have the lead for the only

lime in the game after a minute and a half of play. And

then the Devils (25-2) showed why they were No. 2 in

the nation.

The next six minutes perhaps set the tone for the rest

of the game. Duke went on a 19-3 run and extended its

lead to 13, a lead that the Bruins would never overcome

and that the Blue Devils would only build on.

And Henderson, a pivotal piece to the UCLA squad

as well as the tallest player for the Bruins, would pick up

three fouls. UCLA head coach Steve Lavin was forced

tositthe6-foot-8 1/2-inch senior for the remaining 13:23

of the first half and insert 6-foot-3-inch freshman Rico

Hines.

"J.R. Henderson is a central figure to our success,"

Lavin said. "And when Henderson isn't on the floor it

puts, a tremendous amount of pressure on us because

now Hines and Travis Reed are our next biggest players.

"They're freshman and they're getting better, but

that's a lot of pressure on the road, " he said

Henderson's absence hurt UCLA's offense more

than it hurt the Bruin defense, though. Without

Henderson's size under the basket, UCLA struggled to

S«cM.MSinMli.page37

UCLA overcomes fatigue,

manages to pull out win
W.GYM: Score lowest of recent tournaments, but is

enough to scrape out victory over tough competitors

By Ovistie DeBeau
Daily Bruin Contributor

While the scores were down for the

UCLA women's gymnastics team at

the Bruin Classic on Sunday, the

team's performanc was still strong

enough to beat the tough competition

from Pennsylvania State. California

State University. Fullerton and

Oregon State.

Fifth-ranked UCLA (

I

l-I) placed

first in the meet with a team score of

194.550, which was high enough to

beat 1 1 th-ranked Oregon State

( 192.550), seventh-ranked Penn Sute

( 190.800) and Fullerton (189.275).

The Bruins' score at the Qassic is not

their lowest of the season, but is a step

down from their last two meets where

they scored above a 195

.

The team started off strong with

their first event, vault, but were unable

to perform at the same high level

throughout every rotation. On vault,

UCLA placed first and received a

score that will improve their ranking.

"I feel the meet was a strong one

because they worked through it,"

UCLA head coach Valorie Kondos

said. "They were Hat tonight, and the

energy was not there to carry them

through the next event. You could tell

that they were exhausted because they

started off so strong on vault. Usually

if you start off good on an event the

momentum builds, but the fact that

the momentum started dying shows

they were tired.

"However this is what is supposed

to happ)en. With the science of deterio-

ration you are supposed to have highs

and lows. We have had two very good

meets, the last two ones, and so 1 was

anticipating a down. As long as they

were able to work through it and come

out as healthy as they came in, that is

my main priority," said Kondos.

In all-around competition the

Bruins took the top three places with

Lena Degteva in first, followed by

Heidi Moneymaker and Stella Umeh.

Sunday's meet was the first time

that sophomore Degteva had placed

first in all-around competition since

January of her freshman year.

"Lena did a great jjob," Kondos

said. "Before she went up on every

event, one of her teammates had a

mishap of some sort and I would go

up to her and say 'come on Lena, you

have got to bring the team together

and it is up to you to get this team on

fire now.' I think that she felt the

BRUIN UPDATE^^,^!^
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Lena Degteva, winner of the all-around competition, does a back-

ward flip onto the vault during competition in the Bruin Classic.

"The fact that Lisa was able to com-responsibility of that and really rose to

the occasion."

The meet was also important for

junior Lisa Hiley, who placed second

in the meet. This is Hiley's best place-

ment in her career on any event.

"I am happy about my perfor-

mance," Hiley said. "I like the vault. I

am doing right now a lot better. I can

be more aggressive on it."

pete her vault as well as she did was

amazing," Kondos said. "That is a

very difficult vault and it was more dif-

ficult than anyone's on the team or

anyone's in here tonight and she does

it phenomenally This is from a walk-

on athlete that just started learning it

about two months ago. so today was a

huge success."

>/v^

YesiKMS^s results:

Women's gymnastics

UCLA 194.550 -firs©
Oregon St 192550 -riSamd

Penn St.1 90.800 -thj^\

M«fi'fb«iMtbalF~^i ^

CLA 84, Duke 120/^

day's matches
en'i golf

Broin Pioneer Golf Classic

» Insido today

UCLA's past: Ackerman Union once

had a bowling alley. See page 3

Apartments: What it's like to have

obnoxious neighbors. See page 1

1

Jack Santora: He knows his way

around the bases. See back page

DAILY
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E N T E if ty^A I N M E N T

Ka-pow!
ASU.USACand

the creme de la

cremeofhfp-hop'

artists nr^ake this

year's Hip-Hop

Explosion, well,

explosive.

See page 14
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UCLA student selected for regent ofTice

CHARLES KUO/Oaily Bfuin

Max Espinoza

UC may alter

admissions to

up diversity

DIVERSITY: Plan would

qualify top 4 percent of

California high schoolers

SeeA0MISSMNS,pa9e6

UNIVERSITY: Espinoza

many experiences

to bring to new position

By Dennis Um
Daily Bruin Contributor

Max Espinoza, USAC Academic

Affairs Commissioner, has been nomi-

nated to be the next UC student regent.

Tm extremely honored to receive

this nomination," Espinoza said.

"I look forward to bringing my

experience in representing student

concerns and* perspectives to the UC
Board of Regents as it deliberates on

the many important issues facing the

University of California," he added.

Espinoza, the student regent-desig-

nate, was chosen from a field of 56

applicants from all nine UC campuses.

His nomination will be considered by

the full board at its meeting March 19-

20. •

Espinoza has served as the

Academic Affairs Commissioner for

the last two years, and was the chair-

person of MEChA the year before

that. He has been a leading campus

activist, working extensively on numer-

ous campus issues.

"I am interested in working with the

other regents on issues related to

access, affordability, outreach, reten-

tion, diversity and equal opportunity,"

Espinoza said.

If appointed, Espinoza will have the

same duties as any regent on the board,

which will include voting on all issues

affecting the nine UC campuses.

"According to the constitution (of

California), the student regent is a

regent like any other," said Kathryn

McClymond, the current student

regent.

Representatives from USAC
expressed elation at Espinoza's suc-

cess.

Abi Karlin-Resnick, USAC
Community Service Commissioner,

stressed Espinoza's ability as a student

leader.

"He is really strong about giving stu-

dents a voice, whether it be through

student programs or student rights,"

Karlin-Resnick said.

Espinoza's new position on the

board of regents would help make

"many issues at UCLA more notice-

able," according to Karlin-Resnick.

"UCLA has been at the forefront of

many issues concerning education and

(Espinoza) h;^ been critical to many of

those issues. I have no reason to

behave that he won't continue to do so

as the new student regent," Karlin-

Resnick continued.

Representatives from the

University of California Student

Association (UCSA) agreed with

Karlin-Resnick.

"We are confident in his ability and

SeeESPllMZit,page9

ByMarisaWong
Daily Bruin Contributor

In an attempt to increase the pool

of UC applicants, the UC Board of

Regents discussed qualifying the top

.4 percent of students from every

California high school for admission

to the UC system.

An estimated 3,500 additional stu-

dents would be added to the appli-

cant pool, while the amount of stu-

dents admitted would not increase,

said Terry Lightfoot, spokesperson

for the UC Office of the President.

Because of this, Lightfoot esti-

mates that 10 to 15 percent of all

applicants could be affected by this

plan.

UC Regents speculate that admit-

ting the top 4 percent of each high

school's students would help

increase the diversity of UC appli-

cants, and give schools an incentive

to offer more college preparatory-

classes to make more students eligi-

ble for admission.

"One would hope it would broad-

en the number of schools from which

we are drawing and add a more

diverse element to the student body,"

said Regent Judith Levin. "It also

might encourage schools to make

more students eligible if this guaran-

tee were in place
'

"We are realizing that there are

some hard working, motivated stu-

dents who find themselves at a disad-

vantage when competing for admis-

sion to the university," Lightfoot

said.

UC Director of Admissions Caria

Ferri said the plan will not make cur-

rently eligible students ineligible - it

would just increase the number of

students in the eligibility pool.

"The eligibility rate for UC admis-

Researcher brings bon^ back to life

HEALTH: New technique

pioneered at UCLA may

prevent hip replacement

By Kathnm Combs
Daily Bruin Staff

She hikes, she walks and she sits,

all without pain. A miracle?

Though most take these activities

for granted, Anne Donnelly doesn't.

Three years ago she could not do

these things without severe pain in

her hips and knees, due to a condi-

tion called avascular osteonecrosis
-

or bone death.

However, thanks to a new tech-

nique pioneered by UCLA
researcher Dr. Jay Liebcrman,

patients like Donnelly can walk a lit-

tle easier.

"I don't even think of the pain

anymore," Donnelly said.

Osteoregeneration is a technique

that may prevent the need for total

hip replacement.

Donnelly, now 38, has been taking

prednisone, a steriod, which led to

the deterioration of her bones.

"I was getting pain especially in

my left hip and it was also affecting

my knee," Donnelly recounted.

"I would always push myself

through the pain," she said.

While the cause is largely

unknown, steroids such as pred-

DEHVCKKUOO

Dr. Jay Ueberman developed a new bone treatment that rpay reduce the need for hip replaceoients.

nisone can lead to bone death. Other

factors include trauma to the hip

joint causing dislocation, and chron-

ic alcohol use.

In the new technique, termed oste-

oregeneration, Lieberman modified

an already existing technique called

core decompression.

"We drill a hole to get out as much

of the dead bone as we can,"

Lieberman said.

However, according to

Lieberman, this technique is contro-

versial within the medical communi-

ty because this method can further

weaken the hip joint

In core decompression, doctors

drill a hole through the head of the

femur, the knobby end of the thigh

bone. Doctors then remove all the

dead bone in the hope that new bone

will develop.

Sn BONE, page?

Contest goes beyond judging • If f

PRIZES: Avid collectors funded competition to

encourage students to pursue literary knowledge

By Teresa Jim

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's time to dust off those shelves

ofbooks sitting at home, because you

may have a chance to win hundreds

ofdollars for them.

By entering your prized collection

of Richard Nixon biographies or

your favorite collection of hardback

Sherlock Holmes mysteries, you

could win anywhere from $200 to

$600 in this year's Campbell Student

Book Collection Competition.

For those who are wondering

what a book collection exactly con-

sists of, a book collection is more

than just a set of random books you

happen to have at home.

"A collection has a theme, a

focused idea," explained Silvia

Mariscal, member of the Campbell

Competition committee.

Past collections have focused on

such various topics as vampires,

Pilipina writers, photography.

Kosher cooking, the culture of wine

and the women of Camelot.

"There are always different vary-

ing topics," said Octavio Olvera.

another member of the Campbell

Competition committee. "It really

depends on what interests people."

Competition committee members

by its cover
agree that although it takes a long

time to create and refine a book col-

lection, it is not hard to start one.

"Most people, when they buy

books on a topic that interests them,

they don't realize they're starting a

collection," Mariscal said. 'They buy

one, and then they buy another one

because they like the topic. One thing

just leads to another, and it can also

get very expensive."

Winning collections will be judged
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Diversity awards come

to UC San Francisco

Four people at UC San Francisco recently

were awarded the Martin Luther King, Jr.

Award for promoting diversity and ideals

inspired by the civil rights leader.

Dr. Daniel Lowenstein, one of the recipi-

ents, served as coK^hair of the Chancellor's

Steering Committee on Diversity 1995-1997.

In that position, Lowenstein helped devel-

op programs addressing campus diversity

and afTirmative action. He also obtained

funding for committee activities.

Stella Hsu. who served with Lowenstein

on the steering committee, played a role in

establishing programs that promote mutual

respect, understanding and appreciation for

cultural diversity at the campus.

Kyra Bobinet and Jennifer Danek, fourth-

ycat medical students, received the award for

the program they devised to help at-risk

youth at a San Francisco youth guidance cen-

ter. . -.

UCLA researchers

win grant money
UCLA researchers will test a dormant part

of the human body to see if they can regener-

ate an immune system in patients with AIDS.

Jerome Zack, associate director of the

UCLA AIDS Institute, and Beth Jamieson

will work with a $75,000 grant which Zack

won from the American Foundation for

AIDS Research. They will investigate if the

thymus, which grows dormant after the age of

18. can reproduce T-lymphocyte cells,

immune cells that combat viruses.

The researchers will transplant adult

human thymus tissue into mice without

immune systems and test whether the thymus

.becomes active again, producing T-lympho-

cyte cells. If this stage is successful, Zack and

Jamieson will investigate whether the thymus

can continue to function in the presence of

HIV.

Last fall, these researchers made a similar

discovery uping fetal immune stem cells in

animals to find that an HIV-

infected immune system can

regenerate itself with antiviral

drug therapy.

"Our early research gave us hope that HIV

directly affects the T<ells themselves, not the

fetal thymus or the rest of the immune envi-

ronment. Now we must determine if the adult

thymus has similar potential to regenerate a

new immune system." Zack said.

Four researchers at UCLA's Jonsson

Cancer Center won $350,000 awards to fur-

ther their research of treatments of prostate

cancer.

The Association for the Cure of Cancer of

the Prostate (CaP CURE) chose Charles

Sawyers, Rob Rciter, Sam Gambhir and

Ayyappan Rajasekaran among the 85 win-

ners from a field of 571 prostate cancer

experts.

Sawyers, Reiter and Rajasekaran will

work on treatment plans for those with can-

cer, while Gambhir will work on a decision-

support system to help patients weigh their

options when deciding oh treatment.

Hollywood mogul

donates $10 million

Universal Studios Chairman Emeritus Lew

Wasserman and his wife, Edie, have donated

$10 million to Campaign UCLA, the cam-

puswide fund-raising effort established in May

1997.

The announcement was made Monday

evening at UCLA's annual College of Letters

and Science Awards dinner. Nearly 400 people

attended the black-tie gala at The Regent

Beverly Wilshire Hotel.

Most of the gift, $8.75 million, will go to the

Edith and Lew Wasserman Fund for

Undergraduate Support at UCLA, to provide

scholarships for promising undergraduate edu-

cation, according to UCLA Chancellor Albert

Camesale.

An endowment of $250,000 will be used as a

maintenance fund, for the new UCLA Palm

Springs Center.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.
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Canine practical )okes

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For students who are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998 -

1999.

DONl FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

Tuesday Noon
USAC Internal Vice President

Student Issues Forum

Chance to ask questions

regarding campus issues

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

Bruin Victory Fellowship

•'Limit X" Hip-Hop/Reggae/Pop

Group from Uganda, Africa

Program for racial reconciliation

Westwood Plaza

2 p.m.

KTP
On-site tutoring at John

Burrough's Middle School (2: 15)

Meet at Lot 6 Turnaround

825-2417

3 p.m.

Career Options for Scientists

A V.P with The Sapient

Corporation will discuss

opportunities in the high tech

field (3:30) -825-3137 ,

5 p.m.
Careers in public policy

featuring speakers: Michael

Dukakis, professor of policy

studies and Maciek

Kolodziejczak, academic advisor

for the Graduate School of

Public Policy

Rieber Fireside Lounge

6 p.m.
Circle K
General meeting

Haines 6

Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity and leadership (6:30)

1270 Public Policy -206-5071

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Racial reconciliation

Racism - Darryl Rowers (6:30)

Los Angeles Tennis Center

7 p.m.
Office of Residential Life

United We Stand

Readings from AIDS Project-

Los Angeles writers' workshop

and candlelight vigil in honor of

people who have been

affected by AIDS/HIV
Sproul Hall Turnaround

I !•
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206-8193 7 :-:

Asian Americans in

Communication

Career options

Meet with a professional

printwriter, director/producer,

actress, and KIIS FM's DJ

Jimmy Kim
ICerckhofTGrand Salon

Bruin Leaders Project

Navigating leadership

203 Covel Commons • 206-5071

8 p.m.
Raza Artistas Del Pueblo

Una Vez Al Mes (theater

performance and poetry

readings)

Call Martha Caballero

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-5969
V

Wednesday 11a.m.
ROTC Student Association

First annual panel on conflict

resolution (1 1:15)

Call Cadet Scamone
*

Korn Convocation Hall

288-6507

Noon
Student Accounting Society

Weekly meeting

"Opportunities other than the

Big 6" - Robert Schmalenger,

TransAmerica Internal Audit

Ackerman 2408 - 201-4771

4 p.m.
Thai Smakom
Meeting

Rcrckhoff400 - 267-8166

5 p.m.
Chinese Students Association

General meeting

Come hear about our paint ball

activity this Friday

Kerckhoff 131 -313-6306

University Catholic Center

Ash Wednesday Masses (5: IS)

Lutheran Chapel, 10915

Strathmore

What's Brewin'can bt reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#media.ucia.cdu
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Ackerman has seen its share of

changes in 37 years, but it still

remains a center of campus life

ByfUdwIMulIaz
Daily Bruin Staff

Can you imagine a UCLA without

an Ackerman Student Union? Where

would students dine on Panda Express

and shop for the latest UCLA sweat-

shirt? What would the campus do with-

out the Grand Ballroom that houses so

many job fairs and $2 movies?

Imagine an

empty space the

size of

Ackerman. If

one looks 37

years back into

UCLA history,

one will fmd it.

Originally,

Kerckhoff Hall

was used for the

student union,

but as soon as the

building was put

into use, it was

clear that the

facilities were

inadequate. At

the time that

Kerckhoff was .
* ^

constructed in

1931, UCLA's student body consisted

of 6,500 students, almost one-sixth of

today's 35, 558 students.

In 1956, when five years later the

enrollment would triple, a College

Union Committee was* appointed to

investigate the possibilities of an addi-

UCIJ\ has witnessed 79
years of classes,

students, professors,

research and memories.
Tliis series presents some
chapters ofour history.

tion to Kerckhoff.

What the committee proposed

seemed more like a small community

than just an addition. The new seven-

level structure would lodge bowling,

billiards, table tennis, food services, a

post office, hotel rooms and two small

dormitories for visiting guests and

teams.

But the committee's big ideas didn't

lose sight of the

students and

their needs. The

committee ran

an ad in the

Daily Bruin for a

contest to sub-

mit suggestions

for the building.

Fifty dollars

would be

rewarded for the

best idea, while

$25 would be

awarded to the

person who
thought up the

best name for

the building.

With a mini-

mum of 200

entries needed to support the contest,

the 32 entries later determined the con-

test invalid.

However, those 32 participants

entertained ideas of informal dance

and jukebox areas as well as a televi-

sion lounge.

Photos courtesy of UCLA Archives

(Above) William

Ackerman is the

building's namesake

because of his years

of service to UCLA.

(Left) The student

union opened its

doors to students

in 1961.

(Below) The runiors __. _ ^

are true: There was

once a bowling alley

in Ackerman.

On Oct. 16 and 17, 1957, a special

student referendum was held to

address the issue of a new student

union building that would be partially

financed through student fees.

A landslide vote of 2,412 to 354 stu-

dents was in favor of such a building.

Beginning in 1960, students paid $12

per year to repay two of the loans need-

ed to build Ackerman.

Half the funds for the building were

provided by government loans and the

other $2.75 million was acquired in

revenue bonds that were sold through

the UC Regents.

Marchers trumpeting civil rights voice opposition to Prop. 226

PROTEST: Labor groups,

community join forces

to support Ring's goals

Arts & Entertainment; 825-2538; News; 825-2795; Sports; 325-9851; Viewpoint;825-2216; Classified Line; 825-2221; Classified Display; 206 30C0; Sdles;825-216

By Ann Hawkey
Daily Bruin Contributor

Thousands gathered Monday in

downtown Los Angeles to show their

remembrance and support for

Martin Luther King Jr.'s goals.

The march was largely a forum for

opponents of Proposition 226 to

voice concerns about the initiative,

which will be on the June ballot and

could lake political power away from

unions. Labor groups joined forces

with the community to protest

Proposition 226, as well, as other

related issues such as affirmative

action.

Even the rain could not dampen

the spirit of the rally as the ^ompton

High School Band hclpectkeep the

atmosphere upbeat. Some marchers

energetically sang songs reminiscent

of the Civil Rights Movement, while

others chanted in Spanish, "What do

we want? Justice! When do we want

it? Now!"

Civic leaders such as the Rev. Jesse

L. Jackson, California state chair

Danny J. Bakewell Sr. and many oth-

ers attended the march, which was

sponsored in part by the Rainbow

Coalition and the Brotherhood

Crusade.

The march began at the Los

Angeles Memorial Coliseum and

ended at the Ronald Reagan State

Building.

Many groups came to the march to

protest Proposition 226, which oppo-

nenU have labeled the "Anti-Labor

Initiative."

"This partially deceptive proposi-

tion is aimed at the heart of the

democratic process," said Rick

Chertoff, executive director of the

western region of the Jewish Labor

Committee.

Local union 660, representing Los

Angeles County workers, opposes

Proposition 226 because it will "put

unions in an uncomfortable position

because of new yearly fees," said

Tommie Shaw, member of the Local

660 executive board.

Proposition 226 would require

unions to gain employee authoriza-

tion for payroll deductions that

would be donated toward union polit-

ical issues.

Another political issue that con-

cerned unions attending the march

Monday was Proposition 209.

Several organizations Monday

showed their opposition to

Proposition 209, which eliminated

affirmative action in public entities.

"We are standing up for affirma-

tive action," said Jim Hard of the

California State Employee

Association.

"Anybody that thinks 400 years of

racism can be overcome by 20 to 30

years of affirmative action doesn't

know or doesn't care," he said.

"How jobs and admission to

schools are given is not equal," said

Elenore A. Williams. "Minorities

need a level playing field."

Supporters of Proposition 209

claim the law helps eliminate unfair

hiring practices and college admis-

sions based on race rather than merit.

Affirmative action was one way in

which the "Save the Dream" march

united labor and the community.

"This is a good way to express that

the community and labor are on the

same level," said Fred Pascual of

Local 1 1, a union of hotel and restau-

rant workers.

"This sends a clear message that

when we get organized we can get

things moving."

Strong opinions and a desire for

change were not the only reasons for

the large turnout. Many came to

express their hopes for a better future

for their children.

"We want our children to have the

same opportunity as everyone else,"

said Cecilia Ruiz of United Farm

Workers.

"What gave me the motivation to

march here is for my grandchildren

to have a better future than myself,"

said Marie White.

The day's common theme was

King's dream.

"It's all about keeping Martin

Luther King's dream alive," said

Ruiz. "It was 30 years ago he died

and here we are fighting for the same

things."

"I treasure the man who had high

values and was willing to stand up for

those values, not only for himself, but

for his family and mankind," said

Ralph L. Franklin vice president of

United Food and Commercial

Workers International.

"We want then to keep hope alive

that there is justice in America and

we have to work together to prevail,"

he said.
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Crime Watch
^:

V Car Theft
5v

Motor vehicle thefts and

ies were on the rise this weeki

the university-owned apartmej

SawtcUe being a hot spot f<j

theft.

Two vehicles were broken inf

3314 Sawtclle; in both cases the i

were stripped of stereo equi^

Just up the street anot

broken into at 3302^

stereo cquipmet

force. All

within a cc

cr, anc

Aspects have been

Tar phone and

ird were taken from

! 3 with an estimated

^garage door open-

a vehicle on

ern\il|^efe report-

L tw^Hn Lot SV,

; atmon^Hm Lot 2.

' suspect was tBMHo custody

^week for displaymg a forged pcr-

ktLotSH.

Jcense plates and their holders

Jar items for thieves as well,

nd two rear plates wj

irs in Lot

$1,300 in cash from a safe at Lu Valle

Commons.

A lap top was removed from the

Center for Health Sciences, Mid a

computer

Anders^

loss of]

Tv

this

theoi

Bruil

their per

14 purses^

were stoU

thefts

jnitor from The

las stolen, a total

were stolen

tolfe Hall and

>ike radu

tp a close eye on

longings: a t<Axl of

lUets and backpacks

lis week. The most

cd at the Wooden
lefts) and Hcdrick

lities.

There waso^^pH^^is week,

fed when an unknown suspect stole

There was one incident of vandal-

ism this week when a marble walk-

way in the Bradley building was dam-

aged by a thrown trash can.
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Qinton waits for details about UN. agreement
IRAQ: Last-minute pact

may end looming threat

of British, U.S. air strikes

ByBanrySdnveM
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

ainton consulted with world leaders

Monday about a tentative U.N. agree-

ment with Saddam Hussein that might

avert military strikes against Iraq. The

administration withheld judgment and

kept American forces in the Persian

Gulfready for action.

Clinton and Vice President Al Gore

were briefed by National Security

Adviser Sandy Berger on what the

administration knows about the tenta-

tive accord. Clinton was a half hour

late to a White House meeting with the

nation's governors, explaining, "I've

been working on the situation in Iraq."

The president said he had a lengthy

discussion by phone with British Prime

Minister Tony Blair, his most steadfast

ally in threatening military strikes

against Iraq, and planned to call

Russian President Boris Yeltsin and

French President Jacques Chirac.

Clinton also spoke with U.N.

Secretary General Kon Annan

Sunday night after Annan struck the

agreement with Saddam Hussein.

Officials said the United States was

awaiting full details of the agreement

before passing judgment.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich,

speaking to business leaders in

Smyrna, Ga., said, "I hope that

(Annan) has gotten a good agreement

and 1 hope it is one that guarantees a

chemical and biological weapon-free

Iraq." He urged the administration to

be ready for immediate action if

Saddam flails to live up the agreed

terms.

Administration officials were

intrigued but not convinced that

Saddam had met all conditions for

unlimited U.N. access to weapons sites

in the agreement.

It may take a couple of days before

Clinton and his advisers have all the

facts they want to decide whether the

crisis with Iraq is over. Annan was fly-

ing to France tcxlay and then on to

New York to report to the U.N.

Security Council, probably Today.

Even if the report turned out to be

completely positive, administration

officials and others stressed the litmus

test would be whether Iraq followed

through and opened its arms stores to

U.N. inspectors at times and places of

the inspection team's chcx)sing.

SeeaJNroN,pa9e6

P^ce talks interrupted by car bomb
IRELAND: Sinn Fein

demands to speak with

British Prime Minister

By Shawp Pogatch

The Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland -
A car bomb explcxled in a staunchly

pro-British Protestant town

Monday, a few hours after peace

talks on Northern Ireland's future

resumed.

Police said no injuries were

reported from the blast in

Portadown. 30 miles southwest of

Belfast, but one building was badly

damaged by fire.

"Flames are shooting into the

sky. I have seen people in tears, peo-

ple are shocked and stunned," said

Portadown Mayor Kenneth

Twydle.

Several telephoned warnings to

Belfast media allowed police to

evacuate nearby streets before the

explosion.

• In Belfast, peace negotiations

resumed tcxiay with the IRA - the

allied Sinn Fein party was excluded

because of two killings this month

blamed on the Irish Republican

Army.

David Trimble, leader of the

largest Protestant party, the Ulster

Unionists, said the bombing

"underscored the silliness" of plans

to let Sinn Fein return to the talks

within two weeks.

Trimble, who represents

Portadown in the British

Parliament, said an unclaimed car-

bomb attack on one Protestant

Tobacco industry fights for

its First Amendment rights

The Associated ft«s

Firefighters pour water onto a building Monday in Portadown

town center in Northern Ireland. A car bomb left the area In ruins.

town Friday and the bombing today

are "the IRA's response to the con-

duct of the talks"

Brid Rodgers, a Roman Catholic

and local official in the Portadown

area, said attacking Portadown

"appears to have been designed to

cause maximum provcx:ation and to

draw other extremists into a

response against the north's inno

cent Catholic population."

Sinn Fein is demanding to meet

with British Prime Minister Tony

Blair, and says that otherwise it

might not return to the talks March

9, the date specified by the govern-

ments. Blair's Downing Street

office said he was considering their

S«eNKanffnOIIS,pa9e6

CONGRESS: Public health

experts want to eliminate

ads that target children

By David E. Roscnbaum
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - It would be

"absolutely impermissible" for the

government to block lawsuits against

the tobacco companies, forjner Focxl

and Drugs Commissioner David

Kessler said last week. "There should

be no concessions to this industry."

In Congress, where the companies

have about as much political support

as an international drug cartel,

Kessler's stance is clearly the prevail-

ing one. "Their effort to target 14-

year-olds is frankly reprehensible,"

said House Speaker Newt Gingrich.

"They are weaker thai they have ever

been in this city, and 1 think that there

is virtually no sentiment for in any

way listening favorably to the tobacco

companies."

But the tobacco industry has a

lever that could force anti-smoking

crusaders and Congress to relent: the

U.S. Constitution.

J. Skelly Wright, a federal judge

and a renowned civil libertarian, stat-

ed the case in 1971 in a way thdt still

resounds. He did not doubt that the

sexy girl in the Salem advertisements

was "in fact a seductive merchant of

death and that the real Marlboro

Country is the graveyard," Wright

wrote. "But the First Amendment

does not protect only speech that is

healthy or harmless."

Meyer Koplow, a lawyer for the

tobacco industry, insisted last week

that unless Congress enacted a law

that gave tobacco companies consid-

erable protection from damage suits,

the cigarette companies would not

agree to modify their relentless ad

campaigns. Congress cannot stop the

ads, Koplow asserted, because to do

so would violate the companies' right

to free speech.

This is important because the pri-

mary goal of public health advocates

like Kessler is to prevent teen-agers

from starting to smoke, and ubiqui-

tous cigare^e advertising seems to be

a signifiodnt factor in whether they

start.

A study published last week in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association concluded that advertis-

ing was even more crucial than peer

pressure. The study, conducted by

researchers at the University of

California, San Diego, found that the

tobacco companies' advertisements

and promotions were the underlying

reason that at least one-third of 12- to

17-year-olds who experimented with

cigarettes did so.

So the situation, in Koplow's view,

is that either the government will

approve a deal with the tobacco

industry similar to the one the indus-

try and about 40 state attorneys gen-

eral reached last summer, or cigarette

advertising will continue unabated,

the industry will challenge in court

any legislative attempt to stop it and

millions more young people will get

hooked on smoking.

Under last summer's settlement,

which can take effect only to the

extent Congress approves it, the com-

panies would waive their First

SecTOMCOO^pag^?
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Bird flu antibodies

discovered in humans
HONG KONG - Doctors have found anti-

bodies to the bird Hu virus in health workers,

officials said Monday, renewing fears that the

virus that killed six people in Hong Kong

could be spread by human contact.

The virus was first detected in humans last

year, and doctors have been trying since then

to determine how it is transmitted - particular-

ly, if it could be spread by contact with infect-

ed people as well as infected poultry

Preliminary findings of blood tests show

fewer than 10 health workers have developed

antibodies to the virus, government spokes-

woman Pauline Ling said.

Some of them "may have been in contact

with bird flu patients, " she said.

The presence of antibodies means a person

was exposed to the virik and developed resis-

tance, with or without developing symptoms.

The viT'iis killed six people and infected 12

others. No new cases have been

found since the government banned

live chicken imports and killed all of

Hong Kong's 1.4 million chickens in

December.

Prosecutors seek life

sentence for Nichols

DENVER - Federal prosecutors urged a

judge Monday to sentence Terry Nichols to

life behind bars for his role in the Oklahoma

City bombing, calling a defense motion seek-

ing a four-year prison sentence "absurd."

Prosecutor Sean Connelly petitioned U.S.

District Judge Richard Matsch to hand

Nichols the harshest possible penalty, not a

sentence that would be more appropriate in a

minor drug crime.

Connelly's brief came in response to a

motion by Nichols' attorneys that he should

serve lour to six years in prison for the April

19, 1995. bombing that killed 168 people and

injured hundreds more.

In a separate trial, Timothy

McVeigh was sentenced to death

after he was convicted on murder,

conspiracy and weapons charges in the

Wast. . :

Nichols, 42, was convicted last month of

conspiracy and manslaughter, but acquitted of

murder and weapons charges. The jury was

unable to agree on a sentence, sparing him the

death penalty.

Matsch has set a March 25 hearing to

decide what guidelines to follow in sentencing

Nichols but no sentencing date has been set.

Couple believed dead

in small plane crash

SUTTER, Calif ~ A cattle rancher and his

sons discovered the wreckage of a small air-

plane that crashed in the Sutter Buttes, appar-

ently killing both people aboard.

The unidentified remains of one person

were found. The victims were believed to be a

husband and wife from Kern County who

were returning to Bakersfield after visiting rel-

atives in Chico.

Initial investigations indicate the plane may

have collided with the summit of Eagle Peak,

spreading debris on both sides of the peak.

Weather conditions at the time were said to be

poor. <c^
The twin-engine Beechcraft had left Chico

at 4 p.m. and crashed sometime Saturday

night about three miles north of the town of

Sutter, authorities said. The aircraft was regis-

tered to Steven Thomas of Maricopa.

Austin Lemenager, the owner of the land

that the crash was discovered on, said he was

herding cattle with two of his sons on Sunday

when they saw the wreck.

"When we first saw it we thought it could've

been a big rock loosened by the rain. It wasn't

too long until we knew it was a plane wreck,"

Lemenager said. "There wasjust nothing left.

"

Compiled from Daily Bruin vinre reports.
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CLINTON
From page 5

Asked whether he believed the

agreement was hkely to satisfy U.S.

demands, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,

said on NBC's "Today" show, "I

would suspect that it probably is." He

added that given Saddam's past record

on dealing with weapons inspectors,

"We may most likely be revisiting this

problem in a month or two."

Sen. Aden Specter, R-Pa., said

Monday that even if the deal is solid,

the U.S. government should step up

efforts to oust Saddam. He said he

planned to propose that Saddam be

brought before an international war

crimes tribunal.

"One way or another we're going to

have to topple Saddam Hussein" to

ensure that he does not build weapons

of mass destruction. Specter told

CNN.
A prcvltms- -impasse -toir•weapon

inspections was resolved in November

only to have Iraq shift strategies and

restrict inspections in January. The

current crisis was spurred by Iraq's

refusal to accept American inspectors,

accusing them of espionage.

Early today in Baghdad, Annan

signed what he called a "serious, credi-

ble agreement" with Iraqi Deputy

Prime Minister Tariq Aziz.

At the same time, the Pentagon

began steps to call up some 500 mili-

tary reservists for possible assistance

in case ofan attack on Iraq.

Aziz credited Annan's diplomacy

for clinching the deal. The agreement

came from "the goodwill he brought

with him - not the American or the

British buildup in the Gulf, and not the

policy of saber-rattling," Aziz said.

Even before the official signing, the

U.S. caution contrasted with the near-

NEGOTIATIONS

jubilation within the Annan

entourage. Annan's spokesman, Fred

Eckhard, said the agreement assured

the rights of U.N. inspectors and did

not include a time limit on searches for

biological and chemical weapons

ingredients.

"We obviously have serious ques-

tions," State Department spokesman

James P. Rubin said Sunday after

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

called Annan and received "a short

phone briefing."

She "did not receive a comprehen-

sive assessment" from Annan, Rubin

said. "And therefore we are not in a

position to make a judgment whether

the principles for a peaceful solution

have been achievjed."

"Whatever happens, we will be

looking for action, not words," on

whether Iraq meets the terms set down

by the United States, Rubin said.

One of the conditions for a settle-

ment, he said, was unlimited access for

tl« WH: mofrftoring cdmhiission.

Another was maintaining the authori-

ty of the commission to make inspec-

tion decisions and to choose the com-

position of each team based on exper-

tise, not nationality.

Annan spoke by telephone to Blair.

Britain joined the United States in

deferring a judgment pending

Annan's briefing on the details.

Albright, meanwhile, conferred by

telephone with British Foreign

Secretary Robin Cook and French

Foreign Minister Hubert Vedrine after

talking to Annan. Cook, speaking

today in Brussels, said: "Saddam is a

man who only makes an agreement

under pressure."

News of the agreement came after

Albright said the United States would

act alone against Iraq ifany agreement

Annan brought from Baghdad jeopar-

dized U.S. interests.

From page 5

request.

Ulster Unionist negotiator Ken

Maginnis said a Blair-Sinn Fein meet-

ing now during the 'Quarantine peri-

od" would "fatally undermine" the

negotiating effort.

"If the prime minister leads a gut-

less government then of course he

may well bow to the diktats of Sinn

Fein-IRA," Maginnis said.

A Protestant party today was read-

mitted to the negotiations at

Stormont, the center of British admin-

istration for Northern Ireland where

the talks began in June 1996.

The Ulster Democratic Party was

barred four weeks ago after the pro-

ADMISSIONS

British paramilitary group it repre-

sents, the Ulster Defense Association,

admitted killing Catholics in violation

of its own October 1994 truce.

Former U.S. Sen. George

Mitchell, chairman of the talks,

requires all participants to adhere to a

code of nonviolence or risk indefinite

exclusion.

Ulster Democrats leader Gary

McMichael said the governments

were "running scared" of the possibil-

ity that the IRA might resume full-

scale bloodshed in Northern Ireland

and Britain. He said Sinn Fein should

have been excluded for at least as long

as his own party.

From page 1

sion is now 1 1.1 percent of all high

school students," Ferri said. "We
should be at 12.5 percent and this

plan brings us up to the level we

ought to be."

UC officials also speculate that

many of the students who already are

automatically admitted to the UCs
would still be in the top 4 percent cat-

egory.

Criteria for what constitutes the

top 4 percent of high school students

has yet to be determined, but Ferri

said students will still have to meet

the minimum admission require-

ments of at least a 3.3 GPA, 15 units

of college preparatory courses, and

SAT I and II examination results.

Students who do not automatical-

ly qualify for admission with the 4

percent plan would be admitted

using the current admission stan-

dards.

Some university officials have con-

cerns with the considered 4 percent

plan and fear that this could discour-

age other eligible students from

applying to the UC system.

"It may begin to act to discourage

some students," Levin said. "Some

may think, 'Why should I try when

I'm going to lose my space to some-

one at another school?'"

Levin also said she was concerned

about the possibility of the criteria

not evaluating students on individual

merit or specific academic accom-

plishment, but rather on GPA.

UCLA Assistant Vice Chancellor

Tom Liflca said he questions what the

criteria for the top 4 percent will be

and also questions whether high

schools will want to be put in the posi-

tion to determine their top students.

He also stated that he does not

think this process should be used as a

way to create a more diverse appli-

cant pool.

"Eligibility is ultimately a question

of whether students are well pre-

pared academically and have

achieved a level of competency,"

Lifka said. "It shouldn't be used as a

vehicle for achieving various forms

of diversity."

Currently 50 California high

schools do not send any students to

UC schools. The four percent plan

will be discussed again at the end of

the school year, and if implemented,

will probal^ly take affect for the class

of2000.

'i.

TOBACCO
From page 5 y ^

Amendment right and voluntarily

take steps like discontinuing adver-

tisements featuring cartoon charac-

ters and celebrities, ending outdoor

advertising and restricting print

advertisements to publications read

primarily by adults.

In return, the agreement would

prohibit class-action lawsuits, limit

claims for punitive damages based on

past industry conduct and place a

ceiling on how much the companies

would have to pay each year in com-

pensatory damages.

Koplow's view of the cigarette

companies' First Amendment rights

is not universally accepted. Indeed,

the question of commercial free

speech is an unsettled area of consti-

tutional law that has taken several

twists and turns in recent years.

Just iast -spring? for tnstafrte, tlte

Supreme Court refused to consider a

challenge to a Court of Appeals deci-

sion that upheld the constitutionality

of Baltimore ordinances prohibiting

cigarette and liquor advertising on

billboards in residential neighbor-

hoods.

In Senate testimony this month.

Professor Richard A. Daynard of the

Northeastern University School of

Law observed that, since the 1930s,

federal law has regulated the advertis-

ing of stocks and bonds. "If Congress

can limit securities offerers to tomb-

stone advertising to protect people's

pocketbopks," Daynard asseried,

"then surely it can similarly limit

tobacco company advertising to pro-

tect people's lives and health."

But the dominant view of practic-

ing lawyers and academics who sf>e-

cialize in First Amendment law is that

broad restraints on advertising are

unconstitutional and that the

Supreme Court is likely to become

increasingly protective ofcommercial

speech.

At the same tobacco hearing where

Daynard testified, Royd Abrams, a

prpnTineirfi^frst' Amtitthnent lawyer

from New York, declared, "Ifthe pro-

posed settlement were enacted into

law, 1 believe it would be held to vio-

late the First Amendment."

BONE
From page 1

But this technique is only effective

in cases detected early, according to

Lieberman.

The new technique employs core

decompression and combines it with

Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP),

a bone-forming protein.

"What's happening is that BMP
will help stimulate these cells to make

bone," Lieberman said.

BMP was discovered by Dr.

Marshall Urist in 1965 at UCLA
"The mode of action is like a rail-

road switch, from fibrous tissue to

bone and bone marrow. It regulates

the development of bone," Urist

added.

Doctors also use a bone graft to

complete the procedure and the results

have ranged from good to excellent.

"This technique has helped me
immensely," Donnelly said.

"(Lieberman) thinks it is just a mat-

ter of time until I have to have a hip

replacement, but I do everything,"

Donnelly said.

Donnelly performs tasks from

mowing the lawn, to weeding, to tak-

ing mile-long hikes with her three kids.

"Sometimes it is difficult to make

treatment decisions and there are a

number of different treatments,"

Lieberman said.

"We are offering this because we

think it is a biological solution to the

problem," he added.

Thus far, the procedure has been

performed on 10 patients, ranging

from ages 29 to 57.

"We don't have enough data at this

time to say that it is belter, but a lot of

the other techniques have not been

shown to work," Lieberman said.

"(However), it is a definite step in the

right direction."

As a result of this procedure

Donnelly is now able to perform a

number of activities without pain.

"Now I am pain-free active,"she

said.

BOOKS
From page 1

on the focus, content and quality of

the collections. /

That's why people like MariscjK

are always impressed with the bdok

collections that students turn in every

year.

Last year's first place winner

among the undergraduate entries

admits to working on his collection

for about seven years before entering

the competition.

Initially turned on to Japanese film

years ago through a class he took and

also through several visits to the

Pacific Film Archive in Berkeley,

Hiram Piskatel, a fourth-year

Japanese student who was last year's

first place winner of $300, won the

contest with his collection of books

focused on Japanese cinema.

"At first, I didn't think of it primar-

ily as a collection," Piskatel admitted.

"If I'm interested in something, I'll

try to get as much information on it as

I can. At a certain point, I just real-

ized that I had a collection."

The competition is open to all

UCLA students who may think that

they have enough books on a focused

topic to comprise a collection.

"I just hope students who don't

realize they're book collectors will go

home and look at their bookshelves

and think, 'Hey, maybe I have some-

thing here,'" Mariscal expressed.

Organized in 1948 by Lawrence

Clark Powell (university librarian)

and Robert Campbell (original book-

seller to UCLA), the competition is

intended to encourage students to

read and take an interest in bSooks.

"The Campbells were very specific

about supporting students and their

pursuits," Mariscal said of the couple

who sold books to the UCLA com-

munity since 1924.

Avid book collectors themselves,

the Campbells opened up a book

store in Westwood Village in 1929

when UCLA moved to its current

Westwood location.

"The monetary prizes for the con-

test are funded by an amalgamation

of several contributors," Mariscal

added. "But the Campbells provided

the seed money for the endowment.

They were very generous and very

involved in the UCLA community."

After their deaths m the 1980s their

daughter, Clarice Campbell Olcott,

continues to "carry the torch for

them," Mariscal explained.

A special additional prize is funded

by the Campbells' daughter for a

deserving children's book collection.

Sponsors of the competition

include the Campbell family, the

Friends of the UCLA Library, the

Southern California Chapter of the

Antiquarian Booksellers Association

of America, the Library Staff

Association, the UCLA Library and

other interested donors.

The competition celebrates its 50lh

anniversary this year, and contest

coordinators hope the tradition" con-

tinues for a long time. In honor of the

anniversary, all of this year's prizes

will be doubled in value.

"It's a great thing," Piskatel said.

"It's nice to be encouraged in a liter-

ary pursuit."
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ACKERMAN
From page 3

The maximum allowance for the

building vPas $5,500 million and to stay

within this limit, the guest rooms and

dormitory were eliminated. Those

arrangements alone were to cost

$400,000.

The location for Ackerman was

picked for its central spot and the land-

scape's natural slope, whiclx many

believed would allow for striking archi-

tecture.

Over 135,000 square feet make up

the assignable square feet inside the

building while the outside feet surpass

197,000 square feet.

Despite ail money matters and mis-

takes, the Stiident Union was ready for

use on April 3, 1961, but it would not

be officially dedicated until six years

later.

On Dec. 6, 1967 the Student Union

building finally had foUnd a Tiame -

that of William Coit Ackerman.

Mr. "A," as he was affectionately

referred to by many, began his rela-

tionship with UCLA in 1919 as a stu-

dent and a tennis coach. When he

graduated in 1924, he stayed at UCLA
as a coach and a physical education

instructor.

In 1932, his Bruin athletic team was

the first to win an National Collegiate

Athletic Association championship.

Eighteen years later, he retired from

his coaching position.

Ackerman changed gears and went

to work for ASUCLA as their gradu-

ate manager and the executive direc-

tor. His work was completed with

ASUCLA when he retired on Sept. 25,

!%7.

At his retirement, the student union

building was named after him as a trib-

ute to his many years of service to

undergraduates at UCLA.
"This may not be the most beautiful

student union. However, I can report

to you that it is the most used. Fifteen

thousand seven hundred forty-eight

scheduled events have taken place in

the past six years in this union.

1,296,674 persons have attended these

scheduled events during this period.

We have an average flow of persons

through this building amounting to

approximately 20,000 a day,"

Ackerman said in his speech.

Ackerman may have seemed

impressed with the number ofstudents

using the new student union building,

but the students themselves were

impressed with other eloments.

"We can invite the Democrats and

the Republicans to hold their next con-

vention in the ballroom," said Fran

O'Brien, a graduate student in music

at the time.

"It's the new Westwood Country

Club," added Jim Kerr, a senior

English student.

The UCLA students of the '60s

seemed proud and they had every rea-

son to be. The Ackerman Student

Union had one of the largest on<am-

pus book departments in the nation,

not to mention two high speed eleva-

tors and a public address system.

It was designed to look to the future

in architecture and interior, while facil-

itatinl' almost all of thk proposed

areas. Also included were music listen-

ing rooms, women's and men's

lounges, a projection booth, a trophy

room and a vending machine room.

But nothing lasts forever and

AckcrmanS^dent Union has had

many changes over the years, inside

and out.

Anne Pautler, director ofmarketing

for UCLA and a graduate student dur-

ing the '70s, remembers how bad the

food was.

"The Coop was really pretty awful,"

she said. "One ofthe big changes in the

'70s was the food went from truly

awful to edible."

The interior decorating also left

something to be desired. The Coop

had turquoise and orange plastic furni-

ture against white walls. What students

now recognize as the Treehouse once

was a "sea of tables and chairs." This

was created by the drop ceiling and

lack of platforms.

Level B lacked the '90s sophistica-

tion it has today. Textbooks were in the

market section, lecture notes were

where the computer store now resides

and Pautler adds that "the clothes were

funky," nothing students would wear."

^^W ^^•WBW^WWHf I^^K^* y

Applying to
Law School?
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[open daily • www.uclastore.ucla.edu

* second book must be of equal or lesser value

UCtftsTORT

Ask about our:

Integrated Professional Apprenticeship Curriculum (IPAC),

which gives you two semesters of legal work experience

Combined J.D./M.B.A. (both degrees in just 3 years!)

Public Interest Law program

Extensive clinical opportunities

Respected litigation program

Ifs not too lato to apply!
Application d««dlin*s

Aprii 16 for full-time fall 1998

Junm 1 for part-time (evening) fall 1998

Nov*nii»«r 16 for hill-time spring 1999

ContJiet ua for an inffornwation paoicat:

Golden Gate University School of Law

536 Mission St, San Francisco, CA 94105-2^8

phont: (415) 442-6^30 fax: (415) 442-6^1

e-mail: lawadmit@ggu.edu

Website: www.ggu.edu/law
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ACKERMAN
From page 8

One advantage people did have in

the '70s was the easy access to

Ackerman. Before parking structures

and loading docks, there was a gravel

parking lot just outside Ackerman.

What people drove up to, however,

was a blank facade with stairways and

lockers.

During the '80s, things changed

again. The computer store showed up,

but the big controversy, according to

Pautler, surrounded the idea of stu-

dents renting calculators during finals.

When the last construction to

improve Ackerman took place in the

'90s, seismic improvements fixed the

top-heavy building with additions that

spread out the weight.

Pautler definitely feels that the new

Ackerman has a more aesthetic feel

for a pedestrian plaza. "When

Westwood Boulevard was closed it

was like the ^ost of Westwood

Boulevard was still there," she said.

Since the new building has an angle it

creates more ofa plaza with a pedestri-

an area. She adds that she likes the big

stairs.

One student who experienced

Ackerman during the early '90s also

likes what has been done with

Ackerman. <*
•

"Viewpoint is a good addition for

the study space." said 1993 UCLA
graduate Jorge Ancorna. While he was

going to school in the early '90s, stu-

dents went to study rooms in

Kerckhoff to find a quiet spot.

Ancorna also witnessed the closing

of the bowling alley during his time at

UCLA, but he said it was rarely used.

What might have changed most for

Ackerman is the architecture.

Ancorna is "very much in favor" of

how the outside appearance of

Ackerman has changed.

"It is trying to look like

Romanesque architecture,"

Ancorna said, although he admits that

it is a far stretch. 'They do have a lot of

brick, " which Ancorna thinks is a

good thing because it ties the building

in to other buildings on campus like

Royce and Powell Library.

But one thing that Ancorna believes

Ackerman lacks is space to just hang

out. The Ackeriiian'ofold had a lot of

recreation space, Ancorna felt,

because there wasn't a Wooden

Center.

"But the student union is where stu-

dents should hang out," he said. He

suggests putting benches in Ackerman

to give students a place to sit. "Most of

the area that was open to students has

been converted to office space now."

ESPINOZA
Frompagel

hope to continue good relations witii

the office of the student regent," said

T(Hnas Sandoval, the president of

UCSA.
"Hopefully he will do a good job

helping to represent the issues and con-

cerns of students," Sandoval contin-

ued.

McQymond sees the student regent

as a unique position within the board.

"As a student regent you don't have

to worry about any long-term political

campaigns," she said.

"Your term is short-lived and you

don't have to worry about pleasing oth-

ers to keep your position." she contin-

ued.

UCSA sees the role of the student

regent as a representative of the stu-

dents.

On the other handv Ray Orquilla, a

senior analyst with the UC Office of

the President, feels that the student

regent has another role.

"There's a misconception out there

that every time the student regent

speaks, he or she represents the stu-

dents of the UC system, when in actu-

ality he or she represents the people of

California," Orquilla said.

As student regent-designate,

Espinoza will sit on the board meetings

and participate in the discussions, but

will have no voting power until July.

Ik U(M(>)mmunicationsB(M
PMshm<fthe(mHpttsmfedd,mbMkt^theD^

will hoW its Winter Meeting .

\%inesclayFfebruaiy 25, 6:30pm r
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Please can 825-2787 for agenda details.
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Hot food ban

hurts market

f'
I

Thumbs down to

L the Westwood Village
^^ Community Alliance

for banning all prepared hot

food and craft vendors from

the Westwood Farmers'

Market. The 60-day morato-

rium was placed on the ven-

dors at the beginning of the

year in order to return the

market to its original con-

cept, which was to include

farmers and produce only.

Competition is said to be

the reason for the removal.

Chasin' Chicken was one of

the merchants who was said

to be unhappy with the com-

petition. Although the coun-

cil denies that competition is

the reason at all, the public

thinks otherwise. A survey

demonstrated that the public

has reacted negatively to the

removal. We say let the pub-

lic decide, not an "alliance"

made up of infamous, self-

serving Westwood residents.

Say. are these the same resi-

dents that police businesses

like Duet and praise the

Westwood Specific plan? We
say let the majority (student)

opinion prevail, and the

minority (anti-student) opin-

ion disappear.

Pledging

to help kids

Thumbs up to UC
Berkeley's education-

al outreach program,

the Berkeley Pledge. The

program has been successful

in raising the mathematical

scores of students in the Bay

Area. The program targets

disadvantaged students and

offers academic enrichment

to facilitate future college

educations.

Students in grades K-I2 in

more than 40 schools have

shown improvement on stan-

dardized tests and exhibited

more self-confidence. It's

great to see a program actu-

ally making sizeable, positive

changes in the lives of stu-

dents who are hopefully col-

lege-bound, and more efforts

should be made. UCLA
should adopt a similar

Pledge program and give the

secrets of success to our chil-

dren in Los Angeles. The
more time and energy we put

into the children, the

brighter our future will be.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments or

suggestions to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

Super salads, sports cars and y • • •les

LIFESTYLE: No longer is

pedestrian green lettuce

allowed on posh plates

What has happened to salad

these days? Is there any-

one else who remembers

the plain, old-fashioned, honest salad

that graced plates across the nation

before the

"Greed is

Goo<i" decade

that was the

'80s? Salad

without pre-

tense. Salad

that said, "Here

I am - lettuce,

tomato, cucum-

ber, beetroot,

raw, cold. Eat

me."

Those were

thedjtysofdays

of crisp, pale green lettuce, succu-

lent, full-sized tomatoes that had

ripened in the sun, bright purple

beetroot fresh from the tin, and

cucumbers that unashamedly made

you burp. Days of homemade salad-

dressing (mayonnaise is of course a

foreign word) or, perhaps, vinegar.

Days when people were not sure

what French dressing might be, and,

given the record with their kisses,

weren't too keen to find out. Salad

days indeed.

Salad of that sort is now just a

memory. Like so many other things,

pre-'90s salad was pushed aside by a

brash, confident new-comer: Yuppie

Salad. Salad as Status Symbol.

As is vital for a status symbol, the

Inlender is a second-year psychobiolo-

gy student

Danid

Inlender

Yuppie Salad comes in a variety of

grades. The primary indicator is the

lettuce, or, more accurately, the

dominant leafy green stuff (lettuce

being too specific a botanical term).

Just as no yuppie would drive a bor-

ing family car, neither would the

yuppie countenance fatally unfash-

ionable pale green lettuce. No. The

yuppie cats "Sports Lettuce," in

dark green with crinkled spoilers

around the edges and, in more

extreme^ases, dashing purple racing

stripes. The suspension tends to be a

little less firm. As a rule, the darker

the green, the more crinkled the

edges, the limpier the leaves - the

more expensive the salad.

Crisp pale green lettuce is a family

wagon with fake-wood panels. Salad

that appears to have been made

from actual thistles is a Porsche. A
red one. In fact, there is a simple law

of Yuppie Salad: The more you pay

for it,' the more it looks like weeds.

The analogy with the automotive

tastes of the yuppie is not perfect.

Thankfully, though, another paral-

lelism lurks. No
one has yet bred _i_»^___
phallic lettuce.

When, as histor-

ical precedent

says it must, the

current "limpier

is better" trend

is reversed and

genetic engi-

neering delivers a lengthy lettuce sur-

rogate for latent libido lurking loin-

wise, it will be the perfect comple-

ment to the miniature tomatoes.

Indeed one can imagine such a

salad being used to great psychologi-

cal advantage in the power lunch sit-

uation: A couple of deft flicks with

the fork to achieve the appropriate

arrangement; eye contact with the

There is rarely enough

floral debris to actually

determine the flavor.

intended victim; a quick, but dearly

deliberate, glance at his trousers; a

Heeting expression of smug con-

tempt; and finally a conclusive and

impossible to misinterpret crushing

ofthe little red

globes. I should ——«^^^^
think that the

message would

be transmitted

with unequivo-

cal force and

fidelity. His

stocks might

well not be the

only thing to slump alarmingly.

Of course, there are Yuppie Salad

indicators other than high-fashion

lettuce and tiny tomatoes. The pre-

tentious presence of petals lurking

yellow and orange amongst the

greenery (and possibly "purplery")

is a sure sign that neither nutritional

value nor Havor was the chefs main

motivation in determining the com-

position of the dish. What are they

there for? There is rarely enough flo-

ral debris to actually determine the

flavor, and,

i...._^.i_^ \yhen there is, it

is rather bitter,

and disappoint-

ingly like you

had imagined

Howers might

taste. This was

the reason you

had not been

whipping out into the garden with

the secateurs at dinner time in the

first place.

The number of varieties of green-

stuff in the Yuppie Salad is often

large, and usually directly correlated

with the price. This, combined with

the presence of stray petals and

things that are disturbingly thistle-

like, leads to a plausible (and very

The evolution of salad

has taken a rather

regressive step.

'80s) thepry ofthe origin of Yuppie

Salad.

Imagine the Gordon Gekko of

market gardeners. "Traditional let-

tuce cultivation," he muses to him-

self whilst read-

^——i—» ing the financial

pages, "requires

rows of individ-

ual plants which

must be careful-

ly planted,

watered, weed-

ed and harvest-

ed. All of this is

necessary to produce uniform, crisp,

pale green lettuce. Time<onsuming.

Labor-intensive. Costly. If only peo-

ple weren't so fastidious aboufsalad

greenery." While on the phone to hii

salad-broker, he ruminates on this

problem. He finalizes the deal to

have his clients buy tomatoes from

him by number rather than weight,

and then the solution hits him.

"Market it! Make them want a mish-

mash of varieties! If car manufactur-

ers can make people think that it's

the height of style to drive around in

an unreliable, gas-guzzling, giant

penis, this will be a breeze."

It was. The rest is history.

Gardener Gekko sacked his lettuce

tenders, tossed all the salad green-

stuff seeds he had into a paddock,

and let it go wild.

Now he simply mows it when he

has orders to meet.

The evolution of salad over time

has taken a rather regressive step. I

remember the days when salad, with

dressing on the side, would precede

a delicious filet mignon. Nowadays,

social standards have forced me to

eat this pre-appetizer as a meal.

"Souplantation" and the like have

$eemilNDEII,pa9e12

Got something to say, but don't know where to say it? Be a Viewpoint columnist! Applications are

now available in the Daily Bruin office, located in 118 Kerckhoff Hall. Applications are due Friday,

F^b. 27 at 5 p.m. Late applications will not be accepted!
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Obnoxious neighbors make life a torment
TlABrrS: Every antic from

spitting to karaoke wears

away at precarious sanity

I
've tried to hold myself back

from writ-

Pfeffer

ing this col-

umfi for months

now, but I can't

handle it any-

more. 1 have to

do it. 1 have to

tell everyone at

UCLA, in

Westwood, and

in the world,

about tlfl^
'"*

baboons who
live beneath me.

1 can only

hope in my
heart that some of you out there can

relate to this most obnoxious and

troubling problem.

My humble apartment is noth-

ing special. It may be a little bigger

than yours, but only because we

pay too much money. In a just

world, we would actually get paid

for living here. Why? Because only

four feet below me, even as I sit

here at this very moment typing

on my computer, reside the most

barbaric of men.

1 never realized how bad it was

until 1 was once rudely awakened

at 8:30 a.m., not by deafening

garbage trucks but by my own bed

thumping. At first I got excited -

had some exotic man come into

my room during the night? Was

my roommate knocking on the liv-

ing room wall with homemade
pancakes for breakfast? Was I in

Vegas on a vibrating bed?

Pfeffer has not exaggerated one word of

this for dranrwtic purposes. E-mail her at

spfeffer@ucla.edu.

Unfortunately, no.

It was the jerks downstairs play-

ing their music so loud that my bed

jiggled with every bass boom. I

remember wondering how this early

wake-up call could occur in a col-

lege apartment complex. Even the

guys in "Animal House" didn't get

up that early unless they were still

awake from the night before.

Needless to say, that was the end of

my night's sleep.

But the music is the least of it.

Everyone and their mom has had

awful neighbors with loud

music. My baboons, however,

win the prize for most

annoying behavior to
'^ '

mpliment their KWU
music. Their most

recent project

involves loud

hammering

into the ceil-

Pray, do tell, what could they possi-

bly be hammering into the ceiling?

A basketball hoop? I wouldn't be

surprised. 1 know they are well-

equipped with basketball parapher-

nalia because they dribble on the

balcony and bounce balls off the

walls. Thump. Thump. My life is the

"Tell-Tale Heart."

1 think a lot of this stems from

male group dynamics. When you

put a bunch of guys together, you

end up with a bunch of idiots.

Cackling like wild hyenas at all

hours ofthe day and night, these

guys are ridiculous. They are boys

trapped in men's bodies. And they

are loud. In short, they are the most

inconsiderate people I have ever

encountered.

Or are they?

Perhaps you -—i«—^^
have actually

had worse

neighbors dur-

ing your share

of time on this

earth. So do me
a favor; shed

some light on

why people continue to act this

way - what possesses them to do

so? Are they that oblivious to

the others that live around

them? Do they know I

know their intimate

secrets and daily rou-

tines? Do they even

care?

In a sick way, 1

feel sort of bad for

the guys. They

^standout on

their balcony

and call their

girlfriends and

sisters who

come to visit

"stupid

Do they know I know

their intimate secrets

and daily routines?

bitches" as they try to parallel park.

They will eventually drop dead of

emphysema from the number of cig-

arettes they smoke. They'll be bank- -

rupt when I sue them for the hole in

my throat from their secondhand

smoke that

^_-._^ wafts through ^
my open win-

dow.

Most pitiful,

however, is their

possession of

one of the worst

habits known to

man. And yes,

equal-opportunists, I mean man,

because only men do it: spitting. —
Not I-have-a-piece-of-carpet-fuzz-in-

my-mouth-that-1-can't-get-hold-of

spitting, but abhorrent, snotty,

phlegmy, slobbering spitting. You

can't believe I am writing about

this? Me neither. But 1 am so

inspired by this act of grossness that

1 must unleash my "phlegming"

fury.

They spit for hours from their

balcony. I swear they're out there all

the time, right under my window.

Probably because it's the most

manly part of their apartment - like

kings on a throne they keep close

watch over their domain. As the

testosterone rushes through their

mighty bodies, they stand tall,

observe wisely, scratch their

crotches, and spit over the rail.

Not only can I hear them pull

the snot up into their throats and

hurl it out, but 1 also have the

pleasure of hearing their spit

wads splat onto the cement

below. Ahh ... a delightful sound

to liven up the dinner hour.

Why, men, must you do this?

Do you have overproductive

phlegm glands?

Please, let me buy you a doc-

tor's appointment! Nervous

SeePFffFEI,page13

LETTERS

Parking

paralysis

I'm writing to voice an opinion

that popped up as I was reading

your article printed on Feb. 17

("Burglars pinch coveted permits").

I'm actually .surprised that there are

not many more stolen since parking

permits are in priority up there with

the As in the science classes here at

UCLA. I, being one with a carpool

permit, got lucky, but it's still ridicu-

lous that even with a permit I still

can't get parking with all those itty-

bitty-fit-for-a-moped-spaces in the

parking structures.

The bone I had to pick with the

article was when the spokesperson

for the permits "emphasized that the

cost would be worse than if the indi-

vidual had just bought a permit"

when talking about being arrested

when found with a

stolen permit. Excuse

me but it's not like they

had a choice of a per-

mit, especially when permits are

fought for nail and tooth and cost

about a person's first-born child.

Since coming to UCLA, parking

is the No. 1 thing that has made my
life miserable here and it just makes

me madder when people brush it off

so lightly and belittle a huge factor

of stress for myselfand many other

students. And one more thing,

what's up with those "Blue Permits

Only" deal? There arc like a dozen

cars roaming around the structure

trying to find parking and there are

these little spaces with those little

signs painted on them that are

empty - empty! Go figure.

The two nations of dassist America
RACE: Analysts too quick

to examine wrong parts

of African American life

By MMn POWN

Watching Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s

recent PBS documentary on the class

division among African Americans

was akin to watching tribal warfare in

3-D.

By that I mean to say I expected a

thoughtful and serious analysts of the

class crisis afflicting African American

America, but was left feeling that (he

PovmN is the author ofKeepin' it Real -

Pojt-MTV Reflections On Race, Sex and

PoNtics.* He was an original cast merv

ber on MT\r$ The Real Wortd.' E-mail

him at kevinpowve#aoLcom.

African American underclass was

mercilessly battered, only this time by

members ofthe African American

middle class or, more precisely, the

African American intellectual elite.

As someone who is both a product

ofthe African American underclass

and, throu^ an incredible amount of

effon, a African American profession-

al, I have been fortunate enough to

view class problems in African

American America from both sides.

Moreover, my experiences as a "suc-

cessful" young African American per-

son - the numerous highiKofile,

rtjetoriodriven panels I've attended on

the state of the race, and, yes, all those

invitations to Martha's Vineyard -

have left me wondering what is wrong,

intcUectually and spiritually, with the

Afncan American middle class.

For my reading ofhistory tells me
that BookerT Washington, WEB.

DuBois, and Martin Luther King Jr.,

among others, were forever concerned

with, and had an understanding of, the

plight of the folks at the bottom, in

spite of their individual attainments

and the accolades they received from -

Class interest has

supplanted the race

question.

the mainstream. Have we forgotten so

quickly, for example, that middle class

bom-and-bred King planned a poor

people's march just prior to his assassi-

nation?

SecraWEIl,pa9e12

Racism in America
Prejudices still run rampant across the nation. Next Friday, Viewpoint will explore racism as it exists today in America and on campus. Share your thoughts.

E-mail us at viewpoint@media.ucla.edu or bring your submissions to 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

The deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 4 p.m.
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INLENDER
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made full-fledged attempts at assist-

ing our digestive tracts into deceiv-

ing our stomachs that they are, in

fact, full off of some weeds with an

occasional sliver of turkey on top. I,

on the contrary, do not fall for this

"healthy lifestyle." I was always

taught that life is lived only once,

hence the pleasing of taste buds both

in bed and at the dinner table is

quintessential to existence. No
longer will I be intimidated to not

order steak and fries at my next

lunch interview. Rather, I will

proudly pronounce to my server,

that his or her bittpr-tasting, over-

priced green garbage will not be vis-

iting my stomach during that meal.

Well, how has the simple salad-

eater responded to all this? Most

proiMMy, wftfrIhe usuaNnnecurity.

Petals and thistles? Gosh, this must

be a really posh place. Grass-fla-

vored? Must be an acquired taste.

POWELL
From page 1

1

As a beneficiary of the civil ri^ts

movement, I am completely per-

plexed by many of today's African

American politicians, leaders, minis-

ters, and intellectuals. That sense of

doing for self as one does for the com-

munity has evaporated and has been

replaad by a gigantic "I," as in a self-

serving individualism. Why else would

we be subjected to a mint-autobiogra-

phy ofGates inside a documentary

ostensibly about African American

class issues? And do we really care if

Gates was terrified of the African

American Panther Party, or that he

seems to hayc been, miraculously, a

part of every civil rights organization?

Those points aside, the bigger piece

missing from both the documentary

and contemporary African American

criticism of the African American

underclass is an honest assessment of

the real victories and losses of the civil

rights movement, and how that move-

ment, in more ways than we dare to

acknowledge, helped to draw a solid

line between the African American

middle class and the African

American poor.

For how many of these pundits.

Gates included, have ever sat down

and really asked who benefited from

the movement and why? And who did

not benefit, and why not? And, was

integration and its manifestations real-

ly the best thing for African American

Amenca? Particularly when it virtual-

ly eliminated African Americqi»*^r-

ated facilities and resources and

caused the African American under-

class to swell out of control?

I submit that in our rush to inte-

grate into America, many African

Amencans simultaneously abandoned

our institutions, our communities, and

whatever sense of collectivity we once

had. (Or, imagine, if you will.

Harvard's cerebral "Dream Team" at

a historically Afncan American col-

lege like Howard or Hampton

instead. What would that have done

for the prestige of one of thOse

schools?)

Even ifone argues that

Washington and DuBois - or Marcus

Garvey and DuBois, or Malcolm and

Martin - never agreed, I think we can

certainly say they were concerned

about the standing of African

American America. I don't know if I

can say that about the current crop of

African American spokespersons.

Gass interest has supplanted the race

question, which remains, at least

where I come from and where I live in

Harlem, as acute as it has ever been.

And those class interests held onto

tightly by the African American elite

seem to tjlind them (as in "they,"

which w|is used again and again in the

. documentary in reference to the

$eeP0WElJUp>9e13
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African American underclass) to a

very hard fact: when African

Americansjumped ship for integra-

tion a generation ago, they also left

behind poor African Americans to

wallow in despair and powerlessness.

I feel strongly that many urban

youth embrace rap culture the way we

do, and feel there are little or no possi-

bilities beyond being a rapper, a bas-

ketball player, or a street hustler,

because that is what we see on a regu-

lar basis. Sorry, but we are simply not

engaged by many "intellectuals" in

Hariem. Not in the way that DuBois

once lived and worked here, nor the

way Garvey led African American-

pride caravans here, nor the way

Langston Hughes penned ghettocen-

tric poetry here, non the way Malcolm

X $troll««ivcarefreeL^lhMkugh'UM»e.->o

gritty streets. Those sort of genuine

connections don't seem to exist any

longer.

Indeed, visit any American inner

city and note how few African

Americans - young or old - actually

know who Gates or William Julius

Wilson or Cornel West are. But this

African American intellectual sect,

under the-gutse ofexamining African

American America's class divisions,

self-righteously give their take anyway,

as Gates admits "I find it hard to con-

cede that these young hoodlums are

part of the same community I belong

to."

The challenge for Gates and the

others is this: Ifyou are serious about

examining the two nations of African

American America, you must also be

serious about examining yourselves

and your class actions. Otherwise, we

are left, again, with armchair quarter-

backs who sqjpear to have no vision,

and no hope for the whole of African

American America.

PFEFFER
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habit? Get therapy! Obeying an

evolutionary desire to spread your

DNA to reproduce? Give me a

break!

Whether jt's an ejaculation com-

plex or a cowboy fantasy involving

a spittoon, it's atrocious.

When all is said and spat, howev-

er, the guys beneath me have their

cool elements. Some nights when 1

get especially lucky, they will break

out their karaoke set. When they're

drunk, it's even more of a treat.

They sing and rap like profession-

als; once I thought Snoop was

downstairs! I get all tingly when

they deep throat the microphone

and their scratchy^ upper lips brush

against it, as they scream "Yo yo yo

One two, three four five f- You."

My talented baboons.

I don't know what to

do about this

inconvenience.

I don't know what to do about

this inconvenience in my life. I once

put a friendly anonymous note on

their door. Tliey never turned the

music down so I assume they spit in

the note and gave it to one of their

respected women friends as a

Valentine's Day present.

So now what? Dropping a bomb

into their living room is an option,

but I tend to be nonviolent. So I sit

and simmer. Instead of studying I

pound my heels into the floor to

send them a sign. And I wrifc

columns to release my aggression.

Will they know that I refer to them?

Nah ... you can't teach a babpon to

read.

VIDEO piurr
Produce a Scene or a Complete Movie

• Digital video

• 3 chip color .

• Broadcast quality

.^JEFP/ENG
• Single-camera production

v'
$1000/day (pixxluction cost/all day)

' $IOOO/day (post-production cost/

10 hours, media 100 software)

3D animation available

BE A PRODUCER... Call (213) 382-5222

ACNE
A Nasty Four Letter Word

ifyou had used Clear Care 30 days ago
you would be clear ofaa%e today

'

To receive FREE product samples

and your FREE information packet

Call: 800 435-3533 or Write: Clear Care Corrective

1760 Monrovia Ave. A 14; Costa Mesa, CA, 92627

t9M Oiririii|M Fri}rim
• It's time to get ready for the 1998 Overnight Program!

• 300 Students have been invited to UCLA
and we need your help!

• If you would like to share your college experience

with a high school senior, come to one or the following

information sessions! '

WEEK 7

Monday, February 23rd at 7:00pni

Tuesday, February 24th at 5:00pm

Thursday, February 26th at 5:30pm

WEEK 8

Monday, March 2nd at 5:30pm

Monday, March 2nd at 7:00pm

Wednesday, March 4th at 5:30pm

Rieber Rreside

1147 Murphy Hall

1147 Murphy Hall

1147 Murphy Hail

Rieber Fireside

1147 Murphy Hall

If you are a current On-Campus Housing Resident and are

interested in becoming a host, please come to a meeting!

Questions may be directed to Jackie Garcia at X64348 or

«*
jackg@ucla.edu

^
UCLA ADMISSIONS AND RELATIONS WITH SCHOOLS

LSAT
Strategy Session & Test

What would you score today?
Take a FREE LSAT with The Princeton Review. & find out!

' Receive a computer-analyzed score report & a breakdown of your strengths & weaknesses

• Learn some Princeton Review LSAT strategies and techniques

"~ •
• Learn about the structure & content of the LSAT

—
:

• Discuss the law school admissions process

On Campus at UCLA
Sat, Mar. 7, 1998 9:00am - 3:00pm

Call today to put your Future in motion!

(800) 2-REVIEVV or (310) 4/3-3423

(
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'Brazil 200T revives surf

tunes with '90s rock twist

MUSIC: California band

to expose West Coast

roots in Westwood show

By Vanessa VanderZartden

Daily Bruin Staff

Bernard Yin saunters into the

Gypsy Cafe. He removes his glasses

and pulls up a chair. It's time to talk

shop.

"Brazil 2001. without a question,

we love to wave this flag, we're the bas-

tards of the surf community." Yin

jokes. "We don't play just surfy instru-

mentals like early surf bands did and

we don't really want to be pigeon-

holed as some sort of revivalist surf

band.'^

Playing tonight at the Westwood

Brewery, Yin's band. Brazil 2001. will

perform their unique brand of '90s

surf rock. The 10 p.m. show will take

place upstairs from the restaurant,

and. like all Tuesday night Brewery

concerts, it requires no cover. The "all

ages" environment provides a change

of pace for easy-going Yin.

"The majority of the venues that

I've been playing for quite a while now
have been 21 and up. and I don't real-

ly think that's what rock 'n' roll's

about." Yin concedes with a laugh, his

thoughtful eyes roaming the room for

the right words. "Rock 'n" roll's not

about waiting until you're 21 before

you can have -a good time."

According to Yin, the Westwood

Brewery would be flooded with calls

from various upstart bands if the per-

t'ormance space were better advertised

amongst local musicians. Yin only

heard of the gig while "exchanging

secrets" with a fellow co-worker who
also plays with a band. Now bordering

on bemg regulars, Yin admits Brazil

2001*5 previous all-ages performance

at the brewery proved to be "kind of

awkward."

"I said 'Oh my God. I'm in a room-

ful of people that for many years now,

I've hardly ever had a chance to play

for,'" Yin recalls. "It's very humorous

for me to play this venue because it's

so against the norm for us. Even if it's

a shitty show, it's just a blast."

As Brazil 2001 is Yin's "like mil-

lionth band" effort, as well as that of

the bassist and drummer, he can speak

knowledgeably on the over-saturation

of rock groups in Los Angeles.

Sometimes, Yin claims, even well-

known L.A. acts have to put up with

small audiences.

"In my opinion, there's no 'best

place to play' as much as whether you

just happen to play well that night atid

there was a sufficient quantity of

receptive people to feel some sort of

response," Yin suggests. L.A. 's West

Side, I think, is going to continually

grow as a cool scene and then when we

play places like Santa Barbara or San

Francisco, people really understand

us and have a good time."

In fact, the majority of Brazil 2001 's

shows take place in California by no

chance occurrence. Yin has been a

native of the state all but one year of

his life, residing in Los Angeles for the

past eight. The UCSB alumni recog-

nizes a musical relationship between

the Doors, Jane's Addiction and The

Dead Kennedys based on their affilia-

tion with the same political bound-

aries.

"Those are three California bands

that are pretty different from one

another,''' Yin accepts. "But to me,

when you listen to all three of those,

there's this ingredient, called

'California,' that's somewhere hidden,

and I think that's something that

we've succeeded with with this group.

We're distinct to the West Coast, I

think, because of the surf."

Already, the band has recorded a

track on the Huntington Beach Surf

Museum's compilation album. The

institution pays homage to the evolu-

tion of surfing as a sport, recognizing

the rolling, guitar-heavy music as an

integral aspect of that tradition. Old-

style graphics have become popular as

skate and surfboard artwork in recent

years, revealing the current trend for

surfers to re-embrace the old genre of

music.

"Right now, in the past few years, it

seems that checking out the traditions

of surf culture and its origins are

becoming rather hip again," Yin says.

"I think surf music as it was develop-

ing in the early '60s in Southern

California is percolating up to the sur-

face, not only at the mainstream, but

also with the surf industry and surfcul-

ture.

"Me, as a surfer, and also just as

someone who enjoys music, playing

instrumental music, it's only natural to

dabble with (surf music)," Yin contin-

ues.

Citing exposure to Neil Young's

"simple songwriting" during Yin's

"adolescent melancholy" as a large

influence on his musical style, it seems

odd that Yin would claim the surf

SceHUBUpageT?
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Brazil 206l hopes to usher in the next wave of surf music.

ENTERTAINMENT

Ice Cube received an enthusiastic response from the audience at Hip-Hop Explosion '98.

Photos by GENEVIEVE UANCyOaily 8(u>n

Goodie Mob singer T-Mo performs before avid fans in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

The annual

Hip-Hop

Explosion set

Ackennan Grand

Ballroom on fire

By Stevm Tanamadii and J. Jioni Palmer

Daily Bruin Staff

The rain Saturday night couldn't dampen the explo-

sion one bit.

Some ofAmerica's hottest lyrical artists hit the stage

to create a surreal night of blazing microphones, arms

waving in the air and a positive milieu in an auditorium

filled with a diverse class of hip-hop pupils.

Rap artists Ice Cube, Mack 10 and Goodie Mob
were among the many performers who turned it out at

the African Student Union (ASU) and Cultural Affairs

Commission-sponsored Hipv-Hop Explosion '98.

The concert is regarded as one of the biggest ever to

hit the UCLA campus.

"This is monumental, " said Mike Hamilton,

UCLA's Cultural Affairs Commissioner. "I think this

event is unprecedented, and to have artists this type of

caliber is a gin to the sttidents."

In 1992, the first concert was held in the Cooperage

food court, showcasing local talent; but the event has

grown into a display of the industry's hottest. Past per-

formers include powerhouse groups Outkast, Lords of

the Underground and Coolio.

Anticipation was high, mainly for the socially-con-

scious Goodie Mob and platinum-seller Ice Cube.

Though Cube and Mack 10 have received more airplay

on local stations, there was as much talk of the Atlanta-

based Mob quartet.

The event kicked off with DJ Melo-D, a member of

the Beat Junkies DJ crew, spinning hype beats for the

gathering crowd. With the heads bobbing to the mixing

and turntable tricks, Julio G of radio station 92.3 The

Beat stepped onstage as the night's master of cere-

monies.

Up first was the Wooddwellas, a Supercat-type duo

whose quick lyrics and classic beats (from groups such

as the Beastie Boys and Special Ed) started off the

show right and were followed by another up-and-com- •

ing group Deadly Venom.

The show took off when the Zippo-waving team

Militia got hold of the mic. Its hit "Burn" is currently

listed as Billboard's 13th hottest rap song.

Along with the hands waving in the air, lighters and

fragrant smoke ascended above the CTOwd and hov-

ered majestically After the performance Julio G had a

few words to say. "Sometimes (the concert) doesn't

have to be sold out," he said. "But as long as the crowd

is live, that's what it's all about. That's hip-hop."

Though the Ackerman Grand Ballroom was only

filled to a third of its capacity, there was plenty ofener-

gy to fill the whole place, thanks to an enthusiastic and

noticeably diverse crowd.

"It's always been my goal to get all nationalities to

enjoy something together," Hamilton said. "If I could

define this as one thing, it would be a unityfest."

The implications of the concert were more than the

opportunity for students "to get a chance to see artists

they woukj never otherwise see in a safe environment,"

as Hamilton noted, but an event where individuals of

different backgrounds could appreciate an interest

they all had in common: good music.

"This is a chance for students to come together,"

said ASU president Chad Williams. "I think the inter-

ests of students are a lot of times ignored and it's up to

USAC and ASU to represent their interests."

And those interests were definitively met in the

headline apts. Goodie Mob (with members Khujo, Ce-

Lo, Big Gipp and T-Mo) got the crowd moving with

"Soul Food, " but blew it up with the hit, "Cell

Therapy"

Much of the group's popularity comes from their

conscious narratives like: "My mind won't allow me to

not be curious/ My folk don't understand so they don't

take it serious/ But every now and then/ 1 wonder if the .

gate was put up to keep crime out or keep our ass in."

Ce-Lo took a time-out from the performance to

recite some of his poetry to the audience, unaccompa-

nied by music.

Though the dancing had stopped, the listening only
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Every passing

moment reveals

theatrical flaws
DRAMA: Stilted writing and awkward

staging overshadow interesting theme

BySamToussi
Daily Bmin Contributor

Racism, and not just American racism, has been a deep

well for theatrics over the years. Theater educates us as

much as it pains us because these stories are not always

about external conflict (i.e. one person against another per-

son). Sometimes social and racial problems must be recon-

ciled within one character. "Passing," now playing at the

Towne Street Theatre, is a play about just that. Yet the play

falls far short of its lofty goals.

The play is set in 1927 New York where a cold, loveless

woman named Irene (Lisa Ann Collins), Rene for short,

blandly goes through the life it seems her surroundings have

forced upon her. Her husband is Brian Redfield (Billy

Mayo), a prominent African American doctor and they

have two sons. Yet there is something missing in her life.

She and her husband sleep in separate rooms and the cold,

almost formal relationship they have would appear to be a

rut in a long marriage if the marriage had not been cold

from the start.

Then, one day, out of the blue, Rene's close childhood

friend, Qare (Nancy Cheryll Davis) returns to Rene's life

after a few years. Clare is a free spirit and at the same time,

deeply disturbed. Abused as a child, she attempts to fill a

void in her life.

One thing Clare and Rene have in comtfion is that they

are both extremely light African Americans, so much so

that they can pass for whites (hence the title). Qare is mar-

ried to Jack Beliew who has absolutely no idea that his wife

is black and he is a racist to boot. The realities of 1920s

America make it necessary for them to try and pass as white

as often as possible. Sounds promising, huh?

Director Sy Richardson wields this complicated story

vety poorly in several ways. It's a director's job to capture a

play's sense of rhythm and timing. The play features over

25 different scenes with blackouts between every scene.

Each blackout lasts about five seconds (which lasts an eter-

nity when you're sitting there in the dark) and disrupts the

play anytime it.gets a rhythm going. Richardson also saw fit

to have his actors change costume an infinite number of

times to convey sets thar the audience could have easily

imagined leaving the actors with broken concentration and

even missed cues.

Los Angeles is the farthest thing from a theater city and

stages here tend to be small, but that's no excuse to have the

actors stand absolutely still through scenes lasting up to five

minutes. Richardson, throughout the play, leaves his actors

standing two feet apart, perfectly motionless and struggling

to express emotions as deep as love and rage. It's like danc-

ing in a straight jacket.

The script itself is rough and coarse, failing to advance

the plot at an even rate: at times it is sluggish and at others it

SeePASSINCwpagelS
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'Passing' runs through March 29 at the Towne
Street Theatre.
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Director strays from serious drama for a change of pace
FILM: Talmetto' pays

tribute to melodramas

rife with sex, temptations

By Renec Graham
The Boston Globe

Volker SchiondorfT strolls into the

living area of his spacious suite, parks

himself in a cushy chair, pours a glass of

sparkling water, and prepares to

explain.

The acclaimed director has spent

three decades fashioning art from the

shadows of humankind, adapting such

serious literary works as Arthur

Miller's "Death ofa Salesman," Ernest

Gaines's 'A Gathering of Old Men,"

and Margaret Atwopd's ^.:'The

Handmaid's Tale." His best-known

film, "The Tin Drum," is an extraordi-

nary, disturbing exploration of the rise

of fascism in Germany as seen through

the eyes of a young boy who, in a fierce

act of protest, wills himself to stop

growing.

SchlondorfTs films have always

been serious, dark and thought-provok-

ing, which is why the filmmaker is

spending so much time these days

explaining how he wound up making

"Palmetto," a sexy, noirish comedy set

in a dusty, steamy Rorida town.

"Often, I have to explain why I made
a movie like this, or how I even know
how to make it," SchiondorfT joked

dunng a recent visit to Boston. "People

may see this as a hair m the soup of the

body of my work."

Yet for those who know
SchiondorfT, 58, the question isn't why
he made a film like "Palmetto," but

what took him so long. The film, which

opened Friday, is an homage to those

long-ago melodramas rife with sin and

sex, not unlike those SchiondorfT used

to watch as a boy in his native

Germany.

"My friend (filmmaker) Bertrand

Tavernier always asks me, 'Why don't

you make movies like the ones you go

to see?'" SchiondorfT said. "When I

was 1 5 or so, I used to sneak away to see

these types of movies which we were

not supposed to see because they were

supposed to be garbage, and I was sup-

posed to go to opera or serious plays or

meaningful movies. I don't remember

all the titles, but they were always about

temptation, money and sex. Those

were my motivation for getting into the

movies; ihe higher aspirations came
later."

Set in the town of the title,

"Palmetto" is based on a 1930s pulp

novel, "Just Another Sucker," by Rene
Raymond, who wrote crime thrillers

under the pseudonym James Hadley

Chase. Woody Harrelson stars as

Harry Barber, a not-too-bright former

journalist fresh out of prison after

doing time for a crime he didn't com-

mit. Back on the streets and in the arms

of his girlfriend (Gina Gershon), Harry

is restless and hurting for cash. Faster

than you can say "Barbara Stanwyck,"

he is seduced by the beautiful, mysteri-

ous Rhea Malroux (Elisabeth Shuc).

Rhea, ably assisted by her tourniquet-

tight clothes, persuades Harry to par-

ticipate in the staged kidnapping of her

stepdaughter Odette (Chloe Sevigny)

to shake down her ailing but richer-

than-Oprah husband, Felix (Rolf

Hoppe), for $500,000. For his role,

Harry is promised a cool $50,000 -

easy money to a shlub like Harry, but,

of course, nothing in Noir-land is ever

that easy.

SchiondorfT joyfully describes his

latest movie, written by E. Max Frye.

who also penned the loopy Jonathan

Demme film "Something Wild," as

"unabashed trash." He was attracted to

the project simply because "it was so

light" and would ofTcr a breather from

the "more serious, politically engaged"

films on which he has built his career.

He's been looking for such a project

for years, but others, such as an adapta-

tion of a Dashiell Hammett mystery,

never came to pass.

"Always at the last moment these

pictures would get canceled." he said,

"probably because the producers did-

n't trust that I could do it."

Although there is a real Palmetto,

Ra., SchiondorfT shot his film in other

parts ofthe state. He was less interested

in recreating an actual place than in

capturing the proper atmosphere for

this tale. It's the kind of pUKX where

everyone sweats profusely, where

soaked clothing clings to every curv£

where ceiling fans turn only to toss

sive shadows.

"This genre of film doesn't happen

in the real world. These afe imaginary

places - either seedy back alleys in

Manhattan and Brooklyn, or a Rorida

setting with palm trees and decaying

houses." he said. "It's movieJand, set

in a world completely in the mind."

"Palmetto" is SchlondorfTs biggest

American release. At its height, "The

Tin Drum" played on 80 screens;

•'Palmetto" opened on 1,300. "This for

me is a day at the races," he said with a

Gieshire cat smile. "I didn't think I

could still have new experiences in life."

Although he has made other films

with American settings - for example,

the rural South of "A Gathering ofOld

Men" - this movie marks SchlondorfTs

deepest excursion into what he calls

"Ihe spirit of American popular cul-

ture." Like many Europeans born dur-

ing World War 11, Schlondorffwas pro-

foundly afTected by the American sol-

diers who remained in Germany af\er

the war.

"We loved (the soldiers) because
" they defeated our parents, so they were

natural allies," he said, with a laugh.

"There were more American men than

German men, about 150,000 GIs in

our area. All of us kids were fascinated

by anything and everything American.

I didn't like the culture of my parents,

but who does like their parents' cul-

ture?"

In short. Schlondorff could no
longer sit quietly listening to Beethoven

and Mozart when Charlie Parker and

Dizzy Gillespie were reinventing the

work! with bebop. Opera seemed stiff

and staid, compared with Richard

Widtnark tossing a wheelchair-bound

woman down the stairs in 1947's "Kiss

of Death" or Gloria Grahame's world-

bad girl in I953's "The Big

That infusion of new, daring art

uraged SchiondorfT to study film-

'aking.

In 1980, the Academy Awards rec-

ognized SchlondorfTs "The Tin

Drum," as best foreign film. (The film

also shared, with "Apocalypse Now,"

the Palme d'Or for best film at the

Cannes Film Festival.) Now, nearly 20

years after Schlondorff mesmerized

audiences with his surreal, masterful

film, based on tl^ Gunter Grass novel,

he finds the film at the center ofcontro-

versy in Oklahoma City.

In June, police confiscated a video-

tape of the Tilm from a man's home
after a judge ruled the film was child

pornography under Oklahoma law. At
the heart of the debate is a scene oforal

sex between a young boy and an older

girl, which prompted the conservative

Oklahomans for Children and Families

to deem the film obscene. The man
whose tape was confiscated was
Michael Camfield, who also happens

Jf

Taiwan Rejects China's Claims to Our Island Nation: A Statement for
the Remembrance of "2-28**, Taiwanese Holocaust in 1947

This year is the 50th anniversary of The declaration of Human Rights of U.N. One of the key elements in the

Declaration is the principle of self-determination: "nobody but the people them.selves have the right to

determine their future." Based on this universal principle, Taiwanese reject Chinese claims to our island

nation.

This year is also the 51st anniversary of "2-28", Taiwanese Holocaust. The date "February 28" is etched into

the hearts and minds of the Taiwane.se people like the word "Holocaust" m the history of Jewish people. On
this day, 51 years ago, a popular demonstration for democracy and justice took place in the capital Taipei, but

was brutally crushed, resulting in an island-wide slaughter of 30,000 Taiwanese by Chiang Kai-shek's

Chinese Nationalist, or Kuomintang (KMT), troops. Thus began 40 years of repressive martial law on the

island, during which Chiang ruled the Taiwanese with iron fist.

The sacrifice of the men and women in 1947 has since been the driving force behind'the Taiwanese struggle

for genuine democracy and freedom, a struggle which has borne fruit in recent years. Nevertheless, Taiwan's

democracy now faces serious external threat from China, which has repeatedly threatened to "liberate Taiwan
with bloodbath" should Taiwan declare her formal independence. Based on our love for our homeland, we of

the Taiwanese Student Association at UCLA solemnly remind all that Taiwan is not a part of China, and we
call for international support for self-determination. Nobody but the people of Taiwan has the right to

determine the future of Taiwan! : •-
'

•

An Overview of the 2-28 events of 1947.

After the end of World War 11, the Allied Forces left the occupation of Taiwan to Chiang, who was still

holding on to large parts of China with his Nationalist forces. The Taiwanese, who had been under Japanese

rule from 1895 through 1945. initially welcomed the Chinese Nationalist forces. But. their joy soon changed
into sorrow and anger, when the new authorities turned out to be repressive and corrupt.

The 28 February 1947 arrest of a woman selling cigarettes without a licence triggered large-scale public

protests against Chinese monopoly of political power and economic means. Forced into hiding, the appointed

governor Chen Yi called for reinforcement Upon arrival in early March, the troops started rounding up and

executing people, focusing in particular on the intelligentsia. Aside from the numerous dead, thousands more
were systematically arrested and imprisoned in the White Terror campaign which took place in the following

decade. Many of these remained imprisoned until the early 1980s.

Taiwan Is Not A Part of China

Throughout the 80s, protest against the KMT and Marital Law erupted. In 1986, the Democratic Progressive

Party (DPP) was formed, and in 1991. the DPP officially incorporated a pro-independence charter in its

platform. The tremendous support for independence in Taiwan shows that the time is ripe for the democratic

movement to reach its ultimate conclusion: self-determination and independence for the 21 million people of

Taiwan.

The hiftory ofTaiwan has been one of external exploitation, from the first Portuguese exclamation of "Ilha

Foniy^siBl" ( 'beautiful island"), through the Dutch, Spanish, Ch'ing imperial, Japanese and Nationalist

Chinese regimes. Despite what reality dictates, China still mistakenly regards Taiwan as part of its sovereign

territory. Taiwan has never been part of China; except for the brief of 1 887- 1 895. The People Republic of

China (PRC) has, since its establishment, never ruled Taiwan for a single day!^ ^

We Don't Cry No More!

Commemoration of "2-28"

Taiwanese Holocaust

1. Video Broadcast - We Don't Cry No More!
2. Speaker - Taiwan's History and February 28

Massacre of 1947
3. Speaker - Tibetan March 10 Massacre of 1959
4. Video Broadcast - Tlie Unknown Taiwan
5. Open Discussion

Date: February 27 (Friday)

Time: 6:30pm - 10:00pm
Place: 2412 Room f-

:>^

(Ackerman Union)

Sponsored by: Taiwanese Student Association

Supported by: Taiwanese American Union
Friends of Taiwan

Students for Free Tibet

Taiwanese Human Rights and Culture Association

Taiwanese Collegian

»^

to be development director for the state

American Civil Liberties Union. He
has filed a civil suit against the city. The
trial begins this spring.

When word of the brouhaha
reached SchiondorfT in Berlin, where

he lives with his wife and daughter, he

thought it was a joke. But when he was

contacted by attorneys to give an affi-

davit via fax about the making of the

film, he realized just how serious the sit-

uation had become.

"I had to talk about how the scenes

were shot, what the ages of the actora

were," he said. "How naivethey are. In

33 years, unfortunately, I've never seen

sex on a movie set. That's not the way
it's done.

Turning more serious, SchiondorfT

added, "I thought this is not possible in

America. But it's part of a whole politi-

cal strategy. Certain people want to

impose their values on others. Still, it is

proof that this film is still vibrant."

For five years, SchiondorfT has been

overseeing the $100 million renovation

of Babelsberg, the fabled German stu-

dio where such classics as Fritz Lang's

"Metropolis" and Josef von

Sternberg's "The Blue Angel" were

made. But he is eager to make another

film, although he isn't sure whether he

wants to return to serious subjects or

take another frothy whirl with a lighter

film like "Palmetto."

"My friend Ernest Gaines wants me
to make a film of his splendid novel, 'A

Lesson Before Dying.' I told him
there's so many young black directors

now, couldn't one of them do it?"

SchiondorfT said. "And he said,

'They're not interested, they want to

make gangster movies.' And 1 said,

'Me, too."'

FMJ* 'Palmetto' is now playing in the-

aters.

-- ^ - ! ^ ^ ^r iri «<» It ^
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The Teletubbies are coitiing! Tlie Teletubbies are coming! ^^
TELEVISION: British show

aimed at preschoolers

expected to invade U.S.

ByKcMiMaidcr
Los Angeles Daily News

First it was John, Paul, George and
Ringo. Next came Ginger, Scary,

Posh, Baby and Sporty - those ubiqui-

tous Spice Girls.

Now, get ready for the next British

Invasion: Tinky Winky, Laa-Laa,

Dipsy and Po - a.k.a. the

- "Teletubbies."

Like those who came before them,

these four sing (albeit somewhat
incomprehensible children's ditties)

and dress alike. For the Beatles, it was

collarless jackets. The Spice Giris tend

toward the tight and barely there. And
the Teletubbies' fashion statement?

Furry suits, televisions in their tum-

mies and antennae on their heads.

They're hot. They're huggable.

And they're crossing the big pond on

April 6.

Barney, beware. Your post atop the

nursery school must-see TV list is

about to be usurped by a cuter and less

annoying quartet of PBS stars already

a smash overseas.

The only thing in the purple

dinosaur's favor is the taint of strife

surrounding the terry-clothed crea-

tures.

Controversy No. 1 : It's billed as the

first show aimed at children from birth

to age 4. Critics ask: Should toddlers

be watching TV at all, let alone have

their own show?

Controversy No. 2: Teletubbies

speak in baby4alk, saying things like

"uh-oh" and "Tinky Winky hungry."

Critics ask: Does this hamper linguis-

tic development?

"The difTerentiation here is the

entertainment value vs. the education-

al value," said Gordon Pradl, profes-

sor of English education at New York

University "Young children can cer-

tainly get hooked, but the educational

value is suspect because it's really

important to understand that the adult

language is necessary in the environ-

ment for children, even when the

young child is not speaking adult lan-

guage."

But executive producer and series

creator Anne Wood says the nonsensi-

cal babble of her Teletubbies actually

stimulates language development.

"Teletubbies have a play language,

which children share and try to imi-

tate," Wood said. "Baby talk is a very

necessary stage in average speech. If a

child does not have it, it is difficult to

learn how to speak. They don't have

muscles in their tongue to speak yet at

this stage of development. 'Uh-oh' is

some of the first sounds."

E. Audrey Clark, a family studies

specialist in the field ofenvironmental

sciences at California State

University, Northridge, notes that the

Tubbies are creatures of few words,

but the sounds they do make may be

enough to spark more debate.

"They tend to play with sounds.

Children, particularly I and 2 years

old, enjoy playing with sounds. What
they have done is consistent with child

development theory" Qark said.

And, in defense of programming

for toddlers, proponents of the show

say television is often, out of necessity,

used as a baby sitter anyway So, if

they must be exposed to tlie tube, bet-

ter an age-appropriate show geared

toward a young child's developmental

level than other fare intended for older

kids.

'Teletubbies" debuted in Britain a

little less than a year ago. so there

haven't been any studies on its effects

yet. But series creator Wood is expect-

ing many to come. She is expecting, of

course, positive results.

Wood, a British educator, has spent

years studying children and watching

them watch her shows. Her other

series, 'Tots TV," which already airs

on PBS in the United States, has won
two BAFTAs, the British Emmy for

best preschool series.

"Tots," which is aimed at a slightly

older crowd (children ages 3 to 6) has

sensibilities similar to "Teletubbies."

'Tots," which debuted in the United

States in October 1996, features three

puppets - Tilly (who speaks only

Spanish), Tom and Tiny - who live

and learn in a secret house in the

woods. Devices such as repetition are

used, and the show is designed to

instill confidence.

Wood's four brightly colored

Teletubbies have the same aim. They

frolick in a hish green meadow, bash

bellies, chase a talking vacuum clean-

er, alternately listen to and ignore the

authoritative voice trumpets, garner

reaction from a computer-generated

sun with the face of a baby, and eat

tubby toast and tubby custard.

Every action is deliberate, says

Wood. The baby talk, the repetition of

songs, even the quiet moments during

scenes on each show. Because the core

audience members can think but not

speak, Wood said she needed to allow

time on the show for children to pon-

der what's going on.

One of the most unusual aspects of

the show is the way real children are

portrayed, playing, singing and danc-

ing on television screens on the tub-

bies' stomachs.

"Children, real children, are at the

center of their universe," Wood said.

Whatever the reason, the show has

been sold internationally and is gigan-

tic in Britain. A music single released

from the show shot up to No. I on the

British pop charts, supplanting the

Spice Girls for two weeks.

And, in the true test of British fame,

the people inside of the Teletubby suits

have been investigated by the coun-

try's tabloid newspapers, which also

went to great lengths to uncover the

story behind the firing of the actor

who plays Tmky Winky and find the

top-secret production location.

Controversies notwithstanding, in

less than two months, 'Teletubbies"

likely will become an addiction for

very young children.

genre for his own. Yet, even more

peculiar for a mellow, guitar-playing

surfer is that he would work both for

an attorney's office and as a web site

programmer by day While the other

two members maintain secure jobs

with the software industry and the

world of video editing, all would pre-

fer to rely solely on Brazil 2001 for

their livelihood.

"One of the angles we're interested

in exploring is applying our music to

soundtracks," Yin says in response to

commercial options. "A lot of surf

videos have used us already, and iron-

ically because they're generally not

known to do so, and some major film

use. From a capitalist angle, you can

get a song placed in a movie, and even

if they lowball you, you're still going to

get paid more than you would for half

a dozen shows."

But how can the band lose with

such a great name? Though "Brazil

2001 " was chosen for the science fic-

tion movies "2001
: A Space Odyssey"

and "Brazil," the band members' rea-

sons signify something deeper than

mere film fandom. The name "looks

good on a flyer."

"Well, 2001 has, well, maybe just

because we dig it," Yin elaborates. "I

think "Brazil" was interesting because

it painted this weird, cynical picture of

the future. Maybe in sort of a punk

tradition, we're cynics as well."

Yet, despite the impact of Brazil

2001 's social commentary and jam-

ming riffs, Yin, true to form, laughs,

"I'd rather be surfing."
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UCLA's 2nd Annual Nontraditional

Career Options for Scientists Seminar Series

Paul van Davanter ' ••• a in
Sapiant ConMratkM Opporluniues "» High Technology

Mr. van Devenler is a vtoe-president with the Saptent CorporatKxi. (http://wMMv.sapient.com/) an information

technok)^ company based in San Francisco He did graduate vMXit in Aeronautical Engineenng at MIT

3:30pm Tuasday, FMrnuwy 24, Grand Sakm, Karckhoff Hall

(Refreshments Mil be served)

funded by: Campus Procrams Commtttee of the Program Activities Board, Graduate Student Association,

Career Center, Atmospheric Sciences. Ctiemistry & Biocttemistry. Earth & Space Sciences. Mathematics &
Statistics, acx) Ptiysics & Astrortomy.

Sponaond by: Chi Epsiton Pi, UCLA Atrrtosphertc Science Graduate Student Association. Graduate Physics

and Astronomy Society, Graduate Student Outreach, Biochemistry Graduate Recreation Committee

http://www.«tiidantgroup«.ucUi.a<ki/xap/aeinlnaf.html ^f
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WHY QA\^^Vl ?
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Westwood's Original Barbershop
66years in WestuKXxi

U/kKLiif '^

riiyp^^y^!'™ f^. !?^ J

1061 Gayley Ave.

Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559

8am to Late Night

FIX THEN!

Your old photos that ore
faded, scratched or torn can
be restored atBELAIR's
Imaging Center.
Albumsand Photos copied
while you wait (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1 025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCIA in Mfestwood VHUne
2-HOURS FREE Validated Parking at LOTS with this symbol rri

310^0«-5150 \ZJ
Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:304:00; Sun 11-5 LH

E CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

Why did prestigious Christian universities such as Harvard and Yale surrender to secularism^

How do Christian universities maintain academic integrity while still remaining faithful to Christ?

In celebration ofBiola University's 90th Anniversary, an academic conference featuring renown lecturers and

authors will come together to discuss the role of the Christian university in the new century!

Q^^ut gujtsl Ujebjun04L,

I

DALIAS WiLLARD, Ph.D. -

Professor of Philosophy,

University ofSouthern California

J.I. Packer, Ph.D. -

Professor of Theology,

Regent College

George Marsden, Ph.D. -

Professor of History,

University ofNotre Dame

Friday, February 27 - Saturday, February 28

Friday Iiroo am - 8:45 pm

Saturday 8:30 - 12:30 pm
No Registration or Confierence Fees

RSVP: 562.906.4548

EXPLOSION
From page 1
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intensified. He flowed on race con-

sciousness and self understanding.

The Mob, which formed in 1993

was recently acclaimed the "hypcst live

show" by Vibe Magazine.

"We're happy the crowd responded

the way they did," Big Gipp said.

They weren't the only ones towhom
the crowd responded. Mack 10, a

native oF Inglewood, took the spotlight

next and delivered huge, as anticipat-

ed. He ignited the crowd with "Foe

Life," a hit track produced by Ice

Cube.

In response to Mack lO's chanting

of"Mack 10 is the lick, West Side is the

clique" a patrolling security guard

answered in unison with the roaring

crowd "Can't get enough of that gang-

ster shit!"

"Our music is tight," Mack 10 said,

ofTstage. "People can't deny it"

The grand finale came with the

appearance of Ice Cube himself.

He busted onto stage to share it with

Mack 10, his companion in the recent-

ly formed group West Side

Connection.

As soon as the music for his song "It

Was a Good Day" started to play,

peace and Westside hand signals

pumped in the air along with Ice

Cube's smooth lyrics. Though he has-

n't released a solo album in almost four

years, he can still rock the show.

"People show us love wherever we

go," Ice Cube said. "Besides, we don't

go places we're not wanted. We're

always gonna rock an L.A. crowd."

His presence was definitely in

demand as fans cheered him to per-

form more tracks. One crowd member
threw her bra on stage to show her

appreciation ofIce Cube and Mack 10.

"Stufflike that goes on all the time,"

Mack 10 said. "It lets me know some-

thing ain't going right if it ain't going

down like that."

It was definitely a good day - for

both hip-hop and the UCLA student

body. The show was evidence that

USAC is still working for the enrich-

ment of the campus, according to

Hamilton. Speaking on behalf ofASU
and the Cultural Affairs Commission,

Williams sin\ply said, "We made it

happen."

^^:

PASSING
From page 15

moves tpo quickly to adequately

express any emotion. Also, didn't they

have contractions like "doesn't" and

*^vouldn't" in the 1920s? Sheri Bailey,

the scribe of "Passing," would like you

to believe that there weren't. That

might not seem like a big deal, but the

actors are obviously confused and

tripped up by the unusual, deliberate

dialogue that every character in the

play speaks.

So that brings us to the actors. They

have been failed by their director and

their playwright. Collins and Davis

explore a unique dynamic but barely

scratch the surface before the play

blows the whistle on them. Halfvray

through the Act 2, the play takes a vio-

lent twist and leaves its racial theme in

the dust and degenerates into a melo-

dramatic love triangle. The problem is

that by the time the twist comes, the

actors are left with such an abrupt

curve that they don't have the emo-

tional resource to play the rest of the

show with sincerity.

One i)erformer who provides a

spark is Tomas Boykin who plays

Albert Brickhouse, a childhood friend

of both Clare and Rene. He often asks

them. "Are you white or black today?"

It's funny but it's the only time the play

deals with the problems of passing

effectively. Unfortunately, it's as effec-

tive as it is comic, leaving a promising

play mired in its own ineptitude.

THEATER: "Passirig' runs through March

29 at the Towne Street Theatre, 799

South Towne Ave. Tickets are $15, $10

for students.
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advertising information

Address
118 KercKhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Itfternet
E-Mail: classffieds@niedta.ucla.edu

WMk Tittp://www.daitybnjin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une; (310) 825-2221

ClasstfM Disptey: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-TlHi: 9:00am-4:30pm

Frt: 9:00am-2:30pm

TteASUCU CWMmjrtctOOM taant Mhr nivarti On I

OwymMM to patNkmt, capiMBw, rolM, ar sitto <

I
w«itaMg«KrimirMbnpraUOTi.calMUCUHMt«(MM

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00
...each additional word 0.50
Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each addittonal word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see
our rate card for variab'le rate

informatk)n.

Deadlines
Classified Une Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

ClassMed Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellatkms after noon
of the day before printing.

Paymenf
Pl^makechi

DI/C»VER

! checks payatrfe to 'The
UCtA Daily Bruin.' We accept Visa,

MastCard, and Discover credit cards.

ABow 5 wortdng days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• Start your ad witti tfw merchandise you

are selling This makes it easier lor readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always irtctude the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abt)reviations—make you ad easy
for readers to understand.

• fWi yuuiyvii in my \vm\i\ y position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand
names, colors and other specific

desaiptions.

announcements

1100-2600
mniii n

SUNGLASSES FOUND on Friday tMtween
12-1pm on Hilgard Ave. Pk:k up at 118
Kerckhoff Hail (The Daily Bruin) at the wind-

ow.

EXPLORE CAREER
OPTIONS IN

COMMUNICATIONS
Tuesday, February 24 from 7ptn-9pm in

Kerckhoff's Grand Salon Sponsored by
Asian Americans in Communcatton Hear
vanous professionals from radio, newspaper
and nx>vies speak at>out tfieir careers. Great

way to learn more about excitk^g fieUs and
to network with currerit professionals!

NEED CASH??- eam $1,000 per month P/T
from dorm/apt. Clear up school bills before

you graduate. 1-688-279-1994

RAISE $500 in one week. Fundraising op-

portunities available No financial obligatton.

Great for ciut>s. For ntore informatk>n call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

Irom k>w-cost linarKial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. VtsM-us at Ackerman A-level, orv

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

NORMAL VOLUNTEERS

XX NEEDED :

^JON

(ASTHMA O
SMOKERS

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mml DimmiM, Fri iHp Study, 3517 Adnniian

Imh. Som SkMy, 3SI7 AawMBi
M/TA^'liiLDMalAS^m

WU. tat A3- 029
DiKMiieii, Al iMM 12:10 - 1O0 PM

Send jeur sterj and

appear in TV pilot.
200 wds. or less about something
unexplainable that happened to

you, i.e. touched by an angel type
stories or story in the vain of

Chicken Soup stories. E)cadline:

February 25th. Send attention:

Stephanie fax: 818.991.2024
e-mail: youniag@earthlink.net
*please include: name, age and
telephone #. Authors of stories

chosen will appear in TV pilot.

Earn $20 for 1 .5 hours

of Lung Function Tests

310-268-4313

Attention: UCLA Students

Begin your future today...

The Home Education Network, the exclusive online supplier of

continuing higher education from UCLA Extension, is dedicated

tc providing busy professionals with the tools needed to pursue
their lifelong learning objectives. By combining technological

innovation with extraordinary customer service, we are

committed to helping adult learners around the world access the

best in educational resources - anytime, anywhere, at any stage

in life.

Live, Lcam and Grow with your source for continuing education online.

Now seeking qualified candidates for the following

part-time positions:

• Marketing Assistant
• Assistant Manager, Web/ Database Projects
• Assistant Course Manager

Starting at $8.25 per hour depending on experience.

Visit www.then.com/jobs to view complete job descriptions and
qualifications.

Send resumes via

Email: iobs»then.com

Fax: (310) 794-2604 or

Mail: THEN Office Manager
924 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 650

Los Angeles, CA 90024
No calls, please.

pmriNG ^^'^
_ thePBJES

Together
Are you or is someone you know 18+ years oW and suffering from Anxiety? You
may quall^ for an Important medical research study If your symptoms include;

Q Excessive Worry

Feeling Tense or Irritable

• a Difficulty Concentrating

QuallHed participants may receive up to $800.00.

At CaHforaU CJWcal THab. a premier research ^lity. we are focused on testing

medicattons that could possibly Improve lives and lead to future medical breal<-

throughs. Qualified participants will receive quality care from our research staff, a

free basic physical exam and lab tests. Enrollment Is limited. Be part of the solution

and call now.

-_ .
• Tounu ^

1-888'CC-TRIAL
(I -88S-228-7425)

California Clinical Trials

..^ .^^.^^-^ ' '-- -^* ^••m^tiii a ^ — *— —c
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ACROSS
1 MiM cheese
5 Jon
8 Cardinals and

Blue Jays
13 Pie 4 la —
14 Obfectof

devotion

16 Send as
payment

1

7

Modem Persia

18 What crossword
solving improves

20 Steps liQhtly

22 Ayttroyo or

Rather
23 Witch's curse
24 Take a — at try

25 Similar

27 Circular

30 Denomination
34 Quiet— mouse
37 Christmas

season
38 Declare
39 Please
41 Mexican liquor

44 Goad
45 DiNy

46 — Vegas
47 Identical

48 Port-au-Pnrx»
native

51 Used a broom
53 Swift

56 Inquire

59 AtX}ve: poet

60 Lack
63 Venetian

boaters

66 Tiptop

67 Audibly

68 Chicago area
69 Genoa

magistrate

70 Disorderly

71 Undercover
person

72 Fkjwer stalk

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SDUc*: sDfflQS mama

SSOS SSiBS SCQESOQ
laOQQ QimnQBQII] qss
DSDSQ [ZJOQn DDSS

QESDQQ QOSSSS

SaSD @I2)[§E3[!] SQQD
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DOWN
1 Put out (heat.

eg)
2 Sir>gerDay
3 Get used to

4 Intellectual

5 Swmg music
6 Hubbubs
7 Bird of fable

8 Torso .

9 Slippery fish

10 Nursemaid
11 Mud
12 River of Greek

myfh
15 Difiper

19 Fishir>g r>eed

21 Heeds
25 Matt beverage
26 Isaac's son
28 —

Wiedersehen
29 Aviate

31 WKked
32 Soft dnnk
33 "— the night

before ..."

34 Snakes
35 Poet Teasdale
36 Molecule part

40— of March
41 Egyptian

boy-king

42 Yale grad
43 Drink heartily

45 Ipnited

48 f^ootpart

49 Showery montf
50 River nymphs
52 Director Allen

54 Hurry

55 Sligfit trace

56 Lab-culture

medium
57 By oneself

58 Learn
60 Hard candy
61 Glimpse
62 Abound
64 Faikjre

65 Goddess of ttie

dawn
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Even the odds

Theirs and Yburs.
Join AmeriCorps, the domestic Peace Corps. By tutoring kids, restoring streams

and parks, building playgrounds, helping communities hit by disasters, serving in a

health clinic, or meeting other important needs, you'll help others succeed.

When you join AmeriCorps for one year, you get:

ir A living allowance and health care

Skills for your future ..• ,. .

Deferment of qualified student loans

AloKJst $5,000 for education

An experience you'll never forget

Sound interesting? Call AmeriCorps for more information:

1-800-942-2677 (TDD 1-800-833-3722).

Or visit our'website at http://www.ens.gav

J
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A m e r Getting n g s Done
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'THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
SPONSI8NJTY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Bat>yfaced All-Amer-

•can? Bisexual? Curious? Closeted Gay?
Nervous atxHJt your peers? I've t)een tttere.

Handsome. 1 5-year local professiorwl, «««•-

built, physically fit. "slraight''-appearir>g.

heaithy. Bill 310-824-2433.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY. Receive

$10 for conipteting 3 questioniwirM. Cauca-

sian. African-American, Mexican-Ameftcan,

or Taiwanese-American only. Call 310-825-

6542

VOLUfTTEERS NEEDED (IM&F) 18-20 years

of age for a study on bone health Will re-

ceive $50 plus free nutritional, tx>ne density

and atrengtt) MMMmarit. and comprehen-

sive tilood analytis. PImw cal the UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraineAbehavior Participants

will receive a packet contatning question-

naire. $10 will be offered aher return ol com-

pleted queetionare OuaiWed pertfcipanto will

curranHy have rrfikVno headache&have t>een

diagnosed by ttwir doctors as havirtg had

severe migrane in the past. Leave
nameftaddress. 310-208-7187voicemall557

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES. 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nudear Medicine Ptty-

sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity.

S25/hr plus parking. Up to 4 hrs. 310-825-

1118

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yr8

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-

perience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(healthy

or heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery Disease-UCLA. $25/hr Up to 8

hours. 310-825-1118

ANONYMOUS aperm donoct nawted. Help

inteitite couples wt^ile receiving financial

compansaUon up to $600/month and free

heaRh acreening. Convertient hours, kx:ated

in Westwood Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helpir)g an infertile

coupie? If you're 21 -30 years and willing to

help, please call. AH races needed Compen-
sation $3,500.00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EiOG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30 All info confidential Please call

310-285-0333.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile coupio is hoping to find a compas-

sionate woman to help us have a baby.

We're hoping lor someone who has blond or

brown hair arvj bkie eyes We'd be deNgtrted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate Age 21-30 Thank you for your

consideration Compensation $3,500-

$5000>expenses If you can help us. please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
SSSQSLQQ

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-e782

for sale

ij%
2700-4500

r»9^t^^m*t9
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Women and !

I Breast Cancer
F

I

Healthy women who have ,

lost a member of their

family due to breast cancer

needed for UCLA research

study. Contact Julie Bower

at (310) 825-1638 for more

information.

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donoi^ find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call l-aSMll-EQGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

LAP TOP COMPUTER
lUlAC 5300SERIES
OBO 310-380-0627.

Brand New. SI 800

H/IATCHING OVERSTUFfED WHITE
LEATHER(LIKE) CHAIR. $200. 7IT-

QUEENSIZE SOFABED $300 Uke new.

310-471-5326.

Classifieds

825-2221
fJeecJ .3 babysitter^ Ho-.v about one with a university education? Plai;c yuur ad tud.iy

Displa^

206-30^0
* ,,

'

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS4FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$169.95.

Queens-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,
Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. Mattress, tx>x, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284.

SOLO FLEX with butterfly and leg extension.

$400 or best offer. Contact Patrick at tncks-

taOuda.edu or 310-354-0335.

^ Piano Rentals ^
X Low Monthly Rates m
^HoNywood Piarw Rental Ckxnpan^^ 2>13-462-2329 ^

1969 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owr>er, 58,000 miles,

w4)ite, excellent condition, $3,975. 310-474-

0555.

1993 MAZDA PROTOGE LX. 5-speed,

64Kmi, AC, CC, TW, all power, snrt, CD, al-

toys. Pro-kKk. $7400. 310-657-7749.

1996 HONDA CIVIC- Hatchback, CX, silver,

5-speed, A/C, 32.000 mUes, excellent condi-

tion, $8,900. 310-203-7568

87 VW JETTA. 4-doar. Silver, sunroof. CD-
player. A/C. $3250. Call Chrise 310-553-

5946

88 TOYOTA MR2 Must sell. 5-speed. AC,
sunroof, extras Super deanl $3,950 obo.

Call Stephen. 818-504-1177.

MUST SEE!
1985 VW JETTA GTI MUST SEE! Impecca-

ble exterior/interior, sunroof, stereo. 5-

speed, great conditk>n. Sacrifice for $3,400

obo 562-432-2119

'74 BMW 3.0 CS COUPE. FuHy restored

classic. Navy, automatK. AC, sunroof, aM

power. $13,500-obo. 310-557-1507 Coolest

car on campus!

'81 MAZDA RX7: sky blue. 34,000 nriiles

Good condttk)n. 5-speed, standard stereo,

new paint job $2000 Call 818-793-2785

'82 VW VANAGON DIESEL. Excellent condi-

tkxi. New tires. 101,000 mMes. 1QHV742.
$1,700,310-474-5271.

'83 280ZX. Original owner. Ml power, excel-

tlent conditkx). Jade-gray, black&gray interior

$6,900. A real beauty! Good tires and

alarm/locks. 310-472-1915.

'87 4DOOR VOLVO DL SEDAN GoW. 1-

owner, manual transmission, phone
Installed. New tires. IIO.OOOM $5,000 OBO
Caroline: 213-634-5254

•89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully toaded. excellent

conditon, rims. CD/stereo. $10,900. Must

see 310-879-1484

'94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL 5 speed. Ex-

cellent condition. $8250 Please call

Zain031O-477-6612.

•97 FORD EXPLORER SPORT 2-deor. Au-

tomatk:. power aN, AC. caaaette, alarm. Low
mMea. Perfect. Take over leaae-$324/mo. or

buy. Muat aelll 213-506-2063.

'97 HONDA CIVIC HX Red. 2door. auto.

A/C. cassette, power window/doorlocks,

alarm. Low miles. Perfect. Must Sen 213-

506-2063

1965 YAMAHA 125Z Black Only 6000

milea. Perfect condWon SoM w/ gtoves, hel-

met&kxk. $800 Call Fabrice 818-246-3853

Classifieds

825-2221

DaHy Bruin Classified

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK. Two tKkets.

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale. $200ea.
212-946-1173.

Los Cabos iU8
Honolulu ^215
London ^370

Faro ak «ou«d trip, m> wr incuim taxes.

RUTRKTKMS Um. oTf111

\

t»- 10904 Lindbroolc Drive

I T Los Angeles

r (310) 208-3551

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack

ages $34&up. l-868-PICANTI. Space ltn>it-

ed.

services

5800 - 7300

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponsorsIM Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose Urnversity Credit Unkxi to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123) Also

receive tow-cost finarKial services 310-

477-6628: http7/www ucu org

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your business. AH drivers. Newly Itoensed

Student/staff/faculty cfiscounts. Request the

'Bnjin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

/illstate
YolAw in 0Dod handa.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wwetwood Blvd.
C2 tolk* So. ol Wlla^^lf

)

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://www thelaweb com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST Intemel night gukJe. to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live with family. Four

weeks-$875: 5classes/day, room&board.

CALMECAC Calixto 2, Guanajuato, Gto

36000 Mexico. modem569quijote ugto.mx.

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling.

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatk; stress

disorder Couples—Individuals. Call for free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC#32388. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED.
Supportive, confidential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationships Hypnotherapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village. Carole Chasin MA. MFCC.
310-289-4643.

ifpl MvieQ/inonMys

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAY II I Flat fee/kjw cost/payment plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc. (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/310-207-2089.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experienced immigration attorney. Reason-

able rates and free consultations. Call 213-

251-9588 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!
Visas. Wori( Permits. & Labor Certification. A
CaMomia Corporatnn Since 1962. Imml-

gratton Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200.

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378 L«ensed,
insured. Lowest rates. Fast, courteous, and
careful. Mar^ students rrwved for $96. Lk:.-

T- 163844. NO JOB TOO SH*VLL!

HONEST MAN W/14lt truck and dollies.

smaH jot>s. short notna ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. SF LV SD, AZ. Go Bruins.

JERRrS MOVING & DELIVERY. The care-

ful movers. Experierx^d. reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry.

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dednated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson tree.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional musi-

cian. All ages and styles Reasonable rates.

Private WLA recording studto. 1st sesswn

free. 310-397-2524.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avaU. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classcal Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teachir^g experierKe. All Ages/Lev-

els Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatk: experience. Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

tachnk)ue. $4(Vhr. 310-470-6549

Debt Consolidation. Auto Loons.
Low Interest Bod credit.

Bankruptcies Accepted.
Employment Required.

Fast Response on Approved
Applications.

1-888-281-5110
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IMMIGRATION. Work Permits, Green

Caixls, Citizeoship, Investor Visas...

Angel visa center"
Reasonably Priced, Reliable, EfTicient

Immigration Service For Free

ConsuHatioa CaO: 310-478-2899.

Confidentiality Guaranteed.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Personal SMamerti, Prapoaals and Books.

NamalorMl akjdenlB wetoome

Sharon Bwr, Phi). (310) 47^6662

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business artd travel.

Starting Feb 28+April 25. Six Saturdays.

9am-12pm. $75. Partlcip>ation encouraged.
310-452-9214

PRIZS^WINNING,.
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two F>h.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455.

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL, Word Processing,

and complete resume services. 213-444-

2033

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028. Pager:

213-344-7581 ht1p://\www.onllne-

labs.com/danni/res/indexhtm

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785

ENGLISHWRITING/SAT TUTOR- experi-

enced. Patient teacher. UCLA Law Degree,

MA. Journalism, flexible fxxjrs, foreign stud-

ents welcome ' 310- 477- 0881

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PT Hrs flexi-

ble. 310-208-1367.

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry. Physics. English. Elementary thru

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693,

SPANISH LESSONS. Expenenced Master

degree. One on one. At your home. $25/hr.

First dass free Never tjonng, always fun.

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
ExperierKed teacher, PhD offers tutonng,

term paper assistarKe, English, Social Sci-

ence, History Foreign Students Welcome
Call: 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter. young,

superb papers guaranteed High scfHX>l and
below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with Englisli—for students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

SAT-TUTOR, English instructor needed for

private school. ASAP, contact Doctor

Kim©818-725-9797.

10-i-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transchption. Resumes,
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & Morel

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS, ETC. 310-820-8830.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resunrws, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollyvwjod, 213-466-

2888.

employment

7400 - 8300
mmmmmtmmmmm

MAKE 2000% PROFIT
SELLING "HOW-TO" information by mail.

Reprint rights to 750 Books, reports, manu-
als. Free info-pack 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs.

NO JOKE 2-5K from home starting first

nwnth. Np selling. Must be teachable. For

free inlff^D i-WlWilUf^69'lfc'JM54.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT, WLA School kxiking for capable and

experier)ced teacher assistants to work with

elementary level students, M-F, 8AM- 1PM.
Begin 02/23/98. Call: 310-476-2868. Ask lor

Mr Nastri.

READ IVIY LIPS!!!

i;; i.is. ^i\ i'ouiKi I 1.

'KOCilvA^l t.iii ()iit i>Ki

:niU"\ in VOlir 111 'f \\i t

I 888 5 10-4549

fiiaro.||ihi!!^ J
EVENING AND WEEKEND CHILDCARE by

experierx:ed. vivackxjs. mature lady Tod-

dlers to school-age Westside or Valley ar-

eas. References. Sandra 0818-901-7461.

TAKE CARE OF your chiW in my own apt

$400/mo 9-5. Registered nurse. Westwood
area. 310-575-3532.

CHILD C . R2BOYS(8&11) M-F 3:30-

7PM. Mar Vista. Responsibilities: Driving, af-

terschool activities, and hw. References-K

valid license needed. 310-477-7171

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING, PfJ. 3-

7pm. W&Th Must drive 2 chiMren, 11&15.

310-277-7195.

FEMALE. ATHLETIC, fun-toving w/child de-

velopment background needed to worti w/6-

year-okj boy weekday aftemoons. 310-471-

0804

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to

help with afternoon pickup^homework. 2-

children (15+10) WLA. 3hrs/day 4-

5days/week negotiable Day-310-552-6836

EVE-310-577-4830

NANNY afterrKX>ns and some evenings,

valid drivers lk:ense. great references re-

quired. About 32hrs/wk, flexible hours WLA.
Easy kkls. 310-836-8189

PART-TIME STUDENT to care for 3 chiWren

in Pacific Palisades Must speak English and

drive. /Vpprox 30 hours/week 809-569-

5812

RESPONSIBLE, FUN. CARING babysitter

3-4 afternoons for giris 446 Help w/after-

school activities. Female preferred w/own

car, valid drivers lk:ense, Insurance+refer-

ences. $8-10/hr. Cheviot Hills. 310-280-

0253.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny

for active 5-yr-okJ tx>y RefererKes required.

310-573-9393 aftrwroons and evenir>gs M-F

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk For 2 chiWren

ages 6&8. Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area. Pay negotiable.

Norma031 0-859-0345 between I0am-6pm.

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing

editing, rewriting, research, transcnptlon

etc. Fax, emaM, mail, bring work to me
Rushes Student discount 818-830-1546

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars No experience required Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-783-8279

Place your ad on-line. It s fast and easy! www.dailvbruin.ucla.edu
Displai

V
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Phone Magic
SERIOUS^INDED

TELEPHONE WORKERS
PART-TIME

Not afraid of hard work
to earn excellent

commissions, plus

bonuses, in professional

Village office. Call for

information.

<8» (310) 209-0081 ^

**RECEPTIONISr*
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental OrttKXJonttc

olfice in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and beneW Please call: 310-826-7494.

COUNSELORS AND INSTHUCIOHS in art,

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working with children. 310-

472-7474x110.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must

enjoy customer service Some lifting.

$6.77/hr 15-20firs/wk Call Felicia at 310-

206-2842 to apply.

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Positions start at $7 18/hr

with promotions up to $9.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academic

year rerrwining and a valid driver's license

Call 310-825-2148 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA To

apply, fax resunw to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org

rTAxATPirtM"* • DO© fciOVERS^NEEDEDM LAW ilrllWI iirtian don nlavcare A trainino is now hirino

WESTWOOD-FlexIble hours. Leam a tot.

$7.50+. Good typing skills, computer liter-

ate, excel experience preferred. Call 310-

475-0481 . Resumes preferred 310-446-

9962. •
ADMIN. ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

filing & general admin Fax resume:31 0-247-

1707/mail POB 5150, Bev Hills 90209

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for profes-

sional MD Honf>e offk^ in WLA Strong com-

puter+administrative skills necessary 20-

25/firs-wk. $9-12/hr depending on expen-

ence 310-470-7019.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting and computer skills PT Flexible

fK>urs. PacifK Palisades We are national

flower shippers. 310-231-0811.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Vocatkjnal

rehabilitatton company. Responsibilites in-

clude: assist counseling staff w/general of-

fice duties. Must be btlingual (English/span-

(Sh) write and read Highly detailed orient-

ed/organized Computer literate. Fax Robin:

310-996-6760

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS Sales and book-

ing posittons at nrKxJeling company Will train.

PT/FT positton. Commission only. 310273-

2566

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY tocal

swim sctiool and day camps. Part-time im-

ntediately Futt-time late spring Must have

pool-management experience $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARCHITECTURE/ENGGRAD STUDENT
Private party looking tor architec-

ture/eng grad student to devetop plans for

new family home Please call OdI 213-933-

2752.

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seek-

ing strong, motivated ir>dividuals to fill leader-

ship and managenDent positions Excellent

pay. FT/PT 310-348-9900

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr. day/eve classes, 1-2 week

classes, 310-973-7974 International Bar-

tender's school.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr'KX)mmission learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired PT/FT. Santa Monica oftce. 310-394-

3364. Scott FAX 310-656-2434

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED'i Front

desk/customer service agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel WORK 15-

20HRSWK $7 7VHR+ 32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE , LA

90024 PHONE 310-794-0151 FAX 310-

794-8503.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St

Mary's College 3pm-11pm or 5pm-1am
$6/hr to start 310-541-7775.

CARETAKER Look after 76yr old man. Ex-

eruse. take to pool Must drive w/insurarKe

P/T Starting at $9 Fax resume: 310-479-

2402

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, commercials, and music videos Earn

up to $240 per day! No experience needed

Wort( guaranteed! Call today 213-851-6103

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-time for small

busy law firm in Beverly Hills. Great hands-

on experience! $7/hour Please call: 310-

659-9393

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company looking for

customer service reps Part-time 6am- 10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F, Friday&Saturday

posititons for midnight to Sam or all iKXjrs. In-

cludes pfxxie sales and tech support. Com-
puter experience preferred In Westwood,

minutes from campus Fluerx:y in French,

German or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802

Classifieds

825-2221

Urban dog playcare & training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts. 310-445-1447.

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Fri. after-

noons in excfwnge for parking privileges

Home- walking distance from campus Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

EXPERIENCED MULTI-TASKED RECEP-
TIONIST needed to handle multiple lines.

Growth potential with Investment t>ankir>g

firm. $8/hr. Sonia©310-444-0077.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

for upcomJr>g fHms. No experience neces-

sary, 18+, union/nonunion okay, all tooks

needed NTM:818-752-8044.

F/T WRITER for immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm Detail-oriented Self-starter

Excellent wnter No legal experience re-

quired $11/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616

FILE CLERK NEEDED for Architectural firm

Organized person lor 20-30 hours/wk $7 00-

8.50/hr Resumes to Box 1211, 11301 Olym-

pic Blvd.. «121 LA. CA 90064.

FILE CLERK
P/T, fast-paced, WLA nr>edical office Filing

medical records, x-rays, and general duties.

Fax resunf>e 310-286-2710 attn Kay.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City firm. Light

phones/typing Heaving filing Fax resume to

Margarite Fox 310-785-1464

FRONT OFFICE Medial PT Mon-3:30-7:30

Th-3 30-730 Sal-830-130 Greet patients,

phor>es. filing, computer, and general office

duties Expenence helpful 310-443-1550.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors We are

looking for fun, canng. Summer Day Camp
staff wfiose summer home is in the San Fer-

riando or Conejo Valley, Ventura. Camarillo,

Malibu, or Simi Valley Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs@aol com

FUN&$$$
Seeking motivated individuals interested in

having fun&making a difference Strong

earning potential PT Call 310-649-5075.

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Immediate position available Century City

investment tianking firm Must work Thurs-

daysAFndays, 8am-5pm without exception

Punctual, computer literate, responsible,

dedcated, professional, hard-working, and

detail-oriented Previous office experience

preferred $8/hr Fax resume 310-788-5572,

att Sheri or Lili

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA. Conversation only Flexible hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Work outdoors

with children WLA Day Camp Coun-

selors+lnstructors: swimming, arcf>ery. ten-

nis, pfx>tography. music+environmental edu-

cation Call 310-399-2267

HEALTHY GOURMET NEEDS food delivery

driver Morxlays and/or Fridays Car must fit

10+ coolers Insurance a must About $50-

$100/day. 310-829-0111

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers Flexible

scheduling 15-20 hrs/wk $6 36/hr lor stud-

ents $8 32/hr lor non-students Contact Ray

or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105

Models NcmMI Now
No •)9)«ri*nc9 rvqiwBd

For catalog, prMwoik, maguinM, moviM
viow and W oommeiciats

Man and Woman of al agM
Fraa ConauMation

CALLMOOa DIVISION
310. 659. 4855

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 lnconr>e poten-

tial Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND
SALES. High commission salary Pakl vaca-

tions. Flexible hours. Sales experience help-

ful but not necessary. CaH David: 626-824-

9619

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help imnrtediately. Rapklly expand-

ing. No experience necessary Full training

P/T. $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR. Sinai Akiba, private scfwol

near UCLA. M-F. 9-1 pm Must like chiMren.

athletkJS. Call Jill LinderO 31 0-475-6401,

ext.284.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed.

Psychology student/work study eligible pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268-4498.

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair removal

company in BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male/female Friendly, detail-ori-

ented, will train $18-$25/hr 310-247-0999.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Pos. are limited so call now&join LE

BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

LIVE IN WANTED to assist with daily activi-

ties for a healthy 86-yr/old widow Santa Mo-

nica area Must have car. 310-587-9244

LOUISE'S TRATTORIA. 11645 San Vcente

Blvd. Brentwood. Host&counter needed.

Part-time Please apply in person between 3-

5pm. No phone calls

MARKETING INTERN. J Peterman Compa-

ny, a nattonal retail/direct mail cataksg. Is

looking for a marketing intern P/T, pakj posi-

tion. 15-20hrs/wk. Please fax Bnna©213-
938-6982

MARKETING/ADVERTISING/SALES MAN-
AGER for innovative new firm. Imaginative,

motivated, energetk:. Marketing/advertising

experierKe helpful P/T Open salary Call

310-305-8680 or fax resun>e: 310-822-1127.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and phystoal sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1 998 1 -800-

305-4415, huntdCcc.umanitoba ca

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studk) lor upcoming assignnrtent. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatncal Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAMi Start

right away' All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees' Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors Forestry. wiW life

preserve, concesstonaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages+t>enefits Ask

us how! 517-324-3093 Ext n59342

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED West-

wood driving and traffic school. Part-time Fn-

>day Saturday, and Sunday. Call for informa-

tion 310-824-4444

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT for real estate

company ctose to campus Flexible hours

16-20 hrs/wk ,
$8/hr computer literate (MS

Word/Excel), phone, filing, organized, reli-

able. 310-471-0206 Ext 15

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr Mon-

Fri, 9am-5:30pm Small immigration law firm

in Century City Computer literate, good

phone skills, file, phones. Position includes

all other |ob related duties. Begins ASAP.

310-553-6600 or fax-310-553-2616

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pn-

vate training opportunity 5 days/week, M-F

Sam start. $500/month Fax information

310-476-7976

RECEPTIONIST- PT- Fridays 11:30am-

6pm $11/hr. Word processing and spread-

sheet experience a plus but not required

Walk from UCLA Terry©31 0-473-5358

UCLA Annual Fiinil

$8.10^. PLUSMMW
PMDTMUMM'

(8<w TlirM liilnai , » iWfcW tet. 1 8— Mmoom)

C4MlK(CMlM6onwi

31t-7M-«Z77
1083 Gayley Avanut. 4th floor, Westwood
we are able to offer work study

Seo^chinq for Models r-^ - r--^.

Men and Women for

commercial, catalog
& print ads

$1 50 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills -k

k Uo Fee -k No Expener>ce
pi0)-279-28ag

RECbHTIONIS1/UI-HCt MANAlitH \-l\

Mon-Fri. No experierx» required. Ptiorws,

computers, Excellent salary/t>enefits. West-

LA Be part of a fantastic team! 310-476-

4205

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books. PT
Chiklren book knowledge req WLA. 310-

559-2665.

STUDIO REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed. Working

w/other studento. Groat P/T / F/T work. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports

Club Pato Alto, CA $65-$80/day 6/22-a/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professkxtal couple seeks

woman to help them have a chiW through

surrogacy. $20,000 800-450-5343.

TV. PILOT
On Asian Culture. Seeking new talent. Fe-

male host w/hip personality and strong com-

municatton skills. Bilingual a plus. Also, male

for physical comedy Martial arts a plus

Lunch and great experience tor one day

shoot with possible future pay. Send picture

and resume to: Bobby Okinaka. 510 Kings-

ford St. Monterey Pari(, CA 91754

TEACHERS: reading enrichment program.

$45O-500/wk F/T summer job. PakJ training,

medtoal benefits BA, car required. 562-429-

5676 or 562-429-5376.

TRAVEL AGENCY SEEKS P/T office help.

$8/hr Computer oriented, some filing. Near

Westside Pavilion. Call Mary 310-837-6119.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE productkjn of

"Harriet's Return' staring Debbie Allen.

Starts Jan 27. Sign-up&see it for free: 310-

208-6500 ext lis.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both Enghsh and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay. flex hrs

Will work around your sctHX>l schedule. 818-

344-1294.

WEB SITE DESIGNERS
Fun and part time. $15/tK)ur+. HTML and

graphic design. High-end clients, great ex-

perience, leading design studto. Apolto Inter-

active. 310-393-5373

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the devetopmentatty disatiled. CaH

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT INTERN. Gain

vakiable finance & WaH Street experierx:e

Great resume buikjer Westwood tocation

Fred Ayazi 310-234-2132

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP avartaWe Great

opportunity to leam al>out investing and gel

licensed Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpak) interns Please contact Cher-

yl at 310-313-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERNET COMPANY seeks computer sav-

vy Intern $ a graphk: artist. Will train. 213-

655-6300. www.eilbacher.com

PUBLICITY INTERNS NEEDED Dynamk:,

detailed and resportsible R&B Musk: clients.

Non paying, college course credit Fax re-

sume 213-466-0391.

Miia

housing

8400 - 9500

#400
ripMlMMlS for RMrt .

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apts. ideal for roommates. Garden, court-

yard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to canv

pus 818-997-7312.

1235 FEDERAL AVE -#2 One-bedroom.

$750/nx) 2-mlle8 from campus Furnished.

Near Bus Laundry facilities Stove, refrigera-

tor, carpet, swimming pool. 310-825-4906 or

31 0-478-04 15(nigh1)

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142-BEDROOMS
UPPER4L0WER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO

BUS 310-839-6294

Hem tiiai apannieni last' ADVERTISE

r • PALMS *
2BO,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY. GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 FARIS $1045
(310) B37-0906

460, 3BA,

LOR, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, RREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE. ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1796
(310)391-1076

if MAR VISTA ^
480, 4BA

GATED GARAGE . ALARM IN UNIT

w 3164 BaMWMa 9L S17V5

«0,2BA, 2-STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE.
ALARMMUMT

• 11748 CourtMgn Dr.$925 •
_ (310)391-1076 ,
Se^OpjnHwj^Mon^j^tO^^^^^^^J

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdrTn/4-bath 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954

Beethoven st. 310-391-1076.

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Cozy, 2bdrm/1ba

apartn>ent Quiet building, hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo. $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS 2-bdrm/2-fullbath Newer building

AC, fndge, dishwasher, fireplace, skylight,

alarm, gated entry/parking. $895/mo. 310
838-5567 or 818-891-6496.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Paris Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS $1150 Large 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, batoony, private sundeck, A/C, new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/twy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS $1795. 4-bd+toft, 3-ba. 3-level town-

fwuse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd. 3 1 0-39 1 - 1 076.

PALMS. $595. l-tiedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C. laundry.

310*37-7061.

PALMS. IbdmVlba. Carpet, newly painted

Utilities included, tear parking. Center court-

yard $575. 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105.

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495. l-bdmn,

$595 Stove, refngerator and 1 -month tree

w/year lease $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave message.

SANTA MONICA, BRENTWOOD, WEST-
WOOD and the WESTSIDE Over 1,000

properties each week. LOW FEE. WestsMe
Rental Connectwn. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA, Ocean Park and 34th.

Bachelor, furnished/unfurnished, utilities

paid, stove/refrigerator Street parking Must

see $610 310-399-1533

SANTA MONICA- N of Wiishire. 7 bk>cks

from beach Spactous, private t>achelor apt

w/hardwood floorsAlarge ctosets $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished, hardwood

ftoors $650/mo. 310-395-1284 Agent Fee.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses. Apartnrwnts, and

Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachetor and singles $495-$550 Some/w
utilities included, laundry, nne area, and

nx)re 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, /V/C, large, uppers, and more

2-bdrms $795-$1295 Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo with parking, laundry and nr>ore.

Many with fireplaces, dishwasfiers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1200 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath Balcony, appliances, pool,

quiet locked building/garage 310-553-6662

WESTWOOD WALK To UCLA. . Luxury

2bdrm/2ba w/bakxiny, gated paridng, lire-

place, fndge and dishwasher, swimming

pool/spa Available 03/01/98 $1300/mo.

310-208-2617
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' why run all over the place when you have lr«e access to apartment listings here on

I cantpus? looking for a place tolive can be a ml drag, and ifs not like youVe got al the

time in ttie world

I
read the typeon[

RENT" signs?

I supposed to

apartment will

'Monica or

I Pakns? and is it

I bus? woukti'titl

kept track of all

I well maybe this I

day because I

so who wants to drive around with their head out the window tiymg to

[those tiny TOR
Ihow are you

Iknow what an

cost in Santa

lOrentwood or

close to the

I great if there

campus that

Bt stuff for yo(/?

US your lucky

;ommunity
III that and

look at apart-

UCLA STUDENTS: GET A FREE
PRINTOUT OF APARTMENT

LISTINGS (S5 VALUE)
Iring This Ad & Your BruinCard

(before 2/27/98) to:

UCLA Community Housing

^E^Pato^piouM|jaj|^^^
* housing does

I more you can
|

mant listings, or maybe you want to share a housa with a coifjte friends, find a roommate-

_oivinaiwan. you know you hava free access t»al this ai a udasludani. you can even

post ktlings for free or pick up some but scheMes just give us a cal at 82S4491 H

I wouidnl be a bad idea to get some info on hoM to get al of your security deposit back

ailhar «nce (he only thing you nead more thar extra tima, is exta motMy.....

WLA. $950. TOWNHSEJ'APT 2bdrm/1 5ba.

2 parkings AC, dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge. 1826 Bundy D' im 450-8414.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

"Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213) 669-6079

ROOM/BOARD &
SMALL SALARY

Busy executive in Glendale needs help
w/household duties, lite cooking, cleaning,

shopping. Occasional help w/2 young child-

ren. Quality Individuals ONLY. Good driving

records references a must! 818-249-6105 or

818-241-7383 ask for Peter Blacksberg.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated compteii Pool. Laundry All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease 310-fi24-1830.

WESTWOOD Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas, water paid. $897/mo. Available now!

909-885-4182.

WLA-$590/mo. Ask atwut free rent. Attrac-

tive fumist>ed-singles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal

for students. Suitat)te for two. Definite must

seel 1525 SawtaHe Bl. 310-477-4832.

MAR VISTa^ ee

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patto, tMrtecue area. Quiet-buikling.

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

SINGLE APARTMENT in luxurious complex

on Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset in Brent-

wood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. Call 818-981-7440.

BEVERLY HILLS. Free roomiboard in beau-
tiful BH home in exchange for light cook-
Ing&babysitting. Must have expenence
w/kkls, car required. Call Elizabeth. 310-205-

0072

FREE RM & BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) in exchange for 20hrs wf<

in beautiful WLA hm. Duties include hse
cleaning, laundry&babysitting. 310-837-
8807.

BEVERLY HILLS, turnisned private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, wasfier/dryer, utilities/Included.

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message. Abbey 310-275-

383l0f 818-783-5151.

BEVERLYWOOD. Huge, nicely furnished

room. Male, I^S. private entrance, bath-

room, refrigeralor/mcrowave, parking. 24-

hour patrolled neighborhood. lOmin drive to

campus. 310-838-4443. ^

BRENTWOOD Share 2-bdrm/2-bath. Pri-

vate room aa^aU> J^aar.skopa Fiiri^lfct.

patio. Charming. Female. N/S, No pet.

$50Q/mo. 310-476-2105

BURBANK- Nrce location. Kitchen & laundry
privileges, utilities Included May carpod to

campus. $375/mo. Lucy: work: 310-825-
119ek or home: 818-567-4675.

CULVER CITY-Rm in 3bdrm duplex. Cool
rmmates, lots of space, plenty of parking
April-June. $420/mo 310-558-1129.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Quiet room, pnvate
entrance. Secluded hillside home near Cold-
water/Mullholland. Fridge, mkirowave, cable,
carport, patio, pool. $475-includes utilities

213-654-6968

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, full kitchen, large bakxiny with view

$595/mo Avail starting April 1st Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran+Ohio). Please call Nick

310-479-0789

WLA. Your own room Share house near

bus, shopping, freeway Share utility, laun-

dry. $445. 310-397-5251

WEST HOLLYWOOD Room in 3-bed histor-

ical monument near Melrose&La Cienaga.

Wood floors, beamed celling $450/mo, In-

cluding parking&utlllties. 213-655-6300.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. Large bedroom w/

t)athroom. Pnvate entrance. Use of kitchen

$375. including utilities&cable. Parking

Available March 15th. 310-287-1449.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Urge room,

5bath Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

BEVEB :jth

Spanish duplex. Resp>onsible, fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo-)-

utilities-f deposit.. Avail April IsL 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bclrm/2bath house. 3 bkx:ks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fkx)rs $550/mo>utilities CaH Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 -7853(night).

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female
to share luxurkius 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own bedroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional. Contact 310-209-1607

BRUM
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'Misery Loves Company"

Science
Guy
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(B

101

Boy Meats
World n

Pictionary

Sing8«]

RieidLatoEgdiSiar
guests return.

Primer Impacto

Fanwy
ItonaraK

Buaineea
Report
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JMgtJudy
(jngbrieo)

Improve.

Stewo)%

Fieth
Prince

Newahour WiHi Jwi
IB

Hard Copy JAG'Yeglenlay's
Heroes" (In Slerec

[Four ConMrs (Series

I
Premiere) (In Stereo) S

Juat Shoot
X

iDawson's Creek "Look

[Wtro's Tafclng" (In Slereo)

Four Comers "Thicfcer

Than Water" (In Slereo)

I (In Slereo) X

I (In Slereo) K

ABC WW Jeopardyl IWhaeiot
Fortune!)

lAnMfican Experience "Reagan" "An American Crusade" The story

|o< Ronakf Reagan's rise trom ador to president. B

NBA Baslwlball: Los Angeles Lakers¥t Milwaukee Bucks.

Bradtey Center (Liw)

(In

YouB)

OH

I'll til .!

Home
Intprove.

Frasiar(ln

Slereo) 01

Simpeons
In Slereo)

11

Daredevils Live! Shattering the Records (In Stereo)
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Stereo) IB

Chiatess(ln

Slereo) JB
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?y 'Loretta Touch ol Fraai "No Other Love'

** '^"TTutroocfxyMinlr'l 1962) A busineu tycoon

romances an unernpijyed Him ^aktf.

imV, rStoeef Uberty'l^M) Alan Akja A historivi is

appalad by a film adaptatwri of his boolc. PG'

World Today IB ILarryMngUvalll

OfM Nrahl liM§ Hv
stand

TEiirinnv *

KxiHyde..
1982)

Cochran A Company

MnoYtmelHibllcAHii;

Maria Itabot

Law A Ordar Tradto to

Grave' IB

Alien Abduction:

Inddem in Lafce County

** "0e$f/yftide$Ao8iin"(l

DiMrich.

Hiilene Dietrich:

Shadow and Light (R) IB

** Vi Tarmmy'So Oosaf - _ .

saves a chid and returns to Earth as a human. "PG-

1

3'

uwvsipons moiwyeno

Alguna Vei Tandramoe

Biography "Lorelta

NYPO Bluo "Don't Kill ttie

Messenger" E
X Final

Quarter X
Jerry Springer

news A
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NewsX

I Show (In Slereo) X

Tonight Show (In Slereo)
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X
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(R) (In Slereo) X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
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Comic Margaret Gno

Mad About
YouX

Politicaity

IncorroctX

Something
Venhaed

(R)X
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V«M

NoticiaaX

M*A*S*H X

(R)X

Stereo) X
(In

Hunter "Th«ik Bkje" (In

Stereo)

Inttructionai

Programming

** "Leona Helmsley The

Queen ol Mean" {^990)

People's Court (R) (In

Stereo) X
Cope
Slereo'

(In

ijij

Star Trek 'Bread and
Circuses"

Al Ritmo de la Nocha Despedida de

soilero de Jorge Ortiz de Pnedo y mas.

^ST
Paid
Program

aub

939,

WeslerrjMarlenel

(1993. Fw«asy) Otto Sander An angel

World TodayX

Doily Show

&SoJT

Stain')

WHd Dtacovory'^
Season in the Sui

Uncut (R) wnmMWmr

New (Madhms "Signed

inBkxxr(R)

TT^
aliMiWeeyirtl

4:30)Cola9i BaaMtbM: RhrxMS at

ndww. (L^)

BonaiBa: The Loet

Eptoodoo
Carol

BumoU
Qoldon
GirleX

'4flO)MTV

You Afraid?

BoardwMd

GMaX_
Twelve

Rocko's
Modem Ufa

NHL Cool
Shots

flupinaar-

MTVUveOn

Gossip

Spies Above (Rf

lar

Muatralad

Robin
WaM

offt

»mIme Justice (R)

Prime Tteie Public Affairs (R)

NewsNight

Touch ol Frort 'tlo Other Love" (R)

* •This Island Eanh'ims. Science

Fiction) Faith Domergue. Rex Reason

Law* Order "Cradle to

Grave"

X

***'/i "Beat the DeviT'

(1954) Humphrey Bogart.

***V4 itAMbf the Vofcano"( 1984) An ateohota:

diptomal in Mexioo fights h« personal demons 'R'

Showbiz
Today X

Sinbad: Briin Damaged
(R)

Cochran t Company (R) Trial Story (R)

Burden of

Proof (R)X

Vhrs Variety

CNWSports

Mustrsltd

Lauflh

Justice FMes "Armed and
Dangerous" (R)

Saiy

iBL

Women

Georgia at South CaioKna. (Live)
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SaET

Stereo)
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Larry King Live (R)X
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|Shots(R)
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X
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Krx
* "The Great Texas

1976, Adventure) Ctai

Dynamite Chase'
uoiaJaminn.

"The4100)*** ...
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Growing
Pains X

4:30) •* "CaipooT
- Tom Arnold. 'PG'

tt^'&ldedut'
Thomas Howell
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overstressed single parents iptoe around romance. X
Growing
PainsX

Brotherly

LoveX
"Under Wraps
Wylie, Mario Yedidia. Clara

becomes an unfteiy wnbassador of goodwi 'PG' X
•V.A.R. Y.L • (1985' Science Fi5ionF1997, Adventure) Adwn

"' ' " il.X
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masquerade as a man leads to a tangled web •'
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shidents go alter their idea-stealing professor PG

t** Try, Ihe Bekmd Countty" (1995^ A sojVs
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, Drama) Mast(1991

I to betrayal for Iwo yourig drifters. "R"X

as he defends his nephew.

Growing
Pains IB

WaltOianeyl
Siy Symphony

'7?MVier'(19d6) A lawver's body begins

wMting away urider a (Sypsy's curse. 'R'

** tjfiostso/Alississmx (1996) A prosecutor

reopens the case agaJMt Medgar Evere' kier 'PG-13'

TbrtMddsn Games ff" (1997, Drama) |':Saya0>

Megan Hughes Doug Jeffrey "NR' ^ |(199S) 'R* X
Zorro
Stereo

Tracoy

In

X

Tabte On..

Rod Shoe
X

MeuaeCHib

*W The Ghnmer Man"

***V> "The Absent
Mindfd Professor' (1961

"l99^,
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hauni Shakespeare's Danish prince. (In Stereo) PG-13' (Aduil stuatkms, vtoienoe) Xhauni Shakespean

Suspense) Steven Seagal. 'R* X
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SHAPIRO
From page 28

<

\

)

Langdon's shot?

Take your pick: el foldo, playing

out the string, hanging 'em up, wav-

ing the white flag.

Those towels the UCLA bench is

notorious for? They didn't wrap
them around their heads, they threw

them in.

Kris Johnson told the Los

Angeles Times, "We're not a team of

quitters. Anybody on this team

should be shot if they think like

that."

It looks like the Associated. Press

poll voters would agree with the

impression that Sunday's debacle

was more than simply a loss to a

superior team.

Usually, when a lower-ranked

team loses to a higher-ranked team,

especially on the road, they would

slip maybe two or three spots in the

rankings.

We dropped six.

The UCLA Bruins are the movers

and shakers of the week, friends,

falling from 12th to 18th in the latest

AP polls.

These pollsters think that

Cincinnati, Mississippi, and Texas

Christian (mascot: the Horned

Frogs) arc better than us.

Say what you will about the polls

not meaning anything before March,

but they do reflect how the nation

perceives your program and where

it's heading.

And our sturdy squad ranks

somewhere with the U.S. Olympic

Hockey team right now.

People aren't going to remember

the spanking the Bruins gave to Cal

State Fullerton or the win over

Oregon St. on the road. They're

going to remember watching their

team go on national television with a

chance to light a fire under its nation-

al championship hopes, and wasting

it.

The worst part in all of this, more
depressing than the loss, more upset-

ting than our team's tack of charac-

ter coming into specific reiier, was

that Dick Vitale actually sounded

like he knew what he was talking

about.

Shapiro is a Daily Bruin staff writer

and columnist. E-mail responses to

mshapiro@>media.ucla.edu.

BASEBALL
From page 27

ing Wayne whenever he made a move
to the plate.

"It doesn't really faze me," Wayne
said about the raucous fifth inning. "I

was trying to get guys out as quickly as

possible. If anything, the cheering

pushed me a little harder, making nie

throw the pitches I needed to throw."

Stanford pitchers did what they had

to all weekend - pitch effectively, while

UCLA struggled to keep up with the

colossal Cardinal squad.

.4. <*•

0>\-

1

^

^; 'OieHlC^ «p<T)artrncnt of IMusic^

> (

School of^tliesSlrts and ^Architecture presents

The iMystic Saints*™

The ^Mystic Saints, a'

musical drama, movingly

newnls a wbtfd of fwwerful

spirituality. CoTnbining the

poetry and letters of Saint

Teresa of i^vila and Saint

John of the Cross, full

orchestra, soloists and

chorus, 'Vatican

commissioned composer,

Christopher Ciliendo '?

brings new meaning to agft-

old wisdom.

5? IMusical T)rama by Christopher CaliendoiMi%'89

featuring '^^vj?:; :,/-:
v: .->

The IICL^ Thilharmonic OrAestra,jChoirimd Solois%

.
;i Hon 'Robertson, conducting* V • :

<i-*:

including "IMysticism an4 IMusic" a discussion by

fr. James 'Boyce O.S., Christopher Caliendo.

.. ;:uU,. and Jon 'Robertson -.. .;.. .«:^?':-..

' /Thursday, "February 26, 1998 at 8 o'clock pih;;:^—

:

J^
:^^ -^.. Schoenberg'Hall -Vi-cc^^j^- .,-

"Piilis^eiicki^at tkeCen^ Office -a

This performance is in celebration of tht exhibit

Thtanyisiblc iMadc 'Visible: iflngcls ftwo the.^^ticaft

'February A through i^prU 12
"^:''

"^

The VCl^ at thf 'Hammer Wuse«ro of .^rt and

(3iltutalCenter -v..

^^^j^^f^esentcd in conjunction with

•vS(::>-

>:.</

Kappa Kappa Gamma &
The Rape Treatment Center at the Santa

Monica-UCLA Medical Center

Present .

THE KAPPA FEAST
A dining Extravaganza

Featuring

SHWAG
Wednesday, February 25th 6:00 PM

At the Kappa House

744 HUgard Ave, " ^

Tickets are $5

Availablefrom Kappa Members
or Call Alexandra 209-1880

See You There!

WLA. Share bath w/female Nice/quiot

neighborhood Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

washer/dryer in urut. $450f1/2utilities No
pets Avail 03/01 310-914-0023 or 818-888-
7501

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus housing & University-owned

apartntent spaces, undergrad artd graduate

Convenient locations, meal plans. Call 310-

825-4271

WESTWOCX)- 2 people needed to share

master-bedroom in Luxury condo. Laundry in

unit Security parlcing. Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished $425-each 310-478-9779.

WESTWOOO-Beautiful, large, hardvvood

floor, 1-bdrm apartment Available ASAP
Big-balcony over/looking Landfair/Midvale

Vaulted ceilings Female w/puppy lookir>g for

open-minded, outgoing female. 209-9175.

WESTWOOD-FEMALE WANTED to share a

room in a large 3 room apartment. Veteran

and Levering and lot 31. ASAP $420 310-

824-7902.

CULVfP CITY- Room in 3bdmi duplex Cool

roommates, lots of space, plenty of paricing.

April-June. $420/mo. 310-558-1129

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Victor-

ian toimfwute 2bdmV1bath, upper w/ga-

rage Full kitchen Washer/dryer Brand new
carpet. Month to Month $4()0«>half utilities

Next to gym 213-465-8614

oANTA MONICA 3rd«Montana Furnished

3+1/2security apt with gated garage Prefer-

ably prolessk)nal female Own room, share

bathroom. $450+1/3Mtil($50/month) For de-

tails, please call Man at 310-393-6538.

SANTA MONICA Fantastic Location Ocean
view, North of Witshire, perfect for jog,

beach Male roomrTiate $500>1/2util(ties

Betty 310-394-4313.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo
Pool Iblk to campus Views SSOCVmo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA Townhse Own bdrm/ba Bateony Imi

to UCLA Parking $600 Anthony 310-470-

5999.

ROSARITO BEACH, 1 -2-or-3t)dmfi con-

dos^new 3-txtrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses 24-hr. maritet Security 909-

737-9203

LA'% Ftminitt Newsmagazine

Amazing
CURE

r

Bad Breath

Finally, Fresh

« Clean Breath

Forever!!!

For the Freshest.

Cleanest Breath.

Visit Our Websites:

• www.uswebquote,coni

> www,tonpie8cr«pcr.coi

310.825.9836

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins (jet 20^. nff private parly Classified advertising. Just show us yuur Student, Faculty Stdlf I.D card

Display

206 30b0
'\ 1--' ' -7 ';w.™r-^."
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SANTORA
From page 28

This allows Santora to remain

more relaxed and britig his wit and

playful personality onto the field.

"When you're out there on the

field things are so crazy," Santora

said. "You have to be into the game
and so mentally focused to play and

be ready for every pitch that it would

drive you nuts ifyou didn't laugh a lot

out there and enjoy it. And that's

what we do. We have a lot of fun."

All Santora wants to do is play.

Whether he has a good day or a bad

day, playing baseball is the ultimate

goal. Santora believes everyone hits

streaks and he considers his scorch-

ing hitting early in the season one of

those streaks.

Therefore, due to the law of aver-

ages, a slump could come soon and

Santora's belief in streaks will keep

him from getting down on himself

"When it's over, he has the ability

to put the game behind him," his

father Victor Santora said. "If he has

a bad game today, he won't carry it

onto the next game tomorrow. And
it's funny, because I remember that

even in little league he played hard

and he'd sweat and be like a throw-

back player in the 20s. And all he

cared about after the game was to go

to McDonald's."

One of the advantages of being

small is that you're able to keep

everything in perspective. Santora

knows his job on the Held and in

the grand scheme of things. He
wanted to be drafted by a major

league club ever since he was

young and now the dream is so

close he can taste it.

SeeSMfTOM,|Mge26

BAKER
From page 28

giate team, which is'now approaching

mid-season.

"I'm concentrating right now on
our collegiate women's team." Baker

said. "We have a great thing going with

our team, so I don't want to take any-

thing away from that."

Since there is no time conflict

between Baker's dedication to his

national and collegiate teams, he has

had encouraging responses from the

UCLA athletic department.

"The department has been support-

ive ofme ever since I attempted for the

national head coaching position."

After the end of the collegiate

women's season, Baker will then turn

his focus to the national women's team.

Although he is very excited about his

position, he says he'll have no time to

celebrate.

"I'm getting too old to celebrate! I

know the amount of work that's going

to be done before the national team

starts practicing. Celebration's going

to be done once we qualify for the

Olympics, and then we won't celebrate

until after the Olympics."

• travel —-P^^^ sport at ion

I . • services
• housinĝ

• employment

advertise,

classified :
• for sale

• caiTipiis happenings

• lost and found

P1(t 825-2221

1. [click]

JookZeiM's

FACULTY AUTHORS

section contains over

900 titles by more

than 700 UCLA Faculty

Authors (and the list

keeps growing). Super

popular with students

and alumni alike!

I

I

I

I

I

3.
Browse a list of UiiA

FiCUltY AuthQQ

' jm Qick on the letter of

^m the faculty author's

last name for a listing

of books!

Readings from AIDS Project Los Angeles Writers'

Workshop followed by a candle light procession

Tuesday, February 24, 1998 ^

Sproul Turn-A-Round - 7 PM

"iW the Band Played On"^^^^—'—
Wednesday, February 25, 1998

——

"

Northwest Campus Auditorium - 8 PM

Special Thanks To: AIDS Project Los Angeles, EPC, ORL HIV Awareness Committee, Dinmg Services, Securelme,

Carter-Wallace Products, OCHC & Participating Residence Halls and Suites

Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
Around Any More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low Monthly Payments With No Finance Charge

20% off for all UCIA students & faculty with valid ID*

Orlhodonlisl Sinct 1980

Coapffasffffary Isf

CoflfVffflflON

mmd lad Opimlom

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85oo~
Cll«g. $200)

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

Cosmetic Dentristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Frachiri^ or chipped te«th

* Stained or discolored teeth

* Lorge spaces or gaps between teeth

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Straightening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER

(310) 826-7494
11645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714) 552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714 'The IraolmanI will ba as follows $1000 00
plus Si 00 00 For each month of lr«atmant
rendered for metal braces, $900 00 plus
$100 00 for each month of treolment
rendered for removable braces and
$1700 00 plus $125 00 par month for
ceramic braces, $200 00 for diagnostic
study model and $ 1 75 00 for formal
consultation.

' fVMl..L<d.J/.cl^
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Sonics 101,

Clippers 100
Vin Baker scored 27 points and Gary

Payton recovered from a cold start with

eight of his 12 points in the final four min-

utes as the Seattle SuperSonics beat the Los

Angeles Clippers 101-100 Monday night.

Los Angeles lost for the seventh consecu-

tive time and 15th time in 16 games despite

24 points from Lamond Murray and a sea-

son-high 10 3-pointers.

The Clippers, who att«|ipted a season-

high 26 shots from 3-potn't range the last

time the Sonics came here on Dec. 16, tried

19 this time. Darrick Martin made three of

them in the fmal 6:33, the last one giving the

Clippers a 97-91 lead with 2 I /2 minutes left.

Payton, who missed eight of his first nine

shots, capped a 10-0 run with his second 3-

pointer of the fourth qu^tcr and abreak-

away layup for a 101-97 leadwitn^ sec-

onds to play.

Eric Piatkowski's third 3-pointcr capped

his 19-point effort with 15 seconds left. The

Clippers then controlled a jump ball and

Martin shot a 3-point attempt over Hersey

Hawkins off an inbounds play, but the ball

caromed off the back rim as time expired.

m •«

IS
Pistons 111,

Kings 85
After a rough road trip following the All-

Star break, the Detroit Pistons are hoping

to find some comfort at home.

Grant Hill had 28 points and 13

rebounds in just 3 1 minutes as the Pistons

routed the Sacramento Kings 111-85

Monday night.

It was the opener of a three-game homes-

tand for Detroit, which plays Charlotte and

Cleveland later this week.

*This is a chance to finally put five or six

wins together and make a run," said Jerry

Stackhouse, who scored 15 points for the

Pistons. "Charlotte's struggling a bit, and

Cleveland's not playing that well, so those

are both games we can win."

When the Pistons acquired Stackhouse

from Philadelphia on Dec. 18, they thought

he would help turn around their disappoint-

ing season. But Detroit went 1-4 on its

recent road trip and is mired in next-to-last

place in the Central Division with a 25-29

record.

"It's not even fair to say this season has

been like a treadmill," said Hill, who also

had five assists. "You can always get off a

treadmill."

Brian Williams added 19 points and Joe

Dumars had 14 for Detroit, which led by as

many as 31 points in the fourth quarter.

Van Exel may
need surgery

The Los Angeles Lakers team physician

has recommended Nick Van Exel undergo

diagnostic arthroscopic surgery, a proce-

dure which would probably cause the All-

Star point guard to be out at least two

weeks.

Van Exel has sat out his team's last three

games - two due to the soreness and a click-

ing sensation in his right knee, and the other

•sjbecause of illness.

Dr. Steve Lombardo recommended diag-

nostic surgery after examining Van Exel on

Monday.

"Nick will make that decision in the very

near future," team spokesman Raymond
Ridder said, adding that Van Exel might

seek a second Opinion.

"At this point in time, we are not com-

menting on how long Nick will possibly be

sidelined if he undergoes the surgery cimply

because we don't know what the diagnosis

will be," Ridder said. "The one thing we do

know is Van Exel won't play in Milwaukee

tomorrow."

SANTORA
From page 25

Santora talks to his dad about baseball on a

regular basis. His most enjoyable series are every

time he travels back home to the Bay Area and

plays both Cal and Stanford.

That's one of the few times his devoted father

and ex-coach gets to watch him.

"My dad is a nut," Santora said. "He's a nut.

He went to all my games in high school and little

league and then I decided to come down to

Southern California to go to college and he was

crushed because that was it - boom. He wasn't

coming to see any more games. So he makes up
for it by calling the press box every game four or

five times.

"I have no problem with that. I think it's

great. It saves me a lot of time talking to him
after the game."

His father was actually happy that Santora

chose UCLA. As a high school coach, he sent

three football players that started at UCLA and

his best friend was once the captain of the

UCLA football team. But it's still not easy for

Victor Santora to be miles away from his son.

Victor Santora calls the press box almost

every game in order to find out how his son is

doing in the game.

"I know he's playing and I want to be there so

bad to see it and I can't," he explains.

He also manages to call the press box just

about when his son is about to bat. Jack Santora

says his father may have the force. Victor

Santora has a much simpler explanation: having

been a coach, you get a feeling as to when things

are going to happen.

With his sixth sense and all one would think

Victor Santora could watch his son do anything.

But there is one thing that his father can never

quite do as a coach or a fan: watch Jack hit.

"Every time Jack came up or every time I

coached him, I never watched him hit," Victor

Santora said. "I always turned my head. I can't

watch him. Once 1 hear the crack of the bat, then

1 look ... Defensively I have no problem watch-

ing. But offensively, I just wait until the crack of

the bat."

People who saw Santora bat against Cal State

Dominguez, though, were pleasantly surprised

with the first official at-bat of the Bruins in 1998.

Santora drilled a ball into straight center field for

his first and only homer of the season.

Thanks to a devotion to weight training in the

off-season, thoughts of many more home runs

passed through Santora's mind. But 59 at bats

later, Santora is still stuck at one.

That fact, though, doesn't prevent Santora

from looking for the long ball.

"I visualize home runs a lot," Santora said.

But having three total home runs in his career

here you wouldn't think that's the way he thinks.

"Every time I go up to the plate, my mind is

always saying 'I'm going to get a fastball and I'm

going to rip one.'"

Power won't get him drafted and both

Santora and his father realize this. Therefore,

Santora has worked on his versatility to make
him more appealing to major league scouts.

"He knew with his size he had to do things

that a lot of bigger guys didn't do - like switch

hit, run faster and throw harder," Victor Santora

said. "Things that teams would have to say why
they would want to take Jack over a bigger guy.

And I think for his size - of course I'm very

biased -
1 think he does very well for his size."

Santora spent a lot of times with father and
brother and a whiffle bat. He gives 100 percent

every time out only because it's impossible to

give 101 percent.

After all of his hard work and dedication,

Santora would welcome a change in his lifestyle.

Last week after a seven-hour bus ride back from

the Bay Area. Santora had to take one of the

three midterms he had that week. He also had to

turn in a paper and get ready for top-ranked

Stanford.

Talking to a lot of good friends from last

year's squad that now are in the minor leagues

and trying to reach the majors, Santora's desire

to reach his dream has heightened.

"If I happen to get drafted I would love tc

get out of school for a while," Santora said. "1

talked to all of them and they all loved it. They
said it was kind of rough, but it's so much just

walking up and playing every day. That would
be unreal."

His size will make scouts shy away from draft-

ing him. That only makes Santora work harder

for what he wants: to prove to others that he

belongs.

Any large Pizzai your choice of toppiiigs and c

QOA yiiHi 1114 Gayiey Ave.
OCH'H I I I Westwood Village

until 1 a.in. Sunday-ThurBday
untH 2 a.m. Friday A Saturday

<

.

How Ihi' Top iS fared

1

.

Duke (25-2) did not p(dy. Nnt at

Georgu TKh,W«ln«day.

2. Arizona (24-3) did not pUy. Not: vs.

California, Thunday.

3 North Caroltna (26-2) did not play.

Next: vs.Wake Forest. Tuesday.

4. Kansas (29-3) vs. Oklahoma. Not: at

No. 2S Oklahoma State, Sunday.

5. Utah (22-2) vs. UNULNot <l 1exas-£l

Pasok Thursday.

6. ConnetTicut (2S-4) beat Providence 77-

68. Next vs. St. JohnX Saturday.

7 Kentucky (24-4) (M net piay. Next; at

Auburn, Wednesday.

S. Stanford (i3-3) did not play Next: at

Aruona State, Thursday.

9. Princeton (23- 1 ) did not ptay. Next: at

Columbia, Friday.

10. Michigan State (20^5) did not piay.

Next: vs. No. 1 1 Purdue, Sunday.

1 1. Purdue (22-6) did not piay. Next:w
MmwsoU, Wednesday.

12. Arkansas (22-S) did not pUy.Next at

Na 13 Mississippi, Wednesday.

13. Mississippi (19-5)M not play. Next:

vs. Na 12 Arkansas, Wednesday.

14. South Carolina (20^S) did not play.

Next: vs. Georgu, Tuesday.

IS.Icxas Christian (24-4) did not play.

Next: at Tuha, Thursday.

16. New Mexico (21 -4) did not play.Not
vs. Brigham Young, Thursday. /

17. Ondmuti (21-5) did not play. Next: vs.

Saint Louis, Saturday.

1>. UCLA (2(^) did not play. Next at

Washington State, Thursday.

19. West Virginia (22 S) did not play.Next Wichiu Si 70, S. Illinois 66

at Boston College, Wednesday.

Philadelphia 17 35 .327 IS 1/2

20.Massachusens (20-7) did not play.

Next: at St. Bonaventure, Wednesday.

21

.

Michigan (19-S) did not play. Next: at

Penn State, Wednesday.

22. Illinoff (20-8) did not play. Next at

Indiana, Tuesday

U.Syracuse (20-«) did not play. Next vs.

Si John's, Tuesday.

24. Temple (19-6) did not pUy.Next:at

Marylar)d,Satunlay.

25. Oklahoma State (20-4) did not play.

Next: vs. Texas, Tuesday.

Mfi) s (olleqc Bjski'(l)dll

Major Scorp<

EAST

Connecticut 77; Providence 68

SOVTN

Ala Birmingham 103, Norfolk Si 74

Alabama St. 92, Miss. Valley Si 83

Chattanooga 7 1 , Belmont 46

CoppinSl77,Md-[Shore59

Hampton U. 78, Delaware Si 65

lacksonSl79,GramblingSl72

James Madison 68, George Mason 58

Louisiana Tech 106, Texas-Pan American

77

MorganSl76,N.arolinaAftT69

New Orleans 57, JacksonvUe 53

Richmond 85, Old Dominion 77

S. Carolina St 68, HowanJU. 58

W.llaMKfcy71,Lamar53

William & M«y 72, Va. Commonwealth 67

WOWEST
Akron 86, Ohio U. 65

Bradley 76, Creighton 63

Cent Michigan 73, Ball Si 71

Illinois St. 85, N.Iowa 65

Indian St. 68, Drake 56

Kansas 83, Oklahoma 70

Kent87,MarMI62

SWMissewiSt.74,E«amvllle62

Valparaiso 75, Ma-Kansas Qty 65

W. Inniis 66^ fM0i|siown St 57

SOVTWIfCST

Oral Roberts 86, S. Utah 69'

Praine View 92, Southern U. 81

SW Louisiana 83, Arkansas St. 80

South Alabama 61, ArL-Little Rock 43

Texas Southern 101, Akom St. 83

MoiDf n \ Colleqp BaNkctball

Major Scores

ttsr

BufMo 89, Chicago Sl 60

Hampton U. 72, Delaware Si 65

Howard U. 70,5. Carolina Sl 59

Kent 76, Marsha* 69

LonglslandU.76,St.Francis,NY75

Md.-LShore71,CoppinSl66,20T

Monmouth, NJ. 76, FairWgh Diddnson 56

N.CaroknaA&T 44, Morgan Sl 27

Sl Francis, Pa. 78, Mount Sl Mary\ Md. 7

1

Wagner 62, Cent Connecticut Sl 56

SOUTH

Alabama Sl 79, Miss. Valley Sl 70

BethuneCookman 80, Norfoft St. 71

Fla.lmemational 113, Cent Florida 59

Georgia St. 75, Florida Atlantic 64

GramblingSt.78,JadaonSl74

MIDWEST

CenlMKhigan99,BallSl7S

Ohio U. 89, Akron 82

Valparaiso 72, Ma-Kansas Gty 57

W. Michigan 86, NIHinois 74

yiDungitown St. 88,W Illinois 67

SOVTMWEST

Akom St. 66, Texas Southern 38

S. Utah 74, Oral Roberts 56

SW Louisiana 79, Lamar 72

Southern U. 72, Prairie View 59

National Batkotball As'.o<iaiion

Central Division

Chkago 42 15

Minnesota at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at Phoenix, 9 pm.

Indiana

AtlanQ

Charlotte

Cleveland

737 —
38 16 .704 21/2

32 23 .582 9

32 23 .582 9

29 26 .527 12

Milwaukee 28 26 .519 121/2

Detroit 25 29 .463 151/2

Toronto 12 42 .222 281/2

WESTEmaMfBBKE
Midwest Division

W L Pet

Utah 37 15 .712

SanAnttmio 36 18 .667

GB

2

Saaamento at Boston, 7 p.m.

Dallas at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Cleveland, 7:30 pm.

Chartotte at Detroit 7:30 p^m.

L.A. Likers at Indiana, 8 p.m.

Portland at Chicaga 8:30 pjn.

Atlanta at Denver, 9 p.m.

Philadelphia at LJ^. Clippers, 10:30 pjn.

Mliaehdw lyarts b«i an or.

Trans.Ktiorn

Minnesota 30 23 .566 71/2

HwBlan 27 27 .500

Vanoum 14 40 JS9

Oalas 10 44 .185

OWWBf

11

24

28

5 50 .091 331/2

IASTBIN(MRKNa
Adanbc Division

W L

Miami

MfWIWI

Pet

37 18 .673

31 22 ilS

NewJeney 31 24 i64

Orlando 28 27 i09

27 28

25 30

.491

.4SS

a

$

6

9

10

12

PacHIc Division

Seattle 42 13 .764 —
Phoenix 37 16 .698 4

LALaken 36 16 .692 41/2

Portland 32 22 .593 91/2

Saaamento 24 32 .429 181/2

GoldenSute 11 42 .208 30

LAOippers 11 44 .200 31

New IIM 92. Houston 74

MiwikH79,awoland71

Toronto 1 1 3, Vancouver 105, OT

Orlando 96, L.A. Lakers 94

MiMHOIa 11 3, Saaamento 95 >

lndbM97,Ptvladelphia92

Seattle n, Denver 68

PhoHiix 97, San Antonio 79

Mtoml90,GoMenSlate82

Portland 121, Boston 96

MoniH^fiMMt
Detroit 111, Saaamento 85

Chkago 97, Cleveland 75

Oiailoat 118, Denver 98

S0iltf*101,LA Clippers 100

HodHM at Washington, 7 p.m.

iStateatNewVM«,7:30pjn.

rat New Jersey, 7:30 pjn.

Miami It Utah. 8 pjn.

LA. LikHs at Mtfwauket 8:30 p.ffl.

ANAHEIM ANGELS—Agreed to terms

with LHP Jarrod Washburn on a one-year

contract

OETWIT TIGERS—Agreed to tenns with

38 Joe Randa and OF Tioy Beamon.

TEJIAS RANGERS—Agreed to terms with

RHP Dan Kolb on a one-year comracl

LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Agreed to

terms with RHP Jim Bruske on a one-year

contract.

NKNIIM rvOiMi LQB^IIV

CHICAGO BEARS— Re signed TF Ryan

Wetknight to a three-year contract.

Signed LB Shanie Peoples.

CINCINNATI BENGALS-Signed K Jay

Kirchoff.

DALLAS COWBOYS— Signed 01 Everett

Mdver to a five-year contract.

DENVER BRONCOS—Resigned OL Mark

ScMereth.

INOUNAPOLIS COLTS—Signed LB Jeff

$38 milkm offier sheet to C Sergei

Fedorov.

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Recalled C
Matt CuNen, D Pavel Tmka, RW Peter

LttaNNer and RW Tony Tunolino from

OndnmtioftheAHL

COLORADO AVALANCHE-Recalled F Josef

Marha and F Christian Matte from

HersheyoftheAHL

LOS ANGaESUNGS-Recalled G Jamie

Ston and D PhWppe Boucher from Long

Beach of the IHL Recalled GFre4erk 7-^

Chabot from Houston of the IHL.

NEW YORK RANGERS—RecaM G Dan

Ooutier from Hartford of the AHL Sent

RW Ryan Vandenbussche 10 Hartford.

Reassigned G Jeff Hal to HartfonL

PHOBMX COrafES—RecaBed G Scott

Langkpw from Springfield of the AHL

Waived RWJocHynLemleux.

MIAMI DOLPHINS-R^signed WR Brett

Pcrriman to a ont-ym contract, and

signed P Klaus WHmsnoeyer lo a one-year

coMract

PNIUKLPHU EAGUS—Re-signed R8

Charlie Gamer to a four-year contract.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS-NMcd Roy

Sherman offensive ctornMlor.

SEATTU SEAHAWKS—Named Ouane

Mclean tkket sales and servkes director

WASHMGION REOSKMS—Signed OT

Dana StubMefield to a six^year omtract.

MLS—AMxattd MF Edwin Gorter to tfte

New England Revolutioa

NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY METI\pSTAIIS—

Signed Mr Diego SotM)ra.

C0UE6E

EAST TENNESSEE STATE—Named Kkn

Zenner voleyball coach.

JACKSONVILLE STAH—Named Joe /;
Davidson athletK director.

NORTH ALABAMA—Announced the

retirement of Wayne Byrd, women^ bas-

ketbaN coach, effective in May.

SAN JOSE STATE—Named Gloria Nevarez

director of compliance for intercollegiate

atMetks.

ST FRANCS, INC.—Named Todd Oliver

sports infr)rmation director.

I.Who is the only manager to win the

World Series In each league?

2. What player tus had the most Mis in

the'90's?

3.Who IS the only player to bat .400 or

MfMf MW not Win tnf vMonQ Mter

ffttt.—w|(ctcd Ihf dfowu HurhcMfs'

uetptTMfE

Miiipuyi]|N4$-i
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Daily Bruin Sports

Defensive failings let upset

slip through Bruins' fingers

BASEBALL: Top-ranked

Stanford justifies rating

by sweeping UCLA series

ByKiidinaWlaM
Daily Bruin Staff %

Patience almost paid off for UCLA
baseball fans on Sunday night when the

team loaded the bases with one out and

was in the position to tie the score with

.

Stanford.

But Cardinal closer Tony Cogan
slammed the door on the Bruin rally by

striking out cleanup hitter Eric Byrnes

and forcing a fly-out by Chase Utley.

OlANAUE/IMly Bruin

Stanford (13-0-1, 3-0 in Six-Pac)

swept the three-game series by winning

the finale, 12-9, showing why they are

the top-ranked squad in the naLion.

Sunday's contest was delayed for

three hours because of rain and p>oor

playing conditions on the field.

The 322 people who showed up for

the game got in for free because of the

delay, and were treated to a closer

game than the previous two had been,

18^ and 234.

As before, UCLA (7-7, 2-3) had the

lead at some point in the game but blew

it because of pcK>r infield fielding and

struggling pitching.

"If our pitching fails us, then the

infield defense should step up, but they

didn't this weekend," UCLA head

coach Gary Adams said.

in the case of Sunday's game, the

Cardinal pushed two runs across in the

first inning, and the Bruins came back

to tie in the bottom of the inning.

UCLA got the lead in the bottom ofthe

second, but Stanford came up with

four runs on the top of the third, and

kept the lead for good.

"We've done a really good job with

the bat," Stanford head coadh Mark

Marquess said after the game.

Despite the relatively low-scoring

battle between the two squads, the

series finale lasted for over four hours.

Fiiday's 24-run blowout lasted 3:39

and Slaturday's 23-4 fiasco was 3:42

long.

The bottom of the fifth inning was

especially excruciating for the fans and

the UCLA bench, as the inning lasted

thirty minutes overall.

Cardinal reliever Justin Wayne (2-0)

labored meticulously against four bat-

ters. He worried consistently about the

baserunner, Byrnes, throwing a count-

less number of times to first base.

Before the end of the inning, Byrnes

worked his way over to third on a

stolen base and baik. But Wayne pre-

vailed in the end, striking out the last

two batters.

In the meantime, jeers and dieers

radiated from around the stadium. The

crowd jeered Wayne, hoping that he

would speed things up, while the

UCLA bench eventually started cheer-

See MSEBMi,page 24
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LhE CUluRC EDCE

BECOME A
RESIDENT
COMPUTER
INTERN!

' •.

Open to On Campus Housing residents interested in learning more about

computing

• One year extensive training program

r • Learn about PCs, Macs, networks and the Internet

• Training towards certification in:

%/Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) in Windows I^TT Workstation

%/Certified Network Administrator (CNA) in Novell's IntraNetware

• Hands-on experience

• Guaranteed housing and use of computer in your room lor

the academic year

Find out nnore at our information sessions: ~ >^ _ ^:

Wednesday, February 25, 8:30-9:30 p.m., Northridge Room, Cove) Commons
Ttiursdoy, February 26, 7:00-8:00p.m., Southbay Room, Covd GxnnKxis

Or e-mail timQoH.ucla.edu

AOltV^

ddksi
1083 Broxton Ave. • THIS LOCATION ONLY • (310) 824-1688

CLOSING DOORS ON BROXTON
EVERYTHING MUST GO!

All Candles
& Candle Stands

^Wrapping Paper
^^i\ Rolls Bags and Bows

Y^\ Buy One Get One

\ ^ Free
^ of equal or lesser value

X'mas Boxed Cards

and Wrapping Paper

75% Off

All Frames
50% Off

Rugs/Throws
"99

Winnie tlie Pooh
Clothing: 50% OFF
Ceramics: 40% OFF
Stationery: 40% OFF

Greeting Cards

50% Off

• Teddy Bears: 50% Off^
• Watches: 50% Off ^
• Silver Earrings: 50% Off

• Stationary/ Invitations:

50% Off

• Silver Rings: 60% Off

• Curious George: 20% Off

• Slow Stars: 30% Off

California T-shirts: 4 for $20

• Wind Chimes: 50% Off

All T-Shirts

50% Off
Selected T-shirts 6 for $20.00

Sk Except
South Park

• Candy: 30% off ^. 1^
• Stickers: 50% Off M
• Novelty Gifts

and Key Chains: 50% Off

• Water Fountains: 40% Off

• Magnets: 50% Off

• Elvis and Lucy: 50% Off

• Photo Albums: 50% off

• Stamps: 50% off a

EVERYTHING 20% to 70% OFF
Must Bring Ad' FINAL DATE • FEBRUARY 28 .Except Beanie Babies

^'-^* --•*« -- • - -^

>-.^!.'fT..'h:ijl^^i''- £-\ 'i-^iH-^'j* *.''
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BASEBALL Bruin proves

that size doesn't matter

when reaUzing a dream

ByVftasI

Daily Bruin Staff
'

All the freshmen pull tarp, give

hot dogs to umpires after the game,

carry bags on road trips and carry

balls while on the road to Long
Beach. Loyola Marymount,
Fullerton, among other places.

Then an umpire who underesti-

mated Jack Santora's baseball abili-

ties due to his size, made a simple but

huge mistake.

"As freshmen, we had all the low-

rank jobs that no one wants to do

and someone has to do," Santora

explained. "We were playing in the

game ... I don't know who it was. It

could've been anybody. It was just a

random game and it was my job that

day to take umpires balls in between

innings when they need them. So I'm

doing that all day and after the game
we have to give hot dogs to the

umpires in the locker and I go on and

give them their hot dogs and one of

the looked at me and sajd to me
'Goodjob bat boy.' And I just started

busting up.**

Santora also found the experience

embarrassing at the time, but the

humor of the situation did not get

past him. But what could Santora do
about the umpire's mistake? He sim-

ply had to go out on the field next

year and prove that he belongs.

At five feet, nine inches and 160

pounds, Santora is not an imposing

figure.

-He is not the prototypical baseball

player. That title belongs to former

Bruins like Eric Karros of the

Dodgers, Troy Glaus of the Angels

and current Bruin Eric Byrnes.

Therefore, Santora must fight to

prove himself on the field. With his

stature, people are just looking for a

reason to say he's too small.

So far this year, Santora belongs.

"We will find a spot for his bat in

the hneup," UCLA hitting coach

Vince Beringuele said. "He has real-

ly solidified his swing and knows
what his swing will do; he has pretty

much perfected it."

The spot assigned to Santora this

year is the leadofTspot. He is a cata-

lyst for the offense and has the

responsibility to get on base any way
he can. Prior to the Stanford series

this weekend, Santora was hitting

.340 with an on-base percentage of

.393. His thirteen runs scored were

tied for the team lead and his 17 hits

ranked him second on the team.

"We need Jackie," UCLA head

coach Gary Adams said. "He's the

spark-plug to our ofTense. He gets on
base a lot and is a great team guy that

will do anything for the team."

That '^ything" includes moving

around on the Held. His freshman

year Santora played shortstop. His

sophomore year Santora played

third base.

This year he will play second base

until regular second baseman Nick

Theodorou's hamstring heals.

Second base is just fine with

Santora. The fact that at second life

is a little bit less hectic is ideal for a

guy like him. There is not as much
pressure to make the spectacular

play like at shortstop and third base.

S«« SANTORA, pa^e 25

Guy Baker to lead national water • If team

GuyBak«r
Stor OmnM»d/ASUCLA Phofogtaphy

COACH: Bruin gears up

to prepare U.S. women's

team for trip to Olympics

By Steve Kim
Daily Bmin Contributor

This weekend, UCLA women's
and men's water polo head coach Guy
Baker was selected to be the U.S.

women's national team head coach by

the governing body of U.S. Water

Polo. U.S. Water Polo has yet to send

out an official press release, thus

Baker's status as head coach is unoffi-

cial but almost certain at this point.

Baker is also an assistant coach of

the U.S. men's national team, but

upon validation of his women's
national team head coaching position,

he will prioritize his time towards the

women's team. He will start coaching

for the national team after the end of

the women's collegiate season this

spring.

"The committee asked about my
background, tactics, training schedule

and dealing with players," said Baker,

who was interviewed and notified of

his position Saturday. "Our goal for

the women's national team is to quali-

fy for the Olympics at the 1999 RNA
(Federation Internationale ' De
Natation Amateur) Cup and place

higher than our main competitors

from Canada."

Baker's resume and job record was

impressive enough to convince the

committee to hire him as the women's

national team head coach. Besides

being an assistant coach of the men's

national team at the 1992 Olympic

games. Baker is the head coach ofone

of the most successful collegiate water

polo programs m the nation. Both of

his men's and women's collegiate

squads were back-to-back national

champions, and this year's women's

team is having yet another great sea-

son with an undefeated streak.

Although Baker plans an intense

training season for his national team,

his primary focus now is on his colle-

SeeMintpagezi

Mark

Shapiro

Halftime horror,

Duke debade

can't simply be

swept under rug

COLUMN: Bruins folded

when national spotlight

focused on their talent

Let's get right to the point,

there is no way Duke is 36

points better than UCLA. It's

that simple.

There is no way any team in the

country should beat a team as talent-

ed as the Bruins by 36 points. Ever.

That's just absurd.

But it did

happen, which

says that some-

thing else was

going on yester-

day, something

much more
insidious than

one team simply

beating another.

Look, people

could under-

stand a loss to

Duke, especial-

ly on the road.

But a team with as much talent, as

much hype, and as high an impres-

sion of itself as the Bruins should

never put on a display like it did yes-

terday.

No team worth its salt (or a top-25

ranking) should get pummeled like

UCLA did, even once.

And now it's happened twice in

one season.

What went on in that locker room
at halftime for goodness sakes?

Where was the spit and fire, the "Eye

of the TigcV?" Where was one of

Lavin's motivational speeches to get

'

the team fired up, to remind them

that 22-point halftime deficits are

unacceptable?

Where was the spirit, pride, or sclf-

esteejn that would inspire the Bruins,

who we all know are capable ofgreat-

ness, to at least make some effort at

making the game respectable?

This void raises the question, did

our sturdy squad give up when Duke
had the game in its pocket?

How else do you explain the

Bruins, after giving up 57 points at

halftime, rolling over and giving up
63 in the second half?

How else do you explain Duke's

Ricky Price missing a shot, stripping

the ball away, falling down, and mak-
ing a pass from his knees, with the

whole sequence ending in an uncon-

tested three-pointer for Trajan

Langdon?

How do you explain the four

UCLA defenders who stood glued to

the key the whole time, never moving

to challenge the prostrate Price or

S«cSIMnM,pa9e24

BRUIN UPDATE

Today's

Baseball

vs.Cal

WonMn']

at Pioi

Ttxi

r- --i- ^
ln§ido today

Art nouveau: Mehndi is newest of

body decoration trends. S€€ page 3

Taadi For America: Help children learn

more about the world. See page 1

3

Swimming: will ucla be Pac-i o

champions? See bacic page
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High Marks:
UCLA Professor

Richard Marks gets

an Oscar nod for his

efforts editing "As

Good As it Gets."

See page 16
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Delta Lambda Phi returns to UCLA
DIVERSITY: Reactivated

fraternity seeks student

support, greater visibility

ByBaitaraOrtiitay

Daily Bruin Contributor " ^

Although the words "gay fraterni-

ty" may sound like an oxymoron, the

organizers of Delta Lambda Phi are

here to prove otherwise.

Delta Lambda Phi, UCLA's resur-

rected gay fraternity, was recognized

by the office of fraternity and sorority

relations on Friday.

The organizers of Delta Lambda

Phi hope for widespread student sup-

port, as they begin rush next quarter.

"We have a lot of support fromfac-

ulty and staff; all we need is students,"

said external co-president Ron
Carranza.

The organizers of Delta Lambda

Phi don't seem to believe the stereo-

type that fraternities tend to be homo-

phobic.

"I honestly don't think that's true.

There are people who are openly gay

in many fraternities,*though there may

be those who are not out," said inter-

nal co-president Larry Lawrence.

When asked whether he would

have joined another fraternity,

Lawrence replied no.

Scott Carter, the fraternity's advi-

sor, said he supports the students'

effort and is looking forward to having

Delta Lambda Phi back.

To becdme recognized by the uni-

versity, a student group must go

through a specific procedure, which

"includes having a constitution, at least

three student members and accepting

university procedures.

At first Delta Lambda Phi is look-

ing to gain membership without hav-

ing a house on fraternity row, which

might take a few years.

Although they are not part of

UCLA's inter-fraternity council.

Delta Lambda Phi is a nationally rec-

ognized gay fraternity, with branches

in UC Davis, Long Beach State and

San Francisco State, among others.

In fact. Delta Lambda Phi was

active in UCLA a few years ago. The

national fraternity started around

r987, and a year later, UCLA became

the first university in the nation to

have a gay fraternity.

See FRATEUNTV, page 9

MICHAa HOSS W*CHT/0*ily Bfu-n

Chancellor Albert Carnesale speaks at the College of Letters and Sciences Awards dinner. Eight students each received $2000 prizes

this year, and with a donation by Lew and Edith Wasserman, even more outstanding students will be recognized in the future.

Awards recognize outstanding students

I

DONATION: 10 million

contribution to benefit

more undergraduates

By Marisa Yamanc
Daily Bruin Contributor

All the glitz and glamour of

Hollywood was present at UCLA's

annual College of Letters and

Science Awards dinner. This mini

Academy Awards event was held

on Monday night at the Regent

Beverly Wilshire Hotel.

College of Letters dM Science

Provost Brian Copenha*er opened

the program by announcing a land-

mark gift.

Universal Studios- Chairman

Emeritus Lew Wasserman and his

wife, Edie, have donated a $10 mil-

lion gift to Campaign UCLA, the

campus-wide fund-raising effort

first established in May 1997.

Most of the gift, $8.75 million,

will go to the Edith and Lew
Wasserman Fund for

Undergraduate Support at UCLA,
to provide scholarships for promis-

ing undergraduate students.

"This gift will help 100 students

every year to get their education,

forever," said Chancellor Albert

Carnesale, about the largest gift

ever designated for undergradu-

ates.

"More students than you could

ever count will benefit from the

generosity of the Wassermans," he

said.

The Wassermans have also pre-

sented the university with a

$250,000 maintenance fund for the

brand-new UCLA Palm Springs

Center.

On top of that, the Wassermans

have donated their estate in Palm

Springs, valued at $700,000. for

UCLA meetings, events, and con-

ferences.

Another contribution of

$300,000 will establish the Edith

and Lew Wasserman Fund for The

Geffen Playhouse, to subsidize the

operating costs at the UCLA-
owned theater.

"It's very necessary." said Lew
Wasserman of UCLA's latest and

most ambitious fund-raising

endeavor. Campaign UCLA.
"I've thought 10 thousand times

that it's a good idea. I decided to

make my gift early."

Wasserman is an honorary co-

chair of Campaign UCLA and a

member of the campaign cabinet.

Actor John Lithgow, whose wife

teaches in the history department

at UCLA, was the master of cere-

monies for the awards dinner.

"The evening was just so won-

derful and inspiring last time that I

was so delighted to be asked

again," said Lithgow, who was the

master of ceremonies two years

ago.

The College of Letters and

Science recognized and presented

the Charles E. and Sue K. Young

Undergraduate and Graduate

S«« AWARDS, page 8

New system

makes finance

infonnation

more visible

FACULTY: Some fear plan

will cut budget for small

or emerging departments

ByMidwdWcincr
Daily Bmin Contributor

Responsibility Center Manage-

ment (RCM), UCLA's new financial

information system, has left some
professors pleased and others con-

cerned.

While some professors are opti-

mistic about a budgetary system that

appears to make the university's

finances more visible to the faculty,

others worry that RCM will cause

smaller departments to lose money.

RCM, implemented over the past

few years, is meant to make UCLA's
financial situation more visible to

deans, department chairs, and profes-

sors through quarterly financial

reports and more planning, said
*

George Letteney, the RCM project

director.

"It provides a lot of visibility as to

the sources and uses of funds,"

Letteney said. "It's a much more

information-rich system than what

previously existed."

Another dimension of RCM which

has not yet been implemented universi-

ty-wide, but has some professors wor-

ried, is a new budgetary distribution

program. Schools aqd departments

within UCLA will be given more

money than before, but will be forced

to pay for certain services which were
'

previously free, like the library.

David Lefkowitz, an assistant pro-

fessor of music, is worried that this

aspect of RCM will be problematic

for the university's smaller depart-

ments.

"Implicit, if not completely explicit

in RCM, is that a department will

earn revenue based on its number of

students," Lefkowitz said.

"You realize that there are some

real problems with this."

Lefkowitz said that RCM could be

particularly harmful to UCLA's
emerging departments. He said that if

RCM was in place several years ago,

programs such as computer science

would not have had the opportunity

to blossom.

"If RCM had been in place 20 or

30 years ago at most major research

universities, as a nation, we would not

be anywhere near where we are tech-

nologically," Lefkowitz said.

"There's a danger that RCM could

stifle curricular creativity," he contin-

ued.

Lefkowitz worries that RCM will

cause money to be distributed to

departments based on the number of

students enrolled. He is also con-

cerned that it will hurt the music

department because of its small class-

es and one-on-one instruction.

"A revenue system whereby

departments would be paid according

S«cm, page 8
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Book collections

could win cash prizes
Attention booklovers: Don't hesitate to

turn in submissions to the 50th Annual
Robert B. and Blanche Campbell Student

Book Collection CompeUtions.

All submissions are due by Wednesday,
Aprils.

The complete rules and applications can

be found at the reference desks at the

College Library, the University Research

Library, the SEL/Engineering and
Mathematical Sciences Library, the

Biomedical Library or the Department of

Special Collections.

The final judging and presentation of

awards will be at 3 p.m. on April 22. Awards,
which have been doubled because of the

50th anniversary celebration, are $600 for

first place for undergraduates and gradu-

ates, and $300 for second place. There is

also a $600 prize for children's book collec-

tions.

For further information, con-

tact Octavio Olvera at (310) 206-

0584 or Silvia Mariscal at (310) 825-

9056.

Town-hall meeting

gives students a voice
Representatives from the transportation

department, housing department, the

College of Letters and Science and the assis-

tant vice chancellor to the Capitol Program
spoke at a town hall meeting Tuesday. Held
at Ackerman Union, the meeting gave stu-

dents an opportunity to voice concerns and
questions to administrative representatives

"involved in the issues," said Internal Vice-

President (IVP) Carol Lee.

Comments and questions made during

the meeting stressed the importance of

increased communication between the

administration and students, construction

on campus and increased transportation.

"We were excited that a good amount of

students came not associated

with the IVP. It shows that

there are a lot of students out

there concerned about these issues as

well," said Liz Geyer of the IVP office.

UC schools acquire

most patent dollars
The UC system has earned more money

from its patents and licenses than any other

university, according to a studjf.

The nine UC campuses earned $63.2 mil-

lion in patents, placing them first among the

173 ins(jor collegers and universities surveyed

by the Connecticut-based Association of

University Technology Managers.

Stanford University placed second in the

survey with $43.8 million, followed by
Columbia University with $40.6 million

earned in license and patent money.

Biotechnology and medical-related

patents made up the majority of the top 25

UC system patents. UC San Francisco's

hepatitis-B vaccine ranked first, with a $26
million profit last year. Other UC inventions

include the process of splicing genes, the

nicotine patch, the human growth gene and
the atomic force microscope.

The survey also found an increasing trend

in the revenue raised by patents and licenses

over the past five years at universities focus-

ing on research.

But David Hodges, a Berkeley professor'

of electrical engineering and computer sci-

ence, said that in the computer field,

changes are so rapid that patents do not

yield a substantial soiv'ce of income.

Instead, patents tHat have been around
for a long time are tfe actual money-mak-
ers.

"Computers change so fast, so success is

not based on patents," Hodges said.

"Patents are not so important in my field.

However, in medicine and drugs, patents are

good for 20 years or so," he added.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire

reports.
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ChJckervsBckBugRaoe byj^ivvbdak
LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999

For students who are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998-

1999.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Underqradi'ate first pass

enrollment apuointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPbi is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trpuble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

11a.m.
ROTC Student Association

First Annual Panel on Conflict

Resolution

Ask for cadet Seamone (11:15)

Korn Convocation Hall

288-6507

Noon
Student Accounting Society

Weekly Meeting

"Opportunities other than the

Big 6" - Robert Schmalenger,

TransAmerica Internal Audit

Ackerman 2408 •201-4771

5 p.m.
Buddhist Student Association

General Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Chinese Students Association

General Meeting

Come hear about our paintball

activity this Friday.

KerckhofT131 -313-6306

Watts Tutorial Project

Tutoring Session (5:30)

Bunche 3143 • 208-0999

6 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega
General Meeting

Kinsey 141 -824-0131

UCS
General Meeting

Last meeting of the quarter

Rieber 2 North lounge - 824-2575

Women's Resource Center-

Catalyst Program

"What does a research scientist

do anyway?"

2 Dodd Hall 825-3945

Bruin Leaders Project

Multiple Identities

West Coast Room. Cove!

Commons- 206-5071

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Southern California College of

Optometry

Guest speaker: Pauline

Berryman, Admissions Director

MS 5727 -443-1908

Mujeres Unida«

1st General Body Meeting

and Choosing of an Executive

Board

e-mail at ygallego@ucla.edu

Dodd Hall 67

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Special Meeting with guest

speaker Darryl Rowers
e-mail at revival@ucla.edu (6:30)

Kinsey 169

7 p.m.
SAA
Careers in Politics &
Government

Featuring Gil Garcetti, L.A.

District Attorney

James West Alumni Center

UCLA -SAA

Business Association of UCLA
Investment Banking Role Play

Learn about investment banking

by going through actual

cases with real investment

bankers!

LATC Clubhouse

SAA Career Network
UCLA -SAA —
Careers in Politics and

Government

A council member, campaign

consultant/manager,

legislative analyst and legislative

aide will be participating.

JWAC

Melnitz Movies

Sneak Preview of "Shooting

Fish"

James Bridge fheater (7:30)

825-2345

8 p.m.
Raza Artistas Del Pueblo

Una Vez Al Mes (Theatre

Performance & Poetry Readings)

Call Martha Caballero

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

82.5-5969

Office of Residential Life

Movie: "And the Band Played

On-
Northwest Campus Auditorium
206-8193

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.ucla.edu.
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For a less painful, less risky

body art, many are flocking

to beauty salons and tattoo

and piercing parlors to

experience mehndi, the

all-natural skin decoration

AELIAKHAN

A closer view of some of the

designs that can be drawn.

By Meghan Ward
Dally Bruin Contributor

When Corine Leseuer. a conserva-

tive woman in her 50s, greeted her hus-

band at the door, she held out her arm
to show him her new red heart-shaped

tattoo with his name written across it.

Charles Leseuer thought his wife had

gone mad. Midlife crisis? No, mehndi.

mehndi, the Haitian word for henna

tattoo, is the latest

trend in body deco-

ration. Painless,

sanitary and inex-

pe;isive, mehndi

provides an alterna-

tive to those who are

having trouble

deciding if that fire-

breathing dragon

tattoo will look as

cool at 80 as it does

at 20.

Though henna

has long been used

in Western culture

as natural hair dye,

it has only recently

become prevalent in

hair salons and tat-

too and piercing

parlors as coloring used to create tem-

porary tattoos on the skin.

The henna plant (lawsonia inermis)

is a small shrub grown in the dry, hot

climates of Northern Africa and

Southeast Asia. The strongest natural

dye in the world, henna leaves and

twigs are ground into a fme powder

and sifted through nylon to remove

unwanted debris.

The powder is then mixed with oils

to form a paste, and the paste is

applied to the skin in designs ranging

from traditional Indian patterns and

African designs to Japanese floral dec-

orations and art nouveau motifs.

The paste is kept moist for one half

hour by dabbing it with a lemon/sugar

solution. The hardened henna is left on

for 6 to 20 hours and then removed

with a cotton ball and vegetable oil or

scraped off with the dull edge of a

knife.

0(|be the paste is removed, the stain

on Inc skin may range from a light

orange to a dark brown or even bur-

gundy color. The design will typically

AELIA KHAN

Pascal Giacomini draws patterns with mehndi on a customer's hand.

remain two to four weeks, depending

on the quality of the henna and how
often one washes one's skin.

Carin Fabius and Pascal

Giacomini, owners of Gallery Lakaye

in Los Angeles, opened the first all-

mehndi parlor in the United States last

year.

"When we first opened, we were

getting as many calls for people wanti-

ng to do mehndi as people who wanted

to get it done," Fabius recalls.

At the time, articles about mehndi

were running in People, Vanity Fair

and Los Angeles magazine. Celebrities

like Naomi Campbell, Demi Moore
and Mira Sorvino were having mehndi

applied.

Soon hair salons and tattoo parlors

began offering mehndi to customers.

Realizing how little information about

mehndi was available to the general

public, Fabius and Giacomini decided

to focus their efforts on trade shows,

trainings and mehndi supplies.

Frustrated with the fact that once

henna is mixed into a paste it only lasts

three days, Fabius and Giacomini

hired a chemist to combine henna with

a natural preservative in order to cre-

ate a natural henna mixture with a

shelf-life.

Seven months later, they marketed

the Lakaye Mehndi Studio Earth

Henna body painting kit. The kit is

complete with everything one needs to

practice mehndi and once prepared,

the paste lasts up to six weeks.

In addition, with the Lakaye kit, the

wet paste remains on the skin for just

six hours instead of the typical IS to 20

hours that other kits require.

Corinne Weber, second-year world

arts and cultures major at UCLA, got

a mehndi armband at the Farmer's

Market in Westwood last quarter.

Weber agrees that the hardest part is

waiting for the paste to dry. "It was on

for about a day I couldn't put my arm
to my body That part was kind of

annoying," Weber says.

Othfer mehndi artists offer color

and black mehndi. Color* tattoos last

only three days, but are convenient for

those who want to test out what a real

tattoo would look like and for those

like Leseuer, whose motivation is

shock value.

Ravenna Bennet, a third-year stu-

dent at UCLA, is a mehndi artist at

Thirteen BC, a piercing/mehndi parlor

on Melrose Avenue, where black

mehndi is especially popular. "Right

now, the black is more popular

because it shows up better and looks

more like a real tattoo," Bennett says.

Parlors that practice black mehndi

use natural henna mixed with a chemi-

cal, or a chemical by itself Bennett

confirms that at Thirteen BC, black

mehndi is performed using an Asian

chemical dye called kattam.

Marsha Knight, web site designer

and part-time mehndi artist at Angel

Hair Salon on 3rd Street in Los

Angeles warns her customers about

black mehndi.

"One girl who came here - her

friend had it done and she said it

turned green and splotchy. It also dyes

the hair on your arms. One other guy

had it done and it scarred his skin. It

looked like a chemical burn."

Bennett agrees that kattam does

sometimes cause skin irritations.

However, she is aware of only three

customers that have had allergic reac-

tions to black mehndi. _
"The people who did have a reac-

tion had the black henna done and

when it faded, came back and had it

SccMEII0Ni,p49e9
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Menhdj can also be done on the feet. New
forms of henna paste take less time to dry.
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U.S. math scores

rank low among

international

testing results

EDUCATION: Government

concerned over students'

inadequate performance

By Robert Greene
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Clinton decried high school seniors'

poor performance on an internation-

al math and science test as a larger

failure by the generation of adults

responsible for educating them.

"There is no excuse for this," he said.

In a speech before the National

Council of Jewish Woman, Clinton

said America's showing among the

lowest of 21 nations on the Third

International Mathematics and

Science Study is "a leading indica-

tor" of the real problems with public

education, and Congress must act

quickly to correct them.

"I am hoping and praying that we
can put aside partisan politics when
it comes to education," Clinton said.

"It is so important to our future."

Clinton rejected arguments that

some students did not perform well

because they come from poor fami-

lies or are troubled by social prob-

lems. He said the "sophisticated con-

versations" about water quality that

he had with inner-city kids during a

recent visit to a Baltimore marine life

program proved that it is not true.

"But it is true that too many peo-

ple are not learning," Clinton said.

"There is something wrong with the

system, and it is our generation's

responsibility to fix it. You cannot

blame the schoolchildren. There is

no excuse for this."

Education Secretary Richard

Riley also decried the test results,

which showed that even top high

school seniors taking the toughest

math and science courses performed

far worse than similar students iri.

most other countries.

"This is unacceptable," Riley

said.

Not only did typical American

seniors do poorly, but those who
took physics and advanced math
courses such as calculus and analyti-

cal geometry also performed at or

near the bottom when compared
with students in other countries who
took similar courses.

"Our best students in mathemat-

ics and science are simply not Nvorld

class,'" said William H. Schmidt, a

Michigan State University professor

and national research coordinator

for the federally supported project.

"Even the very small percentage of

students taking Advanced
Placement courses are not among
the world's best."

Riley and others blamed a dearth

of qualified teachers and easy gradu-

ation requirements. About half of

physics teachers lack a major or

minor in that subject. Likewise,

about half of college-bound seniors

have not taken four years of science.

Others, like Schmidt, said that stu-

dents in other countries begin learn-

ing elements of algebra, geometry,

physics and chemistry in middle

school, while science and math
teaching in this country is often

repetitive and not challenging.

Previously reported results for

fourth- and eighth-graders found the

relative U.S. performance was
stronger in those grades.

Teaching here usually is done
layer<ake fashion, devoted to one

subject per year, while the curricu-

^V:r
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STATE &( LOCAL
Citizens able to sue against

sale of cigarettes to minors

LAWSUIT: State court

rules private plaintiffs

can challenge retailers

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - An
Oakland attorney who has filed hun-

dreds of lawsuits against Northern

California retailers for selling ciga-

rettes to minors now has the support

of the state Supreme Court.

The court said California's broad

unfair-competition law allows private

citizens to challenge illegal business

practices.

In a 6-1 ruling Monday, the court

rejected arguments by Lucky Stores -

backed by business groups and
Attorney General Dan Lungren -

that only state and local prosecutors

could act against retailers who broke

a criminal law such as the ban on cig-

arette sales to minors.

Lucky Stores was sued by
Oakland attorney Donald Driscoll

on behalf of a group called Stop

Youth Addiction, which is headed

by DriscolPs mother. The group
sent 16-year-olds into Lucky super-

markets from Sacramento to San
Jose, and most were able to buy cig-

arettes despite a state law forbid-

ding sales to those under 18,

Driscoll said.

Driscoll said Monday's ruling was

a victory for the public.

"We've got a very serious act of

wrongdoing, selling cigarettes to chil-

dren who become addicted. Is it pos-

sible for a private plaintiffto do some-

thing about it, or do we have to wait

and hope that government will get

around to solving the problem?" he

said.

The suit seeks $10 billion in restitu-

tion to the state, the profits Lucky

allegedly made by selling cigarettes to

minors or to adults who were addict-

ed as minors. The court didn't say

whether payments could be ordered if

the suit succeeded. Justice Marvin

Baxter, in a separate opinion, said

restitution would be proper only to

business competitors or to minors

who bought cigarettes.

Many of Driscoll's previous law-

suits were settled with a $100 pay-

ment to the organization or to charity

and an agreement not to sell to

minors. Some targets called the suits

extortion.

Gail Lees, a lawyer for Lucky

Stores, said the company has a 'Very

aggressive policy that's very strictly

enforced, forbidding sales to

minors." and expects to win the

case. But she said the ruling was bad

for California businesses.

Under the ruling, she said, "Corpo-

rations who do business with con-

sumers can be subject to repetitive

See aSMKTTES, |M9e 8

Improved jury conditions needed
CXKJRTS: Chief justice

wants better conditions

for citizens serving duty

By Stew Lawrence
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Chief

Justice Ronald George's cold, hard

encounter with a courthouse floor

in Beverly Hills and his tour of

California courts taught him a les-

son: jury duty can be no fun.

"The pervasive message ioo

often is that we neither respect the

contributions of jurors, nor value

their time." George told legisla-

tors Monday in his annual "State

of the Judiciary" address.

George said jurors' pay is inad-

equate and jury rooms are often

small and sometimes dirty, and

responding to a jury service sum-

mons can mean long hours of

boredom and uncertainty.

"There are very few individuals

who would willingly spend day

after day in a molded plastic seat

under fluorescent lights with no

place to relax, receiving scant infor-

mation about what is expected of

them or why they must wait," he

said.

"Nor do those subjected to such

conditions leave with a sense of a

judicial system that is attentive to

the public's needs."

George said he experienced the

shortcomings ofjury duty firsthand

when he was summoned to serve as

a juror last June in Municipal

Court in Beverly Hills.

He said he ahd other jurors had

to sit on the floor for about 10 min-

utes while waiting for the jury

assembly room to open.

He also said that he's seen jurors

sitting on stairs because there was

no other place to wait to be called to

a courtroom.

The chief justice recommended
several steps to improve conditions

for jurors and increase the number
of people who willingly respond to

a jury duty summons.

yn
"Our cQurthousesf

must be bastions that

protect public safety

in every sense.
-^

RonaM George I

Chief Justice

In one county that response rate

dropped to six percent, a situation

George said created "disturbing

ramifications for our concept of

participatory democracy."

Among other things, he suggest-

ed:

* Boosting juror pay from the

"measly statutory (requirement oO
$5 per day - a low among the states

- to a more meaningful figure," and

providing other benefits for jurors.

such as day care or free rides to the

courthouse on public transporta-

tion.
,

•Making wajting for selection to

a jury a one-day affair. If a juror

isn't picked for a trial the first day,

he or she is excused from jury duty

for the rest of the year. Serving on

one trial jury would also excuse a

juror from serving the rest of the

year. • •< r

•Simplifying judges* instructions

to jurors to make them easier to

understand. .
'

•Providing additional court-

house interpreters to deal with the

more than 200 languages spoken in

California.

•Upgrading courthouse data sys-

tems to improve communications

with other agencies and the public.

•Allocating an unspecified

amount of money to improve, and

in some cases replace, inadequate

courthouse facilities and boost

. courtroom security.

"In some counties there are not

enough bailiffs to protect every ,-^

courtroom," he said. "This is a par- ^
ticular problem in family law

courts, where the greatest inci-

dence of in-court violence has

occurred over the past several

years."

He said he saw law books

stacked to create a protective barri-

er in a court where gunman took a

hostage a few years before.

"Security is a significant issue up

and down the state," he said.
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EVERYTHING MUST GO!

All Candles
& Candle Stands

\vWrapping Paper
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\> Free
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X'mas Boxed Cards

and Wrapping Paper

75% Off

All Frames
50% Off

Rugs/Throws
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Stationery: 40% OFF

Greeting Cards

50% Off
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50% Off
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• Curious George: 20% Off
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and Key Chains: 50% Off
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• Magnets: 50% Off
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• Stamps: 50% off a
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UN. may avert strike against Iraq
WAR: Security Council

studies accord allowing

access to weapons sites

By Siisan Scvartid

The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
briefed the Security Council on

Tuesday on his weapons inspection

agreement with Iraq, emerging

with "a general sense of approval"

although some details renwin ito be

worked out.

. U.S. Ambassador Bill

Richardson agreed, saying: "We
believe that this agreement is a step

in the right direction, but we need

some clarifications in some of the

language."

The council did not immediately

make a decision on the accord

struck by Annan in a visit to

Baghdad - an agreement he called

"a victory for the United Nations."

"I am pleased to tell you that i

had a general sense of approval

from the meinbership as to the

agreement that I signed in

Baghdad." Annan said.

"Obviously, there are details that

h^ve to be worked out."

Richardson said it could take a

few days to get the clarifications

the United States is looking for.

Some concerns he cited were that

the U.N. Special Commission,

which oversees inspections, main-

tain a pre-eminent role, and that a

clause in the accord acknowledging

respect for Iraqi sovereignty not be

used as an excuse to avoid its oblig-

ations.

British Ambassador John

Weston said his government also

was seeking some clarifications,

but would not elaborate.

Richardson would not say when

he expected inspectors to visit the

presidential sites. The United

States, distrustful of Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein, said it

wants to ensure that there are no

loopholes in the deal that Saddam
may use to his advantage.

Annan, however, said this agree-

ment is different from others.

"We have to remember that in

the years that the U.N. has been

present in Baghdad, many agree-

ments have been signed, but ... this

one was negotiated with the presi-

dent himself. And the leadership

has got the message that he wants

cooperation, he wants it done."

The secretary-general had been

upbeat this morning going into the

closed Security Council meeting.

Legally, the accord does not

require Security Council approval,

but politically it would be difficult

to proceed without it.

'We have a good agreement, an

Sec MUQ, page 10
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U.S. Army Sgt. Carios Colon, rights passes an M-16 automatic

rifle to Sgt. Leon Moynier before heading to the Kuwaiti desert.

Attorney general

attempts to rid

federal agencies

of corruption -~

3p in energy prices eliminates inflation
ECONOMY: Solid growth,

low unemployment gives

consumers confidence

By Davt SUdmorc
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The biggest

drop in energy prices in nearly

seven years wiped out U.S. inflation

in January.

Consumer prices overall were

unchanged, marking the first month
without an increase since January

1994, the Labor Department said

today.

"Inflation remains utterly

absent." said economist Bruce

Steinberg of Merrill Lynch.

A New York-based business

research group said consumer con-

fidence soared to a three-decade

high in February, thanks to

American satisfaction with low

unemployment and strong growth.

The Conference Board's index

reached the highest level since

October 1968.

Today's inflation report under-

scores analysts' belief that Federal

Reserve policy-makers aren't likely

to increase interest rates because

there's little prospect of an inflation

breakout.

Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan,

delivering his twice-a-year report to

Congress, indicated the central

bank was content to leave interest

rates unchanged while it waited to

see how "storm clouds" from Asia

affected the U.S. economy.

"The key question going forward

is whether the restraint building

from the turmoil in Asia will be suf-

ficient to check inflationary tenden-

cies that might otherwise result

from the strength to domestic

spending and tightening labor mar-

kets," Greenspan said.

Markets expected both the good

inflation news and Greenspan's

remarks, so they showed little reac-

tion to them. But by late morning,

the Dow Jones average of industrial

stocks slipped 40 points to 8,370, in

part because two giant drug compa-

nies - Glaxo Wellcome and

SniithKline Beecham - called off

their merger.

The Labor Department said

energy costs plunged 2.4 percent,

the largest decrease since March
1991. They're 25 percent lower than

a year ago and, with crude oil prices

still falling, they'll probably decline

further.

Food prices rose a moderate 0.3

percent last month, pushed up by a

7.9 percent increase in fresh vegeta-

bles, including a 33 percent jump in

lettuce.

Excluding the volatile food and

energy categories, prices climbed a

modest 0.2 percent.

Inflation last year was just 1.7

percent, the mildest rate since the

See MnJmON, page 11

MEXICO. Government

must enact tougher laws

to solve police problems

By John Rice

The Associated Press

MEXICO CITY - Saying

Mexico's police are "living with the

enemy," federal Attorney General

Jorge Madrazo Cuellar is urging

tougher laws to eliminate corrup-

tion from police forces, newspapers

here reported Tuesday.

"It is practically impossible to

fire a police employee due to the

protection offered by the law,"

Madrazo said during an appearance

Monday in the northern city of

Monterrey.

Madrazo's agency prosecutes

federal crimes and also operates

Mexico's main anti-narcotics force,

the Federal Judicial Police, which

has been plagued for years by cor-

ruption.
-••:

Madrazo said that of 800 Federal

Judicial Police agents fired in 1996.

more than 400 had been rehired -

with back pay - because of legal

requirements, according to the gov-

ernment's Notimex news agency.

He said Mexico's constitution

should be changed to make such

cleanup efforts easier.

Officials have long admitted that

drug traffickers and other criminals

have bought off many policemen

and there have been repeated, wide-

ly publicized campaigns to fire cor-

rupt agents. Still, corruption contin-

ues.

"Why, many times, can we not

catch criminal gangs or those of

organized crime? The answer is that

they are encrusted in our agencies,"

Madrazo was quoted as saying by

the daily Excelsior.

"It is like living with the enemy.

We have the enemy in the house; we
have it outside and we have if inside.

So it is absolutely indispensable that

we can purify our police agencies,"

said Madrazo, according to the

Monterrey daily El Norte.

In the latest large-scale cleanup

effort, Madrazo said that only about

Sec OMIUfIMM, page 11
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Guerrero police probe

five political killings

ACAPULCO, Mexico — Five murders in

two days are being blamed on political struggles

in the pacific coast state of Guerrero - with pro-

and anti-government activists dead.

The state attorney general's ofllce announced

Monday that it is probing the shooting of four

men during a wedding in Tepetixtla. a mountain

village roughly 30 miles northwest of Acapulco.

Two of the victims ofSunday's shooting were

prominent local members of the governing

Institutional Revolutionary Party in a town sus-

pected by ofllcials of being a hotbed of pro-guer-

rilla activity.

Deputy attorney general Joel Ortiz

Hernandez told Notimex that his probe has

been complicated because witnesses have

refused to testify for feaiof reprisals

Meanwhile, a Democratic Revolution

activist was shot to death in the state capital of

Chilpancingo. *|

Wildfire smoke
closes airport

JAKARTA, Indonesia - Wildfires

have charred 34,600 acres of drought-affect-

ed forest on the Indonesian section of Borneo

island, covering parts with thick smoke
Monday.

. The haze forced Samarinda's Temindung
airport, 745 miles northeast of Jakarta, to

close for about seven hours Monday because

of poor visibility.

The airport has been closed 16 times since

fires were first reported in the area in

January.

East Kalimantan provincial Gov. H.M.
Ardans blamed the fires mainly on logging

and plantation operators wanting to clear

land cheaply, the official Antara news agency

reported.

In 1997, Indonesia wildfires caused respi-

ratory illness, disrupting air travel and hurt-

ing tourism.

LAUSD to provide

guns for police

LOS ANGELES - The nation's sec-

ond-largest school district will arm its police

with shotguns under a controversial plan

approved by the Board of Education.

The Los Angeles Unified School District

board voted 5-2 to buy the shotguns after

police said they are in increasing danger

because their patrols often take them into

gang- and crime-ridden neighborhoods

around campuses. *

About two dozen officers applauded

Monday's vote.

The district will buy 75 of the 12-gauge

Remington shotguns, which will be provided

to the police force in about 60 days. The shot-

guns will be locked in patrol cars while offi-

cers make their foot patrols. Officers

assigned to handle the weapons will receive

16 hours of training.

Tlie vote followed a contentious hearing

during which some board members argued

that greater police firepower would protect

students while others said they feared acci-

dental shootings resulting from the police

having weapons.

"If it would help one student or one par-

ent, it's worth 100 shotguns." board member
Barbara Boudreaux said. "If we think we live

in a safe city, where officers don't need guns,

then we're living in an unreality."

However, board member Valerie Fields,

who voted wjth board president Julie

Korenstein against the measure, said the

weapons were unnecessary.

"If crime is down in the state, the county

and the school district, why do we need to

ratchet up firepower?" she said.

"If anybody is harmed or killed, this

Board of Education will be liable,"

Korenstein said. "Our officers need to be

role models, not in the position of taking

someone out."

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Catastrophe capital

engulfed by mudslides
FLOODS: Overflowing

Laguna Canyon highway,

mud buries cars, kills one

By Larry Gwfbtr

The Associated Press <»

LAGUNA BEACH, Calif. - Paul

Wade spent a night at the office as

mudslides thundered down on two

sides. EHseo Jaimcs was home with

his three kids, trying to keep their

spirits up by acting brave as scary

sounds raged around the cottage.

"Actually, I was scared myself,"

Jaimes said Tuesday, surveying the

muddy aftermath on Laguna Canyon
Road.

People who live in one of Southern

California's catastrophe capitals took

the latest one in short, sucking strides.

Neighbors helped each other unearth

buried cars. Some used shovels to cut

runoffchannels through mucky drive-

ways and front yards.

One person was killed. At day-

break, rescue workers found the body

of Glenn Flook, 25, covered wijh

mud outside a home where he was

staying because his own house was

damaged. Ten people were hospital-

ized with mostly minor injuries.

In 1995, a wildfire damaged or

destroyed 366 homes and charred

nearly 14,000 acres of sage scrub on

the hillsides that surround this tourist

centef and art colony. The fire left

Laguna vulnerable to mudslides, par-

ticularly north along Highway 133,

the only artery inland.

On Tuesday, the highway looked

like a muddy stream. The night

before, it flowed hip-high, said

Jaimes.

"The ground was shaking. It felt

like an earthquake," said Wade, who
was stranded by mud at Victoria's

Skimboards, the surf shop where he

works. "The canyon's been flooded

liefore but it's never been this bad."

"There were boulders coming
down as big as this crate," said John

Miller, holding up a plastic milk crate

that he had just fished out of the mud
in the middle of the highway. Nearby,

a truck driver stuck a stray surfboard

nose-down in the mud for the owner

to find.

Residents and shop owners

slogged upstream in Tuesday's sun-

shine to check out damage, some-

times sinking calf-high as they dodged

beeping trucks and loaders. Cars and

pickups were buried bumper-deep in

mud.

Less than a mile away, where sea-

sonally wet or dry Laguna Canyon
drains intd the sea, do\Vntown mer-

chants got a milder dose.

"It's something to see. You wish

you had a canoe sometimes," Ken
Seward said as he sluiced off the side-

walk^ with a garden hose in frotit of a

friend's shop.

A flood in early December actually

brought more water, he said. But the

latest one caught Seward somewhat

off guard.

He makes flood barriers for down-

town merchants and had fallen

behind on his orders, so he was hurry-

ing Monday evening to sandbag a

client's doorway.

"Suddenly the waves started lap-

ping up between my legs," he said.

'When it peaks, it really peaks fast."

Crane Cast said he had videotaped

so many Laguna disasters that he did-

n't get out his camera this time. He
joined dozens of others at tiny Main
Beach watching crews shore up the

boardwalk, which collapsed in a pre-

vious storm.

"We survived the last couple of

years," said Jaimes. "A big fire, now
the rain and now we are ready (or

what? An earthquake?

"Let's hope not."

Gghth inmate found dead

at Pelican Bay State Prison

DEATHS: Prosecutor says

officials failed to offer

protection from gangs

The Assodatcd Press

SACRAMENTO - An eighth

inmate was found dead this week at the

hi^t-security Pelican Bay State Prison,

soon after a prosecutor accused ofll-

cials of failing to protect an inmate

who has implicated prison gang mem-
bers in the deaths.

Del None County Deputy District

Attorney James Fallman asked for a

federal investigation into the way the

Department of Corrections has han-

dled the killings over the past two

years, according to a Feb. 13 brief filed

in Superior Court.

On Monday, inmate Timothy

Waldron, 2S, was found strangled in

his high-security cell and his cellmate,

who allegedly has ties to the Aryan

Brotherhood (AB), was named as the

primary suspect, officials said.

In a friend of the court brief,

Fallman suggested that inmate witness

Matthew Joseph Monaco exposed the

prison system's "inability to stop the

AB's reign of terror" He added that

prison officials are responding "in

whatever way makes the least waves -

even if promises of protection are not

kept to inmate witnesses." Fallman

filed the brief in support of Monaco's
efforts to transfer out of Pelican Bay

Monaco testified last year in the

trial of Aryan Brotherhood member
Brian Heaiy, who was convicted of

manslaughter in the strangulation mur-

der of Arthur RufTo, his cellmate and

fellow prison gang member. Healy has

since agreed to cooperate in the gang

investigation.

Corrections spokesman Tip Kindd

said Fallman's statements in the

Monaco case brief 'tame out of the

blue." Department officials dispatched

a team of investigators Monday to Del

Norte County to interview Fallman

about his charges, he said.

"We've not seen anything like this."

Kindel said. "It's very serious and

we're treating it very seriously."

Monday's homicide is

the eighth in the

secured housing unit.

FBI spokesman George Grotz in

San Francisco said his agency has been

"made aware" of Fallman's accusa-

tions and "we're taking a look" at

them

Monday's homicide is the eighth in

the secured housing unit of Pelican

Bay since Feb. 1996, when Healy stran-

gled Ruffp. Six of the killings are

believed M be linked to an internal

Aryan Bi^therhood struggle between

the 50 of^ so members of the prison

gang whc^are housed in the unit, offi-

cials said.,

j

, . . .,.
."
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South Korean president

wants end to cold war
POUnCS: Rim Dae-jung

warms to idea of opening

dialogue with the North

By IMmIss D< Kristof

The New Ybrk Times

SEOUL, South Korea - Kim Dae-

jung, one of Asia's most vigorous

voices for democracy and political tol-

erance, was inaugurated as South

Korea's president Wednesday morn-

ing and immediately called for recon-

ciliation and cooperation with North

Korea.

Standing on the steps of the

National Assembly and addressing a

vast throng of supporters. Kim called

for far-reaching changes in South

Korea's economy, political structure

and even education system as essen-

tial to pull the nation out of its finan-

cial crisis. But it was his message to

North Korea that may have the great-

est long-term impact, for Kim pro-

posed an exchange of special envoys,

a possible summit meeting, and vari-

ous family reunions and private

exchanges betweeii the two Koreas.

"1 earnestly appeal to the North

Korean authorities," Kim declared as

he stood at the podium under the crisp

winter sun. "Many members of sepa-

rated families have grown old and are

passing away. We must let those sepa-

rated from their families in the South

and the North meet and communicate

with each other as soon as possible."

It is not clear how North Korea will

respond, and almost no one expects

an immediate breakthrough. But

North Korea has made some concilia-

tory suggestions

in recent weeks. __^_^^^^^___
and Kim went

out of his way

Tuesday to "take

note ofsome pos-

itive signs North

Korea has shown

oflate."

The two

Koreas, bitter

enemies since .^__________
they fought in the

Korean War, are

now virtually as isolated from each

other as if they were on different plan-

ets. Ahhough neighbors geographical-

ly, there is no mail service between |he

two. no telephone service, no diplo-

matic relations, and in each country it

is against the law to praise the other or

even to listen to the other's radio

broadcasts.

Kim's tone in his inaugural address

iiUpitril that he is genuinely seeking

to break down some of these barriers,

and not just to score pomts. In con-

trast to the harsh approach of his pre-

decessor, Kim Young-sam, whose

mother was shot to death in 1960 by

North Korean infiltrators who broke

into the family home looking for

money, Kim Dae-jung avoided

recriminations and emphasized that

the South has no intention of absorb-

ing the North.

The spectacle of Kim Dae-jung. 74,

a lifelong dissident, limping across the

stage to take his oath of office as pres-

ident - he still suffers from a bad hip

because of the military government's

apparent attempt to assassinate him in

a car crash in 1971 - was rich with his-

torical resonance and irony. Just II

years ago, Kim's name could not be

mentioned in the Korean press, and

government bureaucrats virtually spat

with contempt when his name was

mentioned; now those same bureau-

crats are working for him. And, in

some cases, they voted for iwm.

Even in the last few years, the

national intelligence agenc>'i has been

presumed by virtually everyone to

have been tapping Kim's telephones.

"We will actively pursue

reconciliation and

cooperation."

Kim Dae-jung

President of South Korea

and government offices went out of

their way to hurt his image at home
and abroad. Indeed. Kim in the last

few days switched his choice for pro-

tocol chief, apparently because the

man he had wanted was a career diplo-

mat who came under suspicion ofhav-

ing worked in earlier y^ars to quash

Kim's nomination for a Nobel Peace

Prize.

Kim's background as a dissident

who was frequently accused of being a

North Korean sympathizer or spy

gives him a bit of extra credibiUty in

North Korea. In his speech Tuesday,

Kim tried to build on that credibility

by declaring three principles regard-

ing North Korea.

First, he said, in a clear warning not

to mistake courtesy for weakness, "we

will never tolerate armed provocation

ot any kind."

Second, he sought to reassure the

North that the South's policy is not

threatening, saying "we do not have

any intention to undermine or absorb

North Korea."

Third, he added, "we will actively

pursue reconciliation and coopera-

tion between the South and the North.

"The Cold War-style South-North

relations that have not allowed mem-
bers of separated families for over half

a century to ascertain even whether

their own parents and brothers and

sisters were alive or dead, let alone

carry on dialogues and exchanges,

must end as soon as possible. " Kim
said. "I cannot but feel boundless

shame before our ancestors who
maintained one unified country for

more than 1.300 years."

•To .be sure, the border between

North and South Korea is littered

with nearly as

_^___^,„,___ ' many abortive

dialogues as land

mines, and

hopes tend to be

followed by dis-

appointments
nearly as surely

as sunset after

sunrise.
Particularly in

^.^_^_______ 1972 and again

in 1991, both

sides held impor-

tant discussions to ease tensions, and

in 1994 there would have been a sum-

mit meeting between the two if North

Korean President Kim II Sung had

not suffered a fatal heart attack while

inspecting the planned site of the

meetings.

The upshot is that nearly a decade

after the Cold War ended in most of

the worid, it remains alive and healthy

here. Recent accounts suggest that in

1994 the United States and South

Korea came much closer than most

people realized to a war that could

have resulted in hundreds of thou-

sands of casualties.

That bleak history makes many
diplomats and scholars skeptical of

the chances of any sudden warming

but also eager for any steps, however

gradual, to reduce the tensions in a

border area that President Ginton

described during a 1993 visit as "the

scariest place on Earth."

In one potentially important step,

Kim suggested that he might not

object if North Korea pushed to

improve ties with the United States

and Japan. In the past, Seoul has

objected vigorously to any prospect of

improved relations between its allies

and North Korea, but if the South

drops its objections that might lead

eventually to diplomatic ties between

the United States and North Korea.

"That is the most important signal

that Kim Dae-jung could send to

North Korea at this time," said Selig

S. ^arnson, director of a project on

Korea for the Twentieth Century

Fund Foundation in Washington.

open daily • www. uclastor*. ucla .edu
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irsonal Ad
Deadline

Dedicate a page in the Bruinlife Yeartoolt to a friend, a lover, a relative, or anyone for ttwt matter.

Personal Ads are now being accepted at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall Tell your friends, tell your parents, tell

everyone! Tfte deadline to turfi in your personal ads fias been extended to Marcfi 1st!

Call 825.2640 for more information

UCl.A's

KJnion
^ /,';».% <'///,^

l2tVi Ahhv/aI Cv<ltvirAi IMkI^
Saturday, February 28, 1998 7:00 Wadsworth Theatre
Tickets are free at the KCLA (.( rur li 1 icket Offire Feh. 2S-27

Featuring: NSl K\i>du laiKv; J.i^.inv -.l Odon
Koto Modern Dance

And this year's drama...

"Mochi'lcL Cream"
Funded bv AS'JCLA Board cf O'rec^or's ProtiraTimina Fund & the Zim^% Proa'anf Conr'ttee of Proarams Activilv Board

AWARDS
From page 1

Student Awards to eight exceptional

students, and the Faculty Award to a

professor in the Department of

Chemistry and Biochemistry.

The 1998 recipients of the

Charles E. and Sue K.. Young
Graduate Student Awards, which

inciud«d a $2,000 prize, are

Christopher Campbell (sociology).

Alison Hamilton (anthropology),

Beth Lorenzo (musicology), and
Amber Puha (mathematics). The
award winners are all outstanding

students in their respective depart-

ments.

"This award symbolizes the val-

ues of the UCLA community and to

receive this is a tremendous honor,"

Campbell said.

"It's special because it combines

academics, teaching, and commit-

ment to the UCLA community," he

said.

The 1998 Charles E. and Siie K.

Young Undergraduate Student

Awards went to Roberto Alvarez

(English), Elizabeth Lamers (musi-

cology), Michelle Toy (business eco-

nomics), and Marina Dorian (psy-

chology and Russian).

"Receiving this award is a special

honor for me because I didn't apply

for it," said Toy, who plans a career

as an entrepreneur.

"I was nominated by the econom-

ics department, and I didn't find out

'til they told me I had won," she

said.

"Experience evecything that

UCLA has to ofTer, whether it's aca-

demics or community service. Enjoy

your years beyond the books," she

advised her |>eers.

The Faculty Award of $5,000

was presented to Charles M,
Knobler, a professor and depart-

ment chair of chcjrnistry and bio-

chemistry. He is internationally

renowned as one of the world's

experts in the science of chemicals

in their hquid state.

Finally, the College presented Dr.

Mitchell D. Covel and his wife,

Susan, with the evening's highest

accolade, the Honorary Fellow

Award. The Covels received a stand-

ing ovation for their 24-year involve-

ment in fund raising.

"The Covels opened their home
and hearts, and have given gener-

ously of their time. It's out of their

love for UCLA," Chancellor

Carnesale remarked.

The Covels were overwhelmed by

all the accolades they have been

receiving.

"When we donated, we never

expected all the attention," Sue
Covel said.

Late last year. Sunset Commons
was renamed Covel Commons in

their honor.

RCM
From page 1

to the number of students enrolled in

fthe courses would be devastating to

• fine arts, and music in particular," he

said.

"It's argued that a department can

support one-on-one instruction by

shifting their economic priorities in

that direction, but for- a department

I like music, it is unclear where those

.priorities would be'^shiftcd from,"

Lcfkowitz added.

But, other professors do not think

Lefkowitz's concerns apply to the ver-

sion ofRCM that has been adopted by

UCLA, M^ich differs from the type of

RCM in place at other universities.

"The idea of equating budgets with

numbers of students was rejected for

this campus," said anthropology pro-

fessor Dwi^t Read, who chaired a fac-

ulty committee last year which

explored RCM. Read's committee

reported that they were "cautiously

optimistic" about RCM in January

CIGARETTES

1997.

English department chair Thomas
Wortham said that the type of RCM
which Leflcowitz worried about was

not adopted.

"What was very clear early on was

that an RCM that would drive the

budget was undesirable," Wortham
said. "What was good about RCM
was to have a budget that was more

visible."

Chancellor Albert Carnesale |aid

that policy decisions will never be

based on Hnancial data only.

"There were some people con-

cerned that policy decisions might be

based solely on the financial data, but

that's easily reduced to absurdity," he

said.

According to Carnesale, if RCM
were tolead to that, "first I'd just dose

down the library. They don't mak6
any money. Then the humanities. Get

rid ofthem."

From page 4

lawsuits by self-appointed public

advocates where there's none of the

screening that occurs with public

prosecutors."

The 1993 unfair-competition law

allows private individuals and groups

to sue for injuries suffered by them-

selves or the general public, caused by

business practices that were unfair,

fraudulent or illegal. Such suits can

aeek restitution of profits from the

practices, an injunction against future

acts, and attorney's fees.

Lucky also argued that the suit

should be dismissed because

Driscoll used minors to make illegal

purchases. Justice Janice Rogers

Brown supported that argument in

her dissenting opinion, saying that

"the avenger may be guilty of the

greater crime."

The court said it wasn't condoning

law-breaking, only deciding that a pri-

vate citizen could sue. Driscoll said

the question was beside the point

"It's obvious that there's a need to

allow people to find out if the law's

being broken," Driscoll said.

JURORS
From page 4

"Some courts have no metal detec-

tors. In others, equipment is stand-

ing idle because there are no funds

to operate it.

"Our courthouses must be bas-

tions that protect public safety in

every sense, not locations where

people arc at physical risk of harm."

The chief justice also said he is

concerned about the increasing use

of private judges, hired by business-

es to settle civil disputes.

George said he would appoint a

task force to study whether "private

judging" should be regulated.

"Some fear the perception of a

two-track system of justice, where

those who can afford it will pick the

private judge of their choice and

obtain a fast-track resolution of

their dispute," he said. "This would

relegat^ to our public courts those

persons unable to afford private

judges and those defendants and vic-

tims involved with criminal offens-

es," he said.
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SCORES
From page 3

lum elsewhere blends disciplines, he

says.

Some American high schoolers

agreed that their preparation could

be better.

"It could have been better if in

middle school or in elementary

school I got the training I was sup-

posed to be getting," said Kamille

Brown, 17, a senior in Miami. "It's

iniportant'to start with the youth and

have them get the training that

they're supposed to be getting at the

elementary and middle-school level

so that they can be better estab-

lished."

Brown, visiting Washington, says

she needs now to focus on what she

does well, which is writing and analy-

sis. So she's taking American govern-

ment, economics, honors English,

television production and other sub-

jects, but no physics.

Kristin Schulte, a visiting 16-ycar-

old junior from Wichita, Kan., said

that she had switched from a

Catholic school to a public school in

the ninth grade, and repeated much
of what she had learned in the eighth.

"Biology is like a basic review of

seventh- or eighth-grade stuff," she

said. "I should have gone to some-

thing harder."

She plans to take physics as a

senior after her PSAT scores showed

the price for not taking chemistry or

physics.

FRATERNITY

The international tests, given in

the 1994-1995 school year, measured

general math and science knowledge,

defined as the knowledge needed "to

function effectively in society."

In general math knowledge, the

U.S. students were below the interna-

tional average and closest in, perfor-

mance to students in the Czech
Republic. Italy, Lithuania and the

Russian Federation. Americans

scored significantly lower than stu-

dents in 14 other countries, mostly

European, but including Australia

and Canada. Asian countries did not

take part in the 12th-grade study.

In general science, U.S. students

also scored below thif Thternational

average alongside IKe Czech

Republic, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania and the

Russian Federation. Eleven coun-

tries scored significantly higher.

Only 42 percent of U.S. students

could answer why spike heels might

cause more damage to floors than

might ordinary heels. Sixty percent

of international students knew the

answer that more energy is concen-

trated in a smaller area.

American students who took

advanced mathematics scored far

below the international average,

along with students from Austria, the

Czech Republic, Germany and Italy

Eleven countries, including the

Russian Federation, did much better.

In physics, the United States

ranked at the bottom with Austria.

Fourteen other countries had scores

that were significantly higher.

From page 1

However, a few years later, in 1992.

it became inactive. According to

Carter, there was no one reason why; it

may have simply been a decline in

membership due to students graduat-

ing.

The reason for restarting the

defunct fraternity at UCLA was to

"get a group together to support all the

events going on in UCLA's gay com-

munity, which seems to be somewhat

fractured," Lawrence said.

"I hope that by organizing this fra-

ternity, we will make the gay communi-

ty more visible, and people who are

questioning their sexuality will see that

its not that hard to be gay on campus."

said Ryan Thomson, a seconds-year

biology student.

Any male student can join Delta

Lambda Phi. They do not have to be

gay, providing they show support for

the gay community, said Carter.

"A lot of what UCLA stands for is

promoting diversity. Hopefully we'll

do that, " said Lawrence.

The ptjrpose of a frateni^y. among
others, is to provide service to the com-

munity. Delta Lambda Phi has already

been active in serving the gay commu-
nity this quarter.

On Tie the Knot Week," in the sec-

ond week of February, they distributed

flyers and ribbons to UCLA students

in support of gay marriages

in general UCLA students tend to

be very responsive (to the gay commu-
nity), in a good way,' Carranza said.

"People have been becoming very

accepting of the gay identity,"

Lawrence added.

There is widespread interest in

UCLA's lesbian community for a

sorority, ahhough there have not been

any concrete steps towards organizing

one.

"I know there is definitely interest.

Just imagine the possibilities." said

Stcvi Benton, a first-year engineering

student.

MENDHI
From page 3

done again in the same spot."

Bennett adds. She advises that any-

one concerned about having a reac-

tion do a test patch 48 hours prior to

receiving a mehndi design.

The art of mehndi (also spelled

mendhi or mehandi) originated in

Egypt over three thousand years

ago. Traces of henna have been

found on the fingertips and toes of

mummified Pharaohs.

Spreading through Northern

.Africa and the Middle East, mehndi

made its way to India during the 12th

century where it was valued in par-

ticularly hot and dry regions for its

cooling properties. Indians cooled

their bodies by applying henna paste

to their hands and their feet.

Gradually, people began to use

henna as a cosmetic, as Indians cre-

ated designs on their skin for special

ceremonies such as weddings and the

Hindu new year celebratiot]. Devali.

It was custom for a bridcjto-be to

gather with other females t^e night

before her wedding so she could be

painted with henna, while tl\e others

divulged the secrets of married life.

Sometimes the bridegroom's

name would be hidden in a design on

the woman's body. The following

night, he would have to find his name
on the woman's body before the mar-

riage could be consummated.

You do not need to be a bride to

get mehndi. You do not even need to

wait until summer (although summer

is the most popular time to get mehn-

di because people like to show it ofO

There are mehndi artists all over Los

Angeles eager to paint your hands,

your feet, your navel, what-have-you.

Men generally prefer tribal arm-

bands while women go for the vine

bracelets.

For the artistically inclined, kits

are sold at Neiman Marcus. Pearl

Art Supply. Aahs! and numerous gift

shops and hair salons. For the really

adventurous, get on the Internet and

find a mehndi recipe. Experiment

until you discover what works best

for you. Just remember that henna is

virtually impossible to remove from

clothes, and if you gel it on your

nails, there is no way to get it out

except cut them.

...and the

WINNER
IS...

Mike Giese, a graduate student at the Jules Stein Eye Institute, was
the lucky winner of a Baume & Mercier Hampton wristwatch, valued at

$1000, in the January drawing. You can enter the drawing for February

by completing the Official Entry/Ballot below and delivering it to

CRESCENT JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots will be available each
month in the Dally Bruin, at CRESCENT JEWELERS, the UCLA Athletic

Hall of Fame, and at selected UCLA Athletic Events. Don't miss your

chance to win a fabulous Baume & Mercier Swiss made timepiece.

WIN A Baume & Mercier WATCH

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE

MASTER WATCHMAKERS SINCE 1830

Hampton

$1000 Value!

VOTE FOR THE

ATHLETES
OF THE MONTH

SPONSORED BY

(leuielers. wc

HOW TO ENTER
Mail or bring a completed Official Boflot/Entry (or photocopy) to Crescent Jev>/eler5, or drop In cm

orv<;anr>pus txalot box. A new drov^rtng eoch montri, You may enter only once each montfi.

As ALWAYS, WESTWOOD'S OLDEST AND MOST RESPECTED JEWELER OFFERS

DISCOUNT TO UCUV Students, Faculty and Staff

Official Ballot/Entry
Here ore my choices for the February Crescent Jewelers/UCLA Athletes of ttie Montt>r

Reose enter me In this rrvDnth's drawing for a free Baume A MctaER wristwdtch.

.- :'> '. V .

.

(Odds of winning depend on number of ballots received.)

Name Address.

Daytime Phone

Male Athlete (Vote for one)

O Meb Keflezlghi (T&F)

O Eric Valent (BSB)

O Brandon Tallferro (VB)

a Write-in O

Home Phone

Female Athlete (Vote for one)

O Stella Umeh (GYM)

O Janae Hubbard (BB)

O Undsay Etter (SWM)

Or Write-in O

Crmcent Jewelers. 1 055 Westwood Blvd., Westwood VMoge 90024 •(310) 208-31 31
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Spring Quarter Course
with

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

Sociology 159

Comparative Studies of Jewish Communities

in the U.S. and Abroad with a focus on

THE JEWISH EXPERIENCE IN
CONTEMPORARY AMERICA

Since Wortd War II, the story of the American Jewish Community has been one of

success and achievement The high degree of acceptability (85%) has been

accompanied t>y a transformation ot some essential features of Jewish life.

Intermarnage has become the dominant marital arrangement (52%), anitsemitism

has continued to decline (20%) and the political loyalties of Anwrican Jews have

begun a shift that correlated with ttwir newly gained status

Yet, ttte Jewish trajectory is not uni-directional. At the same time that assimilation

appears to have taken tiotd, many Jews have revitaNzed tt>eir Jewish commitments

through tt>eir participation in a reinvigorated Orttwdoxy, otf>ers have joined with

Jewish feminists in overhauling the tradition and still ottiers have pursued the path

of Jewish spiritual renewal Thts course will focus on ttie complex interaction of

these factors and will explore the degree to which Jewish particulanty has tjeen

preserved amidst rartHMint assimilation. The gnawing question that underlies tf>is

inquiry is whettwr contemporary Jewfy and/or Judaism have the capacity to suroive

ttie opermess and tolerance of Amehca.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
9:30 AM - 10:45 AM
DICKSON 3273

The

UCtftsTonr
Ackerman Union and Lu Valle Commons

will be CLOSED

SUNDAY
3/1/98 i*

due to inventory.

open daily • www.uclastorc.ucla.edu

UCtRsToir

^^***nie IMystic Saints, a musical :^^

drama, movingly reveals a world

J !qf powerful spirituiality.

Combining the poetry and letBi

of Saint Teresa of i^vila and Saint

John of the Cross, full orchestra,

soloists and chorus, Vatican

coinmissioned composer,

Christopher Caliendo brings new

meaning to age old wisdoni*

.y

School of theiilrts and ^rdiitei^re jpreseats

Tlae IMystic |iint^"*^'

**? 54 iMusical 'Drama by

feirtimng

The UCL^ Thilharmonic Ordicstra. Choir and Soloists

^li^bertsoji.condjtcjjng ^

<*.

inchiding "(Mysticism and iMusic" a discussiojiby

fr. James 'Boyce ©.S . Christopher 0>li€ncb,

and^on 'Rpbertson

ThufsxUy, Tcbruary 26; 19ijfat 8 o'clock p.m.

Schoenberg'Hai^...<.; ;;
•• • -C * ••

'

V
_

-

':2^: Turchase tickets at the Central Ticket Office^
"""

>:;. _;^-'' ., •;.',:;: ^^jf":

TJ^ peri'^martCe is in celebration of trie et^mit

The Invisible IMade 'Vistblc: i^ngcU from the 'Vatican

Tebruary 4 through J^prill 2

•

:
, the TJCL^ at the "Hammer iMuseilm of iSrt and

- -^ :;r
* Gwltural Center-

;:;?*;ii

/}."^;„.'"' ;^esented in conjunction with /
•ff

'^. ;.<w5*

~ •:??
.'</!..Vv'" A s !> (' (, i tl I t o 1

i~^^

IRAQ

«.. • •--.'.,•

From page 5

agreement that I will defend any-

where, and I'm sure the member
states would accept it," Annan told

about 700 U.N. employees pressed

against blue metal barriers to con-

gratulate him on his mission to

Iraq.

"There were millions of people

around the world i^ooting (or

peace." Annan told the whistling

and applauding U.N. staff. "That is

why 1 say you should never under-

estimate the power of prayer."

Annan thanked President

Clinton and British Prime Minister

Tony Blajr "for being perfect U.N.

peacekeepers - U.N. peacekeepers

in the sense that we taught our

peacekeepers that the best way to

use force is to show it in order not

to have to use it."

Mindful of past broken promises

by Saddam, the Clinton administra-

tion said it wants the agreement to

be tested.

"What is critical to us is compli-

ance with this agreement. We want

to test it soon. We want to verify it

soon," Richardson said.

A U.S. concern during the coun-

cil meeting was who would head the

"special group" that will inspect the

eight presidential sites at the heart

of the latest standoff, according to a

Western diplomat who spoke on

condition of anonymity.

Annan said only that Richard

Butler, ofwhom Iraq has been criti-

cal, would remain as chief U.N.

weapons inspector.

"What is critical to us is

compliance with this

agreement." '

Bill Richardson

U.S.Ambassador to U.N.

Clinton ordered the U.S. mili-

tary force in the Persian Gulf to

remain in case Iraq reneges again.

Ground and air forces continued to

arrive today even as the threat of

conflict eased.

The presklent said the United

States would be "watching very

closely" to see if Iraq carries out the

agreement.

"Let there be no doubt we must

remain committed to see that

Saddam Hussein does not menace

the world with weapons of mass

destruction," Qinton said.

Under the accord signed

Monday, Iraq woukl give the U.N.

Special Commission that oversees

inspections and the International

Atomic Energy Agency "immedi-

ate, unconditional and unrestricted

access" to suspected weapons sites

as required by past U.N. resolu-

tions.

However, the two-page memo
stipulated that senior diplomats

appointed by Annan, along with

experts from UNSCOM and

IAEA, would carry out inspections

at eight presidential palaces.

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright insisted today that U.N.

inspectors must remain in control

of the search for Iraqi weapons if

the agreement is to stand.

"UNSCOM has to be in opera-

tional control," she said.

The accord also reiterated the

commitment of U.N. member

states to "respect the sovereignty

and territorial integrity of Iraq."

And it addressed an issue of partic-

ular importance to Iraq - the lifting

of economic sanctions imposed

after Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990.

sparking the 1991 Persian Gulf

War.
'^

Whfle it set no time line, it noted

that tftfe lifting of sanctions is "obvi-

ously df paramount importance."
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INFLATION
From page 5

crash of oil prices in 1986. and econ-

omists see little reason for the rate to

move above 2jpercent this year.

A flood of cheap imports from

economically struggling Asian coun-

tries is expected to keep a lid on

prices of manufactured goods and

commodities.

Unseasonable winter .warmth,

caused by El Nii^o. in Europe and

North America has left a glut of oil

on world markets. And, if the tenta-

tive arms inspection agreement with

Iraq holds, even more oil will hit the

market under U.N. provisions per-

mitting it to sell oil for food and

medicihe.

The principal threat of inflation

comes through services. Their prices

may be pushed up by rising wages

stemming from shortages of labor.

In January, service prices rose

just 0.1 percent, while good prices

declined 0.1 percent.

Last month's energy decline was

led by a 3.6 percent drop in gasoline.

Fuel oil and natural gas both were

down 2.7 percent and electricity was

down I percent.

Declining beef. pork, poultry,

fruit and coffee prices helped mod-

erate the big vegetable prices

increase and a moderate rise in

dairy products.

Outside food and energy, cloth-

ing costs fell 0.5 percent. Medical

care and new cars and trucks rose

only 0.1 percent. However, tobacco

products jumped 0.7 percent and

airline fares, 2.7 percent.

Communication costs fell 0.4 per-

cent, pulled down by a drop in cellu-

lar phone costs. But recreation rose^ •

0.3 percent, reflecting a 1.7 percent

rise for cable television.

Today's report is the first based

on an updated market basket of

goods and services that the Labor

Department says better reflects

Americans' buying habits in the

1990s. Cell phones and tiome com-

puters, for instance, are much more
prevalent than at the time of the last

update in 1987. Plus Americans eat

less beef and more pasta.

CORRUPTION
From page 5

800 of the 2,800 agents of Mexico's

former anti-drug center, the

National Institute for the Combat of

Drugs, would be permanently

employed by his agency.

The Institute, which took a lead-

ing role in fighting drugs as part of

an anti-corruption shakeup in 1995.

was disbanded in 1997 after its for-

mer chief. Gen. Jesus Gutierrez

Rebollo, was arrested on bribery

and drug trafficking charges.

Madrazo complained that

Mexico's Supreme Court recently

decfared unconstitutional laws that

let the attorney general's office

repeatedly test police for fitness.

Despite the problems. Madrazo
said Mexican police and soldiers

seized 1.029 metric tons of marijua-

na in 1997 - a figure he said was u

record - as well as 35 metric Ions of

cocaine and almost 800 pounds of

opium gum, according to Notimex.

^~He said his department had

arrested 10,600 people on drug

charges in 1997.

Madrazo criticized the U.S. laws

mandating that the president "certi-

fy" other countries as cooperating

in the fight against drugs and impos-

ing sanctions on those that do not.

President Clinton must issue a

new certification by March I.

"Nothing is gained with censures

and reproaches.'* Madrazo said,

according to the daily Uiiiversal.

"The basis is not mutual recrimina-

tion but collaboration and recogniz-

ing that the enemy is not Mexico nor

the United Stales but drug traffick-

ing"

.r

...and the

WINNER
was...

Eric Simkin, a senior, was the lucky winner of a

Baume & Mercier Hampton wristwatch, valued at $1000, in the

Crescent Jewelers/UCLA Athelete of the Month December drawing.

VIDEO piurr
Produce a Scene or a Complete Movie

Digital video

3 chip color

Broadcast quality

EFP/ENG
Single-camera production

$1000/day (production cost/alljday)

$IOOO/day (post-production cost/

10 hours, media 100 software)

' 3D animation available

BE A PRODUCER... Call (213) 382-5222

^ISAT
Strategy Session & Test

What would you score today?
Take a FREE LSAT with The Princeton Review, & find out!

Receive a computer-analyzed score report & a breakdown of your strengths & weaknesses

• Learn some Princeton Review LSAT strategies and techniques

~~~~ ~'
/Learn about the Structure & content of the LSAT

• Discuss the law school admissions process

On Campus at UCLA
Sat, Mar. 7, 1998 9:00am - 3:00pm

Call today to put your Future in motion:

(800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 4/3-3423
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EDITORIAL

Students need adequate representation
REGENT: Specialized board member necessary to

address specific needs, complaints, perspectives

When California voters

amended the state consti-

tution in 1974, students

scored a coup with the addition of

one of their own to the UC Board of

Regents. Since the establishment of

the seat, regents and students have

debated the actual role of the stu-

dent regent. Regents emphasized

that the student regent must think

foremost as a trustee of the universi-

ty, not as a student. But as student

concerns get lost and ignored, it's

crucial that the student regent be

attuned to all the things students

want addressed.

The spectrum of issues the stu-

dent regent can address is broad.

The student regent has full voting

powers just like any other regent.

The Board of Regents has the role of

establishing university policy for

issues such as affirmative action, stu-

dent fees, admission and fmancial

aid. The board is also responsible for

overseeing the university's finances

and sq^pointing the UC president,

each of the nine chancellors and the

next student regent. Students have

limited involvement in the student

regent selection process, but the ulti-

mate decision rests in the hands of

the regents. Considering that the

interests of students are often at

odds with those of the regents, it is

foolish that the sole student voice on

the board is dictated by the board

itself. The UC Students Association

should have full authority over selec-

tion of the student regent.

The regents are trustees of the

university, and their oversight func-

tions provide the long-term views of

the university. Yet, with a limited

breadth of p>ower, students' con-

cerns often get blurred and go with-

out being addressed. So it's crucial

that the student regent be the one to

bring our concerns to the regent

table.

The student regent needs to act

on behalf of the students in the uni-

versity and address the things we stu-

dents are concerned with. As such,

the student regent needs to address

issues such as maintaining diversity

in the university, which can be

achieved through working on out-

reach programs, securing adequate

fmancial aid for students and ensur-

ing access and opportunity to all cur-

rent and prospective students.

Among the top priorities for stu-

dents is fees and financial aid. The

student regen{^ needs to make sure

fees stay low and fmancial aid is

available for those who need it. The

power to effect such changes lies

squarely in the hands of the regents,

and the student regent needs to guar-

antee that the university maintains

excellence while being able to satisfy

the needs and desires of the stu-

dents.

The student regent must act as a

liaison throughout the various UC
campuses and keep in contact with

students and student leaders from

each school, taking the concerns

they have and addressing them in

regent sessions.

Currently, the student regent is

one of our best means of influencing

university policy. We need to ensure

that we have a student regent who
represents us and looks out for our

best interests.

Acting on lustful impulses has consequences
Emotions can rule

our decisions, resulting

in some messy situations

Under the strobe lights and

the rhythm of the sultry

sounds, two bodies meet.

Under the guise of love and the fool-

"Ishness of trust, two bodies meet.

With time and patience, two bodies,

once under lights and sound, are

now under sheets and sweat. With

words and trust

two bodies who
love now lust.

With percep-

tion changir',,

ignorance

breeds decep-

tion, as the act

breeds itself

From meet to

heat, from heat

to meat, all for

the moment,

stopping for

nothing. To
feel you with no barriers, bare, just

you, no play-sex, no latex; just sex.

The moment comes and goes as do

they. The feeling, the closeness;

everything put aside, nothing could

wait. The blindness causes a sleep

that puts the sheet over our eyes,

not our bodies. One day we wake

and realize that maybe it wasn't

worth it. maybe we should have

been protected.

What do we realize when it's too

late? Do we realize that it was just

an attraction that happened to put

us in the moment, do we realize that

it was supposed to be the first time

and that they promised, do we real-

ize that it was just a one-night stand,

or do we realize that we had a

choice? Who do you trust with your

life? Who values your life more than

you? No one. Not your lover, not

Frydman is studying so leav« him e-mail

at frydmar>@uda.edu.

Alon

Frydman

your girlfriend, not your best friend.

If they tell you that they truly do

value your life, then they are lying.

Only you know the true value of

your life.

So many people think they are

invincible, so many seem to want to

do it the right way just once. The

sad fact is that many people have

done it - so many people that it real-

ly is sad.

If you know a couple of people,

ask them, and if they are willing to

tell you, chances are that it's hap-

pened. Some get tested and are

relieved to find out they're OK,
some make excuses, some still think

there's no way anything could have

happ>ened. But those numbers are

surprisingly high. You would think

that with all the advertisements and

all the hoopla, guys could think just

a little bit beforehand and put on a

condom. It really is unfortunate.

What if you just weren't thinking

and happened to get caught up in

the heat of the moment? Come on,

nothing's gonna happen; we trust

each other; we're normal people.

Come on, haven't you ever gotten

caught up in the moment just once?

Everybody does. That's the prob-

lem: Too many people trust each

other; too' many of us are willing to

put our lives in the hands of some

imaginary pyramid of trust, all to

experience it the natural way just

once without having to feel like

we're on some experiment.

It's not natural - I don't think sex

should be that way, some say.

Really? Well you're not Adam and

she's not Eve - trust me, she may
have given him the apple that

caused him to cover himself, but

what you're gonna get these days is

a lot more bitter. Like Adam, your

ass will have already been exposed.

We can crack a few jokes, laugh

at the situation and take it lightly for

the moment. True, there's no reason

to get heavy unless we're eatin', and

Stt nVMUN, paqe 14
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Be a Viewpoint columnist! Applications are now available in the Daily Bruin office, located in 118 Kerckhoff H^l. Applications
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Make a difference byteacNng for America
By Wendy Kopp

Eight years ago, I started

Teach For America because I

was convinced that hundreds

of talented, motivated graduating

seniors would commit two years to

teach students in urban and rural

areas. I felt that a national teacher

corps could fundamentally change

-our country - by providing more"

educational opportunities for some
of our nation's most underserved

students, and by shaping the con-

sciousness of a generation of indi-

viduals who will ultimately hold

leadership positions in all sectors of

America.

Now, seven years later, having

seen firsthand the realities facing

communities everywhere from

South Centxal Los Angeles tathe

Mississippi Delta to the South

Bronx, I am only more passionate

about the need for Teach For

America. I am only more certain

that our i Uion's students and

schools demand the attention of its

most talented individuals. I am only

more thoughtful in calling upon you

to become part of a movement to

build our country's future.

It is impossible to capture in a

short letter what we have learned

about the severity of the challenges

facing some of our nation's young

people. Suffice it to say that they do

not have anything near an equal

opportunity to an excellent educa-

tion. They grow up in communities

where poverty makes it difficult to

focus on education, and they attend

schools which lack basic resources,

Kopp is the founder of Teach For

America.

suffer from a dearth of extra-curric-

ular activities and don't even have

enough people to fill teaching posi-

tions. They live in a society that too

often holds low expectations for

them.

These students more than any

others need committed and talented

teachers who hold high expectations

for them, who are creative in spite

of a lack of resources and commit-

ted to doing whatever it takes to

reach them. At the same time, our

nation at large needs leaders who
understand the realities facing stu-

dents in our nation's most under-

resourced areas and are committed

to changing these realities.

Over the past seven years, more
than 4,000 recent college graduates

- from all academic majors and eth-

nic backgrounds - have taught

through Teach For America in 13

areas across the country. They have

brought to their schools a tremen-

dous sense of possibility, a conta-

gious enthusiasm and most of all, a

passionate commitment to their stu-

dents.

They have started extra-curricu-

lar programs, led school improve-

ment initiatives and rewritten

school curriculum. They have visit-

ed their students' homes and com-

municated regularly with their par-

ents. They have expanded the hori-

zons of their students by introduc-

ing them to college and by taking

them on trips everywhere from

France to Washington. D.C. They

have had an incredibly challenging

time, but they have also made a real

difference. ^
I have no doubt that our corps

members will soon be the leaders

who are effecting needed systematic

changes. Many are still teaching

beyond their two-year commitments

and have assumed significant lead-

ership responsibilities in their

schools. Others are starting schools'

or working for education reform

SeeH0ff,pa9e15

LETTERS

Blowing smoke
Rob Kariakin, you have failed

your drug test. Apparently, you

know very little about marijuana

and its effects. Before you get back

on your soap box, allow me to

identify your article's mistakes

("NBA union's tactics show disre-

gard for drug policy," Feb. 12) and

then clarify them.

Claim: Marijuana is more car-

cinogenic than cigarettes.

Truth: UCLA's Dr. Donald

Tashkin concluded a long-term

study on smoking in 1997 and

found that marijuana smokers had

the same rate of contracting cancer

as people who didn't smoke at all.

Cigarette smokers had much higher

rates of cancer.

Some studies (albeit on lab ani-

mals) show that marijuana may
even function as an anti<arcino-

gen. There has never been a case of

someone contracting cancer from

the use of marijuana.

Claim: "If you smoke pot for a

while, you can't breathe as well."

Truth: Marijuana smoke travels

primarily through the lung's main

passageways, while cigarette

smoke infiltrates the smaller pas-

sageways. This fact explains why
marijuana is sometimes prescribed

to asthmatics in order to open their

constricted breathing passageways.

It also explains why cigarette

smoke can cause emphysema while

marijuana cannot.

Claim: "
.. Pot affects higher

logic."

Truth: Obviously, pot has some
effect on the brain or else no one

would want to smoke it. However,

those effects are often positive and

always benign. No scientific study

has ever proven that marijuana

causes brain damage.

Claim: Marijuana smokers do
not make good role models.

Truth: Simply violating a law

does not render someone a poor

role model. By using your logic,

from this claim it follows that peo-

ple like Martin Luther King Jr.

and Gandhi are unworthy role

models since they often broke

unjust laws.

Pot smokers have accomplished

SceLETTHiSfpagelS
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Racism in

America

Prejudices still run rampant

across the nation. Next Friday,

Viewpoint will explore racism

as it exists today in America

and on campus.

Share your thoughts.

E-mail us at

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

or bring your submissions

to 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

The deadline is Wednesday,

Feb. 25 at 4 p.m.
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5&2 Beveriv Hills Acne Skin Care Center

• FRUSTRATED WITH ACNE? ^

TRY THIS!
FIX THM

'c Results In One Month

(310)289-1762 or (310)741-1090
920 S. Robertson #6 ^^^ "*"'•>

(Olympic & Robertson)

I've have suffered from acne for over
nine years now. Throughout these nine
years I have tried several soaps, creams,
and facial products for acne. None of
those products helped me much.
I saw Bevmriy HIHs Acne SUn Cmn CUnIc
advertised and decided to give it a try.

After several treatments the results are
really incredible. My acne is cleaning up
rapidly. I feel more confident in my
appearance and I look and feel healthier.

Eddie
Beverly Hills High School

i

Your old photos that are
faded, scratched or torn can
be restored otBELAIR's
Irrraging Center.
Albumsand Photos copied
while you wait. (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1 025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCLA in Mfestwood Village
2-H0UR$ FREE Validated Parking at LOTS with this symboirri

310-208-5150
Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:30-6:00; Sun 1 1-5

fARffFI^ MONTH
THE

Career Center
Is Pleased
To Present

Career Month
^—'98

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Check our website at www.saonet.ucla.edu/career for a

month-long agenda of programs to assist with your career exploration,

decisionrmaking and job search needs.

It's a marathon of special events to get

your career off to a great beginning!

Whether you're a freshman or a

senior, you'll find plenty of tips and

techniques to get you on the road

to a rewarding career destination.

Get information on how to:

•. Choose Your Major

• Explore Your Career Options

• Build a Career Action Plan

• Make Valuable Contacts

• Find the Best Internships

• Land a Full-time Job

Appreciation
A special "thank you" to these campus

departments and organizations for their

significant contributions to Career Month '98:

College of Letters and Science

Office of Residential Life

Office for Students with Disabilities

UCLA Alumni Association

MONDAY, February 23

JOB SEARCH AND THE INTERNET

5 - 7 pm Career Center

Wednesday, February 25

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:

WORKING IN THE UNITED STATES

4 - 6 pm Career Center

INTERNSHIPS ft PART-TIME

JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES

4:15 -5:45 pm 203 Covel Commons

RESEARCHING CORPORATIONS

5 - 7 pm Career Center

CAREERS IN POLITICS

7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

BLACK ALUMNI AND STUDENT
NETWORKING: EXPANDING YOUR
CAREER CONNECTIONS

7 - 9 pm James West Alumni Center

Meet professionals in a variety of career

fields who will host roundtable discussions.

Keynote speaker is County Supervisor,

Yvonne Braitwatt Burke, the 1996 UCLA
Alumni of the year. Sponsored by the

UCLA Black Alumni Association.

NEXT WEEK
Tuesday, March 3

Thursday, February 26

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT

7 pm Ackerman Union

Over 60 of the most notable names in

entertainment will be on hand to share

their experiences and expertise during an

exciting evening of roundtable discussions.

Sponsored by the Student Alumni

Association, Alumni Association and the

Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.

CAREER OPTIONS

2 -3pm 1230 Campbell

WINDOWS OF OPPORTUNITY:

CAREERS FOR WOMEN
4 - 5:30 pm 2 Dodd

The discussion will focus on careers and

work environments, and how to conduct an

effective job search. Sponsored by Womens
Resource Center.

f

. CAREER MONTH
Presented by

UCLACaieerCaiiar

From page 12

right now you're reading. But

everyone has a feast now and then,

whether it's fast food, the usual

place or even fine dining; try and

make it a habit to bring your uten-

,

sils. Otherwise things can get real

messy, and you don't want any per-

manent stains.

What does it take to make the

threat ofAIDS real? What does it__

take to get you to realize that this is

not bullshit? How many people

have to throw away their lives

because they want to enjoy sex

more? It's just plain stupid. People

die from HIV, and the other dis-

eases don't make your smile any

brighter - nor does a natural gar-

den of mushrooms on your body. If

you haven't done it yourself, then

ask yourself if you or any of your

friends could get into this situation.

Ask yourself if it truly is possible.

Doos it have something to do with

will, something to do with under- '

standing cause^md effect, or does it

have to do with common sense?

What do we realize

when it's too late? ... Do
we realize that It was

just a one-night stand,

or do we realize that

we had a choice?

Ask yourself some more ques-

tions, like how much do you like to

share your time with people you

love? When we are with friends we
all talk and laugh, we do the things

that come to mind and talk about

things that move the heart.

Days, months or years later we -

sit by a friend. The smile now has

turned to nothing, the laughter has

turned to stillness, the life has

turned to death. The memories
haunt while the present seems

intangible. We watch until the final

day, and even on that day, one

moment we look at each other and
exchange words; the next, he looks

at you in an exchange of silence.

Hours can pass, looking on and
wondering, trying to take in the fact

as it seems to be fiction. It is sorry.

It is a shame. We don't want to

accept it. Wc try not to, but the

silence screams as the reality

What does it take to

make the threat of

AIDS real? ... How many
people have to throw

away their lives

because they want to

enjoy sex more?

stands. Death. It truly is the end.

You have no power, no control.

You let go long before, but now the

consequence seems too much to

pay. If only we could go back;

you're sure it wouldn't have to be

this way, you're sure they would do
it right. You stare, and as more and
more people slowly leave, you are

still there staring, you are the last

one, you still can't grasp it. Why
won't they wake up? It's all a trick

-

wake up, nice try, you can wake up
now.

Unfor^l^nately after hours of

talking to an empty body you real-

ize that sleeping eyes do not wake;

they sleei^.forever. You still have

time. Open your eyes. You have one
life, one chance, one choice; it's

yours to make.

From page 13

through other channels. Those who
have moved on to law. medicine

and corporate America have taken

with them a rare consciousness of

the realities of our country - and a

commitment to changing them.

I hope you will choose

~to apply to Teach For

America.The decision

you make ...can change

the rest of your life

Whether you grew up in an

urban or rural community, whether

you attended public school or pri-

vate, you are now in a position to

help others who don't have the

same opportunities you have had.

Whether you are winding down the

job search or are still searching for
'

the right opportunity, I hope you
will choose to apply to Teach For

America. The decision you make in

the next several weeks can change

the rest of your life and the lives of

some of this country's most promis-

ing children.

-i • • •

If you're interested in pursuing

this opportunity, please contact

your career service office, call our

national office at 1-800-832-1230 or

visit our web site at www.teach-

foramerica.org for an application.

The deadline for applications is

March 2. -

LEHERS
From page 13

things from winning Nobel and

Pulitzer prizes to becoming leaders

of their countries. They have gotten

straight "A's," dominated their

sports, created beautiful art and

fought for their respective coun-

tries.

Remember that one out of three

Americans has used marijuana, and
if you think that all of those people

are bad role models, then you had

better lay off the crack pipe.

The NBA does not have

rules banning every

crime that can possibly

be committed.

The NBA does not have rules

banning every crime that can possi-

bly be committed. Would a player

be suspended for polluting? How
about for domestic violence? What
about using a pirate cable box?

Cleariy, the NBA cannot legis-

late every aspect of a players off-

court, personal life. If some NBA
players can light up joints like they

light up the court, what business of

yours is that? If you want to speak

iti terms of damage to one's career,

then a prison sentence is far worse

than a hundred marijuana highs

The marijuana-using NBA play-

ers have advanced their careers this

far without the heavy-handed,

"reefer mad" advice of pot prohibi-

tionisis like yourself.

Please show some regard for

their outstanding achievements.

Until you learn more about mari-

juana, then you're the one wHo has

really failed the drug test. '

'

.

' '*'

Kambiz Alihavan

Graduatc^dcnt

"History
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Schirmet Books

Cover ofAngels Dance and Angels Die."

Recent biography

finds untold story

of 'cosmic mates'
BOOK: Novice author researches

tragic relationship between Jim

-Morrison and his long-time love

By Staqr Sare

Daily Bruin Contributor

After quitting her job as a secretary and flying

to Paris, author Patricia Butler found herself

being chased by police and hiding m an open

grave to escaf>e tear gas. beatings and riot squads.

She had valked into the middle of a melee. What
was a'' ihe fuss about?

It was the 20th anniversary of Jim Morrison's

death and the singer was still stirring up a com-

motion.

Now Butler sits at Border's Cafe, sipping a cup

of coffee and getting ready to promote her recent-

ly published book, "Angels Dance and Angels

Die." The book tells the love story between The
Doors frontman, rock legend and former UCLA
film student, Jim Morrison and his soul mate,

Pamela. Butler recalls the harrowing experience

that led her to six years of extensive research and

the publication of her book.

While officials at Pere Lachaise cemetery

expected only 500 fans, 5,000 showed up. But

they assumed shutting "the doors" on Jim

Morrison was going to be an easy feat. When
guards tried to close the cemetery gates, hell

broke loose.

But in the cemetery plot, Butler didn't know
what was happening, either.

"While I was sitting there (in the grave), I start-

ed wondering what the hell was going on and who
causes this much trouble after being dead for so

long," Butler recalls. "I started asking around,

hearing fans' stories and learned that some people

had blown their life savings just to come for the

day."

Fans' stories amazed Butler. "I wasn't a fan of

The Doors or Jim," Butler says. "I didn't know
anything about him. That's why I was so taken

aback. I started asking around and just listening

to people express emotions about Morrison and

tell me more about the story and it really interest-

ed me."

This experience inspired Butler to write

"Angels Dance and Angels Die."

"When I got home, my friends said, 'Well, you

just had <i big adventure, what are you going to do

now?' and I just said without thinking, I'm going

jto write a book about Jim and Pam Morrison."

Butler says.

S«eBiniEII,pa9e19

UCLA production

professor Richard

Marks has been

nominated for an

Oscar for editing

"As Good As It

Gets."

UCLA ScKool of Fi«m and TeleviMn

UCLA professor and film

editor Richard Marks is at

the top of his field with a

fourth Oscar nomination^

Will he win or will this be

as good as it gets?

TnSUr Pictuf«i

(Left to right) Jack Nicholson, Cuba Gooding Jr. and Greg Kinnear engage in a

neighborly feud in a film nominated for multiple Oscars, including Best Fikn Editing.

By Laura Nognera
Daily Bruin Contributor

Fifteen years ago "Terms of

Endearment" was a big

Academy Award winner, tak-

ing five Oscars. This year "As Good
As it Gets," has been nominated for

seven awards. Besides sharing the

label of "sentimental comedy," these

movies also share three people - a

director, actor

and editor:

James Brooks,

Jack Nicholson

and Richard

Marks, respec-

tively.

Many may be

familiar with the

multi-Academy

Award winning

director and

actor, Brooks

and Nicholson. But as both a

renowned editor and a UCLA profes-

sor in the television and film produc-

tion department, Marks may also get

to add the coveted "Academy Award-

winning " prefix to his slightly less

familiar name.

Marks is currently in contention

for the Oscar in the Best Film Editing

category for his work on "As Good As
It Gets."

"It's very thrilling," Marks says.

"My first break was

carrying film cans

around New York City."

, Richard Marks

Film editor and UCLA professor

"When you finish working on a pro-

ject that consumed well over a year of

my life, it's nice to get recognition."

This is Marks' fourth Oscar nomi-

nation; he received his last film editing

nomination in 1988 for "Broadcast

News." He was also a nominee for the

films "Apocalypse Now" and "Terms

of Endearment."

Despite his impressive editing his-

tory, Marks has never won an Oscar.

Editing mostly

._^_^^_^__ comedies and

dramas, Marks
impairs his

chances at victo-

ry. Those genres

are not usually

considered,
much less win-

ners of the Best

Film Editing cat-

egory. In fact,

action films tra-

ditionally dominate.

"I think (action films') editing

styles are a little fiashier," Marks says.

"Or perhaps it's more obvious for an

audience to look and say, 'Oh, that

was edited well.'"

But the Academy Award film edit-

ing nomination process is done by a

panel of film editors who are familiar

with the subtleties of the job, making

SecaMMS,pa9e20

Odyssey plays everyone

in audience for the fool

Nicholson and Hd«n Hunt both received Academy Awards nominations this year for their roles in "As Good As it Gets.

TriSUf Pictures

THEATER: Show questions

moral, intellectual issues

facing present-day people

BySamToussi
Daily Bruin Contributor

When you drive up to the

Odyssey Theatre Ensemble, the the-

ater looks like little more than a fac-

tory outlet or an imitation furniture

store. When you go inside, though,

you find a theater that is among the

best in Los Angeles The only thing

that the Odyssey fails to do is disap-

point.

The Odyssey Theatre Ensemble's

West Coast premiere of "The

Jumping Fool" is no exception. The

guest production is the most recent

in a string of attracting talent to the

Odyssey Theatre.

Written and directed by Shirl

Herndryx, the play begins auspi-

ciously with the lead character (the

play is essentially a one-man show)

telling the audience that he's conned

them into showing up. Good for

him. Benoy (Charles Lucia) is a

prominent journalist with a beauti-

ful wife he's in love with and two

good kids. He's got friends, he's got

money, he's got everything. Then

one day he runs into an acrobat on

the beach, whom he accidentally

insults, and his life begins to dis-

solve. All of a sudden, he can't stop

thinking about the acrobat. He
repeatedly goes to the acrobat's loft,

searching for an answer as to why he

feels so hollow.

"The Jumping Fool" leaves each

audience member to take what he or

she will from the play so no interpre-

tation would be entirely valid. But

the play is definitely existential and

asks some questions that we've all

asked, questions about who we are

and why we exist.

On the verge of the millennium,

how have we advanced beyond ani-

mal status? Does what we do in our

daily lives mean more or less than

what they did one thousand years

ago?

It's frustrating, and Hendryx's

script exploits that frustration elo-

quently. The script revolves around

the same thought for prolonged

periods of time without any

answers. But that's the point. From
the moment Lucia steps onstage and

tells us that what we are about to see

really isn't a play, Hendryx puts the

audience and Benoy in the same

boat. Benoy is the everyday man and

through him Hendryx attempts to

explore theatrically the frustration

everyone has felt at one time or

another.

Lucia plays the part of a breaking

man with a great deal of skill. Every

facial move is justified, causing the

audience to move with every emo-

tion he has. As Lucia's Benoy begins

to dissolve into insanity, the audi-

ence begins to shift nervously at

once because they hate to see the

main character suffer and then

because they want Benoy to find his

way.

The acrobat (Philip R. Allen)

doesn't help anyone. For every ques-

tion Benoy asks, the acrobat

answers with a cryptic reply which

brings us no closer to any answers.

Allen's performance is over-the-

top and perfectly justified. With his

exaggerated Eastern European

accent and maniacal laughs his char-

acter is obviously symbolic. Allen

provides insights on just what the

character symbolizes by being as

crazy as he is onstage. Every laugh

(more like a cackle) and every out-

burst helps the audience along the

theme of the play. While the acrobat

drives Benoy crazy, he relieves the

audience to a certain extent.

If Lucia's Benoy shows the audi-,

ence frustration, it is his wife Maria

(Terry Diab) who exhibits the feel-

ing of helplessness that seems to be

the soul of the play.

Diab plays a strong, intelligent

woman who watches helplessly as

her husband disintegrates before her

eyes. The choices she makes as an

actress are touching and sympathet-

ic. At Benoy's lowest point, she_

resists bawling, choosing instead to

speak with a pent-up tear that's even

more heartbreaking.

"The Jumping Fool" is an intel-

lectually tickling and haunting play

With a combination of style and sub-

stance, it is a contemporary morality

play that's more than worthy of a

look and a thought.

THEATER: 'The Jumping Fool* runs

through March 22 at the Odyssey

Theatre Ensemble on Sepulveda just

north of Olympic. Tickets are $20 on

Fridays and Saturdays and $15 on

Thursdays and Sundays, with dis-

counts for students. Call (310) 477-

2055 for more information.

Philip AH«n (left) and Charles Uida perfornn in "The Jumping Fool."
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DJ Premier, "Haze presents ... New
York Reality Check 101" (Payday)

Mix tapes are like potpourri for the

ears. They afford the listener the

opportunity to sample many different

artists, themes, styles and much more.

Mix tapes have long held a special

place in hip-hop culture, allowing DJs
(armchair and professional alike) to

showcase their mixing skills.

Funkmaster Flex brought the mix

tape into a new era with the introduc-

tion of his anthology, "60 Minutes of

Funk, Volumes I & 2." The wide-

spread popularity of these two joints

proved the commercial viability of

nationally distributed mixed tapes.

Enter DJ Premier, beatmaster

behind the platinum-selling group

Gangstarr. and now with New York

Reality Check 101. Premo, as he is

affectionately known, came to flex his

muscles on the wheels of steel.

Warning: If you want to dance, this

is not the album to buy. There are no
smoothed-out R&B hooks or remakes

of previous classics. There .are no
thumping bass lines designed to make
your ass shake. However, if you're

interest is in the basic hip hop formula

of beats and rhymes, you cannot go

wrong. New York Reality Check 101

is for the listener who appreciates

straight-forward lyrical flow and hard-

hitting boom-bap beats.

The simplicity of this album is its

strongest selling point. There aren't

any standout p)erforTnances. Yet New
York Reality Check 101 has the feel of

a true hip-hop club. Not the kind of

establishment where the Big Willies

are flossin' the latest Vfersace and pop-

pin' Crystal, but where hoodies,

baggy jeans and boots are the norm.

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainnoent

DJ PREMIER

"NewYork Reality Check 101"

J. Jioni Palmer C>

A.J. Croce, "Fit to Serve" (RUF/
Platinum/ Polygram) While most peo-

ple haye always admired the soul in

R&B and think that jazz is one the

coolest things on earth, modern blues-

rock artists haven't received as much
jnainstream airplay as the alternative

and pop genres. Blame it on the con-

formist love for poppy rock and Star

98.7 FM.

But after listening to A.J. Croce's

newest release, "Fit to Serve," a fun

and spicy combination of New
Orleans blues and rock, the talented

son of '70s singer Jim Croce may con-

vert more pop listeners into soul fans

with his energetic and incredibly

catchy ballads about love and heart-

break.

In his third album, Croce's band is

limited to the barest essentials: bassist

Dave Curtis, drummer Paul

Ximbarow and himself on the piano.

With only the trio featured in the

music. Croce's powerful piano play-

ing is showcased throughout the entire

album. Since Croce has played the

piano professionally since the age of

17, his expertise and mastery of the

instrument is admirably evident, espe-

cially in the tracks "Trouble in Mind,"

"Texas Ruby" and "Too Late."

Croce's deep, gravel-like voice

compliments his soulful, romantic

odes to love nicely. The title track

catches the listener's attention right

away, setting the mood for the mercu-

rial album. The rest of the tracks range

from mellow tunes like "Uncommon
Sense" to happy, bouncy songs like

"I'll Get Through." "Nobody Else" a

bittersweet love song that features

Croce's unique voice and piano play-

ing to a harmonious climax, is easily

the standout on the album.

A.J. Croce brings a refreshing

Cajun flavor to pop music, but doesn't

stray far enough from the mainstream

to alarm any fragile KIIS-FM listeners

out there. Aimee Phan A-

Tlie Smooths, "Very Own Vegas"

(Polygram) Bands such as Reel Big

Fish. Mighty Mighty Bosstones and
the like found 1997 a great year for

their genre. Third-wave ska dazzled

kids everywhere with its hyper tunes

and laid-back attitude. They have also

paved the way for smaller bands to

seize their moment in the spotlight.

The debut album, "Very Own Vegas,"

proves The Smooths can shine as

brightly as their predecessors.

After touring with bands such as

The PietastcTS and Reel Big Fish, this

Baltimore band decided it was time to

produce their own compilation of reg-

gae, ska and pop-punk picks. Its own
mix of danceable beats is perfect for

any fan of playful tunes.

The swingin' style of the album's

first song, "In The Grass," starts the

album with the type of energy that

often leads to hits. Jazzy pick "78th of

Soon" and more reggae-ish "Letter

After J " demonstrate the band's ver-

satile style and talent. Their humor
also can be found in quirky little inter-

ludes such as the "Inspector Gadget"

theme belted during the song "Lord

Jack."

Some songs such as "Property is

Theft" rely on generic ska-beats, how-
ever, to carry the rhythm. It doesn't

happen too often but does mark the

album's only weakness.

Even still, there are no shortage of

foot-tapping, head-bopping beats in

this album. It is also apparent that

The Smooths would be a terrific live

band. The combo makes this album
a must-have for the die-hard ska col-

lector, placing it in line with other

small indie hits such as The
Aquab^ts and Cherry Poppin'

Daddies. Michelle Zubiate B-«-

The Apples in Stereo, "Tone Soul

Evolution" (Sire) Let's take a fantastic

journey back to the late '60s; put on

some vinyl of the latest American folk-

pop and enjoy the relaxed music of the

time.

Fast forward to the present and the

same American rock-flavored music is

alive and sporting bell-bottoms with

The Apples in Stereo's, "Tone Soul

Evolution."

Either on purpose or by accidentr-

the Apples embody the harmonious

philosophy present in early Beatles'

songs. They have carried over the for-

mula that worked back in the lava

lamp days and dragged it back into the

mainstream. The non-threatening

lyrics, mellow guitar picking, the

strategically placed "ahs" and clap-

ping during the chorus leaves no
doubt that these guys spent a lot of late

nights listening to vintage hippie rock.

Yet the music is also irresistibly

catchy and hard to turn off. Vocalist

Robert Schneider brings a soft femi-

nine touch to his vocals and on occa-

sion sounds exactly like Paul

McCartney or John Lennon. There is

no one stand-out-and-shout single on

the disc; in fact, the album flows in a

single upbeat tempo, which makes it

hard to distinguish one song from the

next. The chorus and arrangements

provide simple straightforward

rhythms that holds the ear for the

duration of a given song.

Not the best of tunes out there, but

in a scene dominated by Hanson and

Spice Girls records, the^pples will

attract flashback-starved Ifsteners.

IVinh Bui a.k.a T-Dawg B-
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BUTLER
From page 16 __

Butler admits to being clueless

about where to^o from there.

"I didn't know how to write. I was-

n't a writer. I was a secretary still."

Butler had to practice her skill at

the pen just to get to talk to people.

The novice writer also knew she didn't

want to focus on Jim's life as a rock

star. She knew there were other books

out there on Morrison.

"There was 'Jim Morrison the rock

star.' There was 'Jim Morrison the

rock star I fucked.' There was 'Jim

Morrison the rock star who was my
friend.' And that was about it," Butler

says.

"I was more interested in all the

things that led up to him being put in

that position and all the things that

went into making him the person who
made all the decisions and the actions

he did," Butler continues.

At first, Butler was going to write

the book about Pamela, who died of a

heroin overdose in 1974, three years

after Jim's death, because nobody
seemed to know anything about her.

But Butler soon learned how insepara-

ble Jim and Pam really were.

"In order to understand everything

that Jim did, I needed to understand

everything that Pamela did as well,"

Butler says. "I needed to have an

equal understanding of her and her

motivations. Before long, I under-

stood that the real story was the two of

them."

The author admits confronting the

biggest fears she had in her life during

the researching process.

"I hated it," ButJer says. "I was very

shy I didn't like to talk to people. And
here I was put in a position where I

had to call total strangers and ask

them to tell me the most intimate

details of their lives. Before I picked

up the phone, a lot of times, I'd actual-

ly run to the bathroom and throw up. I

would be so scared."

Another scary aspect was having to

re-live her subjects' lives by listening to

their friends and reading their works.

"You have to put yourselfthrough a

lot of what they went through," Butler

states. "Sometimes, it's really hard,

especially with a subject like Jim and

Pam because it's so tragic. I'm sitting

in a house of autopsy reports and

Patricia Butler wrote 'Angels DarKe arni Angels Die.

SctwmnBoolu

police reports and I have a body dia-

gram on my wall and I can tell you
how much Pam's liver weighed ... stuff

like that. It's tough to live with that

everyday."

On a more positive note, what
amazed Butler was how much faith

Jim's friends and family placed in her.

"They would take family photos

that nobody had seen before. They'd

take them out of the scrapbook and

mail them to me and trust that I would

return them," Butler says.

All of this research led to the

inevitable question: How did Jim and
Pam meet? ^

Imagine the

typical romantic ^^
scenario. "Jim

^^^^~'^'^""

saw her across a

crowded room.

They were togeth-

er from that night

on," Butler tells.

She says peo-

ple were sur-

prised to find out

that Jim said Pam
was his 'Cosmic

mate,' and had no

idea about how much Jim and Pam
had in common. Yet she also sees the

two as being ofT-the-cuff. "1 think they

were different from their peers. They
had been the odd folks out there their

whole lives," Butler explains. "They

didn't have a lot of close friends. They
didn't have much interest in 'fitting

in.' When Pamela and Jim met, it was

two kindred spirits together."

"I think that's what Jim meant by

calling Pamela his 'cosmic mate,'"

Butler continues, "because they

seemed to be the same. It wasn't just

Patricia Butler

. Author

some silly phrase. (Doors keyboardist)

Ray Manzarek said, 'They were two

halves of the same person.'"

They stayed home and cooked, went

to foreign films alone and went to

other countries to shop for Pam's
clothing store, "Themis."

Their relationship, however, had

rocky times as well. "What got

between them was Jim's alcoholism

and his fame," Butler states. "They

were in strange circumstances. The
band was a big factor that came
between them. Pam was always

encouraging Jim to leave the band.

She thought they were sucking him

dry and not giv-

^_^^__^^^__ ing him any-

thing in return.

She wanted him

to go be a poet...

not a rock star."—

Jim's and

Pam's lives

ended up like a

Romeo and

Juliet tragedy.

Three years

after Jim
^ ' y Morrison was
found dead in his bathtub, Pamela

Courson died of a heroin overdose.

Readers of "Angels Dance and
Angels Die," have been moved by this

poignant love story.

"After reading the book, I feel that

Pam and Jim were definite soul

mates," says 26-year-old Doors fan

Pamela Davis. "I liked the book
because they went more into Pam. I

knew in my heart that he was too intel-

ligent to go with someone who was
such an airhead, like in the (Oliver

Stone) movie
."

"When Pamela and Jim

met, jt was two kindred

spirits together^
;/
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Or sofa? Coffee Table? Whatever.

advertise

classified One
825-2221

UniversityOF Caufornia LEARNJAPANESE INJAPAN!
Enroll in a concentrated beginning or intermediate study program at

UCR's sister university, Fukuyama University, located near Hiroshima.

Participants in this course learn to speak, read and write Japanese and
will stay with Japanese families to gain greater understanding of the

culture as well as the laneuaee. -, . ,,-v

.

School Dates: June 29-July 24^ 1998

Orientation Meeting: April 9, 1998, 7-9 pm

Cost: $2,500 (includes tuition, meals,

accommodations, insurance and some local

transportation)

A $500 deposit is due by April 30, 1998, with

ittw balance due on May 29.

'I feel like I really experienced the Japar>ese way of life!"

'I enjoyed ttte cultural and social education,

the people, Ae beauty, the shopping - everything!"

— participants in 1997 program

UCR EXTENSION
^^L^^^ Caa^h^^V Jk^A^M^v A^^^^^^« ^S^^^^^^^^^ -All ^^, - ^L» ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Amazing
CURE

Bad Breath

Finally, Fresh

8t Clean Breath

Forever!!!

For the Freshest,

Cleanest Breath.

Visit Our Websites:

• www.uswebqoote.com

I www.tonguescraper.con

We could
bribe you

witb

tost cars

and oodles

of money•••

OQci thofs,

|ust wjhpt
we 11 do.

UCUI%

Import

Showoff

A Tribute 16

The Noodle

Asian High

Rollers

and more...

New issue

out today.

Wherever
you find

tne Bruin.
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THE INKA BRUCK MEMORIAL LECTURE
UCLA HILLEL COUNOL IN COOPERATION WITH THE
CEF^TER POR JEWISH STUDIES AT UCLA PRESENTS

ISRAEL AT 50

"A NATION !JKE NO OTHER NATIONS"
The Significanoe of Israel for die Jewish Future

Stuart Schoffman
Associate Editor, Jerusalem Report, screenwriter, and award-

winning documentahan.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

The New Relationship Between
Israel and the Diaspora

Respondent: Dr. Miriyam Glazcr. Associate Professor of Literature

and Director of the Dortort Writers Institute at the University of

Judaism. Author of Dreaming the Actual: Israel Women Wnters at the

Turn of the 2 1st Century.

Student Respondent: Rachd Metson, sophomore. Political Science,

President of the Jewish Student Union at UCLA Moderator: Dr.

Doreen Sddlcr-Fellcr, clinical psychologist in private practice and

Adjunct Clinical Professor in the Department of Psychiatry, UCLA

$12 at the door.

Free to fuU-time students with current student ID.

Program will begin at 7:30 P.M.

For more informaiion, please call Hillel at (310) 208-3081 or e-nuil us al

hillel9ucla.edu (attn: Forum)

MARKS
From page 16

the nomination an honor presented

by peers.

"In the case of drama/comedy
which is what "As Good As It Gets"

is, recognition of film editing is not

always done," Marks says. "So I think

it is particularly gratifying for me to

be nominated this year."

Marks did not foresee his successful

film editing career while in college.

Attending New York University,

Marks became interested in film but

received a degree in English literature.

"It had nothing to do with film. I

just sort of slid into working in film in a

very serendipitous way," Marks says.

Marks started in the industry doing,

low-paying entry-level work in com-

mercial editorial houses as opposed to

a start in academia.

"My first break was carrying film

cans around New York City," Marks

says.

Since then, Marks has progressed

to become an Oscar-quality editor,

working closely with director James

Brooks. Together, Marks and Brooks

have completed three potential Oscar

sweepers.

"1 think that I've done more films

with Jim (Brooks) than any other sin-

gle director," Marks says. "You start

to be able to anticipate the other per-

son's thoughts."

Marks' relationships with directors

allow him to bring out the best in

films. In the editing room, Marks

senses the performance and the mood
it conveys.

"In Richard's case, what makes

him especially good is his sensitivity to

the emotion of the moment," says

Howard Suber, coK:hair of UCLA's
Independent Television and Film

Producers Program. "He makes
actors look brilliant."

"We're really

e:Ktrdordinarily lucky to

have (Marks)."

Howard Suber

Co-chair, UCLA Independent

Television and Film Producers

Program

In UCLA's film production pro-

gram, all students are expected to edit

their own films. For 10 years, Marks

has taught advanced editing courses.

"Richie enlightens us with the edit-

ing process," says Joe Neulight, a grad-

uate student in the directing program.

Marks' peers on the faculty feel

similarly about his talent and teaching

ability.

"He's in a very enviable position

and we're really extraordinarily lucky

to have him," Suber says. "Given

how much professional demand is

placed around his time and energy,

it's a wonder he has time to continue

teaching."

Although Marks is extremely busy,

he was at home the morning the

Academy Award nominations were

released. Marks and his wife were

waiting near their phone, hoping it

would ring.

"The Academy Award nomina-

tions come out so early in the morn-

ing." Marks says. "You sort of know
if your phone rings that you've gotten

the nomination and if it doesn't ring,

you know you haven't."

On the morning the nominations

were released, Marks was among oth-

ers in the film industry waiting for the -

most important phone call of the year.

Was he expecting that fateful phone

call?

"The truth is you try not to think

about it," Marks says. "You always

hope that it will happen, but really if

you are sane at all, you try not to think

about those things."
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advertising Information

Address Rates
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-MaH: dassifledsOmedia.ucia.edu

WalK htipy/www.dailybrutn.ucla.edu

Phone
Classiftod Una: (310) 825-2221

CtassMted Dteptoy: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-TlMR 9:00am-4:30pm

-Fri: 9:00am-2:30i)m

Daily, up to 20 words

...each additkmal word

Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additk)nal word
Monthly, up to 20 words

...each addftranal word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

Information.

r ^ *<
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piT^T*rM-ictvc^
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Deadlines
CtaasHtedUneAds:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
P\^se make checks payable to 'The

UCLA DaUy Bruin." We accept Visa.

MastCard, and Discover credit cards.

ANow 5 woridng days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• Start your ad with ttie merchandise you
are seltifig. This makes it easier for readers

to quicldy scan the ads and locate your

items

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations

—

make you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.
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1100-2600

SUNGLASSES FOUND on Friday between

12-1pm on Hilgard Ave. Pick up at 118

Kerckhoff HaU (The Daily Bruin) at the wind-

ow.

Alcoholics AiKmymous
MAon. DlKMMMiL rfL Slw SliM^. SSI/ AcHnHon
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FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Scholarships Business Medical
bJHs. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-
9000 Ext G-1650.

NEED CASH??- earn $1 ,000 per month P/T
from dorm/apt. Clear up school bills before

you graduate. 1-888-279-1994

RAISE $500 In one week. FurxJraising op-
jx>rtunities available No financial obligation.

Great for dubs. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCU STUDENTS. facuMy and staff: benefit

from k>w-co6t firMncial services & on-canv
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

ine ai ww«f.ucu.org or can 310-477-6628

"THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
SPONSIBILrrY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babyfacecf Ail-Amer-

ican? Bisexual? Curious? Ctoseted Gay'
Nervous atx>ut your peers? I've been there

Handsome. 1 5-year local professional, well-

buitt, physically fit, "straight'-appearing,

healthy. BUI 310-824-2433.

STRAIGHT/BI GUYS
Two guys, 26/28, seek third White/In shape

only, urxler 27 with personality Westwood
area. First tinte okay/discreet/safe. 310-474-

9650

use
ANNBNB«KO
SCHOOL FOR

COMMUNlCA-nON

School of

Journalisin
Master's Degree Pragrains

The use SCHOOL ofJOURNAUSM is now accepting applicabons for its

professionai Master's Programs in Print, Broadcast and International

Journalism, as well as Strat^ Public Rdabons beginning in August 1998.

Annenbeig students are afforded the opportunity to:

• Lean from nabonally respected and award-winning print and

broadcast journalisis and public icUliomprofesnials

• Study in one of the worid's largest media maiias- Los Angetes

• Leam and experience online iechnok)gics in Annenbog's integraied

new medu curriculum

• Pttticipale in internships throughout the country at major news
oi]ganizalions and pubik relations agencies

• Take pan in ow Intemainnal Journalism program in London, Hong
Kong, or Mexico Qiy

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25, weight between
80&120lt>s., with normal periods, to pank>
pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs.

Receive S25.00 for complete parlKlpation

Dr. Ian YipO310-206-1987

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraine&behavior Participants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire. $10 will be offered after return of com-
pleted questionare Qualified participants will

currently have mild/no headache&have been
diagnosed by their doctors as having had
severe migrane in the past Leave
name&address. 310-208-7187votcemaii557.

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES, 18-70 need-
ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medicine Phy-
sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity.

$2S/hr p<us parking Up to 4 hrs. 31t}-825-

1118

NONSMOKERS AND HEAVY TOBACCO
SMOKERS 30-50/yrs old needed tor Re-
searcti Bronchoscopy. $175 (2-visits) 310-

206-0396

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed lor UCLA research study Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental
evaluation, and get a scientifk: learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(healthy

or heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery Dtsease-UCLA. $25/hr Up to 8
hours. 310-825-1118

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (M&F) 18-20 years

of age for a study on tx>ne health WiH re-

ceive $50 plus free nutntH3nal, bone density

and strength assessment, and comprehen-
sive bkx>d analysis. Please call the UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help
Infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

f>ealth screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an Infertile

couple'7 If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. All races needed Compen-
sation $3,500 00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

A representative will be visiting, on
Wednesday, February 25th, in Kinsey 346,
from 5:00 - 6:00 p.ni.

For more information or an application, please contact

Deborah Blalce, Director of Graduate Studies, USC School of

Journalism, Los Angeles, CA 90089-028 1 . Telephone:

(213)7400900. emaU: dblake@usc.edu

or visit our website at httpyAvww.usc.edu/dept/annenbeig

Application deadline is July 1, 1996

^ r/»« PIECES,^ Together*!'"^
Are you or Is someone you know 18+ years oW and suffering from Anxiety? You
may quaRfy for an impmiant medkal research study If your symptoms Indudc:

Q Excessive Wony

Q Feeling Tense or Irrltaljte

: .* Q Difficulty Concentrating **•

Quallfled parttdpants may receKw up to $800.00.

At GMorala CMcal Trials, a premier research facility, vye are focused on testing

medications that could possibly Improve lives and lead to future medical break-
throughs. Quallfled participants will receive quality care from our research staff, a
free basic physical exam and lab tests. Enrollnrient is limited. Be part of the solution

and call now.

TOUFREE
1-888-CC-TRIAL
(l-8tt-22S-741S)

Califorma Clinical Trials
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13 Baseballer
Slaughter

14 Actress Perlman
15 Instruments

17 Declaration

19 Singer Judd
20 Charged particle

21 Fish eggs
22 Christmas

- decoration

23 Major artery

25 Stan a
paragraph

26 Narrow inlets

29 Freight

31 Expire

32 Pianist Iturbi

33 Back of the necK

37 Actress Gardner
38 Sandwich shops
39 Gibson or Fencer

40 Big celebration

42 Methods
43 SarvJbar

45 Bushed —
47 Sails alor>g

48 Large number
51 Black

53 Mysterious

54 Tote

55 Get the gokj

medal
58 Small pleasure

59 Ice pellet

62 Char
63 — Boteyn
64 Curved lines

65 Act

66 Trout's horrie

67 Mutton or pork

DOWN
1 Lucy's partner

2 "Out of the

SaDQ] HDC3S

SD amas[

OElA F]HE1TMS E T

ISIAITIllslFmllTtElQlul I IlIaI

Sams laaDaaaci I

so @[iQ QSBDSDD
rGTOTNiD OIL I lElRISMAIOINIEI

trying pan, —
thefire"

3 Reddish-brown
horse

4 NY hfs.

5 Dresses as a
kr>ight

6 Piece of paper
7 Rooster's mate
8 Have lurKh

9 Dividing into

disthcts

10 Leave behind
1

1

Certain kxip

12 Mkldle Eastern

country

16 Sediment
18 Wash away
22 Gets bored

23 '— tonga, vita

brevis*

24 Altar boy
26 Iris

27 Island near

Borneo
28 Gemstone

30 Sale caveat

32 Actress Marsh
34 — Atonzo

Stagg
35 —moss
36 House wings
38 Resided
41 Relieve

43 Ditties

44 Alfalfa

46 Hit with stones

47 Shalk>w ravine

48 Cooks' needs
49 Sharp-smeMirx

50 Sotting

52 Twinkle

55 Was ctothed in

56 Ancient

Peruvian

57 Cozy
refug*

59-2001"
computer

60 Literary

coUectton

61 Jaunty hat

HO.
0*
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Classifieds

825 2221

EGG DONORS]
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(510) 829^782

^ Piano Rentals ^
^ Low Monthly Rates ^
•Hollywood Piano Rwfitai Cornpan^

213-462-2329 ^••••••••••

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile couple is hoping to hnd a compas-

sionate woman to help us have a twiby.

We're hoping for someone wtro has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate. Age 21 -30 ThanK you for your

consideration. Compensation $3,500-

$5000+expenses If you can help us, please

call 1 -800-886-9373 ext.6733.

transportation

^ ~
»"" ^'

4500 - 5500
^mmm

mamtm^

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonyrrwus infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-888411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

n 1989 CHfcVHOLEl CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

white, excellent condition, $3,750. 310-474-

0555

1993 MAZDA PROTOGE LX. 5-spe«d,

64Kmi, AC, CC, TW, all power, snrf, CD. al-

loys. Pro-lock. $7400. 310-657-7749.

1996 HONDA CIVIC- Hatchback, CX, silver,

5-speed, A/C. 32,000 nrtiles, excellent condi-

tion, $8,900. 310-203-7568

87 VW JETTA. 4-door. Silver, sunroof, CD-

player, A/C $3250. Call Chrise 310-553-

5946.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors Ages 19-32 Egg

donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception

88 TOYOTA MR2 Must sell. 5-spe«d, AC,

sunroof, extras Super dean! $3,950 obo.

Call Stephen, 818-504-1177.

CLASSIC AUTO
1963 CHEVROLET Corvair. Burgundy

w/Wack converliWe top&interiof B2 head-

lights, used in commercials, new white walls,

looks&runs great, priced to $ell:$4700.

JayO3l0-440-074S.

HONDA CIVIC 1991, black. 4-door, automat-

k;. power windows, A/C. Good conditwn, new

tires. 310-202-8334.
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LAP TOP COMPUTER
MAC 5300SERIES
OBO. 310-360-0827-

Brand New. $1800

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNSAFOSTER Ateo Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119 95, Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$189 95. King8-$239 95 Futons-

$149.95 Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310^77-1466.

MATCHING OVERSTUFFED WHITE
LEATHER(LiKE) CHAIR. $200. 7FT-
QUEENSIZE SOFABED $300. Uke new.

310-471-5326.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
T¥wn $79, Fun $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Order* Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150. Can deliver 310-822-3284

MUST SELL!
1985 VW JETTA GTl MUST SEE! Impecca-

ble exterior/interior, sunroof, stereo, 5-

speed, great conditkxi Sacilfice tor $3,400

obo 562-432-2119

SEIZED CARS from $175. Poraches, CadH-

lacs, Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps.

4WDs, Your Area Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A- 1650 lor current listings.

-74 BMW 30 CS COUPE. Fully rMMMd
dassk;. Navy. aytomatK. AC, sunroof, aS

power $13.SOOobo. 310-S57-1S07. Cootoflt

car on campusi

-81 MAZDA RX7: sky blue, 34.000 miles

Good conditkxi. S-speed, standard stereo,

n«w paint job $2000. CM 816-793-2785

•82 VW VANAGON DIESEL Excellent condi-

tion. New tires 101,000 miles 1GHV742.

$1.700. 310-474-5271.

"83 280ZX Onginal owner, ful patit, excel-

leni condttKxi Jade-gray, btock&gray Intarlor.

$6,900. A real beauty! Good tires and

aium/tockt 310-472-1915

•87 4D00R VOLVO DL SEDAN. Go«, 1-

owner, manual transmisston, phone
installed. New bras IIO.OOOM $6,000 OBO.
Carolina: 213-634-5254.

-89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wt)ee« drive Fully kMded. excellent

conditon, rtms, CD/stereo. $10,900 Must
see. 310-679-1464.

'90 MAZDA MIATA: Red. excellent conditon,

runs grMi, S-ipeed. P/S, air, alarm, AM/FM
cassette, new speakers $6800. 213-656-

8579

'94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed Ex-

cellent conditk>n. $8250 Please call

ZainO310-477-6612.

-97 FORD EXPLORER SPORT. 2-<Joor. Au-

tomate, power aH, AC, cassetls, alarm Low
miles Perfect. Take over lease |324/mo. or

buy. Musi sell! 213-506-2063.

'97 HONDA CIVIC HX Red, 2door, aulo,

/V/C, cassette, power window/doorlocks,

alarm. Low miles. Perfect. Must Sell. 213-

506-2063

SOLO FLEX with butterfly and leg extensk>n

$400 or best offer. Contact Pathck at tncks-

taOucIa edu or 310-354-033i5

Great deals everyday

travel

5600 " 5720

AQUA TRAVEL INC

1985 YAMAHA 1«5Z. Black Only 6000
miles Perfect conditwn Sokl w/ gk>ves, hel-

metAtock. $800. Call Fabrice 818-246-3853.

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN AIR, CAR, HOIEL RESERVATION AT

hnpJ/www.pii$mawb.eonUa<iuaimm

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Intemotonal Airfares

Touf Pockoges

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

*Asla*Alrico*Aifllrato*EutQM*Soutti Americo*

1ndlo*CanodQ*Mtxico*H(niioii*

i^AMMtfrl MnoNoMf/IMRtiliriM
PimtM sub|id to ctionM mftfixf nam AMlMiy moy bi

MiMWbndMTOWMonimoyapvtr PUlow

PHONE (310) 441-3680
f0850 HttMl^ Stfl 424, NMMWi C4 900241

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK Two tttkets.

LA to Orlando or Foil Lauderdale $200ea.

212-946-1173.
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>biA« in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 Wostw/ood Blvd

.

C2 t>ik». So. or Wll»t-»lf

)

6100

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and greer) cards call

experienced immigr/itJon attorney Reason-
able rates and Iree consultations. Call 213-
251-9588 for attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!
Visas. Work Permits, & Labor Certifcatron. A
California Corporation Since 1982. Immi-
gration Specialist. Can: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION. Work Permits. Green
Cards. Citizenship. Investor Visas...

Anoel V^A QNTER"
Reasonably Priced. Reliable. Efficient

Immigration Service. For Free
Consultation Call: 310-47g-2899.

Confidentiality Guaranieed.

ADVOmSE
FREE FOOD/ENT.

—http;//www.thelaweb.com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING,
ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win

IMOO
Moviii/Staniis'

Bt-: .MOVERS 213-263-2378 Licensed,
insured. Lowest rates Fast, courteous, and
careful Many students moved for $98 Lie -

T- 163844 NO JOB TOO SMALLi

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live wjth fahiily. Four
weeks-$875: 5cla$ses/day, room&board.
CALMECAC. Calixto 2, Guanajuato, Gto
36000 Mexk» modem560quijote.ugto.mx

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688 SF, LV. SO. AZ. Go Bruins

JERRYS MOVING & DELIVERY The care-
ful movers. Experienced, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available, Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCUII

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critrcally-

imponant personal statements? Get profes-

sk>nal help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-
ta Monk» College. Business and travel

Starting Feb 28>April 25. Six Saturdays,

9am- 12pm. $75. Partcipatkw encouraged
310-452-9214.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
PsiaofMl SMMnanh, Picpoarii and Books.

Sharon wr.WtO. (310) 470^662

mm
ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supporlive, confidential counseling Anxiety,

depresskxi, relationships. Hypnotherapy for

test preparatk)n Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA, MFCC
310-289-4643.

GOODBYE TO ACNE!
PIMPLES CURED. 30Ktey $$back guaran-

tee. Send $28.75 to: Tolentino Marketing

22620 Ocean #2 Torrance, Ca 90505

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENERGY! All-natural, safe, effec-

tive Average 5-10 IbsTweek 30-day nrraney

back guarantee 1-800-600-0343 ext 1726

/«t'v

Los Cabos ;pUb
Honolulu ^215

London $370
Paris i39tt

\ m. WMO TUP, OO im IKUIM WKS.
: DCsnicTHM Amr. croui

ij 10904 Lindbrook On've

\t Los Angeles .

!;* (310) 206-3551^

\: 1020 Westwood Boulevard

I Los Arvgdes

(310) 209-1852

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Holet p«*-

ages $344up 1-668-PICANTi. Spwe Hm«-

ad.

\
$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors! II Great oppodunHy. Call now: 1-

800-532-6690.

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union lo fund your

Stafford Loan* (Lender Code 832123). Also

nctiM* \Bm<oti financiai servk:M. 310-

477-662S: hqp7/www ucu org

STUDENT LOANS, GRANTS AND SCHOL-
ARSHIPS! 886-365-1326

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONES price or don't *»ant

your businiM AH drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/statt/taculty discounts Request the

Bnjin Plan' 310-777-3817 or 213-673-

3303.

Displa"

2063060

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYIIt Flat fee/low cost/payment plans.

Law o«c6s of White & Assoc. (UCLAWW)
800-420-9996/31 0-207-2089.

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedk^ted professk>nal.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professk>nal musi-

cian. All ages and styles. Reasonable rates.

Private WLA recording studk). 1st session
free. 310-397-2524.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons. $13Air
my home or $23/hr your home. Acous-
tk;&electric Jules: 310-398-2480.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classcal Musk;- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-
els Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience. Free the

beauty of your vok:e throug^l good vocal

technique. $40mr 310-470-6549

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

Davkl 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455.

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

and complete resume senrk^s. 213-444-

2033

iiiefit
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Customer Information
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PtIONE:

Adi rmnt b« uiirftitlsd in Mnon or by nwil No phon* or<Wt occ^ilid. No inotDr S
vahide or moil order odt alo«Md. Dmlim n 2 viol days prxx lo ia^ *
Bnm BagaiM apfNor wmry WNinnday and Fndoy Umil o( 4 Itm adt par ccmkxner.

AD-TEXT
Item:

(15 chars, max., including spaces)

Descripbon: (20 chars, max.. inckjding spaces)

Pnce: $ (ex. $25. $1056a .FREE. Please round to the rtearsst dote)

Ptwne: ( )
-

'*•''•*
(15 chars max., inckxHng spaces)

Oescription: (20 chars max.. indudmgapMes)

Pnce: $ (eJt.$25.$105ea,FnEE.Pteaseroundtothe nearest dolar)

Ptwne: L-J— -

f^^f^: (15 Chars, max., including spaces)

Desctiption: . (20 than, max , indudkig spaces)

Price: $ (ax. $2S.$t06M .FREE. Please round to tw nearest ddar)

Ptnne: ( )

ttom: (15 chars max.. including spaces)

Description: (20 chut. max.. indudbig spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25. SlOSea .FREE. Please round to Ihe nearest dolar)

Phone: t.J—- cur

ANSWERING I^CH $17 310^12-5342Panasonic

BARSTCXXS (2) bk, chrome, swivel sao 310-208-7551

B8ALLT1X ASU student tix sao 310-206-5063

BEDSIDE TABLE antique, octagonal $30 310-82&6304

CHEMTV-CDSWKBK ^,^ ^^
sas 310362-4071ZODs-etexi-woncDooK

COFFEE/END TABLE glass topAnartiie txjttom $80 310-44&6886

CX)L0R7V1T Hrtachy $36 310312-5342

CORDLESS PHONE w/answeiing machine $30 310-208-2460

DIAMOND BACK 26' mountain bike $t7D 310-475-1429

DISHES 40pcMikasa/bUc $60 310-208-7651

ERICSSON BATTERY 2 8limNiMh6V500mAh $408a 310-753-7050

ETHERNET CARD PC.great4donm8 $25 31&415-1583

FULL SIZE FUTON tik md frame, cover $100 3104206304

GRAPHING CALC Casio $60 310312-5342

GRFFX H20 PIPES al new from dealer $30 3106262944

IBM COMPUTER SOFTWARE. KEYB. MOUSE$360 3102005632

IKEA4LACK TVch«r $20 310ai2-5342

JEWELRY BOX loralprtrrt, large $60 3103007811

LABOOAT-GOQQLES $5 310362-4071

MAC PWRBOOK 170 laplap.80K.4MB3ys7.0 N/A 310-204-1463

MONITOR ir Sony Trinitron $475 310-268-1050

OCHEM TEXTBOOK w/aitnmanual-likenew $B6 310362-4071

PHONE&ANS.MACH Phone-mate $46 310312-5342

PRINT SrivadorPal $6 310208-7551

REFRIGERATOR great oondWon $09 3104464886

SOFA beige&big $ee 3104406886

STUDENT DESK white $10 310208-7551

STYLEWRITER II 3-yr8 of warranty left $75 3103007811

TEXAS INST. Tl-82 graphing cakxialor $60 3103009469

TIRE CHAINS lor 4wd. never used $60 31O20&0638

UCLABBAL Aftzona student Ix $36m 3102005083

UCLABBALLTIX UCLA vs. Arizona $45 310824-2190

UCLAVANPOOL Pasadena tickets $3.S0ea 626-7903698

Classifieds

825-2i^21
NeetJ extra cash^ Sell something' Display

206-3060

— - "- -1 I- 1^ ^i^^^Mf
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PROFESSIONAL

RESUMES
ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028 Pager

213-344-7581 http;//www.online-

lat>s.com/danni/res/ir>dex.htm

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service Our

Clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785.

ENGLISH/WRITING/SAT TUTOR- experi-

enced. Patient teacher, UCLA Law Degree,

MA. Journalism, flextt>te hours, foreign stud-

ents welcome I 310- 477- 0881

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph D
Chemistry, Physics, English Elerrwntarythru

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA 310-398-

0693

SPANISH LESSONS. Expenenced. Master

degree One on one. At your ^^^S*-^^^'
First class lr«e. ^4ever boring,' Wndfi'lWi
310-723-1087

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph D offers tutonng,

term paper assistance. English, Social Sci-

eiKe, History. Foreign Students Welcome

Call: 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guararrteed High school and

below welcon^e. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOrt
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—tor students of

all ages/levels S15/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED PT Hrs flexi-

ble 310-206-1367
' —«—.^^.^^^..^-^-^.^.-^-^—.^

SAT-TUTOR, English instructor needed tor

private school. ASAP, contact Doctor

Kime818-72S-9797.

10-i-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes.
Application Typing, Editing. Notary & More'

LegaMMedical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-

TfONS. LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTIhKa DISSERTATION/THES-

ES DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES
ACE AWARDS, ETC 310-820-8830

WORD PROCESSING spedatizing In

es, dissertations, transcnption. resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica. 310-«28-6938. HoUywood. 213-466-

2888. ,

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcriptton,

etc Fax, email, mail, brmg worV to me
Rushes Student discount 818-830-1546

employment

7400-8300

1^400

Classifieds

825-2221

Nc •^ from home starting first

month. No selling. Must be teachable For

free into., call 1-800-322-6169 ext 3154.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief surrtmary: 310-

393-7412.

M«n and Woman for

commwcial. catalog
& print ads

$1 50 to $2S0 per hour
* Beverly Mltls *

'* No Fa* * No Experianca

P10t-g73-2g6>

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PVT, WLA School looking for capable and

experierM^ed teacher assistants to wor1( with

elementary level students, M-F, 8AM-1PM.

Begin 02/23/98 CaH: 310-476-2868 Ask for

Mr. Nastn.

EVLMNuA:;L: i.'VLL.^L.f.- _:;.-.—A;;i.tiy

expener>ced. vivacious, mature lady. Tod-

dlers to school-age Wastside or Valley ar-

eas References Sandra 9818-901-7461.

CHILD CAHL f OH ^iiU^^ i, ,i;i. . :, .'.'.
; _.JU-

7PM Mar Vista. Responsibilities: Driving, af-

terschool activities, and hw. References-f

valid license needed. 310-477-7171.

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING, P/T. 3-

7pm, W&Th. Must drive. 2 chiWren, 11415.

310-277-7195.

FEMALE, ATHLETIC, fun-toving w/chikJ de-

vekjpment background r>eeded to work w/6-

yeAr-oW boy weekday afternoons. 310-471-

0804.

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to

help with afterrraon pickup+homework. 2-

children (15+10). WLA. 3hrs/day 4-

5days/week negotiable Day-310-552-6836

EVE-31 0-577-4830

PARTTIME SITTER, Mon, Wed. and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-old/t>oy Experience. k>cal

references, and CDL required. 310-i54-

7490.

RESPONSIBLE, FUN, CARING babysitter

3-4 afterrvjons for girls 446 Help w/after-

school activities Female preferred w/own

car, valid drivers license, irtsurarKe+refer-

ences. $8-1Q/hr. Cheviot Hills. 310-280-

0253

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny

tor active 5-yr-okl boy RafererKfes required

310-573-9393 aftneroons and evenings M-F.

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk For 2 chiWren

ages 648 Long hours, days are flexible.

Westwood area. Pay negotiable.

NomwO31&-869-0346 bakaaan 10am-6pm.

•ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Wmdows/lntemet plus. Ser>K>r/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communk:ation. No
dress code/reception duties S7-$9,

17hr*/wk. Serious inquirie8:Fax:310-395-

0509

SI 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAIUNG our

circulars No experier>ce required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 410-783-8279.

"RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/r POSITION AVAILABLE. Enarga-

tic, articuiate, professional, nk;e allituda.

Needed M, W. F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

offce in WLA and Irvine WHh excellent sal-

ary and benefit Please call: 310-826-7494.

ADMIN ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

filing & general admin Fax resome:31 0-247-

1707/mail POB 5150, Bev Hills 90209.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for profes-

sional MD Home office in WLA Strorig com-

puter+administrative skiNs necessary 20-

25/hrt-wf(. $9-12/hr departding on experi-

ence 310-470-7019.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting arKi compular skins P/T Flexible

hours. PacifK Pakaadas. We are natkxial

flowarahippars 310-230-0611

Six Japanese translators to work with

I

high school student groups on Thursday.

I MaichS. from l-3PMatUCLA. Payis

negoiiable. If interested, contact Lisa

Walker at (310) 391-7127 ext. 225.

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
how-to-books, reports, and manuals Call for

free mfo-pack!! 1-800-466-9222, ext. 7891

24hrs

MONEY IN YOUR
MAILBOX LEARN MAILORDER BUSI-
NESS Unlimited-income. Send k>r>g salf-ad-

drasaad stamped erwekipe to LST Marketing

3924 Sapulveda «ia6 Torrance. Ca 90505

ADMINISTF^TIVE ASSISTANT Vocattonal

ranaDHRanon oomparry. nafponsnaiaa in-

clude: asaisi courwafing staff w/ganeral of-

fee duties Must be bMingual (Engiish/span-

ish) write and read. Highly dalaiiad onent-

ed/organized Compular Warata. Fax Robin:

310-996-6760.

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS Satas and book-

ing positions at modeling company Will train

PT/FT position Commiasion only. 310273-

2566

(Sml-TIhim. iMililt, tMk •« SM. t iw Mhhoom)

CaalKlCiilMGonNi

31f-7M4277
1063 Gaytay Amom. 4l»i floor, Westwood
we are able to offer work study

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps Part-time im-

mediately Full-time late spring Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARCHITECTURE/ENG.GRAD STUDENT
Private party looking for architec-

ture/eng.grad student to develop plans for

new family honrve. Please call Odi: 213-933-

2752.

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY!
Immediate part-time positton available in

prestigious Beverly Hills silverware store

Responsible for all shipping4receiving;

store maintenance4cleaning Schedule

flexible to suit your hours $8.50/hr. 30

hrs/wk. Please contact Chnstofle 9515

Brighton Way. Beverly Hills. 310-858-8058.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

up to $20/hr, day/eve classes, 1-2 week

classes, 310-973-7974. International Bar-

terKler's school.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.S0/hr-KX>nwnission learning the.

financial markets Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT Santa Monica offkre. 310-394-

3364, Scott. FAX 310-656-2434.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/custonter sanrice agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel. WORK 15-

20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR+ 32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE., LA
90024. PHONE 310-794-0151. FAX 310-

794-8503.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER Mount St

Mary's CoUega. 3pm-11pm or 5pm-1am
$6/hr to start 310-541-7775

CARETAKER Look aflar 76yr old man. Ex-

ercise, take to pool. Must driva wAwuranca.
P/T Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402.

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed tor feature

films, commercials, and music videos. Earn

up to S240 per day! Ho axparierwe needed
Work guaranteed! CaH today 213-851-6103

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-time tor email

busy law firm in Beverly HiHa. Great fwnda-

on experience! S7/hour. Plaasa call: 310-

659-9393

COMPUTERH'ELECOM
Fast growing internal company tooking for

customer servk:^ repe. Part-time 6arrv-10am

M-F, 6pmHnk)night M-F. Friday4Saturday

poaWtona lor midnight to Sam or all hours. In-

dudaa phone sales and tech support. Com-
pular mfMhanot pflaiiad. In Weshwood.
rnlnmaa from campus. Fluency in French.

Qarman or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in ait,

gym, nature. vk)eo. and ropas naadad by to-

cal daycamps Must be responsibia, energe-

tic, artd enjoy workirtg with chitoren. 310-

472-7474x110

COVEL COMMONS ia hiring responsible

students for meetir>g room set-up crew. Must

enjoy customer servtoe. Some lifting.

$6.77/hr 15-20hrs/wk Call FelKia at 310-

206-2842 to apply

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING Positions start at $7 18/hr

with promotions up to S9.47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academic
year remainirtg and a vaUd driver's lk»ma.
Call 310-826-21 48 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positons at Univaiiity Credit Unton Ex-

cellent pay. hours, and workir>g environnr>ent

at the financial maMuHon sen/ing UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

w^ at www.ucu.org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urban dog playcare 4 training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts 310-445-1447

DOG-WALKER NEEDED Mon-Fri. after-

noons in exchange for parking privilagas.

Home- walking distance from campua. Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969.

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flaxiUa hours.

Fkiwer shipper needs depandaUa worliars.

$8/hr Vehicle provided Weal LA tocation

310 230-0811

EXPERIENCED MULTI-TASKED RECEP-
TIONIST needed to handle multiple lines

Growth potential with inveatmant banking

firm. $8/hr SoniaO 310-444-0077.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play coMaga age range

for •jpcom:ng films No expailenoa neces-

sary. 16-r, union/nonunion okay, all looks

needed. NTM:818-752-6044.

F/T WRITER for Immigration law firm In Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. Sll/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK
P/T, fast-paced, WLA medtoal dffk». Filing

medial records, x-rays, and gerwral duties.

Fax resume 310-286-2710 attn Kay.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City finn. Light

plx>nes/typlr>g. Heaving filing. Fax resume to

Margarita Fox 310-785-1464.

FLYERING: Part-time posittons available at

$6/hr. Frosting flyers on campuses. Set your

own hours. 310-838-2331.

FRONT OFFICE Medical PT li«on-3:30-7:30

Th-3:30-730 Sat-830-130. Greet patients,

phones, filing, computer, and general offce

duties Experience helpful. 310-443-1550.

FUN&$$$
Seeking motivated indlvMuals interested in

having fun4making a difference. Stror>g

earning potential PT Call 310-649-5075.

FUN SUk^lwlER JOBS' Gam valuable exper.

ercc working witb :tiildren outdoors. We .it

'ook'ng for fjn, ca'ing. Summer Day Ca''ip

Slat' wnose sjrrnor home s m the San Fo/

n,nfto or Corejo Valley. Ventura. Cardan, o

Mal'bt 0' S'fTii Valley Summe' s^a'^s
range fron $2 iCO-3.200- Call 818-86S

6?63 or e'^n- us a" CampJoOs^ao' con-

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA. Conversatton only. Flexible hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Work outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp. Coun-

setors-flnstructors: swimming, archery, ten-

nis, photography. musK-fanvirorwnental edu-

catwn. Call 310-399-2267.

HEALTHY GOURMET NEEDS food delivery

driver Mondays and/or Fridays. Car must fit

l&f coolars. Insurance a must. About $50-

SlOtVday. 310-829-0111.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES it hiring

Student and non-eludent workers. BtMible

scfwduiing. 15-20 hra/wlL $8J6/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-sludanli. Contact Ray
or BnKe at 310-825-7686.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS r)aedad $45,000 Inconw poten-

tial Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC uaers needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10106.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND
SALES High commiaaton salary. Paid vaca-

ttons. Flexible houm. Saiaa axpartenca help-

ful but not neceaaary. CaH DavW: 626-824-

9619

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediataty. RiV)idly expand-

ing 1^ experience neoaeaaiy. Fun Gaining

P/T $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR Sinai Akiba. privala actool

near UCLA. M-F, 9- 1pm. Muat Hka chNdran.

athlettos. Call JW Lindar«310-475-6401,

ext 284

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T

Psychok>gy student/work study aHgibla pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268 4498.

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair removal

company in BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male/female. Friaridly, detaH-ori-

ented, will train. S1S-tes/hr. 310-247-0099.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERrcA'S FAVORITE TANNING reaoit Is

expandlng4has linutedVof FT openings tor

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants Pos. are limited so call now4ioin LE

BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

Phone Magic
SERIOUS-MINDED

TELEPHONE WORKERS
PART-TIME

Not afraid of hard work
to earn excellent

commissions, plus

bonuses, in professional

Village office. Call for

information.

qt (310) 209-0081 a^

LOUISE'S TRATTORIA. 11645 San Vk«nte

Blvd. Brentwood. Host4counter needed.

Part-time Please apply in person t>etween 3-

5pm No phone calls.

fi^ARKETING/ADVERTISING/SALES MAN-
AGER for innovative new firm Imaginative,

nrK)tivated, er>ergetk: Marketing/advertising

experience helpful. P/T Open salary. Call

310-305-8680 or fax resume: 310-822-1127.

MQAT
BIOLOGICAL and ptiysrcal sciences semi-

nars in March. July, and August/1 998. 1 -800-

305-4415, huntdOcc.umanltoba.ca

MODELS WANTED by protesskjnal photo-

studio for upcomir>g assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashton/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types-18>! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medk:al! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT '

Work In the great outdoors. Forestry, wild Hfe

preserve. concessionaires, fireflght-

ers4more. Competitive wages-i-benefits. Ask

us how! 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT S8/r\r. Next to campus.

Flexible hours. Small law offk:e. Light typir>g

310-441-0966

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-'

wood driving and traffic school Part-time Fri-

day. Saturday and Sunday. CaH for informa-

tkjn. 310-824-4444.

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT lor real estate

company ckiae to campus Flexible hours

16-20 hrsTwk., $8/hr computer literate (MS
Word/Excel), phone, filing, organized, reli-

able. 310-471-0206 Ext. 15.

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr. Mon-
Fri. 9am-5:30pm SmaH irrwnigralkxi law firm

in Century City. Computer litarata, good
phone skilla. fHe, phones. PoaWon includes

an other job related duties. Begins ASAP.
310-553-6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pri-
vate trainir^ opportunity. 5 days/weak. M-F.

6am start $500/nnonth. Fax infonnation:

310-476-7976

RECEPTIONIST- PT- Frklaya 11:30em-

6pm $11 Aw. Wofd procaasing and spraad-

sfiaat experlanca a ploa bol not fVQalfvd.

Walk from UCLA. Teny«310^73-5368

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri. No experience required. Phones,

computers, Exca8anl aalwy^analin West-

LA. Be part of a fantatte Hami 310-476-

4206. ; .,

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY needed pft

lor management company, call 818-981-

8701

RETAIL SALES RaM salas books PT
CMUren book knowtadpa raq. WLA. 310-

559-2605.

STUDKD REPS NEEDED. $7-$1Vhr -fbo-

nuaes. P/T. No experience needed. Working

wither students. Great RH* / FAT work. 213-

862-6844.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Decalhkyi Sports

Club Pak) AKo, CA $65-S80M«y. 6/22-8/14.

660-365-8638

SURROGACY Profaaaienal ooupla sacks

woman to help ttiem have a chM through

surrogacy. $20,000. 80O-4S0-S343.

T.V. PILOT
On Asian Culture. SaaMng new talent. Fe-

male hoal vMp paiaooalty and alrong com-

municallon sMIs. Bingwi a plua. Alao. male

for physical comady. MuNal arte a plus.

Lunch and great aiiparlance tor one day
shoot with possAita future pay Sand picture

and resume to: Bobby OUnaka. 510 Kings-

kKd St. Monterey Park, CA 91754

TEACHERS: readbig tnhdhnm* program

$4S0-50Q^Wk. F/r aummar ict. PaM training,

madtoal banaMs. BA. car required 562-429-

5676 or 562-429-5376.

TRAVEL AGENCY SEEKS P/T oMce halp^

$8/hr. Computer oilanlad. soma ling. Near

Westskle PavHton. Cal Mary 310-A97-8118.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
FOR QEFFEN PLAYHOUSE praduaMon of

'Harriet's Return* staring Oabbia AHan
Starts Jan 27. Sign-upAaaa It lar Iraa: lio-

208-6500 ext. 11 5.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanlad at a

Japaneee «»fe in WLA. Muat ba Ruenl In

both Engliah and Jn>anaaa. CaN 31(M77-
9671

No expartanoa wiuiiad
For f iiiioo, piinlMioilt, maQuinai, mo^^ti

vioao and Iv oonvnaiciaia

Man and Woman of al agaa
Fffaia ConauMaWon

CALL MOOa DIVISION
310.659.4655
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WANTA SUMMER JOB in marketing? Cam-
pus Diractories-a national publishing compa-

ny-seeioi student to work as Marketing Rep
for ptoHable kx:al publishing business Gain

practical business experiece and earn up to

$15,000. See www.campusdirectories.com

for more info.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs

Will work around your school schedule. 818-

344-1294.

WEB SITE DESIGNERS
Full and part time, $15/hour+ HTML and

graphic design High-end clients, great ex-

pariance, leading design studio. Apdto Inter-

acHve. 310-393-5373

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to the dev'etopmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

INTERNET COMPANY saeKs computer sav-

vy intern $ a graphk: artist Will train. 213-

655-6300. www eilbacher com

INTERNS NEEDED at a production man-

agement company Plaasa caN: 310-445-

1 621 . Ask for Chad. To start immediately.

PUBLICITY INTERNS NEEDED. Dynamte,

detailed and responsible R&B Musk: clients

Non paying, college course credit. Fax re-

sume 2 1 3-466-039 1

.

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

UiijiitS INCLUDED

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - S945

RNANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed. Promottons to pud status guar-

anteed. Can 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Cher-

yl at 310-313-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/office detail&people!

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

housing

8400-9500

Hpts^iar'Kcm

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS QALLERIA Huge
apts. ideal for roommates. Garden, court-

yard, pool, AC. phone-entry. Minutes to cam-
pus. 818-997-7312.

1235 FEDERAL AVE -»2 One-bedroom
$750/mo. 2-miles from campus. Furr>t8hed.

Near Bus. Laundry facilities. Stove, refrigera-

tor, carpet, swimming pool. 310-825-4906 or

310-478-0415<night).

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD: Spacious 2 bedroom apart-

ment. $1050i/nrx>. Great kxaOon. Low agent

fee. 310-395-1284

CLUB CALIFORNIA
WESTWOOD: $550 LOFT Next to campus.

Apaitment/kitct>en furnished, toft semi-fur-

niitiad . Pool/gynVspa. Prefer roommate: fe-

male or clean male student 310-824-4586

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdrm/4-bath. 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954

Beethovan ttu 310-391-1076

530 Veteran
208-4394

PALMS 2-bdnTV2-fullbath. Newer buitoing.

AC, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, skylight,

alarm, gated entry/parking. $895/niX) TID-

838-5567 or 818-891-6496.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days. 3614 Fans Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1150. Large l-bdrni, 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, bateony, private survJeck, A/C, new
carpetA/yl-l^ar shops/twy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS $1795 4-bd-i^toft, 3-ba. 3-level town-

house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat. 10-5. 3640
Weshwood Blvd 310-391-1076

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus Security deposit $100 A/C, laurnJry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Big Ibdrm/lba, big kitchen. Carpet,

newly painted Icar parking. Center court-

yard. $615. 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105.

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495. l-bdmi,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease $300deposit 310-837-1502

leave message

SANTA MONICA guest apartnrtent.

Ibdrm/lba. with hardwood ftoors. Will con-

skier pets. Rent control. Low Agent Fee.

$725/mo 310-395-1284

SANTA MONICA, Ocean Park and 34th.

Bachelor, furnished/unfurnished, utilities

paid, stove/refrigerator Street parking. Must

see. $610. 310-399-1533.

SANTA MONICA- N ol Wilshire. 7 blocks

from Ijeach Spacious, private bachelor apt

w/hardwood lk>ors&large ctosets. $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014.
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SWIMMING
From page 32

After an intense regular season of

training and weighllifting, swimmers

are ta{)ed, rested and shaved for this

anticipated collegiate event, which also

explains their peaking at this time ofthe

year.

The Pac-lOs are a prelude to the

NCAAs, and many swimmers look to

make the qualifying times this weekend

in order to compete at the national col-

legiate championships.

"This is what we've been looking

forward to all season - the entire team

for the Pac-lOs and the 10 or 12 that

make it to the NCAAs," Gallagher

said. "So we are looking for some fast

times."

The Pac-IO conference boasts the

greatest concentration of top swim-

ming teams in the nation, including the

defending national champion USC
Trojans and also the former champion

Stanford Cardinal. The Bruins' forte

rests in the relay events, and they

recently beat the Trojans in the relays

during a duakeam meet.

"Relays are really important,"

Gallagher said. "We have a lot of Bruin

pride and it's something we're focusing

to do great on. We're looking for a little

revenge because we just didn't have

that great of a dual-meet season. So

we're looking to show everybody how

good we are at Pac-lOs."

Major Bruin individual contributors

will include Cindy Bertelink in the dis-

tance events, Jill Jenkins in the sprints

and backstrokes, Lindsay Etter and

Amber Wines in the breaststrokes, and

Keiko Price in the sprints.

Swimmers such as Jackie

Castellano, Beth Goodwin, Becky

Thompson and LindbQ;^asterson are

expected to contril^te to the crucial

relay events, as well as individual races.

But the Pac- 10 Championships are

more than fast races and intense com-

petition. The event also acts to show-

case the swimmers' achievements and

improvements in front of their parents

and supporters.

"The Pac-lOs are fun because

they're a whole-team event," says

senior breaststroker Etter. "I like the

energy that's created from the champi-

onships. All the parents are there and

they have signs. It's a huge team event,

like a production. I'd like to see a great

finish."

"Everybody has fun and the parents

are going to be there," said teammate

Price. "Our relays are going to be good,

and that's the meet where everybody

gives their best times. It'll be a good

meet."

So the Pac-lOs have finally arrived,

and Gallagher couldn't be more excit-

ed. The Bruins have some of the most

spirited swimmers in the conference,

and they don't plan on quieting down

for this big event. In fact, Gallagher has

been seeing a definite increase in team

spirit.

"I'm excited to watch these girls

swim because they've been getting fired

up, and it's reaUy hard to get fired up in

the rain, you know? So they've been

doing a really good job. They've shown

what they're made of against USC -

the spirit and the heart that they have.

We're looking for things to pay ofr.**

Pashew International Stu4ent Center at l/CLA

workshops for international students an4 scholars

Immigration Workshop
Transition

froniF-l&J-ltoH-lB

and Pemuuieiit Resident Status

An overview of immigration regulations and

procedures for students and scholars considering

working in the U.S. beyond graduation.

Wednesday, 25 Feb. 1998
2pfnto4pm

at the Bradley fateraatioaal Center, Roon 214

(Onofe buMiBK It the oomer ofOqrley«d Smhnac)

SpooMred by the DMbew inlc

Fori

.N»n mm
IdH Office

10ISS«:(3IO)I2S-1M1

Working in the U.S.

Workshop

Ledim about
part-time lobs, internships.

co-op positions, and
"practKal training"

lobs in the United States.

Wednesday February 25, 1998

4pn to6pin

at the Career Center Conference Room

(CmotOmMv loalirM«i ofPhBiIW wd KMdt oTPomB Uhniy)

TAX WORKSHOP
Learn about paying youi- taxes an4

filing U.S. tax returns

Thur54ay, February 26, 1998

2pm to ipm

Bradley I ntet;Qational Center, Room 2U
Obti

SpaiiMn4 byiM DMhcw lolenMtkml Student Center,

J»J die EXPO Cflolv and the CatMrCMtar.

Fori .caatfae< rCoBfter 206-1933 o^^oc

I ad Schekn. N*NMrMtlMH n^iririA

«KtOISSA(310)l25-l6ll

To receive regular ioformation regardiog Dashew Irrtemational Student Center ptograms arx} setvioes, subscribe to ogr KZNEWS Clrrteroatteoal Ccrjter News) Listeerve:

Instructions: 1) Scn4 an e-mail to: <lfstserv«)llstserv.ucla.o4u>. 2) In the bo4y ofe-mail, write: AOP ICNEWS your full name. 5) Pros 'xn4'.

SANTA MONICA Furnished, iurdwood

floors. S6S(ymo 310-395-1284. Agent Foe.

SANTA MONICA: 2bdrm/2bo $1107.14

Great Location. Low Agent Fee. 310-395-

1284.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and

Houses lor rent in Santa Monica and the

Westsidel Low Fee 310-395-RENT,

www.westsiderentals com

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-S550 Somo/w
utilities trxrluded. laurxlry, nice area, arxl

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C, large, uppers, and more.

2-t>drms S795-$1295 Cute 3bdrm lor

SlOSO/mo with parWng, laundry and more.

Many with fireplacm, diahwMhan, A^, bal-

cony, and more. 310-270 SIM.

WESTWOOO ADJACENT $1200 Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath Balcony, appliances, pool,

quiet lodcad buildin)ygarage. 310-563-«662.

WESTWOOO WALK To UCLA . Luxury

2t>drm/2ba wrtMlcony, gated parking, fire-

ptace, fridge and dtohwasher, swimming

pooUspa Available 03/01/98. $l300/mo.

310-208-2617

WESTWOOO 1 MIN from UCLA Single

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry An util-

ities paid 1 yr lease 310-824-1630

WESTWOOO. Large 1 -bedroom on Kelfon.

Gas. water paid $897/mo. Availabie now?
909-885-4182

WESTWOOO: 1-bdnn Across street from

UCLA. Naaf buses, shops. Carpet, fur-

nished, dishnnsher. laundry. 3 people ok.

Short-lann ok. $104SMx>. 310-208-7190

WESTWOOO: Single with small kitchen

$65a/mo Great location Low agent fee

310-385-1284

1

1 O'Melveny & Myers
| \

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are intoested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

MAR VISTA. $62S/month /ksk about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool. paMo, baitecue area. Ouiet-buikling.

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579

WLA-SS90/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive fumiahad-singles. Near UCLA/VA. kteal

tor students. Suilabta tor two. Dsfinits must
see! 1525 SawMa Bl. 310-477-4832.

BEVERLY HILLS. Free room&board in beau-

tiful BKhome in exchange tor light cook-

ing&babysilting. Must have exparience

w/kkte. car required. Cal Eizabeth. 310-205-

0072

FREE RM&BOARD
(OWN BA/PHONE) In exchange tor 20hrs wk
m beautiful WLA hm Duties include hse

cleaning, laundryAbabysitting. 310^7-
8807.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 paopte to share large

apartment. 2t>drm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, ful kitchen, large bak»ny with view.

$59S/mo AvaH starling April IsL Just south

of Witshire (Vetaran-fOhto). Please cal Nick.

310479-0789 .

HOavwOOO HILLS. Quiet room, private

entrance. Sackjdad NMds home near CoU-
water/Munioland. Fridga, microwave, cflMa,

carport, palto, pod. $47S4)cludsa
213-654-8868

PALMS Your own room. Shaia an
near bus/freeway Shopping. Pafo,

included. $250/mo. 310-838-7656.

WLA You own room. Share house rmet

bus. shopping, freeway. Share uWly, laun-

dry, $445. 310-397-5251.

WEST HOLLYWOOD Room In 34)ad histor-

ical monument near MeheeeftLa Ciertaga.

Wood ftoors. beamed ceMng. $450/mo. in-

cluding partdng&utfllies. 213-655-6300.

WLA 1 room w/lMioony in spacious 3-level

townhouse. Stmiif^th. No-smoking, no

drugs. Ctean, quiet, reeponsUe. AvaH now.

$44(Vtno. Parking 310-204-5661.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $485/mo. Large room.

OSbath. Off-street parking. Quiel area, good

tor UCLA student. Female preferred. N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roonvnale needed to

share 2-bdrm^-story tovwiliouse. Inckjdes:

privale-twdroom. garage parking, security

door, smAnming pool and laundry fadMoa.
15-min from campuslPlsaaacaM ASAP ni-
909-946-1145.

, , I

J

_ '

WESTWOOO VILLAGE. HI-RISE condo.

Pool. lUk to campus. Views. tSOQAm. 310-

289-1404.

WLA. Share bath w/Temtfe. Ntoe/quiet

neighborhood. Hardwood ftoors, dishwasher.

waahartdryar m unit. $4504-l/2utiiitias. No
pats. AvaR. 03/01 310-914^X)23 or 816-888-

7501.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
Or>Campus housing A University-owned

apartment spaoas. undargrad and graduate

Convenient tocaitons, meal ptarts. Can 310-

825-4271.

WESTWOOO- 2 paopla needed to share

maslar-lMdRwm ia Luxury oondo. Laundry in

unit Sacuftly parking. Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished. $425-each. 310478-9779.

r • PALMS • •

2BD,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. RREPLACE
BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT
* 3614 FARM $104S

(310) 837-0906
«0.3BA.,

LOR. CUSTOM TOWNHOME. RRBIACE,
GATED GARAGE.AUM«M UMT

* 3640 WESTWOOO BLVD.tlTW
(310)301-1076

ic MAR VISTA ^
480 4BA

GATED garage' . ALARM M gwr
tUMIertWMBlLtlTII

'

2e0.2BA,2-5TORV

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RRBIACE.
BALCONY. GATED GARAGE,

AUMIMUMT
• 11746 CourtMgn Dr,$92S *

_ (310)301-1076 _
le OpfiHou— Mow. -81., 10 5 m

SINGLE APARTMENT in kixurtous complex

on Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset in Brent-

wood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$7S0/month Call 818-981-7440.

WE8TW0O0/CENTURY CITY-

3bdmn/3t>aih spacious townhouse. Tile entry.

3 secured parWng spaoaa.'$1860. 310-286-

1288.

GUEST UNIT RENTAL
PACIFIC PALISADES Separata entry, park-

ing, security $800/nx> inc. uMMsa. Polsn-

tial rant raductton tor chitocaraAulorinQ. Cal
310-230-3823.

SANTA MONK;a guest apartment

IbdmVlba with hardwood ftoort WW con-

sider pets Rent control Low agent fee.

$725/mo. 310-395-1284

WLA adorable gueslhse. Completely fur-

nish. Garden view. Sludto Wtoft. $750.

Utinnes not inckjded. Meal tor 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

BEVERLY CENTER- Room m hugeftcharm-

ing Sbdrm Spanish duplex. Private bath&en-

tianoa. Hard wood, jacuzzi-fyard. $600 irv

dudsa al utMlias. Michen-Miouse privitoges.

310-782-9674. ^^
BEVERLYWOOO. Huge, ntoaiy fumiatod

room. DAala. NA. pilvals sntranoa. bait-

room, refrigeiator/mtorowave. paildng. 24-

hour patrolled neighbortwod. lOmin drive to

campus 310-838-4443.

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdrm apt w/male.

Move in Mwch or April 1. $407.50^monlh.

11651 Qorham Ave. Cal Jason or Grsg. 310-

207-1683.

BURBANK- Ntoe tocation. KMohen & laundry

prMtogas, utMlias Inctoded. Msy carpool to

campus. $375/mo Lucy: work: 310-825-

119ek or home: 81 8-567-4675. ^^
CULVER CITY-Rm in 3bdnn dt4>lex. Cool

nnmates. tots of space, plenty of parking.

ApriKMine. $420/mo. 310-558-1129.

BEVEFU.Y HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdnn«bth

Spenish duplex. ResponatWa. fun-toving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo4

uWiaa* dapoalL. Avail Apr! 1st. 3l(y«50-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE-. Roomate need-

ed to sfiare 3 bdrnV2bath house. 3 btocks

from Maitna plar. Yard, garage and hard-

wood ftoors. l86(Vnxmjtilities. Cal Jeff 310-

656-71 90 or 310-301 -78S3(night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Victor-

ian townhouse 2bdrm/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage. Ful Mlchan. Waaher/dryer. Brand new
carpet. Month to Month. $40Ofhalf ulMas.

Next to gym 213-465-8614.

SANTA MONICA. SrdAMontana. Furnished

34^l/2sacuftly apt wMh gatod garags. Prafer-

abty professional tamala. Own room, share

bathroom. $46O4^1/3utl($S0/month) For de-

tails, plaaaa oafl Marl at 310-393-6638.

WESTWOOO-BaauWul. Iwga, hardwood
floor, 1-bdrm ^lartmanL AvalaWe ASAP
Big^Mtoony over/tooMng LandWr/MUvato.
VkuNad ceilings. Femato wi/t>uppy tooMng for

open minded, outgoing female. 209-8175.

WESTWOOO-FEMALE WANTED to Share a

room in a large 3 room apartment Veteran

and Leveling and tot 31. ASAP $420 310-

624-7902.

CIA.VERCITY- Room In 3lxtrni duplex. Cool

roommaids. tots of apace, plenty of parking.

AprlKlune. $420/mo. 310-668-1129

WESTWOOD 2peopia to share IbdmVlba
in 2bdmV2ba aparlmanL Bacurad bulding

and paiMng. WMer pato JacuzzVsauna Kll-

er view N/balcony. $378ea. 310-443-5515

R08ARIT0 BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

doeinew 34)drm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr market. Security 909-

737-9203

Classifieds

825 2221
Brums f)et 20' oft private party Ciassifieri advertising Just show us your Sludent/Faculty/Staff ID. card

Display
20630f
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M.BASKETBALL
From page 32

year to the Midwest, and to the

Southeast in 1996.

By NCAA rules, no team from

any conference will place in the

same region as the top-seeded

team from its conference.

Since Arizona is a viilual lock to

gain the top seed in the West, the

Bruins figure to head elsewhere for

the third consecutive year.

Bruin wire services contributed to

this story.

KNIGHT
From page 29

their last game, a 121-96 loss in

Portland, getting out-rebounded by

an astounding total of 21. On the sea-

son, teams are out-rebounding them

by nearly 3.5 a game.

That doesn't sound like a lot until

you use rebounding theory: an offen-

sive rebound for you means another

shot at the hoop; a defensive

rebound for you keeps the ball from

the other guy. Now factor in that the

Celtics lose by an average of 3 points

a night. Then consider that newcom-

er Kenny Anderson surmised

Tuesday that the Celtics "should

have won seven or eight more
games." Rebounding could -have

made the difference in those games.

Maybe the Orlando fans were

making faces at O'Neal because they

know they need hhn,

"Twenty-eight other teams in the

league would love to have a guy like

that," Knight said. The Celtics

included. But Knight isn't going to

morph into O'Neal.

As players left practice Tuesday,

Knight mentioned that he would

have to leave soon. He was on his

way to the weight room.

DODGERS
From page 29

rience than Hubbard. Howard,

Devereaux, Hubbard and Billy

Ashley will be competing for spots as

reserve outfielders.

"It feels a little bewildering, to be

honest with you." Hubbard said.

"But the Dodgers want to win.

Ultimately, they'll go with the people

who they feel give them the best

chance to win."

Hubbard first arrived in the

majors in 1994 with Colorado, but

the strike ended the season prema-

turely. The San Francisco Giants

claimed him off the waiver wire the

following year, but Hubbard brtrfce

his hand shortly aAer replacing an

injured Barry Bonds in the starting

lineup. '

Hubbard was traded to the

Indians after the 1996 season in the

trade that also brought Matt

Williams to Cleveland. After the

Indians traded for David Justice and

Marquis Grissom at the end ofspring

training, Hubbard got just seven at-

bats in Geveland's crowded outfield.

"It seems I've had a lot ofbad luck

so far," Hubbard said. "Hopefully

the good luck begins here."

TteUCMClfflrmiunkalK^ ^

Pubiahmoftiie mtnpus nteiba, mcbidag iheDm^Thvm, BnmlJffy KLA,Ai^i

La(kiik,Fhi,Ha'Ani,Nomma,Rit^T\fs,(mlThI^miit ._
will hold its Winter Meeting .;,;>-
IMiesclEy Ffebruary 25, 6:30 p.m.

KerckMM 131 !C:i_.^^

Please can 825-2787 for agenda details.

FANTASYGOLF

$$ THOUSAND

h^

CASH PRIZESi!

TOLL FREE INFO: 1-688-445-4596

REGISTERATWEB SITE:mVW.HI-FIVE.COM

BYFEBRUARY25, 1998

Southern California

CoUege^f Optometry
:yil Guest Speaker Pauline Berryman, Admissions Director

,»«4

Wednesday

;^'

2-25-98
Math & Sciences 5127

6:00 p.m.
• Don't miss the opportunity to meet Pauline Berryman from
SCCO. She will be discussing the admissions process as well as the

recent changes in the field of optometry.
• Don't miss our next general meeting during 9th week. Amy _
Shelton from Southern College ofOptometry will be our guest ^

speaker. (3-11-98, Math & Sciences 5127, 6:00 p.m.)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL: MicheHe at (310) 433-1908

Sponsored by Campus Programs Committee

^K,

Thought

missed i1?m
LA'S Fmninitt Ntwsmagazlne

today
iFor mor» hrfomiaMon etM

rOH PIOI 206-6168

Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT RESULTS

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low Monthly Payments With No finance Charge

^0% off for all UCU shidenb & foculty with valid ID*

Orthodontist S'mt \ 980

CmmpllmBmimrY Iff

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

(310)826-7494 jy^Q (714)552-5890
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802 mf ATION<; ^8^24 CULVER DRIVE, »A
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 LULAIIU1N3

IRVINE, CA 92714

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85oo...H
CR«9. $200)

Cosmetic Dentristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped t««th

* Stained or discolored teeth

* Large spaces or gaps between teeth

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teoth

* Straightening teeth in some coses

BEFORE AFTER

E:;..,,.^^

fimuf*

*Th« IraotmanI will b* oi followt: $1000.00
plui $100.00 For aoch month of lr«atm*nt
rand.r.d for malol brocat. $900.00 plui
$100.00 for aoch month of lr«alm«nt
r.ndar.d for ramovabia brocat and
$1700 00 plu* $125.00 par month for
caromic brocai, $200.00 for diaanoilic

. tlwdy modal and $175,00 for formal
Qontultation.
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From page 32

into the sports worid by naming a

hockey team - among a field of

teams ranging from the Blackhawks

to the Sabres to the Redwings - the

Ducks.

This team has had little success so

far, but this can be expected From a

relatively new franchise. Despite the

lame riame, I will cut him a break this

time.

A few years later Mickey started

to get personal when he sunk his tiny

incisors into baseball - specifically,

my beloved California Angels.

I realize he's cute with his little

whiskers and soprano voice, but the

moment he bought into this team, he

changed its look with reckless aban-

don. . _

Before Mickey's intervention,

California Angel paraphernalia had

reached an alkime high in sales with

its new logo, which had beer^ brou^t

back from the original Angel uni-

forms of the 1960s.

Mickey, however, would have

none of it.

He is not happy with the mere
' acquisition of a franchise. If Mickey

owns something, that something

must reek of rodent.

Translation: If a franchise

becomes a "Mickey franchise", every

drop of respectability or anything on

the uniform which might be con-

strued as intimidating must be eighty-

sixed.

The result: A "new-improved"

logo which features angelic wings:

white as snow and Huffy as a cumulus

cloud, lifting the "A" skybound

accompanied with periwinkle jerseys.

Let me say that again so that it

sinks in:

Periwinkle.

You know the color I'm talking

about. The one that stays permanent-

ly sharp in every young boy's

Crayola 64 crayon set due to non-

use, along with lavender, rose and

pink.

Of course, like the hockey team,

this ingenious move on Mickey's part

was prompted by a movie, "Angels in

theOutficW."

In order to get us up to date on

Mickey's financial decisions regard-

ing professional athletics, I'll jump

ahead to earlier this month.

Mickey's latest ploy (in his pursuit

of world dominance) was a series of

billboards scattered around the

Orange County area promoting the

renovation ofAnaheim Stadium and

its renaming. The signs read "Kiss

your 'Big A' goodbye. There's a

brand new theme park in Anaheim.

Edison Field. The ultimate play-

ground."

Theme park?

Playground?

I realize that kids love sports, and

I wouldn't want it any other way, but

do we have to build franchises and

ball parks which cater to children

exclusively?

For the record, Mickey is throw-

ing aside the name "Anaheim

Stadium" or "The Big A" for $1.4

million per year from an electric

company.

The new title: the Edison

International Field of Anaheim.

Now that's a mouthful. Can you
'

'

-

imagine a kid asking his father,

"Daddy, I want to see the Angels

play! Can you please take me to the

Edison International Field of

Anaheim?"

The Big "A" has been around

since the stadium was built in '66.

1

realize that the Angels are nowhere

near a storied teaawThey are a

perennially losing team and have

never been to the World Series, but

tradition is tradition.

Tradition might not mean much in

all sports, but baseball is driven by

tradition. Changing the name of a

stadium just for some extra change,

which is all $1.4 million is to Mickey,

is unfeeling and lacks any sense of

integrity or respect for the game.

Just for good measure, I'll men-

tion, for those who are not aware that

Mickey owns both ESPN and ABC,

'^last month he shelled out over $9 bil-

lion over eight years to the NFL for

the television rights to "Monday

Night Football" and the entire cable

television package, knocking Time

Warner's Turner Broadcasting Inc.

out of contention for this honor. On
top of this, a source close to Mickey

said he will undoubtedly bid for. . •

NBC's "ER," which will become

available soon.

Is there any doubt that Mickey

will not stop until he has the world

held safely between his minute paws?

It's really a tragedy. This loveable

little rodent I loved so dearly as a

child has been transformed into a

snarling, drooling creature with

rabies, bearing his fangs, looking

determinedly for new prey.

What's next?

I can see it now:

Mickey ears on top of the Big "A"

structure (which he was so generous

in sparing).

Donald Duck giving the half-time

report.

Or maybe a new basketball fran-

chise named the Dalmatians - the —
players wearing pyolka-dotted uni-

forms and a yipping canine sound

bite on the PA. after every

Dalmatian basket.

Hummel is a Daily Bruin contributor

and a fifth-year English student.

Potential friends and enemies can write

to jhumme(@media.asuda.uda.edu.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 31

in the conference and fourth in both

hitting percentage and kills per

game.

Scates attributes the low blocking

numbers to the fact that opponents

spend more time hitting the ball out

rather than challenging the UCLA
block.

He also commented that while

many of the Bruins' opponents have

one or two go-to players, UCLA has

five players that can be set at any one

time. Setter Brandon Taliaferro is

also a threat, averaging a kill a game

with his deceptive attacking.

"We don't have anybody with big

numbers. Adam Naeve is the biggest,

but he's only (averaged) a little over

five (kills per game). It means we
spread it out."

Injury update
—Junior Eric Vsdleyly wiH take this

week off to rest his ankle. Valleyly,

UCLA's backup setter, injured his

ankle several weeks ago against

Loyola Marymount. Although he

took time oft* to rest it then, his ankle

has continued to give him problems.

Compiled by Grace Wen, Daily Bruin

Staff.

1 ' Twm
Fangled Entertainment

AAP^ Model Per Suit

RUNWAY MODELS WANTED!
This could be your gateway to the FASHION arxl E^f^ERTAINME^^

INDUSTRY! The Business Association of UCLA is looking for MALE

and FEMALE models for our spring quarter fashion show "FASHION

PER SUIT". DEADUNE IS FRIDAY OF 8TH WEEK, auditions

t)egln 9th week so don'ttlelay. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Model ftr Suit" and "TariHon Per SoiT is branght

to you by the wonderful people of

:

•liCU

For Further inquiries : |

goto: 2250 Bunche Ha«

coll: 310-769-4119

e-mail: fredwueucla.edu

j£.aiuia/» (Btuituu. Sitututi c4ujoeiaiitm.

UCLA
wvvw.studentgroups.ucia edu Ib^a Ibsa^ucln.edu

UKAi. i:si vn: m(;iii
Ever wondered about the exciting and very profitable world

of Real Estate? LBSA is proud to present our first ever Real

Estate Nif^t. Don't be left out!

Come hear a panel apeak on

INDUSTRIAL, RESIDENTIAL,

& CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
Thursday, February 26th

at 6:00 p.m.
at the UCLA Career Center

An Majors Welcome!
Free Food and Refreshments. _

Funded by ihr Ccnler for

Student ProfiranuninK.JL

•
<
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Knight pumps up to fill Celtic shoes
BASKETBALL Ex-Laker

strives to be better center,

record less bench time

ByMidMdNolky
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Cameras panned the

Orlando Arena crowd during the

Lakers-Magtc game Sunday. You
could see thousands of Floridians

seething. Their anger was directed at

Shaquiile O'Neal, the former Magic
center. They said bad things about

the man. Travis Knight would never

do that.

You could say O'Neal helped pave

the $22 million road on which

Knight began to walk in July. That's

when the Celtics signed the former

Laker reserve to a seven-year con-

tract. Last season, when Knight

learned "that I couldn't stop Shaq,"

the 300-pound O'Neal would read

double teams and quickly deliver the

ball to the svelte Knight for easy

layups.

"Now I'm not playing with a guy

like that," Knight said Tuesday. "I'm

expected to be that guy."

He knows he is not. Knight weighs

65 pounds less than O'Neal. In fact,

according to the numbers, he is 10

pounds lighter than Antoine Walker.

He is tall and thin, more reed stalk

than concrete monolith. You may
want Knight to dance around an

opposing big man, but you don't

want him in a half-court tug-of-war.

His natural position is truly power

forward. But lately, he has been on

the bench more than the court.

"It's a difTicult situation for me
right now," he said. "1 wouldn't say

that I've lost confidence in myself; I

still have the same skills I had last

year. But this year I have to concen-

trate on the physical aspect of the

game more than I did last year."

That's because the Celtics as a

team are the anti-Shaq. Rick Pitino

has commented that they look like a

college team physically. Knight said

the Lakers worked out on their own
last year Biit under Pitino, The

Celtics are required to lift weights

under the supervision of strength

coach Shaun Brown.

Knight has followed the plan. He
said he is trying to "change my
body." But you wonder whether it's

in his genes. He can be stronger, cer-

tainly. Will he ever be strong enough

to be an everyday banger at center?

Even the smaller men with strength

who play center, such as Alonzo

Mourning (he's really only 6 feet 9

inches), become injury-prone when
tangling with giants night after night.

So now when games begin, Knight

is usually on the bench behind the

more physical Andrew DeClercq. In

fact, he's been on the bench a lot.

After he played 29 minutes in front

of his friends in Salt Lake City,

Knight's minutes have unfolded like

this:18, 11, 18. 13. 13, 15. Ifyou want-

ed to chart overall progress, you

could say that his rebounds, blocks,

points and minutes are all well ahead

of last season's pace. But those are

just numbers. They don't necessarily

reflect the truth.

Knight knows he has to spend this

summer becoming more of a center

than a power forward. Brown will

help with that:

"He pushes me," Knighl~said.

"When you work out by yourself,

like we did last year, sometimes it's

hard to motivate yourself. He does

that and I think it's good for me; I

need it."

He needs it and his team needs it.

The Celtics were pushed aside in

$cclMan',page27

Minor-league veteran hopes

for spot in Dodgers' lineup

BASEBALL With limited

play in majors, Hubbard

tired of temporary status

The Associated Press

Vero Beach, Ra. - Trenidad

Hubbard, playing for his fourth orga-

nization in (tk last two years despite

stellar minor-league statistics, is

doing everything it takes to become a

member ofthe Los Angeles Dodgers.

Hubbard, 31, has played the out-

field eadi of the past three seasons,

but is fielding ground balls at all four

infield positions this spnng. He is also

a potential emergency catcher after

playing that position in the minors.

— "Guys like him are invaluable,

when you can play infield and the out-

field and be a third-string catcher if

necessary," Dodgers manager Bill

Russell said.

The infield positions aren't new to

Hubbard. He played second base,

shortstop, third base and catcher with

the Houston Astros organization

from 1986 to 1992.
^

Hubbard is eager to find a perma-

nent home in the major leagues after

batting at least .310 in Triple-A each

of the past six seasons. He has spent

portions of the last four years in the

majors with Colorado, San Francisco

and Cleveland, but he still has only

184 career at-bats.

"It's been very difficult," said

Hubbard, who has a major-league

career average of .255. "You really

have to be focused because of the dis-

traction in moving from here to

there. I've been fortunate to be

around a lot of positive people who
have allowed me to stay positive and

continue to do well."

Hubbard said he received several

offers as a free agent last year, but

picked the Dodgers because they

offered the best package.

"The Dodgers stepped up to the

plate," he said. "The others were on

deck."

But the Dodgers also acquired

Thomas Howard and Mike
Devereaux - a pair of veteran out-

fielders with more major-league expe-

See ',p*9«27
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From page 32

into the sports world by naming a

hockey team - among a field of

teams ranging from the Blackhawks

to the Sabres to the Redwings - the

Ducks.

This team has had little success so

far, but this can be expected from a

relatively new franchise. Despite the

lame name, I will cut him a break this

time.

A few years later Mickey started

to get f)efsonal when he sunk his tiny

incisors into baseball - specifically,

my beloved California Angels.

1 realize he's cute with his little

whiskers and soprano voice, but the

moment he bought into this team, he

changed its look with reckless aban-

don.

Before Mickey's Intervention,

California Angel paraphernalia had

reached an all-time high in sales with

its new logo, which had been brou^t

back from the original Angel uni- —
forms of the 1960s.

Mickey, however, would have

none of it.

He is not happy with the mere

acquisition of a franchise. If Mickey

owns something, that something

must reek of rodent.

Translation: If a franchise

becomes a "Mickey franchise", every

drop of respectability or anything on

the uniform which might be con-

strued as intimidating must be eighty-

sixed.

The result; A "new-improved"

logo which features angelic wings:

white as snow and fluffy as a cumulus

cloud, lifting the "A" skybound

accompanied with periwinkle jerseys.

Let me say that again so that it

sinks in:
i. s?^j.-.

Periwinkle.

You know the color I'm talking

about. The one that stays permanent-

ly sharp in every young boy's ^^^
Crayola 64 crayon set due to non-

use, along with lavender, rose and

pink. \ . '
. \.

Of course, like the hockey team,

this ingenious move on Mickey's part

was prompted by a movie, "Angels in

the Outfield."

In order to get us up to date on

Mickey's financial decisions regard-

ing professional athletics, I'll jump

ahead to earlier this month.

Mickey's latest ploy (in his pursuit

-ef world dominance) was a series of

billboards scattered around the

Orange County area promoting the

renovation ofAnaheim Stadium and

its renaming. The signs read "Kiss

your 'Big A' goodbye. There's a

brand new theme park in Anaheim.

Edison Field. The ultimate play-

ground."

Theme park?

Playground?

I realize that kids love sports, and

I wouldn't want it any other way, but

do we have to build franchises and

ball parks which cater to children

exclusively?

For the record, Mickey is throw-

ing'aside the name "Anaheim

Stadium" or "The Big A" for $1.4

million per year from an electric

company. , ''

The new title: the Edison

International Field of Anaheim.

'

Now that's a mouthful. Can you

imagine a kid asking his father, '_

"Daddy, I want to see the Angels

play! Can you please lake me to the

Edison International Field of

Anaheim?"

The Big "A" has been around

since the stadium was built in '66.

1

realize that the Angels are nowhere

near a storied team. They arc a

perennially losing team and have

never been to the World Series, but

tradition is tradition.

Tradition might not mean much in

aU sports, but baseball is driven by

tradition. Changing the name ofa

stadium just for some extra change,

which is all $1.4 million is to Mickey,

is unfeeling and lacks any sense of

integrity or respect for the game.

Just for good measure, I'll men-

tion, for those who are not aware that

Mickey owns both ESPN and ABC,

last month he shelled out over $9 bil-

lion over eight years to the NFL for

the television rights to "Monday

Night Football" and the entire cable

television package, knocking Time

Warner's Turner Broadcasting Inc.

out of contention for this honor. On
top of this, a source close to Mickey

said he will undoubtedly bid for

N BC's " ER," which will become

available soon.

Is there any doubt that Mickey

will not stop until he has the world

held safely between his minute paws?

It's really a tragedy. This loveable

little rodent I loved so dearly as a

child has been transformed into a

snarling, drooling creature with

rabies, bearing his fangs, looking

determinedly for new prey.

What's next?

I can see it now:

Mickey ears on top of the Big "A"

structure (which he was so generous

in sparing).

Donald Duck giving the half-time

report.

Or maybe a new basketball fran-

chise nanoedthe Dalmatians - the

players wearing polka-dotted uni-

forms and a yipping canine sound

bite on the P.A. after every

Dalmatian basket.

Hun>mel is a Daily Bruin cor>tributor

and a fifth-year Er>glish student.

Potential friends and er>emies can write

to jhumn)el@)media.asuda.ucla.edu.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 31

in the conference and fourth in both

hitting percentage and kills per

game.

Scates attributes the low blocking

numbers to the fact that opponents

spend more time hitting the ball out

rather than challenging the UCLA
block.

He also commented that while

many of the Bruins' opponents have

one or two go-to players, UCLA has

five players that can be set at any one

time. Setter Brandon Taliaferro is

also a threat, averaging a kill a game

with his deceptive attacking.

"We don't have anybody with big

numbers. Adam Naeve is the biggest,

but he's only (averaged) a little over

five (kills per game). It nneans we

spread it out."

Injury update
-Junior Eric Vallcyly will take this

week off to rest his ankle. Vallcyly,

UCLA's backup setter, injured his

ankle several weeks ago against

Loyola Marymount. Although he

took time off to rest it then, his ankle

has continued to give him proUems.

Compiled by Grace Wen, Daily Bruin

Staff.

P.!
'

TTm AAP^ Model Per Suit

RUNWAY MODELS WANTED!
This coukj be your gateway to the FASHION and ENTERTAINMENT

INDUSTRY! The Business Association of UCLA is looking for MALE

and FEMALE nnxiels for our spring quarter fashion show "FASHION

PER SUir . DEADUNE IS FRIDAY OF 8TH WEEK, auditions

begin 9th week so don'ttJelay. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI

"Model Per Suit" and "Fariuon Per SuiT it bnwghi

to you by the wonderful people of

:

For Further inquiries : |

goto; 2250 Bunche Hall

coH; 310-769-4119

e-maH: fredwu@ucla.ecKj @miMttASStCMM IfICU
WnMMlMIMII

j£aiMa/(» (BaufuiA. Studutl c4iAtfeialtsn

UCLA
wvvw.studentgroups.ucia edu ^Ibsa lbsa@ucln.edu

HKAL KSIAn M(,m
Ever wondered about the exciting and very profitable world

of Real Estate? LBSA is proud to present our first ever Real

Estate Ni^t. Don't be left out!

Com« bear a panel apfsak on

INDUSTRIAL, RESIDENTIAL,

& CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
Thursday, February 26th

at 6:00 p.m.
at the UCLA Career Center

All Majors Welcome!
Free Food and Refreshments.

Funded by ibr Center for

Student Pro^wnaing
if

-=- ^^-*- - '
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Knight pumps up to fill Celtic shoes
BASKETBALL: Ex Laker

strives to be better center,

record less bench time

ByMiduMlHollty
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Cameras panned the

Orlando Arena crowd during the

Lakers-Magic game Sunday. You
could see thousands of Floridians

seething. Their anger was directed at

Shaquiile O'Neal, the former Magic

center. They said bad things about

the man. Travis Knight would never

do that.

You could say O'Neal helped pave

the $22 million road on which

Knight began to walk in July. That's

when the Celtics signed the former

Laker reserve to a seven-year con-

tract. Last season, when Knight

learned "that 1 couldn't stop Shaq,"

the 300-pound O'Neal would read

double teams and quickly deliver the

ball to the svelte Knij^t for easy

layups.

"Now I'm not playing with a guy

like that," Knight said Tuesday. "I'm

expected to be that guy."

He knows he is not. Knight weighs

65 pounds less than O'Neal. In fact,

according to the numbers, he is 10

pounds lighter than Antoine Walker.

He is tall and thin, more reed stalk

.than concrete monolith. You may
want Knight to dance around an

opposing big man, but you don't

want him in a half-court tug-of-war.

His natural position is truly power
forward. But lately, he has been on
the bench more than the court.

"It's a difTicult situation for me
right now," he said. "I wouldn't say

that I've lost confidence in myself; 1

still have the same skills I had last

year. But this year 1 have to concen-

trate on the physical aspect of the

game more than I did last year."

That's because the Celtics as a

team are the anti-Shaq. Rick Pitino

has commented that they look like a

college team physically. Knight said

the Lakers worked out on their own
last year. But under Pitino, the

Celtics are required to lift weights

under the supervision of strength

coach Shaun Brown.

Knight has followed the plan. He
said he is trying to "change my
body." But you wonder whether it's

in his genes. He can be stronger, cer-

tainly. Will he ever be strong enough

to be an everyday banger at center?

Even the smaller men with strength

who play center, such as Alonzo

Mourning (he's really only 6 feet 9

inches), become injury-prone when
tangling with giants night after night.

So now when games begin. Knight

is usually on the bench behind the

more physical Andrew DeClercq. In

fact, he's been on the bench a lot.

After he played 29 minutes in front

of his friends in Salt Lake City,

Knight's minutes have unfolded like

this:18, II, 18. 13, 13, 15. Ifyou want-

ed to chart overall progress, you

could say that his rebounds, blocks,

points and minutes are all well ahead

of last season's pace. But those are

just numbers. They don't necessarily

reflect the truth.

Knight knows he has to spend this

summer becoming more of a center

than a power forward. Brown will

help with that.

"He pushermcr^ Knight said:

"When you work out by yourself,

like we did last year, sometimes it's

hard to motivate yourself He does

that and 1 think it's good for me; 1

need it."

He needs it and his team needs it.

The Celtics were pushed aside in

SecllMNT,|wgc27

Minor-league veteran hopes

for spot in Dodgers' lineup

BASEBALL With limited

play in majors, Hubbard

tired of temporary status

The Associated Press

Vero Beach, Fh. - Trenidad

Hubbard, playing for his fourth orga-

nization in the last two years despite

stellar minor-league statistics, is

doing everything it takes to become a

member ofthe Los Angeles Dodgers.

Hubbard, 31, has played the out-

field each of the past three seasons,

but is fielding ground balls at all four

infield positions this spring. He is also

a potential emergency catcher after

playing that position in the minors.

"Guys like him are invaUiable,

when you can play infield and the out-

field and be a third-string catcher if

necessary," E}odgers manager Bill

Russell said.

The infield positions aren't new to

Hubbard. He played second base,

shortstop, third base and catcher with

the Houston Astros organization

from 1986 to 1992.

Hubbard is eager to find a perma-

nent home in the major leagues after

batting at least .310 in Triple-A each

of the past six seasons. He has spent

portions of the last four years in the

majors with Colorado, San Francisco

and Geveland, but he still has only

I84careerat-bats.

"It's been very difficult," said

Hubbard, who has a major-league

career average of .255. "You rcaDy

have to be focused because of the dis-

traction in moving from here to

there. I've been fortunate to be

around a lot of positive people who
have allowed me to stay positive and

continue to do well."

Hubbard said he received several

offers as a free agent last year, but

picked the Dodgers because they

ofDered the best package. —
"The Dodgers stepped up to the

plate," he said. "The others were on

deck."

But the Dodgers also acquired

Thomas Howard and Mike
Devereaux - a pair of veteran out-

fielders with more major-league expe-

SceD0MERS,pa9e27

EK^mshm Wir«tess WrmM^
for cellulor phones and papers

CONVENIENTLY LOCAIeD IN THE UCLA STORE I

INTRODUCING

AirTouch

PREPAID
NO CREDIT CHECK

NO MONTHLY ACCESS CHARGES

NO CONTRACT TO SIGN

NO CFIIDIAR RIIIS

AirTouch

^^^'^ Cellular

Ofifering

AirTouch

CaJlingXaal

Sm Campus Communications

for mora details

•InMW Ik Mrak*

Motorola StarTAC 6000

819901
• SfiwttMt and tlghtMt coU

^.7 ouncts

Up toMMf talk timo

• Smart ^|^||ipt1fl<

many

I

• Full Rang* of lattery Of>tlons

from Lithium to Wckal Motel

FREE Weekends with monthly servi

as low as $9o95 a mnnth!

*Ofhr If i¥i11iti'T tD ill outBiwri «tw mXMbi er iwMr (mvIm lor «m ymn on a«y AkToudi CtMir

NaMMai tl (Mutt*. Hw fim WkMm 10 nkwlH «f taHiilar alrtiiM par nenth M no wtn chM|o hr <

ifliHliil <tmtn. OddlMoiwl Miviet diwfot. tlSO Mrty muammOim tat imi (ttw iwtflcboMm^ A

AkiMtdi MWar Mfvlct aatwMft. Fim Wmlmni UMn| »«« to local calhte aaivto dtaifai ai^ mi,

all ailNHiM in padafa aMaw pUra. Ofhf goo4 thmifh Z/n/H in bMter U onlm anri may not ba

.Okmdtm nam. Tlta mMawai i

lasa vniMn j^w MHuaa MatfO'^Ma* Mul i

of 119 to 1000 wmtmt aMiaN aihwlai paf

1 b*o yaat Natr»-SaM^PUii, cab wuA v\

MMna otiiar proaiouOMl affm.

/

I accaai diar|a (vMdt h on ttw Mab^Savarnan) h t«.W hr tii* flnt ttma mutta mi Stt.M tor tha

t b $100.40 tor lita fktt yaar an4 t2M.40 tor th* Mcand yMi. Ooai not Inclutfi taM, loaf Mrtanca. or

I faaafeandr art *nm \7M a.*. Taliiii^) to ll:St p.«. Smii%) aOl ha |Wii«i< tor 14 awaMw to adKa

I wItMn ye«r Malro-AMa. Uiaga an aadi cal h roundad up to Ika naat aMito tor MMni pwyaaait tacMIni

r;»mpiK rnmmimiMtlnTi!
Complata Una of MotoroU pajefs also avallabla

M . 8 2 S 8 8 1

open dally • www.uclastortfiicla.edu
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EhE CUluRG edge

BECOME A
RESIDENT
COMPUTER
INTERN!

Open to On Campus Housing residents interested in learning more about

computing

• One year extensive training program
• Learn about PCs, Macs, networks and the Internet

• Training towards certification in:

--- v^Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) in Windows NT Workstation

v/Certified Network Administrator (CNA) in Novell's IntraNetware

• Hands-on experierKe

• Guaranteed housing and use of computer in your room for

tf)e academic year

FirKJ out more at our information sessions:

Wedr>escloy, February 25, 8:30-9:30 p.m., h^ortfiridge Room, Covel ConrMnons

"Hiursdoy, February 26, 7:00-8:00p.m., Southbay Room, Covel Commons
Or e-mail HmQorl.ucla.edu
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UCLA battle against Titans

still on, following rain delay

BASEBALL Team hopes

extra practice will cure

recent sloppy infield play

B]fKrisdM WKooR
Daily Bruin Staff

Because of the soggy condition of

the outfield at Jackie Robinson

Stadium, Tuesday's UCLA baseball

game against Cal State Fullerton has

been rescheduled for tonight at 6.

Still scheduled to pitch for the

Bruins are sophomore Gabe Crecion

(1-0, 11.12 ERA) and freshman Ryan

Carter(l-0. 2.08 ERA).

Senior Erasmo Ramirez (1-2, 3.03

ERA) is likely to start on the mound for

"

the Titans. He beat UCLA (7-7) in the

Bruins' last regular-season game of

1997 while Ramirez was a member of

the Cal State Northridge team.

Upon hearing that the program was

canned after the 1997 season, Ramirez

transferred to Fullerton.

BASEBALL

Cai State Fufcrton

AARON TOUT/Daily Brwn

Qiad Cislak pitches vs. Stanford.

OUNALEE/IMIyaniin

'*They're probably saving their best

pitcher for us," head coach Gary
Adams said.

• • •

Rightfielder Eric Byrnes became

UCLA's alkime hits leader on Sunday

with his sixth-inning single against the

Cardinal. He now has 267 hits in his

career, surpassing Tory Lovullo's pre-

vious record.

• • •

Stanford's John Gall was named
Pac-10 Player of the Week after hitting

for the cycle in Saturday's 23-4 victory

oyer the Bruins.

• • •

Errors have been a rea^tliom in the

side of the UCLA squad. In 14 games,

the team has made 38 errors, leading to

41 unearned runs. That averages out to

2.93 runs per game.

The infield played especially poor

defense over the weekend, forcing

Adams to create a practice session for

them on Monday, in the rain. Monday
is normally the team's off-day.

Any large Pizzai your choice of toppings and crust, for $9t99

1114 Gavley Ave. Fgrt, Frw Pgffy^n^

lAlA«4««.AA«i &IIa«a ""*** "* *-*^ Sunday-Thursday
WeStWOOd Village untU 2 a.m. Friday a Saturday824-41 1

1

•I

Men s ColU-qt- Brtskptb.ill

How The Top 2S f dred

I.Dukt (2S-2)M not ptoy.Natai

Gtorgu 1cch,WMn«(toy.

2. Ari20iu (24-3) did not pby. Nextvs.

Uifomy,1hun<U)f.

3. North CMiiM (27-2) bnl VMw Fomt
72-53 Next: it NalDukSaturdjy.

4. K«HK (30-3) did not pby. Next: at No.

2S0kWMnuStJte,S<mdiy.

5. Uuh (23-2) did not pUy. Next: «l lexK-

El Paso,Thund<y.

6. Connecticut (25-4) did not ptoy. Next:

vs. St John's, Satwd«)f.

7. Kentucky (24^) did not pby.Not

«

Autxim.Wednesdjy.

8. Stwfonl (23-3) did not ptay. Ncxtat

Arinna State, TTiurMby.

9. Piincelon (23-1 ) did not play. Next: at

CoJumbia. Friday.

10. MicMfan State (20-5) dM not ptay.

Nextw Nail Purdue, Sunday.

1 1

.

Purdue (22-«) dM not pUy. Ncm: n.

Mnnewu, Wednesday.

1 2. AfUreas (22-5) did not play. Next at

Na 13 Mississippi, Wednesday.

U.Mississippi (19-5) did not play. Next

vs. No. 1 2 Arkansas, Wednesday.

14. South Carolina (21 -5) beat Georgia

7S-76. NextSK tournament Friday.

15. Texas Christian (24-4) did not play.

Next: at Tuba, Thursday.

16. New Mexico (21-4) dKt not play. Next:

vs. Brigham Young, Thursday.

V.Gndnnaii (21-5) did not play.Next:vs.

Saint Louis, Saturday.

It. UCLA (20-«) did not play. Next: at

Washington State, Thursday.

19. West Virginia (22-5) did not play. Next:

at Boston Colege.Wednesday.

20. Massachusetts (20-7) did not play.

Next at St. Bonaventure, Wednesday.

21.Michigan (194) did not play. Next at

PwwSta^ Wednesday.

ZIHmIi (21-8) beat Indiana >2-72.

NextHg lien toumametN, Friday.

23. Syracuse (20-7) lost to St. John's 67

65. Next: vs. Pittsburgh, Thursday

24. Temple {\94>) did not play. Next: at

Maryland, Saturday.

r 25. Oklahoma Stale (21-4) beat Texas 80-

Sl Next:w No 4 Kansas, Sunday.

Men s Colleqe B.ittietbrilt

Msr
Bulblo110,CMcagoSLlOO

Pittsburgh 65,VlanoM 61

Rhode Island 69, Xavier 68

St John's 67, Syracuse 65

SOVTN

Maryland 74, Virginia 66

North Carolina 72.Wil(e Forest 53

SetonHaN76,Miami71

Sou* Caroina 78, Georgia 76

MMRST
Illinois 82. biiana 72

soimMcsr
Oklahoma St 80, Texas 58

Philander Smith 9$, ArL-Pine Bluff 88

MRWESr
Air Force 74, Denver 6)

touhmments

W I Pet

Miami 38 18 i79

NewtM 31 23 i74
New Jersey 32 24 i71

GB

6

6

28 27 J09 91/2

10

Orlando

WisMngton 28 28 iOO

i«lM 25 30 .455 121/2

FMaddphia 18 35 .337 181/2

OAKUMO ATHinKS—Signed RHP Aann

Smal to a one-year contiact

PMLAOELPHIA PinUES—Released OF

Atlantic IMsion

W
NewJersey 34

L

16

T Pis

29 17

Cential Division

Chicago

AdaMa

OtatlMto

Oevebml

42 15 .737 —
38 16 .704 21/2

32 23 .582 9

32 23 i82

.527

26

N.Y.Rangen 17

N.Y.I]ianders20

Flotida 18

T9 11 63

24 16 SO

29 8 48

27 12 48

29 26

Detroit

9

12

28 27 i09 13

25 29 .463 151/2

12 42 i22 281/2

VESTBMOMFaBKI
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB

Utah 37 16 i9l —
SanAntonio 37 18 .673 1

30 24 iS6 71/2

27 28 .491 11

14 41 J55 24

10 44 .115 271/2

5 50 .091 33

TampaBay 10 37 9

Nonheast Division
\

Pittsburg

Montreal

Oa«N

CaruiN

W L T Pts

29 16 13 71

28 21 7 63

23 22 11 57

23 25 10 56

22 21 12 56

21 29 7 49

GF GA

1S8110

160123

156 143

140154

148158

138160

104185

GF GA

160132

168141

140138

130140

143 13S

139161

MMNESOTA TIMBBIWOLVES—flaced F

Tim Gugietta on the injured isL

Activated G Chris Carr from the iipfcd

list

SAN ANTDMO SPURS—Signed 6-F Willie

Burton to a 10-day cantraa

UTAH JAZZ—SiyiedCWiiam
Cunningham to a second 10-^ contract

Houston

Vancouver

Dalas

Denver

Central Dwisien

W I T Pts GF GA

8 80 174115

DcMlt

SllMis

Paciic Division

Seaole 42 13 .764 —
ULlahen 37 16 .696 4

Phoenix 37 17 jM 41/2

Portland 32 22 i93 91/2

Sacramento 24 32 .429 181/2

GoMenState12 42 .222 291/2

ULOippers 11 44 .200 31

Chicago

Toronto

36 13

31 IS 12 74 177136

30 21 8 68 173145

24 22 11 59 162159

22 25 9 53 134133

19 29 7 45 129162

ARIZONA CAROWAIS—Signed Tl Chris

Gedncy to a three-year contract

DAUASCOWMYS—Released QB Wade

Whon.

DENVER BRONCOS—Signed WR Justin

AmmvandaCaillQdd.

GREEN BAY PACKERS—Signed IB Antonio

London, S Roger Harper and Tl Kyle

WacMMilz.

JAOOONVilE JAGUARS—Signed C

Quendn Neujahr to an oiler sheet.

NEW ENGtJUN) PATRNflS—Re-signed OG
Todd Rued

OAKLAND RABBK-Named Gvy
Sicwm ^Mrtotocks coach.

AMI
I PNy 76, SE Missouri 46

(Tenn. 61, E. Kentucky 49

Murray St 84, Tennessee Tech 63

Tennessee St 84, E. Hfcwis 79

At A Glance

EASTBHCOWIIOKI
Atlantic Dii(Jsion

WasMngtm 124, Houston 112

Golden Stale 87,New York 82

New Jersey 110,Vancouver 101

Miami 104, Utah 102

LA.LaiKrs98,Mlwaukee81

San Antonio 105, Minnesou 99

PMidclphia 95, Phoenix 94

Sacramento at Boston, 7 p.m.

Diiasal(Mand0k7:30piffl.

Vancouver at Cleveland, 7:30 pjn.

Charfotte at Detroit 7:30 p.m.

LA Lakers at Indiana, 8 p.ffl.

Portland at Chicago 8:30 p.m.

Atlanta at Denver 9 pjD.

PhMelphia at LAdppcrv 10J0 piffl.

PidnC DlvKMn

w
Coiorade 29

lasAngeles 26

SanJoK 21

EiMMlon 19

Anaheim 19

Calgary 16

VaiKDUver 16

L T Pts

13 16 74

20 9 61

28 7 49

28 10

28 9

GF GA

172138

161146

139152

141164

47 137171

30 11 43 149178

40 15320333 8

TiorontoatBufbia7pLffl.

Tampa Bay at Washinglon, 7 pLm.

Pittsburgh at Montreal, 7:30 p.m.

Dallas at N.YIsianders, 7.30 pin.

New Jersey at Florida, 7:30 piffl.

Los Angeles at Detnit, 7:30 pjn.

Colorado at Phoenix, 9 p.n.

Ottawa at EdmtMOR, 9 pjn.

Anaheim atMmmwct, 10 p.m.

M timt in Umpoftskwan 0T.

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—l)ecalled LW

Barry Nieckar from Cincinnati of the AHL

and C-IW Kevin Todd from Long Beach of

the ML Re-assigned D Dan Ticbd to

QmImML
DALLAS STARS—Activated LW Greg

Adams and RichanI Malwchuk from

injured reserve.

EDMONTON OILERS—Recafled C Boyd

DMnM|,DlMai Sandwith and RW
Scott Fnscr from HMnllono( the AHL
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Asigncd D

Jason Holland to Kentucky of the AHL
ST. LOUIS BLUES—RecaBed D Rkud
Pmson from Worcester of the AHl.

TORONTO MAPU LEAFS—Agreed to

tenns with C Mats Sundin on a four-year

contract.

CI11E6E

ECAC—Announced that the Niagara

women^ hockey team has been accepted

into the conference.

SEC—Suspended Sooth Caraina jHdor G

U MdOe for *e arst half of the Feb 24

Gtfli Soua Cafdna men^ basketbaR

game for inienlioiial and flagrant

unsportmaniK conduct on Fek 21

.

against Florida. Reprimanded Florida^

Brent VMght for unsportsmanMie conduct

attlie(ndof*eFebL21game.

AM FORCE—Announced the Ksignation

of Marti Gassei, women^ baifcetel

coach, effKlive Jwie 30.

CENTRALIOm Named MieGruver
women^ ooss (otmiry coach.

CLEMS0N-4limcd Bienda Rabon assis-

tant sports nlMiMliin dkcctor and ath-

letic department sales dfrector.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN—Announced that

hasketbaB F (Mncy Wright has been db-

misted from the team.

MORMMN—Named fBchard M. DuR ath-

biir dkwttw

RUTGERS-NeWrk—Named Lori De Loca

vmmen^ soAM coach.

ST. PETETS—NMNed John Cakalerra

men^ soccer a»ach.

1

.

\Mio IfAt oldest pitcher to icooid a

no-Mttcr In tke maior leagues?

2. There are five ways to have been

enshiiMd in BaukaTs HaB offame

What are they?

3.Why is the distance from the pitcher's

mound to the plate 60 feet, 6

inches?

MLS—Signed F Jamar Beasley to Pioject-

40 and assigned him to the New England

Revolution.

LOS ANGELES GALAXY—Signed MF ClM

-aM|s OM awes aip pMets fill awcisip

»mP«».9,09»^,09PW«H«
iauasadd I "pamid pue latadiL) lufaq

aMM sapu a«p |D fafdin Hai|« ^HMNiioH
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Substitutes see

more time
At the match against Cal State

Sati Bernadino last weekend, the

few fans in attendance may have

gotten a preview of the future.

UCLA head coach Al Scatcs sub-

stituted almost his entire second

team into the match.

Amongst those who received

playing time were setter Eric

Valleyly, outside hitter Matt Davis

and middle blockers Danny
Farmer and^Seth Burnham. Back

row specialist Charlie Jackson

even saw action as an outside hit-

ter in game three.

"Matt (Davis) looked real com-
fortable in there,*" Scates said.

"He hit good. He passed great. He
made a few serving errors but I

really liked his hitting and passing.

He didn't get any blocks but he

put up a solid block. It was good
to see him come out and play with

conndence. And I won't hesitate

to use him again."

During Friday night's game
against the Coyotes, Davis ham-

mered three kills in four attempts

for a .750 attack percentage. He
also added two aces and one dig.

In limited time against

Northridge, the sophomore out-

side hitter posted similar numbers
with four kills and three digs.

"

Although Burnham played well

against the Coyotes, it is unlikely

that the 6-foot-7-inch quick-hitter

will receive much more playing

time.

"Seth Burnham has been look-

ing real good in practice," Scates

said. "He looked good against

Santa Barbara but I don't need

four middle blockers. I need four

outside hitters. Right now I'm

substituting more at the outside

hitting position. (Adam) Naeve
and (Tom) Stillwell are playing

real well right now, so I only need

Danny Farmer
"

As usual. Farmer continues to

put up the big numbers when
called into action. In two games of

play, the dual-sport athlete spiked

10 kills in 12 attempts for a whop-
ping .667 attack percentage.

The depth of the Bruin bench

has given Scates much flexibility

against opponents. But it isn't

only the coach who believes in the

second-«tringers. The starters are

confident as well of their team-

mates' abilities.

"One through 12, this bunch is

sp strong," UCLA's senior cap-

tain Stillwell said. "We have so

many different combinations, just

so many things to throw at other

teams, and whoever we have out

there, I think we can win."

UCLA still on top

despite statistics

The UCLA men's volleyball

team may have an undefeated

record so far this season, but that

is the only statistical category that

the Bruins lead. It may be surpris-

ing to note that not a single Bruin

is a Stat leader.

"If you look at the stats, we're

way down in everything, except

winning," Scates said with a

chuckle.

It's true. Traditionally a leader

in blocking, the Bruins rank tenth

- S«eVOIlEVUU.page28
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FOR MEN 5'8" AND UNDER 1

Annual Winter Clearance Sale

MWc-HWc OFF ;C'm vmui

i

Suits • Sportcoats • Slacks • Shirts • Overcoats • Trenchcoats • Casualwear •

Sale Ends 2/28/98

Jimmy Au'is smau^ short *

\Menswearfor the Man 5'8"
<Sc Under. 2168 Glendale Galleria • 818.243.98981

Conveniently Located in Westwood village

Across Fronn Jerry's Famous Deli

«27
Complete Professional

Eye Examination'
Rmgulm Pticm $5S
•Ne* patients only

Contact lens exam additional.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
Includes eye exam,

frame and prescription

lenses.

1 YEAR SUPPLY!

DISPOSABII

CONTACTS
lncKj()es ty* sxam. IHling,

3^nonth foHowHjp. * (ocus

*aft»r manutaoturvr'ft f«b«t«

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see better,

and look

better, too.

EYES OF WESTWOOD

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear

• free no obligation laser

refractive surgery

consultation

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

(310) 208-1384

ADVERTISE M CLASSIFIED LINE

CALL: (310)825-2221

Ash Wednesday - Today

Jum awayfrom sin and befaithful to the GospelL

Schedule of Services for Ash Wednesday
12:10pm - Ecumenical Service in Schoenberg Quad

5:15pm - Catholic Mass at the Lutheran Chapel

^ .__^ (10915 Strathmore)

7:30pm

5:15pm

6:00pm

- Catholic Mass at the University CathoUc Center

(840 Hilgard Ave)
»

Fridavs of Lent

- Catholic Mass at the University Catholic Center

- Lent Dinner and Movie Night at the

University CathoHc Center

For a complete list of activities and services for Lent

and Easter, contact the University Catholic Center

at (310-208-5015)

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA

^Meet and talk

to alumni

professionals in

a variety of

career fields!

^Build your

career network!

Learn how to

make your

Bruin

Connections

work for you!

glack Altmmi/Student

Networking Night
Featuring...

Yvonne Brathwaite Burke
Los Angeles County Supervisor

Thursday, February 26

7pm -9pm
The Alumni Center

Free Registration: CaU Today!

(310) 206-6062

Students, UCLA Black Alumni Association members and

UCLA Alumni Association members

$20 registrationfeefor all others

mfUCLAIunvii
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c^i
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SPORTS

Jared

Hummel

Sports as

we know it

succumbing

to a mouse
CAPITAUSM: TVadition

trampled as Disney' keeps

cropping up everywhere

I
can recall with fond memories

when Disney meant something

good - beyond good.

As a kid, good meant sleeping over

at a friend's house and eating pizza.

Disney somehow eclipsed that defini-

tion of good by a long shot.

I mean

Disneyland is

the "Happiest

Place on Earth."

To a child, this is

' completely

accurate.

Riding on

Space

Mountain, the

Matterhom and

Pirates of the

Caribbean was

about the most

wonderful thing

1 could think of.

But just as with Santa Gaus, the

Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy, as

you grow older you learn to see the

strings and you realize that magic

isn't really magic after all.

Now that I'm a big boy, I have

learned that Disney is bad - beyond

bad.

Disney, of course, hasn't changed,

but as I alluded to before, I'm just

more aware of what is happening

behind the scenes.

As I've heard, Disney was once rel-

atively small. A guy named Walt ini-

tially put together a cartoon, expand-

ed by building a theme park and sud-

denly, posthumously created a com-

pany of behemoth proportions.

If you arc now wondering what

this random configuration of insignif-

icant babble is doing in the sp>orts sec-

tion, I'll tell you.

(Note: The rest of the way I'll refer

to Disney as Mickey for intimacy pur-

poses.)

Along the course of Mickey's

bingeing of American consumerism

(i.e., his conquest of the world), he

decided to dip his little round nose

into sports.

A few miles down the Interstate

Highway S from Disneyland, with a

quick transition onto the 57 Freeway,

Mickey created an arena to house his

new expansion hockey team named
after his "highly successful" film "The

Mighty Ducks."

Mickey made his maiden voyage

U

Recruits brighten Bruins' futune
M.BASKETBALL Immediate path

for UCLA filled with questions,

but next season brings promise

ByBrmtBoifdand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Ejcfdtw

Next year's Bruin squad will be a fountain of tal-

ented youth, especially with the potential to have 1

2

players who will either be sophomores or freshmen.

UCLA already has three recruits lined up for

next year's campaign, with Kansas City prep

standout and McDonald's Ali-American JaRon

Rush announcing his intention to sign with

UCLA.
The Pembroke Hill senior was the object of

desire for many of the nation's top programs. He
was pursued especially hard by the University of

Kansas. He had announced in November his

intention of signing with the Jayhawks, but his

mother, Glenda Rush, would not give her consent,

wanting instead for Rush to think thoroughly

JAMK SCANION- JACOeS/CMy Brum

Senior JJt Henderson yvill leave a hole to fill for next year's promising recruiting class.

about his decision.

Kansas stopped recruiting the 6-foot-7-inch

Rush two weeks ago, when Rush criticized Kansas

head coach Roy Williams' substitution techniques.

"UCLA always has had the tradition with guys

tike Kareem (Abdul-Jabbar) and Pooh

Richardson," Rush told the Kansas City Star. "I

remember being out there and looking at the

championship trophies ... All my friends wanted

me to go to KU so they cotikl see me play. This wiH

give me a chance to go away and grow up."

Another b6nus for Rudt's arrival in Westwood

is that his close friend, Kansas City native Earl

Watson, is the starting guard for the Bruins.

When Rush officially signs with UCLA, he will

join two other recruits of the 1998-1999 recruiting

class.

Ray Young committed to UCLA during the

eariy signing period. The 6-foot-4-iiich Young was

rated the No. I prep off-g;uard in the nation by

Dick Vitale's preseason magazine.

The 6-foot-7-inch Matt Barnes also signed dur-

ing tiie eariy signing period. The Del Campo
senior is considered to be one (^ the top forward

prospects in California.

UCLA has six scholarships availaUe for next

year.

"Pleased would be a huge understatement,"

Lavin said about the prospective recruits, though

he could not comment on specific potenti^

recruits. "The four or five players that have basi-

cally told us that they are going to come (to

UCLA) are at the highest level - four McDonald's

All-American&. ,

"Recruiting is at a high point in the seven years

I've been here. In terms of the future of our pro-

gram, this is exciting."

• « •

Jelani McCoy's departure left the 6-foot-8-md}

J.R. Henderson as the No. 18 Brains' tallest play-

er and forced him to move over to cento*.

So, when Henderson picked up three fouls

within the first six minutes against Duke, then

fouled out eariy, the Bruins were even more under-

sized than before.

As a result, the Blue Devils scored eariy and

often in their 120-84 victory.

The problem which may come as a surprise to

some, UCLA head coadi Steve Lavin says, is^t
Henderson was just too aggressive.

"You can't ask your center who is your

rebounder and post offense to not be aggressive,"

Lavin said. "He has two weeks to learn how to be

aggressive and not fod."
• • •

With the NCAA tournament rapidly approach-

ing, much talk has been loeittered around regional

seedings.

Will they be a three, four, five or six seed?

WiU they be in the Midwest, East or South?

Lavin, for one, could care less.

"Right now, the seeding is less important than

just playing good basketball," he said.

In the last two years, despite winning the Pac-

10, the Bruins were shipped out of the West - last

~
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Pac-1 Championships bring

excitement to UCLA squad

SWIMMING: Well-prepared for important meet, team

hopes to qualify for NCAAs with best times of season

ByStcvefOm
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA women's swimming head

coach Cyndi Gallagher has said time

and again that the team peaks toward

the Pac-IOs and the NCAAs. One of

these championships has finally

arrived. This year's P»c-IO

Championships will be hosted by

UCLA at the Long Beach indoor pool

facility Thursday through Saturday.

Unlike the regular season's one-day.

dual meets, these swimming champi-

onships occur over three days. This

allows the swimmers to rest more
between races; consequently, many
swim their fastest times of the season.

~"
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Lindsay Etter Is one of the top breaststrokers In the Pac-10 conference.

u.

Inside today

R«al Bruins: Gymnasts'team captain

stretches her own limits. S— page 3

Light his fire: Joe Eszterhas tackles

the film industry in 'Burn.'Sea page 22

Toby Bailey: He's a constant force

on the Bruin team. Sc« back page
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Albert Camesale searching for a No. 2 man
ADMINISTRATION: UC

person sought to be new

executive vice chancellor

By Uwfranca Fcrdiaw

Daily Bruin Contributor

For Chancellor Albert Camesale,

the search process is familiar. Only

this time, he is the one asking the

questions.

Almost one year after Camesale

was selected to be chancellor by the

UC Board of Regents, he is looking

for a second in command to replace

Executive Vice Chancellor Charles

Kennel when he leaves this spring.

At this time, the committee has a

list of eight candidates, said

Graduate Students' Association

President Andrew Westall, a mem-
ber of the committee. The committee

is still seeking candidates from other

UC campuses.

Experience in the UC system is

one qualification which Camesale

has established for the position.

Because the chancellor is new to the

UC system, "he wants someone to

complement him," said Elizabeth

Neufeld. professor of biological

chemistry and a member of the com-

UCLA students unsure

of U.S. motives in Iraq

WAR: Many say civilian

welfare, not economics,

should be top concern

By CathtriiM Tumcr
Daily Bruin Contributor

Though over 5,000 miles away

from the Iraqi crisis. UCLA students

have expressed concern and anger

toward the position of the United

States and welfare of the Iraqi peo-

pie.

Specifically, some students are

unsure of the motives of the United

States, the well-being of the Iraqi

people and American soldiers and

the future actions of Saddam
Hussein, the United States and the

United Nations.

The Muslim Student Association

(MSA) is one organization currently

demonstrating its concerns that the

Iraqi people are uneducated, unfed

and dying without action from any

nation with the power to change

things.

"The Iraqi people have nowhere

to turn," said Shaan Sethi, a first-year

business economics student, who
believes that the people are caught in

the middle of Hussein's greed for

national power and the rest of the

world's desire to impede it.

An agreement made about

weapons inspections reached by

U.N. Chief Kofi Annan and Hussein

is still awaiting approval from the

United States. Although the agree-

ment has quieted the United States'

threat of bombing, it has not com-

pletely resolved the situation.

"I am happy the agreement took

place, but I am still cynical that

bombing will not occur," said Ahmed
Shama, editor for the Muslim news-

magazine Al-Talib.

Madeleine Albright of the Clinton

Administration said, "It is possible

that (Annan) will come up with

something we don't like, in which

case we will pursue our national

interest," as reported by the Los

Angeles Times.

The United States previously put

sanctions on the importation of items

such as medicine and food into Iraq

in order to pressure Hussein to com-

ply to unlimited weapons inspec-

tions.
*

These sanctions have been unsuc-

cessful, but the United States has not

moved to end them.

"Saddam Hussein is not feeling

any of the effects of the sanctions; he

has numerous homes and money.

The Iraqi people are suffering," said

Salar Rizvi. MSA director of pro-

grams.

The implementation of troops into

Iraq has also caused harm to both the

soldiers and innocent people.

"Babies are being born with

defects and soldiers are suffering

from memory loss and genetic muta-

tion from exposure to the defective

uranium found in U.S. bullets," said

Rizvi said.

MSA has protested the U.S. poli-

cy, claiming that it is inhumane and

purposeless, and has even referred to

it as "genocidal." In response to con-

cerns like these, Albright said that

the Clinton administration's policy

of military aggression is to ensure

"that (Americans) can sleep at

night."

Students unaffiliated with the

MSA also raised interest in the Iraqi

crisis.

Many students at UCLA are

against bombing Iraq.

"With such .strong world opposi-

tion to military action against Iraq,

anything less than all-out defiance by

Saddam Hussein will probably be tol-

erated," said Doug Kolozsvari, a

third-year sociology student.

Other students feel that innocent

casualties are just part of the natural

causes of war and conflict and can-

not be avoided.

"National warfare is unbiased in

its killing and sometimes innocent

people get hurt," said Samira

Kapadia, a first-year undeclared stu-

dent.

Some students feel that the U.S.'

policy is equally as tyrannical as

Hussein's actions and has been moti-

vated by economic pursuit rather

than the welfare and basic needs of

humanity.

"The U.S. government will not kill

SMBMl|M9e16

mittee.

Though the chancellor has lirtiited

the search to candidates with UC
experience, he is not limiting it to

candidates from UCLA.
The position is important to the

university and for that reason

Camesale said he is "very much
engaged in the search on a regular

basis."

To help him with his decision, the

chancellor has created a committee

composed of faculty members repre-

senting all areas of campus, adminis-

trators and student leaders.

The committee will advise

Camesale and give him feedback on

candidates to help him make his deci-

sion, but the decision is his alone.

The chancellor plans to make the

selection by April.

_ The executive vice chancellor is

the second in charge at UCLA. He
or she is responsible for the daily

operations of the campus as well as

communicating with the Academic

Senate. He or she also works closely

with the chancellor to create and

carry out policies.

The executive vice chancellor "will

have primary responsibility for the

academic programs," said Kennel

who has held the position since 1996.

He is leaving to. become director of

Scripps Institute of Oceanography at

UC San Diego.

The position of executive vice

chancellor has recently assumed

more duties, as the position of vice

chancellor of academic planning and

budget was removed and all academ-

ic planning responsibilities were

given to the executive vice chancel-

lor.

Beyond UCLA, Kennel said that

the executive vice chancellor meets

to discuss systemwide academic

issues with the academic vice chan-

cellors from the other University of
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(Left to right) Cynthia Salgado, Alyssa De Jesus and CcdHt Onate enjoy a day at UCLA. Students from

Edison Elementary Sch(x>rapplied'to college, toured the campus and learned the value of education.

Phlld's^ play
exDosure JL t/Early exposure

to college hopes to improve

attitudes toward education

By J. Sharon Yac

Daily Bruin Contributor

"UCLA should pick me for a student

because I will be good," Joseph Tecson wrote in

his personal statement. "I always write nicely

on my homework and try not to get a mistake."

If this sounds different from what you wrote

on your application for admission, keep in

mind Joseph is only 7 years old.

In an attempt to expose young children to

college, second-griide students at Edison

Elementary School in Glendale were given the

opportunity to 'apply" for admission to the uni-

versity.

"A great thing I have done in school is a math

test," wrote Andres Galaviz, reflecting on an

academic achievement that made him stronger.

Wednesday, Joseph and Andres' class got its

first taste ofcollegiate life, complete with a cam-

pus tour and lunch at the Graduate School of

Education & Information Studies (GSE&IS).

"It was fun!" said Krystal Abagon, a first-

grader whose favorite subject is reading.

The class of first, second and third-graders,

most of whose parents did not attend college,

represent the youngest group of prospective

students to ever take a campus tour.

After the tour, the six students who wrote

personal essays were presented with "accep-

tance" letters from Rae Jeane Williams, direc-

tor of professional development contracts at

Center X, a research institute functioning out of

Sec EOOOmON, pafc 17
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Berkeley digitizes past

documents of the West
The history of the American West will soon

be available on a computer screen.

Documents at UC Berkeley's Phoebe
Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology,

which are frail and crumbling, will be digitized to

save them for the future. A $23,000 grant from
the National Center for Preservation

Technology and Training will fund the project.

Now, instead of handling the fragile docu-

ments, researchers will see them on a computer
screen or on printouts that may be easier to use

than the original.

"Many of these are newspaper clippings,

typed manuscripts and other documents collect-

ed in the early 20th century There are pencil

sketches that can smudge, and the photos some-
times have no negatives," said Rosemary Joyce,

the museum director.

Researchers visit the museum to view the

documents which range from Native American
studies and history to ethnobotany.

"In some cases, these are the only

remaining records of the communi-
ties that flourished prior to contact

with other peoples," said Joyce.

Included in the records are field reports from
a Depression-era anthropological survey of

Orange County funded by the Federal Works
Progress Administration.

The National Center for Preservation

Technology and Training is a division of the

National Park Service which focuses on techni-

cal issues in the preservation of cultural

resources.

Faculty library opens

doors to undergrads
The UCLA Law School just opened up its

faculty library to third-year students. Because
of the delays in the construction of the new
law library, administrators decided to open up
the smaller facility to students who would not

have access to the new library.

The faculty library is not staffed Thirds

year law students were given

keys to the room, which has

about 30 seats, computer termi-

nals and copies of court case legal col-

lections.

They may use the room during building

hours, from 7 a.m. to 12 midnight every day.

American Airlines sells

cheap fare to students
American Airlines has been offering college

students discounts up to 65 percent on flights for

spring break. Students must purchase tickets

now in order to qualify for the low travel fares.

Students may book their flights on-line,

through American Airlines or a travel agent.

Right prices finge from $109 to $259 round
trip, depending on the flight distance. Special

fares only apply to flights within the United

States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii. All flights

require a 14-day advance purchase in order to

travel between Feb. 23 and April 16.—Other specials ofTered to college students^

American Airlines are announced via e-mail.

Students who log on to the site and sign up to

receive promotional announcements can win six

round-trip coach tickets for themselves and five

friends. The site address is www.aa.com/college.

Fowler benefits from

Getty Grant Program
The UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural

History has received a $130,000 grant from the

Getty Grant Program. The grant money will

help fund publications about non-Western tex-

tile studies.

"Among the world's art forms, clothing tradi-

tions are one ofthose most intimately tied to fun^

damental issues of identity, " Doran H. Ross, the

Fowler Museum's director, said.

The Fowler Museum already publishes high-

ly regarded scholarship on non-Western textile

studies. Its collective includes more than 10.000

items from two millennia and five continents.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reportsr-
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ft's OK Honey, things will picl( up!

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For students who are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998-

1999.

D0N7 FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

Undergraduate first pass
enrollment appointments hav§
begun through .RSA Telephone.

Student Psychological
Services (SPS) is here to provide
you with a safe place to talk about
your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?
College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

Thursday
UCLA Orientation Program

Orientation assistant positions

available

Come pick up an application!

Applications due Friday!

201 Covel Commons

Noon
Bible Studies in Old/New
Testament

Bible study in Romans 1

3

Ackerman 2412 • (213) 936-3713

University Catholic Center

Communion Service (12:10)

Kerckhoff400

3 p.m.
UCLA Academic Senate

Town hall meeting

Faculty grand program research

infrastructure support

California Room, Faculty Center

Northwest Auditorium

Ballroom Dance Club

Tango lemons

e-mail at ballroom@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2408 • 284-3636

8 p.m.
UCLA dcptartment ofmusic

"The Mystic Saints" - A Musical

Drama
Tickets are $20, $ 10 for students

Schoenberg Hall • 825-4761

4 p.m.
SSAC - •

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

2121 Murphy Hall -206-2447

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Christian feminism

Ackerman 2408 • 208-0941

MAES
Meeting

Interested in helping people

succeed? Then please join us.

Ackerman 2410

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Qub
Dance lessons

e-mail at intdance@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2408 • 284-3636

Friday 1 p.m.
Jacob Marshak Interdisciplinary

Colliquium

"Darwinian Evolution and

Multidimensional Fitness

Landscapes" by Manfred Eigen,

Nobel Laureate in Chemistry

C-301 AGSM • 80254144

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5: 15)

840 Hilgard Ave.

6 p.m.
Latina/o Business Student

Association

Real Estate Night

UCLA Career Center

Bruin Republicans

General meetmg
Ackerman 2408 • (818) 782-0778

Oikos Christian Fellowship

Genreal meeting(6:30)

KinseySl -231-0777

7 p.m.
Hedrick Hall Multicultural

Programming committee

Gospelfest '98

6 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Lent supper and movie night

840 Hilgard Ave.

Saturday 6 p.m.
Music Gub
Meeting

Bring an instrument

e-mail at hparish@ucla.edu

Ackerman Union
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Stretching
Heidi Moneymal(er's

liard woric and positive

attitude, both in and out

of the gym, reflect -

-

her love of laughter, v.

friends and having fun

the

JAMK SCANU0N-JACOeSA>*ily Brum

Every Thursday, the

Daily Bruin takes a look

at members of the

UCLA community. In

this continuing series,

we highlight the many

different activities

Bruins are involved in.

By Trina Enriqucz

Daily Bruin Contributor "^
' \

'

It's 2:30 p.m. in Yates Gym and women's

gymnastics is now in session.

Amid bursts of laughter, Heidi

Moneymaker wraps her arms around her

body and assumes a solemn face. She strug-

gles to keep from grinning before tumbling

through her rendi-

tion of teammate

Kiralee Hayaslirs

floor exercise.

Teammate Stella

Umeh quickly joins

in, and together they

perform exaggerat-

ed, funky moves

with the most seri-

ous of faces.

Teammate Lena

Degteva joins in and

soon all the girls are

out there.

Cut to the bright

lights of Pauley

Pavilion: Faces writ-

ten with intensity,

members of four

teams, including UCLA, execute moves on

each of the four gymnastics apparatuses.

There's no goofing around here, as UCLA
takes home another victory and the top

three all-around scores, one of which

belongs to Moneymaker.

Yet the camaraderie prevails as hugs, high

fives and head-rufllings head around.

"Heidi is game for anything," said head

coach Valorie Kondos. "She doesn't really

care about making a fool of herself; she just

loves life, and has a'ton of energy to enjoy

it!"

This boundless energy manifests itself

right down to her staccato way of speaking.

"I'm such a hyper person, I go into over-

drive before a meet," she grins. "Usually I'm

bouncing off walls."

That energy fuels what Kondos calls

"One hundred percent commitment, 100

percent of the time."

Moneymaker is team captain not only

because ofher energy and strong work ethic,

but because she cares about her teammates,

who form an extended family for the second-

year undeclared student.

Sec lEM.nVMS^ pa^c 14
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(Above) Women's

gymnastics team

captain H«idi

Moneymaker works

on her routine.

(Far left) In one of

her few free moments,

Moneymaker lounges

at home.

(Left) Moneymaker^

coach, Valorie Kondos,

congratulates

her after a polished

performance

in the Bruin Classic

Tournament.

KWCKKUOO

9 a.m.Monday
Baha'i Club

Come get free lollipops, balloons,

and info about the Baha'i Qub
Table on Bruin Walk • 453-9594

Noon
Hillel Jewish Students

Association

Talmud study with Rabbi Chaim
Law School 2442 -208-308

1

What's Brewtn'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewine>media.ucla.edo

J L
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Creativity resolves conflicts, ROTC says

Arts
& Ente.tainment 825 2538; Nev/s:825-2795; S|)ortv825 9851: V,<>v;pom.:W5-22ir, Classified L,ne:825-22^

MARY ClfCtK

Members of the ROTC perform at the

conflict resolution panel.

PANEL Event shows that school

military organization are in

sync with university's mission

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bmin Contributor

With its first-ever community outreach pro-

gram, the UCLA ROTC is exploring aspects of

conflict resolution not commonly attributed to

the military

Although men and women in uniform out-

numbered civilians al the relatively sparsely

attended event, this did not deter the organizers

from carrying on a successful conflict resolution

panel.

"There is this general sense that ROTC does

its thing out there, separate from the rest of the

student body, when in fact we are largely in sync

with the mission of the university," said

Cadet/First Lieutenant Evan Seamone, who

organized Wednesday's event.

"This event has been my baby for a while," he

added.

The panel was somewhat delayed because of

parking problems, but around noon it began

with a performance by the UCLA ROTC drill

team. '•

"This is to get the creative juices flowing,"

said Seamone.

The goal of the panel was to resolve conflict

creatively, through communication and under-

standing.

The first speaker, Carol Petersen from

UCLA's conflict resolution program, spoke

about affirmative action and the diversity of the

UCLA student body during the 1993 protests

over affirmative action.

"The strength of the presence of students was

extremely important - the protests showed the

diversity of the student body in a peaceful way,

"

she said.

Following Petersen, members of the conflict

resolution program performed a skit demon-

strating racial conflict in a restaurant.

In the skit, two students got into an argument

with a waiter over ordering a one-drink mini-

mum, and the conflict resulted in both sides

using racial slurs against each other.

"The purpose of this exercise is to show that

arguments can arise from everyday situations,"

said Michael Megturo, also from UCLA's con-

flict resolution program.

"Stereotypical assumptions and words one

uses can result in a conflict whether one is in a

restaurant or a policy table discussing affirma-

tive action," he continued.

Following the issue of conflict resolution

within the UCLA community, the panel moved

on to national, then international conflict medi-

ation, r-

Speaker John J. Welsh, from the Strauss

Institute for Dispute Resolution in Pepperdine,

emphasized the importance of resolving conflict

without going to court. He said about 80 per-

cent of conflicts brought to organized mediation

are settled, without cases going to court.

"Especially in California, mediation has

S«cO«TIEilCM,|M9c1S
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High-tech companies want cap on work visas raised

TECHNOLOGY: Demand

for computer engineers

outstrips domestic supply

By WarrMi Wilson

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

High-tech companies facing a

severe shortage of computer engi-

neers and programmers want

Congress to raise the cap on foreign

professionals who enter the country

each year on work visas.

Demand for computer profes-

sionals is so far outstripping the sup-

ply that companies say they are hav-

ing to postpone or cancel whole pro-

jects. Some say they may have to

move projects overseas to find the

expertise they need, because post-

ponement would mean losing the

business to a foreign competitor.

"It's not a threat, it's a reality,"

said Brian Raymond, domestic poli-

cy manager for the American

Electronics Association in

Washington, D.C.

If companies can't find the work-

ers they need in the United States,

"they'll go to where the workers are

and start setting up shop around

(them) - PhDs, senior engineers,

etc," Raymond said.

The topic is on Washington Sen.

Slade Gorton's agenda Thursday

when he meets with technology lead-

ers at Microsoft Corp. in Redmond.

Microsoft, Texas Instruments and

Sun Microsystems are among the

companies scheduled to testify about

the worker shortage at a U.S. Senate

subcommittee hearing next week.

One focus of the Feb. 25 hearing

chaired by Sen. Spencer Abraham,

R-Mich., will be a visa category

known as H 1 B that limits the num-

ber of non-U. S. citizens who may

enter the country each year to work

in "specialty occupations."

Created by the Immigration

Reform act of 1990. the H I B catego-

ry covers a wide range of profes-

sions, including accountants, doc-

tors, professors and architects as

well as computer engineers and pro-

grammers, with a cap set at 65,000 a

year. Employers apply to the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service for H I B status for non-citi-

zens they want to hire. The visa is

good for six years; many recipients

obtain permanent-resident status

before the H 1 B expires. _ .

American universities

aren't turning out

nearly enough

computer experts to fill

the demand.

For the first~scveral years,

demand for HIB visas remained

below the ceiling. But last year, the

cap was reached on Sept. 5, a month

before the end of the federal fiscal

year. With demand continuing to

spiral upward, observers expect the

cap will be reached this fiscal year in

May or June, and next year just a

month or two after it starts.

The effect is immediate on com-

panies that rely on high-tech profes-

sionals.

"Several times a year you're going

to have a very senior, crucial new

hire, for a new technology or a new

businesss, who can only become an

employee under the HIB visa cate-

gory," said an attorney for one

major employer.

Once the cap is reached, he said,

"You simply have to wait.

"

Crisis isn't too strong a term,

Raymond said.

"In terms of workforce and

human-resources policy issues, (the

H 1 B visa program) is our top priori-

ty," he said.

The situation has several causes,

starting with the high-tech revolu-

tion that is causing demand for com-

puter experts to skyrocket, not just

among the white-hot growth compa-

nies such as Intel and Microsoft

(which by itself has about 2,000 cur-

rent vacancies) but in all types of

industries as they become increas-

ingly reliant on computer technolo-

gy-

Demand has so far outpaced sup-

ply that U.S. companies with 100 or

more employees currently have

346,000 vacancies for programmers,

system analysts and computer scien-

tists/engineers, according to a recent

study by the Information

Technology Association of America

"and the Virginia Polytechnic

Institute.

The U.S. Department of

Commerce estimates that the nation

will need more than a million new

information-technology profession-

als between 1996 and 2006. The

greatest need will be for systems ana-

lysts, it said, where employment is

expected to grow from 506,000 in

1996 to 1,025.000 in 2006 - a 103

percent jump, compared to 14 per-

cent for all occupations.

American universities aren't turn-

ing out nearly enough computer

experts to fill the demand, though

there are signs the number of gradu-

ates will grow.

The Commerce Department chad

a recent survey by the Computing

Research Association that saidbach-

elor-level enrollment in U.S. schools

that grant doctorates in computer

science and computer engineering

were up 46 percent in 1996.

"We're doing things to

help educate American

workers, but we have a

shortage that needs to
~^ be filled."

~~

Debra Cabral

American Business for Legal

Imnrjigration spokeswoman

But a substantial share of the

graduates are non-U.S. citizens who

must obtain H 1 B visas before they

can work for a U.S. company, no

matter what their professional skills.

National Science Foundation

data from 1995, the most recent year

available, show that 32 percent of all

graduate students in computer sci-

ence were non-U.S. citizens, said

Raymond of the American

Electronics Association.

In electrical engineering, the fig-

ure was even higher, he said: 36 per-

cent of all graduate students were

non-U.S. citizens.

"Who do we hire," Raymond
said, "if that's what our universities

are producing?"

The long-term solution, he and

others agree, is to counter the "nerd"

stereotype that plagues the comput-

er industry, extol the rewards it can

offer and try to interest young stu-

dents in the math and science cours-

es that will prepare them for careers

in the field.

Another tool is to retrain engi-

neers from fields such as defense

that are more static or even shrink-

ing. But those are long-term efforts,

and the shortage of high-tech profes-

sionals is already so severe that

many American companies are join-

ing the push to raise or abolish the

HIB cap.

One organization, called

American Business for Legal

Immigration, represents more than

200 corporations and trade associa-

tions who have banded together to

pursue that goal.

"We're doing things to help edu-

cate American workers," spokes-

woman Debra Cabral said, "but we

have a shortage that needs to be

filled in the short term."

Organizations that want the HIB
restrictions left alone include the

Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers of America,

whose president-elect is Seattle-

based computer consultant Paul

Kostek.

IEEE members well remember

cases in which companies laid off

groups of employees and replaced

them with immigrants holding HIB
visas - "often for less money, and on

a contract basis so they weren't

offered benefits," Kostek said.

He acknowledged the strong

demand for computer scientists and

programmers, but added, "We still

see layoffs taking place, through

SwHIIIWMIIT5>page15
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CLOSING DOORS ON BROXTON
EVERYTHING MUST GO!

All Candles
& Candle Stands

50% Off

v^Wrapping Paper
Rolls Bags and Bows

Buy One Get One

Free
of equal or lesser value

X'mas Boxed Cards

and Wrapping Paper

75% Off

All Frames
50% Off

Rugs/Throws
$g99

Wmnie the Pooh
Clothing: 50% OFF
Ceramics: 40% OFF
Stationery: 40% OFF

8 eit^

Greeting Cards

50% Off

le
• Teddy Bears: 50% Off ^U
• Watches: 50% Off ^
• Silver Earrings: 50% Off

• Stationary/ Invitations:

50% Off

• Silver Rings: 60% Off

• Curious George: 20% Off

• Slow Stars: 30% Off

• California T-shirts: 4 fOf $20

• Wind Chimes: 50% off

4 All l^Shirts

50% Off
Selected T shirts 6 for $20.00

• 9 Except
South Park

Candy: 30% off i^
Stickers: 50% off >r
Novelty Gifts

and Key Chains: 50% Off

Water Fountains: 40% off

Magnets: 50% Off

Elvis and Lucy: 50% off

Photo Albums: 50% Off

Stamps: 50% Off a

EVERYTHING 20% to 70%
Must Bring Ad, FINAL DATE - FEBRUARY 28 .Except Beanie Babies

WORLD &^ NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 87.68

close: 8457.78 dose: 1766.48

Ym: 128.47

Mai1i:U17S

The AsKxiated Pr«j

Sen. EriMSt Holtings, D-S.C. (left) talks with Laurtnc*Tlsch ccxhairman and co-chief executive

officer of the Loews Corp. prior to a hearing of the Senate Commerce Committee.

Senate braces for reform battle

CX)NGftESS: Campaign flnance legislation foes,

proponents engage in fight on political funding

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Opponents

of campaign Tinance legislation are

digging in their heels in the Senate,

determined to kill a measure that

finally has the support of a nanow

majority oflawmakers.

"This bill is not going to pass. Not

today, not tomorrow," Sen. Mitch

McConnell, R-Ky., said on Tuesday,

shortly after the legislation had

cleared its first hurdle. The measure

survived on a test vote of Si48, a

narrow majority but well short ofthe

60 voles that will be needed to over-

come a filibuster led by its

Republican foes.

Tlie next test is likely to come late

Thursday, on a proposal craAed by

Maine Republican Sen. Olympia

Snowe designed to curtail union

spending and attack ads in political

campaigns.

"We shoukl be putting our heads

together, not buOding walls between

us with intractable rhetoric and all-

or-nothing provisions," Snowe said

Tuesday evening as she appealed for

support from GOP critics of her

proposal.

The campaign finance legislation,

developed by Sens. John McCain,

R-Ariz., and Russell Feingold, D-

Wis., would ban unregulated "soft

money" that flows to national politi-

cal parties from corporations, labor

unions and individuals. It also would

impose fresh curbs on advertise-

ments that attack candidates but

escape regulation because they are

presented as "issue ads" not covered

by existing election law.

Within moments of the roll call

on Tuesday, Senate Majority Leader

Trent Lott exercised his prerogative

to slow the bill's passage - much as

he did last fall when the measure was

last on the floor.

"Here we go again," lamented

Senate Minority Leader Tom

Daschle, D-S.D. "What is it about

the majority filibustering something

a majority of the Senate favors?"

While the maneuvering unfolded

on the Senate floor. Democrats

labored for political advantage.

President Qinton - whose 1996

campaign fund raising has spawned

congressional investigations and

criminal indictments - issued a state-

ment saying that "only the obstruc-

tion of a minority stands in the way

of a law that would strengthen our

democracy."

McConnell and other

Republican opponents charge the

measure, which would impose limits

on certain types of campaign spend-

ing, is a violation of the First

Amendment guarantee of free

speech.

The Kentucky Republican

argued that money has played a role

in politics since before the birth of

the nation. "When anonymous pam-

phlets were passed out supporting

the Revolution, somebody paid for

those," he ss.d.

sieWuiiapageli
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President Fidel Castro

re-elected to fifth term
MEXICO CFTY - Ekrcted to a fifth term as

president, Fidel Castro vowed socialism in Cuba

will outlive him and denounced a U.S. aid pro-

posal for the island.

Castro's seven-hour speech to the opening of

a new session of parliament ended shortly after

midnight Wednesday - its marathon length rem-

iniscent of his speeches in the early years after

his 1959 revolution.

The 601 -member pariiament, elected in

January, opened its five-year term Tuesday by

re-electing Castro and other top members of the

Council of State, which works in conjunction

with the Cabinet. Castro was the only presiden-

tial candidate, and all the deputies were elected

unchallenged.

In his wide-ranging speech, Castro, 71,

declared Cuba's singlei)arty communist system

"untouchable" and said those who predict a

"post-Castro transformation" are wrong.

Castro also denounced a proposal

before the U.S. Congress to distribute

limited aid through U.S. charitable

organization as "humiliating."

He ridiculed those who fed easing the

U.S. embargo ofCuba would help topple social-

ism by bringing greater contact with Americans.

Castro has been Cuba's unchallenged leader

since 1959, even though he was only elected

president in 1976.
'

Five arrested for killing

rare pandas, monkeys
BEIJING - Chinese police have arrested

five people suspected of killing giant pandas

and golden monkeys, rare animals whose

killers can face the death penalty

Police in southern China's Hunan province

confiscated five golden monkey pelts from two

men from northern Gansu province who were

arrested Feb. 6, the state-run Xinhua news

agency said Wednesday.

Computer hadcers target

U.S. Defense Department
PENTAGON: Officials say

attacks ought to serve as

wake-up call to everyone

By Susannc M. Sdufcr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Over the past

two weeks, the Pentagon's unclassi-

fied computer networks were hit by

the "most organized and systematic"

attack yet, apparently by hackers

bent on peering into personnel

records or payroll matters, the

Defense Department said

Wednesday.

No classified information appears

to have been tampered with, but the

matter remains "a very serious, long-

term problem," said Deputy

Defense Secretary John Hamre.

"We have organized ourselves

much more aggressively and more

closely with the Justice Department

to get our hands around this," he

added. :.---.
Hamre said he couldn't divulge

too many details about the attacks

because the military was working

with Justice in pursuing potential

criminal activity.

Hamre told a group of defense

writers the onslau^t should serve as

a "wake-up call" for the military in

particular and society overall, argu-

ing that neither the government nor

to have been tampered with, but the See KHMX. page 12

Six days without power leads

to dark thoughts in Auckland
MCWTFAIAMfV TInnhatoH Zealand's largest city are nearlyNEW ZEALAND: Unabated

growth lead to blackout;

citizens blame leadership

By PMtrJames SpMmami
The Associated Press

AUCKLAND, New Zealand -

The only hum and throb in down-

town Auckland these days is the

sound of diesel generators battling

the blackout. The only bustle is fuel

trucks refilling them.

Otherwise the streets of New

Zealand's largest city are nearly

deserted, its shops and offices shut-

tered by a power failure now in Day 6

- and counting.

Indoors, New'J^landers fumble

in the dark, drag themselves up the

stairs of high-rises whose elevators

are idled, turn up their noses at heat-

soured milk - and blame the city offi-

cials who let growth outstrip the over-

worked electric company's ability to

keep up.

"Its been very busy," said one

diesel trucker, Ron Nolan, as he ran a
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Another five golden monkey

pelts and two panda pelts were

found in a fanner's home. Members

of the farmer's family confessed to

killing 10 golden monkeys and two pan-

das, Xinhua said.

China has no more than 1,000 pandas left in

the wild and only several thousand golden

monkeys, Xinhua said.

Coin honors African

American patriots

WASHINGTON - A silver coin commem-

orating the 5,000 African Americans who

fought in the Revolutionary War was offered

for sale Wednesday to help finance a new

memorial to African American patriots on the

National Mall.

The dollar coin features escaped slave

Crispus Attucks on one side and an African

American colonial family on the other. A total

500,000 coins will be minted and sold by the

U.S. Mint at prices beginning at $30 each.

In a ceremony at the National Archives,

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said that it is

fitting that the coin honors Attucks, who was

the first person killed by British soldiers during

the Boston Massacre on March 5, 1770. The

event is credited as one of the flashpoints that

led to the revolution.

Under the terms of legislation passed by

Congress, a foundation organized to build a

Black Patriots Memorial on the Mall would

receive $ 10 from each coin sold, up to a total of

$5 million. The money would become avail-

able only if the foundation raises an equal

amount from private donations.

If sufficient money is raised, the memorial

would be built near the lake between the

Lincoln Memorial and the Washington

Monument. The memorial would feature a 90-

foot-long bronze sculpture by artist Ed Dwight

depicting the role of African American sol-

diers and families in the Revolutionary War.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Th* AssocntFd Preii

L«s Edwards maintains the portable generator outside Auckland's

Pilgrin>s Lunch Bar.The latest blackout has lasted 6 days.
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Ads seek to combat statutory rape
CAMPAIGN: Proponents

hope to protect young

girls from pregnancies

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - The bill-

^joards show a forlorn young man

sitting in his prison cell with the

words, "Sex with a minor is a major

crime."

The unusual ad is one aspect of a

new statewide campaign to crack

down on statutory rape.

As part of Gov. Pete Wilson's

Partnership for Responsible

Parenting Initiative, the California

Department of Health Services

recently started the multimillion

dollar radio and print campaign,

which includes billboards and bus

placards.

The prevention and prosecution

of statutory rape has received

renewed attention in recent years,

with authorities aggressively prose-

cuting adults 18 years or older who

have sex with minors, specifically

when the age difference is five

years or more.

In the past 21 months, 1,298

adults have been convicted in

California of having sex with

minors, according to the state's

Office of Criminal Justice

Planning: ~
For the past three years, Wilson

has allotted $8 million to prosecute

See MPE, page 14

Can't trust it Rating system

misleading, study indicates

MEDIA: Parents Television Council says networks

need to 'clean up' their programs, not just label them

The Associated Press

Parents trying to screen television

shows for foul language, sexual refer-

ences and violence can't trust the TV
ratings system, a media watchdog

group said in a study released today.

The system "doesn't come dose to

accurately informing parents whether

or not a show is suitable for their chil-

dren," said the study by the Parents

Television Council.

An examination of three weeks of

-
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Join us for a Special Shabbat

with special guests:

Rabbi Moshe Engel
of the Hebrew Academy Lubavitch-Westminister

and

Dr. Julian Franks
of the Anderson School of Business

& the London School of Economics

Friday, Feb. 27 6:00 PM
741 Gaytey Ave, 3rd Floor

For More Information:

Call (310) 208-7511 ext. 228

Hope to see you there!

Spcnsored b^ Chabad House at U.C.LA.

NOTICE

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

1. [click]
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Bel Air

e Shell

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Seputveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

Bel Air Shell

Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 47647644
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feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

CONTACTS
Disposables

Out. wtwit. wtity or btoMy.

iMbrmts

— Soft Daily or

Ext. Wear
Clnr. tfhem. B&L

Soft Toric or

Hard Gas Perm.

Free Paiting

THiS WEEK'S
SPECiAL

Disposable Color Contacts

•19" Box* (4 box minimum)

after Manuf. Rebate

*Fresh look

ARMANI, CALVIN
KLEIN, SAKI.

MODO, GUCCI.
MOSSIMO,

ALAIN MIKLI. POLO,
J.P. GAULTIER.
VERSACE, DKNY,
PERSOL. DIOR.
POLICE. YOJI,

YAMAMOTO.
HUGO BOSS.

AND MANY MORE!

15 Years ofEamienu • m-tBCh
. Imvuments

We tScept most Insuranct.

GLASSES
n All Designer

Frames

I
All Ultra Thin
Lenses

EXAIMS
For Glasses
(inc glaucoma test)

^l!V For Contacts
(mc 2 0)0 foOow-op)

B. CONENMBIII, 00
3116 Wilstilre Blvd., Santa Monica

(5 blocks urest of Burtdy, across from big 5)

(310) 828-2010 • i^triHa liai«a«Mi*B|lM-h|tal^lMI
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Tell mom most ofwhat
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT
(S)

Thursday. February 26

Master Class with ttie Artists

Bartol( Quartet

12 N to 1:30 PM.
Schoenberg Hall, Room 1440

Fne
Since its founding in 1957 with

members from the Franz Liszt

Academy of Music in Budapest, the

Bartok Quartet has ranl<ed at the top

of all renowned chamber groups.

Join them as they lead a master

class for selected UCLA music stu-

dents.

Additional info: 206-1144

Film Series

Pigs and Battleships

Intentions of Murder

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

"Pomo Man and Insect Woman: The

Films of Shohei Imamura" film

series.

Screening info: 206-FILM

Music

UCLA Philharmonla Orchestra

"The Mystic Saints: A
Musical Drama"

8 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$20 general. $10 student

The Mystic Saints" is a musical

drama that movingly reveals a worid

of powerful spirituality. Combining

the poetry and personal letters of St

Teresa of Avila and St John of the

Cross, with full orchestra, soloists

and chorus, Vatican-commissioned

composer Christopher Claiendo

brings new meaning and dimension

to age-old wisdom. Concert is pre-

sented in celebration of the "Angels

from the Vatican" exhibit at the

Armand Hammer Museum.
Ticket info: 825-2101

Movie

Boogie Nights

8 PM, Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Additional info: 825-1958
$2

$2

Friday. February 27

Movie

Boogie Nights

8 PM, Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Additional info: 825-1958

Saturday. February 28

Film Series

The Insect Woman

Vengeance is Mine

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

"Pomo Man and Insect Woman: The
Films of Shohei Imamura" film

series.

Screening info: 206-FILM

Exhibit Opening

Peiouriniio
An Exhibition of Popular Art

From the Historic Heart of BrazH

Fowler Museum of Cultural History

12 N to 5 PM
Free
61 vivacious, contemporary paint-

ings and 25 sculptures give life to

the history and traditions of this area

in north-east Brazil, Pelourinho, the

historic square at the heart of the

old city of Salvador, once associated

with slavery, is now the remarkable

center of a resurgence of Afro-

Brazilian culture and identity. The

art combines African traditions,

Brazilian history, popular culture,

and the spirituality of Candombl6
and Catholicism into a rich celebra-

tion of reclamation and renewal.

Additional info: 825-4361

Film Series

The Pornographers

A Man Vanishes

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

"Pomo Man and Insect Woman: The

Films of Shohei Imamura" film

series.

Screening info: 206-FiLM

The Armand Hammer
Museum Presents:

Focus on the Philippines

Thursday, February 28
programs arefree with admission

at 11 am,
Children for Children series

Kayamanan Ng Lahi:

Traditional Dance
Folk dance and authentic music

of the Philippines featuring

traditional costumes will be

performed.

at 12 pm,
Draw Me a Story series

Peter Kors, storyteller

Listen to stories about the

Philippines and South Pacific,

where islands, scattered across

the ocean like stars across the

universe, form battlegrounds for

gods and mythical heroes alike.

at 2 pm,
World in Music series

World {Lulintang Institute

Eleanor Academia, founder and

artistic director
,

Kulintang, ancient, traditional

gong and drum music from the

Southern Philippines, is

presented by the World
Kulintang Institute which
celebrates the haunting melodies

and compelling rhythms of this

ancient art form.

additional info: 443-7000 or

hmrinfo@ucla.edu

Upcoming Events:

Rambert Dance/London
Friday, March 6 and Saturday, March 7

at 8 pm, Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$35, $32 general, $10 student,

$9 SM TICKETS

Batsheva Dance Company
March 13-15

Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, Sunday at 2 pm
Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$35, $32 general. $9 student, $8 SCA TICKETS

Daniel Ezralow
"Mandala"

Wednesday - Sunday,

March 18 & 19 (previews)

March 20 & 21

Ved-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm
Freud Playhouse ^- ^'

$25 general. ($19 for previews). $10 student,

$1 SCA TICKETS

American Repertory
Dance Company

Saturday, March 21 and Sunday, March 22

Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm
Schoenberg Hall

$25 general. $10 student, $9 SCA TICKETS

SCA TICKnS

m
STUDENT
COMMITTEE
FOR THE ARTS

Date Event

UCLA students can attend events listed in

this box for less than the price of a regular

student ticket, and the seats are among the

best in the house. Presentyour current

student ID at the Central Ticket Office

(CTO) and ask for^CA tickets. For

additional information on upcoming
events or to receive a brochure,

call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID
per event. ID must o
be presented at time

of event.
Q.
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3/6 Rambert Dance / London (w)

3/7 Rambert Dance / London (w)

3/8 Gk>bal Divas (w)

3/13 Batsheva Dance (w)

3/14 Batsheva Dance (w)

3/15 Batsheva Dance (w)

3/20 Daniel Ezralow • "Mandala** (f)

3/21 Danid Ezndow • •'Mandala" (f)

3/21 American Repertory Dance Company (s)

3/27 Los Aniieles Chamber Orchestra (w)

3/28 Dubravka Tom»c (s)

3/28 James Galway w/ Tokyo String Quartet (w)

3/29 Altan (w)

4/3 Los Mufleqaitos de Matanzas (w)

4/3 Alison Brown Quartet (s)

4/4 Paco de Lucia Sextet (wi)

4/5 Arte Corale (s)

4/15 Monsters or Grace (r)

4/16 Monsters of Grace (r)

4/17 Garrick Ohlsson (s)

4/17 Monsters of Grace (r) ».

4/17 Quartetto Gelato (w)

4/18 Monsters of Grace (r)

4/24 Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (b)

4/24 Monsters of Grace (r)

4/25 Lucie Amaz (s)

4/25 Monsters of Grace (r)

4/26 Alexander String Quartet - Beethoven (s)

S/1 The Chieftains (r)

5/2 Chanticleer - "Mexican Baroque** (r)

5/2 David Holt (s)

5/2 Marcus Roberts (w)

5/3 Marsalis/Stravinsky (r)

5/8 BiUT. Jones /AmicZane Dance Co. (r)

5/9 Bill T. Jones / Amie Zanc Dance Co. (r)
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8

8
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9
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$15

$8
$15

$9
$8
$12

$15

$15

$15

$35

$35

$25

$35

$35

$35

$25

$25

$25
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$45

$30

$28

$22

$40
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$22

$45

$35

$22

$30

$50
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Funding Source
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Undergraduate Student Association

membership fees.

Uses of Net Revenue

Operates on a break-even basis

to provide free and low cost

student programs.

Funding Source
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Graduate Student Association

membership fees.

Uses of Net Revenue

Operates on a break-even basis

to provide free and low cost

student programs.

nnncB ft uviumuiu

Funding Source
Generates revenue through

the sale of goods and services,

operations include the UCLA Store

and Resuurants plus the Student

Union facilities. . .

Uses of Net Revenue
Uses of net revenues to repay

long-term loans, to maintain

and upgrade facilities, and to fund

student services and programs.

Funding Source
Generates revenue through the

sale of advertising in student

publications.

Uses of Net Revenue

Sets aside surplus funds to pay for

the equipment used to produce

publications.

1996 97
0,

ASUCLA
Financial

1 n keeping with our desire to provide -regular and

open communications with the community we
serve, ASUCLA is publishing a summary of its

audited financial statements.

ASUCLA is a non-profit association organized in

1919 with the primary goals of serving the campus

community and providing students with on-campus
' employment. There are four distinct financial

entities within ASUCLA. Services & Enterprises, the

biggest from a financial standpoint, is the entity

which operates campus services such as the UCLA
Store and Restaurants and the Student Union

facilities. The two student governments are also

treated as separate entities: USA is the

Undergraduate Students Association, and GSA is

the Graduate Students Association. Finally there's

the Communications Board, publisher of the Daily

Bruin and other Campus Media. The two student

governments receive the bulk of their income h-om

student membership fees, they are expected to

operate at break-even. Services & Enterprises

receives its income from the sale of goods and

services, while Communications Board receives its

income principally from advertising.

ASUCLAs Board of Directors is responsible for the

fiscal soundness of all four ASUCLA entities. Each

entity operates under its own budget, and all four

budgets are reviewed and approved by the Board of

Directors. The names of current Board members
are listed at right.

Financial Statements for the year ended July 3
1

,

1997 have been examined by an independent audit

firm, Deloitte & Touche LLP. The results of that

examination are covered in the Deloitte & Touche

LLP reports to the ASUCLA Board of Directors.

You will see summaries of these reports reproduced

on the follovMfig page.

If you would like to see the full details of these

reports including all footnotes you can find the

financial statements in the ASUCLA library

archives located in Kerckhoff Hall 304-D. Any
other questions about the financial statements

should be directed to ASUCLAs Finance

Department. Feel free to call, write or e-mail the

ASUCLA Finance Director, Rich Delia, at

(310) 794-8834, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles,

CA 90024, Campus Mail Code 164006, or

rdelia@asucla.ucla.edu. General Messages to

ASUCLA are always welcome at the following

e-mail address: ASUCLA@asucla.ucla.edu.

KsaoiiTOsniigTS ASUCLA

1 1 1 I ll ^^^^^ ^^ Directors

UI^LII 1997-1998

Graduate Students
Tim Beasley, Representative,- Christine Wilson,

Chairman,- David Kopplin, Representative,-

James Friedman, Alternate

Undergraduate Students
Margarita Gonzalez, Representative,-

Hugo Maldonado, Vice Chairman,- Roy Ramirez,

Representative, Lung-Chi Lee, Alternate

Faculty
Gerald Pomraning, Representative

Alumni
Lionel Mandy, Alternate/ »

Vacftnt, Representative . .
*

Administration
Anita Cotter, Representative,-

David Lowenstein, Representative

Executive Director

Patricia Eastman

1996-97 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 1

1896-97 ASUCLA

Financial Statements

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCiATION UCLA

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JULY 31, 1997 ->
. ^

-
,, .,, . ...

. .

.

,^.^.i^u^^-

ASSETS
Toul assets $392,785

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NETASSETS
Girrent liabilities 159,007

Funds held for others 54,363

Unrestricted Net Assets 179.415

TOTAL Si^LZ&l

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

YEAR ENDED JULY 31. 1997

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES

Total expenses

NET LOSS (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS.

Beginning of Year

End of Year

Si.505.859

il 579.834

(73,975)

t»794l5

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA COIMMUNICATIONS BOARD

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITON
JULY 31. 1997

ASSETS
Current Assets

Fixtures and Equipment, Net

TOTAL '^

$793,317

395 631

$1 188948

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current Liabilites $644,729

Unrestricted Net Assets

TOTAL

544,219

^t 188.948

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

YEAR ENDED JULY 31. 1997

REVENUES
Total revenues

•expenses

Total expenses

NET REVENUE (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:
i

Beginning of Year

End of Year

il69XA5i

82,228

$461.991

GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JUUr31, 1997 ~r-

ASSETS .

Current assets $134,785

Equipment,

Net of accumulated depreciation of $ 1 3,4 1

1

2.680

TOTAL ^.^
^

' ^: ':;.;:.;::. ',. .^ ]^: •IC: ^ ^_ $137,465

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NETASSETS
Cjirrent Liabilities $58,952

Funds held for others 900

Unrestricted Net Assets 77.613

TOTAL iliZJ6£

STATEMENT OF ACTMTES
YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 1997

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES

Total expenses

NET LOSS (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:

Beginning of Year

End of Year

$319.721

$328970

(9,249)

SMJ62

$77.613

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA SERVICES AND ENTERPRISES

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JULY 31, 1997

ASSETS
Current Assets ^^ J . 1^. .l=^

Property, Equipment and Improvements, Net

TOTAL

$12,125,980

iiUfiLa26

$46 511876

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities $9,205,756

Long-Term Debt

Unrestricted Net Assets

TOTAL

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 1997

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES

Total expenses

NET LOSS (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:

Beginning of Year

End of Year

21,749,045

%\5.557,075

$46.511.876

$70.632.864

$73.745.384

(3,1(2,520)

$18 669 595

$15.557.075

1996-97 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 2

..-»/-
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BLACKOUT
From page 5

greasy finger down a ledger and tal-

lied 150 fuel stops in the^ast 24

hours.

Downtown Auckland is almost a

ghost town, the victim of a self-inflict-

ed disaster - all four underground

power cables supplying electricity to

downtown from a hydroelectric plant

south of the city have been out of

order since Friday.

This city of I million people has

grown for yMrs - but growth has out-

stripped infrastructure. When the

strained cables started failing, power

company Mercury Energy had no

backup system. The first cable failed

on Jan. 22, the second on Feb. 9, the

third and fourth on Feb. 19 and 20.

The company's aging cables were

stressed in a recent heat wave.

Mercury's energy director John

CtHlinge also said the company had

recently halved its work force.

"All these factors don't say that

maintenance was at fault, but they

point very strongly to that," Collinge

said.

Partial service may be restored

Monday - with rolling blackouts in

downtown neighborhoods - if one

cable is fixed. But full service isn't

expected until March 9 or later, com-

pany spokesman Richard Gibbons

said.

The government has ordered an

investigation.

Residents and businesses are

struggling in the meantime.

In harborside office buildings -

where generators are providing par-

tial power - barefoot employees in

short sleeves swelter as the sun blasts

through windows that don't open.

Generators are too weak to power air

conditioners or more than one eleva-

tor at a time.

"We're lucky. At least we've got

jobs," said Kate, a worker at Alan

Smythe Special Events, in a harbor-

front office building. "My friend who
works at a bar in Queen Street just

lost her job. The beer is warm and the

ice has melted."

About half the small businesses,

bars and restaurants downtown are

closed. Many of bigger businesses

have removed files" and computer

disks and relocated to suburban

branch offices or to the capital,

Wellington.

American Express sent nine of its

18 employees to Wellington this week

. and plans to send more. In the central

library, bibliophiles groped through

the darkness or used fiashlights

loaned to them by librarians to find

books until frustration forced it to

close Wednesday.

Hamish Haldine, who lives on the

14th floor of a building without power

for elevators, said even a simple shop-

ping trip for milk was a nightmare.

A contingency plan

has been prepared to

evacuate ... downtown
ifthe situation gets

worse.

"The staircase is hot, enclosed and

has no ventilation," he said.

About 10 percent of the normal

downtown power supply is getting

through on a backup cable - and it is

reserved for emergency services such

as hospitals.

When the blackout first hit on
Friday night, Auckland Hospital was

plunged into darkness while surgery

was underway in three operating the-

aters. Dr. David Sage, director of the

operation rooms, said it took up to 25

minutes for the hospital's generator

to restore power. No one was hurt.

Most ofdowntown business which

had meat, milk or other perishables

have dumped them or sent it to other

locations before they spoiled.

City officials told residents at a

public meeting Wednesday that a

contingency plan has been prepared

to evacuate the about 6,000 people

who live downtown if the situation

gets worse.

"We have had people trapped in

elevators, overcome by fumes, there

have been fires," Mayor Les Mills

told the crowd. "People have been

hurt."

No injuries have been serious.

Anxiety/ Depression

Hypnotherapy can
Change you and

your life.

310-826'-0801

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$15:

l£jyj)

Special Student Discount jjyr-j

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays liwsl)

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 |^
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

||iiii||

ll^liyyilliyyjlliijy^ll^ll^^ij^

An Evening
bestselling s

lyania Vanzant
Thursday, March 5th

6pm
James West Alumni Center

lyania Vanzant was hailed by Emerge magazine as

one of the "most dynamic African-American speakers

in the country." Come see this nationally recognized

inspirational speaker and bestselling author of several

books on self-empowerment, personal growth, and

spiritual healing, including Acts of Faith, The Value in

the Valley, In The Meantime, and One Day My Soul

Just Opened Up.

Co-sponsored by:

UCLAkmni
Association KAPLAN

SIMON & SCHUSTER
A V I A < OM < O A r A M V

•SUPPLY*
SERGEANT
ARMV NAVY

1 STORES
JUNGLE BOOTS

«PodwtJaclt« SPoelwtPintj ^

lUtMV RHISMIB
Houyfiii

ugmweigm
Carrytng Case
Cover inclutedKtedB^F

owc^r 4000 ifems
or50% O
n our Sr*ic> S«*c*ion
Burtonnk Store Only

mmti ^^

Witti heavy duty clasps tdeal for

eartnquake survtvai equtpment storage

Don jritii-Kr wt. Appnw is m.

^120MM^SS>

4C TALL
US GOVT ISSUi

i*ax
19 EA

rmK

COVBRJUAS

$iS98
From 6

RUSSIAN GAS MASK
was MB"

$
now 8.95
ASSOim) CENinNE

GOVT ISSUE bags;
TEN DIFFERENT SIZES

$
from

irrcKCni ULca

3.95
BURBANK

503 Nortli Victory Biwrl
(8181 sas 9ai-%

HOLLYWOOD
cena Hollywood Blwd

(211) a63-a7SO

SANTA MONICA
^a'!ll Lincoln Blvrt

iioi a58-ai6f>
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Q v Why do
the a 1 urns

wan t
f e - e n r uTr?

Every
Friday is
UCLA Day
at Macy '

Westwood
s

^ffS^^fS^-f,

ALL BRUINS (STUDENTS
FACULTY AND STAFF)

save"10%.
ON PURCHASES
(EVEN SALE-PRICED
STUFF) EVERY FRIDAY*
AND SAVE 100%
ON PARKING! — mmmmn^^ •**

The savings are steep, the selection
is superb and the parking is free

(2 hours, with purchase). Macy's
Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn
Avenue, across from the UCLA Medical

Center. You can enter from Weyburn
or Le Conte Avenues.

Visit us on the internet at www.macys.com

Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time
of purchase. Not vaVid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOt does
not apply to cosmetics, fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid
each Friday only at Macy's Westwood.
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FINANa
From page 5

The issue, he added, is: "Do we

think we have too much political dis-

course in this country? I would argue

that we don't have any problems relat-

ing to too much political discourse."

Beyond their stated constitutional

objections, according to several

Republican aides who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity, GOP leaders have

concluded there is little public support

for the measure. As a result, these

aides added. Republicans see little

political risk in blocking a measure

that many of them believe would dis-

advantage GOP candidates in future

elections.

Republicans have countered with a

pr(^x>sal would allow union members

to stop the use of their dues money for

political activity. GOP supporters call

this proposal "paycheck protection,"

but Democrats counter it is a "poison

pill" designed to kill chances for cam-

paign finance overhaul.

Snowe's proposal is designed in

part as an alternative and Democrats

embraced it on Tuesday.

Under her proposal, unions would

be barred from using dues money, and

corporations would be barred from

using their own funds to pay for loose-

ly regulated "issue advertisements"

that are used to attack candidates with-

in 60 days ofan election. Other organi-

zations would be permitted to air such

ads, subject to speedy disclosure.

While that would impose tougher

restrictions on unions than the

McCain-Feingold legislation, it would

be far less onerous than the measure

advanced by most Republicans.

Ointon announced his support for

Snowe's proposal, and Democratic

senators gave it their support after

organized labor signaled its acquies-

cence, according to one lawmaker,

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

AHACK
FrompageS

the private sector has done enough

to protect sensitive networks from

such attacks.

He described the intrusions as

"fairly heavy cyber attacks" over

the past two weeks. It had "all the

appearances of a game" and appar-

ently was perpetrated by "a small

number of individuals," he said.

"It was the most organized and

systematic attack the Pentagon has

seen to date," he said.

Hamre said the attacks

appeared to be occurring at a time

when a "hacker contest" was going

on, but he did not say where the

contest originated from or offer

any further explanation.

He said the attacks did not

appear to be connected with the

crisis involving Iraq.

The intrusions were directed at

such information as personnel

records and payroll matters, he

said, adding, "Our classified net-

works were intact and not penetrat-

ed."

Hamre described the attacks as

SceiiniiatpagcU
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BURLY BEAR NETWORK PRESENTS:

[hWmii.kem-\kik^'^

Wedpesday, March 18 • 7:00pm
LIFESTYLES CONDOMS Party at Kokomos

Friday, March 20 • 1 :00pm
Free Concatt featuring RmI Ml Fish at the Nauticalinn

Watch Burly Bear on Cabie Channel 6
Daily 5:00 and 9:00pm.

Keep up-ti»late atWMUMrtybMrxam

Spontond in part by

iJfeShfa
CONOOMt

•aw.li

m
( aniplh l:\i.Miiv I)!' Xi a!

HSSOQirTHI SIlflHnS

DCEH

SSS1BBSB&BS3B&

Board of Directors'

Interaction Fund
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ATTACK
From page 12

"widespread and modestly sophisti-

cated." Attempts were made to enter

networks used by all the military ser-

vice branches, and the strikes

occurred at networks located "across

the country," he said.

It isn't clear where the attacks

originated from, or how many indi-

viduals were involved, he said.

Hamre said the character of the

intrusions had "the quality of

voyeurism or vandalism."

"There are hackers that enjoy

breaking into peoples* computers,

just to see what they can see," he

said, adding that the Defense

Department appears to hold some

"mystique" for hackers.

The individuals appeared to be

trying to leave "trap doors" in. the

systems, Hamre said.

Also called back doors, trap doors

refer to mechanisms hackers leave

behind after they've broken in. They

might break in, look around, cover

their tracks, and exit, leaving the dig-

ital equivalent of a "key under the

welcome mat" to use next time.

Hamre said the Pentagon has

been attempting in recent years to

update its defenses against such

attacks, but added, "We have to do a

good deal more in this area."

The trade publication Defense

Information and Electronics Report

on Feb. 13 reported that attacks had

been detected during the previous

week at 1 1 military bases - seven Air

Force sites and four Navy installa-

tions. The report said they were

Andrews Air Force Base, Md.;

Columbus Air Force Base, Miss,;

Lackland and Kelly Air Force Bases

in Texas; Gunter Annex, Ala.;

Kirtland Air Force Base, N.M.; and

an Air National Guard facility in

Channel Islands, Calif. The Navy

sites were Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; the

Naval Academy and two Marine

Corps systems in Okinawa, Japan.

The report also quoted Tony

Valleita, the acting assistant secre-

tary of defense for computer, com-

munication and intelligence matters,

as saying that the current defense

budget allots roughly $24 billion for

those matters, including SI billion

for information security.

A senior military official who
dealt with the intrusions said the

attacks received high-priority atten-

tion because it is difficult to differen-

tiate whether an attack is by a nation-

state, an individual or someone

working on behalf of another nation.

Asked whether the attacks had

stopped, the official said he could

not disclose the answer. He said

Pentagon officials suspect the

Pentagon was not the only institution

under attack and that networks in the

private sector also may have been

subject to hacking.

Last year, the General

Accounting Office of Congress

reported as many as 250,000

attempts may have been made to

penetrate military computer net-

works in the previous year. It said 65

percent - or some 162,500 attempts

- were successful.

http://www,columbia.cdu/cu/ssp
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From page 3

This is evident in practice two

days before the meet. Fierce sit-ups,

prolonged headstands, back-crack-

ing and stretches involving unbeliev-

able body contortions precede the

rare, "Candid Camera" moment of

improvising floor routines, after

which each gymnast concentrates

on the vault, the beam, the uneven

bars or the floor exercise.

"Heidi is the hardest

working gymnast that

all of us have ever

seen, but she's not a

Goody Two-Shoes or a

kiss-up."

Valorie Kondos

Gymnastics head coach

In between routines though, the

camaraderie comes through:

Hayashi playfully kicks

Moneymaker from behind, and

caught off-guard, she falls over in

mock pain. And when Hayashi's

mother comes into the gym, several

of the gymnasts greet her affection-

ately with hugs.

Near the end of the practice, a

few gymnasts are found chatting as

Moneymaker lounges cross-wise

over Hayashi, who takes no notice

as she lies on her stomach working

on a crossword puzzle. Soon the

gymnasts gather together for the

cool-down, breaking into splits in

unison. Afterward, Moneymaker
heads out for a Friday night with her

friends, two of whom are team-

mates.

"We get together a lot outside of

practice and competition,"

Moneymaker said. "No team is as

close as we are. ^
"No one was too shy when they

got here and if they were, it didn't

last long," she continued.

Moneymaker spends about three
"

hours a day, five days a week in prac-

tice unless the team treks to other ^

U.S. cities for meets. The schedule

can get grueling, and Moneymaker
admits that she doesn't always keep ;

up with it.

Yet she seems to be balancing her

life pretty well. She shares an apart-

ment with three others, two of

whom are Degteva and teammate-^
Luisa Portocarrero. Between them

.

they share one car, which at times

makes for a chaotic morning when

'

they carpool to school.

Moneymaker usually arrives on

campus between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m.,

then heads off to class. Several gym-

nasts take the same courses; -r
Moneymaker's boyfriend is in the

same history lecture as she, and they

meet throughout the day when pos-

sible. Because he's also a gymnast,

she says, he understands her sched-

ule.

This includes practice at 2:00

p.m., after which she has a few hours

to do homework and otherwise take

care of what needs to be done. In

reality, however, she's usually -a little

too exhausted after the three-hour

workout.

Moneymaker rarely has spare '^

time, and on the occasions she does,

she prefers sleeping in. Actually, she

says: "Gymnastics itself gets to be

my spare time. I like training, learn-

ing new things."

"Heidi is the hardest working

gymnast that all of us have ever

seen, but she's not a Goody Two-

Shoes or a kiss-up," said Kondos.

"To live that commitment is extraor-

dinary."

Kondos adds that Moneymaker
has been down the hard and easy

roads maintaining her position on

the team. "Her understandmg of

why our standards are so important

has helped her communicate these

things to her teammates, especially

the younger classmen."

RAPE
From page 6

statutory rape cases as part of his

responsible parenting initiative.

The reasons for the renewed

focus on the issue range from wel-

fare reform, to concerns over teen

pregnancies, to fears that more

minors are being exploited.

Statutory rape laws have been on

the books since 1872, but for much
of that time the law was widely

ignored, because society seemed to

accept relationships between older

men and younger girls, legal experts

say.

"There are some people who
think if the girl was consenting,

what's the big deal?" said Santa

Gara County prosecutor JoAnne

McCracken.

But in 1996, University of

California at Irvine researchers

released a study showing that 66 per-

cent of the babies born to underage

girls in the state were fathered by

adult males 19 or older.

"The numbers were very alarm-

ing," said prosecutor Nancy

O'Malley, who heads up the district

attorney's statutory rape unit in

Alameda County. "Babies should

not be having babies."

Lorie Brendal was only IS years

old when she had a child. Her live-in

boyfriend, Willie Jones, was 31.

When they met, Jones told Brendal

he was 19.

"He said he would be with me and

support me,** she said. "But he was-

n't even there in the hospital when

my daughter was born."

Jones later pleaded guilty to statu-

tory rape and was sent to jail for a

year.

Prosecutors said that Brendal 's

sentence was much more harsh than

Jones': her chances of finishing high

school, attending college and getting

a well-paying job are slight, statistics

show.

O'Malley said that in Alameda

County, 103 babies were born to

mothers younger than 13 and fathers

older than 21 from 1993 to 1996.

A law enacted this requires ofTn

cials who deal with children -

including doctors, nurses and teach-

ers - to report pregnant girls 15

years or younger to police when the

father of the child is 21 or older, said

O'Malley, who wrote the legislation.

Most experts agree the state will

have to cut teen pregnancies to

reform the welfare system, but some

lawyers claim that using an old law is

the wrong way to go about it.

"How many people do you think

are really going to be deterred by

this?" said San Francisco criminal

defense attorney Terry Diggs.

"Come on. There will always be 30-

year-old men trying to make it with

16-year-old girls So you sit the 16-

year-old down and you tell her how
things are. You don't resurrect a

dinosaur and put a V-8 engine in it.

No, what this is is reactionary

morality legislation dressed up as a

solution."

Rory Little, a criminal law profes-

sor at Hastings, endorsed the recent

surge in statutory rape prosecu-

tions.

The bottom line is that it may not

have been a priority in the past, but

now the state has found some very

compelling reasons to make it one,

he said.

"If there is a good rationale to

shift prosecutorial resources to a

crime, then we should do it," he said.
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IMMIGRANTS
From page 4

reorganizations, takeover, downsiz-

ing ... We believe many of the people

caught up in those situations will be

available" to fill jobs in the comput-

er industry.

They may need some additional

skills, he said, but retraining them

would often be a better use of the

employer's time and money than

seeking HIB visas status non-citf-

zens.

"The H I B category was set up for

people who have extraordinary

skilK" he said. "I don't think any-

one is saying that people who have

extra skills should be kept out. But

when people say, 'We're bringing in

someone with a bachelor's in com-

puter science and less than a year of

experience,' we look at that and say,

'Isn't there someone in the U.S.?'

"The engineering profession is so

cyclical," Kostek said. "We have to

look at what's in the best interest of

the profession in the long term."

Proponents of raising the cap

agree that what matters most are the

highly skilled workers on whom key

programs depend.

"We use this visa to hire mostly

design engineers with advanced

degrees," Intel Corp. attorney

Coeta Chambers testified at a hear-

ing last fall in California.

"Although the number of foreign

nationals we hire is small compared

to overall hiring, each individual

hire is key because of the shrinking

pool of skilled labor."

Rather than taking jobs away

from U.S. citizens, H IB visa holders

are often key to creating more jobs,

she and others said.

Intel's Pro Share desktop video

conferencing system was developed

by two people, one a legal immi-

grant who is a senior technical mar-

keting engineer. "This one techno-

logical advancement," Chambers
said, "has created about 500 jobs."

OUTREACH
From page 3

become part of the the fabric of the

community." he continued.

The panel explored cultural and

racial confiict resolution through

understanding different perspectives.

"In a dispute, particularly one that

is volatile, the key issue is to make
connections that will allow people to

see each other as individuals," said

Petersen.

Although the audience was mostly

made up of ROTC members, a hand-

ful of civilian students also expressed

interest in conflict resolution.

Mariana Corozo. director of pro-

grams at the International Student

Center, said she attended the panel to

help understand conflicts within the

international student community.

"We work with people from differ-

ent cultures, and sometimes there are

misunderstandings and problems -
I

am trying to bring this back to the

work I do," she said.

NASA Gen. John R. Dailey's

speech capped off the event. He
spoke not only on international con-

flict resolution, but also on his experi-

ences as an UCLA student many

years ago.

Executive Vice Chancellor Charles

Kennel presented Dailey with a

UCLA pin, which he said he will wear

with pride as he confronts his co-

workers.

"This place provided me ivith a

foundation that carried me through

life; I learned more here than any-

where else." he said.

"It opened my eyes to things I was

not aware of before, because of the

cosmopolitan and international envi-

ronment," he added.

Dailey used U.S. relations with

Russia as an example of the need to

learn cuhural differences in order to

communicate successfully.

"Vodka is an essential part of

Russian negotiation - they take it as

an insuh if you don't drink," he said.

To comply with this, Dailey said he

always has a bottle of vodka

(approved by the state department) in

his NASA office in case he needs to

negotiate with Russian delegates.

"We had to be aware of different

cultural customs in order to commu-
nicate successfully," he added.

RATINGS
From page 6

•

network programming during the

8 p.m. to 9 p.m. EST weekday hour and

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. slot on Sunday found

that 65 percent of shows containing at

least one obscenity failed to carry an

"L" rating for coarse language, the

study said.

Of the early-evenmg shows that

included sexual innuendo, 76 percent

did not carry the "D" rating intended

to flag sexually-themed dialogue, the

council found.

Among the examples offered was an

exchange on CBS' "The Nanny " in

which one character says she's found

"the perfect subject for our one-person

play." The reply: "Your sex life."

"If they're going lo have ratings,

they should be consistent across the

board," Mark Honig, the council's

executive director, said Tuesday. But of

greater concern is the nature of pro-

grams airing at a time children tend to

watch TV, he said.

"The real solution to the problem is

cleaning up content in that first h6ur of

primetime programming," said Honig,

whose Los Angeles-based PTC is part

of the conservative Media Research

Center, a watchdog group in

Alexandria, Va.

The designations "V," "S," "L" and

"D" - for violence, sex, possibly offen-

sive language and suggestive dialogue -

were added last fall to the original age-

based ratings that include TV-PG and

TV- 14.

Jack Valenti, the Motion Picture

Association of America president who
oversaw creation of the 14-month-old

ratings system, said it has drawn virtu-

ally no complaints to his group or to

TV stations nationwide.

"From the public standpoint, 1

guess you must say silence is consent."

Valenti said. "The criticism is not

there."

Advocacy groups and some politi-

cians are condemning the system

because it "did not produce radical

change in what they perceive to be the

wrong kind of program," Valenti said.

That was never the intent - the rat-

ings are solely informational, Valenti

said.

The council's survey focused on

ABC, CBS, Fox. UPN and WB pro-

grams for Oct. 30 through Nov. 19.

NBC, which has refused to use the let-

ter designations, was excluded from

that portion of the study.

Though some networks were bigger

violators in labeling, the study found

none had a clean slate. Fox was the best

at applying accurate labels but still got

it right only about a third of the time, in

the council's estimation. CBS was

judged to be the worst.

The group also assessed generally

how family-friendly the networks were

in the early evening hours.

NBC aired more foul language in

the period than the other networks,

ABC had the most sexual references

and CBS the most violence, the study

found.

Fox's "Beverly Hills 90210" and

"Melrose Place" needed "their mouths

washed out," the study said, because ot

a heavy reliance on expletives.
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Via CHANCELLOR
From page 1

California campuses.

Unlike a search committee, which

the chancellor would only meet with

periodically, this advisory commit-

tee will be run by the chancellor.

The committee accepted applica-

tions for the position, but they are

not limiting themselves to only those

who have expressed interest.

"I don't believe that people

should be put into the position of

going for the job," said Carnesale.

"I am just as interested in names

that are brought to my attention by

others as 1 am with people who nom- _

inate themselves," he continued.

"In all cases, we look for both

internal and external candidates.

You want the best person you can

get," the chancellor said.

To form and execute academic

policies, Neufeld said she thinks that

it is important that the person be val-

ued as a scholar and understand

scholarship.

"The person should be a good

administrator, be able to get people

to follow his or her lead, and be able

to build consensus," she said.

Kennel, thinking of the personal

qualities that he has found neces-

sary, added, "it helps to enjoy work-

ing with professors and students."

"We hope to be able to do this on

a relatively short time table because

we are constraining it to folks who

have some experiences in the UC
system," said Carnesale.

IRAQ
From page 1

Saddam Hussein because he is a pro-

moter of war. War is good because it

strengthens the economy of the

country," said Nami Ishimori, a first-

year undeclared student.

Without the Iraqi situation, Doug

Stetzer, a broker with the ED and F

Man in New York, said that the U.S.

market would be "fundamentally

weak." Conflict in the Gulf drives oil

prices up. But prices fell after

Annan's spokesman, Fred Eckhardt.

said a deal had been reached with

Iraq.

Years ofconflict with Hussein and

the continual oppression of the Iraqi

people, despite the actions of both

the United States and the United

Nations, have caused speculation on

why the United States has not con-

sidered tactics other than sanctions

and military mobilization.

"The U.S. should stop Saddam

Hussein through different avenues,"

said Rizvi, who feels that the bomb-

ing of Iraq and sanctions have only

succeeded in causing the Iraqis to

needlessly suffer.

Shama agreed. "First, Saddam
Hussein must be removed from

power. Second, the U.S.' policy must

be changed in regards to the people

of Iraq," he said.

Some students feel that the United

States should withdraw troops from

Iraq and not involve themselves.

"The U.S. should just mind their

own business and leave Iraq alone,"

said Shannon Moore, a first-year

undeclared student.

Shama also agreed that United

States should abstain from action,

but for different reasons.

"The U.S. is not the country that

should remove Hussein from power.

The U.S. has proved to be oppressive

and only interested in fulfilling eco-

nomic needs," Shama said.

"I really wish that a humanitarian

country would remove Hussein from

power, but the power does not lay in

humanitarian countnes," he added.

MSA believes that the United

States is the only country with

enough powef to make any differ-

ence in Iraq, and. so far. no actions

have been productive enough to

resolve their complicated problems.

If America isn't going to care,

who will?" Rizvi asked.
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From I»AJ

GSE&IS.
"If you want to send more letters

to us, please do," she told them. "We
here at UCLA want to hear what you

have to say."

Though there is no direct research

showing that early exposure to col-

lege affects a child's desire to pursue

a higher education, it has been shown

that attitudes toward school are

formed at a young age. Cognitive

psychology has suggested that atti-

tudes and feelings are formed at

infancy, including developing posi-

tive attitudes toward education^

Williams added.

"A lot of children from underrep-

resented races don't always under-

stand that as a public university,

everyone has the opportunity to

come study here," Williams said.

With the elimination of affirma-

tive action programs, many educa-

tors believe that campus diversity

will be greatly threatened in the

future. "If you wantto have a diverse

campus, we are going to have to

explore innovative ways to help pre-

pare students for universities,"

Williams said.

"Without affirmative action, we

realized the increasing need to start

building college expectations in stu-

dents early." said Sidnie Myrick. a

UCLA alumna and one of two teach-

ers of the class.

Additionally, the day served to

build a greater awareness of college

for parents as well.

"It is a great experience for the

kids, for them to see that there are

opportunities to have a better life,"

said Lida Balalians. a mother and

one of five parent chaperones.

The visit to the college campus is

part of a two-month long unit on

making life choices, where the chil-

dren have been reading novels and

listening to guest speakers, like a

policeman and comic-book writer.

Prior to coming, the class dis-

cussed the admissions processes,

how grades are important and the

importance of developing excellent

study habits early. Myrick, who has

taught for 10 years, spoke about the

appeal that college has to especially

young children.

"For them, the idea of being able

to go to a place and learn more about

their favorite subjects is like being in

heaven." she said, adding that they

were ecstatic to find out that the cam-

pus boasts multiple libraries.

Students who wrote personal

essays answered one of the three

essays listed on the current applica-

tion for undergraduate admission.

The topics ask the students to write

about a specific talent, a difficult

expefience or an academic achieve-

ment they felt would help enrich the

university environment.

"The worst time in my life was

when I was moving to another

house," wrote second-grader Alyssa

De Jesus "I missed my friends.

"This experience taught me how
to get through rough times. I could

get through rough times at UCLA,
too," she wrote.

Another student wrote about her

mother's operation as being the most

difficult time of her life.

"This time showed me to not be

afraid." Cynthia Salgado wrote. "It

showed me that everything will be

alright if I believe in myself and help

others.

"This is how I am going to help

others at UCLA," she concluded.

Though this is the first time such a

young group has been exposed to the

UCLA campus, Myrick hopes to fol-

low up with the class, perhaps in a

few years. "It would be interesting to

track this class and see where they

are in seven or eight years," she said.

For now. the children seemed sat-

isfied with their first college experi-

ence. "I want to stay herefor the rest

of my life," Joseph said, "I would

sleep, eat and play all day."
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Military action downright hypocritical

No kisses, no

hugs, no fair

r~n Thumbs down to the

1^1 administrators and
^'' ridiculous policies at

Nicholas Junior High School

in Fullerton; students were

banned from hugging, kiss-

ing or any other public dis-

plays of affection.

Within the days preceding

St. Valentine's Day, the policy

began to draw fire from stu-

dents on campus.

Tammy A. Brown, interim

principal of the school, said

that the purpose of the ban

was to keep students from

engaging in "anything that

disrupts the learning envi-

ronn>ent. The rule is to keep

your hands and your feet to

yourself. The guideline is no

inappropriate displays of

affection."

Angered students took

their concerns to the school

board meeting. A board

member said that the policy,

which was adopted seven

years ago, would not be

changed and that the policy

would be helpful in prevent-

ing sexual harassment cases.

Though no hugging is

allowed. Brown noted that

students are allowed to give

each other high fives.

Poor sports

in Nagano
nsjl Thumbs down to

^l poor sportsmanship
^^ on the part of mem-

bers of the U.S. Olympic

men's hockey team. The

team, which featured NHL
players, was expected to be a

possible contender for the

bronze medal.

Many were dwappointed

when the team lost to the

Czech Republic and was

consequently out of competi-

tion.

In frustration about the

loss, U.S. alternate captain

Keith Thachuk said, "It was

the biggest waste of time -

ever."

Mike Modano, a fellow

teammate, stated that

"everybody's shocked and

disappointed, a lot of guys

are frustrated, thinking it

was a waste of time ... to

come over here at all."

Although the Olympic

experience must have been

an extreme letdown for the

team members, their behav-

ior is inexcusable and dis-

graceful.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments or

suggestion's to

viewpoint9media.ucla.edu.
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WAR: U.S. cannot rightly

justily bombing Iraq,

killing innocent civiliajis

I
can only hope that by the time this

is;published this wotidrous country

that I was bom in is still not drop-

ping bombs on a population halfway

around the

world for rea-

sons that are

utterly despica-

ble. I don't

know exactly

what will hap-

pen, but I hope

for peace.

Unfortunately, it

doesn't seem

very likely, now

that Bill

Qinton's got his

macho hat on

and feels like he needs to save the

world.

Before I go on, I should say that I

Ruiz can be reached at ice99ucla.edu

for questions or conrMnents. He'd love to

hear what you think.

think killing people, especially civil-

ians, is very rarely justified, and that

the use of the military (an institution

whose very purpose has always been

to kill) to invade other countries is

even more rarely justified. I also

believe that hypocrisy is a bad thing.

So this article is going to be biased in

that direction.

The administration has put forth

five main reasons for why the United

States should bomb Iraq. They are: (1)

the strategic value of the Persian Gulf,

(2) proliferation of non<onventional

arms, (3) containment of aggression,

(4) superpower responsibility, and (5)

U.N. credibility. Let's examine each of

these reasons in detail.

First, the strategic value of the

Persian Gulf: the administration

seems to be trying to convince us that

the availability of large reserves of oil

in the region means that we should

invade and keep people friendly to the

United States in power. Sure, oil is

very important to the economy, but is

it worth the lives it will cost? Certainly

some Americans and huge numbers of

Iraqis will die - in both the military

and in civilian populations. Oil isn't a

valid justification for mass killing,

especially considering the Middle East

is not our only source of oil. The

United States has its own oil reserves,

not to mention the surpluses it has

built up since the oil crisis of the

'70s. Many other countries we are

on good terms with, such as Saudi

Arabia and Kuwait, also have

large amounts of oil. Oddly

enough, these countries are far

from being democratic, yet we

aren't yelling and screaming about

their governments. Makes you

wonder ifsomething else
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is at work here rather than a love of

democracy.

Countries from other areas ofthe

world, such as Mexico and other Latin

American nations, also have large

reserves of oil. So why the big deal

with capturing oil in Iraq?

Second, proliferation of noiKx>n-

ventional arms: this is just a joke. The

United States has more nuclear

weapons than any other nation on the

planet. We have more destructive

capability than any other nation, and

we are going to bomb a country for

attempting to arm themselves (this is

what I meant by hypocrisy). Let's not

forget that the United States is one of

the only countries that has refused to

sign the international landmine ban

treaty for which the Nobel Peace Prize

was awarded last year. It doesn't seem

like we're really all that interested in

The United States

Itself has never shied

away from aggression

and Invasion when It

has suited them.

stopping the spread ofweapons, con-

ventional or not. Even ifyou argue

that we need to stop the proliferation

of weapons to non-demoaatic coun-

tries, many non-dennocratic countries

have weapons ofmass destruction,

and we don't seem to be worrying

about them too much.

Third, containment ofaggression:

again, the history of U.S. foreign poli-

cy contradicts this statement. Ifwe are

really concerned about aggression,

why have we done nothing about

Indonesia's brutal occupation of

East Timor except support it? Why
is it that we are so friendly toward

China despite their brutal, border-

line genocidal treatment of the peo-

ple of Tibet? Why do wt sup-

port Israel in its occupation of the

West Bank, the Gaza Strip, the Golan

Heights and the repression of the

Palestinian people? Of course there's

the fact that the United States itself

has never shied away from aggression

and invasion when it has suited them.

In 1989, under Bush (the same man
who was to later denounce Saddam

Hussein's invasion of Kuwait), the

United States invaded Panama; in the

'80s we invaded Grenada, and there

was also the Vietnam War. This is

quite a track record of aggression.

Fourthly, superpower responsibili-

ty: this argument seems to rest on the

fact that since the United States

defeated the Soviet Union in the Cold

War, it has a responsibility to protect

the world - to be the woiW's peace-

keeper. The United States acts like it is

the morally superior country that it

constantly makes itself out to be, just

because the Soviet Union crumbled

while the United States prospered. It's

also interesting that the way this

"peacekeeper" claims its superiority is

by killing lots of people (it's kind of

reflective ofhow we name missiles

peacekeepers, even though an explo-

sive device is never going to keep the

peace).

Finally, United Nations credibility:

while Iraq has violated a few of the

rules established by the United

Nations after the Persian GulfWar, it

is truly inane to insist Iraq complies

with iH the U.N. provisions when we

do not force other countries to do the

same. Similarly, Indonesia's occupa-

tion of East Timor has been

denounced by the U.N. several times,

and yet, we do nothing. Israel's occu-

pation of its conquered lands has been

denounced more than once as well;

again, we do nothing. The United

Nations has always been dominated

by the United States and other west-

em countries, but when it doesn't

function exactly as the United States

would like, it simply ignores anything

the United Nations says. The way the

United Nations has been treated

shows that it is merely cited when it is

in Une with American objectives, and

Sec MNZ, page 20
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If you want to reach me, leave me alone
SPIRITUAUTY: On campus

religion pushers should

tone down sales pitches

I
grew up Catholic. And to the dis-

may of any family members who

may be reading this, I haven't

gone to church

jnuch since I

started college.

Atftfstl

thought it was a

universal truth,

because 1 met

quite a few peo-

ple at UCLA
who gave up

organized reli-

gion when it

came time to hit

the books. I

doubt they used

Sunday mornings to study; 1 suspect

the real culprit was too much party-

ing Saturday night. 1 used laziness as

an excuse. It's much different to walk

for half an hour than to drive for five

minutes to get to church. Regardless,

I tried to ease my guilty conscious

with the fact that most people didn't

go to church at UCLA because we're

sinful college students, and hell, we're

only young once.

That is, until some people invited

me to go to their church. And then

another, and another, and yet anoth-

er. They were all very friendly and

very persistent. And they all got on

my nerves. Did I look hell-bent?

Ortega is a fourth-year student at the

School of Film and Television. E-mail her

at sortega@ucla.edu.

.

Angry at the worid? In need of spiri-

tual guidance and heavenly assis-

tance? I wasn't obnoxious enough to

tell them I'm a devil worshipper, or

sarcastic enough to tell them I'm

Jewish, Buddhist or any other

religionAfrican American people

aren't traditionally associated with.

Although I have yet to go to church^^

with a complete'stranger, these pfo-

pie have made me think about a lot of

things.

First off, what is it that makes

these people walk up to random stu-

dents and invite them to church? If I

eat at a good restaurant I'll recom-

mend it to my friends. I might suggest

a film to my mom. But I would

never turn to a passerby and

ask, "Are you looking

for a good Chinese

restaurant?" Or, "Want

to watch a good action

flick this weekend?" So

when it comes to much

deeper matters such as

spirituality, I am bog-

gled that people ask me
to come to their church

as though they're asking

me to eat at a new cafe.

Why this drive to

increase membership? I

know that good Christians are sup-

posed to spread the word. I know that

some people are in desperate need of

guidance and are just waiting for an

invitation to church, Bible study or

some sort of positive influence in

their lives. But believe me, there are

y .5*^:^1^

UCLA Confidential by DEREK KENT

LETTERS

Too quick

to judge
I am writing in response to

Michael Urcan's Feb. 18 letter,

"Good Riddance." I do not know

Jelani McCoy personally, which is

why 1 would never presume to

judge his actions or decisions. But

obviously. Urcan feels that he is the

overriding authority in this matter.

Urcan makes sweeping generaliza-

tions to support his weak argument

that McCoy "represents everything

'bad' about the game." I just can-

not bring myself to agree with that

statement. As far as I can remem-

ber, Jelani has not had a history of

"bad " behavior. He hasn't gam-

bled on basketball games. He has-

n't shaved points. He hasn't taken

money from any agents.

Nevertheless, according to Urcan,

he represents everything "bad"

about the game.

Urcan proceeds to critique

McCoy's "alleged decision" to

enter the NBA. The reasoning for

this critique is Urcan's "belief that

McCoy is a nationwide role model

aiKi is only interested

in the money. I cannot

vouch for Urcan, but 1

don't recall anyone saying how dis-

appointed they were because their

"twenty-something college athlete

role model" was resigning from the

UCLA basketball team. Speaking

of playing for the nwncy, how

about those outrageous signing

bonuses athletes are awarded?

Lastly, Urcan calls McCoy a

quitter and says that he is the "per-

fect example of what someone in

his situation shouldn't have done."

Now, what exactly was that situa-

tion again? What were the details?

Oh, yeah, Urcan doesn't know the

details of Jelani's situation. All he

knows (or presumes to know) are

rumors. Aitd based on these

nmiors, Urcan subjects McCoy's

character to his wild conjectures.

By nnaking allegations without

any facts to back them up, it is peo-

ple like Urcan that represent every-

thmg "bad" about the game.

aoftoLOig
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RUIZ
From page 18

it is otherwise not listened to.

In spite ofmy argument against

war, in no way do I think that Saddam
Hussein is a good guy, nor am I

defending him. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright accused some of

the questioners in last week's town

hall meeting in Columbus, Ohio, of

defending Hussein. But the question

isn't about Hussein; the question is

~^

about the United States and whether

or not we are proceeding in a way

conducive to the values of the people^

and in accordance with human rights.

Hussein is a horrible person, in my
opinion, but so is Ginton; Qinton just

happens to have bigger guns.

Besides, the United States helped

put Hussein where he is by giving Iraq

immense amounts of aid during the

war between Iran and Iraq in the '80s,

despite having known that he used

chemical weapons in that war.

Looking back, one former Reagan

official said, "Hussein is a bastard.

But at the time, he was our bastard." "^

Typical of the United States - it does-

n't matter how detestable you are. As

Any military action the

United States takes is

very unlikely to affect

Hussein ...This is not the

case for the Iraqi(s).

long as you do what we want, you're

our friend. But as soon as you stray

from the straight and narrow path we

have dictated to you, you are sudden-

ly 'Ihe next Hitler."

Any military action the United

States takes is very unlikely to affect

Hussein. I'm sure he has protection

that wodd keq) him from being

injured or killed. This is not the case

for the Iraqi people. When bombs

start dropping, civilians are going to

die. These numerous deaths will

include a disproportionate amount of

civilians.

So, if there are any peace lovers

out there, I say we take a cue from the

folks in Columbus and yell and

scream until we force them to allow us

to be heard, because I guarantee you

that Qinton and his cronies will do

anything they can to silence anyone

who expresses viewpoints different

from their own.

Since writing the bulk of this col-

umn it seems that the Secretary

General of the U.N. has come to an

agreement with Hussein. It remains to

be seen how the United States will

respond to this. However, the admin-

istration is still reserving the right to

go ahead with a military strike if they

don't like the agreement. Guess we

aren't really all that concerned with

international law after all. I can only

hope that Clinton takes this opportu-

nity to difluse a volatile situation.

ORHGA
From page 19

people who want to be left alone.

There are people for whom this sort

of spirituality won't work. I can

respect some people with the courage

to walk up to others, share their good

experiences and invite them to partic-

ipate. But when people ask me to

come to their church and 1 say "No,"

1 would appreciate it if they would

leave it at that. Instead, many follow

with a litany of questions.

Arc you attending church right

now? Do you study the Bible? And
when I say that I'm Catholic, every

single person who has approached

me says, "Oh, I used to be Catholic."

T-r
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ORTEGA
From page 20

Every single person! The first couple

of times I thought it was a coinci-

dence, but now I am convinced it is

an evil conspiracy because

Catholicism is not the majority reli-
\

gion in the United States. Even if I
j

suppose that they all were telling the
;

truth, why must they imply that if <•

'

they used to be Catholic and found

solace with their new church, I will

also choose to abandon Catholicism

in favor of their group? It's almost

insulting.

It makes me question the real

motives of their approach. Do they

want me to have some spirituality in

my life, or does it have to do with

their spirituality? I am very wary of

people who claim that there is only

one right way. God, or whichever

higher power one chooses to believe

in, made people in all different colors

and all different types. But everyone

on the planet breathes air and goes to

the bathroom, so I'm sure it could

have been arranged that we all prac-

tice the same religion. I don't place

much stock in the idea of being

saved.

I get sucked into the

conversation every

time, and I don't know

how to get out.

Anyone who knows me will under-

stand the difficulty I have telling

these people no. I actually am not as

wimpy as I used be, but I cannot bear

to be rude, and sometimes this is all it

will take to get someone to leave me
alone. I should be able to see them

coming a mile away, but I get sucked

into the conversation every time, and

I don't know how to get out.

Of course I ask myself, why don't

I try this new group? I did go once

because my friend from high school

invited me. 1 only went because he

promised me that if I tried once he

would never ask about it again, and

he kept his word. It wasn't a bad

experience, and the people were

friendly and seemed to really enjoy

each other's presence. But it wasn't

me. And I know it's not right for a lot

of people.

Religion can be a beautiful thing.

(Being invited) reminds

me ... why I took a

hiatus from Catholicism.

It always saddens me when someone

tells me he doesn't believe in God or

some higher power. I think the right

religious or spiritual path is essential

for peace of mind. But religion can

also be manipulative, and it can fail

to provide people with what they

really need. Right now organized reli-

gion isn't right for me.

Whenever someone invites me to

go to church, it reminds me all over

again why I took a hiatus from

Catholicism My aversion toward

walking for half an hour may have

been the initial cause, but there are

deeper and more serious reasons.

Actually, this year, 1 have only

been approached by one person. 1

think it is because I am not on cam-

pus very much. I am sure that most

people have been caught up in this

uncomfortable situation, and 1 hope

they have found more effective ways

to deal with it than I have. I don't

mind so much when someone

approaches me, but I do mind when

she becomes intrusive and rude. It

makes me wonder what this religion

is really doing for that person.
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WITH COUPONMi^
MEXICAN -GRILL

• Our salsas are madeg^daily using only top quality produce.

• We use only boneless, skinless, chicken breast marinated and

charbroiled.

• Our lean steak is trimmed and charbroiled.

• Our special recipe beans are made^f^ dally using no lard.

• Our^^ chips are made in 100% cholesterol-free canola oil

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT
Westwood Village
4AA4<» I • JL Z Also Good at New West LA Location

1 091 LindDrOOK 2210 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)208-3317 (310) 575-3013
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1
1
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OTHER LOCATIONS: Newbury Park • WesMe VHIage • Simi Valley • Woodland Hills • Beverly Hills • Canarillo • Oxnard • Irvine

• Laguna Niguel • Pasadena • Valencia • Norttiridge • Studio City * Marina Del Rey • Toluca Lake • Costa Mesa

FREE
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drink

witli

any

purcha

^
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UCLA

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/lbsa lbsa@ucla.edu

REAL ESTATE NIGHT
Ever wondered about the exciting and very profitable world of

Real Estate? LBSA is proud to present our first ever Real

Estate Night. Don't be left out!

Come hear a panel speak on

INDUSTRIAL, RESIDENTIAL, &
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE

^^^^

-^1

Thursday, February 26th

at 6:00 p.m.

at the UCLA Career Center

All Majors Welcome!

Free Food and Refreshments.

Funded by the Center for Student Programming
ntiueu
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Photos by Buena Vma Pictures

(Left) Director Alan Smithee (Eric Idle), distraught at the

way his film has turned out, ponders whether to burn the

master negative. (Below) Coolio (left) and Chuck D (right)

star as Dion and Leon Brothers, respectively, independent

filmmakers who help Smithee (Idle, center), run away with

his master negative.

MaNhewSdHnM
Dtily Bruin Senior Staff

Joe Ezsterhas' new mockumentary of the

film industry/Burn Hollywood Burn/ may

be even truer to life than the screenwriter

-—himself would like to admit .

From the ashes of the most heavily criticized film of

the decade was bom a movie lashing out to bum the film

industry in a way that no other Hollywood production

has done in recent years.

Writer Joe Ezsterhas beganAvorking on his latest pro-

ject, "An Alan Smithee Film: Burn Hollywood Bum"

while faced with the aftermath of his now infamous movie

"Showgirls."

"I had such welts on my back and 'Showgirls' fiad

been chainsawed to death," Ezsterhas told a UCLA
Extension film class earlier this month "1 was reading all

of these reviews but I thought it was time to have some

fun with my writing life
"

Looking to do something more flippant and free-spir-

ited, the notorious writer of "Basic Instinct" and "Jade"

started work on his latest film.

"Bum Hollywood Bum" is a mockumentary which

explains a little-known La-la Land tidbit. The Directors

Guild of America has dedicated a pseudonym to be used

by movie directors who no longer wish to be associated

with projects that they have started: Alan Smithee.

Projects which have used the pseudonym include the

horror fiick "Stitches" (1985) and the TV pilot for

"McGyver"(1985).

"Bum Hollywood Bum" features an eager director

(Eric Idle) who is selected by the fictitious movie studio

Challenger Filnw more for his passive temperament than

for his directing capabilities.

Having lost creative control of the film to studio presi-

dent JcrryGlover (Richard Jcni) and egotistical produc-

er James Edmunds (Ryan O'Neal), the director decides

that he simply cannot put his name on a movie which is

no longer representative of his work.

Unfortunately for the director, his name actually is

Alan Smithee.

"I thou^t it would be fun to depict a director whose

name really is Alan Smithee, with the irony being that he

could never truly remove his name from any of his films,"

Ezsterhas says.

Left with no out, Smithee steals the film's final nega-

tive, now the most expensive in motion picture history

and instigates the greatest Hollywood scandal ever.

"People who like it really like it, and people who don't

really don't," Ezsterhas says.

Ezsterhas says that the movie is "the greatest scam I

Sec MNM, page 27

fi/lystic Saints' premieres at U(£a
MUSIC: Philaharmonic will perform a

collection of works based on poetry

By Michael Gillette

Daily Bruin Contributor

For orchestral composer and UCLA alumnus

Christopher Caliendo, tonight will be a very special home-

coming.

The UCLA Philharmonic will perform a program of his

works, collectively titled "The Mystic Saints: A Musical

Drama" at Schoenberg Hall, and Caliendo, who received

his Master of Arts here in 1989, will attend.

Tonight's audience is the first to have a chance to expe-

rience this long-evolving work at its midway point.

The program began with a commission from the

Vatican (the first ever offered to an American) for an

orchestral work with text. Allowed to choose the source of

his work through independent research, Caliendo adapted

the poetry of 16th century Spanish mystic poetess St.

Teresa of Avila.

"I looked through the Mystic Saints, with whom I

already had a familiarity," Caliendo says, "and 1 settled on

Teresa. Her poetry, we know, has never been held in high

regard by scholars because it is seen as not rigidly logical.

But 1 found that her (lack of precise formula) rendered her

work more candid and human and that those qualities

allowed it to fit with the music 1 sought to compose."

The piece itself premiered in Italy in 1992 at the

"Encounters of Sacred Contemporary Music" festival in

Italy before an audience that included Caliendo's own par-

ents and countless high officers of the Catholic church. He

speaks with both eloquence and awe when recalling that

day

"One can only imagine the state of mind one is in,"

Caliendo says. "It was truly one of those moments where

you could imagine leaving the world in a state of rapture.

It sounds inhuman to say But it comes from this feeling of

having accomplished so much."

A second Vatican commission followed the next year,

and Caliendo turned again to the Mystical Saints, choos-

ing this time the work of St. John of the Cross. According

to Caliendo, however, internal politics at the festival pre-

vented the work from appearing as scheduled, which

makes tonight's performance at Schoenberg a world pre-

miere.

Caliendo has further plans for the Mystic Saints project,

which is already seven years in the making. He intends to

turn next to the Franciscan monks and write programs

based on the works of St. Francis and St. Qaire. Caliendo

sees in these religious authors kindred spirits, saying that

the "constant devotion and concentration" with which he

approaches his art is similar to the fervor of the saints' spir-

—UCLA MuHC Depanment

Christopher Caliendo, composer of Mystic Saints.

itual pursuits.

Caliendo's projected destination for the four-act pro-

gram of the Mystical Saints is Broadway And if serious

sacred compositions on the Great White Way seem like an

anomaly, this does not deter their composer in the least.

instead, Caliendo voices excitement about the technical

possibilities a large scale theatrical show offers. Lighting

effects and holograms, he says, can "edify the music" and

enhance the spiritual experience of the program.

In this way Caliendo eschews what he sees as the more

regimenting and stultifying effects that modernism has

placed on music specifically and art in general. For his

inspiration he reaches back to the romantic period, which

he describes as "a time of an incredible outpouring of

human emotion."

"From that time," Caliendo says, "came the music of

Beethoven, Mendelsshon and Chopin, and the literature

of Dostoevsky and Victor Hugo. These are the men I con-

sider my peers. My music hearkens back to that time, and

1 try to convey to the audience that feeling."

MUSIC: The Mystic Saints: A Musical Drama' premiefes

tonight at 8 p.m. in Schoenberg Hail.TKkets are $20 for gener-

al admission and $ 1 for students virtth ID. Call (3 1 0) 825-4761

.

Remembering the 'forgotten Holocausf

Screenwriter Joe Eisterhas satirizes pricey films.

BOOK: 'Rape of Nanking'

chronicles horrifying,

graphic cruelties of war

By Christopher Bates

Daily Bmin Contributor

t

"War is cruelty," said Gen.

William Tecumseh Sherman in 1863

Sherman was speaking of his own

war, the U.S. Civil War. However, his

point has become relevant even dur-

ing the 20th century With the devel-

opment of weapons of mass destruc-

tion, mankind has been able to infiict

cruelties unheard of fourscore and

seven years ago.

Sometimes the cmelties have been

so great, so horrifying, that there has

been resistance to incorporating

them into the historical record. Such

has been the case with the events Iris

Chang chronicles in "The Rape of

Nanking."

In December of 1937, Japanese

troops managed to capture Nanking,

then the capital city of China. It was

the successful culmination of a six-

month long struggle with Chiang Kai-

shek's troops in the Yangtze valley

For the Chinese, it was a crushing

defeat.

What followed were the sort of

unspeakable atrocities that human

heings like to think of themselves as

be. -^ incapable of. Between 260,000

BOOK REVIEW

The Rape

of Nanking RAPE
Author Iris Chang

Publisher BasicBooks

Prke: $25 hardcover

Grade:

ififiKif^
MARK OrrrMfR/0»ity Bruin

and 350,000 people were killed in an

eight-week period. Chinese men,

women and children were used for

target practice, decapitation contests,

and, of course, as victims of rape. The

destruction was finally curtailed with

the establishment of a "Safety Zone"

controlled by Westerners.

Given the nature of the crime and

the time frame, even the most histori-

cally uninformed reader will be

inclined to draw a comparison

between the rape of Nanking and the

Fiolocaust. Chang notes the parallels

frequently; in fact her account is sub-

titled "The Forgotten Holocaust of

World War 11" and is in many ways

structured like a history of the

German-initiated Holocaust.

Chang begins with the political

and historical context for the

Japanese invasion of Nanking. The

typical Holocaust narrative general-

ly begins with the end of World War

I and the punishment inflicted upon

the Germans at the end of that con-

flict in 1918. This is an extremely

shortsighted approach, for the ten-

sions that led to the Holocaust date

back much further than that.

Chang improves on this

approach a bit by starting her narra-

tive in 1852, with the arrival of

American troops under Matthew

Perry. She argues that his swashbuck-

ling display of force created immense

resentment among the Japanese and

awoke a militaristic strain in

Japanese culture that made the rape

of Nanking possible. Going back this

far is an improvement, but she would

have done better to go even further
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Mime master Marceau silently retums to steal show
ART: Performer famous

for role of BIP, will grace

the L.A. stage once again

By Aimec Phan •--

Daily Bruin Staff — '

Marcel Marceau once said, "Never

get a mime talking. He won't stop."

But the world's most famous mime fbr

50 years is sitting down to talk, to pro-

mote his return appearance to Los

Angeles this Saturday night and to

reflect on his long and incredibly suc-

cessful career. r—^
-

Marceau is widely regarded today

as the master of modern mime who

brought the ancient art into the main-

stream consciousness with sold-out

performances around the world and

frequent television and movie appear-

ances. But after his last performance in

Los Angeles in 1989, Marceau's popu-

larity and name diminished a bit in the

'90s si»K;e the only way for people to

appreciate the mime was to see him

perform.

Nearly a decade later, Marceau is

returning to Los Angeles for a one-

night show to celebrate the 50th

anniversary of his most popular pan-

tomime character, BIP. In this rare

appearance, Marceau will perform

some of his most classic "mimodra-

mas" from his repertoire. With nearly

half a century of performing under his

belt, Marceau takes his pioneering role

in the world of pantomime very seri-

ously.

"i think 1 wasbom to be a mime like

one is bom to be a painter or musi-

cian," Marceau says. "I'm responsible

for the renaissance of this art in the

20th century and in two years, I'm

going to handle the 21st century and I

predict that mime will become a strong

force in the theater."

Despite the fact that his name may

not be as well known as it used to be^

Marceau is very confident that once

people see his show, they will be just as

enthusiastic and responsive as his audi-

ences have been in the past. He

believes that although times have

changed since the first time he per-

formed in America in 1955, people are

moved and inspired by good perfor-

mances.

"Man has not changed," Marceau

says. "We have changed with technol-

ogy and communication, but in our

real hearts, man has not changed since

the Romans. We could always laugh

and cry for the same reasons. The

emotions are always there. If the show

is good, it touches the public."

Born in France, Marceau began his

career in 1946 when he joined the

Charles DuUin's School of Dramatic

Art in Paris and studied under mime

master Etienne Decroux. After study-

ing and performing with some of the

most influential pantomime artists in

France, Marceau emerged into

immense popularity after creating his

now legendary character, BIP, the

silent actor and clown. He named his

famous opera hat-wearing character

after the main character in Charles

Dickens' novel, ^"Great

Expectations."

"When I was 20, 1 had great expec-

tations so BIP comes from Pip and I

changed the 'P' to a 'B,'" Marceau

says. "I was a great admirer of Charles

Dickens." v '

.

.

After BIP became such a popular

character, Marceau started touring

worldwide, bringing his mimodramas

to many stages, introducing people to

a performing art that had little expo-

sure before. His first American tour in

1955 caught the attention ofmany peo-

ple in Hollywood, which was a thrill

for the artist who grew up idolizing

American actors like Charlie Chaplin,

Buster Keaton and Laurel and Hardy.

He explains that although these silent

stars were labeled as movie actors,

their work is derived from pantomime.

"I was inspired by them when I was

SeeMMKEMI,|M9e29
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Marcel Marceau has performed as his legendary character, BIP, for 50 years.
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FOR MEN 5 '8" AND UNDER
Annual Winter Clearance Sale

30% -70% OFF ICnn'sToili

Suits • Sportcoats • Slacks • Shirts • Overcoats • TrenchcoaU • Casualwcar i

Sale Ends 2/28/98

Associoted Students UCLA
Boord of Directors

February

Jimmy Au's

Board Meeting

On the Agenda

• Approval of Minutes of

January 23, 1998 Meeting

• Executive Director's Report

• Committee Reports

• Finance Report * - .

• Approval of Gonda Caf§ Project

Prior Board Meeting

At the January 23, 1998 Regular Meeting,

the Associated Students UCLA Board of

Directors took action on the following

matters:

• Approved Amendments to Executive

Committee Bylaws

• Approved the 1997-98 Communications

Board Budget

Friday, 12:00 noon

February 27, 1998

Kerckhoff Hall 133

SMAUt SHORT

iMenswearfor the Man 5S" A Under. 2168 Glendale Galleria • 818J43.9898

NEW& USED
BriAg in Uiis coupon and rtctivt Hit

foUoHiiiis discowils on tvtrf CD you buvH

DCtn

UP TO .99...50% OFF

$1.99-&7.99...$1.00OFF

$8.99 -$15.99...$2.00 OFF

$16.99 -$34.99...$3.00 OFF

$35.00 AND UP... $5.00 OFF

*EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS
Expires 3/5/98

SANTA MONICA •21 14 Wilshire Blvd. • (310) 828-2887

SHERMAN OAKS •14622 Ventura Blvd. • (818) 990-2970

CANOGA PARK • 6553 Topanga Cyn Blvd. • (818) 883-21 13

visit our v\/ebslte at vyAAAv.mobydlsc.com

Visit our other locations:

OLD TOWN PASADENA • WESTMINISTER • COSTA MESA •
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Common anytNng but in live concert
MUSIC: Listeners marvel

at band's energy, talent

in House of Blues show

£ »

Daily Bruin Contributor

Southern California's home-grown

ensemble. Common Sense, flaunted

their professional, crowd-moving

-sound Saturday night at the House of

Blues.

Bringing elements of reggae, ska

and rock to their tunes. Common
Sense's energy and style gave concert-

goers something to get excited about

during their hour^and-a-half set.

Common Sense has a large local fol-

lowing that could expand to the nation-

al level soon. They have already sold

out the House of Blues several times

before, evidence of their snowballing

popularity here in Los Angeles.

Additionally, their professional stage

presence and stellar musical skill make

them a treat to experience in a live per-

formance, and their joUy lead singer,

Nick Hernandez, can surely pump any

crowd into a fun-loving frenzy.

Lead by Hernandez, who danced,

contorted and gestured to the music

like a Joe Cocker and Chris Farley

hybrid. Common Sense's stage pres-

ence allowed for a lively and entertain-

ing evening. Furthermore, the band's

ti^t horn section and talented musi-

cianship made the songs memorable

and the dancing impossible to avoid.

Choreographer spreads the

word in latest creative feat

(Left to right) BiNy Sherman, Chuck Morris, Larry Young, Nick

Hernandez and Jai Vatufc make up the band Common Sense.

Virgin Records

At the House of Blues, the upstairs

bar splits in two so the show can be

heard throughout the whole place. This

happened shortly after 9 p.m.

Saturday. First-time patrons stared in

awe. The split also allowed restaurant

goers upstairs to join the festivities.

Two unremarkable bands opened

for Common Sense. The fu^t, a punky

rock group that sang a song about kiss-

ing someone's ass; the second, a groovy

though dull band known as Spencer the

Gardner.

Common Sense made the wait

worthwhile, however, recharging the

crowd around midnight when they

finaOy blasted onto stage.

"Yes, Common Sense!" one drunk-

en fan yelled before collapsing to the

floor, miraculously not spilling a single

drop of the Rolling Rock in his hand

even as he fell into a deep slumber

under the bar.

Highlights included a rousing

anthem of perseverance and devotion

called "Never Give Up," and a clever

tune with a lot of pep called 'Good

Giri/Bad Man."

Hernandez, who hopped around

stage in a black feather boa and fre-

quently rubbed his newly dean-shaven

head, kept chatter to a minimum and

See l,p«9<27

DANCE: Paul Taylor

finds renewed focus on

bizarre religious rituals

By Annette Grant

The New York Times

Paul Taylor is not onlya choreog-

rapher but a writer, an artist, an avid

reader, a collector of objects and

creatures found in the wild and a

lover of all music, except perhaps

contemporary jazz and Mozart

("too elegant" for setting to dances).

He likes physical work and has

built, without a yardstick, a bunga-

low on Long Island, N.Y., using only

driftwood and other flotsam. Yet,

like many who occupy rarefied cre-

ative planes, he doesn't know, for

example, which subway stops near-

est his Manhattan residence.

Taylor has made more than 100

dances in 45 years, many of them

acclaimed masterpieces. How does

he do it over and over again? He
doesn't exactly know, he explained

recently at his row house in the West

Village. Opening his very blue eyes

very wide, Taylor said: "It's my job.

Making dance is what I do. I just

can't help it, I guess."

Well, in the case of his latest

dance, "The Word," maybe the

Devil made him do it, but he has

done it again nonetheless.

"The Word," which will have its

premiere when the Paul Taylor

Dance Company opens its two-week

season at City Center on Tuesday,

draws its title froin the opening lines

of the Bible. It is a dark piece explor-

ing questions of faith and the dan-

gers of religious orthodoxy, issues

that periodically bubble up m the-

choreographer's work.

In recent years, Taylor, who is 66,

has produced mostly lyrical and

wryly comical works. But, Janus-

faced, he has always worked in light

and shade. "The Word" is more in

the mold of "
... Byzantium," his

1984 meditation on the end of civi-

lization, "Last Look," a 1985 piece

about a nervous breakdown that is

revived on the current program, and

"Speaking in Tongues," about the

tribulations of a fundamentalist

preacher, from 1988.

"Starting points for 'The Word'

are the Bible and the Byzantine era,"

Taylor said. "I'm very interested in

religious wars, the machine-like

quality of ritual and in the general

notion of brainwashing and brutali-

ty"

The convoluted religious and

political currents of the Byzantine

Empire, a 1,000-year reign ending

about 1450, seemed a natural realm

See mVUM, page 26
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TAYLOR
From page 25

for him, especially, he said, in terms of

imagery. But first he needed music

and decided to commission a score

from David Israel, who collaborated

with him last year on "Prime

Numbers," a jazz-infused" tribute to

Indian dance that iValso on the City

Center program.

In May, Taylor and Israel went to

the Metropolitan Museum of Art to

see the "Glory of Byzantium" exhibi-

tion, and there they stood for a long

time in front of "Icon With the

Heavenly Ladder of John Klimax," a

12th<entury Egyptian painting show-

ing devils plucking the faithful from

their path to heaven.

"Paul liked the colors and the two-

dimensionality of the painting," Israel

said. "We both saw it as a parallel to a

present-day struggle with a loss of

faith, not just in God, but in any-

thing."

Israel began to research the music

of the time, finding some of his best

material on the Internet at the Holy

Cross Bookstore site, part of the

Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of

America.

"Paul would listen to sections of

the composition and offer sugges-

tions," Israel said. "He was looking

for driving sounds, like pistons, in

some areas, but basically he was very

open about where it was going."

Then Taylor stopped to choreo-

graph "Piazzolla Caldera," an ele-

gantly raucous distillation of the

tango, set to the music of Astor

Piazzolla, that won raves at the

American Dance Festival last June.

This firecracker will also be on the

City Center program.

By the time Taylor called the first

rehearsal at his studio in SoHo for

"The Word" last fall, the nature of the

dance was well set in his mind.

"Paul is always very prepared,

very well researched," said Patrick

Corbin, a dancer with the Taylor

company since 1989. "The first thing

he does is set the atmosphere. He
talked about the Byzantine period,

the wars and religion, using books

and art reproductions to illustrate his

fK)ints. He said we were aspects of

Adam and Eve, Mary and Joseph,

but maybe that was just to give us

something to go with. Actually, I think

I'm a gargoyle or a gatekeeper or a

watchdog.

"We knew right away that this was-

n't going to be charming. Raul was

very specific about the kind of sculp-

tured, almost ugly, shapes he wanted.

Then we improvised a little to the

music, which is usual no matter what

the piece is, and he kept the things that

suited the atmosphere he was looking

for."

Lisa Viola, who has been with the

company for six years, is a dancer

Taylor saw as having "scary qualities"

and the "strength and daring to carry

it off." In "The Word" she plays a

snakelike creature who, with a fierce

scowl and a little V-shaped hand

movement, manages to look thor-

oughly fearsome.

For this piece, Paul wanted

grotesque," Viola said. "He's always

rTheWord'')isadark—piece exploring

questions of faith and

the dangers of

religious orthodoxy.

open to what dancers offer, and

images just keep popping out of you.

So I played with it for a couple of

weeks, and Paul kept telling me: 'Stay

evil. Don't feel pretty.'"

According to Viola, one of the

secrets of the highly aerobic piece is

that its tortured nature is enhanced by

how difficult the contorted move-

ments are to perform at speed.

Viola took the Stygian mood of the

"The Word" as a sign that Taylor was

in fine fettle. "If he's feeling good,

he'll do evil; ifhe's feeling bad, he'll do

light," she said.

Taylor likes the early parts of creat-

ing a new work with his company, of

being able to "noodle around" and to

keep things he sees or to throw them

out. David Parsons, a former Taylor

star who now runs his own New York

company, has great respect for any-

one who can chuck weeks of work.

"The whole process of choreogra-

phy is worlcing with fear," Parsons

said. "You wonder where the work is

going to come from. Sometimes you

get stuck and things don't jell. Then

you need the courage to start over."

Parsons, who affectionately calls

some of Taylor's lighter pieces,

"Comography," was in the original

cast ofthree 1980 works that are in the

cuncnt City Center season: "Arden

Court," "Mercuric Tidings" and

"Last Look," which are certainly not

corn on anyone's cob.

"Paul works with a sort of struc-

tured improv," Parsons said. "I could

feel that sometimes he was blocked.

But other times he came in with total

focus. He did my 'Last Look' solo in

less than an hour. In 'Arden Court,' he

set up a competition of male hor-

mones and let it just sweep over us.

The guy's a taskmaster, but he makes

you see his vision fully, which is in

itself an art form. I would love to live

in a society made up in Paul's brain."

Of course, such a society can be

interpreted in a variety of ways, espe-

cially by a costume designer, in the

case of "The Word," Santo Loquasto,

a longtime collaborator with Taylor as

well as a designer for the films of

Woody Allen and Broadway shows

like "Grand Hotel" and "Ragtime."

"Paul has an American primitive

spirit, and I try to tap into it,"

Loquasto said. Seeking to underline

the ritualistic aspects of "The Word,"

he came up with unisex parochial-

school uniforms: lace-up shoes, fitted

navy-blue knickers, white shirts with

ties, and bright red lipstick for both_

men and women.

The look may not be so far from the

works at the Metropolitan. "The strik-

ing thing in the paintings is that the

figures are awkward and stiff," Taylor

said. "No one ever smiles. There's

something very spooky about it. And
then one night, channel surfing on TV,

I saw a ceremony inducting new offi-

cers into the police, and the candi-

dates sat and stood and spoke, unsmil-

ingly, in perfect unison. This struck

me as somehow related to the stiff for-

malism of Byzantium
.

"

Such circumstantial linkages occur

all the time in life, and artists can often

use them to make something brand-

new out of something ages old. Thus

for Taylor, in the beginning there was

the word, and now there is "The

Word."
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From page 22

ever puUed in my life in Hollywood."

That may not be far from the truth.

At first, not even his agent,

Arnold Riikin, would back him.

Ezsterhas' wife Naomi, who was

involved in the making of the film

from its earliest stages, recalls,

"(Rifkin) said 'I think you should

put this in a draw and forget about it

because it's bad for your career and

it's bad for my career. You don't

want to make this movie.'" Rifkin

refused to comment.

Ever persistent, Ezsterhas was

Ttetermined to make a go of his film.

a daily basis saying i want to be in

the film,"'

The film features a diverse cast,

including Coolio, Chuck D and

Sandra Bemhard. And the list of

cameos looks like the guest list to a

congressional funeral. Most notable

are Sylvester Stallone, Jackie Chan

and Whoopi Goldberg, who play

themselves. Subtitles identify them

^& the rocket scientist, the linguist

andlhe Ted C^nson fan, respective-

ly. Even Lt. Gov. Gray Davis agreed

to shoot a cameo, although it was

ultimately left on the cutting room

floor.

later marketed as "The movie

Hollywood doesn't want you to see."

He and producer Ben Myron made
hundreds of copies of the script, dis-

tributing them to everyone,

"Ifwe sent this to enough people,

it couldn't be stopped," Ezsterhas

says. It seems to have paid off,

because industry response was over-

whelmingly positive.

Once the town's verdict came in.

the screenwriter's agent became

committed to making the movie hap-

pen. Incidentally, Ezsterhas now has

a new agent.

There was no shortage of people

/wanting to be in the film," Myron
says. "People were calling almost on

(The director) left

because of a

disagreement ...with

the littlest of little guys

...the screenwriter.

If anybody was going to get this

movie made his own way, it was

Ezsterhas. In an industry where

screenwriters are typically dismissed

after selling oft" the rights to their ini-

tial work, only to hope the producers

and directors will portray it the way

they would have it portrayed.

Ezsterhas has clout. He is one of the

most outspoken - and highly paid -

screenwriters around.

In fact, when he and director

Arthur Hiller disagreed about the

final editing, the studio backed the

screenwriter over thedirector.

"That's virtually unheard of in

Hollywood," says Stephen Farber,

moderator of the UCLA Extension

class "Contemporary Films and

Filmmakers."

Hiller chose to walk out of film.

That's right, Eisterhas' film

about a Smithee film is, in fact, a

Smithee film. But it wasn't the pro-

ducers and studio execs who
' forced him out

Hiller left because of a dis-

agreement with the man who is

supposed to be the littlest of little

guys in Hollywood - the screen-

writer.

Ezsterhas did choose to

include in the final edit, which was

left to his discretion, what turns

out to be the most, ironic scene in

the movie.

It is a scene in which both

Ezsterhas and Hiller make cameos,

and Hiller tells Ezsterhas, "The last

thing any director needs is you of all

people to stick up for us."

FUM: 'An Alan Smithee Film: Bum
Hollywood Bum'opens in theaters on
Friday.

COMMON
From pag« 25

concentrated on the music. His smiles,

giggles and good mood quickly brought

the crowd up to his cheerful level, and

strangers were embracing each other

even before Common Sense finished the

first song of their

set, a pumping *

number called

"In Your Eyes."

The band

paid homage to

their influences,

incorporating

_^over ^ tunes

throughout
almost halfofthe

entire set.

The band's tight horn

section and talented

musicianship made the

songs memorable.

Common Sense did them justice.

Their rendition of "Sexual Healing"

stayed loyal to the tempo and sound of

the original, and if Marvin Gaye could

have attended the show he would have

been more than pleased with the result.

Hernandez's voice provided a pleasant

surprise as he crooned like a pro in want

ofalittlelovin'.

Shortly after, keyboardist Jai Vatuk

stepped over to guitar and showed his

mettle when the band cranked out a

rocking cover of Jimi Hendrix's "Hey
Joe," with drummer Chuck Morris daz-

zling the crowd with a five-minute solo in

the middle of the song. Under alternat-

ing flashes of blinding white-hot and

bright blue lights, Morris looked like

some kind of space alien pounding away

at the control panel of his rocket ship.

Later, Common Sense lofted the

crowd to another plateau with their

cover of the Steve Miller Band's "Ry
Like an Eagle."

"We've been playing this' song for

years," Hernandez""^""^ said.

"All the guys had

command of their

instruments ... they

sounded solid and

they sounded tight,"

said Jason Bonilla, a

fourth-year UCLA
English student. "If

you wanted to

include them in some
genre, I think they could be categorized

with Sublime and 311."

Another group of fans stood in back

of the crowd and raised their arms in vic-

tory, clapping like a bunch of crazies.

By the end of their set, rowdy

applause and fervent cheering from the

crowd prompted the band to play a 20-

minute encore set. Common Sense took

this time to tell their story in one particu-

lar song, referring back to their roots in

"south-central Laguna." They included

three more tunes, including a cover of

Bob Marley's anthematic "Get Up,

Stand Up," which had the crowd going

home in high spirits.
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A SYMPOSIUM:
The Eiivironment of Southern California

in the 20th and 21st Centuries

Tuesday, March 3, 1998
UCLA Faculty Center

The Institute of the Environment (loE) invites you to attend a one day symposium on critical aspects of our Southern
California environment. By informing students, faculty, concerned citizens, business leaders, and government
officials about the environmental legacy of the 20th centuty, this conference might help us lo cope intelligently with
practical decisions, trends and opportunities during the coming years. Participants will have the chance to meet and
talk informally with the speakers and with each other at lunch and at a reception following the meeting as well as at

"coffee" breaks during the 'morning and afteriKwn sessions.

PRESENTERS INCLUDE:

Jared Diamond, Professor, Department of Physiology. UCLA
William Clark, Professor, Departinent of Geography, UCLA
Martha Davis, former Executive Diivctor of Mono Lake Committee
Gail Ruderman Feuer, Senior Attorney, Natural Resources Defense Council

MaU Roth, Director, Historical Programs & Corporate Archives,

Automobile Club of Southern California

Eric Vink, California Field Director. American Farmland Trust

ffggy Fang, Assistant Professor. Department of Biology, UCLA
"

Jay Watson, Deputy Director, The Wilderness Society

Dorothy Green, Founding President, Heal the Bay and President,

Los Angeles & San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council

WED MONGOOSE
I

/~;

Luncheon Keynote Speaker.

Bennett Ramberg, PhD, J.D.,

Director ofResearch, Committee to Bridge the Gap

|W ttw vary betl CluM>ing

4 art.
rimNThiM.

A relaxing and exdOna venue.

I V (

For more Infonnatlon, or to Roster,
caU (310) 82S3263 Or o^all io««ucla.edu

The Symposium is ofFered on a fvst come, first served basis. Registration Feciwhich covers the com of lunch, parking and the raception) is

waived for all UCLA Faculty. Suff and Smdenis However, all attendees must pre-regisier. Space is limiied, so regisicr twiy!
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extended wear soft contacts.

$89 EYEfiLASSES

A EXAM "SPECIAL"

• We gladly accept your insurartce

• We get tfie forrns for you - just call us.

• Same day appointrnents available.

• We are experts in sftowing you how to

maximize your benefits

• Terrific eyewear arxl contact lens selection

V YOU DOrr NAVE VBNM CARE

(grourxj floor of Monty's Building -

1 082 GlerxJon Ave. aaoss from Westwood Brewery)

Westwood Village. CA 90024 Validated parking • Se habia Espafiol

Includes lenses and frames

from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still

give you 11% iH on any non-advertised items.

_—— ^Y^ ——

—

p^ CUP AND SAVE

v^°'
lO^os>f>^*'s'^^

V.^^^ ^^^^ 10^" v^

'Not vaiKJ on Sicilians or witti any ott>er offer Must mention ad.

Exp. 3/5/98

8-^ LARGE

.50 P'ZZAvv/
^ ^ Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 3/5/98

O.OU ^'^^'^^^ ^^ Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
*"""' ^ CUP AND SAVE'

Exp. 3/5/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with tfiis

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
CoupoiK must be given to driver.

Ceupofl vaUd ot Westwood loariiofl only.

^ CUPAND SAVE - -

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupon nwd be givm to driver.

CeipeimU atWedMad lecoiiMi oily.

208-8671

'

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be givw lodrivor.

Motlii'i VHeavy Metal Isn Y
The Only Thing

AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT RESULTS

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

NVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low MonfMy Payments With No finance Charge

20% off for all UCIA students & faculty with valid ID*

OrthodontUl Sinc9 1980

C^mpllmBmfmry Isf

C«MVff«fl«M

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

(310)826-7494 j^q (714)552-5890
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802 ,nrATinM<: ^8124 CULVER DRIVE, #A
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 LUV.AMUIX5

irvinE, CA 92714

Te«th Whitaning
Hpp«r or low«r

$8500...,.
(ii«9. $aoo|

Cosiii#tic D^ntrlsty
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fracturod or chippod tooth

* Stainod or discolorod tooth

* Largo spoco* or gaps botwoon tooth

* Rotatod or crookod tooth

* Reshaping malformod tooth

* Totrocyclino ttoinod tooth

* Straightoning tooth in »omo ca»os

BEFORE AFTER

*Tti* lr«a»m«n) will b* at followi $ 1 OOO 00
plut $ 1 00 00 for •aeh month of rr«atm«nt
randarad for ma>ol brocat, $900.00 plui
$100.00 for aoch month of Iraatmant
randarad for ramovabia brocai and
$1700.00 plut $125.00 par month for

caromic brocat, $200.00 for diognoitic
ttudy modal and $173.00 for tormol
contultotion.

NANKING
From page 23

back, for, like the Holocaust, the

cultural tensions that allowed the

the invasion of Nanking to happen

were centuries in the making.

Having set the stage, Chang

moves next to graphic descriptions

of the violence inflicted upon the

Chinese people by Japanese troops.

One of many examples:

"Death by Dogs: One diabolical

means of torture was to bury victims

to their waist and watch them get
''^

ripped apart by German shepherds.

Witnesses saw Japanese soldiers

strip a victim naked and direct

German shepherds to bite the sensi-

tive areas of his body. The dogs not

only ripped open his belly but jerked

out his intestines along the ground

for a distance."

Stories like this are extremely

powerful by themselves and less

skiJIed authors will tend to rely too

much on them to carry their book.

To Chang's credit, she offers

enough examples to convey the

story she is telling without going

overboard.

Still following the basic structure

of most Holocaust narratives,

Chang moves on to what might be

described as the rescue. The

German Holocaust was so immense

that there was no large-scale rescue

prior to the end of World War II,

only isolated instances of human
lives being saved thanks to the

efforts of individuals like Oskar

Schindler and Raoul Wallenberg,

who saved, respectively 1,200 and

100,000 Jewish people from the

German concentration camps.

Since the Japanese invasion of

Nanking affected fewer people and

was geographically condensed,

there was a bona fide rescue. The

successful effort to establish a

Nanking Safety Zone was led by one

John Rabe, an avowed member of

the Nazi party. Not surprisingly,

Chang makes the obvious connec-

tion to Oskar Schindler, but does

nothing with it.

More distressingly, she does not

do much to explore the character of

John Rabe and to explain the com-

plexities of a man who was a white

supremacist, and yet was witling to

risk arrest and death to save the

lives of Chinese people.

The Holocaust narrative struc-

ture is not surprising, for it works

well for this kind of history. It allows

the details, which are so emotionally

affecting, to speak for themselves,

with a minimum of interference

from the author.

However, Chang breaks from

this format in two interesting ways.

First, most stories like this are told

from the point of view of the victim,

presumably under the assumption

that the guilty parties are not worthy

of any more historical examination

than is necessary to label them the

"bad guy" and move on. Chang,

however, makes an effort to tell the

story from multiple points of view,

including that of the aggressors.

This adds much more complexity to

the story.

The second aspect that distin-

guishes Chang's account is her con-

tinuance of the story to the present

day, arguing that a "Second Rape of

Nanking" has occurred, with the

Japanese government still refusing

to accept responsibility for the

crimes committed in China between

1931 and 1945. Some readers might

take objection to this part of the

book, by equating the lapse in his-

torical memory with the event itself

she necessarily cheapens the signifi-

cance of the actual event.

Nonetheless, the point is an interest-

ing one and provides for thought.

The great weakness of this book

is its handling of the "other"

Holocaust. It is tempting to draw

the connection between the rape of
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NANiaNG
From page 28

Nanking and the German
Holocaust, because the two events

involved mass destruction and hap-

pened at essentially the same time.

But there are key differences that

should be considered: the German
Holocaust lasted much longer, was

supported by a much larger number

of people and resulted in 20 times as

many deaths.

However, if the comparison

^tween the Holocaust and the rape

of Nanking h^d to be drawn, Chang

should have done so much more

fully, using the two together as a case

study to determine how these things

happen and more importantly, how
they can be avoided in the future. If

she had done so, the book would

have been not only a service to those

whose anguish has been forgotten

but to the rest of humanity as well.

MARCEAU
From page 24

a child," Marceau says. "They were

mimes. The talkies did not exist, so, it

was slapstick and pantomime. Mime
was a very strong art form in movies

then."

As for his instant success in

America, Marceau credits it to the

fact that most people had been unfa-

miliar with pantomime and were fasci-

nated with how different it was from

the usual singing and dancing they

had seen before on the stage.

"The difference between mime
from dance is that in dance, you are

bound by music and movement,"

Marceau says. "Mime is bound by

silence. We use music too, but our ges-

tures are not bound by musical form.

We e)q)ress comedy and tragedy of

man without words. You have to be an

actor to be a mime."

Now Marceau's puts his expertise

in modem mime to use in his Paris

International School of Mimedrama

where students come from over 20

nations to study with the renowned

artist. He hopes that with his school,

he caii turn on future generations to

the beauty of silent acting.

"Since I brought mime to America,

there have been good mimes and bad

mimes," Marceau says. "There are

many students who worked with me

and it is now a stronger art form.

When I started for the first time, it was

so new. but now everybody knows

Marcel Marceau."

And even though Marceau has

been entertaining audiences with the

antics of BIP for almost 50 years, he

has no plans to stop touring and teach-

ing his craft. And althou^ he is over

70 years old, he proudly boasts that he

still maintains the spirit and body of

his youth.

"You must understand that you are

all obsessed by age," Marceau says.

"Everybody's obsessed by age. I have

kept the same body of 30 years ago.

When you see the show in Los

Angdes, you will see that I speak the

truth."

Marceau is excited about bringing

his unique program to Los Angeles

and introducing future generations to

this older art of pantomime.

"I'm sure the young people will be

moved," Marceau says. "It raises their

imagination and it is wonderful. They

have discovered exactly why their par-

ents told them they should see Marcel

Marceau.

"Have I become a legend? It's pos-

sible. The young people who have

never seen my work (before) are

speechless. It's a discovery for them

and there's the same excitement that

was there when I first arrived in

America. It's a wonderful thrill for

me. It's very good to come back."

PANTOMIME: Marcel Marceau per-

forms Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Wiltern

Theatre. Tickets are $30 to $50. For

more information, call (213) 380-5005.

LUNCH SPECIAL DINNER SPECIAL

$4.50 85.50

•BICE •SALAD* SOUP • RICE'SAUD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKIar • CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF •FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMP4IRA • VEGETABLE TEMPURA

2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS •3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
J V J

W^ B
1 1 BROXTON AVE / UCONTt
WESTWOOD VIILAGE

310 208 7781 5i«42X
JAPANf$f FOOD
KORtAN FOOD
SAKE (OMBS

$0
£iOff
All you

SUSHI
Valid w/ Student I.D.

Ona Coupon par parson

TABASCO

March lOtli

TAe Cff/feffffrmm nf

wl fflffl

Atrrtof:

Keiin Baem, Matt Moo, Hen eBiapHBll

free passes ara//M el tke ffi//jr Bnin offices, in KerOkeltM
aei at me Jams Bruges neater, leUij/, Hetaitz Hall

-•' *

NETWORK
EVENT

THEATER'

:H.< rr^v*.*** • r^^ • •• ' • •.•'•S"'»»^i».-».•.«!•-•••••« rmmwmmm'*'*'^* • *.* • »«<a>a*a>«

i./ ;'
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OS to Our

15 Senior Spotlights!
The Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize distinguished UCLA seniors. These talented students are chosen

"~
from a large number of senior applicants, each of which has excelled in many areas during their career at UCLA.

Each year these "spotlighted" graduates receive a special page in their honor in the senior section of the Bruinlife

Yearbook. This special recognition of outstanding seniors is unique to Bruinlife and is only one of the many

interesting ways UCLA and its students are captured in the yearbook.

|iSHiorspotligt]^

4

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

1m Bruinlife

1
W Yearbook

1 i woudliketo

1V congratulate

1H the 15 winners

1
H . of the Senior

1^1
E Spotlight

IB ' Award.

X

1B We would also

1B' like to thank

i
B all who

1
B expressed

1
B interest and

1B took the time

1B^ to apply.

V

1

»

B Good uckand

B continued

success in your

endeavors.

^DlLUrj X
\ri

4

*"<\

.j(A

PLd Uc
^^1

Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Jennifer Hertz for her

outstanding achievements. Read about her, along with these fourteen

other Senior Spotlights, only in this year's Bruinlife Yearbook:

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Ben Hofilena

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

Roslyn Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Vijlanueva

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu
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Announc8ineiits
'"'fHf"tttHfM HiMiiiililt

1909 Cimiittt ntcniiuiHiiit

14M CampittSMiricn

t7>PUrt*fwi

1M0 PHTMNiti Mnstftt
2000 Pwsoaals
2090 l*rapiMiCY
2100 RecsmUoiwI ActhrttiM

Saann / EHWMNrs
iiumi umraa

RirSale
2700

3f0O
3200
3300
3400
3500
3800
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300

Art/PaMinss
Bleydet/SkatM
Books
Calling Canto
CoiMrn / Camcordara
Collocttiloi

/Software

/YM SalestoMW
HaaWli

4500

Sparta

Stareos/TVt/
Wiio Sports

TtansportaBoii

00
'4800

4900
9000
5100
9200
9300
9400
9000

Anlol

AufoRapalr
Aaloa forSale
•oats (or Sate

MoKmsfcies for Sale
Partdag

Sooolar / Cyde Repair

Scooters lor Sato

VeMcles tar Rent

Ikavel

RldosWairted
!t|080 Taxl/SlHitltoSorvica

Itasai OeetiNations

TOO Itwrallfckets

:."'.T" *' '-"^^

AM

FonMR LangiiaQes

Itaalm / BoMtySenrian
Lagai Advico / Attoraeys
Movers / Soraga
Music LesaoQs

fralesstoaal Services

IMorIng Dttned

7200iypin9
7300 WrWag Help

advertising information

Address
118 KercKhoff Hail

308 westwoQd Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

bitenict
E-Wait: ci8SsifledsOme(Iia.ucla.edu

Web: http-y/www.dai)yt)niin.ucia.edu

Phone
Ctanifted lino: (310) 825-2221

Ciassillod Otaplar. (dtO) 206-3060

Fox:.(310) 206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-ThiL* 9:00anv4:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Riites
Daity,ivto20words

...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00'

5.00

For Classified Oisptay ads. please see

our rate card for variable rate

infbrmation.

Deadlines
OaesiflodUneAds:

1 woridng day i)efdre printinQ.

atl2nopnL

CiasaMad Dtoplay Adst

2 woildng days iwlbre printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancetiafkNts after noon
of the day t)efbre printing.

Payment
Platse make checks payable to The
UCLA Daily Bruin.' We accept Visa.

IMastCard, and Discover credit cards.

AHow 5 working days for man payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you
are sdlng. This maites it easier ior readers

to quickly scan the ads and kxaite your

items.

• Always InckJde the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid at)t)reMations—make you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you woukl like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as txand

names, cok)rs and other specifk;

descriptions.

in MMTwrnin nniMMMiMMM Bowv* PCIK9 on ooniKtiiNniflgn 11^

i^lVkiMAvy MnictMr cwloiimwl M iM BMnMnd.
t$mron-9Mtti»afiJNimimtil3nkuja».t*Lmumrii(»-*MWvllmtiu»

announcements

1100-2600

SUNGLASSES FOUND on Friday twtween
12-1pm on Hilgard Ave. Pick up at IIS

Kerckhoff Hall (The Daily Bruin) at the wirxl-

ow.

Ewpfciynient
74«

TWO CMWCai^Offaral
7700 ChlMCate Wanted

Help Wauled
UiMI^Astftfalil

8110 Penonal Aaslstaiice

•200"
0300

0900

0700

•MO
0000
0100
0200
0300

0600
0000
0700
oooi

Apartments for Bent

Apafmeois rwnnnoa
Condo / TommOpdee forHent

ConOo / TBWNboiM for Sail

Ouastbovse for Rent

HodeefM'Rent
Mooee for sale

NoMseboats tar Rent /Sale

Housing Needed
Room for Help

Roonunatas • Private Room
Shared Room

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mm. OiKMM. M. Sto SMv. 3517AdMH*M. Sky SMy, 3517

1lMn.lMli$k^,3S17
M/T/WSiikDMlBlA3'029

A3- 029

AliMM 12:10- 1:00

NEED CASH??- earn $1,000 per month P/T

from dorm/ap(. Clear up school t>iils before

you graduate. 1-888-279-1994

RAISE $500 in one vraek. FundraWng op-

portunities available. No financial oMgHion.
Qreat lor clut>s. For more lnfomnatk>n call:

888-51-A-PLUSext51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k>w-co8t financial aeivices & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackarman A-level, on-

lir>e at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

ilCGroinlNMI

^oVjSDEDi^p,

UniVERSITY or LA VERIiE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Hme, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

•Certificate • AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:
San Fernando Valley Campus

21300 Oxnani St. ^
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818)883-0529

La Verne Campus

1950 3rd Street

La Verne, CA 91750

(909)5%-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

• Find A Job

• Earn A Credential

• Make A Living

• Teach in California Public Schools

Apply to the 1998 Project Pipeline

Annual Teacher Recruitment Conference

Oakland Airport Hilton

April 28 -May 1,1998
Application deadline: March 16, 1998

Scholarships for travel and
accommodations are available

Celebrate Diversitij

PREPARE YOURSELF
• Graduate by June 1998 •

•CBESTisamustH •

CaU 916-928-4001 to register

for Feb. 14 or April 18, 1998 test date

• To teach K-8 •

- - pass the MSAT —

CaU 1-300-722-9476 to registerfor the next test date

• To teax:h high school •

pass the Praxis II and SSAT in your subject area

Call 916-928^W03 to registerfor the next test dates

For more information

call U8 at: 916-924-8633

PROJECT PIPELINE
PROVIDINQ CAUFORNIA TEACHERS

580 University Ave., Suite 203 • Sacramento, CA 95825

I 'c'J „' ?j,.r,-;t. J'T
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WORLDCO, LLC
MEMBER NASD, SIPC, MSRB

"^ LEVERAGED EQUITY DAY TRADER:
ENTREPRENEURIAL PROGRAM

A 50 week on the job training program which includes numerous

assignments specific to a head trader's production guidelines. These

assignments will include technical, fundamental and theoretical

work designed to generate profitable trades on both the long and

short side of the market.

The program initially provides you with substantial leverage for

your funds with a 70% payout to the trader on his/her profits.

Under supervision of your head trader you will slowly learn to

utilize the firm's disciplines and proprietary trading strategies.

Individuals who apply to this program must have outstanding

academic credentials and be able to withstand personal financial

risk.

At WORLDCO, LLC we respect the inherent risk and volatility of

the market while simultaneously developing a pathway to

substantial reward.

To learn more about WORLDCO, LLC please fax resume to Walter

Scott Bruan (212) 292-0246.

•*THt dHUIN AbbUMtb NV HL
SPONSIBILITY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babyfaced All-Amer-

ican'' Bisexual? Curious? Closeted Gay''

Nervous about your peers? I've been there

Handsome. 15-year local professiorul. well-

built, physically fit. "straight'-appeanng,

healthy BiH 310-824-2433

STRAIGHT/BI GUYS
Two guys, 26/28. seek thrrd White/In shape

only, under 27 with personality. Westwood
'area First time ol<ay/discreet/safe 310-474-

9650

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years o< age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be financtally com-

pensated For nr>ore intormation please call

Donna or Delia 310-828-8887

.KHf V, ,_, -_,ii^^t •-''M!_. jm PMS? H you
are a won^an between l8-40years o( age
w/regular periods and moderate-severe

physical&psychological symptoms before

your menstrual period, you may wish to take

part in a rr>edical research project utilizing an

investigational product to help w/these

symptoms. The study is 6months kxig and

requires blood tests and questionaries

Some subjects wtH receive a placebo<inac-

tive substance) You will be paid lor your

time. Call Linda Gokjman. RNP. MN. UCLA,
Dept OBGYN. 310-825-2452

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or okler Inter-

ested in a clinical research study?? Quali-

fied volunteers wiM be financtally compen-

sated. Call Dr Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

ntore information.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraine&behavior Participants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $10 will be offered after return of com-
pleted questionare. Qualified participants will

currently have mikl/no headactw&have been

diagnosed by tt>eir doctors as having had
severe migrane in the past Leave
name&address. 310-20e-7187vowemailS57

FREE
DIABETIC SCREENING

'jdy of diabetes recruiting

1 8-401 for diabetes

th o star
'

ance test

Qualified sobjects (who pass fh.

'"
. 'edto

jdy of

diabetes w.'hondsome remunerat

Details, cell Dr. Ch.u 310 206 9671

J^
9fep Up to Ihe Lafesf in

Research for Pfioriar^ifi.

%
Are you suffwir^ from plaque peorUnts?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could recieve study-related treatment at no

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440

. Women and I

Breast Cancer
j Healthy women who have

lost a member of their

family due to breast cancer

needed for UCLA research

study. Contact Julie Bower

at (310) 825-1638 for more

information.

J

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I'e,
'»Dy

L J

1

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QCIAURED RESEARCH
VOLONTEERS.

K you are 1 8 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Under Dermatologist Supervision

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES. 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nudear Medicine Phy-

sicians Small amounts of radioactivity.

$2S/hr plus parking. Up to 4 t>rs. 310-825-

1118.

NONSMOKERS AND HEAVY TOBACCO
SMOKERS 30-50/yr8 old needed for Re-

search BroncfXMCOpy. $175 (2-visits) 310-

206-0396.

NORMAL HEALTHY' CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed lor UCLA research study Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-

perience Can 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45>(heaNtiy

or t\eaH dtoeate) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery. Disease-UCLA. $2S/hr Up to 8
fwur*. 310-825-1118.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY Receive

$10 for completing 3 (|uestionnalres. Cauca-
sian, African-American, Mexican-American,
or Taiwanese-American only. Call 31&4t2S-

6542

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (MftF) 18-20 years

of age for a study on bone heallti. Wl re-

ceive $50 ptus tree nuWIIonal. bone denaily

and strength maaafnent. antTcomprehen-
sive Wood analyaia. Pteaae cat the UCLA
Osteoporosis Cenlar at 310-825-6137.

ACROSS
1 Stretched (or>e's

neck)

7 Tnumphantcry
10 Gardener's

purchase
14 Deli nneat

15 Tank
16 Water, in Mexico
17 LorKJon's rrver

18 Potato bud
19 Skirt feature

20 Gtowing
23 Large antek)pe

26 Convent
resident

27 Out-of-date

28 Slam
29 Zee's

predecessor
30 Stashed away
31 Annoy: slang

,32 Gunk
33 "20 Questk>ns'

category

37 Go astray

38 Vase
39 Fury
40 Lincoln's

nickname
41 Between dawn

and dusk
43 Alk)w to

44 Farm animal

45 "— alxHJt time!"

46 Doarithmetk:

47 Clothier Strauss

48 Fragrance

51 Bring legal

actk>n

52 Teams
53 Canadian

province

56 — of Wight
57 Used a chair

>M Spat uuc\«>^ 1^1

62 Ro«^
63 Before
64 Elat)orat«

65 Pk^k:pcMt8

^REVKMIS PUZZLE SOLVED

QDQL^ asms BQGSQ

sueausiDiKso odbisd
asm QBS ODissiiaamaa nmoisQD

OaQSS DBISli laaQS
aes QiiiiDs msQ

sQsma asanas
Qassiaii iKDBGDa

DQnaa (aaaiisag](Z][i

QSIitE aaOS CQSOD

66 Lair

67 JamaKan
nfHisk;

DOWN
1 St. Louis hrs.

2 Cheerteader's

cry

3 Pie — mode
4 Appointing

5 K4ake

correctkxis

6 DatahoMer
7 Wkle street

8 Austrian

composer
9 Suit to—
10 WaterfaH
11 Eyes amorously
12 Bankrupts
13^4otglos•y
21 Whoever
22 Upright piano

•ues Receded
24 "Little House on

tf>e Prairie' girl

25 Enraged
29 Soft-bodied

arwnals
30 Chartered
32 Stringed

Inslfunioni

33 Moisture
problem

34 Ran fast

35 Superkxto
36 — and Clark

Expedition

42 Beams
46 "f^orthanger

Abbeys novaHst
47 Fondness
48 AotPMS Ekbern
49 Varnish

50 Big-eyed
baby

51 Trap
52 Startle

54 Utilized

55 Composer
Stravinsicy

59 Price ticket

60 Airport info

61 Female
sandpiper

^^ *" 5" r-

re-

W rr TT rr
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16 19
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24 25
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?n6 3oe
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" --^V
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r

Are you or is someone you know 18+ years oW and sufleiing from Anxiety? You
may qua% (or an Important medkal research study If your symptoms Include:

Q Excessive Worry

Q Feeling Tense or Irritable

Q Dlfflculty Concentrating

Qualified paitkiipants irtay receive up to $800.00.

At C iHoniia CWalcai Walt, a premier research fedllty, we are focused on testing

medkatkjns that oouW posslb^ Improve lives and lead to future medkal break-

throughs. QuaHfled paitldpants will receive quality care from our research staff, a

five bask: physkid exam and lab tests. EnroUment Is limited. Be part of the sotutton

artd call now.

TOUfREE
l-SSS-CC-TRIAL
(l-88t't2S-742S)

California Clinical Trials

• • • •

EGG DONORS!
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation

$35QSLQQ

Call Mima Navas at

(310)829-6782

for sale

1

WKKEM
2700-4500

REFRIGERATOR GE 25ajbe ft k»-fnakBr.

skle-by-akto. ayrs oW. $850. 213-506-2063

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

aionynwus infertile couples.

$4600 compensation.

Call 1-888411-EQGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

^

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS naeOed $45,000 income poten-

tial Can 1-600-513-4343. Ext. B-10106.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users naadad. $45,000 income potential.

Call 1-800-513-4343. ExJ B-10105.

Photo Credit: Jane Brown

"An Evening of Conversation"
-with-

GOREVIDAL
-MODERATORS-

CAROLE GOLDBERG THOMAS WORTHAM
Professor, UCLA School of Law Chair. UCLA Department of English

Tuesday, March 10, 1998

7:30 to 9:30 P.M.

El Rodeo School Audkorium
605 Whittier Drive, Beveriy Hills

(across WiMiire Blvd. frooi Beverly Hilton & RobinsoBS-May Store)

$25 Donation

A Benefit for the First Amendment Foundation*

^
Blockbusier Music/ Tower/

Robimons-May/ Ritmo Latino

(2l3)4«0-3232 (714)740-2000

online:ha|i//www.ticketinasier.cani

-Or by MaH to-

First AmendnKfU Foundation

1313 W 8* Sire«. Suite 313

Los Angeles CA 900 1

7

(Tickets secured through the

Foundation ofTice befo^ March

I' will be mailed Thereafter,

they will be held at ihe door.)

The First Amendment Foundation is a 501 (cX3) noo-pront organization.

LAP TOP COMPUTER
MAC 5300SERIES.
OBO. 310-360-0827

Brand New $1800

ANONYMOUS sperm donors naadad. Halp

Infarta* couplaa «vMla receiving financial

oompanaalion i4> to $600/month and free

hMNh acr—nlno- Convaniant hours, located

In Waaiwood. Cal Maaie 3:&824-994i

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you conaidered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 yean and wrilRng to

help, plaaai cal.M racee needed. Compen-

aallon $3,500.00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROQATES NEEDED
Agee 21-30. All info confidential Pleaae call

310-285-0333.

POWERMAC 7100/66 32/1 G8. Po«werSook

5300C8/100 24/500 ^iar aale. 088,
RAIUVSpeed Doubter. Monitor, Printer. Ether-

net. Modem. MS Office, more... $1000.

$1200.310-445-0081.

* Piano Rentals *>
^ Low Monthly Rates ^
^Hdywood Piano Rwnal Company

-+-

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
aa anonynwua egg donors Ages 19-32. Egg
donora And It emodonaNy rewarding to help

anonymoua kifertla cou|3les. $4,000 oom-

penaation. CaN 1-888-411 -EGGS, KelUe

Snel, Creative Conception.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

mtertle couple la hoping to find a compas-

iionaia woman to help us have a bat}y.

We're hoping for someone who has b^ortd or

txown hair and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, inlelligenl. college student

or graduate Age 21-30 Thank y^u lor your

conaideratton. Compensation $3,500-

$50004«xpenees. If you can help ua. please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733

MATCHING OVERSTUFFED WHITE
LEATHER(LIKE) CHAIR, $200. TFT-

QUEENSIZE SOFABED $300 Like new.

310-471-5326

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS4FOSTER Alao Orthope-

dK t*ln-set8-$119.95. Fulls-$169 95.

Oueens-$t89.95. Kings-$23995 Futons-

Si 49 95. Free delivery Beaoon Mattaaa .

1309 Wastwood B^d 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twm $79, FuN $89. Queen $139. King $159,

£ur>kbeds. DeHvedea, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unueed, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box. and hame,

$150. Can deliver 310^2-3284

transportation

4500-5500

SOLO FLEX with txjtterfly and leg extension

$400 or best offer Contact Patrick at tricks-

taOuda edu or 310-354-0335

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,

four-door, origiiMl owner. 58,000 miles.

whMa. axcelaot oondMon. $3,750 310-474-

0555

1902 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET triple

wtiHa. leather seats, alarm, stereo, great

condWon. Low miles, one owner $7500 obo.

310-858-6541.

1993 MAZDA PROTOGE LX 5-speed.

64Kmi. AC, CC. TW, a« power, snrf. CD, al-

kjys. Pro-tock. $7400 310^57-7749

1996 HONDA CIVIC- Hatohbwk. CX. sih>er,

5-speed, A*C, 32,000 milee. excelent condi-

tion, $8,900. 310-203-7566

87 VW JETTA. 4-door. Sliver, aunroot. CO-
piayer, A/C S3250. Cal Chriae 310-553-

5946.

88 TOYOTA MR2 Muat aaM. 5-speed. AC,
sunroof, extras. Super dean! $3,950 obo.

CaN Stephen. 818-504-1177

CLASSIC AUTO
1963 CHEVROLET Corvair Burgundy
w/black convertaile top&intenor B2 head-
lights, used in commerciais. new white walls,

looksAruns great, priced to sell:$4700.

Jay031 0-440^)745.

HONDA CIVIC 1 991 , Uacfc 4-door. automat-
ic, powerVnndows, AA:. Good condition, new
tires. 310-202-8334.

MUST SELL!
1965 VW JETTA GTI. MUST SEE! Inpecca-
ble exterior/intertor, sunroof, stereo. 5-

speed. great condHton Sacrifice for $3,400
obo 562-432-2119.

'74 BMW 30 CS COUPE. Fuly reatorad

classic Navy, automatic. AC. sunroof, al
power $13.SOOobo 310-557-1507. Coolest

car on campus!

"82 VW VANAGON DIESEL ExceNent condi-

tion New tires 101,000 miles 1GHV742
$1,700 310-474-5271

'83 280ZX. Original owner. hM power, excel-

lent condition Jade-gray, black&gray Interior

$6,900. A real beauty! Good tires and
alamiflocks 310-472-1915.

87 4DOOR VOLVO DL SEDAN Goto. 1-

owner. manual transmisston, phone
metaled New Ores 110.000M $5,000 060.
Caroline: 213^34-5254

sitiedb

, 2221
Check Autos for Sale |4900i lor Ihe car you ve been looking tor.

T r

•89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully k>aded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo. $10,900. Must
see. 310-879-1484.

•90 MAZDA MIATA: Red. eiceHent conditon.
mns great, 5-speed P/S, air, alarm, AM/FM
cassette, new speakers. $6800. 212-656-
8579

94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed. Ex-
cellent condition. $8250 Please call

ZainO310-477-6612.

•97 HONDA CIVIC HX Red. 2door. auto,

A/C. cassette, power window/doorlocks,
alarm. Low miles. Perfect. Must Sen. 213-
506-2063

' Motor Scooter •Moped
UabaMy Inauranc* i« now «<• law

r* ••• man you minkl

^4o KiddingI
Call for a free quote.

(310) 275-6734

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles aHowance. Open 7 day«/wk.

Maior credit-cards accepted. 1 -800-770-

0606.

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK Two tickets.

LA to Oflando or Fori Lauderdale. $200ea.
212-946-1173.

MEXKX) OR HAWAII only $2S0rA Europe
$239o/w. Ottier worldwide-destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-800-575-TECH www,ai(1ach.com

FLV CHEAP!!
• KHM) 71VOOUm ABRMES •

Afar Courter htemalkMMl
l-aOO«9S-7216 S4 Im.

Ammim
Round Tni) .Airlaro

Packaile Toiirs also available

For

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEPS-$478 R^. Mexico«^r-
ibbean-$209-$249 R/T. HawaH-$119 o/w.

CaN 310-394-0650. http:y/ww.airhilch.org

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34&up. 1-888-P1CANTI. Sp«» limit-

ed

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRAfrrS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponsorslll Great opportunity. CaM now: 1-

800-532-8890.

STUQENT LOANS
Ghooee University Credit Union to hjnd your
Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Alao
receive low-coat financial services. 310-
477-6628; httpyAMWw.ucu.org

STUDENT LOANS, GRANTS AND SCHOL-
ARSHIPS! 888-386-1326.

206-30f^
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INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your busirwss All drivers Newty licensed

Student/staff/taculty discounts Request the

•Bruin Plan.' 310-777-8817 Of 213-873-

3303.

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NOBULr
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*U NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

TOLL FREE
1 (aOO) 225-9000

/lllstate'
>faiA«m0DodlMuid&

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
(2 t>iks. So. of Wiisi-itf«)

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://www.thelaweb.com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide to DINING.

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central lutexico. Live with famity 2wee((S-

$411. 4weei(s-$785: Shours class/day,

roofm-3meals/day CALMECAC Caltxto 2.

Guanafuato. Gto 36000 Mexico, mo-

dem56O qui)o(e. uglo.mx.

A i-HEE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling

Otprassion, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Coupi— IndivKJuals. Can tor tree

consultation Sliding scale Liz Gould.

MFCC«32388 310-578-5957,

Tired of high prices? Call

LayU's ElECTRolysis

& Sim Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up

• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 1 5 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A,

(510) 475 8979

;iITITTTTIT»»»«Tg«»»»gMTggi

Contemoo Nallm
Manicures Pedicures

Fills & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
&MORE!

333 Rotortson BM, Beverly HUts

< (UMn. Gregory yMay& Olympic Blvd.)

Mon«at9^7pm
fteePatang

No AppL Necessary

cm (810) 88S^tZ9

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidtntal oounaaNng. Anxiety.

deprMsion. r»—onehipa , Hypnotier^gy for

test prvparation IndMdusls. couptes. West-
wood ViHage Carols Chasin MA, MFCC
310-289-464.')
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with COMPASSION
HMl CONFIDENTIALITY
KAREN DERR. PhJ).

Lk.il31M

r<31«>337.|«M - —
KAREN SCHLAFF, PkJ).

LkJIlJTM

(3I*)472.M3«

lUYCHOcanka

(Sl«)S»-7iS

WcrtwMd Office

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN'
TflMnQ to ttw MONT person can helpi

AFFORDABU, QUAUTY THERAPY

WoMM TteoMM, nU). '^''

(PSY1448>)
PfMTMftal CounMinQ,
SkinnvofVOT CnovOMli

PViysinA, of Swuil AbuM,
OvwHMnQ, Body lnMo>,

CouplM ConfKctB or BrMfc^ups, Mc

WW Ofli DfV WWMM

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your cnticaHy-

Intportant personal sflsmsnts? Get profes-

sional help, contpsWfvs sdge from national-

ly-known author/consultant, 310-826-4445

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS San-

ta Monica College, Business and travel.

Starting Feb 28-i^April 25. Six Saturdays,

9am-l2pm. $75. Participation efx»uraged.

310-452-9214.

prjze-winningC
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two F>h.Ds can fwlp you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

and complete resume services. 213-444-

2033

FRENCH NATIVE, TEACHER WANTED for

privale lessons, $20i^r. Call StetiosO310-

453-1058.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED, PT Mrs flexi-

ble 310-206-1367.

SAT-TUTOR, English instructor needed for

private school, ASAP, contact Doctor

KimOSI 8-725-9797.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 -$200 DAILY

2 week class
Job Ptacemant Service

800/952-2553
PROFESSIOISIAL

BAFTTENDERS SCHCXDL
Di»oounl inilh SludW< ID

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
Application Typir^g, Editing, hkitary & Morel

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM, Student Discount,

Near UCLA. 310-312-4658,

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-

TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING/PROOfREAD-
ING, FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS, ETC, 310-820-8830,

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnption. resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, retXKts. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

i\iirh>|i)\\i URIII\i..*
WOHD PROCtSSiNu. lyping, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring worit to me.

Rushes. Student discount 818-830-1546.

GOODBYE TO ACNE!
PIMPLES CURED 30-day SSback guaran-

'

tee Send $28 75 to: Tolentino Marketing

22620 Ocean #2 Tonance, Ga 90505

IMPROVE GRADES- Reduce stress.

Tberapeutk: massage. F>rDtessional environ-

ment Very low rates! Peter Kevin Doyle

CMT Pgr 310-269-0186 or 31(M73-9577

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENERGY! All-natural, safe, effec-

tive Average 5-10 R>s./weei( 30-day mor>ey

back guarantee 1 -800-600-0343 ext 1726

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

, (^apCMk and Books.

r, PIiOl (SM) 47M1I2

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Flat fee^low cost/paymertt plans

Law offices of Whites Assoc. (UCLAW-86')
800-420-9996/31 0-207-2089

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards caU

experienced immigration attorney. Ftoason-

abie rates and free consuHalions. Call 213-

251-9588 for attorney Doreen,

GREEN CARDfThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!
Visas, Work Permits. & Labor Certificalion. A
California Corporatkx) Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200.

Essay Editing
Online
..>Y WORLDWtr
SERVICE
V TURNAR' - r.i^

. ^wilty.c'-iiTi ii

mirelano

EFINATION/

1 -604-61 2-4'--'^?

employiiient

7400-8300

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378, Lttensed.

insured Lowest rales. Fast, courteous, and
careful Many students moved tor $98 Lie -

T-163844 NO JOB TOO SMALL!

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies.

smaH jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688 SF, LV SO, AZ Go Bnjins

JERRYS MOVIhiG & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers Experienced, reliable, sarrw day

delivery Packing, boxes available Jerry.

310-391-5657 GO UCLAI!

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. or caH

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028, Pager:

213-344-7561 http://www.oniine-

labs.conVdanni/res^ndexhtm

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour seonce Our

dienis gal resulls. Open 7 days. Visa and

310-287-2785

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CO-ROM containing 750
>k7w-to' books, reports, and manuals. CaH
for free mfo-pack!! 1-800-466-9222, ext

7891 24hrs.

MONEY IN YOUR
MAILBOX LEARN MAILORDER BUSI-

NESS Unlimited-income. Send kx>g self-ad-

dressed stamped envetope to LST Marksling

3924 Sepulveda itOS Torrance, Ca 90806.

NO XMCE. 2-5K from txMna starling first

month No selling. Must be leechable. For

free info . caH 1-600-322-6169 ext 3154,

VENTURE CAPITAL
For smal business. Fax brief summary: 310-

303-7412.

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free

No dmm set necessary. NeH 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and orgaruzed

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117

QUrTAR LESSONS by protoasional musi-

cian AM ages and styles. Reasonable rates.

Private WLA recording studio. 1st sesskKl

tree 310-397-2524

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail. CaH Jean at

310-476-4154

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inlar-

naNonal teaching experience. AM AgaiA.av-

els. Leave message at 310-307-3012.

VOCE LESSONS Eastman grad lO-years

European operatk: experierKe. Free ttie

beeuly of your voice through good vocal

technique. $40mr 310-470-4549

ENGLISH/WRITING/SAT TUTOR- experi-

enced. Patient teacher, UCLA Law Degree,

MA. Journalism, flexil>le hours, foreign stud-

ents welcome * 310- 477- 0681

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTirJG by PhD
Chemistry, PttysKS, English. Elementary thru

graduate sctwol Post-Ph.D WLA 310-396-

0693

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced. Master

degree. One on one. At your home $25/hr

First dass free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced taacfieT. Pti.O oilers tutoring,

term paper assistance. Engish. Social Sci-

ence, Mialory. Foieign Studsnts Wsloome.

CM: 31(M52-i

lEHIARKEIlNG
Immed, P/T Pes avail

for Wcstside Co.

Easy Sales; Salary +

Comm. DAILY
CASH! Fun office.

310.479.6689

BARTENDING

TUTOR WANTED for high school student in

physics and biotogy. $10^r Approx 8-

lOhr/wk. Can 310-271-6564.

UCLA ENGLISH AUJMNI. pro-writer, young,

superb pepers guaranteed. High school and
betow weloome, JeM 213-663-2240,

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanlord Universily

graduate Help with EngNah—«or studsnts of

an agea/lavels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

31(>44&0e86

• rsnstalHb-Via

Itetfonal

Bsitsndofi Scfiool

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

Brums turn to the Daily Brum first lor housing,

ALPHA PERSONNEL
ALPHA TEMPORARY

\' '\\ //i;\7\f,.'

Full-time/Temp-to-Hlre
Temporary placement

TOP^$$$

•Accounting

• Admin Asst/ Word ProcessMv^

• BanlCTeUere/ Utility Clerks

• Data Entry Operators

• Receptionist

• General Office Clerks

Alpha Personnel (818) 956-3 19

1

Alpha Temporary (818) 547-3996

FAX (818) 956-3090/

(818) 547-5807

EASTPAK

Field Service Representative

Phew, the search is over! Right here is

that extraordinaiy summer job you've been
k>okingfor. Gain aiqMflence woridng for a

(op US brand ... and tove M.

Eastpak, a leader in ttie backpack irxlustry.

is kx}king for highly motivated indMduals to

piDvkJe promoltonal and merchandteing

support during the summer. TheposMon
wM last nine weeks and wi be ful-time

during that parted.

There Is a catch...we have only ONE
posMon aveM)ls In each of these maikals:

Adanta • Boston • Charlotte • Chkago •

Detroit • Los Angeles • New York •

If you era seM mottvatsd. outgoing. en|oy

worUng ««h people. o«mi a car. and think

your the perfect candtdats. than maH or

fax your resume to:

Craig Weinar

. c/o Triple Dot Communlcaions
54 Canal Skeat. 4th Hoor

Boston, MA 02114

617.723.8929 • fx: 617.723.2188

cwsinOtitpledoLCom

Please specNy madtet when applyingi

CHILD CARE FOR 2B0YS (8&1 1) M-F 3:30-

7PM. Mar Vista, nsspuiaiiliss: Drfving. af-

terscfxx)! actfvttles, and hw. TWefancas-»
vaM Kcense needed 310-477-7171.

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPirKS, P/T. 3-

7pm. W&Th, Must dnve, 2 chiUren. 11&15.

310-277-7195.

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to

help with sfterrKion picku|>fhomework, 2-

children (15^10), WLA, Shrs/day 4-

5day8^lreek negotiable. Day-310-562-6636

EVE-310-577-4«30

PARTTIME SITTER. Mon, Wed. and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-oM/boy. Experience, kx»l

references, and CDL required 310-454-

7490

PT CHILDCARE
FOR VERY SPECIAL 3-YEAR OLD GIRL
International or bilingual badigfound, car.

references required. Grand Piarw. Beverly-

wood adtacenl Laifd-3 10-287-1677

RESPONSIBLE. FUN. CARING babysMer,
3-4 aftenx>ons for gids 4M, Help WMer-
school adMHes. Female pretarred watovvn

car. veld drivars Icanae. InauranoeHaler-

ences $e-10/hr. Cheviot HHIs, 310-^80-
0253.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT Hw^out nenny
ior active 5-yr-old boy. nelereooes required

31&673-83e3 aftneruoiia and evenings M-f

.

WANTED NANNY- AdHftML For 2 children

ages 6&8. Long hours, days are flextila.

Westwood area. Pay negotiable

Normae3lO-8S»0345 between 10an>-«pm.

WANTED Regular SatuPday night babyrttar
for fun boys, 6 and t years, occasional

iii'iilinltss loo Santa Monica. S8/hr. 310-

303-e078.

LIVE-fN/HVE-OUT HRS 7-8am, 12:30-

8:30pm * three nights. $40Q/wk Needs car

3 cuts girls. 10. 8, and dyrs old. Close to

UCLA. 31(M72-7472.

Displa]

•;(

(My Bruin OasHied

•ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(Internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senwr/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties $7-$9,

17hr8/wk, Serious inquihes:Fax:310-39S-

0509.

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Pan Time, At Home, Toll Ree 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T- 1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our
circulars No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-783-8279.

**RECEPTIONISr*
F/T OR P/T POSrriON AVAILABLE. Energe-

tk:, artKulate, professional, nk;e attitude.

fJeeded M, W, F or M-F. Dental Orthodonte
offce in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Please call: 310-826-7494.

AOMIN. ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

fifing & general admin. Fax resun)e:310-247-

1707/mail P06 5150, Bev HiHs 90209.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for profes-

skmal MD Home office in WLA, Strong com-
puter+administratlve skills necessary. 20-

25/hrs-wk. $9-12/hr depending on experi-

ence. 310-470-7019

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with ac-

counting and computer skills. P/T. Rexible

hours Pacifk: Palisades. We are national

ftewer shippers, 310-230-0811.

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS Sales and book-

ir>g positions at modelir>g company Will train.

PT/FT positkjn Commlssten only, 310273-
2566.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY tocai

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

medMsly. FuN-tims late apdng. Must have
pool-nuinagement experience. $350-

$475/woek. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARCHITECTURE/ENG.GRAD STUDENT
Pdvale party tooldng for architec-

lure/eng.grad student to develop plans lor

new famly home Please call Odi: 213-933-

2752.

ASStSIANT POSrriON avaiable. Full-time

for modsing agency. Cal 310-276-8100

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY!
smnaBaaa pan-ame piwson SMasaoie >
prestigious Beverty Hito sIKenMare store.

ResponsMe for all shipping&raceiving:

store maMartanoeAcleanlng. Sehedule

flexible to suit your how*. |8.50i^. 30
tnML Please contact Chdetolle: 9515
Brighton Way. Beverty Hills 31&-8S8-8058

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to %20fhf.. day/eve classes, 1-2 week
dasees. 310-973-7974. kilematkxial Bar-

tender's school.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Staring $7 50/hr-Kx>mmiaaian learning the

financial markets Telemaitcaling sMIs re-

quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica office. 310-394-

3364. Scott FAX 310-656-2434.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/customer service agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel WORK 15-

20HIWWK $7 7S/HR-f.32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL, WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE.. LA
90024 PHONE 310-794-0151, FAX 310-

794-8503,

CARETAKER Look after 7eyr oW man Ex-

ercise, take to pool Must drive w/msurance

P/r Starting at $9 Fax resume 310-479-

2402.

CASTING
IMMEOtATELYI ExUas needed for feature

fflms, commercials, and music vkleos. Earn

up to $240 par day! No experience needed.

Work guaranteed! Call today 213-851-6103

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST Full-time for smafi

busy law fimn in Beverly HiHs. Qreat hands-

on aiiparienoe! $7/hour Please caH: 310-

6aM3B3.

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now Nring

Free details 1-800-435-4247.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company kx)king for

customer service reps. Part-time 6am-10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F, Frklay&Saturday

posititons for mklnigfit to 8am or all hours. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support Com-
puter experience preferred. In Westwood.
minutes from campus. FluerKy in French,

Gemian or Spanish a plus. Fax resume: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym, nature, vkleo, and ropes needed by k>-

cal daycamps. Must be responsitHe. energe-

tic, ar>d enjoy working with chMren. 310-

472-7474x110.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must
enjoy customer servKe, Some lifting.

$6.77/hr. 15-20hrs/wk. Call Felk:ia at 310-

206-2842 to apply.

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING Positkxffi start at $7 18/hr

with promotk}ns up to $9,47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student with at leest one acadenuc
year remaining and a valid driver's lioer>se.

Call 310-825-2148 for details

CUSTOMER SERVICE
PfT positkxis at University Credit Unkjn. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, arxJ working environment

at ttw financial iristitution serving UCLA. To
apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on
web at www.ucu.org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urban dog playcare & tralnir>g is now hiring

for day and evening shifts. 310-445-1447

DOG-WALKER NEEDED. Mon-Frt, after-

noons in exchange for partdng privileges.

Home- walking distance from campus Bon-

nie: 310-474-9969,

DRIVERWAREHOUSE, P/T flexKile hours.

Flower shipper needs dependable wodters,

$8/hr. Vehicle provided. West LA kKatkm.

310-230^11

EXPERIENCED MULTI-TASKED RECEP-
TK>IIST needed to handte muMple Nnes.

Growth potential with irrvestment banking

ftrni $8/hr, Sonie0310-444-0077,

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

for upcoming films. Ho experierKe neces-

sary, 18^, untorVnonunkxi okay, all k)oks

needed, NTM:81 8-752-8044

F/T, WRITER for immigratten law fimi in Cen-
tury City, BA in English, Joumelsm. eto.

Type 45wpm DetaH-odented, Setf-«tarter

Cxcelant writer. No legal experience re-

quirsd. $11A«r, Fax Reeuhe and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 fsmaiss aapaciaay (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobe. make-up sessions No
experience necessary. Earn up to $900^day

For Infonnaion & other modeling opportuni-

tiea caR-frae 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK for WLA medical offk». 6-8

hours/wk. $6/hr Wilshire/Federal. CaH Chns,

310-477-0501.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City limi. Light

pfK)«>esAypir>g. Heaving filir>g Fax resume to

f^rgarite Fox 310-785-1464

FLYERING Part-time posilxxw available at

$6/hr floating flyers on campuses. Set your

own hours. 310^938-2331

FRONT OFFICE Medical PT Mon-3:3O-7:30

Th-330-730 Sat-830-130. Greet patients,

phones, filing, computer, and general oUhca

duties Experience helpful. 310443-1550

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable expert

ence working with children outdoors. We are

kxjking for lun. canng, Summer Day Camp
9IMf \fl'WM^I1fi^1MI|NiV1kfnRFStti Fer-

nando or ConefO Valley, Ventura, CanuriNo,

Maiibu. or Simi VaHey. Summer salanes

range from" S2,100-3,2O0-t- Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobeOaoi.com

FUN&$$$
Seeking motivated individuals interested in

having funAmaking a differef>ce Strong

earning potential PT Call 310-649-5075,

GENERAL OFFICE WORK P/T Flexible

hours, filing, data entry. Familiar with Excel

and Quteken preferred. Bel Air $7-8/hr. 310-

271-6564

Phone Magic
SERIOUS^INDED

TELEPHONE WORKERS
PART-TIME

Not afraid of hard work
to cam excellent

commissions, plus

bonuses, in professional

Village office. Call for

information.

^ (310) 209-0081 ^

rrh r- )^ i'',r M^r<otr

Men and Women for
commercial, catalog
& print ads

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverty HiHsA

'* f*>lo Fee* No Experier>c«

P1<»-273-2ae6

Six Japanese translators to work with

high school student groups on Thursday,

March 5. from 1-3 PM at UCLA, Pay Is

negotiable. If interested, contact Lisa

Walker at (310) 391-7127 ext, 225,

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social dub in

West LA, Conversation only. Flexibie hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9671.

HEALTHY GOURMET NEEDS food delivery

driver. Mondays and/or Fridays. Car must fit

lOf coolers. Insurance a must. About $50-

$10a/day 310-829-0111.

HERSHEY DINING SERVKJES is hiring

student and non-student workers. Flexible

sctteduling, 15-20 hrs/wk $6.36/hr for stud-

ents. S8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bnjce at 310-825-7686.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT Weslwrood
Vitage Boutk)ue ftotel. Experienced 310-

206-3945

I I^IEED HELP In my office Busy phones,

Part time. Good pay for the right person.

Language experience plus. 310475-5556

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immedtetaly. Rapidly expand-
ing. Ho ei^erienoe neceesary. FuN training

Pn $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVrriES CO-
ORDINATOR Sinai Akiba. privato school

near UCLA. M-F. 9-1pm. Must Hia chldren,

athlettcs. Call Jill LinderO310-475-6401.

ext.284.

LAB ASSISTANT Ten^. PH" for busy Andrd-
ogy Lab In Westwood area. AvaiWblo 9am-
1pm. Duties include greeting clients, fUing,

and mainlaining supplies Spanish speaking

a ptus. QuaMlcaltons to Donna. Fax 310-

443-5258.

LABOf^TORY ASSISTANT P/T needed
Psychotogy student/worV study eligible pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268-4496

LASER TECHNICIAN tor laser hair removal

company in BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male/lemaki Friaridly, detail-ori-

erited, wM train, $1642S/hr, 310-247-0999

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICA'S FAVORITE TANNING resort is

ai^Mndtog&has Hmitedsof FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants Pos are limited so call nowftjoin LE
BEACH CLUB, the Very Best Contact Carol

310-704-8834

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and pfryaical sciences semi-

nars in March. July, and Augusi/1 998 1 -800-

305-4415. huntoOoc umanilaba.ca

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY OUT-OOII^. HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING. WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS, FAX
RESUME 31 0-27 1-2262

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

siiAo for i^xxxning assignntent Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashton/Commer-
oiairrhealncal. CaN for appointment 818-

966-7933

MOMMY-AND-ME
TEACHEfVKIDS GYM. Experience with

Mommy-and-Me dsssea. cheerleader-type

with Ions of energy 15-20hf9/«iA. F/T-possl-

ble $10^r. 310-288-0258

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24Airs 21 3^0-441
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RESEARC)i*
Conduct Public Opinion Surveys Ovor the Phone

TB* NO SALES 'B*
Fl^xlhlo Hours Available

Moih>Frl. 8:30a.iii. - p.m. • Sat- Sun 10 a.m. - S p.m.
Morning, Evening and Weekend Shifte Available

Worti 3-6 Houra a day, 15-40 houra a weeli.
• 8e.ee t* start

tr/ee i» mm% tBii^i»h/a>«i»ii —-ini
toMi

^:%1t:\wi'i^Vk^-

UCLA Annual Fund

O.IQ/HR.niMi

ffM-Tlnr Mrt^i, 1MMM M. t an MHaoiMi)

CoHtKtCvkMGonMz

S1I-7M4277
1083 Gayfey Avenue. 4lti floor, Westwood
we ara able to offer work study

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry, wild life

preserve, concessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages-i-benefits Ask

us how! 517-324-3093 Ext n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT $8/hr. Next to campus
Flexible hours. Small law office. Light typing.

310-441-0966

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks offce help 1:30-.

6:30. M-Th. SlO/hr Must be reliable/profes-

sional. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-636-

7102

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED, West-
wood driving and traffic school Part-time Fri-

day. Saturday, and Sunday. Call for informa-

tkxi. 31M24-4444.

OFFICE WORK- Brentwood resklsnce FH-

ing. computer, and light bookkeepirtg. $9/lw

310-440-0621,

P/T OFFICE ASSISTANT for letf

compeny doee to campus, FtaUa hours.

16-20 hrsAik., $8Air computer Hsrafs (MS
WordfExoeO. phone, fing. organized, rat-

able. 310-471-0206 ExL IS,

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8mr Mon-

Fri. 9am-5:3Qpm. Small ImmtgratKXi law firm

in Century City. Computer hterate. good
phone skiis. file, phones Positkxi inckxies

afl other job related duties. Begins ASAP
310-563-6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed m^—pri-

vate training opportunity. 5 days/weaii, M-F.

6am start $SOQ/month Fax informatk>n:

310-476-7976.

RECEPTIONIST- PT- Fridays 11:30am-

6pm $11 /hr Word processing and spread-

sheet expenence a plus tiut not required.

Walk from UCLA, TerryO310-473-5358,

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri f4o expenence required Ptiones.

computers, Excelent salaryAienefits West-

LA Be part of a fantasiic tsam! 310-476-

4205

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY needed p/t

for management company call 818-981-

8701

RETAIL MANAGER-Fasi paced gourmet

food in BH Sales oriented, people person

wanted to manage smaH exating sfiop. Man-

agerial and sales expenence a must Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm 213-939-

1148

RETAIL SALES. Retail s&les books PT
ChiWren book knowledge req WLA 310-

559-2665

SHOWROOM SALESPERSON needed for

higfvend furniture line, must have interrar

design tjackground Must know Macintosh

ojmputer/Minicad 7 program. Experience

w/fumiture layout&ftoorplans Call

Ana031^837-7799

Receive $$$
to refer models to

PERFECT 10
MAGAZINE

$1000 If ths iTKKlel is photographed,

$10,000 is sh« is the top

coed tiK Uie year

or if she finishes in the three in

Perfect 10's unique $435,000
modeling pageant.

Winner of pageant receives

$200,000!

Call 310-5MH)062 for details or

sec www.perfecttencom

Models Nccdedi N«w
No experience rsquired

For caMog, prinlwoik, tnagszines, movies

viosoand tvcommeKials
Men and Women of al ages

FreeConairfMion

CAU MOOa DIVISION
310.659.4855

Classifieds

825-2221
We accept Visa. MasterCard, and Discover.

STUDK) REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr bo-
nuses. P/T No expenence needed. Working

w/ottier students Great P/T / F/T wori<. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Decathton Sports

Club Pak) Alto, CA $65-$80/day 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professk>nal couple seeks
woman to help them have a chiW through

surrogacy $20,000 800-450-5343.

TEACHERS: reading enrchment program,

$450-500/wk. F/T summer job Paid training,

medical benefits BA, car required. 562-429-

5676 or 562-429-5376.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED. For several pro-

jects All languages. Italian, Japanese,
Chinese, Dutch, etc Call 310-318-1352 or e-

,

mail resume DTrelfaOaol com

TRAVEL AGENCY SEEKS P/T office help

$8/hr Computer oriented, some filir>g Near
Westside Pavilion Call Mary 310-837-6119.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fUjent in

t)oth English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs

Will wort( around your school schedule 818-

344-1294.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to ttte devetopmentally disabted Call

Owighl lalanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP avaiable Great

oppotturvty to leam about investing and get

lk»nsed Promotnris to paki status guar-

anteed. Can 310429-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns Please contact Cher-

yl at 310-31 3-4AfTr, (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS -TALENT

MGT & FILM

PRODUCTIONS
Someone good w/office detail& people'

Please fax us at OoubieTraat 310-275-9794

INTERNET COMPANY seeks computer sav-

vy intern $ a graphic artist. WiH train 213-

655-6300 www eilbacher com

INTERNS NEEDED at a production man-
agement company Please call 310-445-

1621 Ask for Chad To start imm^ately

INTERNS WANTED!
HI-RISE BUILDING PROJECT in Manna Del

Rey now hiring paid interns lor training m
purchasing, profect management, civil engi-

neenng. quality control and interior design

Fax one page letter/resume lo Polans CCAD
310-301-0384

MTV IS LOOKING FOR
COLLEGE REPS!!!

MTVs brand spankin new college rep pro-

gram needs dedicated, hardwortdng, music

minded college students to serve as local

liaisons on college campus and surrounding

areas Ideal candidate will t>e a Ireshman

sopfwmore, or junior with a communications

related ma|or Sound interesting? Send
resume to MTV, Attn: College Rep Program.

1515 Broadway. New Yortc, NY 10036-5797

La Gente
UCLA's Ctucana/0 & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazini

UCLA's African Student

Newsmagazine

Displa*

206-301
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SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

UTILITIES INCLUDED

>-

li

1-BD $615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apts, ideal for roommates Garden, court-

yard, pool. AC, phofw-entry Minutes to cam-

pus. 818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDR0OMS
UPPER&LOWER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOO FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO

BUS. 310-839-6294.

OnsbedroomwMi tMlooiy,

niiivnHyfloon& burtiurorpt^
iKMM) oitogii rsoMMd Urikiy,

24-hr Mourily fluad, pool& apa,

waktoUOA $1309

CMGdi at0M) 474-2122 x372

BRENTWOOD: Spacious 2 (Mdioom apart-

ment. $105(ymo. Great location. Low agent

tee. 310-39S-12S4

CLUB CALIFORNIA
WESTWOOD: $550 LOFT. Next to campus

Apaitnwnt/Kitchen furnished, loft semi-tur-

rnshed Poot/gym/spa. Prefer roommate: fe-

male or dean male student. 310-824-4586

MALCOLM in WLA- Large Ibdrm/lbath.

$795/mo. Hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor, parldng, laundry, and pool. 818-995-8866

Ext 309.

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdiTn^4-bath. 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unH

alarm, sundeck Open Mon-Sat, 3954

Beetfwvenst 310-391-1076. ^

NEAR UCLA. Furnished room and private

bath in two-story home Available March 1

Kitchen privileges. $500/nx) including utili-

ties. 310-475-5125.

PALMS 2-bdrm/2-<ullbath. Newer building

AC, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, skylight,

alami, gated entry/parlcing $895/mo 310-

038-5567 or 81ft«1-6486.

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet buiMing,

piwl. frig, stove. $525. 310-836-1424.

PALMS $1045 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-

homes Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7day8. 3614 Fans Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1150. Large 1-bdnn. 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, bateony, private sundeck, A/C, new

carpet/Vyl-Near shops/Twy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS. $1796. 4^)d+to«. 34» 3-level town-

house. Fireplaca, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

canpus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

3104O7-706V

PALMS Big Ibdnn/lba. big kitchen. Carpet,

newly painted. Icar parking. Center court-

yard. $615. 310-558-1782 or 310-839-8105

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w^year lease. $300depo8it 310-837-1502

leave message.

PALMS: $695/MO Ibdrm/lba Large, clean,

gated partung, intercom, Jacuzzi, quiet buiki-

ing. Low security deposit with good credit. 1-

yr tease. 310-842-9127.

SANTA MONICA guest apartment.

IbdmWIba. with hardwood fkMrs. Will con-

sider pets. Rent control. Low Agent Fee.

$72S/mo. 310-395-1264

SANTA MONICA. Ocean Park and 34th.

Bachelor, furnished/unlumished. utilities

pakj, stove/refrigerator. Street partcing. Must

see. $610. 310-399-1533

SANTA MONICA- N ol Wilshire. 7 bkx;ks

from beach Spacious, private bacf>ek>r apt

w/hardwood fkxKS&large ctosels. $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished, hardwood

fk>ors $650/mo. 310-395-1284. Agent Fee.

SANTA MONICA: 2bdrnV2ba. $1107.14.

Great Location. Low Apent Fee. 310-395-

1284

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Mouses, Apartments, and

Houses for (ent in Santa Monea and the

Westsidel Low Fee. 310-395-RENT,

www.westsiderentals.com

r • PALMS • «
2BD,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPIACE,
BALCONY. GATS) GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 PARIS $1046
(310)837-0906

460. 3BA.

LOFT. CUSTOM TOMMHOME, HnB>lACE,

GATEDQMUQE. MARM M UNT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.tl796
(310)361-1076

it MAR VISTA it
460 4eA

GATED GARAGE . ALARMM UMT
• 3W«ii<iy sttim

260. ZeA, 2-STORY

CUSTOM TOUWtOUSE, FfiEPlACE.

BALCONY. GATQ} GARAGE.
ALARMMUMT

• 11746 CourtMgn Or492S •
, (310) 391-1076 .

2g«nHMMMan.-Sil, 10-S

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachekx and singles $495-$550. Some/w

utilities included, laundry, nk:e area, and

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking. A/C. large, uppers, and more.

2-bdrms $795-$1295. Cute 3bdrm for

$10S0/mo writh parking, laundry ahd more.

Many with fireplaces, dishwashars. A/C. bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet buiMing.

Hardwood fkx>rs. Stove+retrigerator 900-sq

ft. 1-bdrm Locked private garage. $975. 508

MMvate. 310-472-5752.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1200 Condo 2-

bdr(n/2-bath. Bakxmy, appliances, pool,

quiet k>cked buik«n(^garage. 310-553-6662.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1BDRM 5-MIN

WALK TO UCLA. AVAILABLE NOW AND
FOR SPRING/SUMMER RENTALS! 11088

OPHIR DR. $1BDRM-$925 310-208-8881.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from IKXA. Single.

$750. Gated complex Pool. Laundry. Ail util-

Ittes pakJ. 1 yr tease. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas. water pakJ. $897/mo. Avaiiabte now!

909-885-4182 _^
WESTWOOD: 1-bdm>. Across street from

UCLA. Near buses, shops. Carpet, fur-

nished, dishwasher, laundry. 3 people o.k.

Shoft-t»nn ok. $1045/ifno. 310-208-7190

WESTWOOD: Single with smaN kitchen.

$650/mo. Great kx»tk>n. Low agent fee.

310-395-1284

WLA- 2bdrm-1bath, upper, large kitchen,

stove, hardwood, patk}. Between Federal

and Barry. 11617 Gateway. $79S/month.

Katharine 310-399-1506.

.,T'.
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11

13

'S

34

28

11

13

25

x NswsX

IiisrM210(ln
StereojX

Sdsnoe'
Guy

Cook-
Caprii<

101

Boy Heels
WofWX

lKBT"

Rtdd Lite Women dulike

mates' gay friends

PrMMr Impecto

X

>

—

k..
raaMiy

JudgsJu^
(kiStefeo)

Stereo)fi

Eiit.__
ToHJyit

Eitrafln

SlereojX

FrSh

Nivahour WMh <wn
LajvarX

ABCWId

Stereo)̂

(Inglsreo)

YouK

Jacperdyt
X

Stereo)r

HirdC«|iy
X

- — - 1

nowywooo

SaMsMJIn
Stereo)!

Uteand

wlieei M
FortuneX

LAPO:Ufe
on the Beat

Shapeons
(haereo)

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

26

19

27

12

14

56

58

12

story ol war hefO-tumed-movie star Aud»

*** ''Jlv)is''(1974, Documentafy) The iteol rock

soger JansJoplw'R'

World Today X

65

76

26

44

42

39

42

32

66

"BiRobfison: NawEiptarara

Hef and 8adr" (1955, BipgraP^) "^ tn«

4.O0) *** "GUda Un'
19eb)GidtRadner

Prime Time Justici Cochran A Company

Larry King LheX

GaraWo__[Laug^

Prime Time Pubic Affairs

EsmeraMe

UneapWnad "Secrets of

Water Suraivar

"Two tor

lh» Road" (In Stereo) X

Stereo)t iX

•TsiMd to Death'

X

ScMaidI
Stereo)

4IHotff«0nSlsreo)IB

OeeelB

*W "A iowDnw Dirty Siame" (1994. Comedy) A
private aye goes after a prwumedHisad dnig tord

WoridolNaiiorai
GeedraoNc

V>tui/ObC0$5an'(1998.

ER "Exodus' (In Stereo)

X
(ki Stereo) X

"The Vx Hoose" (In Stereo)

1bl2)X

n

X

CtieersX

conducts e«pe«imenb in human immortaihr. Pr«

NawsX NeM X NewsX Naws

!)X |(P

Peter Gakgher, Mimi RogarTA
taity. Premiere. (In SHreo) X

IMnliry! "The k» House'
I2)X

AdorDavid
Schwjnwner. (In Sfcrao) X
Toni0hi Show Actor

RKhaid Dreyhas. X

X

World's Funnissll(R) (In

SlereojX

Star Trek: OeM Space
(h) Stereo) X

A*-
- "n A tfaiiarrnaT

•Bat Trao" (In Stereo) X
WW TMnia (In Stereo)

*•* "VWsgonmasfer'ilSSO) Mormons
find friends and toes en route to Utah

Baby, That's Aock 'n

BeW: A Calibfalkiw

World Today K

Maria laabat

Law « Order The
Videnoa of Summef" X

outcast

cNNrSporti

OalyShow

TfWSlory

SOvi *** 'Gkk Un- (1900) Gikla Radwr. GUa

WMDtocovery
Waters" (R)

Uncut (R)

'Leihal

FflsMon
FMe(R)

Strang*
TnieT

but

iW"

(4:30) Colags laaJattMl: Oemsonri
North Caroina SUte. (Live)

Bonana: The Lost

40

64

71

38

QsaOk
OlileX

00) MTV

You Afraid?

GoUmi
GMbX_
Twatva

ftodw's
ModmLNe

Carol

Burnett

BTVDwTto

M.
CIA: Aaiertca's Secret

Wanlora: •Brotherhood"

weDaMy

CoHeae
Cindnnali. (Lwe)

|WUone"The

AlgunaVezTsndramos

Megiaphy "BH Robinson:

Mr.Bo)angl»s"(B)

NewsX

X

?E5
QuartwX

Oienvanido

Nsw E]q)leien (R)

X

Jerry Spnitger

In Stereo)

Mf^idiReX

Kaanan Ivory Wayana (In

Ivito

Stereo)

HUAUi
YouX

W^

Lale Lata Show (In

SMreo)X
(In Stereo) X

TtaMa

Stereo) X

ioawMng

(R)x

Maury bnplatSbie

mantagesX
llFA'SnlW

X
1 1

..". .^
AIRNmode
mas.

(R)X

))11.Stereo,

Hunlar "Rape and
MBVflnyp

ClasaicArtsShowcaae

** "Appointmenffora

Klhg'(1983)

PMple's~Court (R)(ln

copa
Stereo) X
^wateUtiieIteTiak'A

Ww"
a Noche Eddy Santiago y

fm
—

21:9181

A pol cauess probiemi

"OuaOnBher^
alstnjgaesforai

Town" (1947. Comedy) James Stewart.

is for a peecehil (Icommi

'(1979) Phil Daniels. A teen-age

r acceptance in1960s London. Tr

gjX.
Sheerab
Today X

Radnor's repertoire of zany dtaracters hits Broa(»»ay

PriaieTlRW Justice (R) ICochran A Company (RT

Prime TIaiePiiblkAi(airs(R)

Juatke FNes Crime in ttw |WN Mecpvery "LathaT

fi

by, That's

Unn^Mined "Secrets of

IWaler Stfvivar (R)

Tass«i"(1954)Ainanrobbeid(iffiis

La* A Order "The
VIolsnoaol Summer'

X

Baby.
. . ..

Rol: A Calebraliow

CNNrapoils

land Mid twniy seeks an oudaw-sMp ..

" ' " ** "Janis'(1974, Documentery) The He d rockReck'n'

Burden of

Preel(R)X

GafeMe
TiWSlary(A)

Muettated

eanir

singer Janis Jiapirt "R'

LaiTylQngLhre(R)X

OailyShow|Siain7

PrinwTlmeJualioe(R) Sochran A CoaipanylRF

Mnmow
$cer>ee(R)

No(«) Carolina-Chartotte at

Breakdown"

MaMda Portrait tXeen
Latiy(R)(lnaefBO)X

FOX Sports ItCHochey Los Angeles Kings al Chicago BtadthaaJt*. From United CerMr

9lOT0)(

CttMnQ

Waters" (R)

f¥mfWQOQ I

M
SportsoenterX

Straiiaibullllwle
Tn»7]R[

MS^
Skiing: 24 Hoursoi

Aspen. From Aspen. Coto.

S^a

*** -Shadbwland»'(1993. Drama) Anthony Hopkins, Debra Winger BA
Hwdwcke. Besed on Ihe romance between C.S Lewis and Joy Greaham

Unaahred Mysteries (In

Stereo)

N(»)

*** "The UrKlifealB(r(196e, Western) John Wayne, Rodi

Hudson. Two Civi War veterans battle Maxcan revohjtnnaries

miAi.iiiti^

"rtophecy"
4K)0) PGA Oolf: Nissan

First Round
1"

There Is a Season'

"To Everything

•Vi 'The ShoottsT

Atenwnalyi

VheSertaa

**^"77Mc*afThv)0tood:The(jnyMdiidwi
" " 98' ~ •- -Stonr" (1994, Drama) Peter Streuss. Rachaf Tkxatin

Ai-tlnIeTsol6eid " " - —
school rap vMaos. (R)

X tX

Ullraleuna:kcitnfte
Day (R) (In aawo)

CailomiaaiMzona.

TLove
X

WflnS
re Lucy

Stereo)

X

"MuorOti
I. AlMon

Dundee'

liar^TjU
MooreX
MXIporte

**V,"Uy FriendhmaGouW^
(1960. Comedy) Marie Witon.

***Vi*7h*0Bm
gusteft' (1955)

PuMk Polky Cordarenca

ereedbe ICIMSMm
(R)X jiuatralad

SahardayMgMUveX

•Kahand
196^

S6nf(!P)

OraamOn
">WnlBkie"

Program

X
Daly Show

eU:Aaterlca'a«aci5r
Wanlors: "Brotherhood"

Sportacanlar X

WtGsr

aem(R)
Meireee Place (In Stereo)

Taxi Tony's INswhartX
Baby"X j

FSxSspons iwwv

1966, Adventure) biar«on Heston. Rtehard

(19^. Drema) Matt Dion.

igadyin190O*Oldahoma

'(19t9. Sdanoe Fictton) Ed Mania. An o>^ craw

'

Thunder (R)X

aseaichfciranuclsarsub.(lnStereo)Mg

EaMban

ffAro&n
TheLoet

sasr
GMaB

maioriiadsconvicl-voliwteersMiw"»w^*t*»»^l«-r- ., , „ -- ""1,1^13^
idnas"(lnS

*** %«lto'(1975. DramaTSJrt

detective is torn between his duly

JPiearam
(In

LNa

I Stereo)

dtUtiomie
X
sxs

(1900) An irrocant black'

wlh rape and murder.

TheSerlee
End of Innocence"

Catherine Deneuve. /

(R)X

PREIVllUrVI CABLE STATIONS

f ..

34

33

35

4:45) *** T«r"(19e2) A IS-year-oM

boy grows up without parental guktance

Dinoaaura
X

Wiston"

(3:00)

^VounUins'

Growing IGrowing
PabwIE PainsX

**V1Gnirnp«ra»MsrT''M995.
Cemedy)JacfcLemmon •PG-13'X

**H"Man4f<B»iddeMMIr

* "7Tw Shrimf) on tm Ba(M»"(1990.
Comedy) Cheech Marin 'PG-iy

**H "Honty.
'~'

sy)Rid(LowaX Fantasy)!

***W*4

/Stow Mfle'Gir (1992,

Morviis "PG'X

** T/ie Cn»i*v QuwT (1995) Jack Nidwhon. A
grief-strjcken father ploti a dmnkeri driver's demise

msffm
mafcemetory

|»e1963

Neiaon MMvJaSr
'PG-13'X

Unie Oris' (1997.

"famiy Reunion: A ReUhe Nigtmam'
(1995. Comedy) Meieaa Joan Hart. X

and Soutti Africa's .

** "Perflecr"(19^JohnTrevalta.Aioumaist
prepares to do »n expose on heath dubs 'R'

bombingdr

eklSUtay
d a black church in

lAkMkal

*** "SillerJ^

** 'NiMheretonun'(1993) Jeen-

Claude Van Oswime. (In Stereo)K X
IGrawlwa
Palnati

Growing
PaineX

IWhoopi

*** mMUa'(1M6:
Wison. (In Stereo) fG'X

Mar >icf^(l9ei. Comedy) pHf
Gddberg (In Stereo) •PG'X Ih^nl

Fantesy)Mara [**H TheAtefw

(1906) Mark OacatoM. A government
' anewcafngintwchurch. "NRXreeling in

** "WlesftwrdfOie
H<egon5"(19S6)X

TaJcabeonMoniT

**M IMaxinum Osk" (1996. Adventure) A cop

assumes tw identity d nis munlered twin brother. "R*

'Hardnne'
NR

Zorro(ln

Stereo X MoueeCkdt

Cruleln'lnVe9Ba(R)M

•iaib Win'{i9ik, Adventule) A beadld bounty IMrgate 80-1 -There W"
Mesidaainad>Hfwar "ffX jtortw Grace d God"

X

*** Twa(»/^rt»"(1997|
Stem becomes king d the

bfOthw-R- 1(1995) lyy

** The Amk Dumptng
G»itr(18ff5)MBixby.

.Comedy!
kwYoK

hMnter musi choose

Hs«rNDFacei'(1906)Aplain
prdesaor undergoes a dramatic trandormation. X

*** '%M|p^(1966) Stentey Tucd. Sfrugslng

restewaleurs prepare a leasl tor Louis Prima. -R*^

rjAadlo'sHaMiiH'

IS king d the New YoritairwavMjRiX

* iUtal^WJiMl E>rema) JJmmy
SmIU, James LaOros. (Vi Stereo) "K

**^ 'iiianiit^Oim
»pw>*w iUJan' (1996) RonEUard

Classilieds

825-2221
Advertise tor FREE m Brum Bargains. Items $100 or less Prints every Wednesay and Friday
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BASEBALL
From page

of the eighth inning, which was fol-

lowed by relief pitcher Bobby Roe's

miscue on a saciifice bunt. Both run-

ners, who could have been the the sec-

ond and third outs, went on to score, as

well as the following hitter, who got on

base via a walk. Another walk would

score in the ninth inning.

Head coach Gary Adams recalled

Atkins' play as one of the key points in

the game: "I think he could have made
the play,"'Adaint said. "It wasn't an

easy choice to call that and error or a

hit. On the bench, half of us were sig-

nalling error, and the other said it was a

hit. If he handled the ball, he would

have gotten the guy out at first because

ofhis great arm."

UCLA rides a four-game losing

streak into a big weekend against No. 2

use.

"The challenge is just beginning,"

Beringhele said. "The team needs to

keep believing in themselves and stick

together."

Maybe fans will unglue themselves

from television sets and get out to see

them play.

KARIAKIN
From page 44

that a young woman must either:

(1) have a college degree, (2) com-
pleted her college eligibility, or (3)

be 22 years ofage.
^'

Gee, what are those guys

smokin', huh?

In a special article for ESPN
SportsZone, Niesha compared the

issue to Roe v. Wade, stating that

"This is a simple issue of a women
having the right to make a choice

and not having to abide by rules

that need not apply."

It's a basic question of equality,

she claims. Men can do something

that women cannot.

Let's not convene the Supreme
Court on this one quite yet, OK,
Niesha?

Now, I'm not even going to get

into the "Rah-Rah, College is a

Fun and Life-Changing

Experience" argument that usually

results from any discussion about

leaving early for the pros. I don't

need to.

The bottom line is that women's
professional basketball is not cur

—

rently in the same position as the

NBA. It may not be fair, Niesha,

but that's the way it is.

To start, let's look at the money _

involved.

According to the WNBA's slid-

ing pay scale, the top three picks in

each year's draft receive $37,500

per season, while those in the

fourth round take home $ 1 5,000.

How are women, as,you said,

going to "provide more financial -

security for (their) children" (one

of the reasons you offered for leav-

SeeUUIIMaN,pag«3fr^

1 5% STUDENT DISCOUNT

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

El(TBIDEDorDMiy2|r$GO ^
DISPOSABLES 6mo>99/<S93io

CHANGE BROWN EYES^iXT <99/(Mliy ISrr

Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE LIGHT EYES uj HUh
Bkie, Green, Aqua

BIRICALyilOIIOVISION Qnly<SO

ASTKMATISIIEXT m
EYE EXAM $15

vv, CL Puiihoic

UBMEHB/ 1038SQaliRob«rtnn

BeMrtyWsAit. BM,SlAl1
WBdVsFiill-l

1842W.lJnnliAi^l6
WBd 11-1, Fri 3-5

4130AlnlcAM.t10S
mn 24, Sat 1^3

No Appotntment Necessary/Just 1MM(-in

VAUGMIE.OQMUAfl.MJ).

FREE Cntc Kit w/Purchase

URBn

Hie Best Smoothies
In Town!

Dare to Compare!

GET A 24oz SMOOTHIE

FOR THE PRICE OF A 16oz.
THIS SPECIAL OFFER GOOD THRU 3-5-98 AT:

HANSEN'S JUICE CREATIONS*

On Undbrook Drive In Westwood
Dotw)wn Bp|a Resh and Noah's Bagels

ONE COUPON PER PERSON PER VISIT.

NOT GOOO WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS.

Gorgeous
Penthouse apt.
in Beverly Hills to
share with music
teacher. Second
iDedroorn has a

mirrored wall length
closet - great view. tv.

15 minutes to UCLA.
Female only. Call Ruth

at (310) ^71-1939
Great Central location.

$500/month

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to t)eachl Balcony for sunsets. Spa-

cious, sunny. 4t}dmV2t>ath house w/ addi-

tional large den w/ separate entrance Fire-

place, large living room, dining room, dish-

washer, stove, refngerator. washer/dryer, ga-

rage, fenced. Avail Marchlst. 528-Third St

$3300 310-571-0293

1«r$llf

:
• T^ » 'T^ 't^ '^T*' •*» ' ."

'

Sprins Term Housinq

Rooms from

h334/quarter ^\'-

includins meals M-F ^^^

Women students only^

824 Hilsard

uf

WLA 1 room w/t>alcony in spacious 3-level

townfwuse Share-bath No-smoking, no
drugs. Clean, qutet, responsit>le Avail now.

$A40/mo. Padcing. 310-204-5661.

WLA, NEAR UCLA $495/rTK) Large room,

5bath Off-streel parking X)uiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female prefened, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

WLA. Share bath w/temale. Nice/quiet

neight)Ofhood. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

washer/dryer in unit S450+1/2utillties No
pets. Avail. 03/01. 310-914-0023 or 8 18-888-

7501.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's Your

Area. Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

for current listings.

(310)208-0906

MAR VISTA. $62S/month Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio. bart>ecue area. Quiet-building

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo Ask about free rent Attrac-

tive fumiehed-singles Near UCLA/VA Ideal

for students Suitable for two Definite must

seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832

SINGLE APARTIUlE^f^ in luxurious complex

on Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset in Brent-

wood Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. CaN 818-961-7440.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-

3bdrm/3bath spacious townhouse Tile entry.

3 secured parking spaces. $1850. 310-286-

1288.

O'Melyeny & Myers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

GUEST UNIT RENTAL
PACIFIC PALISADES. Separate entry, park-

ing, security. SSOO^rw inc. ulilttM. Poten-

tial rent reduction fof childcare/luloring CaH

310-230-3823.

SANTA MONICA guest apartment.

Ibdrm/lba. with hardwood fkxKS. Will con-

sider pets. Rent control. Low agent fee.

$72S/mo. 310-395-1284

WLA adorable guesthse Completely fur-

nished. Qarden view. Studio w/toft $750

I not included Ideal for 1 person Call

1310-470-9112

BEVERLY HILLS. Free roomAboard in beau-

tiful BH ho«T>e in exchange for light cook-

ing&babysjtting. Must have experience

wMds. car required. Cat ENzubeth 310-205-

0072

BEL AIR 7-rni> from UCLA Prtv.

room, bath, kitchervlaundry privelegei. utili-

ties Included Parking Grad-student pre-

ferred. $80^rTia310:476:4?gi,

BEVERLY CENTER- Room in hugeicharm-
ing 3bdrm Spanish duplex Private bath&en-
trance. Hard wood, jacuzz^yard $800 in-

cludes all utilities, kitchens-house privieges.

310-782-9674

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdrm apt w/male
Move in March or April 1 $407.50/month.
11651 GofhamAve CalUison or Greg. 310-
207-1683.

*' '

BURBANK- Nko k)cation Kitchen & laundry

privileges, utilities Included May carpool to

campus $375/mo. Lucy: work 310-625-

1198k or home: 818-567-4675.

CULVER CITY-Rm in 3bdrm duplex. Cod
rmnutes, tots of space, plenty of parldng.

April-June. $420/mo. 310-556-1129.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath 2-atory Free

parking, fuU kitchen, large bakx>ny with view

$59S/mo.Av«ii starting AprHI St. Just south

of WiliNra (VMwwHOhlo). PIMM can Nick.

310-479-0788

HOUYWOOO HILLS. Quiet room, private

entrance. Saduded hiiaide home near Coid-

water/Muitioaand. Fridge, microwave, caWe.
carport. paNo. pooL $475-inciudM uMHiM.

213-^o4-fl9o8

PALIMS. >bur own room. Share an apartment

near bua/liMwa y. Shopping Patio, uWWm
indudad. $2S0/tno. 3ia-<36-7656.

W.L.A. Your owm room. Share houM near

bus. shopping, freeway Share utility, laun-

dry. $445. 310-387-5251

.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Room in 3-bad hietor-

k»l monumani near MairoaaALa Ciaftaga.

Wood Itoora, twamad ceiiirtg. $450/mo. in-

dudhiQ pfMnflauMHlM. 213-«S-6300.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdmrV2bth

Spanish duplex. Resporuible, fun-k>ving,

nonsmoking female preferred. S460/mo+
utilities-i^ deposit Avail April 1st 310-659-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Clean female

Own bed/bath Spacious l-btocfc

Wllshlre/Barnngton bus. LaurKlry, dishwash-

er, fireplace, sundeck. $425/month-Kleposit

310-473-9743

BRENTWOOD- $275/mo Graduate student

needs roommate in must see 2-story,

2bdrm/2tMth townhouse Cable, laurxlry. se-

curity entry, parking, etc SeanO310-207-
7327.

MARINA DEL REY/VENtCE Roomata need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2t>ath house 3 bkxks
from Manna pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood ftoors SSSO^mo+^jdNiM. CaH Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 -7853(night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Victor-

ian townhouse 2bdrm/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage FuU kitchen. Washer/dryer. Brand new
carpet. Month to Month. $400^haN ullWiaa.

Next to gym. 213-465-6614.

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, maleAemaie

to share Knurtoue Z-bOm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own baiiroom. Parking

space opIkHMi. Contact 310-209-1607

SANTA MONICA 3rdAMontana Fumishad

34^1/2aacurity apt with gated garage. Prater-

aWy prolassionai female. Own room, share

bathroom. $450f1/3uM($5(ymonlh) For de-

taas, plaaM ca> Mart at 310-393-6538

SHERMAN OAKS Roommate needed »
share 2-txlrnV2-sk)ry k>wnhouee. Indudee:

private-bedroom, garage parking, aaouriy

door, swimming pool and laundry facMiM.

15-fnin from campusi PleaM call ASAP 01-
900-946-1145.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views $50Q/mo. 310-

269-1404.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus housing & University-owned

apartnwnt spaces, undergrad and graduate

CoTTvenient tocattons, meal plans CaH SIO*-

825-4271

WESTWOOD- 2 people needed to share

master-t>edroom in Luxury condo. Laundry m
unit. Secunty parturtg Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished $425-each. 310-478-9779

WESTWOOO-Beaufiful, large, hardwood
fkx)r, 1-bdrm apartment Availat>le ASAP
Big-t>akx>ny over/k>okir>g Landfair/Midvale.

Vaulted ceilings Female w/puppy looking for

open-minded, outgoing fenwle 209-91 75

WESTWOOD. Share room In large 2bdrm
apartment. Easy-going, relaxed, quiet at-

moephere, underground parking $350/mo..

1st&last-)-S150 deposit Move-in ASAP 310-

443-9726.

CliLVER CITY- Room in 3bdrm duplex Cool

roommates, tots of space, plenty of pariung.

'

m-June $420/mo 310-558-1129April-

WESTWOOD 2people to share IbdmVlba
in 2t>drrTV2t}a apartment. Secured buikjing

arHj partung Water pakl. Jacuzzi/sauna Kill-

er view w/bakxxiy. $375ea. 310-443-5515.

ROSARITO BEACH. 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos4^iew 3-t>dnm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horaaa. 24-hr. marttel. Security 909-

737-9203.

c(i/6/itLging

lassitieds

825-2221
Bfiiins get 20"o off private party Classified advertising Just show us your Studentfaculty/Staff I. P. card

Display
206-3r.
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KARIAKIN
From page 37

ing early) on 15 grand, minus taxes?

The answer is that they won't with-

out another job. And what kind of

job can someone without a college

degree, whose main skill is putting a

ball through a hole, get? Does the
^

expression. "Would you like fries

with that?" ring a bell, Niesha?

The American Basketball League

is more generous, with an average

- salary of $80,000; good money. But

would it be enough to live off of for

the rest of yoiir life should you blow

out a knee? Without a college

degree, it might have to be.

Added to that is the serious possi-

bility that those paychecks may

come screeching to a halt very soon:

it's hardly unthinkable at this point

that one or both of the leagues could

fold in the next few years.— The ABL, widely considered the

better and more talent-rich of the

two, lost $5 million dollars last year,

according to an article in the Miami

Sun-Sentinel. This was largely the

result of a paltry 3,536 average

attendance, with only 4,500 showing

up for playoff games (in compari-

son, UCLA men's basketball has

drawn about 10,500 this year).

In other words, thd league is -

struggling to survive, and the

WNBA isn't doing much better. At

this point, they need polished play-

ers who come in ready to contribute

from the get-go.

They simply cannot afford the

waiting period usually necessary for

younger talent to reach its potential

They don't need Jermaine O'Neal

(apparently a Niesha favorite); they

need Tim Duncan.

Players that might be great in five

years don't help the leagues if they

fold in the meantime.

And if they both folded, where

would that leave you, Niesha?
.,

Equality is wonderful; it's the"^

ideal that we as a society should

strive for. But is the behavior of the

men and society's treatment of them

really something worth copying, in

this case?

According to a weekly online

diary written by Niesha, that is

what's happening. High school girls

are starting to get the same treat-

ment as the boys, national media

attention at age 15, hype and awards

based on promise rather than

accomplishment, and gifts/perks

unavailable to the average student.

This week she wrote about getting

free tickets to the NBA All-Star

game "from a source which shall

remain nameless." What's next,

Ford Broncos and marijuana sus- ,

pensions? I. r

_iLDoes equality mean that women

need to blindly make the same mis-

takes the men do?

For every Stephen Marbury ^

(another of Niesha's favorites, and a

$«#KUUIlN.DMe39
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ADVERTISE IN CLASSIFIED LINE

CALL: (310)825-2221
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ACNE
A Nasty Four Letter Word

' Ifyou had used Clear Care 30 days ago

you would be clear of acne. today'

To receive FREE product samples

and your FREE information packet

Call: 800 435-3533 or Write: Clear Care Corrective

1760 Monrovia Ave. A14; Costa Mesa. CA. 92627
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WHAT'S YOUR
CELLULAR FANTASY?

gXpr&Bs'Xfira

• pager
• activation

• 1 year airtime

• 3 montlis

VOICE NAIL FREE

Coverage includes Sonto 3orboro to the Mexican

border plus Los Vegas, Laughlin, Phoenix and Tucson!

OLd^ 310/478-5440
"• ^ ^ -^^^ Open Mondov - Saturday

1 1054 Uiest Ptco Boutevord, UJIA

(1/2 bkxk east of Sepulvedo)

\, CH€CK US OUT ON TH€ N€T
http://uimuj.celiulorfQntosv.com
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to every story.
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KARIAKIN
From page 38

player who shares her N.Y. and G.
Tech roots), who leaves early for the

fame and riches of the NBA. there

arc tyi'O'Scotty Thurmonds.

Remember him? Scotty was the

high-scoring shooting guard who,

along with Corliss Williamson, lead

Arkansas to the a national champi-

onship in '93-'94 and the NCAA
final the next year. Then, he gave up

his final year oreligibility, hired an

agent (effectively burning his college

bridges) and opted for the NBA
draft.

Don't bother scanning the box

scores for Scotty; you won't find

him. Passed over by all 29 NBA
teams (even the first-year Raptors

and Grizzlies who just needed warm
bodies), he slunk off to the CBA,
minus the millions he had envi-

sioned.

I think he's still there; that is, if he

hasn't been banished to Europe or

to slinging Slurpies at a 7-Eleven

somewhere. Thank you, Scotty.

Come again.

if you don't remember Scotty

Thurmand, how about Victor Page?

Or Reshard Griffith? Or hundreds

of others?

With her demands, Niesha is

threatening to make the same mess

for herself and women's basketball

that the men now wish they could

get out of.

You know, it's funny that the

address for her weekly diary is . _
www.getlingreal.com, because that

is exactly what Niesha needs to do.

Kariakin is a fourth-year student. You

can e-mail responses to

sports@media.ucla.edu.
'

KNIGHT
From page 42

thing."

The conference issued a state-

ment Wednesday saying the ofilcials'

decision not to call goaltending was

"consistent with the most recent

interpretation" of the rule. .

Knight walked over to check on

Recker, who was still lying on the

floor, and Valentine gave him a'sec-

ond technical, an automatic ejection.

Knight then flew into a rage and

received the third technical.

"When I went out on the floor and

walked toward Luke on the fioor, my
only comment was, 'I have an

injured player there.' Period,"

Knight said. "I have every right to go

out on the fioor when there's an

injured player on the floor.

"This, and that guy (Valentine), is

the greatest travesty I've ever seen in

basketball in 33 years as a college

head coach," Knight said. "That

goes beyond anything that's even

SeeimHilfT,pa9e41

LONDON
>^^ Wcstwood's Only ^^^^^^

I I Drive-Through Service Vi

Dry Cleaning * Laundry 3
Alterations —

^

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

I his coupon is good for

S5 Off a Minimum
S I 5 Dry Cleanintj (JrdtT

OP'
e<v r-Village ^
aft . i^ xpressmart ';^re

« 4^^ ^^^^ " 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

W"*^ FREE PARKING

In.

(While shopping in store)

<^Wi0^ Genuine Draft & Lite

THIS WEEKEND ONLY!
oz. cans

PREMIUM
UVGER

6 pk - 12 oz. bottles

Students Faculty & Staff go crazy

with Headlines delivery.

Food: Expert diners claim deliveiy

service can boost student GPA.

Cheeseburger
Combo

$3.69 + tax

''There's noplace like Headlines.

H
gADUNEy

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWDDD

DELIVERY
5:30pm - 10:30pm • $12 minimum

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave. • Westwood Village
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BAILEY
From page 44

Ripken of UCLA basketball," head

coach Steve Lavin said - alluding to

the sports world's ultimate iron man.

"What I mean by that is it's his tough-

ness and durability over his career

which has made him so valuable to

the program."

There was just never a reason for

him to be benched.

Disciplinary problems? Not for

the son of a parole officer. Injuries?

-Bailey is- as well conditioned as any

athlete on the floor. Lack of effort?

The coaches say he gives it his all

every time he's on the court.

That's what made Wednesday's

benching against USC so surprising.

Bailey was removed from the start-

ing lineup because he lost both his

temper and his aggressiveness in the

practice prior to the Bruins' 82-75

overtime win at the Sports Arena.

"He has set a very high level of

expectation, and he wasn't living up

to it," Lavin said. "He wasn't practic-

ing at a high enough intensity level,

and my job as coach is to hold him

accountable to that level."

There were no arguments from

Bailey. In fact, he knew that he

deserved to get kicked out of practice

for the first time in his life as well as

the subsequent benching.

"It was a little out of character,"

Bailey said. "I wasn't practicing like

Toby Bailey."

The suspension came at the end of

a week that would rank among the

worst of Bailey's UCLA career.

On Feb. 12, Bailey finished off a 7-

for-19 shooting night (including 0-for-

6 from three-point range) by commit-

ting two turnovers in the final minute

of the Bruins' 84-81 loss to Stanford.

With six seconds left and UCLA
trailing by two, Bailey fell in the key

with the ball, effectively ending any

chance for a Bruin victory.

"That Stanford game took a lot

out ofme after falling down," he said.

"I was thinking about that every

night when I was going to sleep."

It didn't get any better two days

later. Though UCLA beat California,

87-84, Bailey shot 2-of-9 from the

field, got season-low marks with

seven points and two rebounds, while

committing a season-high eight

turnovers.

"That's when I sensed he was

struggling - the California game,"

Lavin game. "I could tell he was

down about the Cid and Stanford,

games. He's a competitor, and

because he's a senior I think he may

have been pressing a little bit in trying

to step up his game."

Bailey concurs.

"I thinkToby has done

(a great job) this year by

sacrificing his position.

He is turning into a very

^ unselfish player."

KrisJohnson

Senior forward

"I was just mentally drained," he

said. "I think that Stanford game

took a lot out of me after slipping. I

was thinking about that every night

going to sleep. I think it took (the

benching) and doing something a lit-

tle bit out of my character and I just

blew off a little steam.

"It has definitely been frustrating.

We were losing games that we should

have won, and I'm just trying to keep

a positive attitude."

When Bailey finally did enter the

USC game about five minutes in, he

never came out and eventually led the

Bruins to their comeback victory in

overtime.

Though shooting poorly for most

of the game, he scored the Bruins'

final four points to send the game

into the extra period, then added four

more points, three rebounds and two

assists to seal the win.

Then, in the blowout loss against

Duke, while shooting poorly from the

field once against (5-of-16), he lead all

players with nine rebounds - includ-

ing seven offensive boards.

In his past four games, he has

made only 19 of61 field goal attempts

- but since the suspension, his atti-

tude and other aspects of his game

have improved.

"In the USC game he missed his

shots," Lavin said. "But I was pleased

with his aggressiveness and his

rebounding. And in the Duke game,

his shots weren't going in, but what I

was pleased with was the way he

rebounded the ball and ran the floor ~

doing the things to help us win - other

than just shooting the ball."

And while, Bailey's reputation is

built on his scoring. - if his shots

don't fall, many consider him a disap-

pointment - those other aspects often

"get lost.

Perhaps the high expectations

stem from Bailey's 26 points in the

NCAA championship game three

years ago. Since then he has only sur-

passed that point total once, and has

averaged "only" 13.9 points per

game.

"I think people have assumed that

if I get 26 points in the championship

"We've set our goals

to get to the Final

Four again, and we
have our work cut out

for us."

Toby Bailey

Senior point guard

game, I'm supposed to get 26 points

every game," he said. "It just doesn't

happen. Not at UCLA, there are too

many good players to spread the ball

around to.

"I just got more solid all around,

I'm actually more consistent now. I

might not score 26 points a game, but

I'll get five, six, seven boards a

game."

LUSCIOUS AND CHILLING. DARK CITY IS A REMINDER

OF HOW SENSUOUS MOVIE WATCHING CAN BE.

IT'S A WONDER TO SEE.
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from $ 39
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- After Six
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Beyond ranking among the Bruin

career leaders in points (lOth with

1,695) and three-pointers, he is

among the top 10 in assists (7th with

431 ), is only being out-rebounded this

year by J. R. Henderson, and if they

somehow make it to the Final Four,

Bailey will have played in more

games than any Bruin in school histo-

ry

But, he's missed 17 of his last 20

three-pointers, and his field goal per-

centage has fallen from last year; and

thus, those outside the "Bruin basket-.,

ball family" say he is struggling. _.

"Ijhink that's the standard that a^

lot of people hold to Toby Bailey - is

that he is superhuman and that he is

an invincible person," senior forward

Kris Johnson said. "But, he's a

human being. He's done very well

dealing with it - he's been dealing

with a lot of things.

"It's like the USC game where he

was missing a lot of shots and the

crowd was on him, but he stayed in

the game and made some key plays

down the stretch to bring us back into

the game and win it."

But, despite the rebounds, assists

and three-pointers, perhaps Bailey's

most important asset is his stability,

and that is why last Wednesday'^

punishment was so important in the

scope of the season - to get Bailey re-

focused.

When Johnson and Jelani McCoy
were suspended earlier in the season,

Bailey was there to take over a lead-

ership role, and when McCoy left the

team last week, Bailey took more

responsibility on his shoulders.

Due to the ever-changing roster,

Bailey has found hiinself at point

guard, shooting guard, and both

small forward and power forward.

'This year he has been stepping up
- given the fact that I was 8u^>end-

ed," Johnson said. "We aU had big

Sc«IMUtpa9e4T

Amazing
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Forever!!!
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From page 39

ridiculous ... This was absolutely, total-

ly uncalled for. Just beyond belief."

Recker injured a rib and underwent

further treatment by team trainer Tim
Garl Wednesday. His status is unclear

for Saturday's game at Iowa, the

Hoosiers' regular-season fmale.

Kruger said he didn't see what hap-

pened during Knight's confrontation

with Valentine.

"We were huddled and talking

about what we want to do, and we
don't have much control over any-

thing else," Khiger said. "I wasn't pay-

ing a lot of attention to it. I was more

concerned about talking to the play-

ers.

Three years ago. Knight was repri-

manded and fined $30,000 for a pro-

fane outburst at an NCAA tourna-

ment news conference. In 1993, he was

suspended for one game after he

kicked his son - a member of the

Hoosiers - and responded with an

obscenity when fans booed He was

reprimanded by the university in 1987

for not allowing his team to finish an

exhibition game against the Soviet

Union.

Knight also W4S reprimanded, and

"I think the game has

gotten to the point

where it's too physical."

Lon Kruger

Illinois coach

the university was fined S 10,000 by the

NCAA afier he banged his fist on the

scorer's table during a 1987 NCAA
tourney game. In 1985, he was sus-

pended by the Big Ten for one game
for throwing a chair across the court.

BAILEY
From page 40

aspirations and dreams for this year,

but after me and (McCoy) got sus-

pended, Toby was kind of disappoint-

ed in us, and I think he and

Henderson did a great job as serving

as leaders.

"I think Toby has done that this

year by sacrificing his position. He is

turning into a very unselfish player."

In essence, he has served as the

glue that has kept the team together.

As a result, if the Bruins lose

Bailey's concentration and compo-

sure again, whatever hope UCLA
has of making a tourney run, would

be wiped away. And Bailey knows it.

"We've set our goals to get to the

Final Four again, and we have our

work cut out for us," he said. "But, if

we do everything right, I definitely

feel that we could get back to the

Final Four."

The chances of ending his career

the same way he started it - with a

national title - may be slim, but one

thing remains for sure.

Come tourney time, if Bailey is sit-

ting out at tip-off, any wake-up call

would be much too late.

And the nightmare season would

only cotitinue. But for just one more

game.

Jeff Kmiotek, Daily Bruin Contributor,

assisted with this report.

HersNser winds up for fastball recovery ^
PrrCHER: Player looks to

regain control of skills

with return to old coach

By Dennis Gcorgatos

The Associated Press

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - At 39

and heading into a 16th big league

season, Orel Hershiser's formula for

success starts with a return to the

basics. ~
]

Hershiser, a free agent acquisition

by the San Francisco Giants, said

that he strayed from his original

pitching style while in Cleveland the

past three years.

He believes his reunion with

Giants pitching coach Ron
Perranoski holds the key to rediscov-

ering his old delivery and perhaps

even adding velocity and sharper

movement to his sinker and curve

baU.

Perranoski first worked with

Hershiser in the minor leagues in

1979, and they spent 12 years togeth-

er with the Los Angeles Dodgers.

Hershiser became a dominating

pitcher while they were both with the

Dodgers, capped by a phenomenal

1988 season in which he pitched a

record 59 straight scoreless innings

and won the NL Cy Young Award

and the World Series MVP. In 1990,

Hershiser underwent reconstructive

shoulder surgery and completed a

longshot return to the game the next

season, also under the guidance of

Perranoski.

"(Pitching coach) Mark Wiley did

a goodjob in Geveland, but he never

saw me pre-surgery," Hershiser said.

"Ron saw me pre-surgery and was

my coach to bring me back from

surgery, pitching-wise. If anybody

knows my delivery and the way my
pitches should react when I was suc-

cessful. Perry's the guy."

It didn't take Perranoski long to

determine that Hershiser had slightly

changed his throwing motion and

release point. The result that was his

fabled sinker wasn't breaking down
as sharply as it had in the past and his

curve ball fiattAied out a bit.

"Maybe he was doing it uncon-

sciously, but his arm was out and

^way from his he^d a little bit too

much, and heAvas arching his back a

little too much," Perranoski said.

"What we're doing now is just get-

ting his arm position to where the

ball is going to react the way we want

it to."

"It'll be nice to be a

complete player ...

and do all that."

Orel Hershiser

Giants pitcher

Hershiser, fifth among active

pitchers with 179 career wins, has

spent the past week in spring train-

ing getting his pitching delivery

down. He believes the changes will

increase the speed and movement on

his breaking pitches, which he said

dropped 2-3 mph to the mid-80s last

year.

"Hopefully this year I'm going to

make it go up a little bit because

Perry already found a couple things

in my delivery that have helped my

consistency," Hershiser said.

"Maybe I've got a chance to make it

go up again. It's already helped me a

lot."

Hershiser, who signed a one-year,

$3.45 million contract with an

option for 1999, also said he could

benefit from returning the National

League. He spent three years in the

AL with Cleveland, going 45-21,

including a 14-6 record with a 4.47

ERA last season.

"I think it's a little more of a pitch^

"er's league," Hershiser said. "The^

games are lower scoring, and you get

to face the other pitcher. 1 think it's a

tad more of a thinking man's league,

not quite the brawn of the American

League, where you're kind of wait-

ing for the three-run homer.

"There's more looking for run

production. It'll be nice to be a com-

plete player, to be able to handle the

bat, get the runners over, run the

bases and do all that."

The right-handed Hershiser is

expected to be slotted in the No. 2

spot in the Giants' rotation, between

lef^-handers Shawn Estes and Kirk

Rueter.

As for how much longer he plans

to^ pitch, Hershiser said he's not

sure.

"Who knows where I am in my
career?" he said. "I don't take it for

granted that I'm going to pitch for-

ever, but I also don't think of it as,

'This is my last year for sure or next

year will be.'

"Pretty much after your 35th

birthday, everybody starts to think

this is going to be his last year.

Anytime you go into a little slump or

have a little injury, everybody thinks

that's the beginning of the end. Well,

here I am at 39, and we're still

going."
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1. [Click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BookZofM's

fEDUCATED CHOICES

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

plus the titles are
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GUADALATARA SUMMER SCHOOL 1998

LEARN SPANISH IN MEXICO
The University of Arizona ®

46" Year

6-week sessions July 6 > August 13 or July 13 • August 20
Intensive Spanish (1st thru 4th semesters) • 4 hours a day. Earn: 8 units

of credit. (5ih & 6th semesters) • 3 hours a day. Earn:

6 units of credit

3-week sessions

intensive Spanish

5-week session

July 6 - July 24 or July 27 - August 14

(1st thru 4th semesters) • 4 hours a day, Earn: 4 units

of credit.

July 13 - August 12

Upper-division Spanish & Literature, and Mexico-

» related courses: Anthropok)gy and Political Science

For informarion or application, contact • • Guadalajara Summer School

The Univeriity of Arizona • P.O Box 40966 • Tucion, Arizona 85717 • Phone. (520) 621-5137

E-Mail: Jancg9U.Aiizona.EOU • Home Page: www.coh.anzona.edu/gu

STOP THE WEIGHT GAME
STOP THE CYCLE OF DEPRESSION,

ANXIETY, AND OVEREATING

STOP THE OBSSESSION
WITH FOOD/DIETS
YOU KNOW ALLL ABOUT
CALORIES; CARES AND
FATS AND YET YOU RE
OUT OF CONTROL

HYPNOTHERAPY CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE

Ann J. Elkin. PhD (psy4334) 310-826-0801
•y- \ '^y^ '**y<^S'' •

University of California

Berkeley Summer Sessions

International Programs 1998

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. Youll be

reading in no time!

Enrollment

•ine ycur trjvtl and studv

•Farn University credit

•FinjntijI aid is available

London, England
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Lakers 96,

Pacers 89
Shaquille O'Neal scored 24 points, and

Eddie Jones and Derek Fisher had 20 apiece

as the Los Angeles Lakers defeated the

Indiana Pacers 96^9 Wednesday night.

— The Pacers, who trailed nearly the entire

game, cut an 1 l-point deficit to four with 2:27

left. But Indiana couldn't get any closer, and

Fisher's 21 -footer with 59 seconds remaining

clinched the victory for the Lakers.

Rik Smits led Indiana with 19 points. Mark

Tackson added 18, and Dale Davis had 14

points and 16 rebounds. "'~^
.

^'
\

Fisher's basket with 6:53 gave Los Angeles

an 86-75 lead with 6:53 remaining in the game.

Jackson then had seven points, a steal and an

assist as Indiana pulled within 90-86.

The Pacers shot only 24 percent from the

field in the opening period, then missed its first

seven shots of the second quarter.

^^ Clippers 117,

^^ Sixers 108
Eric Piatkowski scored 24 of his career-

high 27 points in the second half as the Los

Angeles Clippers beat the Philadelphia 76ers

1 1 7- 108 Wednesday night to end a seven-game

losing streak.

Rookie Maurice Tayjor scored 20 points

for the Clippers, and Isaac Austin had 19

points and 12 rebounds despite a sprained

ankle.

Bill Fitch of the Clippers became the sec-

ond-winningest coach in NBA history with his

939th career victory. Fitch, who moved past

Red Auerbach on the list, trails alkime leader

Lenny Wilkens of the Hawks by 164 wins.

Derrick Coleman tied a season-high with

25 points for the Sixers, who lost their fifth

straight at the Sports Arena and failed in their

bid to win three consecutive road games for

the first time since 1994. f

_^j^ Kings 1

,

^^ Redwings 1, tie

Los Angeles goaltender Stephane Fiset

stopped 28 shots as the Kings and Detroit

Red Wings skated to a 1-1 tie Wednesday

night in their first game after the Olympic

break. ^

—

" ^ >'
.

.

'. ,,:
—

": • '

, .

' —
Vladimir Tsyplakov scored on the Kings'

first shot following the 17-day break, bat Los

Angeles couldn't beat Detroit goalie Chris

Osgood again. Osgood, unbeaten in his last

29 overtime games, made 16 saves.

Brent Gilchrist scored for the Red Wingsr

who have tied all 13 of their overtime games

this season.
;

Detroit was without Steve Yzerman and

Brendan Shanahan, who returned Monday

from playing on Canada's Olympic team in

Nagano, Japan. They were given a couple of

extra days to recover from jet lag and will

probably return for the Red Wings' next

game Friday against Florida.

Canucks 5,

Ducks 2

Penalties dent Knight's armor
COACH: Indiana legend receives

more criticism for poor handling

of disagreements with referees

By Steve Herman ——^ ——^—

—

—
The Associated Press .•

.
,

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - One night his team

is humiliated, losing by 48 points. Three nights

later, he is ejected during a loss at home, then

gives a scathing critique of the referees.

Peter Zezel had a goal and two assists, giv-

ing him six points in three games since joining

Vancouver, to lead the Canucks to a 5-2 win

over the injury-riddled Anaheim Mighty

Ducks on Wednesday night.

Marcus Naslund added a goal and two

assists as the Canucks won for the fifth time in

six outings. Zezel now has two goals and four

assists since Vancouver acquired him for a

fifth-round draft pick from New Jersey earlier

this month.

The Canucks, who remained in the

Western Conference basement one point

behind the idle Calgary Flames, took control

when rookie Mattias Ohlund and Brad May,

another newcomer, scored to give Vancouver

a 2-0 lead before the game was nine minutes

old.

Indiana coach Bob Knight's latest outburst is

now under review by the Big Ten office.

The conference said Wednesday it has begun

studying the Indiana-Illinois game in which

Knight received three technical fouls and called

the officiating, specifically that of Ted Valentine,

the "greatest travesty" he has ever seen as a col-

lege basketball coach.

"We are aware of those comments," Big Ten

commissioner Jim Delany said Wednesday. "I

think what we'll probably do is issue a statement

about the game as a whole."

Delany pointed to the league's various rules

concerning coaches and unsportsmanlike con-

duct: crowd incitement and undue criticism of

coaches, schools, players or officials.

"So we've got four or five different provisions

that could be applicable," Delany said.

The Hoosiers lost 82-72 to No. 22 Illinois on

Tuesday night, three days after they were routed

112-64 by Michigan for Knight's second-worst

loss since he came to Indiana.

On Tuesday night, when asked if he expected

to be disciplined for his comments - as he has in

the past -Knight said, "I don't know." -
Illinois coach Lon Kruger said that an intense

game can trigger an episode of this kind.

"I think early the officials were trying to keep

some flow and call some things that I think need

to be called more often in the league," he said. "I

think the game has gotten to the point where it's

-too physical and not being played by the rules as

intended."

Knight received one technical foul in the first

half. He was ejected after picking up his second

and third technicals with 9:37 to go.

Freshman Luke Recker was knocked hard to

the floor, and Knight thought Recker's shot

should have counted as a basket because of goal-

tending. But the officials ruled no goaltending

because Illinois' Sergio McQain pulled the rim,

for which he was assessed a technical, and they

could notassume the ball would have gone in.

"Well, that's the most ridiculous statement

1 've ever heard because you can't assume that any

goaltend shot is going to be good," Knight said.

"If the ball is on its downward flight and it's inter-

fered with, it's a goaltend. You don't assume it's

going to be good, missed, not hit the rim, or any-

. SeeKNI6HT,page39

MEN'S SOCCER

The UCLA men's soccer team, after an

incredible NCAA 1997 championship title

season, has nabbed one of the top recruits

in the United States, National Team mem-
ber Ryan Futagaki.

Futagaki, a 5-foot-5-inch midfielder

from Fountain Valley High School, is a

member of UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid's U.S. Undcr-20 National Team

pool.

At Fountain Valley, he was a two-time

All-CIF selection who twice led his team to

the CIF Division I title game. In 1996-97,

after scoring IS goals and 22 assists, he was

named first-team all-league for the third

consecutive -year, as well as first-team all-

county by the Los Angeles Times and

Orange County Register.

Any large Pizza, yow choice of tomiifigs and crtist, for

1114 fisivtev Ave Fq^, prgg O^thr^rv

WeStWOOd Ylllage untll 2 •.m. Friday A Saturday824-41 1

1

Morn ColloQp B.isketb.iM

How Thi' Top 2S Fared

1. Oukt (26-2) beat GeofqiaMi 76-S3.

Next: H. Na 3 North CMimi, SitunUy.

2. AmoM (24-3) (M not pUy. Next: vs.

CjMomM.Thurvliy.

3. North Cmtn (27-2) did not pUy.

NextatNalDuhtSahirday.

4. Kmus (30-3) did not pliy. Next <t No.

25 OkWwma State, Sunday.

5. UUh (23-2) did not pby. Next: It Texas-

El PiM,Thindi)f.

6. Connefticut (2S-4) did not piay. Next

vs. St John's, Saturday.

7. Kentudy (24-4) at Auburn. Next: at No.

14 South Carolina, Saturday.

8. Stanford (23-3) did not play. Next at

Arizona State, Thursday.

9. Princeton (23- 1 ) did not play Next: at

ColumtHa, Friday

10. Michigan State (20-5) did not play.

Next: vs. No. 1 1 Purdue, Sunday.

1 1. Purdue (22-6) vs Minnesota. Next: at

No 10 Michigan State, Sunday.

12. Ariiansas (22-5) at No. 13 Mississippi.

Next: at Alabama, Saturday

13. Mississippi (19-5) vs. No. 12 Arkansas.

Next: vs. Auburn, Saturday

14 South Carolina (21-5) did not play

Next: SEC tournament Friday.

15, Texas Christian (24-4) did not play

Next: at Tulsa, Thursday

1 6. New Mexico (21 -4) did not play. Next:

vs. Brigham Young, Thursday

17.Cinclnnati (21-5) did not play Next: vs

Saint Louis, Saturday

18.UClA(20 6)dldnotplayNext:at

Washington State, Thursday

19. West Virginia (22-S) at Boston CoUege

Next at Miami, Satuniajt

20. Massachusetts (2(^7) at St

BoMvenlwe.Not at Na 24 lemple,

Sunday.

21.l«idiifan (1»^at Pwn State.Natt

VS.IMSOMS^ jlQMiy.

SOUTIMEST

Baylor 69, kma St 54

Texas-Aflnglon 76, Sam Houston St 73

HtRMSr
LW«Mngton97,ldahoSt9S,0T

N.Ariiona64,ONorthridge61

«»ebeTSt61,PortlandSt51

Portlafld 33 22 .600

Saoamento 24 33 .421

GoldenSute12 42 i22

LA.ai|ipen 12 44 J17

9

19

291/2

301/2

Cokxado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

San Jose

22. Mnois (21-« dM not play. Next: Big

Imtounumeat Friday.

23. Syracuse (20-7) did not play. Next: vs.

Pittsburgh, Thursday.

24.1em(i4e (19-^) did not play.Next:at

Maryland, Saturday.

25. Oklahoma State (21-4) did not play.

Next vs. Na 4 Kansas, Sunday.

Men s Cnllfge Baskctb.ili

Mrjjor i<orin

EAST

Boston College 72, West Virginia 69

Dayton 68, Duquesnr 62

Fordham 88, St. Joseph's 77

Michigan 77, Penn St 61

St. Bonaventure 72, Massachusetts 70,

20T

SOUTH

Akron 65, Marshall 62

Alabama 85, Mississippi St 70

Ouke 76, Georgia Tech 53

George Washington 64, Virginia Tech 50

Kentucky 83, Auburn 58

Mississippi 81, Arkansas 65

Southern Miss. 72, LouKville 62

Tennessee 79, Florida 75

Vanderbllt60.lSU58

MIDWEST

Ball St 80,W Michigan 71

E.Michigan 87, Toledo 86

Iowa 75, Northwestern 55

Kansas St. 95, Texas A&M 80

Miami, Ohio 61, Bowling Green 52

Missouri 86, Colorado 67

N. Illinois 63, Cent Michigan 61

Nebraska 82, Texas Tech 65

Notre Dame 79, Georgetown 69

OhioSt61,Wisconsin56

Ohio U. 76, Kent 61

Purdue 87, Minnesota n
Saint Louis 67, Marquette 6S .

Tulane72,DePaul56

Valparaiso 66,W Illinois 56

Hnll
Uberty 78, Coastal Carolina 70

Md.-laltimore County 67, Winthrap 55

1 75, Charleston Southern 68

CtlMblAtkMcAsiMMMi
HntlMiiii

Va. Commonwealth 65, East Carolina 62

N.itiufidl H,nkrtb.<ii A<,%o(i.iti(>n

At A Gliinco

EASTBMaNH»a
Atlantic Dniiion

W L

38 18

31 23

32 24

29 27

Miami

New York

New Jersey

Orlando

Washington 28 28

Boston 26 30

Philadelphia 18 36

Central Division

Chicago 42 16

Pet

.679

.574

.571

i18

.500

.464

.333

GB

6

6

9

10

12

19

Boston 111, Sacramento 94

Orlando 100, {Mas 79

Cleveland 106,Vancouver 101

Charlotte 98, Detroit 88

U Lakers 96, Indiana 89

Portland 106, Chicago 101

Adama 112, Denver 88

LACHppers 11 7, Philadelphia 108

Golden State at Washington, 7 p.m.

Milwaukee at New York, 7:30 p.m.

Saoamento at New Jersey, 7:30 pirn.

Dallas at Miami, 7:30 p.m.

Minnesota at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Toromo at San Antonia 8:30 pjn.

Phoenix at Utah, 9 p.m.

I.ltl')tl.tl Hotki'V I tMlHI*

At A OUn<(*

Calgary

Vancoimr

3013

26 20

20 28

2128

19 29

16)0

17 33

76 176

62 162

50 146

49 139

47 1)9

4) 149

42 158

140

147

166

152

176

178

205

Toronto2,Buflalo2,tie

Tampa Bay 4, Washington)

Pittdwigh 6, Montreal 2

DaMas 4, NY. Islanders 1

New Jersey 3, fkhit 2

Los Angeles 1, Detroit 1, tie

Cok)rado4,Pt>oenix2

Edmamon5,Ottawa2

Vancouver 5, Anaheim 2

tract Announced tlK icagnnion of Rob

Boulwaie, medu relalioM cooidbiator.

ST. LOUIS RAMS—SHped LB Eric Hi to a

two-year comraa

SAN OfGO CHAMGERS—Re-signed 01

David Vm to a tvw-year contract and

WR Anthony Rogers and CB Mark

MwiUtui to one-year contracts.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Agreed to teinH

with P Tommy Thompsoa

Indiana

Atlanta

Chartottf

Cleveland

Milwaukee

Detroit

Toronto

38 17

33 23

33 23

30 26

28 27

25 30

12 42

.724 —
691 21/2

.589 8

.589 8

.536 11

.509 121/2

.455 151/2

.222 28

EASTBMCONFEilBia

Atlantic Division

W L T

NewJersey 3516 6

Philadelphia 2917 9

Washington 26 20 11

N.Y.Rangers 17 24 16

NY. Islanders 20 30 8

Rorida 18 28 12

Tampa Bay 1137 9

Northeast Division

W L T

Pts GF GA

76 161 112

67 160 123

63 159 147

50 140 154

48 149 162

48 140 163

31 108 188

Bufbk) at Boston, 7:30 p^m.

New Jersey at Tampa Bay, 7:30 p.m

NY. Rangers at Toronta 7:30 p.m.

Los Ai)||(|esLit Chicaga 8:30 p.m.

Phoenix at Colorado, 9 p.m.

St. Louis at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

M tine hillM sf^irts b« art EOT.

Tt .tiis.u tions

WESnRN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L

Utah 37 16

San Antonio 37 18

Minnesota 30 24

Pinsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffah)

Ottawa

Carolina

30 16 13

28 22 7

23 22 11

22 21 13

23 26 10

2129 7

Houston

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

27 28

14 42

10 45

5 51

GB

1

71/2

11

.250 241/2

.182 28

.089 331/2

Pet

698

673

556

491

WESniWCONfEIBia
Central Division

W I T

Pacific Division

Seattle 42 13 .764 —
LA. Lakers 38 16 .704 31/2

Phoenix )7 17 i«5 41/2

(Mas

Detroit

St Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

}71) 8

31 15 13

30 21 8

24 2) n
22 25 9

19 29 8

Pts GF

73 166

63 170

57 140

57 145

56 132

49 139

Pts GF

82 178

75 178

68 173

59164

5)134

46 131

GA

134

147

138

140

145

161

GA

116

137

145

163

133

164

Pacific Division

W L TPts GF GA

ANAHEIM ANGELS—Agreed to terms

with IB Darin Erstad on a four-year con-

tract

National Badwthal AtiMiatiM

CLEVELAND CAVALIERS—Placed F Danny

Ferry on the injured list.

NEW YORK KNICKS—Placed C Chris

Dudley on the injured list. Re-signed C

Herb Williams.

National FMtMilMfiM
ARIZONA CARDINALS~Re signed LB

Terry Irving to a three year contract.

CINCINNATI BENGALS—Claimed WR Chris

Doering off waivers from the Indianapolis

Colts.

GREEN BAY PACKERS—Named NoUn

Cromwd wide receivers coach, Johnny

Holland special teams coach, and Ken

Flajole defensive quality control coach.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Signed fB

Tony Carter to a three year contract.

NEW YORK jnS—Agreed to terms with

F6 Keith Byars and G< Todd Burger.

PinSBURGH STEELERS-Signed CB

Oewayne Washington to a four-year con-

NHL—Suspended Tantpa Bay Lightning D

Bryan MarchmeM for eight games and

fined hkn 51,000 for a kneeing incklent

on Feb 4.

FLOmOA PANTHERS—Assigned F Steve

Washburn to New Haven of the AHl.

NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Recalled RW
Steve Webb from Kentucky of tfte AHL

PHOENIX COYOTES—Announced RW
Jocelyn Lemieux cleared wafers and

assigned him to Long Beach of the ML

CDUKE
CHICAGO STATE—Announced it wl not

renew the contract of Phil Gary, men's

basketball coach

CITADEL-Named Kenney Carter assis-

tant head football coach.

FRESNO STATE—Announced junior F

Daymond Forney has left the men^ bas-

ketball team.

HOFSTRA—Named Harry Royle athletic

director.

MONMOUTH, N.J—Named Dave

CaUoway men's basketball coach and

signed him to a three year contract

NEBRASKA—Named Dave Gillespie run-

ning backs coach

UNLV—Named DHVaughn Alexander

wide receivers coach.

1 What major leaguer has pitched the

most career complete games?

2. Who among active managers has

reconled the most major league victories?

3

.

WIm was the Ikit player ever to be

named major leafuf batebaC* Rookie of

the Year?
^

wMWaiipef £
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Anteaters strike up on-court challenge
VOLLEYBALL With big

hitters, UC Irvine could

threaten powerful UCLA

ByGractWwi
Daily Bruin Staff *.

What a difference a year can maice.

....-The UC Irvine men's volleyball

team already has more wins this season

than it did all of last year.

The Anteaters finished tied for last

in the Mountain Division ofthe MPSF
conference. This year Irvine is tied

with BYU for third behind UCLA and

Pcppcrdine.

Second-year UCI head coach

Charlie Brande attributes the vast

improvement to a good recruiting

class and returners who are more com-
petitive than before.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

8-0 MPSF) 'P-^'

^ PauleyPavffion

1-3,5-3)

_i^
MARK CXTTMER/IMty Bruin

"Last year when we played, I didn't

feel we stepped up and played very

competitively," Brande said. "I think

this year's group will be much much
more competitive. It'll be tough for us

to win a game there, but we'll be much
much more competi'tive."

Although the Anteaters' four-match

winning streak was broken last

Saturday by Santa Barbara, UCI has a

loaded offense that has keyed them to

wins over use and UCSB.
"They have three outside hitters

coming back, and they're all getting

about five kills per game," UCLA
head coach Al Scates said. "The other

two players don't gel set very much.

This is a problem because you can't

key on three players."

UCLA's main focus, however, will

be on Cory Weber. The senior middle

blocker has been the Anteaters go-to

guy. Weber averages 6.8 kills a game
and is hitting .426 for the year.

"What's alarming about it is that

he's hitting .426 and getting 6.S kills

per game," Scates said. "This is big.

This is a big problem. Anybody who
gets that many sets and hits for that

kind of average (has got to be the rea-

son)."

Weber's performance along with

outside hitters Donnie Rafter and

Mike Rupp will keep the Bruins on

their toes tonight.

"We're going to have to read and

react a little more than usual," Scates

said. "Play a pretty straight up honest

defense cause they have three people

they can go to."

UCLA, on the other hand, has an

offense in which it can go to five differ-

ent people. In addition, the Bruin line-

ups have been known to change yet

still produce wins.

Despite the improved season for

Irvine, Brande realizes that a formida-

ble challenge lies ahead of them.

"UCLA is extremely well-coached

and extremely talented," Brande said.

"We hope to get there and give them

some kind of a battle.

"I think serving will be a tremen-

dous factor. If we don't serve tough

and we don't receive well it's going to

be very hard for us to compete."

WfWICK KUX)

Ben Moselle junnps for the ball to deliver a kill in a previous game
against Loyola Marymount University.

M.GYMNASTICS BRIEFS

Gymnastics fans will have

the opportunity to watch gym-

nasts from all over the world

compete this week as the

UCLA Men's Gymnastics

Club co-hosts the 7th annual

UCLA Peter Vidmar

Collegiate Invite, with

Broadway Gymnastics School

beginning tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in the John Wooden Center.

The Invite is four days in

length and will feature diffet^

ent gymnasts between the ages

of 7 to 26, who come from 92

clubs from 18 states and 6

countries.

The Bruins will compete

tonight against the 1997

defending champions UC
Berkeley, Arizona State,

Brigham Young University,

Stanford, and UC Santa

Barbara.

Following the collegiate

competition, Friday and

Saturday will be devoted to a

Special Olympics session and

teams from Mexico, Australia,

New Zealand, Canada, Brazil

and Armenia.

On Saturday at 5 p.m. over

19 elite athletes from Mexico

and Australia will compete

against a USA Club All-Star

Team.

In addition to giving over

700 gymnasts a chance to com-

pete, all pr(x:eeds raised at the

Invite will be donated to the

Broadway Gymnastics

Foundation for Scholarships

for financially disadvantaged

boys and girls team programs.

Compiled by Christie DeSeau,

Daily Bruin Contributor.

Large
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Apples

U7, /^^-
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^^^^'^^^7
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Single Roll Towel

89"
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JAMIE SCANLONJACOeS/Daily Biuin

If the Bruins make it to the Final Four, Toby Bailey will break the record for number of career games played for UCLA.

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

Toby Bailey has seen a little bit

of everything in his four-year

career as a Bruin - every-

thing, that is, except stability.

In his freshman season he helped

win a national championship, and

the next year he played a key role in

the first-round loss to Princeton.

He's played four different posi-

tions throughout his career - under

the watchful eyes of two vastly dif-

ferent head coaches.

At times he has played phenome-

nally. And at other times he has

been horrible.

But one thing has remained con-

stant for Bailey. He has always

played, and he has always started.

Always.

Until last Wednesday.

For the first time in 100 games,

the Bruins took the court without

their iron man.

For the first time since Feb. 21,

1995, Bailey started the game sit-

ting down.

And though it may have ruined

an impressive streak, at the same

time it may have saved the season -

both for Bailey and the team.

"1 think not starting that game

was a wake-up call," the 6-foot-5-

inch senior guard said. "It made me
look at the game from a different

perspective. I know that at the game

I was sitting on the bench watching

them play, and I wanted to be out

AOAMMOWMMy ftuin

there." ^^
It had always been a foregone

conclusion that when* the game

started, Bailey would be on the

floor - like he will be tonight when

the Bniins (2(M>, 104 Pac-10) take

on Washington State (9-17, 2-13) at

Friel Court in Pullman, Wash.

He always found a way to avoid

the game of musical chairs that the

rest of the UCLA starting lineup

had become.

He and Earl Watson were the

only players to start every game this

year. Last year only Bailey and

Charles O'Bannon started every

contest, and in his sophomore year

only he and Jelani McCoy began

each game on the court.

But perhaps more importantly,

over that time span he has averaged

over 35 minutes a game - far and

away more than any other Bruin.

And with a team that has only five

players that are proven contribu-

tors, every extra minute becomes

extremely important.

"To me, Toby Bailey is the Cal

SMBMUV^pagelo

/

Errors riddle match against Fullerton
BASEBALL Steady offense

not enough to overcome

last-minute mistakes

ByKrMnalVlaM
Daily Bruin Staff

Lots of Bruin fans must prefer

music awards shows over college base-

ball, because it sure showed in the lack

of attendance to last night's UCLA
game vs. Cal State Fullerton.

The 246 people at Jackie Robinson

Stadium were mostly scouts for major-

league and college teams. Even the vis-

iting Fullerton squad had more fans

cheering them on than the Bruins did.

With that in mmd, UCLA (7-«) has

additional work to do as they try to

keep their heads above water after 15

games. Not only do they have to win

pmes to keep the fans, which they dki

not do on Wednesday night, but they

also need to continue to believe in

themselves as a team.

The Bruins lost to the Titans (8-5),

11-8. UCLA put together some good

offense, but that was not enough for

them to pull out a victory, as it might

have been last season.

"The club has been doing good with

the bats," hitting coach Vince

Beringhele said. "We just can't get the

wins."

Defensive errors during the course

of the game helped Fullerton score a

few times. Of the 1 1 runs that crossed

the plate, four were unearned. Without

the three errors, UCLA could have

won the ball game, especially since the

errors occurred in the pivotal eighth

and ninth innings.

Third baseman Garrett Atkins bob-

bled a tough chopper for the first error

Women seek

social equality

in exactly the

wrong places

COLUMN: Professional

WNBA career not wortK

skipping college degree

Seeing as how we are fast

approaching March. National

Women's History Month, I

would like to salute one of the cham-

pions in the ongoing women's strug-

gle.

Niesha Butler, a high school

senior from New York and one of

the top college

prospects in

women's bas-

ketball, is truly

a pioneer for

equal rights.

She is striv-

Freshman pitcher iyi«r Dcrsom pitches

played earlier this season.

AARON TOUTAMyRnjin

a fast one during a game

Rob

Kariakin

ing to prove

that female ath-

letes can be just

as stupid as

their male

counterparts.

Heroic

Niesha wants to

be like Mike.

And Stephon. And maybe even

Kobe.

Not even enrolled yet at Georgia

Tech, she wants to leave college

early, or at least have that choice.

She would even like to be able to

skip college all together.

That is why she and her family

Is the behavior of the

nnen and society's

treatment of them

really something worth

copying in this case?

are considering suing the WNBA,
one of the two women's pro

leagues.

You see, the leagues have this

crazy idea that they want their play-

ers to be well-rounded young

women and polished players before

turning pro. To that end, they have

established minimum requirements

S«cRMBMail,pa9c37
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If the Bruins make it to the Final Four. Toby Bailey will break the record for number of career games played for UCLA. ^___

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

Toby Bailey has seen a little bit

of everything in his four-year

career as a Bruin - every-

thing, that is, except stability.

In his freshman season he helped

win a national championship, and

the next year he played a key role in

the first-round loss to Princeton.

He's played four different posi-

tions throughout his career - under

the watchful eyes of two vastly dif-

ferent head coaches.

At times he has played phenome-

nally. And at other times he has

been horrible.

But one thing has remained con-

stant for Bailey. He has always

played, and he has always started.

Always.

Until last Wednesday.

For the first time in 100 games,

the Bruins took the court without

their iron man.

For the first time since Feb. 21,

1995, Bailey started the game sit-

ting down.

And though it may have ruined

an impressive streak, at the same

time it may have saved the season -

both for Bailey and the team.

"I think not starting that game

was a wake-up call," the 6-foot-5-

inch senior guard said. "It made me
look at the game from a different

perspective. I know that at the game

I was sitting on the bench watching

them play, and I wanted to be out

MEN'S BA

Washington State

ADAM BROWN/tXMly B<uin

there."

It had always been a foregone

conclusion that when the game

started, Bailey would be on the

floor - like he will be tonight when

the Brains (20-6, 104 Pac-10) take

on Washington State (9-17, 2-13) at

Friel Court in Pullman, Wash.

He always found a way to avoid

the game of musical chairs that the

rest of the UCLA starting lineup

had become.

He and Earl Watson were the

only players to start every game this

year. Last year only Bailey and

Charles O'Bannon started every

contest, and in his sophomore year

only he and Jelani McCoy began

each game on the court.

But perhaps more importantly,

over that time span he has averaged

over 35 minutes a game - far and

away more than any other Bruin.

And with a team that has only five

players that are proven contribu-

tors, every extra minute becomes

extremely important.

"To me, Toby Bailey is the Cal

S«« BAILEY, page 40

Errors riddle match against Ftilierton

BASEBALL Steady offense

not enough to overcome

last-minute mistakes

ByKristinaWOcox

Daily Bruin Staff

Lots of Bruin fans must prefer

music awards shows over college base-

ball, because it sure showed in the lack

of attendance to last night's UCLA
game vs. Cal State Fullerton.

The 246 people at Jackie Robinson

Stadium were mostly scouts for major-

league and college teams. Even the vis-

iting Fullerton squad had more fans

cheering them on than the Brams did

With-that in mind. UCLA (7-8) has

additional work to do as they try to

keep their heads above water after 1

5

games. Not only do they havt to win

games to keep the fans, which they did

not do on Wednesday night, but they

also need to contmue to believe in

themselves as a team.

The Bruins lost to the Titans (8-5),

11-8. UCLA put together some good

offense, but that was not enough for

them to pull out a victory, as it might

have been last season.

"The club has been doing good with

the bats," hitting coach Vince

Beringhele said. "We just can't gel the

wins."

Defensive errors during the course

of the game helped Fullerton score a

few times. Of the 1 1 runs that crossed

the plate, four were unearned. Without

the three errors, UCLA could have

won the ball game, especially since the

errors occurred in the pivotal eighth

and ninth innings.

Third baseman Garrett Atkins bob-

bled a tough chopper for the first error

See BASEBALL, page 37

AARON TOUT/D*ily B<uin

Freshman pitcher Tyler Dersom pitches a fast one during a game

played earlier this season.

Women seek

social equality

in exactly the

wrong places

COLUMN: Professional

WNBA career not worth

skipping college degree

Seeing as how we are fast

approaching March, National

Women's History Month, 1

would like to salute one of the cham-

pions in the ongoing women's strug-

gle.

Niesha Butler, a high school

senior from New York and one of

the top college

prospects in

women's bas-

ketball, is truly

a pioneer for

equal rights.

She is striv-

ing to prove

that female ath-

letes can be just

as stupid as

their male

counterparts.

Heroic

Niesha wants to

be like Mike.

And Stephon. And maybe even

Kobe.

Not even enrolled yet at Georgia

Tech, she wants to leave college

early, or at least have that choice.

She would even like to be able to

skip college all together.

That is why she and her family

Is the behavior of the

men and society's

treatment of them

really something worth

copying in this case?

are considering suing the WNBA,
one of the two women's pro

leagues.

You see, the leagues have this

crazy idea that they want their play-

ers to be well-rounded young

women and polished players before

.turning pro. To that end, they have

established minimum requirements

SeeKAMAUN^pageB?
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Wednesd

results:

Baseball

UCLA

Today
Men's ba^i^lf

at Washi'l-mton State

Women's 9<>^|^^*N«aM«i»«*'
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Men's volleyball
•

vs. UC Irvine

.#

Black Hiftoiy

Month at a tinM t
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African Amaricanii
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They said 'score/ Beavis

Film score, that is. A8^E brrvik-. clown the

movie soundtrack phenomelion.Heh heh

Seepage 16

• •

Team spirit

Athletes use rehcjion <is a way of

coping with life anrl disciplinincj

themselves. See pafje 22
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Sponsored by the

Check out the "Educated

Choices" in the on-line UCLA

BookZone at www.uclastore.

uda.edu.Your practical self

will like the 30 percent dis-

count. Updated every Monday!

1.
Mr.Tvs.DarthVader •% Mr. T vs. Monica Lewinsky

^ • Watch as Mr.T is called upon to save theAn apocalyptic show/ of force, this page

puts Mr.T head to head against Darth Vader. president! Cool stories and some pretty interest-

Includes some sound bites as well. ing piaures. http://www.mrtgalaxy.sim-

http://www.uidaho.edu/~tuck9667/vader.htm pienet.com/iewinslcy.htm

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

^ Mr.T in 2000
^ • Read up at the Mr. T-for-President

Campaign Headquarters. Ponder the Golden Rule:

"The man with the gold rules." http://ccwf.cc.u-

texas.edu /~ctrobin/mrt/tin2000.html

Did you eat glue as a child?

Maybe you should apply to be a Daily

Bruin paste-up artist.

1

Get paid hourly to have fun.

Call 206-2296 and ask for Diana.

Middle-income Students to receive financial aid
MONEYON MYMIND

mmmmmmmm f
EXPENSES: Only pom^-^

rich can afford payments

with current system ^

By Michael Weiner

Daily Bruin Contributor

financial aid is a source of funds for

about 26,000 UCLA undergraduate

and graduate students. Aid can come

-t^
Diana Lucera. .i^ fourth-year psy-

Soiirct:finwd<IAidOlllct

Pop quiz: How do you finance a

college education in an age of rising

tuition? How do you pay for four or

five years at an institution of higher

learning ifyour family is already finaiv

cially strapped? ' ,

'

Unfortunately, there. are no easy

answers to this question. And for

many students, the act of financing a

college education has truly become a

test - of will power, that is.

But help is available. Need-based

STUDENT FIN

A first In a two-

part series

dealing wi

issues of

finance at

in the form of grants, loans, and work

study. And the aid system will change

in the upcoming year, making aid

more available to middle-income stu-

dents.

chology student, is one of those stu-

dents. She received a 90 percent reduc-

«orr on her registration fees because

her father was permanently injured m
the Vietnam War. She works at the

UCLA Child Care Center to pay the

rest of her school fees and her housing.

"The fee waivers really helped me
out a lot," Lucero said

in order to be considered for aid.

students must file a Free Application

for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).

The most common grants are the

Federal Pell Grant, which covers from

$400 to $3,000 per year, and the Cal

Grant.

The financial-aid office decides if

and how much aid a student receives

See FINANCE, page 6

ERNEST LEf 'Daily Brum

Many Christians

use Lenten season

_ to prepare for

Easter renewal

inspirati
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By Carol McKay
Daily Bruin Staff

The season of repentance has

begun. Ash Wednesday, the

Christian holiday that was cele-

brated this week kicked off the

Lenten season of reflection and

sacrifice. And some students at

UCLA dove into Lent headfirst,

with a ceremony of ashes.

Windy conditions didn't stop

over 100 students from gathering

at Schoenberg Quad for a noon

.service of prayer, singing and

receiving of the ashes. The ser-

vice, held by the University

Religious Conference, consisted

of Biblical readings and psalms,

and wasi attended by students of

many faiths.

Ash Wednesday marks the

first day of Lent, the 40-day peri-

od before Easter, in the Catholic

church, a celebration of ashes

takes place, in which burned

palms from the previous year's

Palm Sunday celebration are

used.

Churchgoers receive a cross of

blessed ashes on their foreheads,

symbolizing the human origin of

dust and penitence.

The custom is assumed to

come from the seventh century,

according to Pastor Soon Chung

of the University Presbyterian

Church. Chung said initially,

Quadragesima Sunday wm^

observed as the beginning of the

Lenten season, and later. Ash

Wednesday replaced it.

"It began as a discipline where

people would fast. It was a way of

(symbolically) dying. Now it is a

form of mourning and prepara-

tion for Easter," Chung said,

explaining that the Easter holiday

signifies Christ's rising from the

de^ to give eternal life.

According to Chung, Lent is

observed by many denomina-

tions, including Catholics,

Episcopalians, Lutherans,

Presbyterians and Methodists; a

passage in the Bible - Genesis

3:19 - is usually cited as a refer-

ence for Ash Wednesday cere-

monies.

"For me, it's a time to refiect

on the ways God wants me to

change and get ready for Easter,"

said Jennifer Kyle, a second-year

psychology student.

Kyle, who attended the Ash

Wednesday service in front of

Schoenberg Hall last year,

planned to celebrate it on campus

again this year, despite last year's

questioning looks from students

who viewed her grey forehead

with confusion.

"I knew a lot of people would-

n't understand what was on my
head. Some people actually out-

right asked me what it was, and

others gave me funny looks,"

Kyle said. "I didn't mind c.iplain-

jng it, because it's not just some

dirt."

In more strict times. Lent was

a season of abstinence and fast-

ing, in which people ate one meal

each day, and cut out meat alto-

gether

Today, it is customary for a

person to choose an item to sacri-

fice for the season, and many stu-

dents are expected to abstain

from meat on Fridays. For stu-

dents who live on campus, this

can be difficult.

"In Catholic school, the cafete-

ria had "no-meat" Fridays, and I

still definitely messed up a lot,"

said Barbara Williams, a first-

year anthropology student. 'But

here in the dining halls, I think it's

going to be even harder to

remember."

Kyle, who has attempted to

fast in past years, said that it is dif-

ficult but possible, and being

around friends who can cat what-

ever they want adds to the chal-

lenge.

"It's really hard not to eat,"

she said, laughing. 'But I've

learned ways in which it can be

easier. I try not to think about not

eating food, but instead about

how God is going to totally sup-

port me. As long as I don't focus

on not eating, I can do it."

In addition to abstaining from

meat on Fridays during Lent,

some students plan to cut out per-

sonal favorites such as chocolate

or soda, and others try to add a

positive challenge for the season.

"I want to be a more joyful

person," Kyle said, explaining

her goals for the season. "I'm

going to try to be a more loving

person and to love everybody.

"Even the ones that are diffi-

cult to love," she added with a

laugh.

Williams said she plans to sac-

rifice something close to her

heart: chocolate and Coke.

"I'm giving up caffeine. And

it's going to be tough," said

Williams. "My mom just gave me

a big box of chocolates, and I'm

probably going to have to force

my roommates to eat it with me

by Tuesday."

See LENT, page 6
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Students plan action

against U.S. sanctions

A group ofUCLA students held an informal

meeting on Wednesday to discuss possible

action against U.S. sanctions in Iraq.

Representatives from various student

groups, including the Muslim Students

Association. African Student llnion. the

Environmental Coalition and the Free Burma

Coalition, as well as mdiyidual students express-..

-mginteres t iathe issue. canw4ogethcr^

and get informed.

Instead of focusing on the recent debate over

bombing Iraq, the meeting mainly discussed the

U.S. sanctions that have been in place for years.

"Bombing would have killed a few thousand

people, but it is nothing compared to the geno-

cide that has been going on since 1971," said

.Ahmed Shama. a third-year computer science

student and editor of Al-Talib.

According to Shama, the general sentiment

on campus is for lifting the- sanctions, though

there is some opposition.

"We are here to raise awareness

and teach people what's going on,"

he said.

Students are planning to attend a candle-

light vigil protesting U.S. policy against Iraq

this Saturday in Beverly Hills. The vigil coin-

cides with President Clinton's visit to Los

Angeles.

Students are considering taking action as

soon as possible.

"The situaUon had been going on for a while

and it's important to mobilize within the next

idea Mosley. LJSAC
president. •

UCLA students gather

signatures for schools

UCLA students have become a part of the

statewide effort to get the Equal Education

Opportunity Initiative on the November 1998

ballot. Their goal is to gather 800,000 signatures

across the state for the initiative to get a place on

the ballot.

Last week, Jesse Jackson

pledged his support of the initia-

tive.

The initiative, which allows the possi-

bility of affirmative action in public education,

was started by Berkeley law school students

who founded the Students for Equal

Opportunity to sponsor their initiative. It was

conceived in response to Prop. 209.

Chavez Center history

comes back to life^

On Thursday night, the Cesar Chavez Center

remembered its roots. In the Fireside Lounge at

Hedrick Hall, Chicano/a activists and scholars

gathered to remember the student-led move-

ment that put the Chavez Center in place.

Guests and speakers included Professors

Juan Gomez-Quinonesm, Rudy Acuna, and

Jorge Mancilla, plus some of the students

involved in the original hunger strikes that

gained funding for the center: Marcos Aguilar,

Milo Alvarez and Minne Ferguson.

Breslow to help new
fund-raising efforts

Dr. Lester Breslow has been selected as the

chairman of the Dean's Advisory Board of the

UCL^ School of Public Health.

Breslow will help raise $15 million to fund a

new building and other needs of the school as

part ofthe campus wide $ 1.2 billion fund-raising

campaign.

He will lead a group of friends of the school

4n thefimd-raising progr^

"My goal is to help the school and its friends

focus on how they can best support the teach-

ing, research, and service programs of a truly

outstanding school," Breslow said.

He is the current chair of the Public Health

Commission of Los Angeles County.

Breslow formerly has served as the president

of the American Public Health Association and

dean emeritus of the UCLA School of Public

Health.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports. ._
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Snail Gag Gifts

REMINDER

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For students who are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998-

1999.

D0N7 FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

^ Today 1 p.m.
Jacob Marshak Interdisciplinary

Colliquium, "Darwinian

Evolution and Multidimensional

Fitness Landscapes" by

Manfred Eigen, Nobel Laureate

in Chemistry

C-301 AGSM • 825-4144

453-9594

2:15 p.m.

Korean Tutorial Project

Onsite tutoring at John

Burroughs Middle School

Lot 6 turnaround • 825-2417

3 p.m.

Center for Korean Studies

"Korean Buddhism and Its

Impact on Neighboring

Traditions" (until 5 p.m.) .

http;//www.isop.ucla.cdu/korea

Bunche 4269 -825-3284

' 5:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

840HilgardAve.

11a.m.
Golden Key National Honor

Society Campus Awareness Week

Visit us on Bruin Walk (until 1

p.m.) for information about our

activities and membership

requirements.

E-mail: gkey@ucla.edu

Noon
Business Association ofUCLA
Michael Dukakis - Leadership

Speaker Series. Don't miss the

opportunity to hear Dukakis

speak about leadership,

motivation and personal

experiences.

Ackerman 2408

6 p.m.

Chabad House at UCLA
Grand Shabbaton

741 Gayley Ave. (3rd Roor)

208-751 lext. 228
,

University Catholic Center

Lent Supper and Movie Night

840HilgardAve.

Saturday 6 p.m.

Music Club meeting

Bring an instrument to: Ackerman

Union

E-mail: hparish@ucla.edu

Sunday 1:50 p.m.

Singaporean-Malaysian

Association

Monthly Social- High Tea

Meet at Lot 6 turnaround for

carpools or at Paddington's at

2:30 p.m.

Paddington's Tea Room
287-1944

Monday 9 a.m.
Baha'i Club

Come get free lollipops, balloons

and info about the Baha'i Club

table on Bruin Walk (until 3 p.m.)

Hillel Jewish Students Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Chaim

Law School 2442 -208-3081

12:10 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

Kerckhoff400

5:00 p.m.

Environmental Coalition

General meeting

Join the fight for environmental

justice.- 2064438

6 p.m.
Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity & Leadership

Covel Commons- West Coast

Room • 206-5071

American Indian Student

Association

General meeting

3201 Campbell Hall - 206-7513

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Tango lessons

Ackerman 2nd-floor lounge

ballroom@ucla.edu - 284-.3636

8 p.m.
Raza Artistas Del Pueblo

Una VezAl Mes (theatre

performance and poetry readings)

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Contact Martha Caballero - 825-

5969
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Origins of commemoration harbinger

of celebrating cultural achievements

By Rachel Munoz
Daily Bruin Staff

During a time when an African

American was lynched every two

and a half days, one man strived to

change the perceptions of these so-

called non-citizens and fractions of

humans.

That man was Carter Goodwin
Woodson, altfetime devored^o The

awareness of African-American

achievements, whose contributions

are still being celebrated today.

What is sometimes considered

Woodson's greatest achievement is

now known as Black History Month,

originally Negro History Week. The

week was first developed in 1926 to

commemorate African-American

history. For more than 70 years

African Americans across the nation

have continued to celebrate their his-

tory and progression during this

month, but not without current

issues threatening the continuation

of Black History Month.

After receiving a doctorate from

Harvard, Woodson decided to aban-

don mainstream academia to focus

his attention on the scientific study

of the African experience in

America. In 1915, Woodson began

African-American awareness by

founding the Association for the

Study of Negro Life and History,

now known as the Study of Afro-

American Life and History

In 1926. II years later, came the

start of Negro History Week, which

would eventually transform into

Black History Month in the "()0s.

"Negro History Week was

launched on a serious f)latform in

1926 to neutralize the apparent igno-

rance iTnd dehlierate distortion of

black history, " writes Yaw Boateng.

a professor of education at Eastern

Washington University, in the

January 1995 edition of the Ghana
Review. In order to bring a balance

to the African-Americans' place in

American and world history. Negro

History Week sparked meetings,

exhibitions, lectures and symposia.

Woodson is attributed as the

fuither of Black History, but

Frederick Douglass was also instru-

mental in the progression of African

Americans in our country.

Douglas. 57 years Woodson s

senior, fought against segregation

and spoke with President Abraham
Lincoln about the problems of slav-

ery. In 1845, after publishing his

autobiography. Douglass left for

England for fear his identity as a run-

away slave would be discovered.

See HISTORY, page 6

Black history^now
Honestly confronting painful past

of slavery is only way to progress

Arts & Entertainment: 825-2538; News; 825-2795; Sports: 825-9851; Viewpoint:825-2216; Classified Line: 825-2221; Classified Display: 206-3060; Sales:825-2161

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Brum Staff

we are told over and o\er again

to forget about it

get over it

get on with it

stop

rehashing ancient history

I respond by saying

No
this is not ancient history

No
I cannot just get over it

No
I cannot and I will not forget

Slavery

In a corner of a display case, outside

of the Center for African-American

Studies Library, sits this anonymous

piece, typed on rectangles of purple

paper In this corner lies a written te>ti-

moin of the pain still caused by this era

of history, over \}0 years later.

The pix'm addresses the frustration

oi African Americans, who arc often

requested to lorgei slavery, to I'orgcl

the oppression, to forget the pa.st

Should it be heeded* Can people be

asked to forget history.'

"lliat would be the worst thing,"

said Ellen Dubois, a professor in the

history department. "It would be

amnesia, not knowing vAw \ou arc or

where you came from
"

Perhaps those making the call to for-

get are ignorant o\' the shocking histo-

ry, or. like Sidne\ Lemelle said, it is a

relleclii>n of .America's fear of facing

and admitting its corrupt past.

"This country needs to admit that

,the foundation of it is racist." said

Lemelle. a visiting associate professor

in the Center for .African-American

Studies. He also went on to explain that

the masking and sugar-coating o\ the

past are all a part of what he called the

"construction of American mytholiv

gy"

In younger years, children are

taught that Abraham Lincoln freed the

slaves and was the good guy, that

Thomas Jefl'erson was as good as the

presidents get. and that so many people

fought for the rights ol slaves

What they neglect to inform the

\iiung. growing minds was that

although Abraham Lincoln freed

African Americans from their roles as

slaves with the Emancipation

Proclamation in 186.^. he .ictuallv said

m the lamous Lincoln-Dt)Uglas debates

of 1858 that he was "not in favor of

negro citi/enship" and that had his

home slate. Illinois, had the power to

make them citi/ens. he "should be

opposed." .

• And. in what has been called one of

See SLAVERY, page 6

Video arcade

a flashback

to glory days

By Carol McKay
Daily Bruin Staff

The population of UCLA
students largely (!onsists of

twentysomethings. The days of

lunch boxes, legvvarmers and

pegged jeans are gone. Images

of the A-Team and Knight

Rider no longer dominate our

television sets, and My Little

Ponies and Legos have long

been forgotten.

Yet. despite the fact that we

conquered Space Invaders.

Miss Pacman and Dr. Mario

years ago. the arcades remain.

There's one in Ackerman.

There's one in Westwood. And
when the one near Sunset

Village was rumored to be shut

down, student hysteria ensued.

So what's the deal? Why are

the male-dominated arcades so

freaking popular? Haven't we

outgrown this? Or is the popu-

larity of arcades simply evi-

dence of our tight-fisted, youth-

ful nostalgia?

"It's a form of stress

relief."

, Doan Ha

Fifth-year

Physiological sciences

"They have nothing else to

do. Its a way to vent, to release."

It's just so you can get kind of

spaced out."

Alice Chen

Second-year

Undeclared

"It's a form of distraction. It

gives you time to gel away.

Since you don't have to talk to

people while you're doing it. it's

a way of letting things out by

yourself and having fun by

yourself."

Adriana Lopez

Third-year

History and Education

' Iliat place is full of guys.

Cjuvs love video games. It's the

thing' to do. I guess. Girls like

video games like Nintendo, but

not at the arcade Guys are

addicted. They want to show

who's better
""

Bethany Audnuzzo

Fourth-year

Sociology

"Some people do it in their

spare time to have fun. But

there are others who do it

because they have no life
""

Lisa Kingery

Fi5l-year

Undeclared

"I'm personally not interest-

ed. But I know that for my
friends, it's a break from schooi.

It's linked back to when we did-

nt have to worry so much. .And

. , it's a gocxl way to compete ifoTT-

v iolently. It gives a way for peo-

ple who aren't as goixl at spiuts

to compete with their friends
'"

.' David Hill

Second-year

• PoNtical science
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FINANCE
From page 3

by a certain formula.

Family income, assets of the fami-

ly, age of parents, number of mem-
bers in the family, and number of

people in the family that go to college

are used by the financial aid office to

determine what is called the

Expected Family Contribution

(EFC) according to Nick Valdivia. a

financial training and compliance

officer in the financial aid office.

The EFC is then subtracted from

the cost of education to. arrive at

financial need.

"What the financial aid office tries

to do is take that financial eligibility

number and translate that to grants,

loans and work study," Valdivia said.

The financial aid process in the

University of California (UC) system

will be going through considerable

changes in the coming year, however.

More financial aid will be made avail-

able to middle-income families, and

not just lower income families.

"We're hoping to award grants to

many of the middle-income students

in addition to our neediest students,"

Valdivia said.

But Valdivia said that how to do

this has not yet been finalized, and

the definition of middle income has

not yet been determined.

Nonetheless, the financial aid

office expects to give more to middle

income families for the 1998-1999

school year.

'it's good because you have to

either be really poor to go to college

or really rich," said Victoria Bui, a

fourth-year psychology and biochem-

istry student. "The middle people

can't afford it."

Some students still see faults in the

financial-aid system. Martha Rivera,

a second-year English student, thinks

that money should be awarded to stu-

dents whose families have worked

hard to achieve stronger financial sta-

bility.

"I think they should take personal

background into consideration,"

Rivera said. "They don't look at how

much (families) have struggled to get

to the income they're at now."

In addition to need-based finan-

cial aid through the university, many

students look for outside scholar-

ships to help fund thejr educations.

This is where UCLA's Scholarship

Resource Center, located in Covel

Commons, comes in.
'

Only in existence for two years,

the center aids students in finding

scholarships that are suitable for

them.

The Scholarship Resource Center

has three main purposes, said Angela

Deaver Campbell, the director of the

center. One is to centralize all of the

scholarship information spread

around the campus into one location.

Another goal is to make finding

scholarship information cost-effec-

tive for students. Finally, the center

aims to "make the scholarship

process more supportive for stu-

dents," according to Deaver

Campbell.

The center offers workshops to

help students find scholarships and

fill out applications, a typewriter

which students can use to work on

applications, and writing support

from graduate students to help stu-

dents prepare personal statements

and essays for scholarship applica-

tions.

The center's web site, at

http://www.college.ucla.edu/up/src,

aims to help students with scholar-

ship searches. But Deaver Campbell

said that a students' best chance at

finding suitable scholarships comes

from the center's library of scholar-

ship books.

"It's probably the most compre-

hensive resource we have," Deaver

Campbell said.

She emphasized that scholarships

do more than just aid in financing

education, but they are also a good

resume builder.

"There's certainly work involved,

but the nice thing about scholarships

is that they demonstrate that you

have proven yourself outstanding in

an area." Deaver Campbell said.

Merit-based financial aid also

helps many students.

Brian O'Camb, a first-year unde-

clared student, received an Alumni

Scholarship to help him pay for his

education. Because he also qualified

for need-based financial aid,

O'Camb also received an additional

grant from the Alumni Association.

"A couple of months into school,

they sent me a notice that they had

awarded me an extra grant because I

was financially suitable," O'Camb
said.

There also many forms of finan-

cial aid available outside of the school

system.

Although it is difficult, most stu-

dents somehow find ways to pay for

college.

"Many families are having diffi-

culty saving the amount of dollars it

takes to finance an education," said

financial aid director Ronald

Johnson. "Financial aid bridges that

gap."

SLAVERY
From page 5'

the great contradictions in history.

Thomas Jefferson, as an author of the

Declaration of Independence,

believed that "all men are created

equal," yet at the same time he owned

slaves and even fathered a few slave

children.

As for all those people who fought

on behalf of slaves, a good majority of

them were against slavery because

they felt it was morally wrong.

However, they were also "anti-black."

Their fight was to end the institution

of slavery, but that was it. It did not

mean they were ready to accept the

freed people as their equals.

Some Philadelphia Quaker meet-

ings, though devoted to the anti-slav-

ery cause, maintained segregated

seating for African-American people

in their churches.

It is impossible for one newspaper

article to go back and try to recapture

the grim and alarming life that existed

for slaves and accurately do it justice.

However, many do not know the

truth or realize the atrocity of what

happened in the "land of the free"

back in the 19th century.

"'Amistad' is a perfect example,"

Lemelle said. "People go see it and

say .'Oh my God, I didn't know it was

that bad.' It's a debate that this coun-

See SLAVERY, page 9
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DAVID HILL

Ted Vierra (right) puts ashes on a student participating in the Ash

Wednesday services performedin the Schoenberg Quad.

LENT
From page 3

Williams said that she drinks a lot of

soda, coffee and tea, and avoiding caf-

feine will take quite an effort. So before

the suffering begins, she had big plans

to indulge in the days before Lent

begins.

Williams is not alone in her tenden-

cy toward excess before Lent begins.

Mardi Gras - also known as Fat

Tuesday - is a holiday designed solely

for that purpose.

"You need to get it out of your sys-

tem," she said.

Lavish Mardi Gras celebrations

take place around the world, with New
Orleans, and Rio de Janeiro topping

the list of famous party locations. The

festivities are marked by extravagant

parades, ornate costumes and, most of

all, crazy behavior.

The celebrations last for days and

are characterized by flamboyance and

irreverence. But then the penitence

begins. —
'It's a time of self-examination and

renewal," Chung said. And will power.

HISTORY
From page 5

After returning to the United States

two years later, Douglass founded an

anti-slavery newspaper and led a suc-

cessful attack against segregated

schools.

Coincidentally, Douglass' birth-

day falls in February, a month that

also includes the anniversary of the

oath of office taken by the first

African-American senator, Hiram

Revels.

Although Negro History Week
has blossomed over seven decades

into Black History Month, the mean-

ing behind the celebration hasn't

seemed to change for some.

"It is necessary to use the occa-

sion lb examine the collective inge-

nuity, creativity, cultural and politi-

cal experience of the masses of

Africans and peoples of African

descent," Boateng wrote.

But one UCLA history professor

doesn't believe that African

Americans are as interested in the

month as Boateng believes.

"There is kind of crossroads that

has been reached," said Robert Hill,

a professor of African-American

History at UCLA. "African

Americans are now not as enthusi-

astic about the day ... There is some

See HISTORY, page 9
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Rumors fly as Washington tries to dethrone Hussein
IRAQ: Open talk of possible covert actions hinders

ability of intelligence organizations to enact plans

By John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The capital is

abuzz with talk of plots to topple

Saddam Hussein. ^x=,

Ideas such as naval blockades,

widened no-fly zones, paying saboteurs

and broadcasting propaganda are

bouncing between the White House.

Capitol Hill and the CIA. Whatever

else might be said about such proposed

operations', it's getting awfully hard to

call them covert.

"Public disclosure of covert opera-

tions are, by definition, not helpful,"

one intelligence official said Thursday.

The official, speaking only on condi-

tion of anonymity, said the CIA and

other U.S. intelligence organizations

are examining a range of possibilities

against Iraq but said the impetus is

coming from policy-makers and law-

makers, not the CIA.

Distrust of Saddam's willingness to

allow full weapons inspections, a grow-

ing sentiment that the Iraqi president

must go and a sense in Republican cir-

cles that President Clinton is vulnera-

ble to being seen as soft on Iraq have

created an atmosphere in which ideas

usually kept private are being bandied

about, in news conferences.

post-Saddam regime." Albright told

lawmakers. "We have worked with

opposition groups in the past, and we'll

be working with them elTectively in the

future."

Paul Wolfowitz, dean of the Paul H.

Nitze School of Advanced

"There's more than a consensus;

there's virtual unanimity that Saddam

Hussein has to be deposed," Sen. Arlen

Specter, R-Pa., said Thursday.

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright told a Senate Appropriations

subcommittee Thursday the adminis-

tration will try to help opponents of

Saddam.
'

"We look forward to working with a

International Studies, proposed sup-

port for a provisional opposition gov-

ernment of Iraq, perhaps based around

the opposition Iraqi National

Congress. The United States could pro-

vide air cover for liberated areas within

Iraq and weapons for forces on the

ground.

"Anti-tank weapons, in particular,

could have a powerful equalizing

effect," Wolfowitz said.

Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., vice chair-

man of the Senate Intelligence

Committee, advanced a similar pro-

posal, urging the administration to

form an umbrella organization of Iraqi

opposition groups, give them military^

support and allow them to spend

frozen Iraqi government assets.

Rep. Chris Cox of California, chair-

man of the Republican Policy

Committee, said that while ruling out

assassination as an option. House

Republicans would seek funding for a

program aimed at toppling Saddam. It

could include activation of a "Radio

Free Iraq" broadcast from Kuwait.

Transit camp exNbition divides Jews
ISREAL: Immigrants in

Middle East still try to

overcome Anti-Semitism

By Danna Harman
The Associated Press ^

OR YEHUDA, Israel - They

gathered around a spacious, new

army-issue tent in striped suits and

fancy hairdos, and cocked their

heads. This is not, they agreed, quite

the way it was.

The elderly Iraqi Jews attending

an exhibition on the transit camps of

the 1950s came to reminisce about

the old days: the crowded tents, the

hunger, the Hocxls and the humilia-

tions.

As Israel-turns 50, the display of

cots, kettles and tin cups has trig-

gered memories of a dark chapter in

the nation's history. Hundreds of

thousands of Sephardic Jews - immi-

grants from Arab countries who
were encouraged to come by emis-

saries of the nascent Jewish state
-

were crowded into tent camps in the

1950s.

The camps had no running water,

no sewage, no jobs and no privacy.

They were meant to provide tempo-

rary relief, but many families stayed

for years.

European-descended immigrants,

or Ashkenazim, were also housed in

camps, but, better connected and

often better educated, they often

received preferential treatment and

moved out more quickly.

See CAMPS, page 9
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Berta Haba is watched by her husband Yehazkel as she peels

potatoes in an army-issue tent the way she did in the 1950s, when
she first arrived in Israel to live in a transit camp south of Tel Aviv.

Solar eclipse of South America

brings about enthused frenzy

ASTRONOMY: Groups

gather to observe event

that confused citizens

By James Anderson

The Associated Press

WILLEMSTAD, Curacao ^

Confused roosters crowed, and moth-

ers thrust children under their beds

during a solar eclipse of the sun that

plunged much of Venezuela, Colombia

and the Caribbean in deep twilight

Thursday, inspiring awe and not a little

fear.

Thousands of cruise ship tourists,

Carnival revelers and astronomers

gathered to behold the Western

Hemisphere's last total solar eclipse of

the century.

At Venezuela's Plaza Bolivar in

downtown Caracas, New
Age devotees formed a cir-

cle, closed their eyes and

opened their palms in wor-

ship.

Families enjoying the

spectacle on the Dutch

island of Curacao spread

picnic fare on a wind-

swept plain dotted by 15-

foot cacti and slow-run-

ning iguanas.

But in some places, the

phenomenon caused

panic. In Haiti, parents

pus4ied children under

their beds and youngsters

raced to get home for fear

of being struck blind - an

exaggeration of the dam-

age that can be done to unprotected

eyes.

Confu.sed roosters crowed as if it

were dawn in Valledupar, a state capi-

tal in Colombia surrounded by ranch

land. Nocturnal animals awoke while

birds retreated to their nests, thinking it

was bedtime.

"It's a mystery. Who knows what

will happen? Who knows whether the

sun will return?" Osman Jordan said as

he arranged rows of apples, bananas

and onions on a wcxxien stand at the

pier of Willemstad, capital of Curacao.

Jordan, 42, had brought lanterns to

light his stand.

Radio hosts spent the day trying to

alleviate fears of a phenomenon this

island won't experience for another

600 years. Around the Caribbean, gov-

ernment officials spent weeks educat-

ing the public. Some distributed special

glasses for safe viewing.

I he '•• vw dted (''•^SS

A total solar eclipse was seen above El

Pico in Punto Fijo, Venezuela on Thursday.
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United Nations debates

ban on toxic dumping
KUCHING. Malaysia - Environmentalists

and the United Nations urged rich countries

Thursday to ratify a ban on dumping^their toxic

waste on the developing world.

Klaus Topfer, executive director of the U. N.

Environment Program, called on the more than

300 delegates from 117 countries to show soli-

darity in ratifying a 1995 agreement that bans

the export of toxic waste from industrialized

nations to the developing world.

If ratified, the agreement would be the first

global ban, although there are regional pacts

against trafficking in hazardous waste.

The European community and seven other

countries have ratified the ban, but a three-

fourths majority of votes is needed from the 1 17-

member body to pass.

Topfer estimated about 450 million tons of

toxic waste are created annually. One goal of the

convention is to set up regional centers for train-

ing in the technology and manage-

ment of hazardous waste.

Among Items up for approval at

the conference are lists defining what

materials are hazardous, including lead,

cadmium and arsenic, and substances that are

considered recyclable, such as copper, nickel

and zinc ash.

Moscow denies having

weapons program
MOSCOW - Russia's Foreign Ministry on

Thursday angrily denied a defector's allegation

that Moscow has continued to develop biologi-

cal weapons under the«cover of defensive

research. ^
Russia has strictly complied with the 1972

Biological Weapons Convention, which bans

the development, production and stockpiling of

biological and toxin weapons, said ministry

spokesman Valery Nesterushkin.

His statement was in response to Ken Alibek,

a former Soviet expert in biological

weapons, who says Russia is keeping

portions of its Cold War biological

weapon? program alive.

In September 1992, Russian President

Boris Yeltsin acknowledged the existence of a

Soviet biological weapons program, and since

then hiis declared that biological weapons-relat-

ed activities are illegal.

Both Russia and the United States continue

to do research on programs to defend them-

selves against biological attacks.

Three Israeli soldiers

killed in south Lebanon
MARJAYOUN. Lebanon - Shiite Muslim

guerrillas attacked an Israeli outpost in southern

Lebanon today, killing three soldiers and

wounding two others, Lebanese security offi-

cials reported.

There was no immediate comment from

Israel on the attack, said to have been mounted

by guerrillas of the Iranian-backed Hezbollah,

using armor-piercing missiles and mortars.

Radio stations in Beirut quoted unidentified

police officials as saying two Israeli soldiers were

killed and three were wounded in the attack on

the Blatt outpost, three miles from the Israeli

border.

No explanation was immediately available

for the discrepancy in casualty figures.

A Hezbollah statement issued in Beirut

claimed responsibility for the attack on Blatt,

saying "direct hits were scored," setting the tar-

geted post ablaze.

All fortifications and some military vehicles

at the post were destroyed, the statement said.

It added Israeli military helicopters were seen

evacuating casualties. The security officials,

speaking on condition of anonymity, said one of

those wounded was in serious condition.

The deadly attack is likely to escalate tensions

in Israeli-occupied south Lebanon, the last

active Arab-Israeli war front.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Child molesters beaten by inmates
INVESTIGATION: Deputies

allegedly urged convicts

to attack sex offenders

^e Associated Press

Several Los Angeles County sher-

iffs deputies are. under criminal inves-

tigation for allegedly encouraging jail

trusties, who are inmates with special

privileges, to beat inmates accused of

child molestation, a newspaper report-

ed Thursday.

The investigation into the allega-

tions began several weeks ago after an

accused sex offender told jail adminis-

trators that other inmates had beaten

him, the Los Angeles Times reported.

Several trusties later said deputies had

urged them to participate in the

attacks, sources told the newspaper.

The sherifTs internal affairs investi-

gators are looking into a dozen cases in

which molestation suspects were either

beaten or injured at the jail. The beaten

inmates' injuries ranged from bumps

and bruises to broken facial bones, said

sheriffs custody chief Barry King.

A deputy and a civilian employee

have already been relieved of duty in

connection with the beatings, officials

said. More suspensions are expected.

The Times reported that deputies

would give the trusties the housing

location of inmates or would send an

inmate into a room where trusties

would go in en masse and beat the sus-

pect.

The investigation marks the depart-

ment's first large-scale criminal brutali-

ty probe in more than 1 5 years, officials

said. The last case involved half a dozen

deputies who beat a man booked on

suspicion of assaulting a police officer.

"People are placed in our jail as pun-

ishment, and not for punishment.

"

Sheriff Sherman Block said

Wednesday. "When they are in our

custody, we don't have any right to

physically - or in any other way - abuse

them ... The investigation is proceed-

ing."

King said an administrator at the

Men's Central Jail first suspected a

problem in late December, when he

noticed a trusty carrying a stack of

computer printouts listing the housing

locations for various inmates along

with the charges against them.

Officials received

information ...that

molestation suspects

were being attacked.

"The supervisor started an inquiry

as to why an inmate would have this

kind of information," King said. "The

next day. the same supervisor got a

couple of inmate injury reports. He

noticed that these injuries involved

child molester suspects."

During the last week in January,

sheriffs officials received information

from inmates that molestation suspects

were being attacked.

At that point. King said, the officials

requested that the internal affairs divi-

sion be brought in to conduct a crimi-

nal inquiry. Investigators from the dis-

trict attorney's office were asked tojoin

the investigation this week.

King said the investigation is focusil

ing on half a dozen deputies, but The

Times reported as many as 14 officers

may have been involved.

The accused child molesters - near-

ly 90 in all - have since been moved out

of the Men's Central Jail and placed in

protective custody at the Pitchess

Detention Center, where they are

being held in a special dorm.

King said the department usually

tries to separate accused sex offenders

from other inmates.

"In the jail inmates' minds, these

guys are the lowest of the low," he said.

"We know that there's a potential for

violence."

However, because of jail over-

crowding, a large number of suspected

child molesters were being held at the

Men's Central Jail pending transfer to

Pitchess.

King said he believes the deputies at

the downtown jail may have allowed

their personal feelings to influence

their treatment of the accused sex

offenders.

Investigators are unsure how long

the beatings had been going on. King

said.

"We're doing a database run on all

the child molest suspects that were

housed at Men's Central Jail over the

past several months." he said. Then
we are going to go out and interview

those suspects."

State Supreme Court ruling

puts Prop. 21 5 in jeopardy

MARIJUANA: Despite voter approval of '96 initiative,

clubs cannot sell cannabis as medicine, justices say

ByBobEgdko
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - A state

Supreme Court decision could shut

down every medical marijuana club

in California, despite a 1996 voter ini-

tiative that allows sick people to use

the drug.

The court on Wednesday unani-

mously decided not to review an

appellate ruling that said a marijuana

dub could not sell marijuana or act as

a "primary caregiver" authorized to

furnish the drug to patients.

The ruling now becomes binding

on trial courts statewide. Senior

Assistant Attorney General John

Gordnier said he would use it today

to ask a San Francisco judge to shut

down a medical marijuana club

founded by Dennis Peron, author of

the 1996 initiative. Proposition 215.

"The courts have essentially said

that cannabis clubs are not allowed,"

said Matt Ross, spokesman for

Attorney General Dan Lungren.

Apart from San Francisco, where

local prosecutors and police allowed

Peron's club to operate, Ross said

Lungren would leave shutdowns up

to local authorities and planned no

action himself.

Ptron insisted his club, now called

the Cannabis Cultivators Gub, is in

^ornpirarice^with the rufing^ecaiuse iT

no longer sells marijuana but merely

collects reimbursement for cultiva-

tion costs. But if courts disagree and

order a shutdown, he said, "we're

going to stay here until the tanks

come," he said. "It may be against the

law to sell marijuana but it's morally

wrong to let someone die, and we are

saving lives here."

Federal prosecutors have also

asked a federal judge to shut down

Peron's club and five others, saying

they are violating federal law against

the possession and sale of marijuana,

regardless of Proposition 215.

Proposition 215, passed in

November 1996, allows possession

and cultivation of marijuana upon a

doctor's recommendation to ease the

pain and nausea of AIDS, cancer,

glaucoma and other conditions.

Peron's club, then called the

Cannabis Buyers' Club, had been

raided three months earlier by

Lungren's agents, who said marijua-

na was being sold to people without

doctors' prescriptions. They got a

judge to shut it down, but it was

reopened in January 1997 by

Superior Court Judge David Garcia,

who said Proposition 215 allowed a

nonprofit organization to sell mari-

juana to patients who had named the

club as their "primary caregiver."
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try has never come to grips with."

To those who are educated about all

that occurred, it's difficult to ignore.

Haunting images and narratives have

been passed down, and live in every-

thing from movies like "Amistad" to

the poem posted in the basement of

Haines Hall.

What happened to a whole race, dis-

placed from their native country begin-

ning as early as 1517, because of their

darker skin color and because of the

greed of Southern plantation owners,

cannot be forgotten because it still

affects the minds ofdescendants today.

Slaves were property; they couldn't

get married, they were sold and torn

from their families, they were beaten

often to the brink of death, they were

raped to "breed" more slaves once the

international slave trade was abolished,

they were over-worked and malnour-

ished - the list could go on.

Although the institution of slavery

was abolished by the 1 3th Amendment

in 1865, it still lurks - not just in memo-

ry, but also in the economic and social

problems of the present times.

"We won liberation, but that's not

what we have in the new society," said

Jihad Saleh, a fifth-year political sci-

ence and sociology student with a

minor in African-American studies.

"They didn't ask us if we wanted to be

citizens, if we wanted to have political

power over economic power."

In a lecture concerning post-Civil

War reconstruction, Dubois men-

tioned how although slaves had been

given freedom and the chance to own

their own property to live a self-suffi-

cient life, in reality less than 10 percent

actually owned any property.

Another student felt the African-

American situation was unique from

all the other instances of immigration

in America's history, mainly because of

the fact that they drd not come to the

United States by choice. From the

beginning, oppression dripped into

every aspect of their lives.

"You can see the effects just in terms

of the way the African-American com-

munity is structured and the problems

they have," said Chad Williams, a

fourth-year African-American history

student and African Student Union

chair. ''It can be traced back to slavery.

We were not allowed to develop as a

community."

Socially, the era left a problem that is

still being dealt with today, racism.

The vestiges continue, ' Lemelle

said. "Slavery was maintained through

physical force and coercive force by

society. One way they did that was

through racism."

Lemelle explained that by equating a

black man with an ignorant and inferi-

or slave, the pro-slavery society was

able to justify its actions and at the

same time instill the deep roots of

racism.

"Racism is just built into the fabric

of this country," Dubois said. "It's not

something that will ever disappear. It

was built into the structure of

American history."

Reconstruction is still happening. It

was only 30 years ago that our country

saw the civil rights movement. But that

doesn't mean the fight or the struggle is

over, so forgetting the past is out of the

question.

"In an ideal world that would be

fine," Lemelle said, "I would say yeah,

let's forget about it. But that doesn't

wipe it out. It's not simply a black and

white issue - it affected the poor

European immigrants, the Indians, the

Chinese and obviously the Mexicans."

History creates a ripple effect that

reaches far into the depths of time. It

defines what is today, it is a reminder,

and it is a chance to look back and

learn.

"In my mind there is a faint glimmer

of hope (for the future)," Lemelle said.

"But I'm not too optimistic, partly

because ofthose people who say 'forget^

about it.'"

The end of the journey to social unity

and equality that began with the 1 3tii

Amendment may be at the door or a

mile away. But ignoring the past would

be a step in the wrong direction.
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kind of condescension."

In his 21 years at UCLA, Hill has

witnessed a severe decline in interest

in events on campus that celebrate

the month. He once enjoyed listen-

ing to and exchanging views with

people who visited the campus, but

no longer expyeriences such events.

"(Black History Month) seems

not to bring the same kind of motiva-

tion," he said. "The process of cul-

tural assimilation is working."

Hill suggests that possibly the

African-American community here

at UCLA doesn't feel that this is a

hospitable climate for the expression

of African-American issues. He also

sees that, as a school, UCLA's lack

of interest for the month is partly

responsible.

Students are also aware of the lack

ofevents on campus.

"It's not as celebratory as it once

was," said Tau Ragg, a fourth-year

English student. "It's not being

emphasized to youth, and without

them embracing it, it is going to be

forgotten."

But Flagg believes that although

there appears to be a lack of celebra-

tion, that should change. Outside of

Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday,

this seems to be the only time that

there is a focus on African

Americans. He feels the month
should not only be emphasized

more, but fully utilized.

His younger sister has also felt the

lack of events at UCLA during

February. "As a freshman, I was

extremely disappointed at the lack of

celebration," said Nina Flagg, a first-

year undeclared student. "I thought

there would be a lot of programs,

and other freshmen have noticed as

well."

But despite the complaints that

events are not occurring on campus,

UCLA has hosted events throughout

February to celebrate Black History

Month. There is currently an art

exhibit in Kerckhoff Hall honoring

Paul Robeson, an African-American

entertainer who sang, danced and

wrote. Robeson originated a role in

"Show Boat"

On the 10th of February, Roni the

"Free Rowin'" Poctri Queen per-

formed for an audience in celebra-

tion of Black History Month. During

the same week, two speakers on the

Pan-African movement stressed the

role that African people have played

in world civilization and how strug-

gles of African people worldwide are

connected.

Perhaps the lack of publicity is the

problem, not a lack ofevents.

Critics of the month itself believe

that people only pay attention to

African-American history during the

month of February, and for the rest

of the year it is forgotten. Many
African-American critics and stu-

dents alike believe that this is true.

"It is the whole attitude ofjust rec-

ognizing a month when it should be

recognized during a whole year,"

Holmes said. "When it started, it

started for progressive reasons. For

African Americans in general, a

month is not enough time to cele-

brate this progress."

Some don't sec a promising future

for the month if it continues in its

current condition.

"I don't think it can go on in this

desultory action," Hill said. "There

might not even be a need for a Black

History Month."

Without the same anticipation

and participation on behalf of the

students, he feels that the future of

this celebration is ambiguous.

But Ragg would like to see Black

History Month remain. "There is

definitely a need to signify accom-

plishments as a people," he said.

His younger sister Nina feels that

committees should be formed now to

commemorate next February. She

emphasizes that action should start

this year, instead of waiting until the

last minute next year.
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Today, Israel's 4.8 million Jews

are about equally divided between

Sephardim and Ashkenazim.

But the stories of humiliation

and hardship have been passed

down from generation to genera-

tion and still shape Sephardic Jews'

feelings toward the Ashkenazim,

who, despite a certain narrowing of

the gaps, remain socially and eco-

nomically dominant.

Many Sephardim have never

overcome their anger over the dis-

crimination they suffered at the

hands of the Labor Party establish-

ment that ruled Israel in its forma-

tive years, and continue to vote for

its political rival, Likud.

"This country was interested in

bringing the Jews to Israel but was

at a loss as to what to do with all of

them once they got here," historian

Tom Segev said Wednesday.
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must show Brum Btudsnt I.D.

SliiikcN \ ( OinhiiKitioii

[( 1 medium one topping pizza ptyV? $5 .95 J)

or 2 medium one topping pizzas only
Now with (irigiiKil or sf^icv pi//a SiUiec

Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

• Specialties include Vegetarian Shakey 's Special. Brum Delu:

• Thin crust, hand tossed, nr deep dish pan pizza al ni> extra chari^e

$12.99
only

$^.98
«c anil Hawaiian

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

• 5 pieces of chicken or

• 5 pieces of fish or

• 1/2 lb. of shrimp or

• 10 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Salad

only

$13.49

Bruin .Meal Deiil

2 Slices of Pizza and
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink

beverage bar /),>,(- ,„ or cam- out otilx

only

$3.99

Be a part of the Daily Bruin Advertising Team!
Become an intern for the UCLA Daily Bruin Internal Display and Operations department

**

and learn the ins and outs of one of the largest collegiate newspapers. ^ .

Gain valuable experience in advertising

The internship requires a one quarter commitment that entails 6 hours per week in addition to occasional evening

meetings with managers and staff. The internship is unpaid with the possibility of becoming a paid staff member.

Application are available at the Daily Bruin ofTices located at 118 Kerckhoff Hall.

Free free to call 206-7562 if you have any Questions. ..

Applications are due Monday March 16, 1998 by 5:00pm.

"^t-.

f.^.-^?v

Join the largest collegiate newspaper on the West Coast!
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Remembering history of oppression

RAZA: Chic<inas/os must

comraemorate long past

of subjugation, resistance

By Elias Serna

As the state and media collabo-

rate to manufacture consent

for the war against a crimi-

nalized Iraq, results show the pub-

lic's growing trust in a presidency

that is "allowed" to cross national

borders on missions of conquest.

The president is now suddenly sup-

ported in declaring devastating wars

while his domestic critics are spite-

fully commanded to "just let the

president do his job." Public opinion

is actually license to carry out impe-

rialistic aggression globally.

Here in California, the majority

of voters (most of whom are white

and aging) also support deployments

and propositions - no matter how

wicked - that will maintain white

privilege and "cultural sovereignty"

over "conquered lands and people."

The ethnic war here, however, tar-

gets some of the most politically

powerless people: Latino children.

This February marked the 150th

anniversary of the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo, signed by the

Mexican government upon defeat

and surrender of almost half its terri-

tory. Despite the murderous arro-

gance of the expanding empire,

Mexican diplomats litigated fervent-

ly for the cultural and property

rights of Mexicans who would be liv-

ing in what is now the United States'

Southwest, also known as "Occupied

America" or, to use an indigenous

name, Aztlan. To this day, Chicanos

and other Latinos have had to fight

to protect their rights and ways of

life.

As a matter of fact, this month

also marks the numbering of

Proposition 227 (anti-bilingual edu-

cation), the latest racist proposition

aimed at the Raza community and

young people in particular.

Sema is a graduate student in film

ar>d television, co-founder of

Mai Ojo and supporter of

Zapatistas (EZLN).

As some brothers from ^^

J)ominguez Hills wrote not too lon£

ago, "The white man has not yet

proven that he is not our enemy." It

is indeed difficult to disagree with

this statement. You see, 1 have a lot

of love for my people, but when 1

face hate every day as 1 walk the

streets, pick up a newspaper or go to

school, I have to fight it for my sake

as well as those who walk after me.

It is an act basic to human sur-

vival. As a matter of fact, the battle

for our very assets and distinctions

continues and has been at the heart

of this 500-year-old struggle to resist

the European colonization of our

minds and souls.

Reactionary Euro-Americans typ-

ically attempt to evade the fact of

colonization or attempt to claim that

racism is over, and we can now all be

"colorblind" (notice the key word is

"blind"). In the blinding whiteness

of mainstream media, however,

Chicanos are invisible, and stereo-

types are evidence that some groups

need more assimilating and policing

than others.

In the recent multi-

faceted attacks on the

Raza community, the

targets have tended to

be children.

In the recent multi-faceted attacks

on the Raza community, the targets

have tended to be children. The issue

has revolved around culture, and the

solution lies in policing (the prison

complex) and assimilation (i.e. the

destruction of culture). This cultural

battle boils down to subjugation in

the interest of a white capitalist cul-

ture.

As events in Chiapas, Mexico,

and the criminalization of youth of

color in California have demonstrat-

ed, killing our people is a business.

Let's face it: Terror is a business.

Corporate fat men profit

and our communities

endure the conditions nec-

essary for the new expan-

sion of capital.

Colonization has found

new grounds in the

'90s.

While sup-

porters of the

misleading initiative sponsored by

millionaire Ron Unz recruit follow-

ers, students, faculty and community

members are increasingly looking to

the position Chicana/o Studies takes

in this climate of fear and aggres-

sion. Again the political battle line is

drawn between who controls culture

and who is affected by these deci-

sions. The latter are increasingly

young Raza and people of color.

Like bilingual education,

Chicana/o studies was initiated dur-

ing the high point of the Chicano

movement and has since been

viewed as a threat by white-run insti-

tutions (i.e. the UC Regents). UC
administrators are currently accused

of distorting history, downsizing

Chicana/o studies and other ethnic

studies programs, and pursuing a

rigid "follow the leader" (or benefac-

tor) faculty buy-off.

Two weeks ago, a turbulent meet-

ing occurred between Chicana/o

studies students and the director of

the department over the firing of a

popular counselor and the departure

of two Chicana/o studies librarians.

A student stood outside holding a

few tattered sheets of paper and

pointing his finger to it announced

to people walking by, "Look! It's just

another broken treaty! They've

never signed a treaty they didn't

keep!"

The document was the contract

then-Chancellor Charles Young

signed in June 1993 with hunger

strikers after they had fasted for 14

days. After 26 years of denying

Chicana/o studies' growth into

department status, the Chancellor

succeeded in not relinquishing the

term "department." However, the

"Center for Interdisciplinary

Instruction" has all the markings of

a department (permanent staff, fac-

ulty, hiring and firing power).

The core confiict was the survival

of Chicana/o studies beyond UCLA.
Los Angeles has a tendency to set -

precedents. Shutting down the

Chicano studies library and disman-

tling the major at a flagship universi-

ty like UCLA would have sent green

lights across the Southwest to attack

all those pesky ethnic studies "liabili-

ties." f

In spite of university administra-

tion's audacity to hold out for 14

days while Chicano students sacri-

ficed their bodies, media attention

and political pressure forced the

Chancellor to agree to the students'

demands. The large community and

Speaks Out
In your opinion, is racism er the state of race relations (iifferent

today than 30 years ago?

Jason Wade

Fourth-year !
• V

math/physics 7 ,
:;-

"Depend-

ing on what

part of the

country

you're in, I

think it's a

bigger issue,

like in south-

ern states.

In LA, I

think its still an issue, but its not

as big as it was thirty years ago."

Maria Yang

Second-year,

biology

LudnaUddin

First-year,

neuroscience

"In some

cities, espe-

cially in LA,

racism is still

a big issue.

You still

have neigh-

borhoods

where

there's only

certain races that live there and

there is still a lot of discrimina-

tion going on." . .

Michael Cohanzad

"I think

its expressed

in a different

fashion now.

People are

more PC
about it

whereas thir-

ty years ago

it was OK to

be really liberal about it and just

say things. I think the underlying

undertones are still there."

Maisha Riddlesprigger

Second-year,

psychology

"Racism

is still promi-

nent in our

scKiety, but

itsjustalot

more hidden

now. There's

a lot more

people now

that are

more subtle about what they say.

People aren't admitting their

racism now like they were thirty

years ago."

fourth-year, -

"

• ;" '

_, _

psychology

I feel the

issue has

changed.

Before it was

more open

and now it's

more behind

closed

doors.

People are

afraid to say what they really

want to say. No one really comes

out in public.

JohnThvedt

First-year,

undeclared

"I don't

think its as

prominent

in our soci-

ety. I think

its definitely

still out

there, there's

always going

to be some

people who are afraid to give up

on the past, but I don't think it's

such a big issue."

/• -
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This forum will uncover the hidden and often inconspicuous forms that racism takes in the '90s. Racism

Still plays a significant role in American society, yet it has taken on a very different form than it has in the

past.Why do many Americans claim that the word racism is over-used? Many ask why racism is such a

problem in people's lives, and suggest that they simply 'get over it.'This forum will display various view-

points on the subject of racism and how it affects different people's lives. Racism is not an easy topic to dis-

cuss - it has affected people in ways that many of us can never imagine.

on welfare, and that the minorities are the

ones who kept your friends from being

admitted into college.

What's the difference between prejudice^

rKbncept of race

rivilege:
Who's really got it?

The media is often criticized for being

too sensationallstic and biased in its

reporting. What is the role of mass

media? Is the media providing adequate

coverage of the issues and events

surrounding us? Is the Daily Bruin

successfully serving its readers?

On March 6, Viewpoint will explore

mass media and its role in society.

Bring your submissions to 118 Kerckhoff

Hall or send e-mail to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu. The

deadline is Wednesday, March 4.

Racism only exists when one

iias prejudice and the power

to act upon it, not when

one group's opportunities

are dominated by another

By Michael Schwartz

Psychologist Beverly Tatum once made
this analogy about racism in America:

"I sometimes visualize the ongoing

cycle of racism as a moving walkway at the

airport. Active racist behavior is equivalent

to walking fast on the conveyor belt. The per-

son engaged in active racist behavior has

identified with the ideology of white

supremacy and is moving with it. Passive

racist behavior is equivalent to standing still

Schwartz is a second-year political science stu-

dent.

on the walkway.
"^~'~^ ^ ^^^

"No overt effort is being made, but the

conveyor belt moves the bystanders along to

the same destination as those who are active-

ly walking. Some of the bystanders may feel

the motion of the conveyor belt, see the

active racists ahead of them, and choose to

turn around, unwilling to go to the same des-

tination as the white supremacists. But unless

they are walking actively in the opposite

direction at a speed faster than the conveyor

belt - unless they are actively anti-racist
-

they will find themselves carried along with

the others." .

Let me tell you a little bit about myself. A
little bit about my past and what my life is

like today.

When I was 13 years old, my father died.

For those of you who don't know what it's

like to lose a parent at such a crucial^ age I'm

glad you don't. Two weeks later my grandfa-

ther also passed away. This made my mother

a single parent. A single parent living on wel-

fare. My mom has multiple sclerosis and is

unable to work or walk. How did this affect

me? I nunked my entire freshman year. I

joined a gang and spent my time hustling in

pool halls or hanging out on the corner drink-

ing. My mom couldn't control me. I had the

opportunity to do anything and everything I

wanted to. I did just that. Obviously things

changed. Otherwise I wouldn't be here writ-

mg about this now. Thanks to welfare my
mother and I survived. Thanks to affirmative

action I'm at UCLA today.

Racism very much exists in America, and

it must be unlearned the same way it was

learned. If you want an example of racism,

here's one: Any white person, who upon

reading this thought I was black or Latino,

there's your racism. I'm a white male. White

males and white females are entitled to privi-

lege every day of our lives. We have the privi-

lege to be classified as individuals, whereas

people of color are considered just as one

group. Many believe that only minorities are

and racism? Racism is prejudice plus power.

I'm sure many will agree that everyone has

certain prejudices, but only the white people

have the power - 98.6 percent of top-level

jobs in this country are held by white males.

Hence, only whites can be racist. I want you

to recognize your privilege because if you're

white you have it. Don't even mention

"reverse racism;" it doesn't exist. To infiict

racism, you need power; minorities don't

have power. I'll be the first one to admit I'm

a racist. I'm white and I'm prejudiced! That's

all you need.

You want to know my privilege? I'm the

one who's on welfare, and I'm the one who
got into UCLA because of affirmative action.

Yet my best friend, who's a middle-class

Mexican, and had almost a 4.0 GPA and a

1310 on his SAT's will get blamed as the one

who took your friend's spot and is taking

your tax dollars.

Racism isn't about the Klansmen, it's

about us. It's the system, which is designed to

keep people of color down. It's a system in

which cops pull people over because they're

black, and people don't even get applications

to jobs because of their skin color. The prob-

lem is we don't realize that racism is our

problem, not their problem. If we as white

people don't do something about racism.

The problem is we don't

realize that racism is our

problem. If we as white

people don't do something

nothing will ever change.

nothing will ever change. People of color

have done everything they can to educate the

white people about themselves and their cul-

ture. They're tired and they deserve a rest.

Now we must pick up the fight. If we don't,

the cycle will continue. Racism is very covert

today, but you need to be aware of it. Reread

the quote at the beginning. Where do you see

yourself on that walkway? Are you moving

forward? Are you standing still? Most people

are. Or are you walking the other

way? If you're walking the other

way, be prepared to bump into

a lot of people moving for-

U
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social divisions

IDENTITY: Return to childhood's

innocence; re-learn to see people

as unique, equal individuals
'.«' ' .

By Daniel Rego

Race is the most putrid and hate-inspiring

word ever spoken. Racism is the belief of one

race's superiority ove'r another. Some believe

racism involves only one or two races against

the others, but this claim ignores the core

problem. The core problem is the very con-

cept of race itself. Those who stress race

above all are the root causes of racism in

America and elsewhere in the world. When
people are classified by their racial identity,

they are separate, divided and different.

Separate is inherently unequal. Some race-

conscious individuals say racial classifications

are inherent in everyone. They are not inher-

ent, for the concept of race is artificial.

Perhaps it can just be forgotten to history, so

that we don't look at people in terms of race

anymore. This is not a dream, it can happen. I

cite my own childhood as an example.

When 1 was growing up, I had no concept

of race as some magical thing which forever

divided people up. Some may call this igno-

rance, but I call it innocence and purity of

youth. On my street there lived a particular

girl who just happened to be black. Once, we

were bickering about something inconsequen-

tial as children occasionally do. I noticed that

she was wearing a sweatshirt that had a map
of Africa, in "African Nationalism" colors. I

was a bit of a "geography buff and the kids

on my street knew this. So to be smart, I said,

"At least I don't wear stupid maps of random

continents on my clothes." She bur«t into

rage and put me in a headlock (1 never

laimed to be a workout buff). For the life of

me I didn't know why she erupted!

When I was in junior high, I realized that

one boy whom I had known since age 7 or 8

happened to be Asian. Even then, I thought

of the Asian students as friends

just like any other students. It

was no big deal. I remem-

ber that many of my
friends were

Hispanic. It never

crossed my mind to look

at them that way. They

were diverse individuals, not

racial classifications to me. I

remember when Proposition

187 passed while I was in high

school. There were some

^^\ Hispanic groundskeepers

N^c \ and teachers, but I never

connected these individuals

(mostly Americans, as far

as I knew) to immigration.

There was one teacher,

though, that we did lightly

joke about. We said the INS

See REGO, page 13

Rego is a second-year student majoring

political science.
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labor support were the keys to this

victory.

The situation was an intense les-

son in dealing with powerful elitist

organizations that attempt to main-

tain racial and class privileges that

have been passed down for over 500

years. The victory also brought

more responsibility and a sense of
"

ownership to the Chicano communi-

ty in the shaping of its cultural des-

tiny,

In spite of- and also because of-

the anti-Latino political climate

today, we must look to the historical

role of our culture and the resistance

and organization we as a communi-

ty have put up in defense of our cul-

ture.

The time has perhaps come for

Raza to change our attitude about

ourselves - that there is no apologiz-

ing for who we are, no turning back

on our human rights to culture and

no turning back the clock. A new

sun is upon us and our culture of

resistance and affirmation must lead

us forward.

Media attention and

political pressure

forced the Chancellor

to agree to the

students' demands.

Instead of losing a language, let

us look to expand our culture.

Bilingual education programs

should be bolstered and improved,

and perhaps it is time for all young

Chicano and Raza youth - not just

those who manage to attain an

increasingly elitist higher education

- to know their own history and

receive more accurate and informed

lessons about their culture. Instead

of losing our language, we should

offer our young people courses that

speak directly to their experiences

with curriculum that is directly

drawn from our history.

Instead of eliminating bilingual

education, maybe it's time we intro-

duce Chicana/o studies to all people

and especially to the people who

need it most: Raza youth in middle

schools and high schools.

Much like the assimilationist

campaigns of the '80s (English Only,

"the Decade of the Hispanic") the

current racist political attack on

Raza children is bound to produce

more problems and turmoil than

solutions.

Instead of eliminating

bilingual education,

maybe it's time we
introduce Chicana/o

studies to all people.

The community and those who
stand by the oppressed in their quest

for liberation will and must do as

much as they can. just as their ances-

tors have done over centuries past:

organize, resist and fight with what-

ever means necessary lor the lives of

our youth and those who will come

after us. Instead of attacking the

fiitii# of C'alifornut. why not Id the

indigenous cultures live, breathe and

learn freely'^

Chicano culture is unique,

intense and indigenous to the long

and complicated history of these

lands. So the next time you display

your rich culture and someone

sneers that they do not speak

Spanish, simply respond, "Its not

my problem."
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From page 11

was coming and dragging her off

-

she was from Germany, and was in

reality a very nice teacher. ! am the

type of person who associated the

English with foreign while not

thinking the same about Hispanics

and Asians that I knew! Once, I

learned that this one girl i knew

was three-fourths Comanche. At

the time I found this to be a little

interesting, but gave it very little

thought for the rest of the years^—
which 1 knew her.

This way of looking at people of

various races was completely alien

to me until I came to UCLA! Here

I find racial SAGs (Student

Advocacy Groups) shouting

mantras about racial unity. Here I

have found hatred in people's voic-

es (of ALL races). It is not ironic

that the place that shouts out equal-

ity and justice the most turns out to

be the most hate-filled? The more

race is stressed, the greater the

racism spews forth. The secret to

ending racism is so clear! We must

abandon this classification of race,

and look at ourselves and others as

the individuals that we are, as the

children unsullied by this world do!

SCHWARn
From page 11

ward.

Did you know there are laws in

this country that are only used

against blacks, Latinos and Asians?

Just because you don't burn crosses

or use the word nigger doesn't

make you free of racism.

We are racist, but we have the

power to change things. 1 know

what you're thinking; what the hell

does that mean? It means you need

to recognize your racist sentiments

and your privilege. Stop blaming

people of color for your problems,

stop telling jokes about others, and

Remember one thing -

you need to change

yourself before you

change the world ...All

-
I can ask is that you

look deep inside

yourself.

check your beliefs. The next time

you hear a racist joke, or racist

remarks, don't let them slide by

unchallenged. If you notice that you

got served before the person of

color next to you. say something.

Speak up! Racism must be

unlearned the same way it was

learned. And if you thought I was

black, or Latino, or had any

thoughts about me at the beginning

of this, you are in need of some

unlearning. We all are. Don't fool

yourself into thinking racism is

when someone's called a nigger.

Remember one thing: You need to

change yourself before you can

change the world. It all starts with

you. All I can ask is that you look

deep inside yourself and realize

some things. Realize that racism

exists and it is powerful. Realize

that if you're white you are racist.

I'm sorry if it hurts, but it's true.

Realize you're entitled to so much

privilege just for being white.

Thank you for listening; it's just

the first step. I hope if anything you

won't only look at blacks and

Latino's as the people who "stole

your friend's spot," because it just

might have been me. I hope you

don't think it's "those minorities"

on welfare, because you know

what? It's me.
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;~ Healthier Dining Without Sacrificing Flavor --l

Prtpand hy chef Pradeep fon/ier chefof Century Plaza Hutel A Timer

"Step into Pradeeps and you know at once

you're not in the usual Indian restaurant"

- fJarbaia Han.sen lA TtMf.S

WE NOW DELIVER

1405 Montana Ave., Santa Monica.

Tel.: (310) 393-1467
Tues-Sun 11:30am-9:30pm. Monday 5:30pfn-9.30pm

• Lunch OkvMr & Takeout • Free PaiWng
•VM oar wtb aHa : www.monlantavt.cxim^feadaep/
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Join us for a Special Shabbat

With special guests:

Rabbi Moshe Engel
. of the Hebrew Academy Lubavitch-Westminister^

and ' '
, ..

,

_ Dr. Julian Franks
of the Anderson School of Business

& the London School of Economics

'^ Friday, Feb. 27 6:00 PiVI _^
741 Gayley Ave, 3rd Floor

For More Information:

Call (310) 208-7511 ext. 228 :
;

Hope to see you there!

Sponsored bif Chabad House at U.C.L.A.

. LSAT
Strategy Session & Test

What would you score today?
Take a FREE LSAT with The Princeton Review, & find out!

Receive a computer-analyzed score report & a breakdown of your strengths & weaknesses

• Learn some Princeton Review LSAT strategies and techniques

• Learn about the structure & content of the LSAT

• Discuss the law school admissions process

On Campus at UCLA
Sat., Mar. 7, 1998 9:00am - 3:00pm

Call today to put your Future in motion!

(800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 4/3-3423

M
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Brian Nagami (left) and MeHdeth Roberts practice performing the Tanka Bushi dance during rehearsal.

Ice
crea
The Nikkei Student

Union's Japanese

Culture iNight

showcases modern
and traditional

aspects of

Japanese-American

culture

dori
By Louise Chu
Daily Brum

Contributor

There is a

calm and

relaxed atmos-

phere in the

Veterans
Wadsworth Theater on Monday night.

Its relatively quiet for a rehearsal -

quiet enough for several people scat-

tered around the theater to catch up on

midterm studies or even catch a few Zs

in preparation for the busy week ahead.

You would never know that in just a few

days, ihey would be putting on their

biggest event of the year - the culmina-

tion of 10 long months of hard work.

The members of the Nikkei Student

Union (NSU) are anxiously preparing

for their annual culture show, which will

take place in the Wadsworth Theater on

Saturday night Beneath all the laughing

and casual banter, there is an underlying

tension, felt especially by the directors,

all of whom have put in countless hours

preparing for the show.

"Its very life-consuming," says

Cindy Yoshiyama. one of the four direc-

'tors. "Almost every waking hour is

spent thinking about what needs to be

done. There's lighting, there's sound,

there's props, there's blocking the

scenes and writing it

"

"We've had days where we literally

ran all day - 12-hour days," adds direc-

tor Naoya Imanishi. "When we had reg-

ular schedules, we had eight hours a

week of practice on average, but that's

just working with the actors. Outside,

the directors ail have to coordinate

about six hours a week. I don't know if

that's a lot - it feels like a lot."

The show was difficult to coordinate

(left to right) Hector Luk, Peter Sato, Brian Nagai and Brian Nagami
rehearse a scene for the drama performance in the NSU Culture Show.

because the directors decided to experi-

ment with a new format this year. The

theme of this year's show is unity within

the Japanese-American community, and

this idea was appropriately reflected in

the shift from the format of a variety

show to that of one cohesive play.

Within the general play, titled

"Mochi Ice Cream," there are several

music and dance acts that are normally

separate from the drama. The show will

begin with NSU Kyodo Taiko, the only

act not incorporated into the show, that

involves a group of students playing

Japanese drums. It will also include the

Koto Ensemble, the playing of a

Japanese, harp-like instrument. There

are also two traditional Odori dances, in

which a group of women dance in long,

multi-colored robes called yukatas, and
an Obon dance.

"For the first time in (NSU) Culture

Night history, everything has been inte-

grated into one whole show. I think that

makes it a really strong show altogether.

It flows really nicely," Yoshiyama

emphasizes.

Mary Kay Tsuji, the executive direc-

tor, points out another difference. "It's

going to be a more of a 'back-to-the-

roots' kind of thing. It's going to be a lot

more 'culturous' this year than it has in

the past, or at least last year."

Year after year, one of the most pop-

ular parts of the show is the modern

dance, which has seen several changes

this year as well.

"First of all, (the choreographers) all

have different styles, so it's a new thing

for me to be working with people with

different backgrounds that specialize in

See NSU, page 19

House of Blues

brunch offers

feast for both"

body and soul

RESTAURANT: Southern

cuisine, gospel unites

religion with community

By Vanessa VanderZanden

Daily Bruin Staff

We all know where to go to get the

best pizza deal in town. And many
have become familiar with the hottest

night spots. But does anyone know

where they can go to praise Jesus and

enjoy chicken jambalaya, all in one sit-

ting?

The House of Blues provides just

this atmosphere every Sunday for

their Gospel Sunday Brunch. The $26

event requires advance phone reser-

vations but makes available a service

at 9 a.m., 12 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. A dif-

ferent local gospel group entertains

weekly as patrons finish up the variety

of southern treats served buffet-style

from the club floor.

Following true down-home tradi-

tion, the converted night club lines the

dance pit with rows of tables and fills

the remaining walkways with various

food selections. And, with the sham-

ble-shack interior of the House of

Blues, it isn't difficult to imagine one-

self lingering in the bayou, desiring

only eggs, bacon and religion to

remain content.

As patrons finish up the

last of their toppling

plates, ... Sylvia St. James

sings with the rumble of

~ God in her belly.

But the House of Blues offers more

than a two-bit, mom-and-pop stop in

the way of southern cuisine. Chefs cre-

ate made-to-order omelettes at two

separate stations, while a central bar

offers a Seattle scramble, a southern

hash, com bread with maple butter

and a spicy chicken jambalaya.

Cheese, grits and bacon accompany a

mixed vegetable dish.

But that's not all. An entire salad

bar, with choice of a Chinese chicken,

pa.sta, fruit or make-it-yourself Cobb

salad offer a lighter selection.

Meanwhile, baby croissants, bagels

(with all the fixin's), seasoned fish and

jumbo shrimp with cocktail sauce lure

feasters from the opposite wall.

Also, one chef slices two hunks of

quality meat with several sauce

options nearby. And, to top it off, a

dessert station provides a succulent

breaded pudding with whisky sauce,

as well as a strawberry or banana

shortcake. The bottomless glasses of

juice and coffee arrive via the friendly

servers after you've taken a seat.

The staff, who couldn't make the

event more friendly if they tried, pro-

vide the sort of community flavor a

Gospel Sunday Brunch should offer.

Some kids dressed in nice clothes look

with wide eyes upon the food selec-

tions, while a few young, chic, L.A.

couples sip Bloody Marys, adding the

perfect off-set to the wide range of

See«0SPEUpa9e19

"Dark City"

Directed by Alex Proyas

Starring Rufus Sewell, Kiefer Sutherland,

Jennifer Connelly and William Hurt

Here's one for the "X-Files" reject bin.

Although "Dark City" captures the right murky

and paranoid atmosphere. Mulder and Scully

would be lost in this world. The pleasure of the

film relies heavily on grandiose visuals, but in

regards to a coherent plot line. "Dark City"

leaves the audience in the dark.

"Dark City" claims to be a psychological sci-fi

thriller, but the film doesn't involve the audi-

ence's minds enough to be psychologically effec-

tive, nor is it that thrilling either. The plot

^rttemptsto^ clever, intrkate and muW-dime

sional (unfortunately, qualities not extended to'

the lead characters) but just ends up muddled

and confusing. •.; .'

John Murdoch (Rufus Sewell) wakes up in a

bathtub to discover that he's wanted for a series

of brutal murders. But he can't remember if he

committed them or not. As Murdoch seeks to

unravel this cliched mystery, he learns that his

world is actually created and controlled by bald

supernatural beings, uninspiringly named The

Strangers. Headed by the fearsome Mr. Book

(Ian Richardson) these alien Strangers use their

special powers of sheer will to mix and match the

city inhabitants' memories and, therefore, their

identities. The film trusts the audience to suspend

logic and connect this impractical plan to The

Strangers' quest of unlocking the secrets of the

human soul.

Strap on those wings, folks, because viewers

will be doing a lot of logical leaping throughout

this film. For example, the fiendish characters are

powerful enough to eradicate the sun, leaving the

city in perpetual darkness but somehow can't

overpower Murdoch, the only man who could

possibly challenge them.

If the audience ignores the inconsistencies^ the

eye-capturing special effects and stylish '40s-era

set designs are dynamic enough to excite the

senses. The expert use of lighting and set con-

struction give "Dark City" a noir-ish, Gotham-

City undertone. The spectacle of the buildings

morphing are also definite scene-stealers.

British actor Sewell also has a strong screen

presence. The rest of the cast includes Kiefer

Sutherland overacting as an excitable scientist,

William Hurt as the good cop and Jennifer

Connelly, who brings sweetness and sensuality to

her role as Murdoch's wife, Emma.

Optically-fixated filmgoers may delight in the

engrossing visuals. However, while Murdoch des-

perately strives to recover his stolen memory,

many filmgoers will have to forget about logical

reasoning to enjoy this dim cinematic experience.

Sumyi Khong
Grade: C-

Kiefer Sutherland

(right) and Richard

O'Brien (left) star in

"Dark City."

by one of Brazil's most reknowned poets, Carlos

Drummond de Andrade. Drummond's book,

from which the movie was named, was published

posthumously because Drummond believed that

they would have been perceived as pornographic.

With subjects ranging from oral and anal sex to

lcl"s-d(vit-c)n-lhe-floor-because-wc-can't-wait sex.

Drummond's poems certainly come under the

category of erotic. As for pornographic.

Honigmann leaves it for others to decide.

After reciting the poems, most of the partici-

pants, in their 60s. 70s and 80s. don't think the

\erse is pornographic at all. but highly erotic and

sensual. At first, many of them read

Drummond's verses enthusiastically and com-

ment on the beauty of the poems.

"Kissing a Fool"

Directed by Doug Ellin

Starring David Schwimmer, Jason Lee, Mili

Avital and Bonnie Hunt
For awhile romantic comedies seemed to be

doomed to such brainless pieces of crap like '.
.

.

"Addicted to Love" and "She's the One." But

"Kissing a Fool," set in the beautiful, postcard-

perfect Chicago, makes being cute and corny fun

and watchable again. It revives your faith in the

goofiness and joy of falling in love (in a movie).

Jay (Jason Lee), a sensitive and extremely self-

aware writer, and Max (David Schwimmer), a

womanizing television sports reporter, have been

friends for years. But their love lives couldn't be

more different. While Jay has been pining away

for the same bitch girlfriend who had been cheat-

ing on him for years (he even ran away to Europe

and wrote a whole novel on the God-awful expe-

rience), Max goes through women like a child

collecting beanie babies.

But all their notions of love change when Jay

introduces Max to his pretty and intelligent book

editor, Sam (Mili Avital). Max and Sam immedi-

ately fall for each other, and before you can say

"romantic tension," they're engaged and moving

in together. But ladies' man Max is soon getting a

little paranoid about the whole commitment

thing and wonders ifSam is truly the last woman

he ever wants to sleep with. So he convinces Jay

to test Sam to make sure she wouldn't cheat on

him. But as Jay begins to spend more time with

Sam, he starts to fall for her and she with him.

One of the funniest and most romantic scenes in

the movie is when the romantic triangle finally

comes to a head over dinner at Sam's house, and

everyone tries to figure out who's testing who

now.

While the commercials might fool cynical peo-

ple into thinking this is another dumb romantic

comedy, the witty writing and energetic perfor-

mances elevate this movie to the level of such

other successful romances like "When Harry __
Met Sally" and "Jerry Maguire."

Schwimmer plays the shmarmy bastard role

quite well, although at some points of the movie,

you'll want to shout out, "Stop being so mean,

Ross!" But Lee steals the picture with his com-

pletely adorable performance as the "sensitive

guy" who gets so guilty over deceiving his friends

that he can't eat. While Lee's previous perfor-

mances in the Kevin Smith movies show that he

can play a sarcastic loudmouth, this movie shows

how he can play the wide-eyed romantic quite

convincingly. All the women in the audience will

want to take him home with them after this

movie.

_^ AimeePhan
Grade: A-

"0 Amor Natural"

Directed by Heddy Honigmann
"The ass, how cute. Always smiling, never

tragic. Couldn't care less what's round the front.

The ass is self-sufficient. Is there anything else?"

Actually there is something else to those seem-

ingly crass lines. In its truest form, sex is a part of

love, and in Heddy Honigmann's new documen-

tary "O Amor Natural," she's out to prove it. But

not in the conventional sense. With a book of

erotic poetry under her arm. she has taken to the

streets of Rio de Janeiro to find out what the peo-

ple think.

The poetry is taken from a collection written

But instead of simply having the elderly ana-

lyzing poetry. "O Amor Natural" that lets the

older generation remember their past sexual

escapades, and the results are quite often hilari-

ous and touching.

To most, the words "elderly" and "sex" don't

really go together. They were doing it back then.

The interviewees casually recollect fond memo-
ries of their more virile past. A man in his 80s sur-

rounded by members of his family talks about

how throughout his 50-year marriage, he had

many infidelities. But his wife tolerated him

because she loved him.

^_^ In one ofthe funniest scenes, an older woman
discusses how after finding pleasure in sex, she

needed to be taken violently because, in her

words, "I am violent." "None of that softy crap,"

she says. Then an elderly couple reads a poem

about making love on the floor, having a good _
laugh. Feeling the filmmaker's embarrassment,

the lady says, "We're old. We're not dead." —
"O Amor Natural" doesn't just document

poetry analysis by our older citizens. Nor does it

try to make fun of them by showing them say

words like vulva and penis on camera. It shows

how love, happiness and passion is felt through

sex. And though once we get older, it becomes

harder to maintain the sensuality, the memories

and feelings still remain.

^

Warren Tessler

—
-
- ^ GradeiB

"An Alan Smithee Film: Burn Hollywood

Burn"

Directed by Alan Smithee

Starring Ryan O'Neal, Eric Idle, Coolio,

Chuck D and Richard Jeni

Leave it to HollyAvotxl's most outspoken

screenwriter to write a film speaking out against

Hollywood.

And further leave it to Joe Ezsterhas to make

a movie you weren't expecting him to make.

Let's face it, after "Basic Instinct " ( 1992).

See SCREEN, page 19

Heavy Metal Isn H
The Only Thing

AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILilANT

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low Monflily Paytnenls V/ilh No finance Charge

20% off for all UCLA students & faculty with valid ID*

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

Orthodontist Since )980

Complim^nfary Isf

Censvlfaflen

and 2nd Opinion

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

CReg. $200)

Cosmetic Dentrisfy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth

* Stained or discolored teeth

* Large spaces or gaps between teeth

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Straightening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER

(310)826-7494
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714)552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714

-taMW

'The IrealmenI will be as follows $1000 00
plus $100 00 fof each month o( Ireotmeni

rendered for rtielal braces, $900 00 plus

$100 00 (or eocK month of Ireotmeni
rendered (or removable braces and
$1700 00 plus $125 00 per month for

ceramic braces, $200 00 for diognosfic

study model end $175 00 for foflTOt"

consultation

classified display

206-3060

external display

825-2161

Amazing
CURE

£

Bad Breath

Finally, Fresh

flc Clean Breath

Forever!!!

For the Freshest,

Cleanest Breath,

Visit Our Websites:

O www.uswebquote.com

^ www.tonguescraper.com
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The sound of music

brings movies to life

COLUMN: Soundtracks can complete

a film, or be its only redeeming quality

I own over 45 soundtracks. I have to admit, that num-

ber wouldn't be quite so high had I not started writing for

The Bruin, where countless publicists throw their sound-

tracks at us as they hope for the almighty Sound Bites cov-

erage.

Somehow, though. I've become a

bit of a collector. Maybe it was

because of The Bruin. Maybe it

came about from my broadening

music tastes. Maybe I felt competi-

tive with the girlfriend of one of my
best friends, who also collects

soundtracks.

But I like to think that I have so

many film scores and soundtracks

thanks to the movies themselves.

I'm not much of a film buff, to be

quite honest. I do own a mean
movie collection, but I'm sure I'm

missing a lot of the "classics" that just plain bore me (i.e.

"Dazed and Cotifused"). For mc, most of the emotion I

extract from any given movie comes from the music. The

musical component of any film is what heightens the emo-

tion and mood of the movie. From horror movies (who.

besides I. will be forever scarred by that haunting string

composition from "The Shining"?) and adventure

movies, to Disney movies and comedies, it's the music,

for me. that makes a movie unique and full of feeling.

All my favorite movies have incredible scores/sound-

tracks that beautifully match the emotion of the movie.

The over-the-top heroism of the "Star Wars" scores. The

hip yet stark sounds from the "Trainspotting" album. The

ambient and spiritual aura of Peter Gabriel's score for

"The Last Temptation of Christ." And I thmk that most

tend to do this sort of thing ... yknow. get the soundtracks

to movies that moved us.

Take this whole "Titanic" hype. Can you believe how
many copies of James Horner's^score are selling? Even

though 850.(X)0 copies sold (last week) is. like. rare. I can

believe it. First of all. the nation's top single. Celine

"Pomeranian Face" Dions "My Heart Will Go On. " is

featured on the instrumental-heavy album. Good move,

Sony. Second, the score has Qeltic/Irish influences

throughout the album, and that sort of New Age-type of

music is really popular right now - just look at how popu-

lar Enya is. I tend to think the genre helps people relax,

but that's just my theory.

And lastly, maybe most importantly, people are in love

with that damn movie, and with that music they are able

to relive those intense moments of danger and romance. I

can't even count how many women I know have admitted

to buying that soundtrack because of its dead-on musical

expressions of a love nobody in reality experiences.

See PREVATT, page 20
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Although we live Tirffie°age of sd-

ence and technology, people are look-

ing to extract emotion from almost

every experience Such desire for

emotional rapport has led movies like

"Titanic" to the top of the charts - but

tiie ship doesn't sink there.

The mind boggling success of

"Titanic" in the box office isjnirrored

by the record industry as well. So far.

abouT TTvemTHTon copies ofihcsound^

track grace the lives of "Titanic" fans

in the United States, with sales over

10 million reported around the world.

"Titanic's" success on the record

charts is a prime example of the rising

popularity of soundtracks. —-4'»~..

According to Len Lovallo, regiob-

al product manager for Blockbuster

Music, popularity of a soundtrack

often depends on the impact the

movie had on the audience.

"People are so impacted by a

movie (like 'Titanic') that they just

have to have^^ soundtrack,"

Lovallo says.

In the case of "Titanic," the

movie's success, and the effect on the

audience, comes from the dramatic

and passionate story of two lowrs.

Jack and Rose. Yet the story may not

—nuTc UTCii u3 uciiirvHoiCvr CAwuing it it

weren't for James Horner's score.

*The score to Titanic' made the

love story believable because it was

about love songs," says fihn compos-

er and UCLA professor Paul

Chihara.

Chihara, who has taught distin-

guished film composers including

John Williams ("E.T" and "Star

Wars"), explains that the purpose of

underscore (the background music)

4fl mov1e8 is i&aM fmwlfvnal depth t&
the film.

"(Film music) is about emotion,

about making the story memorable."

Chihara says. "We gajiway^ from a

movie moved by emotion - not infor-

mation. When we talk about Titanic,'

we don't say that we learned that the

ship went down in 1920. We already

knew that. But w^ didn't ]y)ow that

we cared about &06t chiridters and

that we would go on caring about

them. Thai's what music does ... it

makes you care."

The music in "Titanic" is certainly

not the only score that has made a

movie memorable. Other sound-

tracks from successful movies like

See SOUNOniACHS, page 21
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The sound of music

brings movies to life

COLUMN: Soundtracks can cofriplete

a film, or be its only redeeming quality

1 own o\er 45 soundtracks \ have lo admit, that num-

ber wouldn't be quite so high had I not started writing for

The Brum, where couniiess publicists throw their sound-

tracks at us as they hope for the almight\ Sound Bites cov-

erage

Somehow, though. Ive become a

bit of a collector. Maybe it was

because of The Bruin. Maybe it

came about from m\ broadening

music tastes. Maybe I fell competi-

tive with the girlfriend of one of my
best friends, who also collects

soundtracks.

But 1 like to think that I have so

many film scores and soundtracks

thanks to the movies themselves.

I'm not much of a film buff, to be

quite honest. 1 do own a mean
movie collection, but Tm sure I'm

missing a lot of the "classics" that just plain bore me (i.e.

"Dazed and Confused"). For me. most of the emotion I

extract from any given movie comes from the music. The

musical component of any film is what heightens the emo-

tion and mood of the movie. From horror movies (who.

besides 1. will be forever scarred by that haunting string

composition from "The Shining"'^) and adventure

movies, to Disne\ movies and comedies, its the music,

for me. that makes a movie unique and full of feeling.

All my favorite mo\ies have incredible scores sound-

tracks that beautifully match the emotion of the mo\ie.

Tlie o\er-the-top heroism of the "Star Wars" scores. The

hip yet stark sounds from the "Tramspotting" album. The

ambient and spiritual aura of Peter Gabriels score for

"The Last Temptation of Christ. " And I think that most-

tend to do this sort of thing .. \know. get the .soundtracks

to movies that moved us.

Take this whole "Titanic" hype. Can you believe how

many copies of James Horner's score are selling' Ivven

though 850.000 copies sold (last week) is. like. rare. I can

believe it. First of all. the nations top single. Celine

"Pomeranian J ace" Dions "My Heart Will (jo On." is

featured on the instrumental-heavy album Good move.

Sony. Second, the score has Celtic/Irish influences

throughout the album, and that sort of New Age-type of

music is really popular right now just look at how popu-

lar Fnya is. I tend to think the genre helps people relax,

bui that's just m\ theor>.

And Jastly. maybe most importantly, people arc in love

with that damn movie, and with that music they are able

to relive those intense moments of danger and romance. I

cant even count how many women I know have admitted

to buying that soundtrack because of its deadon musical

expressions of a love nobody in reality experiences.

See PREVAn, page 20
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Daily Bruin Contributor

Although we hve in the age of^ci-

ence and technology, people are look-

ing to extract emotion from almost

every experience. Such desire for

emotional rapport has led movies like

"Titanic" to the top of the charts - but

the ship doesn't sink there.

The mind boggling success of

"Titanic" in the box office is mirrored

b\ the record industrv as well So far.

Jack and Rose. Yet the story may not

have been as befievable orexciting ifk-

weren't for James Horner's score.

"The score to 'Titanic' made llie^

love story believable because it was

about love songs." says film compos-

er , and UCLA professor Paul

Chihara.

Chihara. who has taughi distin-

guished film composers including

John Williams ("E.T." and "Star

Wars"), explains that the purpose of

underscore (the background music)

BRAVE HEART
t t

ttb(!!>tti five mim^rt ctsplw 6f the^aut^d-

track grace the lives of "Titanic" fans

in the United States, with sales over

10 million reported around the world.

"Titanic's" success on the record

charts is a prime example of the rising

popularity of soundtracks.

According to Len Lovallo. region-

al product manager for Blockbuster

Music, popularity of a soundtrack

often depends on the impact the

movie had on the audience.

"People are so impacted by a

movie (like 'Titanic') that they just

have to have the soundtrack,"

Lovallo says.

In the case of "Titanic." the

movie's success, and the effect on the

audience, comes from the dramatic

in moviej? k to add en^orional depth to

the film.

"(Film music) is about emotion,

about making the story memorable."

Chihara says. "We go awa,> from a

movie moved by emotiqn - not infor-

mation. When we talk about Titanic."

we don't sa> that we learned that the

ship went down in 1920. We already

knew that. But we didn't know that

we cared about th(»e characters and

that we would go on caring about

them. TTiat's what music does ... it

makes you care."

The music in "Titanic" is certainly

not the only score that has made a

movie memorable. Other sound-

tracks from successful movies like

f '
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and passionate story of two lovers. See SOUNDTRACKS, page 21
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"Moscow* opens Friday at 8 p.m.
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available.
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Search for 'The Real Blonde' leaves no feelings unmoved
FILM: Ironic humor, sympathy

evoke insight on characters in

pursuit of perfection in world

By Michelle Nguyen
Daily Bruin Contributor

In tcklay's fast-paced superficiality of organic

coffee and drive-thru dry cleaners, there is still

truThandbeauTy.

Our modern artist is Tom DiCillo, and his new

film. "The Real Blonde." is his muse. DiCillo has

created a comedy using New York's enlerlain-

ment and fashion industry as its backdrop. The

sad, but deeply human subjects of his comedy are

players in this industry - products of a society

whose emphasis lies in pursuing goals empty-

handed.

"It's one thing to strive for things. It's another

to strive for it and not have a sense of yourself

while you're doing it," says Elizabeth Berkley,

who stars in the film. "Now, taking that serious

note and spinning it around on its head is what

Tom DiCillo does so well."

The currents of sarcastic wit and sympathy

that mark DiCillo's style in "Living in

Oblivion"and "Box of Moonlight" continue to

run through "The Real Blonde."

"He and his wicked sense of humor poke fun

of not only the industry, but humanity. But it also

shows the heart too," Berkley says.

No person is too cool to be spared in "The

Real Blonde." DiCillo has Steve Buscemi step

down from the altar of independent films to play

a cameo as an outlandish, ego-heavy music-video

director.

"(Buscemi's) character is kinda pissed off that

he's an indie filmmaker, and now he's doing a

video. You know, his snobbish attitude," Berkley

says. "So (the film) pokes fun at ego."

With the national wrath for her feature film

debut in "Showgirls" behind her, Berkley herself

IS cast as a struggling, fragile actress hoping for

exposure as a Madonna body double.

The players in this tragic comedy are young,

pretty people who are struggling to do something

with their lives. There is Joe (Matthew Modine),

an actor who .still does not want to compromise

himself by pursuing demeaning parts. Mary

^(CatTierinc Keener KJi'te's^liveMn lover, relentless-^

1\ tries to free her male-directed hostilities by

going to her sleazy shrink and her self-defense

class, taught by Doug (Denis Leary).

DiCillo chooses a slice-of-life approach that is

akin to Robert Altman's. This rhythmic, fast-

paced approach might reflect DiCillo's worries

that people's lives have been reduced to sound

bites.

The title of the film comes from the story line

of Joe's fellow actor-waiter. Bob (Maxwell

Caulfield) who is in pursuit of the "real blonde," a

true golden girl who doesn't get her blonde from

a bottle. The directions of his pursuit aim at his

soap opera co-star, Kelly (Daryl Hannah) and the

supermodel Sahara (Bridgette Wilson).

"The fact that there's only a certain caliber of

woman that (Bob's) prepared to commit to

means that he does have an easy get-out each and

every time," Caulfield says. "I think the guy is

close to approaching some kind of sexual

burnout, and we witness it in the movie."

During his incessant search for the real

blonde, one must wonder if any of Bob's candi-

dates are real blondes. Caulfield can only lay

claim to Daryl Hannah's status as a blonde.

Smirking widely, Caulfield says, "Fm the only

person that can actually answer that question

because umm ... The script originally called for

Paiamounl

Matthew Modine and Elizabeth Berkley

star In "The Real Blonde."

her to flash the camera. I was the only person

privy to that, and I think it's so obvious Daryl

Hannah's a blonde, but 1 definitely had the

Cadbury seat on that one."

On a serious note though, the phrase "the real

blonde" provides a larger metaphor for the whole

lot of society who strives for an invisible perfec-

tion.

"1 think America is becoming a cartoon soci-

ety," Caulfield says. "We are looked upon as the

society that has its act most together .. and yet we
'

are getting more and more caught up with image

and perception as opposed to reality and facts.

Without getting too heavy about it Tom's got an

interesting viewpoint on it. it is something to

poke fun at."

DiCillo does paint a world of colorfully ludi-

crous characters, but his film is hardly a scathing

indictment of their world. He shows them in a"
purely human light, synchronically sympathizing

and taunting

"The one thing the English used to accuse

America of is having no sense of irony. I think

that's really coming along really fast in America,"

observes Caulfield, a born and bred Englishman.

"I once asked my mother to define irony, and she

said it's laughing with tears in your eyes, and I

think the movie does that."

DiCillo's sympathetic sentiments are epito-

mized in a scene where Sahara (Bridgette

Wilson), a blonde supermodel, has bruises on her

face from Bob's beating. Her photographer

(Mario Thomas), ecstatic with her genius and

artistry, decides that Sahara should pose as is,

adorned with bruises, lingerie and snakes.

Wilson felt self-consciously weird when she

was actually doing the photo shoot, but the

impact of the image really hit hard when she actu-

ally saw the dailies.

"When I was watching the photo shoot, it was

so sad to me because, first of all, the issue of what

really happened to her is sort of skirted through-

out the entire movie, which I think is how often-

times it's dealt with," Wilson says.

In the film, this photo of Sahara was turned

into an advertisement, a biting sign that some

"artists" think this brand of sad beauty does sell.

FILM: The Real Blonde" opens today.

Aictivism...anemative journalism...

30 years of serving the community
Join NOMMO Monday, February 23 at 6:00 pm. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. (310)825-3305

ELECTRONIC MASSAGES
The ultimate in stress reduction!
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A.) Messaging Seat system will provide relieving

service in home or auto. Unit is equipped with 5

massaging motors, targeting neck, shoulders, back,

hips and thighs. Messaging Seat system comes with

full-function hand-held remote power control, AC
and car cigarette power adapters. Available only in

black. UL approved.

SALE $119.95! Order #1001

(Regularly priced at $199.95)

B.) Foot Massager provides for immediate relief!

Convenient and practical, the Foot Massager

measures approx. 12" x 11" x 4" high.

SALE $84.95 Order #1002

(Regularly priced at $99.95)

(Not pictured) Body Massager, powerful and

portable hand-held unit features four function

settings. Body Massager folds for travel

convenience.

SALE $19.95 Order #1003

(Regularly priced at $29.95)

Order Seat or Foot Massager and save 50% off

Body Massager!
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Emerging Issues in
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NSU
From page 14

different ihings," explains choreog-

rapher Christie Kawada. "1 special-

ize in ballet and ja/.7. Rawlins

(Apilado) is totally more hip-hop.

Will (Tanaka) is more freestyle ...

And another thing that we did dilTer-

ently this year was that we added in

Japanese pop music, which was

never done before, so we added in

something that mixes Japanese cul-

ture with modern dance."

Many admll that the modern

dance is their favorite part of the

show, while some are partial to Taiko

and Odori.

."Every year it's different. Last

year, 1 liked the drama, but 1 think

this year it's going to be pretty well

balanced. I don't really have a

favorite," Shintani admits.

The divergent personal tastes of

those involved in the show have not

diminished the cQmmon goal of

Culture Night in general, which is to

celebrate the Japanese-American

culture. Besides this common goal of

everyone in NSU, this show has a

personal meaning for each individ-

ual involved, whether it be the joy of

performing or the satisfaction of

learning about a new culture.

"Since I'm a fourth-generation.

Japanese American and I never had

much of a connection with the

Japanese-American community, this

has given me a chance to see all the

Odori dancing and the modern danc-

ing and the play, telling about Little

Tokyo," says performer Jenny

Yutani.

"It's been a real learning experi-

ence, not only learning about my her-

itage but also participating in and

learning the dances, learning my
lines. It's really fun," says actor and

dancer Brian Nagami.

My goal is to say thank you to the

community: thank you to my parents

tor teaching me so much culture."

Tsuji says.

The show has an especially per-

sonal meaning lor Linda Osako. the

choreographer of the Odori dances.

"The second (Odori) song hks

more meaning for meJ

GOSPEL
From page 14

Soon, the House is quaking.

Head singer of The Starlights

Greg Botts takes over vocals after a

few shared selections. His black vest

icated it to my brother, whom I lost

recently. It's dedicated to him and

everybody else who's lost someone."

Ultimately, the objective of the

show is to promote and display

Japanese-American culture in an

effort to not only teach others, but

also to bring the Japanese-American

community together.

"I want (the audience) leaving the

theater thinking, 'Wow, that's what

Japanese culture's all about. That's

what it means to be Japanese,'" Tsuji

says. "All of us up there aren't all

Japanese obviously. But we all share

it; it's the beauty of another custom

and another tradition ... There's so

much stuff that's there, and we just

want to share it with everybody."

CULTURE: NSU Culture Night takes

place Saturday at 7 p.m. at the

Veterans Wadsw/orth Theater.

Admission is free, but tickets must be

obtained from the Central Ticket

Office. For tickets, call (310) 825-2101.

For more information, call (310) 284-

4650.

ages taking part in the feast.

As patrons finish up the la.st of

their toppJing plates, the background

music of recorded choirs is replaced

with live voices. The curtains open

and out steps host Sylvia St. James,

alongside the Compton-based group

The Starlights. The revival has just

begun.

Bursting out of her tight, long

white lace dress and matching wide-

tbi«.-St.j4«nes^sungs-

with the rumble of God in her belly.

She implores the audience to throw

their hands in the air and clap along.

Botts prompting the

audience ...reveals the

conhmunity nature of

the southern religious

.
experience.^

ers. Shaking and. straining every

vocal chord in his throat to create the

powerful spirituals, it would be a sur-

prise if the heavens didn't part just to

hear Botts' performance.

Most selections have Botts

prompting the audience to clap

along, revealing the community

nature of the southern religious expe-

rience. Likewise. St James has the

less than touchy-teely crowd clench-

ing hands with iheir fellow diners dur-

ing one spiritually passionate song.

And the. final piece provides an

opportunity for all birthday boys and

girl s to sing along the chorus to "I n

and pants with blousy undershirt

match those of his band of perlorin-

the Army of the Lord" on stage after

See GOSPEL, page 21

SCREEN
From page 15

"Sliver" (1993), "Showgirls" ( 1995),

and "Jade" (1995), we all sort of fig-

ured that we knew what was coming

next.

But it wasn't " Burn Hollywood

Burn," a film about a disgruntled

director whose been used and abused

by his producer, his studio president

and even his actors. Shot almost

entirely with actors talking directly

into the camera, this mockumentary-

style film tells the story of film editor

Alan Smithee (Eric Idle) who is hired

to direct a big-budget action film

because he is viewed by studio execu-

tives as controllable.

When the action film, starring

Whoopi Goldberg, Sylvester Stallone

and Jackie Chan as three bad-ass

cops, is finished, Smithee finds that

not only isn't it his work, but that it is

terrible.

Most directors who find them-

selves in this position have the option

of using a pseudonym specified in

1969 by the Directors Guild of

America. Unfortunately for Smithee,

the preselected pseudonym is "Alan

Smithee." Unable to remove his

name from the film, he steals the

movie and threatens to burn it ifhe

cannot have final editing rights. In

the meantime, he hides out with his

new negotiators, independent film

makers Coolio and Chuck D.

"Parking in South Central is worse

than in Westwood," Smithee

observes.

Unfortunately, the story line turns

out to be more interesting than the

movie.

Despite several dialogues which

Hollywood insiders and movie buffs

are sure to find amusing, and several

more which residents of the West

Side will undoubtedly appreciate, the

mockumentary style ultimately

serves to bog the film down with a

tedious and sleep-inducing pace.

And just as a reminder that this

truly is an Ezsterhas film, all of the

women in the movie play objects, and

all of the African Americans play

"black people." It is occasionally

moderately funny, usually offensive

and almost never redeeming.

This movie is a definite rental.

Matthew Schmid
Grade: B-
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For me. 1 thought the score was just

beautiful. I don't buy very many
scores, because I'm more of a "red gui-

tar, three chords and the truth" kinda

guy. but James Horner does a great

job of evoking soul-searching emo
tion. He also composed the scores to

"Braveheart" and "Legends of the

Fall." It's like the only "classical" kind

of music 1 can really appreciate and

stomach for more than five minutes.

isnt that sad?

As soon as 1 saw "Titanic." I went

out and scoured the music stores for

the soundtrack. I'm not much of a

rush-out-and-buy person, e.xcept for

when one of my favorite artists releas-

es a new album and I'm there the first

day. but I had to have this album. It

took me a week and a half to find it.

Everyone was sold out. and this was

before "Titanic" the album was even

in the Billboard Top 10! When our

own Penny Lane had it (amazing, con-

sidering they don't have much else

anymore). I got excited and bought it!

I feel kinda silly about the whole

thing. I totally got bitten by the

"Titanic" album bug. I mean. I'm not

one for real schmaltzy music, and its

hardly the alt-rock or Britpop kinda

thing I usually lust over. But it's the

emotion behind the music, the memo-
ries of the power of the movie, that

draws us to buy this sort of album.

Another example: "Trainspotting."

I saw this movie four times in the

movie theaters. This movie just rocked

my world. As soon as I saw it. 1 bum
rushed the nearest Tempo records and

snatched up a copy of its soundtrack.

Songs like "Perfect Day" by Lou Reed'

and Blur's "Sing" made me relive the

alienation themes of the movie, which

serve as great wallowing songs when

you've got the El Nino blues. And then

songs like Underworld's top electro-

dance anthem. "Born Slippy." gets me
all revAed up. like Renton when he

snatched the money from Begbie's

hands and took off. a whole new world

of possibilities lymg ahead of him

(Hmmm, maybe I'll be Obi-Wan for

the next 'Star Wars" movie.)

And I know a lot of people who got

the soundtrack bought it right after

seeing the movie. I have five friends

that bought it within a few days of see-

ing the movie. I think that's so cool.

I'm sure EMI/Capitol records thinks

that's cool, too!

Not every soundtrack I get gives

me some emotional rush. Sometimes

you just need a good music compila-

tion or a soothing score to mellow out

to.

Most soundtracks make great com-

pilation records. The albums for

"Clueless" and "Great Expectations"

are cool examples. Both really have a

feel for the moods of those respective

"movies. However, to have all those"

random, cool tunes on the same album

is both economically and aesthetically

pleasing. Now 1 don't have to scope

out the singles and separate albums

for the songs 1 dig on those albums.

Sweet deal.

There's even movies that I've never

seen, but I bought the soundtrack any-

way because the music was so good.

The classic score to "The Mission,"

composed by Ennio Morricone, is one

example. The techno-laden sound-

track to "The Saint" is another. (1

can't bring myself to watch Val Kilmer

movies ... it's like being pretentious is

second nature to him.) Even though I

haven't seen either movie, I can still

get a true feel of what the movie is like.

That makes a great film album.

And then there's good soundtracks

to bad movies. This is the one redeem-

ing thing about stinker flicks. Take

"Grosse Point Blank." I'm going to

get fiak for this: I hated it. What a bor-

ing piece of gobshite, as they say in

England. But as I tried to get through

the movie, I noticed that the music in

the movie, the '80s New Wave and

post-punk songs from bands like the

Clash"and A-ha, was great. So I got

both soundtracks from the movie!

What really bugs me is when a

movie soundtrack puts songs on the

album that weren't in the movie ...

they were "inspired by" the movie.

Whatever, dude. I got the "Mission:

Impossible" soundtrack, only because

of the remade theme song by U2
chythm kings Larry Mullen Jr and

Adam Clayton. When I got home,

almost all of the songs were "inspired

by" the movie, and never even made

the movie. The same thing happened

with the last couple of "Batman"

soundtracks. That makes me think the

record labels are solely in it for the

money. Granted, that particular

album may be a great compilation, but

it has nothing to do with the movie in

that respect, so why connect the two?

As you can see. I'm pretty opinion-

ated about the whole "soundtrack"

issue. Soundtracks on the whole are

actually very cool. They bring such a

multi-sensory medium like movies to a

different level, one where I can think

of whatever I want. They feature

songs you normally can't hear on the

artists' albums or on the radio. They

bring out feelings for certain moods

that certain movies may or may not

have mirrored. And, most important-

ly, it's another form of collecting great

music, which for such a huge music

collector like myself, is way ideal.

Movies are cool, but in the end, it's

all about the music and the vibe they

help create. And that's why we're so

compelled to spend loads ofmoney on

them. Those damn record companies

have us all figured out, don't they?

Near ... far ... wherever you are, Prevatt is

still a fourth-year history student.
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Join the largest collegiate newspaper on the West Coast!

SOUNDTRACKS
From page 1
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"Braveheart,'" "Schindler's List"

and "Jurassic Park" were also pop-

ular. This suggests that people are

interested in carrying the emotional
'

;,experience into their own private

lives.

Although emotionat appeal is an

important aspect of the popularity

of soundtracks, there are other,

more practical explanations.

^"Soundtracks are used to pro-

mote movies and records," Chihara

says. "Celine Dion is selling a lot of

^records because of 'Titanic—

Whitney Houston sold a lot of

records (with the success of The
Bodyguard')."

Lovallo has another theory: '
^-

"I think they're becoming popu-

lar because they are gearing the

soundtrack towards today's record

buying pubticTT-ovallo says. "Like

alternative rock stuff, like in The
Wedding Singer,' 'Romy and

Michele's High School Reunion'

and 'Great Expectations' - even

though the themes may not be as

contemporary, like 'Romeo and

Juliet,' the music is very contempo-

rary."

Aaron Wiseman, the CD buyer

for Tower Records in Westwood,

agrees with Lovallo.

The most recent trend

in soundtracks ... is to

produce two kinds of

records: one featuring

score and the other

a compilation

of popular music.

"In the past, soundtracks were

all score," Wiseman says.

"Nowadays, they are like compila-

tion albums."

"It's also an inexpensive way to

get certain quality of music,"

Wisemen continues. "Some sound-

tracks are all punk, rap, alternative,

'80s music - like tlie 'Wedding

Singer' - etc. There are also sound-

tracks with a variety of music like

the soundtrack from 'Casino,'

which covers three decades of

music."

According to Chihara, this seem-

ingly new.trend of packaging popu-

lar music in soundtracks was actual-

ly set 20 years ago by "Saturday

Night Fever."

"Twenty years ago ... the Bee

Gees were featured in the sound-

track for 'Saturday Night Fever,'"

Chihara says. "That was a huge suc-

cess. I was told by the producer ...

that it itiade quarter billion dollars.

That was a huge amount of money
for a soundtrack to make. That set a

trend for soundtrack albums ^o

become collections of songs that

are used in the movie."

Chihara, who has watched the

film music industry grow and

change over, time, also credits the

popularity of score soundtracks to

UCLA alumnus John Williams.

"Usually, the soundtrack album

consist of songs," Chihara states.

"But recently, particularly because

of John Williams, the soundtrack is

all underscore. There are no songs

in the "Raiders of the Lost Ark' or

'Star Wars' 'Schindler's List' also

did quite well as soundtrack album

but there are no songs in the movie

except for source music (music that

is heard by the characters)."

The most recent trend in sound-

tracks, according to Wisemen, is to

produce two kinds of records: one

featuring score and the other a com-

pilation of popular music. This

approach of releasing two sound-

tracks for one movie (used for

"Great Expectations" and "The

End of Violence") makes the artistic

choice for the record company and

the producer easier than before.

But whether the soundtrack is all

score or a compilation of popular

music, a successful soundtrack

must appeal to the audience's emo-

tions and tastes.

"It helps to have a successful

movie," Chihara says. "'Titanic'

was a successful movie and so peo-

ple want the record. They go hand

in hand."

GOSPEL
From page 19

the general audience has already spent

several minutes perfecting the ability

to answer the gospel performers.

Though the event doesn't offer

food from L.A.'s five-star chefs or

f)rovide performances from the top-

paid musicians of our time, it affords

an experience nonetheless enjoyable.

Strangers can be seen chatting with

each other over the dessert bar and

singing side by side on the dance floor.

In a day and age when most neighbors

have stopped gathering at the local

church for Sunday service, it's nice to

know that a Sunset club can take up

the slack.

Even if most people really can't

manage to fork over $26 a week for a

chance to eat some eggs and sing

some religious songs that they proba-

bly don't believe in. Even if the people

they feast with aren't their neighbors

but individuals they'll probably never

see again. Even so. The House of

Blues Gospel Sunday Brunch just

makes you feel good. ._ 1

THEl

Magazines
I
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Student Newsmagazine
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Newsmagazine
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of alternative
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SPORTS
UCLA has

nopr^

handling

Anteaters
VOLLEYBALL Victorious

team able to maintain

intense play versus UCI

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

UC Irvme may be having the best

season in its school history, but so is

UCLA.
The top-ranked UCLA men's vol-

leyball team continued its winning

tear, demolishing the Anteaters 15-5,

15-6. 15-6 in less than an hour and a

half. The Bruins are making it a reg-

ular practice to send opponents

packing before their buses have

cooled.'

'T thought we played well,"

UCLA head coach Al Scales said. "I

thought we had five players playing

well."

Actually, they only needed one.

Setter Brandon Taliaferro came

out on fire. The sophomore served

six of UCLA's seven aces and posted

six kills in seven attempts for a whop-

ping .857 clip. And he also tallied 45

assists.

In game one, the Bruins capital-

ized on serving and hitting errors by

the Anteaters to score the first five

points of the match. UCLA didn't

need any help the rest of the game as

every point after came from a

UCLA kill or block. The Bruins

could do no wrong as hitter after hit-

ter found the open court. •

The Anteaters, however, came

alive in game two jumping out to a 5-

3 lead. The lead would evaporate as

Irvine self-destructed. The Anteaters

were blocked twice, aced twice, had

a hitting error and were called out of

rotation. The string of Irvine errors

brought the score to 9-6 and any

momentum the Anteaters had was

lost.

Game three began slowly for both

teams. After 17 sideouts, the score

was only 1-1. An Adam Naeve block

would start a 9-4 run that ended any

hopes Irvine might have had of tak-

ing a game ofTthe Bruins.

"I think with a team like that,

who's having success for the first

time like they are right now, when
they play UCLA or top teams, they

get a little nervous and they kind of

hold back," Taliaferro said.

Irvine head coach Charlie Brande

agreed.

"I think at times we played with

heart and battled them pretty well."

Brande said. "I'm proud of the way
we played some of the time.

"Great team that UCLA has.

Tremendous focus, they can stay at

the same emotional level for a long

period of time."

The Bruins will look to continue its

winning ways on Saturday night as it

hosts No. 12 Lewis University in a

non<onference match.

Last year, Lewis almost stole a win

as it took UCLA right down to the

wire. In a game that took over three

hours to play, the Bruins barely edged

out the Flyers, 24-22, in the pivotal

fifth game.

—

*

Keeping the faith
By4t«v»Kim

Daily Bruin Staff ^
Taboo...

•

^
Not every athlete is willing to talk about religion

and faith. But these four Bruins, a Muslim and three

Christians, are.

Here is a panel ofUCLA athletes who are devot-

ed to their religion and willing to give insight into

the way they integrate faith with sports and life in

general.

While from different backgrounds, they share

their unique faiths as student athletes to add to the

diversity of lives that constitutes the UCLA student

body. Though distinct, they share one thing; they

are recognized by their peers and teammates for

displaying their religious devotion synonymously

with their athletic prowess.

• • •

Senior linebacker Brian Willmer is one of the

most active Christians on the UCLA football

squad. Every day. Willmer prays and studies

the Bible. He meets weekly with a Christian organi-

zation called Athletes in Action, which promotes

greater faith and Bible reading among athletes. He
attends non-denominational Grace Community

Church in Encino. and regularly speaks to different

church youth groups of various denominations.

"It wasn't until my sophomore year until I really

understood what it was like to have a relationship

with Christ. I grew up in a Christian home and

understood it. but I never applied it in my life and I

never really learned what it meant to have a contin-

ual progression in your relationship."

It was also in his sophomore year as a collegiate

football player that he experienced a turning point

in his life.

"I just kind of broke down. I was just tired of ail

the false hopes and expectations that this world

holds up - hopes in things that we all hold up as

Spirituality is integral to

UCLA athletes, both on ^

and off the court .

'

I

valuable, such as success in athletics, pride, ego,

financial success, popularity ..."

Willmer has been able to take this new approach

and use it on the football field, starting for the

Bruins during their recent successful season. He
credits his formidable athletic ability and perfor-

mance to God.

"The most important thing you do is to give God
the glory, because he's allowed us to have this

opportuiiity to live our lives. So when I play football

I go out there to give God the glory, thank him. I go

out there and play as hard as I can within the rules."

As an athlete on a high-profile sports team,

Willmer has had his share of incidents that have

challenged his

values and beliefs.

"• But he says he's

worked through

that, and feels that

n\pst teammates rec-

ognize and respect his

beliefs.

"Most ofthe guys are

receptive and open to

Christianity because every-

body's searching for some-

thing. Some guys aren't

right now and they don't want to have anything to

do with it. But most are respectful ofwho I am."

Willmer's emphasis on giving glory to God
instead of to oneself, while considered unconven-

tional, has given him an alternative purpose of

being dedicated in his sport.

"It's hard for people to understand that God
would love us so much unconditionally. There's

more to life than just money, because we came in

this world with nothing and we're going leave this

world with nothing. 1 just hope people can under-

stand that."

S«« RELIGION, page 25

Bruins want strong showing tNs weekend
TRACK: Teams attempt

to qualify for NCAAs

during upcoming meets

By Alvin Cadman and DonaM
Mofiisoii

Daily Bruin Contributors

The biggest little city in the world

awaits the men's and women's track

teams today. Gambling will not be on

team's agenda in Reno, NV at the

Mountain Pacific Sports Federation

(MPSF) Indoor Championships, but

for many members, qualifymg for the

NCAA Championships will be.

"Basically, what we're trying to do

is give everyone experience to do well

and grow," UCLA head coach Bob

Larsen said.

Individual athletes will strive to win

their respective events at the MPSF
Championships in preparation for the

outdoor season.

Jim McElroy and Damian Allen

will compete in the 55-meter and 200-

meter dash. McElroy and Allen are

one-hundredth of a second off from

an automatic qualifying mark for the

55-meter dash.

Brandon Thomas will also run in

the 55-meter dash and freshman

Bryan Harrison will make his colle-

giate debut, running in the 200. Brian

Fell, a hurdler, will compete in the

400.

Scott Slover and Wade Tift wJl go

with assistant coach Art Venegas to

Atlanta, GA to compete in the U.S.

National Indoor Championships.

Slover tops the collegiate ranks, along

with Jacob Davis ofTexas, in the pole

vault, with a mark of 18 fcet-2 1/2

inches. Tift will compete in the shot

put and try to improve his seasonal

best mark of 61 1/4.

As the end ofthe indoor track sea-

son looms over the horizon, the

UCLA women's track and field team

have already begun their preparation

for the outdoor season that begins

March 7 at Drake Stadium.

They won't be able to look too far

MounuinPadficSfiom

Ftdmnn Owniiionships

andUi. Indoor NKian^

Otimpionships

UUMA WOWN;D««v 8fwn

ahead, however, because of their com-

petition they must face this weekend

at the USA Indoor Championships in

Atlanta and the MPSF Indoors.

At the USA Championships, held

at the Georgia Dome, three of

UCLA's best will compete against

topJevel competition from through-

out the country. Senior Rachelle

Noble, UCLA's most versatile throw-

er, is currently ranked 7th in the

United States in the hammer throw

and 16th in the shot put.

Sophomore Seilala Sua is currently

ranked 6th in the shot put, and has

already earned an automatic berth to

the NCAA Indoor Championships,

but will be trying to earn a automatic

berth in the hammer throw, alongside

UCLA teammate Rachelle Noble.

Freshman Erica Hoernig will also

compete this weekend in the women's

pole vault at the USA Indoor

Championships.

At the MPSF Championships in

Reno, the UCLA women will attempt

to make a last efTort to qualify for the

NCAA Indoors. Two important ath-

letes to watch for will be sophomore

Deana Simmons and freshman

Shakedia Jones.

Simmons, after an outstanding

freshman campaign, is ranked 4th in

the nation this week in the triple

jump.

Jones, a 5-foot-4-inch freshman

from Illinois, has made an immedi-

ate impact in the sprints. Her provi-

sional qualifying time of 6.84 sec-

onds in the 55 meters is one-hun-

dredth of a second from an automat-

ic berth to the NCAA Indoor

Championships.

With Jones and Simmons leading

the Bruin women in Reno and with

those competing in Atlanta, this week-

end should give a clear indication of

the type ofchampionship caliber team

that the UCLA women will showcase

during the upcoming outdoor season.

BRUIN UPDATE

Today
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Men's bask«

UCLA,

Men's vol

UCLA def.lMne 15-5. 15-6,11
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vs.Washingt
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WSMiMn% tennis

vs.UNLV

Women's water

atSBToumamei

Men^voHtybaH

vs. LevWs University

Sunday's games:
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vs. Washington

ifomenii bafketbaU

vs.vyashlngton

Seniors hope for invitation to Big Dance
W.BASKETBALL: Bruins

to play last home game,

anticipate tournament

By David AmoM
Daily Bruin Contributor

What does any one really deserve?

Can anybody say that they deserve

to get out of life wlxat they put in?

Do the seniors of UCLA's
women's basketball team deserve to

be in an NCAA Tournament in

appreciation for what they've done

for the program?

Seniors Tav^ana Grimes, Carla

Houser, Jamie Oenning and Aisha

Veasley won't get the answer they

desire until March 8, when teams

receive invitations to the Big Dance.

The four soon-to-be-alumnae have

four more games left, including their

fmal tip-off at Pauley Pavilion this

Sunday as UCLA hosts Washington.

Four years ago, Kathy Olivier was

a rookie head coach, and Grimes,

Oenning and Veasley were her first

recruiting class. On Sunday, the coach

may sit in a corner office talking

about how her seniors "pretty much
built this program," and the seniors

may remember their first day at

UCLA, and realize they have only

one more game left on that campus.

And on March 8, maybe the

seniors will agree when they remem-

ber their coach said, "They have suc-

cess written all over them."

"The tournament is kinda like our

reward, our payback," said Houser.

"Since I've been here I've wanted to

go to the tournament," said Grimes.

When asked if a Big Dance this

year would make up for three years of

being wallflowers, Oenning said, "It

doesn't make up for it, but it's nice."

"Just the other day," said Olivier,

"I grabbed Tawana and I said, 'You

know we've got four games left, and

we're going. to do this. You guys

deserve this.'"

Yet they're four seniors with one

starter between them (Grimes), so

how do they deserve anything?

"They pretty much started the

trend ofwhat kind of people we want

in our program," said Olivier, "They

do a perfect job of representing what

UCLA women's basketball is about."

"We don't need to take credit for

that," said Grimes, "as much as bas-

ketball was a good experience, the

people that I've met and the friend-

ships I've established will be the high-

lights of my having gone here."

"They say that adversity builds

character, and I think that's true for

our class," said Oenning. "One thing

that has really impressed me ... is that

we're all so different ... difierent back-

grounds, different lifestyles, different

families, different everything."

"That's the biggest thing Uiat I love

about these guys ... they do respect

that I'm difierent," said Flouser.

Maybe Houser is difierent from

her classmates; she came to UCLA
after dropping out of James Madison

and being spotted by Olivier at a

Friday league game in Long Beach,

MICHAtLHOSSWACHT

(Left to right) Carla Houser, Aisha Veasley, Tawana Grimes and

Jamie Oenning are the seniors on the Bruin basketball team.

but that's not to say she doesn't fit in.

"She fit in perfectly the minute she

got here, and that says something

about Carla Houser," said Olivier.

Oenning is also lucky to have peo-

ple who acknowledge her contribu-

tions. "She provides that leadership:

she comes in ready to go every prac-

tice," said Olivier. "Her work ethic is

something that people look up to."

Though Grimes, Oenning and

Veasley will be back for classes in the

fall, afier this season their history with

UCLA athletics will be just that.

"I think we lose a lot of leader-

ship," said Olivier of her seniors'

departure. When asked what they

think the team loses with their gradua-

tion, Houser, Grimes and Oenning

perhaps ominously listed "leader-

ship," "discipline," and "maturity."

"There's no substitute for maturity,"

said Oenning, referring to what she

calls "a humble, unselfish group."

If four people can have a collective

middle name, "unselfish" might apply

to the seniors. Grimes, recruited as a

shooting guard, has always adapted

for the good ofthe team. This was evi-

dent more than ever last year when

she was moved to the f>oint after point

guard Erica Gomez was injured.

"This year is the first year she's

really got to focus on what Tawana

Grimes came here for," said Olivier,

"Tawana doesn't have to play Miss

Everything anymore."
^

Veasley, too, could be the calendar

girl for selfiessness. A" starter as a

junior, sitting on the bench as a senior,

Veasley only sought to contribute.

"I think this game really celebrates

for us, for years ofhard work and con-

tribution," she said.

What hard work will mean for

them, (hey don't know. Olivier hopes

she'll see Oenning coaching, Houser

playing abroad and alludes to talking

with the WNBA and ABL about the

plans of Grimes and Veasley.

But Grimes said, "I don't know

exactly what I want to do," and the

others are mysteries too. Of only

Houser may predictions be made:

"I've always wanted to play overseas."

"I think they're ready to move on,

which is kinda sad," said Olivier,

though she *dded, "They're probably

gonna have more money than me."

All joking aside, it will be an emo-

tional Sunday in Pauley. "It's going to

be special because this is the first

group of girls we've recruited,"

acknowledged Olivier. _

"I don't know whether to cry or

laugh. I'm a very emotional person, I

know I'm going to be bawling my eyes

out," said Houser.

"It's not just another game for

me," said Veasley, "This is like the last

time I'm going to be playing in front

ofmy family and friends."

If one deserves to get out of life

what one puts in, maybe the seniors

deserve to end their careers where

they dreamed they would: in the

NCAA Tournament.

Bruins snare Cougars

with last-second shot
M.BASKETBALL Johnson

makes three in repeat of

last year's performance

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

- PULLMAN, Wash. - Kris

Johnson had an identity crisis

Thursday night at Friel Court. For a

moment there, he thought he was

Cameron Dollar.

Last year, the No. 18 UCLA
men's basketball team needed

Dollar's last-second shot (o put

away Washington State by one

point. This year, the Bruins (21-6

overall, 11-4 Pac-10) relied on

Johnson's last-second heroics to

defeat the Cougars, 78-75.

^ M. BASKETBALL, page 24

Bruins hope to train Huskies into accepting loss

M. HOOPS: TriptoSeatUe

puts team to biggest test

since McCoy's departure

By Emmanuelie Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PULLMAN, Wash - The No. 18

UCLA men's basketball team will

face its biggest and tallest test since

the departure of center Jelani

McCoy two weeks ago.

The Bruins (21-6 overall, 1 1-4 Pac-

10) will travel to Seattle on Sunday for

the second leg of their Washington

tour and will tip-off against the

University of Washington at

Edmundson Pavilion.

When the two teams met last

month at Pauley Pavilion, UCLA
played a stellar game for 30 minutes

and built up a 30-point lead before

the Huskies ( 16-9, 9-7) almost pawed

their way back. The Bruins would

hang on to win 105-94.

However, McCoy was there to

help J.R. Henderson battle against

Washington's twin version of the

Space Needle - seven-foot starters

MEN'S BA

Washington

Edmundson

Pwiion

diannd2
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Todd MacCulloch and Patrick

Femerling. McCoy had 16 points

and 10 rebounds while MacCulloch

spent a lot of time on the pine with

early fouls.

MacCulloch, who averages 18.7

and 9.7 rebounds ppg, is crucial to

the Huskies' offenses. While on the

bench, the Bruins outscored

Washington 43-27. But, when

MacCulloch was on the floor, the

Huskies had a 67-62 advantage.

"We've got to keep (MacCulloch)

off the court as much as possible for

us to do well," Henderson said.

"He's their leading scorer, leading

rebounder, so obviously we are

going to shut him down if we want to

win the game."

Though the Bruins are smaller,

they hope to use their quickness as

an advantage.

"We're definitely going try and

press them to get them to play our

style of play," Henderson said.

"Hopefully, it will cause a lot of

turnovers and get them into foul

trouble."

Bruins iooic to bral(e four-game sicid

f.fNfVlfVf LIANCVDaily Bfuin

Kris Johnson pulls a rebound away from Leif Nelson of WSU.

BASEBALL Victory over

powerful No. 2 Trojans

could turn season around

By Vytas Mazeika

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA baseball team has

been here before. In fact, they were

here two weeks ago.

The Bruins (7-8 overall, 2-3 in the

Six-Pac) are in their second four-

game losing streak ofthe season.

This time, though, UCLA has the

daunting task of facing off against

No. 2 use (11-3, 2-1) in a three-

game series.

But Bruin head coach Gary

Adams noticed a positive change

from the team in Wednesday's 1
1 -8

home loss to Cal State Fullerton.

"When you lose four games in a

row, you naturally are down,"

Adams said.

"You can't be up. But I saw signs

BASEBALL /^ if Saturday

L^l 1 1p.m.

vs. K
Jackie Robinson

% \
p*p

^,

use \,
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yesterday, in our game, of us doing

some things correctly, which gives

me some hope that we can turn this

thing around and become a better

team."

After a horrendous series against

Stanford, Adams called a practice

on Monday.

Even though there was pouring

rain, Adams believed that the team

could work on some fundamentals

without the ball.

"I told the guys that were there

that the practice wasn't a punish-

ment practice," Adams said.

All of the right choices that the

Bruin players made in the Fullerton

game must be repeated against the

Trojans.

' use has been winning games

thanks to their pitching.

Their starters for this weekend

are senior Seth Etherton (4-0 record,

1.20 ERA), junior Mike Penney (3-1,

1.52) and junior Jason Saenz (l-l,

2.70).

In contrast, the Bruin starters will

be senior John Phillips (0-0, 11.05),

freshman Chad Cislak (2-2, 7.13) and

S«eMSEMLtpa9e24
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Kings 7,

Black Hawks 4
Playing their second game in as many

nights following the NHL's break, the surg-

ing Kings jumped to an early 4-0 lead

against the Chicago Blackhawks on

Thursday night and coasted to a 7-4 win.

Los Angeles scored the game's first four

goals during a 12:03 span and held a 4-1

lead after one period. The Kings outshot

the Blackhawks 13-3 in the first 20 minutes.

Murray opened the scoring with a turn-

around shot from the slot during a power

play at 3:26. He scored again at 9:08 after a

blocked shot bounded onto his stick.

The Blackhawks, who allowed four goals

in a period at home for the first time this

season, finally broke through on Daze's

power-play deflection at 19:32. The goal

snapped a Chicago scoreless span against

Los Angeles of 154:12.

Perreault's power-play goal at 2:14 of

the second period gave the Kings a 5-1

lead. However, Amonte scored at 9:22 and

Leroux converted a rebound at 18:36

against Los Angeles goalie Frederic

Chabot to make it 5-3 after 40 minutes.

than 4 1/2 minutes later, but the Sharks

scored twice in the second period to take

control. Ricci scored with 4:48 gone in the

period on a rebound, and Matteau scored

on a defiection less than a minute later.

The Sharks did not get a shot on goal in

the third period, but St. Louis never threat-

ened seriously.

Nets 102,

Kings 4

p.
Sharks 3,

Blues 1

Jeff Friesen scored his 21st goal as the

San Jose Sharks won 3-1 Thursday night

over the Blues, who lost goaltender Grant

Fuhr in the second period with a knee

injury.

Friesen opened the scoring just 67 sec-

onds into the game on a power play. Blues

defenseman Marc Bergevin was called for

interference only 10 seconds into the game,

the first for both teams since NHL referees

have been instructed to be tighter in calling

penalties.

George Courtnall tied the game less

Seconds after the Kings dropped a 102-

99 decision to the New Jersey Nets, Jordan

chased down Leroy Richardson at mid-

court and screamed at the official while

pointing a finger repeatedly in his face.

The confrontation came seconds after

Mitch Richmond's desperation 3-pointer

hit off the backboard, bounced off the

front of the rim and fell out, sending the

Kings to loss in a game where they held an

18-point first-half lead.

The wild ending featured a questionable

foul call against Kings' forward Corliss

Williamson after he rebounded a missed

foul shot by Otis Thorpe with 24.9 seconds

left and Sacramento behind 96-95. »

The foul call so enraged Jordan that he

walked on the court and screamed at

Richardson, drawing a technical foul.

Jayson Williams had 20 points and 16

rebounds before fouling out in the final

minutes. Van Horn added 16 and Kittles

15.

The Kings opened a 48-30 lead with 7:01

left in the second quarter. A 15-3 run late in

the half got New Jersey to within 57-52 and

made it a game. The contest was the fourth

in five nights for Sacramento. Kendall Gill

returned to the Nets starting lineup after

missing Tuesday's game with a sore big toe.

The Kings hit 23 of their first 32 shots (72

percent) and finished the game at 51 per-

cent. Kittles had a season-high four steals.

M. BASKETBALL
From page 23

Washington State tied the score at 75 behind

Carlos Daniel's two free throws. So with 27

seconds left in the game, UCLA had one last

chance to prevent an overtime game.

Baron Davis brought the ball up the court

and passed it to Johnson. Davis wanted the ball

back, but Johnson kept dribbling against

WSU's Will Hutchens. Johnson waved his

teammates off, and with 0.3 seconds to go,

sank his only three-pointer of the night.

Johnson ranks sixth in the conference with his

42.2 three-point percentage.

"I made up my mind to take that shot,"

Johnson said. "My dad had told me this story

about Sidney Wicks (a former UCLA star)

how he had the ball and he waved a couple of

guys off and hit a 25-footer. When I went and

got the ball at the top that thought flashed in

my mind, and I was like, 'Forget this, I'm tak-

ing it.'

"I work on my threes everyday after prac-

tice, so I was real comfortable and real confi-

dent in taking that shot. I really felt that it was

going to go in."

In a game that would finish last in a beauty

contest, UCLA struggled all night against

Washington State (9-18, 2-14). The Bruins shot

only 38.7 percent from the field in the first half,

though the Cougars shot worse at 35.7 percent.

But WSU would still take a 36-32 lead into

intermission.

The second half was punctuated with multi-

ple ties and lead changes. But all three seniors

would make pivotal plays to pull out their

100th career victory.

Toby Bailey drove down the baseline for a

slam and a foul to put the Bruins up by two

with 2:29 left. Meanwhile JR. Henderson did

his job on the defensive end blocking a Cougar

attempt with 0:52 remaining to keep a 75-73

lead intact a few precious seconds longer.

And of course there was Johnson's game-

winning shot. Johnson led the team with 20

points, followed by Bailey with 19 and

Henderson with 15. Both Bailey and

Henderson were the leading rebounders for

the Bruins with nine each.

"I thought our seniors down the stretch real-

ly stepped up," said UCLA head coach Steve

Lavin. "It was kind of appropriate that our

seniors' lOOth victory that they were the ones

that determined the outcome down the

stretch."

There was a scary moment for the Bruins

in the second half, however. Freshman Earl

Watson suffered a concussion and was

knocked unconscious when Watson went up

to try to contest Daniel's shot at the 15:56

mark.

On their way down, Daniel's forearm belted

the right side of Watson's faCe. Watson laid

face down on the Hoor for seven minutes and it

wasn't until 10 minutes had passed that Watson

walked off the floor under his own power.

.

BASEBALL
From page 23

a third starter to be named later.

On top of being worried about the pitch-

ing, Adams is well aware that USC is great

every year.

During Adams' tenure, the Bruins are 55-

83 against the Trojans and overall USC holds

a 216-94 advantage over UCLA.
"They've got a well-balanced team," Adams

explained. "I don't think there is any one thing.

"That's the reason why they're doing so

well. They've been playing good defense.

they've been hitting well, and they're pitching

has been pretty phenomenal so far."

Last year, the Bruins split the six games

with the Trojans - winning two at home and

one on the road.

On Friday and Sunday, the Bruins will

travel to USC's Dedeaux Field. On Saturday,

the Trojans will visit UCLA's Jackie

Robinson Stadium for a 1 p.m. game.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9>99

QOA >liii 1114 Gayley Ave.
0£4~4I I I Westwood Village

Fgsfc Free DaJTiwy
until 1 a.m. Sunday-ThiirMlay
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Upn s College BasketbdII

How The Top 25 Fdred

1. Duke (26-2) did not play. N«t: vs. No. 3

North CarolifM, Saturday

2. Arizona (25-3) tta\ California 76-73,

Next: vs. No. 8 Stanford, Saturday.

3. North Carolina (27-2) did not piay.

Next: at No. 1 Duke, Saturday.

4. Kansas (30-3) did not play. Next: at No.

25 Oklahoma State, Sunday.

5 Utah (24-2) txat Texas-El Paso 71-49

Next vs. No. 16 New MexKO, Saturday

6 Conrwdtcut (25-4) did not play Next:

vs St. Johns. Saturday.

7.Kentucky (25-4) did not play.Nfxt:at

No. 14 South Carolina, Saturday.

8. Stanford (24-3) beat Arizona State 86-

73. Next: at No 2 Anzona, Saturday.

9. Princeton (23- 1 ) did not play. Next: at

Columbia, Friday.

10 Michigan State (20-5) did not play.

Nfxtvs.No 11 Purdue, Sunday.

1 1

.

Purdue (23-6) did not play. Next at

No. 10 Michigan State, Sunday

12. Arkansas (22-6) did not play. Next: at

Alabama, Saturday.

13. Mississippi (20-5) did not play. Next:

vs. Auburn, Saturday.

14. South Carolina (21-5) did not play

Next: SK toumanmt, Friday.

IS.Texas Chrntian (25-4) beat Tulsa 57

S4. Next: at Kice, Saturday.

16. New Mexico (21-5) lost to Brigham

Young 83-62. Next: at No. 5 Utah,

Satunlay.

W.Cincinnati (22-5) beat N.C.Charlotte

68-67. Next: vs Saint loois, Saturday

18 UCLA (21 -6) beat Washington State

78-75. Next: at Washington, Sunday

19 West Virginia (22-6) did not play Next:

at Miami, Saturday

20. Massachusetts (20-7) did not play

Next: at No. 24 Temple, Sunday.

21

.

Michigan (20-8) did not play Next vs.

Wisconsin, Saturday.

22.lllinois (21-8) did not play. Next: Big

Ten tournament, Fnday.

23.Syracuse (21-7) beat Pittsburgh 76-

61 . Next: vs. Georgetown, Sumlay

24. Temple (19-6) did not play Next: at

Maryland, Saturday.

25. Oklahoma State (21-4) did not piay.

Next vs No 4 Kansas, Sunday

Mi-n % (ollfap B.islo'tk.i

M.ijor Siori"

EAST

Syracuse 76, Pittsburgh 61

SOUTH

Ala.-Birmingham 92, South Flonda 76

Clemson77,N.CarolinaSt 72

Coppin St. 82, Florida A&M 71

Delaware St. 64, Bethune-Cookman 61

Howard U. 79, Md-F Shore 77, or

McNeese St. 77, Southern U. 74

Memphis 89, Houston 76

Morgan St. 97, Hampton U. 64

NE Louisiana 80, Nicholls St. 74

NW Louisiana 80, SE Louisiana 68

S.arolinaSt74,NorfolkSt.57

MIDWEST

Cincinnati 68, N.C. Charlotte 67

SOUTHWEST

Ark. Pmf Bluff 78, Alabama St. S$

5W Texas St 76, Texas San Antonio 65

Southern Meth. 69, RKe 67

TexasChristian57,Tulsa54

Utah 71, Texas-El Paso 49

FMWEST
Arizona 76, Cabfomia 73

Brigham Young 83, New Mexico 62

CalPoly-SLO%,CalSt.-Fullerton94

Colorado St. 64, Air Force 54

Fresno St. 86, San Diego St. 70

Hawaii 65, San Jose St. 48

Idaho 72, Long Beach St. 64

Nevada 107, North Texas 93

Pacific 65, Boise St. 5

1

~
Stanford 86, Arizona St. 73

UC Irvine 64, UC Santa Barbara 58

UCLA 78, Washington St. 75

UNLV 72, Wyoming 66

Washington 91, Southern Cal 66

TOURtUJMENTS

Nwtiwift ConfcTcna

Rest nMM
Fairieigh Dicki son 89, Robert Morris 73

Long Island U. 108, Monmouth, N.J. 79

Mount St. Mary's, Md. 69, St. Franas, Pa. 50

Wagner77,St.Franas,NY76,OT

jMlMni CMfcrcncc

RntMwi^
Oorgia Southern 57, E Tennessee St. 47

UNC Greensboro 60,W Carolina 59

TfamAmaka AWctk (anfcrencc

Cent Florida 94, Samford 70

Coll of Charieston 78, Campbell 64

Fla International 101, Centenary 74

Georgia St 80, Stetson 59

N.itioti.il K.iskptb,)!! A%\oci<ition

At A OI>in<p

Toronto 12 43 .218 281/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L Pet GB

Utah 38 16 .704 —
San Antonio 38 18 .679 1

Minnesota 30 25 .545 81/2

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

W L T Pts 6F GA

30 16 13 73 166 134

28 22 7 63 170 147

23 22 12 58 141 139

22 21 14 58 146 141

23 26 10 56 132 145

21 29 7 49 139 161

Maximo de la Rosa off waivers from the

Cleveland Indians.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Agreed to terms

with INF Ryan Freel and OF Luis Saturria

to one-year contracts.

Houston 28 28 .500

Vancouver 14 42 .250

11

25

Dallas 10 46 .179 29

Denver 5 51 .089 34

WESTERN CONFERENa

Central Division

W L

Pacific Division

W
Seattle 42

LA. Lakers

Phoenix

Portland

Sacramento

38

37

33

24

Golden State 12

Pet

.764

.704

.673

.600

.414

.218

GB

31/2

5

9

191/2

30

MUs
Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

3713

3115

30 21

24 24

22 26

19 30

Pacific Division

Thurvlay's Games

Washington 110, Golden State 87

New York 102, Milwaukee 90

New Jersey 102, Sacramento 99

Miami 91, Dallas 72

Houston 11 8, Minnesota 98

San Antonio 97, Toronto 86

Utah 108, Phoenix 97

Colorado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

San Jose

Anaheim

Calgary

Vancouver

W L

3113

27 20

20 28

2128

19 29

16 30

17 33

Pts GF

82 178

75 178

68 173

59 164

53 138

46 133

Pts GF

78 179

64 169

50 146

49 139

47 139

43 149

42 158

GA

116

137

145

166

140

169

GA

140

151

166

15

176

178

205

EASTERN CONfERENQ

AtlantK Division

W L

39 18

32 23

33 24

29 27

Miami

New York

UaMf Iakaunew ivv jTj

Orlando

Washington 29 28

Boston 26 30

Philadelphia 18 36

Central Division

W I

Pet

.684

.582

.579

.518

.509

GB

6

6

91/2

10

.464 121/2

.333 191/2

GB

Chiugo

Indiana

Atlama

Chailone

Cleveland

Pet

42 16 .724 —
38 17 .691 21/2

33 23 .589 8

33 23 .589

30 26 .536

8

11

Milwaukee 28 28 .500 13

Detroit 25 30 .4S5 151/2

Today's Gam«
Golden State at Boston, 7 p.m.

Portland at Indiana, 7 p.m.

Toronto at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.

Cleveland at Detroit, 8 p.m.

LA. Lakers at Minnesota, 8 p.m.

Philadelphia at Denver, 9 p.m.

Attanu at Seattle, 10 p.m.

Phoenix at LA.CIippen, 10:30 p.m.

N.ition.il Hocki v Iciaui'

EASTEMOMFEKNa
Atlantic Diviswn

W L T Pts GF GA

New Jersey 3616 6 78 165 113

Philadelphia 29 17 9 67 160 123

Washington 26 20 11 63 159 147

N.YRangen 18 24 16 52 145 156

NYKUnders 20 30 8 48 149 162

Florida 18 28 12 48 140 163

Tampa Bay 11 38 9 31 109 192

Northeast Division

Thmrfay's Games

Buffalo 1, Boston 1, tie -

New Jersey 4, Tampa Bay 1

NY Rangers 5, Toronto 2

Los Angeles 7, Chicago 4

Colorado 3, Phoenix

San Jose 3, St. Louis 1

Tad^r'iteMi

Florida at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Calgary, 9 p.m.

Anaheim at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Al timM in tlM ipom bM are EOT.

If in^.ictions

KANSAS CITY ROYALS - Agreed to terms

with RHP Scon Service, INF Shane Halter,

RHP Jaime Bluma, RHP Brian Bevil, OF

Ryan Long and INF Mendy Lopez on one-

year coMncts.

NEW YORK YANKEES - Sent RHP Joe

Borowski outright to Columbus of the

International League Signed RHP Ricardo

Aramboles to a minor-league contract.

SEAmE MARINERS 'Claimed RHP

National Basketball Assedation

PHILADELPHIA 76ERS- Activated G

Anthony Parker from the injured list

Rational FovtbaN League

NFL - Announced an art)iter has desig-

nated Minnesota Vikings RB Robert Smith

and Buffalo Bills NT Ted Washington tran-

sition players.

CINCINNATI BENGALS - Traded DT Dan

Wilkinson ) the Washington Redskins for

a 1998 first-round and third-round pick.

ST. LOUIS RAMS - Signed DT Ray Agnew.

SEAHLESEAHAWKS- Named Tim

Lappano running backs coach and Eric

Yarber offensive quality control coach.

National Hockey League

BOSTON BRUINS - Assigned LW F>.C.

Drouin to Providence of the AHL.

COLORADO AVALANCHE - Recalled G Petr

Franek from Hershey of the AHL.

COLLEGE

AKRON - Announced the addition of

women's swimming and diving as varsity

sport and named Brian Vereb coach.

ARIZONA - Suspended basketball C

Donnell Harris for two games for missing

practice.

1 . What sport did Dodger's ace Sandy

Koufax play on scholarship at the

Unhrersity of Cincinnati?

2 How many balls would let a baseball

baner take first base before 1880?

3 What were friends of jockey Frank

Hayes surprised to discover vvhen

they ran to congratulate him after a wrin

in July, 1923?

pf»psfMaM((
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RELIGION
From page 22

UCLA women's soccer player

Sommer Hammoud has had

the best freshman season any-

one could ever want, topping it all ofT

with the honor of being named Pac-10

Freshman of the Year. Such success

only comes through dedication and

hard work, and she gives all of that to

her sport while maintaining her devo-

tion to the religion of Islam.

As a Muslim, Hammoud follows the

five pillars of Islam. The first says there

is no god but Allah (Arabic for God),

and the prophet Muhammad is his

messenger. The remaining pillars

require prayer five times a day, fasting

during the month of Ramadan, giving

charity and making a pilgrimage to

Mecca, the Islamic center of holiness.

For Hammoud, praying (i\e times a

day hasn't really conflicted with her

busy class and soccer schedule, because

a prayer only takes five to 10 minutes.

As for fasting during the month of

Ramadan, she makes no compromises

about practicing her faith despite a dif-

ficult athletic regiment that Squires a

lot of energy.

"This past month of Ramadan, day-

light was from five in the morning 'til

five at night. It was a 12-hour period of

fasting, so it was a good month.

Sometimes, it ends like at eight at night.

It becomes difficult when you put

sports into it, but I've played entire

games fasting. It's hard but you keep

going.

"It helps when you have friends who
are also Muslims who fast with you.

Fortunately, there's a large Muslim

community here. They're supportive

and excited that someone (who is a)

Muslim excels in sports. It's a good

thing."

"Before I started college, my family

and I used to go to the mosque every

Sunday. That became hard to do

because I was involved in scxxer and

games were on Sundays. It's not much
of a mandatory thing to go every

Sunday, but it's good to go because it

keeps you focused on your religion."

Even as the sole Muslim on the soc-

cer squad, and a member of a religion

that is not prominent in the U.S.,

Hammoud says she hasn't come across

anyone opposed to her faith of Islam.

"People are pretty understanding.

They're usually interested and want to

know more. And I like talking about it

and telling what it's all about because

I'm proud of it.

"You think of the perfect moral per-

son and that's why my religion is trying

to teach you to be. Being moral is some-

thing I encounter not only in sports but

in everyday life. And if you're strong

inside, you keep away from the things

you might get in trouble with.

"Thank God my i^irents brought

me up around Muslim kids my age feel-

ing it was okay. I know kids who didn't

grow up with other Muslim kids and

they find it hard. There's peer pressure

and some people have slipped."

But Hammoud hasn't. She has

proven to be dedicated to her sport,

academics and religion. For

Hammoud, faith is something she can't

do without.

"It's a way of life. It has a lot to do

with peace - peace within yourself,

peace in groups. It teaches you how to

behave, how to act towards others. It

basically encompasses every aspect of

your daily life."

• • •

I've
been a CThristian ever since I was

bom, but I really didn't like it," said

Billy Knight. "Basically, my mom
forced me to go to church."

A member ofthe highly touted fresh-

man class of the UCLA basketball

team, Knight admits he was once reli-

gious just because he wasbom into it. It

wasn't until his sophomore year in high

school he felt an importance in his

Christian faith.

"After my grandmother died, I start-

ed reading her Bible. She wrote a bunch

of notes in it about where to look if you

get into trouble, feeling bad and things

like that. So I got more interested in the

Bible. Christianity and following God."

Knight r.eads the Bible every day

and attends church on Sundays when

he's not traveling with the team, which

prays as a group before each game.

Knight considers himself seriously

dedicated to Christianity, and tries to

spread his faith to his teammates.

"Ifyou follow God,

good things will

happen, so keep your

hopes up."

Billy Knight

Freshman basketball player

"You know, a lot of basketball play-

ers aren't Christians. They don't know

much about God, so I try to tell them

about Him. And if they want to follow

Him, they can; and if they don't, that's

their option. I try to take away the

stereotype about basketball players not

being religious; even athletes as a

whole."

Knight admits that in a popular

sfjort like basketball, one faces a lot of

challenges. He also admits it's easy for

one to get caught up in all the fun and

excitement.

"Especially (when you're) on the

basketball team, a lot of girls come up

to you. And then a lot of people come
up and say this or that about your team-

mates, saying they're selfish or no

gocxi. You just have to watch out and

try to stay pure and not get down on

yourself, because right now I'm not

playing that much. But I just keep my
faith and let God work it out for me."

Even through the peer pressure and

taunting from others. Knight stands his

ground.

"A lot of people make fun ofyou and

put you down and say stuff like,

'What's up? Don't you like messing

with girls?" But if I try to follow all the

materialistic things, they're just here

now and gone later."

Going against the grain is always a

challenge. Knight's faith has been

strong enough to keep him dignified.

Like many other Christian athletes, he

emphasizes giving glory to God.

"I really like what Evander

Holyfield did, coming out to gospel

music and Bible verses. I.want to give

God the glory in everything 1 do in my
life."

After his basketball career is over.

Knight wants to become a minister or

pastor.

"I was thinking about life. I'm not

like a really high-profile basketball play-

er, but I'm at UCLA. So 1 found a call-

ing in my life to preach and tell every-

one about God.

"I want to have a homeless shelter

and help out orphans or kids less fortu-

nate. I just want to show them that if

you follow God, good things will hap-

pen, so keep your hopes up."

• • •

One word to describe senior

swimmer Lindsay Etter is "con-

sistent." She has consistently

been a fast swimmer. She has consis-

tently been friendly and considerate of

others. And, she has consistently been

religious.

Etter was brought up in a Christian

household. A three-time Ail-American

athlete and the UCLA record-holder in

the 100- and 200-yard breastroke, Etter

prefers to focus on other things when

she's in the pcxji.

"God's given me a reason to swim.

A lot of people swim for medals or

recognition. Those are all things that go

away. They lose their value. Years from

now, I'm not going to remember what

place 1 got or what times I swam.

"I'm thankful to Gcxi for giving me
this talent for swimming and bring me
so far - to UCLA, a lot of great friends

and memories. A lot of times, I swim

what I call 'thank you' performances.

Usually, I just swim and use the talent

he gave me and every race tui ns out to

be great that way. It's always a hundred

percent because if you're doing it for

him, it's more meaningful than just a

gold medal." ..-.^ ; ; .

Years of involvement in Athletes in

Action, Bible study and church service

have put life into a different perspective

for Etter. But as a freshman coming

from a religious family in Texas, she

had to find her own way of practicing

her faith in college.

"When I first got to schcx)l, it was

difierent because all of a sudden 1 had

to find my own church rather than

going to church with my parents. So 1

tried different churches and found out

what pastor and college groups I

liked."

Etter now attends Grace

Community Church with her

boyfriend, Brian Willmer, and shares

fellowship with him and her other

friends. Since the swimming team con-

sists of numerous other Christians,

Etter rarely comes across situations

that conflict with her religious values.

Etter's life isn't one ofhuge sacrifice

or revelations. She's not what one

would call a bom-again Christian. Even

though her life isn't filled with religious

conflicts or difficulties that needed to

be overcome, her faith still grows

strongly - consistently. .

"For a long time, I used to think of

being Christian as like a personality

trait. You realize as you go through col-

lege that things come and go. But for

me, Christ is always there and will be

there. That's what God means to me—

a

friend forever. Knowing that brings me
through all situations."

Large /^
Red Delicious

Apples

Reg. 99^/lb.

Charmin
Bath Tissue

^ 4pk Umit 6 Reg. $1.49

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVIountain Dew

$139
6pk-12oz cans

COKE, DIET COKE & SPRITE

2 Uter Bottle Save 30C

VIVAULTRA
single Roll Towel

89C
Reg. $1.29

Sam Adams
$^^^^ ^ 0^ • Double Bock^^i yiMM • Boston Lager

^^^A %^ • Golden Pilsner

• Cream Stout
• Cherry Wheat
• Honey Porter

ALL 6 pk - 12 oz. bottles Reg. $6.99

« i Sparkletts*
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

1.5 Itter (50.7 <») w/ sport top

Heinz Ketchup
Squeeze Bottle

39
Limit 6

28 oz. Reg. $1.99

(ilorona

12 pack - 12oz. bottles

^iilUrCrirt :*'

$i;595
6 pk • 12 oz. bottles Reg. $6.99

Bud & Bud Ught

$C99
12 pk • 12 02. bottles

Open 'til Midnight It 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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index

Announoements
1100 Gampw Itappanings

1200 Can^MM OrganizaniDns

1300 CaniMis Recniltroent

1400 CamiNis Swvices
1500 Birthdays

1600 UgaliMlicet
1700 Lost ft Found „
1800 MisGdIankNis
1900 PorsomI Messages
2000 Perwnals
2050 Pragnancy
2100 RocfBational Activities

2200 Researdi Subjects

2300 Sperm / Egg donors
2400 Tickets Offered

2500 Ticiwts Wanted
2600 Wanted

For Sale
2700 Appliances

2800 Art /Paintings

2900 Bicycles /Skates
3000 Books
3100 Calling Cards

3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 Cdiectibies

3400 Computers / Software

3500 Furniture

3600 Garage /Yard Sales

3700 Healtti Products

3800 MIscellanious

3900 Musical Instruments

4000 Office Equipment
4100 Pets

4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos /TVs /Radios
4500 TaMe Sports

advertising information

Address Rates
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024^

Internet
E-Mail: ciassifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: httpy/www.daltybruin.ucla.edu

Dally, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Weeldy, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

Deadlines
Classified Une Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 woridng days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MastCard, and Discover credit cards.

Altow 5 woridng days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad wrtfi ttie merchandise you

are selling. Tills makes it easier tor readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid at)breviations—make you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

Th« ASUCU Communications board fully supports the Uniytfsty tf Califomica's policy on nontccnmlnatlon. no medhjm shall accept actvartisamants «*(ch pfasant paraons o( any origin, rac«, sax of sanol oriantatlon In a damaanim way or imply that
they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, « status in society Neithef ttie Daily Bruin nor the ttie ASUCU Communicrtions Board tas Investigatad ay ol lh« larvicas adyartiMd or «ie advettiwrnenta rapraMntad in this isaua Any parson betavKa that
an advertisemart in this issue violated the Board spolK^f on noniscriminahor stated heiem should conMnunicatecompWnts in wrting to tta 308 Wasiwood Plan LoiAnoales CA 90024 ForaaiM^
with housing discnmmahon problems, call the UCU Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Wastsida Fair Housing Offica at (310) 475-9671. QasaHM ada alao appear on-line at hnp7/Wwwd8ttytiruln.ue«a'adu pSc«nent on-Kne'ls onwadas a
complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed.

v""~ «. •
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Transportation
4600 Auto Accessaries
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair

4900 Autos for Sale

5000 Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Partdng

5300 Scooter / Cyde Repair

5400 Scooters for Sale

5500 Vehicles tor Rent

announcements

1100-2600

1100

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Scholarships. Business Medical

bills. Never repay Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext G-1650.

RAISE $500 in one week. Fundraising op-

portunities available. No financial obligation

Great for clubs. For more information call:

888-51-A-PLUSext51

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from low-cost financial services & on-cam-
pus ATMs Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

Travel
5600 Resorts /Hotels

5620 RMes Ottered

5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / Shuttle Service

5680 l^avel Destinations

5700 Travel Tickets

5720 Vacation Pacluges

Services

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbcusMon, Fri Step Stuif, 3517 Adwmon

TWs. Book %j6f. 3517 Adwwn
M/T/Wlm.DwldA34n9

W«LRm.A3-029
DncusMon.Allimtt 12:10- IKMpm

f<rtkaholtaortndhrtdu»ltmt>olmimt*MdHg)u>iUmu

CHERUB
I'll miss you tfils weekend sweetheart! We'l

catch up on everything Monday Love, me

5800 t -900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 Insurance

6100 Computer / Internet

6150 Foreign Languages
6200 Health / Beauty Services

6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys
6400 Movers / Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services

6700 Professional Services

6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

7300 Writing Help

Empioymart
7400
7500

Business Opportunities

Career OpportunHies
7600 Child Care Offered

7700 Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesttting

bitemshlp

Persooal Assistance

8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

7800
7900
8000
8100

Housing

8700
9800
8900
9000

8400 Apartments for Rent
8500 Apartments Furnished
8600 Condo / Townhouse for Rent

Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rant
House tar Rent

House tor ule
9100 Househoats for Rant /Sale
9200 Housing Needed
9300 Room for Help
9400 Room for Rent
9600 RoonMnates • Prhrate Room
9600 Roommates -Shared Room
9700 SuMels
9900 Vacatien Rentals

Looking for a
baby sitter?

How about one with a
college education?

Advertise in the Daily Bruin
Classified section.

CaUus at 825-2221

daHybniln

CLASSIFIED
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MsCCllMCOilS

LEAH 0. HAPPY BIRTH-

DAY
MARCH 1, 1998. FROM LEE, LILY.

STEVEN, VIRGIL, AND VIO. LOLO, LALA,

TESS, CELY, MANOLO, CAR, ELEN.

"THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
SPONSIBILrrY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babytaced All-Amer-

ican? Bisexual? Cuhous? Closeted Gay?
Nervous about your peers? I've been there

Handsome, 15-year local professional, well-

built, physically fit, "straight'-appearing,

healthy Btll 310-824-2433

STRAIGHT/BI GUYS
Two guys, 26/28, seek third White/In shape
only, under 27 with personality Westwood
area First time okay/discreet/safe. 310-474-

9650.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuals who have experienced anorexia

personally for thesis study Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Some recovery necessary Nikki: 310-471-

8032.

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or older. Inter-

ested in a clinical research study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-
sated. Call Dr. Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

owre information.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraine&behavior. Participants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $10 will be offered after return of com-
pleted questionare. Qualified participants will

currently have mild/no headache&have been
diagnosed by their doctors as having had
severe migrane in the past Leave
name&address. 31 0-208-7 187vocemail557

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 1 2 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES, 18-70 need
ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medk:ine Phy
sicians Small amounts of radioactivity.

$25/hr plus parking. Up to 4 hrs. 310-825
1118

NONSMOKERS AND HEAVY TOBACCO
SMOKERS 30-50/yrs old needed for Re-
search Bronchoscopy $175 (2-visits) 310-

206-0396

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study Receive

$25 for lab expenment and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(heallhy

Of heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery. Disease-UCLA $25/hr. Up to 8
hours. 310-825-1118

PUTTING
^

TOGETHER^-"^' •
Are you or is someone you know 18+ years old arxf suffering from Anxiety? You
may quall^ for an important medical research study If your symptoms Include:

Excessive Worry

Feeling Tense or Irritable

Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

At CaltfomU Cllnkal Trtab, a premier research facility, we are focused on fesflng
medications ttwt could possibly improve lives and lead to future medical break-
throughs Qualified participants will receive quality care from our research staff, a
free bask: physical exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solution
and call now

TOLLFRU
I -888-CC-TRIAL
(1-888-1287425)

California Clinical Trials

f 9tmmfm9

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED (M4F) 18-20 years

of age for a study on tx>ne health. Will re-

ceive $50 plus free nutritional, bone density

and strength assessment, and comprehen-

sive blood analysis Please call the UCLA
Osteoporosis Center at 310-825-6137.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call MIrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

MACINTOSH LCII. Computer, printer and
monitor. $350obo 310-207-6588

POWERMAC 7100/66 32/1GB. PowerBook
5300CS/100 24/500 for sale. 0S8,
RAM/Speed Doubter, Monitor, Printer, Ether-

net, Modem, MS Office, more . $1000,
$1200.310-445-0081.

t,.

*1

MATCHINb OVERSTUFFED WHITE
LEATHER(LIKE) CHAIR, $200. 7FT-

QUEENSIZE SOFABED $300 Like new.

310-471-5326.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY STEARNSAFOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sels-$119.95, Fulls-$169.95,

Queens-$189 95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,
Bunkt)eds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. Mattress, box, and frame,

$150. Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

compensation.

tL

Call 1-888411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you conskJered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. All races needed. Compen-
satkjn $3,500.00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21 -30 Ail into conrKJential. Please call

310-285-0333

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg dorxirs Ages 19-32 Egg
donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation Call 1-888-4 11 -EGGS, Kellie

Snell. Creative Conception.

SPECfAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile couple is hoping to find a compas-

sionate woman to help us have a baby

We're hoping for someone who has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

Of graduate Age 21-30 Thank you for your

consideration Compensation $3,500-

$5000+expenses. If you can help us. please

call 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733.

REfH.__.,.. _ -L

side-by-side, 3yrs old. $

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential

Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 income poten-

tial Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105.

LAP TOP COMPUTER
MAC 5300SERIES Brand New $1800

OBO 310-360-0827

ttlM^b^^ttl ^^^^Hmh^mb^mmA^

^ Piano Rentals ^^
K Low Monthly Rates ^
,XHollywood Piano Rental Company^
7 ^ 213-462-2329 ^,
••••••••••

transportation
..-,, *

wvi-^:f(^»>>-

^M^
i%

Vil^''^:jiStk»'^!¥

4500 - 5500
ipRiM

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

white, excellent condition, $3,750. 310-474-

0555.

1992 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET triple

white, leather seats, alarm, stereo, great

condition. Low miles, one owner. $7500 otx)

310-858-6541.

1996 HONDA CIVIC- Hatchback, CX, silver,

5-speed, A/C. 32,000 miles, excellent condi-

tion, $8,900 310-203-7568.

88 TOYOTA MR2 Must sell 5-speed. AC.

sunroof, extras Super clean' $3,950 obo

Call Stephen, 818-504-1177.

CLASSIC AUTO
1963 CHEVROLET Corvair Burgundy
w/black convertible top&inlerior B2 head-

lights, used in commercials, new white walls,

looks&runs great, priced to sell $4700
Jay@310-440-0745

HONDA CIVIC 1991. black 4-door. automat-

ic, power windows, A/C Good condition, new
tires 310-202-8334

MUST SELL!
1985 VW JETTA GTI MUST SEE! Impecca-

ble exterior/interior, sunroof, stereo, 5-

speed, great condition Sacrifice for $3,400

obo 562-432-2119

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches, Cadil-

lacs, Chevys. BMW's, Corvettes Also Jeeps,

4WD's Your Area Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A- 1650 for current listings

74 BMW 3 CS COUPE Fully restored

classic. Navy, automatic, AC, sunroof, all

power $13,500-obo 310-557-1507 Coolest

car on campus'

'82 VW VANAGON DIESEL Excellent condi-

tion New tires 101,000 miles 1GHV742
$1,700,310-474-5271.

'83 280ZX Original owner, full power, excel-

lent condition Jade-gray, black&gray interior

$6,900 A real beauty' Good tires and

alarm/locks 310-472-1915

'87 4D00R VOLVO DL SEDAN GoW, 1-

owner, manual transmission, phone
installed New tires 110,OOOM $5,000 OBO
Caroline 213-634-5254

Sate

•89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO 4-wheel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo $10,900 Must
see 310-879-1484.

'90 MAZDA MIATA; Red. excellent conditon.

runs great, 5-speed P/S, air, alarm, AM/FM
cassette, new speakers. $6800 213-656-

8579

•94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed Ex-

cellent condition. $8250 Please call

Zain© 31 0-477-661

2

travel

S600 - 5720

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK. Two trekets.

LA to Oriando or Fort Lauderdale. $200ea

212-946-1173.

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34Aup. 1-888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed.

services

5800 - 7300

GUYS&GALS DATES
1-900-407-7781 ext2343 $2.99/min. Over
18. Serve-U 619-645-8434.

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors'" Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lander Code 832123) Also

receive low-cost financial servces 310-

477-6628; http;//www ucu.org

STUDENT LOANS. GRANTS AND SCHOL-

ARSHIPS! 888-385-1 326

J**

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don t want

your business. All dnvers Newly licensed

Student/staff/taculty discounts Request the

-Brum Plan; 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303

/lilstate
YcN^ in good hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 \A/»stv>/ooc» Blvd.
C2 biks. So o> Wllst-iire)

Don Antonio's Pizzaria
Proudly Presents

Today's Crossword

|Any Medhim, One-Topping

Pizza ^
for ^

CaU (310) 209-1422

1

> Not fooi i»ith my oUsr offer

• Expfan 2/V/M •

'D»fr»CTYMi»i«wiiii»SI8- {

ACROSS
1 Fruit seeds
5 "Gosh!"

8 Pacific island

12 Honolulu

welcome
14 Therefore

16 Indian city

17 Film-crew

nfiember

20 Pouch
21 Arithmetic sign

22 Fiddle-de- —
23 Wattle

25 Grassy
29 Stimpy's pal

30 Puppeteer Baird

31 Shirt accessory
32 Gander or drake
35 Bread part

36 Bandleader
Brown

37 Writer's rep

39 Vamish
ir>gredient

40 Pass into law
42 Loud noise

43 Contact

45 Utilizes

46 "— Baba and
the 40 Thieves'

47 Tug sharply

48Sicl(

50 Special teachers

52 Evening wraps
55 Barbarian

56 Actor Baldwin

57 Cover
59 Have a flu

symptom
64 Like — of bricks

65 Give medicine to

66 Weighed down
67 Brew (coffee)

68 Cleaning tool

69 Quip

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HQQ QIQIZI DQS QIDSi

AROMA
N E W B RIU N
S L E

ANTS

M
AD

ICFO

IMG A I T E R
T I E RME R EMOR NATE

I

NMR E G G a E

2 Story of the

Trojan War
3 Exptorer— de

Leon
4 "— -Devir

5 Outfit

6 Greek god of

love

7 Quiche
ingredient

8 Stared

9 "Yuck!"

10 "You — There"
11 Spoil

13 Plenty

15 Selects from
the menu

18 Actor Art<in

19 Make fizzy

24 Small songbird

25 Give a
guarantee

26 Book of maps
27 Sister's

daughter
28 Exams

30 Crevice
32 Female title

33 Nimble
34 Soviet founder

35 Highland

households
38 Cattle call

41 Zero
44 Deserved
48 Roman road
49 Not wkjespreac
51 Show

appreciation

52 Doze
53 Escape

adroitly

54 Fathers

56 Lhasa —
58 Smalt hollow

59 Knock
60 Western

Indian

61 Neither fish —
fowl

62 Pop's mate
63 — Mahal

^^JVMVA'

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://wwwthelaweb.com. Los Angeles

HOTTEST internet night guide to DINING.

ENTERTAINf^ENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELI^ED
Supportive, confidential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationships Hypnotherapy for

test preparation Individuals, couples West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA, MFCC
310-289-4643

GOODBYE TO ACNE!
PII^PLES CURED 30-day $$bacl^ guaran-

tee. Send $28.75 to: Tolentino N^arketmg

22620 Ocean #2 Torrance. Ca 90505

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENERGYi All-natural, safe, effec-

tive Average 5-10 lbs /week 30-day money

back guarantee 1 -800-600-0343 exl 1 726

Ligri Mvtot/AilBnMfS

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans

Law offices of While & Assoc. (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/3 1 0-207-2089

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experienced immigration attorney Reason-

able rates and free consultations Call 213-

251-9588 for attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!

Visas, Work Permits, & Labor Certification A
California Corporation Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist Call 310-459-9200

^825^2221^
I

^^"'"^ 9^^ ^^°^° °" P""'"^^^ P^''^y Classified advertising. Just show us your Student/Faculty/StafI I.D. card.
206-3060
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DENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE We Croau B, aiuiui Sm.i.s!

00

"All Students

& Faculty

Members are

welcome"

rirst time |< Fullonlntmination • Onl Cinccr Scrttning

introductorv '
* """"'>' ""*>' • Ptriod<intil Eiumiruti«n

otter with

this coupon '^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"

III jt

I

^^^^H^^^^^K*i< i rM < . ' '' lur 1 inirtiiniii 3i r\iit

$43.
$88.«>/Arch

|» We offer the most effective ble»chiiig system

i

• Complete Rembrandt Kit

j

* ADA Kcepttd

Expires 12/5/98 Tel: (310)475-5598 iSCBHi
1630 Weslwtxxl lilvd., Wfsl Los Anqtles. Lffwetn Wilshirp \ Oanla Monica \lrpe harkinij in h<eap)

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW Green
cards, visas, work permits, laljor cerlitication.

deponation Reasonable rates Attorney Ge-
offrey Ctiln 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus

Mowi/Slonigs

BEST MOVERS 213-263-2378 Licensed,

insured Lowest rates Fast, courteous and
caretui Many students moved for ^98 Lie -

T-163844 NO JOB TOO SMALL'

HONEST MAN W/i4tt truck and dollies,

small |Obs. short notice ok Student discount

310-285-8688 SF, LV. SD AZ Go Bruins

JERRY S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers Experienced, reliable, same day

delivery Packing, boxes available Jerry.

310-391-5657 GO UCLA!!

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/Styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio 1st lesson free

No drum set necessary Neil 213-654-8226

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP all

levels and styles Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional musi-

cian All ages and styles. Reasonable rates

Private WLA recording studio 1st session

free 310-397-2524.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons S13/hr

my home or S23'hr your home Acous-

tic&electric Juies 310-398-2480

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching expenence All Ages/Lev-

els Leave message at 310-307-3012

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad 10-years

European operatic expenence Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

technique $40/hr 310-470-6549

6700
^

-
Professioiiiri Scnrtoss

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your cnticaliy-

imporlant personal statements'' Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subiects These&t)Ksertabans.

Personal Stalemenis Proposals and Books

imemalional students weloome.

SINCE 1965

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 4704662

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS San-

ta Monica College Business and travel

Starting Feb 28+Apnl 25 Six Saturdays.

9am- 12pm $75 Participation encouraged

310-452-9214

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w'two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David 310-281-6264 805-646-4455

RESEARCH EDITORIAL, Word Processing,

and complete resume services 213-444-

2033

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome. Fast Professional

Quality Gurruiteed. papers not for sak

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F I0:00am-5:00pm

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. or call

mobile unit direct. 818-697-4028 Pager

213-344-7581 http /'www.online-

labs com/danni/res/index htm

nnonng uinffwi

ENGLISHWRITING/SAT TUTOR- experi-

enced. Patient teacher UCLA Law Degree.

MA Journalism, flexible hours, foreign stud-

ents welcome ' 310- 477- 0881

MATH TUTORING 'CONSULTING by Ph D
Chemistry, Physics. English Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693,

SPANISH LESSONS Expenenced Master

degree One on one At your home S25/hr

First class free. Never boring, always tun

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance. English. Social Sci-

ence. History Foreign Students Welcome

Call 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages' levels SIS'hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

7400

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to" books, reports, and manuals Call

for tree info-pack" 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs.

MONEY IN YOUR
MAILBOX LEARN MAILORDER BUSI-

NESS Unlimited-income Send long self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope to LST Marketing

3924 Sepulveda #166 Torrance. Ca 90505

NO JOKE 2-5K from home starting first

month No selling Must be teachable. For

free info . call 1-800-322-6169 ext 3154

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief summary. 310-

393-7412

7100

FRENCH NATIVE. TEACHER WANTED for

pnvate lessons. S20/hr. Call Stelios9310-

453-1058

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PT Hrs flexi-

ble 310-208-1367.

7200

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Transcription. Resumes.

Application Typing. Editing. Notary & M6re'

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-

TIONS. LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-

ING FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES
ACE AWARDS. ETC 310-820-8830

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes

es. dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 21 3-466-

2888

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc Fax. email, mail, bring work to me
Rushes Student discount 818-830-1546

employment

:.
i^'

11

if
7400 - 8300

MORNING TO EVENING CHILD CARE Ex-

perienced, mature lady with references. Tod-

dlers to school age. 310-838-7656.

7700
CMM Care Wanted

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING. P/T 3-

7pm. W&Th Must drive 2 children. 11&15.

310-277-7195

CHILD CARE/MOTHERS HELPER for 9-

year-old girl Hours; 2 30-8pm. M-F in Santa

Monica Upbeat, enjoy chldren, likes sports

Car not necessary but must have clean dnv-

ing record Call Linda@310-785-5150

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to

help with afternoon pickup+homework 2-

children (15+10). WLA 3hrs/day 4-

5days/week negotiable Day-3 10-552-6836

EVE-310-577-4830

PARTTIME SITTER. Mon, Wed, and/or Fn

for 2 and half yr-old/boy Experience, local

references, and COL required. 310-454-

7490.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny

for active 5-yr-old boy References required

310-573-9393 aftneroons and evenings M-F

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk For 2 chiWren

ages 6&8 Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area Pay negotiable

Norma@3l 0-859-0345 between I0am-6pm

WANTED Regular Saturday night babysitter

for fun boys. 6 and 9 years occasional

weeknites too Santa Monica S8/hr. 310-

393-8978

WANTED- Companion for 11yr old boy from

4-7pm 2-3days/wk Need own transpona-

tion WLA References required Dave 310-

752-2130

•ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,

(internship possibility) Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication No

dress code/reception duties $7-$9.

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries Fax 310-395-

0509

SI 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars No experience required Free infor-

mation packet Call 410-783-8279

**RECEPTIONISr*
F/T OR Pn POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude

Needed M. W. F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

otfce in WLA and Irvine With excellent sal-

ary and benefit Please call 310-826-7494

ADMIN ASST 10-20 hrs/wk for data entry,

filing & general admin Fax resume 310-247-

1707/mail POB 5150. Bev Hills 90209.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for profes-

sional MD Home office in WLA Strong com-

puter+administrative skills necessary 20-

25/hrs-wk $9-12/hr depending on experi-

ence 310-470-7019

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT with zc

counting and computer skills PH" Flexible

hours Pacific Palisades We are national

flower shippers. 310-230-0811

AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS Sales and book-

ing p)ositions at modeling company Will tram

PT.'FT position Commission only 310273-

2566

UCLA Annual Fund

$8.10/HR.pii» BONUS
PMO TMHHNC • COIMMENT tCMOUUNS

(Suo Thius evtflmti 2 sNfIs on Sit i Sun ilteinoons)

Contact Cartes Gomel

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Avenu*. 4tfi floor, Westwood
we are able to offer work study

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps Part-time im-

mediately Full-time late spring Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ASSISTANT POSITION available. Full-time

for modeling agency Call 310-276-8100

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY!
Immediate part-time position available in

prestigious Beverly Hills silvenware store

Responsible for all shipping&receivmg;

store maintenance&cleaning. Schedule

flexible to suit your hours. $8.50/hr. 30

hrs/wk Please contact Christofle: 9515

Brighton Way. Beverly Hills. 310-858-8058.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve classes. 1-2 week
classes. 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS; Day cai-D

MF al Privn'c Club Expen<>nce+pe'SO''.i

ty** Theatre Ar:s. MusicRDrama. Crafts r-

enicd people anc all college majors wci

come MUST be energetic, emhusias'c

very outgoing team player MUST be av-i'i

anie to work' all i- weeks 6'15;98 8 28 v8

Ca! Andrea 3 iO-3p5 3254x3029

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS; Day camp.

M-F at Private Club. Experience+personali-

ty++ Theatre Arts, Music&Drama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98 Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starling $7.50/hr+commi$sion learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica office 310-394-

3364. Scott FAX 310-656-2434

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS VVANTEDn Front

desk/customer service agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel WORK 15-

20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR-t- 32SHIFr DIFFER-

ENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE OPEN
24HRS' APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE . LA

90024 PHONE 310-794-0151 FAX 310-

794-8503

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, commercials, and music videos Earn

up to S240 per day' No expenence needed

Work guaranteed! Call today 213-851-6103
» .

CLERK/RECEPTIONIST. Full-time for small

busy law firm in Beveriy Hills Great hands-

on experience' $7/hour. Please call 310-

659-9393

Retail Sales
Full-time/Part-time sales of

designer wedding & evening gowns

Salory, Commission, Bonuses.

CALL Pauline at (310) 474-7808

COMPUTER skills, many positions, pro-

gramming, web. tech Flex hours, Santa Mo-
nica location 310-453-7098 Steve.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company looking for

customer service reps. Part-time 6am- 10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F. Friday&Saturday

p>osititons for midnight to Sam or all hours. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support Com-
puter experience preferred In Westwood.
minutes from campus Fluency in French.

German or Spanish a plus Fax resume J

Rowlands 310-966-1802

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps. Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and en|oy working with children 310-

472-7474x110.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must

enjoy customer service Some lifting

$6 77/hr 15-20hrs/wk Call Felicia at 310-

206-2842 to apply

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at wwwucu org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urban dog playcare & training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts 310-445-1447

DRIVERWAREHOUSE P/T flexible hours.

Flower shipper needs dependable workers.

S8/hr. Vehicle provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

(or upcoming films No experience neces-

sary, 18+, union/nonunion okay, all looks

needed NTM;818-752-8044

F/T WRITER for immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented Self-starler

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired $1 1/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sessions No

experience necessary Earn up to $900/day

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK for WLA medical office. 6-8

hours/wk. $6/hr. Wilshire/Federal. Call Chris,

310-477-0501.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT/ACCOUNTING
PAT WLA. Call for details. 310-478-0591

.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST PT Century City firm. Light

phones/typing. Heaving filing. Fax resume to

Margarite Fox 310-785-1464.

Phone Magic
SERIOUS-MINDED

TELEPHONE WORKERS
PART-TIME

Not afraid of hard work
to earn excellent

commissions, plus

bonuses, in professional

Village office. Call for

information.

^ (310) 209-0081 ®
FLYERING Part-time positions available at

$6/hr. Posting flyers on campuses. Set your

own hours 310-838-2331.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST Pn. fast-

paced WLA dental office. Filing, answering

phones, general duties. Articulate, profes-

sional, nice attitude Call Theresa 310-208-

6813.

FRONT OFFICE Medical PT Mon-3 30-730
Th-3;30-730 Sat-830-130 Greet patients,

phones, filing, computer, and general office

duties. Experience helpful 310-443-1550.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable expen-

ence working with children outdoors "We are

looking for fun. canng. Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer home is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarillo,

Malibu, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs®aol com

FUN&$$$
Seeking motivated individuals interested in

having fun&making a difference. Strong

earning potential PT Call 310-649-5075

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club m
West LA Conversation only Flexible hours

Stan tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers Flexible

scheduling 15-20 hrs/wk $6 36/fir lor stud-

ents $8 32/hr for non-students Contact Ray

or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HOTEL DESK CLERK PT or FT Weshivood

Village Boutique Hotel Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my offce Busy phones.

Pan time Good pay for the right person

Language experience plus 310-475-5556.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately. Rapidly expand-

ing No experience necessary. Full training

pn $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664.

LAB ASSISTANT Temp, P/T for busy Androl-

ogy Lab in Westwood area. Available 9am-
1pm Duties include greeting clients, filing,

and maintaining supplies Spanish speaking

a plus Qualifications to Donna. Fax 310-

443-5258

LAB HELPER lOhrs/wk 9 8 49/hr General

laboratory maintenance including chemical

labeling&washing of glassware, etc Able to

lift up to 401b Fax resume to Cart 310-268-

4708

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed.

Psychology student/work study eligible pre-

ferred FAX resume to 310-268-4498

Seorchinq for Models Fresh Focer.

Men and Women for

commercial, catalog
& print ads . »-«

$150 to $250 p)er hour ^
* Beverly Hills *

No Fee No Experience

(310)-273-25a6

Classifieds

825-2221
Advertise for FREE in Bruin Bargains. Items $100 or less. Prints every Wednesay and Friday.

Daily Bruin ClassifietJ
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M(Hlel§ IMeeihNi Mow
No experience required

For catatog, printworV, magazines, movies
video and tv commeraals
Men and Women of all ages

Free Consultatkxi

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

f ARN
S200-S1000

A DAY
—5

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair removal

company in BH RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male/female. Friendly, detail-ori-

ented, will tram $18-$25/hr. 310-247-0999.

LE BEACH CLUB
AMERICAS FAVORITE TANNING resort is

expanding&has limited#of FT openings for

motivated, outgoing, tanning/sales consult-

ants. Pos. are limited so call now&join LE
BEACH CLUB, the Very Best. Contact Carol

310-704-8834.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1 998 1 -800-

305-4415, huntd9cc.umanitoba.ca

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
clal/Theatrlcal. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417. ... "\

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Wori< in the great outdoors. Forestry, wild life

preserve, concessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages-t-benefits Ask

us how! 517-324-3093. Ext n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT. $8/hr. Next to campus.
Flexible hours. Small law office. Light typing.

310-441-0966

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for 20
30hrs/wk $7.00-8.50/hr. Fax resumes id

310-470-1678 or mail to Box 574, iKiOi

Olympic Blvd., #121. Los Angeles, 9006";

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutoring agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks office help 130-

630, M-Th. $10/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

sional Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-636-

7102.

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-

wood driving and traffic school. Part-time Fri-

day, Saturday, and Sunday Call lor informa-

tion. 310-824-4444.

OFFICE WORK- Brentwood residence. Fil-

ing, computer, and light bookkeeping. $9/hr

310-440-0821.

P/T INDEPENDENT contractor needs de-

pendable transportation, reliable pet lover a

plus. $8 to start. 310-273-3169.

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr Mon-
Fri, 9am-5:30pm. Small immigration law firm

in Century City. Computer literate, good
phone skills, file, phones. Position includes

all other job related duties. Begins ASAP.
310-553-6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-
vate training opportunity. 5 days/week, M-F.

6am start. $500/month. Fax information;

310-476-7976.

PT GENERAL OFFICE
9am- 1pm, M-F. $8.50/hr. Realty/mortgage

company. Sherman Oaks. Good comput-

er/customer sen/ice skills. 818-771-5702.

RECEPTIONIST- PT- Fridays 11:30am-

6pm. $11/hr. Word processing and spread-

sheet experience a plus but not required.

Walk from UCLA. Terry©31 0-473-5358.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri. No experience required. Phones,

computers, Excellent salary/benefits. West-

LA. Be part of a fantastic team! 310-476-

4205

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY needed p/t

for management company, call 818-981-

8701

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books. PT
Children book knowledge req. WLA 310-

559-2665

SHOWROOM SALESPERSON needed for

high-end furniture line, must have interior

design background Must know Macintosh

computer/Minicad 7 program. Experience

w/furniture layout&floorplans. Call

AnaO310-837-7799.

WWII I)

Six Japane.se translators to work with

high school student groups on Thursday,

March 5. from 1 -3 PM at UCLA. Pay is

negotiable. If interested, contact Lisa

Walker at (310) 391-7127 ext. 225.

STUDia REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr bo-
nuses. P/T No experience needed Working
w/other students. Great P/T / F/T wort<. 213-
882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathlon Sports

Club Palo Alto. CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY; Professional couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy. $20,0OFl. 800^50-5343. -
.

' ..

"" "*

-

'

"

' V?
TEACHERS; realing enrichment program

$450-500/wk. F/rsummer job. Paid training,

medical benefits BA, car required. 562-429-

5676 or 562-429-5376.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED. For several pro-

jects. All languages. Italian, Japanese,
Chinese, Dutch, etc. Call 310-318-1352 or e-

mail resume DTrelfa® aol.com

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed in WLA
law firm. 60+wpm and know Word Perfect.

Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr. Please fax resume
attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

WANT A SUMMER JOB in mari(eting'> Cam-
pus Directories-a national publishing compa-
ny-seeks student to work as Mari<eting Rep
for profitable local publishing business. Gain

practical business expenece and earn up to

$15,000. See www.campusdirectories.com

lor more info.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE. Great pay, flex hrs

Will work around your school schedule 818-

344-1294

WANTED- DATA ENTRY $6.00-$8.00/hour

(DOE) Morning and evening shifts. Conatct

Ali; 310-899-0075.

DO YOU
HAVE THINI

TO SELL;
V -.•-.•i^-'- ;: :? f

/ /

ADVERTISE IN THE

B 1^14in .

argain

^'^

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

825-2221

Cliristidii

Alliance Church of Santa

Monica

1420 Yale St., Santa Monica

310-828-7608

Sunday morning 10:30am service,

Wed. 7pm prayer meeting, adult bible

discussion 9:30am. We are a small

group of people who desire to love

and follow Jesus Christ more closely.

Please come and join us.

Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave, LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Worship: Sunday 11am

English Worship: Sunday 2pm

Can't get up early enough for the

morning worship? Come and check

out our 2pm worship!

New Heart Christian Fellowship

1941 BamngtonAve., LA

310-478-3059

Meeting times: Sun10:30am, Wed

7:30pm. Casual attire, contemporary

worship, practical teaching. We love

Bruins!

Vineyard Christian Fellowship

Comer of 16th & Pearl St. in Santa

Monica, 1 bik south of Pico Blvd.

(John Adams Middle School

Auditorium)

310-581-9924

Sunday Celebration Sen/ice at

10:00am.

DESIRING A DEEPER EXPERIENCE

WITH GOD? Come discover the

casual atmosphere, contemporary

worship, and practical teaching that

has led many UCLA students and

graduates to make the Vineyard their

"home."

Westwood Hills Christian

Church

10808 Le Conte Ave.. Los Angeles

Accross from UCLA Medical Center

310-208-8576 Fax: 824-7577

Dr. Myron Taylor 10am Sunday

Worship Service. Bible Study avail-

able. Friendly church where no one is

a stranger, only a friend we have not

met.

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community'

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-390-3277

Pasture David Kim. Come celebrate

our 3rd year anniversary service with

us on February 8, 1997 at 1:30pm.

Ride provided @ 1pm Sproul turn-

around. Campus meeting Thursdays

6:30pm at 51 Kinsey. Wednesday

morning prayer 6am at church.

Congregational

Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch@aol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival.

10am worship. Open and affirming of

all. Christ centered, spirit-filled wor-

ship. Conversational sermons. Music

to lift your spirit! Children's church,

retreats, Bible studies, and lots of

God's Love.

Lutheran

Lutheran Campus Ministries

10915 Strathmore (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Worship: Sunday 10:30am, basket-

ball: Tuesday 6:00pm.

Timothy L. Seals, Pastor. Diane

Calfas, Campus Ministry Associate.

Serving UCLA on behalf of ELCA and

theLC-MS.

First United Methodist Church

at Santa Monica

1008 11 Ih Street, Santa Monica (3

blocks east of Lincoln, 2 blocks north

of Wilshire)

310-393-8258

Saturday night contemporary service

with praise music at 5:30pm. Sunday

I morning worship services in the

Sanctuary at 9 and 11am, with full

choir and organ music. Child care

provided. Sunday School for children

I

K through 5th grades at 9 and 11am.

1
Bible studies for youth and adults at

10am. Special programs for Singles.

Senior Minister: Donald J. Shelby,

Associate Ministers: Se Hee Han,

James Thomann

Metliodlst

Venice-Santa Monica Free

Methodist Church
I

I

4871 Centinela Ave., LA

I

310-822-8094

Sunday Sen/ice: 9:30am, 11:15am

I

College Fellowship: Friday 7:15pm

Looking for a spintual place away

from home? Come join the Venice

Church family. Everyone is welcome;

Jim Miyabe, Sr. Pastor. Rides, ques-

tions? Call Wayne 310-824-9762,

wmlee@ucla.edu.

Westwood United Methodist

Church

900 Hilgard Ave.

310-474-4511

http://home. earthlink. net/-wumc

Grace Land, an alternative worship

experience, Sundays 5:30pm in

Helms Hall. Traditional worship

Sundays 10:30am in the Sanctuary.
,

Call for details of Young Adult activi;

ties. Beautiful setting with glorious

music. Clergy: Sharon Rhodes-

Wickett and Jane Voigts. Campus

Ministry: Wesley Foundation at UCLA

(10497 Wilshire Bl.), Rev Frank Wulf.

Mormon
The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints

Westwood Meeting House: 10740

Ohio Ave. (directly behind the

LATemple)

UCLA Ward Bishop's Office:

310-474-8189

Relief Society and Pnesthood

Meetings: Sun, 12:30pm; Sunday

School (Scripture study): Sun.

1:25pm; Sacrament Meeting: Sun,

2:30-3;40pm.

Westwood Institute of Religion

856 Hilgard Ave.

Office: 310-208-8836

Sponsors Lambda Delta Sigma soror-

ity and Sigma Gamma Chi fraternity.

Provides day and night time classes

in the Bible, Book of Mormon, and

Marriage and Family Relationships.

Call or visit for class schedule and

information about service projects,

dinners, graduate seminars, socials.

The Religious Services

Directory is printed every

Friday.

For advertising information,

contact Scott Kim at 825-2221

.
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WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to the developmentally disabled Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129,

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns Please contact Cher-

yl at 31 0-31 3-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/ottice detail&people'

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794

INTERNS NEEDED at a production man-

agement company Please call. 310-445-

1621 Ask tor Chad To start immediately

MARKETING AND STATISTIC INTERN-
SHIPS available. $8-12/hr Great opportunity

to design, implement, and analyze marketing

surveys Convenient Sherman Oaks loca-

tion Dave ©818-902-5400

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSIC/NEW MEDIA CO looking lor stud-

ents who love to Dance/ Electronic music'

Must be organized and have good communi-

cation skills School credit Fax resume and

availability to Apnl@ 2 1 3-466-5 1 2

1

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apts. ideal tor roommates Garden, court-

yard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to cam-

pus 818-997-7312

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDR00MS
UPPER&LOWER $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS.
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS 310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD Spacious 2 bedroom apart-

ment S1050/mo Great location Low agent

tee 310-395-1284

MALCOLM in WLA- Large Ibdrm/lbath

S795/mo Hardwood tloors. stove, retngera-

tor, parking, laundry, and pool 818-995-8866

Ext 309

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom $895 - S945

fiJ^CVMHK^. »&*X-^ :^«3«!

^ v:,'*->v-^/-- V
cable ready, pod, u

super doiets. Uw Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

l40q
ApartBiMits for Hint

MAR VISTA $1,795 4-bdrn[V4-bath. 3-level

townhouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck Open Mon-Sat, 3954

Beethoven st 310-391-1076.

NEAR UCLA Furnished room and private

bath in two-story home. Available March 1

Kitchen privileges $500/mo including utili-

ties. 310-475-5125

PALMS $975 Large 2-bdrm/2-bath, security,

fireplace, laundry, appliances Near

shops/treeway 310-836-6007

PALMS 2-bdrm/2-tu|lbalh Newer building

AC, tridge. dishwasher, fireplace, skylight,

alarm, gated entry/parJting $895/mo 310-

838-5567 or 8 18-89 1-6496

PALMS SINGLE Pleasant, quiet buihding.

pool, frig, stove. $525 310-836-1424

PALMS $1045. 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-

homes Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Fans Drive 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager

PALMS $1050, Large 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath.

Loft, fireplace, balcony, private sundeck,

A/C. new carpel^Vyl-Near shops/twy 310-

836-6007

PALMS. $1795 4-bd+loft. 3-ba. 3-level town-

house Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck Open Mon-Sat. 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076

PALMS, $595. 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances Convenient to

campus. Secunty deposit $100 A/C. laundry

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month tree

w/year lease $300deposil 310-837-1502

leave message

SANTA MONICA guest apartment

IbdrrWIba with hardwood floors. Will con-

sider pets Rent control. Low Agent Fee.

$725/mo 310-395-1284

SANTA MONICA, Ocean Park and 34th

Bachelor, furnished/unfurnished, utilities

paid, stove/refrigerator. Street parking Must

see. $610. 310-399-1533.

SANTA MONICA; 2bdrnfV2ba. $1107 14.

Great Location. Low Agent Fee. 310-395-

1284

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses. Apartments, and

Houses tor rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside' Low Fee 310-395-RENT,
www westsiderentalscom

AfMrtmnls for Hint

W.L.A./PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550 Some/w
utilities Included, laundry, nice area, and

more 1-bdrm $705-$850 Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C. large, uppers, and more.

2-bdrms $795-$1295 Cute 3bdrm tor

$1050/mo with parking, laundry and more

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building.

Hardwood tloors. Stove+retngerator. 900-sq

ft, 1-bdrm Locked private garage $975 508
Midvale. 310-472-5752.

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New Lrg. Balcony. Security bidg

Alarm doors/windows Fireplace. W/D inside

unit. Month to month. Pets ok $1650/mo

310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT $1200. Condo 2-

bdrm/2-bath. Balcony, appliances, pool,

quiet locked building/garage. 310-553-6662

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1BDRM 5-MIN

WALK TO UCLA. AVAILABLE NOW AND
FOR SPRING/SUMMER RENTALS! 11088

OPHIR DR. $1BDRM-$925. 310-208-8881.

8400

WESTWOOD 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750 Gated complex Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830,

WESTWOOD, Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton,

Gas, water paid. $897/mo Available now'

909-885-4182

WESTWOOD/CENTURY QTY-
3bdrm/3bath spacious townhouse Tile entry

3 secured parking spaces. $1850 310-286-

1288

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm Across street from

UCLA Near buses, shops. Carpet, fur-

nished, dishwasher, laundry. 3 people o k

Short-term ok. $1045/mo. 310-208-7190

WESTWOOD: Single with small kitchen.

$650/mo. Great location. Low agent tee.

310-395-1284

WLA- 2bdrm-1bath, upper, large kitchen,

stove, hardwood, patio Between Federal

and Barry- 11617 Gateway $795/month

Kathenne 310-399-1506

;
-

- • PALMS • "
2BD. 2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 PARIS $1045
(310)837-0906

480, 3BA.

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME. FIREPU\CE.

GATED GARAGE, AUkRM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
4BD. 4BA

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT

i39S4 Beethoven SL$179S

280, 2BA. 2ST0flY

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. FIREPLACE,

BALCONY GATED GARAGE,

ALARM IN UNIT

• 11748 Courtleign Dr.$925 •
, (310)391-1076

,
Open House Mon Sat , 1 5

MAR VISTA, S625/month. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patio, bartmcue area. Quiet-building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

tor students. Suitable tor two. Definite must

seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl 310-477-4832

SINGLE APARTMENT in luxu.'i^uo Mmplex
on Barringlon Avenue. Near Sunset in Brent-

wood Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. Call 818-981-7440.

BRENTWOOD. Prime k)cation. 2-bdrm/2-

bath Spacious, fireplace, security building.

Security parking $1450 310-398-1139.

1800
for Rout

GUEST UNIT RENTAL
PACIFIC PALISADES Separate entry, park-

ing, secunty $800/mo inc. utilities Poten-

tial rent reduction for childcare/tutoring Call

310-230-3823

— _ _ __ _,l
ANSWERING MACH Panasonic $17 31^312-5342

BACKPACK black leattTCf-new $20 310-5574866

BARSTOOLS (2) bik cfirome, swivel $30 310-208-7551

310-208-5083 |

310-208-1610 !

BBALL TIX

BBALL TIX

ASU student tix

ASU student tix

$ao

$20

BEDSIDE TABLE antique, octagonal $30 310-820-6304 •

CELLULAR PHONE motorola flip $^ 310^572-9195 •

CHEMTV-CDS/WKBK 2 CDs-etext-workbook $36 3103624071 .

COFFEE/END TABLE

COLOR TV 13

glass lop/'marble tottonn

Hitachy

$99

$35

$150

$39

$170

310446-6886 \

310-312-5342
J

310-572-9195
J

310-208-2450 ' •

310475-1429

COMPUTERPRINTER HP540desk|et

CORDLESS PHONE W'answenng machine

DIAIVIOND BACK 26 mountain bike

DISHES

ERICSSON BATTERY

40 pc Mikasa/blk

2 shm NiMh 6V SOOmAh

$50

$40ea

31^206-7551 I

310-753-7050 ;

ETHERNET CARD
FULL SIZE FUTON
GRAPHING CALC

PC great 4 dorms

bIK mO frame cover

Casio

$25

$100

$60

310^15-1593
;

3ia820-R304 •

310-312-5342

GRFFX H20 PIPES all new from dealer $30 310-826-2944 \

IBM COMPUTER SOFTWARE KEYB MOUSE$350 31^209 5632 \

IKEA-BLACK TV chair $20 310^12-5342 ;

JEWELRY BOX
LABGOAT GOGGLES
MACPWRBOOK170

floral print, large

szemed/coversglasses

laptop.80K,4MBsys7

laptop 80K 4MB, sys 7 1

$60

$5

N/A

310-390-7811
;

31^3624071 •

310-204-1463 t

MACPWRBOOK170 $500

$45

310-204-1463 \

310-209-1205 JMODEM DIAMOND SUPRA PNP V

MONITOR 1
7' Sony Tnnifron $475 31^268-1050 ;

MS OFFICE 97PRO

MS WINDOWS 95

new'CD, no manual

r»ew!CD. no manual

$100

$20

310-267-7871
J

310-267-7871
*

OCHEM TEXTBOOK w/sltnmanual likonew $96 3ia3624071 I

PHONE&ANS.MACH Phone mate $46 310-3125342 \

PRINT Salvador Pali

great condition

$6

$99

310 208-7551 !

310446-6886 •REFRIGERATOR

SOFA

SOFA BED

beigrS btg

queen/like new $60

310446-6886 •

213<368-9278 *

310 208-7551 \

310390-7811 !

STUDENT DESK

STYLEWRITER II

white

3 yrs of warranty left

$10

$75

TEXAS INST TI82 graphing calculator $50 310 390 9469 \

TIRE CHAINS for 4wd never used $60 310 206-0938 ;

UCLA BBAL

UCLA BBALL TIX

UCLA BBALL TIX

Anzona student tix

ASU

Arizona student ftx

$:V)ea

$20

$36

310 208-5083
;

210-267-9602 I

818 788-7792 !

UCLA BBALL TIX UCLA vs Arizona

Pasadena tickets

Pasadena tickets

$45 310^242190 1

UCLA VANPOOL

UCLA VANPOOL
$350ea

$350ea

626 798 3698
J

626798-3698 •

WACOM ARTPADII

WOMAN S BIKE

like new org package

lOspt.'ed $20

310 229-0666 .

310473-6416 \

Classifieds

825-2221
Need a babysitter? How about one with a university education? Place your ad today!

I
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SANTA MUNIOA yuebl dparlrnenl

1t>drm/1ba with tiardwood floors. Will con-

sider pets. Rent control. Low agent fee.

$725/mo 310-395-1284

WLA adorable guesthse. Completely fur

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $750
Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-91 12

.."u., 1 u..iet grad-

studenl couple w/references seeks small

house w/yard for April 1, Will do yard

work/maintenance 8 1 8-980-334 1

,

9400
Room mT Rmt

nooin lOr iHNn

ItoMMi for RMi

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Sunday Balcony for

• sunsets. Spacious, sunny, 4bdrm/2bath

house w/additlonal large den w/separate en-

trance. Fireplace, large living room, dining

room, dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, wash-
er/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail March 1st

528-Third St. $3300. 310-571-0293.

»»»
O'Melveny & Myers

\\

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

BEVLRLY CLNTER- Room in huge&charm-
ing 3bdrm Spanish duplex Private bath&en-

Irance Hard wood, jacuzzi+yard. $800 in-

cludes all utilities, kitchen-t^house phvileges.

310-782-9674,

BRENTWOOD Share 2-bdrm apt w/male.

Move in March or April 1 $407.50/month.

11651 GorhamAve. Call Jason or Greg. 310-

207-1683

BURBANK- Nice location. Kitchen & laundry

privileges, utilities included May carpool to

campus $375/mo. Lucy: work; 310-825-

1198k or home: '81 8-567-4675.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, full kitchen, large bateony with view.

$595/mo. Avail starting April 1st. Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran-t-Ohio). Please call Nick.

310-479-0789

WLA. Your own room. Share house near

bus, shopping, freeway. Share utility, laun-

dry. $445. 310-397-5251.

WLA 1 room w/bateony in spacious 3-level

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no
drugs. Clean, quiet, responsible Avail now.

$440/mo. Parking. 310-204-5661.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. $495/mo. Large room,

0.5bath Off-street parking. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

WLA-Own roori; .: j ujim apt 2miles from

campus. Close to bus stops $371/mo. 310-

478-0256

WLA . Student w/infant needs clean, quiet

N/S female roommate. Own room/bath, com-
puter labs/pool facilities. 10-mi. UCLA, bus-

lines $402 50/utilities-t- deposit 310-313-

1882

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrmy2bth

Spanish duplex Responsible, fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo+
utilities-)- deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-659-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD- $725/mo Graduate student

needs roommate in must see 2-story,

2bdrm/2bath townhouse Cable, laundry, se-

curity eqiry, parking, etc. Sean ©310-207-
7327.

BRENTWOOD- $725. mo Graduate suncni
needs roor-.mate in musi see 2-sioiy

2bdrm'2ball^i townhouse Cable, laundry, se

curity entry parking, etc. Sean@3i0-20;'
7327.

MARINA DEL REYA/ENICE Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house. 3 blocks

from Marina pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors, $550/mo^utilities. Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301-7853(nighf).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Victor-

ian townhouse 2lxJrm/1bafh, upper w/ga-

rage Full kitchen. Washer/dryer Brand new
carpet Month to Month. $400-»'half utilities

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

Roomnurtes - Private Room

RANCHO PARK. Pico/Overland. 4-bdrm/3-

bath, Spanish-style house Backyard, balco-

ny, high ceilings, open, roomy. Month-to-

month $500. Female tenant wanted Patri-

cia: 310-558-4701

RMMT- OWN LOFT
WESTWOOD: $550 LOFT Next to campus
Apartment/kitchen furnished, loft semi-fur-

nished. Pool/gym/spa Prefer roommate: fe-

male or clean male student 310-824-4586

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own bedroom, own bathroom Parking

space optional. Contact 310-209-1607

SANTA MONICA. ,3rd&Montana Furnished

3-f1/2security apt with gated garage Prefer-

ably professional female. Own room, share

bathroom $450-f1/3util($50/month) For de-

tails, please call Marl at 310-393-6538.

SHERMAN OAKS Roommate needed to

share 2-bdrm/2-story townhouse Includes:

private-bedroom, garage pari<ing, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities

1 5-min from campus! Please call ASAP @ 1 -

909-946-1145

WEST LA, close to UCLA&beaches Own
bathroom in a 3bdrm/3bth townhome.
Includes dishwasher, fireplace&parking.

Male preferred, $425/mo. 310-207-1653.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo
Pool Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WLA. Share bath w/female. Nice/quiet

neighborhood. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

washer/dryer in unit. $450-f1/2utilities. No
pets Avail. 03/01 310-914-0023 or 818-888-

7501.

1600
ilOOlBRMiU"MlSfOa
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.
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. !

- ire

master-bedroom in Luxury condo Laundry in

unit Security parking Use Lot 32 shuttle, fur-

nished $425-each 310-478-9779.

WESTWOOD-Beautiful, large, hardwood
floor, 1-bdrm apartment Available ASAP.
Big-balcony "over/looking Landfair/Midvale.

Vaulted ceilings. Female w/puppy looking for

open-minded, outgoing female 209-9175.

WESTWOOD-Female roommate wanted to

share a large room in a 2-bdrm apt Fully fur-

nished with secured parking $470 310-824-

1370.

WESTWOOD Share room in large 2bdrm
apartment. Easy-going, relaxed, quiet at-

mosphere, underground parking. $350/mo
,

1st&last-i-$150 deposit. Move-in ASAP, 310-

443-9726

SANTA MONICA- Close to • Montana.

Ibdrm/lbath. Sublet from April to June.

$1500. Secunty building, spa, laundry, park-

ing space. Fumished/unfurnished 310-393-

6628 I

WESTWOOD 2people to share Ibdrm/lba

in 2bdrm/2ba apartment. Secured building

and parking Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/balcony. $375ea. 310-443-5515.

ROSARITO BEAU."., ! ^ .: jLU::n con-

dos^new 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr market. Security 909-

737-9203

FRIDAY EVENING
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11

13

News 3: CBS Newt

NewsX

Beverly Hlllt. 90210
"Sex, Lies and Volleyball"

Scienca
Guy

Family

Kitcf>en

Newts

101

Dalmatians

Boy Meets
Worldi:

Real TV (In

Stereo)

S

Living

Ricid Lake Make-overs

and secret ausTies

Primer Impacto

X

Nawsi:

Family
Matters 3)

Business
Report

NewsX

NBC News

Fresti

Prince

Ent.

Tonight

Hard Copy Kids-

Darndest

Candid
Camera S

Extra (In

Stereo)

E

Acceu
Hoflywood

[Dateilne (In Stereo) £

Gregory
Mines i

Step by
Steps

Nash Bridoes "Skr
Deep" (In stereo) S

Fresh iSeinfeld I Soul Train Music Awards Hosted by Palti LaBelle,

Prince | "The Stall" [Erykah Badu and Heavy D (In Stereo)

Soap Opara Awards Soap Opera Digest readers

determine {he winners in tne 14th annual ceremony

Newshour WHh Jim
LahrerX;

Life and
Times

iWashing-

ton Weidc

ABCWId Jeopardyl Wheal of

Fortune X
TSabrina-

Witch

NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Minnesota Timbenwolves

From the Target Center (live)

Home
Improve.

Martin

"Auction" K
Noticlas S

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouX
Noticiero

Univision

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo) A

Siinpsons
(In Slereo)

Esmeralda

Wall Street

Weak

Boy Meets
Worlds

E

Beyond Belief: Fact or

Fiction (In Slereo) S

News (In Slereo) E

Crime & Punishment in America X

Sabrina-

Witch

NewsE

Boy Meets
WoridE

NewsE

Millennium "The Pest

House" (In Slereo) (PA)

' J "KaWomia "(1993, Drama) Brad Pitt A writer

becomes lascmaled witfi man's homicidal urges

Maria Isabel Alguna Vez Tendremos
Alas

20/20 E

News Special "Prime ol

Life/L A Nightlite"

NewsE

News

News E

news M.

Cheers E

Late Show (In Stereo) E

Tonioht Show Actor

DavnJCaruso (In Stereo)

Murphy
Brown E

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

S
News E Nightline E

Jerry Springer

Keenen Ivory Wayans
Rapper Queen Latitati

Late Late Show (In

Stereo) E
Late Night (In Stereo) E

News (R) (In Stereo) E

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect E

In the Mix
(In Stereo)

News (R) £

Maury Sun/ivors ol near-

deatb experiences E
Married..

With

Mad About
YouE

Vibe

M'A'S'H E

Ent
Tonight

Friday

Night

Hunter "The Big Fall" (In

Slereo)

Classic Arts Showcase

Entertainers (In Stereo)

People's Court (R) (In

Stereo) E
Cops (In

Stereo) E
Star Trek "Tfie

Gamesters o( Triskelion

"

lAI Ritmo de la Noche Los Temeranos y
mas.

Highway

Paid

Program

Club
America (R)

S8

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography: Sylvester

Stallone Thehe Hocky Road

(3:00)

SpiritSf

America's Castles

"Cotton Kings" (R)

20thCantui
of Death"

Ury
(R)

"The Young Philadelphians" {\9S9. Drama) Paul Newman,

Barbara Rush /Vi ambitious lawyer connives his way lo the lop

* "Strangers m Good Company

"

(1991. Drama) Alice Diabo 'PG'

Worid Today E

4:00)* 'The Toy"

;
1962) Richard Piyor

Prime Time Justice

At the

Angetika

Larry King Live E

Law a Order The Seaet
Sharers " E

>y: Sylvester

The Rocky Road# "Cattle Queen ot Aton/ana" (1954.

Western) Barbara Stanwyck

'i "Letter lo SrBZ/)nev"(1985. Comedy) A jobless

Englishwoman has a lling witn a Russian saitor 'R'

Worid Today E

* "Dutch ' ( 1 99 1 , Comedy) Ed OfiJeiU. A working stiff

drives a snotty kid home lor Thanksgiving

Cochran A Company Trial Story

Prime Time Public Affairs

Wild Discovery
"WiWemess New Year"

Uncut (R) Behind the

Scenes (R)

Discovery

Coming
Attractions

Worid of

Wonder

Gossip

True Story ot the

Elephant Man (R)

News Weekend

(4 30) NHL Hockey: Fkxida Panthers at Detroit Red Wmgs From

tne Joe Louis Sports Arena (Live) E
Bonanza: The Lost

Episodes

Golden
Girts E
(4:00) MTV
Jams

You Afraid?

Wanw)
Miller TV

Golden
GirisS

Twelve
Viewers

Rocko's
Modern Life

Big 12

Showcase

Carol

Burnett

Supermar-
ket Sweep

Carol

Burnett

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure ft

Out

Last Word
(R)

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

News

Strongest

Waitons "The Wmg
Walker"

Intimate Portrait Reba
McEnlire " (In Slereo) E
My So-Called LHa
"Weekend" (In Slereo)

Doug (In

Stereo)

E

RugratsJIn
Stereo)

E

Cycle Worid (R)

NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Minnesota Timbenwolves

From ihe Target Center fin Slereo Live) E
(4 00) PGA Golf Nissan

Open - Second Round
Baywatch "Leap of Faith"

(In Slereo) E

Inside the

NBA
Highlander: The Series

"The End ol Innocence"* "Trading P/aces "(1983. Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyd Jamie Lee

Curtis Two men's lives are altered by a bet made between tycoons.

CNN/Sports
llhjstratad

MorteyHne
(R)E

America's Castles

'Cotton Kr>gs" (R)

Inside the Actors Studio

Actress Jessica Lange

* "No<or)0(;s"(1946) The daughter

ot a convicted traitor helps fight Na2is

NewsNight Showbiz
Today

E

"CWtorrf" ( 1991 )Martin Short A precocious 10-

year-old wreaks havoc in his uncle's lite

Prime Time Justice (R) Cochran & Company (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

20th Century

'

ol Death" (R)

Law A Ordar "The Secret

Sharers" E
"The S(ar"(1952, Drama) Bette Davis. A lading

actress chooses between a comeback and true tove

"A/ Capor»e"( 1959)

Rod Steiger

'j "Compulsion"

(1959) Orson Welles E
* "Strangers m Good Company"

(1991, Drama) Alice Diabo PG

Burden of

Proof (R)E
Cf«4/Sports

Illustrated

At the

Angelika

Larry King Live (R) E

* "The Toy" (1962) Richard Pryor A jobless

reporter becomes a rich brat's hired companion.

Trial Story (R)

Justice FHes Expediency

m Ihe judicial process (R)

Fashion

nie(R)
Model (R)

Sportscenter E

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) E

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Stereor
Kablam!(ln

Stereo)

Beavis and
Butt-head

Happy
Days

Wild Discovery

"WiWemess New Year"

Videotash-

ion Weekly!

Strongest

Man

Model TV
(R)

Strongest

Man

Diagnosis Murder
|

Stereo) E

Discovery
News(R)

Worid of

Wonder (R)

Talk Soup

Rodeo PRCA Dixie

National.

Hawaii Flve-0 A singer

lumslo crime, E
'Deadly fleia/wns "(1993, Drama) Robert Urich A
cruel lather engineers a cateulated insurance svmdle

Yol (In Slereo)

Wonder
Years E

Wonder
Years E

Boxing Fight Night at Ihe Great Western Forum
From Inglewood, Calit (R)

Top Ten Videos of the

Week (R) (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy
S

Mary Tyler

Moore E
FOX Sports News

* 'Shaft "(1971, Drama) Richard Roundtree A
detective searches lor a drug dealer's daughter

^

"Far and Away" {^992, Drama) Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman. Thomas
Gibson A class-crossed Irish couple go lo 19thcenlury America (In Slereo

Prime Time Justice (R)

'j "Letter

Englishwoman

Crossfire

(R)E

to Brezhnev" n9S5. Comedy) A jobless

has a llmg witn a Russian saitor 'R'

CNN/Sports
IHustrated

Interna-

tional

Newsroom
E

* "Dt;fc/)"(1991. Comedy) Ed O'Neill. A working stiff

drrves a snotty kid home tor Thanksgiving

Cochran ft Company (R) Cholces-
Conseq

PutoNc Policy Conference

Paid

Program

Elephant
lory 01

1

ntMan

Howard
Stem

(R)

Howard
Stam(R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club

Almost
Perfect E

Golden
Girts E

Loveline (In Stereo)

Taxi "Jim's

Mario's" E
NewhartS

FOX Sports News

**'i "Shaft's Big Scofe'"(1972) Richard Roundtree

Private eye John Shall searches lor his tnend's killer

* "Harlem A/ighfs "(1989, Comedy- Drama) Eddie Murphy, Richard

Pryor, Two 19Xs nightclub owners turn the tables on a crnw boss

Paid

Program
Paid

Program

Melrose Place "'Going

Places"' (In Stereo)

Inside the

PGA Tour

Paid
Program

Talk Soup (R)

Paid

Program

Bonanza: The Lost

Episodes

NHL Hockey Ftonda Panthers at

DelrotI Red Wmgs (R)X

Golden
Girls E
Beavis and
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

Last Word

Paid

Progra

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Twehre
Viewers

Bewitched

Inside

Santa Anita

Daria

"Esteemers'

Odd Couple
E
Horse R.

Paid

Program

Night Court

Daria "The
Invitation"

Bob
Newhart

Rgure
Skating

* "Outrageous Forlune" (^98^) Bette Midler. Two
aspiring actresses track down their mutual boyfriend

"Shalt in Africa"(1973, Drama) Shalt is sent to

Ethiopia lo crack a slave-smuggling ring

"roys"(1992, Fantasy) Robin Williams A
tovmaker foils his relative s ptot to market war toys

') "Big Business"

(1988) Belle Midler E

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99 34

33

35

(3:45) "The Evenirw

Star' (1996) 'PG- 1 3'

E

Dinosaurs

E
Growirig

Pains 3:

(4 30)** "Hard

Promises" (1991) 'PG'E

(4 25) "Cry. the

Be/oved Country" (1995)

"Dear God" (1996) Greg Kmnear Aeon artist

becomes an unlikely ambassador ol goodwill PG' E
Growing
Pains E

Brotheriy

LoveE
* "Jungle 2 Jungle "

( 1 997, Comedy)
Tim Allen, Martin Short PG" E

*'"> "Smilla's Sense 0^ Snow" (1997) A halfjilhuil

woman investigates a boy s mysterious dealh R' E

«' J "// Takes Two" (1995) Kirslie Alley A younq

orphan swaps places with a wealthy look-alike rG E
**** "When We Were Kings" {\°/X)) The 1974 title

bout between boxers Foreman and Ali 'PG' E
* * "The Ruh bl the Country" ( 1 995) Albert Finney A

teen-age Irish runaway discovers first tove 'R'age
'Jl

« 'Flight ol Ihe Navigator" ( 1 9861 An alien

spacecraft hokjs Ihe key lo a boy's disappearance E

I*** "Executive Oecis/on "(1996, Suspense) Kurt Russell A team

|ol special agents musI reclaim a hijacked airliner (In Stereo) "R" E
Growing
Pains E

Walt Disney Presents

"Swamp Fox" S
'j "Mars 4Hac/(s' "(1996, Cmedv)

Jack Nicholson (In Stereo) 'PG-13' E
"F/af/inerj"(1990, Suspense) Med-school

students make Inps pasi ihe ihreshoto ol dealh R' E

"Misbegotten" {)996) Kevin Dillon A couple become
unwittingly linked to a homicidal killer NR' E

Stargate

SG-fE
Outer Limits A biotogist

finds aliens (In Stereo) E
** "fami/y Sus/ness" (1989) Sean Connery Three **'i "Father o(fneSnde Part //"(1 995) Dual

generations ot thieves collaborate on a daring heist E pregnancies play havoc with an anxious lamily man

Dennis
Miller E
Hunger (In

Stereo)

Zorro (In

Slereo E
Perver-

sions

CHIPS "Peaks and
Valleys'

v, "Animal Instincts III"

(1995) (In Stereo) 'R'

Lavarne A
Shi)

Intimate

Sessions

Mickey
Mouse Club

* "Escape to Witch

Mountain" (]97S)"G"S.

Real Sex 19 (R) (In

Slereo) E

' ) "It's My Party" (1996) An architect

with AIDS decides to end his own Me E

Poltergeist: The Legacy
Taking on evil (In Slereo)

"Thinner"

(1996) 'R'E

* "Cupid" (1 997) Zach
Galligan (In Stereo) 'R'

"Never Talk to Stranoers"( 1995,

Suspense) Rebecca De Momay R' E

Classifieds

825-2221
Place your ad on-line. It's last and easy! www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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Why- do^^
the/: a Turns
want
re -enrol 1

?

Every :

Fri day is
UCLA Day
at Macy ' s

es twood .

ALL BRUINS (STUDENTS
FACULTY AND STAFF)

^ave^lO%
ON PURCHASES
(EVEN SALE-PRICED
STUFF) EVERY FRIDAY*
AND SAVE 100%
ON PARKING!
The savings ^v^ steep, the selection

is superb and the parking is free

(2 hours, with purchase). Macy's

Westwood is located at 10861 Weyburn

Avenue, across from the UCLA Medical

Center. You can enter from Weyburn

or Le Conte Avenues.

Visit us on the internet at www.macys.com

Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time

of purchase. Not valid with any other coupon or discount, offer. lOX does

not apply to cosmetics, fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid

each Friday only at Macy's Westwood.

Insido today

Rock climbing: students scale

steep edifices as exercise. %m% pag« 3

Secret: Big words are shortest route

between you and an 'A.' S«« page 1

5

Baslcetball: UCLA fights back but

fails short against UW. See bacic page

A R T#<^
N T E r(t4i

•c-

Spellbinding

swing
Big Bad Voodoo

Daddy stages

incredible show for

fans at The Derby.

See page 21
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Campaign UCUV operating aliead of sdiedule
MED CENTER: Fund-raising

effort already halfway to goal

of raising total of $1.2 billion

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff

Campaign UCLA, a campus-wide

fundraising effort slated to span seven

years, is working better than expected,

ofTicials say.

Lucky for anyone involved in the med-

ical sciences at UCLA, half of the $1.2 bil-

lion total is going to support their

prospects and programs.

But where exactly is the money going?

A little more than half of the $600 mil-

lion will go toward the Center for the

Health Sciences (CHS) reconstruction

program, said Roger Meyer, director of

development for the Health Sciences

Development Group.

Of that $600 million, the $330 million

going into capital programs will support

four main construction efTorts.

Current plans include a new hospital,

two additional research facilities and the

completion of the Gonda (Goldschmeid)

Neuroscience and Genetics Research

Center.

The overall CHS reconstruction pro-

ject is estimated to cost $1.1 billion; only

$330 million of which is funded by

Campaign UCLA.
And while only part of Campaign

UCLA construction funds will go toward

the reconstruction project, the difference

will be funded by other state and federal

DIANA lE£/D«»yBnjin

Alumnus elected state assembly speaker
POUnCS: Villaraigosa

exceptional as leader,

powerful speechmaker

By Grtgory Mcna
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was the first image that came

to his mind: Antonio Villaraigosa

speaking at a rally on the steps of

Murphy Hail. It was the late 70s,

and students ^ere protesting anti-

immigrant legislation proposed in

the California Assembly.

When he addressed the crowd,

Antonio had an intuitive knack for

phrasing things in just the right way,

remembered Juan Gomez-
QuiJiones, UCLA history profes-

sor.

Legislators may not have heard

of Villaraigosa then, but now, 20

years later, he is running the

Assembly.

On Thursday, Villaraigosa, D-

Los Angeles, was sworn in as the

next speaker of the California

Assembly, replacing Cruz

Bustamante, D-Fresno. He will

serve a maximum of three years.

"It's an honor, there's no ques-

tion about it, to be elected by my
colleagues," Villaraigosa said.

"What it says is that the

American dream is still alive."

Villaraigosa rose to his new posi-

tion "the hard way." He is very

proud of his story and presents him-

self as a living example of opportu-

nity fuiniled.

Villaraigosa was born and raised

in East Los Angeles. He encoun-

tered a major setback at the age of

five, when bis father walked out of

his life, leaving his mother to raise

three children.

Finishing high school was prob-

lematic, to say the least. He earned

a reputation as a fighter and was

expelled from Cathedral High

School for brawling and for a poor

academic record. He dropped out

of another school, Roosevelt High,

for a while but returned to graduate

in 1971.

sources, said Sarah Jensen, assistant vice

chancellor for Capital Programs with the

Health Sciences.

"Capital campaign funds are going into

the two new, seismic-replacement build-

ings," Jensen said, explaining that the cur-

rent research facilities were damaged
beyond repair in the earthquake and will

be replaced by two new facilities.

Plans also include the seismic renova-

tion of an already existing educational

facility, part of which will include the Bio-

Medical Library.

Monies may also be directed to needed

areas at the Santa Monica-UCLA
Medical Center, Meyer said.

Now, three years into the campaignr

more than $314 million of the $600 million

SceGUMPMCN,pa9e13

Intercollegiate

forums at UCLA

discuss retention

of minorities

CNVERSnY: Dropout rates

among underrepresented

students stump educators

Th* AssociMed Prrsi

UCLA alumnus Antonio Villaraigosa delivers his swearing-iri speech at the State Assembly on

Thursday.The new speaker of the Assembly said that he reached success "the hard way."

He then attended East LA.
Community College and sharpened

his GPA.
At that time, Villaraigosa

recalled making good money work-

ing as a machine operator. He was

sure to be promoted, too, and to

earn even more.

That was when his letter of

acceptance from UCLA arrived,

presenting him with a dilemjna.

But we know how that turned

out.

"I had a wonderful education at

UCLA. It was during those years

that I formed a big part of who I

am," Villaraigosa said.

He entered the university, admit-

tedly, as an "affirmative action

baby," and remains grateful for that

chance.

"Somebody opened the door of

opportunity for me, and I want to

keep it open for other people,"

Villaraigosa said.

As an undergraduate,

Villaraigosa studied history and

was remembered as a "hard work-

er" in the classroom.

"He had family responsibilities,

and he was also active in the com-

munity," Gomez-QuiAones said.

"That requires a lot of stamina and

commitment."

While at UCLA, he was an orga-

nizer for Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA).
Those who heard him speak

remember his striking idealism,

always delivered with controlled

emotion.

After receiving his bachelor's

degree, Villaraigosa attended the

People's College of Law in Los

Angeles.

He also served as a president of

the Southern California chapter of

the American Civil Liberties

Union.

In 1994, he was elected to the

4Sth Assembly district, which

includes Echo Park, Highland

Park, Silver Lake, Eagle Rock and

Hollywood.

Villaraigosa takes his recent

appointment in the name of Latinos

but is not satisfied with that.

"There is no question there is a

By George SwecfMy
Daily Bruin Contributor

With the advent of Proposition 209

and similar legislation throu^out the

country, race and ethnicity can no

longer be used as criteria for admis*

sions policy at a growing number of

American universities.

As a result, some educators fed

new ways need to be found to level the

collegiate playing field.

Educators from public universities

and community colleges all over the

country met at Covel Commons on

Thursday and Friday to discuss ways

to allow disadvantaged students

opportunities to learn in a university

setting.

Attendees focused on ways to halt

or slow dropout rates amongst incom-

Scc miMIMNIr page 14
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Juan Franclso Lara spealcs at

the AAP retention confererKe.
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Clinton's lowered loan

rate plan well received
An offer made Wednesday by President

Clinton to reduce interest rates on college stu-

dent loans is good news to state officials and

students.

The reduction Clinton is touting will cut the

interest rate on student loans from 7.8 to 7 per-

cent, potentially saving each public university

or college student who takes out a loan $650 a

year.

"I am pleased to announce that we are

proposing improvements in the student loan

program that will lower the cost of college for

millions of students and their families while

preserving their access to the loans they need,"

Vice President Al Gore announced at a press

conference Wednesday.

Although the reductions had been sched-

uled to go into effect on July 1, many lenders

worried about the losses in profits that would

result from an interest rate reduction, said

Thomas Butts, associate vice president for

government relations.

"The problem is the bankers and

lenders in the guaranteed (loan) pro-

grams don't like losing money," Butts said.

"They want our students to pay more to subsi-

dize their profits through the loan industry."

Law schools fight ban

on affirmative action

Law schools across the county are lashing

back at recent attempts to banish affirmative

action from law school admissions.

The effects of setbacks in affirmative action

at California and Texas law schools have led to

the naming of February as National Minority

Law Recruitment Month.

The month is part of a commitment to

diversity and minority recruitment by the Law

School Admission Council, said Leo Romero,

Law School Admission Council chairman.

The Law School Admission Council is the

national organization that produces the LSAT,

administers the LSAT internationally and

deals with law school applicants.

This renewed commitment
started after the council noticed

results of Proposition 209, which

amended California's constitution, and the

Hopwood Case in Texas

Medication errors

are killing, study finds

In the past years, deaths caused from med-

ication errors became the second leading

cause of death in the United States. The study,

conducted by mortality expert David Phillips

and his colleagues at UC San Diego, reviewed

morality rates from 1983-1993.

According to the study medication errors

increased at a higher rate that any other cause

of death except AIDS.

"Although medication-error morality rates

increased over this period for both inpatients

and outpatients," Phillips said, "the increase

was especially marked in outpatients."

During the 10-year study period, the num-

ber of outpatient visits for medical care

increased by 75 percent, while the number of

inpatient days decreased by 21 percent. The

increase in outpatient visits implies that

patients can take more medications without

supervision, allowing more room for errors.

According to the study, African American

males experienced the hi^est increase in med-

ication-error deaths, followed by white male,

African American females and white females.

In terms of pharmacology, analgesics and

anesthetics showed the highest increase in

deaths.

"Our data suggests that the medical person-

nel may need to compensate for changes in

medical care by increased vigilance in the

delivery.and monitoring of medications, espe-

cially for outpatients," said Phillips. "There is

a growing concern about the quality and conti-

nuity of physician^atient relationships. In the

case of the medication errors, this conoenv

may be justified."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and vt^ire

reports.
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Billy, you march straight to the bathroom and wash

your hands! God knows what you've been playing In!

LAST DAY:

Until UCLA billing statements

are mailed.

To file financial aid applica-

tions for 1998-1999.

For students who are continu-

ing to file applications for under-

graduate scholarships for 1998-

1999.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.
Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

^ .

WHArS BRE¥WN"TODAY

Monday 9 a.m.

Baha'i Qub
Come get free lollipops, balloons

and info about the Baha'i Qub
Table on Bruin Walk • 453^594

11 a.m.
Goklen Key National Honor

Society

Campus Awareness Week - visit us

on Bruin Walk!

Information about our activities

and membership requirements.

e-mail gkey@uda.edu

Bruin Walk

Noon
Business Association ofUCLA
Michael Dukakis - Leadership

Speaker Series

C)on't miss the opportunity to hear

Dukakis speak about leadership,

motivation and personal

experiences.

Ackerman 2408

Hillel Jewish Students Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Chaim

Uw School 2442 -208-3081

284-3636

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhofr400

Spjn.
Environmental Coalition

General meeting

Join the fight for environment&l

justice. • 2064438

6pjn.
Bruin Leaders Project

Diversity and Leadership

Covel Commons- West Coast

Room • 206-5071

American Indian Student

Association

General meeting

3201 CampbeU Hall • 206-7513

KyrieEleison^

Fellowship meeting

Kinsey96

7 pjn.
Ballroom Dance Qub
Tango lessons

e-mail ballroom@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

8 p.ni.

Raza Artistas Del Pueblo

Una Vez Al Mes (Theater

pnformance and poetry readings)

Call Martha Caballero

Ackerman Grand BaUroom

825-5%9

9pjn.
International FoXkdanccQub
Learn fun dances

e-mail intdance@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

284-3636

Tuesday 8 a.m.
United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Bible study (8: 10)

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

208-6869

11 a.m.

Golden Key National Honor

Society

Info about activities '

*

Bruin Walk v .

John Paul II Society

Christian feminism

Masculine and feminine "Logic"

Ackerman 2408 -208^)941

5 p.m.
National Society ofCollegiate

Scholars

Informational meeting

Speaker: Jane Sayegh

Career Center

Regents Scholar Society

General meeting

"How to get involved in the

Student Research Program"

Ackerman 2408 • 824-3808

Chinese Students Association

General meeting

KerckhoffUl

RAIN: Retention ofAiqerican

Indians Now
How to make God's Eyes

Workshop -206^043
Public Policy Room 1343

Wtiafi Brewin'can be reached via e-mail at

whatsbrewir>9n>edia.uda.edu

The D»«y Bfuin (ISSN 10*fr-S0«O) It published »nd copyrighted by the ASUCLA Communications Board AH rights »re reserved Reprlntlr>g of any material In this publication without the written permission of the Communications Board Is strictly prohibltad.Tha
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disability, age, sex or sexual orientation The ASUCLA Communications Board has a media grievance procedure for resolving complaints against ar>y of its publications. For a copy of the complete procedure, contact the publications office at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff HaM. All

Inserts that are printed lo the Daily Bruin vt independently paid publications and do not reflect the views of the Editorial Board or the staff
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Whether

you're safe

and sound on

UCLA's rock wall

or spending the

night on a ledge

1,900 feet above the

ground, rock climbing

offers a new thrill to

those who have overcome

Step-Reebok's challenge

With an expression of intensity,

third-year psycho-bio student

Christina Copland climbs the

rock wall at the Wooden Center.
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At 1,500 feet in thcait th ^ m^y
resting on his %gertips 8iKHi^|d||pison Ballas

was not worried about dbat iM^^nKgoing to have

for dinner that evening or how much money was

in his diecking account. Ballas' only concern was

to reach the next hold so he could curl up on a rock

ledge and call it a day.

Bi^as is engaged in one of the newest trends to

hit the fitness scene: rock climbing. Though rock

climbing first became popular in the '70s as

Californians Royal Robbins and Yvon Chouinard

(founder of Patagonia) led the sport, today rock

climbing is bigger than ever, with men and women
of all ages reaching new heights in record time and

rock<limbing gyms popping up in cities around

the world.

Ballas, director of UCLA Outdoor

Adventures, a division ofUCLA Recreation, says
"
the program's goal is to "provide the UCLA com-

munity with an avenue to the wonders of the out-

' doors." Ballas is responsible for the latest addition

to the John Wooden center, home of UCLA's
recreation department.

Not a "big piece of abstract art", as first time

climber John Stevenson thought when he entered

the building, the monstrosity next to the racquet-

ball court is a rock climbing wall available to stu-

dents and faculty whose inner child longs for the

playground jungle gym.

Anyone interested in learning the basics of rock

JHPTng can show up at the wall during hours of

;^J^eration for a 20-minute cJtientation, conducted

by an Outdoor Adventures instructor on staff.

Aron Bookman, one of the supervisors, recom-

mends that anyone interested in learning to climb

take advantage of orientations before the end of

winter quarter. Next quarter they will be replaced

by additional two-hour seminars at a cost of $15.

Orientation includes an introduction to climb-

ing equipment, rope tying, belaying (managing

the rope for the climber), communication skills

and basic climbing techniques. For a more

detailed introduction to rock climbing, the two-

hour seminars Rock 1 and Rock II are offered

several times per quarter.

For nature lovers. Rock I is the perfect place to

begin. At 8 a.m. on a Saturday morning, 20 stu-

dents led by five instructors gather at Stoney Point

in Chatsworth for a rendezvous with Mother

Nature. Beginning with a game of trust and some

warm up stretches, students then strap on their

shoes and helmets to practice edging and smear-

ing on large boulders.

Once comfortable with edging (using the edge

of the shoe to stand on a narrow hold) and smear-

ing (using a large surface area of your shoe to

grasp the rock), Rock I students divide into two

large groups and head for different sites of the

park. At the sites, climbers are divided into trios

consisting of one climber, one belayer and one

back-up belayer.

SeeMKiaiMBINCpageS

Mark Brown prepares to grab

the next rock on the wall.

Inner-city,

OUTREACH: Project gives

Mortar Board mentors

chance to guide children

• • \ students get taste of college life

Arts &Entertainmpnf 825-2538; News; 825-2795; Sports; 82>9851; Viewpnint; 825-2216; Classified line; 825-2221; Classified Displav 206-3060; Sales; 825-2161

ByPMiiiM\ta
Daily Bmin Contributor

Last Saturday a group of junior-

high students marveled at some of the

wonders of Ackerman Union: the

arcade, the candy store and, of course,

the birds that live in the Treehouse.

"Hey I just saw a bird in here!"

"Man, you're trippin.'"

"Wait. I saw it too! It fiew by"

"I told you."

UCLA's Mortar Board, a national

honor society, was holding "L.A. Teen

Mentoring," the main service project

for which they had been preparing all

year. About 60 students from Charles

Drew Middle School in Watts arrived

by bus at 9 a.m. to meet and spend the

day with UCLA students.

Last year was the first year Mortar

Board participated in L.A. Teen

Mentoring, said Community Service

Chair Khanh Nguyen, a fourth-year

biology student. "We hope it's a

trend."

Due to the nature of the Mortar

Board, members change every year,

and so a continuation of the program is

uncertain. Khanh hopes to influence

the next Community Service Chair to

make this an annual event.

The day began with introductions

and a breakfast of donuts and orange

juice. Afterwards, the students were

split into groups of 10 and taken on a

tour of the campus, during which they

followed the footsteps of hundreds of

past tourists and had to guess, accord-

ing to tour guide Joseph Abrajano,

"the one lie we're going to tell during

the tour."

The tour was an eye-opener for the

adolescents to the various activities and

opportunities ofcampus life. They sus-

piciously eyed the campus squirrel pop-

ulation, observed a women's basketball

practice session in Pauley Pavilion,

climbed atop the Bruin Bear and

watched, enthralled, as a troupe of the-

ater students vibrantly performed

Shakespeare's "Much Ado About

Nothing' in the middle of the

Sculpture Garden.

"Hey, that guy kissed that other

guy!" one student noticed.

Students also wandered briefly onto

Spaulding Field, and some boys got a

taste of UCLA football when they

rammed, full force, into a hanging,

heavy punching bag for the tackle.

"Arrrrgh! My arm!" one boy shout-

ed feelingly, clutching a wounded limb.

The Mortar Board has had a history

of helping out Drew Middle School, in

particular, with its community service

programs. During the school year,

members work as volunteers to the

after-school program, "Teamworks," a

15-week leadership program for Drew

students.

Drew students can get into

Teamworks by filling out an applica-

tion when someone - a teacher or even

themself - nominates them.

"Normally somebody sees some-

thing in them, some leadership ability.

It can be good or bad - we have some

gang members in the program, too.

But they all have charisma. We're hop-

ing for a kind of ripple effect," said

Michael Breen, School Coordinator

for Teamworks and a science teacher at

Drew.

The program, which centers around

team-building and leadership activities,

has been very successful at Drew. Each

,
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Students sought for service
ACTIVISM: With school,

work, many don't have

time to help community

By Starr Keilman
Daily Bruin Contributor

Community service is a delicate

matter, between coordinating

groups, being sensitive to diverse

cultures and racial groups, and get-

ting students to participate when

they are facing multiple demands

on their time.

To address these issues, the sec-

ond yCLA Community Service

Conference taught organizers and

interested students how to solve

some of these problems.

"If you're not

engaged in service,

what are you

engaged in?"

Tom Hayden
Senator

Community service embraces

many different areas, as Saturday's

conference showed. At UCLA, stu-

dents have a wide variety of

options for service. The

Community Service Commission

(CSC) alone is the home of 22 dif-

ferent organizations, including the

Bruin Partners, which tutors at ele-

mentary schools, the Prison

Coalition, and Women and Youth

Supporting Each Other, which

tutors middle and high school girls.

The conference, presented by a

collaboration of eight UCLA
groups, sought to acknowledge this

diversity with a wide range of top-

ics and speakers.

Sen. Tom Hayden ojjened the

conference with a keynote address

on the importance of community

service at the university level.

Sporting a prayer shawl from the

. Km TARHOZA

Joann Digneo, director of the Literacy Program at Occidental

College, speaks at a workshop on "Creative Tutorial Methods."

Dalai Lama, Hayden said that uni-

versities have an obligation as pub-

lic institutions to move community

service from a marginal stance

back into the mainstream.

Hayden offered that community

service is a part of being a human
being, asking, "If you're not

engaged in service, what are you

engaged in?"

Hayden presented a workshop

on Community Service

Legislation, a current project of the

senator. Since students often are

forced to choose among classes.

work and community service, ser-

vice often gets left behind.

Hayden's legislation aims to make
community service a more feasible

option, by lowering the tuition of

those involved in service work.

Another workshop focused on

the nuances of race and culture in

doing service work.

Many service providers do not

realize that they are coming from

one perspective, and sometimes

fail to respect other cultures, said

S«eSEIVKE,|>a9e12
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Southerners, low-income groups

IRS: Congress concerned

with abuse of authority,

earned income program

By David Pace
.

The Associated Press /i

WASHINGTON - If you're poor

and live in the South, you might want

to check that federal income tax return

very carefully before sending it off to

the Internal Revenue Service.

A study by the General Accounting

Ofilce found that 47 percent of ran-

domly audited taxpayers over the past

three years live in 1 1 Southern states.

Overall, in the South and nationwide,

more than 85 percent of those audited

randomly had incomes below

$25,000.

The number of taxpayers selected

at random for audits is small, com-

pared with the total number of IRS

audits. During the 1994-1996 tax

years, for example, the GAO said only

2,961 of the 5.6 million returns audit-

ed were selected at random.

Random audits are restricted to

groups the IRS has suspicions about,

one of which comprises low-income

working families who claim the earned

income tax credit. To qualify for that

credit, a couple with one child must

earn less than $25,760, with virtually

no interest or other unearned income.

"The emphasis on attacking the

poor is unconscionable^" said Sen.

Paul Coverdell, R-Ga., who requested

the GAO study. "You can't help but

conclude that they've decided if they

go after somebody who's defenseless -

it's easier."

But House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., and other prominent

Republicans repeatedly have attacked

the earned income tax program as a

prime example of fraud and abuse in

government.

Last April, the Treasury

Department reported that 26 percent

of claims for the benefit - $4.4 billion

worth - went to unqualified recipients.

Gingrich has even suggested abolish-

ing inheritance taxes, the lost revenue

recouped by tightening the earned

income tax program.

Agency officials contend the 2,961

random audits weren't truly random.

John M. Dalrymple, the IRS acting

chief compliance officer, said the

agency targeted six groups for random

audits from 1994 through 1996

because of "suspected or known non-

compliance" with tax laws. The largest

comprised taxpayers claiming the

earned income tax credit, who the

GAO said were singled out because of

the rep)eated congressional criticisms

that taxpayers were abusing the credit.

Other targeted groups were Ohio

restaurants" with alcoholic-beverage

licenses, returns where more than one

taxpayer claimed the same dependent,

self-employed Georgians claiming

business losses and collecting the

earned income tax credit as well, self-

employed Missourians who didn't pay

a self-€mployment tax, and sole pro-

prietors in Illinois with questionable

wholesale and retail filings.

GAO said the IRS selected 7,421

returns at random from those six

groups during the three years, plus an

undisclosed number picked from the

earned income tax credit group in

1996. The IRS gave the congressional

watchdog agency detailed informa-

tion about only the 2,961 audits that

were completed, of which 1,380, or 47

f>ercent, were from the 11 Southern

states. Only 29 percent of Americans

live there.

Taxpayers claiming the earned

income credit accounted for more

than 80 percent of random audits

completed during the three years.

Since the credit is designed to help the

working poor, and since the South is

the nation's poorest region, a higher

concentration ofrandom audits would

have been expected in the South.

But Coverdell, who provided a

copy of the unreleased report to The

Associated Press, said the IRS should-

n't audit anyone unless it has reason to

suspect a violation of tax law.

"For them to just knock on your

door one morning out of the blue and

say we're just going to rummage
around here - that just runs against

the American grain," he said.

No law prohibits random audits,

but considerable opposition to the

practice h^s arisen in Congress.

Croatian Singers

A ipccial si0n esdiibit

ihurs. Mar. 5
4PIII-8PIII

KercUMff
GniiSalra

Indian Dance FREE!

The Dgsbew International Stu4ent Center at VOJK
presents:

Networking in the W.S.

Workshop

f«cllK4<c4 by Cln4y Cbernow. Alumni Career Services t>lre<:tor

Taiko Group

Multi-Genre Performances

Flamenco

SPEAKERS
Aimee Liu, acclaimed author of Cloud Mountain
Andrea Capachietti, Humanitarian Aid for Bosnia

Plus a panel of International women

Womensnav
Symposiullr

IMbWMMnMM •!WMMI'
Sponsored tTy the Dashew International Student Center,

women's Resource Center, Center for tt>e Study of Won»en

& Women's Studies Program. For more info, contact

310/267-1 981 or e-mail sist)idaOsaonet.ucla.edu

Intero^tiorr^l stu4ents

and scholars:

Learn the art of sucoessful

networking. 70% of jobs in

the L/ 5' arc acquired through

effective networking.

Tuesclay, M^rch 3, 1998

12:30pm to 2pm

at the Bradley International Center Board ^joom

Coew ottn^ bulUlr>9 « »« oorntt ofCayley ao^ St»»«l?mo«)

$f>oniore4 by tbc OasbeM Intemjtiofxi student Center.

tb« Women 1 Hevxifce Center 4n4 tbe Alonrwl Center

For information, contact DISC at (510) 267-1981

3t Stony ?o\x)i '\n Ch^tsworth

International

students and scholars:

join us in the fun! Come climb

with us. The trip is lead by an

expert rock clinf7bing Instructor.

No experience necessary.

Must register to participate.

Saturday, March 7, 1998

8«m to 5pm

Pre-Trip Mt^: Tuesday, March 3rd, 6pm - 7:50pm

»t tbe Wooden Center's 2n4 Floor Conference tjooro

SponMnd by the DMhmr IntcnMboMl Studnt CeofUr

nd CRA OU4loar Aiiv«aturo

MaK ragtiter to pwUdpito.

For urfonnabon. oontact DISC «: (310) 267-l9tl

To receive regular information regarding Dasbew International Student Center programs, subscribe to ICNEWSLIstserve

1) Send an e-mail to: <llstserv*ll8tserv.ucla.edu>, 2) In the body ofe-mail, write: APD ICNEWS your full name, 5)

Social Democrats to oust Helmut Kohl
GERMANY: Governor to

seek chancellor position

in September elections

BylDiiyCiiizIni

The Associated Press

HANOVER, Germany - In a

state vote with nationwide conse-

quences, Lower Saxony Gov.

Gerhard Schroeder won a sweeping

re-election Sunday - and, in the

process, a shot at ousting ChanceUor

Helmut Kohl after 16 years in power.

Confident in the governor's popu-

larity, the Social Democratic Party

said it will nominate the telegenic

Schroeder on Monday as its candi-

date in September's race against the

conservative Kohl, Europe's

longest-serving leader.

"The Kohl era is over," Schroeder

declared after partial returns gave

his party more than 48 percent of the

vote, compared to about 36 percent

for Kohl's Christian Democratic

Union.

The 53-year-oki Schroeder, who
said he would accept the nomina-

tion, said Sunday's election "signals

a deep-seated wish for change in pol-

itics.''

Already campaigning, the gover-

nor said he would fight to end unem-

ployment, a key election issue in a

country where joblessness is at a

postwar high of more than 12 per-

cent

A fan of President Clinton and

British leader Tony Blair, Schroeder

presents a moderate-left challenge to

years of conservative rule - much as

with Qinton in 1992 and Blair last

year. He wants to reach out to mid-

dle-class voters to avenge four

straight Social Democratic defeats

byKoM.
For Europe, a victory by

Schroeder in the chancellor's race

wouM extend the continent's shiA to

the left, following Blair's Labor

Party win and the election of socialist

Prime Minister Lionel Jospin.

Christian Democrats were quick

to dismiss the election's importance.

"A huge victory in one state has no

meaning in the federal elections,"

Peter Hintze, the party leader, said in

Boim.

Still, many Lower Saxons saw

larger consequences in Sunday's

vote, casting their ballot for

Schroeder to send him into the chan-

cellor's race even though that would

take him away from the state.

"I voted for the SPD so he'll

become a chancellor candidate,"

said student Jakob Krovoza, 22.

"He stands for economic compe-

tence."

The Lower Saxony governor's

recipe of saving jobs with state aid

while promoting flexible working

hours and deregulation has served

him well. His northern state relies on

jobs in heavy industry and at

Volkswagen, Europe's biggest

automaker.

But Schroeder's biggest appeal

may be that he presents a new face to

Germans ready for a change.

"We need some movement in

German politics," said Rosemarie

Bewersdorff, 68, after casting her

vote in Hanover. "It's always that

way when pacties have been in power

too long."

Polls indicate Schroeder has a far

stronger chance to beat Kohl on

Sept. 27 than the Social Democratic

Sec ELECnOISb pa9c14

Gernr^an Chancellor Helmut

Party challenge for power in

PhoKH courtesy ct TTie Associated Press

KoM will face a Social Democratic

September's elections.

Lower Saxony

State Gov.

G«rtiafd

Schroeder and

his wife Doris

Schroeder-

Koepf leave the

polling station

after the state

parliamentary

elections on

lnck>nesian president faces pressing economic crisis

STRATEGY: Suharto backs $43-billion bailout plan

to stabilize soaring food prices, unemployment rates

By

The Associated Press

JAKARTA, Indonesia - Coasting

to another five-year term but under

pressure to halt soaring food prices.

President Suharto called for changes

Sunday to an International

Monetary Fund plan to help save his

limping ecoiTomy.

Suharto told the 1,000-member

People's Consultative Assembly,

which is expected to re-elect him

unopposed later thistweek, that he

remained committed to carrying out

the IMF's $43-billion rescue pack-

age.

However, Suharto said additional

strategies were needed as life gets

tougher in the world's fourth-most

populous country. The bailout was

approved last year and revised in

January after the crisis worsened.

"Despite the fact that we already

have started to carry out clear and

fundamental reforms and a restnio-

turing program, there are no signs

yet that the situation has improved,"

the 76-year-old leader said in the

nationaBy televised speech.

"On the contrary, the people's life

is becoming more difRcult," said the

president, whose 32 years in power

make him Asia's longest-serving

leader.

Suharto did not specify what

reform changes he wanted but said

new measures could be introduced as

an "IMF-Phis" formula

There's been some worry in finan-

cial markets that Indonesia has been

too slow to follow through with IMF

^^ SMSMMKfOkpagcl}

Internal report

says U.S. should

act Inational

and vindictive' -

MILITARY: Threat of

nuclear retaliation would

scare potential attackers

By John Diamond
Tne Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The United

States should maintain the threat of

nuclear retaliation with an "irrational

and vindictive" streak to intimidate

would-be attackers such as Iraq,

according to an internal military study

made public Sunday.

The study, "Essentials of Post-Cold

War Deterrence," was written by the

Air Force's Strategic Command, mili-

tary headquarters responsible for the

nation's strategic nuclear arsenal. It

was obtained under the Freedom of

Information Act by an arms control

group and published Sunday in a

report on U.S. strategies for deterring

attacks by antagonistic nations using

chemical, biological or nuclear

weapons.

"Because of the value that comes

from the ambiguity of what the U.S.

may do to an adversary if the acts we

seek to deter &re carried out, it hurts to

portray ourselves as too fully rational

and cool-headed, " the 1995 Strategic

Command study says.

The London-based think tank, the

British-American Security

Information Council, cited the

STRATCOM document as an exam-

ple of the Pentagon's push to maintain

a mission for its nuclear arsenal long

after the Soviet threat disappeared.

The report portrays the command
as fighting and winning an internal

bureaucratic battle against liberal

Ginton administration officials who

lean in favor of dramatic nuclear

weapons reductions. Citing a range of

formerly classified documents

obtained through the Freedom of

Information Act, the report shows

how the United States shifted its

nuclear deterrent strategy from the

defunct Soviet Union to so^alled

rogue states: Iraq, Libya, Cuba, North

Korea and the hke.

In its study, the Strategic

Command uses Cold War language in

S«cmafM,pa9cU
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Eight killed in Algeria

after presidential talk

ALGIERS, Algeria — Eight people were

killed outside an Algerian town where, only

hours before, the president vowed to end the

country's insurgency, security forces said

Sunday.

In a rare gpveroroent admission of vio-

lence, security forces said in a statement that

|he victims were "kiiledin a cowarcUy way" in

Oid<(d Saleni, near the town of Medea, ^bere

Pic»iden( LiamineZuoual qniiteiSatttcday

"KiUed in a cov^r^rdfy w^y** is usually how

the government describes,kiOings in which the

vfttitns' throats are atjtV^ atateihen^ gAv«

no otler details* " ' ''
• ^

' " ,

In his first triftas president fo Medea - one

"bf the regions-most afflicted by the 6-year-old

insurgency - Zeroual said, "The destruction

and loss of human li^ cannot undermine our

determination to eradicate this bright that is

foreien to our society and our religion."

Thousands have been killed in

the Medea area, about 60 miles

south of Algiers, by attackers wield-

ing knives, swords, axes and guns. No
Algerian president has visited Medea
since the insurgency began.

An estimated 75,000 people have been

killed since the insurgency began in 1992 after

the army canceled legislative elections that

Islamic fundamentalist parties were poised to

win.

Floods in Afghanistan

kUI 30, injure 300
•

;: PESHAWAR, Pakistan - Flash floods that

Vqared through southern- Afghanistan killed

at least 30 peoplo and injured 300, Afghan

officials and ai^workers said Sunday

Relentless r^s over the past week caused

seyere flooding in several poor fanping vil-

i&gesJ9 the provinces of Kandahar, Helmand,

Zabul and Nimroz, officiars^aid.

--

"Three districts in Kandahar

were comi^etely inundated this

week, killing 20 people and destroy-

ing dozens of homes," said Ahmed, a

spokesman for the Taliban Islamic army

in Kandahar. Like many Afghans, Ahmed
uses only one name.

He said at least 10 more people died in

neighboring provinces when floods washed

away roads.

United Nations officials in neighboring

Pakistan say Ifaey have received reports that

about 300 peopk have been hospitalized with

injuries sufferMi in the flfO^ fl6ods.

Crew melhber killed

in rftovle-Set accident
^ A fihn crew member Whowas burned when
a camera boom hit a 150,000-volt power lii>e

remained hospitalized on Sunday, a day after

services were held for his electrocuted col-

league.

V *

David Riggio, 33, was in fair condition

Sunday at the Grossman Burn Center at

Sherman Oaks Hospital, spokeswoman Ann
Shreck said. On Saturday, he underwent

surgery to replace dead tissue with cadaver

skin to prevent infection.

Doctors have said they expect him to

recover, although he still could lose a toe

because of his injuries.

Riggio suffered second and third-degree

bums to his feet, hands and chest when sand-

bags used as a counterweight fell off a camera^

boom, causing it to 'ride 49 feet into the air^^ C

and hit overhead power hnes during fiho^o;^ ^

of the Walt Disney Co. animated, f^:

"Dinosaur."
• Matthew Gord;?, 31, was Killed during^ ..

Wednesday's accident th a remote OTea ofSaA t* f

Bernardino Countyi about 150 miles norths

east of Los Angetfcs.

Gordy left his pregnant wife, Krista, and I-

year:Old daughter Mario.

tt

CompiM fpom Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE &( LOCAL
DNA library not receiving

mandated Mood samples
CRIME: Only one-third of 'oo.ooo of about 300.000 eligible

,. ., - . , . . 1
criminals, according to Rock

eligible violent CnminalS Harmon, an Alameda County pros-

have been put in database ''T
'""* "''"! '"

^' "'' °*^^^^
^ evidence m court. ^

"The potential is totally compro-^

mised." Harmon said. "Samples
that should be going in there simply

aren't going in."

California law requires blood
samples from those convicted of
rape, assault, murder or other sexu-

al or violent crimes.

The results are processed, the

DNA identified and the result

Bars owners try to sidestep anti-smoking law

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. - A state

tool to help solve rapes and murders
through DNA matchups is being

compromised because authorities

are failing to supply blood samples

from thousands of violent crimi-

nals, a critic charged.

The samples, required by state

law, have been taken from only See DNA, page 10

REGULATION: Businesses

cover for smokers in

attempt to keep patrons

By Kathleen SuHivan

San Francisco Examiner

5AN FRANCISCO - One bar-

keeper puts out shot glasses as ash-

trays. Another erects a sign: "Check

us out. There's lots to do. Games and

tunes and smoking too. Legally." A
third posts its "No Smoking" signs in

Chinese. Spanish and Vietnamese.

Owners of pubs and taverns are

finding a variety of ways to cope with

the problems that recalcitrant smok-

ers pose in complying with the state's

newest anti-smoking law.

At Rover's Inn. an Irish pub in San
Francisco, the ashtrays have disap-

peared, but another piece of glass-

ware has taken its place: a shot glass,

half filled with water.

"We tell customers it's against the

law to smoke," said Vince Hogan, an

Irish immigrant who owns Rover's

Inn. "But it's my property, and if

someone chooses to break the law, I

don't want them putting the cigarette

butts and ashes on my bar or the fioor

ofmy bar."

The statewide law doesn't ban ash-

trays. But officials recommend
removing them to rid bars of "cues"

that say smoking is all right.

Hogan put up awnings so smokers

can take shelter from El Niiio storms

while they smoke outside. Still, some
persist in lighting up inside. And

Hogan understands.

"You can't expect them to stand

out there in that rain when there's a

cozy bar inside," he said.

So far, neither Hogan nor his

patrons have been cited for violating

the law.

California's smoke-free workplace

law banned srhoking in enclosed

workplaces in 1995. Bars, taverns and
cardrooms - which employ 850,000

people in the state - were exempted

until 1998.

The law is designed to protect

employees from secondhand smoke
and affects more than 38,000 busi-

nesses, including 31,700 restaurant

bars and 6,700 "stand-alone" bars.

Larry Murphy, owner of the

See SMOKING, page 12
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3 CONTACTS
Disposables

Octr. tfXwres. wkly or blwtdy.

IN brands

Soft Daily or

Ext. Wear
Ctatr. sphwss. ML

SoftToricori
Hard Gas Perm.

B&L. Bostoo

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL

Disposable Color Contacts
^ Mjr Box* (4 box minimum)

after Manuf. Rebate

Free Parking *Freshk)ok

ARMANI. CALVIN
KLEIN. SAKI.
MODO. GUCCI.
MOSSIMO.

ALAIN MIKLI. POLO,
J.P. 6AULTIER.
VERSACE. DKNY.
PERSOL. DIOR.
POLICE. YOJI.
YAMAMOTO.
HUGO BOSS.

AND MANY MORE!

GLASSES
lAII Designer
Frames

lAII Ultra Thin
I Lenses

EXAMS
I

For Glasses
I

(inc glaucoma test)

For Contacts
(inc. 2 mo follow-up)

ISYtanoli I'Hf-ttch

We accept most imamice.

INI.B.CONEIIIIIIEIIII,OD

3116 Wllshire Blvd., Santa Monica
(5 tilocks west of Bdnfy, across from l>ig 5)

(310)828-2010 •t^mftammUfmmmttammUm'bf^i-^im

aa/tdf -k

NEW STORE SPECIALS!
Candles
Holders
Set of 3
$999 Reg.

»24"

Votive

Assorted 6 styles.

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

*11^ Value
•29*

New T-Shirts

Just Arrived

$^499

BABI^
In Stock

Selected Beanie Babies

$^99 with ad.

r

.«#

Buy One
Get Second

25% off

V; .'

iMw»Kn*<n'

I

W'ho consciously
Jesfre to enhance
the environment
with a new outfit]

/

Your choice of this cool duffle bag oriki cap,

FREE with any TAG RAG purchase. / /

Discounted card must be
of equal or lesser value.

GIFT CERTIFICATE
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management
UMIT 1 CERTIFICA TE PER PERSON

• NOT VAUD WITHANY OTHER OFFER
Not valid with amy specials A Beanie Babies

MUST BRING IN AD. EXPIRES 3/15/98
VALID WITH $20.00 PURCHASE • NO CASH VALUE

LooV\ tt l^P^
to tVA\s

-»

The Vltimate Gift Store"

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD. • (310) 209-1280

iirniiTiHi
allUllAslutoi'

Fa?;t Tr.^rk

uciA »T»n mictmi
IIU.

no.:o6.o8i6 BRiim
open daily • www.uclastorf.ucla.edu
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VILLARAIGOSA
From page 1

pride to electing a Latino speaker. I

represent Latinos, but I represent all

of California," he said.

His political agenda focuses on

education, health care and children

issues reflective of his own life.

He wrote a bill in 1995 providing

$33 million to keep juvenile proba-

tion camps going. Last year, he

authored a bill to extend health care

to 580,000 uninsured children.

He says that he wants California

to be a place where a success story

like his can hapF>en to anyone.

"A great education will be a waste

if you don't give back," he said.

"The biggest thing is to make sure

we continue to make California a

place of opportunity."

ROCK CLIMBING
From page 3

In order to begin climbing, you

need a pair of rubber-soled rock

climbing shoes, a harness, a locking

carabiner, a belay device, a rope and

a partner. Wear comfortable cloth-

ing that enables a full range of move-

ment.

A T-shirt and shorts will do, but

since the most common injuries are

minor scrapes and scratches

incurred during short falls, rock

climbing pants are sometimes pre-

ferred. Bouldering - climbing on low

rocks and boulders without equip-

ment - is slightly more hazardous

because it is easy to fall off a rock

and twist your ankle.

Once you and your partner are in

harnesses, the climber ties one end of

a rope that is routed up through an

anchor into his harness. The belayer,

the person who tends the rope while

the other climbs, loops the other end

of the rope through a belay ^evice

attached to his own harne.ss. As the

climber ascends, the belayeif pulls in

the rope and locks it off so if the

climber loses his grasp on a hold, the

rope will catch him.

In Rock I, top ropes are anchored

by the instructors. Each group

climbs once or twice on a wall, then

rotates with the other groups until

everyone has climbed each wall.

Some walls are sloped but have

almost no handholds, providing

opportunities to practice footwork.

Other walls require long reaches and

more upper-body strength.

After lunch, one of the Outdoor

Adventures instructors guides

climbers up to the top of a wall to

where they can see the anchors hold-

ing the ropes. A look at the bolts,

webbing, knots and cams reassures

students that their lives are in good
hands. Climbers then switch sites,

and after a brief explanation of how
climbs are rated, they spend the rest

of the afternoon practicing the tech-

niques they have learned.

For more advanced training.

Outdoor Adventures offers Rock II,

Advanced Climbing, Anchor
Building, a weekend excursion to

Fossil Falls and a multi-pitch climb .

In addition, the UCLA rock wall is

an excellent place to build up

strength and improve climbing skills.

At the rock wall, holds are color

coded to identify routes of various

difficulty by using the Yosemite

Decimal System. Approximately 50

routes ranging from 5.4 (easy) to

5.12 (expert) are attainable via 15 dif-

ferent ropes. "I like the control of the*

UCLA wall, the padded floor, the

safety equipment as well as the limit-

ed height," Stevenson says. "I also

like how the sport necessitates trust

between partners. When you play

doubles tennis, if someone misses a

shot, it's not going to result in a bro-

ken limb."

Calm, courage and creativity are

qualities needed to rock climb.

Much more than a physical workout,

rock climbing is an amazing mind

game.

According to Dallas, the greatest

challenges of climbing are staying

focused, controlling your ego and

accepting failure. "Your mind says,

'I can't do that. I can't do that,' then

you go for the hold and your body

contorts in a weird way and you do

~~
See ROCK aiMBING, page 10

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN W^KSTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with

a "B" average

•Young married couples

Lie. #0497374 •Families with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
In.surAido Iiisiiraiur A^iiu'\ liu-.
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Institute of Laser Medicine
100 UCLA Medical PLiza

FREE CONSULTATION fo. Laser Hair Removal

(310) 794-6399 UCLA Extension 46399

www.lasermedicine.org

AdvEBlisf
cfassified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

Bananas
3 lbs.

99"
Reg. S9«/lb.

Large
Red Delicious

Apples

/LB.
Reg. 99«/lb.

Where's tlie Coke?
Not at Thrifty

99"
2LJter Bottle

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$439^
64 oz. Reg. $2.69

Dreyers Ice Cream

')rcycr;Uicucrs

All Half Gallons Reg. $5.29

Star Kist
Chunk Light Tuna

VISA

6 02. Umtt 6 Reg. 88<

Open 'til

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & Mountain Dew

$-188

6pk-12oz cans 6paci( - 12oz. bottles

» » Sparldetts*
CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

1.5 Ht«r (50.7 ot) w/ sport top

Sam Adams
Spring White Ale

12 pacl(- 12oz. iMttles

OCEAN SPRAY
Cranberry Cocktail & Cranapple

$069
64 oz. Limit 6 Reg. $3.69

VIVAULTRAj
single Roll Towel

89C
Reg. $1.29

RED DOG

Heinz Ketchup
Squeeze Bottle

Umlte
Reg. $1.99

12. pk - 12oz. cans Reg. $6.99

(l^ronQ

$ 8810
12 pacl( • 12oz. tMttles

Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 .MasterCard,
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selection of

Mathematics,

Science and
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Spectroscopy
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ROCKCHMWWC
FrompageS

it," Ballas explains. Other times, the

challenge is accepting defeat either

by resting on the rope (a cardinal sin

for die-hard climbers) or heading

back down the rock to try again.

Ballas likes how rock climbing

forces people out of their comfort

zones. "It's a feeder into being more

adventurous in other things in life
-

realizing that most of what we don't

do in life is because ofsome unfound-

ed fear." Ballas says.

Though rock climbing is physically

demanding, there are no prerequi-

sites to clamoring up a wall. Climbers

of all ages are out there, and about

one third of them are women. Linda

Hall, a SO-year-old dental hygienist

who began climbing three years ago.

says, **Whai I was on the Prow I said

to myself that 1 was too old at 49 to be

climbing 1,900 feet and spending two

nights on a portal ledge on the wall.

But when 1 was down safe and sound

all I wanted to do was go do it again."

Kelly Pollack, Outdoor

Adventures instructor, agrees.

"You're on this really tiny ledge and

you're standing there lOO-fcet up and

that's fine," Pollack adds. Why is it

that climbers get a thrill out of dan-

gling by their fingernails several hun-

dred feet up in the air?

Maybe Don Mellor, author of

"Rock Climbing: A Trailside

Adventure", says it best

"Now that our environment is

tamed," he writes, ''we still feel an

urge to put ourselves in precarious

positions to fill the void left by the dis-

appearance of the saber-toothed

tiger."

DNA
Frompage6

stored in the state's DNA comput-

er database so that the criminals'

genetic material can be matched to

that left at the scene of crimes,

some of them decades old.

Harmon said testing for the

state database is lagging far

behind.

In Alameda County, only 300 of

700 convicted murderers have had

their blood tested at state prison,

he told the Orange County

Register for Sunday's editions.

"If you're trying to solve an old

murder case, it sure would be nice

to know all the old murderers are

in (the database)." he said.

The California Department of

Corrections is working with

Harmon to help ensure that blood

samples are taken from all eligible

state prisoners, department

spokeswoman Kati Corsaut said.

"We take this very seriously,"

she said.

One problem is that a large num-

ber of county agencies are respon-

sible for obtaining the blood sam-

ples from county inmates and

parolees, and their procedures are

not uniform.

"Within the state prison system

we are receiving the samples." said

Mike Van Winkle, a spokesman for

the state Department of Justice.

"Within the county jail systems,

it's not as consistent."

A bill authored by state

Assemblyman Kevin Murray, D-

Culver City, would spell out guide-

lines to ensure that samples are

taken from offenders who are

r

paroled instead of being sent to

prison.

The bill is pending in the stal

Senate.

The testing problem is not

restricted to California. Fewepr

than half of eligible U.S. uok

offenders have been subjected to

blood testing, according to a stud^

published in the National Institute

of Justice Journal.

"There's a loophole in the sys-

tem that needs to be closed." said

Orange County Deputy ^District

Attorney Mike Jacobs, director tf

the office's unsolved murder pro-

ject.

Harmon said he has found oile

remedy: Alameda County prosecu-

tors make a court-ordered blood

test a condition of any negotiated

guilty plea to sex offenses or vio-

lent crimes. l
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REMOVE HAIR PERMANENTLY
WITH

ELECTROLYSIS
LISA SAPON, R.E.

1081 Westwood Blvd.. Stc. 224, Wcstwood. CA 90024

Day, Evening, and Saturday Appointments Available

% 310.208.2045 W
tL
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^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
m
$15:

Special Student Discount
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays

1 093 Braxton Ave. #2 1 8 (3 1 0) 208-3333 ^- -,

In Westwood Village, atxjve the Wherehouse IfiKali
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JUNGLE BOOTS

An Evening
with bestselling autlior

lyania Vanzant

REC
$29

Ht95

Thursday, March 5th

6pm
James West Alumni Center—'

—

lyania Vanzant was hailed by Emerge magazine as
one of the "most dynamic African-American speakers
in the country." Come see this nationally recognized

inspirational speaker and bestselling author of several

books on self-empowemfient, personal growth, and
spiritual healing, including Acts of Faith. The Value in

the Valley. In The Meantime, and One Day My Soul
Just Opened Up.

Co-sponsored by:

UCLAIunwii
Association KAPLAN

SIMON & SCHUSTER
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20th Century Fox
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SMOKING
From page 6

Mustang Qub, enforced the smoking

ban in January.

"I even threw a couple ofguys out,"

said Murphy."A guy threw a lit ciga-

rette in my face because I would not

tolerate smoking in here."

Murphy started getting reports that

nearby bars were cheating.

"People were telling me, 'You're

the only guy enforcing this,'" he said.

"One bar is renting ashtrays for a dol-

lar to help with the fine."

At the Occidental Grill, co-owner

Don Helton longs for the days he

could let smokers light up without

comment.

"You simply don't take 20 percent

of the adult population addicted to a

legal substance and tell them they can't

do it in a place they've been accus-

tomed to doing it all their lives," he

said.

Bar owners also can be cited if they

refuse to comply. The first violation

will cost a patron or bar owner $100,

the second offense within a year will

cost $200 and the third $500.

O'Greenberg's is enforcing the new

law - and having some fun in the

process.

"We're supposed to post the law, so

we did - in Chinese," smiled bartender

Kathy Castro, pointing to a rectangu-

lar sign hanging on the wall.

SUHARTO

TEENS
From page 3

year the students divide into smaller

groups headed by a teacher, communi-

ty service leader and college student,

and participate in a major community

service project. The projects are

unique: the students do the majority of

the work, and the adults merely guide.

Past project include raising money for

a battered women's shelter and a

school recycling program.

Breen's enthusiasm for this year's

project was evident: "They had a

clothes drive this year and collected

over 3,000 pieces of clothing. The kids

did most of it; actually, the adults didn't

do anything at all.

"They made posters and went to

every homeroom to announce to

drive."

"We want them to be exposed to

activism," Breen said. Teamworks is

partly supported by One-toOne, a

nonprofit organization; that day, One-

toOne paid for the buses.

"We're always looking for college

students to hdp out at Teamworks.

People are interested in something that

looks good on resumes and changes

lives. We still have kids who stay in con-

tact and call us, and they're in high

school."

After the tour and lunch, students

participated in games for the whole

group, such as "Clumps," wheelbar-

row races and other picnic sports.

Then came the revealing of the 'bne

lie" - which turned out to be "that we
told you there was only one lie," - and

the distribution of prizes which had

been donated from groups on campus.

There were Bearwear items from

ASUCLA, sports posters from

Campus Athletics and items donated

by the Community Service

Conunission and Campus Tours.

Abrajano, a fourth-year En^ish and

biology student and Mortar Board

member, said of the day, "We wanted

to be a positive influence and show

what UCLA's all about. This project

specifically deals With children from

the inner city. It was definitely success-

ful."

Nguyen agreed. "We wanted to give

them an idea of the college experi-

ence."

The children themselves enjoyed the

day. Though some had a different per-

ception of what the day would be like
-

"I thought we were going to a basket-

ball game" - others knew exactly what

the day involved and were eager for the

tour and having their questions

answered. ^
"I wanted to know the school," said

seventh-grader Hector Barrios. He
added that he wanted to attend UCLA

Juan Hernandez also enjoyed the

experience: "We had a fun day. It was

real interesting, and it's cool to know

about the arts and statues and trees."

He also, humbly enough, "wished

good luck" to the UCLA students he

had met that day. He had only one.

mild complaint about the campus: "It's

big. You can get lost here."

SERVICE
From page 4

the speakers at "Multicultural Issues

in Community Service."

Service organizations should be

aware of their own perspectives, and

be careful not to force their culture

on others, said speakers Pam Cysner,

advisor for the UCLA Center for

Student Programming, and youth

organizer Lloyd Wilkey.

"The people who
don't do community
service weren't (at the

conference)."

liana Gotz
Fourth-year student

Antonio Sandoval, a second-year

political science and history student

involved with the Community
Programs Office, said he hoped to

get a lot more volunteers out of the

conference However, liana Gotz, a

fourth-year communication studies

student who attended the confer-

ence, said she doesn't think this will

be the case.

Although Gotz said that she really

enjoyed the conference and found it

to be really informative, "the people

who don't do community service

weren't here," she said.

The conference, in its second year,

expanded its attempt to reach volun-

teers and prospective recruits

Invitations to the conference were

given not only to UCLA students,

but to other universities and service

organizations. This year's confer-

ence also offered a wider variety of

topics and more speakers.

Joe Balais, part of the CSC and an

organizer of the conference, esti-

mates attendance of last year's con-

ference between 50 and 60 people

With increased work and exposure.

Balais expected this year's atten

dance to be between 20*0 to 300 peo
pie. However, actual turn-out was

only about 122, including the 35

speakers. Many of those who pre-reg-

istered for the conference did not

attend, and the number of walk-ins

was lower than anticipated.

Organizers seemed pleased with

the outcome. Sandoval hopes stu-

dents can come away from the con

fercnce with "a sense of empower
ment and the realization that com-

munity service is not one narrow

thing."

The day concluded with a closing

speech by James Washington.

UCLA alumnus and former Dallas

Cowboy. Washington summed up the

day: "We as people make time for

what we want to do." As his wife used

to tell him, "The best gift you can

give someone is your own time."

From page 5

reforms. The plan calls for abolishing

monopolies and other privileges that

have made Suharto's family and asso-

ciates wealthy over many years.

In recent weeks, five people were

killed when mobs in more than 20

towns wrecked and burned hundreds

of shops and houses owned by ethnic

Chinese traders whom they blamed

for rising prices of food and other

basic goods.

Suharto made no direct reference

to the targeting of the Chinese minor-

ity but said it "is useless to look for

scapegoats." •

"I share the sadness of housewives

and low-income families in dealing

with the skyrocketing prices. The
public becomes restless. Even the

slightest misunderstanding has

sparked greater unrest," he said.

Suharto identified currency stabi-

lization as the key to recovery and

voiced frustration that the rupiah's

value had not rebounded after plum-

meting more than 70 percent since

July.

He was still "carefully and cau-

tiously contemplating" a plan to peg

the rupiah to the U.S. dollar through

a currency board system.

The IMF and major industrial

countries, including the United

States, have cautioned against a cur-

rency board, saying it was premature

and could wreck Indonesia's chances

of recovery.

Former Vice President Walter

Mondale is expected to reinforce this

message when he arrives Monday for

talks Tuesday with Suharto as an

envoy of President Clinton.

In recent days, many analysts have

speculated that the currency board

plan would be quietly dropped.

But Suharto said while any new

solutions would need IMF support,

ultimately "our fate rests in our own
hands."

"I shall not hesitate to do whatever

possible to overcome the situation in

order to alleviate the increasingly

heavy burden on the people's life," he

said.

The president's six children sat

alongside government ministers in

the first rows of the huge wood-pan-

eled chamber during Suharto's one-

hour speech in the national parlia-

ment building.

NUCLEAR
From page 5

defending the relevance of nuclear

weapons in deterring such potential

adversaries. •

"The fact that some elements (of

the U.S. government) may appear to

be potentially 'out of control' can be

beneficial to reinforcing fears and

doubts within the minds of an adver-

sary's decisionmakers," its report said.

"That the U.S. may become irrational

and vindictive if its vital interests are

attacked should be a part ofthe nation-

al persona we project to all adver-

saries."

Two years after this document was

written. President Clinton approved a

directive on U.S. nuclear policy that

upheld the "negative security assur-

ance" that the United States will

refrain from first-use of nuclear

weapons against signatories to the

miclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. This

list includes Iraq, Iran, Libya and

North Korea.

The policy, however, includes

exceptions that presidential adviser

Robert Bell said have been "refined"

in recent years. They would allow

responding with nuclear weapons to

attacks by nuclear-capable states,

countries that are not in good standing

under the nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty or states allied with nuclear

powers. Iraq, which theXJnited States

regards as violating international

atomic weapons restrictions, could be

one such exception.

Arms control advocates are con-

cerned that signatories to the Non-

Proliferation Treaty who possess no

nuclear weapons will abandon the pact

if they see the existing nuclear powers

preserving their nuclear arsenals and

finding missions for their weapons -

particularly if those missions include

scenarios that involve attacks on them.

Bell, President Clinton's senior

adviser on nuclear weapons and arms

control matters, disputed that argu-

ment in an interview Friday.

"1 don't think there's a disconnect

in principle between some level of gen-

eral planning at STRATCOM and the

negative security assurance and our

goals relative to the Non-Proliferation

Treaty," Bell said. Treaty signatories

are more worried about their neigh-

bors than the United States, Bell said,

and they support the nuclear weapons

reductions the treaty imposes on

nuclear-armed states.

Of the 1995 Strategic Command
document. Bell said, "That sounds like

an internal STRATCOM paper which

certainly does not rise to the level of

national policy."

Navy Lt. Laurel Tingley, spokes-

woman for the Omaha, Neb.-based

command, said she could not com-

ment on the council's report until it

could be reviewed in detail. She restat-

ed the command's basic policy guid-

ance that deterrence of attacks involv-

ing nuclear, chemical or biological

weapons is "the fundamental purpose

of U.S. nuclear forces."

CAMPAIGN
From page 1

goal has been collected by sources in

the medical sciences.

In addition to the money being

spent on construction, other areas in

the medical sciences identified as

fundraising priorities include

research, endowed faculty chairs

and scholarships.

Other areas of investment include

$185 million for research efforts and

$25 million set aside for scholar-

ships and medical student fellow-

ships, according to Betsabe

Mazzolotti, assistant director for

administration with the

Development Group.

"If you look at faculty support

and endowed chairs and allowances

that would be included in the whole

research package, a good fourth is

designated to a kind of research,"

Meyer said.

Funds gathered by Campaign
UCLA are spent as they are collect-

ed, Meyer added.

"It's on a current need basis,

because the buildings ought to be

done by 2003."

Officials expect to far surpass

their goal of $600 million by the year

2002. the year Campaign UCLA is

slated to end.

"Each unit on campus has

defined its needs. We are working

very hard at meeting the goals which

have been both assigned and which

we identified for ourselves," said

Gerald Levey, provost of the School

of Medicine.

"We have a broad list of needs ...

to successfully raise money for. In

fact, we have needs that transcend

even those we have identified,"

Levey said.

Priorities are probably still going

to change, according to Meyer.

"To be successful we are going to

have to raiie more than $600 mil-

lion, and given the rate of success

today we probably will," he said.
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Party leader Oskar Lafontaine - who
sufTered a bruising defeat to Kohl in

the chancellor's race in 1990.

In a clear attempt to keep

Schroeder out of the chancellor's

race, Kohl had campaigned heavily in

Lower Saxony for Schroeder's rival,

Christian Democratic Union candi-

date Christian WulfT.

Becoming chancellor has long been

Schroeder's dream. In the early 1990s,

he was quoted as saying he wanted to

open an annual trade expo in Hanover

as chancellor in the year 2000.

Lore has it that as a young parlia-

ment member in the '80s, Schroeder

stood outside the chancellery in Bonn
after a late night of drinking and

called out, "I want to be there!"

The governor's assets with voters

include his rise from humble, work-

ing-class origins, though nowadays he

sports Cuban cigars and designer

suits.

RETENTION
From page 1

ing freshman and transfer students.

The majority of these dropouts

were amongst underxepresented

minorities and low-income students,

making it a particular concern at the

conference.

In the past, universities have dealt

with this problem by attempting to

bring these students up to the acade-

mic level of their more privileged

counterparts. But that has changed in

the last few years as retention pro-

grams, like UCLA's Academic
Advancement Program (AAP), has

raised their goals even higher.

"We, at UCLA and AAP. have

undergone an ideological shift from

remediation to academic excellence,"

said C. Adolfo Bermeo, AAP direc-

tor.

The goal of UCLA's retention pro-

grams now is "to emphasize going to

graduate school instead of catching

up" for these disadvantaged students.

"We need to show (all students)

that we respect their skills," said

Claude Steele, a professor of psychol-

ogy at Stanford University, "and we

take their prospects seriously."

According to speakers at the con-

ference, the best way to increase stu-

dents' sense of worth is to increase

their participation in their academic

curriculum and to integrate them into

the overall social atmosphere of the

university.

Sylvia Hurtado, an associate pro-

fessor in the school ofeducation at the

University of Michigan, discussed the

ways that racial tension and diversity

impact a student's transition from

high school to college.

In areas where racial tension is

high, minority students have a low

attachment to the university, and a

lowered sense of belonging.

Hurtado pointed out that students

tended to succeed at greater rates

when they felt an attachment to their

respective academic institutions.

Preconceived stereotypes, as well

as the overall racial tension at the uni-

versity, affect a student's ability to

succeed.

According to Steele's research, a

student's self image profoundly

effects their academic performance.

In one study, Steele and his colleagues

gave a math test on the "outer mar-

gins" of the students' ability.

Results indicated that the difficulty

of the test caused a perceived "group-

based limitation" to impose itself

upon the female students, causing

them to score 3 times worse as a whole

than the male students.

However, when the stereotype that

females did worse in math than males

was lifted, the females showed a dra-

matic increase on like tests.

The study indicated that ulfStfnei-
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ther male nor female was aware of the

math stereotype, the scores evened

out, meaning the male students'

scores went down as well.

Steele maintained that the female

student places a psychological bound-

ary on herself when put under high

stress.

"When the stereotype is on, the

students become more cautious and
begin to second-guess themselves," he

said, adding they tend to feel that they

are alone in their plight ;• >',

This is what Steel calls "pluralistic

ignorance," or the feeling that your

social group experiences these prob-

lems in isolation, such as an overall

female inability to do math. This lone-

liness is detrimental to student success

and consequently lowers retention

rates.

Vincent Tinto, a professor in the

school of education at Syracuse

University, said "that students suffer

in isolation."

As a result, Tinto suggested that

universities and colleges create collab-

orative and cooperative learning envi-

ronments for students.

Tinto used the New Student House
at La Guardia Community College as

an example of these environments. At
La Guardia, students take any four of

six basic reading and writing courses

during their freshman year.

In Tinto's study of educational

methods at La Guardia, one group

used collaborative learning tech-

niques in individual class meetings

and in groups that continue through-

out the life of coursework. These stu-

dents were compared to a control

group who used more traditional

methods.

In addition, the students used the-

atre presentation, role playing and

computers in order to develop their

writing, reading and presentation

skills.

_ "The groups which developed

within the classroom extended

beyond it," Tinto found, "providing

support which students saw as influ-

encing their desire to continue col-

lege, despite the many challenges they

faced."

The students in the experimental

group had higher pass rates in all but

one of the classes in the six course

unit, as well as higher occurrences of

As and Bs in all but two of the classes.

The data indicates that those with-

in the cooperative learning environ-

ments actually learned better and con-

sequently had lower dropout rates.

As Tinto said, "Students who
learn, stay and persist."

UCLA is also undergoing changes

in the way that introductory courses

are being implemented for first-year

students.

Like the University of Michigan,

UCLA is considering a new general

education proposal that will bring

learning atmosphere and even fresh-

man seminars to the dorms.

The hope seems to be, as Hurtado

put it, to "integrate social life with the

class life of the students" at the uni-

versity.

According to Hurtado, a diverse

university can impact all students -

not just underrepresented ones - pos-

itively. In a well-integrated and

diverse environment, students can

learn acceptance of other people, tol-

erance, cultural identification,

advanced group skills and leadership.

As well as social skills, these pro-

grams advance students' perspective

skills, improve their cognitive com-

plexity and their ability to understand

the networks that underscore society,

Hurtado said. - .

But according to those who spoke

at the conference, the only way to

accomplish these gains is forall stu-

dents to be incorporated into the

learning environment.

"Diverse learning means that you

can't just bring minorities to the

table," Tinto said. "It means that

everybody has to be at the table."
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EDITORIAL

Sanctions aren't working in Mi East
IRAQ: Children, civilians, not Hussein's leadership^

are being harmed by ineffective demands from U.S.

Millions of Iraqis, many of

whom are children, are suf-

focating under the harsh

economic sanctions implemented

and enforced by the United Nations.

Yet under \ht sanctions, whose sole

purpose is to force Saddam Hussein

to comply with a U.N. resolution to

destroy all biological and chemical

weapons, civilians are being dealt the

heaviest blows, while Hussein himself

remains unaffected. Although the

Iraqi people have no control over the

nation's policies, they are being pun-

ished with sanctions. The United

Nations should continue to negotiate

with Hussein but lift the sanctions

because innocent Iraqis are suffering.

Since Aug. 1 1, 1990, about a weeic

after Hussein's forces invaded

Kuwait, Iraq has been subject to

U.N. sanctions banning all exports

except for oil sales, under U.N.

Security Council Resolution

(UNSCR) 986. The sanctions placed

limitations on the goods imported

into the nation, allowing only food,

medicine and other essential prod-

ucts for civilians. The "food for oil"

program capped the amount of oil

Iraq could sell in exchange for food

and medicine at $2 billion per six

months. The program has led to dis-

astrous consequences for the Iraqi

people, as the government has put a

higher priority on importing industri-

al materials and obstructing the

import of food and medicine.

The sanctions have ravaged Iraqi

communities. Factories and business-

es have shut down. People have lost

theirjobs and their homes. City

buildings are crumbling, and condi-

tions are worsening. A Chicago-

based humanitarian group called

Voices in the Wilderness, which deliv-

ered $40,000 in medical supplies to

Iraq in December, reported that over

567,000 children have died from star-

vation since the sanctions began. A
U.N. agency reports that approxi-

mately 1 million Iraqi children are

suffering from chronic malnutrition

as a result of food shortages.

In spite of the startling figures, the

United States still insists the sanc-

tions wyi not be lifted unless Iraq

fully complies with UNSCR 687,

whidi set the terms for the GulfWar
oease-Tire announced Feb. 28, 1991.

Under UNSCR 687, which took

effect in April, Iraq was to accept the

destruction, removal or rendering

harmless of all its nuclear, chemical

and biological weapons, and all ballis-

tic missiles with an over 150-kilome-

ter range. Research, development or

manufacture of such weapons was

also prohibited. Iraq would also be

forced to fully cooperate and aUow
unrestricted access to U.N. inspec-

tions teams at any site.

Iraq has thus far failed to comply

with the terms of the resolution. It

did not provide fuU disclosure docu-

ments on its missiles until July 19%,
five years after the U.N. demanded
them. The U.N. Special Commission

(UNSCOM) is concerned that Iraq

may still possess SCUI>type missiles

due to conflicting reports supplied by

the nation's officials. Warheads, mis-

sile components and 1 7 tons of

growth media for biological weapon

agents have been unaccounted for in

the documents, which has led the

U.N. to believe Iraq possesses dan-

gerous and potent military power.

In October 1997, U.N. weapons

inspections teams reported that Iraq

still refused to disclose complete

details of its banned arms program.

The United Nations subsequently

issued a threat of a trade ban until

full cooperation was reached.

Baghdad officials refused to allow

Americans to participate in the U.N.

weapons inspection and announced

Americans must leave Iraq in one

week. Iraqi officials refused to allow

two Americans to take part in the

inspections and said it does not fear

the use of force.

In November, U.N. Secretary

General Kofi Annan sent three diplo-
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Socialist rebellion cx>uld righTwrongs of U.S. conqu^t
MOVEMENT: World's proletariat

must unite against capitalism's

blatant imperialism, prejudice

By Michelle Obennan

In February, the Spartacus Youth Club
(SYC), youth organization of the revolution-

ary socialist Spartacist League (U.S. section of

the International Communist League), held a

speakout at UCLA to protest war moves
against Iraq. As 1 write this letter, an agree-

ment between the United Nations and Iraq

seems to have been reached. While this may
stave off a U.S. attack for now. it does not

deter the fight against U.S. imperialism which

has murdered over a million Iraqis since the

1991 "Desert Slaughter" through starvation

sanctions. We say: U.S. ,U.N. ,NATO out of

the Persian Gulf! Down with the U.N. starva-

tion blockade! U.S. hands off Iraq!

Imperialism is not a policy that can be

reformed. It is a stage of capitalism that

carves up the world for unfettered economic
exploitation, thrusting humanity into horrific

world wars where millions of working class

and minority youth are slaughtered for capital-

ist profits. Behind the U.S. military moves in

the Persian Gulf are inter-imperialist rivalries

of the United States, Japan, German^ and
other imperialist competitors which ultimately

threaten military conflagration. This is further

intensified by the collapse of the Soviet Union,

East European deformed workers' states, and
by imperialist designs over Near Eastern and
Central Asian oil fields and pipeline routes.

That's Why support from other imperialist

powers for the military buildup was tepid, at

best.

Domestically, anti-war sentiment has been

ubiquitous, with protests across the country

drawing thousands. U.S. officials trying to sell

this dirty expedition to American workers and

Oberman is a senior sociology student.

youth faced repeated heckling

by anti-war protesters. But the

pacifist/reformist policy of

pressuring the imperialist

butchers to pursue

"diplomacy" only builds

illusions in capitalism

and derails the class

struggle necessary to

defeat U.S. imperial-

ism.

The SYC fights to

unite anti-imperialist

youth behind the

power of the prole-

tariat in opposition

to increasing mili-

tarism. At our Feb.

19 speakout we
protested the pres-

ence of ROTC on

campus, who made
clear its purpose to

crush student

protests and labor

strikes when they

staged a sinister

"mock occupation"

of Royce Quad last quar-

ter. ROTC is the govern-

ment's main vehicle for generat-

ing a killer elite, the military's top

brass who are responsible for engineering the

deaths of millions across the globe. ROTC off

campus! —'—

While we unconditionally oppose imperial-

ist war moves against Iraq, we give no political

support to the anti-Communist Iraqi regime.

It is the job of the Iraqi proletariat, drawing
behind it oppressed women, Kurds, ethnic an^
religious minorities, to sweep away Hussein's

regime through socialist revolution. We stand

opposed to Israel's bloody Zionism as well as

bankrupt Arab nationalism, underiying the

need to build an Arab/Hebrew Leninist party

to defend the Palestinians and sweep away the

sheiks, emirs, kings, colonels and Zionist

:;;!-.:.^,.;'l?4.
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rulers. The SYC fights to build a multiracial,

class-struggling, internationalist workers

party, counterposed to the Democratic and
Republican parties of war and racism. Our
party links the struggle for the emancipation

of the toilers of the Near East with the fight

for socialist revolutions around the world,

especially against the main enemy of humanity
- U.S. imperialism. Defeat U.S. imperialism

through class struggle at home! For a socialist

federation of the Near East!

The post-Soviet "New World Order" was

punctured by the 1992 integrated L.A.

upheaval which demonstrated the real social

tinder at the base of racist American capital-

ism, but what was lacking was a multiracial

revolutionary workers' party like the

Bolsheviks who led the workers to power in

Russia in 1917. In the United States, such a

party must take up the fight for black free-

dom. Black oppression is the bedrock of

American capitalism, enforced in a thousand
ways, from the repeal of the meager gains of

welfare and affirmative action to fascist Klan
terror and murderous cop brutality in the

ghettos. Today, these same racist rulers who
have killed over a million Iraqis through the

harshest sanctions ever imposed on any

SeeOKmiUN,pa9«19

The media are often criticized for being too sensationalist and biased in their reporting. What is the role of mass

media? Are the media providing adequate coverage of the issues and events surrounding us? Is the Daily Bruin

successfully serving its readers? On Friday, Viewpoint will explore mass media and their role in society. Bring your

submissions to 118 Kerckhoff Hall or send e-mail to vlewpoint@media.ucla.edu. The deadline is Wednesday.
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you're daydreaming in class, but unfor-

tunately your friend wakes you up just in

time to find out about the term paper

that's due at the end of

the quarter. You might be

able to pick up from here

after your nap, but

you've daydreamed all

quarter long - you

have no idea what's

going in this class.

Your term paper is

due but you can't write

it. What are you going

to do? Ask your

incredibly brilliant

friend to help you,

right? You know, the

friend who's an intellectual Rainman. You
can ask him any little insignificant fact and

he has the answer.

You ask him to tell you about gold and

he says, "Gold is highly malleable and duc-

tile, and not subject to oxidation or corro-

sion. On the periodic table of the elements,

its Symbol is Au.'Its atomic weight is

Hill is a third-year communication studies

student. E-mail him at srhill@ucla.edu. And,

his hair is auburn, not dark gray with light-

gray highlights.

Spencer

Hill

196.967 and its atomic number is 79." You
know he wore thick glasses when he was

younger, but the switch to contact lenses didn't

help much. Women don't talk to him. He can't

get a date. He's a little insecure (but you're

not). And he's brilliant, so when he's out in the

real world, he'll have a real job, making real

money, and all the women will Hock to him.

You're a little jealous of his intelligence and

of cpurse you think using money and power to

pick up women is wrong, even though you are

looking for a "soul mate" based on their physi-

cal appearance. But that wouldn't be as super-

ficial as getting a date because you ''re rich, now
would it? You don't need his help though,

because success in this class is based on how
well you can write a paper, not on how good

looking or how smart you are. How are you

going to do this? By using the right words, of

course. That's obvious - but it's the power
words that make any paper sound intelligent,

even if you don't have anything to say or have

no idea what you're talking about.

Perhaps some of the most powerful words

of all, a phrase that you can use whenever you

want to, is "per se." This is one of the phrases

that really doesn't have any meaning, but will

improve your paper because words like "per

se" will make you sound intelligent. If you're

not sure how to use "per se" in an academic

paper, here's an example: "The Graduation

Record Examination is not merely a test per

se, but a strong indicator of one's potential

capacity to succeed in graduate school."

And one of the most important abilities to

have is the ability to insult or disagree with

someone without saying it to his or her face.

One of best ways to insult someone's intelli-

gence right off is to use the words "obvious,"

"of course" or "self-evident," because what

you're saying is: "If you don't get it, you're stu-

pid." So, when you use them in a paper, for

example, it sounds something like this: "Such

an argument is nothing more than an incon-

gruous malefaction, the corroborating points

presented in the aforementioned passages are

self-evident and support the rational integrity

in believing in humanity's clairvoyant connec-

tion with nature."

All this means is: "People have a natural

connection with nature and can get along with

the environment without destroying it, you stu-

pid idiot. You must be fool to think other-

wise." And, if you don't believe that the word

"self-evident" is powerful, remember back to

the colonial days, to a certain document

named the Declaration of lnde|>endence, and

take a look at the beginning of the second

paragraph: "We hold these truths to be self-evi-

dent." Translation: "Screw you King George.

Love, the Colonists." And then there are, of

course, two magic words you should use spar-

ingly. The first one is "draconian." This word is

usually used to describe someone or a policy

that is extremely severe, cruel or harsh.

Used in an academic paper, it sounds some-

thing like this: "The said policy is nothing

more than a draconian incantation that obvi-

ously belittles the imperative nature of life's

See HILL, page 19

LETTERS

Lesbian sorority had

community impact
After reading The Bruin's Feb. 25 arti-

cle "Delta Lambda Phi returns to

UCLA," I am once more amazed at just

how brief our cultural memory seems to

be as Gen-Xers and a little disappointed

at the author's lack of research.

I'm glad to hear that Delta Lanibda

Phi is returning to UCLA - as will Jeff

Stabile, my roommate and a founding

member of the fraternity on campus.

However, Barbara Ortutay reports that

although women on campus are interest-

ed in forming a lesbian sorority, "there

have not been any concrete steps toward

organizing one." As an alumna of

Lambda Delta Lambda (LDL), a sorori-

ty founded by lesbians at UCLA (in

1988, 1 believe - before Delta Lambda
Phi), I'd like to inform Ortutay and the

campus community that this is not the

case.

Lambda Delta Lambda received much
attention not only on campus (as Ortutay

would have known had she made even a

cursory search ofThe Bruin's archives),

but also nationally. Its members appeared

on national television shows like

Donahue and served as grand marshalls

of the Los Angeles Pride Parade. LDL
provided tutoring and career counseling,

challenged the Pan-Hellenic Council and

the campus community to greater inclu-

sivity and played a profound and positive

role in the lives of its Bruin members -

lesbian, bisexual and heterosexual.

With the slogan, "Sisterhood shouldn't

require a $2,000 dress," LDL welcomed

all women at UCLA. Minimum dues

were only $25 per quarter, but would be

covered by others if that proved a bur-

den; nobody was ever turned away from

any activity for lack of funds. Chapters

still thrive at other universities, though

LDL shut down at UCLA in 1992.

Should Bruin women be interested in

reviving the Alpha chapter of LDL, I'd

gladly provide copies of the sorority con-

stitution and the benefit of my experience

and enthusiasm.

LDL was a powerful force for positive

change both individually and socially on

this campus as well as a source of lifelong

friends and a lot of fun; it could be so for

today's Bruins too. We could even cut the

traditional, though much-dreaded.

Pledge Karaoke night.

See LETTERS, page 18
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From page 1
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mats to meet with Iraq's Deputy

Prime Minister Tariq Aziz. Iraq said it

would call off the ban on U.S. inspec-

tors, but quickly recanted after

tougher sanctions were put into place.

On Feb. 23, Annan and Aziz

reached an agreement in which Iraq

would fully cooperate with

UNSCOM and 4II0W full unrestricted

access to inspectors, even to previous-

ly off-limits presidential palaces. U.S.

officials have expressed misgivings

about the U.N. pact and reserved the

right to bomb Iraq. " '

The United States has been the

most vocal supporter and enforcer of

the U.N's policies against Iraq when it

has agreed with it. Yet the United

States is being hypocritical in forcing

Iraq into submission while it flaunts

the authority to override U.N. deci-

sions. If the United States expects

Iraq, or any other nation, to comply

with U.N.'s rulings, it needs to respect

the body as well. The United Nations,

not the United States, is the world-rec-

ognized power.

As the United Nations and Iraqi

top officials continue to negotiate, the

United States must also remain coop-

erative and respect the terms the

United Nations dictates. But fore-

most, the United Nations and the

United States must put an end to the

suffering taking place within Iraq.

Television crews and media outlets

from around the world have docu-

mented the terrible conditions mil-

lions of Iraqis have experienced as a

result of the economic sanctions.

Although Iraqi civilians have absolute-

ly no power over what Hussein does,

the United States' uncompromising

stance on the sanctions has cost over a

million Iraqis their lives. Allowing

innocent people to die is no way to

force Hussein into submission.

\
LEHERS
From page 17

In the meantime, I hope Bruin

staffers will bone up a little on their

history and sharpen their research

skills. Invisibility is still a barrier to

progress for lesbians who often are

forced to re-invent the proverbial

wheel because of traditional media's

sometimes willful ignorance of our

history. I expect better from writers

at UCLA.
S.OylMBfCMr
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History doctoral student

Media makes or

breaks reputation
Reading Emmanuelle Ejercito's

Feb. 1 1 article "Throwing the towel"

about Kris Johnson made me realize

how easily a person's image is praised

and torn apart through the media.

Earlier this school year Johnson

was negatively portrayed by all

sources of information. His absence

from the team at the beginning of the

basketball season was for "undis-

closed reasons," yet negative implica-

tions followed. TV, radio and newspa-

pers sought different explanations

making him "evil or bad."

The article reverses the negative

image created about Johnson and elo-

quently paints his struggles with his

involvement on the basketball team.

The article refers to Johnson's love for

basketball and shows how his passion

pushes him to improve both as a pwr-

son and as a player.

The inspirational piece praises a

young man who was and is still criti-

cized for his attitude on and off the

court. It is evident that in a split sec-

ond the media channels destroy or

enhance the life of an individual.

Nathalie VaMcz

Fourth-year

Comiminication studies
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pursuit of self-aggrandizement

through the acquisition of liquid

currency." Translation: "1 want to

make as much money as I can.

Taxes are a bad idea. The IRS "^

should be outlawed."

The second w6rd is

"Machiavellian." This is someone or

something which is unscrupulously

cunning and deceptive. Maybe you

have instructors who are like this. If

that isn't enough, here's another

phrase that may come in handy:

"The intrinsic value of such an ideal

strikes to the core of its identity and

is integral to present and future

study." Translation: "That's a good
idea." And, remember, as I'm sure

you've heard, professors are paid by

the word. Not only are they paid by

the word, but by the syllable. It's

like a game of Scrabble: the longer

the word, the more points you get.

And, of course, if you use an "X,"

you score more points than if you

use an "L."

One of the best X-words that's

popular right now is xeaophobia.

Xenophobia has two definitions,

which makes it doubly useful. The
first definition is fear of strangers.

I'm sure you have friends that are

xenophobic. You know, the type

that goes to party and Won't talk to

anyone - they just walk around talk-

ing to themselves, which makes
them schizophrenic also. But hatred

of foreigners or of anything that is

strange or foreign is the second defi-

nition. So this definition may be the

best for the paper.

And if you really want to show
offyour mastery of the English lan-

guage you can make up your own
words. You may think this isn't fair,

but there is an unwritten rule among
professors stating that you may
make up words whenever you want

once you earn your doctorate.

Tertiary seems to be one of those

words that can't possibly have a

vncatAng, so it must have been made
up by a professor hundreds of years

ago. If you're wondering what it

means now, tertiary is literally trans-

lated as "thirdiary." Yes, thirdiary.

There's primary, secondary, and

thirdiary or tertiary.

There's one more for you. Now
you may be thinking, "I already

know all these words." OK. I under-

stand that UCLA is filled with some

of the most intelligent twentysome-

things on Earth. So if you're skepti-

cal, here's the Porsche of writing

tricks. It may cost $100,000 (at grad

school) to master it (and may even

attract the opposite sex), but for

now it'll at least get you an "A" on

your paper.

The secret is: cite yourself. You
know what I'm talking about. Cite

yourself. Professors do it in their

writing and some of them even do it

in their lectures.

For example: "Hill said, in a coi-

umn published on March 2, that the

words required to join the pantheon

of academia may mean something

per se, but in actuality may seem to

be no more than Machiavellian in

nature, but at least you'll get an

'A.'"

But be warned, most people can

tell the difference between fools

gold and the real thing - you don't

have to be Rainman to see that, of

course.

OBERMAN
From page 16

nation want to execute African

American journalist and former

Black Panther Mumia Abu-Jamal

for speaking and writing against

racist oppression in this country.

Abolish the racist death penalty!

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal! For black

liberation through socialist revolu-

tion!
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Children's Vision Care
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We accept most vision plans*
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$99
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& gas permeable
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.
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Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT

Course Begins On:

Course Ends On:

Course Location:

Saturday, June 20, 1998

Thursday, August 13, 1998

Hyperlegming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperleaming SummerMCATprogram is 9 weeks in length.

Session Days Time

I Monday - Friday

M Monday - Friday

H Monday - Friday

IV Monday - Friday

V Monday - Friday

VI Monday - Friday

VII Monday - Friday

VIII Monday -Friday

Wfkend Program —

XII Saturday - Sunday

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm .

4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
6.45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm
alternate Weds. 6:45 pm - 9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Practice MCAT Days Time

r
r
r

5

June 27, 1998

July 11, 1998

Ju^ 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

* Computer-analyzed score report provided.
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Vanessa

Vanderzanden

Freak magnet

tries to uncover

love in world

of psycho guys

COLUMN: Attracting sane

men easy for some; rest

get stuck dating weirdos

Larry and Jen left our table at

the restaurant/bar/night club

to smoke a cigarette. Larry

came back alone.

"Where's Jen?" 1 innocently

inquired, hoping she'd been discov-

ered by one of the many cute, young

male specimens

circulating with

> beers.

"Oh, she's

talking to some
40-year-old," he

answered, as

though this were

a common
occurrence for

my 19-year-old

suburban-raised

roommate.
"She's fine."

But I knew
she was not fine. And I knew there was

nothing 1 could do to save her.

Because I, too, suffer from the same
terrible social disease.that Jen had suc-

cumbed to.

We are freak magnets.

Somehow, we exude a certain aura

that has every lunatic crawling out

from beneath their rocks and caves to

pick up on us. Dirty, old, drunken men
seem to be attracted to a friendly qual-

ity in us that others, luckily for them,

fail to emit. Is it my multi-colored hair

that they find so inviting or Jen's dou-

ble-eyebrow piercings that has these

lonely mad men so enamored with our

presence?

But before we begin the analyza-

tion ofwhat creates a freak magnet, let

us begin by clarifying what we mean
by "freak." For starters, we will relate

the tale of twistedness which poor,

sweet Jen was subjected to on the

night in question. The night which had

unsuspecting Larry, unaccustomed to

the world of freak magnetdom. refus-

ing to intrude on Jen's conversation.

According to Jen, said freak

explained in detail how a radio anten-

na had been implanted on his neck at

birth in order to track him and read his

thoughts. Apparently, a woman
named Mary was then created by

"them" to be his mother, but he knew
she really wasn't. At some point not

too long ago, he was taken to the East

coast to have his antenna updated.

Then it gets interesting. You see, a

tube runs through his digestive system

that regulates his body. But the funny

thing is, he still needs vitamins and

gets people to buy them for him at

Thrifty. Yet he doesn't understand

why it is that the Christian engineers,

for these are the "they" that have been

maneuvering his life since day one,

aren't able to regulate his system so

that he doesn't need vitamins.

At some point they "shrunk his

manhood," and he is currently sleep-

ing on a psychiatric couch in the psy-

chiatric ward of the engineering build-

ing on campus. He awaits thi day

when he will be used to interact with

female extra-terrestrials, because he is

See page 26
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African-Brazilian paintings

depicting artists' experiences

get the spotlight in Fowler

Museunn's newest exhibit

Alfredo Cruz's painting is one of 61 acrylics on display at Fowler's 'O Pelourinho!" exhibit.

^tn«MbyWm AAMENIAN

ByMCokbmWi
Daily Bniin Contributor

In
traveling to Salvador, Brazil, Marion

Jackson and Barbara Cervenkauncovered dia-

monds in the rough - rich, vibrant paintings of

Brazflian life created by sell laught artists.

Titled "O Pelourinho! I'opular Art from the

Historic Heart of Brazil the UCLA Fowler

Museum of Cultural History hosts the West-coast

premiere of a collection i)(' paintings and iron

works through May 10.

"O Pelourinho!," co<urated by Jackson and
Ccrvenka and organized by the University of

Michigan and Wane State I niversity, features 61

acrylic paintmgs that present Brazilian life as expe-

rienced by the artists.
, i

They are represcntaticnal, narrative paint-

ings," Jackson explains. ' Iliey are stories about

common life. The artists are using their experi-

ences as inspiration for their work and ... are

putting down life as they see it."

The paintings range from scenes featuring plan-

tation workers, street life and religious traditions

to images of the city's main square.

"The paintings capture ihe vitality and the bril-

liance of African tradition-- m Brazil," says Betsy

Quick, director of education at Fowler Museum.
"What we are trying to do is 'o look at how African

beliefs and traditions are re integrated in new con-

text."

Although the scenes and styles may differ from
one painting to another, they share at least one
thing in common - fusion ofAfrican and Brazilian

culture.

Some important aspects of the African-

Brazilian culture celebrated in the collection are

the integration ofCathohcism and the African reli-

gion, Candomble, and the prominence of spiritual

culture.

"A lot of paintings show images of Candomble
ceremonies, and these iron pieces are actual pieces

from Candomble shrines," Jackson says. "I think

what you get in this show is a sense of how domi-

nant this African-based spiritual culture is.

Candomble figures very strongly as an affirmation

of tradition and history and has been a powerful

force in keeping a sense ofcohesiveness within the

community."

A piece titled "The Last Supper," by John

Kinnidy, strongly attests to the integration of two

religions. The painting depicts Jesus Christ at a

table surrounded by apostles. The interracial apos-

tles, however, make the painting stand out from

others on the subject. In addition, Jackson points

out that the food on the table are favorite foods of

the Orixas, which means "god" in Candomble.

Although these paintings are rich in culture,

SecMUZIUpageM

Pictured here are metal Exu figures by artists Jorge Santos and Jose Adario. T

Voodoo Daddies mystify crowd
MUSIC: Swing band

on brink of stardom

remaiip loyal to fans

By Mike Prevatt

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In case you've been locked

in your crusty bathroom for

the past year or so, you might

be interested to know that

swing music has risen from

the dead and struck a chord

with the younger (and older)

cats cruisin' the Hollywood

scene. One of swing's resusci-

tators has been local fave Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy, who
entertained a capacity crowd

to the point of exhaustion last

Wednesday night at the

swanky Hollywood club, The
Derby.

This classy eight-piece out-

fit has actually been playing

The Derby for over three

years now on Wednesday
nights, bringing all the L.A.

hipsters out and "selling out"

the popular swing club on Los

Feliz Boulevard.

Just as they settled into the

cozy comforts of being The.

Derby's house band, along

came Jon Favreau, the young
filmmaker who brought cam-

eras into The Derby for his

1996 independent movie,

"Swingers." With their scene-

stealing performance and the

movie's unexpected populari-

ty here in Los Angeles (and

the rest of the country). Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy became
the hottest indie band in .the

land, eventually signing to

Coolsville/ EMI-Capitol

Records and landing several

television and radio appear-

ances.

Wednesday's performance

took on a celebratory feel as

BBVD raised their horns to

the release of their major-label

debut album, out last Tuesday.

Despite it being the last Derby

gig the band would play until

the end of their three-month

promotional tour, the fans

weren't exactly weeping as

BBVD tossed out three sets of

swingin' grooves and bouncy

jive tunes.

Unlike the somewhat con-

photCK by MICHA£L ROSS WSCHT

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy lead singer Scotty Morris croons.

trived swing resurgence that

has hit the radio waves with

artists such as the Cherry
Poppin' Daddies and the

Squirrel Nut Zippers, Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy brings a quasi-

punk spirit to their retro

sounds without the sneering

attitude.

Their brassy, '40s-influ-

enced. jazz style pays homage
to such swing heroes as Cab
Calloway and Dean Martin.

Though they play music popu-

larized during the Great

Depression and World War II

era, they clearly have the piz-

zazz and charisma of a '90s

band.

The scene at The Derby
had excitement written all

over it. Hordes of retro-outfit-

ted youngsters stood in long,

multiple lines waiting to get in

to see at least one BBVD set

before the night drew to a

close. Inside, twentysome-

things adorned in zoot suits

and classic dresses mingled at

the b^r, the pool table and on
the dance floor with baby

boomers and Derby regulars

who were actually around

when swing first became pop-

ular over 50 years ago. The
retro furnishings and decor

gave The Derby the notion of

being the coolest, classiest

joint around. A television

news crew filmed the festivi-

ties as local swing dancers

twirled and rocked around the

.

club, and music industry execs

shuffled about.

Around 9:30 p.m., BBVD
took to the stage, and the fans

rushed onto the tiny dance

floor, which would take a

pounding throughout the

night, thanks to the dancin'

swingers groovin' to BBVD's
scat-like rhythms. Within sec-

onds of the appearance of

lead singer and guitarist

Scotty Morris, the band burst

into smiles and jammed right

SeelMIOOV,|Mi9e25
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Upright bass player Dirk Shumakar and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy have helped revive sv^ng.
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Vanessa

Vanderzanden

Reak magnet

tries to uncover

loveinworid

of psycho guys

COLUMN: Attracting sane

men easy for some; rest

get stuck dating weirdos

Larry and Jen left our table at

the restaurant/bar/night club

to smoke a cigarette. Larry

came back alone.

"Where's Jen?" I innocently

inquired, hoping she'd been discov-

ered by one of the many cute, young
male specimens

circulating with

beers.

"Oh, she's

talking to some

40-year-old," he

answered, as

though this were

a common
occurrence for

my 19-year-old

suburban-raised

roommate.
"She's fine."

But I knew
she was not fine. And I knew there was

nothing I could do to save her.

Because I, too, suffer from the same

terrible social diseasejthat Jen had suc-

cumbed to.

We are freak magnets.

Somehow, we exude a certain aura

that has every lunatic crawling out

from beneath their rocks and caves to

pick up on us. Dirty, old, drunken men
seem to be attracted to a friendly qual-

ity in us that others, luckily for them,

fail to emit. Is it my multi-colored hair

that they find so inviting or Jen's dou-

ble-eyebrow piercings that has these

lonely mad men so enamored with our

presence?

But before we begin the analyza-

tion ofwhat creates a freak magnet, let

us begin by clarifying what we mean
by "freak." For starters, we will relate

the tale of twistedness which poor,

sweet Jen was subjected to on the

night in question. The night which had

unsuspecting Larry, unaccustomed to

the world of freak magnetdom. refus-

ing to intrude on Jen's conversation.

According to Jen. said freak

explained in detail how a radio anten-

na had been implanted on his neck at

birth in order to track him and read his

thoughts. Apparently, a woman
named Mary was then created by

"them" to be his mother, but he knew
she really wasn't. At some point not

too long ago, he was taken to the East

coast to have his antenna updated.

s Then it gets interesting. You see. a

tube runs through his digestive system

that regulates his body. But the funny

thing is, he still needs vitamins and

gets people to buy them for him at

Thrifty. Yet he doesn't understand

why it is that the Christian engineers,

for these are the "they" that have been

maneuvering his life since day one,

aren't able to regulate his system so

that he doesn't need vitamins.

At some point they "shrunk his

manhood," and be is currently sleep-

ing on a psychiatric couch in the psy-

chiatric ward of the engineenng build-

kag on campus. He awaits the day

when he will be used to interact with

female extra-terrestrials, because he is

ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
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In
traveling to Salvador, Brazil, Marion

Jackson and Barbara Cervenkauncovered dia-

monds in the rough - rich, vibrant paintings of

Brazilian life created by self taught artists.

Titled "O Pelourinho' Popular Art from the

Historic Heart of Brazil, tite UCLA Fowler

Museum of Cultural Hlstcry hosts the West<oast

premiere of a collection oi paintings and iron

works through May 10.

"O Pdourinho!," co-curated by Jackson and
Ccrvenka and organized by the University of

Michigan and Wane State I nivcrsity, features 61

acrylic paintings that present Brazilian life as expe-

rienced by the artists.

"They are representational, narrative paint-

ings," Jackson explains. ' lliey are stories about

common life. The artists are using their experi-

ences as inspiration for their work and ... are

putting down life as they sec it."

The paintings range from scenes featuring plan-

tation workers, street life and rebgious traditions

to images of the city's main square.

"The paintings capture the vitality and the bril-

liance of African traditions in Brazil," says Betsy

Quick, director of education at Fowler Museum.
"What we arc trying to do is to look at how African

beliefs and traditions are reintegrated in new con-

• 1

African-Brazilian paintings

depicting artists' experiences

get the spotlight in Fowler

Museum's newest exhibit

text"

Although the scenes and styles may differ from
one painting to another, they share at least one

thing in common - fusion ofAfrican and Brazilian

culture.

Some important aspects of the African-

Brazilian culture celebrated in the collection are

the integration of Catholicism and the African reli-

gion, Candomble, and the prominence of spiritual

culture.

"A lot of paintings show images of Candomble
oeremonies, and these iron pieces are actual pieces

from Candomble shrines." Jackson says. "I think

wluit you get in this show is a sense of how domi-

nant this African-based spiritual culture is.

Candomble figures very strongly as an affirmation

of tradition and history and has been a powerful

force in keeping a sense of cohesiveness within the

community."

A piece titled "The Last Supper," by John

Kinnidy, strongly attests to the integration of two

religions. The painting depicts Jesus Christ at a

table surrounded by apostles. The interracial apos-

tles, however, make the painting stand out from

others on the subject. In addition, Jackson points

out that the food on the table are favorite foods of

the Orixas, which means "god" in Candomble.

Although these paintings are rich in culture,

See MAZIU page 24
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MUSIC Swing band

on brink of stardom

remaiiip loyal to fans

By Mike Prevatt

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In case you've been locked

in your crusty bathroom for

the past year or so, you might

be interested to know that

swing music has risen from

the dead and struck a chord

with the younger (and older)

cats cruisin' the Hollywood

scene. One of swing's resusci-

tators has been local fave Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy, who
entertained a capacity crowd

to the point of exhaustion last

Wednesday night at the

swanky Hollywood club, The
Derby.

This classy eight-piece out-

fit has actually been playing

The Derby for over three

years now on Wednesday
nights, bringing all the L.A.

hipsters out and "selling out"

the popular swing club on Los

Feliz Boulevard.

Just as they settled into the

cozy comforts of being The
Derby's house band, along

came Jon Favreau, the young

filmmaker who brought cam-

eras into The Derby for his

1996 independent movie,

"Swingers." With their scene-

stealing performance and the

movie's unexpected populari-

ty here in Los Angeles (and

the rest of the country). Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy became
the hottest indie band in ,the

land, eventually signing to

Coolsville/ EMI-Capitol

Records and landing several

television and radio appear-

ances.

Wednesday's performance

took on a celebratory feel as

BBVD raised their horns to

the release of their major-label

debut album, out last Tuesday.

Despite it being the last Derby

gig the band would play until

the end of their three-month

promotional tour, the fans

weren't exactly weeping as

BBVD tossed out three sets of

swingin' grooves and bouncy
jive tunes.

Unlike the somewhat con-

; • • lies mystify crowd

'
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Big Bad Voodoo Daddy lead singer Scotty Morris croons.

trived swing resurgence that

has hit the radio waves with

artists such as the Cherry
Poppin' Daddies and the

Squirrel Nut Zippers, Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy brings a quasi-

punk spirit to their retro

sounds without the sneering

attitude.

Their brassy, '40s-influ-

enced, jazz style pays homage
to such swing heroes as Cab
Calloway and Dean Martin.

Though they play music popu-

larized during the Great
Depression and World War II

era, they clearly have the piz-

zazz and charisma of a '90s

band.

The scene at The Derby
had excitement written all

over it. Hordes of retro-outfit-

ted youngsters stood in long,

multiple lines waiting to get in

to see at least one BBVD set

before the night drew to a

close. Inside, twentysome-

things adorned in zoot suits

and classic dresses mingled at

the bar, the pool table and on
the dance Hoor with baby
boomers and Derby regulars

who were actually around
when swing first became pop-

ular over 50 years ago. The
retro furnishings and decor

gave The Derby the notion of

being the coolest, classiest

joint around. A television

news crew filmed the festivi-

ties as local swing dancers

twirled and rocked around the

club, and music industry execs

shuffied about.

Around 9:30 p.m., BBVD
took to the stage, and the fans

rushed onto the tiny dance
floor, which would take a

pounding throughout the

night, thanks to the dancin'

swingers groovin' to BBVD's
scat-like rhythms. Within sec-

onds of the appearance of

lead singer and guitarist

Scotty Morris, the band burst

into smiles and jammed right

SeeDMNIV,pa9e25
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Upright bass player Dkk Shumakcr and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy have helped revive swing.
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FasttMdl, '^AB the Pain Money Can
Buy," (HoHywood) Alternative rock

can exf>ect a great new addition to the

collection of truly versatile and cre-

ative bands out there today. In other

words. Fastball has released a second

album that doesn't suck. "All the Pain

Money Can Buy" combines great hits

and rockin' beat§ to thrill even the

rhythm-less at heart.

The album starts off with its best

pick, "The Way." The Latin rhythm

combined with a great beat inspires

one to turn up the volume and piss off

the neighbors. One great song after

another follows it. The inspiring folk-

rock style of "Fire Escapes" and the

slow Western theme of "Slow Drags"

are two noteworthy standouts.

"Which Way To The Top" adds guest

vocalist Poe to complement the song's

already smooth melody and haunting

lyrics.

Their sound combines classic rock,

'70s pop-rock styles and soothingly

slow melodies. A song from their pre-

* vious album, "Human Torch," marks

one of the few songs of quality in the

previously-released soundtrack for

"An American Werewolf In Paris."

But the new material is sure to out-

shine the old. If you love it slow, love it

fast and love it rockin', then you'll be

lovin' Fastball. Michelle Zubiate A-

Various Artists, **Shaken and

Stirred: The David Arnold James

fastbal

FASTBALL

"All the Pain Money Can Buy"

Bond Project," (Sire) Gadgets, giz-

mos and sinister villains make up only

part of the James Bond-film allure.

There was always the girl, and with

her inclusion, the presence of the

movie-specific theme song. David

Arnold remembers these lovely love

affairs in the James Bond tradition

with his album, "Shaken and Stirred."

Guest artists such as Pulp, Chrissie

Hynde and Iggy Pop add their style to

the variety of tunes. Somehow, you

begin to realize just how romantic an

action film can be just by listening to

sleek versions of the old melodies.

One piece, "Space March," featuring

Leftfield, remains purely instrumen-

tal, providing a somber electronica

rendition of the unfamiliar song.

Fortunately, tracks such as these

turri the compilation into a worth-

while musical experience rather than

merely a commercially viable gift idea

package. There are no cheesy ray-gun

noises here or comical, film-dialogue

clips. Arnold offers a mature, quality

glimpse at the emotional aspect of a

spy's world, a little shaken and a little

stirred. Vanessa VanderZanden B-t-

Various artists, '^The Big

Lebowski," (Mercury) The sound-

track for the new Coen Brothers

movie isjust as eclectic and unusual as

you would expect. With a wide variety

of artists, like Bob Dylan, Elvis

Costello and Henry Mancini, "The

Big Lebowski" soundtrack samples

from different genres with no particu-

lar coherent order or theme. The
music is all over the place, leaving lis-

teners confused and bewildered ...

which was probably their intention.

Some of the rock representatives

include Elvis Costello's catchy "My
Mood Swings," Kenny Rogers and

the First Edition's moody and dark

"Just Dropped in (To See What
Condition My Condition Was Jn)"

and Carter Burwell's cyber-song,

"Technopop." Another fun highlight

is The Gipsy Kings' fun and bilingual-

ly performed cover of the Eagles' hit

"Hotel California." The instrumental

selections interspersed throughout

the soundtrack include a marching

romp in "Stamping Ground," an

opera selection from "Die Tote

Stadt" and Mancini's melodic and

seductive "Lujon."

This motley soundtrack should

appeal to those who truly want an

album with diverse tastes and moods.

Just like a Coen Brothers movie, it's

quirky and enjoyable, even ifyou real-

ly can't understand all of it. Aimee

PbaaB-i-

Natalie Imbruglia, **Lcft of the

Middle," (RCA) It's been good times

for women in pop this past year. Here

comes Natalie Imbruglia, a 22-year-

old singer, by way of Australia via

England to the United States. Her

debut album, "Left of the Middle,"

blends two parts purpose-driven pop,

a dash of smoky pseudo trip-hop ele-

ments and a voice gifted with beauti-

ful range.

No doubt the best disc to come out

of the new year, Imbruglia, with the

help of ex-Cure member Phil

Thornally, pieces together 12 tracks

sweeping through the emotional spec-

trum. The first radio single, "Tom"
(actuall}^ written by indie fave

Ednaswap) is a great pop-song strap-

ping, with its catchy guitar strumming

and awkward, lovelorn lyrics.

Imbruglia shows off more than just

doe^yed affection on the disc; she

bounces from one emotional swing to

another with the greatest of ease. On
the electrically powered "Impressed,"

Imbruglia throws in some subdued

grrl power vocals reminiscent of

Shirley Manson amidst a dance-a-

long bass drum beat. "City," is an

honest, blues-grassy rock number
about the ills of city life that begs to be

sungalong.

Besides strong, musical arrange-

ments and Imbruglia's mesmerizing

voice, her lyrics suggests a mature

look at love, men and relationships,

despite her young age. It's almost a

guarantee Imbruglia will continue the

unprecedented success that woman
musicians are enjoying. Imbruglia is

ready to join the ranks of the Lillith

Fair posse. THnh Bui, aka Voltron,

Defender of the Universe A
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Director Makepeace bases documentary on own ordeals
FILM: Difficult emotional

trials fuel touching look

at life in "Baby It's You"

ByAlkcSuh
Daily Bruin Contributor

"C-is the way to begin, H-the next

letter in, I-am the word, C-was Cecile

bird, K-just to fill 'em in. E-up near the

N; C-H-I-C-K-E-N, that's the way to

spell chicken!"

No, this is not a lesson in spelling. It

is actually a cute little jingle the audi-

ence can't help but hum after viewing

Anne Makepeace's documentary,

"Baby It's You," featuring herself, her

husband, Peter, and her close relatives.

Makepeace admits it is this "lextremely

silly song" which helped her husband

woo her. But, after viewing "Baby It's

You," the audience realizes its signift-

cance.

Makepeace directed this personal

film documenting her private life and

the lives of her family members. The
documentary is about the ups and

downs of life, and how love and sup-

port is always prevalent.

Unfortunately, documentaries often

have been stereotyped as boring and

tedious - but this film had many unex-

pected surprises and outcomes not

only for the audience but for

Makepeace as well.

One big surprise for Makepeace

was when, after hoping to become
pregnant by the end of filming, she dis-

covered that she was infertile. She

questioned and doubted whether to

continue filming since the film's title

was selected with future plans for par-

enthood.

"I went through a period when we
realized that we weren't going to have a

kid, where not only did I think that the

title wouldn't work, but I also felt like

"It was very emotionally

painful;and life was

painful, and making the

movie was painful.

Anne Makepeace
Filmmaker ,.

that there was no movie," Makepeace
says. "There was no point in making
the movie,'cause there wasn't the end-

ing that I wanted. But, then I sort of

came around to feel that actually the

movie as it is is more important

because many, many more people have

the outcome we had."

Infertility didn't stop Makepeace
from continuing her project. She decid-

ed that her title was still perfect.

"Because what happened, our rela-

tionship became deeper, and the mean-

ing of the title changed." Makepeace

explains.

Although the film focuses mainly on

Makepeace and her painful acceptance

of infertility, she does not forget to

include the lives of her family as well.

Her brother Doug is an important

character who brings light humor to

the film as he considers abandoning the

socially accepted standard of

monogamy and contemplates the pos-

sibility of polygamy. Then there's

Makepeace's younger brother, Roger,

who prefers goats to children. Her
brothers obviously had no problem

with Makepeace documenting their

personal lives.

"I think that my brothers were sort

of flattered that I was interested. They

weren't really resistant," Makepeace

fondly recalls.

Makepeace also films her hus-

band's family members, including

Peter's sisters. There's the artistic

Mary who has had a secret abortion

because she felt alone and scared, very

similar to Makepeace's own secret

abortion when she was 18.

But, unlike Mary, Makepeace never

confided in her parents about her ille-

gal abortion. Instead, after many years

of silence, Makepeace finally opened

up to her older relatives whom she

believed to be very conservative since

she grew up in a puritanical household.

But once again she was surprised to

find out how supportive her relatives

were.

"For the film I wanted a totally dif-

ferent reaction. I wanted them to show
how screwed up my background ,was.

So when they were all really great, my
first response was, 'this isn't what I

want!' But, of course that is what I real-

ly wanted. This is what I needed,"

Makepeace says.

"I wanted them to illustrate how

(Makepeace's) film

earned recognition at

Sundance and foreign

film festivals.

screwed up a puritanical background

is, so I expected them to be much more
judgmental and to be shocked and dis-

gusted," Makep>eace continues.

"Basically, what I really expected

them to do was change the subject

because they were shocked."

There is also Peter's lesbian sister

Ann, who ironically was the only fami-

ly member with a child whom she

shared with her partner. However, Ann
died unexp>ectedly in a car accident a

week before her daughter Laura's

birthday, adding even more sadness

and grief into Makepeace's life.

"It was very emotionally painful;

and life was painful, and making the

movie was painful And it was really

hard on Peter especially because of

things that happened in his family"

Makepeace says.

As an obligation and a commitment
she made as a professional, Makepeace
filmed Laura's birthday party with

everyone's consent. She adds,

"Nobody was happy about anything

then. That was such a weird bittersweet

thing."

Makepeace had to deal with her

mother-in-law's death as well, which is

not shown or mentioned in the film.

Instead of letting her sorrows get the

best of her, Makepeace succeeded in

completing the documentary as well as

maintaining her sanity.

"My feeling with the movie is that it

actually does have a happy ending, and

I believe that," she comments.

Her hard work and devotion did not

go unnoticed. Her film earned recogni-

tion at Sundance and foreign film festi-

vals.

"I guess I didn't really expect to get

the attention it did get. It got an incred-

ible amount of mention in the press. I

got such a great response that I kinda

thought that I might win something.

When I actually didn't win a prize, that

was sort ofdisappointing. I had gone in

not expecting that, but then when the
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Although these paintings are rich in

culture, narrative and color, they are

not celebrated at the national level. In

fact, these paintings are simple,

straightforward and resemble folk art.

"These artists are ... self-taught and

are considered marginal in Brazilian

culture and live in very modest condi-

tions," Jackson says. "What we are try-

ing to do is to give access and validity

to the experience of the common peo-

ple. It's kind of a celebration of that."

Although these paintings, for the

most part, are considered marginal by

the upper-Brazilian society, they are

appreciated by the tourists.

"I think what makes them attractive

to tourists and so valuable as souvenirs

is that they really capture the spirit and

the life of the streets of Salvador,"

Jackson says. "It also gives concrete

access to their exfjeriences and values

just by looking at their art."

In addition to the paintings, the

exhibit features iron pieces used in

Candomble ceremonies. All the iron

pieces in the exhibit are forged by an

artisan who began his career as an

apprentice to a metal worker at a

young age.

"He's a very strong believer in

(The paintings) share ...

the fusion of African

and Brazilian culture.

Candomble, and he loves to make
these liturgical pieces ... with deep reli-

gious meanings in addition to other

iron works," Jackson says.

Jackson and Cervenka originally

began working on the exhibit to gain a

better understanding of the African

artistic traditions and the influence of

the African culture on the Americas.

"O Pelourinho!" not only gave them a

better understanding of the influence

and the artistic traditions, it gave them

a chance to bring contemporary

Brazilian art to various cities in the

United States.

"Art can be a very powerful vehicle

for understanding cultures," Jackson

says. "This show is important in that it

brings to North America, for the first

time, a body of work that gives access

to the experience, the history and spir-

itual value of the common people of

Northern Brazil in their own voices."

THEATER: "O Pelourinho! Popular Art

from the Historic Heart of Brazil" runs

through May 10 at the Fowler Museum.

Admission is $1 with UCLA I.D., $5 for

adults, $3 for seniors and non-UCLA stu-

dents, UCLA faculty/staff and Alumni

Association with LD. Admission is fi'ee to

everyone on Thursdays and Sundays.

For more information, please call (310)

825-4361.

— ./

WHrmER Law SCHOOL

In rrSTHRD DECADE, ^iHTIEH UkWSchool FmjDCATED TO A NEW CAMPUS IN

CosiA Mesa. Students fnoM Orange Countyand mE Inland Empire now

HAVETHE OPPORTUNITYTO ATTENDAN ESTABUSHED LAWSCHOOL.

Informahonal Sessions
Meet THE Dean

An informal w»ocram to answer

your questions if you are

considering law school

• What b the vwjue of a highly

credennaled full-twe rwojoy and

small classes?

• WlL I OU*UFY FOR ADMISSKDN?

Should I <x>bc€R tve part-time

PROGFiAM?

• Wi«r B "THE M»UJE OF ArrE>ONb A

Law school Fuuy accredtted b(

THE Amercan Bar AssociAnoN?

• Can I AFFORD LAW school? What

RSCTORS do I NEED TD 00^BIDER?

ABA approved in I 070
AALS MEMBCRSHIP SINCE I 067

"iNTHEHEARr

3333 Harbor Boulevard,

March •4 - Claremont
6:30 P.M. - ©:CX3 p.m.

Ramada Inn
640 Indian Hill Boulevard

March 7 - Fullertdn
i 0:60 a.m. - i 2 noon
Chase Suite Hotel

2932 E. Nutwcxdd Avenue

March I I - Ccvina
6:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Embassy SurrES Hotel

I 2 II E. Garvey Street

March I A - Riversioe
I 0:00 A.M. - I 2 Ncx>i

Mission Inn
3649 Mission Inn Avenue

March 2 I - Lasuna Hills
i 0:cx3 a.m. - i 2 noon

Holiday Inn
25205 LAFi^zRoAD

April 4 - San Dieoo
i 0:00 a.m. -

i 2:00 ncon
Embassy Suppes Hotel

4550 La Jolla Mllage Drive

To Rsvp. cau. (800) eos-e I 88

OF Orange County"

Costa Mesa, Caufornia 92626

to the recipients ofJtie

"^^iorspotlight
_ \ A i - t.

Bruinlife Yearbook

would like to

congratulate the

15 winners of the

Senior Spotlight

Award.

We would also

like to thank all

who expressed

interest and took

the time to apply.

Good luck and

continued success

in your future

endeavors.

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilefia

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm
Matthew Pirnazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

Roslyn Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Baseball's TOOTH & Nail Scores:

Dental BRAVES: 10

Dentist DODGERS:

Examination, 5 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 9/30/98SPF.Cl.VL: $50-

COSiiiETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDINO, BLKACHINO
•NHrou* Oxid* (LaugMnv Oas)
•Hypnosis • Usctronlc Anssthssla
•OpMi Lats Hours. Froo / VaHdirtod Parf(ln9

•Ctiocks, CrsdH Cards A Insuranco Fonns Wotcomo
•18 Yoars In Prtwato Practico In Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

/K^RTMenT CODRDHMOR SUP€3a/KOR

PO^ITIOn 4AIMLe

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUS A MONTHLY SALARYAND ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE:
Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk stafT.

Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

Participating in weekly meetings with staff and

management.

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defming problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
* UCLA graduate student.

* Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds. ;

Leadership experience.

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

* Familiarity with University Housing and previous

,
UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. # 1

Please do not telephone. .

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM
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DADDY
From page 21

into "You and Me and the Bottle

Makes Three Tonight," one of

BBVD's most popular songs, also

featured in "Swingers."

Morris introduced the well-cher-

ished tune with an introduction that

reflected their new major-label suc-

cess.

"We're Big Bad Voodoo Daddy,

and in case you haven't heard, we've

got a new album out, and we're pro-

motin' it tonight!"

The crowd hit the roof.

Song after song, whether they

were kinetic, shoe-stompin' ditties or

slower, jazzier tunes, the crowd
moved along during all three sets.

Yes, three sets.

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy pulls out

all the stops for their fans. With their

fan-friendly rapport, nice-guy atti-

tudes and between-song anecdotes,

Morris and the boys distinguished

themselves from other youngs suc-

cess-bound bands. This, of course, is

a huge part of their appeal. It would

seem the loyalty the band has for its

fans is stronger than the loyalty the

fans have for their favorite band.

BBVD paid tribute to such leg-

ends as Calloway, with their show sta-

ple, "Minnie the Moocher," and per-

formed other faves such as "Mr. Pin

Stripe Suit" and "King of Swing."

The band also dove into material

featured in "Swingers," which you

could tell was the reason why most of

the new fans came to The Derby. One
of the most awkward things about

the crowd and aura at The Derby

involves all the wannabe hepcats that

can't exactly keep the rhythm, stand

still and look really pretentious or

really out of place. Next to the hard-

core swing fans, it certainly looks

funny, especially the too-cool, black-

jacketed "Trent" (the charismatic

character from the movie) wannabes.

But nothing less can be expected.

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy's delivery

was, as expected, flawless. Much like

their iwo-hour-plus show at the

Wadsworth late last year, the band

performed each song with precision

and panache, and with smiles across

Morris and bassist Dirk Shumaker's

faces all throughout the set. Most
impressive was the four-piece brass

set, highlighted by trumpet player

Glen "The Kid" Marhcvka and

tenor saxophonist Karl Hunter.

The band would even jump into

the crowd and take its breather dur-

ing intermissions among the faithful

below tfaem. Clearly, BBVD is at that

point before stardom that allows

them to hop over that barrier that

keeps fans from their band. With the

charm and style of suc|ll^ polished

and tidented band, BBVD is sure to

keep their heads from exploding and

egos in check as inevitable success

looms ahead of them. Let** just hope

they'H oome back to Tha Derby peri-

odica% and remember those who
love them best.

O TQXEDO
WAREHOUSE

Tuxedo rental

from $ 39
Used tuxedos

for sale $ 99
Choose from your favorite styles:

-Perry Ellis

-After Six
- Oscar De La Renta

LARGE SELECTION OF FULL BACK VESTS.
BANDED COLLAR SHIRTS & THE LATEST EURO TIES

10546 W. Rco Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 559-4889

A SYMPOSIUM:
The Environment of Southern California

in the 20th and 21st Centuries

Tuesday, March 3, 1998
UCLA Faculty Center

The Institute of the Environment (loE) invites you to attend a one day symposium on criticil aspects of our Southern
California environotent. By informing students, faculty, concerned citizens, business leaders, and goverannent
officials about the environmenul legacy of the 20th century, this conference might help us to cope intelligently with
practical decisions, trends and opportunities during the coming years. Panicipants will have the chance to nKet aad
talk informally with the speakers and with each other at lunch and at a reception following (he meeting as well as at
"cofree** breaks during the morning and afternoon sessions.

PRESENTERS INCLUDE:

Jared Diamond, Professor, Department of Physiology. UCLA
William Clark, Professor. Department of Geography, UCLA
Martha Davis, former Executive Director of Mono Lake Committee
Gail Ruderman Feuer, Senior Attorney. Natural Resources Defense Council
Matt Roth, Director, Historical Programs & Corporate Archives.

Automobile Club of Southern California

Eric Vink, California Field Director. American Farmland Trust

P^ggy FoHg, Assistant Professor, Department of Biology. UCLA
Jay Watson, Deputy Director. The Wilderness Society

Dorothy Gretn, Founding President, Heal the Bay and President,

Los Angeles & San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council

Luncheon Keynote Speaker:

Bennett Ramfoerg, PhD, JJ>.,
Director ofResearch, Committee to Bridge the Gap

For more information, or to Register,

call (310) 825-3263 Or Mnaii ioe«ucla.edu

The Symposium is offered on a fir« come, first served basis. Registration Fee(which covers the cost of lunch, parking and the reception) is

waived for all UCLA Faculty, Staff and Students. However, all attendees must pre-register. Space is limited, so register early!

(i

Photo Credit: Jane Brown

5»An Evening of Conversation
-with-

GORE VIDAL
-MODERATORS-

*

CAROLE GOLDBERG THOMAS WORTHAM
Professor, UCLA School of Law '

. Chair. UCLA Department of English

Tuesday, March 10, 1998

7:30 to 9:30 P.M.

El Rodeo School Auditorium

605 Whittier Drive, Beveriy Hills

(cross Wilshire Blvd. from Beverly Hilton & Robinsons-May Store)

$25 Donation

A Benefit for the First Amendment Foundation*

m
Blockbuster Music/ Tower/

Robinsons-May/ Ritmo Latino

(2 1 3)4*0-3232 (714)740-2000

online
: hltp//www.ticketmastcr.cora

•Or by Mail to-

First Amendment Foundation

I3I3W 8* Street. Suite 313

Los Angeles CA 900 1

7

(Tickets soured through the

Foundation office before March

I' will he mailed. Thereafter,

they will be held at ilie door.)

*The First Amendment Foundation is a 501(cH3) non-profit organization.

Lunch in the Park with

(Schwartzie

Free Desserts?

Free
Lectures

on
" Advanced Kabbalah for Beginners

rt

or^Ux, a

In Dickson

Plaza in front

of Murphy and

Schoenberg

Halls

WE WILL MOVE JUST INSIDE SCHOENBERG HALL
IF IT RAINS. DON'T LET EL NINO KEEP YOU

FROM THE RUGELACH!
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r» CALIFORNIA ,^m1

MiEYEair

310208-3011

Dear UCLA Students ami Sti^

It has beeh apUasttre serving

your vision care needsfor over

25 years in the village.

Please take advantage of
these great offers.

$99 CONTACT LENSES

ft EXAM "SPECIAL"

IF YOU HAVE UCLA VISION CARE

<^^U^^,

Includes eye exam, fitting,

follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lomb daily or

extended wear soft contacts.

o
VIII«o« EyM Optomtttry ^CLM Graduate 1967

$99EYEeLASSES
ft EXAM "SPECIAL"

• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get ttie forms tor you - just call us.

• Same day appointments avaiiat)le.

• We are experts in showing you fK)w to

maximize your t)enefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DON'T HAVE VISION CARE

^^^=jQn.^SS_^^^ »prvfnmmarmt corparacon
rrrr== 1082 Glendon Ave,

~ Westwood Village, CA 90024

{ground floor of Monty's Building -

across from Westwood Brewery)

Validated parking • Se tiabia EspaTiol

Includes lenses and frames

from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

Take advantage of tfie specials, or we'll still

give you 11% aff on any non-advertised items.

SI n

LASER HAIR REMOVAL
• BY PHYSICIANS ONLY
• Guaranteed Results
• Epiigtit & Lasers
• It's as permanent as it gets.
• Faster and less expensive than electrolysis

And let's not even talk about waxing...

n75 QQ for both underarms* introductory offer^

Need we say more?

Cosmetic Laser Center

436 N. Bedford Drive # 304 ~

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

1 -800-828-6466

BEVERLY HILLS BRENTWOOD SAN FRANCT:
fiK:-

2 PIZZAS FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

208-8671
OFFER VALID

MONDAY

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

t^ mediums and offer exchxles

Sicilians. No haH & fialf orders.

Must mention ad.Coupon must

t>e given to driver

Exp. 3/9/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
Im

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED

Coupon valKJ at Wsstvraod location only

Offer good only witli tfiis

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must t}e given to

driver

Limit 3 pi2zas per address.

Open until 1 am

Exp. 3/9/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/

- - Free Liter
TWO TOPPINGS
JWi

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Westwood location only

Offer good onty with this

cou|X)n, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must t>e given to

driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address

Open until 1 am

VANDERZANDEN
From page 20

the only specimen capable of the job.

Which makes sense, when you think

of all of the regulating the Christian

engineers have been doing on his

body. ' ;• > ' . >-. .;., ..:v--^ .

He then, appropriately, asked Jen,

as he slapped his hands together, if she

liked to be "fucked" or, melding his

hands together more softly, "Fu-ck-

ed." At that point, Jen left the conver-

sation and returned inside. She real-

ized just then that her friends needed

to talk to her.

But this was not Jen's first experi-

ence with her body's natural tendency

to lure in weirdos. After all, just two

weeks ago a guy at a party asked her if

she enjoyed the taste of her own body

fluids. It seems he found the experi-

ence erotic.

Then, there wa^c toothless man
up in Humboldt County who
acknowledged her as his "soul sista."

He expressed a desire to dance the

jambalya with her so that their "auras

would meld." And then he warned her

to stay away from crack because it will

"fuck up your life."

My own tendency to collect lovable

loonies began at an early age. Back

home, my best friends would always

get young, intelligent, extremely hot

men to fall irresistibly in love with

their dreamy eyes. I got Eddy the child

molester.

He was a nice enough old, home-

less man who imparted wisdom from

the streets in the outdoor cafe we fre-

quented. You could usually smell

liquor on his breath, but he did no

harm, and once in a while liked to rub

my hand and give me hugs. And then

one time he told me how he left his

wife and kids years ago without a

word of goodbye because he had an

urge to touch his children that he

couldn't fight any longer.

When I think about it, 1 guess he

did the right thing. And I appreciated

that he felt he could tell me. But I'd

rather have had the cute guy with the

shaved head who worked at the. ale

house next door to talk to, like my best

friend Enion did.

And then this past summer, when I

frequented the taverns in Seattle,

every barfly within 20 miles could pick

up my scent. One guy told rhe and my
brother that he met the Doors - the

year after Jim Morrison died, of

course. And there was the blind, old

drunk with a rat-furred mutt, "Toto,"

who used to come around when we'd

be drinking beers on the porch, giving

me hugs and saying he had "no friends

in this town."

And there was the 4D-year-old Fox-

executive coke dealer who kept calling

me when he wasn't overseas, and the

construction worker across the street

who had a 2-year-old kid, wanting to

take me camping. And let's not forget

Eric, the home^ss man whom I let

take a shower at our place and sleep

on our lawn one night. Another guy I

met at the Jimi Hendrix memorial told

me how he sleeps in a lent with only

his puppet to talk to.

1 just felt bad for all those lonely

f>eople. Maybe I shouldn't have given

them the time of day, but I always

want to be a nice person. Some people

need someone to be nice to them.

But sometimes, I know my bounds.

.

Like the guy Kym and I met outside of

the Goodwill thrift store in

September, who introduced himself

and then asked us if he could make us

dinner. We declined the invitation, but

bouncing alongside us, he assured us

he wasn't crazy and added, "but we

know each other now. We're friends."

But this wasn't enough to twist our

arms.

Liz, my other roommate, also

knows her powers as freak magnet

and attempts to wield her force with

courage. Just a few months ago, an old

man whom she met at the airport dur-

ing a layover said he found them a

cozy spot A'here they could sleep. It

See VANOERZANDIN, page 27
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was in the corner, just big enough for

two of them.

He then told her how he had just

broken up with his girifriend, which

was sad because "Men need women,
and women need men." He then

asked her to travel with him to Vegas.

After a brief consideration, Liz

opted to return to Los Angeles

instead. We feel she made the right

decision.

For myself, I am proud to say that

I guess the bottonn

line ... is that like

attracts like. I would

hate to be so normal

that only normal

people talk to me.

within the past few years, I have

acquired the ability to attract some
less than freaky guys as well as the

strange ones. However, my skill at

enticing nuts and screwballs still far

exceeds my talent at attracting decent

young men. In fact, even the decent

young men I manage to attract seem

to be just a bunch ofweirdos once 1 get

to know them.

I guess the bottom line, though I

hate to admit it, is that like attracts

like. I would hate to be so normal that

only normal people talk to me. My
freak-magnet power sometimes seems

so strong that I often forget what "nor-

mal" is.

But I still look forward to that day

when Mr. Tall, Dark and Handsome
will approach me from across the

room. I still have faith that my non-

judgmental mindset, like that of fellow

freak magnets Jen, Liz and all of you

out there that feel our pain, will one

day work in my favor. Maybe I will

even find a male freak-magnet with

whom I can share my burden.

VanderZanden is a third-year English

student.

MAKEPEACE
From page 23

response was so fabulous I kind of

hoped," Makepeace says.

Despite the fact that she did not win

any awards at the festivals,

Makepeace feels that it was an honor

just to be showcased at them. That's

impressive considering she had no

funding for about a year. And when
she finally did get funding it was a

small budget of $250,000. But it

turned out that even this small amount

was more than enough for

Makepeace.

"I finished for less than what they

actually gave me; I gave them back

$20,000," she recalls.

One would assume after complet-

ing this extraordinary film and earn-

ing worldwide recognition, job offers

would be pouring in for the filmmak-

er. But, she says, "No, it doesn't neces-

sarily work like that. 1 kind ofwork for

myself."

She's not wasting any time either.

Her next project is a documentary

about photographer Edward Curtis.

And, although documentaries seem to

be her main line of work right now.

Makepeace is interested in working

on other things such as dramatic fea-

ture films. Her goal in the next 10

years is to have directed three feature

films and two documentaries. It's pret-

ty ambitious for Makepeace, who's

been through so much - yet very pos-

sible.

FILM: "Baby It's You" can be seen this

summer on PBS as part of the POV
series.

COULD YOU USEAN EXTRA $10,000 A YEAR
DURING YOUR RESIDENCY?

The National Match Day is almost here. Are you wondering
how you can survive financially during your resident train-

ing? By joining the U.S. Army Reserve, you can receive a

monthly stipend of $913, totaling $10,956 per year. During

your residency, you will serve as a Commissioned Army
Reserve Officer in the Inactive Ready Reserve. While in

residency, you will not be required to participate in any Army
tfaining, but you will enjoy the rank and privileges of an

Army officer, with limited post exchange privileges. After you
complete your residency, you will work in your specialty in the

Army Reserve for two years for each year that you received a

stipend. These numerous personal and financial benefits are

offered to individuals in the following residency programs:

• Orthopedic Surgery
• Thoracic Surgery
• Emergency Medicine
• Internal Medicine

• Urology
' • Family Practice

Diagnostic Radiology

To find out more on how you can earn an extra $10,000 a

year, call your local Army Reserve Health Care Recruiter

•

1-800-USA-ARMY, ext 427
ARMY RESERVE HEALTH CARE TEAM. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

www.goarmy.com

t/CM Pre-Law Society
presents...

At the free test and

strategy session you

will recieve a

computer analyzed

score report with your

strengths and

weaknesses. You will

also learn about the

content and structure

of the LSATas well as

Princeton Review

strategies and

techniques for the

LSAT. .

Free sample LSAT

questions will

be given out

Free Test

Strategy Session

Saturday

March 7, 1998

9:00am - 3:00pin

Haines #220

X 'V

The
Princeton Review

offers a $100 discount

off its LSAT course to

active PLS members

Conducted by:
T—

^

THE
PRINCETON
F^VIEW

-^ (800) 2-REVIEW • www.review.com
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advertising information

Address
lISKefckhoffHall

308WBStwoodPtaz8
Los Angeies,CA 90024

IntwiMSt
C-HWfc ciassifieds@media.ucia.edu

Wtbi tittpy/www.d«dlybrubi.ucia.8du

qiaoomoli line: (310) 825^2221

Oasiiffed Display: (310) 206-^)60

Fajc (31 0)206-0528

Offica Hours
Mon-nut:9:00am-4:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.S0

Weel(ly,upto20words 27.00

...each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90iX)

...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads. please see

our rate c«d fa vstfiat)le rate

information.

r ^ "%
DI/C«VER uyi^iMasictCard]

^ ^ ^

Deadlines
ClassHtodUnaAds:

1 worldng d^ b$fote printing,

at 12 noon.

CtossHlad Msptoy Ads:

2 worHmg ds^ before printing,

atUnoon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payimnt
Piolsematechecks payable to "The

UCIA Daily Bruin-'m accept Visa,

MastCard. and Discover credit cards.

Alow 5 woridng days far mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with ttie merchandise you

are selling. This makes It easier for readers

to quicidy scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your Item.

Many classified readers s^ply do not

respond to ads without pricM.

• Avoid aMreviations—make you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Ptace yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you wouM Hke to know about

the marctnndise, and incfcxle that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, cotors and other specifk:

descriptkNis.

arts Dm UnlMni^ o( CaUtonicM polcy en

«sMh in««% fHWir t«OMy en*i
rovpcKj On nQnaHKrannnn HNKTiNn

•y ofVMMniM iMitMit orM vlMtttoMnintinorMMASUCLA Comwrtnitam BMtfd hai

ooinpantrMiy MrvKvlor CQilDnoii oMi it not (iwnnMML

•kwi oHintiaon in • dooMWiias wiy or Irnoty RMl
moMnlMl ki INo IMM. Anwomon IwlMiRa ibit

.„ iMoi>ntt«.io«AniiM.CAwo24.i^M^^
iippiv fliHiiiw «t Mip7/wiiM4iiilytmiia.ttcl«.(Rki. (1M«^

RAISE $500 in one week. Fundraising op-

portunrties available. No firtancial obligation.

Great for dubs. For more information call;

888-51-A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k>w-cost financial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at wwvy.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. DitcMMan, Fri Slip Stodir, 3517 Adnnmi

nmn. look Study, 3517 Adan«an
M/r/Wlbii.DMtalA3X»9

Wad. Rm. A3- 029

Dimmim, Al liMH 12:10 - 1:00 p«

WjmiMKKL ArtyntD.yo.h.t^
D* you kn»wf

"Devoted to Only Child of All Ages"

137 N. Urchmoni Blvd , #556, LA., CA 90004

(213)957-6815 www.onlychild.coro

e-mail: oilychild#eartliUDk.Det

**THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
SPONSmUTY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EX^RIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babyfaced All-Amer-

taan? Bisexual? Curious? Ctoseted Gay?
Nervous about your peers? I've t)een ttiere.

Handsome. 15-year kxal professional, well-

built, pfiysically fit, "straight'-appearing,

f^eaWhy. Bill 310-824-2433.

STRAIGHT/BI GUYS
Two guys, 26/28, seek third. White/In shape

only, under 27 with personality. Westwood

area. First time okay/discreet/safe. 310-474-

9650.

r

CLASSIFIEn
ADVERTISIiNt.

1360 ^^•7
CiMHpus RocraAMMl

^oVyPED ^̂^

UlilVERSITY or LA VERME

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

Certificate AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:
San Fernando Valley Campus

21300 Oxnard St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818) 883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

La Verne, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

-Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated. For more informatkjn please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Indivkfuals wfK) have experienced anorexia

personally for thesis study. Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires. Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Some recovery necessary. Nikki: 310-471-

8032.

Women and
Breast Cancer
Healthy women who have

ilost a member of their

family due to breast cancer

I
needed for UCLA research

I
study. Contact Julie Bower

! at (310) 825-1638 for more :

I
information.

j
l»**^H^Hi^i*«« m^tmmim%»% mmm^mmm^ ^i^m^#*«v

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or okjer. Inter-

ested in a clin«al research study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will t>e financially compen-
sated. Call Dr. Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

more informatk>n.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed
for study on migraine&behavior Participants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $10 will be offered after return of com-
pleted questionare Qualified partk:tpants will

currently fiave mild/rK) fwadache&^ave been
diagnosed by their doctors as having had
severe migrane in the past. Leave
name&address. 310-200-7187vok:email557.

^ step Up to the Latest iri

Research for Psoriasis.

Cr ^^'^^'^'i^H^

Are you suffering from plaque peoriaeie?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could recieve study-related u^aunent at no

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440

JT

GLi

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUAURED RESEARCH
VOLGNTEERS.

If you arc 18 years or older,

call Marcia at (3 1 0) 209- 1 440

Cinder Dermatologist Supervision

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young

women, age* 17-25, weight between

80A120lb8.. with nomial periods, to partlci-

pato in • UCLA protect to take 24hrs

Recaiv* 125.00 lor complete participation

Dr. Ian VlpO310-206-1987

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES, 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medicine Phy-

sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity.

$2S/hr plus parking Up to 4 hrs 310-825-

1118.

NONSMOKERS AND HEAVY TOBACCO
SMOKERS 30-50/yr8 oW needed lor Re-

search Bronchoscopy $175 (2-v«8itt) 310-

20&<>396.

Daffy BhiinOKslfied
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ANXIETY
Arc you or Is someone you know 1 8+ years old and suffeilng from

Anxiety? You may qualify ibr an important medical research study

If your symptoms Irxdude:

Excessive Worry - - -
;

•

Feeling Tense or Irritable

Q Diffkxiity Concentrating
—-.:—--

—

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

DEPRESSION
Are you or Is someone you itnow 18+ years old and suffering from

Depression? You may qualify for an Important medical research

stuidy if your symptoms irKlude:

Q Lx>ss of Interest or Pleasure

Q Sadness or Hopelessness

Q Sleep Disturtiance

Qualified participants may receh/e up to $880.00.

At CaHfofnla CJInlcal Trials, a premier research facility, we are

focused on testir>g medications ttvit could possibly improve lives

aiKl lead to future medical breaicthroughs. Qualified participants

will receive quality care from our research staff, a free t>asic physi-

cal exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solu-

tion and call now.

TOLL-FREE

1'888'CC'TRiAL
(l'888'228'7425)

California Clinical Trl\ls

f ^ TM

NORMAL
VOLUNTEERS

NEEDED
(ASTHMA OK) "^

NON-SMOKERS ONLY

For research at

Veteran's Medical Center

Earn $20 for 1 .5 hours

of Lung Function Tests

310-268-4313

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yr8

needed lor UCLA research study. Receive

t2S lor lab experiment and devetopmental

•vakMtkw). and get a scientific learning ex-

peilence CaH 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45+(healthy

or heart dtaeese) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery. Disease-UCLA. $2S/hr Up to 8

hours 310-82S-1118

ANONYMOUS ipwin donors nMdod. Help

intaflle oouplee whNo roooMng Ikwncial

oompeneaion up to taoo/rnonth and fre«

healh acreenlng. Convenient hour*, located

in \MiMlwood. CeN Masie 310-824-0041

Classifieds

825-2221

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1<88M11-€QQS, Kellie

Snell. Creative Conception.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Naves at

AmaUM
Round Tnp .Airfares

H.ick.itjrs lo (jiiJdp.i.

In hii I'll c hu I-iki- i

Hucnos .Niro.. "

I. una
^.lo P.uilo / Kio

Package Tours also available

For 310H528821
Kcs 800 289 0549

I'KOFKSSIONAI. TKAVtl. SKRVICE

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

iieip, please call. All races needed Compen-

sation $3,500 00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All Info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonynwus egg donors Ages 19-32. Egg

donors find it emotionally rewarding to fielp

arxmymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-4 11 -EGGS, Kellie

Sneil. Creative Conception.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertiie couple is hoping to find a compas-

sionate woorwrn to help us have a t>aby.

We're hoping for someone who has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, intelligent, college student

or graduate. Age 21-30. Thank you for your

consideration. Compensation $3,500-

$5000+expense8. If you can help us, please

call 1-800-88&-9373ext.6733.

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,
four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

white, excellent condition, $3,750. 310-474-

0555.

1992 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET, triple

white, leather seats, alann, stereo, great

condition. Low miles, one owner. $7500 obo.

310-858-6541.

1996 HONDA CIVIC- Hatchbaci<, CX, silver,

5-speed, A/C, 32,000 miles, excellent condi-

tion, $8,900. 310-203-7568.

88 TOYOTA MR2. Must seU. 5-apeed, AC,

sunroof, extras. Super clean! $3,950 obo.

Call Stephen, 818-504-1177.

.^mAi'^'V-i^Hmt.'*!^ wk
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEPS-$478 R/T, Mexico/Car-

ibbean-$209-$249 R/T, Hawaii-$119 o/w.

Call 310-394-0550. http://vvw.airhitch.org

GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK. Two ticltets.

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale. $200ea.

212-946-1173.

CARS

for sale

f^\\ 1

2700-4500

100/ 500 1980-1997 POLICE IMPOUND
Hondas, chevys. jeeps, arnj sports utilities.

Must sell. 1-800-772-7470 ext7111

CLASSIC AUTO
1963 CHEVROLET Corvair. Burgundy

w/l)lack convertible top&interior B2 head-

lights, used in'commercials, new wfute walls,

looks&runs great, priced to sell:$4700.

Jaye310-440-0745.

HONDA CIVIC 1991 , black. 4-door, automat-

ic, power windows, A/C. Good condition, new
tires. 310-202-8334.

MUST SELLl
1985 VW JETTA GTI MUST SEE! Impecca-

ble exterior/interior, sunroof, stereo, 5-

speed, great condition. Sacrifice for $3,400

obo. 562-432-2119.

74 BMW 3.0 CS COUPE. Fully restored

dassic. Navy, automatic, AC, sunroof, all

power. $13.500-obo. 310-557-1507, Cootest

car on campusi

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND ntP COURKR AIRFAHES *

Be Idfe flnlib Md mm Wg $$$

Afar Covnier International
1-800-892-7216 24 bra.

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-
ages $34Aup. 1-888-PK>kNTI. Space limit-

ed.

•82 VW VANAGON DIESEL
tion. New tires. 101,000

$1,700,310-474-5271.

Excaientcondi-

1QHV742.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.

Call t^BOO-61 3-4343. Ext B-10105

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial. CaH 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105

•87 4DOOR VOLVO DL SEDAN GoW, 1-

owner, manual transmission, phone
installed New tire*. 110,000M $5,000 OBO.
Caroline: 213-634-5254.

•89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO: 4-whee< drive. Fully k>aded. excellent

corKMon, rims. CD/stereo. $10,900. Must

see. 310-879-1484.

•90 MAZDA MIATA: Red, excellent conditon,

runs great, 5-speed. P/S, air, alarm, AM/FM
cassette, new speakers. $6800. 213-656-

8579

•94 VOLKSWAGON JETTA GL. 5 speed. Ex-

cellent condition. $8250 Please call

Zain0310-477-6612.

GUYS & GALS DATES
1-900-407-7781 ext2343. $2.99/min. Over

18. Serve-U 619-645-8434.

$CASH FOR COLLEGES

LAP TOP COMPUTER
MAC 5300SERIES Brand New $1800
OBO 310-3600627

MACINTOSH LCII Computer, printer and

monitor $350obo 310-207-6588.

POWERMAC 7100/66 32/1 GB, PowerBook

5300C8/100 24/500 for sale OS8.
RAM/Speed Doubter, Monitor, Printer, Ettter-

net. Modem, MS Office, n>ore .. $1000.

$1200.310-445-0081.

'Tunc C ifiii'.in
,

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle

Salos • Ropairi • Inaurance
• EXCHANGE AOPOR FRS PICK-UP

• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT
1632 S. La Clenega BM.
StxBtodaSouViofPIco

GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avaH

sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890.

• STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit UnkMi to furxJ your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive k)w-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu org

^ - J °l^IPi'2*« * STUDENT LOANS, GRANTS AND SCHOL-
ARSHIPS! 888-385-1326.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS4FOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Oueens-$18995 Kings-$239.95. Futone-

$149.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattrees.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Fun S89, QueW) $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds. DeHveriea, Phone Orders Accepi-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. Mattress, box, and frame,

$150. Cwi daNver. 310-822-3284.

^ Piano Rentals \^ Low Monthly Rates w
^Holywood Piano RmiM Companx^

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your busiTMes. AN drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staA/faculty discounts. Request the

•Bnjin Plan.' 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

/lllstatef
Insurance Comp>any

(310)312-0204
1281 NA/AStwooci Blvct.
C2 bltca. So. of WH«t^lf

)

Let over 56,000 renders know it s your frieiuls birttuKvy Display
205-30r
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Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Student

Newsmagazine

GOODBYE TO ACNE!
PIMPLES CURED. 3(Htey $$b»ck guaran-

tee. Send $28.75 to: Totontino MarKating

22620 Ocaan »2 Tofranca. Ca 9050S

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENERGY! AH-natural, safe, affac-

ttve. Average 5-10 Ibs^Mwek 30-day money
back guarantee 1-600-600-0343 ext 1726

UCLA'S Feminist Student

Newsmagazine

l!"

Ha'Am
UCLA's Jewish Student

Newsmagazine

^

La Gente
UCLA's Chicana/o & Latina/o

Student Newsmagazine

UCLA's African Student

Newsmagazine

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*U NOW
raWfREEQUOIE

FREE FOOD/ENT
—http7/www.thelaweb.com. tos Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night gukJe. to DINING.

ENTERTAINMENT and EVENTS, pnler the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

( ( M \S|
I l\(

± (800) 225-9000

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live with family 2weeks-

$411. 4weeks-$785: Shours class/day,

V room+3meals/day. CALMECAC. Calbrto 2,

^Guanajuato. Qto. 36000 Mexico, mo-

denr)560quiiote.ugto.mx.

t
COMPASSION

CONFIDENTIALITY
KAKEN DKRR, PhJ>.

UcifiaiM
(31«)337-1«W

KAREN SCHLAFF. PhJ>.

UcJnyt94
(31t)472-«4M

RJMiLeS UYCHOCO, Pk D.

LkJfl43M
(316) S3»-7«7S

WtwMd OBte

BANKRUPTCY
Chi^ter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAYIII Flat fee/tow coe»/lp«yniant plana.

Law oflk^es of White & Assoc. (UCLAW*86^
600-420-9996/310-207-2069.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards caH

experienced knmigratkxi attorney. Reason-

able rates and free consultations. Can 213-

251-9586 for attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!

Visas, Work Pemiits, & Labor Certiflcatkxi. A

1 California Corporatton Since 1982. Immi-

gratton Specialist. CaH: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green

cards, visas, work permits, labor cert)fk:ation,

deporlatkHi. Reasonable rates. Attorney Ge-

offrey Chin 21 3-382-1 888 UCLA Alunwios.

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. PsychotherapyA^oonseHng.

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Indivkluals. Call for free

consultation. SIMing scale. Liz Gould.

MFCCi32388. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVEflWHELMED.
Supportive, confklential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hyprwtherapy for

test preparation. Indivkjuals. couples. West-

wood Village. Carole Chasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643.

IS LIFt GLrriNG YOU DOWN'
IWMng to the NMNT paraod can halpl

AFFOtDAM^ QUAUTY IHBtAPY

(P6Yi44aa)
Coun—IRQ,

of

PtiyiioBli Of

AAAOKMMfi of Alootiovos,

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378.Lteen8ed.

irwured. Lowest rates. Fast, courteous, and

careful. Many studentt moved tor $98. Uc-

, T-163844. NO JOB TOO SMAai

HONEST MAN W/14ft ,truck and doiaa!

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-6688. SF. LV, SD, M. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The care-

ful movers. Experienced, reliable, sanw day

delivery. Packing, boxes availattie. Jerry.

310-391-5657. GO UCLAII

Ten Percent
UCLA's Queer student

-^ Newsrmgazine

^

We Oreate Beautiful Smiles!
• 24 liour Lmcfqenci^ Owvice _

Accepied• M«di-Col & M«» niurartce Pio,

DET^ALHEALTH MSTTTUTE
'AHStudenh

&Faculty

Mefimwrsore

wglcome'

First time

introductory

oHerwith

this coupon

Exp.^. 12/5^1 Tel: (310) 475-5598
1620 Westwood BlvJ., West Los Afiqeles, Between Wiiskire & Santa Mooka {Five Parking in Q«ae)

DRUIM LESSONS
All leveta/styles with dedteated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No dmm set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP aN

»"1«vels and styles. Patient and organized.

I
Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

I
GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

'JCLA. AN levels, guitars avaH Call Jean at

I 310^76-4154.

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar laesons. $13/hr.

rny home or $23/hr your honie. Acous-

Hc&alectric. Juies: 310-396-2480

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jart &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

els. Le«vemaMageat310^307|3012___

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-yeara

European operate experience Free the

beauty of your vok:e through good vocal

taohniqua. $4Qifhr. 310^7&«549.

Monia)iAlard)2,1998 31

hVpi/hintwA
by Larry White

Yourttorotoofw

MvdilltvougbT

WEEKLY OVERVIEW: Connie odds are %«rith you this we«k if

Fou'ie deslingwittiyouremploYcr^business
partneroranusocute.

avorable Jupiter aspects could bring about a prpmobon or a

raise in payTAU in all this week b an exceUent tune to ask for

favors from anjrond

You can 0et alon^ wdl wfth

ALL 5I6N9 if you tJik« the

tlitM to mdanUmd them.

Howevm*. the bMitmarriafB

•IMWfor ARCS are UPRA.
SAGITTAiaie. U0RA. L£0.

GEMNIana of couree tlMlr

own«Mtrol0«i6alaun8i9n.

Also iCAO vouR iWHa Mir r vou mow IT

ARIES MankXI-ApMM

The akias the limit when nalinc pUncI,

Man entan your agn this %mm£ Banefi-

dal ovartonaa aie *vith you on aU yiM
want to acxxMiqiliA throufit and-A|xiL

TAURUS Afil«-lli» if

Expect tht saal of approval in your ao-

cid or liuwiim life ti^Mn ruling planaC

Vmtw cntas your aolar humacopaca-
reer and oooununity Mctor this weak.

GEMINI M^ra.JMMii
RuMng pl«Mt Marcury favon poailive

diMiaaa hi cwear sector. Many of your
anve aUs to moofporalinew ideas in

^MriiBlaoa for extra doUara.

CANCER jHMizJuiya
Haviiu aacurity is vrhat makaa moat
MoonSoldran oomfortaUa. Week's stars

fociaonnewBaUaor laciwiauas. Raahze
how they oould add to yourkMama.

LEO JulyM-AuBUSia

Renewed attcmpto to hannoniM rala-

tiofMhips should go %vclL Joint tevast-

mcnt opportunities improve %vith good
aspects to your ruling planet, the Suit

VIRGO August M-ta0 23

BiMiiwes partncnhips and an mfcaningful

rdatiafMhipamay &id readyduHinaU (or

cxprceaion now. New romance and

friendahips oould alao develop.

UBRA saptaiOetn

Uae your artiatic sldlb to gain attantion

when your ruluvg planet. Venus moves
into your oestivc sector this wedc Ko-

manoe is aleo under (avorable stars.

SCORPIO Oet2VNov22

Domeabc improveatcnts and job op-

portunities arc favored. This could be

the right time to laimch a home baaed

buwMSS (or cntrcprci«eurs.

SAGinARIUS ItofiWeeTI

tAan, planet of action, enters sector ol

romance, creativity aitd epeculabon.

Talents and abilities should be givcii

free rdgn for fun and poasibiy profit

MMPPi^«^—"^ ... 'in

r BritishAirways

CAPRICORN Dec22.Jsn»

Venus, planet of the arts moves into

mortsy aector. Your talents oould become
a aource of income if preecnted to

the right people in the nght placea.

AQUARIUS Jan21.Fe61l

The next few weeka favor creabve people

and proiecto as Venus, planet of the arts

movea mrough your sign. This could be

dte right time to move in a new dircctiotv

PISCES Fs62Mlsfe»i»

FiiMncial gaiiw are likeiy as Mare, planet

of action anovas thru you' "^^" «««*y
sector thru mid-Apru. Pereonal charm

h^ to advance craabve ideaa.

NUMfctoov "^—onm Year leaert al ^^m 1» m^tn myogi

AIRPORT CUSTOMER
SERVICE AGENTS

Take off....in a great part time position!

Are you service oriented? Do you enjoy working face-to-face

with the public? If so, we have an opportunity for you on our

Los Angeles Customer Service team.

Successful candidates should possess strong customer

service or sales background as well as communication skills.

No airline experience is required.

We offer a competitive salary and an excellent benefits

package. For further information please call:

1 -800-828-81 44
Please meiitkm ad when calling

Equal Opportunity Emptoyer

Classifieds

825-2221
Need extra cash? Sell something'

Display
206 3050

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPUCANTS

Fnialralad deveiopin(^adMng your crttlcaHy-

Impoftant personal statements? Qet profes-

sionat help, oompadtive edge from neUonat-

ly-known author/tonauNant. 310-826-4445.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
mA«w> Ptt.Oa can help you produce arinning

proaa. TTiaaaa, paparv, paraonal alalaniants.

David 310-281-6264, 806-646-4455.
. .

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL, Word Procaaaing,

and oompMa raauma aaivlcaa. 213-444-

2033

Rcflearch, WriUng, EdiUiig

ALL levels, ALL subfects. Foreign

StudeaU Welcoroe, Fast Profeuioaal

Quality Ouaranieed. papen not for sale

Call Reseach 310-447-8226

M-F l(M)OBRi-SK)Opm

BEAR'8 RESEARCH,
WRITINQ A EOmNQ

IbW^M

r, WtO. (310) 470-6W2

Speedy Research
0««r! M

HOU.VWOOO t.vo. awp fyoow.
worn Loe aNwei >s ca aooas

Raeadi tvaiUUe • VbWMOAmex/Fax

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

.:•''/ 2«M«kciaf8
.11 jV Job Plaoanwnl S«rvio«^^ 800/952-2553

PFIOFE88IONAL
aARTENDERS SCHOOL

D>»oour< iii»>h Sfcxtsm 10

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. Of caH

mobile unit direct. 818-697-4028 Pager:

213-344-7581 http;//*ww.online-

laba.com/danni/ras/index.htm

ENGLISH/WRITINQ/SAT TUTOR- experi-

enced. Patient teacher. UCLA Law Degree,

MA. Journalism, flexible hours, foreign stud-

ents welcome I 310- 477- 0881

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry. Physics. English. Elementary thru

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hf. avoid high agency

costs. Most subjects, all grades. Specialize

in ¥writing and LSAT Call Melanie 0310-442-

9665.

SPANISH LESSONS Experienced. Master

degree. One on one. At your home. $2S/hr.

Rrst daaa free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087

THE WRITING COACH
Experierxied teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

temn paper asalatance, English. Social Sci-

ence. HIalory. Foreign Students Welcome.

CaH: 310-452-2885.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIErrr Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

aN agea/levels. $l5/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440^)285.

FRENCH NATIVE, TEACHER WANTED for

. prtvala laaaons, S20/hr. Call SteliosO3l0-

453-1068.

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PT Hrs Uexi-

tM. 310-206-1367.

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Tranacrlptton, Resun>es,

Appicallon Typing, EdMng. Notary & Morel

Legal/M«dlcal-Mac/IBM. Student Diacount.

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

Classifieds

825 2221

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT. APPUCA-
TKDNS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
INQ. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE AWARDS, ETC. 310-620^830.

WORD PROCESSING apaciaHzing in thea^

as, dtoaertationa, tranacrlplion, raaumea, fli-

ers, brochures, maMng Hats, reports. Santa
Monica, 310-828-6030. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing.

edltir>g, rewrltir)g, research, tranacrlptton,

elc. Fax, emaH, maH, bring work to me.
Ruahea. Student dlaoounL 818-830-1546.

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
"How-to* books, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-packl! 1-800-466-9222. ext.

7891.24hr8.

MONEY IN YOUR
MAILBOX. LEARN MAILORDER BUSI-

NESS. Unlimited-income. Send k>ng self-ad-

dressed stamped envek>pe to LST Marketing

3924 Sepulveda #166 Torrance, Ca 90505

NO JOKE. 2-5K from home starting first

morith. No selling. Must be teacf>able. For

free info., call 1-800-322-6169 ext 3154.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small busineaa. Fax brief summary: 3t0-

303-7412.

BARTENDING
S)Hil."it Disfotint tnr IICIA Sfurtpnts

• Em $100-1200 OaMy

• Laara turn to bacoais

a caiMad bartsader In

Jwt2apasia

• irsnolalob-irsamRmH

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

EASTRA

K

R«ld Service Representative

Pt)ew, tfie search Is overl Right hers is

that extraordinary summer job you've t}een

kx>Mng for. Gain experience wortdng for a

top U.S. brand ... and k>ve K.

Eastpak, a leader in the backpack Industry,

is kwMng for highly motivated indMduais to

provWe pronxjtkxial arxl merchandtolr^g

support during ttie summer. The posltton

¥vlll last nine weeks and wW be fuN-ttme

during that perkxi.

There is a catch...we have only ONE
positkxi available In each of these markets:

Atlanta • Boston • Chattotte • Chicago •

Detroit • Loe Angeles • New York •

If you are self motivated, outgoing, enfoy

working with people, own a car, and think

your itw perfect candMate, (hen meM or

fax your resume to:

Craig Weiner

c/o Triple Dot Communications

54 Canal Street. 4lh Floor

Boalon. MA 02114

617.723J0M • fx: 617.723.2188

cwelnOlilpledotoom

Please specify market wtwn applylngi

MORNIfiG TO EVENING CHILD CARE. Ex-

perierKed, mature lady with references. Tod-

dlers to school age. 310^38-7656.

BABYSrrTER/MOM'S HELPER. Must kive

kxla&have experience, for West LA family..

Saturday nigfit&other hours aa needed. Call

TracyO310-47O-7019.

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING, P/T. 3-

7pm, W&Th. Must drive. 2 chlklren, 11&15.

310-277-7195.

CHILD CARE/MOTHER'S HELPER for 9-

yeer-old girl. Hours: 2:30-8pm, M-F, in Santa

Montoa. Upbeet, en(oy ciMren, likes sports.

Car not necessary but must have clean driv-

ing record. Cell LJndeO310-785-51S0.

COMPANK)N NEEDED for 2 fun gids (14

and 11). 1-2 daya/wk. $8/hr. Homework asst;

driving required. CaH Kale. 310-454-6437.

LOOKirJO FOR RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to

ftelp wMh afternoon pk:kup4^xxnework. 2-

chlklren (15410). WLA. 3hr8/day 4-

Sdays/week negotiable. Day-31 0-552-6836

EVE-31 0-577-4830

MOTHERS HELPER. Tue-Fri. 4pm-9pm.
Sat, 12pm-5pm. Light cooking, cleaning,

watching kkis. $6-10/hr. 310-202-0172.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Tuesday-Thursday-

Friday from 3:30-6:30pm. Must have car.

Brentwood area. $8/hour 310-395-0623.

NEEDED: ENERGETIC, FUN-LOVING, re-

sponsit>le baby-sitter for giris, aged 15

months and 4 5 years. Must have Wednes-
day afterrxx>ns available. Otf>er times TBA.

SlO^r CaH 310-454-4138.

PARTTIME SITTER, Mon, Wed, and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-okl/boy. ExperiefKe, kx:al

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny
tor active 5-yr-old twy. References required.

310-573-9393 aftneroons and evenings M-F

TUTOR/SITTER FOR 9 year oW boy 3-5

days 3:30-7:30. In Brentwood. References

please Call Mary 310-826-8940

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk. For 2 children

ages 6&8. Long hours, days are flexible.

Westwood area. Pay negotiable.

NormaO310-859-0345 between 10am-6pm.

WANTED Regular Saturday night babysitter

for fun tx>ys, 6 and 9 years, occasional

weeknites too. Santa Monna. S8/hr 310-

393-8978

WANTED- Companwn for llyr oW tx)y from

4-7pm. 2-3day&'wk. Need own transporta-

tk>n. WLA References required. Dave: 310-

752-2130.

•ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/lntemet plus. Senkx/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties $7-$9,

IThrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time At Home. Toll Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T- 1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experience required. Free infor-

matkxi packet Call 410-783-8279

**RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, ank:ulate, professtonal. nice attitude

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

offtoe in WLA and Irvine With excellent sal-

ary and t)enefiL Please call: 310-826-7494.

ACOUNTING/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT With computer skills. P/T. Flexible

hours. Pacifk: Palisades. We are nattonal

ftower shippers. 310-230-0811.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY k)cal

swim school and day campa. Part-time Im-

mediately. Full-tin>e late spring. Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$47S/week. 310-4727474 ext 110. ^

ASSISTANT POSITION available Full-time

for modeling agency. Call 310-276-8100.

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY!
Immedtete part-time poeitton available in

praeMgtous Beverly HMe aivenware store.

Responsible for all shIppinQ&racelvIng;

store maintenance&cieenlng. Schedule

flexible to suit your hours. $8.SQ/hr. 30

hrs/wk. Please contact Chrtstotle: 9515
Brighton Way Beveriy HMa. 310-858-8058

Don Antonio's Pizzaria
Proudly Presents

Today's Crossword

Call (310) 209-1422

ACROSS '^
1 It could be
baked

7 Scrooge's word
10— AWa
14 Vinegar's add
15 Self

16 Italian money
unit

17 Soften
18 Military unit

20 Actor Mineo
21 Color
23 "How the West— Won-
24 Actor Beatty

26 Michael Keaton
rote

28 Ford or Lincoln

31 Defeats
33 Dressir>g gown
34 Extremely
35 Yelled
37 Chocolate

cookies
40 Meditated
41 Early U.S. settler

44 Dec. holiday

46 Oklahoma city

47 Reflected

50 Society-column
word

51 Say again
52 Pop
54 Playitby—
55 Legend
57 Mass
59 Recess, e.g.

63 — of Nations

65 Soothe
66 Cape —

cottage
67 First-born

68 Exceeds
69 Jimmy Carter's

daughter
70 Extra tires

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Q[§m aSQQ DOS

OD mo OdB

QSQES [ZISQ nSSD

DOWN
1 Golf scores

2 Indian —
3 Bank clerk

4 Had supper
5 Cokjr
6 Fall month
7 Caps
8 Important

statistk:

9 Nonsense
10 Poor-tK)x

donatk>ns
11 Recline
12 Prince Valiant'!

son
13 —King Cole
19 Writer—

Fleming
22 — a: not any
25 Empty
27 Kitten's cry

28 "NYPD Blue"

extras

29 Busy as —
30 Actor— Foxx
32 Sleeveless

garment
33 Woke up

45
48
49
51

53
54
56
58

59
60
61
62

Poet Khayyam
Inaugurate
Okj Norse
inscnptk>n

Huron's
r)eightx>r

1924 D.W.
Griffith classk:

Bite

rVlOOfCai

photo
Spk)tches
Cure
Weapon
Rodent
Put out a fire

Looks at

Assist

Poker
stakes
Fondle—tzu

Viper
Dad's
comparuon
Nabokov
novel

NOMMO
30yoi-e off serving the communlly

JoinNOMMO
Monday, March 2 at 6:00 pm.

118 Kerekhoff Hall. (310)825-3305

Check Aiilos tur Sale [49001 for the car you've been looking for
Displa"
206-3060
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BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $2(Vhr.. day/eve ctasses. 1-2 week

classes. 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,

M-F at Private Club. Experience+personali-

ty-M- Theatre Arts. Music&Orarna, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all coHege maiors wel-

come. MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/96-8/28/98. Call An-

diBa 310-395-3254x3029.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr+commi88kxi learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica offkje. 310-394-

3364, Scott. FAX 310-656-2434.

CAMP COUNSELORS
WESTWOOD RECREATION COMPLEX
seeks camp counsekjrs for kids ages 5-12.

Must be at least 18. Experience prefenwJ.

not required. $7/hr.. minimum 32

hours/week. June 22-Aug 28. CaU Caroline

at 310-473-3610.

CARETAKER. Look after 76yr oW man. Ex-

ercise, take to pool. Must drive w/lnsurance.

P/T. Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402.

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for feature

films, comn>ercJals, and music vkjeos. Earn

up to $240 per dayl No experience needed.

Work guarameed! Call today 213-851-6103

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring.

Free detaite. 1-800-43^4247.

COMPUTER skills, many positk)rw, pro-

gramming, web, tech. Flex hours, Santa Mo-

nica k)catioa310-453-7098Steve^

COMPUTERH'ELECOM
Fast growing internet company kx)king for

customer servne reps. Part-time 6am-10am

M-F 6pm-mklnight M-F. Friday&Saturday

positilons for nritdnight to Bam or aH hours. In-

cludes pr>orte sales and tech support Com-

puter expenence preferred. In Westwood,

minutes from campus. Fluernry in FrerKh.

German or Spanish a plus. Fax resunf>e: J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by k>-

cal daycamps. MuaX be responsible, er>erge-

tic, arxj en(oy working with chiMren. 310-

472-7474x110.

COVEL COMMONS is hiring responsible

students for meeting room set-up crew Must

enioy customer servk:e. Some lifting.

$6.77/hr. 15-20hrs/wk. Call Felicia at 310-

206-2842 to apply

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positkxis at University Credit Union Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, (ax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu org

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urttan dog playcare 4 training is now hiring

for day and evening shifts 310-445-1447.

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE P/T flexible hours,

Fk}wer shipper needs dependable workers

$8/hr. Vehicle provkled. West LA tocation.

310-230^)811

F/T. WRITER for imoiigratwn law firm in Cerv

tury City. BA in English. Journalism, etc

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Sell-starter

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired $11/fy. Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-5S3-2616. *

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 fenuJea Mpedally (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair (obe. make-up taaeions. No
experience necessary. Earn up to $900/day

For information & otf>er modeling opportuni-

Hm call-free 1 -800-959-9301

FILE CLERK for WLA medtoal office. 6-8

hours/wk $6/hr WHshire/Federal. CaU Chris,

310477-0501

FILE-CLERK and some appointment sched-

i^ing in dental office in Westwood. P/T. M-Th,

12-6pm $7/hr 310-208-4036.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT/ACCOUNTING
Pn WLA. Call for details 310-478-0591.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILING ASST. PT Century City firm Light

phonea/typing. Heaving filing Fax resume to

Margarfle Fox 310-785-1464.

FLYERING: Part-tinw posiliona available at

S6/hr. Posting flyers on campuaM Set your,

own hours 310-638-2331.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST P/T, fast-

paced WLA dental office Filing, answering

phones, general duties ArtKulate. profes-

stonal, nice attitude. Call Theresa: 310-208-

6813

FRONT OFFICE Medfcal PT Mon-3:30-7:30

Th-3:30-730 Sat-SSO-ISO. Greet patients,

phones, filing, computer, ar>d ger>eral otitae

duties Experience helpful 310-443-1550.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuatile experi-

ence working with chlkjren outdoors. We are

k>oking for fun. caring. Sumnier Day Camp
staff wfwse summer home is in ttie San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilto,

Malibu. or Simi Valley Sumnwr salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol.com

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA Conversation only. Flexible hours.

Start tonight , earn top $$$ 310-477-9871.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Wort< outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp. Coun-

sek>rs+lnstructors: swimming, archery, ten-

nis, photography, muste+environmental edu-

catkw. Call 310-399-2267.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers. Flexil)le

scheduling 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray

or Bnjce at 310-825-7686.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. Westwood

Village Boutk^ue Hotel. Experienced 310-

206-3945

I NEED HELP In my olhc«. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for ttw right person.

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556."

INTERNATIONAL COM-
PANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand. China.

PT/FT. Call 310-393-8810.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND
SALES. High commisskMi salary. Paid vaca-

ttons Flexitde hours. Sales experience help-

ful but not necessary Call David; 626-824-

9619 _^__
INTL. CO.

NEEDS help irrwnediatsly RapkAy expand-

ing. No experierx;e necessary. Full training.

P/r. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664.

LAB ASSIST/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT F/T

in a busy offK». Ability to iuggle many duties,

attentxxi to detail necessary. Experience

w/computers a pkts. FAX resunrte to Liz: 310-

443-5258

LAB ASSISTAhfT. Temp. P/T lor busy Androl-

ogy Lab in Westwood area. Available 9am-

1pm. Duties inckxle greeting clients, filing,

and maintaining supplies Spanish speaking

a plus. Qualificatkxis to Donna. Fax 310-

443-5258.

LAB HELPER. 10hr8/»*k O 8.49/hr. General

laboratory maintenance including chemicai

labeling&washing of glassware, etc Able to

Mt up to 401b Fax resume to Cari: 310-268-

4708.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed.

|>8ychotogy student/wortt study eligible pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268-4498

LASER TECHNICIAN for laser hair rem&val

company in BH. RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male/lemale. Fnendly, detail-ori-

ented. wiN train. $18-$2Smr. 310-247-0999.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISI\o

Classifieds

825-2221

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for 20-

30hrs/wk. $7.00-8.50/hr Fax resumes to

310-470-1678 or mai\ to Box 574. 11301

Olympk: Blvd.. *121. Los Angeles. 90064.

Man and Wonnan for
coorwnerolal, catalog
& print ada

$1 SO to $250 per hour
A^ Beverly HUls*

'* No Fee * No Experience
oiot-273-awee

OFFICE ASSISTANT- 9-6 Phones, Word

Perfect, MS Word, shipping, Car a must!

$24.000/year + insurance. Fax resume to

KimO310-230-2301.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. $8/hr. Next to campus.

Flexible hours. Small law offtee. Light typing.

31 0-441-0966

OFFKJE ASSISTANT. Busy tutoring agency

in Pacifk: Palisades seeks office help 1:30-

6:30, M-Th. $1Q/hr. Must be reliable/profes-

stonal. Tutoring abilities a plus. 310-636-

71^,^ .

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-

wood driving and traffic scftool. Part-time Fri-

day, Saturday, and Sunday Call for informa-

tton. 310-824-4444.

OFFICE WORK- Brentwood reskience. Rl-

ing, computer, and light bookkeeping. $9/hr.

310-440-0821

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED

APPOINTMENT SETTING for Established

Firm Requirements: Effective Communica-

tron Skills, Intentwn to Succeed. Excellent

Working Conditions, Flexible Hours. Call

Bart>ara at 800-475-5768.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED. For several pro-

jects. All languages. Italian, Japanese.

Chinese. Dutch, etc. Call 310-318-1352 or e-

mail resume DTrelfaOaol.com

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed in WLA
law firm. 60+wpm and kr>ow Word Perfect.

Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr. Please fax resun>e

attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE lor Satur-

day job. Earn $100 or more per day Must

have own car. Call Mkrfwel 310-397-6869.

P/T INDEPENDENT contractor needs de-

pendable transportatk>n. reliable pet tovar a

plus. $8 to start. 310-273-3169.

PART TIME RLE CLERK. 30hf/wk Busy

medical office kjcated at UCLA Hours flexi-

ble. Great for students. $7/hr Call 206-2772

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8/hr. Mon-

Fri. 9am-5:30pm. SmaM immigratton taw firm

in Century City. Computer literate, good

phone skills, file, phones Positkxi includes

an other job related duties Begins ASAP.

310-553-6600 or fax-3

1

0-553-26 16.

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phy»-ad major—pri-

vate training opportunity. 5 days/week. M-F

6am start. $500/month. Fax infonnatton:

310-476-7976.

PT GENERAL OFFICE
9am-1pm, M-F $8.50/hr ReaHy/mortgage

company. Sherman Oeks Good oomput-

er/custonner sewtee skills. 818-771-5702.

MCAT
BIOLOQKJAL and physical sciences semi-

nars In litarch. July, and August/I996 1-800-

305-4415. huntdOcc.umanNoba.ca

MEDICAL BILLING/BOOKKEEPER. F/T or

P/T near WHshire Blvd. and Highland Ave.

213-634-7304.

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUT-GOING. HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS,

WORKS WELL ALONE. FILING. WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS. FAX
RESUME:31 0-271-2262.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro Fashton/Commer-

dat/Thaatrical Call for appointment 818-

966-7933

MOMMY-AND-ME
TEACHER/KIDS GYM Experience with

Iwtommy-and-l^ classes cheerteader-type

with tons of energy 15-20hra/wk. F/T-poesi-

ble. $10/hr. 310-288-0258.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTWNARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

rigM awayl Al typae-18>! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy faeel Program for free medtoall CaH-

24A)rs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work In the great outdoors. Forestry, wiW life

preserve. concessionaires. flrelight-

ers&more. Competilhw wage8-»^nefits Ask

us howl 517-324-3083. Ext. nS9342

LIVE-IN/LIVE-OUT HRS: 7-8am, 12:30-

8:30pm * Ihraa mgMs $40QiAwk. Needs car

3 cute giris. 10, 8. and 3yrs oM. Ctose to

UCLA 310-472-747^

RECEPTIONIST- PT- Fridays 11:30am-

6pm. $11/hr. Word processing and spread-

sheet experience a plus but not required

Walk from UCLA. TenyO 310-473-5358.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri. No expariance raquirad. Ptiones.

computers. Excellent satary^wnaila. VWasl-

LA. Be part of a fantastk; team! 310-476-

4205.

RECEPTKJNIST/SECRETARY needed p/l

for management company, call 818-981-

8701

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet

food in BH. Sales oriented, people person

wanted to manage small exciting shop Man-

agerial and saiaa asqiartanoa a must. Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm. 213-939-

114a

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales booto. PT.

ChiMren book knowledge req. WIA. 310-

559-2665.

UCl A Aiim!>i! Fiitu)

$8.1l|/NR.nMMiM

i.tMa«aa,sa
GaiilKlCiilM6om<

319-794-IZn
1083 (iiytey Amwmw. 4lt) ioor. Westwood
w* are able to offer wortc study

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese. CaU 310-477-

9671

FINAI^IAL INTERNSHIP avaiaMe. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

iKensed. Prorrwttons to paM status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463
.__

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN Is

seeking unpakt Interns Please contact Cf>er-

yl at 310-313-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS -TALENT

MGT & FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/offk^ detail&people!

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

INTERNS NEEDED at a production man-

agement company. Please call: 310-445-

1621. Ask for Chad. To start immediately.

MARKETING AND STATISTIC INTERN-

SHIPS available. $8-12/hr. Great opportunity

to design, implement, and analyze marketing

surveys. Convenient Sherman Oaks toca-

tton Dave 0818-902-5400.

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSKVNEW MEDIA CO. tooking for stud-

ents wtto tova to Dance/ Electronk: musk:!

Must be organized and have good communi-

catton skills. School credit. Fax resume: and

availability to AprilO 21 3-466-5121.

TKATttl *.

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Aftll

Seadte Rapeftory Diaalm is now

accepting appUcatlons for Us

1998-99 P iuliiMlonal Arts Mnini

Program. AN MamsMps ars •

full season cormnKment (SepL

1998 ttMou^ May 1999). ««) the

SMceplkin of Oirsctlng.1lw daadHne

toriMitic«ion is 4/15/98.

GMpMc t)^^0i

lV*ht

jf,COHtpS((f MBWiiJWBefll

iCoettiniB Stnf>

foawlopiniint

Oinctini
1;

fPinaoce

SOMiCArt

StiiiB MnMMnettt

Call (206) 443 2210 ext 1200

WANT A SUMMER JOB In martceting? Cam-

pus Directories-a nattonal put>lishlng compa-

ny-seeks student to wortc as Martcsting Rep.

for profitable tocal puMtohing business. Gain

practical buiinaaa aKpariace and earn up to

$15,000. Sae www.caiTipu8direclorias.com

for nrxxe Into.

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE. Gf«al pay. Mx hr».

WIN wort( around your school schedule. 818-

344-1294.

R c t c I i I Sell < -• s

FuU-Htne/Port-time soles of

d8sigr>er wvdding & evoning gowns.

Salary, Gjmmission, Bonuses.

CAU PauKne at (310) 474-7808

SECRETARY. P/T. Santa Monica doctor's ol-

fk». Exoellant computar&typing sidto. Avail-

able Unmadiataly. Fax reeuma&salaiy re-

quirements to: 310-451-0446.

SHO¥VROOM SALESPERSON needed for

high-end fumitura line, must hava inlartor

deeiy backf^ound. Must know Madntoah

computar/Mintoad 7 program. Experience

w/furnlture layout&ftoorplans. Call

AnaO310-837-7799.

STUOK) REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hf bo-
nuses. P/T. Ho experierK^ needed. Working

w/other students. Great P/T / F/T wort*. 213-

882-6844.

NIASQIfl I^CCflOfl [^•^r
Nb amaitanoa raauhed

For ceMoQt pniikMtK, iiMyuinaa, mowia
«ldK>andtvoaiiWMciiia

^M«t and Montan of il agM
^^AA^ Fna OomuMion
B^^BL. /All MniM IHVKMIN
^^^^K 310.ft59.4B55

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports

Club Pak) Alto. CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-B/U.

650-365-8638

WANTED- DATA ENTRY. $6.00-$8.00/hour

(DOE) Morning and evening shifts. Conatct

All: 310-899-0075.

WANTED; SHARP. WEB-SAAVY college

students wfw have their fingers on the putoa

of their dassmatas,- their campuses. THE
WORLD! Send In your Spring Break stories

and photos if you hava wtiat it takaa to be a

PAID virtual reporter lor ooa dtha biggeat In-

ternet servtees in the world. Log onto

www.excite.conrj/xaquad today for the scoop.

SURROGACY: Professtonal couple

woman to help ttiem have a chikj through

surrogacy. $20,000. 800-450-5343.

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provWe

support to the devetopmanMy diaatitad. CaU

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS QALLEfllA Huge

apartment, klaal tor roommates. Garden.

courtyanJ, pool. AC, phor»e-entry. Minutaa lo

carryus. 816-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER4LOWER. $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS SOME WAURDWOOO FLOORS.
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX5

BUS. 310-639-6294.

BRENTWOOD: Spactous 2 bedroom apart-

ment. tWOhno. Great kxatkxt. Low agwit

fee. 310-3Q6-1284

MALCOLM in WLA- Large Ibdrm/lbath.

$795/mo. Hardwood floors. «»ova. refrigera-

tor, partdng. laundry, and pool. 818-99&-8e66

Ext 309.

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdnn/4-bath. 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat. 3954
Beethoven tt. 310-391-1076.

NEAR UCLA. Furnished nx>m and private

balh in two-story home. AvaHaWa March 1.

KNchan prMagaa. $500/mo inciudkig utlH-

tias. 310-475-5126.

PALMS $875 Large 2-bdnrV2-bath, security,

firaplaoa. laundry, appliances. Near

shopa/fraaway 310^36-6007

PALMS 2-bdmfV2-fuNbath. Newer buiMing.

AC. fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, skylight,

alann. gated entry/partdng $895/mo 310-

838-5567 or 818-891-6496.

PALMS SINGLE Pleasant, quiet buHMing,

pool, Irig. stove. $525. 310-836-1424.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bad-2-toalh. 2-ttory town-

homaa. Fireplace, gated garage, unti alann,

opan7day8 3614 Faris Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-637-0906 Manager.

PALMS $1050. Large 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath

Loft, fireplace, balcony, private sundeck.

A/C. new carpet/Vyl-Near shopa/fwy. 310-

836-6007

Let over 56 000 readers know it s your friend s birthday
Display
206-30bU
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jlpartmcna tor neni ^
PALMS. $1795. 4-bd+k)ft. 3-ba. 3-level town-

fiouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat. 10-5. 3640
Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595. 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Big Ibdrm/lba, big kitchen. Carpet,

newly painted, stove, refrigerator, tear parit-

ing. Center courtyard. $615. 310-558-1782

or 310-839-8105.

PALMS: $695/MO. IbdmVlba. Large, clean,

gated paricing, intercom, jacuzzi, quiet buildr

ing. Low security deposit with good credit. 1
-

yr lease. 310-842-9127.

SANTA MONICA guest apartment.

Ibdrm/lba. with hardwood floors. Will con-

sider pels. Rent control. Low Agent Fee.

$725/mo. 310-395-1284

SANTA MONICA: 2bdrm/2ba. $1107.14

Great Location. Low Agent Fee. 310-395-

1284.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and

Houses for rent in Santa Monca and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT

www.we8tsiderentals.com

W.L.A7PALMS

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building

Hardwood floors. Stove^refrigerator. 900-sq

ft. 1-bdrm. Locked private garage. $975. 508
Midvale. 310-472-5752.

One beckoom wfHh baloony,
mahogany floors & burtiur carpet.mantmany
smoolnoel
24-hr security ouard, pool & spa,

waktoUOLA $1389

Cal Gai at (310)474-2122 x772

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - S945

$495 AND UP
Bachetor and singles $495-3550. Some/w

utilities included, laundry, nice area, and

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C, large, uppers, and more

2-bdrms $795-$1295. Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo with partdng, laundry and more.

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

sufMtrdoMts. Low Security I

530 Veteran
208-4394

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-t>drm w/view, washer/dry-

er in unit. 2-bath. Mk;rowave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright, 21-sq.foot-jacuzzi

310-475-0807.

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 5minutes to bus-stop. Spa-

cious bachelor. Utilities, refrigerator, mi-

crowave included. Secured parking, fur-

nished, pool, gated entry. $615. 310-824-

4152. .

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1BDRM 5-MIN

WALK TO UCLA. AVAILABLE NOW AND
FOR SPRING/SUMMER RENTALS! 11088

OPHIR DR. $1BDRM-$925. 310-208-8881.

WESTWOOD. 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities paid. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas. water paid. $897/mo. Available now!

909-885-4182.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-

3bdmn/3t)ath spacious townhouse. Tile entry.

3 secured parking spaces. $1850. 310-286-

1288.

WESTWOOD: 1-bdrm. /Across street from

UCLA. Near buses, shops. Carpet, fur-

nished, dishwasher, laundry 3 people ok.

Short-term ok. $1045/mo. 310-208-7190 •

WESTWOOD: Single with small kitchen

$650/mo. Great location. Low agent fee

310-395-1284

WLA- 2t)drm-1bath, upper, large kitchen,

stove, hardwood, patio. Between Federal

and Barry. 11617 Gateway $795/month.

Katharine 310-399-1506.

Gorgeous
Penthouse apt.
in Beverly Hills to
share with music
teacher. Second
bedroom has a

mirrored wall length
closet - great view, tv.

1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Female onlv. Cali P^uih

at (310)271-1939
Great Central location,

$50O/month

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

ILITIES INCLUDED

* why run aH over the place when you have free access to apartment listings here on
'

I campus? looking for a place to live can be a real drag, and ifs not like youVe got al the I
I time in the worU so who wants to drive around with their head out the window tiying to

read the type on i

RENT' signs?

m supposed to

apartment will

' Monica or

Palms? and is it

bus? woukln't it

was an offce on

kept track of all

I well maybe this

day because
' housing does

I more you can

UCLA STUDENTS: GET A FREE
PRINTOUT OF APARTMENT

LISTINGS (S5 VALUE)
Iring This Ad & Your BruinCard
(before 3/31/98) to:

those tmy TOR b
jhow are you '
know what an |
Jcost in Santa

iBrenhwood or

'

close to the I
I great if there

campus that _
at stuff foryou?

your lucky ^
iommunity

that and"
Hook at apart-

1

ment listings, or maybe you want to share a house wrth a couple fnends find a roommate-

_ on-line even you know you have free access to alt this as a uda student you can even _
post hstings for free or pick up some bus sch(>dules just give us a call at 825-4491 it I

I wouldnl be a bad idea lo get some into on ho%/ to get all of your secunty deposit back |
either since the only thing you need more than extra time, is extra money jm

Congratulations to Our
: 15 Senior Sptlights!

Bruinlife

Yearbook would

like to

congratulate the

15 winners of

the Senior

Spotlight Award.

We would also

like to thank all

who expressed

interest and took

the time to

apply.

Good luck and

continued

success in your

future

endeavors.

The Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize

distinguished (JCl-A seniors. These talented students

are chosen from a large numher of senior applicantsr

each of which has excelled in many areas during their

career at UCLA. Each year these "spotlighted"

graduates receivea special page in their honor in the

senior section of the Bruinlife Yearbook. This special

recognition of outstanding seniors is unique to

Bruinlife and is only one of the many interesting ways

UCLA and its students are captured in the yearbook.

Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Catherine R.

Trinidad for her outstanding achievements. Read

about her, along with these fourteen other Senior

Spotlights, only in this year's Bruinlife Yearbook:

Gloria Maria Amador
•-

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilefia

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

Roslyn Soto

Tammy Stafford

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen
'

Fanny Yu

^li^ta^potligtit

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

Classifieds

825-2221
Great deals everyday Displa'

206-301
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W.GYM
From page 38

was out with an ankle injury but

returned to the competition floor at

Friday's meet. Bhardwaj competed

in one event - bars - and received

her season high in that event, a

9.85.

"Every time I try to rest some-

one, I can't. I was trying to rest

Stella at the meet but I had to put

her in to compete for Carmen,"

Kondossaid. '
•

"The injuries will cfTect the

scores in this respect but they will

move on. We have actually been

very lucky injury-wise. Most teams

have season-ending injuries, at least

one if not multiple."

Although she was not scheduled

to compete, senior Stella Umeh
came through for the team on floor

scoring a 9.925 which placed her at

No. 3 in that event.

Heidi Moneymaker was also suc-

cessful on floor (9.875) with a new

tumbling pass, a whip to a double

back, that she had learned just last

week. ' •/

Other successful performances

of the meet came from Lena
Degteva and junior Kiralee

Hayashi. Degteva tied for first

place in all-around competition,

her second consecutive win this sea-

son.

Hayashi competed in three

events and hit either her career or

season high on vault, bars and bal-

ance beam. On vault, Hayashi

placed third with a career high 9.90.

Another career high came on

beam with a 9.90 which placed her

in second. Hayashi reached a sea-

son high on bars with a 9.85 tying

her for second place.

TRACK
From page 37

past Jonathon Riley during the first

800 meters before finishing the 1,600

meters with a split time of 4:03.

Since the race was held at an alti-

tude, the NCAA will knock 4.5 sec-

onds off the 1,600 meter split time,

making the team's official time

9:37.30, which places them second in

the nation behind Arkansas.

"It was a spectacular race the

whole way," Larsen said. "Obviously,

(the team) was really on. They want-

ed to qualify (for the nationals). It

was more than we expected."

Damian Allen did what more than

was expected ofhim in the 200-mctcr

dash. Despite soreness in his legs,

Allen won the race in 21.16 seconds,

only one-hundredth of a second off

the automatic qualifying time for the

NCAA championships. 'But the time

may be good enough to get him into

the championships as a provisional

qualifier.

Jim McElroy finished second in

the 200 meters in 21.59. Freshman

SecTIUKK,pa9c35

m

Ofncc of Instruction*! 0«v«lapmant and the Departmant of Geography

Images of

the Earth:

TheWorld
From Above
Spi-ing 1998 • Geography 144

Course ID» 207^^1-200

Thursday 2K)0 to 4:S0 pm
BuncheA-163

Professor Norman J.W.Thrower

A i«r'ny of hew the cvth h«t b«*n d«ltn—t»d

from antiquity to th* pratant. Including

iunti lto%Klun> ol iiMigvnotii poopML Tna couraa

«nd todtf by «n«ty»ing changing Incacyrfdon

of ipatlil ral«tlon»hlp». Exampla* h«tn rocli

CTKlngi to iMaMlta knaftry afw umi toamti

l

a

Iha Importance of cartographir In many MoWs of

»ndaa»o r. as <wc<l at cha innate baauty of ntapt

A CO-ROH it mnlttbt* in AtwaU Library cwwHng

high paints of Ihc coA—im.

I
I

If prcud U> mnsDM Its 1996

Ml'Queer Matters:
Emerging Issues in

Sexual Orientation Law
Aldw

rCLASdMolofUw

_&liinlay. Match 7, 199Btem9Maiil to UQpgL

»

• Same-Six mamoaoc
Sexual Oimehtation Bias m Employmknt
• Same-Sex Sexual HARAaMMorr

• LxssiAN Legal Thboky
• Transocnder Legal Issues

Pro

Shcilo James Kuehl

Syaahti ' Pro Tern. Cairfoma AaatiiMy

Mary Bcdtcr

PiufeMM ' of Low, UM««r*iTy of Ortcogp

May Coombs
PwfcMor of Law. Uni»T«ity of Mwwm

MorfcStrasMr

Prvfaaaor of Lom, Capitol Ofwmmty

Christine A. Littleton

fcoor of Low, UCLA School of Low

Cotttcnnc Fi«k

of Low, Loyola Low School

William Rubcnttein

of Law. UCLA School of Low

Sonikv CoMUOs
UCLA School of Low

SsHicni Adnawon s Free with * laMlaH I J3. (lunch a sndaUc fat $S)

Gcncol ilib— iiiiiii B t3l) dunch ;> atdkitini «iih ftencnl adnassnn)

ftafang iTiJsbfe M aAnmannn kiosks ioc t5

For more information conuct Jennifer Durkin or Lara Herrifigton

Phone 310206.3713 E-Mail: wlj^rgs law.ucla.edu

I

[NT?

:rtise.

125-2161

CONTACTS
FOR SALE

EXTENDED orivgLY2pr»). %r

DISPOSABLES sMo'SS/^iio

CHANGE BliOWN EYES..EXT <99^DMiy^
Hazel, Green, Blue

CHANGE UGHT EYES B&^ *49Pr

Blue, Green, Aqua

BIR)CAL/M0N0V1SI0N only<50

ASTIGMAHSMEXT <89r>

EYE EXAM $15
w/CL Pufchasr

fmmtmt *t «• Cmsu
•MOM ln m^»mn:<tf UChM «f h*«a*«d«ii>9*r

SlM»»l h4 6*f 1tllWl»(

A|iw'iiiiOiiU fof itort lor Hint

lOSMOfi/
BevertyHHIsAdl.

1038 South Robertson

BM..StM1
WW 3-5 Ffi 11-1

1842 W.Uncok Ave., IG

We(J11-1,Fri3-5

4130 AIMic Ave., #105

Ttiurs 2-4, Sat 12:30-3
No Appointment Necessary/Just Walk-In

VAUGHN EDOBAUAN, KILO.

(31ffl21MS3D

FREE Care Kit w/Purchase

UMGIMCN

S- • PALMS • "S

2BD,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT

• 3614 PARIS $1045
(310)837-0906

460. 38A.,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, RREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1705
(310)391-1076

it MAR VISTA ^
480 46A

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT

^ 3164 BmOwvmSL $1796

2BO,2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT

• 11748 Courtieign Dr.$92S *
_ (310)391-1076 _
Sa Opan Hou» Men - Sal . 10 5 aa

WLA adoraLiL ^<.uw..i>ij — ::.,,. i.;i,., :_

nished. Garden view Studio w/loft. $750.

LJtilities not included. Ideal tor 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beacti! Open Sunday. Bateony for

sunsets. Spacious, sunny, 4bdrm/2bath

house w/additional large den w/separate en-

trance. Fireplace, large living room, dining

room, dishwasher, stovie. refrigerator, wash-

er/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail Marchlst

528-3fd St. $3300 310-571-0293.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1 Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO's Your

Area. Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H- 1650

for current listirtgs.

MAR VISTA. $625/nrK>nth Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio. bart}ecue area. Ouiet-building

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent Attrac-

th/e furnished-singles Near UCLA/VA Ideal

fof students. Suitable for two Definite must

seel 1S25 Sawlelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

SEEKING PEACE & PRIVACY Quiet grad-

student couple w/references seeks small

house w/yard for April 1. Will do yard

work/maintenance 818-980-3341.

BRENTWOOD Prime kxatkjn. 2-t)drm/2-

bath Spack>us, fireplace, security txjikJing

Security parking. $1450. 310-396-1139

GUEST UNIT RENTAL
PACIFIC PALISADES Separate entry, park-

ing, security $800/n>o inc utilities Poten-

tial rent reductkin for chiUcare/tutoring Call

310-230-3823

SANTA MONICA guest apartment

1bdrm/1ba with hardwood fkXKS Will con-

skjer pets Rent control Low agent fee

$725/mo 310-395-1284

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law studenLs

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

BfcVbHLY ChNlbH- Hoom in riuge&charm-

ing 3bdmi Spanish duplex. Private bath&en-

trance Hard wood, jacuzzi+yard $800 in-

cludes all utilities, kilchen-t-fKXJse privileges.

310-782-9674.

BRENTWOOD Share 2-bdrm apt w/male.

Move in March or April 1. $407 50/nfX)nth.

11651 Qortiam Ave. Call Jason or Greg. 310-

207-1683

BRENTWOOD: SHARE LARGE HOME with

single mom arxJ two kids. Female norvsnnok-

er. No pets. $700/mo. 310-395-0623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdmr>/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, full kitchen, large bakxxiy with view.

$59S/mo. Avail starting April 1st. Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran-iOhk}) Please call Nk:k

310-479-0789

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/ shared bath. Smiles to

campus. Garden, spackMJS-i- sunny Wash-

er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking.

$435/MO. 310-826-6705

WLA 1 room w/bak»ny in spacious 3-level

townhouse Share-bath. No-smoking, no

drugs. Clean, quiet, responsible. Avail now.

$440/mo Parking 310-204-5661.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $495/mo Large room,

0.5bath Off-street parking Quiet area, good

for LICLA student. Female preferred. r^S. 1-

800-404-6202.

WLA-Own room in 3-bdrni apt. 2miles from

campus. Ck>se to bus stops. $371/mo. 310-

478-0256

WLA.. Student w/infant needs clean, quiet

N/S female roommate Own roonrVbath, com-

puter labs/pool facilities. 10-mi. UCLA, bus-

lines. $402.50/utilities-f deposit. 310-313-

1882.

5pB^^p^P^:.,#
Sprins Term Housins

"i Rcx)ms from
-,f:_

^ h334/quarter, ^^
' including meals M-F 1 :

.

'1%omcn students only'

¥ 824 HlJsard ^"

(310)208 0906

ROOM IN exchange for guitar lessons.

Unk)ue opportunity. Famous Latin-American

musician. Excellent references 6weeks or

more starting April 4. 310-394-1714

- T }

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdnn/2bth

Spanish duplex Responsible, fun-k)ving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo^
utiNties-i^ deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, dean female.

Own bed/bath. Spacious 1 -block

WiisNra/Barrington bus. Laundry, dishwash-

er, fireplace, sundeck. $42S/month-fdeposit.

310-473-9743.

BRENTWOOD- $725/mo Graduate student

needs roommate In must see 2-story,

2bdrni/2bath townhouse. Cable, laundry, se-

curity entry, piarking, etc. SeanO310-207-
7327.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrni/2bath house. 3 bkx:ks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fkXKS. $55a/mo^utilitie8 Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301-7853(night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Vtetor-

ian townhouse 2txlrm/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage Full kitchen Washer/dryer Brand new
carpet. Month to Month $400-i-half utilities.

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

RANCHO PARK Pco/Overtand 4-bdrm/3-

t>ath, Spanish-style house Backyard, bakx)-

ny, high ceilings, open, roomy Month-to-

nx>nth. $500. Female tenant wanted. Patri-

cia; 310-558-4701.

RMMT- OWN LOFT
WESTWOOD: $550 LOFT. Next to campus
Apartment/kitchen furnished. k)ft semi-fur-

nished. Pool/gym/spa. Prefer roommate: fe-

male or dean male student. 310-824-4566

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own bedroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional Contact 310-209-1607.

SANTA MONICA. 19th-i-Wll8hire. Share huge
2-*^2 Quiet, street parking, washer/dryer

$475 iiKludes utilities Graduate student pre-

ferred. Available now. 310-726-6988

SANTA MONICA 3rd&Montana Furnished

3+1/2securtty apt with gated garage Prefer-

ably professional female Own room, share

bathroom $450+1/3util($5(Vmonth) For de-

tails, please call Mari at 310-393-6538

RMNWQatos-PrlvAtQ Ikwni

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate needed to

share 2-bdrm/2-story townhouse Includes:

private-tjedroom, garage parking, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities.

15-min from campus! Please call ASAP 01-
909-946-1145.

WEST LA. ck)se to UCLA&beaches. Own
bathroom in a 3bdrm/3bth townhome.
Includes dishwasher, fireplace&parklng.

Male preferred. $425/mo. 310-207-1653.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo.

Pool. Iblk to campus. Views. $500/mo. 310-

289-1404.

WESTWOOD-Female roommate wanted to

share a large room in a 2-bdrm apt. FuHy fur-

nished with secured pariiing. $470. 310-824-

1370.

WESTWOOD Share room In large 2bdrm
apartment Easy-going, relaxed, quiet at-

mosphere, underground parking. $350/mo.,

1st&last-i-$150 deposit Move-in ASAP, 310-

443-9726

WESTWOOD. Spring quarter sublet. 555
Glenrock. Female to share furnished room in

2-bdrm/2-bath. Security building/parking.

Available April. $387/mo. 310-443-9977.

SANTA MONICA- Close to Montana.
1 bdrm/1 bath. Sublet from April to June.

$1500 Security building, spa. laundry, parit-

ing space. Furnished/unfurnished. 310-393-

6628.

WESTWOOD. Gayley. Female roommate
wanted for spring/summer $392/mo. Full

bath, furnished optional, parking, secure

bulMing. Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

WESTWOOD 2people to share Ibdrm/lba
in 2bdrm/2ba apartment Secured bulWing

and parking Water paid Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bakx>ny. $375ea. 310-443-5515.

Classifieds

825-2221
More Bruins turn to tlie Daily Bruin \\]?in any otfier nev^spaper

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos-i-new 3-txlrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. nwritet Security 909-

737-9203
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TRACK
From page 34

Bryan Harrison made his collegiate

track and field debut in the 200

meters and fmished fifth in 21.84.

In the 55-meter dash, Allen fin-

ished fourth in 6.31 seconds and

McElroy placed sixth in 6.37 sec-

onds. Brandon Thomas finished

ninth in 6.42 seconds.

Luke Sullivan set a personal

record in the 35-pound weight throw.

Sullivan's throw of 66 feet, 10 inches

was good enough to get him third

place at the meet and an excellent

chance, Larsen feels, of making it to

the nationals.

Redshirt freshman Steve Michaels

also set a personal record at the meet.

Michaels, competing in the pole

vault, leaped 16 feet 9 1/4 inches to

finish 10th overall. He shattered his

previous best by over four inches.

"(Michaels) looked good," Larsen

explained. "He's improving and get-

ting stronger."

Rich Pitchford placed second in

the high jump with a leap of 6-11.

Lester DeRaad finished seventh with

a mark of 6-9. Travis Haynes finished

sixth in the shot put with a put of 59

feet 6 1/2 inches.

Mel Moultry leaped his way into

fourth place in the triple jump with a

mark of 49 feet 2 1/2 inches. Gerimi

Burleigh placed fourth in the 55

meter hurdles ii) 7.62 seconds.

• •
'•

» With the NCAA Indoor Track and

Field Championships rapidly

approaching in two weeks, the

UCLA women's track and field team

continued their preparations for the

outdoor season with the USA Indoor

Championships this weekend.

Held in Atlanta, Ga., the site of the

1996 Summer Olympic Games, the

Bruin women had three representa-

tives entered at this highly competi-

tive indoor meet.

On Friday, freshman Erica

Hoernig's seasonal best mark of II

feet 1 1 3/4 inches in the women's pole

vault earned her a sixth place finish

overall. This improves on her provi-

sional qualifying mark and is one

inch off her personal best.

Sophomore Seilala Sua finished

fifth in the women's shot put on

Saturday afternoon. Her top throw of

53 feet 5 1/2 inches was two feet off

her seasonal best, which has already

earned her an automatic berth in the

championships. Former Bruins

Valetya Althouse and Dawn Dumble,

competing for Reebok, finished sec-

ond and fourth respectively. Althouse

took runner-up on a tiebreaker.

In the 20 pound weight throw,

senior Rachelle Noble placed fifth

with a throw of 59 feet 4 1 /4 inches.

Noble has already earned a provi-

sional berth. She can compete in two

events at the championship meet by

earning a provisional berth in the

shot put at the Northern Arizona

Last Chance Meet next weekend in

Flagstaff, Ariz. - -r^-—

\IICIiUJD CHJ^ FfiHiiCNE ^^

PACKAGE TOURS ^Mjg^
.-^MCKABf 1\ Follow the U.S.A. & One Game of Mexico

'^ ^^unm 13-27: $2,925 — —
I nPACKACE 91 Follow Mexico & One Game of U.S.Ar—r-wmor ^y ^^^^ ^^.ZQ: $2,995

FACKAGe 3) ^^y Three Games Preliminary Round
"'^ June 11-26: $2,995

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL Offside Of Dnam Tours Intematlonah

(818)956-8432 (310)470-9106 *«p*'*^
Tf.'^.'n.'^.'!^.

to the recipients

Senior
_\ A ir I 1.

WHAT'S YOUR
CELLULAR FANTASY?

giXpref&p'X/rra
/•'

• pager
• activation

• 1 year airtime

• 3 months
VOICE NAIL FREE

Coveroge includes bonto Borooro to the Mexican

•order plus Los Vcgos, Loughlin, Phoenix ond Tucson!

V>U 310/478-5440
^r A2F<4i open Mondov - Soturdoy

Bruinlife Yearbook

would like to

congratulate the

15 winners of the

Senior Spotlight

Award.

We would also

• like to thank all

who expressed

interest and took

the time to apply.

Good luck and

continued success

in your future

endeavors.

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilena

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm -

Matthew Pirnazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

Roslyn Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu

bruinlifeYEARBOOK

>,'

1 1054 UUest Pico Boulevard. lULfl

(1/2 block eost erf Sepolvecki)

CH€CK US OUT ON TH€ N€T
http://u>mui.ceHulorfontosv.com

CRUSH THE
WITH

LSAT

k NOTICE ^
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA Student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

LfififitlfiD

^ (1 mile from UCLA)

B«IAir
\ Shell

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 47647644

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live, in-class instruction
• Instructors who have ali scored in the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $950

TestMasters
The finest iuul most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

UCLANWest LA.
use \ Downtown LA.
Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley

Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

San Diego

1-800-696-5728
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BASEBALL
Ffompage49

^,- -

Byrnes saaC *'By f^ the wont aeries of my
career." •

It has ti$fb keen the worst of trnies for the

Bruins (ft-IBoverall, 3-5 in theSix-PacX who
had lost six funes in a row before Sunday's

victory. Thf Ipsing streak ahno^tcame to an

end at hetm on Saturday wklB UCLA's
Eric Reeo^ anick out to end a'poth^nning

rally - alkwtlig No. 2 USC (}4^4-2) to pre-

vail 10-9. , -

Frid^ ijMJSC, the Bruias were almost

shut out by Trojan pitcher Selh Etherton.

UCLA scarad the only run cCa 6-1 defeat

with two cols in the bottom dTfte ninth.

"We lotl'fk lot of tough gnJHi^ so it was

good to gemis one," said Atkins, who went

7 for 14 MgunA USC "I hope we're on the

right trade md we can get a winning streak

going."

The Braiiis jumped to a 6-2 lead in the

third inning, but the Trojans responded by

tying the pme 7-7 by the seventh

inning. UCLA head coach Gary
Adams came out continuoudy to

calm his young players - espedaHy

freshman starter Jon Brandt whose

curveball made many Trojans buck-

le their feet.

The lack of panic in the Bruin

clubhouse helped spearhead the

five-run eighth inning.

"1 don't want the guys to ever say

'Here we go again,'" Adams
explained. "The words should be

'Let's overcome it.' We've had a lot

of 'Here go we again' this season,

but we gotta say 'Let's overcome

it.'"

This "let's overcome it" philoso-

phy could be why UCLA junior out-

fielder Eric Valent tried to steal sec-

ond base ih the ninth inning with no

outs and a one^un lead.

The Bruins have experienced

many defensive and pitching prob-

lems in 1998. Perhaps Valent want-

ed to secure the game with a bigger lead, but

in baseball a stolen base in this situation is a

sign of disrespect. Therefore Trojan pitcher

Mike Weibling proceeded to throw three

inside pitches at Byrnes as a warning to

UCLA.
Weibling's fmal pitch seemed like an

intentional pitch aimed at linking Byrnes

in the back - the pitch barely missed Byrnes

and ended up on the backstop.

"It had to be intentional," Byrnes said.

"Maybe it was because of the steal ... and

they had to send a message that you should-

n't run in that situation."

The apparent attempt to injure a Bruin

hitter left a sour taste on the day. However,

the struggling Bruins may have turned their

season around.

"That was (Valent's) call and a bonehead

play," Adams said. "He had the 'no^o' sign

on. 'No-go' means don't steal. He could've

gotten his teantmate killed. That was a bone-

head play, and it made me mad."

For the UCLA baseball team, it was the

best of times, it was the worst of times.

UCLA regroups to beat Fresno State

M.TENNIS: Sunday's

win will hopefully

restore momentum

JAMC SCANLON-JACOeVDMty Bruin

Bruin designated hitter MiduMi Hymes v^nt

2 for 2 in Saturday's 1 0-9 loss to USC.

Daily Bruin G>ntnbutor

The roller coaster analogy is

overused, yet very appropriate.

At this point the UCLA men's

tennis team fmds itself climbing

back up after losing three of their

last four matches.

On Sunday, the No. 2 Bruins

beat a fighting No. SI Fresno

State.

Jean-Noel Grinda, the Bruins'

No. 1 player survived a tough

first set before defeating Fresno

State's Peter Lucza 7-5, 6-3

Hampered by an Achilles ten-

M. BASKETBALL
From page 40

In fact, Henderson, who
missed his first nine shots, but fin-

ished with 20 points, knew he was

going to be called before the play

even occurred.

"I could see (the Tefs) looking

already," he said. "I knew we were

in trouble and something bad was

going to happen when we were

trying to stop the ball so close to

the basket."

MacCullough made both ofhis

free throws to give theUW the 95-

94 lead, and when Johnson

missed a desi)eration heave at the

buzzer, the Hoor was mobbed by

Husky revelers.

don injury, UCLA's No.2 player,

Vince Allgere was defeated by

Fresno State's Andy Scorteanu

4-6,2-6.

Matt Breen dominated

Fresno State's P.J. Dormire in

the first set 6-1.

"The second set ... I let him
back in a little bit, but I was

strong enough to close it out in

the end," said Breen as he fin-

ished ofT the victory with a 6-4

second set.

In the No. 4 match it was

Fresno State's Olivier Le Jeune

who was able to close out the

longest match of the day against

Alex Decret Le Jeime took the

first set, 64, but Decret battled

back to take the second, 6-3. The

match was decided in the third

set. Le Jeune ultimately defeated

Decret 2-6.

But if the Bruins played the

first half like they did the second,

things would've been different.

UCLA made nine turnovers in

the first 10 minutes, committed

seven fouls in the first six minutes

and shot a 38.2 percent clip and

missed lOof-15 frt)m within five

feet of the rim.

^ But then in the second halfthey

played with tenacity and a desire

to win - scoring 64 points and

connecting on neariy 60 percent

of their shots.

Nobody exemplified the dra-

matically different tales of the two

halves than Bailey. In the first half

he missed all three shots. But be

simply took over the fmal 20 min-

utes, making 13-of-17 field goal

attempts, induding 3-of-4 three-

"I was too loose on too many
important points and he wasn't,"

said E>ecret.

Chris Sands had a solid win at

the No. 5 spot. Sands decisively

beat Fresno State's Kevin Viera

6-1,6-2.

Freshman Noah Newman
gave the Bruins the win by defeat-

ing Fresno State's Rob Qieyne 6-

3, 4-6, M.
"The first couple sets I was a

little tentative, but then I just

started being aggressive. I started

taking it to him," said Newman.
In doubles play, the Bruins

were aggressive and won all three

matches. Breen and Grinda

defeated Le Jeune and Doqnire

8-4; Decret and Newman defeat-

ed Mullins and Scorteanu ]B-6;

and Allegre and Sands defeated

Luczak and Viera 8-3

.

pointers to spur the Bruin come-

back attempt _
"I just wanted to win the game

really bad," Bailey said. "I let

down my team in the first halfand

I wanted to redeem myself I was

hitting shots and my teammates

saw that I was hot so they kept get-

ting me the ball."

In this case, however, the

comeback was just too little too

late for the Bruins - a team that

usually escapes with a win after

playing only soHd 20 minutes.

But they know come tourna-

ment time in a couple weeks, that

20 minutes won't be enough to go

past the fu^ round.

Like Kris Johnson said: "This

one really has to sink in. If it does*

n't, the season has already sunk."

Anxiety/ Depression

Hypnotherapy can
Change you and

your life.

310'826'0801

Ylil SIFT IS TS MARE PESPLE

AISIMB YSS FEEL BETTEI.

.;V

LA. Psychology,
^^^*^'1^1lH^llr•^1^3

Everywhere you tum.pMfike n«edhr)p. And if.it seeing

they turn to you, turn tO-Oiaf^man w}ft[p dcvetop your

^ ,<.. I :^

gift Our dedicated faculty, rigorous program and small aftet^ioon and evening classes

will prepare you for your hcense in Marriage, Fanu^ s^
Child Counseling. 'If you likeHhe idea of Wiping

people as a career, call us. >X^'I1 give you all the

education you nee|#to help all the people you can.

tRAPMAN
university

71 4-997-6t86
www.chaptnafV. e d u

Back to school s
Laser Printer Toner Cattrldges
Whv pa^i more. We fullv guarantee the quality-

Recycled Laser Printer Cartridges

HP92295A(L«KijetII.Iir) $35.00

HP 92275A (Luojet IIP. HIP) $49.00
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Recycled InkJet Printer Cartridges
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Free UPS delivery
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Bruins stylin' at Pac-1 tournament
SWIMMING: Team

loses to Stanford, but

individuals do well

By Steve Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA hosted the Pac-10

swimming championships last

weekend with several individual

highlights but placed behind

powerhouse teams from

Stanford, USC, Arizona and

Cal.

The Bruins started well on

the first day of competition with

Cindy Bertelink placing fifth in

the 500 freestyle, Beth

Goodwin breaking the school

freshman record with a third

place finish in the 100 butterfly

and Keiko Price placing third in

the 50 freestyle.

Despite several

sparkling

The biggest moment for the

Bruins came on the second day

when Lindsay Etter tied the

Pac-10 conference record in the

100 breaststroke. She clocked-

in at 1:01.28 to match USC's

Kristine Quance's 1994 record.

"l^was so surprised," Etter

said. "I set goals before the

meet and usually, I make them

harder than I think I can do.

But this meet I surpassed them,

which is just amazing. The ener-

gy of the team and cheering

pulled me through."

Another Bruin, Amber
Wines, placed third that race

after a poor preliminary swim.

"In the prelim, I felt slow, so

my coaches told me what I

should do to fix my stroke to get

it better," Wines said.

And better she got. Wines

and Etter, along with Price,

Goodwin, Bertelink and multi-

talented Jill Jenkins have quali-

fied for the NCAAs.
UCLA head coach Cyndi

Gallagher says although their

relays will suffer in the champi-

onships because two of their

much need-

ed sprinters
-^^^—^^—

haven't
qualified,

the Bruins

will do well

in the indi-

V i d u a 1

events.

"You
know, we
want to beat

everybody
just like

everyone
else,"
Gallagher
said. "But we just don't have

the depth this year. Even then,

we had great swims and the peo-

ple that made the NCAAs are

potential top-eight placers."

UCLA divers showed solid

results that added to the com-

bined scoring this weekend. In

the platform event Delilah

Moore, Anne Baghramian and

Tracy Wilcox consecutively

occupied the fourth, fifth and

sixth places.

performances by

Bruins,therewasno

question Stanford

tpdc the^spotllght in

these championships.

Rose Huelskamp turned in

the highest performance by

placing third in the three meter

spring board.

"I had fun and, basically,

when I have fun I dive well,"

Huelskamp said. "The pressure

didn't impact me as much as it

could have considering this

year was the most competitive

Pac-10 diving meet I've experi-

enced in four years. We all had

a great time."

Despite^^^""^^ several
sparkling

p e r f o r -

mances by

Bruins,
there was

no question

Stanford
took the

spotlight in

these cham-

pionships.

The
Cardinal
dominated
and contin-

ued its Pac-10 winning streak to

make this meet its 10th consecu-

tive victory.

Stanford won most of the

relay events, which have added

point value. Misty Hyman, a

world champion swimmer, took

first in the 100 and 200 Hies as

well as the 200 backstroke.

Her teammate, Olympic gold

medalist Catherine Fox, won
the 50 and 100 freestyles and

100 backstroke.

"I feel really good about this

weekend because it's been a

pretty rough year for me,"

Hyman said. "Transitions like

going to college and being a

freshman, being gone from

school for a month for the

world championships -
1 don't

think I've slept in the same bed

for 10 nights in a row. I'm really

pleased with my time consider-

ing the ups and downs with my
training. It's nice to come
through and help the team."

For veteran competitor Fox,

approaching the champi-

onships with a focused mind

has helped her with multiple

victories.

"It's never just another

race," Fox said. "It's always a

new experience, honestly. You

have to get ready for each race,

prepare for it mentally and indi-

vidually. It's sometimes easier

to get there when the crowd's

behind you." *

Even after 10 consecutive

Pac-10 victories, Cardinal head

coach Richard Quick still finds

this sport challenging and excit-

ing. For the next few weeks, he

is keeping an eye on redeeming

his team against defending

national champion USC in the

upcoming NCAA champi-

onships.

"Every year we have a new

group, and we work really

hard," Quick said. "I'm pleased

with how we swam, and we're

looking to build off this for the

NCAAs."

Medle/ runners

relay promise of

NCAA challenge
TRACK: Reflezighi boosts Bruins

past Stanford; women make strong

showing at Indoor Championships

By Alvin Cadman and Donald Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributors

The UCLA men's track and field team cait^

thank Stanford for its assistance at the Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation Indoor Championships

Friday and Saturday in Reno, Nev.

The Cardinal's help, UCLA head coach Bob

Larsen felt, enabled the Bruins' distance medley

relay team to automatically qualify for the NCAA
Indoor Championships in two weeks.

The relay team, consisting of Mark Hauser run-

ning the 1,200 meters, Michael Granville in the 400,

Jess Strutzel in the 800 and Mebrahtom Kefiezighi

in the 1,600, pulled away from Stanford toward the^

end of the race to win in a field house record time of

9:41.80.

"The guys put a stamp on the meet by ending it

the way they did," Larsen said. "Everyone was talk-

ing about the medley relay after the meet. They ran

fast at an altitude (of 4,700 feet). It helped that

Stanford was there to push us." ^_ ^_ _^
Stanford finished second in 9:44. Butllie race

wasn't decided until Kefiezighi grabbed the baton

with 1,600 meters left. Gabe Jennings and Hauser

battled for 1,200 meters until Jennings pulled away

from Hauser at the end of their leg. Granville then

gave UCLA the lead after his 46-second 400-meter

split.

Stanford's Michael Stember caught Strutzel dur-

ing the 800-meter leg and the two handed the

batons otT at the same time. Kefiezighi then raced

I
^ SeeHMX, page 34

During the Summbi. UCLA is open and offers

A LARGE SELECTION OF QUALITY UPPER AND
LOWER DIVISION COURSES BOTH DAY AND NIGHT

(EVEN A PEW ON WEBCENDS AND ON THE WORLD
Wipe web):

ARTS

rj:
HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
MANAGEMENT
MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
TEST FREPARATION

AND MOREI

Day and Night
and even weekends

FOR INFORMATION ON DAYTIME COURSES CALL
UCLA SUMMER SESSIONS l-800-12i-UCLA
Web site: www.sumnr)er.ucia.edu

URSA td«phon« •nroHmwit avaibbk (310) 206-0425

Cataloti art m^Ublm u. 1 147 Murphy Hail

FOR INFORMATION ON EVENING AND
WEEKEND COURSES CALL
UCLA EXTENSION l-80O-Sf4-UCLA
EnroifMnt bf tdaphone (310) 82S-997I

Web site: www.un«x.ucfaLedu

Catalogs are mailable at 10995 Le Conte Avenue,

1st floor lobby ^
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

KnickslOI,

Lakers 89
The New York Knicks played one of their

most inspired games of the season Sunday,

getting 32 points from Allan Houston and

overcoming injuries and a height disadvan-

tage to defeat the Los Angeles Lakers, 101-89.

John Starks added 16 points and Charlie

Ward 15 for New York, which held the Lakers

to just one field goal over the final 6 1/2 min-

utes and k«pt Los Angeles 17 points below its

league-leading average.

The lack of personnel and nagging injuries

didn't stop the Knicks from forcing the game

to be played in their favored style - a slow-

down, defensive battle, and New York kept

Shaquille O'Neal from getting involved in any

way during the fourth quarter, holding the 7-

foot-l center to just one point and no

rebounds.

The Knicks outscored the Lakers 33-18

over the final 12 minutes and kept Los

Angeles from grabbing a single ofTensive

rebound.

O'Neal had 19 points to lead the Lakers,

but shot jusrS-for^ 16!
~~

ler and 5046 at the half

Donyell Marshall's slam dunk with 9:18

left in the third quarter cut Cleveland's advan-

tage to 57-56, and the Warriors seemed

primed to challenge Cleveland down the.

stretch.

But the Cavaliers picked up the pace with

an 8-2 run, Kemp made five shots and four

free throws in the quarter and Cleveland went

ahead 84-70.

WNIe resting for NG\A Regionals,

Bruins drop match to WasNngton

Blues 6,

Ducks 2

Cavaliers 1 02,

Warriors 82
Shawn Kenp scored 28 points, including 14

in the third quarter, as the Cleveland

Cavaliers handed the Golden State Warriors

their third straight blowout loss, 102-82

Sunday night.

Kemp shot IO-of-16 from the field, was per-

fect On eight free throws and grabbed 12

rebounds. Zydrunas Ilgauskas added 17

points and 13 rebounds.

Jim Jackson scored 18 points and Garence

Weatherspoon had 17 for the Warriors, who
lost for the third time in four days - all by at

least 20 points.

The Cavaliers led 24-21 after the first quar-

Brett Hull, facing Anaheim for the first

time since Tomas Sandstrom broke his left

hand in a slashing incident, had two goals and

two assists to power the St. Louis Blues to a 6-

2 victory Sunday over the Mighty Ducks.

Pierre Turgeon had two goals and two

assists as well for St. Louis, while Chris

Pronger and Steve Duchesne also scored en

route to the Blues' sixth victory in eight games

and first in their last five meetings with the

Ducks.

Jamie McLennan, the Blues' No. I goal-

TendefTor ITTeast the next month because or
Grant Fuhr's knee surgery on Saturday, start-

ed consecutive games for the first time with St.

Louis. He made 23 saves to extend his unbeat-

en streak to eight games (6^2) since his pre-

vious loss on Nov. 29 against the Islanders.

The Blues' easy victory was costly, howev-

er. Center Darren Turcotte suffered a bruised

hand less than 12 minutes into the game -

while sitting on the bench - as teammate Al

Maclnnis inadvertantly slammed his stick

along the top of the boards. Right wing Blair

Atcheynum broke a finger and Maclnnis also

begged off early because he didn't feel well.

Matt Cullen and Scott Young scored for

the Ducks, who played their third consecutive

game without NHL goal-scoring leader

Teemu Seianne and will continue to miss Paul

Kariya for an indefinite period because of

post<oncussion syndrome.

W.GYM: Injuries trouble UCLA
more than the meaningless loss

By Christie DeBcau
Daily Bruin Contributor

The five consecutive meet winning streak

for the UCLA women's gymnastic team came
to an end Friday night in Seattle. However, in

a sport where the win-loss record does not mat-

ter, the Bruins were still victorious.

Fifth-ranked UCLA scored a 194.425, a

score only slightly below last week's meet

totals. The Bruins broke 195 twice this season

but were not able to raise their scores high

enough on Friday to beat No. 13 University of

Washington's 195.900.

Head coach ValorJe Kondos'

goal of the meet was to res^

gymnasts as the team moves

closer to NCAA Regionals.

UCLA's loss at Friday's meet was the end

of its sterling record against the Huskies, a

record that had not been tarnished in 24 meet-

ings.

However, UCLA head coach Valorie

Kondos' goal of the meet was to rest gymnasts

as the team moves closer to NCAA Regionals.

Kondos competed only five gymnasts on two

of the events instead of the maximum number,

six.

"I found out that this was the first time

Washington had ever beat us and people asked

me if I would have done things any differently

had I known this, but I wouldn't have,"

DERnCKKUDO

Kiralee Hayashi had a season high 9.85 on

the beam at Friday's meet in Washington.

Kondos said.— "I was not going for the win at the meet, our

win-loss record does not matter. You have to

get the ego out of the way. We went with five

competing on the floor and five on vault. I was

trying to rest people. But Carmen Tausend

tore her ACL on bars. She finished her routine,

landed her dismount and then grabbed her

knee. Ttiis is the first time we have had a sea-

son-ending injury in four years."

Senior Tausend had returned to the team in

October, after she retired last April, and was

finishing up her career as a Bruin this year.

Tausend's injury is not the first one to

plague the Bruins this season. Less than four

months ago, junior Susie Erickson broke her

foot and only returned to competition two

weeks ago. Fellow junior Luisa Portocarrero

injured her ankle and is not back in action.

Freshman all-arounder Mohini Bhardwaj

SeeW.CVI|,|»gc34
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*J *iitk_'Any large Pizza, your choice of

QOA iliiH 1114 Gayley Ave.
0^4"4 I I I Westwood Village

and crust, tor $9.

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.ffn. Friday A Saturday

Mi'M i Collcqi- B.isliptb.ill

Mjjor S(ori'$

EAST

SftonH^II 81, Pittsburgh 70

SyiKifiC 77, Gcorgrtown 72

lempie 74, MissidMn«m 66

SOUTH
Cl«mson 76, Gnrgu Ttch 62

Wake Forest 71,N.G)rolNMSL57

MmVIST
Purdue 99, Michigan Si 96, OT

Xavier 89, Dayton 84

SOVTMWEST
Kansas 71,0Uahoma St 67

FMWEST
Nevada 82, New Mexico St 72

Washington 9S, UCLA 94

TOUMMMBfTS
iMMffca East Canfcrtnn

Davidson 66, Appalachian St 62

N.ition.il K.iskftb.ill Associ.ition

EASTBMOMRKNa
Atlamic Division

W L

Miami 41 18

New York 33 23

NewJersey 33 26

Orlando 29 29

Washington 29 29

Boston 28 30

Phiiadeiphia 19 37

Central Division

Chicago 43 16

GB

61/2

8

.500 111/2

.SOO 111/2

.483 121/2

.339 201/2

Pet

.695

.589

.559

Charlotte

Atlanu

Cleveland

Milwauiwe

Detroit

Toronto

.729 —

.702 2

.596 8

.586 8 1/2

i34 111/2

.500 131/2

.456 16

40 17

34 23

34 24

31 27

28 28

26 31

13 43 212 281/2

Boston U. 53, Drexd 51

Delaware 60, Hofstra 51

HHexMltinMn CSHftTMICC

Q«artiHinab

Buffalo 81, W.Illinois 74

RntI
Oral Roberts 94, S Utah 84, 20T

WESTHWCONFERENa
Midwest Division

W I Pet G8

Utah 39 16 .709 —
San Antonio 39 18 .684

Minnesota 31 26 .544

Houston 28 29 .491

Vancouver 14 43 .246

Dallas

Denver

11 46 .193

1

9

12

26

29

5 53 .086 351/2

Butler 67, Wright St 48

Wis.-<jreen ii/ 68, Detroit 65

MiftMM Vawy Comtftnce

Illinois St 75, Wtchita St 54

(MM VSA^ CMIfCfCfKC

Murray St. 92, Tennessee St 69

Lafayette 83, Colgate 77

Navy80,Bucknell61

Pacific Division

Seattle 44 13 .772 —
LA.Lakers 39 17 .696 41/2

Phoenix 38 19 .667 6

Portland 33 24 .579 11

Sacramento 24 35 .407 21

Golden State 12 45 .211 32

LA. Clippers 12 45 .211 32

Miami 95, New Jersey 93

Dallas 103, Washington 77

Charlotte 90, Orlando 80

Chicago 109, Sacramento 94

San Antonio 1 00, Philadelphia 88

Smiaf'timim
New York 101, LA Uken 89

Indiana 90, Denver 63

Atlanu 101, Vancouver 76

Utah 106, Houston 100

Seattle 89, Phoenix 87

Minnesota 1 15, Detroit 113, 2OT

Cleveland 102, Golden SUte 82

Boston 102, Portland 101

Miami 85, New Jeney 84

TMw^taMs
L.A. Lakers at Washington, 7 p.m.

GeMen State at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.

(Mas at Detroit 7JOpjn.

San Antonio at Sacrafflcnto, 10:30 p.m.

Utah at Ibronta 7 p.m.

New jersey at New Ybrk, 7:30 pjn.

Seattle at Miami, 8 p.m.

Oalas at Minnesou, 8 p.ffl.

Denver at Chicagoi 8:30 p.m.

LA Clippers at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Phoenix at Portland, 10 p.m.

Indiana at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

N<)tional Hocki'v U<aqu<'

At A Cil.«n(t*

EASTERN OMFBIBKE
Atlantic Division

W L T

NewJersey 37 16 6

Phiiadeiphia 30 17 9

WHMngtM 26 22 11 63

NY Rangers 18 25 16 52

NY Islanders 20 31 8 48

Florida 18 29 12 48

lampaBay 12 38 9 33

Toronto 20 30 8 48 137169

Pacific Division

W L

Colorado 31 14

LosAngeles 27 21

Edmonton

San Jose

Anaheim

Calgary

Vancouver

21 29

22 29

20 30

17 30

18 33

T

16

10

10

7

9

12

9

Pl$

78

64

52

51

49

46

45

GF GA

179144

171156

150171

143157

145 182

155183

168213

Central Division

W
Cindnnati

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis 30 31

Oevdand 26 28

Michigan

L SOL Pts

33 22 10 76

33 23

27 29

71

63

60

61

ymmmfH
Boston 6, Pittsburgh 2

Philadelphia 3, NY Rangers 1

Tampa Bay S.Washington 2

Dallas 4, FhoenixO

Oiiafo 4, Colorado

StLouis5,LosAngcles2

*11ew Jersey 4, Carolina 3

Toronto 4, MontnalO

Edmonton 4, San Jose 1

Vancouver 6, Ottawa 4

WESTERN CONFERENa
Midwest Division

W L SOI Pts

Chicago 41 19 3 85

KansasGty 31 24 9 71

Milwaukee 33 25 4 70

Manitoba 2S 31 5 61

Southwest Division

W L SOI Pts

LongBeach 41 17 8 90

Utah 39 17 7 85

Houston 38 18 7 83

LasVegas 27 29 6 60

SanAntonio 18 38 7 43

GF GA

218 194

195 183

187 216

179 207

178 195

GF GA

216 194

202 204

193 193

196 205

GF GA

213 172

214 169

206 168

199 215

170 242

Coomer to a three-year contract and 2B

Todd Walker to a one-year contract.

TEXAS RANGERS—Agreed to tenns with

RHP Julio Santana, C Kevin Brown and OF

Mark Little on one year contracts.

NEW YORK METS—Signed RHP Juan

Acevedo, INF Man Franco, LHP Hector

MercadOb SS Rey Ordonez, LHP Bill

Pulsipher and C Alberto Castillo to one-

year contracts. Renewed the contract of

Of Butch Huskey.

IMmhI taiMfWi AssMiatiMi

CHARLOTTE HORNHS—Activated C Vlade

Divac from the injured kst. Placed F Tony

Fanner on the injured list

NEW YORK KNICKS—Signed F Ben Davis

to a 10-day contract, flactd C Chris

Dudley on the injured list.

Pts

80

69

Northeast Dhnsion

W L T

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

BufMo

Ottawa

Carolina

Pts

30 17 13 73

28 23 7 63

25 22 12 62

23 21 14 60

23 28 10 56

21 30 7 49

WESTERN CONFERENa
Central Division

W L T Pts

Dallas 38 13 9 85

Detroit 32 IS 13 77

StLouis 32 22 8 72

Phoenix 24 25 11 59

Chicago 23 26 10 56

GF GA

169116

163 124

161 155

146159

153 167

141166

114194

GF GA

168140

170151

152 145

149 141

137153

142 165

GF GA

184118

181 138

185 152

164170

144142

Sunday^!

Buffalo 3, Washington

Boston5,N.YIsUnders4

Dallas 2, Chicago 2, or

Calgary 2. Ottawa 1

St Louis 6, Anaheim 2

TMay's Gaines

Toronto at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.

Buffalo at NY Rangm, 7:30 p.m.

Phiiadeiphia at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Edmonton at Colorado, 9 p.m.

Detroit at Phoenix, 9 pm
Carolina at San Jose, 10:30 pm.

Vancouver at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

Iwuiitfiiimm
Boston at Washington, 7 pm.

Philadelphia at NY IsUnders, 7:30 p.m.

Chicago at St. Louis, 8 30 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Calgary, 9 pm

Al A OKincp

EASnRN CONFERENa
Northeast Division

W L SOL Pti GF GA

Detroit 41 13 11 93 218 171

Orlando 32 21 9 73 194 190

Grand Rapids 30 25 7 67 178 181

Quebec 21 37 6 48 161 219

NOTE:Two points are awarded for a victo-

ry; one for a shootout loss.

» - -^ M J. g
MiM'iafil
Orlando 4, Chicago 3

Michigan 2, Fort Wayne 1

Indianapolis 6, Grand Rapids 5, SO

Kansas City 3, Cleveland 2, SO

Cincinnati 2, Quebec 1

Houston 5, San Antonio 2

Utah 7, Long Beach

SmdttfW
Cincinnati 3, Quebec 2, SO

Kansas City 6, Michigan 5

Chicago 4, Orlando 3, SO - -

Mih«aukee6,FortWayne5

Detroit 2, Indianapolis 1

Utah 5, San Antonio 3

Manitoba 4, Las Vegas 1

Tuesday's Games
Manitoba at Grand Rapids, 7 p.m.

Cincinnati at Detriot, 7:30 pm.

Las Vegas at Milwaukee, 8 pm.

AN tiiMf in the sportsbm art EOT.

MINNESOTA TWINS—Signed 3B Ron

SAN FRANGSCO 49ERS—Agreed to tenns

withOeiyDetmer.

Natioiial Nackav Laawa
CAROLINA PANTHERS— Recalled LW

Bates Banaglia from New Haven of the

AHL.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled G Frederic

Chabot from the Houston of the IHL.

NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Recalled LW Patrik

Elias from Albany of the AHL.

OOUEtf
HOUSTON—Fired Ahrin Brooks, men^
basketball coach, effective April 3.

1. Marit Messier recorded his 1,600th

point Saturday night. Who are the other

three players that have tallied that many?

2. Since 1900, which first baseman holds

the Major League record for the lowest

single season batting average (minimum

400 at bats) at that position? (Hint: He is

still playing, but not for the same team)

3 What active pitcher is the leader in

career complete games?

suauiai) ja6o)| (

ajiMt))K(( HjfW ?

aMOHaipjof)

puF auuojo laijpy^ 'Xi|Z)aJ9 auAe^
i
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Players say farewell to Pauley
W. BASKETBALL Seniors final game

at home ends with convincing win

By David Arnold

Daily Bruin Contributor

With 25 seconds left in the game, all four

seniors left the floor for UCLA. And that ended

an era for Bruin basketball.

It was an era that saw coaches and players

change, tournament hopes that didn't come true

and four young women who sweat it out on the

floor of Pauley Pavilion.

It was Senior Day on Sunday for UCLA's
women's basketball team and for Tawana Grimes,

Carla Houser, Jamie Oenning and Aisha Veaslcy

that meant their 96-72 win over Washington

would be.their last in Pauley Pavilion.

"I guess it really hasn't sunk in yet," said

Grimes, who finished her Bruin career with 11

points in 29 minutes as the only senior starter. "I

think because it's a big game for us."

And a big game it was. After a 80-74 win over

Washington State last Friday, this game conclud-

ed a season sweep of the northwest schools,

including those in Oregon. It raised the Bruins

record against ranked teams to 2-4, and after

Arizona lost to Stanford on Saturday, nearly

assured them of a second place finish in the con-

ferenize, a significant improvement over last

year's sixth place finish.

The game itself wasn't the blowoyt it seemed

until the second half Though the Huskies shot

only 36 percent from the floor in the first half and

Bruin sophomore Maylana Martin scored all 16 of

her points before intermission, early Bruin fouls

kept Washington in the game.

"We sent them to the line way too much in the

first half," said UCLA head coach Kathy Olivier,

"but we played some very good basketball."

Gcxxi enough that with 3:46 left in the game,

Olivier put all of the seniors in the game, allowing

them all to score before taking them off, with 25

CHAflLES KUCVOady Bfum

UCLA's Janae Hubbard had career high 26

points and 1 8 rebounds against WSU.

seconds left, to a standing ovation from a crowd

of 2,292.

"It was a emotional night," said Oenning, "I'm

not going to be playing basketball in this kind of

environment again."

"I was telling myself 'don't cry, don't cry,'" said

Veasley, who ended up teary-eyed anyway. "I did-

n't expect to go out there and bawl like I did. It

was very emotional for me."

"We've got a long way to go," said Houser,

remembering the final two games in Arizona and

the team's tournament possibilities. "The Bruins

aren't finished yet."

Rearranged schedule, lineup

brings No. 2 Bruins win, loss

W.TENNIS: UCLA falters vs.

Pepperdine, regains footing

by trouncing No. 37 UNLV

By Jared Hummel
Daily Bruin Contributor

The recent struggle continues for the

No. 2 UCLA women's tennis team.

The Bruins (7-4 overall, 2-1 Pac-10)

traveled to Malibu on Friday to take on

No. 10 Pepperdine in a game resched-

uled from Feb. 3.

UCLA head coach Stella Sampras

elected to switch up the lineup in hopes

of ending the Bruins' recent slide.

She dropped junior Kati Kocsis

from the No. 3 position to No. 5. Senior

Kelly Rudolph and freshman Cristina

Popescu both moved up one notch to

Nos. 3 and 4 respectively, and junior

Brandi Freudenberg moved up one slot

to No. 6.

The result: another loss.

Despite sophomore Annica

Cooper's continued torrid play, win-

ning her 10th singles match out of 1

1

tries, the Bruins dropped the dual

match by a score of 6-3.

UCLA lost four of its six singles

matches and two of its three dottles.

Despite their woes of late, the Bruins

have been seeing good tennis play from

Popescu who, having recently been

released from the injury list after a mus-

cle pull, won both her singles matches

and both of her doubles.

Popescu now has a dual match sin-

gles record of 6-1.

However, all was not lost for UCLA

as it managed to salvage its weekend on

Saturday afternoon by defeating the

No. 37 Lady Rebels from the

University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

UnLV entered play with a 3-2

record after dropping both matches to

the Arizona schools last week.

Friday's loss to the Waves prompted

Sampras to mix up the lineup once

again. .

Sampras rewarded Popescu for her

recent stellar play by moving her up to

the No. 2 position from No. 4. ^_

Popescu showed that she was up to

the challenge by defeating sophomore

Veronica Goude 3-6, 6-3, 6-1.

Cooper defeated Kocsis' sister Susie

6-3, 6-4 while struggling sophomore

Elizabeth Schmidt fell in the longest

match of the day 6-2, 4-6, 7-5 at the No.

3 slot.

Doubles play was impressive for the

Bruins as they won two of three when
Rudolph and Cooper combined to

hammer Goude and freshman Britta

Gabl 8-0, and Brandi Freudenberg and

Popescu defeated the duo of sopho
more Lisa Annebro and ffftsbmeit—

MarcellaValkenhoff8-2.
^^"^^

The Bruins' only doubles loss came
in the No. I position when sophomore

Katia Roubanova and Schmidt were

beaten 9-7.

Despite the loss, UCLA's No. 1 dou-

bles player, Roubanova, continues to

heal from her foot injury which had

kept h6r out for the first six dual match-

es of the season.

The Bruins will return to action on

Wednesday against Boise State at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center and again

on Friday at USC.

s-50

degrees

of

soul

ENJOV THE TOVS
/<r

anelaioTiixcf latinarijaez

Westwood Plaza

Tuesday Noon
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bugged big timt
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4Qininutes is 2 seconds too long for UCLA
M. BASKETBALL: Dismal first half gives way to fantastic second

half, but No. 18 Bruins succumb to Washington as time expires

The Aswciated Pr«s

Toby Bailey avoids Washington's Thalo Green during UCLA's 95-94 loss Sunday.

BylrantBoyd
Daily Bruin Staff

SEATTLE - For 40 minutes Sunday, it

looked as though there just wasn't going to be

enough time for the No. 18 Bruins.

But in a cruel twist of fate, there proved to

be just two seconds too many for the UCLA
men's basketball team.

In a furious second-half rally, UCLA
fought back from a 16-point halflime deficit to

take its first lead of the game with 12 seconds

remaining, then watched all its work get wiped

away when Todd MacQillough connected on

two free throws in the waning seconds giving

Washington a 95-94 victory in front of6,527 at

Edmundson Pavilion. ^

"It's a tough loss to take," senior forward

Kris Johnson said. "We gave it our all today,

we left it all out on the court. When you work

that hard and come back aixl keep scratching

and crawling, we usually get the win. We're

just not used to it."

It was the fourth loss in eight games for the

struggling Bruins (21-7, 1 1-5 Pac-10) and at the

same time, gave a tremendous boost to the

tournament hopes ofWashington (17-9, 10-7).

"It was a great basketball game," UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin said. "I felt we played

well in the second half, the way ^'re capable

of playing."

Behind Toby Bailey's 32 second-half points

(which tied a school record), UCLA gradually

battled back from its 46-30 halftime deficit,

but it looked as if time would run out on the

Brums when they still U-ailed 92-87 with under

a minute remaining.

But then in the wildest and wackiest 44 sec-

onds of the Bruins' season, UCLA completed

its dramatic comeback - only to surrender the

lead and game at the bitter end.

Two free throws by J.R. Henderson aad a

layup by Bailey cut the Huskies lead to one

with 30 seconds left, and then when the

Huskies' Thalo Green was fouled and missed

one of his two free throws, the Bruins had pos-

session down 93-91 with 0:26 left.

Then Johnson - three days after clinching a

win at Washington State with a threeix>inter

at the buzzer - made another trey with 12 seo-

onds remaining to put the Bruins on top for

the first time all game.

When the Huskies brought the ball back

down the court, Bailey stripped Dan Dickau -

both UCLA's Rico Hines and [>ickau held on

to it, forcing ajump ball with 0:21 left.

With the possession arrow pointing

Washington's direction, UW inbounded the

ball from behind the Bruins' basket.

And everybody in the arena knew what was

coming - a lob to the 7-foot l-inch

MacCuUough.

With his distinct height advantage over the

Bruins' tallest player - the 6-foot 8-incb

Henderson - MacCu'lough had dominated

UCLA all game, as he led the Huskies with 25

points on 9-of-12 field goal shooting aiui 7-for-

7 from the free throw line.

The lob never came, however, as

Henderson fouled MacCuUough before the

ball could even be inbounded.

"There was a screen by the guard and they

1^ done it before, so I was real prepared for

iC Henderson said. "I dosed my fists aa the

rds would see I wasn't holding, but obvioady

ifiiidn'twork."

^ See M-MSKEIMii. paveK

Top-ranked team loses battle, wins war

f

'
)

VOLLEYBALL: Flyers steal a game but

can't stop UCLA from taking match

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

It finally happened.

Someone finally took a game off the UCLA men's

volleyball team.

The Bruins, who have grown accustomed to sweep-

ing opponents, lost a game for only the third time this

season. It didn't matter for the Bruins, however, who
prevailed 15-8, 15-4, 14-16, 15-4 over Lewis University

in just a shade over two hours.

Once again it was a balanced attack that gave the

undefeated Bruins (15-0, 10-0 Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation) another win. Four players hit in double

figures with middle blocker Adam Naeve hammering a

team-high 25 kills to go along with a team-high 12 digs

and four blocks.

UCLA's senior captain Tom Stillwell spiked 17 kills

and served 4 aces while opposite Evan Thatcher also

had 17 kills. Outside hitter Fred Robins added 10 kills

to contribute to the Bruin effort.

Despite an outstanding 35-kill performance from

Flyer junior Victor Rivera, UCLA outhit Lewis .435

to .320.

Although the Bruins had the same number of kills as

the Flyers, hitting errors made the difference as

UCLA had only 17 compared to 31 for Lewis.

Serving was also key to the match, since top-ranked

UCLA posted nine aces compared to only one ace for

the Flyers.

UCLA continues to outserve opponents with its mix

of blistering jump serves and tough fioat serves.

Stillwell did the most damage with his float serve

but Naeve and freshman Mark Williams both stunned

the Flyers for two aces each while Ben Moselle had

one.

Ob the defensive end, the Bruins outblocked the

Flyers 8-7 but were outdug 48-42.

Brandon TriMMfTO (left) and Adam Naevt (right)

go for the block against Lewis'Guy Ncmbbaidof

.

The match definitely wasn't as stressful ai last

year's, in which it came ri^t down to the wire in the

fifth game before UCLA won 24-22. Although it was-

n't the quick sweep that UCLA head coach Al Scates

had hoped for, the Bruins did walk away with another

win.

UCLA will play another non-conference match on

Tuesday night against Loyola University of Chicago.

The Ramblers are off to their best start with a 13-2

overall record and a No. 9 ranking in both the AVCA
and Volleyball Magazine polls.

After six-game losing streak.

Bruins barely slide b)i Trojans

BASEBALL Disrespectiul

steal attempt aside, win

will turn season around

ByVytasMazelui

Daily Bruin Staff

When Eric Byrnes stepped up to the

plate in the eighth inning on Sunday,

the 1,440 fans in USC's Dedeaux Field

coukl sense that something big was

about to happen.

"(ErlcValent)could've

gotten his teammate

killed.That was a

bonehead play, and it

made me mad."

Gary Adams
UCLA baseball coach

ByroM, « wnior outfielder for the

UCLA batdNdQ team who would be

involved in an ugly scenario in the

ninth, was for 13 in the series before

his eighth iiming at bat and the pr&«ah

son All-American was due. So when

Trojan pitcher Craig iooes hung a sUd-

er, Byrnes drilled a mfft into center,

and Bruin second baseman Jack

Santora came around to score the

eventual winning run.

The next batter, freshman third

baseman Garrett Atkins, drilled •

three<un homer over the ri^ field

wall to put the game out of reach.

"It's the worst series ofmy cuqex; I

will tell you that much right there,"

SccMSEMLt|ii9c3«

Insido today

UCLA's past: there used to be deer

sightings on campus See page 3

Show me the money: The v\/orld

revolves around cash. See page 1

2

Broadway: Documentary filmmakers

track "Buffalo." See page 16

SPORTS
Play hard

yyyH

The women's

rugby team is

tough enough

to make a run

for the national

championship.

See back
page
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Manager claims harassment case delayed
COMPLAINTS: Employee believes

UCLA Dining Services not

handling investigation properly

By Scot Sargeant

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA Dining Services may have dragged

their feet on investigating a case of harassment

relating to sexual orientation, according to one of

its employees.

The employee also claims that attempts to file

investigations and instigate reforms have received

little attention from Housing Administration

directors.

Heather Hassinger, on<ampus senior meeting

rooms manager, is one of four employees in the

past five years from Dining Services who have

complained of harassment relating to their sexual

orientation.

"I'm disgusted with the whole situation, how

they are handling the situation. As far as 1 can see

now, changes aren't happening. It leaves the door

open for this to happen to someone else," said

Hassinger.

Officials from Housing Administration, which

oversees Dining Services, say they have taken the

necessary steps to investigate the situation, n

"We are required to utilize existing campus

human resource policies," said Michael Foraker.

Director of Housing Administration.

Hassinger, who is an out lesbian, joined the

Meeting Rooms Department last May. She claims

she began encountering sexual harassment from

her employees in August. At first, she found offen-

sive comments written about her that referred to

her sexual orientation.

One ca.se of graffiti, in which sexual comments

were engraved on the stone columns in the base-

ment of Covel Commons, particularly disturbed

Hassinger.

"At that point, I let my boss know 1 was furious,

I was scared - now I was being threatened. I let

her know that I was having a hard time function-

ing as a manager here. ' she said.

Hassinger then met with Agnes Warren, direc-

tor of administrative services, and Nina Purtell.

manager of personnel and payroll, both members

of the Business and Finance department.

"They explained that they wanted to do a full-

on investigation of my crew." she said. However,

the idea didn't appeal to Hassinger because she

See DISCRIMINATION, page 4

Lt. Go^ looks to increase

community college funds

MARVtlKi^

Laura Rosenberg celebrates her Price is Right luck with her Mustang car key and money.

Theprice
rightwas

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Contributor

^

In preschool, when she devotedly

watched "The Price is Right." Laura

Rosenberg never imagined she

would be on the show.

She never envisioned herself win-

ning $10,500 in a game of "Plinko."

Or foresaw her winning a 1998

Mustang Convertible in the

Showcase Showdown.

Laura Rosenberg, come on dow n.

- When Rosenberg, a second-year

undeclared student and Hedrick

Hall Resident Assistant (RA). came

to UCLA, one of her wishes was to

attend a taping of "The Price is

Right." Arranging the trip was diffi-

cult, however, and the opportunity

didn't arnve until she was an RA.

But she jumped at it. arranging sign-

Laura Rosenberg

wins a Mustang,

fireplace, desk

and $10, 500 in

game show

ups on her floor. By October 1997,

she called and made reservations for

2t) spots in the audience for the earli-

est time possible - January of 1998

So on that Wednesday morning

Rosenberg awoke and prepared for

the trip; at 10 a.m.. before the group

left, Rosenberg and others turned on

the TV to watch "The Price is Right"

See WINNER, page 10

EDUCATION: Government

to improve school system

with more opportunities

By Marisa Won9
Daily Bmin Contributor

In a plan to increase funding for

California community colleges, Lt.

Gov. Gray Davis announced last week

his intention to continue lowering fees,

provide better teacher compensation,

and strengthen relations between col-

leges and the private sector.

The Davis plan would hopefully

improve the community college sys-

tem, which has a high number of part-

time faculty and spends $2,200 less

than the national average on each'

community college student.

There are currently 1.45 million stu-

dents, who attend 106 community col-

lege campuses. According to Davis,

California's community colleges

receive less government support than

any other college system in the nation.

"The under-funding has cut on the

backs of teachers," said Patrick

McCallum, executive director of the

Faculty Association of California

Community Colleges. "Ifwe are going

to maintain a quality system where

people have a strong education so they

can transfer to a UC. then we are

going to need quality funding."

First, Davis intends to lower or

freeze student tuition so that students

are not prohibited from attending col-

lege because of high fees.

Last year Davis sponsored the

College AlTordability Act which cut

per-unit costs at the community col-

leges from $13 to $12 and wants to

assure students that these fees will not

be raised any time soon.

"No student who meets the academ-

ic requirements of this system should

be turned away for financial reasons,"

Davis said. "Allowing costs to prevent

even some Californians from maximiz-

ing their lull potential through a college

education will ultimately impiwe stag-

gering costs on all of us."

Next, Davis said he plans to

increase the number of full-time

instructors and improve benefits for

existing part-time faculty.

Part-time workers do not currently

receive any benefits and Davis aspires

to provide these employees with such

benefits as health insurance and paid

office hours.

Whereas community college classes

are often not available, cancelled or

overcrowded, the Davis plan would

hopefully promote a stable faculty that

is able to provide quality education.

"We are not at the level we should

be and there is clearly a need for

expansion," said Michael Bustamante,

spokesperson for the Office of the

Lieutenant Governor. "The only way

to do it is to provide benefits. The

importance of the contribution the fac-

ulty makes has been Underscored.

"

"People are talking

about the need to

invest in our

connmunity colleges."

Gray Davis

Lieutenant governor

Finally. Davis said he plans to con-

tinue establishing relations between

the business sector and community

colleges for those students who are

interested in entering the job market

after college.

There are currently five programs

in the state where businesses from the

private sector work with students in

community colleges which provide

preparation and training for entering

the business force. Davis plans on

adding to these.

"Every trade or profession imagin-

able is now affected by the technology

revolution and every student must be

equipped with the skills needed by

employers." Davis said. "We must do

more than just add more computers in

the classroom. We must use the oppor-

tunities of the private sector partner-

ships to guarantee that our students

are training for the real world."

Bustamante said (hat the general

funding resource for Davis' plan has

not yet been identified and that Davis

just announced a blueprint for what he

wants to see at the community-college

level.

However, with the passage of the

California Affordability Act. which

also lowered fees at the University of

California and California State level

See COMMUNITY, page 8
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Med Center allies with

Orthopaedic Hospital
UCLA Medical Center and the School of

Medicine have signed an agreement with the

downtown Orthopaedic Hospital, which will

provide increased community heaUhcare in

downtown Los Angeles.

Under the agreement, UCLA will provide

Orthopaedic Hospital, located on "i Flower

Sfr^jet, new outpatient clinics in pediatrics,

women's health and family medicine. The new

services will allow Orthopaedic to double its

number of patients to approximately 150 per

day.*The clinics will be financially supported by

UCLA, as will the free care given through the

Orthopaedic Hospital's International

Children's Program.

Orthopaedic Hospital is the most compre-

hensive treatment facility in the Western United

States for musculoskeletal conditions in adults

and children.

In 2003. Orthopaedic Hospital will move
inpatients to the Santa Monica/UCLA facility.

Currently, the Orthopaedic Hospital

sees about 18 inpatients per day.

In addition to the clinical benefits,

"the new relationship will bring together

two outstanding orthopaedic research laborato-

ries which will focus on bio-medical engineering

and the genetics and molecular biology of bone

disease," §aki Gerald Levey, provost of the

school of medicine.

Both organizations will remain indepen-

dent, with their own governance boards and

separate budgets.

UC assistants find help

in Sacramento ^-__
Three Sacramento lawmakers lent their sup

port to unionization efforts of UC teaching

assistants on Monday, urging the UCs to recog-

nize tutors, readers and teaching assistants

(TAs). collectively known as academic student

employees (ASEs.)

"For a union to get the kind of support it has

at UC and for the UC to ignore this is uncon-

scionable," said State Assembly

Speaker Antonio Villaraigosa. "A

public university that receives such

a high level of funding from the state ...

should respect the fact that the workers have

spoken."

Villaraigosa appeared with Assembly mem-
bers Dion Aroner and Fred Keeley at a press

conference in Sacramento, where UAW-SAGE
presented 5,000 letters from ASEs, calling for

union recognition.

SAGE has received increasing support for

their campaign in the Assembly: This summer,

32 legislators wrote to the UCs asking that they

support TA unionization.

UC letter drive seeks

more federal aid

UC Berkeley students, in conjunction with

students from other UC campuses, participated

in a letter drive to Congress last week in an

attempt to lobby for increased financial aid.

Chapter members from the California Public

Interest Research Group on seven of the nine

UC campuses are organizing the event.

Members said they plan to send letters and

videotaped messages collected on UC campus-

es from Tuesday through Thursday to Rep.

John Kasich, R-Ohio, chair of the House

Budget Committee.

'We are asking students to mail letters to

Kasich to make him aware that students in

California want increases in financial aid alloca-

tions," said ASUC External Vice President

Sanjeev Bery.

The letter asked Kasich to take a series of

steps to "protect access to higher education."

The letter requested an increase in graduate

fellowships, a decrease in student loan costs and

a raise in the maximum for a Pell Grant to

$3,400 for the 1999 fiscal year. .

"In the past five years, the average federal

loan debt for students at four-year schools has

risen by $4,400," the letter stated. "It is becom-

ing more and more difficult for students to

afi'ord a college degree."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.

Chickei>«lickBug Face byjhivifodrt

DONT FORCET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to set

up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutonals provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

CORRECTIONS
On Feb. 24, the Daily Bruin ran an editor-

ial titled "Hot food ban hurts market,"

that contained errors. There are no

Westwood residents on the Westwood

Community Alliance board; it is com-

posed of merchants and property owners.

Executive Director of the Alliance. Bob

Walsh, made the decision about the hot

food vendors aloi^e.

Tuesday
Hunger Project

All-day donation drive - food an<^

clothes .' -_.
-

Goods wHTbe distributed to

shelters at ound LA County.

Sproul. Sunset Commons,
Ackerman -825-2600

8 a.m.
United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Bible study (8: 10)

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

208-6869

11a.m.
Golden Key National Honor

Society

Info about activities 1_
On Bruin Walk

John Paul II Society

Christian feminism

masculine and feminine "Logic"

Ackerman 2408 -208-0941

5 p.m.
National Society of Collegiate

Scholars

Informational meeting

Jane Sayegh

Career Center

V'

Regents Scholar Society

General meeting

"How to get involved in the

Student Research Program"

Ackerman 2408 • 824-3808

Chinese Students Association

General meeting

Come and join us for family night

this Friday

KcrckhofTBI

Amnesty International

General meeting

Ackerman 2410 -477-3951

CALPIRG
Chapter meeting

Ackerman 3rd Floor Lounge
209-2908

PCH (Pilipinos for Community
Health)

Last general meetmg of the

quarter

Sproul Entertainment Center

RAIN: Retention ofAmerican

Indians Now
How to make God's Eyes

Workshop (5:30)

PubHc Policy Rm 1343 • 206-«043-

Circle K
Meeting

Haines 6

6 p.m.

Spark

"U.S. Weapons of Mass

Destruction in the Persian Gulf"

presentation and discussion

Sponsored by Pol is

Ackerman 2410 -443-1470

MEChAdeUCLA
25th-annual Raza graduation

planning meeting

Boelter 5422 - 206-6452

7 p.m.
Baha'i Club

Panel discussion

Come talk about equality, diversity.

and peace. (7:30)

Refreshments will be served.

KerckholT 131 & 133 • 453-9594

Wednesday 11a.m.
African Graduation

Bake sale

Come support African Grad '98!

Bruin Walk

Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12:10)

KerckholT400

4'p.m.

Thai Smakom
Meeting

Kerckhoir4()0- 267-8166

Bruin Leaders Project

Introduction to conflict resolution

West Coast Rm.. Covel Commons
20^5071
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Uniwfsily Research Library

In 1927, students expected

to see a Romanesque

bridge (top) joining the

ravine which once separat-

ed Murphy Hall from Royce

Quad. The bridge (middle)

was the first structure built

on the Westwood campus,

but today (bottom) It acts

as a walkway into campus.

Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhofr400

5 p.m.

What's Brewin'can t)e reached via e-mail at

whatsbrewin@>medta.ucla.edu

UCLA AfctMves
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AAflQNIOUTyiMlyBniln

By Trina Enriquez

Daily Bruin Contributor

- Maybe you've noticed that little white

sign at the Murphy Hall intersection that

reads: "Do not exceed 10,000 lb, g.w, on this

bridge."

Maybe you've thought to yourself,

"Bridge? What bridge? I don't see any

bridge," then shrugged and dismissed the

notion.

Chances ar^. you've walked across the

bridge many times without realizing it. The

low brick walls leading

from Murphy to the

flagpole were its

guardrails, preventing

people from plunging

down the 40-foot drop

to the bottom of the

arroyo it spanned.

The bridge was erect-

ed when construction

began on the Westwood

campus in the late

192(>s. Trucks rumbled

across, transporting the

materials necessary for

building Haines, Kinsey

and Royce Halls as well

as Powell Library.

After construction

was completed, the bridge served as the

main entrance to UCLA until the late 1940s,

when it was almost completely submerged

in a sea of dirt to create new building sites

for the expanding campus.

Today, the bridge houses emergency gen-

erators, pipes and electrical conduits while

maintaining the distinction of being the first

structure completed on UCLA's Westwood
campus.

Built in 1927, the bridge was (Resigned in

the Romanesque style and served as a better

UCLA has witnessed 79
years of classes, students,
professors, research and
memories. This series

presents some chapters of
our history.

alternative to transporting building materi-

als via westwood Boulevard, up the hill

where the Janss steps are now located.

Later, the bridge conducted heavy foot

traffic as students crossed this main thor-

oughfare to campus. Referred to as simply

"the bridge," alumni recall the dramatic

changes it has seen over the years.

"During my time on campus, late '30s,

eariy '40s, there were lots of rabbits running

around," said J im Klain, a class of '43 alum-

nus. "Once in awhile you'd see a deer."

An alumna. Ann Sumner, graduated in

1926 from the Southern

Branch of the

University of California

- as UCLA was known
during its reign on
Vermont Avenue. She

returned to UCLA in

1932 as a stalT member.

'We used to be able

to look down and see

the stream." she said.

"It came down from the

hills of Westwood and

ended above Le Conte."

During the Great

Depression, there was

at least one documented

story of someone living

under the bridge.

According to Andrew Hamilton and

John B. Jackson's book about the history of

UCLA, "UCLA on the Move", one night a

janitor had discovered a young woman
whose father had suffered major losses in

the 1929 stock market crash. He could no

longer afford to fund her tuition or expens-

es.

"Because she wanted to finish college,

she decided to stick it out, " said Hamilton

Sec NISTINIV, pa9e 10
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Crime Watch
Arrests

An alleged sex ofTender )fa» tskcn

into custody by the universltv pc^ice

(UCPD) this week after th c w-ere

reports of his lewd conduct in thqOajlce

building; after being cited, the niit|]%as

transfwrted to West Hollywood '^hcrifTs

Jail.

Two men were charged with assault

after attacking an access monitor at

Sproul Hall. Both subjects j^re wider

the influence and traaipdn^ to West

Hollywood Sheriffs Jail. In addition the

two men were diai^ged for trespassii^

after noticc.

ifhis week was productive f<)rbur-

iws, who not ofliy struck buSdings,

imtcan aadlodcew too. Two laptops

were stolen in separate instances; a

$500 laptop from Campbell Hall, and
a Maisiotosh model 170 from he

Center of Health Sciences t^(lrth

$750.

A locicer m tne Men's Oyni was
hrnkftn into on Thursdav mi,

unknown suspect cut the lock and

removipd ^IMiin currency. The day

before, credit et is and $180 in cur-

rency was taken ~f?om Sproul Hall.

Bunche Hall was a location for bur-

gjars tibis week^ where a $300 leather

jacket wa« rera^cd. A television and

spectritltnk phoihi' were missing from

the Center of Health Sciences at a

total loss of$940

In addition I ( L|||||as plagued

with-many inbtanccs ^Hvty theft this

week, with back|TacteKyd their con-

teuts being the prime targets. One
backpack was removed from Covel

Cwnmons, and two wallets and a cellu-

lar pUune were removed from back

paii^ks in V4|ious locations on cammtf

Twenty*jihc pills of ZoloftTTO'e

taken from an outpatiej^m«iicine

cabinei ?e Neuropsychiati

Institute Nursing Ward. In knottier

mstanojnar^tics were removed from

.. Mcdic^ Plaza on Feb 9, A c al. ula-

tor worth ^75 was olen from

Anderson School, and a $600 Black

GT lightning Men's 21-speed bike was

IglJjgJlHJjJlfjj^ bike racks.

Atidtwo books were t ken from a desk
- " " "^ '- n Friday.

Car Theft

There were a total of 1 1 burgianes oi

motor vehicles this week. Parking per-

mits were taken from four of those vehi-

cles i'^ Sti'iSSile.'' Level 5, Structure 8

Levti,^ Level 2, and Level 1. In the

reniflpg seven vd^icles, stereo equip-

ment Mid other property was the moti-

vatiMteA radio was taken from a vehi-

cle <M|l^gjjb.;'a-<'D changer and two

stereo^Hlilr cars parked on

StrathmoSand stereo equipment was

taken fifl| a vehicle on vMentone

LowerjPfpge. Three vehicles were

roken into om the UCLA owned

ment omplex on Venice

Botiievaf'i ^ ii a total financial loss of

$ISO

f;les were reported stolen this

ite Toyota Camry was taken

iiom Lot 15, a Green Infinity J30 frcm

Structure 8 Level 1, and a silver 92

Mazda from Structure SV Level 2. Two
ofthe vehicles were scooters and report-

ed Stolen froni Gajlley, one a red *87

Yamaha and the odier a Uue Honda.

Another red Yamaha was taken from

the Sepulveda Parking Lot

DISCRIMINATION
From page 1

feared the effect that an investigation

would have on her crew.

"I didn't want to do that because

every time we question the crew, they

rebel even more," she said. "I feared

for my life at that point, and I let

(Housing Administration) know that."

Instead, Hassinger simply asked to

have the graffiti removed immediately,

and to have pictures of the graffiti

taken. However, the engravings were

not removed immediately; in fact,

Hassinger says it took nearly two

months and several requests for Dining

Services to finally remove the writing.

Both Purtell and Warren declined to

comment on the case.

According to Hassinger, Business

and Finance told her that because she

turned down the initial offer to fire her

entire crew, and to file an official com-

plaint, little could be doiie to resolve the

issue.

Another case of vandalism, which

appeared on her office door, led

Hassinger to question her employees,

trying to find the source of these prob-

lems.

A meeting . room crew member
admitted to vmting the comments, and

proceeded to resign. However, as he

was walking^ away, he yelled obscene

sexual comments at Hassinger.

"I let my boss know, because now I

was really concerned. I didn't trust this

guy as far as I could throw him," she

said.

This led Hassinger to file a full com-

plaint, saying that she feared for her

safety. Her boss, Dayna Kenniston,

area director of dining services, said

that they would research the issue in an

internal investigation within the

Housing Administration.

But Hassinger feels that tittle atten-

tion was paid to conducting the investi-

gation. In terms of the crew member's

case, "nothing ever came of it,"

Hassinger said.

Kenniston w^ unavailable for com-

J:

the

Heist

heist (htst) Slang, n. A global

takeover using techno, jungle,

trance, and old scBooIas a

measure of destruction.

FEATURING
R A Mf ^^^P^^i^s 3^d A^'llsry Expert

Ui>

Mission Fee: $0 Free!!!

Date: Wed. March 4,1998
"^

Time: 8PM to 12AM

Target: UCLA Kerckhoff Grand Salon

KAGE
hA

System: Mictlan

Weapon of Choice: 2xT-1200

Computer Scientist •

System: Hypersound

Platform: Numark DM900

o
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->
m
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s

w
I

,^k_«t it

V |con«« Hbutm t.
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fluijl

Automobile and Vehicle Specialist

System: Flourescent Sunshine

Vehkjie of Choipe: UHAUL
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System: Trance Inc.

Weapon of Chorce: None (Freestyle)

ment.

In October, the managers of Dining

Services received an unsigned letter

from a former employee, saying that

harassment against gay and lesbian

employees had taken place, and that

managers had done nothing to mitigate

the situation. In the letter were names

of employees who had sexually

harassed Hassinger.

Hassinger asked for the letter to be

bsed in the investigations. She was told,

however, that because the letter was

not signed, it could not be used as evi-

dence.

A few weeks later, Hassinger decid-

ed to question how the Housing

Administration investigation was pro-

ceeding, but she says she never received

any answers from Purtell or Warren.

Hassinger feels that the investiga-

tion has been handled haphazardly. She

claims she was denied information on

the investigation and was told that the

photos of the engraved comments had

not developed.

She was then directed to UCLA's
Human Resources department. Here

she was told that her only option was to

file a cqmplaint against her depart-

ment.

Because she was receiving conflict-

ing reports from various departments,

and she didn't believe that filing a com-

See MSOIIMlfMTKW, page 8
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30'/<
OFF RAY-BAN,
BLACK FLYS,
KILLER LOOP,
BOLLE', REVO^
STUSSY, GUESS,
BILLABONG,
RUSTY and a
bunch of famous
brands we can't
name in this ad.
Flash this coupon and
save 30% off anything

in this store. Anything!

The hottest, hippest

stuff to wear, plus

L.A.'s biggest and best
selection of brand name
sunglasses. Check it out!

HURRY! 30% COUPON EXPIRES 3/29/98

Beyond Ghe Beach
Westwood Village

Broxton &^Kinross • 209-0956
* Amette Sunglasses excluded. Discounts off orig.

prices or M.S. R. P. Not valid with other coupons.
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WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 4.73

close: 8550.45

^

Nasdaq Index

down: 11.97

close: 1758.54

Dollar

Yen: 125.70

Mark: 1.8145

UN. warns Iraq of consequences Police continue violence
RESOLUTION: Security

Council to take action if

inspection deal violated

ByRobmrtH.Rekl
The Associated Press - - - •-

-

UNITED NATIONS - The
Security Council reached a tentative

agreement Monday on a resolution

warning Iraq of "severest conse-

quences" if it violates an arms

inspection deal.

But the agreement came only

after several members insisted on

guarantees that it would not give

automatic approval for a military

attack if Iraq breaks the accord.

The council scheduled a vote for

Monday evening after diplomatic

sources, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said China became the

last of the 15 members to agree to the

oft-revised text.

"This is a very dear, strong reso-

lution that we are very pleased with

•that will now go into force," U.S.

Ambassador Bill Richardson said

before the vote.

Since last week, the British and

Japanese, who sponsored the resolu-

tion, have circulated several versions

in an attempt to satisfy all council

members. The original draft warned

Iraq of "severest consequences" if it

violated the accord. , , .—r-

That was softened Fridayto "very

serious consequences," but in an

apparent attempt to placate

Washington, the "severest conse-

quences" phrase was reinserted into

the text on Monday.

But the difficulties encountered in

reaching a consensus cast doubt on

the Clinton administration's claims

that if Iraq violated the deal there

would be strong international sup-

port for military action.

During lengthy meetings through-

out the day, envoys from such coun-

tries as Brazil, Costa Rica and

Portugal, which normally support

the U.S. stand against Iraq, made
clear they opposed any resolution

that would give Washington a blank

check for an attack if Iraq doesn't

honor the accord.

"It is very clear that only the

Security Council has the authority to

approve an armed military action."

said Costa Rican Ambassador
Fernando Berrocal Soto.

The United States has maintained

that it has sufficient authority to use

force under several resolutions

enacted since 1991. But France,

Russia, China and others dispute

that interpretation.

In Baghdad on Monday, Iraqi

Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz

told CNN the proposed resolution is

an attempt by the United States and

Britain to lay the foundation for an

attack.

The resolution would endorse an

agreement reached last week in

Baghdad by Secretary-General Kofi

Annan that allows U.N. inspectors

to visit eight presidential palaces.

The Iraqis had placed the palaces

off-limits, calling them sovereign

sites.

against ethnic Albanians
FIGHTING: Surrounding

countries fear clash may

erupt into separatist war

Crying out for the cNldren

The Aitocuied Press

A woman cries next to a taxi carrying a linen-wrapped coffin of an eight-year-old child on its rcx)f

during a mock funeral procession in Baghdad, Iraq on Monday. Iraqi sources claim the children died

of food or medicine shortages because of the U.N. sanctions.

By Dusan Stoyianovk .
,

The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - Riot

l>olice fired water cannons and tear gas

Monday at tens of thousands of ethnic

Albanians, clubbing them as they fled

into side streets in Pristina. It was the

third day of violence that some fear

could ignite broader regional fighting.

Hundreds of policemen waded into

a crowd of 30,000 ethnic Albanians

protesting the deaths ofcompatriots in

clashes last weekend. Those confronta-

tions claimed at least 20 lives.

The violence in Serbia's restive

Kosovo province has alarmed the

international community and height-

ened fears of a wider conflict in the

Balkans. Serbia is the dominant repub-

lic in what is left of Yugoslavia.

Some worry the clashes could lead

the province into a war of separation

simile to those in Bosnia and Croatia.

In Washington. State Department

spokesman James P. Rubin con-

demned the violence and said the rank-

ing U.S. diplomat in Belgrade has

protested to authorities in Serbia and

Yugoslavia.

—"The United States expects the

Serbian police in Kosovo to act with

maximum restraint," Rubin said.

"Further state-sponsored violence

would only deepen Belgrade's isolation

and dim prospects for the integration

of (Yugoslavia) into the international

community."

Rubin, added that U.S. sanctions

against Belgrade will remain in place

until authorities there "have taken

meaningful steps to address the legiti-

mate grievances" of Kosovo's

Albanian community.

The United States also has called on

ethnic Albanian leaders to condemn

actions by the Kosovo Liberation

Army, he said.

Kosovo Albanians, who make up

more than 90 percent of the province's

2 million people, have been pushing for

independence from Serbia, which abol-

ished the province's broad autonomy

in 1989.

Congress weighs several plans

to reform managed health care

LEGISLATION: Regulation

to improve care but still

ban malpractice lawsuits

By Dan FrMdman
Hearst Newspapers "

WASHINGTON - Two Senate

moderates. Sen. James Jeffords, R-

Vermont, and Sen. Joseph Lieberman,

D-Conn., unveiled legislation Monday
that would regulate managed health

care but leave intact the rule barring

most malpractice lawsuits against

managed care companies.

The senators' measure paraltets the

health consumer "bill of rights"

extended by President Clinton two

weeks ago to federal employees and

retirees and to those in the armed ser-

vices.

Both approaches call for easier

access to emergency room care, full

disclosure of information about health

care plans so consumers can compare

them, and outside appeals when man-

aged care companies deny coverage.

The Jeffords-Lieberman measure, if

approved, would apply to the 157 mil-

lion or more Americans in private,

employer-sponsored managed care

plans.

"Americans are losing confidence in

the quality of care they receive from

our health system," said Jeffords,

chairman of the Senate Labor and

Human Resources Committee.

"People are now worried that man-

aged care only manages costs and. in

efl'ect. rations care."

The Jeffords-Lieberman bill is the

latest in a batch of legislative proposals

aimed ar addressing public concefat

that managed care is a roadblock to

quality health care. In managed care,

health plans and insurers control costs

by monitoring patient access to spe-

cialists, hospitals and medical testing

and technology.

The JefTords-Lieberman legislation

Sec HMOS, pagclT
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Drinking, gambling

may be up on ballot

SACRAMENTO - New drinking and

gambling ballot initiatives are being readied

for petition drives for spots on the primary

election ballot in 2000.

One initiative, by Marcus Alii and Ricci

Cornell of San Francisco, would extend the

hours for night clubs and bars from 2 a.m. to 4

a.m. on Fridays, Saturdays, Sunday^olidays

and days immediately preceding holiday. It

would also impose an additional tax on alco-

holic drinks sold after 2 a.m.

The other, by Jasmine Mgrdichian of

Monterey Park, would direct the California

Horse Racing Board and California State

Lottery to jointly develop and implement pro-

grams using new technologies to increase rac-

ing and lottery programs and increase sta te

revenues from them. •

The attorney general's office said Monday

that the measures have just been submitted for

titling and summary. When that is

completed, the secretary of state's

office will set the time limits for col-

lecting signatures.

jCourt says Boy Scouts'

gay ban discriminates

TRENTON, N.J. - The Boy Scouts of

America suffered its first legal defeat Monday
over its ban on homosexuals when a state

appeals court ruled it discriminatory and said

a gay scoutmaster should not have been

expelled.

Eight years after James Dale was kicked out

as an assistant scoutmaster because he is gay,

the court said 'stereotypical notions about

homosexuals must be rejected."

The ruling came as the Boy Scouts are fight-

ing court challenges Xo its exclusion policies

around the country.

In California, for example, the state

Supreme Court is expected to rule this month

on two discrimination lawsuits, one

filed by a man who was expelled

because he is gay and the other by

twin boys who were thrown out

because they do not believe in God.

The Boy Scouts said it would appeal

Monday's decision to New Jersey's Supreme

Court.

Spokesman Gregg Shields said the Scouts

"have long taught traditional family values,

and a homosexual is simply not a role model

for those values."

Dale, now 27 and working in New York for

a publishing company, said he was elated by

the decision.

"This is everything that I was taught in the

Boy Scouts, that justice will prevail," Dale

said. "It'^ a wonderful victory fpr scouting."

After 12 years in scouting. Dale was

expelled in 1990 after the group learned from a

newspaper article that he was gay. He sued.

A lower court judge ruled in the Scouts'

favor in 1995. cjilling homosexuality "a serious

moral wrong" and agreeing with the Boy

Scouts that the group is a private organization

and has a constitutional right to decide who
can belong.

President will travel

to Chile, attend summit
WASHINGTON - President Qinton will

travel to Chile in April for a state visit and to

attend a Summit of the Americas with heads of

state and government from 34 Western hemi-

sphere democracies.

The White House announced Clinton will

be in Santiago on April 16-20.

The summit meeting will address major

regional issues including education, economic

integration, ways to strengthen democracy

and measures to combat poverty.

The first such gathering of the region's

democracies was held m Miami in December-
1994.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Activists protest lifting trade sanctions
BUSINESS: United States

may restore Vietnam

to 'most favored nation'

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. - Activists

from the nation's largest Vietnamese

immigrant community are fighting

efforts to end U.S. trade restrictions

on the communist country.

Activists based in Orange County

have put together a nationwide riet-

work to keep Hanoi from obtaining

the "most favored nation" trade privi-

leges that the United States grants

most countries.

The activists have linked with 16

other immigrant communities to

bombard the White House and the

State Department with messages, said

Van Tran, a Westminster attorney

who helped launch the coalition.

"We can't keep on legitimizing

that bloody regime," said Chuyen
Nguyen of Stanton, a former South

Vietnamese fighter pilot.

Southern California is home to

about 300,000 Vietnamese immi-

grants, two-thirds of them clustered

around Little Saigon in northern

Orange County. Many complain of

human rights abuses by Saigon and

contend that the Vietnamese govern-

ment has failed to reveal all it knows

about Americans missing since the

Vietnam War.

"We can't keep on

legitimizing that

bloody regime."

Chuyen Nguyen
Former South Vietnamese

fighter pilot

There was noisy opposition in

Little Saigon when President Clinton

lifted the U.S. trade embargo against

Vietnam in 1994, and again when
diplomatic relations were restored in

1995.

Bilateral trade was worth more

than SI billion last year, making the

United States one ofVietnam's top 10

investors, according to the

Congressional Reporting Service.

Recently, the administration has

been discussing changes to the

Jackson-Vanik agreement, a Cold
War-era law that restricts economic

ties with communist countries that

keep people from leaving. Clinton

wants to take Vietnam off a list of six

countries denied most favored nation

status under that law.

Republican congressmen Dana
Rohrabacher and Ed Royce have

offered legislation to stop or delay

normalizing trade ties. Rep. Loretta

Sanchez, a Democrat, joined them

in asking the White House to main-

tain the status quo. A Senate com-

mittee holds hearings this week on

the issue.

Removing Vietnam from the

restricted list would allow traders to

work with the Overseas Private

Investment Corp., the Export-Import

Bank and other U.S. financial pro-

grams.

Businesses say they are at a disad-

vantage without those services

because foreign rivals get help from

See VIETUMi pages

Jail food distributor allegedly

gave police employee bribes
CORRUPTION: Department administrator accused

of accepting money to negotiate financial contracts

The Associated Press

A Sheriff's Department admin-

istrator allegedly was bribed to

provide millions of dollars in con-

tracts for jail food, authorities

said.

Fredrick Gaio, the No. 2 man in

the department's $20 million food

operation, was arrested on Friday

following a 15-month internal

investigation. Independent food

contractor Rick Hodgin also was

arrested for allegedly paying Gaio
more than $9,000 in bribes over

two years in order to receive mil-

lions in contracts, authorities said.

Gaio, 52, of Long Beach, was

being held on $45,000 bail.

Hodgin, 41, was free on $30,000

bail.

Gaio allegedly received lease

payments for a car and a free trip

to Las Vegas - complete with lim-

ousine an^ gambling money - to

steer county business to Hodgin
and his food-vendor clients.

Authorities said they suspect far

more money may have changed

hands.

"I'm sure there are a lot of

things we will never prove, never

find," Sgt. John A. Nemeth said.

"It's a den of thieves, this food ser-

vice business."

The arrests are the latest in a

series of problems in the Los
Angeles County Sheriffs

Department, providing likely fod-

der for critics of Sheriff Sherman
Block as he seeks reelection this

year.

Last week, allegations arose

that deputies provoked assaults on
suspected child molesters, possibly

leading to the death of one inmate.

Jail officials also have been criti-

cized for providing inadequate

medical care and for keeping some
inmates in custody too long.

LUNCH SPECIAL I DINNER SPECIAL

$4.50 1 35.50

•RICE* SALAD •SOUP •RICE* SALAD •SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or • CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF •FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA •VEGETABLE TEMPURA

e PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS •3PCS.CAUF0RNIAR0aS
J V J

91 1 BROXTON AVE / liCONTC
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

310 206 7781

JAPANtSt FOOD
KORtAN FOOD
SAf,E tOMSS

$0

CANewr

Valid w/ Student I.D.
On« Coupon p«r parson

[Click]

40
all Los Angeles

Times and New York

Times bestsellers

everyday

UCLA BoolkZoi^*

Campus Programs Committee and
—The-UGLA-Pacific Islands Students Association-

presents...

Haunani-Kay Trask, Ph.D.
Director of Center for Hawaiian Studies, University of Hawai'i - Manoa

Student Organizing: The Core of Resistance
and Building Political Consciousness

Indigenous nationalist, (>olitical organizer,

poet and professor of Hawaiian Studies,

Haunani-Kay Trask is the author of several

books, including a book of poetry Light in the

Crevice Never Seen, and a collection of

political essays. From a Native Daughter;

Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai '/'.

Professor Trask also co-produced the award-

winning documentary Act of War: The

Overthrow ofHawaiian Nation in 1993.

Currently a member of Ka Lahui Hawai'i, the

largest sovereignty initiative in Hawai'i,

Professor Trask has represented her nation at

the U.N. in Geneva, and at various gatherings

throughout the Pacific and the Americas.

Monday March 9, 1998 7:00 pm
Viewpoint Lounge, A-I^vel Aclcerman

FADE IN:

Open on frustrated film student,

Student contemplating serious bodily
harm to people hogging equipment.

CUT to Chapman University.

.

MAKTCt'C DtCftEC
MIA in f ilm and TcliviMon I'tociiiction

What good is a

brilliant idea it it stays in your

head? When you're a student

in the (Chapman University School of Film and Television, you'll

have 24 hour access to all of the latest digital equipment, an

award-winning, passionate (acuity, Academy Award winning

speakers and everything else you ^|^|G H A P M A N
need to bring your vision to the

screen Call us for more informa-

UNIVERSITY
M IHx II III Ml Ml, nil VISIIIS

Smiiltrr iln^ Ltinfn offorltittrtirt

^«»«^»f4o^* personaf ap|mffHm«fH— 7 t 4- 997 -

6

' 7 86
right away www.thapman.cdu/llv

I II S T A H ^ A K T H I A T f k O M H () I I Y W () O I)

month

The BookZone features an in 7

Hepth selection of books
~~~

addressing issues that affect

the lives of all women
**'*'«»«»~«»«VV««S''~«'^*'*^

Autobiographies

Fiction

Photography__

Short Stories

Sodal Change

Technology

o
WOUNDS
F PASSION

A writiAft life

bcii hooks

And when they would ask

what are you going to he when you grow up

and without thinking, I would answer
,

wait on people in o store just like this one

and they would laugh at such a meager dream

they hadn't travelled so much

so the granddaughter would end up, like them

behind the counter.

And they would send me ojf to study.

because one who studies

even if she's a woman, succeeds.

The Grocer's Dream

by Giovanna PoUarolo. Peru

JUCLR, T
i 10.206.40'*

UCLA STOII WIICONIS

SBUIN

e LOTnmons
310.825.7238 open daily • www.uclastore.ucla.edu

UCtftsToT
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DISCRIMINATION
From page 4

^
plaint against her own department

would help, Hassinger said she decid-

ed to hire a lawyer to assist in resolv-

ing her complaints.

However, her lawyer has had trou-

ble resolving the complaints as well.

Only two members from

Hassinger's original crew remain cur-

rently employed. Those that have

been fired, however, cannot be inter-

viewed by Human Resources

because they are no longer employ-

ees for Business and Finance.

Three weeks ago, Hassinger and

her lawyer were told that the investi-

gationwas complete.

However, Hassinger says she has

yet to hear any word on the outcome.

Hassinger and her lawyer are sched-

uled to meet with Human Resources

and directors from the Housing

Administration in the next two weeks

to discuss the investigation. Campus
Ombuds will serve as the mediator.

"We have a policy here, that you

can't discriminate against sexual ori-

entation. They broke their own poli-

cy, and that's what we're trying to get

across here. They don't seem to want

to accept that," Hassinger said.

COMMUNITY
From page 1

and froze graduate program fees,

Bustamante said they have hope for

.passing more legislation beneficial to

higher education.

"Everywhere you look, people are

talking about the need to invest in our

community colleges," Davis said.

"From the president of the United

States to the leaders of business indus-

try to workers displaced by downsiz-

ing - everyone agrees that community

colleges have never been more impor-

tant, or frankly, more neglected."

CRUSHriTHE
WITH

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live. In-class instruction
• instructors who have ail scored in the 99^

percentile on the actual L^AT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each weel<
• Licensed use of ail real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $950

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

1-800-696-5728

Emergency
Medical

Technician I

'^QUARTBR 1998

/

April 7 - June 17, 1998
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 6:00pm - 10:00pm

April 7 - June 18, 1998
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6:00pm - 10:00pm

April 25 - May 17, 1998
Saturdays and Sundays 8:00am - 6:00pm

Successful course completion qualifies student for

Emergency Medical Techician I

state Certification

The UCLA Cenfer for FretfoSpilal Care is now
accepting applications for the Spring Quarter 1998.

Space is limited!

ToregistercaU (310)794-8797

VIETNAM
From page 6

their governments.

"If we had been able to put

together funding more quickly, we
would already be able to supply

products to our Asian customers,"

said Rand Millar, president of

Columbia Instruments in Laguna
Niguel. "The amount of review

required right now by banks and

equity investors makes it all difTi-

cult."

Millar is trying to open a plant in

the Binh Duong province, near

Saigon, to make parts for industrial

machinery.

Mark Side), who directed the

Ford Foundation's programs in

Vietnam from 1992 to 1995, said

opposition to closer contact is weak-

ening because Vietnam is starting to

look less Stalinist.

"Certain voices in the communi-

ty may be able to delay things for a

short period of time because they

are loud and persistent," said Sidel,

who now teaches at the University

of Iowa. "But in the longer term,

there is no doubt we will move
ahead with the lackson-Vanik waiv-

er."

SPECIAL: $50-

TOOTH
BONDING
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 9/30/98

•TOOTN BONDINO, BLEACHING
•NttroMS Oxid* (Laughing Oas)
•Hypnosis • Elactronic An*sth«sl«
•Opmn Lata Hours, Fro* / ValMatod ^afklng
•CHocks, CrstfH Cards A Insuranco Forms WolconM
•18 Yoars in Priwato Practico In Wostwood

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointmont Call: (310) 474-3765

QyW^i^
Omeufmatime

there toof afair mtaiden

called Cimterrtta

vAo wtbed rniore than imytbing,

mart than life,

togo to the King'ifattivaL..

V4

I

mom
Directed Ly John Halt —

Music Ana Lyrirs l>y Stephen SonJKeim

Book by James Lapine

Schoenberg Theatre
SPECIAL PRE-SHOW:

STEPH%9iso9sS;mfEM ^f^lVul
Friday, Saturday March 6,7 ® 8:00pm

PRE-SHOW BEGINS @ 7:00pm

;; Thursday, Friday March 12. I3@8:00pm
PRE-SHOW BEGINS @ 7:00pm

.^Saturday hdarch 14M 3:QQpm& &:QOpm-

PRE-SHOW BEGINS @ 2:00pm & 7:00pm

'General'Jft^miss/on $10 <5(udenh anJJacuflu $7

Call 825-4761 far Information or for Tickets Call CTO @ 825-2101

lAFFORDABLE EYECARE
NEXT DOOR TO UCIA

I

DR. BENJAMIN FOULADIAN, OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES
ONE PAIR iJi.f%
CUAK KfXKVlAk • NHV 'AI'iNISON.

$40
;YEEXAMiEXAM<iic

Includes 1+ 2 PAIRS Y I I ^
^'"^°™"'*""OFCONTAa LENSESII

AAuil Manhon liie Ad I

Contact lens Exam Extra i TMR(t ^«0^iTMS FOUOW UP.

, ^ . INCLUDES ,,.,„,

^J^^^^^^^ ^^^2J^Patlert^)nly ^l n»w PaUmnH Only

I
CAMfYl y I Aw

! Contact Lens Packoges

!+
24 LENSES |1314WESTWOODBLm«l)9
. i'™'''t''°t"''"r'l I

Between Borders Bookstore
All brands spherical, clear

Includes three months follow up, care kit I

Mew Patient! Only |

(310)446-4784
10 MIN. WALK to UCIA

and UA Theater
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Date
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NEW REDUCED PRICES on

M I I I I U I ft Hit f II If
/ *_• «1« « • » « « i » I

Power Macintosh G3/233MHz \\\\\\

All G3 ModeU Include:

• Generation 3 (G3)

• 128MB Max RAM (desktop)

• 384MB Max RAM (minitower)

• 512K Level 2 Cache on

Processor Card

• 66M MHz System Bus

• 16 Bit Sound Card with

microphone and speaker

port

• AH 3D RAGE 11+ Graphics

Accellerator w/2MB
SGRAM expandable to

6MB-Thousands of colors

at 1024x768

(S3529 modet excluded)

• 10 Basel Ethernet and

Communications Slot

(i3S29 modet excluded)

• Three 12" PCI Expansion

Slots and Communication

Slots

• Ports Include: 2 Serial

Ports, Audio In/Out,

DB25 SCSI, DB15 Monitor

ADB Port, Ethernet

• ADB Keyboard & Mouse

• 1 yr. Parts and Labor

Warranty Upgradeable to

4 yrs.

• Mac 0S8

fovnrPC G3 processor, 233 MHz, 32MB Ram
4 GB IDE h«rd (ftsk, 24X CO-ROM, S12K L2 Cacho, 56K Modem

• 32mUH stippoits <9 to 3S4 MB
• 5Wv- iOOWOBt fiodefB

• Softmn Indtides: Mow Up-to-date A CoRtKt, Beelahelf '98,

Mister of OHOA a, ladt Hkldeus 4, Adobe l>»9eWU, SurfWatdt,

nU{iirBl& Iirtwitet Cxfrtorer, Netscape Nivlgetor

• MtoltoiMH' case

Abo available:

Power Mac G3/233 MHz
NEW LOW PRICE.

32 MB RAM, 4 GB IDE hard disk, 24X CD-ROM, 512K L2

Cache, Desktop Case

Power Mac G3/266 MHz*

NEW LOW PRICE.

32 MB RAM, 4 GB IDE hard disk, 24X CD-ROM, 512K L2

Cache, Zip Drive, Desktop Case

Power Mac G3/266 MHz*

NEW LOW PRICE. S2319
mmh
was S2789

32 MB RAM, 6 GB IDE hard disk, 24X CD-ROM, Zip Drive,

Minitower Case

Power Mac 63/266 MHz
NEW LOW PRICE.

128 MB RAM, 4GB SCSI hard disk, 24X CD-ROM, 512K L2

Cache, 3D Graphics Accelerator, 10/100 EN, Minitower

PRICE SLASHED! INCREDIBLE REDUCTION!

2(mi Anniversary Mac

NEW LOW PRICE.

PowerPC 603e processor, 250Hz, 32MB RAM, 2 GB HD,

CO-ROM, L2 Cache, 12.1" screen, keyboard

'Monitors sold separately

liriBrnmpiitPrStnrP 310.825.6952

open daily • www.uclastore^ucla.edu
'Ukiiucf t.n% wiU b« added to UCLA Store prk*. R«trktions and Payment Mkin: App(« cwnputcn are ava^abtc

ooty to UCIA students, ictected UCl> Extemioo itudwts, UCLA faciHty. UCLA staff and UCLA departiiwnts. Ext««ion stu

dents slMMld inquiif at the Computer Stmt ngarding etiqMity. UCW Compute Store price raquires payment by cunency,

cashier's check, or Univefsity CndH Union Withdnwat Check made payable to The UCLA Store. VISA, MasterOnl, and Discover

are also Kcepted. ftnonk cheds arc accepted up to Sl.OOO. Money orders are not accepted.
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- "to prepare ourselves," she joked,

though she didn't believe the game
would call her name.

After their arrival the group

endured a four-hour wait, during

which they had to answer various ques-

tions about themselves. Finally, the

game began, and out of 400 members
of the audience, Rosenberg was the

fourth one called.

"The whole group was so excited,"

Rosenberg recalls with a smile.

Not that she wasn't excited herself;

Rosenbergjumped up. screamed loud-

ly and came running down.

Being called down does not guaran-

tee anything, however. The next part of

the game involves bidding against

other contestants on an item, the point

being to get as close as possible to the

actual price without going over.

"Whenever I watched the show at

home, I never got that part right. I was

one of the first people called up and I

thought, oh no, I'm going to be here

bidding the whole time." After losing

on two guesses - a pair of glass stat-

uettes and a motor bike, Rosenberg bid

$950 on a dresser - of which the actual

price was $999.

With that, Rosenberg got on the

stage and the game "Plinko." In this

game a contestant starts off with one

chip and uses that to guess the price on

other prizes and win more chips.

Rosenberg had to guess the prices for

four prizes: a vacuum, a can of paint, a

vanity mirror and a wafTle maker.

She guessed the correct price on all

these items and not only won all four

prizes, but also increased her one chip

to five chips. From here she went to a

machine where the amount of money

she would win was determined by

which slot the chips fell into.

She got $5,000 on the first chip, zero

on the next, $5,000 on the third, again

zero, and then $500 on the last for a

total of $10,500.

Rosenberg and the two other con-

testants who made it to the stage then

went to the Wheel, which has a variety

of numbers in the form of cents. Here

contestants have two chances to spin

the wheel and pray that it lands as close

as possible to $ I without going over -

Rosenberg spun $0.85 and advanced

to the "Showcase Showdown."

With Rosenberg's arrival at the

Showcase Showdown, the first half of

the game was over and her nextjob was

to wait for a nerve-wracking half-hour

for the next three contestants.

At the Showcase Showdown, con-

testants are offered themed prizes. The

contestant who has already won more

money is presented the first theme and

offered a chance to either bid on that

showcase or pass and bid onjhe next.

Rosenberg, who was ahead in the

game, was offered a showcase titled,

"Home Improvement."

"The announcer describing the

prizes was saying, 'A way to improve

your den is with this new roll-top desk

and portable fireplace!' and 1 was

thinking how most people would

rather win a vacation or a car or more
money and I was trying to decide

whether or not to pass on it."

"But then he added. 'And a way to

improve your garage is with this new
1998 Mustang Convertible!'"

Needless to say, Rosenberg took the

showcase.

HISTORY

"My family was in a car accident not

too long ago and my mom has my car.

so we've been saving up to get another

car."

Rosenberg had to bid on the total

package, again attempting to come as

close as possible to the actual price

without going over.

During a normal "Price is Right"

game a rowdy audience attempts to

help the contestant by shouting out

their guesses; Rosenberg, however,

relied solely on instinct.

"All my friends were in the back row

and I'd forgotten my glasses, so 1

couldn^t see them.

"Besides, when you're up there,

you're just so nervous."

Her instincts - and the fact a friend

had recently been looking for a Ford

Mustang - told her to bid $18,500 for

the car, desk and fireplace. The audi-

ences' reaction?

"No one cheered." All she heard

was a collective and disappointed

"Oh" from the back.

"I thought 1 had way overbid

because of that," she explained, then

laughed.

"Actually, everyone thought I had

way underbid." Either way, her spirits

sank. When a worker came up to host

Bob Barker and whispered something,

Rosenberg was certain it was, "She

went over."

"I told myself, I already won
$10,500, I don't need to win the

Showcase Showdown. But wouldn't it

be so awesome if I did and everyone

got to run downstage ..." she trailed off.

Then it was the other contestant's

turn, and his showcase had a Lincoln

Mercury The contestant bid $20,000.

"I know Lincolns are really expen-

sive and I knew he was under, but then

my friends started cheering and I was

just totally confused." Even if the con-

testant had underbid, if Rosenberg was

even a dollar over she would have lost.

Then Barker announced the results:

the other contestant's prize was worth

$40,000, and so he was $20,000 ofi".

The total price of Rosenberg's show-

case was $23,000 - she was only $4,500

short, and with that $10,500 richer, not

to mention the proud new owner of a

roll-top desk, fireplace and 1998

Mustang Convertible.

Next came her friend's reactions.

"Everyone came running down,"

Rosenberg laughs gleefully, recalling

her Hoor's excitement.

Most of the prizes will be shipped to

Rosenberg's home in Northern

California where, she claims, her room

is in dire need of remodeling.

"I have the same bedroom I had

since l.was four, and my mother's say-

ing I have to get a new bedroom set."

The car, of course, will come to

UCLA. And the money? "Taxes,"

Rosenberg admits. "They tax you

about 33 percent on prizes and my
total winnings were around $38,500, so

I have to pay around $12,000."

"But," she adds brightly, "I now
have the money I was saving for a new

car, so I still feel I won."

Above all else. Rosenberg is happy

she was able to shar.; the experience

with her floor.

"I might do something for them,

during finals week or something. They

were the ones who were with me."

Rosenberg shakes her head disbc-

lievingly. still unable to believe her

good fortune.

"This just doesn't happen," she

says.

From page 3

and Jackson..She discovered that she

could use the women's gymnasium for

her daily shower and sleep under the

bridge at night, having made a bed of

several planks, a pile of straw and blan-

kets from the women's gymnasium."

Sumner her.self recalls a surprising

discovery made during a campus tour

in the early 1940s.

"During the war, below where the

bridge is. enough food was stored for

50.000 people if we were bombed,"
she said. "People were very frightened

of a Japanese submarine attack."

After the end of the war, new build-

ing sites were recjuired to accommo-

date the burgeoning expansion of

UCLA's campus and curriculum.

According to Hamilton and

Jackson, Provost Clarence A.

Dykstra was one of those opposed to

filling in the 300-foot long arroyo to

provide the needed sites. He was in

favor of implementing an under-

SeemST0IIY,page11
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ground parking lot.

"The day will arrive, and sooner

than most of us realize," Dykstra had

said, "when tens of thousands of cars

will come to the campus and need

such space in which to park."

Yet his prediction went unheeded,

and tons of earth were scooped up

from other areas of the campus,

dumped and packed into the chapar-

ral-covered arroyo.

However, the bridge was preserved

by placing plywood sheets against the

brick before covering it with dirt.

"There was no need to do anything

but fill around it," said Duke Oakley,

assistant vice chancellor of Capital

Programs.

He appeared in an episode of the

TV show "California Gold," focusing

on the bridge. "Affection for the struc-

ture and economics were in harmony

at this point and prevented the bridge

from being torn down. It instead was

encapsulated."

It still acts as a bridge. The columns

and spans of the bridge support the

roadway and the sidewalk.

Hence that little white sign at the

Murphy intersection. However, a

1983 study concluded that the bridge

was strong enough to support vehicles

holding up to 10 tons, and heavier

loads have rumbled across the bridge

without incident.

"We're not exactly sure where the

10,000 pound rating came from," said

John MacDougall, director of engi-

neering for Capital Programs. "We're

getting a structural engineer to check

and see if it's better than thought, or

what's needed to upgrade it.

"It's been left because it was the first

campus structure; it has historical

interest. And it's a lot ofspace to fill in.

It's like Carlsbad Caverns under

there."

The "space" to which MacDougall

refers is the area directly under the

bridge, sandwiched between the

Romanesque arches. An underground

stairwell cattycomer from Dodd Hall

is now its main access point.

Marked off by brown guardrails.

the dark stairwell leads to a door,

behind which are the electrical con-

duit, pipes and emergency genera-

tors, now housed by the bridge.

Sundry equipment taken out of build-

ings during remodeling have also

been stored in the musty, humid
space, should they one day be needed

somewhere else.

Wocxlen steps lead down to a land-

ing, which ends abruptly at a sharp

drop down the ravine. Graffiti is

scrawled on several of the columns and

walls, some of it dated in the early

1940s. Pranksters have been known to

light fireworks and dump toilets into

the ravine.

"It's been left because

it was the first campus

structure ...and it's a lot

of space to fill in. It's

like Carlsbad Caverns

under there."

John MacDougall

Engineer

The same stream seen by Sumner

still runs through an opening at the

bottom of one of the arches though,

causing soil erosion problems when

heavy rains deluge the area, as has

been the case for the past year.

Thus over a span of seventy years,

the bridge has evolved from an affec-

tionately regarded campus landmark

to a little-known legacy.

As '43 alumnus Jim Klain had

recounted on "California Gold," it

was difficult to say, "Well, I'll meet

you at the bridge," when other people

would say, "What are you talking

about? What bridge?" And then Klain

laughed and remembered: "Oh, that's

right, they filled that gully in."

Yet the bridge remains today, its

guardrails serving as a reminder that it

is, in fact, the most original structure

on the UCLA campus.

HMOS
From page 5

would keep the present federal bar

against most state<ourt medical mal-

practice lawsuits against managed care

companies for decisions that result in

injury or death.

Permitting such lawsuits is a contro-

versial feature of a prominent man-

aged care reform proposal sponsored

by Rep. Charies Norwcxxl, R-Ga., and

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato. R-N.Y.

Norwcxxl has gained over 200 co-

sponsors in the House, but the mea-

sure's support in the Senate is more

tepid.

Groups such as the Health

Insurance AsscKiation of America and

the American Association of Health

Plans have lobbied hard against it,

arguing the proposal would raise pre-

mium costs and lead some employers

to drop coverage.

Lieberman said the absence of such

a contentious element would elevate

his bill's political appeal.

"This is a propositi that could pass

this year," he said. "It's great to have a

big battle and take strong stands on

either side, but in the end the question

is what have we done to improve the

quality of health care. Jim Jeffords

proposal is the one that can pass."

Next week. congressional

DemcKratic leaders including House

Minority Leader Dick Gephardt of

Missouri and Senate Minority Leader

Tom Da.schle of South Dakota will

introduce their own managed care

reform bill.

In addition to appeal rights, the

Jeffords-Licberman bill would estab-

lish a federal health care quality advi-

sory board to advise the White House

and Congress about managed care

quality.

The bill would force managed care

companies to give consumers sensitive

information, such as how a plan

decides whether treatment is "experi-

mental" and thus can be denied, and

fee arrangements between plans and

doctors.

It also would require managed care

companies to cover the cost of emer-

gency room visits anywhere if patients

reasonably believe that not going

would jeopardize their life or health.

This element is a reaction to horror

stories of patients arriving at emer-

gency rooms only to be told they must

go to facilities that contract with their

particular health care plan.

Jeffords insisted the cost of imple-

menting the bill would be minimal. The

information and appeals aspects

would raise health care costs 88 cents

per person over three years, he said.

Richard Coorsh. spokesman for the

Health Insurance Association of

America, said that estimate was overiy

optimistic.

"We continue to have serious con-

cerns about efforts to federalize quality

standards because invariably they end

up penalizing consumers." Coorsh

said. "Consumers would have to bear

the burden of higher costs."

Don White, spokesman for the

American Association of Health

Plans, said the organization represent-

ing l.(X)0 managed care groups would

not comment until analysts had a

chance to go over the bill. . \
It won praise from Consumers

Union and the American College of

Physicians, which represents 100.000

internal medicine specialists. Both

groups are lobbying for greater regula-

tion of managed care.
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Winter

ORIGEN PREMIERES
TONIGHT AT 8PM!

Origen

LES CENCI PREMIERES
TOMORROW AT 8PM!

Les Cenci
by Aritonm Anat'd

fiainlaled by Simon WuHon Taylor

directed by gueit dire'Ttor Rene Mighaccio

Spring^ AraiL2«-MAY<. I9W

C A La Porte ^^^
S( A P9W work by Jeaift-Gabhel Nordmann

J directed by Master of Fine Arts Directirtg

student Wendy Goldberg

- Jack or Tlie Submission

^ by Eugene lonesco

translated by Donald M. Allen

directed by ^Aaste^ of Fine Arts Directing

student Brian Frisfiman

iuNE2mNEn.iw

The Lower Depths

by Maxim Gorky

translated by Alex Szogyi

The Atomic View Motel @0«
A new work by Master of Fine Arts Playwritng

student Scott Seiffert

directed by Scf)ool of Theater, Film ^^^
and Television faculty member ^O^
Gary Gardner ^B^

• C I 1'

For Hcke! information call: 3 1 0/825-2101

~~~ Business Association
~"

Computer Workshop Series

Exploring the Basics of

Microsoft Office
Wednesday March 4 6:00-8:00 Powell Library Computer Lab 3rdFoor

Mail Merge ^f
Mic'^.^osoft Word

Designing a database
>tr^ >» XS.

*« sf^^ M-^r

Microsoft Excel

I
Business
Association
UCLA
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New grants

for computers
Thumbs up to the

state board of educa-

tion for giving the

Lennox School District an

S872.744 grant to create a

professional development

center for teaching staff, par-

ents and students about com-

puters and to buy computers

for every classroom.

All classrooms in the dis-

trict have been wired for

Internet access and have

integrated the information

superhighway into the cur-

riculum.

The grant will allow the

district to add more comput-

ers, which will allow greater

access to the students.

Students use the computers

for math, reading and social

studies.

The development center

will train teachers to further

integrate the technology into

classrooms and the curricu-

lum.

The grant will help teach-

ers to continue applying

technology to education, anjl

students can benefit greatly.

The information superhigh-

way is yet another avenue for

students to learn.

Removing ads

to clean up city

/\ Thumbs up to stu-

jf^*^
dents in Covina for

^^ taking the^niliativc to

belter their community.

They made a presentation

before the city council and

asked to remove all cigarette

billboards from the city.

After hearing pleas from

local students about the dan-

gers of cigarette advertising,

members of the city council

asked its planning commis-

sion to review Covina's ordi-

nance on billboards.

EigRT Students from

Sierra Vista Intermediate

School made a presentation

to council Feb. 17 regarding

four billboards that advertise

tobacco products within the

city.

The students want to fol-

low Compton's example and

ban tobacco ads on bill-

boards.

"I was very impressed

with tnW^resentation." said

Mayor Thomas OXeary.
"Each student tackled an

issue related to the ban. such

as the First Amendment
issues."

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments or

suggestions to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

For the love of
MONEY

N I

SOCIETY: Those green bills are the motivating force

behind everything from getting married to admissions

Alex

Baleklan

Forget love. Money makes the

world go round. Call me a

cynic, but I prefer to think of

myself as a realist. From the time tod-

dlers are able to walk and compre-

hend the allure

of agumball

machine in a

suF>ermarket.

money is the

end-all be-all

solution to any

problem. I can

safely say that,

in the end.

absolutely every-

thing comes

down to money.

All of our

actions, no mat-

ter how consid-

erate or altruistic, will be motivated

by little green slips of paper. Money
talks and cow flop gets exported to

Ohio, where a bunch of good ol' boys

see who can throw it farthest in

statewide competitions.

After all of the ephemeral aspects

of our actions are stripfjed away, the

underlying reason behind them has

historical!) been money. From the

thousands of examples that I can

think of. here are but a few.

Modern medicine has a great debt

to pay to old tobacco. In virology, for

example, the most well-known and

thoroughly studied virus is the one

that causes tobacco mosaic disease.

By studying the microbe which can

devastate prized crops, scientists

working for cigarette companies elu-

cidated the structure and mechanisms

of a virus long before any of us knew

what a protein capsid even was. in

Wish Balekian a happy birthday on

March 9. E-mail him at

alexbmd@ucla.edu.

addition, most of what we study in

neurophysiology is based on the junc-

tion between two neurons. Whereas

other neurotransmitter receptors are

relatively obscure, scientists have

exhaustively studied nicotinic recep-

tors, leaving no stone unturned.

Much of what I learn in my biology

classes is a direct result of Phillip

Morris Inc. protecting its bottom line

and developing a more resilient and

addictive tobacco plant.

Gay rights essentially boils down
to money as well. Several months

ago. we had heated protests in front

of Covel Commons, where the latest

UC Board of Regents meeting was

taking place. Gay activists were cam-

paigning for the approval of domestic

partner benefits for gay and lesbian

couples.

Ideally, granting partners benefits

would bestow a sense of equality to

the gay community, but equality isn't

exactly what they were after.

"Benefits" is a far-reaching word. If a

gay couple is considered married in

the eyes of the law. the monetary ram-

ifications would be remarkable.

Married couples are taxed substan-

tially less than two people who would

normally file separately. In addition,

having dependent children would

qualify the couple for further tax

credits; doesn't everyone remember

the hubbub over gay couples being

able to adopt children'' Finally, a gay

man would not have to pay for med-

ical coverage if his partner, who
works for the UC system, has a policy

which incorporates both of them.

Equality may be a welcome coinci-

dence, but money is the coveted

prize.

Heterosexual couples aren't

exempt from the cash concept either.

Marriages, in general, are business

arrangements. Love may initially play

a role in bringing two strangers

together, but money keeps them

bound. As mentioned before, taxes

are substantially less when couples

file together.

When couples reach their silver or

golden anniversaries, they don't love

each other anymore; they simply tol-

erate each other. They stick with each

other because the getting is good.

What can I do for you, and what can

you do for me? When one partner

cannot uphold his or her end of the

bargain, the marriage degenerates

and divorce follows soon after.

Usually, the breadwinner doesn't

bring home enough bread, and the

cash concept goes into action.

As I mentioned before,

money talks and

fertilizer walks.

Religion is another important part

of life which falls prey to money.

Something so sanctified as organized

religion surely would be kept apart

from the immoral world of finances.

How many places of worship don't

have the practice of passing around

the collection plate? The vileness of

money conveniently disappears when

they are in need of it. My uncle once

joked about the practice of Orthodox

churches closing a curtain around the

altar during mass just as the collec-

tion plates finished their tour of the

pews; he claimed that the men were

counting the change inside while con-

tinuing with their chanting. It may
seem far-fetched, but I have yet been

able to disprove it.

The Church of Scientology, or

Scientology, as its critics like to write,

is a prime example of the growing ,

involvement of money with religion.

Not only does L. Ron Hubbard have

a legacy of millions of books sold dnd

hundreds of celebrities brainwashed,

his minions have managed to make
his church a recognized religion. So

what if this crackpot's mode of wor-

ship has been recognized, you ask?

Being a federally recognized religion

entails that the Church of Scientology

is tax-exempt; it does not have to

declare its earnings to the IRS or

worry about paying any taxes on it.

Does this sort of privilege open possi-

ble doors of corruption and fraud for

the Church of Scientology and other

organized religions? Absolutely.

Other tyf)es of organizations have

been spawned from monetary fraud.

The Branch Davidians. the Freemen

and other separatist groups are essen-

tially wanted criminals. TTiese people

claim to be upholding their rights as

citizens against the encroachment of

the government. I had no idea that

committing check fraud with several

different banks was a guaranteed pro-

tected right under the constitution.

Whether they be the Freemen

charged with check fraud and tax eva-

sion, or the Branch Davidians

charged w ith illegal weapons posses-

sion, today's freedom fighters are

only one step away from the likes of

Charles Keating.

Politics is also a prime example of

my point. Anything that ever gets

done in Congress is a result of

logrolling and pork barreling. For

example, the construction ofNASA
would not have been realized had it

not been strategically placed in Texas

Everyone is familiar with the famous

phrase. "Houston, we have a prob-

lem." but no «ne fully comprehends

why NASA headquarters are located

in Houston. When President John F.

Kennedy died, he left behind the lega-

cy of an unfinished space program. In

order to complete the project.

Congress needed the support of

President Lyndon B. Johnson, who.

See BALEKIAN, page 14

The media are often criticized for being too sensationalist and biased in their reporting.

What Is the role of mass media? Are the media providing adequate coverage of the issues

and events surrounding us? Is the Daily Bruin successfully serving its readers?

On Friday, Viewpoint will explore mass media and their role in society. Bring your submis-

sions to 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall or send e-mail to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu. The deadline is

Wednesday.
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Posting your resume on the Internet
EMPLOYMENT: Tiie web

can lielp you find a job •

if you put in some effort

By Brian Krueger

University Wire

Internet resumes are a different

breed from the "typical" paper

resume. Most paper resumes are

verb oriented. But Internet resumes

need to accomplish a different pur-

pose, since they function best in

searchable format. And employers

don't search for verbs, they search

for nouns. Nouns are the keywords,

or "buzzwords." that employers

look for in prequalifying potential

candidates.

In preparing your resume for

posting on the Internet, be sure to

first examine ydur resume from the

perspective of searchability. Even if

the resume is not initially keyword

searched, it may find its way into an

employer or general resume data-

base beyond its initial posting loca-

tion. In constructing your Internet

resume, consider the view from the

other side of the desk and what you

would typically look for in searching

for a candidate such as yourself. If -

the proper keywords are not already

included, revamp your resume to a

specialized format that includes a

separate "keyword" section.

If you initially formatted your

resume with a word processor, make
sure you save it in text (ASCII) for-

mat. Then double-check all format-

ting (especially if you used columns)

to insure a clean look upon printing.

Your resume is then ready for post-

ing.

The default standard for posting

your resume is ASCII text format,

which generally allows for greater

searchability. However, with the

greater usage of the Web. HTML
(hypertext markup language) format

is also growing in acceptance. The
benefit of HTML is the fiexibility

with regard to graphics and overall

Krueger is a hiring manager for Keane,

Inc. He is author of "College Grad Job

Hunter" (http://wvvw/.collegegrad.com/

book, $ 1 4.95,Quantum Leap Publishing,

1 -800-346- 1 848) and webmaster for the

College Grad Job Hunter web site

(http://www.collegegrad.com).

presentation format. You can create

a web site all your own. complete

with your fully formatted resume.

And many e-mail packages (such as

Netscape Mail) are now HTML-
enabled, allowing for full formatting

within the body of the message. To
quickly generate your own HTML
resume, go the Resumix site at

http://www.resumix.com, where you

will have use a fill-in-the- blanks

form to help you in constructing.

In order to understand Internet

postings, it is important to note that

there is more to posting your resume

than just placing it on a Usenet

Newsgroup, then sitting back wait-

ing for the phone calls (or e-mails)

inviting you to the interview.

Although most "passive postings"

such as this take little time to initial-

ly generate, they are also less likely

to produce positive results. The best

results are achieved through both

passive and active posting.

Passive posting includes posting

to all of the "usual" sites, such as (in

order of importance) the

misc.jobs.resumes Usenet

Newsgroup,Online Career Center

(hltp://www.occ.com). E-Span

^ (http://www.espan.com). and

Monster Board (http://www.mon-

ster.com). Make sure that you post

directly from the e-mail address you

are most active with, since many
employers will respond directly to

that address. The key with any such

passive postings is the use of an

informative subject line. You will

need to state clearly and succinctly

your objective in 80 characters or

less. Forget your English grammar
class and simply force as many key-

words into the subject line as possi-

ble. And unless you want to almost

guarantee your resume won't be

read, don't put the words "entry

level" in the subject linc^ery few

employers are searching the Internet

looking specifically for entry level.

Active posting involves surfing

individual employer postings or job

postings and responding directly

with an e-mail resume. This is actu-

ally a much more productive

method, since it is more direct and

personal. It also provides you with

the opportunity to add additional

comments that relate to a specific

employer. And you also have a con-

tact point for later follow-up.

When posting your resume pas-

Don't expect that ...

sending an e-mail will

generate a job offer.

sively, you truly have no idea who
has viewed your resume, when,

where, how or why. You are literally

waiting for them to contact you. For

all you know, your resume was never

viewed by anyone, or if it was, it

may have been printed, reviewed,

entered into a database and

searched consistently, while still pro-

ducing no direct contact. All you

know is that it has generated no

interviews. There is nearly absolute

lack of control.

But by posting your resume

actively, you always have a point of

reference. Since you were the one

who made the initial match of your

background to the employer and its

requirements, it's up to you to take

the contact to the next level.

Because of your initial contact, you

will always have an avenue to follow

and a reference point to return to.

Don't expect that merely sending an

e-mail will generate a job offer. Or
an interview. As with any employer

contact, it will typically require mul-

tiple contacts before you get past

square one.

Resume posting on the Internet is

ideally suited for those who are seek-

ing more technical professions, such

as computers or engineering. But

remember that the supply side in

these areas is also very crowded

with experienced candidates. So if

your background. is non-technical,

you will actually be more of a stand-

out on the Internet. And don't ever

be shy about publicly proclaiming

your availability. Discretion will

come later in your career. For now.

the more people who are aware of

your availability, the better.

Every country

is only out for

itself in our

corrupt world

IRAQ: U.S. carefully

weighs options before

acting in foreign nations

By Wesley Jay Morris

1am writing in response to

Garrick Ruiz's article on

the hypocrisy in the Iraqi

Crisis ("Military action down-

right hypocritical." Feb. 26).

Ruiz attempts to note tfie

great hypocrisy of the situa-

tion and he closely examines

the five reasons the Clinton

administration gives for justi-

fying the use of force in the sit-

uation. I think Ruiz miscon-

strues some of his arguments

and misses the true reason the

United States is so concerned

with Iraq.

Ruiz first claims that the

United States is not really that

dependent on natural

resources from the Middle

East. This might be true; the

United States might be able to

live without this source of oil.

However, Ruiz quickly evades

the original point of "strategic

value" and quickly remarks

about the political institutions

of the individual states in the

Gulf Region. Not to mention

that "strategic value" does not

necessarily include Iraq, but

the stability of the entire

region. If Iraq attacks one of

its neighbors, that upsets the

balance of power rn the region

and everyone is going to start

shooting first and asking ques-

tions later. That is a serious

"strategic" problem.

Ruiz begins his second

point of inquiry on the prolif-

eration of "non-conventional

arms." Ruiz is quick to point

out that the United Stales is

being hypocritical by

denouncing Iraq's develop-

ment of "non-conventional

arms" while the United States

has the largest supply'of these

weapons themselves. Stopping

the proliferation of weapons

of mass destruction has

absolutely nothing to do with

our number of weapons. It is

the goal of the United States

to limit other countries from

obtaining these weapons of

mass destruction for the sole

reason of protecting our own
interests. One of those inter-

ests is insuring that a terrorist

does not buy nuclear weapons

from Iraq, smuggle the

weapon into the United

States, and then cook off a

nuke in downtown Los

Angeles.

Ruiz then strays from the

orrginal point of non-conven-

SeeMOmtlS^pageU

Morris is a third-year political sci-

ence student. He can be reached

at elrojo14@ucla.edu.
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From page 12

by sheer coincidence, happened to be

from Texas. Had Kennedy not died,

the flight crew on Apollo 13 would

have probably said "Boston, we have

a problem."

Recently, when President Clinton

came to rain-soaked Southern

California to declare several counties

in need of federal emergency aid,

local residents cheered him. Were
they happy that the president deemed
them special enough to be considered

in an emergency situation? They
were instead happy about all of the

money which will be pouring out.

Families will receive thousands of

dollars for declaring a crack in the

wall, which can be remedied with a

$40 container of putty. Where there

is a large purse, a fleecing is sure to

follow.

Finally, the best example of the

cash concept is present on our cam-
pus. Ask the thousands of students of

South Campus why they are pre-med

students. Helping people and finding

a cure for a ravaging disease will top

the list as reasons why these idealistic

students chose their path of study.

What we will never hear, but always

understand, is that doctors make a

phenomenally large amount of

money every year. Even with the

looming policies of HMOs, physi-

cians can still make money hand over

fist. Students wishing to get into pro-

fessional schools will be completely

idealistic for the duration of their

interview in front of the admissions

board. Ask these students several

years later if they remember their ide-

alism as they are pulling into a handi-

capped spot in their brand new
Beamer.

Getting into professional schools

isn't all that ideahstic either, As I

mentioned before, money talks and
fertilizer walks. No matter how per-

fect a student's GPA or test scores

are, there will always be a rich appli-

cant whose father will undermine the

application process by donating a

new wing to the university hospital.

This act of accepting a less-than-qual-

ified applicant for his financial clout

produces results. After all. where

would our university be without all of

the private research grants that it

receives? Don't we know in our heart

of hearts that the university must

somehow be greasing the wheels of

this huge juggernaut to keep it and
the cash flow rolling?

All of these examples may have

been hard to swallow, but we need to

take the fleas with the dog. Try as we
may. money will always play an

important, albeit unseen, role in our

daily actions. We can only hope to

make as much as we can and exploit

the system to our benefit.

MORRIS
From page 1

3

tional proliferation to talk about

conventional land mines and eventu-

ally back to ideology. Proliferation

generally refers to the spread of

weapons of mass destruction.

Nations around the world need con-

ventional weapons to protect them-

selves from invasion and to settle

low-conflict disputes (the point

being not to annihilate). This cannot
be disputed. It is not the United

States' goal to outlaw all weapons.

Ruiz also claims that the United

States does not seem too concerned
about other countries obtaining

these weapons. I believe they are

more than concerned about other

cases of weapons of mass destruc-

tion falling into the hands of unsta-

ble governments and radically anti-

American dictators. Proliferation of

non-conventional weapons by these

people would once again be against

our best interests.

S«eMO«ttS,pa9e15
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Ruiz does bring up some good

questions during his examination of

the "containment of aggression."

Yes. the United States does have a

long track record of acting aggres-

sively in other nations. This cannot

be disputed. However, what caused

the United States to act in the first

place? If we allow Iraq to invade and

capture neighboring countries, we
will have another Hitler on our

hands. In reality, we already have

another Hitler. How do you explain

the illogical actions that Hussein has

performed since becoming the presi-

dent of Iraq? Gassirig the Kurds,

creating an ecological disaster area

of the Persian Gulf committing his

country to a war that cannot be won,

lying about winning the war to his

people - the list goes on and on.

There is no explanation. Hussein has

mental problems and they are going

to continue unless he gets medical

help (doubtful) or he is removed

from power.

Everyone in the world

is concerned with his

or her own interests.

Ruiz then points his attention to

the United Nations and the United

States as a world superpower. I hap-

pen to agree with Ruiz's critical atti-

tude towards the United Nation,?.

The United Nations is a complete

farce. There is probably no other

political organization in this world

that is more corrupt than the United

Nations. And it is true that the

United States picks and chooses

when to listen to the United Nations.

We mined the harbors of Nicaragua

in direct violation of U.N. orders.

Yet, six years later the United

Nations gives the United States per-

mission to take action in Panama.

TTie United Nations has been inef-

fective in its peacekeeping efforts

and attempts to use the guise of

"world peace" to involve itself in the

affairs of sovereign nations.

Unfortunately the United States has

taken upon itself the role of the

world policeman and involved itself

in the triviBTniatters of other

nations. The United States' accep-

tance of the U.N. Charter was an

unfortunate step in surrendering

some of our own sovereignty.

I believe it is vital that the United

States carefully weigh its interests

before becoming involved in any for-

eign crisis, no matter what the issue

is or who it involves. You may ask

how I can say such a horrible thing?

Well I will tell you.

Everyone in this world is con-

cerned with his or her own interests.

Sure, there are people who are really

concerned about the interests of the

people of East Timor or the

"oppressed people' of whatever

nation happens to be the latest spot

in the news or in the Daily Bruin for

the day. Be honest, how many of you

would care about East Timor if your

immediate survival were at stake?

How many "oppressed people"

halfway across the globe do you

think would care if Canada suddenly

invaded the United States and killed

150 million Americans with

weapons of mass destruction? This

world is in a state of political anar-

chy. It is every nation for itself If the

situation has no effect on your

immediate soTvivafi

for continuing your present way of

life, it is simply not going to be a

high priority. The United States has

the means to act and our leaders are

going to act and will continue to act

when they think that our interests

are threatened. All the yelling and

screaming in the world will not

change that.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Body art provides thought for minds
LACMA;, New exhibit has

interesting perspectives

on human appearances

By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Bruin Staff

It contains us. It moves us. It frees

us and controls us.

But what really is this mortal coil?

TTiat is the question with which the

current exhibit at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art (LACMA)
attempts to grapple. Titled "From
Head to Toe: Concepts of the Body in

Twentieth-Century Art," the perma-

nent collection pieces used illustrate a

changing view of the human form.

Showing through April 27. the show

reflects the attitudes of nearly 45 dif-

ferent artists.

Many images draw on a variety of

mediums to depict their subject. For

example. Annette Messager relies on

not only two human-sized black and

white photographs of feet in her piece,

but she continues her statement with

the inclusion of several chopped up
pictures and colored ink. The ink drips

down the feet like watercolor and

swirls around the collage-style clip-

pings.

While the left foot has pieces of a

face turning like a vortex from the heel,

the right foot has a calm depiction of a

harbor scene displayed on it. Jarring

images of creatures and scissors and a

key mysteriously creep at the left foot's

sole, leaving one to question if the

work doesn't play with the idea of a

foot's sole as a metaphor for the "inter-

nal" soul. In this way, Messager seems

^o suggest that people have two souls,

one confused and one eternally serene.

Likewise. Matta's untitled 1940

piece uses several materials to reveal a

less-than-stable concept of the human
form. Crayon, pencil and collage

reveal practically cartoon-like sketches

of people with bluish, yellowish or

pinkish skin. Set upon a multi-dimen-

sional background, the work seems at

once straightforward and shifty.

If art didn't provoke

audiences to exercise

their intellectual

capacities, museums
might as well not exist.

The characters merge into each

other during several contrasting acts.

In one portion, two figures lose them-

selves in the midst of love-making,

while in another, three forms slip into

one another during a knife fight.

Meanwhile, two more bodies appear

to have been just slain, still lingering at

the edge ofone contorted figure's swift

foot. „

However, the only character truly

alone seems engaged in performing

.hari-kari upon a private mat. Yet, the

other two victims suggest that not even

in death comes peace, only the inter-

change of connection with other indi-

viduals. In a sense, Matta reveals how
the human form creates the capacity

for deeper human connection, as

strange and chaotic as it may often be.

Another multi-textural piece exists

in Tim Hawkinson's "Blindspot (Fat

Head)." As the artist blends together

acrylic, hide glue, resin, wax on paper

and steel, he forms his interpretation

of what the parts of his body look like

which are not visible within his view.

Acne, warts and the opening to an

anus all reveal themselves as though

on the skinned hide of a slaughtered

man.

With the words "Fat Head" barely

visible in red and green over the entire-

.

ty of the work, it remains unclear if

Hawkinson pokes fun at his visible

shortcomings or whether he finds his

"blindspot" helpful. In any case, the

unusual perspective calls to attention

the normative angles in which one per-

ceives oneself It also brings to mind
the film "The Silence of the Lambs."

Similarly, Vito Acconci has fun with

the body in his "Prototype for Virtual

Pleasure Mask." Here, a fencer's wire-

netted face helmet has a huge pink

penis for a nose and an op)en pink

See LACMA, page 21

'Bacicstreef breaics musical traditions

THEATER: ProducUon

proves size, spectacle not

necessar\' for good drama

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Brum Senior Staff

First, kudos to the Santa Monica

Playhouse for accepting the challenge

of staging an original musical prcxluc-

tion in a venue that is tiny at best.

Audiences tend to ass(Kiate musical

theater with Andrew Lloyd Webber-

style grandiosity - booming orchestras,

falling chandeliers and spectacular

light shows put the theatrics in theater.

Limited budgets push smaller the-

aters in the direction of intimate, dia-

logue-based straight pla\s more often

than not. So if for no other reason than

sheer determination, the Playhouse's

prcxluction of "Backstreet." a world-

premiere, nearly sung-through pericxJ

musical, stands out.

The dusky lights go up on a turn-of-

the-century Jewish brothel as lavishly

costumed women appear one by one

for "Ladies of the Backstreet/Ciood

Evening." The grabbing opening num-
ber introduces us to Rivkele (Morgan

Kibby). the teen-aged daughter of a

bordello owner known only as Uncle

(John Waroff). She stares stoically

from an upstairs window, lamenting

the life of purity her father is deter-

mined she lead, as a silhouetted lady of

the evening powders herself behind a

pink curtain below.

The number and those that follow

quickly alleviate any doubt as to

whether the small playhouse, itself an

alcove on the Promenade's backstreet.

can pull together a full-Hedged musical.

Sadly, though, "Backstreet" falls short

when it comes to what small theater is

supposedly best at - depth and nuance.

Santa Monica Playhouse

Uncle (John Waroff, right) has sorr>e choice words for Shioyme
(Chris DeCarlo) in the musical production "Backstreet."

The storyline is relatively pre-

dictable, though there is nothing to say

that an old story can't be told again,

provided it's done well And in this

case, that is debatable.

As Uncle tries, ironically, to sell his

daughter into respectability by waving

her dowry in front of local young men.

Rivkele falls for Eli (Matt Wrather).

fresh off the boat from Russia and the

nephew of aging prostitute Hindi

After an annoyingly typical hate-at-

first-sight introduction, it's clear they'll

end up together, though not without a

lot of confusion and tough decisions

Meanwhile, Hindi (Evelyn Rudie)

aches to leave Uncle's stern supervi-

sion and open a house of her own with

her lover. Shioyme (Chris DeCarlo).

Its been said that comedies end in

weddings, tragedies in funerals.

"Backstreet" is on the verge of being a

comedy as the two couples tie the knot

and break the glass at an impromptu

wedding toward the close of the show.

But in a rather random effort to declare

itself a "serious" musical, the show

takes a violent turn in the last minutes.

This prompts Hindi to gushingly

blurt the secret she's alluded to

throughout Yet the revelation is mere-

ly an anticlimactic culmination of a plot

device that wasn't terribly suspensefui

to start with. If Shioyme didn't have a

problem marrying a prostitute, what

makes her (or us) think that he would-

n't be understanding regarding other

matters?

SeeBACKSTREn,page21
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By Louise Chu
Daily Bruin Contributor

Between them, they have worked with Jimi

Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Depeche Mode and Soul

Asylum. They have made films starring Jane Fonda,

Bill Clinton and most recently Carol Burnett But

you probably don't know much about D.A.

Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus because they are

involved in an often overlooked genre of filmmak-

ing: documentaries.

Sitting in the conference room of the Courtyard

Marriott, Pennebaker dressed modestly in a wool

sport coat and Hegedus in a simple beige panisuit,

the husband-and-wife filmmaking team say that they

don't do make documentaries for the fame or

money. They do it for the thrill of capturing the

essence of human drama.

"I think that documentary film is a way at gcumg

at whatever that is - the knowledge - that the fiction

can never get at by its very nature." Pennebaker ^ays.

Later he adds, "What interests us is that \Uien

actors go into a movie, which has a script, the respon-

sibility for both the director and the actor is t < the

script. When we film people, of course, we don't

have any scripts. We never begin with a script, we
don't know how to write scripts, we couldn't read

them if we could write them - it's just not what we
know how to do."

Pennebaker and Hegedus's most recent film is

"Moon Over Broadway," a documentary following

Carol Burnett's return to Broadway in the play

"Moon Over Buffalo" after 30 years of television.

Not only have they done critically acclaimed docu-

mentaries such as the 1993 Academy Award nomi-

nated "The War Room" about the Bill Clinton's

1992 presidential campaign, they have also ventured

into directing rock videos for performers, such as

Suzanne Vega and Soul Asylum. However, docu-

mentaries are their first love.

"(Directing rock videos) is fun to do, if you like

the band," Pennebaker comments. "It's frustrating if

it's going to be done to playback (lip-syncing), for me
anyway. You're not making use of what the per-

former does best, which is perform. They're a limit-

ed kind of fulfillment for us."

See BROADWAY, page 19

PennetMker Assotiaies

D.A. Pennebaker and
Chris Hegedus have
izz documented

AfUAKHAN/Daily Bruin

(Above) Moviemakers Chris Hegedus (left) and D.A. Pennebaker discuss their documentary,

"Moon Over Broadway." (Far right) Carol Burnett performs the lead role in "Moon Over

Buffalo.""Moon over Broadway" captures Burnett behind the scenes of the play, and her -*-

return to Broadway after 30 years of work m television.

celebrities'private

personas for years.

_ Their newest project?
Carol Burnett's return

to the Great White Way.
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Techno-blues group A3 revival makfs everyone into believers

CONCERT* RanH nipnihprs gospel blues and layer it with acid holding a beer in the other. UpThis Morning" and the honky-tonk in the land, but its gospel-like texturesCONCERT: Band members

preach 'Elvis religion' as

performance rocks crowd

ByMHcePiwatt
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Despite the unfortunate closing of

the electronica club Frequency at the

Hollywood Athletic Club on Friday

night, country-techno-gospel-acid-

house-blues band A3 threw a 75-minute

re\ ivai that was anything but sad and

reflective.
—^

—

A3, better known in their native

England as Alabama 3, converted the

initially still and only slightly interested

club-goers into believers Friday night

as they revealed their plan to save the

world: A 12-step plan with the word of

the King ... Elvis himself.

Yep. A3, comprised of 1 1 or so band

members, are led by two charismatic

singers with a schtick that is indeed the

oddest in pop music today: The Very

Reverend Dr. D Wayne Love and lead

vocalist Larry Love. Through the

Reverend's evangelistic-style preach-

ings and Love's Leonard Cohen-like

\'ocal deliveries, it's blues in the church

house with A3, who take country

gospel blues and layer it with acid

house and techno beats. This infectious

and curious sound serves as the musical

background for the preaching of A3's

"religion," which prays to The First

Presleytarian Church of Elvis the

Divine (U.K.). worshipping the King

himself.

But behind the silliness and the exag-

gerated (jerformances ofthe Reverend,

whose vocal musings and crude orato-

ries on the church was often lost upon

onlookers not familiar with A3, never

took away from Love's ultracool vocals

and onstage presence, or the hypnotic

-music which boomed throughout the

Hollywood Athletic Club in a laid-back

but un-ignorable way.

A3 came on stage after 1 1 p.m. to a

crowd roaming from dance floor to

dance floor, looking for the right tech-

no rhythms and electronic-based pop

hooks to groove to. As Larry Love and

the Reverend appeared, people in the

front reached out to touch them a la

Jimmy Swaggert style. Unfortunately,

the preachings came out muffled

through the speaker system, losing a

few of the audience members just on-

hand to dance. The Reverend proved

he was no ordinary man of the church,

standing over the edge of the stage and

shoving his hand down his pants while

holding a beer in the other.

The Reverend's verbosity ranged

from crowd-rousing ("Acid House is in

the house!") and hUmorous to self-con-

gratulatory and presumptuous, as he

hinted that his style of country blues

would be delivered the same way by

Hank Williams had Williams lived to

see 1998. Well, he could be right.

A3 is still a top

performance band,

hailed in the U.K. as one

of the best live bands.

The Reverend didn't go out of his

way to act or talk like a rock star, except

when he introduced the foot-stomping

"Ain't Goin' To Goa" as "a worldwide

fuckin' smash!" His character was

more out of a cheesy movie, making

A3's whole aura more fun than the

usual concert fare.

Several tracks ofl" of A3's debut

release, "Exile on Coldharbour Lane,"

were featured, including the very

danceworthy "Goa," the bluesy "Woke

UpThis Morning" and the honky-tonk

majesty of "U Don't Dans To Tekno

Anymore."

But not all of A3's pseudo gospel-

hour performance was all camp. Strip

away the '12-step plan' and A3 is still a

top performance band, hailed in the

U.K. as one of the best live bands

around. Lead vocalist Larry Love dis-

played an earnestness in his singing

that served as a nice opposite to the

Reverend's ostentatious vocal delivery,

highlighted especially in his aching yet

near-perfect delivery of "Speed of the

Sound of Loneliness," one of the more

emotional tracks oH"" ExileJl_

Halfway into the show, the seeming-

ly disinterested crowd began to stomp

their feet and wave their hands in the

air, especially with the socialism-driven

"Bourgeoisie Blues" and the kinetic

"Hypo Full of Love," performed with

intra-band wrestling. Oddly enough, by

the time the band played "Converted,"

the audience had full-on succumbed,

practicing their faith with dancing and

shouting. '

For the encore, A3 busted out a

rousing version of "Peace in the

Valley," featured on the "A Life Less

Ordinary" soundtrack. It might not

have been a fltting end to Frequency

and its reign as the coolest techno club

in the land, but its gospel-like textures

had the crowd clapping and stomping

their way to the doors.

Call them satirical or wannabe white

trash or even just kitschy, but the A3
electronic hoedown convinced

Hollywood the honky tonk blues can be

just as hip as any looped electronica

show. Amen.

Larry Love of A3 sings to the

crowd at the Frequency.

/IPKRTMGMT COORMiMOR SUPGRl^ROR

position /1l/WLI\DLe

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUS A MONTHLY SALARYAND ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE:

GETA-—FRUITOPIA
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

LARGE POPCORN
Offef good after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters

Hey
VCIA

Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

Participating in weekly meetings with staff and

management.

Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defining problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
* UCLA graduate student.

* Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

RES

CATCH THE LAST FLICK, GET A FREEBIE!

Leadership experience.

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. #1
Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM
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Miguel show draws emotions from all
BROADWAY

MUSIC: Singer's romantic

love songs mesmerize

young, old audience alike

ByGragoryMMM
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

First things first. The crowd was

like an army of nervous dinner dates,

clad in black formal wear. Some mid-

dle-aged couples and some fan club

type teenagers showed up too.

But whoever it was, essentially

they all had at least one reason in

common for to seeing Luis Miguel

perform on Thursday at the Pond:

bis voice.

Miguel's stop at the Pond was one

in a string of shows, promoting his

latest album, "Romances," which

completes his trilogy of love song

albums. It all started with the origi-

nal collection of reworked boleros

with "Romance" in 1992 and fol-

lowed by "Segundo Romance" in

1994.

This year, Luis Miguel won the

Grammy for Best Latin Pop
Performance with "Romances." He
beat out Cristian, Alejandro

Fernandez, Julio Iglesias and
Enrique Iglesias. Miguel never even

showed up to accept the award.

Thursday he did show up,

although he was a little late. When he

came on stage, he slid, as if on ice,

down a little ramp. He wore a grey.

Wall Street-type suit a little too snug

at the ribs. The women screamed.

The first couple of songs were

mesmerizing. The audience was
caught up in the signature Luis

Miguel behavior. First it's the hair

tugging. At regular intervals he

toyed with his wavy hair using his fin-

gers as a comb. Second, if you have

seen him, you'll know that he lacks a

natural dancing rhythm. For some
reason, he continues to do that flying

knee, karate-type move. People

screamed at that too.
,

,

Miguel was apparently

overcome with

emotion and then,

becoming conscious of

his tears, he smiled.

In between lyrics, he makes a hiss-

ing noise, presumably with the gap

between his front teeth, which is, of

course, another Miguel trademark.

The crowd's fixation continued

into the second part of the show,

when white-suited violinists sat in a

huge half circle and Miguel slowed

down things a bit.

Among others, he sang "No se tu"

and an emdtional version of "La
Incondicional," the first peak of the

show.

A Spanish guitarist appeared mid-

show. Miguel, like any singer of bal-

adas, would not omit a version of

"Sabor A Mi," included on his latest

CD. Although he didn't sing his

heart out for it, Miguel caused a

phain reaction throughout the

crowd. Lovers whispered things into

each others' ears. One in the crowd

could hear things like, "Oh my God,

he is so rad" or "Did he just take his

tie off?"

Following the guitarist's set, a

white-suited mariachi crew filed on

stage. (Were those the same dudes

front eariier but with sombreros?) _
Instead of the anticipated "Si nos

dejan," Miguel disappointed fans

and chose to sing an obscure song. ~

Fortunately., he returned to more
love songs for the best part of the

concert. He sang most of the his

recent exitos, or hits, using all of his

voice. He performed "La Media
Vuelta" and "Besame Mucho."

But wait a minute. Were those real

tears we saw at the end of "Por

Debajo De La Mesa"? No feigned

emotion here. Miguel was apparent-

ly overcome with emotion and then,

becoming conscious of his tears, he

smiled.

Again, the women screamed.

As a finale, the show ended with a

mass balloon drop on the people

with the good seats. He hopped
around on stage and half-heartedly

sang two upbeat disco numt>ers. He
collected sotne flowers, maybe a let-

ter or two and then left.

from page 16

Before joining with Hegedus in

1976, Pennebaker worked on a num-

ber of films about musicians, includ-

ing "Monterey Pop," which docu-

mented the festival that launched the

careers of Jimi Hendrix and Janis

Joplin, and he has always been fasci-

nated with musicians.

For their latest project,

Pennebaker and Hegedus chose to

enter the enigmatic world of the

backstage of Broadway, which was

met with great resistance largely

because of the high price of gaining

"behind-the-scenes" access, and it

-was money, that they didn't have.

Hegedus explained that most

attempts at shooting the Broadway

backstage usually result in "some

massive TV special."

They eventually gained access

with the help of the production com-

pany for the theater, 101

Productions, who wanted to see a

film made about Broadway. Even

once they entered this world, they

realized that they were still not going

to be met with much cooperation.

"It was very restrictive,"

Pennebaker admits. "We weren't

allowed to turn on any lights or have

them bring in any extra lights, we

couldn't plug into a socket, so it was a

difllcult situation to film in."

They found the restrictions rela-

tively easy to conform to because of

their already unobtrusive style of

filmmaking. In the early '60s,

Pennebaker and his former col-

leagues helped establish and define

"direct cinema," a style which revolu-

tionized documentary filmmaking

that rejected the practice of voice-

over narration in favor of recording

real people and events as they hap-

pened, with as little "direction" from

the filmmaker as possible.

This style is still the trademark of

Pennebaker and Hegedus Often it

was simply the two of them on the

film crew, Hegedus using a tape

recorder that "looks like a small

pocketbook" and Pennebaker using

a camera "like the kind you take to a

picnic." They knew their sacrifices

would pay off in a film that promised

much drama and emotion.

"Here's a woman coming in,"

Pennebaker says. "She hasn't been

on Broadway for 30 years, and she's

coming in from television. She's the

queen of television, and she's coming

in to this tight group ofpeople who all

say. Television?' So she's going to

take them on, and she's kind of the

wild creature, and they're the group

that's mastered their art and they're

very jealous of that art. And so you

think, 'God. there's got to be drama

there.'"

Hegedus adds, "It's usually more

easy to make a story that follows one

or two people, but we realized that it

wasn't going to be just Carol Burnett

and (her co-star) Philip Bosco, or

Carol and the director (Tom Moore).

The story was going to revolve

around the writer (Ken Ludwig), it

was going to revolve around these

producers, ^nd you had to go

through all these threads to get to

what was going on in this place." .•

SecMKMOWinr,page20
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The product of their five months of

riming offers a revealing look at, not

cnly Broadway, but also Carol Burnett.

Pennebaker and Hegedus were

extremely interested in making a film

about the life of a public figure away

from the television camera and stage.

"I think that's why we like to do our

films about (celebrities). A lot of the

times, we just see them in their public

role," Hegedus explains. "What we're

really doing is giving everybody a peek

behind the curtain at what these people

are like. Everybody knows Carol

because she's a television legend, but

very few people get to see how Carol

reacts when people ask her to act a dif-

ferent way. or how she is in her dressing

room ..."

"How she is when she's nervous,"

Pennebaker continues for her. "You're

so used to Carol Burnett completely on

top of everything. But to see when she's

nervous because she's not sure that

she's going to remember the exact way

a line goes. In Broadway, in a play, if

the line is a certain way, that is the way

you deliver it. Ifyou don't, everybody's

very upset. And that's the thing she

wasn't used to."

The filmmaking duo believe that this

film is a testament to Burnett's profes-

sionalism and determination, some-

thing that the mainstream audience

may not know about the comedic

actress.

" During this whole process, because

the play had not been written for a

female star, the play had to b^""con-

stantly rewritten throughout the

rehearsal process, so every day she was

given a stack ofchanges in the play. She

dealt with it as a total professional. It

was incredible to be around her, where-

as the frustration and anxiety that you

could see on her face was very high."

"Moon Over Broadway's" reveal-

ing look at the many complex relation-

ships behind the scenes in the making

of the play proved rather overwhelm-

ing fof the cast and crew who viewed it

after its completion.

"Ludwig found it very difiicult to

have a film where (it was) exposed that

the producers were going to bring in a

jokewriter to correct the show,"

Hegedus admits. "They never did

bring in a jokewriter, but just that

doubt and (to) have that open to the

world is just very hard for him. And
same thing for Carol. I don't think she

realized that they were questioning her

ability to perform the play in the way

that it was written, before she saw the

film. •

:. . .
'->

Hegedus adds, "All ofthem just said

that this is what they felt it was like to

do a Broadway play, and it was very

accurate, and even though it exposed a

lot of anxieties over the process, that

this was whatit was about."

Despite the small budgets and limit-

ed distributions, Pennebaker and

Hegedus hope that the appeal of Carol

Burnett and "Moon Over Broadway"

will help bring documentary films

more into the mainstream conscious-

ness. They strongly believe that this

genre allows the excitement of realism

that fictional films may lack.

They discussed this in the contrast

between "The War Room" and

"Primary Colors," an upcoming fic-

tional film starring John Travolta

about a sex scandal-riddled presidential

campaign.

"I'm still really enamored with the

drama and intensity that you find in a

reaHife story." Hegedus says. "There's

nothing as exciting as watching the real

people electing the real president. And
as exciting as 'Primary Colors' is going

to be, 1 think they were all very excited

when (the actors) saw who the real peo-

ple were in The War Room' because 1

know they all rented it and watched it,

the people they were all going to imper-

sonate."

FILM: 'Moon Over Broadway' opens

Friday at the Music Hall Theater in

Beverly Hills.

'photos courtesy of Pennebaker Asvxiaies

Carol Burnett rehearses a scene with co-star Philip Bosco.
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nX THEM!

Your old photos that are
faded, scratched or torn can
be restored at BEL AIR s

Imaging Center.

Albumsond Photos copied
vs/hile you wait. (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1 025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCLA in Mfestwood Village

2-HOURS FREE Validated Parking at LOTS with this symbol r;!
310-208-5150

Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:30-6:00; Sun 1 1-5 IM

OFFICIAL NOTICE
IMPORTANT!

UCLA Career CenterN«w Policy erfcUw July 1,

1

XK-12 CREDENTIALS RLES (Placement Files)

Effective Juty 1, 1998 al UCLA Credentiate F«e hoiders for K-12 pomons wll manage thwr own credentials files. Effective that date,

ttie Career Center (formerly knovxn as the UCLA Ptecement and Career Planning Center) w» no longer process file requests or

establish new credentials files for candidates seeking any pxjsmon In K-12 instttutions.

Options Available to AH K-12 File HoKJers: ,--'* < *

1 Non-corrficlential totters wHI be returned to the carxlidate upon request from the file holder. The UCLA Career

Center must receive written notification no later than Juty 1 ,
1998.

2. Conftdentlal letters »»rtHen afterMy 1 , 1998 will be sent back to the authors at the written request of the

candidate. ( Note: Fil« holders tnust furnish current address for the auttior of all letters.)

3. Al K-12 Credentlale FMee which are fx>t claimed or returned to the authors wMI be destroyed effective July

1. 1998.

Higher Education Cred«ntiai RIes (Plaoement FNes)

Credentials files of candidates seeking p>ositions In Higher Education will be maintained by ttie Career Center for

a F>eriod of eight (8) yeai^, from tlio date ths file te first established, and wiU then t>e destroyed with no further

notification. All fWee eetabBelied prior to July 1. 1990. wM t>e deatrovti flffPCtlVg JutV 1 . 1998.

Any questions corx:eming Credentials Files should be directed to the UCLA Career Center (310) 206- 1941.

-Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
Around Any More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low MonlMy Payments With No finance Charge

20% off for oil UCLA students & faculty with valid ID*

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

Orthodontist Since 1980

Compllmmnfary Iff

CoMfvlffaflon

and 2md Opinion

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

(Reg. $200|

Cosmetic Dentristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth
* Stained or discolored teeth
* Large spaces or gaps between teeth

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Straightening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER
1*K

(310) 826-7494
11 645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714)552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714

1. [click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BookZone's

fEDUCATED CWOICESi

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

plus the titles are

^...J

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. You'll be

reading in no time!

BACKSTREET
From page 16

But in the midst of a been-there-

done-that storyline (think "Gigi") and

syrupy lessons (find a surrogate family

and then stand by them to the tearful

end), a few solid p>erformances and

many dazzling examples of .musical

beauty emerge.

Rudie and DeCarlo have obvious

chemistry as the middle-aged couple,

their take<:harge attitudes and resilient

humor creating a wizened sort of love.

Rudie's throaty, emotional belt also

makes her the strongest vocally, though

Sheila Yates' more traditional clear

soprano provides competition within

the brothel.

But it is eighth-grader Kibby who
frequently surprises the audience with

her maturity and range.' She makes

potentially trite lines believable and

spars convincingly with her father, the

appropriately stubborn and downtrod-

den Waroff. Thankfully, these perfor-

mances balance out the interchange-

ably bland ensemble of prostitutes and

Wrathcr's overly innocent Eli.

As a musician, however, Wrather

redeems himself He and Rudie have

composed 18 immediately catchy,

often powerful songs. The stand-out

number is Hindi's second-act reflection

on her reliance on clients' reassur-

ances, "Reflections in Men's Eyes."

Sung in the third person, the sad tale of

dependence is reminiscent of "Chess."

"Someone Else's Story," easily one of

musical theater's most moving accom-

plishments. "Backstreet's" lyrics are

often overwhelmingly poetic, conjur-

ing images of rain-soaked cobblestone

and forced smilesencased in pink lace.

"Achel Pachel," the number which

closes the first act, also stands out, but

only for its almost embarrassing depar-

ture from an otherwise CD-worthy
score. Though the entire show is smat-

tered with Yiddish and a few other

numbers contain echoes of KJezmer,

"Achel Pachel" launches into unadul-

terated stereotype in a bid for humor as

the characters rattle off a Yiddish

Fhyme and do a ridiculous dance with

increasing rapidity (to the pwint where

the cast itselfcan't keep up). It's hard to

decide whether to be offended at the

ethnic caricature or pitying that they

had to revert to such chaotic slapstick.

The musical clearly attempts to be

sympathetic to the obstacles Jews faced

at the time, noting that prostitution was

one ofseveral equally unsavory options

for women (including arranged mar-

riage and sweatshop employment). At

times, DeCarlo, Rudie and Wrather's

script seems on the verge of making

this point, but something doesn't quite

ring true. How are we supposed to

believe these women are victims of cir-

cumstance when the story congratu-

lates Rivkele for staying "pure"?

Despite an often impressive score, a

cleverly aesthetic set and well-paced

direction, "Backstreet" will have to

revise its thematic inconsistencies and

lapses into the obvious before it can

venture past Fourth Street. .^

THEATER: 'Backstreet" runs through

April 26 at the Santa Monica Playhouse,

1211 Fourth St. Tickets are $16 to $20

with discounts for students. Rush tickets

available on Fridays. CaH (310) 394-9779,

ext.1.

LACMA
From page 16

vagina for a mouth. The eyes, made
of two antennaed radios, are wired

to the two metallic ear pieces.

Though this representation bor-

ders on insanely juvenile, it lightens

the mood created by the otherwise

concept-heavy works. Also, 6ne won-

ders how pleasurable it really would

be to have, say, a penis for a nose and

a vagina for a mouth. Or how great it

possibly could be to never see, only

exist blindly in a world where artifi-

cial noises ceaselessly gain entrance

into one's psyche.

Likewise, Rona Pondick's six-by-

three-foot glass case of aluminum

cartoon figurines, entitled "Jacks,"

produces a less-than-weighty visual

response. The numerous stick-like

bodies have faceless baseball-sized

heads crammed on top, revealing

only gaping mouths lined with teeth.

Perhaps Pondick makes a statement

on the desire within human kind to

consume more, with nowhere to

store it.

Maybe she just digs metal toys.

In fact, most of the pieces on dis-

play in "From Head to Toe" offer lit-

tle more than something to look at,

with deeper meanings found only

after plenty of mental stretching. But

then again, if art didn't provoke

audiences to exercise their intellectu-

al capacities, museums might as well

not exist. And artists, for that matter,

may as well all become dental

hygienists or plastic surgeons.

But we already have enough of

those.

What we need is people to ques-

tion why these professions ex^st.

Which, in a way. LACMA's "From
Head to Toe" helps to answer. Even

if in not so obvious a fashion.

ART: "From Head to Toe: Concepts of

the Body in Twentieth-Century Art"

shows at the Los Angeles County

Museum of Art at 5905 Wilshire Blvd.

through April 27. Admission is $6 for

adults, $4 for seniors and students

with ID and free for children younger

than 5. For more information call (2 1 3)

857-6000.

*The trealmenl will be as followj $1000 00
plus $100.00 for eoch month of treatment
rendered for metal braces, $900 00 plus
$ ) OO 00 for each montfi of treatment
rendered for removoble braces and
$1700 00 plus $125 00 per montfi for

ceramic braces, $200 00 for diagnostic
study model and $ 1 75 00 for formol
consultation

bruirJife

„tS(f^

'

THE

#<*

^A/L ITE
AY & SATURDAY NIGHT

'^o

ofX^G'" PIERCE Mmom ^^^
¥ ^ Rockabilly, Blues, Swing and More... ^

FREE FOOD DAILY 5-7 PM
2030 Wilshire Bhrd. • Sahta Monlea • 829-2382

On Wilshire at
the comer of —
21st Street

For a aiiiqaQ

atmouiirare and a
n«w place to party

....Ut« op th« nlt« at

CA/LITETHEi

rGain Real iVorld Experience!

Dij)i}(Ba'9)3y(j)3 available at

iVestwood Student Federal Credit Union

0^^9rt«Ritias in:

Finance - Accounting - Marketing

Human Resources - Branch Operations

Benefits ieelude:

Networking - Convenient Campus Location

Looks "great** on Resume - Possible Advancement

Miiiiil
Wednesday. March 4, 1996

5:30 pm
124 Kerckhoff Hall

Westwood Student
Federal Credit Union

Smrving UCLA Stud9rtl» S Alumni

If you can't make the meeting, stop by the branch

and pick-up an application from the manager.

——I—
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advertising information

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: classifieds@medla.uda.eclu

Web: httpi/www.dailybruln.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Classified Disptor. (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:30pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additkmal word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

P-—-^ DI'C«VER 'mgf^z^
rMjs.'crCafcHj

L A ^

Deadlines
ClassifledUneAds:

1 worWng day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Ciassifled Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

atl2nobh.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please maite checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bniin.' We accept Visa,

MastCard, and DIscoyer credit cards.

Aitow 5 woridng days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad witti the merchandise you

are selling. TTiis makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan ttie ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simpty do not

respond to ads without prk;es.

• Avoid abbreviations—make you ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

tlie merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

The ASUCLA CommuntafloPi t»«iJ ft«y««)ports the University o» CaHornta

«*lth housing dberMnsHon praUwm, ctfM UCLA HoMing otto It (310) 82MZ71 or (^ ) appMr on-line «( Mpy/www4Mytrulaucii.sdu. nKWmrt on-line ic offtnd a* •

tuimiliii<«> »e<vtc«tewlo«nor»wm»nol |imi intw<l .

g^jj

announcements

1100-2600
wmmmmm

Akoholics Anonymous
Dinuiiiow, Fri. Step Study, 3517 AdwiMn
TWv leek Si«dy, 3517 AdwMOT

M/T/WIiii.DmIoIA^039
Wwl.lm.A3-029

DbMuion, Al IImm 12:10 - 1:00 pm

1800

RAISE $500 In one week. Fundraising op-

portunities available No finarKial obligation.

Great lor clubs For more informatton call:

888-51-A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, (acuity and stall benefit

from k}w-€Ost finarKial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at vww ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

••THl .;A.i . iwu,;.'. A., .,..'.!. S NO RC-
SPONSIBIUTY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

ARE YOU A...
Preppie'' Surfer? Gap? Babytaced All-Amer-

ican'' BisexuaP Curious'' Ctoseled Gay''

Nervous about your peers'' I've been there

Handsome. 15-year local professional, well-

built, physically fit, "stralght'-appearing.

healthy Bill 310-824-2433.

STRAIGHT/BI GUYS
Two guys, 26/28, seek third White/In shape

only, under 27 with personality Westwood

area. First lime okay/discreet/safe 310-474-

9650

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking (or people over 12 years ot age with

tnoderate ro severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be firurKially com-

pensated For rTK>re inlormation please call

Donna or Dalia 310-62B-6887.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuals who have experienced anorexia

personally (or thesis study Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Sonw recovery necessary Nikki: 310-471-

8032.

RwsMttniint

How do you

choose between a

an M-B.AJ

You don't have to. You can earn both in just

3 years through Golden Gate University's

streamlined J.DJM.BJi. program.

It's not too late to apply!^
Application Deadlines

April IS for full-tinne fall 1998

June 1 for part-time'(evening) fall 19^8

November 16 for full-time spring 1999

Contact us for an information packet:

phone: (4151 442-6630 fax: (415) 442-6631

e-mail: lawadmitOggu edu website: www.ggu.edu/iaw

GOIDhN GaI h Um\ hKs

School of Law

536 Miision Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Rcsotfcli StmlM

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or older Inter-

ested in a clinical research study?'' Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-

sated Call Dr Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

more information.
__i

EARN EXTRA CASHi Diagnosed carpel tun-

rv-.i syndrome patients needed for study. Myo
OiaonoettCT inc. 310-SS9-5500.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed

for study on migraine&behavk^r Partcipants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $10 win be offered after return o( com-

pleted questionare Qualified participants will

currentfy fuive mikl/no headache&have been

diagrNMWd by their doctors as having had

severe migrane in the past Leave

name&address 3lO-208-71B7vo<cemail557

HEALTHY MALES/FEIVlALES, 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nuclear Medicine Phy-

sicians. Small amounts of radioactivity.

$2S/hr plus parking Up to 4 hrs. 310-825-

1118

NONSIWIOKERS AND HEAVY TOBACCO
SMOKERS 30-50/yrs old needed for Re-

search Bronchoscopy $175 (2-visits) 310-

206-0396

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yr8

needed lor UCLA research study. Receive

$25 (or lab experiment and developmental

evaluatk}n, and get a scientidc learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 45-^(heatthy

or heart disease) wanted (or study on coro-

nary artery Disease-UCLA. $25/hr Up to 8
hours. 310-825-1118

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensatkjn up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient fK>urs, located

in Westwood Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you conskiered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. All races r^eeded Compen-
satwn $3.50000. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21-30. All into confidential Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as ar>onynrK>us egg donors. Ages 19-32. Egg
donors firxl it emotk>nally rewardlr>g to ftelp

arK>nyTTK>us infertile couples. $4,000 com-
pens'atk>n. Gail 1-888-411 -EGGS. Kellie

SneH, Creative Conceptkxi.

MEN: Donors needed for Inseminatkin pro-

gram Especially needed: Latinos. Jewish.

Italian, Afhcan-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensatkjn
provkled.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED! Loving

infertile couple is fK>ping to Und a compas-

sionate woman to help us have a baby
We're fK>ping for tomeone who lias bforxj or

brown hair arKj blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy, Intelligent, college student

or graduate Age 21-30 Thank you tor your

consideration. Compensation $3,500-

$5000-^expenses. If you can help us. please

can 1-800-886-9373 ext.6733.

r FIUPINQ OR CHINE$g

WOMEN NEEDED
as.anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

ennotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1<88»411-€GGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

e e e e

EGG DONORSH
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mlrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 income poten-

tial Call 1 -800-51 3-4343 Ext B-10105.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 irKome potential

Gall 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10105
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ANXIETY
Are you or Is someone you know 1 8-t- years old and suffering froin

Anxiety? You may qualify for an imp>ortant medical research study

if your symptoms iridude:

Excessive Worry . ,

._:....-_,_ - Feeling Tense or Irritable .^

* Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants rr>ay receive up to $800.00.
"

DEPRESSION
Are you or is someone you iaiow 1 8+ years old and suffering from
Depression? You may qualify for an important medical research

study if your symptoms include:

Loss of Interest or Pleasure

Sadness or Hopelessness

Sleep Disturl>ance

Qualified participants may receive up to $880.00.

At California Clinical Trials, a premier research facility, we are

focused on testing medications that could possibly improve lives

and lead to future medical breal<throughs. Qualified participants

will receive quality care from our research staff, a free basic physi-

cal exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solu-

tion and call now. ^ i„

TOLL-FREE

1 -888-CC-TRIAL
(l'888'228-7425)

California Clinical Trials

for sale

2700 - 4500

3900

^ Piano Rentals ^
"^ Low Monthly Rates x
•Hollywood Piano Rental Compan]^

213-462-2329 ^ ^••••••••••

ZSSb I
MACINTOSH LCII. Computer, printer and
monitor $350obo. 310-207-6588

POWERMAC 7100/66 32/1 GB, PowerBook

5300CS/100 24/500 (or sale. 0S8,
RAM/Speed Doubter, Monitor, Printer, Ether-

net, Modem, MS Office, more... $1000,

$1200.310-445-0081.

transportation

**wJ*

4500 - 5500

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS&FOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Queen8-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149 95 Free delivery Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89. Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150 Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

lor Sate

1988 HONDA CRX White Aif-condilioning

MPG49/54. Recent 30,000mile service New
brakes&seats. 5-speed. Clifford security sys-

tem. 155,000miles. Efficient car. $3,300. Da-

vid: 310-473-3334.

1989 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC,

four-door, original owner, 58,000 miles,

white, excellent condition, $3,750 310-474-

555

1992 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET, triple

white, leather seats, alarm, stereo, great

condition. Low miles, one owner. $7500 obo

3 1 0-858-6541

88 TOYOTA MR2. Must sell 5-speed, AC.

sunroof, extras. Super clean! $3,950 obo.

fcall Stephen, 818-504-1177

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS

CARS

FOR WNTR QTR 98
BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160. Lots

of Sociology books including; Sociology: 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy), Ml 50

(Soc of Ageing) & Ml 62 (Soc of gender)

An history 56 (reader only) Sokj at cheap-
er prk:e than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele aher 6PM

Classifletls

8252221

100/ 500 1980-1997 POLICE IMPOUND
Hondas, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities.

Must sell. 1-800-772-7470 ext 7111

CLASSIC AUTO
1963 CHEVROLET Corvair. Burgundy

w/black convertible top« interior B2 head-

lights, used in commercials, new white walls,

looks&runs great, priced to sell:$4700

JayO310-440-0745

HONDA CIVIC 1991, black. 4-door, automat-

f

te, power windows, A/C. Good condition, new
tires. 310-202-8334

'89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo. $10,900. Must
see. 310-879-1484

"90 MAZDA MIATA: Red, excellent conditon,

runs great, 5-speed. P/S, air, alarm, AM/FM
cassette, new speakers $6800. 213-656-

8579

STUDENT
TRAVEL

<•(*

- . vv

Honolulu $280
Cancun $484
Paris .$398

San Francisco .$76

London $428
PKkafles lie IMM fart based on douWe occupancy All farn tit

iDMd-mp (rem LAX Ta> not wclwM Snne restnaiom nty afpln

I (310) 824-1574
= 920 Westwood BWd.
5 www.sta-travel.cow

STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organization.

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

ggpeitickels

GREAT i Ui'. ot'fiiriU Ui .L./''..--. ..-.- .._kets.

LA to Orlando or Fort Lauderdale $200ea.

212-946-1173.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN AIR, CAR, HOTEL RESERVATION AT

httpJMww.prtsmaw9b. com/Oquatrav»l

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Internatonal Airfares

Tour Pacicages

Euroilpass

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

*Asio*Africo*Aust?Qlio*EuroM*Soutt) Americo*

*ln(lio*Cono(la*Mexb*Hawoli*

Pncas on subiKl 10 cMngt ««<oul Kiliot MxMaWy moy t»

iimiM and some nsiickons moy ocM P^ Tons

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 WHshke. Suitt 434, W9Slwood CA 90024

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34&up. 1-888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed.

Life ofthe Party!

Party on Ralph!

Actually the party now IS on Ralph!

Thanks for the memones Ralph

MOST UCLA students dnnk no more

4 when they party. So what?

So, students who dnnk 4 or less

better love lives, are happier wrth

relationships, and don't t)ecome the

"Life of the Party".

Now this

IS tun'

Ralph

here

was
tjemonst-

fshnq

his

uncanny
ability to

make a

total ass

ol

himself

Sure he

was fun

lor

awhile

The

Life 01

the

Party'

but then

Ralph

started

poundinq

down
the

brewskis

like a

bone dry

sea

sponge
It was
down
the

hatch

and

damn
the

torpettoes

' Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

part^and.

and by

{ovehe

was
going to

live a

little He
babbled

on and

on about

some
guy

named
Dick,

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

social-

ite.

This

Dick had

heard

that the

party

line was
long, but

it he

could

adhere

to the

dress

code he

could

flutter

about

dtsgusad

as a

social

butterfly

Hed
fight

class

struggle

world

wide

and hold

the

partying

back

until

spring

break,

fwhtn
he

would

party

hardy.

without

winding

down
bonoms
up in the

student

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 50%
5 Find the total

10 Secret writing

14 Actor Jannings
15 Relaxed
16 "— my word!"
17 Atnrvosphere

18 Provocative
starer

19 Mexican coin

20 Serene
22 Genetic copies
24 Dressed in one's

birthday suit

25 innpJement

26 Match
29 Priceless

33 Rang
35 Baseball stat

36 Lather

37 Pen's contents
38 Did an editorial

job
41 Mine output
42 Playwright —

Coward
44 Fleur-de

—

45 Appear
47 Tank filler

49 Fertile spots in

the desert

50 Machine's teeth

51 Deep tracks

53 Christmas decor
56 Gift ties

60 Nobleman
61 Durable
63 Writer — Stan-

ley Gardner
64 Ceremonial —

fire

65 Follow
66 Cartoonist

Goldberg
67 "— of the

D'Urben/illes'

68 Discourage
69 One of the tides

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BBJODDS [DQ(3 HBQI
A CIEIT 1 1 RA
R E L E N TlRlEIGmMlElNlTj
San DBCis ^a&

union'

I

When
Ralph

hnally

did shut

up

(actually

he

hnally

passed

out.

Ihank

God) he

once

again

became
the life

olthe

party

He

SQliSS

mam QiiQseja saiE

iLlAlYlTlllMii ILIEIAIGIUIEI

DOWN
1 Passion
2 River between

China and
Russia

3 Turkish coin

4 Heavy fabric

5 VocaMy
6 Stray calf

7 Child's toy

8 Avail oneself of

9 Prepare
(coffee)

10 Roof structures

11 Candid
12 Portion of

medicine
13 —Slaughter
21 Odd
23 "Iron Man"

Gehrig
25 Polynesian food

source
26 Mimicking
27 Columbus' port

28 Garden tools

T

29 Stanza
30 Oafs
31 Roomy
32 Light

swords
34 Ecstatic

39 Triumphs
40 Overact
43 Places
46 Oriental

48 House site

51 Scoundrel
52 Wedding-party

member
53 Shed tears

54 Actress
Martha —

55 Makes a
mistake

56 Coating on iron

57 Factual
58 Part of a

fan>ous
palindrome

59 Ooze
62 Individual

Try

[For a good (une cal Student Heath Educaun.
|

helped a

Uteranue

maior

polish

up on

her

prose

with a

pretty

per

maneni
pen

When
Ralph

didni

quite

make it

to the

'little

boys
room, a

^^ photo

-

loumahsm

student

was
there to

bravely

capture

his little

accident:

and a

premed
princess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
'wont
rub off

"

lipstick

on

Ralph*

What a

chump
Hey

Ralphi

Most

UCU
students

drink

lour or

less

when
they

party

Some
don t

drink at

all

Ralph

drinks

too

much
He

should

dnnk

less He
should

talk loss

tou He
should

bathe

more
too' Not

to

mention

his

breath

It's your

life, so

pany or

RalBhl—
Ju(t

rcmem
ber

When
you've

done 4

you're

done.

Need extra cash? Sell something!
Displa'
206-:

.'^ H'-ikHj^ '.—.J'i'-J:!
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It's a Good Time to

Go Greek! -^^^

Ct<*»f Tic/U<». Or«*.< AJv^cc

"Multis;joff AJventUftt"

$310
"Hiking Adventure"

*356
"New York i^p[orer"

;)lus airfare $ O 1 5

Fares are suukt to cnamge. RESTRiaioNS*

CCTIKNOIN^

'x

..••.-,-
,

Every year, more women choose
to join the largest women's
organization on campus.

Isn't it time you checked it out
~for yourself?

The UCLA Panhellenic Sororities
invite the women of UCLA to

our Spring Open Houses,
Tuesday, April 7- Thursday, April 9

from 6:00 - 9:00 pm.

QEE: Coancil on Inlermlioaal

I UucatMoal Exchange

.10904 Lindbrook Drive
Los Angeles

,

(310) 208-3551

,1020 Westwood Boulevard
Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

1

6300
LegalIUMm / fttionieys

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green
cards, visas, worV permits, labor certification,

deportation. Reasonable rates. Attorney Ge-
offrey Cfiin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

BEST MOVERS 213-263-2378 Licensed,

insured Lowest rates. Fast, courteous, and
careful. Many students tDoved for $98. Lic.-

T-163844 NO JOB TOO SMALL!

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688 SR LV, SD. AZ. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Experienced, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available Jerry.

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

C3
X

<

Pick up a schedule and sign up
on Bruin Walk

Ninth and Tenth Weeks!

guestions? CaU Carey at 443-3621

1> AEO ik AAn i^AAA i^V AF i> KAO i^KA
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DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. CaU Jean at

310-476-4154

LEAST EXPENSIVE guitar lessons $ia/hr.

my home or $23/hr your home. Acous-
tic&electric. Jules: 310-398-2480.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classk:al Music- European Instnictof- Inter-

national teaching experierx:e. All Ages/Lev-
els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad 10-years
European operatic experience Free the
beauty of your voice through good vocal
technique SAOfhr 310-470-6549

services

5800 - 7300
wmmtmmmmmmmm

WsbbSAML

/lllstate
\biA« in 0ood hands.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
C2 bika'. So. of Wllshilrg)

GUYS&GALS DATES
1-900-407-7781 •Xt2343 $2 99/min Over
18. Sen/e-U 619-645-8434.

STUDENT LOANS
Ch6ose University Credit Union to fund your
Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http://www ucu org

STUDENT LOANS, GRANTS AND SCHOL-
ARSHIPS! 888-385-1326.

ALONE _ ::-JSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confklential counseling Anxiety,

depression, relationships Hypnotherapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples West-
wood Village. Carole Chasin MA, MFCC
310-289-4643

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENERGY* All-natural, safe, effec-

tive Average 5-10 lt)8.Ayeek 30-day money
back guarantee 1 -800-600-0343 ext 1 726

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devetoping/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes
sional help, competitive edge from national

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning
prose. Theses, papers, personal statements
DavW 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

FREE FOOD/ENT
—http://www.thelaweb com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING,
ENTERTAINMENT and EVENTS Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL, Word Processing,
and complete resunw servKes 213-444-
2033

-T'

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity Call rww: i-

800-532-8890

Classifieds

825-2221

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don t want

your business All drivers Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request the

"Brum Plan" 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexkx) Live with family. 2week8-
$411. . 4weeks-S785: Shours class/day.

room-f3meal8/day. CALMECAC. CaHxto 2,

Guanajuato. Gto. 36000 Mexico, mo-
dem560qui)0te ugto mx

Great deals everyday

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans

Law offk:es of White & Assoc (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/310-207-2089.

GREEN CARD
FOR WORKS VISAS and green cards call

experienced immigratk)n attorney. Reason-
able rates and free consultations. Call 213-

251-9588 lor attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive WAY!
Visas, Work Permits, & Latxjr Certification A
California Corporation Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist Call: 310-459-9200.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al

Pemnal SMsmsnls. PnpoHls and Bocta.

Sharon B—r, WiD. (310) 47&««62

Research, WriUng, EdiUng

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

StudenU Welcome. Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F I0:00am-5:00pm

Dispia
206-301
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PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028 Pager
213-344-7581 http://www online-

labs.com/danni/res/index.htm

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school. Post-Ph D. Wj^ 310-398-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr, avoid high agency

costs. Most subjects, all grades Specialize

In writing and LSAT. CaH Melanie @ 31 0-442-

9565.
.

SPANISH LESSONS Experienced. Master

degree. One on one. At your home. $25/hr

First class free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher. PhD offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence. History. Foreign Students- Weteome.

Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

FRENCH NAilVt, IfcACHER WANTED for

private lessons, $20/hr. Call Stellose310-

453-1066.

10+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
/Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-
TIONS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES
ACE AWARDS, ETC 310-820-8830

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

PAo
KMIp

WORD PHOCbSblNb lypmy. pfootmg.

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me
Rushes Student discount 818-830-1546

employment

7400 - 8300
wmmmmmm

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to" books, reports, arnf manuals. Call

for free info-pack!! 1-800-466-9222, ext

7891 . 24hr8.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1000WK PH", F/T Set your own
hours No experierKe necessary. Will train

Free Information 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269

Classifieds

825-2221

GMM Cato Waiitsd

kids&have experience, for West LA family

Saturday night&other hours as needed. Call

TracyO310-470-7019

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING, P/T 3-

7pm, W&Th. Must drive 2 children, 11&15
310-277-7195.

CHILD CARE/MOTHER'S HELPER for 9-

year-olcl girl. Hours: 2:30-8pm, M-F, in Santa'

Monica. Upbeat, enjoy chidren, likes sports

Car not necessary but must have clean driv-

ing record. Call Linda©310-785-5150.

COMPANION NEEDED for 2 fun girts (14

and 11). 1-2 days/wk. $8/hr. Homework asst;

driving required Call Kate. 310-454-6437

DRIVER/AFTER-SCHOOL CARE Compan-
ion for 13-year oW giri. Fridays and either

Tuesday or Thursday. Call Pat 310-287-

1 470, evenings.

MOTHER'S HELPER Tue-Fri, 4pm-9pm.
Sat, 12pm-5pm. Light cooking, cleaning,

watching kids. $8-10/hr 310-202-0172.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Tuesday-Thursday-

Friday from 3:30-6:30pm. Must have car

Brentwood area. $8/hour 310-395-0623

PARTTIME SITTER, Mon, Wetf, and/or Fri

for 2 and half yr-old/lx)y. Experience, local

references, and CDL required. 310-454-

7490.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny

for active 5-yr-old boy. References required

310-573-9393 aftneroons and evenings M-F

TUTOR/SITTER FOR 9 year old boy. 3-5

days 3:30-7:30 In Brentwood References

please. Call Mary 310-826-8940

WANTED NANNY- 4days/wk. For 2 children

ages 6&8. Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area. Pay negotiable.

Norma©310-859-0345 between 10am-6pm.

W/^MTED Regular Saturday night babysitter

for fun boys, 6 and 9 years, occasional

weeknites too Santa Monica $8/hr. 310-

393-8978.

WANTED- Companion for llyr old tx)y from

4-7pm. 2-3day8/wk. Need own trarisporta-

tion. WLA. References required. Dave: 310-

752-2130.

•ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility) Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-S9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquines:Fax:31 0-395-

0509

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-783-8279.

"RECEPTIONIST"
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nk:e attitude

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

office in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefit. Please call: 310-826-7494

ACOUNTING/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT with computer skills P/T Flexible

hours Pacific Palisades We are national

flower shippers 310-230-0811

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company in Santa Monica. Must t)e com-

puter literate (Quicken/Quick Book a plus)

F/T, P/T. benefits. Hourly rate. Fax resume
310-788-0644.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-time late spnng. Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week 310-472-7474 ext 110

ASSISTANT POSITION available. Full-time

for modeling agency. Call 310-276-8100.

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCERS: Santa Moni-

ca based entertainment firm seeking well or-

ganized self-starter. Skill sets required: de-

tail-oriented, computer literate Great oppor-

tunity Fax resume Blue Water Entertain-

ment 310-458-0247

ATTRACTIVE. SELF MOTIVATED, women
needed for lingerie modeling No nudity Ex-

cellent compensation!! Will not interfere

w/studies Christine081 8-545-8855 Ext 3

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY!
Immediate part-time position available in

prestigious Beverly Hills silven^iare store.

Responsible for all shipping& receiving;

store maintenance&cleaning Schedule

flexible to suit your hours $8 50/hr 30

hrs/wk Please contact Christofle 9515

Brighton Way. Beverly Hills 310-858-8058

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve classes, 1-2 week

classes, 310-973-7974 International Bar-

tender's school

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS Day camp,

M-F at Private Club Experience+personali-

ty+-t- Theatre Arts, Music&Drama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come. MUST be ensrgetk:, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98 Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr+commission learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica office. 310-394-

3364, Scott. FAX 310-656-2434

CAMP COUNSELORS
WESTWOOD RECREATION COMPLEX
seeks camp counselors for kids ages 5-12

Must be at least 18. Experience preferred,

not required $7/hr., minimum 32

hours/week. June 22-Aug 28. Call Caroline

at 310-473-3610.

CARETAKER. Look after 76yr old man Ex-

ercise, take to pool. Must drive w/insurance.

P/T Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402

CARRIER- M-F. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Must
have reliable car and proof of insurance and
general office skills as well. Paul or Sandi:

714-571-0227.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and musk: videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open txxjies of water

and/or contained pools Will supervise child-

ren's water time at the ocean shore. MUST
have proof-of-certification&strong leadership

skills. MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day. Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

COMPUTER DATABASE SKILLS. Filemaker

Pro preferred. UCLA Pulmonary Dept. clini-

cal trial. Up to 20hrs/week. $11.00/hr. Fax re-

sume to 310-794-8071

.

COMPUTER skills, many positions, pro-

gramming, web, tech. Flex, hours, Santa Mo-

nica kx:ation. 310-453-7098 Steve.

COMPUTER/TELECOM
Fast growing internet company looking for

custorrwr service reps. Part-time 6am-10am
M-F, 6pm-midnight M-F, Friday&Saturday

posititons for nrwjnight to 8am or aH iKXjrs. In-

cludes phone sales and tech support. Com-
puter experience preferred. In Westwood,

minutes from campus Fluency in FrerKh,

German or Spanish a plus. Fax resume; J.

Rowlands 310-966-1802.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym. nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working with children. 310-

472-7474x110.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the finarKial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.j)rg

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours,

Fkjwer shipper needs dependable workers

$8/hr Vehrcle provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

F/T WRITER for immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented Self-starter

Excellent writer No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed lor

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sessions. No
experience necessary Earn up to $900/day

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK for WLA medical office 6-8

hours/v^ $6/hr. Wilshire/Federal Call Chris,

310-477-0501.

FILE-CLERK and some appointment sched-

uling in dental office in Westwood P/T, M-Th,

12-6pm. $7/hr. 310-208-4036.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT/ACCOUNTING
P/T WLA. Call for details. 310-478-0591

.

Flexible hours
FILING ASST PT Century City firm. Light

phones/typing Heaving filing. Fax resume to

Margarite Fox 310-785-1464

FLYERING; Part-time positions available at

$6/hr Posting flyers on campuses. Set your

own hours 310-838-2331.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST P/T. fast-

paced WLA dental offrce Filing, answering

phones, general duties. Articulate, profes-

sional, nee attitude Call Theresa; 310-208-

6813^

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer frame is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley. Ventura, Camarillo.

Malibu, or SIml Valley Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol com

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA. Conversation only Flexible hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$ 310-477-9871

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Work outdoors

with children WLA Day Camp Coun-

selors+lnstructors: swimming, archery, ten-

nis, ptiotography, muski-t-environmental edu-

cation Call 310-399-2267

Models Needed Mow
No experier)C8 required

For catalog, printwork. magazines, movies
video and tv commercials
Men and Women of all ages

- ^biXi^ - Free Consultatk)n

WSm̂ mr CALL MODEL DIVISION
HBfflBBBg' 310.659.4855

Searching for Models Fresh Foces

Men and Women for

commercial, catalog
& p>rint ads

$150 to $250 per hour
* Beverly Hills *

* No Fee •* No Exfjerience
(310)-273-2566

Pf'tilf;!^

Velconie

Models/Actors
Are you looking to be

a model, actor, or
extra? If so, call:

International
Casting Agency

(213)340-3749

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES Is hinng

student and non-student workers. Flexible

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk $6 36/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HOTEL DESK CLERK PT or FT. Westwood
Village Boutique Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones,
Part time. Good pay for the right person
Language experience plus 310-475-5556

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately Rapidly expand-
ing. No experience necessary. Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664.

LAB ASSIST/ADMINi'STRATIVE ASSIT F/T

in a busy office. Ability to juggle many duties,

attention to detail necessary. Experience
w/computers a plus. FAX resume to Liz; 310-

443-5258.

parents
^oBUYyou

bruioKfeYEARBOOK

Understanding that a college student's

"cash flow" is an oxymoron, Bruinlife has

a proposition to make. We propose a grand

idea: asking your parents to buy you a

Bruinlife Yearbook to save you some cash.

After all, what's another $48 dollars to

spend on their loving child, after footing

* ^ ^ the bill for reg. fees?

IVIore Bruins turn to the daWy 5r//m than any other newspaper.
Dispia*
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p^^^^^^^ BBCT
Retciil SciIgs

Full-time/Parl-time sales of

designer wedding & evening gowns.

Solory, Connmission, Bonuses.

CALL Pouline at (310) 474-7808

LAB ASSISTANT Temp, P/T for busy Androl-

ogy Lab in Westwood area. AvailaWe 9am-

1pm. Duties irKlude greeting clients, filing,

and maintaining supplies Spanish speaking

a plus Qualifications to Donna Fax 310-

443-5258

LAB HELPER lOtirsAivk © 8 49/hr General

latx)ratory maintenance including chemical

labeling&washing of glassware, etc. Able to

lift up to 401b. Fax resume to Carl; 310-268-

4708.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT PH needed

Psychology student/work study eligible pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268-4498

LASEfl TECHNICIAN for laser hair rerrraval

company in BH RN or PA (or soon-to-be

graduate) Male prefered. Friendly, detail-ori-

ented, will train $20-23/hr. 310-247-0999.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1998 1 -800-

305-4415, huntd©cc umanitoba ca

MEDICAL BILLING/BOOKKEEPER. F/T or

P/T near Wilshire Blvd and Highland Ave.

2 1 3-634-7304^

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FULL TIME RESEARCH ASSISTANT need-

ed for UCLA Pulrrronary Dept. clink»l trial

Duties iriclude subject recruitment, interview-

ing, forms completion and data entry

$11.00/hr. Fax resume to 310-794-8071.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTfONARY NEW PROGRAMI Start

right away! All types-18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Progfsm for free medial! Call-

24/hrs 21 3-850-441

7

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry, wikJ life

preserve, concessionaires. firefight-

ers&more Competitive wages+toonefits Ask

us how! 517-324-3093 Ext n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed lor 20-

30hrs/wk $7 00-8.50/hr Fax resumes to

310-470-1678 or mail to Box 574, 11301

Olympic Blvd., #121, Los Angetes. 90064

OFFICE ASSISTANT- 9-6 Phones, Word

Perfect, MS Word, shipping Car a must'

$24,000/year + insurance. Fax resume to

Kime310-230-2301

UCLA Annual Fund

$8.10/HR.PIM BONUS
MiO TMMM •COMBWn KMOUUM

(Sun -Thnis towdngi. 2 iMfti on SM. t Stin iflwnoont)

Contact Cados Gomu
311-714-0277

1083 6ay1«y Avenue 4tfi floor, Westwood
we are able to otfer work study

OFFICE ASSISTANT $8/hr Next to campus

Flexible hours Small law office. Light typing

310-441-0966

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutonng agency

in Pacific Palisades seeks offk* help 130-

6;30, M-Th $10/hr Must be reliable/profes-

skjnal Tutonng abilities a plus. 310-636-

7102^

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED West-

wood driving and traffic school Part-time Fri-

day, Saturday, and Sunday Call for informa-

tion 31 0-824-4444

OFFICE WORK- Brentwood residence Fil-

ing, computer, and light bookkeeping $9/hr

310-440-0821

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job Earn $100 or more per day Must

have own car Call Michael 310-397-6869

PART TIME FILE CLERK 30hr/\wk Busy

medical office located at UCLA Hours flexi-

ble Great lor students $7/hr Call 208-2772

PERMANENT F/T FILE CLERK-$8Air Mon-

Fri, 9am-5:30pm. Small immigration law firm

in Century City Computer literate, good

phone skills, file, phones Position includes

all other job related duties Begins ASAP
310-553-6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-

vate training opportunity 5 days/week, M-F

6am start $500/month Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PT GENERAL OFFICE
9am- 1pm, M-F $8.50/hr Realty/mortgage

company Sherman Oaks. Good comput-

er/customer servce skills 818-771-5702

PT/FT CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT

needed at WLA VA medical center. Depart-

ment of Ane8thesk>k)gy Tasks irKlude data

collection and transcriptwn of case report

forms. Knowtedge of bask: medical terminol-

ogy necessary. Contact Dr. Richard Chen at

310-268-3221.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

Mon-Fri. No experier>ce required Phones,

computers, 'Excellent salary/benefits West-

LA Be part of a fantastk: teami 310-476-

4205.

Classifieds
825-2221

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY needed p/t

for management company, call 818-981-

8701

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet

food in BH. Sales oriented, people person

wanted to manage small exciting shop. Man-

agerial and sales experience a must. Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm. 213-939-

1148^

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
Children book knowledge req. WLA 310-

559-2665.

SECRETARY, P/T Santa Monca doctor's of-

fk:e. Excellent computer&typing skills. Avail-

able immediately. Fax resume&salary re-

quirements to; 310-451-0446.

SHOWROOM SALESPERSON needed for

high-end furniture line, must have interior

design background. Must know Macintosh

computer/Mink:ad 7 program Experience

w/furniture layout&floorplans. Call

Ana© 310-837-7799.

STUDIO REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed Working

w/other students. Great P/T / F/T work. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports

Club Palo Alto, CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY; Professwnal couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy. $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED

APPOINTMENT SETTING for Established

Firm. Requirements; Effective Communica-

tkxi Skills, Intentwn to Succeed. Excellent

Working Conditions, Flexible Hours. Call

Bart)ara at 800-475-5768.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED For several pro-

jects. All languages Italian, Japanese,

Chinese, Dutch, etc Call 310-318-1352 or e-

mail resume DTrelfaOaol.com

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed in WLA
law firm. 60+vypm and know Word Pertect

Flexible hours $9-$12/hr Please fax resume

attn; Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871 *_

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE Great pay, flex hrs

Will ¥wrt< around your school schedule. 818-

344-1294^

WANTED- DATA ENTRY $6.00-$8.00i^hour

(DOE) Morning and evening shifts Conatct

Ali; 310-899-0075

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS;
ChiWren's weekend program at beach pri-

vate club. Occasional weekday evenings!'

MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, with lead-

ership skiNs. MUST be available to work

weekends 6/l5/98-Labor Day Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to tfie devetopmentally disabled Call

Dwioht Istar*'^"'''^" =" oiR-'^'' 1.^400 oxi i?q

IT inrir mii'TM'MifiiMI liriffi

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSIC/NEW MEDIA CO. looking for stud-

ents who love to Dance/ Electronk; music!

Must be organized and have good communi-

cation skills. School credit Fax resume; and

availability to Aprit021 3-466-5121

.

Part Time Job-
good pay

Prod. Co. looking to hire

people to scout models

and actors for new

project.

Call now: (213) 340-3786

forllairt

ff'^'Pin

$575 LARGE SINGLE
WLA/CENTURY CITY. Large-single w/full

kitchen&bathroom. Upper. No on-site man-

ager. Awesome place! Call 310-446-6232

immediately. Available April.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

apartment, ideal for roommates. Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to

campus. 818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER. $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO

BUS. 310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD: Spacious 2 bedroom apart-

ment $1050/mo. Great kx:ation. Low agent

fee 310-395-1284

MALCOLM in WLA- Large Ibdrm/lbath.

$795/fTK). Hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor, partying, laundry, and pool. 818-995-8866

Ext 309

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdmT/4-bath. 3-level

townhouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954

Beethoven St 310-391-1076. '

NEAR UCLA. Furnished room and private

l)ath in tv«)-story home. Available March 1

Kitchen privileges. $500/rTX) including utili-

ties. 310-475-5125.

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Nice, 2bdrm/1ba

apartment Quiet building, hardwood floors,

refngerator and stove. $750/mo. $700 secur-

ity deposit 310-458-7726.

PALMS $975 Large 2-bdrm/2-bath, security,

fireplace, laundry, appliances. Near

shops/freeway 310-836-6007

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet builkjing,

pool, frig, stove. $525 310-836-1424.

PALMS $1045 2-bed-2-bath 2-story town-

hon>es. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Farls Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager

PALMS. $1050. Large 1-bdrm. 1.5-bath.

Loft, fireplace, bateony. private sundeck,

NC. new carpet/Vyl-Near shops/fwy 310-

836-6007

FILM PRODUCER-seeks c.;--^ :i. - -

learn script devek>pn>ent activities in S.M. of-

fce NO-PAY. good opportunity to leam 310-

260-1405 or fax 310-260-1406

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT INTERN Gain

valuable finance & Wall Street experience

Great resume bulkier. Westwood location

Fred Ay

a

2i 310-23^-2132

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed Promotions to pakl status guar-

anteed Call 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns Please contact Cher-

yl at 310-31 3-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/offk:e detail&people!

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-27S-9794

INTERNS NEEDED at a productton man-

agement company Please caH; 310-445-

1621 Ask (Of Chad To start immediately

MARKETING AND STATISTIC INTERN-

SHIPS available $8-12/hr Great opportunity

to design, implement, and analyze marketing

surveys Convenient Sherman Oaks loca-

tion Dave ©81 8-902-5400

Gorgeous
Penthouse apt.
in Beverly Hills to
share with music
teacher. Second
bedroom has a

mirrored wall length
closet - great view. tv.

1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Female only. Cai! Ruth

at (310)^71-1939
Great Central location.

$500/month

'^

* PALMS *
2BD.2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE. ^^,
ALARM IN UNIT ^^®**

• 3614 PARIS
(310) 837-0906

480, 38A,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME. FIREPLACE

GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460 48A

GATED GARAGE .ALARM IN UNIT

t 3954 BssMkww SI $1795

(310)391-1076
Sa OpanHouMMon - Sat . 10 5 ,J

Great deals everyday.

PALMS. $1795. 4-bd+lott, 3-ba. 3-level town-

house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westvwod Blvd. 310-391-1076

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

3 1 0-837-706V

SANTA MONICA guest apartment.

Ibdrm/lba. with hardwood ftoors. Will con-

sider pets. Rent control. Low Agent Fee.

$725/mo. 310-395-1284

SANTA MONICA: 2bdrm/2ba. $1107.14.

Great Location. Low Agent Fee 310-395-

1284.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and

Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT

www.westsiderentals.com

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550. Some/w

utilities included, laundry, nice area, and

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850 Many with gated

entry/parking, /V/C, large, uppers, and more

2-bdrms $795-$1295. Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo writh parking, laundry and more.

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building.

Hardwood fk>ors. Stove+refrigerator. 900-sq

ft, 1-bdrm. Locked private garage $975. 508

Midvale. 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-bdrm w/view, washer/dry-

er in unit, 2-bath Microwave oven, remgera-

tor, fireplace, very bright, 21-sq.foot-jacuzzi

31 0-475-0807.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1BDRM. 5-MIN

WALK TO UCLA AVAILABLE NOW AND
FOR SPRING/SUMMER RENTALS! 11088

OPHIR DR. $1BDRM-$925. 310-208-8881.

WESTWOOD 1 MIN from UCLA. Single.

$750. Gated complex. Pool. Laundry. All util-

ities pakj. 1 yr lease. 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-

3bdrnn/3bath spacious townhouse. Tile entry.

3 secured parting spaces. $1850 310-286-

1288.

WESTWOOD: 1-bdrm. Across street from

UCLA. Near buses, shops. Carpet, fur-

nished, dishwasher, laundry. 3 peopte o.k

Short-term ok, $1045/mo 310-208-7190

WESTWOOD: Single with small kitchen.

$650/rTK) Great location Low agent fee.

3 1 0-395-1284

WLA- 2bdrm-1bath. upper, large kitchen,

stove, hardwood, patkj. Between Federal

and Barry. 11617 Gateway $795/nfK)nth

Katherine 310-399-1506.

\MX\ VISTA. $625/month. Ask about tree

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio, bart)ecue area Quiet-building

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students Suitable for two. Definite must

see! 1525 Sawtelle Bf. 310-477-4832.

BRENTWOOD Pnme k)cation, 2-bdrm/2-

bati. SpacK>us, fireplace, security building

Secority parking. $1450 310-398-1139

SANTA MONICA guest apartment

Ibdrm/lba with hardwood floors Will con-

sider pets. Rent control Low agent fee

$725/mo 310-395-1284

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm Private detached,

new guesthouse in beautiful home Pool and

spa use and free cable. $97S/mo iricludtng

utilities 310-474-2708.

WESTWOOD. Clean, studto. Very private,

big room, very bright. Close to UCLA Small

refrkjgerator Easy partdng. Prefer student

$47S/mo. 310-474-3139.

WLA adorable guesthse. Completely fur-

nished Garden view. Studio w/k>ft. $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

SEEKING PbACh & PHI VA<.,T Ou.ei grad-

student couple w/references seeks small

house w/yard for April 1 Will do yard

work/maintenance. 818-980-3341

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Sunday Bateony for

sunsets. Spacious, sunny. 4bdrm/2bath

house w/additional large den w/separate en-

trance Fireplace, large living room, dining

room, dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, wash-

er/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail Marchlst.

528-3rd St $3300 310-571-0293

II
O'Melveny & Myers ^

Law Firm
\ \ ,Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079
»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»#»»^
HHIlii

mODIR \nlr I^Rn

bL L--.. ''.•', I- " .je&charm-

ing 3t)drm Spanish duplex. Pnvate bath&en-

trance. Hard wood, jacuzzi+yard. $800 in-

cludes all utilities, kitchen+house privileges

3 1 0-782-9674.

BEVERLY HILLS-Furnished private

bdrm/bth and entry. Light laundry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA students pre-

ferred $500/mo. 310-271-8811.

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bdrm apt w/male

Move in March or /Vpril 1, $407.50/month

11651 GortiamAve. CallJason or Greg. 310-

207- 1 683^

BRENTWOOD: SHARE LARGE HOME with

single nrrom and two kkJs. Female non-smok-

er. No pets. $70a/mo. 310-395-0623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

partying, full kitchen, large bateony with view

$595/rT>o. Avail starting April 1st. Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran-fOhto). Please call Nick

310-479-0789

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT In 4-

txfrm house. $385 -f 1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privUeges. Call 310-836-8774.

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/ shared bath. 3mile6 to

campus. Garden, spack>us> sunny. Wash-

er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking

$435/MO. 310-826-6705.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX. Charming furnished

t)edreoom Large ctosets, shelves. Utilities

included. Kitchen privileges. 5-miles East ol

UCLA $375/mo 213-939-2772.

WLA 1 room w/bateony in spacious 3-level

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no

drugs Clean, quiet, responsible Avail now
$440/nfK). Part«ing. 310-204-5661.

WLA, NEAR UCLA $495/mo Large room

5bath Off-street partying. Quiet area, good

for UCLA student. Female preferred. N/S. l

800-404-6202

WLA-Own room in 3-bdrm apt. 2miles from

campus Close to bus stops. $371/mo. 310-

478-0256.

WLA.. Student w/infant needs clean, quiei

N/S feoiale roommate. Own room/bath, com
puter labs/pool facilities 10-mi. UCLA, bus

lines. $402.50/utllities-f deposit. 310-313

1882.

^lliiMiiiiiatet-Prtvito Rooni

Spanish duplex Responsible, fun-lovmg

nonsmoking female preferred $460/mo+

utilities^ deposit Avail April 1st. 310-859

7403 or 310-271-4322

BRENTWOOD- $725/mo. Graduate student

needs roommate .n must see 2-story

2bdrm/2bath townhouse Cable, laundry, se

curity entry, parking, etc. Sean031 0-207

7327.

MAR/VISTA $435/negotiable Clean, spa

cious rm+ba in must see 2bdrm/2t)a 2-storY

townhouse Available ASAP-July-or-longer

H4/F/okay. lOmin-UCLA, 5qjin-beach, baico

ny, gated-parking, full-kitchen, JoeO310-

737-0077.

IWIARINA DEL REY/VENICE Roomate need

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house. 3 bkx;ks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard

wood floors $550/mo>utilittes. Call Jeff 310

656-7190 Of 310-301 -7853<night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Vtetor

Ian townhouse 2bdnTV1bath, upper w/ga

rage Full kitchen. Washer/dryer Brand new

carpet, iwlonth to Month $400-fhalf utilities

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

RANCHO PARK Pteo/Overtand 4-bdrnV3

bath, Spanish-style house Backyard, bateo-

ny, high ceilings, open, roomy. Month-lo

month $500 Female tenant wanted. Patn

da: 310-558-4701.

RMMT- OWN LOFT
WESTWOOD $550 LOFT Next to campus

Apartmeni/kitchen furnished, toft semi-fur

nished. Pool/gynVspa Prefer roommate: le

male or clean male student 310-824-4586

Displa'
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OLYMPIC
From page 31

going to be doing for the next few

years," Payne said. "It was disbelief at

first and once 1 finally realized it was

going to go, I got nervous about mak-

ing this year's national team. I'm

going to give 1 10 percent into qualify-

ing and doing well in the Olympics."

Besides Payne and Simmons, who
are very likely to be included in the

national team again this year, their

current coach also heads the national

team. After slipping to eighth place at

the recent world championships with

the previous head coach, the national

team members are determined to

improve and make one of the six

Olympic spots at the 1999 FINA Cup.

"I think it'll be a lot better with

Guy," Simmons said. "He's such an

awesome coach and he knows so much
about the game. He'll bring a lot to the

program."

"We're still focused on

the collegiate team

because we want to be

national champions."

Coralie Simmons
Water polo piaymaker

Payne agrees.

"I think we're finally going to have

the leadership we need," Payne said.

"Our overall level of play is going to

improve and the national team will be

so much better with him. We're going

to win!"

So the door has finally opened.

Much work still needs to be done, but

the willingness is there. Antiapation is

lively and determination is even liveli-

er. As for now. however, all the Bruin

members of the national team are pri-

oritizing toward their successful colle-

giate season.

"We're still focused on the colle-

giate team because we want to be

national champions again," said

Simmons.

That brings up an interesting ques-

tion. With the same head coach, and

same intensity of winning desire and

dedication from its team members,

what's going to be different between

the national and collegiate water polo

experience? ^T
"None," Payne simply replies.

"Same game."

VOLLEYBALL
From page 32

Although Loyola has one

player that averages half an

ace a game, UCLA has three

players that do the same.

Setter Brandon Taliaferro

averages .57 aces a game
while Adam Naeve and Ben

Moselle average .5 aces a

game.

Scates has said that the

serving advantage should be

given to UCLA. The Bruins

are outserving their oppo-

nents 2.3 to .7. In addition, the

flexibility in the lineup makes

it difficult for opponents to

plan its own strategy since

one ever knows which lineup

will be on the court.

RUGBY
From page 28

Fen§ke laughs, adding: "It would

be totally offensive to either team if it

didn't happen. Either go out for some
beer, or sit around and talk over some

food."

Have we stumbled upon yet anoth-

er difference between the men's and

women's game?

She laughs.

Though turnout for the games has

never made fans pressed for space,

these women don't mind, Fenske

says. . > . .

•'

"Some people who react negatively

to (a hard-hitting women's sport) have

other issues; they have some couch

work to do?* .
^^ " -^~

7 '

To find out more about Yemen's rugby,

call Jill Fenske at (310) 371-0016.

AtVfA. » ^.A^ j«*i.

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-txJrm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own t)edroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional. Contact 310-209-1607.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate needed to

share 2-bdmrV2-slory townhouse Includes:

private-bedroom, garage parking, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities.

IS-nnin from campus! $400/mo Please call

ASAP e 1-909-946-1 145.

WEST LA, ctose to UCLA4t>eaches. Own
bathroom in a 3t>drm/3bth townhome.
Includes dishwasher, fireplace&parking.

Male preferred, $425/mo. 310-207-1653.

WESTWOOD- Male/Female to share

2t)drm/2bath apt.. Large, beautiful master

t)edroom. Washer/dryer inside Gated ga-

rage. 310-206-1165 or after 6pm 310-474-

1360.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus housing & University-owned

apartment spaces, undergrad and graduate.

Convenient locations, meal plans. Call 310-

825-4271.

:piiiiWiiilw»4Hiii«i gown
WtSTWOOD-Female roointTiaie wanloO lu

share a large room in a 2-bdrm apt. Fully fur-

nished with secured parking. $470. 310-824-

1370.

WESTWOOD. Share room in large 2t)drm

apartment. Easy-going, relaxed, quiet at-

nwsphere, underground parking. (350/mo.,

1st&last-f$150 deposit. Move-in ASAP, 310-

443-9726

WESTWOOD Spnng quarter sublet 555
Glenrock. Female to share furnished room in

2-bdrm/2-bath Security buiWing/pari^ing.

Availabfe April. $387/(tk>. 310-443-9977.

WLA l^^ove in today. Share cod Itxlrm apt

w/male UCLA student. PicoiPurdue

$337.50t-1/2 util. Leave message. 888-751-

4315.

WbSrwooO. 2people to share Itxhm/lba

in 2txJrm/2ba apartment Secured building

and parking. Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bateony $375ea. 310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD, Gayley. Female roommate
wanted for spring/summer $392/rTK). Full

bath, furnished optional, parking, secure

buiWing. Call Danielle or Loretei: 310-209-

4933.

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos-fnew 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. market. Security 909-

737-9203.
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BROADCAST STATIONS

A :: Century Cable B - Channel Name

6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

11

13

34

d)

28

11

13

25

(E CBS News

NawtX

BevarlyHilU, 90210
"Castles m the Sand" X
Science
Guy

News S

Family
KHchwi

Real TV (In

Stereo) X
Boy
WorMX

K>)i:

Men

NewsX

Family
Matters X
Business
Report

fWWS L&i

NBC News

Frash
Prtnca

Ent
Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) JE

NMrahourWmi,
LetwerX

ABCWId Jeopardy!
X

Hard Copy
X

Hollywood

SeMeld
The Pie" X
Life and
Times

Wrieel Of

FoftuneK

NBA Basketball: Los Angeles Clippers at Houston Rodcets. From
the Summit. (Live)

LWng
SJncfix

RicMLaka Vain people

unable to commit.

Primer hnpecto

Home
Improve.

Martin "The
Gift Rapper"

Noddas'S:

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouX

Home
Improve.

FraeierOn
Stereo) X
Esmeralda

Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

JAG "Chains of

Command" (In Slereo) X
Mad About
YouX (In Stereo)

Buffy the Vampire Slayer
' KHIed bj Death" X

Public Eye (In Stereo) X

FrSBerTkT
Stereo) X

Just Shoot
MeX

Dawson's Creek
"Breakfast Club" X

Jonathan Portd's Tax Party Benefiting

from changes in tfw tax laws.

Improve.
SomettilnQ

So Right si

X

Code:
ingineMa

MoeshaJIn
Stereo) X

Clueless
"The Joint"

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44 56

58

12

65

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Biography "Rasputin

TheTJted Monk" (R)

** "Dfums Along the Mohawk" (1939) Colonial

homesteaders cxxiTend with war and Inoian raids

SHenl WItoeas "The Sins of the Father" The advice

Dr Ryan gave to a studeni may have led lo murder

** "Thfc

British Intel

WorM Today X

Jiasaw Man" ( 1 964) Michael Caine An ex-

eigence agent receives t^iastic surgery PG'

(4:00)** "Three for the

Boa(f'( 1987)

Trial Story

Larry King Live X

Lounge
Lizards (R]_

Make Ma

Prime Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Monster Mania (R) X

Maria Isabel

Law A Order "The
Serpent's Tooth" X

Home

K

Bruin Cablevision

X

MAR. 3, 1998

Four Comers "The Fear
Thai Foltows" (In Stereo)

Dateline (In Slereo) X

(ki Slereo) X

Finding Financial Fraedom

Somghlll
X

Broafcing the Magician's

Code: k&gte Revealed

MoeshaJIn
Stereo)

a

AlgunaVez

(In

Stereo) X

NYPD Blue "The One
That Got Away" X

X Final

Quarter X
X

Primer Impecto: Etfldon
Nocturm

X

Cheers
(Pan 2 of 2)

Show (In Stereo) 8}

Tonight Show (In Slereo)

X
Murphy
Brown X

Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

X
X MghtilntX

Jerry Springer Sexual

secrets revealed

Keenen Ivory Wayans
Actress Wende Malick

Mad About
YouX

Lale Lata Show Actress

Mario Thomas (In Stereo)

Late Mght (In Slereo) X

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Uteand
TMIMS

PoNticatty

htcorroctX

Something
Vwrtured

(R)X

Maury Milionaire bachekx
update. X

WMh
Vibe KeHie Shanygne
Wliams.

NoticiaBX

M'A'S'HX

(R)X

Stereo

(In

))X

Hunter "Waiting for Mr
Wrong" (In Stereo)

Instructenal

**Vi "The Martian

Chronicles" {\9K)

Peopte's Court (R)(ki

Slereo) X
Cops
Stereo]

(In

))X

Star Trek "The Immunity

Syndrome'

High*
pAoI
^id "

Program

Al Ritmo de la Noche Onda Vasehna y
mas.

Biograph)
The Mad M

"Ra

* "Horror ol Dracula" (^9S8. Horror)

Peter Cushmg, Chnsloptwr Lee.

** 'Cramwer(1970. Drama) Richard Harris. Alec Guinrwss. Oliver

Cromwell leads a revolt against England's Charles I 'G"

World Today 3:

Daily Show

151

Stein's

Money

Cochran A Company

Wild Discovery "The Big

Wet" |R|

Uncut (R) IVkteoti

lionWe
Vkteotash-
lon Weekly!

New Detectives: Case
SlLXlies-For«nsic

Model TV
(R)

Colaje Baifcetbail: Midwestern

Colegale Conference Championship

Bonanza: The Lost
Episodes

IGoMenGolden
Girls X
(4:00) MTV
Jams

You Afraid?

Boardwild

Girls X
Twelve
Viewers

Rocko's
Modern Lite

NHL Cool
Shots

Carol

Burnett

Supermar-
ketSvreep

Gossip

Egypt Uncovered
"Dailies and Demons

'

News Daily

CNrVSporls MoneySne~
(R)X

BM Mriter: StuffThit
Stnick Me Funny (R)

Prime Time Justios (R)

NewsNight

One Mght
Stand

a.
SNent WNneee "The Sins of the Father" The advce
Dr. Ryan gave to a student may have led to murder

** 'The CruDson Pirate" (1952
Adventure) Burl Lancaster. X

*''i "The Mate^ma*er" 19&B) Shirley Booth. A
malchmakef has secret plans to <wd her latest client.

Lew A Order "The
Serpent's Tooth" X

Bniish

Showbiz
Today X

^e Jigsaw m
inleligence

Comedy
HaN-Hour

Cochran A Company (R)

agent receives plastic surgery 'PG'

Burden of

Proof (R)X
Vl^¥

(R)X
eirisiy

CNTVSports
Wustrated

Laugh

Prima Time Put>lic Affairs (R)

Trial Story "Bad BkxxJ

Joey Fights Back" (R)

Justice Fites "Serial

Killers'(R)

Behind the Scenes (R)

College BaskottMll: Sun Belt Conference
Championship - Teams lo Be Announced (Live)

Carol

Burnett

Dot>t

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

15L

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

Waitons "The

Emergence"

Intimate Portrait "Valerie

Bertmelli" (In Slereo) X
My So^:alled Life (In

Stereo)

Doug (in

Stereo) X
Rugrats (I

Slereo)

X

In

Wild Discovery "The Big

Wel"^
Playmates: Then and

(R)

Sportscenter X

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Music
Videos

Secret of

Atex

World Cup
Skiing (R)

NBA BasfcetfaatI: Seattle SuperSonics al Miami Heat From Miami

Arerw. (In Stereo Live) X

Beavis and
Butt-head

Deys

Sports

Diagnods Murder
"

"Vanishing Act " X

Wheelchair
Sporte

New Detectives: Case
Studies-Forensic

Talk Soup

Sprts

Night Stand

HinealiFive^
Numbers" X

NBA Today

lei
"By the

"A Mother's Instinct" (\996. Drama) Lindsay Wagner
A woman learns her new husband is already married

AII-TimeToplOTqptOopu
Tr)(love songs. (R) (In Stereo^

Wonder
Years X

Wonder
Years X

Goin' Deep (R)

Saved by
BeN

USA High
(In Slereo)

** f^ocky IV"(\965) Sylvester Stallone Venoeful

txixer Rocky Balboa faces a deadly Soviet ftghler

Baywatch "The Incideni"

(R) (In Slereo) X
Highlander: The Series

"OTory Days " (In Slereo)

SnowtxMrding: Men's

and Women's

I
Inside the I "Gbry and Honor" (1998) Delroy Lindo Factual lale ol

|nBA Ihe first black man lo conquer Ihe Arclic (In Stereo) X
Walker, Texas Ranger
War Zone"

X

** "Rocky ///"(1982, Drama) Sylvester Staltooe A
rrwrciless contender forces Rocky irto a title match

Beavis and
Butt-head

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports News

Beavis and
Butt-head

Mary Tyler

Moore X

*** "The Dresser'

(1963) Albert Finney.

**% "The Three
AAisfceteer5"(1921)

Larry King Uve (R) X

* "Cromweir (1970. Drama) Richard Harris, Alec Guinness. Olivef

CromnyeH leads a revolt against England's Charies I 'G'

Daily Show Stein's

Money

Prima Time Justice (R)

Put>Hc Policy Conference

CroMnre
l)X

CWVSpofte
UhMtraled

T^igiitLJveJatm VlvaVwiety
Goo(knan. kd Imiq. B) |(R)

Cochran A Company (R)'

tlonal

Paid

NswsToorti
X
Daly Show
Rl

iSr

Egypt UfKOvered
"Deities and Demons" (R)

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter X

Howard
Stem (R)

700 Club Teen-agers and
drug use

GoldenAlmoet
Perfect X GirisX

LoveMne Model Veronica

Webb. (In Stereo)

TaxiX NewhartX

FOX Sports News Last Word

**

NHL Cool
Shots (R)

'Bailhquake"{\97i, Drama) Charlton Heslon. Ava Gardner. George

^id"
Program

Paid
Program

Melroee Place (In Stereo)

(Part 1 of 2)

UpOose

s
Racehorse
Digeet(R)

Bonena: The Lost
Episodee

GoiSrr~
Girts X
SinoledOut
(InSereo)

Dick Van
Dyke

PSd"
Progra

Talk Soup

?ad~
Program

Night Stand

Coitega Basketball: Sun
Bell Conf Champ.

Paid

Unsolved
Slereo)

I
Program

MyiteriMli(In

Twehre

Boxing: Fidel Avendano ys David Raid. Scheduled
2-round junior iroddleweighl bout (In Slereo) X

Kennedy Cahfomia is lorn apart by a cataclysmic quake

Silk Stalkings ' LoneK
Hunter" (R) (In Stereo)

'"Rodry //"(1979. Drama) Sytvesler Staltone. Talia Shire I****
Roclty stages a rematch with chanxMon Apollo Creed. boxer laces

"Wodry"

cestne

Highlander: The Series
"'Dramatic License" (R) X
(1976. Drama) Sylvester

Life

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Homicide:

OddCoupte
"Password"

Bob
Newftart

Tennis: ATP Advanta
Ctwrrtpionship - Final. (R)

Kung Pu "Dark Anger'

Magnum, P.I. "I Do?" X

odds K> make!
Stalkxie. Talia Shire A
ofhimseN.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

34

33

35

(4:45) *** "Mother" {\996. Comedy)
Albert Brooks (In Stereo) PG- 13'

X

Diftosaurs

X
Growing
Pains X

[4:30)** "The Break"
'l995)'PG-13'X

(4:30) **Vj "The

Proposition"

(420)
'Miami"

1997)

Growing
Pains x

"Ordeal in the A/cfic" (1993) Rescuers

search lor a downed military transport

Brotheriy

LoveX
**
Voices

'A Goofy Movie" ^^9%. Comedy)
Bs ol Bill Farrher (In Slereo) G X

***W "Presumed frnocenf" (1990V Harnson Ford. A
married prosecutor goes on trial tor nis lover"s murder

** "Love Potion No. 9"' (1992) An expenmental

serum works wonders tor a shy biochemist. 'PG-13' X
*Vj "Race Ihe Sun" (1996) Halle Berry Aimless leens

design and buikj a solar-powered go cart PG X
*** "Metropolitan" {\99Q) Carolyn Farina. A West

Side loner gets a lasle of ine upper crust 'PG-13'

**'j "0affo"(1995)

Voices ol Kevm Bacon. "G"

'The Pentagon Wars" (1998. Comedy)
Kelsey Grammer (In Stereo) X

I*** "Star Trek Fksl Contact" (19961 The Bora try to

[prevent a space pioneer's historic llignl . 'PG-1j X
"The Rescuers''(1977j Animated. Two
mice set out to save a kidnapped girt . 'G'

Walt Disney Preeento
"How lo Redax" (R)X

*** "A League ol Their Own"(1992) Based on the

story of Ihe all-girl baseball league o< 1943 'PG' X

** "The Sonch«s«r"(1996) Woody Harrelson. An
ailmg teen forces his doctor lo drive him to Arizona 'R"

"Party Girf { 1 9951 A furvtoving young
woman finds it drfficull to settle down "R"

Tracey
Takes On..

"Swingers" (1996) Hip-thinking buddies

ilom friend's rescue
""

* * V, "Father of the Bride Part 11"
( 1 995) Dual

pregnancies play havoc with an anxious family man

swagger lo a toveic

Seeeiona

Zorro (In

Stereo) X

*V, "Animal Instincts /r M995. Drama)
Wendy Schumacher (In Stereo) "R*

Mickey
Moueeaub

(Oft Air)

"Sancfuan'"(1996) Merit Dacascos. A government
assassin finds a new caMing in tfw church. 'NR* Bl

Red Shoe
DiariesX

**VS "Soand"(1996. Drama) Jennifer miy An ex-con
'R' land her sultry neighbor pten to np off the mob. 'R*

Beveriy
HINs

***'XansasC«ry"(1996)
Jennifer Jason Leigh. 'R'

**** "Dead Man Waftng" (1995,

Drama) Susan Sarandon. TV IB

Ciassifieris
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RUGBY
From page 32

an undefeated season and a chance at

nationals. (The top two teams out of

16 division programs are invited to

attend.)

"(Rugby) is one of the

most demanding

sports."

Tam Brttckenridge

UCLA women's rugby coach

The team, however, has had to con-

tend with more than just their oppo-

nents this season. Storms have forced

the team to postpone three games, a

frustrating part of playing on outdoor

fields with inclement weather.

Because so few high schools have

rugby programs, most of the women
on the team - which includes four

graduate students and a faculty mem-
ber - had never played rugby before

joining the team.

The high level of physical contact

was not something that was lost on

Breckenridge the first time she saw a

game.

"It is one of the most demanding

sports, as far as focus, endurance,

heart and soul," Breckenridge said.

"The first time I saw (a rugby match),

1 said, 'No way, I would never play this

game. It's like, Tm gonna bash your

head in and run all over you.'"

But the game is addictive, accord-

ing to Breckenridge, who graduated

from UCLA 20 years ago and now
works for the university: "Once you

get out and play, it's a lot of fun."

In a society in which half of

America reserves its Monday nights to

watching men smash their heads

against each other and reconfigure

limbs in ways even contortionists

would have trouble duplicating,

Fenske says that the brutality of her

sport is something that you just have

to get used to - and not just because

it's women doing the smashing and

reconfiguring.

"I'm sure that people think that

women's rugby is totally brutal, but we
have a little more finesse about the

game," she said. "Some people react

like, 'It's just wrong, having women
hitting each other out there like that.'"

The game, according to both

Breckenridge and Fenske, is a little dif-

ferent for the women than it is for the

men.

Vicious scowls, merciless hits, gory

injuries and trash4alking are all hall-

marks of the men's game. Oh, but

you'll find all that watching a women's
rugby match, too. It is, as is so often

the case, the elegance and grace that

jAj.i.L jLAfjLurj JACOBS/Oaily Biuin

Bruin rugby players often have to use force to escape from defend-

ers while still keeping possession of the ball.

women bring to the sport that distin-

guishes them from their male counter-

parts.

"We're still at the finesse stage,"

Breckenridge said. "We use skills

more instead of brute strength."

Winning is something these women
have grown accustomed to. Yet, oddly

enough, it is after, not during, the

game that the real personal contact

begins.

"Rugby etiquette, I guess you could

call it," Fenske said. "After the game,

after you're done beating each other

up, it's considered just wrong if you
don't go out and share a pizza with the

other team."

Excuse me?

S««WWlY,i>a9e27

Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT
Course Begins On: Saturday,June 20, 1998
Course Ends On: Thursday, August 1 3, 1 998

Course Location: Hyperleaming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperleaming SummerMCATprogram is 9 weel(s in length.

Session Days Time

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm -6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4.-00pm- 6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm
alternate Weds. 6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Weekend Program

XII Saturday - Sunday

^^ <.-

Practice MCAT Days Time

June 27, 1998

July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

• Computer-analyzed score reportprovided.

#iypsrtssrmny
Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Call us at (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD BOUND

W,WATER POLO
From page 32

Catherine von Schwarz, due to a

practice-related injury. But

Baker said he didn't want to use

that as a scapegoat to explain

what happened in that final

game.

"Catherine is such an intricate

part of the team, but by no

means am I making excuses for

her being out. It's a good experi-

ence for the team to go on

despite an injury and I'm proud

of the comeback. All good teams

are able to stay in the game
through difficulties and we had

our chances to win it. We just

didn't get it done and Cal did a

good job."

With their first loss of the sea-

son, and first loss in 38 games,

the Bruins are 9-1 so far this sea-

son. This team has only lost three

times since 1996, and it holds a

69-3 history for the past two and
a half seasons. Ironically, all of

their losses were to Cal.

Approaching Thursday's

game against USC, Baker antici-

pates a more fired-up team.

"This group has been very

successful, and this doesn't hap-

pen very often," Baker said. "1

think it will get their conccntra-

tion and determination higher."
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BrMins ready to begin winning streak
BASEBALL- Top freshmen,

Sunday's win should help

team find path to victory

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Staff

With rays ofsun finally penetrating El

Niflo's wrath, rays of hope are just now
visible for the UCLA baseball team.

BASEBALL J

^^ /
Today „ v.

fy^l i 6:00p.m^ c^

w. 1 Jackie Robinson

.^m-mc-"'
Stadium

Long Beach

OIANA LEE/Daily Bruin

After losing six consecutive games to

ranked teams, the unranked Bruins (8-

10) finally won one game to end their

longest losing streak of the season.

"That win (Sunday) was much more
important to us," UCLA head coach

Gary Adams said. "If they would've

won it, it's nice. For us to win it, it was

big. It was huge. We just needed that."

Today in a non-conference game

against Long Beach State (5-8). the

Bruins hope to start a winning streak.

UCLA sends sophomore right-han-

der Gabe Crecion (1-0 record, 11.17

ERA) to the mound. The 49ers send

junior lefty Mike Gallo (0-1, 7.71 ) to face

the hot-hitting Bruins.

Oddly enough. UCLA's run produc-

tion seems to come from the freshmen

instead of the proven veterans. Senior

Eric Byrnes and junior Eric Valent hit a

combined 3 for 27 (a .1 1 1 batting aver-

age) against the Trojans this weekend.

However, freshman third baseman
Garrett Atkins has five consecutive

multi-hit games in which he has hit 1

1

for 24. Atkins has improved to .377,

thanks to his scorching .424 average in

league play

Freshman shortstop Chase Utiey is

also»one of the leading Six-Pac hitters

with a .375 average (.314 overall).

Freshman designated hitter Michael

Hymes is hitting .400 in league play,

freshman catcher Jason Green is batting

.350 in league play, and freshman desig-

nated hitter Nick Lyon hit homers in his

first two league at-bats.

"This team can definitely swing the

bat," said USC starter Seth Etherton,

who threw 136 pitches in 8.2 innings of

work Friday night. "They've got a lot of

juice throughout the whole lineup. I just

had to be careful and try to pitch to their

weak spots."

Etherton came within one out of shut-

ting out the Bruins for the first time since

1996, but wh^n he hung a slider and a

change-up, Atkins got a single and UtIey

smashed a double to right field - Atkins

moved to third and eventually scored on

senior Cassidy Olson's fielder's choice.

"They're always going to be danger-

"Atkins and UtIey (are)

freshmen. But boy, those

are special freshmen."

Mike Gillespie

USC baseball head coach

ous on offense," USC head coach Mike

Gillespie said. "You talk about these

Atkins and Utley and they're freshmen.

But boy, those are special freshmen. We
always feel like this is a team that can

really break out on you."

* * *

Correction: In Monday's recap of

UCLA's 12-7 win over USC, Eric

Valent's failed stolen base attempt took

place with a five-run lead in the top ofthe

ninth.

•)AMIf SCANLONJACOBS/Daily Bruin

Freshman shortstop Chase Utiey slides safely past USC's leaping

third baseman, Morgan Ensberg.

=\

ACNE
A Nasty Four Letter Word

• Ifyou had used Clear Care 30 days ago
you would be clear of acne today*

To receive FREE product samples
and your FREE information packet

QMl 800 435-3533 or Write: Clear Care Corrective
1760 Monrovia Ave. A14; Costa Mesa, CA, 92627

^&

Peny T. WongDJ)JS.
General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Preventive Care
Emergencies - 7 days a week

Delta Dental & most major insurances welcomed

Call lor Specials {including teeth whitening) for
U.C.L.A. students, faculty, staff. & friends.

1990 Westwood Blvd., Ste. 238 • (310) 474-6802
FREE PARKING • ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

WHY gAM^LE ?
VoLi rviialil 1 .oso

Westwood's Original Barbershop
66years in Westivood

OMLiy '9

I^P^^^9^ $^- 11^^? \

1061 Gayley Ave.

Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559

8am to Late Night

^^p Student Welfare Commission r

-M presents upcoming events • - -

"Women belong in the house!"

Thursday
March 5, 1998

From 10am - 2pm

in Westwood Plaza

''•••and in the senate/'

Live music, free stuff,

games, prizes and more!

]|Ol4l4-AI]»S

Wednesday
March 11, 1998
From 7-i0pm

In Ackerman
Grand Ballroom

Come sl<ate and help
support AIDS Awareness!

For more information call: 825-7586
T-'
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Wizards 96,

Lakers 86
The first time Chris Webber touched the ball

in the lane, Shaquille O'Neal simply took it

away. All Webber could do was stand there like

a kid on the playground who had been picked

on by his big brother.

When it was over. Webber had his payback

and more. He finished with 31 points and 10

rebounds and benefited fi'om a better supp>ort-

ing cast as the Washington Wizards handed the

slumping Los Angeles Lakers their second

straight loss, 96-86 Monday night.

"You play against a player like that, those

type ofplays are going to happen," Webber said

of his inauspicious start against O'Neal. "I feel

I'm the type of player that I'm going to get a

couple of those plays, too. You have to keep

going, and not be timid to go back in there. I get

extra pumped up any time I go against great

players.

'

Monday night.

Robinson played 28 minutes in his second

game after missing six games with a knee injury.

San Antonio, the tojvranked defensive team in

the league, limited the struggling Kings to 38

percent fieldgoal shooting - 32 of 85 - and

handed Sacramento its seventh straight loss

Kings 2,

Canucks 2,Tie

Hornets 11 2,

Warriors 83
The most impressive scoring streak in the

Charlotte Hornets' history was snapped

Monday night. But it didn't hurt the club in the

least because the Golden State Warriors were in

town.

Glen Rice's club-record 135-game run of

scoring in double figures ended when he was

harassed into nine points on 3-for-l 1 shooting

before he and the rest of Charlotte's starters sat

out the fourth quarter of a 1 12-83 victory.

Mark Messier scored shorthanded and

Dave Scatchard added a tainted goal Monday
night as the Vancouver Canucks tied 2-2 with

the Los Angeles Kings.

Nathan LaFayette and Rob Blake scored

power^lay goals in the first period for the

Kings, who are 10-2-3 in last 15 games.

Sean Burke made 29 saves in his first start

since Jan. 28, after sitting out six in a row and

relieving Arturs Irbe in each ofthe next two. His

best stop came with 12:06 left in regulation,

when he slid across the crease and made a leg

save on Vladimir Tsyplakov after a perfect

cross-ice feed by Jozef Stumpel.

Scatchard tied the score at 9:03 ofthe second

period with his 1 1th goal, which was upheld by

video replay.

After narrow losses, big wins.

Bruins enjoy view from top 25

1^
Hurricanes 3,

Sharks 1

^^^ Spurs 116,m Kings 95
Tim Duncan had 29 points and 1 7 rebounds

and twin-tower teammate David Robinson had

22 points and seven blocks as the San Antonio

Spurs routed the Sacramento Kings 116-95

Gary Roberts got two goals and an assist

while goalie Trevor Kidd stopped 43 San Jose

shots, lifting the Carolina Hurricanes to a 3-1

victory over the Sharks on Monday night.

Roberts assisted on Sami Kapanen's goal

eariy in the second period and then scored sec-

ond- and third-period goals. Meanwhile, Kidd

had a shutout until San Jose's Mike Rathje

scored midway through the final period.

Carolina took just 17 shots on goal. In the

first two periods alone, the Sharks outshot the

Hurricanes 35-13. But Kidd's performance

made the difference.

W. BASKETBALL No. 23 ranking

brings national respect but has

no bearing on tourney seedings

By David AmoM
Daily Bruin Contributor

With only one week left in the regular sea-

son, the UCLA women's basketball team is

finally in the rankings, at No. 23 in the AP
poll.

After weeks at second in their conference,

with wins over No. 8 Duke and previously No.

23 Washington, close losses to No. 5 Stanford

and No. 9 Arizona, an overtime loss to No. 7

North Carolina, and season sweeps of six Pac-

10 teams, national respect comes at last for

the Bruins (18-7, 13-3).

"It's great we're in (the polls),

just forthe recognition

for the program.Twenty-third

is fine for now."

Kathy Oliver

Women's basketball head coach

"I couldn't believe it," said UCLA head

coach Kathy Olivier. "It's just been a long

time coming."

The ranking, which Olivier calls "overdue","

is the Bruins' first since a preseason 25th

ranking by both Athlon Sports and Street and

Smith's magazines.

"It's probably because of our start," said

Olivier, referring to the 0-3 season beginning

against St. Mary's, George Washington and

Notre Dame, none of whom are ranked.

Since that inauspicious start the team has

gone 18-4, with losses only to teams currently

in the top 10 in the country.

For the women of Westwood this is great

news as they make their final push toward an

NCAA tournament berth on the road against

the Arizona schools.

The ranking has no direct relation to tour-

nament seedings - that's determined by the

Ratings Percentage Index (RPI) - but it indi-

cates national acknowledgement Of the team.

The official RPI standings won't be

released by the NCAA until March 8, but

most independent rankings have the Bruins in

the mid-30s nationally.

The RPI statistically incorporates a team's

winnmg percentage, schedule strength and

opponent's schedule strength by assigning

values to them.

"It's great we're in (the polls), just for the

recognition for the program," said Olivier.

"Twenty-third is fine for now," she said,

though she hopes to improve upon that before

the next poll comes out.

That's not entirely out of the question,

either, because after winning 13 of their last

15, the Bruins are simply en fuego.

Powered by center Janae Hubbard's career

highs in minutes (36), points (26) and
rebounds (18) on Friday, and point guard

Erica Gomez' 10 assists on Sunday (as many
as the whole Washington team), the Bruins

continued their scorching play of late by aver-

aging 88 points over the weekend.

Still, Olivier claims "the rankings don't

mean anything," and that the team only looks

for wins, not respect.

But don't let that lead you to believe that

it's insignificant for a program that hasn't fin-

ished the season in the top 25 since 1992.

toppf!

824-41 1
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1114 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village
until 1 a.fii. Sunday-fftlirsd«i«
until 2 a.m. Friday 4 Saturda^^

Men s Colloap Bathetbdll

Major Scores

ToumuMENrs
Matt*Mntk AtMttk CMfvcncc

io(u90,Si«M7S

Mw-CMitnmt CMiftrtncc

Vilp<r«»84,BufMo73

Youngstown St. 74, Oril RotxrtifiO

tTuwpliwiliip

Illinois St. 84, SW Missouri St 74

Ntrttwast Ctflfirmce

OlBHHiMKiyB

Fairleigh Dickinson 105, Long Island U.91

Wompn s Colleap BdiketbdII

Major Scores

TOURNAMENTS
Atlantk 10 Conf«r«iKe

OiamiNomliip

Virginia Tfch 66, Massachusetts 64, OT

Big East Confcrcnct

jCflMnilMS

Connecticut 73, Notre Dame 53

Rutgers 81, Miami 62

Big Ten Conference

uiMipionsiNp

Purdue 59, Penn St. 49

Conference USA

Memphis 79, touiwille 75

Mitf-American ConfereiKe

ClHMfiomlMp
Kent 64, Toledo 56

Mid-Continent Conference

Valparaiso 76, Buffalo 75

YoungstownSt.83,S.Utah73

Westofn Atiiletic Confcnnoc

First Rowid

New Mexico 64, Tulsa 54

Southern Meth. 69, Wyoming 55

Texas-El Paso 63, Texas Christian 49

Nation,^! Bashetball Astoci.>tion

fli A Gl.ince

EASTEWCBNFERElia
Atlantic Division

W L Pet Ge
Miami 41 18 .695 —
New York 33 23 .589 61/2

New Jersey 33 26 .559 8

Washington 30 29 .508 11

Orlando 29 29 .500 111/2

Boston 28 30 .483 121/2

Philadelphia 19 37 .339 201/2

Central Division

Chicago 43 16 .729 —
Indiana 40 17 .702 2

Charlone 35 23 .603 71/2

AtUnta 34 24 .586 81/2

Cleveland 31 27 .534 111/2

Milwaukee 28 28 .500 131/2

Detroit 27 31 .466 151/2

Dallas at Minnesota, 8 p.m.

Denver at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

LA. Clippers at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Phoenix at Portland, 10 p.m.

Indiana at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

N.<tion<il Hockpv If-aqup

At A Olaiuf

EASTBwaMrama
Atlamic Division

W I T

NewJersey 38 16 6

Philadelphia 30 18 9

Washington 26 22 11

NY. Rangers 18 26 16

NY. Islanders 20 31 8

Florida 18 29 12

Tampa Bay 12 38 9

Vancouver 2, Los Angeles 2, tie

IMqr'K
Boston at Washington, 7 p.m.

Philadelphia at NY. Islanders, 7:30 pim.

Chicago at St. Louis, 8:30 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Calgary, 9 p.m.

M.iioi U-.mui. Bdscb.ill

txhibitiuM G.imi>\ At A Glance

PtS

82

69

63

52

48

48

33

GF GA

173119

166128

161 155

146160

153 167

141166

114194

AMEMCANLEMUE

Boston 13, Pittsburgh 8

Baltimore 11, Montreal 9

Cincinnati 7, Toronto '

Houston 7, Atlanta 6

Florida 5, New York Mets 4

St. Louis 1 3, Los Angeles 5

Seattle 9, Oakland 2

Anaheim 1 1, San Francisco 10

Chiugo White Sox 8, Chicago Cubs 3

Arizona 7, Milwaukee 4

San Diego 6, Colorado 4

Northeast Division

W
31

28

Toronto 13 43 .232 281/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L Pet

Utah 39 16 .709

San Antonio 40 18 .690

Minnesota 31 26 .544

Houston 28 29 .491

Vancouver 14 43 .246

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffalo

Onawa

Carolina

L T

17 13

25 22

24 21

23 7

12

23

22

14

28 10

30 7

Dallas

Denver

G6

1/2

9

12

26

11 47 .190 291/2

5 53 .086 351/2

Pb GF GA

75 171141

63 170151

62 152145

62 150141

56 137153

51 145166

Baltimore

Oakland

NewYbrk

Texas

Boston

develand

Detroit

Toronto

Anaheim

Seanle

Kansas City

Tampa Bay

Chicago

Minnesota

W
3

4

3

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

L

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

WESHRN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W

NXTMNAl LEAGUE

Pacific Division

Dallas

Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

38

33

32

24

23

20

.L T

13 9

15 13

22 8

26 11

26 10

31 8

Seattle

LA. Lakers

Phoenix

Portland

Saaamento

L.A Clippers

44

39

38

33

24

12

Golden State 12

13

18

19

24

36

45

46

.772

684

.667

.579

.400

.211

.207

5

6

11

211/2

32

321/2

Pacific Division

W L T

Colorado 31 15 16

Los Angeles 27 21 11

iMMHySuMMS
Washington 96, LA. Lakers 86

Charlotte 11 2, Golden State 83

Detroit 100, Dallas 94

San Antonio 116, Sacramento 95

Today's Gamtf
Utah at Toronto, 7 p.m.

New Jersey at New York, 7:30 p.m.

Seattle at Miami, 8 p.m. .

EdnKMiton

San Jose

Anaheim

Vancouver

Calgary

22

22

20 30

29 10

30 7

18

17

9

33 10

30 12

PtS

85

79

72

59

56

48

PtS

78

65

54

51

49

46

46

GF GA

184 118

184 139

185 152

165 173

144142

138172

GF GA

183 149

173 158

155175

144160

145181

170 215

155184

Arizona

San Diego

Florida

St. Louis

Houston

Cincinnati

San Francisco 2

Colorado 2

Los Angeles 1

Atlanta 1

Chicago 1

Philadelphia 1

Montreal

New York

Pittsburgh

Milwaukee

L

1

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

5

Pet.

1.000

.800

.750

.750

.667

.667

.667

.600

.500

.500

.333

.333

.200

.200

Pet.

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.667

.500

.400

.333

.250

.250

.250

000

.000 .

.000

000

Mondaj s uaRies

Pittsburgh 3, Toronto 1

Buffalo 1,N.Y Rangers

New Jersey 4, Philadelphia 3

Detroit 3, Phoenix 1

Edmonton 5, Colorado 4, OT

Carolina 3, San Jose 1

(NOTE: Split-squad games count in the

standings; games against non-major

league teams do not.)

Mondajr'tGaiMs

Tampa Bay 6, Kansas City 2

Detroit 6, Texas 3

New York Yankees 1 2, Cleveland 8

Philadelphia 8, MinnesoU 4 ,

Toronto (ss) vs. Boston at Fort Myers, Fla.,

1:05 p.m.

Toronto (ss) vs. Minnesota (ss) at Fort

Myers, Fla., 1fl5p.m.

Minnesota (ss) vs. Baltimore at Fort

Lauderdale, Fla, 1:05 pm.

Cleveland vs.Tampa Bay at St. Petersburg,

Fla, 1:05 p.m.

Detroit vs. Kansas City at Haines City. Fla.,

1:05 p.m.

Pittsburgh vs. Texas at Port Charlotte, Fla.,

1:05 p.m.

New York Yankees vs. Houston at

Kissimmee, Fla, 1:05 p.m.

Cincinnati vs. Philadelphia at Clearwater,

Fla., 1:05 p.m.

Atlanta vs. Florida at Viera, Fla., 1:05 p.m.

St. Louis vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beach,

Fla, 1:05 p.m.

New York Mets vs. Montreal at Jupiter,

Fla, 1:05 p.m

Chicago White Sox (ss) vs. Seattle at

Peoria, Ariz, 3:05 p.m.

Arizona (ss) vs. Chicago White Sox (ss) at

Tucson, Ariz., 3:05 p.m.

Milwaukee vs. Anaheim at Tempe, Ariz.,

3:05 p.m.

Chicago Cubs vs. Colorado at Tucson, Ariz.,

3:05 p.m.

San Diego vs. Arizona (ss) at Tucson, Ariz.,

3:05 p.m.

San Francisco vs. Oakland at Phoenix, 9:05

p.m.

All times in the sports box are EOT.

Mrfor Leipit BatefciB

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Announced a

working agreement with the Hyundai

Unicorns of the Korean Baseball

Organization. Renewed the contract of

the Rf Jose Guillen.

NaliMiai BasiMtbaN Association

CHICAGO BULLS—Signed F Dickey

Simpkins. Warned F David Vaughn.

ORLANDO MA6K—Signed G Kevin Oflie

to a 10-day contract. Waived G Spud •

Webb.

National Footkai LoMw
ATLANTA FALCONS—Agreed to terms

with OT Corey Louchiey on a two-year

contract.

DETROIT LKWS—Signed 06 Jim Miller to

a one year contract.

PHIUDELPHIA EAGLES—Signed G Keith

Sims to a two-year contract. Signed WR
Rico Cannon, G Pat Kesi, DT Matt Storm

and WR Sheddrick Wilson Released CB

Fredric Ford and TE Andre President.

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS— Re signed RB

Steve Broussard to a three-year contract.

National Hockey League

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled G Frederic

Chabot from Houston of the IHU

liljii^f Lmmnm Socccf

COLUMBUS CREW—Signed F-MF Andrew

Williams.

C01LE6E

SWARTHMORE—Named Peter Ahranos

football coach.

WHEELING JESUIT—Announced the res-

ignation of Jay DeFruscio, men's basket-

ball coach, to become full-time athletic

director.

1

.

The Chicago Bulls once drafted an

Olympic gold medal winning track star

Who was It'

2. Wayne Gretzky holds the record for con-

secutive seasons being named MVP of the

NHL. How many seasons was it?

3. To whom is the Hobey Baker award

given each year?

1HN»mjOdAW»«llE

9 1
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2000 Games will be first for women's water doIo
OLYMPICS: Bruins ecstatic

about addition of sport,

chance to play in Sydney

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

In the sport of women's water polo,

opportunities for post-collegiate play-

ers are few and avenues stretch as nar-

row as they come. It is one of the true

amateur sports where no professional

league exists and million dollar con-

tracts are offered only in daydreams.

For a long time, women's water

polo wasn't even an Olympic sport,

while its men's counterpart at least

enjoyed that privilege.

That is why the water polo commu-
nity rejoiced with newly found hope
when women's water polo finally

became an Olympic sport in October.

The news hit home especially in the

UCLA water polo community, since

several members - senior goalie

Nicolle Payne, junior playmaker

Coralie Simmons and newly chosen

U.S. women's national team head

coach Guy Baker - now have a legiti-

mate chance to participate in the

Olympics.

^ "It was great news and the team was

excited as a whole," recalls Baker, it's

a very important issue for us because

U.S. Water Polo has been trying to get

women's water polo a part of the

Olympics since 1984 and has not been

successful. It's been a long, long battle

for a lot of people to make it an
Olympic sport."

The is?ue was proposed before each

Olympic Games, and each time, it was

denied. Even for the 2000 Sydney
Games, women's water polo was ini-

tially rejected from participating by the

International Olympic Committee
(IOC). After a persistent rally by the

women's water polo officials of host

country Australia, the IOC finally

accepted the sport.

Even just a few years

ago, (women's water-

she ran over and told the rest of the

team. They made a big scene - hug-

ging, jumping up and down - in the

training room."

Simmons, who participated along

with Payne in the recent World

Championships with the national

team, also remembers that turning

point like it was yesterday.

i was getting iced in the training

polo) wasn't popular

enough to exist in

most high schools.

"The news came over on e-mail and
I knew the girls were lifting weights at

the time," Baker said. "I caught

Nicolle coming but of the weight room
and told her. She started crying. Then

room and Guy told me," Simmons
said. "We freaked out. I was running

around looking for Nicolle but we
couldn't find each other because we
were running around in opposite cir-

cles."

Women's water polo came a long

way beforeit was fmally recognized as

an Olympic sport. Even just a few

years ago, when players like Payne and

Simmons were recruited, it wasn't

popular enough to exist in most high

schools. Both Payne and Simmons

played on their high school boy's team

because there was simply no girl's

team.

"I'm going to give 110

percent into qualifying

(for) the Olympics."

Nicolle Payne
Women's water polo goalie

Even before they ever thought they

had a chance to become Olympians,

they played passionately, knowing
there would be no huge endorsements,

no Olympic glory or recognition.

"It's just a great game," Simmons
said. "Once you've been in the pool

and played, you don't know the feel-

ing. It's such a fun game to play."

Now, Baker says the sport has

gained so much in popularity that all of

his current recruits come from high

school girl's teams.

"There's been a tremendous growth

at the high school level since the addi-

tion of a number of college teams."

Baker said. "With women's water pola-

being an Olympic sport, I think you'll

see another big growth in the sport."

Before the big news, Payne, like

most other cc-)llegiate players, planned

to go on with her life after graduating

and concentrate on her career plans.

Things changed unexpectedly, though,

and she says she'll gladly put off her

intended plans until after the

Olympics.

"It's going to change what I'm

~
See OLYMPIC page 27
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NEW STORE SPECIALS!
i^

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

199 Reg.
S24~

Votive

T each

Assorted 6 styles.

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

'99 Vahu
»29"

New T-Shirts

Just Arrived

$^499

BABI^
In Stock

Selected Beanie Babies

$^99 with ad.

k.

Buy One
Get Second

25% off

twvvfMtnii^w

Discounted card must be
of equal or lesser value.

r- GIFT CERTIFICATE
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management

LIMIT I CERTIFICATE PER PERSON
• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

Not valid with any specials & Beanie Babies

MUST BRING IN AD EXPIRES 3/15/98
VALID WITH $20 (W PURCHASE • NO CASH VALUE

Tlie Ultimate Gift Store"

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD. • (310) 209-1280

r
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SPORTS

The action is intense as players from the women's rugby team scramble for the ball during the "scrum."

These hookers don't walk the streets
W.RUGBY: Hard-hitting

game has finesse; UCLA
shoots for national title

By Avi Lidgi

Daily Bruin Contributor

Jill Fenske. a fourth-year graduate

student in UCLA's chemical engi-

neering department, is a part-time

hooker.

And she is quite good at what she

does.

"I play forward, which is called a

hooker, which many people find

amusing," Fenske said with a laugh.

"Hookers are the ones that will usu-

ally muscle it out for the ball during

the scrum."

Scrum?

"Kind of like in football," she

explained. "Three people in the front

row, with the hooker in the middle

and everybody packed together real

tight."

And?
"And you hit the other team," she

said, another laugh escaping.

Women hitting each other, bat-

tling viciously for a ball, muscling it

out until they're sore, weary and

bruised, and all this with no

padding?

"We play like this," Fenske said,

displaying windbreakers and a long-

sleeved shirt.

Coming off a very successful sea-

son that saw the team go to the

national championships, the

women's rugby team is setting its

sights even higher this season.

Seven new players, combined

with the experience of returning vet-

erans, have given the rugby team (3-

so far this season) the confidence

needed to shoot for the nationals.

"Team chemistry is great this

year," UCLA coach Tam
Breckenridge said. "We have a lot of

new players and everything is click-

ing.

"Our goal is to get to nationals

and do well."

The team finished third in its divi-

sion last year and spirits are high,

buoyed by the very likely prospect of

SeclNH»Y,pa9e28

Undefeated Bruins will face pressure cooker

i

VOLLEYBALL UCLA to take

on professional-level offense

in match vs. Loyola Ramblers

By Grace Wen
Daily Brum Staff

The top-ranked UCLA men's volleyball

team will try to maintain its unblemished

record tonight.

The Bruins will take on
Loyola University of Chicago in a non-con-

ference match in Pauley

Pavilion. UCLA will

play its eighth match ofa

lO-match homestand.

The Ramblers (13-2).

on the other hand, will

be playmg its second

match of a week long

stay m Los Angeles.

Loyola is off to

arguably its best start

ever having defeated

East Coast powers Penn

State. Rutgers. George Mason and Lewis.

The Ramblers lead the west division in the

Midwest Intercollegiate ^Volleyball

Association with an undefeated record.

The ninth-ranked Ramblers have adopted

a "pressure cooker" offense that has made

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

UCLA

Vi.

Loyola University

them the No. I hitting team in the country

with a .387 attack percentage. The offense

runs six plays for five hitters in every rota-

tion.

"The pressure cooker is a pro-level

offense." Loyola head coach Gordon
Mayforth said. "It's quicker and more com-
plicated than any other offense you'll see in

college volleyball - and it's our way to a

championship. But like a pressure cooker, if

everything doesn't go right, it can explode in

your face."

Outside hitter Dan Schultz averages 5.57

kills a game and will be the focus of UCLA's
defense. Schultz, the

fifth-ranked digger in

the nation, will also be a

factor on defense.

UCLA head coach Al

Scates admits that little

is known about Loyola,

a team that UCLA has

never played.

:^lL_lhis team beat

,^:00pm

Paidey Pavilion

DIANA LEE/Oaily Brum
Lewis, they've got to be

pretty good because

Lewis took a game off

us," Scates said. "So we just have to size

them up as we go and kind of scout them as

we go and try to take away whatever they

want to do."

Se«VOllfVBAIl,page27
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Tom Stillwell spikes the ball through the arms of

use blockers in a game earlier this year.

Weekend ends

on losing note

as Gal wins in

sudden death

W.WATER POLO: Bruins

dominant early on but

suffer defeat in overtime

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

• -— - -

When a team wins consistently,

like the UCLA women's water polo

team does, it's sometimes bigger

news when they don't win. That is

exactly what happened at the UC
Santa Barbara Tournament, where

they were edged out by UC Berkeley

in the final game by a score of 9-8.

The Bruins were dominant in the

preliminary and semi-final games.

UCLA defeated Occidental 20-0,

and blew out UC San Diego 18-2. In

the semi-final game, their 10-2 victo-

ry against UC Santa Barbara gave

all the indications ofa sweep as they

entered the championship game
against Cal. The Bruins had beaten

the Golden Bears 1 1-4 in San Diego

just weeks ago.

"We had our chances

to win it.We just didn't

get it done and Cal did

a good job."

Guy Baker

Women's water polo • '

head coach

However, Cal came on strong

from the start. The Bears scored six

goals compared to UCLA's two by

the end of the third quarter. The
Bruins rallied to make up the point

deficit and. with five seconds left in

the game, freshman Kristin Guerin
put one in to tie it up.

In overtime, Cal had the first

goal, but Mandy McAloon was able

to tie the game again at the last sec-

ond of the three-minute overtime.

Then came the sudden death peri-

od where whoever scores first wins.

Over eight minutes, both teams had
a couple of attempts and misses,

and Cal finally put an end to the

game with a goal.

"We were sluggish on the

offense," said UCLA head coach

Guy Baker. "We only had two goals

going into the last quarter, but by

the fourth quarter, the team was
able to get going and do what it was
supposed to do."

One factor that played in the

struggle against Cal is the Bruins

missed a key player, junior

See W. WATER POLO, page 28

BRUIN UPDATE
Today's game|;
Baseball \^^

vs. Long ^Ikh State

Men's vojpibali

vs. Loywi of Chica

Insido today

A real Boy Scout: David Tuckman
volunteers his all. See page 3

Fanner's Market All vendors deserve

a chance. See page 1

2

Grow old with them: Celebrities face

aging in'Twij^ht" See page 17

DAILY
SPORTS

Friends

forever
The class of 1998

women's swim team

shares a unique bond

in and out of the

pool, as teammates

and confidantes.

See back page
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Student honored for catcNng attacker
POUCE: Suspect pleads

guilty to assaulting CSO
outside Schoenberg Hall

ByNkkRodrigues
Daily Bniin Contributor

Aiding in the arrest of a criminal

would not be considered an everyday

student activity, but supervisor access

control monitor Ilync^Syl DeliquiAa

was honored by the University police

on Tuesday for doing just that.

Oleg Bogdanov, who was already

wanted by Long

Beach City ^—^———
Police, physically

assaulted CSO
Sarah Parga on

Jan. 18 at

Schoenberg
Hall. Parga safd

that she asked

Bogdanov to

leave the build-

ing and he

refused. When
she threatened to call the police he

attacked her. AAerwards she was

taken to the emergency room where

she was treated for bruises and lacer-

ations to her face.

Soon after the incident a suspect

composite was distributed to the cam-

pus and on Feb. 6, thanks to

DeliquiAa, Bogdanov was appre-

hended.

"We consider people of this com-

munity as family We have a problem

and we deal with that problem," said

Police ChiefClarence Chapman.

Nancy Greenstein, director of

police community services, gave

praise to all the students involved.

Tm not a stagnant

person, stress makes me
move."

Ilyne-Syl DeliquiAa

Access control monitor

"The system worked, and it shows

that every student can make a differ-

ence," Greenstein said.

Deliquina's involvement with the

perpetrator began before the assault,

during winter break. It was while

working as an access monitor at

Rieber Hall m December that she

first met Bogdanov.

Bogdanov had tried to get into

Rieber. When asked, he said he lived

in Rieber, and Deliquifia discovered

that he didn't. The police were called

and CSOs searched the building, but

he had already left. It did not occur to

DeliquiAa that the man she had just

encountered
"—"^^^"^ could have

attacked her.

"He didn't

look like he

could hurt any-

one, he just

looked strange,"

she said.

At that point

there were no
- bulletins out on

the suspect, but

Deliquina said that even ifthere were,

she would have confronted him

regardless.

"I'm not a stagnant person, stress

makes me move. It's my gas, it's a

healthy kind of stress," DeliquiAa

said.

A few weeks later Bogdanov

showed up again at Rieber demand-

ing to be let inside. DeliquiAa said

that his story was believable because

he used and gave the same informa-

tion as before. But agiain access was

denied, and Bogdanov was asked to

come back the next day to see the

manager, to which he agreed.^When

DeliquiAa saw the suspect on a third

CHARLES nXVDaily BruKi

flyne-Syl DeliquiAa, a AFROTC member, looks on as police Captain Clarence Chapman reads the cer-

tificate of appreciation for helping to apprehend a criminal.

occasion, she said that she recognized

him but could not place his face.

Two days later, while in Sunset

ViUage, Deliquina saw the special bul-

letin posted by the police, "then it all

clicked." While recalling these events,

DeliquiAa admits to being a little frus-

trated.

"The first time (we saw him at

Rieber) we did what we could, the

second we did not call the police

because he was compliant,"

DeliquiAa said. "To know he was a

criminal and to let him slip away was

frustrating."

A few days later the access moni-

tor was in Rieber Hall Cafeteria with

some friends when she saw a man eat-

ing alone, and this time she took a

double take. Bogdanov had dyed his

hair from brown to blond.

"When I saw his face, I just knew it

was him," Deliquina said.

She automatically turned to her

friend Jennifer Magana, an office

assistant for the CSOs, and said,

"that's the guy on the poster, watch

him."

While DeliquiAa left to call the

police, Magana and her boyfriend

Michael Granvel watched Bogdanov.

"I was a kind of nervous," Magana
said. "Knowing that he assaulted

someone, I didn't want the guy to see

me looking at him."

After a while Bogdanov attempted

to leave, so Magana and Granvel

asked the manager to distract him.

"I thought. Oh my God! He is

walking out! But I didn't want to go

S«c CSO, page 8

Anderson School cracks top 1

RANKINGS: Jump makes

program highest-rated

of pubhc universities

By J. SharonVm
Daily Bruin Contributor

In the 1998 national report on the

Best Business Schools, U.S. News and

World Report magazine ranked the

Anderson Graduate School of

Management eighth.

Previously ranked 17th, the nine-

pointjump makes Anderson the high-

est-ranked public business school in

the nation.

Business schools at Harvard,

Stanford, Columbia, the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and the University of

Pennsylvania rounded out the top

five. UC Berkeley and the University

of Michigan-Ann Arbor tied for lOth.

"I am very proud of the Anderson

School," said interim dean John

Mamer. "The hard work of all

involved makes this school one of the

best in the nation - the faculty, stu-

dents, alumni, staff and the UCLA

academic community."

Several specialized programs

ranked in the top 10 as well.

The Entrepreneurship program

ranked fifth. International Business

ranked sixth and the Executive

Masters of Business Administration

program ranked seventh nationally.

In a recent placement survey con-

ducted by the Career Management

Center, annual salaries for Anderson

graduates averaged $75,000, with stu-

dents receiving as much as a $15,000

signing bonus.

In the past six years the school has

occupied six difTerent slots, with the

highest being 10th in 1994. This year,

it shares the eighth spot with

Dartmouth University

"The 1997 drop in rankings to sev-

enteen was a wake-up call to

Anderson that we need to market our-

selves better," said Heather Mathis, a

second-year student, who attributed

the rise in ranking to the improvement

of the marketing department.

"As a result, Anderson made a

deliberate effort to convey a consis-

tent message to the media that we are

a top- 10 business school," she added.

Despite this year's high ranking.

IGS

Anderson Graduate School of

Management tied for eighth annmg
j

300 universities surveyed.
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Mamer warned against the universali-

ty of the rankings system.

"We must resist the temptation to

cater to the rankings in planning and

pursuing our intellectual and curricu-

iar goals," he said. "If a school has the

S«clUINaiMS,|M9e8

Outreach programs given

money to woo minorities

USAC UCOP allots each

campus $10,000, student

leaders ask if it's enough

By Dennis Um
Daily Bruin Contributor

The needy bank accounts of stu-

dent outreach groups will s<x>n receive

$10,000, thanks to the appointment of

a new Steering Committee - but

USAC officers feel that this sum is not

enough.

The Steering Committee of the

undergraduate student association

council (USAC) will disperse

money given to them by the

University of California Office of

the President (UCOP) to increase

racial diversity.

Appointees Jessica Lee. chief of

staff for the Community Service

Commission, and Kendra Fox-Davis,

chiefof staff for the USAC President's

office, were approved for the Steering

Committee by USAC Tuesday

The money, which will be used to

enhance racial diversity at the nine

UC campuses, comes in response to

Proposition 209 and UC Regents'

policies SP-I and SP-2, which banned

affirmative action at all UC campuses.

Students at each of the nine UC
campuses will receive 10,000 to fund

outreach programs that increase racial

diversity. Comparatively, UCLA
administration-led programs have

been allotted $290,000 by UCOP
Each of the appointees were heavi-

ly involved in outreach programs in

the past.

"We wanted to appoint people who
were closely related to outreach, peo-

ple who knew what the issues were,"

said Abi Kariin-Resnick, USAC conv
munity service commissioner.

After approving SP-1 and SP-2, the

Regents sponsored a study ofwhat the

UC system would be like without affir-

mative action. The study found that in

plate of affirmative action programs,

more outreach programs aimed

S«c OVnEMH, page 9
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USAC appoints chair

of election board
At the general council meeting Tuesday, the

Undergraduate Students Association Council

(USAC) unanimously approved Anthony

Brockington, the former chair of investigations,

as the chair of the election board. According to

election board bylaws, an appointment should

have come before fall quarter.

As the e-board chair, Brockington will over-

see the USAC elections in May. His office will

investigate allegations proposed by different

groups.

Allegations made by Robert Rhoan of viola-

tions of election bylaws within USAC went

unchecked because of the absence ofan e-board

chair.

"I am interested in the position because I

believe that student government is beneficial to

the career of a college student," Brockington

said.

"It acts as our primary example of democra-

cy in action and displays how we all can have a

voice in the destiny of our institu-

tion."

Student leaders are

often compensated
From full tuition to annual salaries topping

$10,000, universities across the country are

offering student government leaders compensa-

tion for their efforts.

Student Leader magazine recently surveyed

150 public and private universities; of those, 88

percent gave some type of compensation to stu-

dent government leaders.

Schools offer stipends, scholarships and cash

so students can concentrate on student govern*

ment without having to worry about part-time

jobs, said Butch Oxendine, editor of Student

Leader. Paying students also increases interest

and professionalism, he said.

At the University of South Florida, top stu-

dent government members are paid $10,937 a

year. Student leaders never lose sight of their loy-

alties, university officials said.

El Nino spawns

rash of allergies

rooms.

California's El NiAo rains have brought a

bumper crop of allergy-producing mold and

poUen, and people are suffering. Doctors' wait-

ing rooms are clogged with the sniffling, wheez-

ing and itdiy-eyed.

"I have patients who haven't had allergy

attacks for 15 years coming in with 10 days of

horrible allergic symptoms," Dr. Bernard

Geller, a Santa Monica allergist, said Tuesday.

"They have mountains of tissues alongside their

bed."

Los Angeles had its wettest February on

record with 13.68 inches of rain, toppling the

1884 record of 13.37.

The rain is stimulating the growth of mold,

trees and grass. More misery lies ahead in the

summer when weeds and flowers blossom.

Geller thinks rye grass planted to hold back

mudslides in fire-scorched areas is a major cul-

prit. He advises keeping windows closed and

putting high-efficiency particle air filters in bed-

L.A. City College offers

summer England tour

Los Angeles City College is offering a two-

week study tour of England during the

upcoming summer. The program will run

from July 6 to 21.

The program includes planned visits to

Stratford-upon-Avon, several museums and

the Globe, National and Haymarket theaters

in London. Students will gain two units of col-

lege credit and stay with British host families.

For $2,500, students will receive round-

trip airfare, accommodations (with estimates

based on double-occupancy rates), London

transit passes, entrance fees and the cost of

some excursions.

The program will be led by William G.

Thomas. He can be reached at (213) 744-

9052.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire and staff reports.
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Hmmm..Left sae..in your past lives you were

bug, a guppy, a grasshopper, a tadpole..Boy, it

loolcs lilce you've always been at the bottom of the

food chain! -

LESS THAN THREE WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To wittidraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses t)y peti-

tion with instructor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notati9n.

DONT FORGET:

f^eed to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass enroll-

ment appoir nents have begun

through URSA Telephone.

ShxJent Psycfwlogical Sendees

(SPS) is here to provide you witti a

safe place to talk about your con-

cerns. Call 825-7985 to set up an

appointment.

Having titxiWe with a course?

College Tutorials provkJes free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Wednesday
Hunger Project

All-day Donation Drive

Items will be distributed to

shelters in L.A. County.

Sproul, Sunset Commons,
Ackerman
825-2600

11a.m.
Golden Key National Honor

Society

Info about activities

Bruin Walk

African Graduation

Bake Sale

Come and support African

Grad'98!

Bruin Walk

5 p.m.
Mujeres Unidas

Info Meeting

Dodd 67

Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

KerckholT400

4 p.m.
ThaiSmakom
Meeting

Kerckhoff400- 267-8166

Latin American Student

Organization

General Meeting IL

Dodd 170

Muslim Union

Tafsir/Quran Qass

Ustadha Maha Hamoui will be

teaching. All welcome.

Math Sciences 5138 • 206-7877

Business Association

Exploring the basics of Microsoft

Office

e-mail at coka@ucla.edu

Powell Library Computer Lab

3rd Roor

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Weekly Meeting (6:30)

Kinsey Hall 169

Japanese Animation Club

Screening (6:30)

Kinsey 51 • 208-0645

Bruin Leaders Project

Introduction to Conflict

Resolution

West Coast Room, Covel

Commons
206-5071

5 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

Kerckhofl"400

Taiwanese American Union

Last Meeting for the Quarter

Info for next quarter and finals

week food

Ackerman 2408 • 287-0474

UCLA Music Club

Bring instruments to play,

e-mail at hparish@ucla.edu

Kerckhoff400

Mahu
A Social Support Network for.

Asian/Pacific Islander (API)

Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals and

Transgcnders

Campbell 3232

7 p.m.
Pacific Rim Business Association

"Networking with the Asian

American Community"
Ackerman 2408 • 209-9120

Academics in the Commons
How to use the Internet as a

Research Tool

Covel Commons 203 • 206^685

Bruin Libertarians

Meeting: Discuss Iraqi Blockade

467 Midvale Ave. (7:30)

824-7154

Cultural Affairs Poetry/ Jazz

UCLA Poetry Underground and

Jazz

Cooperage Cafe 825-6564

Mclnitz Movies

Screening: "Mary Jane's Not a

Virgin Anymore"

Q&A with filmmaker Sarah

Jacobson

James Bridge Theater • 825-2345

What's Brewin' can bt reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#fn«dia.ucla.edu
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Scout
David Tuckman has

devoted countless

hours to community

Services, and hopes

to motivate others

to follow his lead

By MidMlle Navarro

Daily Bruin Staff

David Tuckman leaves not even the

busiest person with an excuse to hide from

community service. He is the salesman for

volunteering. But with a record ofabout 40

to 50 organizations under his belt, this

preacher of goodwill also practices what he

preaches.

Volunteering is what the fourth-year

political science student is all about.

Beginning as far back as the second grade,

when most kids only had cooties and Legos

on their minds, Tuckman was already

involved with an organization famous for

service, the Boy Scouts of America.

"When he was younger, before he was

driving, I was running around town taking

him everywhere," said Morris Tuckman of

his son. "It's a pleasure now that he's dri-

ving."

His early involvement may be attributed

to the fact that the majority of Tuckman 's

family is or was involved with service as

weU.

"My whole family is community-service

oriented," he said, "I have been raised

knowing that as a citizen in America we
have so many advantages compared with

the rest of the world, that we're really priv-

ileged and we should try to give back to our

own citizens and the world."

Tuckman's father, a U.S. Treasury

agent, was involved with the Boy Scouts for

10 years, his mother is a teaching assistant

and several of his relatives are active in

scouting and law enforcement.

At Grant High School, Tuckman joined

several organizations, including the Key
Qub, a community service group, Staff

Diversity Board, and Hands Across

Campus, a group devoted to promoting

campus unity and understanding.

Tuckman also ran for the track and Held

team.

"He was one of the hardest workers we
had out there," said Pat Pinkston, who was

the track and field coach at the time. "He
would do any work out we put out there for

him. He was very loyal and worked harcf."

In January of 1993, Tuckman received

David 'nidunan speaks about his community service activities during a Circle K club meeting.

YtNYtNLEE

the Eagle Scout Award - the highest scout

rank which requires the recipient to prove

proficiency in certain crafts and skills.

"(Becoming an Eagle Scout) taught me
to fight for what I believe in, to give back to

the community, that I should have respect

for my country and that I should try to help

other people," Tuckman said. "It's helped

me to become a leader and shape who I am
today."

It is a difficult honor to achieve, one that

less than 2.5 percent of Boy Scouts have

actually accomplished. The elite list

includes such well-known leaders like for-

mer President Gerald Ford, astronaut

John Glenn, actor James Stewart and

director Steven Spielberg.

Now the young student from North

Hollywood is among them, and with his

long history of service and his current pas-

sion and zeal to make a difference, he has

proved his worth.

Not only have the Boy Scouts recog-

nized this, but so has the U.S. Congress.

Last year, Tuckman was one of 24 recipi-

ents from across the nation given the

Congressional Award for excellence in vol-

unteerism, personal development, physical

fitness and exploration.

"I was shocked," Tuckman said, "I

couldn't believe it. It's the highest honor,

the biggest in my life. It shows the whole

country how dedicated we Bruins are to

community service."

For the exploration and physical fitness

factors, Tuckman applied his role as co-

captain ofthe track and field team at Grant

High School and the two summers he spent

at the U.S. Marine Corps' Pride and Guts

training program at Camp Pendleton.

"it was a unique experience," he said, "I

learned what it was like taking orders and

having a lack of liberty. I was the only Eagle

Scout there, so they^ expected more from

me."

If the world expects more from

Tuckman because ofwho he is, than he will

give it to them. Recently Tuckman has

been active as a volunteer or as a leader in

a slew of organizations both on and off

campus.

Among the ones the UCLA student

spoke of the most were the Circle K Club

(the college version of the Key Qub),

Alpha Phi Omega - a fraternity for college

Boy and Girl Scouts, Jewish Student

Union. LAPD Explorer Scouts, American

Red Cross, Model United Nations, Ha'am
Newsmagazine, Transfer Students

Association and the Student Alumni
Association.

"Most of my time is devoted to school

and community service," Tutkman said.

"For me it's amazing, I ask myselfhow I do

all of this and I don't know."

While in the LAPD Explorer Scouts,

Tuckman kept himselfbusy in the outreach

program where he would visit high schools

to talk about the DARE program to pre-

vent students from using illegal drugs.

"If you talk to people when they are

young and get them at that point," he said,

"it can get them on the right track."

Tuckman is very involved with the youth

via scouts as well, however he said he also

devotes time to adults, particularly the

homeless.

"You always see people who are walking

the streets and you realize there are certain

situations where anyone can become

homeless," Tuckman said, while talking

about Circle K's "project angel-food," a

service that calls for the volunteers to pack-

age and ship food to AIDS patients, '\ve

have a duty to give back to the community,

we have so much freedom and opportunity

and we should take advantage of that.

The dedicated Bruin is extremely

adamant in his mission to get others to vol-

unteer too. He agrees somewhat with the

skeptical view that one person can't make
that much of a difference. But, he believes

that ifone person could set off a chain reac-

S«c1MDIMipa9c9
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REGULATION: Sometimes

students don*t know they

violate computer policy

By/MySlnh
DiNy Bruin Contributor

^ Computer users may be breaking

the law and not even know it.

- UCLA's Acceptable Use
Agreement is a set of regulations for

appropriate computer use that one

agrees to when registering a Bruin

OMine account. And administrators

handle about five violations, either

deliberate or unintentional, of that

agreement each quarter.

"Any violation which infringes on

(he tiffixtM of the community or any

other individual, we take seriously,"

said Amy Lubitz, Judicial Affairs

Coordinator for the Office of

Residential Life (ORL).

The most common violations

indude pyramid schemes, possession

of illegal software, e-mail bombing and

spamming.

Also, e-mails containing threats or

sexually harassing messages are con-

sidered possible offenses.

In one case, a student was investi-

gated for allowing others to hear new

CDs via his web site - a violation of

copyright laws.

The problem started about two

yean ago, said Lubitz, who investi-

gates allegations of computer misuse.

About sixty percent of them, she said,

are deliberate violations of the agree-

ment.

For example, a student who sends

an e-mail bomb, which consists ofsend-

ing thousands of e-mails to one person,

is a deliberate violation.

UCLA officials act as a

fire alarm: they

respond to complaints

rather than monitoring

computer use.

However, a student may unknow-

ingly put movie dips on their w^ site,

which is a violation of the agreement.

Consequences of the agreement

range from being found 'not responsi-

ble' to dismissal from the university.

The Dean of Students office is

responsible for rendaring judgments

on cases.

"Most ofthe time it's a warning, dis-

ciplinary probation or suspensions,"

Lubitz said.

"A couple (of students) have lost

computer privileges for a limited

amount of time," but no students have

ever been dismissed.
.

Sometimes students haven't read

the agreement carefully, so they get a

warning informing them of proper

computer use, said Bonnie Mika, man-

ager for Office of Academic
Computing customer relations.

"We try to take the approach where

we inform the student it's inappropri-

ate behavior. Sometimes they just

don't know," Mika said

To detect computer violations,

UCLA officials act as a fire alarm: they

respond to complaints rather than

monitoring computer use.

• "Normally complaints are given

from students or another university's

webmaster. There is no internal 'big

brother' mechanism," Lubitz said.

The Dean's office, UCLA police

department or student affairs office

may also get involved, depending on
the severity of the situation.

The Student Technology Center is

responsible for identifying the origin of

the problem, said Michael Schilling,

manager of the Student Technology

Center (STC) and directory of technol-

ogy for UCLA Business and Finance.
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High court protects local officials
DEQSION: Individual

lawmakers can't be sued

for motives of their votes

ByMdHwdCa
TheAssodated Press

WASHINGTON - Tens of thou-

sands of local lawmakers, such as city

council members, cannot be sued for

their votes even if they had illegal or

discriminatory motives, the Supreme

Court ruled Tuesday.

The unanimous decision for the

first time gave local officials the same

"absolute immunity" from civil rights

lawsuits their federal, state and region-

al counterparts have long enjoyed

when introducing or voting on legisla-

tion.

"Absolute immunity for local legis-

lators ... finds support not only in his-

tory but also in reason," Justice

Garence Thomas wrote as the court

killed a lawsuit against two former Fall

River, Mass., city council members.

"Whether an act is legislative turns

on the nature ofthe act, rather than on

the motive or intent of the official per-

forming it," Thomas added.

Tuesday's ruling does not shield

city officials from lawsuits stemming

from the many administrative matters

they carry out, such as hiring and fir-

ing employees or dealing with the pub-

lic. Neither does it prevent people who
believe their rights were violated by

some legislative action from suing the

local government.

But individual lawmakers cannot

be the targets ofsuch lawsuits. In other

words, you still can sue city hall but not

the folks who help run it.

National League of Cities

President Brian O'Neill, a

Philadelphia City Council member,

called the ruling '^ dear and welcome

acknowledgment that elected munici-

pal officials shouldn't have to worry

about being taken to court for trying

to meet their responsibilities to vote on

public policy issues."

He said the ruling "will assure that

our city halls and county courthouses

are open fonims."

The decision threw out a $231,000

damage award against two former Fall

River officials for eliminating a city

worker'sjob aAershe complained that

another worker used racial slurs.

Janet Scott-Harris had been Fall

River's first African American admin-

istrator when she was hired in 1987 to

head the Health and Human Services

Department.

Jay Grenig, a Marquette

University law professor who had

studied the case, applauded the ruling.

"The mischief that could have been

created by going back and determin-

ing motivation for a particular vote

would have been tremendous," he

said. "There's no personal liability but

the person who has been discriminat-

ed against still has a remedy - sue the

city."

Bruce Assad, who represented one

of the two Fall River officials, said

allowing such lawsuits against local

lawmakers would have been cata-

strophic. "No city hall in America

would have been safe," he said.

"Every elected official's vote would

have been the potential subject of a

lawsuit."

But Harvey Schwartz, the Boston

lawyer who represented Scott-Harris,

said the decision "creates a manual for

violating someone's rights at the local

level and getting away with it."

Scott-Harris in 1990 accused a

longtime city employee of repeatedly

using racial slurs. In early 1991, that

employee agreed to accept a 6(klay

suspension without pay.

A month eariier, however, Scott-

Harris was told herjob would be elim-

inated as a cost<utting measure.

Other city employees' jobs later were

eliminated as well, but siie was the only

administrator laid off.

The City Council approved the

elimination of Scott-Harris' job.

Meanwhile, the suspended city

employee was reinstated 18 days early

by then-Mayor Daniel Bogan, and a

new job was created for her.

Scott-Harris' lawsuit named
Bogan, then-City Council member
Marilyn Roderick, who headed a com-

mittee that voted to eliminate the job,

and the city as defendants.

The lawsuit, invoking a federal civil

rights law, aUeged that the job had

been eliminated because of racial bias

and in retaliation for Scott-Harris'

exercise of her free-speech rights to

complain about racial slurs.

Lawmakers strike it rich in Puerto Rico
DONATIONS: Campaign

funding hopes to affect

self-determination vote

ByBobHoMcr
The Boston Globe

WASHINGTON - In the great

money hunt for the 1996 elections

there gleamed an offshore gem:

Puerto Rico.

The Caribbean hotspot, whose

leaders were seeking a vote on self-

determination after nearly a century

as a U.S. territory, generated a

remarkable $2.75 million in contri-

butions for federal campaigns

beyond the island, including more

than $1 miljion for President

Qinton's reelection effort and nearly

$280,000 for the three Kennedys in

Congress.

Now, Puerto Rico's leaders are

closer to their goal.

With Clinton's endofiement and

the backing of many lawmakers who
reaped substantia] donations from

Puerto Rico, a contentious bill that

would permit the island's citizens to

vole this year for either statehood,

independence, or continued territori-

al status is scheduled for House
action on Wednesday.

Although nearly 60 percent of

Puerto Rico's 3.8 million residents

remain below the federal poverty

level, the Democratic Party and

Clinton's reelection campaign handi-

ly raised a combined $1.2 million in

1995 and 1996 on the island, which is

heavily Democratic.

And no politician raised more
money in Puerto Rico in 1995 and

1996 than Senator Edward M.

Kennedy, who was reelected in 1994

and does not face another race until

2000. Kennedy collected $93,800 for

his own campaign and $95,000 for

the Committee for a Democratic

Majority, which largely exists to fund

his political travels to support other

Democratic candidates. Most of the

money for Qinton's reelection had

been funneled through the

Democratic National Committee.

Kennedy's son. Representative

Patrick J. Kennedy of Rhode Island,

followed the family trail to Puerto

Rico, raising $42,500 on the island

for his 1996 campaign. And Senator

Kennedy's nephew, Representative

Joseph P. Kennedy II of Brighton,

collected $47,000.

"The political community in

Puerto Rico has supported the

Kennedy family since the time of

President Kennedy," said Senator

Kennedy's spokeswoman, Kathy

McKiernan.

All three Kennedys have favored

allowing Puerto Rico to determine

its political future. The referendum,

which some lawmakers have vowed
to block in the House, would be

Puerto Rico's first vote on self-deter-

mination officially sanctioned by the

White House and Congress since the

United States seized the island

colony from Spain in 1898.

Emotions already are running

high. "We have added 100 years to

the longest running colony in the his-

tory of mankind, and we ought to do
something about it," said

Representative Jose E. Serrano in a

House speech Feb. 26 that foreshad-

owed the pending debate. Serrano, a

New York Democrat, had emigrated

See PUERTO MO), page 8

Former drug

czar of Mexico

convicted for

abuse of power

PRISON: ReboUo jaUed;

sentencing on conspiracy

charges still not decided

The Associated Press

MEXICO CITY - Mcjuco's for-

mer anti-drug czar was sentenced

Tuesday to more than 13 years in

prison for abuse of authority and

weapons violations.

It was the first sentence handed

down against Gen. Jesus Gutierrez

Rebollo, who was arrested in

February 1997 and charged with being

on the payroll of Mexico's top cocaine

smuggler. Those charges are still pend-

ing.

Judge Armando Baez Espinoza

sentenced Gutierrez Rebollo to 13

years, nine months and three days in

prison, according to Jose Manuel
Alvarez, personal secretary to Deputy

Attorney General Alfonso Navarrete

Prida. Navarrete Prida is overseeing

the prosecution of Gutierrez ReboUo.

The general is being held at the max-

imum-security Almoloya prison in

Toluca, 35 miles west of Mexico City,

where the sentence was handed down.

Gutierrez Rebollo, a well-regarded

military commander of the

Guadalajara area, had been in the mil-

itary for 42 years when he was
appointed drug czar.

The army became suspicious when
he moved from a modest house to a

luxurious apartment in the posh

Bosque de las Lomas area of Mexico

City. Prosecutors say the apartment

was provided by Amado Carillo

Fuentes, then Mexico's top drug

smuggler.

Gutierrez ReboUo's arrest endan-

gered Mexico's certification by the

United States as an aUy in the fight

against drug smuggling in 1996, but

the United States ended up certifying

Mexico.

Mexico was certified again last

week with relatively little controversy.
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Bill Gates testifies at Senate hearing
TRIAL Microsoft defends

itself against allegations

of monopoly aspirations

ByRobVIMb
The Associated Press ? ;

WASHINGTON - Microsoft

Chairman Bill Gates came under

intense questioning at a Senate hear-

ing Tuesday as he was asked repeated-

ly whether his company restricts

Internet businesses from promoting

products of rival Netscape

Communications Corp.

T "You've beefn somewhat hafd to

nail down on a very specific ques-

ition," Senate Judiciary Chairman
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, said in his

dogged questioning of Gates. "Do
you put any limitation on content

providers that limit them ... for adver-

tising or promoting Netscape?"

"Every Internet conteht provider

that h«fs a business relationship with

Microsoft is free to develop content

that uses competitors' platfbrms and

standards," Gates replied.

Hatch persisted, saying Gates was-

ii't responding to the question. At one

point. Hatch became visibly exasper-

ated with the Microsoft executive's

responses. "It's a very simple ques-

tion," Hatch said

Gates later replied that Internet

businesses that provide news, enter-

tainment or other "content" to web
pages cannot promote Netscaix on

only a limited number of Web pages

that link to a Microsoft service that

simplifies navigating the Internet.

"On the pages that you link

through the channel guide ... on those

pages you don't have a competitive

product," Gates said. The "channel

guide" is a feature of Microsoft's

Internet Explorer that links computer

users to other companies' Web pages.

Microsoft's contracts with Internet

businesses came under sharp focus at

the hearing on the future of competi-

tion in the software industry. Earlier,

Gates mounted a determined defense,

arguing his company does not have a

monopoly in the software business

and urged the government to keep

hands off the industry.

"In the end, the software industry,

which contributed over $ 100 billion to

the national economy last year is an

open economic opportunity for any

entrepreneur in America," Gates

said.
'

Government control would only

restrict innovation, he said.

With the appearance of Gates

packing the hearing room. Hatch said

Microsoft's "breathtaking growth ...

has, for many, raised serious ques-

tions about the future of competition

and innovation in the sofbvare indus-

try."

Sen. Herb Kohl, D-Wis., was more

pointed. "Mr. Gates, no one - no mat-

ter how powerful - is above the law,"

he said. He and the other senators

See MKMISOCT, page 11

Egypt finishes

latest phase

in restoring

ancient tombs
HISTORY: Pharaonic

pyramids open to public

viewing for first time ever

The Associated Piess

Microsoft President Bill Gates testifies before the Senate Judiciary

Committee hearing on anti-competitive issues and technology.

U.S. argues with UN. over Iraq resolution
POUCft Many countries

claim Security CouncU

only has power to attack

By Robert H.IWd
The Assodated Press

UNITED NATIONS - A U.N
warning to Iraq gives Washington

the go-ahead to attack if Baghdad

blocks weapons inspections, the

U.S. ambassador said Tuesday.

Most other Security Council mem-
bers sharply disagreed.

Envoys from many countries,

including longtime U.S. allies, said

only the Security Council has the

authority to determine whether Iraq

has breached the weapons inspec-

tions deal - and what should be

done if it does.

The dispute had been the main

obstacle to quick approval ofa reso-

hition endorsing Secretary-General

Kofi Annan's agreement with*the

Iraqis to open all sites, including

eight presidential palaces, to U.N.

arms inspectors.

Annan said if his deal holds, "we

will be moving on to a period when

Iraq will complete its obligations

and the council can begin thinking

of lifting the sanctions" imposed

more than seven years ago.

Afler days of intensive negotia-

tions, the 15-member council on

Monday night unanimously

approved a resolution endorsing the

agreement and warning Iraq of the

"severest consequences" if it fails to

comply.

"This gives, us the green light to

approach our policy of diplomacy

and force and it shows to the world

once again that the onus of comply-

ing with this agreement is with

Iraq." U.S. Ambassador Bill

Richardson said Tuesday morning

on NBC's "Today"

Asked if the resohition gives the

green light for a U.S. attack.

Richardson replied. *niie answer is

yes. And we already had that green

light

"I think this resolution is drafted

as such so it is perfectly clear that

any member state can take unilater-

al action if that member state feels

there is a grevious violation," he

added.

Further making clear the United

States was prepared for conflict, the

Pentagon announced it would start

vaccinating all 36,000 American ser-

vicemen and women in the Persian

Gulf against anthrax in case of Iraqi

germ warfare.

In Washington. White House
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By Tarck Ei-Tablawy

The Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt - Egypt opened

10 Pharaonic tombs and three small

pyramids to the public for the first

time ever Tuesday, completing a

key stage in a major overhaul of its

ancient sites.

OfTicials reopened the pyramid

of King Menkaure, the smallest of

the three great pyramids of Giza,

after extensive repairs.

Though discovered in

1924, the 10 tombs

weren't opened to the

public until Tuesday.

The decade-long restoration

effort involves shoring up the

Sphinx and repairing several other

tombs and the burial chambers of

the great pyramids, including the

largest built by Pharaoh Cheops.

Officials would not say how much
money has been spent.

Menkaure's pyramid, the small-

est of the great pyramids, was
closed last year to allow workmen
to reinforce walls, erase graffiti and

install a new ventilation system.

The pyramids of three more
queens - adjacent to Menkaure's -

are to be renovated in the next

phase of work at Giza.

Of the three pyramids opened

Tuesday, the largest is the one for

Cheops' mother. Queen
Hetepheres. It once rose to a height

of about 100 feet but its smooth,

limestone casing has been scav-

enged through the years, exposing

the jagged and crumbled underly-

ing stones.

"It is a complete clean-up," said

the head of the Supreme Council

SccEiVFT,pa9e9
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Vatican condemns
human cloning
VATICAN CITY - A Vatican panel issued

a stinging condemnation of human cloning

Tuesday and warned against the misuse of

genetic information. The Vatican's report was

issued after a year-long study.

Human cloning, the panel said, "represents

a grave attack oh the dignity ofconception and

on the right to an unrepeatable, unpredeter-

mined set of genes."

The Pontifical Academy on Life also

warned that using genetic information to "sup-

press" malformed or diseased embryos and

fetuses amounts to a new form of Selective

eugenics."

The Academy's report wrapped up a year of

study on the potential effects of current

research into human genetics.

The Vatican has in the past called for a ban

on human cloning. It also forbids artificial fer-

tilization, abortion and birth control.

China responds to

abuse allegations

BEUING - China detained more
than 200,000 people last year without

charges or trial. Amnesty International said

Tuesday in a report alleging human rights

abuses in China.

Beijing responded by accusing the London-

based group of making irresponsible allega-

tions and urging the organization to change its

tactics.

In the past year. Amnesty International said

it has documented widespread torture, grossly

unfair trials, ill-treatment in police cells and

the extensive use of the death penalty in China.

The report also accused China of sending

more than 200,000 people last year to labor

camps without charges or trial. Foreign

Ministry spokesman Zhu Bangzao ciiticized

the report today at a twice-weekly media brief-

ing.

"Amnesty International often makes use of

some hearsay or ill-based reports to

launch irresponsible accusations

against China," said Zhu, who
refused to comment on specific allega-

tions in the report.

The government contends that abuses are

investigated and punishments are handled

according to law by an independent judiciary.

Amnesty International said justice in China

remains unpredictable with certain groups

being singled out for rough treatment.

Califomia water district

under investigation

SACRAMENTO - A special state Senate

committee will investigate reports ofwrongdo-

ing by a coalition linked to the giant

Metropolitan Water District, which supplied

water to 16 million people in Southern

Califomia.

Recent reports have accused the

Partnership for Regional Water Reliability of

spending S 12,000 in public funds to dig up dirt

on state and local government officials in

Southern California, Sen. Ruben Ayala, D-

Rancho Cucamonga, said Tuesday.

He said the partnership, a coalition of 12

MWO member water agencies, wanted to

influence the officials' future water develop-

ment decisions.

"There's only one use for that kind of infor-

mation," Ayala said. "These agencies have

demonstrated an astonishing lack ofjudgment

and disregard for the use of public funds."

He said the committee will look into how
much MWD was involved in the activities.

MWD spokesman Rob Hallwachs said

MWD would cooperate fully with the commit-

tee, but knew nothing about the information

gathering.

"They (the partnership) made an extraordi-

nary eftbrt to Iceep us out of their loop at Met.

We didn't really know anything about what

they had done," he said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wii« reports.
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STATE ^ LOCAL
State bond measure barely passes
EDUCATK)N: Bill to buUd,

repair schools anticipates

tough fight in Assembly

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - The state

Senate approved a record S9.2 billion

school and university bond measure

Tuesday evening after an ailing law-

maker flew from San Diego to sup-

port it

The 28-6 vote - one more than the

bare two-thirds majority needed for

approval by the 4(knember Senate -

sent the bill to the Assembly, where it

faces slinuner diances of passing.

Five Republicans broke ranks with

their leaders and Gov. Pete Wilson to

join 22 of the house's 23 Democrats

and an independent to back the bill.

All six no votes were cast by

Republicans.

The bill, which would put the

biggest bond measure in Califomia

history on the June 2 ballot, stalled

Hiesday morning two votes short of

approval. Supporters picked up one

vote when Sen. William Craven, R-

Oceanside, was pushed into the cham-

ber in a wheekhair at 5:30 p.m. after

flying to the capital from San Diego.

Craven sufTers from emphysema and

diabetes.

However, the bill was still two votes

short because a Democrat who sup-

ported the measure on the first roll call

Tuesday morning. Sen. Charles

Calderon, D-Montebello, was missing

for the final vote.

After Senate President Pro Tem
John Burton. D-San Francisco,

threatened to keep the house in ses-

sion for several more hours until

Calderon returned from Los Angeles,

three other RqxiUicans voted for the

biD.

Democratic leaders had

announced they would try putting the

measure on the June ballot after nego-

tiations between Republicans and

Democrats failed to produce a school

financing package that also addressed

the related issues oflocal school bonds

and school fees imposed on new hous-

ing.

Democrats and some Republicans

want to aDow voters to approve local

school bond measures by simple

majorities instead of two4hiixis votes.

But most Assembly Republicans are

opposed, and they have enough votes

to block the change.

On the other hand. Democrats say

they won't approve the strict limits on

devek)per fees sought by Republicans

without a diange in the local bond

vote.

In debate on the biD, Democrats

stressed that low intoest rates make it

a good time for the state to borrow

money by selling bonds, that polls

show that voters are willing to

approve a big school bond proposal

and that Califomia has a huge need to

repair and build classrocHns.

"We simply cannot wait any

longer," said Sen. Jack O'ConneD, D-

San Luis Obispo. "We cannot build

schools overnight ... (and) we know
we simply have to provide the facili-

tJcs for our school children .."

State officials say Califomia needs

$30 biUion to $40 billion over the next

10 years to repair, upgrade and

expand schooi facflities. The last time

voters approved a state school bond

proposal was in March 1996, and the

success rate for local school bonds is

about 50-50.

But Senate Republican leader Rob
Hurtt, R-Garden Grove, suggested

that voters wouldn't approve $9.2 bil-

lion in bonds in one tump.

"It is so high it does not have a

chance ofpassing," he said. "The peo-

ple of Califomia have never voted for

anything of this huge amount."

And Sen. Ray Haynes, R-

Temecula, contended the measure

would put the state too deq>ly in dd)t

and that California would be better

ofTtakinga pay-as-you-goapproach to

school construction rather than bor-

rowing funds.

But Democrats said the state has

relatively tow debts, is rapidy paying

them off and that it makes good busi-

ne» sense to borrow now when inter-

est rates are low.

"We have a need to buBd 12

1

rooms a day just to keep up with <

size reduction and enroDment

growth," said Sen. Mike Thompson,

D-St. Helena.

The Democrats' bill would autho-

rize the sale of $9.2 billion in general

obligation bonds, $4.6 billion immedi-

ately. The rest would be available start-

ing in the 200001 fiscal year.

El Nino CDuM stay around

until late May, early June
WEATHER: Meteorological The ei niao update issued

Tuesday was the fourth such report

pattern still producing by the U.N. agency. It refined earlier

severe damage globally
predictions that ei Nifio would con-

^ '^ J linue mto late sprmg and gave an

accounting of some of the worst

damage caused by the weather pat-

tern:

In Kenya, about 1,500 people

have been killed since October by

malaria spread by flood waters.

Peru and Ecuador have faced

"tremendous downpours" with up
to five times the normal annual rain-

fall in a single day in coastal areas.

Guyana and Papua New Guinea,

on opposite sides of the Paciric, have

been hit by severe drought.

Colombia has been hit by both

extremes, with heavy rainfall threat-

ening landslides on the Pacific coast

and forest fires raging inland.

El NiAo affects weather patterns,

creating droughts in some areas and

heavier-than-nonnal rains in others.

For^pasters are now working on
what weather pattern will follow this

El Nifio, which has been the

strongest on record.

A return to normal is considered

the most likely, but a reverse pattern

- known as La Nifia - remains a

possibility, the report said.

La Nifla, a pool of colder-than-

normal water in the Pacific, has the

opposite effect to El Nifio, bringing

heavy rain where it was dry and

drought where it was wet.

By AkwHMtor 6. Wqg^a
The Associated Press

GENEVA - El Nifio will wreak

more havoc on world climate pat-

terns, U.N. meteorologists predict-

ed Tuesday, saying the weather phe-

nomenon would spawn storms and
drought stretching into May.

The World Meteorological

Organization said parts of the west-

ern and southern United States face

more troubles next month, though it

predicted El NiAo would weaken
from May to July.

"Increased storminess and wet-

ter-than-normal conditions are

expected to continue over California

and the southern third of the United

States," it said, adding that it will

remain warmer over much of central

North America.

Drier than normal conditions are

expected bwcT northern South

America and parts of southern

Africa, the report said.

It also will continue to be drier

than usual in Indonesia, where for-

est fires are prompting fears of a

return of the choking haze that cov-

ered much of Southeast Asia just

months ago.

^ aak4/ ^

NEW STORE SPECIALS!
1^

Candles
Holders
Set of 3
$999 Reg.

•24"

Votive

Assorted 6 styles.

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

^^ Valw
•29-

New T-Shirts

Just Arrived

BABI^
In Stock

Selected Beanie Babies

99 with ad.

Buy One
Get Second

25% off

Discounted card must be
of equal or lesser value.

GIFT CERTIFICATE

L.

To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management

UMIT I CERTIFICATE PER PERSON
• NOT VAUD WITHANY OTHER OFFER

Not valid with any specials & Beanie Babies

MUST BRING IN AD EXPIRES 3/15/98
VAUD WITH 920 00 PURCHASE • NO CASH VALUE

The Ultimate Gift Store"

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD. • (310) 209-1280
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Series
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COMPAQ

> AMD-K6" 200 MHz MMX~ enhanced
processor:

> 32 MB SDRAM, 2.1 GB Hard Drive

* Internal 20X Max CD-ROM
> 64KB Internal LI Cache
* Compaq Ethernet NetelUgent

10/lOOTX PCI UTP Network
Interface Controller

' Accelerated 64-bit Graphics with

DirectSD"*, integrated JBL Pro Stereo

Speakers

Spatializer® 3D Surround Sound
' 1525 Multimedia Monitor (15/13.5" viA)|

Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0

Microsoft Windows 95
Microsoft Works

LeamingPaq software

(with HyperStudio for Windows and
ClarisWorks)

£0MMMSmw»vm:>

, lUMUWMjWjPppWWffBllp** PRESARIO ES Advantage:

• Network-Ready
• Price includes 15" monitor
• 3-year limited warranty

^f i :
V \ -.^ .

^

&V
C~A

*:^y*^^^M;^^iiMiM

What the UCLA Computer Store gives you
with your computer:

:hiv

UCLA Store price $1699
• AMD-Ke* 233 MHz MMX* enhanced processor

• 32 MB SDRAM, 4.0 GB Hard Drive

• Internal 24X Max CD-ROM

• 512KB External L2 Cache

• 1525 Multimedia Monitor (15/13.5" VIA)

PRESHRIO 4280ESMm
UCLA Store price $1899
• 266 MHz Intel Pentium* II processor

• 32 MB SDRAM, 4.0 GB Hard Drive

• 2X DVD-ROM

• 512KB Pipeline Burst Cache

• 1525 Multimedia Monitor (15/13.5" VIA)

hbmhiizzkimm
UCLA Store price $2099
• 200 MHz MedlaGX* MMX* enhanced processor

• 32 MB SDRAM, 2.1 GB Hard Drive

• Internal 20X Max CD-ROM

• Internal 56K Modem

• 12.1" High Perf. Addressing Display (HPA)

• 10/100 Ethernet Ready PC Card

sii'i:i!M:i!\iii

\ SI I'l'IIIM

Coming Soon...
• PRESARIO FAMILY
• DESKPRO FAMILY

Our only customer is UCLA - we cater to YOU!

•Desktop and Minitower models only. U" S 17" monitors also available.

"Monitor covered by Compaq 1-year limited warranty.

lin fl rnrnpiitpr ?;tnrp n . 8 2 5 . 6 9 b 2 BRUm
open daily • w w w. uc (a s to re. uc la . edu

UCtflsTORE
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PUERTO RICO
From page 4

from Puerto Rico.

However, Puerto Ricans had more
at stake than self-determination in

their massive outpouring of campaign

contributions.

A review of Federal Election

Commission records showed that

Puerto Rican donors with major inter-

ests in government policies as diverse

as Medicaid spending and building

contracts contributed hundreds of

thousands of dollars to influential

Washington politicians in both major

parties.

All told, more money flowed into

the campaign finance system from

Puerto Rico, whose residents cannot

vote for president, than flowed from

many states, including Alaska and

Hawaii.

Moreover, many Puerto Ricans

were savvy about their giving. In total,

they contributed more than $1 million

in unlimited and unregulated dona-

tions known as soft money, which

fund-raisers for both parties craved for

the 1996 elections.

Indeed, Puerto Ricans contributed

nearly as much sof\ money in 1995 and

1996 as residents of New Hampshire,

Maine, and Vermont combined.

Also, millions ofdollars were donat-

ed by political action committees for

businesses that benefit from special tax

breaks on the island.

Clinton, speaking last week at a

Democratic Governors Association

fund-raising dinner, expressed his sup-

port for Puerto Rico's vote on self-

determination.

"We have made Puerto Ricans citi-

zens," he said. "We have drafted them

into the armed forces. We extend most

laws to them, especially those that are

convenient to us. To use their culture,

but to bar them from voting rights and

responsibilities in our country, if they

choose to seek them by majority vote,

is wrong." ._._.. _.^,.:_
Much of the Democratic money

that flowed from Puerto Rico was gen-

erated by fund-raiser Miguel Lausell, a

San Juan lawyer. Lausell and his wife,

Marisol, also contributed $126,000 to

Democratic committees and candi-

dates, including $1,000 to Senator

Kennedy.

The Republican Party did not fare

as well as the Democrats, raising a

total of $210,000 in contributions in

1995 and 1996.

Yet two GOP candidates for the

presidential nomination ranked sec-

ond and third to Senator Kennedy
among the top individual recipients.

Bob Dole collected nearly $132,000

from Puerto Rico, and former

Tennessee Governor Lamar
Alexander took in nearly $106,000.

Notable among the Republican

donors was Eduardo Lopez Ballori,

who with his wife, Conchita, and his

advertising firm gave about $21,000 to

GOP committees and candidates,

including $1,000 to Dole.

In 1991, a federaljudge in New York

cleared Lopez Ballori of felony

charges stemming from his secret

reimbursement to friends, relatives,

and business associates for $75,000 in

political contributions. Much of the

money went to Senator Alfonse M.
D'Amato, a New York Republican,

and some went to Dole.

In court, Lopez Ballori 's lawyers

acknowledged the secret reimburs-

ments but prevailed in their argument

that he did not knowingly cause feder-

al records to be falsified. Lopez Ballori

went on to serve in Dole's 1996 cam-

paign.

Meanwhile, the Democratic Party

had a notable Puerto Rican donor in

its ranks. Ruben Lebron Velez, who
contributed $127,250 for the 1996 eleo

tions, became briefly embroiled in con-

troversy last year after the White

House released a videotape that

showed him trying to give a handful of

checks to Donald Fowler, chairman of

the Democratic National Committee,

in the executive mansion in 1995.

Fowler asked Lebron Velez, who
apparently was unaware of the law

against making campaign contribu-

tions on federal property, to hold the

checks until aAer they left the White

House. But the incident raised ques-

tions about whether Lebron Velez,

who owns one of Puerto Rico's largest

building companies, was seeking spe-

cial treatment for a land deal in San

Juan that required approval from the

Department of Housing and Urban

Development.

HUD granted tentative approval

for the deal two months after the

White House meeting. ' But after

Andrew Cuomo became HUD secre-

tary last year, he withdrew the tenta-

tive approval, citing the deal as a^ad
investment for the government. The
White House and Lebron Velez denied

any wrongdoing.

RANKINGS
From page 1

courage to change and innovate, the

standard will eventually be redefined."

"We pursued our goal of creating

intellectual capital and entrepreneurial

leaders for the global information age,

with Uttle concern for how it would

impact the rankings," he continued.

"Everyone here knows the rankings

need to be taken with a grain of salt,"

said Jeffrey Ryskamp, an Anderson

student.

"Placing too much importance on

these rankings causes people to ignore

the other fine traits and specific needs

that certain schools provide," he

added.

Unlike a similar survey conducted

by the National Research Council

every 10 years, U.S. News and World

Report collects data and re-ranks grad-

uate programs, including business,

every one to three years, keeping their

research as current as possible.

Using a combination of statistical

data and reputation data, the programs

are ofkn assessed by data and inter-

views collected frcmi the schools diem-

selves. The statistics usually fall into

two different categories, inputs and

outputs.

Inputs consist of qualities that stu-

dents bring to the education experi-

ence, while outputs indicate thesuccess

of the program in preparing the stu-

dents for their respective fields. .

In determining the criteria for rank-

ing the nation's thre^ hundred accredit-

ed MBA programs, the magazine

looked to three different areas of

assessment: reputation, placement suc-

cess and student selectivity.

Criteria include administrators'

assessment of their MBA programs,

graduates' median starting salaries,

average Graduate Management
Admission Test scores and average

undergraduate grade point averages.

A high ranking will most likely cause

an increase in the number of prospec-

tive applicants and interested employ-

ers.

"Whether we want to admit it or

not, rankings have a major influence on

how well Anderson recruits students,

faculty and prospective employers,"

said Mathis.

Ryskamp acknowledged the signifi-

cance of the rankings but looked to

another reason for an increase in appli-

cations.

"Look at the weather conditions at

any of the schools ranked above or

below us," he said. "WouM you want to

go anywhere else?"

GO
From page 1

aAer him," Magana said.

The manager asked Bogdanov

who he was, to which he replied

that he was an assistant professor.

Meanwhile, Deliquina was still on

the phone to the police.

"The minute I got off the phone

I saw UCPD arrive," Deliquiiia

said.

Bogdanov was anested immedi-

ately without incident. When asked

how she felt about her attacker's

arrest, Parga said, "relieved."

"I was just glad that somebody

had the presence ofmind to call the

police," Parga said.

According to Sgt. John Adams,

Bogdanov was tried on Monday
where he pled guilty to assault with

a deadly weapon (his fists), and

was given three years probation

with the conditions that he stay

away from the victim and UCLA.
Adams pointed out that Bogdanov

still has charges ^tending from

Long Beach.

Qiapman praised the CSO pro-

gram, describing it as a critical part

of UCPD that "serves as the eyes

and ears of the Police depart-

ment."

"Sometimes (CSOs) confront

people who are vic^nt," Chapman
said. "Not being officers, they have

not got the equipment to deal with

them."

After describing the events that

occurred to Parga, Chapman said,

"We wanted to get this person."

Parga took only one week off

from her duties after her attack.

She is described by her fellow

workers as a "strong personaUty."

"What happened to me is one of

those things that happens some-

times," Parga said. "I don't want

my life to be ruined by this."

Gain Real World Experience!

l9)t3i?9)3Si%§ available at

Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

1. [Click]

Finance - Accounting - Marketing

Human Resources - Branch Operations

/ •<« • fK**
i:- 6tMfH« ImMi:

Networking - Convenient Campus Location

Looks "igreat" oty Resume - Possible Advancement

Information Meetint

Wednesday, March 4, 1996

5:30 pm
124 Kerckhoff Hall

W09twood Student
Federal Credit Union

Strving UCLA Studmnlt t Alumni

If you can't make the meetinf, stop by the branch

and pick-up an application from the manager.
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TUCKMAN
From page 3

tion, then things can happen. That's

one of the reasons why he chose

UCLA.
"I came to UCLA because I heard

so much id>out how it was dedicated

to doing service," Tuckman
explained. "One thing I like about

UCLA is that you can motivate other

people so they'll be leaders and the

chain will continue. We are the future

of the country."

He hopes that by setting an exam-

ple, others will be motivated to do ser-

vice work as well.

"I just hope that through all the

leadership I have done, 1 can moti-

vate," he said. "Hopefully, a freshman

will see this and say Svow, this is amaz-

ing, look at all the service. Ifhe can do
it, I can do it.' If that person gets out

there and volunteers, I'll be happy."

Being David Tuckman demands a

lot of work and time. So much so that

even friends question his dedication

to others and lack of attention to him-

self- in other words, how can he have

a life?

Tuckman retaliates by saying that

when working with people he cares

about in a club, he tends to have fun

and it evolves into a social activity.

With an exasperated, yet defensive

hint in his voice Tuckman said, he has

a life.

"I'm an athlete, student, student

leader, and volunteer, and believe me
I will fmd time to do social activities in

my schedule. I have a life," Tuckman
declared, "Some people would dis-

agree with that but there's a life in

there somewhere."

Somewhere, between all the hours

of service, the selfish fun exists. For

many, however, that's not enough.

When it comes down to a choice

between going to a basketball game or

going to feed the homeless, how many
honestly would choose the latter?

Tuckman has a motivation that's

rare, a motivation that is bom from

optimism and the belief that he can

make changes.

"If I didn't believe I could help alle-

viate problems in the community,

country or the world, then I think I

wouldn't be involved. But I would at

least give it a try," Tuckman said.

"Everyone should try. You don't

have to rank in thousands of hours to

make a difference. Whatever you do,

it will benefit someone, the important

thing is to get out there."

Tuckman implores for his fellow

students to give volunteering a shot.

"Then you'll understand how I feel

and what service means to me. Just

take the first step," the volunteering

salesman invites, "it's never too late."

EGYPT

OUTREACH
Frompagel

^)ecificafly at historically under-repre-

sented groups were needed to main-

tain diversity.

Originally, the UC Student Affairs

Office proposed to match the $10,000

offered by the UCOP but later rescind-

ed, saying they disagreed with the dis-

tribution of the money. ^
Student groups vying for tffe

money will have to petition the

Steering Committee for part of the

$10,000.

"All the money will go to student-

initiated programs in existence or

(that) students will put together in the

future," said Assistant Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs

Administration Jane Permaul.

USAChq)es by counting on stu-

dent groups to do outreach, UC out-

reach will take a different approach,

explained USAC President Kandea
Mosley.

^'It is important that we have a stu-

dent majority on the committee

because student groups have histori-

cally taken a more holistic approach to

It's a pathetic attempt

...to make a difference/'

Abi Karlin-Resnick

USAC community service

commissioner

recruiting students," she said.

However, doubt stiU remains as to

the real effect $10,000 will have on

admission rates of disadvantaged stu-

dents.

Many close to the committee

lament the small amount of money
allocated and the short amount of time

they have to use it.

"Chances are $10,000 won't have

any effect. It's a pathetic attempt by

the (UC) President's office to make a

difference," Karlin-Resnick said.

"Also, we'll only have until June to

distribute the money. Three months

simply isn't enough time," Kariin-

Resnick continued.

To have an effective outreach pro-

gram, a more long-term program
stressing closer student counseling

would be needed, said those close to

the committee.

"$10,000 isn't a lot of money, and
there isn't a lot of time to do much
with it, but if we can educate some-

one about what classes to take, or

how to fill out an application then at

least we will have done some-

thing,"said Karlin-Resnick.

From page 5

for Antiquities, Gaballah AH
Gaballah. In addition to the

restoration, workmen cleared old

cars, kiosks and houses from the

area, he said.

Though discovered in 1924, the

10 tombs weren't opened to the

public until Tuesday. They were

for judges, ministers and aides to

the Pharaohs who ruled Egypt
4,573 years to 4,321 years ago.

Gaballah said the closeness of

the tombs to the great pyramids

reflected the relationships

between their occupants and the

Pharaohs.

"The king was the guarantor of

the after-life," he said.

Some of them are built with

columns, which gives them an

appearance of small temples - a

feature rarely found in tombs built

later. The walls of the tombs are

decorated with scenes of offerings

of geese, legs of beef and fruit such

as figs to the gods. In at least one

tomb, there are drawings of ships.

Almost none of the original paint

remains on the drawings.

Gaballah and Culture Minister

Farouk Hosni, who led reporters

and archaeologists throi^h some
of the 10 tombs, said Tuesday's

ceremony was not a part of a cam-
paign to revive Egyptian tourism,

which has been in the doldrums
since Muslim extremists killed 58

tourists and four Egyptians out-

side the southern city of Luxor in

November.

"This is part of our routine

work. But if something good
comes out of it for tourism, we're

not going to say no," said

Gaballah. —
The government is now prepar-

ing an international gala event for

the reopening of the restored

Sphinx at the end of this month.
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The Associaied Press

A guard walks through the entrance of the tomb ofYunmin on
the Pyramids Plateau, Tuesday. The tomb is part of Egypt's com-
prehensive plan to restore and renovate the Pyramids Plateau.
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Hi, I'm Vhi Jahmon, your NIKE studant rep Check out Spertal/Vagt evwy two weeks for

the iMeel looop on iportt and NIKE events at UCLA. Are you or your team setting any

recordi? BrMking any new ground? K so, I want to hear from you—especially if you're a

Club or Intramural athlete Drop me an email at v«w.Jotinaon<w<ke.con> You just might end

up featured in the next issue. To reach NIKE HQ directly, try sports.kaN^a9a4nlw.coni .

Well, when it rains, it pours. But like the post office, UCLA Club and IM athletes

Iwap dalt»«riw9. CongratuMora to the winners of the NIKE MYN Soccer

Oboccer. Rywi Kaniwy andWWIIaiH Oomai won the men's division, with a time of

26 secornls; Natalia Khwry was tf>« chan^p in tf>e women's division, with a time of

40 seconds. Thanks for playing, people P.t-A.Y.CORPS racniitnMnt la ce«wlng
up again. I challenge all of you to get involved by coaching in our community.

Fraternities and sororities: The house that recruits the most coaches gets reward-

ed K any other groups want to compete, e-mail me For now, keep rurtning, keep

playing, and keep dry. Peace, peace.

WANTED
jr/soph, Ivs IH/dub sports & stud orgs, tm ph^r,

creativ, schi spir, wants 2b 4^^rep ^ UCLA.

Much nrg req'd.

MBW wiN be on campus soon to find

newt gear's rep: Interested? E-mail

coMeee.stuffanlke.com for more info.

3
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A new film and discussion of recent events at

Acteal by Saul Landau, Emmy-winning

filmmaker and educator.

THURSDAY, MARCH 5

3-5 PM
Ackerman Second Floor Lounge (2414)

Senior Fellow, Institute for Policy

Studies, Washington, DC; La Bounty

Chair of Interdisciplinary Knowledge,

CSU Pomona

OPEN TO ALL Sponsored by Concerned Faculty at UCLA and

Chicano Studies Research Center

I 1

Questions?
Please call Dario Bravo

al (310) 825-0831

' EXPO MamaMp* A
Study Abroad Sarvteas

UCLA Caraar Cantar

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.0831

MELNITZ MOVIES

innwf iHMFf run h tutcm unmite
Wtdnnday, March 4tk al 7Mpta James Bcidgu Theater • Free TKkcti lOJOan - 7pm ft 6:50po 9 the Box Oflxe

With: Liaa Gcratein, Greg
Cniikahank, Beth Allen,

Chria Enright, Matmy
Snyder Spoona, Bwana
Spoona

Muiic: Rjuna Kolesnikow, Mudhoney,
Loudmouths, Cosmic

Psychos, Babes in Toyland

ym.

QefA »Ukfilmmaker Sarai'JtuJtioti

FffiE MOItiROlA PAGER
WITH PURCHASE OF 1 YEAR AIRTIME

MEXICO, CANADA, CENTRALAMERICA
AND NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER "2" US!
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS
-^x^s

The Japan-American Sxiely of Mlyakonojc is seeking

UCLA students to work as sunnmer camp counselors in

Japan. Counselors will be responsible for setting up an

American style sumnner camp and teactiing Englisti to

Japanese students.

All expenses are paid, including airfare! •

Ttiere is no salary offered for ttie teactiing positions;

however, the Japan America Society will pay fa -

kxjging and round-trip flight between countries.

INFO MEETINGS:

Wed. Mar. 4 12:00 Noon- 1:00pm

Thur. Mar. 5 5:00pnn - 6:00pm

Tues. Mar. 10 2:00pm - 3:00pm

Wed. Mar. 11 10:00am- 11:00am

5:00pm - 6:00pm

GROUP INTERVIEWS (2-day process):

Tues, Mar, 17 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Wed, Mar, 18 5:00pm - 7:00pm
'

Meetings are at ttie EXPO, Room 1 09,

Kercktioff Hall

DEADLINE: March 13, 1998.

IRAQ
From page 5

spokesman Mike McCurry said there

was no doubt that "severest conse-

quences" meant military action.

He said Ahnan had made clear

"diplomacy may not have a second

chance if Iraq backs away from this

agreement."

Except for Britain, few other

-Security Council members share that

interpretation. On Monday, speakers

from China, Russia, France, Costa

Rica, Brazil, Portugal, Sweden and
others said the decision on using

force rests with the full council alone.

Diplomatic sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said several

countries agreed to support the reso-

lution only after receiving spoken

assurances from the co-sponsors -

Britain and Japan - that the docu-

ment did not constitute authorization

for an automatic American attack.

Before the vote, China's U.N.
ambassador, Qin Huasun, said

Beijing had insisted "that there must
not be any automatic authorization

of the use of force against in Iraq in

this current resolution."

"Our misgivings about the possi-

ble abuse of this resolution have not

been removed," Qin said in a clear

warning to Washington. "The pass-

ing of this resolution in no way means
that the Security Council automati-

cally authorizes any state to use force

against Iraq."

Russian Ambassador Sergey

Lavrov said the resolution "contains

nothing that would go beyond the

boundaries of any of the agreements

achieved by the secretary-general in

Baghdad."

During Monday's debates, ambas-

sadors from countries such as Costa

Rica and Brazil, which rarely play a

public role in council deliberations,

sought out television cameras to

argue against any blank check for an

attack on Iraq.

It appeared that the Iraqis \yere

keenly aware of the divisions within

the council.

In Baghdad Tuesday, Foreign

Minister Mohammed Saeed al-

Sahhaf said the resolution was a mere
"face-saving" measure for the United

States but promised that Baghdad
would not violate the agreement.

"Ifthere is any real meahing in this

resolution, then it is the adoption and
the endorsement" of the agreement,

al-Sahhaf told Associated Press

Television. "The rest is some kind of

political rhetoric."

The United States has maintained

that it has sufficient authority to use

force under resolutions enacted since

1991.

TECHNOLOGY
From page 3

This includes identifying the build-

ing, room number, and network card

or adapter ID. name.

Schilling, who deals with students

hving on-campus, pointed out that a

distinction is made between who owns
the computer and who puts stuff on it.

For example, an outside source

may be installing illegal software on

someone else's web site and the owner
may not be aware of this.

Schilling added that UCLA doesn't

check wnails as a monitoring mecha-

nism, "because of the sheer number
(of computer users), and students are

entitled to their privacy." she said.

"Unlike other campuses, we don't

capture the data (ofthe e-mail), but we
rar.Jomly do capture the data which

reflects the origination location,"

Schilling said.

Computer users should be aware of

the agreement's violations, Schilling

said.

"This is a very serious problem with

potentially serious consequences," he

said.

These violations may also be break-

ing state and federal laws, he added.

MICROSOFT
From page 5

said they had not prejudged

Microsoft's business practices.

One of Gates' main rivals,

Netscape Communications Corp.

chief executive James Barksdale,

enlisted the audience's help to chal-

lenge the Microsoft founder's version

of the industry.

He asked audience members to

raise their hands if they had a person-

al computer at home or work and sev-

eral dozen did. He then asked them to

keep their llrms up if they were

among those without a Microsoft

Windows operating system. Only a

handful did. .•; -;

"Gentlemen, that's a monopoly,"

Barkdale said.

Gates said the computer software

industry "is working well on its own,"

without government interference.

But he conceded that the government

must police the market against "collu-

sion or other plainly illegal activi-

ties."

"The government should be

extremely wary of interceding in an

industry like computer software that

is working well on its own," he said.

The Microsoft CEO
provided lengthy

argument against those

who say his company
holds a monopoly.

Hatch opened the hearing by say-

ing, "1 want to make clear at the out-

set that neither this hearing, nor any

aspect of this committee's inquiry

into these matters, are intended to

serve as an arena for criticizing or

attacking any single company."

Gates was joined at the witness

table by two of his company's chief

critics: Barksdale and Scott

McNealy, chief executive of Sun

Microsystems Inc. The two aren't shy

about their disdain for Microsoft's

business dealings.

"We think, left unchecked,

Microsoft has a monopoly |X)sition

that they could use to leverage their

way into banking, newspapers, cable

and broadcasting, Internet service

providers, applications and databas-

es browsers. You name it," McNealy
said.

"When you have a monopolist in

the food chain, they absolutely have

Pac Man capabilities."

Gates and his rivals disagree

intensely about Microsoft Corp.'s

business tactics, but they are like-

minded on one point: There should-

n't be new government regulations

on the Internet or the software busi-

ness in general.

The Microsoft CEO provided

lengthy argument against those who
say his company holds a monop>oly.

Microsoft has "just 13 percent of all

operating system-level software rev-

enues," he continued, a ftgure he said

refers to Microsoft's share of rev-

enues in the broad market for main-

frame, server, personal computer

and other operating system software.

However, the Justice Department

has noted that Microsoft controls 86

percent of the market in personal

computer operating systems.

The Justice Department said

Microsoft threatened to revoke

Compaq Computer's license for

Windows 95 after the PC maker tried

to steer Internet surfers to Netscape

Navigator instead of Microsoft's

browser.

In January, Microsoft avoided a

contempt-of-court citation by agree-

ing to let computer makers temporar-

ily offer its latest version of Windows

95 without easy access to its Internet

Explorer software. The company is

appealing a December federal court

order on the browser issue.
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Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT
Course Begins On:

Course Ends On:

Course Location:

Saturday,June 20, 1998

Thursday, August 13, 1998

Hyperleaming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperleaming SummerMCATprogram is 9 weel(s in length.

Session Days Time

_J Monday - Friday

II Monday - Friday

III Monday - Friday

IV Monday - Friday

V Monday - Friday

VI Monday - Friday

VII Monday -Friday

VIII Monday -Friday

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm -6:30 pm

6:45 pm -9:15 pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
6:45 pm - 9:15 pm

Weekend PfD^fam

XII Saturdty-Smii^r

alternate Weds. 6:45 pm - 9:15 pm

10:0^»m- 12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Early Bird

Discount

cuds...

Friday^

March 2^
(« 5PM

Practice MCAT Days Time

5

June 27, 1998

July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

* Computer-analyzed score reportprovided.
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EDTTOraAL

Scores prove need for smaller dass sizes
EDUCATION: Teachers cannot be expected to give

each child due attention under crowded conditions

When one teacher is

expected to teach a class

of more than 40 stu-

dents, chances are some students

will get overlooked. And when stu-

dents are neglected, their academ-

ic development is adversely affect-

ed. Thus, it is important for law-

makers to work on cutting down
class sizes to help foster growth for

the millions of students across the

nation.

In the Third International

Mathematics and Science Study,

students from over 21 countries

took a math and science test. Of
the 21 participating nations,

American high school seniors

ranked very low. This can be par-

tially attributed to the overcrowd-

ed conditions in classrooms, in

which teachers are unable to

address individual concerns or

problems students may have.

With class sizes often exceeding

40 students, there is a need to

decrease student-to-teacher ratios.

In the past few years, school dis-

tricts that have reduced their K-3

classes from over 30 down to 22

students have seen higher stan-

dardized test scores.

During the 1996-1997 school

year, average test scores of low-

income first-graders in Wisconsin

classes with IS students increased

12 to 14 percent more than the

scores of students in regular-size

classes. Scores for African

American males attending small

classes increased by over 40 per-

cent more than the scores of

African American males in larger

ones. These impressive Hgures are

a testament to the importance of

class-size reduction and the wor-

thiness of investing tax dollars on
reducing sizes of other K-3 class-

es.

The Tennessee Student/Teacher

Achievement Ratio program also

found that children in small classes

benefited academically.

The crucial stage for children is

in grades K-3. During this time

children are developing behavioral

as well as academic skills.

Throughout these years, children

need constant attention and guid-

ance in all settings, especially in

the classrooms. Research has

revealed that when students are

neglected in the classrooms, it can

have far-reaching negative conse-

quences in their academic, social

and cognitive development. This

can be prevented by cutting class

sizes down so that teachers can

devote more of their energy and
time to assisting those students

who are experiencing problems in

school.

Opponents of class-size reduc-

tion cite a lack of money or the

unwillingness to dole out money as

the problem.

In Pennsylvania, tax dollars

spent on cutting class sizes equaled

$8 per person to ensure that their

children would be well prepared

for the 21st century. This is a

minor price that yields enormous
results.

Education must not be placed

on the back burner. Students, espe-

cially young children in grades K-

3, need special attention and guid-

ance that only can be provided in

small classroom settings. One of

the biggest obstacles facing educa-

tion is the difficulty in securing

adequate funding. In light of the

recent study that revealed

America's education system is lag-

ging, it's time to re-evaluate our

priorities. And it starts with the

education of children. There

should be no debate about provid-

ing the best for our children, what-

ever financial burdens might be

incurred, because education is too

important to be compromised.

Farmers' Market lacks charm during moratorium
FOOD: Vendors deserve

chance to compete with

bigger village businesses

JcU-O,
again ... It's Tuesday; I

guess that means it's time for

Spicy Shrimp Ramen '... Shakey's

again?

The eating habits of a college stu-

dent can be somewhat limited at times.

The dorms are

convenient and

eating out is

easy, but some-

times, a little

variety is nice. I

mean, hey, how
many meals of

grilled cheese

sandwiches and

Raisin Bran can

you take? For

those ofus who
are looking for

something a bit

different, there's the Farmers' Market.

On Thursdays from 2 to 7 p.m.,

Weybum Avenue in front of Macy's is

blocked off and turned into an out-

door market, where merchants hawk

their wares.

You can find just about any kind of

uncommon, organically-grown fruit,

from pomegranates to jack fruit; deli-

cious habaero peppers; and popped-

on-the-spot caramel com. There's usu-

ally a cool little jazz trio creating a

pleasant atmosphere, and various

political interest groups asking for sup-

port for whatever their cause is.

OK, this is starting to sound like a

commercial here. That's not really my

Hopkins can't think of a clever tagline

right now.

Brent

Hopkins

intention. I come to bury the Farmers'

Market, not to praise it. Just suffice it

to say, it's generally the bomb. I guess

it's a little expensive, compared with

going to VONS, but then again, you

won't find the same stuff, either.

For example, VONS definitely does

not have the Juice Guy. I rarely buy

his stuff, but the Juice Guy is one of

the most entertaining vendors around.

He says his juice has a magic ingredi-

ent in it that has aphrodisiac proper-

ties.

I used to love to browse around the

little craf\ tables and food booths. You
could find henna tattoo kits, flower

jewelry and handmade clothing at the

tables, and some of the most delicious

food you'd ever want. Think about

any imaginable dining hall meal. Now
think about what you would never find

on the menu.

That's what you'd find at the

Farmers' Market booths. Fried plan-

tains, horchata, Korean barbecue,

homemade sausage, dirty rice - if it

was good, it was there.

Well,.as long as we're imagining

things, 1 guess we'll just have to imag-

ine that those food booths are still

there. They've packed up and moved
elsewhere, because of a 6(klay mora-

torium on hot food and craft booths

imposed by the Westwood Village

Community Alliance.

The closest thing you can get to a

decent meal now is frozen tamales.

Crummy, no?

According to reports in the Daily

Bruin, a possible reason why the ven-

dors were driven out was that their

sales were cutting into the business of

local restaurants - Chasin' Chicken, in

particular. Everyone wants to make a

buck, but forcing out small vendors is

not the way to do it.

In preparing this column, I talked

to a friend who has worked at similar

markets, and the more we discussed it,

the more I realized that sending the

vendors packing is definitely not a

good idea. Not only does it wipe out a

niche market for them, it impacts the

surrounding community and business-

es as well.

When you go to the market, you

don't find McDonald's or Burger

King, and there's a reason why. These

markets are designed for the sake

of small merchants, not

major corporations.

These aren't money-grubbers looking

to squeeze more McDoUars out of

you; it's Mom, Dad and Unde
Chester busting it to cook up some
food and then hustling around the

county to all the markets they can han-

dle so they can make a little bit d'cash

to make ends meet. Sure, there are

some larger businesses, but most of

them are small, family-owned ones.

They need this person-

al, direct way to sell

their wares, because they don't have

the major marketing dollars that the

corporations do. You can look behind

the counter and probably see the chef

himself, stirring his pot. You can strike

up a conversation, get to know the

people who work there and connect

with them on a much deeper level than

you could with a cashier at Jack-In-

The-Box. Suppose you're a little short

page 14

The media are often criticized for being too sensationalist and biased in their reporting.

What Is the role of mass media? Are the media providing adequate coverage of the issues and events surrounding us?

Is the Daily Bruin successfully serving its readers?

On Friday, Viewpoint will explore mass media and their role in society. Bring your submissions to 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall or

send e-mail to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.The deadline is today.
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Generalizations about racists only widen gaps
UNDERSTANDING: Schwartz

oversimplifies issue by applying

fallacious stereotype to whites

ByMntAngtkicd . .

Michael Schwartz, in his Feb. 27 article

"Power and Privilege: Who's Really

Got It?" makes the following argu-

ment: 1) racism is prejudice plus power; 2) whites

have all the power; 3) therefore, "only whites can

be racist." He then adds that "ifyou are white,

then you are racist." - -

Schwartz's overly simplistic argument takes a

general truth and mistakenly applies it to all

cases, a fallacy sometimes called an "accident."

By his reasoning, when a group of inner-city high

school giris lit my friend's hair on fire and beat

her in the locker room because she was white,

that was not racism, because she had all the

"power." When Native American nations like the

Chickasaw aiKl Qioctaw enslaved African

Angducci Is a first-year law student

Americans, it was not racism, because the Native

Americans had no power (and yet those whites

who risked their lives in the Underground

Railroad were all racists).

Schwartz himself is white, so he chivalrously

'Wlmits" he is racist. Of course, he does not sim-

ply mean he is susceptible to the same prejudice

that all humans are. Rather, he means he is racist

on account of his being white. His stereotyping of

all whites as racist is ironic given that he also says

whites have the privilege of being "classified as

individuals."

After explaining that he benefited from affir-

mative action, Schvf'artz says: "Any white person,

Who upon reading this thought I was black or

Latino, there's your racism." A good point, but

I'll bet some minority readers thought the same
thing for the exact same reasons as some whites

did. Why were the whites automatically being

racist but not the others? Such generalizations do
not foster understanding; they only widen gaps.

By parallel reasoning, Schwartz's position is

that all whites who favored Proposition 187 did

so because of racism. Never mind the fact that

half the African American population and close

to half of Latino voters favored 187 Despite my

opposition to 187, 1 believe the reason a surpris-

ingly high number of minorities favored it was

because they feel that illegal immigration hurts

the lower class more than anyone, since they

have to comjjete for low-cost housing, jobs and '

public school space. Isn't it possible that some
whites favored it for the same reason, rather than

because of racism?

I, like Schwartz, am a white male who benefit-

ed from socioeconomic affirmative action. In

fact, my story of delinquency and expulsion is

similar to his. Yet my perception of white privi-

lege differs sharply I was raised on the east side of

Los Angeles in a family of five with one small

income, an old clunker car and plenty ofunmen-

tionable hardships. My life-long Chicano friend

was raised in a family of four with two good ——
incomes,^ Mammoth condo, ne^ cars, comput-

ers, etc. And, if I didn't have Latino friends back-

ipg me up, I would not have survived the provoca-

tions I faced being blond and blue-eyed in a tough

Latino neighborhood. My case may be uncom-

mon, and being white may have given me some
privileges. But Schwartz's simplistic generaliza-

tions will never convince me or my Latino friends

that I was the racist one with all the power.

Power cDupled with prejudice,

not color, defines radsm in U.S.
ACCUSATION: People of

all ethnicities are biased,

not just privileged whites

By

In
response to Michael Schwartz's

article in the Feb. 27 Daily Bruin

titled, "Power and Privilege:

Who's Really Got It?" I must say that

you, Schwartz, do not make a con-

vincing case. Your logic is not sound,

nor is your definition of racism accu-

rate.

You assume that "If you are white,

you are racist." Your logic comes

Schwarz is a fourth-year geography stu-

dent

from the following argument: Racism

is prejudice with power, and only

white people have power, therefore, if

you are a white person, you are racist.

The fallacy here lies in who has

power. You claim only white people

have power, based on the fact that

98.6 percent of top-level jobs belong

to those with white skin. Though I

don't believe that jobs are the only

indicator of power in our society, I

will follow through with the assump-

tion that they do, and white people do
in fact have 98.6 percent of the

power. Suppose I am generous and

grant that this group of elite job hold-

ers represents 20 percent of the white

population. What is the relationship

between these elites and the remain-

ing 80 percent of the white popula-

tion? TTie extension of your argument

is that the elite 20 percent is racist

toward the remaining 80 percent. But

if that is the case, your argument has

nothing to do with skin color. Permit

me to amend your argument: Racism

is prejudice with power; some white

people have power; therefore, some
white people are racist. Yes, unfortu-

nately, some white people are racist,

but so are some African American

people, Latino people, Asian

American people and anyone else in

this world. I don't think anyone need-

ed your article to tell us that.

I looked up the word racism in the

dictionary (American Heritage) to see

if the definition matched that given in

your article, and 1 found that it didn't.

What I found was this: "The notion

that one's own ethnic stock is superi-

or." Using this definition, I can think

of someone I know belonging to any

ethnicity who has made a comment
implying that their ethnicity is superi-

or. I'll assume, then, that there are

racist people of all colors, ethnicities

and creeds. To single one group out,

such as you did, is unfair and shows

extraordinary bias; that you are a part

of that group makes no difference.

I would never dare to argue that

racism is not a problem in America. I

don't think it is the biggest problem in

America though; I think prejudice is.

Prejudice is "a preconceived prefer-

ence or idea." Everyone on earth

shows some degree of prejudice,

whether against white, black, tall,

short, thin, fat, rich, poor, ugly or

beautiful persons. If these prejudices

didn't exist, then we could all see

those who are truly racist for what

they are: sad, misinformed and hate-

ful individuals.

I suggest, Schwartz, that instead of

acting on your own prejudices against

people with white skin and accusing

all white-skinned people of being

racist, you evaluate your own beliefs

and work toward making yourself a

better individual, free of prejudice.

In response to statements made
about the prejudices, laws and dis-

crimination non-whites face, I agree

that anyone offended - black, white

or whatever^ should stand up for

those on the short end of that stick. I

do urge you and everyone else not to

assume that all white-skinned people

act on or believe in such discrimmato-

ry practices.

At least one white-skinned person

doesn't.

LETTERS

Troubling

headline

ignores women
I was disappointed with the

sexist word choice for the Daily

Bruin's front-page headline on

Feb. 26, "Albert Carnesale

searching for a No. 2 man."

Shame on the editing staff of

The Bruin, who should have

known better than to use sexist

language that ignores women.
Research in the psychology

of language has consistently

shown that people do not, in

fact, interpret masculine forms

as generic terms equally includ-

ing or referring to both men
and women. Does the job

description for the executive

vice chancellor require that a

man fulfill this position? Bii

language use has no place

university, or anywhere else

that matter. I expect better

from The Bruin.

JetoMleaziey
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Word choice

reeks of sexism
I am bothered by the head-

line you chose to accompany

the story about the search for

the executive vice chancellor

("Albert Carnesale searching

for a No. 2 man," Feb. 26). I

am sure it was not your intent

to suggest the search committee

will be looking for a man, but

the headline reeked of sexism.

Must we still use phrases like

"right-hand man," "No. 2 man"
or "the best man for the job"? 1

would hope an enlightened

establishment like the Daily

Bruin could move beyond the

colloquialisms of yesterday.

Anthony Danna

Fwirth-year

Sodoio^y

lavin largely to blame for team woes
BASKETBALL National

title hopes melt away

under faulty leadership

BytUdiardtavis

Ayear and a half ago, the

UCLA men's basketball pro-

gram was at a crossroads.

With head coach Jim Harrick fired for

covering up a "recruiting" dinner

involving two of his players, a young,

inexperienced assistant coach was

hired just days before the season open-

er.

Steve Lavin coached, or organized,

a team that was as highly regarded in

the country as any and was many crit-

ics' choice to win a second national

championship in three seasons. With

potential All-Americans in Toby

Bailey, Kris Johnson, J.R. Henderson

and Jelani McCoy, the UCLA basket-

ball team was very potent. But with a

Davis can be reached for comment at

bruin@sinosa.con).

rookie coach, could this team refocus

and succeed?

Following an "Elite Eight" appear-

ance in the NCAA tournament in the

Midwest Finals in San Antonio,

Texas, Lavin was deemed a success

and awarded a long-term extension of

his head coach contract

All's well that ends well, and

Westwood is again a national power,

right? Well, yes, but not exactly Let's

review the season, and not just the

incredible run at the end of a weak

Pac-10 fjeld, for the 1996-1997 season.

Opening the season, UCLA played

in the National Invitational

Tournament and lost in the first

round. It was an overtime loss of 77-76

to unranked Tulsa. A big loss to a not-

so-big team. Remember? The lineup

included Charles O'Bannon,

Henderson, McCoy, Bailey. Cameron
Dollar and Johnson. A lineup that

looks similar, but much different than

this year's team.

A month later, UCLA, now ranked

No. 24, played its very first road game
of the season. (Wait a minute - did I

miss something? Ranked No. 5 going

into the season, played all of their first

month at home, and the Bruins went

all the way down to No. 24 ... impres-

sive. That game was not even a

"home" game for opponent Illinois;

the game was played in Chicago. It

was another Bruin loss - even larger,

at 7W3. Big spread, but that wasn't

the most significant statistic; it was the

shooting percentages. One team shot

46 percent from the fioor and the

other shot 40 percent. What makes the

Stat crucial to this letter is that UCLA
shot the 46 percent, not Illinois. The

Bruins clearly out-shot Illinois, and

still lost by 16! Great coaching?

And then we go to the biggest rival

in the conference, the University of

Arizona. This would be the first

matchup of the season, and the tables

had turned. Arizona was ranked No.

6, and UCLA was unranked. I repeat,

it was Jan. 18, 1996, and UCLA was

unranked. The game went to over-

time, and UCLA held on to win 84-78.

That was close, but should it have

been that close? Looking at the key

See MVIS, panels
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on cash or don't have the right

change; that's sometimes not a big

deal. I've seen vendors let a little slide,

saying, "Hey, pay me next week."

Even if I've got to pay a little more for

the food, rU go to \Aaocs like the mar-

ket, since the people who work there

are genuine, real folks, not carbon-

copy corporation employees.

If I were a restaurant owner, and

my business dipped a bit on

Thursdays, sure, I'd be a little put off.

That doesn't mean that all the busi-

nesses should be eradicated, though.

Chasin' Chicken is there seven days a

week, from 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m., not just

five hours on one weekday afternoon.

That works out to be 84 hours a week,

or more than 16 times the amount of

time the vendors' stands were open. I

fmd it hard to believe that the vendors

snare that much business in their

small amount of operating time.

Presumably, Chasin' Chicken loses

business to other local restaurants,

I
too, but that doesn't mean that In-N-

Out, Subway or any other place that

might impinge upon Chasin'

Chicken's business has to move.

The food at the market was unique,

too. You can find a lot of restaurants

in Wcstwood, but you couldn't find

homemade jambalaya unless the

Farmers' Market had it. Most mar-

kets prohibit resale of manufactured

food and require vendors to prepare

their cuisine themselves. You aren't

paying for something out of a can;

you're paying for something that was

put together by hand. This is not to

say that the food at the local restau-

rants is somehow bad or artificial, but

rather that the things you could find at

the market were something different.

It might seem like a convenient fix

to remove the booths, thus sending

customers back to the restaurants, but

it's not quite that simple. For many
UCLA students, the main reason for

going to the nuutet was not to stock

up on fruit and vegetables, but for the

atmosphere. It's still a neat place to go

and walk around, but there aren't so

many things to see, and unless you

want to eat free samples and friiit, you

can't grab a bite to eat, either. There is

now less incentive to go.

As you can probably tell from my
terrible photo up there, as well as the

oddball points of view I've expressed

thus far. I'm not a typical guy. Let's

forget that, however, and use me as

the nKxIel of a normal UCLA dorm
resident Back before they jacked it

up, I'd go into the market and wander

around. I'd look at the produce for

sale, talk to the Juice Guy and browse

thecraftsabit

I'd head down to the food area,

and maybe get an ioe<»ld cup of hor-

chata and savor that nice cinnamon

taste for a while. Horchata still in

hand, I'd make my way to the Cajun

booth and buy an ordo- of fried plan-

tains. My hunger pang satisfied, I

would wander back toward the main

area and saunter around a bit more. 1

like jazz, so if I had some spare cash,

nayht I'd toss some the way ofthe

band. Usually, I wouldn't feel like

heading back to the dorms, so I'd

screw around in Westwood for a bit,

poking my head into stores and check-

ing them out.

I'm not as inclined to do so any-

more, though. Sure, there is still the

popcorn and the band, but there is not

quite as pleasant an atmosphere any-

more. By taking away the food stalls,

the food vendors aren't the only ones

that suffer. The band loses money, the

political guys don't get their precious

signatures, the produce farmers lose

customers and local merchants get

less business as well.

I'm not hopeless. The moratorium

may be lifted, and the market may
return to its former splendor.

Hopefully, the Westwood Village

Community Alliance will realize that

the expulsion of the vendon is not a

solution, but another problem. If not,

oh well - there's always the Juice Guy

Daily Bniin Viewpoint
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numbers shows this shouldn't have

been close at all.

Advantages: UCLA's shooting

percentage was 46 percent to

Arizona's 40 percent; free throw per-

centage: UCLA, 72 percent to 60 per-

cent; rebounding: UCLA, 44 to 35;

no one from UCLA fouled out; three

Wildcats fouled out.

SoMnswer me this question: Why
did we lose the game? If it wasn't the

players and it wasn't the arena, what

is left? Coaching!

The second game against Arizona

was more of the same. UCLA won
down the wire, 66-64, on a shot by

Henderson. However, this game had

an even larger margin of shooting per-

centages: UCLA shot 59 percent and

Arizona shot 40 percent. We barely

won again. What is keeping this team

down? Coaching!

By the way, the week before the

Arizona and Arizona State trip, the

Bruins had moved back into the top

25, again ranked No. 24.

Moving a couple weeks ahead into

March, it would be Lavin's first tour-

nament as head coach. After two

strong offensive showings against

Charleston Southern and Xavier

(CMiio), UCLA would face off against

relatively unknown Iowa State. In this

game, the Bruins appeared unpre-

pared as they scored a season-low 25

points in the first half To end the

game. Dollar made a running lay-up

with 1.9 seconds to go, to save the vic-

tory run of UCLA. This play was

reminiscent ofTyus Edney's shot

against Missouri in the '95 champi-

onships. But this one would not have

as happy an ending.

After leading 33-28 at halftime

against Minnesota, the Bruins gave up
an incredible 52 points in the second

half, losing 80-72 in San Antonio.

Following the game, Lavin was

praised for his coaching abilities, and

UCLA extended his contract soon

after for some very large dollars. But

the Bruins lacked then what they lade

now: size.

In the game against the Badgers,

McCoy left in the first half with a

bruised sternum, and the game was

lost from there. McCoy was the only

player on the team with great size.

Only Henderson even measured 6

feet 8 inches tall, and that's not

enough. Lavin should know that
-

every other coach does.

When Johnson and McCoy
returned in late December, the play-

ers received a 'Tull reinstatement" by

the team and Lavin. My contention is

that Lavin's commitment to the team

and the program was nothing less

than two-faced. If a coach makes a

statement that things are going back

to the way they were, then make it so.

In his 2 and 1/2 seasons at UCLA,
McCoy started almost 50 games. As a

freshman, he was a starter, and as a

sophomore, he was a starter. But after

being "fully reinstated" as a junior, he

was not a starter. OK, let him work

back into the lineup for a couple of

days, or maybe a week. Nearly two

months passed after reinstatement

and Lavin still did not insert McCoy
back into the starting lineup! McCoy
was dominant inside, and Lavin

looked the other way in favor of a

much smaller three-guard lineup that

included two freshmen in the back-

court. And when Bailey did not start

against Duke on Feb. 22, three fresh-

men started.

We had a chance to win the cham-

pionship this season, but not now. Not
underLavin. I had an opportunity to

speak with Lavin following a close call

against Arizona State in mid-January.

It was the first time I had spoken to

him since San Antonio last March. I

told him that San Antonio was much
more pleasant in April. His response

was, "I hope we can get there."

Nothing more about players or about

upcoming opponents. Just a hope

from a man who has no clue what it

takes to win.
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Young conductor

perfomis works

with renowned

concert pianist

MUSIC: L.A. Philharmonic

provides fantastic show,

debuts of Levin, Harding

By Ai Goldsmith

Daily Bruin contributor

Last Friday, the Los Angeles

Philharmonic gave an energetic per-

formance, featuring 22-year-old

British conductor Daniel Harding

and renowned Mozart specialist

Robert Levin. The performance,

which featured works by BQickner.

Mozart and Bartok, marked
Harding and Levin's debut at the

Music Center.

This was also the Los Angeles

Philharmonic s first performance of

Bruckner's String Quintet in F major

in a version for string orchestra, lliis

unusual performance of the quintet

gave the piece a rich, full sound, per-

haps bigger and better than when
played one per part. Af^cr hearing

this performance, one may never be

satisfied with the quintet when
played as written. Since the string

orchestra version magnifies the

sound and makes the music more
dramatic, the symphonic quality of

the piece begins to emerge.

Following Bruckner's String

Quintet in F major, Robert Levin

performed the Piano Concerto No.

27 by Mozart. Although feelings of

hopelessness and resignation rever-

berate throughout the piece. Levin's

energetic performance brought out

the beauty and delight of Mozart's

work. True to his fame for improvi-

sation. Levin's improvised cadenza

was impressive and captured the

Mozartian spirit.

Levin's much-applauded perfor-

mance by no means stole the spot-

light. Harding's expressive conduct-

ing left the audience in awe.

Harding, who became the princi-

pal conductor of the Trondheim
Symphony Orchestra this season,

has already built a name for himself

as an accomplished conductor. His

conducting^ characterized by sweep-

ing, graceful motion, is amazingly

polished.

But while Harding's conducting

was wonderfully sensitive and
expressive, at times it seemed too

grandiose, especially during the slow,

quiet movements within the

Bruckner Quintet. During these

movements, Harding's romantic,

rather than military, style of conduct-

ing overwhelmed the mood of the

piece and the size of the ensemble.

This made Harding appear as if he

were following the music in his mind
rather than what the ensemble
played.

It was not until the Mozart Piano

Concerto or Bartok's The
MH^cuIous Mandarin that his con-

ducting truly suited the music. Since

Harding's conducting seems to suit

large, symphonic works, one looks

forward to seeing him conduct large-

scale symphonies by composers such

as Brahms and Beethoven.

The evening, which began peace-
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[above] Melanie Case, who plays both Andie.i and ari assdssin, turns to speak

with Claudio Raygoza. who plays Caniillo (i^-fi picture' (Left to right- Nikolai

Kinski. pt'^ying Orsino,. Case, Summer-joy Main, pldymg Beatrice and
Massimikiano Cosati, playmrj Prince Cotomia. perform in UCLA's student

production of Les Cenci.

•

UCLA tackles

family tragedy,

birth of universe

in productions

of "Les Cenci"

and "Origen"

By Sam Toussi

Daily Bruin Contributor

I wo pl;i>s to l)f pi-rrornK-d al thi- little Chiulir al

MaiuoMaii Mall in ri'|HTl(»r> uill ollVr a mullina-

tiiinal rikri. Wlurcas "l..v> ( iMui" offirs hrcnili

laltiil al(iiii:'>i<ti I ( I A lali-nl. "Oriurn"' incNhcs

mail) iiil(uri> in MaKiml siMiulhiii;: ihm.

"l.es CVm-i" is a pla> liUM'd on the hisloricai

acioiinf <il < oiinl ( dici. ii cold and itucI Roman
iioliii'inan who killed his sons and ra|K-d his dan^li-

tirs. I hi' sonN hi did not kill wint on lo plan an

assassination otiluir uoli'iii lallu-r.

"It's a ri'U'ialion id moK ikh' anil laniilx. a niiiro-

cosni ol our soi-iitv." saxs dirtclor Riiu-

Mi^iliaccio. "It shows that tin- c>ck' or>iok'nu' has

iM( rial end."

Written h\ poii and ptaxwriuhl \ntonin ^rlaiid

in the I'^.^Os. the pla> is hav.d JVriA 'sIuI!i\'n inlvr-

pn-taiion of the itc-iils.

"Artaud considiTi-d Itinisili more ol a poet hut his

plays ehanjied the wa\ we kH>k at pla>s loda\."

Mit;iliaiciosa>s. "IlisMorkwiititvr) a^ant-uarde."

I he |>la>is a eollahoralKi> pr<ti*f«s hetwiin

( ( I \.l niMrsilx (if l'ari>.(>;ini!l iiivirvih ..| I'aris

Mi"ili.n I id. .1 I II iitli fiiiili svtiiii il ilirrili-l. h.lN

taken the helm ol this pla\ and hrouiibt his unique

stylfolihealerlol (I^Wsown I iitle fluatir.

"It's \cry moM-ment-oriinted." Mijiiliucx io says.

"\ll my plays are done this way. I he inovcnienis of

the actors are meant to reM-ai their thmiuhts and

emotions bi-yond the words they siiy onslajic."

Miuiliaeeio's style of dircetioii is eNtrcuiily chal-

lenuio',: loi any aelor. I>iil \lt«:ilia(.eioispUaMd viih

how Wi-ll the students hau- taken lo his st\le.

"Ihex areu'ry lalenled." Mi^iliaeeiosays. "Ilu-

wliole process has fu'en \ery simple.

"

"Oriycn." a ()lay ctniceived i»\ Riihen Polendo.

attempts to lAtahlisli a new myth. Ihr nrM viory

t.ikes dements liom midtiple cultures around the

world.

"it's somelhinu new." rolemlo silj». "^e did all

this research in other cultures and we found all sorts

of thinus that relate lo who we are now.

"

roll ndo. wtiii liesilales lo sa\ lu wroli i )rli»en."

prefers to sa\ he conceiud the proji'i'i lc>i!eili. i

with drani.iliiri:e ( .iinphell lirilliii. Js «hII as his

cast. IVIeiiilo used till ciillalMii.ili\i process Imcoiii-

ll ^\as ilie idea

researched mimIis an

Will Id." I'll}. iii|i> >-i\ s

Iiiil; a my III and \h

tins Irolil ar.'iiiKl the

idea of mine that we've Inst ourtdea of (iod and of

mMholotiy and eur> myth we eiicnunlvr is so

ancient and so far remoied. Iliat's what drew me to

the project."

I he collahorati»e priKcss drew ihe actors to the

project and allowni ihem tu experience a more per-

sonal approach lo theater.

••lis certainly a different process from any other

slum Tve worked on," says cast member Piper

llarroll. "\>ith inainsia^e shows, yon ucl more

monei. your disi;in ftecomes iinniense. hut you also

{•el Ihis hype Ihal's hard lo liie up to. Ihere's not as

much hy pe here so you can concentrate on what mat-

ters more, il was detliiilely more personal, it's hard

toi(ualily it with other shows."

I he close personal nature of the play as well as its

process led Ihe cast to urow close diirini; rehearsal.

( .isi ineinlur \rrioii Doss adds. -We'Nc definite-

\\ heconie a family during rehearsal.

'

I he closeness the cast i \perieiiced did nuieh to

help each MUinher mtow as an aclor.

Woikini: on Ihis show. I've realh learned lo lis-

ii II. I larroll sa\s. "It's such a small cast that if you

doiii stall lisieiiinii and knowin;; that you're uoinu
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Main, as Beat I jn tiie wall.

Director contemplates

aging in newest woric
FILM: Robert Benton explores difficulties ^

of characters entering twilight of their lives

By Lonnie Harris

Daily Bruin Contributor

Celebrities seem to age grace-

fully, at least more than the aver-

age person. When most

Americans are beginning to lose

their hair, stoop when they walk

and become fitted for that first

pair of dentures, the average

Hollywood starlet is still trying

out thong bikinis.

Such is the cast of "Twilight,"

a noir-ish thriller about th^ perils

and intrigue which ensue when

the beautiful people get older

and can't get by on looks alone

any more. "Twilight" features

such senior celebrities as Paul

Newman, Gene Hackman and

James Garner. The film centers

around a Hollywood couple

(Hackman and Susan Sarandon)

whose mysterious past comes

back to haunt them just as one of

them is diagnosed with cancer.

To aid him in covering up this

past tragedy, Hackman hires his

b e s- t

friend/per- ^^^^^^^^^
sonal pri-

vate detec-

tive Paul

Newman,
and all sorts

of film noir

style
shenanigans

ensue.

The
film's
writer/direc-

Benton comes to terms

with getting older ... by

creating characters who
are trying to ease into

their golden years.

tor, Robert Benton, an older

man who, like the characters in

his movies, seems comfortable

with his years, tries to explain to

a room full of young reporters

just what "Twilight" says about

aging and maintaining one's dig-

nity.

Benton opts to use this simple

detective story to explore how

people deal with the trauma of

watching their youth fade away,

as well as explore how wisdom,

especially about love, increases

with age.

"I wanted to write a film

about how complicated love is,"

Benton says. "That is one of the

things I've become aware ofover

the years, especially the last few

years. Love is extremely compli-

cated, and in some cases a really

dangerous activity."

In order to express these ideas

through decidedly unsympathet-

ic characters, Benton needed

some creative casting. He hired

Newman and Hackman, both of

whom he'd worked with previ-

ously in "Nobody's Fool."

"What I like about Paul is that

he has a tremendous sense of

sympathy," Benton says. "What
started with 'Bonnie and Clyde'

and continues right through to

Twilight' is that there are people

in these pictures whb blackmail

and do all sorts of bad things, but

1 sympathize with them."

Benton feels that Newman is

very much in touch with his

directorial style. Benton prefers

to work in conjunction with his

actors, discussing scenes and

getting input before shooting

them, an approach he feels

makes the work both more per-

sonal and more intuitive. This

style, though helpful for Benton

in showing the deeper subtext of

his films, is not adopted by all

directors.

"I'm a pushover," Benton

says. "I'm not a mean son of a

bitch. I work with the people that

I enjoy, that I like. I'm very care-

ful to hire people that I like, and

I do my best to listen. I'm not a

dictator. Directors like James

Cameron, and I don't know him,

but I hear that he's a dictator.

"Believe me, it works being a

dictator," Benton continues.

"Making a movie is like building

a house. Let's say you're laying

the foundation, and there's a

well in the way. What do you do?

Directors like James Cameron
blow it up. John Ford blows it

up. Victor Fleming blows it up.

Or, you

_^_______ build
around it.

Some
directors

treat what

happens as

part of the

film.
That's
what I do."

Benton
has applied

his signa-

ture directorial style to such

films as "Billy Bathgate," "Bad

Company," "Kramer vs.

Kramer" and "Nobody's Fool,"

but he primarily considers him-

self a writer. After receiving crit-

icism for "Billy Bathgate," one

of the few films he directed

which was not self-scripted,

Benton decided that he would no

longer direct films which he had-

n't penned himself.

With "Twilight," Benton

comes to terms with getting

older himself by creating charac-

ters who are trying to ease into

their golden years. As with his

previous works, Benton writes

films based on what's going on in

his personal life.

"Some screenplays are paid

jobs. In that case you use what-

ever sense of craft you have to

tell a good story," Benton

explains. "I put those films out-

side ofmy general body of work.

Some of my films, like 'Bonnie

and Clyde' and 'Bad Company,'

were things that I cared about

Those pictures have a tone that

came out of my experiences.

"My movies, including

'Twilight' have really been gov-

erned by the interests that I have

at the time," he continues.

"When I was 20, I was looking

for answers. Now I realize I'm

looking at a mystery that I will

never solve. That mystery seems

so beautiful and so inexhaustible

that it's worth studying."

FILM: Twilight'opens Friday.

t 1.

1
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Young Bleed, "*
'All 1 Have In This

World, Are ../ My Balls and My
Word" (No Limit/Priority)

Remember when everybody and their

mama was doin' commercials for St.

Ides? The beats and rhymes were so

tight, but the commercials were so

short that they htcrally had you thirst-

ing for more. Such snippets of excel-

lence come to mind when hearing "An

Offer U Can't Refuse," a minute-long

teaser on the new album "My Balls

and My Word" by Young Bleed.

Young Bleed? Who? Or better yet,

what? But, don't let the name fool you.

"My Balls and My Word" is a 14-track

opus that starts ofTslammin' and only

gets better! Hailing from Baton

Rouge, LA, Young Bleed is the latest

member from Master P's No Limit

posse to show and prove that the

"Party South'" is most definitely "Bout

it,lBoutit."

Young Bleed's flow is so mellow

that he'll make your head nod even a

capella. He weaves stories of hustling

in the streets; unlike other so-called

"gangsta rappers" he does so sans the

gratuitous violence and with virtually

no misogyny. Young Bleed jxiignantly

spins tales about the frustration grow-

ing up poor in the ghetto and the chal-

lenges and "opportunities" this reality

presents.

The beats on "My Balls and My
Word" are reminiscent ofsome south-

emplayeristic Cadillac funk, complete

with heavy basslines and bluesy guitar

rifts. At times the beats sound sinister,

but that eeriness is awfully seductive.

While the beats aren't really "shake ya

booty" type of beats, they are funky

enough to boogie to just a little.

Regardless of what flavor of hip-hop

NaUmitnKorth

YOUNG BLEED

"All i Have In This Wbrid, Are

JMy Balls and MyWord*

you prefer, if you like tight beats and

phat rhymes "My Balls and My
Word" is where its at. J. Jioni Palmer

B+

Sneaker Pimps, ''Becoming

Remixed" (Virgin) The Sneaker

Pimps, named quite cool-ly after a

Beastie Boys reference, caused quite a

stir with their debut album,

"Becoming X," which sold a few hun-

dred thousand records or so. Thanks

to their from-KROQ-to-Star-98.7 hit,

"6 Underground" and a remixed ver-

sion of "Spin Spin Sugar," the

Sneaker Pimps' hypnotic sounds have

reached a big audience, bigger than

more stylish trip-hop acts like

Portishead and Tricky.

So, maybe "Becoming Remixed"

was inevitable. Pressed in limited

numbers, this 10-track disc features all

the remixes for the Sneaker Pimps'

best songs. As a matter of fact, on

occasion there is more than one remix

for certain songs.

"6 Underground" is represented

twice, both ending up quite marginal.

"Spin Spin Sugar" also has two mani-

festations, on the album, with

"Armand's Dark Garage Mix" being

a little too much on the disco/house tip

and "Armand's Bonus Dub" sounding

slightly the same but more repetitive.

This is disappointing also because nei-

ther version is like the remix KROQ
and other alt-radio stations played.

There are also three editions of "Post-

Modern Sleaze," including one

remixed by Reprazent (of Roni Size

fame).

Sadly, the only true standout is the

"Americruser Mix" of "Tesko

Suicide," an aggressive and percus-

sion-heavy remix. Remix albums by

nature aren't usually that great, and

"Becoming Remixed" is no exception,

especially when compared to the laid-

back magic of the Sneaker Pimps' reg-

ular trip-hop form. Unless you're a

diehard Sneaker Pimps fan (and

hurry, because there's a limited

amount of "Becorhing Remixed"

discs being made), maybe it's wise to

stick to the originals. Mike Prevatt B-

MUes Davis, ''Panthalassa: The

Music of Miles Davis 1969^1974"

(Columbia) Trippy jazz extraordinaire

Miles Davis blows minds all over

again with his funky release,

"Panthalassa." The album, which

includes newly restored material and

previously unheard extended themes,

comes as the brainchild of producer

Bill Laswell in the form of a modern

mix translation. However, the electric,

early '70s jam sessions play as pure as

any Davis recordings abeady avail-

able. The piece includes Indian-influ-

enced bongo drum meanderings as

well as Davis's reverberating trumpet

work, creating a multi-textural style

unique to the world of Davis's own
head.

The pieces tend to flow spiritually

through a series of jazz-inspired solos

that bridge the '70s world of guitar-

heavy, wide sounding radio rock with

the more introspective realm of fine

lounge music. Yet, the continually

warping melodies never seem direc-

tionless or unmotivated, always man-

aging to reel the listener into the cur-

rent thematic galaxy being explored.

The crispness of the versions included

on the remixed compact disc far sur-

pass that of worn-out records contain-

ing earlier Davis conceptualizations.

If nothing else, "PanthaJassa" recalls

the days when the creation of music

was as much of an art form as the

music itself One can practically feel

the energy which went into the record-

ing of the musical efforts, though the

sounds stem from an era just recently

terminated. Vanessa VanderZanden.

A

GovM Mule, ''Dose^ (Capricorn)

The hard-rock scene remains pretty

well hidden in a genre full of alterna-

tive mainstream, but bands like Gov't

Mule manage to keep dishing out

exciting compilations of old and new

favorites. In their new album, "Dose,"

Gov't Mule (a band with Allman

Brothers blood in it) combines blues

and Southern-style rock with riveting

guitar chords and powerful drives.

The album is a great mix of soulful

vocals, frenzied guitar solos and

thoughtful instrumental. Each song

stands unique from the others. The

Butthole Surfers-type vocals of

"Blind Man in the Dark" stand out

as incomprehensible electronic static

while those from the cover of Son

House classic "John the Revelator"

remain both inspirational and melod-

ic. Undertones in "Raven, Black

Night" cast intriguing quirks of gui-

tar and bass while in contrast the

deep, hearty southern style of "I

Shall Return" remains simple and

straightforward.

The whole album provides the

workings of a hit for those tired of

immature rhythms. Interestingly

enough, the songs are the result of

complex composing. A song will start

off as a careful jazzy mix of guitar

picking and mellow bass. In an

instant, however, the songs turns into

a rampage of mixed scratchy guitar

chords and wild drum beats. Gov't

Mule pulls ofl" interesting covers (lis-

ten to their unique take on the Beatles'

"She Said, She Said") and great hard-

rockin' hits. MicheUe Zobiate A-

DgntBeLeft
without One

ijrUITllirC UCLA Yearbook

Campus Programs Committee and

The UCLA Pacific Islands Students Association
presents...

Haunani-Kay Trask^ Ph.D.
Director of Center for Hawaiian Studies, University of Hawai'i - Manoa

Student Organizing: The Core of Resistance

and Building Poiiticai Consciousness

Indigenous nationalist, political organizer,

poet and professor of Hawaiian Studies,

Haunani-Kay Trask is the author of several

books, including a book of poetry Light in the

Crevice Never Seen, and a collection of

political essays. From a Native Daughter;

Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai'i.

Professor Trask also co-produced the award-

winning documentary Act of War: The

Overthrow ofHawaiian Nation in 1993.

Currently a member of Ka Lahui Hawai'i, the

largest sovereignty initiative in Hawai'i,

Professor Trask has represented her nation at

the U.N. in Geneva, and at various gatherings

throughout the Pacific and the Americas.

Monday March 9, 1998 7:0|O pm
Viewpoint Lounge, A-Level Acicerman

SISTERHOOD
b k s t r e

©Books^Misie6)Jewelry€>Crifts

by & about mfoneii

m^mO^M^ /k?
Onuuftmatimt

HitnvmafmrwmJeH

mUCmJtnlb
vJmwiibttlmorrdmnmiytbmg,

togo to the King'tfatival...

Directed ty Jo/in ^HaCC

^uaic anJ L^yrics dj Siepnen Oonaneim

Boor oy James Lapine

Schoenberg Theatre

SPECIAL PRE-SHOW: •

Friday. Saturday March 6,7 ® 8:00pm
' PRE-SHOW BEGINS @ 7:00pm

Thursday. Friday March 12. I3®8:00pm

PRE SHOW BEGINS @ 7:00pm

Saturday March 14 ® 3:00pm «fi 8:00pm

PRE-SHOW BEGINS 9 2:00pm A 7:00pm

Sandra/'^</m/s3/o/> $10 ^ Studenh antfJacull^ S7

Caii 825-4761 for Information or for Tickets Call CTO @ 825-2101

r
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Play examines our fascination with pain
THEATER: Disturbing story dramatizes

playwright Strindberg*s tortured themes

BySamliBiBsi

Daily Bruin Contributor

It seems that as a society we've become really sadistic. T.V.

shows such as "South Park" are great, but take a step back

and acknowledge the fact that thejokes are cruel and some of

the visuals arc really disturbing. What's really disturbing

though, is that we all find it funny. Somehow, at some time,

other people's pain became funny. "Play Strindberg (without

tears)" is a play that seeks to capitaUze on our sick amuse-

ment with other people's torture.

' The title refers to the eternally tortured but revered

Swedish playwright August Strindberg and the play takes its

cues from the themes found in his work "Dance of Death."

The "(without tears)" part of the title lets the audience know
that this pain will be fUnny. Yet while the play proposes to be

a comedy, you'd have to be sadistic to fmd half the humor
remotely humorous. You would have to find an old man who
is very sick a laugh riot.

Set on a remote Swedish island, we'll presume, during

Strindberg's lifetime, (again we'll presume), the play revolves

around a husband and wife who hate each other with a pas-

sion, the husband being an officer (Jack Heller), and the wife

an actress ofno talent (Salome Jens). The officer is due to die

any second, and it doesn't ruin the play to tell you that he dies

in the end; the whole play seems to be a death scene. The cou-

ple is visited by Kurt (Richard Neil) whom their officer

blames for the couple's marriage. The play turns into a battle

between the three characters to see which one will leave the

Stage alive and a winner.

Directed by Martin Magner, the play is set up as a boxing

match between three boxers and each scene is a "round."

Magner is a very experienced director and his talent comes

through. There are oo flaws in his direction and the timing

between the actors is on cue for the most part.

The actors are gifted and well placed in their roles. Heller

takes a glee in the physical pain he endures and the mental

pain he inflicts on his wife. He plays that glee to perfection

but he is such a lush it is hard to sympathize with him. Add
that to the fact that he mentally abuses a woman and sud-

denly, you want him to die.

Jens shows a great deal ofdepth as the wife who tolerates

her husband's abuse only when he is watching. As soon as he

Sec SmNDtBMw page 21

Family festival at the Getty

draws both young and old

Marityn Monroe Theatre

(left to right) Richard Ndl, Jadi HtUw and Salome
Jem star in "Play Strindberg (without tears)."

ART: UCLA professor

brings 18th-century

costumes to Hfe for Itids

ByEmlKojima
Daily Bruin Contributor

A delicate eight-year-old girl in

her chemise stood before the lecture

hall on a black box, smiling and bit-

ing her bottom lip.

Enter Michael Hackett, UCLA
professor of

theater. Using '

the girl and her
"^^^^"""""~"

fictional broth-

er as props for

his lecture for

adults and chil-

dren alike,

Hackett began

to speak.

This lecture,

which took

place on Feb.

28 and

"We ...walk through the

period galleries with

our costumes on."

Darren Ishmael

Theater student

described 1740s children's costum-

ing was part of the second family

festival day held at the J. Paul Getty

Center in order to promote family

trips to the museum.

The Getty has been holding a

series ofthese family festivals, which

will cominue throughout this year.

A number of events, workshops and

performances are scheduled so that

both young and old may enjoy the

Getty

"It's exciting to have so many
boys and girls in the audience,"

Hackett said. "The Getty tries to

commit to have all sorts of people at

the museum."

The theme of the most recent fes-

tival was masks. Children could cre-

ate their own masks and puppets.

Similarly, in the performance, the

children being dressed were prepar-

ing for a masquerade ball.

Hackett
^^^^^^^^^ described each

piece of cloth-

ing and its

function in

detail, while

attendants
dressed first

the girl. Erica

Sandborn, and

then her broth-

er, Darren

Ishmael, a

UCLA third-

year theater student.

They played the roles of children

of a wealthy landowner or someone
working in the government of King

Louis XV.

"She must feel like we're tortur-

ing her," said Hackett, smiling at the

See€ETTY,pa9c21
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All congment premises are not necessarily equal sitcoms

TV: Similar shows add up

to different laugh levels

for competing networks

By Frazier Moore
The Associated Press

Maybe pizza makes the difference.

In any case, next week marks the

arrival oftwo sitcoms that share a near-

ly identical premise. And no matter

how you slice it, one is funny. One isn't.

"Two Guys, a Girl and a Pizza

Place," the funny one, launches next

Wednesday on ABC at 9:30 p.m.

"House Rules," more aptly named
"Two Guys, a Girl and No Pizza

Place," bows Monday on NBC at 8:30

p.m.

Catch both these premieres and

you'll be reminded that sitcoms, aiming

to cultivate rapport with the viewer,

generally avoid new, unfamiliar ideas.

Another thing: The success of a sitcom

depends almost all on execution. That

certainly makes the difference here.

In each series, three pals face the ,

world together as young adults. One

chap is a lanky slacker-dreamer. The
other is a wireckip realist. Both strenu-

ously reject adulUiood. (Did we men-

tion Peter Pan? One of the "Two Guys"
is even named Pete!) They live in close

proximity, but platonically, with the gal.

NBC describes "House Rules" as "a

trio of tight childhood friends who,

now in their mid-20s, share a house and

a life together in

Denver.'' It stars .^^m,m^m^^i^mm

David Newsom
as a bumbling

medical student,

Bradley White as

a reporter and.

Maria Pitillo as

an assistant dis-

trict attorney

whose house-

mates engage in

this sort of dia-

logue: -y

"I hate rats! Do you know that there

are some super rats that can weigh over

nine pounds?"

"Do you know that there are some

supermodels that weigh under nine

pounds?"

"Two Guys, a Giri and a Pizza

'Two Guys, a Girl and a

Pizza Place" puts the

pieces of the same

puzzle together much
more artfully.

Place" puts the pieces of the same puz-

zle together much more artfully. And
with more humor:

"Believe me, there's "a one.' And
when you find her, you'll know."

"How will I know?"

"m tell you!"

The guys are graduate students who
share an apartment in Boston. Berg

(played by Ryan
^iBMii^-BB^ Reynolds) is a

philosophy major

with an easy-

does-it outlook,

who makes extra

money by signing

up for medical

experiments.
Richard Ruccolo

isPete,aperpctu-

ally fretful would-

be architect.

"Pete's ray

home base," says Berg, explaining their

relationship. "I wouldn't get to be me if

he wasn't him."

The girl is Sharon, their former col-

lege bud and now their upstairs neigh-

bor who mothers them with a wide-

screenTV and a welktocked refrigera-

tor. Played by Traylor Howard, she is a

comically irascible minx who earns a

big salary selling toxic chemicals. She

hates herself for that almost as much as

she loves her BMW.
The fellows work part time at a

pizzeria, where a patron steals scenes

with his droll dementia: "Somehow 1

found myself in Morocco, running a

nightclub," coos the film-befuddled

Mr. Bauer (David Ogden Stiers).

All in all, "Two Guys" is about as

funny as you could hope for, consider-

ing the absence of a single new idea.

In each show, the fellows do their

part to derail their gal pal's budding

romance. But to reiterate, one version

is funny; the other isn't.

If you were to take the basic

"Housc"/"Guys" formula, then add

another male and a dozen years to

everyone's age, you'd have

"Seinfeld" ("Three Guys, a Giri and

an Upper West Side Diner"). But

Jerry and his geezer chums are old

news. Right now, television is con-

sumed with that demographic anx-

iously poised' on the precipice

between college graduation and

"Melrose Place."

PLAYS
From page 16

to gain from what they have to con-

tribute, the beauty and talent they

bring, you're going to find that

you've stopped growing."

Though the idea ofcreation-the-

ater is not a new one, Polendo and

the cast of "Origcn" have com-

bined their multi-cultural research

with pervading societal situations.

"It's based on our conceptions

of creation and gods and what it

means to be human," Polendo

says.

"Since we hve in this society

that is so speed-driven, we never

really get a chance to stop and

think about these things. The pro-

duction is based on that speed,

though, because everybody's so

used to that overstimulation. I'm

not going to fi^t that, I'll use it"

THEATER: 'Origen' will play March

3fi, 7, 1 1, 12, H.'Les Cenci' will play

March 4,5,7, 10, 1 3,^4.7he plays will

be performed at the Little Theater

at Macgowan Hall. Tickets are $15,

$10 for senior citizens and $7 for

students. Call (310) 825-2101 for

noore Informatioa
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audience made up of some of

Sandbom's peers as well as professors

from UCLA who are well-versed in

costuming.

"That's okay, you can just have us

all beheaded," Hackett joked to mot-

ley listeners.

"But actually a good middle-class

giri wouldn't have that power,"

Hackett said to clarify the joke,

"(although) a princess might."

Hackett let young audience mem-
bers in the front row feel the corset

piece of Sandbom's costume in order

to give them an idea of what chil-

dren's everyday clothes would have

felt like.

Sandbom described the experience

of wearing a get-up that would make
even Scarlet O'Hara cringe.

"The clothes are really tight and

uncomfortable," Sandbom said.

As Sandbom was covered with two

more layers of an underskirt and pet-

ticoat, the audience saw a trans-

formed girl who could have stepped

out of the 18th century.

Next Hackett dressed her teenage

brother, played by Ishmael.

Ishmael emerged in undergar-

ments of the period with his short red

hair appearing longer as it was tied

back in a ribbon.

Hackett continuously focused on

audience interaction with the chil-

dren, and even called for their partici-

pation.

"Will you be my model?" Hackett

asked one of Sandbom's friends with

blond hair in a ponytail, to demon-
strate the style of men's hair of the

day.

"you look so worried," Hackett

comihented to the girl, who shifted

from foot to foot. When she sat down,

however, she grinned widely, relieved

of her duty as a model.

Soon, Hackett's assistants, three of

his first-year theater students, had

dressed Ishmael in a two^iece suit

and matching vest.

As part of the unique event,

Ishmael recalled his riire "perfor-

mance" at the Getty as memorable.

"The best thing that we do is to

walk through the period galleries with

our costumes on," Ishmael said. "We
had a tour of the (French decorative

room). We were told this may possibly

be the bed you would have had, and
it's like, wow."

When the two participants were

/n^RTMenT goordt^tor supgri/kor

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUS AMONTHLY SAURYAND ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE;
Selecting, trainmg, and supervising the UA North
Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

* Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

* Participating in weekly meetmgs with staffand

management.

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defining problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
• UCLA graduate student.

• Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

• Leadership experience.

• Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

• Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments Nortli

625 Landfair Ave. # 1

'^
Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM

dressed, they promenaded for the

audience, fully transformed into 18th

century French children in all their

finery. Children and their parents

were equally fascinated by the change.

Hackett showed slides of paintings

in the Getty of what of what possible

parents of the two children would

look like. As part ofthe effort to make
the museum exciting for children, he

challenged children to find paintings

of the portraits of Magdaleine

Pinceloup de la Grange and her hus-

band, Charles-Francois Pinceloup de

la Grange.

The costumes for the children were

based on these paintings by Jean-

Baptiste Perronneau and others he

did of children during the period.

Roslyn Moore, a UCLA graduate

with an MFA in costuming, designed

the costumes.

While Sandbom showed her initial

nervousness during Saturday's show,

after it was all over she ran into the

audience to chat with a gaggle of little

girls who had come to the show as

part ofher ninth birthday party.

They squealed and laughed as a

photographer took pictures of the

casually dressed up 1990s children

with their stand-out eighteenth-centu-

ry friend.

STRINGBERG
From page 19

turns his back, she flies off the handle

and it's liberating to see her do so, but

the fact remains that she is imploring

her husband to die.

The character that becomes most

detestable is that of Kurt. He inflicts

damage on both and becomes the vil-

lain for it. Neil portrays the character

well and for a while he is the voice of

reason until he starts to uncover his

character slowly. Neil reveals these

awful layers in his character deftly,

but is all the more unlikable for it.

This isn't to say that characters

PHILHARMONIC

need to be likable. Some of the great-

est characters are severely flawed.

Yet there needs to be some senv

blance of a heart or a soul. In "South

Park," every character evokes some

sympathy at one time and to top it

oft", it's a very superficial cartoon.

On stage, the characters in "Play

Strindberg (without tears)" are very

real and tortured. Somehow, sadism

doesn't seem as funny up close.

THEATER: "Play Strindberg (without

tears)" runs through April 4 at the

Marilyn Monroe Theatre, 7936 Santa

Monica Blvd. Tickets are $15, $12 for

students and seniors. Call (213) 660-

TKTS for more information.

From page 16

fully with Bruckner, ended dramati-

cally with a suite from Bartok's bal-

let. The Miraculous Mandarin.
Based on Menyhert Lengyel's story

"A csodalatos mandarin" (The

Miraculous Mandarin), a "pan-

tomime grotesque," as he called it,

the music illustrates a story about

the will to live, fulfillment of desire

and death.

This piece, formed by an imagi-

nation affected by war, premiered

in 1926 in Cologne, Germany.
Although the original performance

was greeted with moral outrage, (he

performance by the Los Angeles

Philharmonic closed with a stand-

ing ovation.

UCtA

K-12 CREDENTIALS HUES (Pfacernent Fil

OFFICIAL NOTICE .

IMPORTANT!
Cantor Nm^ K^pf/\0tmiiit^^ Eftactlve July 1, 1998

'*.

Opttons Available to Al K-12 FUeHokJers / J j||JKl '-^^

Effective Juty 1, 1996 al UCLA CrwdentialB F>»^ald#sfor K-12 pa«itians w«l manage thwrown credentiab fltes. Effective that date,
the Career Center (formerly krx>wn a« the iX^LA Mbement and Career PlarmlnQ Center) vM no longer process tite requests or
eetabliah new credenUala flee for cahdklat«« Oo<^tdhg anypoeMOr in K-12 institutions.

. . ^ ^mi^rVi
—r-^J«^b«fetttrne(ftoth«cirttBateu0Onr«9^ The IX^LA Career

Center must receive *|«^inoilicalton no later #ianJg^ 1. 18»
j

2. Confk««nttal '•M#^ mmep after iiy t tflWiiMtnk^MiAJac^ au»KX»at the wntten request of the

candklate. (^4ote: R^toldersinustfuMtfeuMldS^^

3. Al K-ia Cr»rt«i itriilM R»— wh<c>i are not daimed or returned to the au(hor» will battestroyed effacUv July
1. 1««8. / *

Higher Education CradentMl FMee (Plaoement Piles)

Credentials Wes o* candklates s«Sakl)g positions in Higher E<*jca»on win benjttintained t>y the Career Center for
a period of eight (8) years, from tHlii^a«e the lie te flrst established, and w« <hen be destroyed wrth no further
"o««ca«o" Alt fl— wtnWtohti ntlortD <lu»y 1. i9eo wm tt^jfmM^ma tfcttw jmv i. laaa.

Any queettooe ooncennino CredenOaU l=lee ahould be dHBCfOtPtheUOLA Career Center (310) 206- 1941.

CPR/SFA Project * CPR/SFA Project * CPR/SFA Project *
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Recniitnient

Remember the

Northridge earthquake??

ft'

When disaster strikes...YOU can make the difference! Become a

certified instructor. Join us as we help and teach to SAVE
LIVES! Who knows?! It could be your life or your beloved. Be
prepared and ^ass it on.

Applications available at 404

A

Kerckhoff Hall. Due March 9, 1998.

Contact (310)825-7586 for further info.
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advertising information
ZTL

Address
118KefckhoffHafl

308Ws5twoodPtaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-MaB: ciasstfiecls@media.uciaLedu

WetK httpyANWw.(iailybruin.ucla.edu

PiMNie
Classified Line: (310) B25-2221
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
ftjc (310) 206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: %00am-4:30pm

Frt: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily,iiptD20words $8.00
...«ich additional KvoFd 0.50

Weeidy, up to 20 words 27.00
...eacii additional word 1 .50

Monttily,upto20words 90.00

...eacti additional word 5.00

For Classified Displ^ ads. please see

our rate card tor variable rate

information.

jfm^iJ^iMas/f^fCard]

L. A, A

Deadlines
ClBssifiedUneAdi:

1 worldng day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Oassffled Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

Tl)o« are no cancellations after noon
of^ day before printing.

Payment
Pldfee make checio payable to "The
UCU Oaiiy Bruin.' We accept Visa,

MastCard^and Discover credit cards.

Allow 5wMUng days tor man paymwits.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad wtth the merchandise you
are seBng. This makes it easier tor readers

to quickly scan the ads and k)cate your

items.

• Always include the price of your Item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• AvoM ab()reviattons—<nake you ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's positkm,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and Include that In the

ad. Include such informatkm as brand

names, cotors and other specific

descriptkMis.

odRtltlsn In • dtmmlag tfMjr or irnMrVM
rniliil In twi iMm tatwnw lnliwwi iii

announcements

1100-2600

Akoholics Anofiymous
rn.SlirShirfr,3SI7

IMW Book ^Htmfi 3^1/

M/TAV>M.DMlalA>029
Wi4.ta.A}-039
AlteM 12:10 -1:00

>ftn««**iktKfpnttmt

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT. Healthy young
women, ages 17-25, weight between
80&120lt>s., with nomnal periods, to partici-

pate In a UCLA project to take 24hrs.

Receive S25.00 for complete participation.

Dr. Ian YipO310-206-1987.

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or older. Inter-

ested in a dintcal researcli study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-

sated. Call Dr Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

more information.

EARN EXTRA CASH! Diagnosed carpel tun-
nel syndrome patients needed for study. Myo
Diagnostics Inc. 310-559-5500.

FEMALE RESEARCH SUBjtulb needed
for study on migraine&behavior. Participants

will receive a packet containing question-

naire $1 will be offered after retum of com-
pleted questkinare Qualified partKipants will

currently have mikl/no headache&have t)een

diagnosed by their doctors as having had
severe migrane In ttte past. Leave
name&addrMS. 310-208-7187vok»mailS57.

HEALTHY MALES/FEMALES. 18-70 need-

ed for study by UCLA Nudear »4edicine Phy-

sicians. Small amounts ol radioactivity.

$25/hr plus parking. Up to 4 hrs. 310-825-

1118.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 tor lab experinient and devek>pmental

evaluatk>n, and get a sdentitlc leammg ex-

perience Call 310-825-0392

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN 454(h6althy"

or heart disease) wanted for study on coro-

nary artery 0i8««se-UCLA. $25^. Up to 8
hours. 310-825-1118.

ANONYMOUS spenri donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensatk>n up to $600/month ar>d free

health screening. Convenient hours, kxated

m Westwood CaH Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an Infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years arxJ willing to

help, please call. All races needed. Compen-
satwn $3,500.00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21-30. All Info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32. Egg
dorK>rs find It emotkxially rewarding to help

anonymous Infertile couples $4,000 conrv

pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGGS, Kellie

Sr)ell, Creative Conceplkm

5620 MdwOflared
5640 Mdn WMrted
5660 Taxi /SlHittte Service

5660T>fBWiD»«dMllon»
9760 Vatelllckels
5720 VacallM Packages

6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6600
6900
7000
7160
„7200
7900

l^taaMialAid

Beauty Services

Legal Advice / Attorneys

Movers /Storage
Music r

Praiassisrai Servlcei

Tolecooiniunlcatloiis

IMorlog Offered

WrNliig

Employiiieiit
7400 tMiliil OppoftupWei
7500 Csroer OppoitunlHef
7600 CMd Cars Offered

7700 ChMCarslMnted
7800 HetpWauted
7600 Houseettdng
8000 brtomeMp
6100 Personal AsshtaiiCT
8200 lOnporary Emfrioyment
8300

8400
8500

8700

8900
9000
9100
9200

Apartments tor Bent
Apartments FwnMied
GnhIo / iKowntwuse for Rent
Coa*> /Iswnlionso for Sole

fiuostlmMilor Rant
House for Regii^
House forsaliii^
Honsetoats for Roil/ Sale

9600
9700

RoomfDrlislD
Boom for RoMl
Roemmatos - Private

Roommates - Shared

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Scholarships Buslr>ess. Medical
bills Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000 Ext G-1650.

RAISE $500 In or>e week. Furxiraising op-

portunities availat>le No finarKial ot>ligatK>n.

Great for dubs. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k>w-cost financial servces & on-cam-
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

**THE DAILY BRIMN ASSUMES NO RE-

SPONSIBHJTY FOR AOVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING AMINTMEPERSONALS^

ARE YOU A..:
Preppie? Surfer? Gap? Babyfaced AH-Amer-

Ican? Bisexual? Cunous? Ctoseted Gay?

Nervous about your peers' I've been there.

Handsome, 15-year kjcal professwnal, well-

built, physically fit, 'straight'-appearlng,

healthy BiH 310-824-2433

hdUSSSS mmi

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS Is

k>oklng for people over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acrw (at least lOspols).

Qualified volunteers will be fInanciaMy com-

pensated For more information piMM call

Donna or Delia 310-828-8887.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
IrxJivkJuals wtra have experierKed anorexia

persortaHy for ttiesis study. Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires. Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Some recovery necessary. NHcki: 310-471-

8032.

ANXIETY
Are you or is someone you know 18-t^ years old arxl suffering from

Anxiety? You may qualify for an important medical research study

if your symptoms include:

Excessive Wony

Feeiirtg Tense or Irritable

Q Difficulty GxKcntrating

Qualified partidpants may receive up to $800.00.

DEPRESSION
Are you or is someone you Iuk>w 1 8-t^ years old and suffering from
Depression? You nviy quality for an important medical research

study if your symptoms include:

Q Loss of Interest or Pleasure

Q Sadness or Hopelessness

a Sleep Disturbance

Qualified partidpants nruiy receive up to $880.00.

At CaWbrnia CMnkal Trials, a premier research fadlity, we are

focused on testing medications that could possibty Improve lives

and lead to future medical breakthroughs. Qualified partkjpants

will receive quality care from our research staff, a free basic physi-

cal exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solu-

tion and call now.

TOLL-FREE

1 -888-CC-TRlAL
(1-888-228-7425)

California Clinical Tiuals

EGG DONORS]
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation

$?50Q,W
Call Mirna Navas at

(S10) 829-6782

nUPINO OR CHIWESg

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonynxHis infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call l-SSMU-EQGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

SPECIAL EGG CX)NOR NEEDEOI LovkHI

infertile couple is hoping to firx) a compM.
siorwte vvoman to help us have a baby.

We're hoping for someone wfK> has blond or

brown hair and blue eyes. We'd be delighted

to find a healthy. Intelligent, college student

or graduate. Age 21-30 Thank you for your

conaideratlon. Compensation $3,500-

SSOOO^xpenses. If you can help us, pleat*

caN 1-800-686-0373 ext.6733.

HOME TYPISTS
PC uaers needed. $45,000 income potential.

CaN 1-600-513-4343 Ext B- 101 05

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 income poten-
tial CaN 1-600-513-4343. Ext. B-1010S.
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Bruinlife

Yeartxwk

would like to

congratulate

the 15 winners

of the Senior

Spotlight

Award.

We would also

like to thank

all\^

expressed

interest and

took the tinie

to apply.

Good luck and

continued

success in your

future

endeavors.
I
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Congratulations to Our
15 Senior Spodigjits!

The Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize

distinguished UCLA seniors. These talented students are

chosen from a large number of senior applicants, each of

which has excelled in many areas during their career at

UCIA Each year these "spotlighted" graduates receive a

special page in their honor in the senior section of the

Bruinlife Yearbook. This special recognition of

outstanding seniors is unique to Bruinlife and is only one

of the many interesting ways UCLA and its students are

captured in the yearbook.
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Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Rosyin Soto for

her outstanding achievements. Read about her, along

with these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in this

year's Bruinlife Yearbook:
'

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

BenHofilefia

Catherine Krum

Russell L Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu
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IBMtocmardlQto

JSSl

310478-1663

310440-9464

LPTTMAN
worth hmdreds FREE

31O208-7475

aletioeoooe-newlnbox t46
31067&4496

MATTRESS
laplOD.aOK. 4MB, svs 7.0.1 MX)

310475-1429

MCAT
twin

MICROWAVE
J3SL

310-204-1463

31»aDfr0e61

MINI-SYSTEM
MODEM 14.4

Shan).1veafold
JBSl

310475-1429

MSOFFK^97PRO
MS WINDOWS 95

jm
JSSL

310440^464
310^13^773

nwMCD.no manual

PARK SPACE
nawK^D. no manual

>100
^^f^^F^fVm
310^67-7871

PARKING SPACE
PARKING SPACES

KeWon/Lavering

PRAIRE MAKEUP

5 min. from campus
JSS.

310^87-7871

JHL
31O20fr0B61

31O20ftO861

SCANTRONS
worth hufnt^ds

>9Q^no 310^0^6243

SLEEPING BAG
no20786-ERI

rneg

SOFA BED
aii) zaitHiew

FREE
3106754496

STAIR MASTER
que«nitonew

MSl
3106754496

STKXOFGUM
rmn n rt n nut iMMqoodconaion

JKL
310474^153

•ariouscWersonly
_C5.

21306Me78

STOMACH TRIMMER , Bods/by Jeto
JtS6.

310675C236

TWIN MATTRESS
TYPEWRITER

bwijftrrwt

jasL
3104736602
310«B-76S6

UCLAB-BAU.
UCLAB-BALLTIX

Sham/Amp Price nego
Arizona aaidantix

31O20ftOe61

310478-1663

UCLA BBALLTIX
UCLAfrBALlTlX
UCLABB^TIX
UCLA BBALLTIX

5A§UI?<

SArtznnaix
$1QW

919-781-75W

ASUitjdentfa
.HftL

31^374-1869

ASUsfadenttix
JiS.

31^374-1860

UCLA BBALLTIX
UCLA BBALLTIX

Arizona Sta|i
.Hfi.

310-20frOS15

JSiA
.US.

31»57MK1
310^0^2106

UCLABBALL-nX
UCLA BBALLTIX

Afinnii

310-267-9602

Arizona stjdentMx
310206-2106

UCLA BBALLTIX
Attannlriwufe

UCLA BBALLTIX
UCLAVANPOOL

AtaDDtUcftnubL
JOL

giQ^Qfroeis
3l»^7M62l

UOLAvaAri«ne jasL

-818-786-7792

310200-1932

UCLA VANPOOL Paaadena ttcketa

UCLA VOLNT COAT menssm new
WACOM ARTPADII
WOMAN'S BIKE

i^"wygpw*ffqT-

SSjSOaa

$WPWl 6a6-796-a60B

t12 310206-7475

lOaoeed jao.
310^200666
310473^16

Need extra cash? Sell something! Display
206-3ni

.11^
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Party on Ralph!

Actually the party now IS on Ral|>iii

Thanks for the memories RalphI '

MOST UCLA students imk no more thM

4 when ihey party So what?

So, students who drink 4 or less have

better love lives, are happier with their

relatxxiships, and don't become the

'life of the Party"

Now this

nhinl

. Ralph

h«rt

was
davnonst-

raung

his

uncanny

ability to

makaa
total ass

ot

humaH
Sure ha

washin
tor

awhile

The

Lite ot

the

Party".

but then

Ralph

started

poundng

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ttie

brewtkis

like a

bone dry

sea

sponge

ll was
down
the

hatch

and

damn
the

I Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

paittiland.

and by

jOve he

was
going to

live a

littte He

babbled

on and

on about

some
guy

named

_ Dick.

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

social

at
This

Dick had

heard

that the

party

hnewas
long, but

if ha

could

adhare

lotfta

ACROSS
1 To Sir with

Love' sir>ger

5 Partofanarxl
9 Celebrations
14 Lilte — of bricks

15 Film director

Kazan
16 Seize power

from
17 In the manner of

a wizard
19 Actress Evans
20 Snapshot
21 Adam's son
23 Obtain
24 Lures
27 Bogs
28 Before
31 Machine's

tooth

32 Mai — : coQktail

34 Finarx^es

38 Board
42 Sea water
43 Nutritious grain
44 Black tea
45 Former Egyptian

leader
46 Running
48 Fkjo's ooc
50 Listener's

need
51 Negative votes
52 Food fish

55 Altered to fit in

59 Scurry
60 Composer

Stravinsky

61 Signatures
65 Large antelope
67 Acrobat's

walkway
70 Embankment
71 Jacob's

brottier

72 Paradise
73 Worries
74 Seven, in

France
75 Act

P

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ISaaB SBQIQ BBSS
smnD QSBss mm^m
cgsa [asosE^ asss

IR EI^R O T El

tZIBSO DOS [KDSQSS

SQBD DBQlSm SQDS
QQQS SOSfflS QfflQlS
DSSS QSDSQ (SSaQ

DOWN
1 Lighting fixture

2 Great Salt Lake
kx^ale

3 Corporate
symbol

4 Combine
5 Pod vegetable
6 Everyone
7 Fragrant shrub
8 Perhaps
9 Sea bird
10 'Just—

suspected!'
11 Thrust fonrvard

12 "Our Miss
Brooks' star

Eve —
13 Tiffs

I8S0M
22 Superlative

suffix

25 — cfcwe for

comfort
26 Arctx: dweWng
27 — mignon
28 Wanes
29 —avis

untonll

When
Ralph

finally

did shut

up

!actually

he

finally

passed

out,

thank

God) he

once

again

became
elife

it the

party

He
helped a

iJlBralure

maioi

polish

up on

her

prose

with a

pretty

per

manent

pen

When
Ralph

didnt

quite

make it

10 the

little

boys
room, a

photo

30 Oklahoma city

33 Plain

35 Jack, in cards
36 Baby's seatingi"'™'^^

spot?
""'"'

37 Marinate
39 Similar

40 Words for

Nanette?
41 Barrels

47 Rodent
49 ChikJren's

oan>e
52 Bookcase

unit

53 OPEC vessel
54 Go away
56 — on: spoils

57 Origiriate

58 Took a (^nce what *

60— of March
62 Style

63 Fervor's
weapon

64 Mail out
66Me8h
68 Empty space
69 Rough sfteMer

student

was
there to

bravely

capture

his litUe

accident.

and a

pre-mad

prmcess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
'won't

rub off

lipsbck

on

Ralph'

chump
Hey

Ralph*

Most

UCLA
students

dnnk

tour or

less

When
thay

party

Soma
don't

dnnk at

all

Ralph

drinks

upiMlha

ttudcnt Foragoodlmacal Shidani

Daily Bruin OasdlM

for sale

2700-4500

FREE RECHARGEABLE LONG DISTANCE
calling card. Usage only 19-cef)ts per nninute

vMtt) no per cad charges! Call 310-712-5622

24/hr8.

MACINTOSH LCII. Cotnputer. printer and
monitor. $350ot)o. 310-207-6588.

F»OWERMAC 7100/66 32/1GB, PowerSook
5300CS/100 24/500 tor sale. OS8,
RAM/Speed Dout>ler. Monitor, Printer, Ether-

net, Modem, MS OfTice. more... $1000,

$1200.310-445-0081.

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNSAFOSTER Also Orthope-

dk; twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Queens-$189.95. Kings-$239.95 Futons-

$148.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Tvnn $79, FuN $89. Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkt>eds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. Mattress. tx>x, and frame,

$150. Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160 Lots

of Sociology books including: Sociology: 2,

126 (Soc of Nonns), 132 (Soc. Psy ), M150
(Soc of Ageing) & M162 (Soc of gender).

Art fiistory 56 (reader only). Sold at cr>eap-

er price than the UCLA txx)kstor^Call 310-

836-1023 for Mnhale after 6PM.

* Piano Rentals ^^ Low Montlily Rates "W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^ ^••*•••••••

1968 HONDA CRX. While Air-condMoning

MPG4g/54 Recent 30,000mlte 8«rvk«. New
txakes&seats. 5-ape«d. Diflord security sys-

tem. 155.000mile«. Efficient car. $3,300 Da-

vid: 310473-3334.

1992 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET, triple

white, leather Mats, alarm, stereo, great

condWon, Low miee. one owner. $7500 oto.

310-868-6541.

88 TOYOTA MR2. Muat ten. 5-speed. AC.
sunroof, extras. Super cieen! $3,950 dbo.

C«M Stephen, 818-504-1177.

CARS
10(V 500 1960-1997. POLICE MPOUNO
Hondas, chevys. jecpc, and tporti uHltlss .

Muat Ml. 1-800-772-7470 ext.7111

SEIZED CARS from $175 PortchM, CadH-

lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corveltos. Also JMpe.

4WD's. Vbur ATM. To»-FrM 1 -800-21 S-9000

Ext A-1650 (or current Hcilngs.

'89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wt)eel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

condilon. rms, CD/stereo. $10,900. Must
see. 310-879-1484.
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1985 YAMAHA 125Z Black. Only 6000
miles. Perfect condltton. Sold w/ gloves, hel-

met&lock. $600. Call Fabrice 818-246-3853.

INSURANCE WAR!
WEIL BEAT ANYONES price or dont want

your tMislness. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/facutty discounts. Request the

•Bruin Ran." 310-777-8817 or 213-673-

3303.

/lustatef
¥MAw.iii||M»dhMMkL

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Btvd.
C2 t>lk». So. of WH»^>lr»)

ywfi^mm
Cittf Ticlcb. ^^i A^c«.

Muitis^oft Acivtffifure"

:p310
Hiking Aaventure

^356
Now York iypiomr"

'U? cirfare ^ O 1 b

KSttKnoHS

FREE FOOD/ENT
—http://www fftelaweb com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet nigtit guide, to DINII4G,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live with family. 2w«etw-
$411. 4weel(s-$785: 5hours class/day.

room43meal8/day CALMECAC Caiixto 2,

Guanajuato, Gto. 36000 Mexico. nrx>-

dem56 Oquijote.uglo.mx.

,10904 Lindbrook

20S-3551

[^1020 Westwood Boulevard
Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852]

ALONE-STRESSEO-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidential counseling. Aruiety,

depTMSion, relationships Hyprwtfierapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village. Carole Chasin MA. MFCC..
310-289-4643.

LOSE WEIGHT!
REGAIN ENEnGYI All-natural, safe, effec-

tive. Average 5- ID Ib8./week 30-day money
back guarantee 1-60&«0(H)343 ext 1726

LX^W

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. IHotel pack-
ages $34&up. 1-888-PICANTI. Spaca km-
ed. :

servfces

5800-7300

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYIII Flat fee/low oosl/payment plans.

Law offces of White & Assoc. (IKXAW'Se'^
600-420-9996/31 0-207-2089

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards cal ex-

perienced immigratkxi attorrtey. RaaaonaWe
ratM and free conauNalona. Cal 213-251-

9688 tor aitomay Dotaan.

GREEN CARDfThe Easy-lnaxpanaive Way?

Visas, Wort( Permit*, ft Labor Ce(tmcatk)n A
CaNtomia Corporatton Since 1962. Immi-

gration Specialist Ca«: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green

cards, visas, wort( permHs, Wxx oertMcation,

deportation. ReatonaMa ratoa. AHotnay Ge-

otfray Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

GUYS&GALS DATES
1-90(M07-7781 ext2343 $2.99/mln. Over

18. Senw-U 619-645-6434.

SPORT SCORES
1 900 407-7785 Exi 9344 $2.9*mfn Age
IS'f Serv-U 619-645-8434

BEST MOVERS. 213-263-2378.LJcansed,

insured. Lx>west ratM. Fast courteous, and
careful. Many students moved kx $88. Lie.-

T-163844. r^ JOB TOO SMALLI

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS ft SCHOLARSHIPS avaN from
•Ponaorelll Great opportunity. Ca« now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
ChooM Unlvaraily CradK Union 10 fund your
StaiortLoani (Lender Code 8321 23) Also
racalva tow-coet financial services 310-
477-8628; htlp7/www.ucu.org

HONEST MAN W/14ft tnJcK and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. SF LV, SD, AZ. Go Bnjins.

JERRYS MOVING ft DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Experienced, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

31&391-S667. GO UCLAII

DRUM LESSONS
AH levalt/styies witfi dedk»ted professtonal.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars availat>le. Sam 310-826-9117.
i

GUITAR LESSONS hy professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. CaU Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classk»l Musk:- European Instructor- Inter-

natkxial teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad 10-years

European operatk: experience. Free the

beauty of your vok:e througti good vocal

technique. $40^r. 310-470-6549.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fmstrated devetoping/editing your critk»lly-

bnportant personal statements? Get profes-

iional f)elp, oaaipetitive edge from nattonal-

ly-known author/consultant 310-626-4445.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/lwo Ph.Ds can help you produce wmning
proM. Theses, papers, personal statements

DavU 310-281-6264, 805-6464455.

RESEARCH. EDITORIAL. Word Procasaino,

and oompMe resume sarvtees. 213-444-

2033

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
FAST. ACCURATE. RELIABLE Reasonable
RatM. 20% off your first project Vk:ki. 1-

800-591-6832ext5030. E-mail
73473.26350compuserve.com

k*) ti 1G^
Sa^lcs

les ,..,, I

"Earn Money and Experience"

Excellent sales opportunity
Initial Talent Tree Staffing Services

is lookins for an individual with sales

experience to canvas the Dov^town, West
Los Anseles and South Bay areas. Earn

valuable work experience while continuins
your education. We are lookins for hishly

motivated, self-directed professionals.

Excellent pay plus commissions.

Part-time days.

Initial
Talent Tree

Staffins

Fax resume to Marilyn Darcey
at (818) 907-1410.

FRENCH NATIVE, TEACHER WANTED for

private lessons, $20/hr CaN Sle«osO310-
453-1058.

FRENCH TUTOR
TUTOR WANTED for bright, cooperative
high school student Locaiton Bel-Air, near
UCLA Competitive rates. 310-234-0177.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Work with LO-chikiren. Requires BA, current

erHollment-Masters level program in Educ-
related fiekl. Resume: KeHye McKinna. MA
toil Havenfiurst Dr LA CA 90046.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hra/wk.

$11 .2S/hr. Long term opportunity with a new,
exciting brand. StephanieO818-500-0966.

Research, Writing, Editiiig

ALL levels, ALL subjects, Foretgn

StadeaU Wetcome. Fast Profcssioaal

Qualtty Ouaraaleed, papers not for tale

CaU Research 310-447-8226

M-F KHXkm-S^lOpm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING A EDfTING

, WiJ>i(>H|

lO^YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcriptkxi, Resumes.
Appltcatk)n Typ«ng. Editir>g, Notary & More!
Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount
Near UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT. APPLICA-
TIONS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE WORDS. ETC 31&«2O-8830.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you. Fast,

accurata&neat. $2/pg. Can Iris 310-839-

3101.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dtoaartations. tranecr^jlkxi. resumes, fli-

ers, brochuraa. maiing fiats, reports. Sanu
Montea, 310-829-6830. Hoaywood. 213-466-

2886.

— PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9685. or call

moMa unit direct. 818-697-4028. Pager
213-344-7581 http: //www. online -

labe.corTVdann^ras/index.hlm

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax. email, mail, bring work to me.

Ruahea. Student dtocount. 818-830-1546.
'

MATH TUTO«NGAX)NSULTtNG by PhD
Chamiatty, Ptiysws, English. Elementary thru

graduate school. Poet-Ph.D. WLA 310-396-

0803.

PfWATE TUTOR $2SAir. avoM high agency
ooats. Most subjects, all grades Specialize

In wtlttng and LSAT Cal Matania 0310-442-

950o.

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced,

degree. One on one. At your home. $25/hr.

First dass free Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
Expertencad teacher. Ph.D oNars tutoring.

lerm^^Mper awlilanca. English. Social Sd-
anoi, Hiatory. Foreign Shidents Welcome.

Ca«: 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pn>-wrilar, young,

superb papers guaranteed High sctKX>l and

batow wekx)me. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT SUnft^d University

graduate Help with EngKsf)—for students of

all agaa/lev«la $15/hr. 310^72-8240 or

I
310440^)285.

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

*How-to' books, reports, and manuals Call

for free info-packll 1-800-466-9222. ext

7891.24hr8.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

HSEKEEPR/BABYSTTR
NEEDED to live-in Sat&Sun Experience

nee. References. Please call Tracy 310-470-

7019.

BABYSITTER/MOM'S HELPER Must fove

kkte&have experience, for West LA family.

Saturday nignt&other fKxtrs as needed. Call

TracyO310-470-7019.

CHILD CARE DRIVING NEEDED for

6Al1yroW Safe driver w/dear record. vaHd
lk:ense>insurance a must! Male/Female
okay. M.T^altemate F aftemoons-f scfKX>l

hoUdays. Flexible hours $10/hr > gas. 310-

456-5903.

CHILD CARE/HOUSEKEEPING. PfT. 3-

7pm. W&Th. Must drive. 2 chUdren. 11&15.
310-277-7195

CHILD CAREA^OTHER-S HELPER tor 9-

year-oW giri. Hours: 2:30-8pm. M-F. In Santa

Monca. Upbeat. en)oy chklren. Kkes sports.

Car not nacaasary but muat have dean driv-

ing record. CaM LindaO310-785-5150.

COMfVkNION NEEDED for 2 fun giris (14

and 11). 1-2 days/wk. S8/hr. Homewort( asst;

driving required Call Kale. 310-454-«437.

COMPANK)N/ORIVER for 15yr old girt Af-

lerscfKMjl approx. 2-6pm. M-F. Light cooking

Driving(our car) March-June 1996.Culver

*Clty.CaR after 7pm or weekendsO310-737-
9125.

DRIVER/AFTER-SCHOOL CARE Compan-
fon for 13-year oM girt. Fridays and eiltter

Tuesday or Thursday CaU Pat 310-287-

1470, evenings.

MOTHER'S HELPER Tue-Fri. 4pm-9pm.
Sat. 12pn>-5pm Light cooking, cleaning,

watching kkte. $8-10/hr 310-202-0172.

MOTHERS HELPER. Tuesday-Thuraday-

Friday from 3:304:30pm. Must hava car.

Brentwood area. $8/hour. 310-395-0623.

P/T-WEEKDAY CHILD CARE NEEDED for

loddtor in neartjy Westwood home. Please
call Sheeta 310-234-0139.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny
for active 5-yr-okf boy. References raqulrad.

310-573-9393 aftneroor« and evenings M-F.

TUTOR/SITTER FOR 9 year oW boy 3-5

days 3:30-730 In Brentwood. Referefx:es

pleaae. Can Mary 310-826-8940

WANTED NANNY 4d3ys/wk. For 2 chiWren

ages 6&8 Long hours, days are flexible

Westwood area. Pay negotiable

Norma 0310-859-0345 between 10am-6pm

WANTED Regular Saturday night babysilter

for fun boys, 6 ar>d 9 years, occasional

weaknNas too. Santa Monica. $8/hr 310-

3034078.

WANTED- Companion for llyr okl boy from

4-7pm. 2-3days/wk. Need own transporta-

tion WLA. RetererKes required. Dave: 310-

752-2130 ,

napiiwiiBii

iG our

circulars No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-783-8279.

**RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude

Needed M. W, F or M-F. Dental Orthodontic

offne in WLA and In/ine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefits Please call: 310-826-7494.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-
ing company in Santa Monica. Must be com-
puter literate. (OuKken/QuIck Book a plus)

F/T,P/T, benefits. Hourty rate. Fax resume:
310-788-0644.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(Internship possibility). Computer literate,

•IBM-Windows/lnternel plus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication No
dress code/reception duties $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:31 0-395-

0509.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY k)cal

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-time late spring. Must have
pool-management experience. $350-
$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ASSISTANT POSITION available. Full-time

for modeling agency Call 310-276-8100.

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCERS: Santa Moni-
ca based entertainment firm seeking well or-

ganized self-starter. Skill sets required: de-

tail-oriented, computer literate Great oppor-
tunity Fax resume: Blue Water Entertain-

ment. 310-458-0247

ATTRACTIVE. SELF MOTIVATED, worn.-n

needed for lingerie modeling. No nud'ty F>

celleni compensation!! Will rx)t ;r>ter'c-e

w/studies. Chnstine@6l 8-545-8855 Exi ?

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
up to $2Q/hr. day/eve classes. 1-2 week
classes. 310-973-7974. Intematkxiai Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,
M-F at Private Club. Experierfce^personali-

ty-i-f TTieatre Arts. MusK&Orama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all coflege maiors wel-

come. MUST be er>ergetic. enthusiastic, very
outgoing, team player MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/96-8/28/96. CaH An-
drea 310-395-3254x3029.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50i/hr>comml8s«)n learning the

financial martcets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica offKe. 310-394-

3364. Scott FAX 310-656-2434

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now fiirir>g! Summer fun in-

dudas: iel skiing, beach days, amusement
parks, camping trips, d.j. dance parties &
more! Cal Undy at 310-477-2700

CAMP COUNSELORS
WESTVIfOOD RECREATION COMPLEX
seeks camp courwetors for kkts ages 5-12.

Must tM at least 18 Experience preferred,

not raquirad. $7Au. minimum 32 hours/week.

June 22-Aug 28. CaN Caroline at 310-473-

3610.

CARETAKER Look after 76yr oW man. Ex-
ercise, take to pool Must drive w/lnsurarx:e

P/T Starting at $9. Fax resume: 310-479-

2402.

CARRIER- M-F Hours flexible. $7/hr Must
hava raliabia car and proof of Insurarwe and
ganaral oNtoa aMRs as wen. Paul or Sandi:

714-671-0827.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and muak: vktoos. Earn up to $240 per

dayt No experience neadad. Wortc guar-

amaadi Can today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR PHONE
SALES

BEVERLY HILLS COMPANY seeks artwu-

lala, aggraasiva individuals to sen air-time for

laadhg oaM phona conipanlaa . Inaida sales.

PradMva dMar. Flaxibla/hours. $5Or$10O-
par daal. Conwniaaion. 310-247-9901

CERTIFIED UFEGUARDS: Indivkjuals certi-

fiad in Nfaaaving in open bodies of water
and/or oorttalned pools. Will supervise chikl-

ren's water time at tt>e ocaan shore. MUST
have proof-of-certifk:atkxiAttrong leadership

skills MUST be available to worit 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

COMPUTER DATABASE SKILLS RlenMiker
Pro prafarrad. UCLA Pulnxxiary Depl. clk^i-

cal lilal Up to 20hrs/week, $11 .00^. Fax re-

•uma to 310-794-8071.

COMPUTER skills, many posittons, pro-

granvning. web, tech Flex hours. Santa IVto-

mca kxation. 310-453-7098 Steve.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS In art,

gym, nature, vkleo, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working with children. 310-

472-7474x110.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and woridng environment

at the finar)cial institutton serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org

DRIVER FOR^PRIVATE PARTY 3-5 days

per week. 4 hours per day. $7 per hour. Call

310-471-2482

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours.

Ftower shipper needs dependable workers

$8/hr. Vehk;le provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

F/T. WRITER for immigration law firm In Cen-
tury City. BA In English. Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sessions. No
experience necessary. Eam up to $900/day.

For informatton & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1 -800-959-9301

FILE CLERK for WLA medrcal offk». 6-8

hours/wk. $6/hr. Wilshire/Federal. Call Chris.

310-477-0501.

FILE-CLERK and sonne appointment sctied-

uling in dental offce in Westwood. P/T, M-Th.

12-6pm. $7/hr 310-208-4036.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT/ACCOUNTING.
P/T WLA. Call for details. 310-478-0591

.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
FILII^ AS$T PT Century City firm. Light

pfK>nes/typing Heaving filing. Fax resume to

Margarita Fox 310-785-1464.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST P/T. fast-

paced WLA dental offKe. Filir^g, ar^swering

phor>es, general duties. Artk:ulate, profes-

skyial. nee attitude. Call Theresa: 310-206-

6813

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with chlkJren outdoors. We are

k>okir>g for fun, canng, Summer Day Camp
staff wfrose summer home is in the San Fer-

nar>do or Coriejo Valley. Ventura. Camarilto,

Malibu. or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2.100-3,20Of Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol.com

GENERAL OFFKiE—P/T. M-R 8:30am-
1:30pm Beverly Hills real estate attorney

needs secretary skilled in Word Perfect and
general offk:e procedures. Fax resume
w/salary requirements to 520-299-0196.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social dub in

West L.A. Conversatkxi only. Flexible hours.

Start tonight, eam top $$$. 310-477-9671.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers Flexit>le

scfieduling. 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr for stud-

ents $8 32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. WestvM>od
VWage Boutk^ue Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for ttie right person.

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND
SALES. High oommisskxi salary. Pakf vaca-

ttons. Flexibia hours. Sales experience help-

ful but not necessary. CaN David: 626-624-

9619

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help invnadtataly. RapMly expand-
ing. No experianca nacaasary. FuH training.

P/T. $500-2000. Fn $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR. Sinai Akiba. private school

near UCLA. M-F 9-1 pm. Must like chiWren,

athlettos. Call Jill LinderO310-475-6401,
ext.284.

LAB ASSIST/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT. F/T

in a busy offKe. AbMKy to juggle many dubaa,

attentton to detail necessary. Exparlanca

w/computers a plus. FAX resume to Liz: 310-

443-5258

LAB ASSISTANT. Temp. P/T for busy Androl-

ogy Lab In Westwood area. Availat>le 9am-
1pm. Duties indude greeting dients. filing.

arxl maintaining supplies Sparush speakir>g

a plus. Qualifk:atk}ns to Donna. Fax 310-

443-5258

LAB HELPER. tOhrs/wk O 8.49mr General

laboratory maintenance including cfiemical

labeNng&washing ol glasawara. etc Able to

lift up to 40lb Fax resume to Cart: 310-268-

4708.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed.
Psyctwlogy sludent/woric study eligible pre-

ferred. FAX resume to: 310-268-4496

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-
nars in March, July, and August/1 996 1-800-

305-4415. huntdOcc umaniloba.ca
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MEDICAL BILLING/BOOKKEEPER. F/T Of

P/T near Wilshire Btvd and Highland Ave
213-634-7304.

MEDICAL OFFICEyresearch assistant

Premed/optometry. Freshman/sophomore.
Tues&Thurs. 16hr8/wk. Jules SteinAJCLA.

Min. GPA3.5. Fax Resume to 310-794-7904,

Attn. Veronica

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FULL TIME RESEARCH ASSISTANT need-

ed for UCLA Pulmonary Dept. clinical trial

Duties include subject recruitment, interview-

ing, forms completion and data entry

$11.00/hr. Fax resume to 310-794-8071.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro, Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theathcal. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGIRAMI Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 2 13-850-44 17

Models Mec«ied Moir
No expenence requirad

For catalog, printwork, magazines, nwnes
video arxj tv comrnercials

Men and Women of all ages

jJIf.fjU^ Free Consultationaanm call Mooa division
BB^g^ 310.659.4855

NEW FACES WANTED
International Talent Croup is now

looking for new faces & new talent for
Television, Film, Commercials, Music

Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY NO FEES
AUPmoNiwc NOW (8 18) 379-7070

Seorching for Mode's

Men and Women for
comnnarcial. catalog
& print ads

$150 to $250 per hour
1^ Beverly MIHs A

it No Fee It No Experience
(310h27a'2Sa6

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors Forestry, wild life

preserve, corKessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wagesvtienefits. Ask

us howl 517-324-3093. Ext. nS9342

OBSESSIVELY TIDY?
GOOD, help organize me, P/T You are com-
fortable w/computers arxl bookkeepir>g WHI

train the right person. 310-712-5450.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for 20-

30hrs/wk. $7.00-8.50/hr. Fax resumes to

310-470-1678 or mail to Box 574, 11301

Olympic Blvd.. #121. Los Angeles, 90064.

OFFICE ASSISTANT- 9-6 Phones, Word
Perfect, MS Word, shipping. Car a must!

$24,000/year * insurance. Fax resume to

KimO310-230-2301.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Busy tutonng agency
in Pacific Palisades seeks othce help 1:30-

6:30. M-Th $1(Vhr Must t>e reliable/protes-

8ior\al. Tutonng abilities a plus. 310-636-

7102.

OFFICE PERSONNEL WANTED. West-
wood driving and traffic school. Part-time Fri-

day. Saturday, and Surxlay. Call for infomui-

tion. 310-824-4444

OFFICE WORK- Brentwood resklence Fil-

ing, computer, arxl light txx>kkeeping $9/hr.

310-440^)621.

OUTSIDEADLTTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job Earn $100 or more per day Must
have own car. Call Michael 310-397-6869.

PART TIME FILE CLERK 30hfAvk Busy
medical offne k>cated at LX^LA. Hours flexi-

ble Great for students. $7/hr. Call 208-2772

PERMANENT FH FILE CLERK-$8Air Mon-
Fn. 9am-5:30pm. Srrwll immtgratton law firm

in Century City Computer literate, good
phone skills, file, phones Position Includes

all other |0b related duties Begins ASAP
310-553-6600 or fax-31 0-553-261

6

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed major—pri-

vate training opportunity 5 days/week. M-F

6am Stan. $500/monlh Fax information

310-476-7976.

PREGNANCY PREVENTION COUNSELOR
Working w/teenagers one-on-one and group

setting as well 3-4days/wl(. Salary commen-
surate w/experience. Also assisting program

coordinator. JuNe: 310-219-0610.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI
CIAN/COUSULTANT tor laasr hair removal

company in BH. Male prefersd. Friendly, de

tail-oriented, will train. $20-23/hr. 310-247

0999.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
2&f-»'hr8/wk M/Sr/ot recant graduate in psy-

chotogy or business prafarrsd. Fax resume
310-472-1399 Also, sas JoMrak

Classilietls

825-2221
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31l-7M«n
1083 Gayley Awsnue. 4tli floor, Westwood
w« are able to offer work study

Rotcjil Scilc:;s

Full-Hn»e/Port-t»me soles of

designer wedding & evening gowns.

Salary, Commission, Bonuses.

CALL Pauline at (310) 474-7808

PT GENERAL OFFICE
9am- 1pm, M-F. $8.50/hr Realty/mortgage

company. Sherman Oaks. Good comput-

er/customer service skills 818-771-5702.

PT/FT CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
needed at WLA VA medical center, Depart-

ment of Anesthesiology. Tasks include data

cbllectk>n and transcription of case report

forms. Knowledge of basic medical terminol-

ogy necessary. Contact Dr. Richard Chen at

310-268-3221.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED at Beauty Saton

for a full/part time position. Call 213-852-

1166 and leave a message. Attn:Shula.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE MANAGER F/T

M-F. No experience required Phones, com-
puters. Excellent salary/benefits. West- LA.

Be part of a fantastic team! 310-476-4205.

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books. PT
ChiWren book knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

SECRETARY P/T
Santa N*onica doctors office Excellent com-

puter&typing skills. Availatile immediately.

310-451-9433.

SHOWROOM SALESPERSON needed for

high-end furniture line. Must have Interior

design background and knoM Madntosh
computer/Mink^d 7 program. Experierx:e

w/fumiture layout&floorplans. Call

AnaO 31 0-837-7799

SPORTS MARKETING
INSIDE SALES

Beverly HUls sports memorabilia company
seeks indtvMuals with strong phor>e skills

and krK>ledge of sports, partk^ularty basket-

t)all. $1500>p/wk. Commission Predicitive

dialer. Rexible hours. 1-888-969-2274

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15Air bo-
nuses Prr No experience needed Working
w/other students. Great PfJ I F/T work. 213-

882-6844.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Decathton Sports

Chjb Pak) Alto, CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY Professk>nal couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy. $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED

APPOINTMENT SETTING for Established

Firm Requirements: Effective Comn»unea-
tion Skite, Intenlion to Succeed Excellent

Workirtg Condltk>ns, Flexible Hours. Call

Barbara at 800-475-5768.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED. For several pro-

jects. All languages Italian, Japanese.

Chinasa, Dutch, ale. Call 310-318-1362 or e-

maH resume DTrelfaOaol.com

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed In WLA
law firm 60+wpm and krrow Word Perfect

Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr. Please lax resume
attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR Innovative

new firm In Marina Del Rey Imaginative, mo-

tivated, energetK, marketing/advertising ex-

perience helpful. P/T Open salary Call:310-

305-6680&fax resume:310-822-1127

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent In

both English and Japanese Call 310-477-

9871

Models/Actors

Are you looklns to be
a model, actor, or

extra? if so, call:

International
Casting Agency

(213)340-3749

WANTED ASIAN
PT WORK MASSAGE. Great pay, flex hrs

Will work around your school schedule 818-

344-1294.

WANTED- DATA ENTRY $6.00-$8 OOftwur

(DOE) Morning and evenir^ shifts. Conatct

Ali: 310-899-0075.

WEEKEND BEACH Cl^UB COUNSELORS:
ChlMren's weekerKj program at t>each pri-

vate club Occask>nal weekday eveningsll

MUST be energetK, enthusiastk:, with lead-

ership skills. MUST be available to work
weekends 6/1 5/98-Labor Day Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to the devetopmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available Great

opportunity to learn at)out investing and get

Icensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN is

seeking unpaid interns. Please contact Cher-
yl at 310-31 3-4ART (310-313-4278)

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/offk:e detail&people!

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

MARKETING AND STATISTIC INTERN-
SHIPS available. $8-12/hr. Great opportunity

to design. Implement, and analyze marketing

surveys. Convenient Sherman Oaks k)ca-

tion. Dave081 8-902-5400.

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSIC/NEW MEDIA CO. k>oking for stud-

ents wtK) k)ve to Dance/ Electronic muse!
Must be organized arnJ have good communl-
catkxi skills. Sclxxil credit. Fax resume: and
availability to April«21 3-466-5121.

Part Time Job-
good pay

Prod. Co. looking to hire

people to scout models

and actors for new

project.

CaU now: (213) 340-3786

housing

8400-9500

$575 LARGE SINGLE
WLA/CENTURY CITY. Large-single w/full

kitchen&bathroom. Upper. No on-site man-

ager Awesome place! Call 310-446-6232

Immediately. AvaMabla April.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apartment, kJeal for roommates Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to

campus 818-997-7312.

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET DELUXE. CLEAN. security-bulWing

Gated-parking Refrigerator, stove Carpet,

laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423 Call

Bob.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS. 310-839-6294.

MALCOLM In WLA- Large Ibdrm/lbath

$795/rTK} Hardvyood fkx>rs, stove, refrigara-

kx, parking, laundry, and pool. 818-995-8866

Ext 309

Great deals everyday

* PALMS *
2BD,2BA.

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. FIREPLACE.

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT ^^M*

• 3614 PARIS
(310) 837-0906

480, 38A.,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, RREPUkCE,
GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOO BLVD.$17BS
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA •
480 4BA

GATED garage' , ALARM IN UNIT

ilr3l54BMlhovenSt$17K

(310)391-1076
Opon HouM Mon. - Sat., 10 - 5

CasaBlanca West

Large Fgrnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - $945

10 ^'.'^terari

20t -r^^4

MAR VISTA $1,795 4-bdmV4-batti 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alann, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st. 310-391-1076.

NEAR UCLA. Fumishad room and private

bath in two-story home. Available March 1.

Kitchen privileges. %SOO/mo inckjdtng utili-

tias. 310-475-5125.

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Ntee, 2bdrnV1ba
apartment. Quiet building, hanKvood fkx>rs,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo. $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS $975 Large 2-bdmV2-toath, security,

fireplace, laundry, appliances. Near
shops/freeway 310-836-6007

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet buWdlng,

pool, frig, stove $525 310-836-1424.

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days. 3614 Farts Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1050. Large l-bdmn, 1.5-bath.

Loft, fireplace, balcony, private sundeck,

A/C, new carpel/Vyl-Near sfraps/fwy. 310-

836-6007

PALMS. $1795. 4-biMon, 3HM. 3-level town-

house Rreplaca, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640
Westwood Blvd 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry lyaHm.
very quiet, all appliances. Convaniant to

campus. Security depoett $100. A/C, laundry.

31^837-7061.

PALMS. 'Singte''apt"from $465-$495. 1-bdnn,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300dapo8it. 310-837-1502

leave I

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Quest Houses, Apartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentals.com

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550. Some/w
utilities Included, laundry. nk:e area, and

more 1-bdrm $70S-$850. Many with gated

entry/partcing, A/C, large, uppers, and more.

2-bdrms $795-$1295 Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo with parking, laundry and more

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, A/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE Quiet building

Hardwood noon Stove>^refrigerator 900-8q

ft, 1-bdrm. Locked private garage $975 508
Mk^ale. 310472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-bdrm w/view, waahar/dry-

er in unit. 2-bath Mk^owave oven, refrigeia-

tor, firepUnce, very bright, 21-eq.fool-jacuz2l

31O-475-O807

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Sinqles from S750-775

UTILITIES INCLUDED

WEStWoOD DELUXE 1BDRM 5-MIN
WALK TO UCLA. AVAILABLE NOW AND
FOR SPRING/SUMMER RENTALS! 11088
OPHIR DR. $1BDRM-$925. 310-208-8881.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas, water paid. $897/mo. Available now!
909-885-4182.

WLA- 2bdrm-1bath, upper, large kitchen,

stove, hardwood, patk). Between Federal

and Barry. 11617 Gateway. $795/month.
Katharine 310-399-1506.

MAR VISTA, $62S/tnonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, fumished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patto, barbecue area. Quiet-buikUng.

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo. /Vsk about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCL>WA. Weal
for students Suitatile for two. Definite must
see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

Lquj Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer flssociotes

Please Coll

,(213)896-6761..

WLA, TRI-LEVEL CONDO, 3bdmV2 5bth.

wasfier-dryer, dishwasher. 2-car pariung, se-

curity buiWing, central A/C, free cable, patk>.

pats ok. $160(ymonth. 310-914-4254.

BRENTWOOD. Prime kxartton, 2-bdmV2-
bath. Spackws. flreptaca, security buikJirH).

Security parking. $145a 310-388-1139

WESTWOOO 1-bdnn Private detached,
new guesttxxise in t>eautiful home Pool and
apa use and Irae cable. $97S/mo including

. 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guaathaa. Complately fur-

Garden view Studk) w/k)ft. $750
not iTKluded Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to baachi Open Sunday Balcony for

sunsets. SpackHJS, sunny, 4bdrm/2bath
house w/additional large den w/separate en-

trance. Fireplace, large living room, dtning

room, disfiwasfter, stove, refrigerator, wash-

er/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail March Ist

528-3rd St $3300. 310-571-0293

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

It you are interested in

subletting your fumished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

DisplHy
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SEEKING PEACE & PRIVACY. Quiet grad-

student couple w/refererx»s seeks small

house w/yard for April 1. Will do yard

wori^matoitanance. 818-960-3341.

BEVERLY HILLS-Fumiahad private

bdmMti and entry. Ught laundry and kitch-

en privllagas. Fun time UCLA studente pre-

SSOO/mo. 310-271-8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own bdnrVbath

N/8, profaHlonal female to share apartment

w/2 famalas. t44(yino. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

opdon o( l-yr/laaaa. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

BRENTWOOD. Comfortable apartment.

Room for rant, share batfi. $400. Ctosed

gale, laundry, pool. Near ahopa, buainaa,

UCLA. 310-472-1367.

BRENTWOOD: SHARE LARGE HOME wHh
sirtgia mom and two Uds. Famala norvsmok-

ar. No pal». $700Ano. 310-3864)623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 paopla to stiare large

apartmant. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-atory. Free

partdng, ful kitchen, large bakxNiy wHh view.

$6QS/nnaAyall starting April Ist Just south

of WM*a (Vataran^OMo). Please call Nick.

31(M790789

SANTA MONICA. Shwe own room in

2t>drm/2t>ath. 2-slory, survoof, w/view. ga-

rage pariung, washer/dryer. Female pre-

ferred. H/S. fTOOtm^ Avail 4/1. 310-5S2

2892.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX Charming furnished

bedreoom Large dosets. shelves Uiilmes

included Kiichen privileges. 5-miles Easi of

UCLA $375/mo 213-939-2772

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrni house. $385 *V4 utilities. Inckjdes all

house privUegas. CaU 310-836-6774.

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private roomW shared bath. 3mlles to

campus. Garden, spadous-f sunny. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking.

$435/MO. 310-826-6705.

WESTWOOD. 2 males to share IbdmVlba
in 2l)drm/2ba apartment. Secured buiW-
ing-^part(ir>g. Water pakl. JacuzzVsauna. KHI-

er view w/bak»ny. $350ea. 310-443-5515.

WLA 1 room wAMkxmy in spackxis 3-level

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no
drugs. Clean, quiet, responsible. Avail now.

$490/nrK>. Paridng. 310-204-5661.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $495/nw. Large room,

O.Sbath. Off-street paridng. Quiet area, good
for UCLA student. Female preferred, N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

WLA. NEAR UCLA. $49S/mo. Large room,

O.StMlh. Off-atreat parking. Quiet area, good
(or UCLA student. Female preferred. N/S. 1-

800-404-6202.

WLA-Own room in 3-bdrm apt. 2mlles from

campus. Ctose to bus stopa. $371/mo. 310-

4784)256.

WLA.. Student w/infant needs dean, quiet

N/S female roommate. Owm room/bath, com-
puter laba/pool fadtaas. 10-mi. UCLA, bus-

Hnaa. $402.50/utHitiaa-^ dapoaM. 310-313-

1882.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdnn/2bth

Spanish duplex. Responsible, tun-toving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo-i-

utHities-*^ deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD- $72S/mo. Graduate student

needs roommate in must see 2-story,

2t>drm/2t}ath townhouse. Cable, laundry, se-

curity entry, parking, etc. SeanO310-207-
7327.

MAR/VISTA $435/negotiable. aean, spa-

ckHJS rm-fba in must see 2txjrm/2ba 2-story

townhouse. Availat)le ASAP-July-or-k>nger

M/F/okay. lOmin-UCLA, 5min-beach, bakx>-

ny, gated-paridng, full-kltcfien, JoeO310-
737-0077.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to than 3 bdmfV2t>ath house. 3 btocks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage ar>d hard-

wood floors. $580/nKmjtilitie8. Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 -7853(night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Vfctor-

ian townhouse 2bdmV1bath, upper w/ga-

raga. Ful kitchen. Wasfwr/dryer. Brand new
carpel Month to Month. $40afhalf utHilies.

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

RANCHO PARK. PkxvOvertand. 4-bdmV3-
bath, Spanish-style house. Backyard, ba.tco-

ny, high ceMngs, open, roomy. Month-to-

monlh. $500. Female tenant wanted. Patri-

cia: 310-558-4701.

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share hixurious 2-bdrm apartrT>ent on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own battvoom. Parking

space opttonal. Contact 310-209-1607.

PflVllll nMMI

SHERMAN OAKS. Flooniii.dlu naoiUni i^

share 2-txJrrTV2-story townhouse. Includes:

private-bedroom, garage partdng, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities.

15-min from campusi $4O0/mo. Please call

ASAP 01-909-946-1145.

VfNK^E/OVERLAND- 2bdmrV2ba in luxury

apartment to share as soon as possible.

$650. Betty: 310-213-6812 or pager: 310-

841-7481.

WEST LA, ctose to UCLA&beaches Own
bathroom in a 3t>drm/3bth townhome.
IrKkides dishwasher, fireplace&parklng.

Male prefened, $425/mo. 310-207-1653.

WESTWOOD- Male/Female to share

2t>drm/2bath apt.. Large, beautiful master

bedroom. Wasf>er/dryer Inskle. Gated ga-

rage. 310-206-1165 or after 6pm 310-474-

1360.

WESTWOOO. Share room in large 2bdrm
apartrrtent. Easy-goir>g, relaxed, quiet at-

mosphere, underground parking. $350/mo.,

1st&last-t-$150 deposit. Move-In ASAP. 310-

443-9726.

WESTWOOD. Spring quarter sublet 555
Glenrock. Female to share fumished room in

2-bdrrTV/2-bath. Security building/parking.

Available April. $387/mo. 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD: Female roommate needed
Spring quarter. Share large bedroom In

3bdrm/2ba apt. $315/mo including partdng.

Located 631 Kelton Ave. 310-209-8115. Ask^
for Lisa.

WLA. Move in today. Sfiare cool Itxlrm apt

w/male UCLA student. Pico&Purdue.

$337.50+1/2 utU. Leave message. 888-751-

4315.

IMMEDIATE HOUSING
On-Campus iKXtsing & University-owrted

apailment spaces, ur>dergrad and graduate.

Convenient tocattons, meal plans. Call 310-

825-4271.

WESTWOOD- Spring quarter. Female need-

ed to share luxurious 2-t)drm/2-bath apar-

tment w/lwo otfter ugrads. StrathnxKe Re-

gency. $37S/montfHdeposit. Can Irene 310-

443-5680.

WESTWOOD-Female roommate wanted to

sfwe a large room in a 2-txlrm apt Fully fur-

nished with secured partdr>g. $470. 310-824-

1370.

FERULE GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-

many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 2-3 bedroom
apartment/house. Poss. w/ yard. 1-619-459-

2324

WESTWOOD, Gaytey. Female roommate
wanted for spring/sumnwr. $392/mo. Full

bath, fumished optk>nal, parking, secure

buikfing. Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

doa+ne^ 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. market. Security 909-

737-9203.

WEDNESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B = Channel Name C - Bruin Cablevision PyiAR. 4, 1998

11

13

34

m.

1

It
'S

28

11

13

25

I CBS

K

Bevarlvi

Song oik
HBeTSttlO^

Song oi MyaeTm
Science
Guy

B)

FMNy
KNchen

w
BoyKste'
wotwn

[RiM

.oved on

(S

THaTUie Loved ones
dale married men.

Prkaar bnpaelD

SI

SI

FamMy
MattirsBl

Business
fleport

SI

Judge Ju^
(in9ewol

HOfM
wnprovt.

StefeojBl

NotidMS

5ta
Stereo]))B1

rmn

LthrarOD
Whh<

AKWy

Stereo)̂

Simpsone
(Inaaroo)

YouOG

SI

Vklww

Home
Improvt.

TPr-|«PV«^H

Frasiarlln

Stereo) S:

Hard Copy
SI

Hoiywood

SeMWdfln
Steriw)

Ufevid

wheel Of

Fortunes)

LAPD:Ule
on the Beat

bGnpeeas
Onsiereo)

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

38

26

19

16

27

12

14

42

32

66

A.

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

Sade:Ospwved
Marquis di American Justloe (R)

*«• rSM]me''(1953, Drama) RMa Hayworth Herod's

helps plot to Iti John the Baptist.stepdaughter

•** "Vouse Cais''(1978) A widoirad suroeon gets

entangled with an outspoken divorcee. 'Pg

WoiM Today SI ILarry King Uva 81

Expose
TaitRac

a
Trial story

*** "Mystery

(1991)

PfMMUfn
Blend (R) LMM[h_

Prime time Justice

Prima Time Public Affairs

EsmeraMa

Fool SoMer "The
Retwis''

Stereo)!!

CybM In

Stereo IB (In Stereo) (Part Id 2) SI

Garth Brooks: Ireland A Back Garth BrookT
periorms at Croke Park in DMm, Ireland. (In Stereo)

Sister,

Sister B]

Smart Guy
(In Stereo)

Wayans
Bros-X

Sarah Bitghbaan In Concert at the

Royal Albert Hal

SpinCHyBl

S\

OharmaA
GregOE

Bl

BevartyHiys, 90210
"Law & Disorder" SI

Star Trek
Killing Game"

Vowgar'Tbe

Aamember~
WENNSl

Maria IsaM

Law* Order IWedded
Bliss'

K

Drew Carey
(In Stereo)

0)

Steve
Harvey Bl

Andraa
RofMnzsifi

ChiCMO HOM '^06
ThinyVte Poky Love"

Law A Ordsr "Divorce"

(ki Stereo) SI

(In Stereo) Bl

Concert

Blen'The
HospitarB!

Bl

Party of Five "Go Away"
•

]n Stereo) X
Star TrsfcVongsr "The
KiingGame'ai

Aiguna Vaz Tandremos

PrlmoUmoI Bl

Bl

Bl

Finoi

QuartsrBl

7heK/dFfOfrtr8JMs"(1950;
randier tries to set Billy the

.WW 'The History o<

Radw"(R)TaL. ,..,

World Today Bl

Daily Show"

Cochran

Stain's

llor^ey

ft Company

WBaoScmerpSnow
Monkeys" (Rl

Uncut (^) W
Ohcover Magarine.....
"Origins"

BeMndtl
Scenes (R)

'Celegi BaaMbal: Mid-American
ConlersnceChempionship

Bonania: The Lost

Epteo^e

QoMan
QirteBl

[4:00) MTV

VouA(raid>

EjrtrsHM

Sports

QoMon
GMeBl

Racho's

WorMl^

V(i»2

^SoT"
Bumell

Supermar-
ket Sw^eep

Gossip

muminmyo

DaMy

ogans^
Study

Collegs DaslwMiBl
Tournament Frst

"

0)Aln«ly
IGj straight

noaraohy: Marquis ds
Sade: Depraved

Fuends ILent* Loco

(R)

S)

31

Cheers SI

Lata Show (In Stereo) Bl

Tonight Show On Stereo)

Bl

Murphy
Brown B]

Chartte Roes (In Stereo)

Bl MghdineXl

Jerry Springsr Women
propose to same man.

Keenen Ivory Wayans
Oavkl Schwimmer, SWV
Mad About
YoulE

Stereo) B:

Shew (In

Late Night Actress

Kathleen Turner. XI

(R) (In Stereo) SI

Life and

Potttkaily

Incorrect K

America in

Perspecthe

(R)B!

Maury An abused
woman's light lor Ireedom.

WNh

Noddero

'Fwe Graves lo Can)" (1943) A British

soiiter is stranded in Norih Airica.

*** "ReunK)n*(19e9. Drama) Jason Robanls. An
elderly Jewiih man returns to Germany lAer 55 \

:Nf«Sports
Ikirtratod BE
*4a''A4alwyOtto'(l99l
identities tum a first date into

Prime Time Justice (R)

mwsnigni

wr 55 years.

Showbiz
Today Bl

Ethan Hawke. Mistaken

arrwdcapfi^.

Cochran ft Company (R)

Prtme11mePuyicA<Un(fl)

NottdaaBI

Fool SoMsr The
Rebeh"(R)

Vibe Cellist Yo-Yo Ma,
music guest Usfw

M*A*S*HX

(R)B1

Stereo) Bl|j
Hunter "Saap MetaT (In

Stereo)

Instrudionai

Programming

*iiVt "The Winds ol Kitty

Hai»<r" (1978)

s Court (R) (In

Stereo) B]

Cope (In

Stereo
"

(In

))»
Star Trik "A Piece ol the

Action"

Al Ritmo de la Nocha Alex Syntek y
mas.

lltlJllllMI I

Paid
Program

ss~
(R)

Eipoae The Hteiy of

TafcRa<«o"(R)

** "The French LiDe"(1954) Posing as

a model, a miSonairess travels to Paris.

Bbrdsnol
Prool(R)B:

South

trial Story".

»i Court" (R)

CNN/Sports
MluatiBlsd

Stein's

A Chad's Day

JusHoeFHse
Medkrine'f^

lad"

Bumalt

East Coolerence
- Teams lo B« Announced.

Kevin Bacon: Cilsbrity"

PrD«e(R)

Sesr

MTV LKa (In Stereo)

Figuralt

Out

LastWonl
(RL

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

1r*Vi "TVxsan hy (1992, Suspense) Drew Banymore
A teenage temptress dw
Savedby IIRAHigh
Bet (inStereo)

disnjpO a wealthy househokl.

MS
Center. (Uve) Bl

Bafwatch "Desperate
"•

(In Stereo) BlEncounter!

Waltona "The Loss"

bittmatoPortrak Tanya
Tucker" (R) (In Stereo) OBker"(R)(lr

Soiledliy

Stereo)

Life (In

Doug (In

Stereo) b:

LaharaUve

Babylon
Sour(ln

Rugrate
Stweo)

"

WNd Discovery "Snow
Monkeys" (R)

Sportacentar Bl

Seionihe Champe

MofiKRHInStereor

SIronpMt
Ml

UntoMd
Stereo)

w
VMeos

iCy/
(InSti

AmoMt
lereo)

Beavisand
BuH^wad

°SL

"VvMNnoAcrSI'anishingAcr

kt^iSanm
ose. Bored s)Close

Dieoover Magazine
•Orlgirw'(Rr

Tsrssir

HawaBnv»4IB

MgMStand

rww aerw.
ATP Tennis

Lav ft Order "Wedded
Biss-QB

*** "UfFavaH
Bnjnem^(mT)

tlrti 'ffouseCais'(1978) A widowed surgeon gets

entangled witi an outspoken dworcee. "Pg

***V4 'Make Way tor romonwr"(l937. Drama)"
Eklerty parents find tiat their chidren dont want them.

L«Ty King Live (R)S)

Daily Show Stein's

Prime Time Justka (R)

Croaaflre^

mo
CNNQporta

MghTDveJohn
Goodman. Faith hk> More.

Cochran ft Company (R)

PuoicPoficyConiaranoo

Music for Ihe Movlaa (R)

South Parti

Bl

P̂rogram

NMvSfOom
Bl

OaiyShow

aPM

EWPI
ofmur

Sudy"
mummy organs. (R)

Slam

8poctecer;tar Bl

Stsm(R)

AU-Tlmo Top 10 Video

Musk: Award videos. (R)

S
ma Liaisans'(igea, Drvna) John Matcovich, Giam
kwers angage in <fecadent garrws ol seductton

700 CkibReics found in

(he Middte East.

WoiMMr
YaanBl

Wonder
YearaSl

NBA ElaokalMll: Induna Pacers at Los Angeles Lakers. From Ihe

Great Western Forum. (Live)

5 "Secrets ol the

(In Stereo) Bl

Utah Jazz at Boston Celtics. From the Fleet

"Dramatic Lcense" (R)B1

NBA

Rough Cut
(In Stereo)

fi

iMWorid
(In Stereo)

I Lowe Lucy

FOX Sports News

StoriesStories (R)

Mtry lyitf

MoaraBl
Tad'^Blind

Oato'BI

Jakar, Teua Ranger
Blue Movies" (ki aereo|

') __ _
\

ifkV, T«so^^y"(1992, Suspense) Drew Banymore. IRough Cut
A teen-age temptress disnjpts a wealthy household. | (In Stereo)

aRangsr |"hieCon"(199e, Drama) Rebecca OeMomav ACon" (1996, Drama) Rebecca De Momay A
New Yori( oon arUat lals n tova wih an inheritor. Bl

PREMIUM CABLF STATIONS

34

33

35

** •VaadAboM Watern9K,
Comedy) Harvey Kaltel. 'PG- 1

3' Bl

B)

4:45]
1'

Qrawino [Srowimi
PalnelB Painafll

*« "Who's Harry Crumdr (1069,

Comedy) John Candy. 'PG-IS* Bl

Love SI

**H'Hywv. /Stow Up tfwMcT (1992,

Fantasy) Rid Moranis. 'PG' Bl

**V> "Uncommon t^alor" (1963) Gene HaefcmanT
lather goes aNor his sen, who is missing in Vialnam.

** IBrDtonAmnr' (1996) John TravoKa. A renegade
Air Force pitot commandeers two nuclear bombs, w

Poaoe Academy — The

TSSBSiT
QMsSl

Lwtelne Actor Costas
MMKlytor. (k< Stereo)

FOX Sports News

Bl

par
Program

Place (In Stereo)

irt 2 ol 2)

^ar

TakSoup

^ar

Mgfit Stand

Auto Radng NASCAR Grand Natnnal
Las Vegas 300. (R)

The Lost

Golden
GIrisBl

ShMledOul
(In Stereo)

Dyke
Van

Word

Unsohrad
Stereo)

PiSd

(In

Twehre

Bewitched

Paid

HofnlckHi
Ufa

Music Videos (In Stereo)

OddCoupte
B)

Lakare Fourtfi Quartsr

** "Sitioueffe"(l990) Faye Ounaway. A stranded
woman witnesses a murder in smal-town Texas

SmStMUnaa'Sim
Puiiahment (In Stereo)

TheSeriee

of
Watefting"!

Bob
Ntwhirt
iTna'aa ft

BigEaay^"Big
Stereo) Bl..... , — No Objecr (R) Bl |St^.— , _

**• The longesf YartT (1 974, Comedy) Buri Reynolds, Eddie Albert,

idsie Peters. Convicb take on guards in a nohoMs^jarredtootoJI

Liie"(R)(ln

Bemadsiel

**H "Vomrnie OaaresT (1961, Drama) Faye Dunaway, Steve

Forrest. A daughter's view of screen star Joan Crawford's Me. 'PG'

The AwafeifTSP
Heten Shaver

***W 'BmaMisf at rrffariv's" (1961) A woman hides

vuinerabity behind a sophwticaled lacade.

**H Top Secratf" (1964) Val Klmer A rock star

becomes cam^t up w espwnage in East Germany B)

***

** 'lauxin' Laprechauns/'
' John Bluihal. 'PG'Fantosy)

1905,

tHtV, "The Boys Club"{^W7. OrHna)
Chris Penn, Devon Sawa (In Stereo) "K

Qrealn<i
PainaS

*** "SecraH i Lis3''(1996, Drama) Timothy Spall A Mack
optometriit finds her vrfie btologteal mother. (In Stereo) "R*

*** 'Artida 99"(1992) Doctors at a VA
hoapital stnygte to provide proper care

family help I

SST"m test taennany IB inoepaai stnmw 10 provMe proper care |Gheat |0u

'IMoonif^ and Vsianfiho" (1905) Prtends and ("liMnighl in Saint Pe^rabum'
help a new widow cope WW) her baa. "RBI Suspense) Michael Caine IT

bearflkn's
Qun

Qfowinfl
Paine ai

W9n UtttWf
"CdlHCourMs'

'SmKMaon-WhyDidmLMtigh?'
1907, Documentery) "NR-

Coawtfy Hour "Janeana
Garofato" (In Stereo) SI

Fast Track A dramatic

hostage situation. Bl

**Vful
Drama) Bryan

lie"(R)Bl

TwVofHw
Suspewe)Pi

Zorro
Stereo Bl

wssa
—

Mouse Club

Suspense]
aSimks'Jmr
eter Galagher. W Bl

** Xooaa Cannons"
(1990) Gene Hacfcinan. TT

li*V,"The Biscui Etter*

1972) Earl Hoiman. "G'

"Sn-F^fiters" (1996) Roddy Piper. An aiwn
BE

Msssa0t"(19O5.
own. (In Stereo) W

vinjs transforms a convict into a killing machine, 'ff

l*W "Back ol Beyond" {y9&5, Suspense)
Paul Mercuric (In Stereo) 'R* Bl

i;

"Scomnn

"bemottkjn
High"(1996)

rmywooo
Dreams" 'Pe

Classifieds
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UTLEY
From page 32

The one thing that prevents scouts

from giving Utiey an unanimous seal

of approval as a future major league

shortstop is his defense. Utley has

committed IS errors in only 18 games

this season and is a liability on defense

when chasing ground balls.

"Even the Dodgers - and I talked

to a lot of the scouts - weren't so sure

that he was going to be an infielder

that could play shortstop," UCLA
head coach Gary Adams said. "Half

the scouts I talked to after we signed

Chase were saying, 'You're not going

to play him at short, are you?' That

was a very common approach." - .

As a hitter, Utley has a chance to

be one of UCLA's all-time best. As
for his defense, Adams says that Utley

is where most freshman shortstops

are when they begin their careers at

UCLA. Adams, though* never had

any doubts Utley would play short-

stop once he became a Bruin.

"I see him as being more like a

Mike Gallego as a defensive player -

which is about the best compliment I

can give anyone," Adams said.

"There is a guy that's got 15 years in

the big leagues as a second baseman

and shortstop. But I see him being a

much better hitter than Gallego."

Adams truly believes Utley can be

a capable shortstop at the major-

league level because of his work ethic.

Utley has only played short since his

junior year in high school and needs

to work a lot on his defense.

A positive sign for Adams is

Utlcy's conunitment to improve him-

self. Utley is one of those rare players

who are automatically willing to work

hard in order to get better - he doesn't

need anyone else to motivate him. in

fact, he's always asking teammates to

hit more ground balls to him so that

he can improve his fielding.

"I think I can be a major league

shortstop," Utley said. "(Adams) is

working hard at making me a better

infielder, so 1 gotta work hard with

him ... I love to play shortstop.

Shortstop is my favorite position. I

just have to work on it a little bit

more. I'm not quite there right now."— Utley will be the first to admit his

defense needs work. But he always

keeps a positive attitude on the field

no matter what. Utley and junior sec-

ond baseman Jack Santora often And
themselvesjoking about anything and

everything in between pitches. This

laid-back approach has allowed Utley

to Concentrate on the big picture and

forget about his on-the-field blunders.

"I don't get down on myself,"

Utley said. "Maybe at that moment I

get a little mad, but there is nothing 1

can do about it. The play already hap-

pened. Next time I get a play like that

I'll try not to make the same mistake I

made before. If you get mad at your-

self, you'll just start making more
errors.'*^^ :

For now, everything is looking

good for Utley Although the

Dodgers were wonderful and very

professional while courting him,

Utley feels signing with the Dodgers

was the most important error he did-

n't commit.

Baseball powerhouses like

Oklahoma, Cal State Fullerton and

Long Beach Slate recruited him and

made him scholarship offers.

Long Beach State was actually the

only school to recruit Utley during the

fall, because Utley was injured during

what his father calls the "Area Code"

games - summer exhibitions where

coaches and scouts come out and rate

the top high school players.

But Utley didn't accept the only

offer available to him during the fall

because he believed other offers

would come - and they did. .; .

"I remember how he had so much
confidence in his own judgment to

turn down a scholarship offer at a

major baseball school in November
when there was nothing else out

there," David Utley said. "So we were

happy that he had some quality choic-

es, but I tell you, as soon as UCLA
called, I think that was about it for

him - although he has never said so.

"I don't think that he ever imag-

ined he would get a call from UCLA.
I think he still pinches himself"

Maybe three years from now, when

Utley is once again available for the

major league draft, the pursuit of his

dream will come to an end. Utley may
then sign with a professional club and

pinch himselfonce again just to make
sure he knows his chase is finished.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 32

"(My blocking) was better,"

Stillwell said. "It's not where I want it

to be yet. I've been in a httle slump

blocking-wise, but as long as we're

winning I'm happy. I improved

tonight and that's all I can ask for. I

can't expect to reach where I want to

reach in one night."

UCLA's block didn't let anything

by in game one. The Bruins jumped

out to a quick 7-1 lead with three

blocks for points, while forcing two

hitting errors. Although the

Ramblers went on a

five-point run, UCLA
rattled off eight points.

The Ramblers were

never a factor in game
two as UCLA built up

an insurmountable 1
1-

2 lead. Setter Brandon

Taliaferro scored three

of the last four points

with an ace, a kill and a

block to close out the

game.

It took some time to

get the points rolling in

game three, but once

UCLA scored, the

Bruins didn't stop.

With a6^ lead, UCLA
seemed to let down,

allowing the Ramblers

back into the matdi.

The Bmins had six hit-

ting errors, enabling Loyola to close

tolW.
But UCLA finished the night the

same way it began. A stuff block by

Evan Thatcher and another block by

Naeve ended the Ramblers' ten-

game win streak.

"UCLA's real good," Loyola

head coadi Gordon Mayforth said.

"(The pressure cooker) blew up in

our face. It didn't come to play.

"All I know is (UCLA) didn't see

our game plan. We never got into it.

There's a good possibility that

(UCLA is) that good that we never

had a chance to get to our game
plan."

AAflON T0UT/0i4y Bnan

Fred Robins hammers the ball past Chris

SteponatHte of Loyola University of Chicagor

April 7 - June 17, 1998
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 6:00pm - 10:00pm

April 7 - June 18, 1998
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6:00pm - 10:00pm

April 25 - May 17, 1998
Saturdays and Sundays 8:00am - 6:00pm

Successful course completion qualifies student for

Emergency Medical Techician I

state Certification

UCl/v v^enter ror rrenospitai v^i
accq?ting applications for the Spring Qnar

Space is limited!

> register ..11^10) 794-8797

Understanding that a college student's "cash flow" is an

oxymoron, Bruinlife has a proposition to make. We

propose a grand idea; asking your parents to buy you a

Bruinlife Yearbook to save you some cash. After all,

Meat's another $48 dollars to spend on their loving cKild,

after footing the bill for reg. fees?

''Women belong in the house I"

SMI
L41f Fwn/ntef N»wmmagailn»

118 Kerckhoff Hall

(310) 206 - 6168
fomO nriadi«.ucla.«du
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SHAPIRO
Fro(npag«32

That's why this overt act ofhostil-

ity by the Giants is so evil. It wasn't

enough for them to yank the

National League West title away

from the Dodgers last year; they had

to try and rip the Dodgers apart

from the inside now that Butler has

retired.

I'm sure Mr. Qancy will back me
up when I say that the Dodgers are

now officially at war with the

Giants. This is no longer a rivalry

that inspires Dodger fans to actually

stay beyond the seventh-inning

stretch; this is now a shooting war.

Fort Piazza has been fired upon,

and it's time for the Union to "'
respond.

But I think that the Dodgers have

already set plans in motion, because

one of their heroes is now wearing

the orange and black.

Just like Obi Wan Kenobi in

"Star Wars," Orel Hershiser is our

only hope (although I could never

say it in Princess Leia's sensuous

tone).

Just you wait and see: Orel

Hershiser will show that he still is the

Bulldog when he finds a way to sab-

otage the Giants this year.

And do you think it's a coinci-

dence that corporate raider Rupert

Murdoch is buying the Los Angeles

Dodgers? I think not.

A man who knows all about using

underhanded tactics to get revenge

on his foes will know just how to

handle Hershiser and get a propor-

tional response together within the

next few months.

All of his expertise is going to be

necessary, because the San

Francisco Giants sure put one over

on the Boys in Blue, and now it's

payt)ack time.

Shapiro is a Daily Bruin staff writer and

columnist. E-mail responses to

mshapiro9media.ucla.edu.

SWIMMERS
From page 31 —
mudi you've grown over the four

years.

"Coming to UCLA as a freshman

was huge. I left my country of

Canada, I was at the other side of the

continent and I didn't know a soul.

But we've bonded. Aren't you sup-

posed to have the best years of your

[Click]

401^
all Los Angeles JL

Times and New York B
Times bestsellers H

eyfiiyday H

UCLA BoolcZone
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WORK
WITH

LA'» FmnlnlBt Nvwmagaxin*

ESITIVa

wHiTnrs

PROSUOiva

ASTERTISIVa

(310) 206 - 6168

fem@media.ucla.eclu

life in college? Yeah, I can say that."

Many feel one can't sum up four

years of her life in a sentence or

quote. But Ames-Klein gives it a try.

Her summary is simple and to the

point - the perfect description of

these seniors' four years at UCLA.
"It's been fun."

Bruins lool( to bust streak of mediocrity

W.TENNIS: UCLA hopes

to redeem recent losses

in matchup vs. Broncos

ByJaredHumiiMl
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's tennis team

hopes to rebound from a loss to

Pepperdine in its matchup against the

Boise State Broncos today.

The Broncos are 5-4 this season,

fresh ofl* a twomatch losing streak in

which they fell to University San

Diego, 5-4, and San Diego State, 6-3.

Boise State is currently ranked 63rd

nationally and features seniors

Gayleen McManus, ranked 52nd, and

Manon Buskens, ranked 90th.

Last Friday's loss at Pepperdine

capped off a two-week stretch of

mediocre play for UCLA, dating back

to Feb. 19 against William and Mary at

the U.S. Tennis Association-

Intercollegiate Tennis Association

Tournament in Madison, Wis.

In addition to the losses to William

and Mary and Pepperdine, the Bruins

fell to No. 9 Mississippi in Madison - a

string of three losses in four matches.

Injuries have plagued UCLA since

the first game of the season. The loss of

No. I player sophomore Amanda
Basica, who is regarded as one of the

top collegiate players in the nation,

accompanied with the lingering effects

of a stress injury to sophomore Katia

Roubanava, have greatly hindered the

No. 2-ranked Bruins.

"I think (the tournament) put every-

thing into perspective for us," sopho-

more Annica Cooper said. "We have

to just keep it in our minds that it's the

injuries - it's something that's in the

past and we can't really think about it

as anything that is an indicator of how
our team is going to do at the NCAAs."

Despite UCLA's recent struggles,

they still own a 7-4 mark and a perfect

5-0 record at home. Today's match

should give the Bruins an opportunity

to gain momentum for their big match

on Saturday against USC and an even

bigger match vs. the fourth-ranked

University ofTexas on March 9.

The Bruins hold a 1-0 advantage

over the Broncos in jthe short history of

this match-up.

M.TENNIS
From page 30

that we can win. We have a very good

chance of winning, especially at home
... We went over there and the crowd

was really behind their guys. So hope-

fully we'll get a crowd out here."

More often than not, it is the crowd

that ultimately swings the teeter-totter

rivalry matches.

"I feel like since they're coming over

here we have a much better chance

because we're ready to have a big

TENNIS MATCIMir
UCLA I
2 ITA ranking

IH^OmaNreconi

10

3-02-1 Pac-10 record

47

iii!li-USCdefMtedUCU,4.3
|

Series record since 1967 29 i

SowrUCUScomMMta ^^g|||||||
ERNEST LEMMySniin

crowd. We're going to try to get as big

a crowd here as possible," said

Newman.

Those empty seats in the LATC are

going to have to be warmed up for the

UCLA blaze to overcome the No. 10

Trojans.

"USC is a tough team ... and at the

moment we are obviously struggling

with the two injuries. I honestly believe

we can win ... if we'll just make it a team

effort," said senior Matt Breen.

That team eflbrt will not only need

the talent of Grinda, Allegre, Breen,

Decret, Sands and Newman; it will

need the support of lady luck, the

adrenaline pumped by rivalry and,

most importantly, the UCLA crowd.

*^^i

Rockabilly, Blues, Swing and More...

FREE^^OOD DAILY 5-7 PM
2030 Wlbhlre Blvd. • SaiArMontea • 82»€382
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Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85oo.„H
(ll«g. $2001

Cosmetic Dentristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth

* Stained or discolored teeth

* Large spaces or gaps between teeth

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Straightening teeth in some coses

BEFORE AFTER

(310)826-7494
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714) 552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714

•W < # * k >.•.-»-«*.-

'Th* trsotmani will b* as follows: $1000 00
plus $100.00 for each month of traolmanr
rendarsd for maral braces, $900.00 plus
$ 1 00 00 for each month of treotment
rendered for removable braces and
$1700 00 plus $125 00 per month for
ceramic braces, $200.00 for diagnostic
study model and $175 00 for formal
consultation.
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Bruin effort can't overcome

pitcNng errors in fall to 49ers

BASEBALL Long Beach

State punishes UCLA
for mistakes on mound

u

ByVytasMazdka
Daily Bruin Staff

Tuesday was a night to forget for

the UCLA baseball team, as Long

Beach State came out on top, 21-5.

The Bruins (8-11) were behind

16-3 by the fifth inning and could do

nothing right. ,

The 49ers (6-9) came out deter-

mined to pound on the Bruins, and

they did just that - four 49er

starters combined to hit five home-

runs in the game.

"We really broke out this week-

end," Long Beach State head coach

Dave Snow said. "We just had a lot

of confidence tonight."

The Bruins never gave up, but

effort was not enough last night.

UCLA junior outfielder Eric

Valent made a jaw-dropping, head-

first, diving catch in the six-run sixth

inning, and sophomore designated

hitter Michael Hymes beat out an

infield single in the eighth.

But when your pitching staff

allows 20 earned runs, it is very hke-

ly that your team is going to lose.

"It wasn't that nobody wasn't

trying," UCLA head coach Gary

Adams said. "We just didn't pitch

very well, and every mistake we

made on the hill. Long Beach State

punished us. Some pitchers are

going to have to step up."

The offensive outburst by the

49ers started when freshman catch-

er Bryan Kennedy, who finished

the game with six RBls, hit his first

two homers ofthe season in the first

and third innings.

"I've been struggling, so it was

great," Kennedy said. "I was just

seeing the ball really well tonight."

On the mound for the 49ers,

junior left-hander Mike Gallo ( 1-1

)

settled down after a three-run first

inning to earn his first win of the

year. He baffled hitters with his

change-up and allowed only two

hits and one walk in his last four

innings ofwork.

Long Beach State

defeats UCLA, 21 -5

"He settled down a lot," Snow

said. "He seemed to find his

change-up. It's a lot easier pitching

when you've got a lot of runs."

On a night the Bruins would

rather not remember, Adams sees

one positive. Valent not only made a

great diving catch, he batted two for

three to raise his average to .269 and

came within a few feet of a monster

four-bagger in the eighth inning.

"I saw signs in Eric Valent com-

ing out of it," Adams said. "He

made adjustments tonight. That

was a very good sign. It's one of the

bri^t spots for me."

Kimberty Edds, Daily Bruin contribu-

tor, assisted with this report

Bruins need fan
M.TENNIS: At home against TVojans,

UCLA looks to avenge season's first loss

By Stephanie OuNi
Daily Bruin Contributor

There are the loyal fans. There are the stragglers going to

or coming from class. There are the officials, the parents, the

players. Most of all, there are way too many empty seats in

the Los Angeles Tennis Center. Hopefully, this typical scene

at UCLA men's tennis matches will change. It needs to if the

Bruins are to beat USC at "home" at 1 :30 p.m. today.

On Feb. 1 3, it was Southern Cal's crowd that pushed them

through a close match to beat the Bruins on Trojan turf, 4-3.

"I'm going to be pumped up because ... we are playing

them at home, and everyone wants revenge. We are waiting

for them," said junior Vince Allegre.

The team would like to say they are "ready and waiting,"

but the "ready" part has yet to be decided. The Bruins sit

waiting without Jason Cook and possibly Brandon Kramer

in their lineup due to injury.

"We're missing a couple ofour better players, so the other

guys are really going to have to step up, and sometimes that's

very difficult for a guy who's never played in that kind of

match," said UCLA head coach Billy Martin.

"(Chris Sands) was kind of thrown into the fire of having

to win one ofthose pressure matches (at USC). The first time

out, that's difficult."

In UCLA's last meeting with a USC redshirt freshman,

Sands felt the weight of a tied match on his shoulders.

"It came down to my match. I could have decided it, and

I didn't win it. So I'd definitely like to get some revenge,

come out strong against them," said Sands.

The revenge factor has been brewing these past two weeks

after USC handed UCLA its first loss of the season.

"(This will be) an exciting match ... especially after I dis-

covered the ambience the last time we played them," said

freshman Jean-Noel Grirula.

"It was my first tough, tough game with UCLA. I lost my
own match, so I'm pretty fired up to take my revenge."

Grinda lost to USCs George Bastl, 6-2, 6-2.

Though the Bruins seem ready mentally, they still need to

hurdle the barrier of injury. Since the team is not 1(X) percent

healthy, the lost percentage points may need to be made up

with luck.

"We need a little hick. We've had some circumstances

• III to beat USC
that haven't been great for us so far this year. But ifwe get a

little luck and play some good tennis, we can get a win," said

Martin.

"I'm not overly confident, but I still think we can win. ... It

certainly will be (ough for us. I certainly like a challenge, and

this will be a challenge for us. Anytime we play the Trojans

we're going to give it 127 percent."

Ifluck will not pull the Bruins through, a rivalry just might

do the trick.

"There's no chance they'll beat us two times in a row, no

chance," said freshman Noah Newman.
But with the spirit of rivalry also comes splinter-margin

matches.

"I think it's going to be tight regardless, whether we win or

lose," said senior Alex Decret.

"I don't think we'll blow them out of the water ... I think

~
See M. TENNIS, page 29

Freshman Jcan^ilod Grinda sets up for a return.
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AP Collpqe Baskt-tb.tll

How The Top 25 Fared

1. Duke (27-2) did twt pUy. Next VS.

Vin|iny,T)Mir«Uy.

2. Arirona (26-3) did not pUy. Next: It

Southern Cdlifornla.Thurylay.

B.Kotsk (31-3) did not play.Next:vs.

Vjnui Sute or Coior«io, Friday.

4. North CaroliN (27-3) dkl not play.

Next: vs. Florida State or North Carolina

State, Fnday.

5. Utah (25-2) did not pUy. Next: vs.

Hawaii or UNtV, Thursday.

6. Comecticul (26-4) did not play. Next:

vs. Providence or Notre Dame, Thursday.

7. Kentucky (2M) did not play. Next: vs.

Alabama or Vandeibilt, Ftkiay.

8. Princeton (26-1) beat Pennsyhrania 78-

72, (JT. Next: regular season over.

9. Purdue (24-6) did not play. Next: vs.

Indiana or Ohio State, Friday

10. Mississippi (21 -5) did not play. Next:

VI Georgia or Mississippi State, Friday.

1 1

.

SUnford (24^) did not play. Next: vs.

Oregon, Thursday.

12. Michigan State (20-6) did not pUy.

Next: vs. Minnesota or Northvvesttm,

Friday.

13.1oas Owistian (26-4) did not play.

Next vs. Southern Methmfet, Thursday.

14. Ondnnati (23-S) did not play. Next vs.

South Florida or LouisvMe, Thursday.

IS.Seuth Carolina (21-6) did not play.

Next vs. Auburn or Fhirida, Friday.

16. Arkansas (22-7) did not play. Next vs.

knnessce or LSU, Friday.

UMicMgin (21-8) dM not play.NcKt: vs.

Iowa, Friday.

18. Illinois (21-8) did not play. Next vs.

Penn State or Wisamin, Friday.

19. UCLA (21-7) did not play. Next vs.

Arizona State, Thursday.

20. New Mexico (21 -6) did not play. Next:

vs. Tulsa or Brigham Youn^ Thursday.

21.Maryland (18-9) did not play. Next vs.

Georgia Tech. Friday.

22. Syracuse (22-7)M not play. Next: vs.

VHlanova or Pittsburgh, Thursday.

23. West Virginia (22-7) did not play. Next:

vs. Rutgers, Wednesday.

24.lHnple (20-7) did not play. Next: vs. St

Joseph^ or la SaNe, Thursday.

2S.0Uahoma State (21-5) dkl not play.

Next vs. Texas Ted) or Teus, Friday.

M.ijof Scort'%

NewJersey 33 27

Washington 30 29

Orlando 29 29

Boston 28 30

Phiadelphia 19 37

iSO 8

.508 101/2

iOO 11

At A Glance

Detroit at Anaheim, 10:30 pjn.

Mtett in tht sywtsb« art BTT.

.483

J39

12

20

Central DMsion

Chicago

Chartolte

Adama

Oeveiand

Detroit

Toronto

44 16

41 17

35 23

34 24

31 27

28 28

27 31

13 44

.733

.707

.603

.586

334

.500

.466

2

8

9

12

14

16

.228 291/2

TOMNMeiTS

L Michigan 93, Ball Sl 92, or

MM ttarn* Odiktli Conhnmi

Howard U. 79, Bethune-Cookman 77, or

WESTON aMFOEIKE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB

Utah 40 16 .714 —
SanAntonio 40 18 i90 1

Minnesou 31 27 i34 10

Houston 29 29 JOO 12

Vancouver 14 44 J41 27

Oalas 12 47 .203 291/2

Denver 5 54 .085 361/2

Pacific Division

Seattle 45 13 .776 —
LA.Lakers 39 18 .684 51/2

Phoenix 38 20 .655 7

Portland 34 24 .586

Saaamento 24 36 .400

GoMen State 12 46 .207

LAOippers 12 46 .207

EASIBMCMraiUKE
Atlantic Division

W I T Pts

NewJersey 38 16 6 82

Philadelphia 30 19 9 69

Washington 26 23 11 63

N.Y. Rangers 18 26 16 52

NY. Islanders 21 31 8 SO

Fk)rida 18 29 12 48

lampaBay 12 39 9 33

Northeast Division

W I T Pts

T r (» n s .1 ( 1 1 o n s

Pittsburgh

Boston

Montreal

Bufblo

Ottawa

Carolina

31 17 13

26 22 12

28 23 7

24 21 14

75

64

63

62

23 2810 56

22 30 7 51

11

.22

33

33

Butfcr70,Wis.-GreenBay51

Southern Meth. 76, Colorado St. 71

Tulsa 59, Brigham Ytaung 56

N.itiuruil B.iskftti.ill As',oci,ilion

At A r, 1 . 1 1 1 1

f

EASTIRNOOMraKlKI

Atlantic Division

W I Pd GS

Miami 41 19 iU —
NewVork 34 23 .596 51/2

Utah10S,1onnio93

New Ifcik 94, Mew Jersey 91

Seadie97,Miaffli91,0T

Date 110, Minnesou 99

Chicago 118, Denver 90

Ho(Blon107,LA.aippers97

Portland 98, Phoemx 93

Indiana 111, Vancouver 103

WCSTEMCONFEIIBKE

Central Division

W I T Pts

OaNas 38 13 9 85

Detroit 33 15 13 79

St. Louis 33 22 8 74

Phoenix 24 26 11 59

Chicago 23 27 10 56

Toronto 20 31 8 48

Pacific Division

W L T Pts

Colorado 31 15 16 78

losAngeles 27 21 11 65

Edmonton

San Jose

Anaheim

Cilgiry

Vancouver

22 29 10 54

22 30 7

20 30 9

18 3012

18 33 10

Mlwaukee at PMUddpMi, 7JO pjn.

Seattle at Orlando, 7:30 pim.

Minnesou at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.

Hmomo at Cleveland, 7JO p.m.

Mahal Boston, 8 pjn.

Indiana at LA. LahtrxlOJOpiffl.

San AMonio at Mtfm Stale, 10J0 pan.

Detroit at SacrameMa^ 10:30 pim.

Boston 3,Washington

N.Y. Islanders 3, Philadelphia 1

St Louis 5, Chicago 3

Calgary 2, lampi Bay 1

GF GA

173 119

167 131

161 158

146160

156 168

141 166

115196

GF GA

171 141

155 145

170 1S1

ISO 141

137 153

145 166

GF GA

184 118

184 139

190 155

165 173

147 147

138 172

GF GA

183 149

173 158

15$ 17$

144 160

14$ 181

157 185

170 21$

BOSTON RED SOX—Signed RHP Rich

Garces, RHP Joe Hudson, LHP Derek Lowe,

LHP Ron Mahay, RHP Brian Rose, RHP

John Wasdin and C Scott Hattefaerg.

Renewed the contracts of RHP Kerry Lacy

and3BAi^uimedezPQn).

CHICAGO CUBS—Itenewed the contracts

of 3B Kevin Orie, RHP Jeremi Gonzalez,

RHP Terry Adamv RHP Kurt Miller, and C-

INF Tyler Houston.

COLORADO ROCHES—Purchased the con

tract of RHP Jeff Sparks from Winnipeg of

the Northern League.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Agreed to

terms with fi Scott Rolen on a four-yur

contract

HOUSTON ROCKETS—Activated G

Emanual Davis from the injured Nst.

Placed C Charles Jones on the injured 1st.

LOS ANGELES CUPPERS—Placed F

Lorenzen Wright on the injured list.

Activated G James Collins from the injured

8$t •

NY. Rangen at Ftorida, 7:30 p.m.

Calofa4e at Tirpnltt 7:30 pirn.

MoitttiiailWhvBJOpjn.

lam^ lay at Einailon, 9 pjn.

ONCMNAn BENGALS—Signed LB Jerry

Olsavsky to a two-year contract

DENVER BRONCOS—Agreed to terms

with 08 Doug Nussmeier on a one-year

contract.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Named Lionel

James nmning backs coach, and Brian

Schottenheimer offenshw assistant and

quaity control coach.

MIAMI DOIPMNS—Signed S Brack

Marion to a three-year contraa Re-

signed OlJames Brown to a five-year

contract.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Agreed to terms

with RB Robert Smith on a fiw-year con-

tract

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Waived RB Terry

Kirby. Signed D« Mario Bradk)i DE Jeff

Poscyi 06 Ijirene Smith and DT Carta

WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Signed 6 Red

Mislead.

NMImhI HMhcy LMfw
COLORADO AVALANCHE—fiecaHed D

Wade Bebk from Hershey of the AHL

DALLAS STARS—Placed C Bob Bassen, D

Derian Hatcher, LW Dave Reid and D

Sergei Zubov on the injured reserve list

Recalled D Petr Buzek and D Brad

Lukowich from Michigan of the IHl.

MONTREAL CANAOIENS—Reassigned LW

Martin Hohenberger to New Orleans of

theECHL

NEW YORK RANGERS—Sent D Eric Calms

to HattM of the AHL for conditioning.

Reassigned F Johan Lindbom to Hartfcrd.

Recalled C PJ. Stack fiwn Hartford.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Traded D Grant

Ledyard to the Boston Bnans for an

eighth-round 1 998 draft pick.

COUfCE
ALLEGHENY—Named Paul Hogan menS

soccer coach.

AUBURN—Announced the resignation of

Lionel Janws, tight ends coach, to become

an assistant coach with the Kansas Qty

Chiefs

CALIFORNIA—Named Ai Simmons cor-

nerbacks coach.

MIAMI—Named Vemon Hargreaves Hne-

backers coach.

MONMOUTH, NJ.—Named Shannon

Poser men's soccer coach.

SACKS—Named Judith «d Louis^ two

dozen anniversary.

VIRGINIATKH—Named Ibny Bal

recciMrs coach.

1
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What occurred for the first time at the

1912 Summer Oiympia?

2.What two midwestem onivcrsWes

played in vrhat h considered the first col-

lege ba<«-e«ball game?

3.Who holds the NBA record for most

points in a season by a rookie?

wcpaguifioWM't
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(l-r) Katie Stuppi, Cindy Bertelinic, Lindsay Etter, Leslie Carr, Miranda Walz, (kneeling) IQley Ames-
lOein, Lara Potter and Jill Jenlcins.

After four years together, these

young women share unique bond

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

What do you caHl a group of

eight healthy, happy senior

swimmers?

An energetic festival of estrogen,

rhese UCLA swimmers are the ones

vho quite frequently drive head coach

Cyndi Gallagher nuts. They're the

notorious group assistant coach Brad

Bumham jokes he ran away from,

alluding to his temporary absence after

their freshman year. They may have

matured over four years, but their

strong identity as a group despite the

diversity in their personalities makes

this group downright lively.

"All of us have really unique quali-

ties that add to the group," one senior

said.

The senior class of 1998 started out

as 10 freshmen recruits in the fall of

1994. They were as different as could

be, from bubbly Lindsay Etter to quiet

and monotonic Cindy BerteUnk to off-

the-wall Jill Jenkins.

Their fate within the sport of swim-

ming has brought them to UCLA and

assigned them to each other. Where

they decided to go to school was their

choice, but who their teammates

would be was not.

"I remember the fu^t time we came

here," recalls Lara Potter, "the first

thing our coach Cyndi said was, 'OK.,

our No. 1 goal here is to have fun. No.

2 is to swim fast.' I was like sh(x:ked,

but I think that's the spirit of our class

- to give the team a positive attitude. I

have ray fondest memories with these

girls."

After the initial freshman jitters,

they had no trouble getting along. In

fact, they may have gotten along too

well. They were inseparable; joined at

the hip; a she-gang of eager, wide-eyed

freshinen.

Tliey were together day and night,

night and day. Even after a six-4iour

practice day, they met at a certain time

each evening at the Hedrick dining

hall. When the girls got sick of dorm
food, they started a "supper club,"

where they cooked for each other

Thursday nights to remind them of the

home cooking they so missed in dorm
life.

"Yeah, but I don't think supper club

is quite home cooking!" jokes Kiley

Ames-Klein.

They chatted nightly. They hung out

on weekends, when they weren't swim-

ming. They even took road trips to

places like San Francisco and Lake

Tahoe, where they went sledding in

bikinis.

And then came the harsh reality of

growing up and becoming indepen-

dent adults. The togetherness and

enthusiasm of the class deteriorated

with age. They lost three girls who each

dropped out of the swimming pro-

gram. Each took on her own interests

and spent more time away from the

group.

Basically, the friendship and respect

for each other were still there, but the

tight bond that held them together

since their freshman year had been

broken naturally and gradually by that

process called life.

Amidst the loss of old friends, they

have gained transfer student Leslie

Carr. She may have missed two years

of swimming in the UCLA program,

but she looks at it as gaining two more.

"I was nervous coming in as a trans-

fer because I didn't know anyone,"

Carr said. "They invited me to their

supper club and made me feel right at

home. The support and fellowship I've

had was just amazing. Looking back at

it, it's been the best two years I

could've ever asked for. It's an experi-

ence I would never trade."

Carr's teammate, Jenkins, agrees

about the importance of their bonding.

"It's an experience not a lot of peo
pie get to have, and we're very fortu-

nate we've got to spend these years

together even though it hasn't been

always gocxl," Jenkins said. "We were

all different people thrown together.

We've done cliflerent things but we've

always come together."

Four years ofgetting up at 5:30 a.m.

for their morning swim. Four years of

stretching their dedication with vary-

ing results. But win or lose, like it or

not, they've been together as part of

the UCLA swimming team. And while

some others may be driven up the wall

spending so much time with each

other, it has been an unforgettable four

years for these swimmers.

"You come into college not know-

ing any of them," Etter said, "and then

you go through your hardest times in

workouts to the best times, seeing

them swim successfully. I came in not

being able to realize what all this would

be like, and now I know. And I'm

thankful for them, more now than I

thought I would ever be.*^7 -.. . .

"We've been there for each other

through good and bad times," said

Katie Stuppi. "We feel like w^ can go

to each other any time."

Many will remain and finish school

next year, but there are a few more

things they still have to do as a group

before this year ends. They've planned

a spring break to Hawaii, and there

will be more supper clubs even after

their last season together.

Then, there's the traditional year-

end ritual, the naked swim, where

seniors take it all off in the Men's Gym
pool for their last team workout of the

season, k's a way of feeling more at

one with the water.

"You can just say in advance that I

loved the naked swim!" Jenkins said.

"But there will be no jump starts off

the diving blocks."

__ Whether Jenkins's nude-diving

statement applied to just her or the

whole group, her teammates showed

gratitude for the announcement.

So there are still moments of fun for

these grown-ups. After all, fun is what

college swimming has been all about.

"Just recently, I remember seeing a

random jxister picture of us as fresh-

men in a club hcx:key game crowd,"

recalls Bertelink. "It's so funny to look

at how yoimg you l(x>ked and how

See SWIMMERS, page 29

**There is hardly any virtuoso ofany

instrument who is a complete,

profound, passionate and humane a

musician as Ma, **
The New York Times

Yb-YoMa

What are women talking about?

Global DiV«S
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Masterclass
FH, March 6,U - Ipm

9CI1OOIII1OIS nan,

Jan Popper Theater

Yo-Yo Ma Is without a doubt the most

popular cellist in the world and one of

the most sought-after teachers.

Public Performances March 5 & 6

-SOLD OUT-

Discussion
hrtemational Women's Issiies

Men, March 9, 10 - 12 noon
Schoenberg Hal, Rm 1343

Join three outspoken female artists: Pemvlan
singer Susana Baca, whose music grew out
of Pern's black barrios: Stella Chiweshe from

Zimbabwe, who is hailed as one of the
world's greatest Mbira (thumb piano) players:

and Tex-Mex folk singer TIsh Hinojosa, whose
recent release, "Culture Swing" won Folk

Album of the Year.
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SPORTS

Marii

Shapiro

From a simple

rivalry comes

an all-out battle

of espionage

COLUMN: Brett Butler's

betrayal an exercise in

sabotage of Dodgers

Someone should call Tom Qancy,

because the plot to his next

thriller is unfolding in Chavez

Ravine.

Let me tell you, this one has it all:

sleeper agents, betrayal, false alle-

giances and backstabbing.

It all started

with ex-Dodger

Brett Butler ripv

ping into the

Thorofthe

Southland, Mike

Piazza, calling

him moody and

accusing him of

not having lead-

ership qualities.

Butler told

the Los Angeles

Times, "Mike

Piazza is a

moody, self-centered, '90s player."

Sure, this isn't the nicest thing in

the world for Butler to say. especially

since no one remembers him trying to

nil the leadership void that cost the

Dodgers dearly down the stretch last

year.

And no one wants to see the pre-

mier hitter in the National League get

insulted by a player who was best

known for his ability to bunt his way

to Hrst base.

But that's not at the heart of the

matter, for something far more sinis-

ter is going on here: Brett Butler has

revealed his true identity.

While we may have thought he was

a dyed-in-the-wool Dodger, in reality,

he was a spy working for the San

Francisco Giants.

Now foDow me on this one:

Before Butler ever put on a Dodger

uniform, he spent several productive

and successful years with the Giants,

beloved and treasured by those

strange few who root for the San

Francisco team.

All of a sudden, this man from
'

Hunter's Point suddenly dons the

sacred blue and white and says that he

really is a Dodger at heart.

Did the Dodgers unwittingly allow

this enemy behind the lines, as the

Giants activated this sleeper agent

and then watched with glee as he

became part of Dodger lore?

Did Butler not meld himself into

our hearts with his courageous come-

back from cancer?

And were we not all completely

snowed when, in his first game in a

Dodger uniform at Candlestick Park,

he gave former Dodger manager Tom
Lasorda a big hug?

We all fell for it, we all knew and

trusted this man, and he used that to

tear us apart.

People believed Butler then, so why

wouldn't they believe him now? Why
wouldn't they think that Piazza failed

to live up to expectations last year?

Why would gutty, silver-haired,

bom-again Brett ever say such things?

Because he's a Giant spy, that's why!

S«eSHAPKO,pa9e29

The Chase of a lifetime
Though he turned down
the Dodgers for UCLA,

Utley is happy with choice

ByVytasMUzcika

Daily Bruin Staff

Chase: \'chas\ verb — to follow rapidly: to pur-

sue.

Somehow, UCLA's Chase Utley doesn't seem

to live up to his name. His favorite TV show is

ESPN's "Baseball Tonight." His favorite song is

the traditional "Take Me Out to the Ball Game."

The most famous person he's ever met is former

Los Angeles Dodgers head coach Tommy
Lasorda. He was even drafted in the second

round of the major league draft by the Dodgers.

And although he sees himself playing profes-

sional baseball in 10 years, Utley has chosen not

to pursue that specific dream right now. Instead

he has decided to turn down a rumored six-figure

offer from the Dodgers to attend college.

"His mother and I attempted to paint both

sides - the pros and the cons either way," his

father David Utley said. "But ultimately the deci-

sion was his. We weren't going to have it hanging

over our heads if he felt like he made the wrong

decision. But from what I can tell, he's convinced

he made he right decision."

His dad, who also says Utley was hooked on

baseball ever since he chucked his son whiffle

balls when he was four or five, is right about how

his son feels.

"I was pretty close to signing (with the

Dodgers)," Utley said. "It was kind of a last-

minute decision not to sign ... but I don't have any

regrets for not signing."

By the way, there is something else you should

know. Utley hasn't entirely given up his favorite

past-time - he has merely chosen to spend at least

the next three years (college players cannot be

drafted again until after their junior year) refin-

ing his baseball skills while studying at UCLA.
Utley, who stands in at 6 feet 1 inch and 175

I>ounds, is the Bruins' starting shortstop and No.

6 hitter. As of Sunday, Utley had a .314 batting

average, with three homers, 13 RBIs, 10 runs

scored, seven walks, 18 strike-outs and was one

for three in stolen-base attempts.

While at Long Beach Polytechnic High

School, Utley batted .525 with 12 home runs and

48 RBIs his senior season. He succeeded in 12 out

of 13 steal attempts and had a mind-boggling 16

walks compared to only two strikeouts.

He was named an All-American by Collegiate

Baseball, Baseball America, the American

Baseball Coaches Association and the National

High School Baseball Coaches Association.

Utley is also only one of three Bruins (along with

pitchers Chad Cislak and Rob Henkel) to partici-

pate in Team USA Fall Trials.

With attributes like these, one would have to

believe that Utley has the potential to become

another of a great line of young, power-hitting

shortstops entering Major League Baseball right

CHAflUSnXVOailyBniln

Top-notch freshman Chase Utley postponed entering the majors to play Bruin baseball.

now - a list including Alex Rodriguez (Mariners),

Nomar Garciaparra (Red Sox) and Derek Jeter

(Yankees).

"They're great players, and I think anybody

would love to play like them," Utley said. "But

not everybody can, and hopefully I can have

some of their success and go from there."

Other factors that may contribute to success at

the next level for Utley are his approach at the

plate and his attention to the details of the game.

Not only is Utley a left-handed hitting infielder

(very rare), but he's also very patient - as his

eight-toone ratio of walks to strikeouts his senior

year in high schooLindicates.

Also, Utley doesn't rely on co-captain Eric

Valent (a junior outfielder) for advice. But Utley

is astute enough to play close attention to how
pitchers handle Valent because of their similari-

ties as hitters. Since both of them are left-handed

hitters with adept power, pitchers tend to

approach Utley the same way as Valent.

S«c UTLEY, page 28

Ramblers can't stand the Bruins' heat
M.VOLLEYBALL: Loyola

cracks under pressure of

UCLA's superb blocking

ByGraceWcn
Daily Bruin Staff

The pressure cooker wasn't work-

ing last night.

The UCLA men's volleyball team

brought so much heat to die court that

Loyola University of Chicago's "pres-

sure-cooking offense" exploded. In

less than an hour and a half, the

Bruins disposed of the Ramblers 1 5-6,

154, 15-9.

"We played weU tonight," UCLA
head coach Al Scates said. "I liked

Tom Stillwell's blocking. That's the

best he's blocked all season in terms of

getting over the net and penetrating.

"Technically, we're blocking very

well. It's up to the other team whether

they choose in some situations to hit

the ball out or hit it into the block.

Loyola didn't hit it out as many ofour

opponents had been doing, so we

blocked more. I'm happy with our

block and our play."

The Bruin block dominated the

night, holding the No. 1 hitting team

in the nation to a mere .162 attack per-

centage.

UCLA, on the other hand, hit a

whopping .415, including a .629 clip in

game two. Sophomore Adam Naeve

led the attack with 17 kills in 22

attempts for a blistering .727 percent-

age. Senior captain Stillwell chipped

in 11 kills to go along with his five

blocks.

SecVDUEYMU.pa9c28

BRUIN UPDATE

Tuesday's

Baseball

UCU5,

Men's vol

UCLA
Chicag

Today's4!^tches:

Men's tenn

vs. Souther

Women's tennis

vs. Boise State

Inoido today

Unity: Overcoming racial and

religious barriers at UCLA. Sec page 4

Only in Los Angeles: A lool( at

the idiosyncrasies of L.A. See page 22

Ben Moselle: This senior is now a

versatile Bruin weapon. See back page

A R T^
E N T E rf T/A I N M E N T

There are giants in the sky
...and seductive

wolves and sulky

princesses,

among other

things, in "Into

the Woods."

See page 28
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UCLA forges alliance with Orthopaedic Hospital
HEALTH CARE: Better service for

community prompts two forces

in medicine to pool resources

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff _ _
Two of the most prestigious medical institu-

tions in Los Angeles - the Orthopaedic

Hospital of Los Angeles and UCLA - signed a

letter of intent on Monday, marking the begin-

ning of a long term clinical relationship.

While the two institutions will begin imme-

diately to work out a solid agreement, this

alliance will bring many benefits to each party,

said Gerald Levey, provost of the UCLA
School of Medicine.

"It's a wonderful thing for UCLA," Levey

said. "(The alliance) will bring together two

nationally and internationally recognized clini-

cal orthopaedic operations."

"This will immeasurably strengthen our

clinical presence in orthopaedics and it will

(also) aid the educational process both for stu-

dents and post-graduate trainees," Levey

added.

This alliance will not only enhance the clini-

cal and research activities, but UCLA and the

Orthopaedic Hospital will also benefit eco-

nomically.

"With the advent of managed care and pres-

sures on hospitals, it is difficult for a hospital

with a single specialty to survive," said Dr.

Gerald Finerman, chair of the UCLA depart-

ment of orthopedics.

While the letter of intent is not a finalized

agreement, it indicates both parties are serious

about developing a working relationship, said

David Langness, director of UCLA Health

Science Communications.

The alliance has already been approved by

the Orthopaedic Hospital's governing board,

and is expected to be approved by the regents

in May.

However, during negotiations the two insti-

tutions came to some initial agreement as to

what they were seeking in entering such an

alliance.

According to Langness, the alliance is a

chance for both institutions to expand their

services and abilities.

"Today you need to have a extensive net-

work of physicians, clinics, outreach sites,

modalities and patients to run an effective

health care network," he said.

While each of the institutions will continue

• ,;-
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Eddie Cibrain (far right) plays Cole St. John on the daytime drama "Sunset Beach! Cibrain was a guest

speaker at the third annual Entertainment Night put on by the Student Alumni Association on Tuesday.

Insiders reveal secrets of the biz

Students' union wins bid

for research center's cafe

CAREERS: Professionals

stress importance of

networking, internships

By Maiisa Yamane
Daily Bruin Contributor

Tinsel Town's most powerful

people were present at the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom on

Tuesday evening.

Everyone from Tina Turner's

publicist to Kevin Costner's per-

'sonal manager; from the assistant

to the executive producer of "The

Tonight Show" with Jay Leno to a

sports producer for ESPN and
FOX.
What did all 54 have in com-

mon? They're all UCLA alumni

professionals who participated in

Entertainment Night.

The event was a career network-

ing opportunity for UCLA students

to meet and talk with alumni in an

industry where success is based

heavily upon who you know.

"The most impressive part was

the caliber of the alumni in the

entertainment industry that partici-

pated," said Jennifer Wolf, a

fourth-year student and the Alumni

Association's executive director of

the Career Network Committee.

Many of the alumni stressed that

perseverance is so important in the

entertainment industry. "If you can

stick through the nos and wait for

that yes, then you'll make it," said

Eddie Cibrain, whom fans know as

Cole St. John on the daytime drama
"Sunset Beach."

The entertainment industry is

one of the most competitive fields.

The chances are usually against

you. Many times, there are a thou-

sand applicants vying for one posi-

tion. "One vital element is luck,

because there's so many people

who want that one job," said

George Takei, best known for his

portrayal of Mr. Sulu in the

acclaimed television series "Star

Trek."

Many of the alumni recommend-

ed students to find internships or

any type of job to get their foot in

the door. "The advantage is that

you'll ^et to network and hear

about opening positions before

they're even posted," said Chris

Bess, a publicist with the Walt

Disney Company.

Many of the alumni commented
that the entertainment industry is

not as glamorous as it may appear.

The work days are long. There are

very few breaks. And there's a great

deal of stress involved. But for

those who are passionate about the

industry, it is a rewarding experi-

ence.

"The best part about my job is

making a client's dreams come
true. Sometimes it happens

overnight, and sometimes it takes

forever," said Ken Stovitz, an agent

for Creative Artists Agency, who
represents actors such as Will

Smith.

With the overwhelming number
of students and impressive list of

alumni, organizers declared

Entertainment Night a success.

"UCLA has put out some amaz-

ing grads who are some of the most
powerful people in the entertain-

ment industry," said Steve Sauer, a

personal manager/producer for

Sm ENTEWTMNMENT, page 20

ASUCLA: Capital for plan

will be money previously

marked for cash reserves

ByMidwelWeiner
Daily Bruin Contributor

ASUCLA has received a contract

to build and operate a restaurant on
the first Hoor of the Gonda
(Goldschmeid) Neuroscience and
Genetics Research Center.

The students' association board of

directors approved the project and
its funding at its meeting on Feb. 27.

The Gonda project will change

ASUCLA's five-year plan for finan-

cial recovery by using funds that

were supposed to be put into reserve

next year.

ASUCLA first bid for the project

last fall, made a presentation of its

concepts for the restaurant in

December and was notified of selec-

tion in January.

"In the building, there has always

been planned a cafe, and last fall,

there was the beginning of a selec-

tion process for who would operate

the cafe," said ASUCLA Executive

Director Patricia Eastman.

"We developed a concept for the

cafe that included architectural

design, a menu and a management

structure, and we presented that to

the selection committee," she contin-

ued.

According to George Conde, cajy-

ital programs project manager for

the Gonda building, ASUCLA was

chosen for the project because of its

superior ideas in terms of both menu
items and architectural design.

Three other organizations were con-

sidered for the project.

"We had considered other ven-

dors and ASUCLA made the best

presentation," Conde said.

ASUCLA will finance most of the

project and changes will have to be

made in its budget for the current

year in order to do that.

"Most of the cost of building the

restaurant will be borne by ASU-
CLA," Eastman said.

"My plan is to forego other capi-

tal projects that we had in the bud-

get," she continued. "There are sev-

eral small projects, some of which we
don't have to do because circum-

stances have changed, and some of

which will wait until next year."

An example of a project that is no

longer needed, but was in the budget,

was the installation of doors between

the Viewpoint Lounge and the

Viewpoint Cafe. ASUCLA deter-

mined that this was not a change that

See60N0A,page21

New GSA vice president seeks

better community relationsNps

STUDENT POLmCS: Ong hopes to create a graduate

network, increase diversity, protect group's rights

By Ann Ha«vkcy

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Graduate Students

Association (GSA) now has a new
representative for external affairs.

Jason Ong took the office of external

vice president on Wednesday, replac-

ing Grace Chee. Ong will act as a liai-

son between GSA and other school

and government organizations.

Ong's goals for the office include

promoting diversity, protecting the

rights of graduate and professional

students and strengthening the gradu-

ate and professional student commu-
nity.

"I want to help bring about better

coalition building," said Ong. "I want

to develop some type of network that

will improve the sense of community
among graduate students," he said.

As external vice president, Ong
will represent graduate and profes-

sional students as a member of the

board of directors of the UC Student

Scc6SA,pa9e20
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Job outlook great for

1998 graduates
A booming job market will greet 1998 gradu-

ates interested in technology-related fields.

A lack of engineering and computer science

majors has job recruiters scrambling to find

new employees. Current offers for graduating

seniors are as high as $50,000 including bonus-

es of 10 percent to 20 percent.

A 40 percent decrease in computer science

and engineering majors during a shift from an

industrial-based economy to one of service has

increased the demand for technology majors.

Liberal arts majors are also benefiting from

the demand to fill technological jobs. Job

Outlook '98, va survey conducted by the

National Association of Colleges and

Employers, said the starting salaries for gradu-

ating liberal arts majors has increased 6.5 per-

cent since last year, to an average of $28,875.

Companies are willing to train graduates of

all majors to fill open positions, said Camille

Luckenbaugh, director of employment infor-

mation at NACE.
"Liberal arts majors are attrac-

tive to employers because they come
prepared with communication skills and the

ability to learn technical skills," Luckenbaugh

said.

The lack of computer-science students is

causing somewhat of a crisis for businesses des-

perate for experienced employees. The Clinton

administration has reported spending $28 mil-

hon in 1997 to train new workers, and the

Department of Education said that although

there was a slight increase in computer science

majors, it is not enough.

Technological recruiter for ITS Technology

Inc., Chad Fengley, said he looks to hire gradu-

ates with job market experience.

"I look for students who have two years or

more of experience with internships or co-

oping," Fengley said. "Experience in computer

design is also an attractive attribute."

Fengley said ITS is now hiring an average of

one employee per month. Only 3 percent of

companies surveyed by NACE said that they

were going to cut back on hiring next year, and

Luckenbaugh sees no decline in

the near future.

"With the way things are going,

the demand for technological jobs will be

there," she said. "1 can't see that changing in the

next 10 years; if anything, it will become even

more dominant." ..

More actors lighting

up on movie screen
While declining in the general population,

smoking in the tof>-grossing movies is on the

rise, according to UC San Francisco

researchers.

Sampling five of the top 20 grossing movies

from 1990 to 1996, researchers Stanton A.

Glantz and Theresa F. Stockwell found tl\at 57

percent of the leading characters smoked. Only

14 percent of similar people smoke in the gener-

al population.

In the 1960s researchers found that tobacco

was used once every five minutes, this number

decreased in the 1970s and 1980s to about once

in every 15 minutes. The number is now back

up to once every three to five minutes.

"The use oftobacco in filnw is increasing and

is reinforcing misleading images that present

smoking as a widespread and socially desirable

activity," said Glantz.

Despite the warnings ofthe dangers ofsmok-

ing, only 14 percent present the negative efiects

of smoking.

Characters who smoke are overwhelmingly

middle and upper class, while the number of

smokers from a lower socioeconomic class has

decreased.

"As in tobacco advertising, tobacco use in

the movies is associated with youthful vigor,

good health, good looks and personal and pro-

fessional acceptance," said researcliers.

Researchers pointed out that this increase in

on screen smoking corresponds with a decrease

in advertising for tobacco. Glantz and

Stockwell suggested anti-tobacco advertise-

ments be aired by movie theaters to combat the

smoking message in the films.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and vt^ire reports.
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LESS THAN THREE WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion with instructor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notation.

D0N7 FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass enroll-

ment appointments have begun
through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological Services

(SPS) Is here to provide you with a

safe place to talk about your con-

cerns. Call 825-7985 to set up an

appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Thursday
Hunger Project

All Day Donation Drive

Items will be distributed to shelters

in Los Angeles County

Sproul, Sunset Commons,
Ackerman • 825-2600

10 a.m.
Student Welfare Commission

Stop Smoking Fair, until 2 p.m.

Westwood Plaza • 825-7586

11a.m.
Golden Key National Honor

Society

Information about activities

Bruin Walk

African Activists Association

Weekly meeting

Bunche 10367

Noon
Bible Studies in Old/New

Testament

Bible Study in Romans 14

Ackerman 2412 • (213) 936-3713

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass ( 12: 10 p.m.)

Kerckhofr400

United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Bible Study

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

208-6869

3 p.m.
The Education Abroad Program

Information Session on studying

abroad in Australia and New
Zealand

Bunche Hall 1 1 382 -825^995

6 p.m.

Mecha de UCLA's Gender &
Sexuality Component

Forum on LGBT issues

Moore 1048 • 206-6452

MEChACAlmecac
Graduate School Information

Night

Dodd 146 -206-5547

UCLA BookZone, UCLA Alumni

Association

An evening with best selling author

lyanla Vanzant

James West Alumni Center

206^822

United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Dinner and Worship (6:10)

University Lutheran Chapel

10915 Strathmore Dr. • 208-6869

Oikos Christian Fellowship

meeting (6:30)

Kinsey 51 -231-0777

7 p.m.
UCLA Black Pre Law Society

Social

Shakey's Pizza in Westwood

Ballroom Dance Club

Learn romantic dances

Ackerman 2408

Bruin Leaders Project

Leadership and Programming

Hedrick Fireside Lounge

206-5071

9 p.m.
IntemationaT Folk Dance Qub
Partner Dances

Ackerman 2408 • 284-3636

(Left) April Liening, who works at the Dykstra front desk, fooks at a J. Crew catalog

with a friend. (Below) Once a week, Liening goes out with her homeless friend,

Steven, 76, buying hinn coffee and bringing him warm clothes.

of the

Phcrtos by MICHAEL ROSS WACKT

gang

April Liening

prepares for a speech she's

to give later that night.

4 p.m.
SSAC
Student Fee Advisory Commitee

meeting

A245 Murphy • 206-2447

Academics in the Commons
Preparing for finals (4: 1 5)

Covel Commons 203 - 206^685

5 p.m.
John Paul II Society

Mother Teresa: A Life of Devotion

Ackerman 2408 - 208-0941

Friday Noon
UCLA Center for the Study of

Religion

presents Bhante Walpola

Piyananda, president of Dharma
Vijaya Buddhist Vihara

"Worid Buddhism: the Los

Angeles Connection"

Von Grunebaum Library

Bunche 10383

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail at

what$brewin0media.ucla.edu
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Every Thursday, the

Daily Bruin takes a look

at members of the

UCLA community. In

this continuing series,

we highlight the many

different activities

Bruins are involved in.
April Liening, who Is enjoying her third year living

at Dykstra Hall, plays basketball with a friend.
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Her busy schedule^

still leaves time for

jaunts to Westwood

By Carol McKay
Daily Bruin Staff

If April Liening wasn't such a

heavy sleeper, there would be trou-

ble in Dykstra 719. Construction on

the De Neve Plaza Project has kept

many students awake early in the

morning for the past two years, but

hasn't been loud enough to drive

some Dykstra faithfuls away.

"This is my third year living in

Dykstra," said Liening, a third-year

English student. And next year, she

plans to return once again.

The social aspect of Dykstra Hall

is what keeps her coming back. Not
that the weekly complimentary soda

and candy hurt.

As a form of compensation for

construction inconveniences around

the hall - which has translated into

the destruction of the dining hall,

fireside lounge and basketball

courts, plus the addition of

makeshift driveways and foot paths
- Dykstra residents are appeased

with free refrigerators and other

perks.

"It's a pain to walk to the other

dorms," she said, adding that her

biggest "pet peeve" is the hassle that

accompanies retrieving her mail.

When Dykstra's second-floor lobby

was removed, the mailboxes were

also destroyed.

"There are almost a thousand

people in this building, and it's a

pain for them," Liening said. As an

employee at the front desk, one of

her most time-consuming (and

annoying) jobs is "a pain for us, too."

She has to go through the thousands

of pieces of mail by hand.

But despite the numerous itKon-

,

veniences caused by the creation of

the Bradley Center and future resi-

' dchtial "hb^slng'cbmplWes.'L'ie'ning*

loves living at Dykstra.

"I figure I have the rest of my life

to live in an apartment. Dykstra's a

very friendly place," she said,

explaining that the physical design of

the building sets it apart from the

other residential halls. "With the

doors across from each other, it real-

ly leads to interaction."

Based on Liening's social life,

however, Dykstra's facing doors

shouldn't get all of the credit. As a

leader in Bruin Christian Fellowship

(BCF), a Dykstra front desk employ-

ee and the owner of a very full

Mortar Board planner, Liening cre-

ates much of the friendly atmos-

phere that surrounds her.

In her room, which she shares

with Florence Chung, a second-year

psychology and education student,

Liening's love for her fellow seventh-

floor residents is obvious. Snapshots

of neighbors plaster the framing of

her overhead loft.

Several students lay sprawled on a

mattress and papasan chair and
Liening recalls episodes of "floor

bonding."

"People arc so into floor bonding,

that they're willing to spend a whole

night of being uncomfortable just to

be together," she said, remembering

a time earlier this year when a group

of students gathered to watch the

movie "Seven."

After the movie was over, a half

dozen students shared space on the

beds, futon and patches of empty
carpeting for a sleep-over.

"Remember the time we put

toothpaste on Elias' face?" Liening

laughed to one of her friends, recall-

ing another late-night escapade.

"No, that was me," said Eric

Gandhi, a first-year business eco-

nomics student, who didn't remem-
ber the occasion so happily. Gandhi
is just one of many students who
share a sort of adversarial relation-

ship with Liening.

"Our floor talks so much smack."

^ UtAL MINNS, page Y8*
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Unity key to solving pressing problems of inequality
PEACE: Prejudice in jobs,

on campus the topics of

sparsely attended forum

By Michelle Navarro
Daily Bruin Staff

Annie Yang told some horrible

Disneyland stories at a conference

on inequality, but there were fewer

than 15 people there to hear them:^,

"People won't come to a thing like

this," said-Mariana Roytman, a sec-

ond-year communication studies

student and member of Hillel. She

explained that people are unwilling

to hear alternate views to their own.

"People should be standing out-

side this door wanting to come in.

They need to be here. People are just

not willing to put in the effort," she

said, "and one of the things we
should be talking about is how do we
do that."

That is why they were all there, at

the BahaM panel discussion on equal-

ity and diversity - to figure out what

needs to be done to bring unity from

diversity, a goal the Baha'i faith

strives to achieve.

The panel began with sharing per-

sonal experiences and then moved
on to figuring out what borders and

boundaries are created from

inequality. To wrap up the evening,

they brainstormed possible methods

of combatting the problem.

Unfortunately,, thg Ll^LA stu-

dents wha.c6ijld aid in accomplisir

ing thistjommon aim were absent

from the Kerckhoff room. But the

apparent apathy of fellow students

didn't stop the intimate group from

sharing ideas and creating what they

called the first step to ending

inequality.

The event was sponsored by the

Baha'i Club, an organization that

celebrates the Baha'i faith. The
founder, Baha'u'llah, emphasized

the importance of unity in God, reli-

gion and humanity. The panel was
facilitated by Cynthia Thomas,
career counselor supervisor at the

Career Center.

When the panelists each told a

past experience, one in particular

struck the small gathering.

Yang, a representative from Peer

Educators, talked about her experi-

ence working at Disneyland. The
Orange County native said she was
initially placed in Tomorrowland
and was happy with her job.

But when an open transfer period

presented an opportunity for her to

switch to Fantasyland, her land of

choice because of the atmosphere

and Swiss-like uniform employees

wear, she got a wake up call.

"I showed up for the interview

and they said, 'We're looking for

someone a little (different from

you,'" said the secoiJ<|jyear molecu-

lar biology student. "Then I asked

'Well who are you looking for?' And
then they said, 'We're looking for

someone who will contribute to the

environment of Fantasyland.'"

According to Yang, that meant

some^p^who looked like "Heidi

Switzerland." Yang then real-

ized that perhaps one of the reasons

why she was recruited to

Tomorrowland to begin with, and

why most of the workers around her

' AELIAKHAN

Adesua llogienboh, a first-year biochemistry student, speaks at a panel discussion on equality,

diversity and peace sponsored by the Baha'i Club.

were Asian, was because they fit in

with the image of that land - "high

technology, all these Asians."

Yang then made the connection

with Adventureland and said that

it's image was of "football-playing

guys and girls with freckles."

To test her theory of their hiring

practices, she did an experiment.

Yang applied under a different

name, Heidi Peterson, to see if that

would make a difTerence to Disney

employers.

"I didn't show up for the inter-

view, but I called and they said,

'we're so excited to meet you' and

'there are so many openings for

you,'" Yang recounted to the

shocked room. Yang did not contin-

ue working at Disneyland.

Yang joked about suing the enter-

tainment giant with $5 in her pocket.

but the students all knew it was no

laughing matter. It was a serious

problem that she felt powerless to

stop.

"With something that big you

don't even know where to start,"

Yang said.

Another student echoed Yang's

sense of helplessness and talked

ScePMIEUpage14

Greenspan urges Congress to take cautious route with surpluses!
ECONOMY: Committee

should hold off on plans

until money is assured

By Martin Crutsinger

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The best thmg
Congress can do for the economy is to

put the federal budget on a path of "sig-

nificant surplus" for the coming years.

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan

Greenspan said.

He urged members of the House
Budget Committee on Wednesday to

resist the lure to increase spending, cut

taxes or pursue a new idea such as

devoting surpluses to the creation of

millions of Individual Retirement

Accounts - at least until the surpluses

are much more assured.

The IRA suggestion, being pushed

by House Budget Committee
Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio, is the

latest proposal to be thrown onto the

table as government policy-makers

face a challenge they haven't seen in

three decades - what to do with a bud-

get surplus.

President Clinton last month pro-

posed a budget for the 1999 fiscal year

that projected the first federal surplus

since 1969 and urged Congress to

"save Social Security first" by reserv-

ing the projected excess to deal with the

shortfalls coming in the next century

when the Baby Boomers begin retiring.

The Congressional Budget OfTice

this week said the economy's contin-

ued good performance will push the

budget into surplus one year earlier

than Clinton envisioned. It projected

surpluses of $8 billion for the current

fiscal year and $9 billion next year.

While some Republicans in

Congress want to use the surpluses to

provide bigger tax cuts, Kasich this

week suggested devoting the surpluses

to creating a new form of Individual

"(The economy) is

becoming increasingly

benign."

Alan Greenspan
Federal Reserve chairman

Retirement Accounts for everyone

paying into Social Security, putting the

investments in private stocks and

bonds.

Greenspan agreed that the idea had

merit, saying he believed some form of

"privatization" of Social Security

would ultimately be part ofthe solution

to the Social Security problem.

But he said he still believed the best

use of the surpluses in the beginning is

to reserve them to pay down the

national debt. He said in this way poli-

cy-makers would be beginning a "virtu-

ous cycle" in which a declining nation-

al debt - now at $5.4 trillion - would

mean the government would have to

make lower interest payments each

year, and that would translate into even

bigger surpluses.

All these developments help the

overall economy by reducing interest

rales that consumers and businesses

have to pay. something that is already

happening, Greenspan said.

years," he told the committee, adding!

that this new market confidence "has!

contributed massively to the extent ofl

prosperity" the country now enjoys.

"Putting the unified budget into sig-

j

nificant surplus would be the surest!

and most direct way of increasing!

national saving," Greenspan said.

Rep. Earl Pomeroy, D-N.D., ques-|

tioned the workability of Kasich's pri

f>osal. He said it would require eslab-

1

lishing some 200 million separate

investment accounts, and dividing up
|

all the projected surpluses would mean

each account would only receive $75*^

over the next six years to invest m
|

stocks and bonds.

On the economy, Greenspan saidj

the impact of the Asian crisis loomed

as the biggest uncertainty for ihe|

"I think an extraordinary, impor- United States this year - repeating an
|

tant amount of confidence in the bud-

get process has been gained in recent S«« SURPLUS, page 181
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Court rules on-the-job harassment can be same sex
JURISPRUDENCE: New
guidelines are set, but

many questions remain

ByRkhardCarelll

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - On-the-job tor-

ment can be illegal sexual harassment

«ven when the offender and victim are

the same sex, the Supreme Court said

Wednesday in a decision that could

touch virtually every American work-

place.

The court said same-sex harassment

can violate a federal anti-discrimina-

tion law as it voted unanimously to

revive a Louisiana lawsuit closely

watched by the nation's employers

and gay-rights groups.

In that lawsuit, a man alleged he

was sexually harassed by three other

men while working on a Gulf of

Mexico oil rig.

Wednesday's decision provided

important new guidelines for resolving

sex-harassment claims, but plenty of

questions remain about the legality of

certain conduct in specific employ-

ment settings.

"Common sense and an appropri-

ate sensitivity to social context will

enable courts and juries to distin-

guish" between what is legal and ille-

gal, Justice Antonin Scalia wrote for

the court.

"We're very pleased with the com-

mon sense standard the court adopt-

ed," said Ann Reesman, a lawyer for

the Equal Employment Advisory

Council, an employers' group. "This

adds some clarity."

Gay-rights advocates also praised

the ruling. "Civil rights law will no

longer unfairly exclude same-sex sexu-

al harassment, and this fact will benefit

all American workers," said Elizabeth

Birch of the Human Rights

Campaign.

The ruling allows victims of homo-

sexual harassment to get into federal

court even though Congress never has

said bias based on sexual orientation is

illegal.

Kathy Rodgers of the NOW Legal

Defense and Education Fund said the

ruling "once and for all places sexual

harassment law squarely in the main-

stream of anti-discrimination law."

The term "harassment" does not

appear in the text of the anti-bias law

known as Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964. But the Supreme Court

ruled in 1986 that sexual harassment

amounts to discrimination if it creates

a "hostile environment" in the work-

place.

In subsequent rulings, the justices

said a hostile environment can come
about not only by overtly sexual behav-

Indonesia's students call for Suharto's ouster
PROTEST: Despite unrest

assembly seeks to grant

president another term

By Christopher Tordibr

The Associated Press

JAKARTA, Indonesia —
Thousands of banner-waving uni-

versity students demanded
President Suharto's ouster

Wednesday - the largest display of

anger yet over the economic crisis

that has Indonesia in an upheaval.

The protests came as the United

States and other foreign lenders

stepped up the pressure on Suharto

to carry out reforms they consider

crucial to rescuing the economy -

reforms that could undercut much
of Suharto's power and wealth.

"Hang Suharto!" shouted pro-

testers in the Java island city of

Yogyakarta, circling their campus
on scooters under the scrutiny of

hundreds of police and plainclothes

officers.

Students also rallied in several

other cities on Java as well as on

Sulawesi, another of Indonesia's

larger islands.

Five people have been killed in

riots this year, but Wednesday's ral-

lies were peaceful. Confined to cam-

puses, they posed little threat to

Suharto, who has resisted calls to

overhaul the government he began

shaping in the 1960s.

Even as the students protested,

delegates to a SF>ecial assembly were

preparing to extend Suharto's 32-

!« Associated Press

Students cheer and wave banners during a protest against the government at Gadjah Mada
University In Yogyakarta, Indonesia, Wednesday.

year rule. Already Asia's longest-

serving leader, the 76-year-old presi-

dent is almost certain to get a sev-

enth five-year term next week.

However, Suharto is under grow-

ing international pressure to carry

out economic reforms in exchange

for $43 billion bailout by the

International Monetary Fund.

The IMF has already handed

over $3 billion but still has not decid-

ed whether to grant the second $3

billion installment, due March 15.

The United States, which exerts

virtual veto power over the IMF,

says Suharto is not moving fast

enough on reforms that would

remove business perks he, his family

and their associates have long

enjoyed.

Indonesia says many of the mea-

sures, including the slashing of sub-

sidies, are too strict and could pro-

voke more social unrest.

But with the deadline nearing,

Suharto said Wednesday that he had

dismantled a string of monopolies

in line with the IMF requirements.

In a meeting of top economic advis-

ers, he said the government has

stripped the state agency Bulog of

all trade controls except for a rice

monopoly.

Presidential spokesman
Murdiono, who attended the meet-

ing, quoted Suharto's remarks on

S«e DEMONSnUTION, page 20

ior but also by "discriminatory intimi-

dation, ridicule and insult ... sufficient-

ly severe or pervasive to alter the con-

ditions of the victim's employment."

Scalia's seven-page opinion said,

"We see no justification ... for a cate-

gorical rule excluding same-sex harass-

ment claims from the coverage ofTitle

VII." But he warned lower courts

about mistaking "ordinary socializing

in the workplace - such as male-on-

male horseplay or intersexual flirta-

tion - for discriminatory conditions of

employment."

All circumstances must be consid-

ered, Scalia said and gave the example

SeclHIUN6,page18

Li Peng chosen

to preside over

annual session

of legislature

CHINA: Premier on the

way to becoming next

chairman of congress

By John Leicester

The Associated Press

BEIJING — Premier Li Peng was

chosen Wednesday to preside over

the 15-day annual session of China's

legislature, the surest sign yet that he

will take over as permanent head of

the body.

Qiao Shi, who Li is expected to

become the next chairman of the

National People's Congress, gave Li

control of a meeting of senior leg-

islative officials today after they

chose him and eight others to lead

the session.

The biggest task for the National

People's Congress session, which

starts Thursday, will be approving a

sweeping government shakeup. It

will likely include the paring down
of government ministries and the

promotion of Vice Premier Zhu
Rongji, China's economic policy-

maker, to premier.

The details were worked out by

Communist Party leaders at a

closed-door conclave last week.

Their agenda is guaranteed to pass

S«cPOUTKS,pa9c21
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Kyoto accord to push

up home energy costs

WASHINGTON A White House econo-

mist today predicted household energy costs

would increase a modest $70 to $ 100 a year if the

nation implements the global warming agree-

ment crafted m Kyoto. Japan.

The estimate, presented at a House

Commerce subcommittee hearmg. was greeted

with skepticism from both Republican and

Democratic lawmakers.

Janet Yellen. head of the president's Council

of Economic Advisers, acknowledged "uncer-

tainties" in the administration's estimate. But

she said the conclusion was that the cost of the

Kyoto agreement "will be modest under the con-

ditions we have identified."

Yellen said the analysis concludes that energy

prices would rise by an average of 3 to 5 percent

under last December's international pact to con-

trol the Earth's greenhouse gases. Gasoline

prices would increase 3 to 4 percent, according

to the estimate.

The agreement, which has

received criticism, calls for reducing

greenhouse gases to 7 percent below

1990 levels by 2008-2012. The pact must

still be ratified by the Senate where its cost is

expected to be a key issue.

Yellen argued that the cost of the greenhouse

emission reductions would be significantly cur-

tailed by an international emissions trading pro-

gram and early efforts to boost energy efllciency

and conservation programs. Costs also would be

offset by lower electricity rates as the power

industry becomes more competitive.

Missing teenager's

body found in alley

Attackers allegedly held a teenage couple

hostage for three days before killing the boy and

dumping his body in a South Los Angeles alley

and taking the girl to a forest where she was

raped, shot and left to die, authorities said

Wednesday.

The body ofChad MacDonald, 1 7,

was found at 12;54 p.m. Tuesday, and

the coroner's office established positive

identification Wednesday, Sgt. Susan

Cross said. The cause of death wasn't immedi-

ately disclosed.

The 16-year-old girl, found bleeding and par-

tially clothed Tuesday on Highway 39 in Angeles

National Forest, remained in serious condition

at County-USC Medical Center.

The girl, whose name was withheld because

she was the victim of a sex crime, was shot in the

jaw by the attackers and left to die at the mouth

of a metal culvert running below the road, sher-

IfTs Deputy Al Martin said.

Prosecutors arrest

former Nazi officer

FRANKFURT, Germany ^ German
authorities have arrested a former Nazi officer

for investigation as an accessory to the 1942-43

killings of 70,000 Jews at a death camp in

Poland, prosecutors said today.

The 78-year-i>ld suspect admitted that he per-

sonally shot 500 men, women and children in

November 1943 at the former Nazi camp at

Majdanek, in Lublin, eastern Poland, prosecu-

tors said in a statement.

German security sources identified the man
as Alfons Goctzfried. but prosecutors would not

immediately confirm that.

Prosecutors have identified new suspects

through recently opened files from the, tbrmer

communist East Bloc and are pursuing investi-

gations of suspects considered too minor to have

been brought to justice during the famous

Nuremberg trials. Many suspected war crimi-

nals were able to escape prosecution in the tur-

bulent postwar years.

Prosecutors won't say how the latest suspect

was identified, only that he incriminated himself

while testifying for a separate investigation in

July.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Proposal to combat flood

damage close to victory

LEGISLATION: Advocates

say measure will restore,

not destroy, river region

The Associated Press

NAPA, Calif. - A proposal that

could quell flood worries while

replenishing the Napa River

appeared headed to victory today.

Measure A - a sales-tax proposal

also known as the Napa County
flood protection and watershed

management plan - needed a two-

thirds majority to win approval!

With all 113 precincts reporting,

the measure was leading with 18,522

votes, or 68 percent in favor, and

8,835 votes, or 32 percent, opposed.

"There are less than a thousand

votes remaining," Cindy Book, the

county's election supervisor, said

today.

Book said a fmal count wouldn't

be available until this afternoon.

If approved. Measure A will raise

$6 million annually for the next 20

years through a sales tax amounting
to one half-cent on every dollar.

Proponents argue that the plan

will restore wetlands and forests

while replenishing the river with

fish.

In addition, backers say the plan

is unique because its emphasis is on
river restoration, not destruction.

Traditional flood control projects

involve confming rivers and creeks.

By contrast, the Napa River plan

would restore marshlands and trees,

limiting the use of concrete to a

channel that would confine the river

for a short distance to protect his-

toric buildings.

"There are projects on the

Mississippi River that involve let-

ting large portions of land near

breached levees revert back to nat-

ural flood plain, but (the Napa) plan

is much more intensive," said Paul

Bowers of the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, who is helping direct the

project. "It's truly unique."

In addition to expanding marsh-

lands, the plan would also clean up

several riversides' toxic sites, restore

forests and remove homes and com-

mercial buildings from flood zones.

It will also authorize the construc-

tion of a large bypass culvert to

shunt floodwaters away from down-
town Napa.

The plan has won support from a

diverse political coalition that-

includes the Sierra Club and the

Napa Chamber of Commerce. ... ,

"Usually you don't even see these

people in the same ballpark," said

Chris Sauer, an executive member
of the Sierra Club who serves as the

organization's liaison for the river

project.

Not everyone is delighted with

the proposed project.

*"I basically support Measure A,

^ut I also think it has severe defi-

ciencies," said Marina Drummer,
executive director of the LEF
Foundation, a St. Helena organiza-

tion that funds art and environmen-

tal projects.

Drummer said some grape grow-

ers and winery owners have thrown

up berms on their riverside proper-

ties, exacerbating downstream
Hooding.

Female inmates allegedly raped, beaten
PRISONS: Bureau to tighten harassment policies as

prisoners' lawsuit claims guards sold women for sex

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - The U.S.

Bureau of Prisons will tighten its sexu-

al harassment and assault policies

nationwide in settling a lawsuit involv-

ing three female inmates in,

California.

The inmates of a federal peniten-

tiary sued, saying they were beaten,

raped and sold by guards for sex - and

they claimed prison officials knew

about it.

The Bureau of Prisons is expand-

ing its sexual harassment training pro-

gram to provide immediate care for

inmates who are sexually assaulted. It

will also develop a system of reporting

attacks to protect inmates from retali-

ation.

The bureau has also agreed to stop

housing women in the men's unit at

Dublin, where the attacks took place.

Under terms of the settlement pre-

sented Tuesday, the bureau will pay

the three inmates $500,000, to be

shared among them. The nation's

110,000 federal inmates also will

receive literature on reporting sexual

assaults and harassment.

"There exists no safe

and secure method of

reporting abuse."

Michael Bien

Attorney

The changes will be enforced

nationwide at all federal prisons.

"We must be able to monitor what

goes on behind the prisons' concrete

and steel veil of secrecy," said Geri

Lynn Green, an attorney for the

plaintiffs. "What happened in this

case is precisely the danger posed by a

prison system without accountability

and indep>endent investigations."

The women - Robin Lucas,

Valerie Mercadel and Raquel Douthit
- sued prison authorities Aug. 13 in

San Francisco, saying officials knew
about the attacks but did nothing

when they begged for protection.

According to Lucas, the three

women were placed in the men's soli-

tary confinement unit for disciplinary

problems. There, they suffered humil-

iation and assaults. They were visible

to male inmates and guards at all

times, even when using the toilet and

shower. And guards let male prison-

ers into their cells, knowing the men
would attack and try to rape the

women, Lucas and Mercadel said.

Even though their placement vio-

lated prison regulations against mix-

ing sexes, corrections officials

ignored the women's requests to

SeelMIIASSMENT,pag«16

Rap artist arrested for controversial lyrics

/
"The plan doesn't tackle that

either, and it's a very serious and
growing problem," she said.

There have been some other

objections, said Dave Dixon, the

county's project manager for the

flood control plan.

"Some people on the hills may
feel they are paying for a project

that won't benefit them directly," he

said. "And we also hear that we
should've done it 20 years ago when
things were less expensive, and that

taxes are too high as they are."

TRIAL Officials say song

violates parole, not issue

of freedom of speech

By David KMgman
The Associated Press

Upon his parole from prison last

year, rapper and convicted felon

Shawn Thomas agreed to an order

that he do nothing to promote a gang

lifestyle. Now Thomas is back in jail,

allegedly violating the condition by

recording "Til My Casket Drops," an

album that encourages the killing of

police and other law enforcement

officials.

"When they try to pull you over,

shoot 'em in the face, y'all," Thomas
raps in the song "Deadly Game."

Thomas, who records under the

name C-BO, was arrested at his

Sacramento home Tuesday without

incident, state Department of

Corrections spokesman Tip Kendall

said. He was taken to the Sacramento

County Jail, where he must remain

without bail until the State Board of

Prison Terms decides whether he vio-

lated his parole. In addition, the

Sacramento County District

Attorney's office will review whether

to file criminal charges, Kendall said.

Thomas' attorney, John Duree,

called the arrest illegal and said the

rapper should not be punished for

exercising his free speech rights. "It

seems clear that this is constitutional-

ly-protected speech," said Duree,

who plans to challenge the arrest in

court. "This is the kind of fear that

has always motivated censorship."

But authorities claim Thomas'
criminal past excludes him from pro-

tection under the First Amendment.
Kendall said the album's lyrics

include threats to the Sacramento

County district attorney, the

Sacramento sheriff, a police officer

and a county probation officer. One
song mentions Gov. Pete Wilson and

his support of California's "three

strikes" law.

"You're talking about a convicted

felon who was just released from

prison and now he's engaged in

wholesale promotion of the gang
lifestyle," Kendall told The
Associated Press. "The department

looked at this as a very serious viola-

tion of his parole."

Thomas was convicted of illegal

See RAPPER, page 16

ThinWng /Kbout &e6oinin9 Involved?

Hovi to maVCe* informed and free choice decisions.

College is an environment with many decisions, anxieties and pressures. There are times when you may be homesick, feel

unloved or overwhelmed, or believe you will never straighten out your life. Learning to cope with such feelings and

keeping them in proper perspective is an opportunity college provides. Yet, it is at these times that high-pressure religious

^ groups tend to seek you out and begin recruiting. i

How to Identify High Pressure Groups
Observe the group 's responses to you and how you feel. Ifyou can

answer "yes " to any three ofthese statements, you should seriously

reconsider your involvement.

• The group seems to be perfect. Everyone agrees and follows all orders

cheerfully.

• The group claims to have "all the answers" to your problems.

• You are asked to recruit new members soon after joining.

• You begin to feel guilty and ashamed, unworthy as a person.

• The group encourages you to put their meetings and activities before all

other commitments, including studying.

• The group speaks in a derogatory way about your past religious, social or

political affiliations.

• Your parents and friends are deflned as unable to understand or help you

with religious, political or other matters. •

• Doubts and questions are seen as signs of weak faith or commitment.

You are shunned if you persist in these doubts.

• Leadership of the group is mostly male, and males in general are believed

to have different rights and abilities than females.

• You are invited on a retreat with the group, but they can't give you an
overview of the purpose, theme or activities before you go.

You are most vulnerable to high pressure groups

when you are lonely; you are in trouble academically;

you are hurting; you are having a tough time socially.

If you have questions please contactany of the

following:

Center for Student Programming (310)825-7041

Ombuds Office ' (310)825-7627

University Religious Conference (310)208-5055
Women's Resource Center ., (310)825-3945
Student Psychological Services (310)825-0768

(310)825-7985

i

What's This Week ?

Thursday. March 5

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Yo-Yo Ma Plays Bach

The Complete Bach
Solo Cello Suites

8 PM.

, Bel Air Presbyterian Church

$45, general, $16 student,

Yo-Yo Ma is on an unending

,quest to find new ways to com-
municate with audiences and
stimulate the imagination. As one
of the cornerstones of the cello

^repertoire, J.S. Bach's Suites for

Unaccompanied Cello have been
part of Ma's musical life from an
«arty age. Inspired by the pictori-

al element in Bach's music, one
of the worid's greatest cellists

/e-explores these rich and
i)reathtaking works.

Program I - Suites Nos. 1 -3

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Niv Fichman, Film Producer,

Rhombus Media

performance tickets required

Additional Info: 206-1144

Live Performance

Les Cenci

8 PM,
UCLA's Little Theater.

Macgowan Hall

$15 general, $7 student

UCLA's School of Theater, Film

and Television presents, "Les

Cenci," by Antonin Artaud and
mounted by guest director Rene
Migliaccio, is the author's adapta-

tion of an historical incident.

Count Cenci, a Ronrvan noble,

commits filicide and incest and is

an archetypal subject for a pro-

found study of the grandeur of

evil.

Ticket Info: 825-2101

Live Performance

Origen

8 PM.
UCLA's Little Theater.

Macgowan Hall

$15 general, $7 student

UCLA's School of Theater. Film

and Television presents. "Origen,"

a master of Fine Arts Thesis

Production, concieved by director

Ruben Polendo. "Origen" is an

adaptation of ancient mesoameri-

can myths, depicting the creation

of the universe by incorporating

elements of procession, ritual and
religion. The work is an explosive

exploration of the boundaries

between order and chaos.

Your Weekly Guide to On-campus Arts Related Events

Friday. March 6

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Rambert
Dance /London

8 PM.
Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$35. $32 general, $10 student.

$ISQITICXEn

The 32-member Rambert Dance
Company has remained true to

its initial policy to serve the dual

purpose of innovationa and tradi-

tion. Fonneriy Ballet Rambert,

Britain's oldest dance company
retums to LA for the first time in

1 6 years, performing choreogra-

phy by Christopher Bruce' set to

music by Pillip Chamt>on and The
Rolling Stones.

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Christopher Bruce, Artistic Director

performance tickets required

AddHional info: 206-1144

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Yo-Yo Ma Plays Bach

The Complete Bach
Solo Cello Suites

see Thursday, March 5
Program tl - Suites Nos. 4-6

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Stephen Erdody, cellist, Angeles

String Quartet

performance tickets required

Additional info: 206-1144

Master Class

Yo-Yo Ma
11 AM-1 PM.
Schoenberg Hall.

Jan Popper Theater

Free

Yo-Yo Ma is without a doubt the

most popular cellist in the world,

and one of the most sought-after

teachers. This special activity will

include four UCLA cello students.

Don't miss this rare opportunity!

Reservations required:

206-1144

Film Series

Hanoi -Winter 1946

7:30 PM. James Bridges Theater

$6 general. $4 student

Contemporary Films From
Vietnam, series. Following

screening will be a panel discus-

sion with director Dang Nhat

Minh and other Vietnamese film-

makers.

Screening info: 206-FILM

ArtsPagc Editor

Position Now Available!

For Information call:

825-5562

Saturday, March 7

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Rambert
Dance /London

see Friday. March 6

Film Series

Misfortune's End

7:30 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general. $4 student

Contemporary Films From
Vietnam, series.

Screening info: 206-FILM

Live Performance

Les Cenci

see Thursday, March 5

Sunday, March 8

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Global Divas

Susana Baca
Stella Chiweshe
TIsh HInoJosa

7 PM.

Veteran Wadsworth Theater

$25, $22 general. $10 student

SSSMTWXnS
Three extraordinary female voic-

es from diverse cultural settings

ring out in the first "Global Divas"

tour, launching an annual concert

event of some of the finest

female voices from around the

worid. Featuring three incompa-

rable Divas: Peruvian singer

Susana Baca, whose music grew
out of Peru's black barrios; Stella

Chiweshe from Zimbabwe, who is

hailed as one of the world's great-

est Mbira (thumb piano) players;

and Tex-Mex folk singer Tish

Hinojosa, whose recent release

"Culture Swing" won Folk Album
of the Year

Ticlcet info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 6 PM
Tish Hinojosa, Artist

performance tickets required

Additional info: 206-1144

Monday. March 9

Panel Discussion

Global Divas

10 AM- 12 N.

Shoenberg Hall, Room 1343

Free

Three outspoken female artists:

Peruvian singer Susana Baca,

whose music grew out of Peru's

black barrios; Stella Chiweshe
from Zimbabwe, who is hailed as

one of the worid's greatest Mbira

(thumb piano) players; and Tex-

Mex folk singer Tish Hinojosa,

whose recent release "Culture

Swing" won Folk Album of the

Year, will join UCLA
Ethnomusicology faculty Tara

Browner and UCLA Anthropology

faculty Sondra Hale in leading a

discussion on the topic of

"International women's issues."

Additional info: 206-1144
Ticl^et info: 825-2101

Whal'i Art Thu Week' n your weekly guide lo oncampu* art%-rclaleJ evenl». Ttii> •'ArtsPuge ' ri sponsored by wvcrdrargjnualicin<i on campin. LiMingii tnfrtr. bul sub)c<l ro
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Rnally... The wait is overl

Royce Hall
Tickets are now available. Join us in celebrating the

Center for Performing Arts return to Royce Hall

Monsters of Grace (Premiere Performance)

The Chieftains

Chanticleer "Mexican Baroque'*

Marsalis/Stravinsky 1

Bill T. Jones/Ardie Zane Dance Co
The MET OrchCftra

Joe Lovano & Genzalo Rabalcaba Duo
Mark O'Connor

AprOlS
Mayl
May 2

May3
May 8-9

May 17

May 30'

Mty 31

26

f»
r.

For all ticket and perfomuuiice informaticHi contact the

Centlil Ticket Office at 825-2101.

SU IKllli are available toUCLA student^ with current ID
for all Royce Hall events. Get the best seats in the housefor
less! Up to 75% off! See the box below for prices and on-sale

dates.

SCA TICKETS

STUDENT
COMMITTEE
I^OR THE ARTS
Date Event —

^

UCLA students can attend events listed

in this box for less than the price of a

regular student ticket, and the seats are

among the best in the house. Present

your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA
tickets. For additional information on
upcoming events or to receive a

brochure.call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID

per event. ID must

be presented at time

ofevent.

0)
O

<
o
in

I
0)

(0

3/6

3/8

3/13

3/14

3/15

3/20

3/21

3/21

3/27

3/28

3/28

4/3

4/5

4/15

4/16

4/17

4/17

4/17

4/18

4/24

4/24

4/25

4/25

4/26

4/30

5/1

5/2

5/2

5/2

5/3

5/8

5/9

5/17

5/21

5/30

5/31

Rainl>ert Dance / London (w)

Global Divas (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Daniel Ezralow - "Mandala" (f)

Daniel Ezralow • "Mandala" (f)

American Repertory Dance Company (s)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (w)

Dubravka Tomsic (s)

James Galway w/ Tokyo String Quartet (w)

Alison Brown Quartet (s)

Arte Corale (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Garrick Ohisson (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Quartetto Gelato (w)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (b)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Lucie Amaz(s)
Monsters of Grace (r)

Alexander String Quartet - Beethoven (s)

Ray Davies

The Chieftains (r)

Chanticleer • "Mexican Baroque" (r)

David Holt (s)

Marcus Roberts (w)

Marsalis/Stravinsky (r)

Bill T. Jones / Arnie Zane Dance Co. (r)

Bill T. Jones / Amie Zane Dance Co. (r)

MET Orchestra (r)

Leila Josefowicz (s)

joe Lovano & Gonzalo Rubalcaba (r)

Mark O'Connor (r)

now
now
now
now

9 $35
9 $25

8 $35

8 $35

8 $35 now
9 $25 now
9 $25 now
9 $25 now

now

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

%% $44

$ 8 $25 now
$10 $45 now
$ 8 $22 now
$ 8 $25 now
$15 $35 now
$15 $35 now
$10 $30 now
$15 $35 now

$28 now
$35 now

$ 8 W4 3/9

$15 $35 3/9

$ 8 J25 3/9

$15 $35 3/9

$ 8 {22 3/9

$12 $30 3/9

U5 3/16

$35 3/16

$ 8 $22 3/16

$12 $30 3/16

$15 $50 3/16

$15 $40 4/6

$15 $40 4/6

$15 $70 4/13

$10 $27 4/13

$12 $40 4/13

$12 $35 4/13

$8

$15

$15

$ 9

(r) Royce Hall, (w) Veieraiw Wadsworth Theaier, (sj Schoenberg Hall,

(0 Freud Playhouse, (wi) Wiliem Theatre, fb) Bel Air Presbylcriaa Church

vpjcC jvailahiliiv. Malends mu'U be sent 10 diiys pnor to ihe week which you would like your eveni listed (photon arc
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Former top enlisted man gets day in court
ARMY: Defendant visited

female officer after hour^

wearing only gym shorts

ByAimcGearan
The Associated Press

FORT BELVOIR, Va. - Tense and

combative under cross-examination,

the Army's former top enhsted man
testified at his sexual-misconduct trial

Wednesday that he saw "nothing inap-

propriate" about visiting a female aide

in her hotel room after midnight while

in gym shorts.

STgt. Maj. Gene McKinney is

accused of pressuring six young mili-

tary women for sex, including Sgt.

Maj. Brenda Hosier, who said she was

acxrosted in her Hawaiian hotel room
in 1996. McKinney testified that he

actually went to her room to fire her for

incompetence.

"You went to a female subordi-

nate's room after midnight, in your

shorts, after you had been drinking ...

for a closed-door meeting to tell her it

was time to move on?" Army prosecu-

tor Lt. Col. Michael Child asked dur-

ing cross-examination.

McKinney, 47, tersely replied that

on business trips, hotel rooms double

as offices.

"1 found nothing inappropriate

about that," he said.

The 29-year Army veteran conced-

ed he made no written record of his

conversation with Hosier and told

nobcxly else that he wanted to fire her.

Defense attorneys claim

McKinney 's six accusers are lying for

various reasons - in Hoster's case, as

payback for the alleged firing.

McKinney testified that another

accuser may have wanted to get back at

him after he admonished her for flirt-

ing with him.

McKinney showed flashes of anger

several times under cross-examination.

He jutted his chin in defiance as the

prosecutor sarcastically described the

scene in the hotel room.

The prosecutor suggested

McKinney was floundering in his job

and seeking a scapegoat in Hosier,

then his speechwriter.

"Wasn't it a fact that you were in

over your head in that assignment, not

Sgt. Maj. Hosier?" Child asked.

McKinney bristled. "I don't agree

with that, sir," he said.

In five hours of questioning by his

own lawyer Tuesday and Wednesday,

McKinney was calm and relaxed in

denying all 19 charges against him,

then rebutting the women's claims

point-by-point.

McKinney haltingly described his

26-year marriage and the 1996 death of

his only c^ild in an auto accident.

Asked abcnit the strength of his mar-

riage to Wilhemina McKinney, he

paused, his eyes brimming with tears.

After regaining his composure, he

said: "There are a lot of reasons people

are successful in this world and I've got

to give that to the right people."

His wife, sitting in the front row of

the gallery; pulled a tissue from her

pcKket and dabbed away tears. Several

members of the jury glanced at Mrs.

McKinney. »
She has sat behind him in court each

day and was the first witness on his

behalf last week. Several of his accusers

^aid McKinney made disparaging

remarks about- his wife and said he

needed comfort from someone else.

"It is absolutely absurd for people to

think that I have a poor marriage,"

McKinney said. Later, he added:

"We've had our problems. Doesn't

The Associated Press

Army Sgt. Maj. Gene McKinney (right), accorr»|»anieci by his wife

Wilhemina, walks to his car after testifying in his own defense.

mean that you stop."

McKinney was removed as

sergeant major of the Army, the

Pentagon advocate for the Army's

enlisted ranks, after Hosier made her

allegations public 13 months ago. He
could get 55 1/2 years in prison if con-

victed.

Senate votes

for stringent

nationwide

alcohol limits

DRIVING: State rights

may be trampled, but

bill is still approved

By Jim Abrams
. 1 .

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The
Senate strongly endorsed

tough national standards for

determining drunken driving

on Wednesday, overcoming

opposition from lawmakers
who complained that

Washington was meddling

with state decisions.

"I hope that the happy hour

is over for drunk drivers," sai^

Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-

N.J., one of the chief sponsors

of the measure. He predicted

that ^he tougher standard

cor.ld save more than 500 lives

a year.

Sen. Mike DeWine, R-

Ohio, the other chief sponsor,

added: "This problem is much
more than a state problem; it's

a national tragedy."

Anti-drunk driving groups

estimate that in 1996, more
than 17,000 of the 40,000

deaths on the nation's high-

Sec SENATE, page 12
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NEW STORE SPECIALS!
1^

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

199$g!
Reg
$24««

Votive

\ each

Assorted 6 styles

Candles
Holders
Set of 3

New T-Shirts

Just Arrived

$^499

BABI^
In Stock

Selected Beanie Babies

$^99 with ad.

Grcctim
caris
Buy One

Get Second

25% off

Discounted card must be
of equal or lesser value.

'The Ultimate Gift Store"

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD. • (310) 209-1280

UCLA 1998

lETNAMESE
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Kciiistei On-line ;il:

littp:/A\ \> \> .ths\ .orWuclaA ale
\ oiicin:iil: (Jill) 2S()-Sr"" or TU) 5(>*)-SSIM)

Sponsored by UCLA APC, VSU & Academic Afl&irs Commission.
Funded by ASUCLA BOD Interaction FundAJSAC Programming Fund & Campus Programming Committee.

VKtnnKae-Ajncriara, Hce most etfanicaOy mixed groups, suffer the pressuie to assMniiae into the Amencn pvcnt cukure As a result, whfle we meaifH to bdmoe our Vietnamese
half with our American half, many of us lose our tnie sense of sdf-identity The 199g Vietnamcae-Americm L«derahyCon«hqice(VALQwg explore the UMrtoiH^
Bsues which cause us to mistake who we are with who we think we should be Through open discussions «id Bforn«th« kxSures with guest speakers aiwlved ai the Viete^^

Americn oonmumity, VALC 1998 will allow paititipaiits to:

* Reilatavfr9m e^tmt tmd halta^ * BceoMcantcawMcof cttafcd^f-taaed iHaca * » y^t- rrrrrr rndh to c^iix caa^^dii hnjjilimjj^ -
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Israeli president wins second term despite challenge
POtmCS: Big Sephardi

contender loses due to

his long list of opponents

ByJacfcKatzenell

The Associated Press f

JERUSALEM - IsraePi. popular

president was re-elected to a second

five-year term today, defeating a sur-

prisingly strong challenge by a small-

town mayor from the ruling Likud
Party.

Ezer Weizman won 63 votes in the

120-member parliament, while Shaul

Amor, favored by Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu, received 49
votes. Eight lawmakers did not vote.

Right after the results were
announced, Israel TV set up a phone
call between Weizman and
Netanyahu. "We are going to work
together, don't worry," Weizman
assured the Israeli premier. "That's

right, and I think this is the start of a

new era," Netanyahu responded.

During his first term, Weizman,' 73,

won Israel's heart with his irreverent

approach to the ceremonial post and
his ability to express the nation's

mood during the roller<oaster years

of peace accords and suicide, bomt}-

ings:' -4 • ^ '.

The Moroccan-born Amor, 57,

won more support than expected,

emphasizing his ethnic background
and saying it was time for a president

from the disadvantaged Sephardi

community. Many Sephardi Jews -

who trace their roots to Middle
Eastern countries - still feel resent-

ment toward European-born, or

Ashkenazi, Jews.

The legislators started voting in a

secret ballot shortly after 1 1 a.m., and

results were announced less than two

hours later.

Weizman, of the opposition Labor
Party, is a prominent member of

Israel's Ashkenazi elite. His uncle,

Chaim, was Israel's first president.

Ezer Weizman has served as air force

commander and defense minister and

played a key role in negotiating

Israel's peace agreement with Egypt.

But a sharp tongue and a tendency

to meddle where he wasn't wanted

. also won Weizman a long list of ene-

mies on both sides of the Israeli politi-

cal spectrum.

Leah Rabin, widow of slain prime
minister and Labor party leader

Yitzhak Rabin, has come out in sup-

port of Amor, apparently because she

is still angry at Weizman for telling

reporters that on the eve of the 1967

war, Rabin - then the army's chief of

stalT- suffered a nervous breakdown.
The story haunted Rabin for the

remainder of his career.

Weizman has also angered

Netanyahu by publicly prodding him
to do more in the Mid-East peace

process. When U.S. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright visited Israel last

fall, Weizman told her that she should

knock heads together to get the stalled

negotiations moving again.

Polls suggest the dovish Weizman
has the backing of more than 70 per-

cent of the population and Israel TV
said his supporters include several key

Likud lawmakers.

Israel commentators said they had

many misgivings about Weizman, but

that Amor was not cut out to be presi-

dent.

Amor became mayor of Migdal

Haemek in 1978, and transformed the

northern town plagued by unemploy-

ment and crime by attracting high-

tech industry.

After two terms as Likud Party

backbencher in the parliament, Amor
felt he wa» ripe for high office - but

was passed over by Netanyahu for sev-

eral posts, including that of Cabinet

minister and parliament speaker.

Greater visibility of community accompanied by more hate crimes
VIOLENCE: Verbal abuse,

physical assault against

homosexuals increased

By. Donna De La Cruz

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - As the visibility of

homosexuals increased last year, so

did anti-gay violence and harassment,

according to a new report.

A survey released by the National

Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs
Tuesday found that violence against

homosexuals increased by 2 percent

nationwide in 1997.

The coalition of gay-advocacy
groups attributed the rise to publicity

surrounding events such as the

February 1997 bombing of a gay and
lesbian nightclub in Atlanta and the

coming-out episode of the TV show
"Ellen."

"Tragically, there appears to be a

direct correlation between the com-
munity's heightened visibility and an

upsurge in violence," said Christine

Quinn, executive director of the New
York City Gay and Lesbian Anti-

Violence Project.

The coalition compiled the report

bas^d on statistics obtainedfrom local

groups that track crimes against

homosexuals, bisexuals and people

with blurred sexual identities. The
report is not based on police statistics

and is not considered comprehensive

because it only tracks 14 areas across

the country.

But officials of groups within the

coalition said the report should be

taken seriously.

"Yes, someone should use some
caution when looking at this report

and not feel it's a complete map of the
violence that's happening to us — but

you can still draw some conclusions

about the trends in violence," said

Jennifer Rakowski of Community
United Against Violence in San
Francisco.

According to the report, there were

2,445 documented cases of anti-gay

violence and harassment last year in

the 14 areas, which include New York,

San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
number of murders related to anti-gay

violence dropped to 18 in 1997 from

27 in 1996, the report said.

New York City had the most
reports of anti-homosexual violence

(658), followed by the San Francisco

Bay area (402) and Los Angeles

(350). More than a third of the cases

involved harassment - verbal or by
mail or phone. About one-fifth

involved assault, and close to a third

intimidation.

Among the more brutal examples

of harassment include that of^ gay .

Chicago man who reported a y0ac's

worth of violent assaults by an elderly

neighbor. One night, he said, she

attacked him with garden shears, cut

him 22 times and yelled "die of
AIDS..."

Police response was indifferent to

hostility, the report said, with officers

once threatening to arrest the victim if

he kept complaining. Eventually the

neighbor was charged with misde-

meanor assault.

New York Police Commissioner
Howard Safir said the department has

worked closely with the gay and les-

bian community "not only to encour-

age the reporting of bias crimes, but

also to help raise awareness of any

potential dangers faced by the com-
munity."

But Safir added that the report

includes figures that were compiled
without the use ofany uniform or gen-

erally accepted method of reporting.

He says the New York group "did not

attempt to reconcile their figures with

those of this department."

The department's figures, based on

accounting methods used by the FBI,

show that the number of citywide gay

bias incidents dropped to 59 in 1997
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Congratulations to Our
15 Senior Spolii^ts!

The Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize

distinguished UCLA seniors. These talented students

are chosen from a large number of senior applicants,

each of which has excelled in many areas during their

career at UCL\. Each year these "spotliglited" graduates

receive a special page in their honor in the senior section

of the Bruinlife Yearbook. This special recognition of

outstanding seniors is unique to Bruinlife and is only one

of the many interesting ways UCLA and its students are

captured in the yearbook.

Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Fanny Yu for her

outstanding achievements. Read about her, along with

these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in this year's

Bruinlife Yearbook:

\'^''.\

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilena

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevail 1

RosylnSoto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen
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Biological terrorism threatens security

By Tom Raum
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - While last

pionth's anthrax scare in Las Vegas

turned out to be harmless,

Americans could face real danger

from biological or chemical terror-

ism, a panel of specialists told a

Senate hearing Wednesday.

"The current confrontation with

Iraq highlights the potential signifi-

cance of state support for biological

terrorism." said W. Seth Carus, a vis-

iting professor at the government-

funded National Defense University.

He suggested it was "certainly

possible" that Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein might try to orches-

trate a terrorist attack within the

United States ifprovoked by U.S. air

strikes.

Even more troubling are recent

reports of a Russian-made form of a

deadly anthrax bacteria said to be

resistant to f)enicillin and all other

current vaccines.

Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., has

raised the possibility that individual

Russian biologists might illicitly sell

samples of their work to rogue

nations like Iraq.

But the witnesses - all specialists

in biological weapons - urged

against panic. They said programs

are progressing in U.S. cities to com-

bat such threats of at-home terror-

ism. They also asserted that the dan-

gers are sometimes overstated.

Col. David Franz, deputy com-

mander of the Army's Medical

Research and Material Command,

suggested that a biological attack in

an American city would be difficult

to pull off effectively - short of a

"very technically competent, well-

funded terrorist program."

"There are a lot of hoaxes and

lesser threats," he said, urging that

public officials "turn down" the vol-

ume in talking about the risks.

Franz told the hearing, convened

jointly by the Senate Judiciary and

Intelligence committees, that some

of the most lethal biological sub-

stances - such as anthrax, botulinum

toxin or Ebola virus - are only dead-

ly if made airborne and inhaled.

Senators stirred uncomfortably

when Franz raised the what-if notion

that one of those toxins was discov-

ered spilled on the fioor under their

feet.

"Clean it up with disinfectant and

go about our business," he testiTied.

The third witness before the

panel. Dr. Stephen M. Ostroff, an

associate director at the National

Center for Infectious Diseases, said

shipments of potentially hazardous

biological materials are coming

under increasingly tough scrutiny

and regulation.

"Addressing the threat of bioter-

rorism requires an unprecedented

level of cooperation and partner-

ship" among government agencies,

he said. .

'•

SENATE

HOMOSEXUALS
Frompag^lO

" ? •

from 61 in 1S>96.

Speaking for the coalition,

Michael Rosano said the police

department needs to work very hard

to build trust with the gay communi-

ty-

"People who are victims of bias-

related violence will call us before

they call the police," said Rosano,

director of community organizing

and public advocacy for the city's

Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence

Project. "There's a level of mistrust

of the police among our clients."

The report also found that anti-

gay violence was most prevalent in

June, the time of year when gay com-

munities nationwide celebrate Pridfe

Month. But the report also blamed

the increase on publicity surround-

ing the February 1997 bombing of

The Otherside Lounge in Atlanta, a

gay and lesbian nightclub, which

injured five people.

And last April's episode of

"Ellen" in which TV character Ellen

Morgan announces she's a lesbian,

contributed to attacks on homosexu-

als, the report added. Ellen

DeGeneres, the actress who por-

trays the character, is herself a les-

bian.

The other II cities ol^rcai the-

coalition tracked were: California's

central coast; Chicago; Cleveland

and Columbus, Ohio; Washington,

D.C.; Detroit; El Paso, Texas;

Massachusetts; Phoenix; St. Louis;

and Virginia.

The National Coalition of Anti-

Violence Programs is a coalition of

organizations serving lesbian, gay,

bisexual, transgender and HlV^osi-

tive crime victims.

From page 8

ways resulted from alcohol-related

accidents.

By a 62-32 margin, the Senate

urged states to set a .08 percent

blood-alcohol content as the thresh-

old for drunken driving. Currently,

15 states have that standard while 35

states use a more lenient .10 percent.

States that do not accept the

tougher standard would lose 5 per-

cent of their federal highway money

in fiscal 2002, and 10 percent after

that.

Support for the new standard

crossed parly lines, with 26

Republicans - including stalwart

conservatives such as Sens. Jesse

Helms and Lauch Faircloth of North

Carolina -joining 36 Democrats.

President Clinton, who had

pressed for passage, thanked the

Senate for acting and urged the

House to follow suit. "It will save

hundreds of lives each year," he said

at the White House.

The drunken driving measure was

presented as an amendment to a

$173 billion, six-year highway fund-

ing bill. Coming up was another high-

ly contentious amendment that

would seek to end a program giving

10 percent of construction contracts

to women and minorities.

"The first battle for a national uni-

form .08 law has been woii," said

Judith Lee Stcine, president of

Advocates for Highway and Auto

Safety. "We now take our fight to the

halls of the House of

Representatives."

in the House, which has yet to

take up the transportation funding

bill, Rep. Nita Lowey. D-N.Y., said

she will introduce a similar amend-

ment.

The national standard was gener-

ally opposed by the alcohol and

restaurant industries, which contend-

ed that .08 percent was too low. In

the Senate, the main opposition was

from lawmakers who argued that

states should have the right to set

their own standards and be guided

toward tougher standards through

encouragement rather than punish-

ment.

"This is a heavy stick. This is a

dagger that says you have to do it,"

said Senate Republican Whip Don
Nickles of Oklahoma. "We are tram-

pling on states rights and encourag-

ing this idea that if there is a problem

there's a federal solution and we

won't give you your money back."

But DeWine said it made no sense

for a driver to be legally intoxicated

in one state but not in another.

"There should be some assurance

that there's a minimum standard no

matter where you drive in this coun-

try," he said.

Supporters said the .08 level was

not too stringent, representing the

blood-alcohol content when a 170-

pound man has four drinks in an

hour, or a 137-pound woman has

three.

Before completing the massive

highway bill, the Senate is also

expected to take up amendments that

would impose restrictions on driving

with an opened alcoholic drink and

selling alcoholic beverages at drive-

thru outlets.

It must also deal with the issue of

how much
transit. The Senate Banking

Committee last fall agreed on $35 bil-

lion over six years. Committee chair-

man Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,

says he wants to add another $4.5 bil-

lion wh€n it comes to the floor.

Congress passed a temporary

highway funding bill after failing to

agree on a long-term bill when the old

act expired last October. The tempo-

rary bill, which provided $5.5 billion

in funding, expires May I.
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PANEL
From page 4

i

about an experiment she did when she

moved into Rieber Hall her first year.

Dana Evans, a representative from

the African Student Union, said she

usually makes the effort to initiate a

relationship. But when she moved
into Reiber, she decided to not

approach other students on her floor

as a test to see how many would come

to her.

Evans found that no one made an

effort to make friends with her, while

they knocked on others' doors and

invited them to go out.

She said the experiment taught her

that when people haven't been

exposed to other cultures and only

have stereotypes as references, they

don't "know how to react."

"They just needed me to come up

to them and be like 'I'm cool, I'm

alright,'" Evans said. "As a black per-

son, or as any other minority, you

have to put yourself out there some-

times and say it's OK."

Concerning existing boundaries

between people, Evans mentioned the

segregation of groups on campus. She

admitted that separation could be

explained by the need for students in a

huge campus to find people to relate

with. However, she also said it should-

n't stop there.

"Once we get into those groups we

have to start bridging over gaps,"

Evans said. "We could do it on the

personal level, like I can walk across

campus and stop at where all the

Persians are or at the steps where all

the Asians are and say hi to my
frieiiiis. The only way to really to do it

is to have sessions like this where we

can put things on the table, and start

from there."

Jason Lo, a fourth-year political

science student and peer educator

laid out two steps to follow. The first is

to "conquer our own racism and sex-

ism" and the second is to do some-

thing, when witnessing others com-

mitting acts that contribute to

inequality.

The group agreed that coming to

grips with one's own fears and stereo-

types, as well as being educated about

other cultures, were important

aspects of conquering inequality.

After reaching that conclusion,

Thomas then threw in the idea of

using friendship by reading a quote

from "The Vision of Race Unity," a

statement produced by the National

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of

the United States.

The statement says that "both

groups must understand that no real

change will come about without close

association, fellowship and friendship

among diverse people."

Several students on the panel

responded to the passage by saying

that it takes more than friendship.

"1 can associate all day with some-

one but when we start to talk about

issues, we can be very different." said

Cori Shepherd, a second-year interna-

tional and developmental studies stu-

dent and member of ASU.
She added that education would

allow others to understand the histo-

ries and struggles of other peoples.

Nicole Presley, a member of the

African Women's Collective, added

that friendship is just a starting point,

but it can't solve things alone.

"Inequality will still exist regardless

of who your friends are because your

situations are still difTerent," Presley

said.

At the end of the discussion, a

member of the audience questioned

introducing one's self in terms of

background and not as a human
being. Panelists responded by saying

history was relevant because it shapes

a person and helps others understand

where that person is coming from.

One student brought up the point

that reaching equality doesn't mean
everyone mtist be the same.

"I don't want to come to a state

where I'm not recognized as a black

woman. I'm proud of who I am,"

Shepherd said. "The ideal situation is

when my community can understand

this community and work together

and say it's OK, that we don't have to

talk the same."

Perhaps Lo put the conclusion of

the evening best when he said, "Unity

means to agree to disagree."
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htip://jd-\vvyw.ucsb edu/ss/hornp.h»nii
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RAPPER
From page 6

use of a fireann for a 1994 shooting

that led to the death of one man dur-

ing a confrontation with rivaJ gang

members. "He could continue to be

a rap artist, just not get involved in

the gang lifestyle," Kendall said.

"Apparently he chose to ignore

that."

Tliomas was charged Tuesday

with threatening public officials, pro-

moting violence against public offi-

cials, promoting a gang lifestyle,

criminal behavior and violence

against law enforcement. He also

was charged with traveling beyond a

50-mile limit without approval when

he went to the San Francisco Bay

area to record "Til My Casket

Drops." The album is scheduled to

be released next week by Fairfield-

based AWOL Records.

Duree claims his client has

worked to turn his life around and

has not associated with gang mem-
bers since his release from prison.

"He recorded music. That's all he

did," Duree said. "He's married, he

has a child, his wife is pregnant. He's

been earning a decent living. He's

not in that kind of lifestyle."

HARASSMENT
From page 6

'

return to their cells, she said.

Lucas said things got even worse

after she complained to prison offi-

cials.

On Sept. 22, 1995, three male pris-

oners unlocked her cell door in the

middle of the night, handcuffed her,

raped her and nearly beat her uncon-

scious, she said.

They threatened to attack her again

if she kept complaining, Lucas said.

Mercadel, 31, told a similar story,

saying male inmates let into her cell by

a guard hit and threatened her.

When she told investigators, they

said they had heard similar complaints

and said, "We should just let it die

down," Mercadel said.

"There exists no safe and secure

method of reporting abuse.

Meanwhile, there has been a steady

erosion of prisoners' access to the

courts, legal representation and the

press," attorney Michael Bien said.

"These attacks and the resulting retali-

ation occurred because we have a

prison system that is accountable to no

one."

Dr. Peter Carlson, regional director

for the western region of the Federal

Bureau^of Prisons, said many provi-

sions in the settlement are not new. The

agreement simply tightens up policies

that have been in existence and worked

well for quite some time, he said.

"We have always taken allegations

of malfeasance against inmates very

seriously," he said. "We always get

them investigated, either by our own
office of internal affairs or the

Inspector General or the FBI."

The new procedures will require

more work, "but as a signatory to this,

1 think it's probably the right thing to

do," Carlson said. "It's an abundance

ofcaution we're adopting in this proce-

dure."
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UCLA WRITING PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCES FOR SPRING 98

Two Sections of English 132C:

Topics in Rhetoric and Writing/ Cultural Studies

132C Section 1: Women, Violence, Resistance:

Philippines, Vietnam, India

Topics: Women and War; Violence and the Media; Labor, Sexuality, and Violence;

Domestic Violence; Reproduction and Violence; Gangs and Women

Instructor: Esha Niyogi De
TR 4:00-5:50, Dodd 78

132C: Section 2:

American Public and Political Controversy

Topics: How "Issues" are Defined; How Political Consensus Forms and Un-forms;

The Role of Language and Rhetoric in Defining "Issues" and Forming Consensus;

Different Ways of Giving Voice to Ideas

Instructor: Jeff Smith

MW 2:00-3:50, Rolfe 3105

For more information, call Writing Programs at (310) 206-1145 I
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TSAn Model Per Suit

RUNWAY MODELS WANTED!
This could be your gateway to the FASHION and ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY! The

Business Association ofUCLA is looking for MALE and FEMALE models for our

spring quarter fashion show "FASHION PER SUIT'. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY OF
8TH WEEK, auditioas begin 9th week so don't delay. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY!

For Further Inquiries:

go to: 2250 Bunche Hall

call: 310.796.4119

e-mail: fredwu@ucla.edu

Mxtel Per Suit" and "fashion Per Su(l' are bfOugW to you by the vwxKJertuI people of

Business Assocladoi ofSCU
ICUInlMILMI
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UNIVERSAL
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fEEd Your Body-

- FeecJ Your Soul

CoMMUNiTy SuppER

&
ServIce of WoRship

UNrrcd MfiihodlsT Caw^s MiNkmy
IhuRsd^y EvENiNq, 6:

1

0-8:00 pM.

M ite (J^iiVERsi1y Luih^fiN ChApd

109 1 5 SiraHimore Dr,

MareWeioMne!
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NETWORK
EVENT

THEATER<6>

HE HUM UGUm Saraun ON IIIBiOffir. MflRGH 10

BROUGHT
TO YOU BY TABASCO®.

kevin bacon • mattilillon • nevecampbBll

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS SIART PRIM, MARCH 6
WESTWOOD
Mann Westwood 310/248-MANN #055
$2.00 parking otter 5:00 PM In

'Privilege Parking Lots'. $1.0arefunded
with paid admission. rY]\ oiuPf \

SORRY, NO PASSES ACCEPTED FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT

IRVINE
Edwards University
714/854-8811

CHECK THEATRE
DIRECTORIES OR CALL FOR

SHOWTIMES

They're dying

to play

with you.

^
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UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, LOS

ANGELES @ Freud

Playhouse in

Macgowan Hall

6 PM Tuesday

March 10th

FREE ADMISSION*

* Passes available at

the Daily Bruin offices,

118 Kerckhoff Hall and

at the James Bridges

Theater, Lobby, Melnitz

Hall

Passes required. Seating is limited

and not guaranteed.

Please arrive early.

ASYLUM
www.asylum.com

AOL Keyword: Asylum
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classified iinesL_s^b222i)

7:00 and 9:30PM

Thursday and Friday,

March 5&6
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

12 biliks! Free*ifi^^

* :«*.

Campus E\ ents. Our interns score too.

YOU'VE SEEN THE MOVIE. NOW STUDY THE BOOK.

MASTM'S DfCtEE
MA Teaching Lrtcraturc & Composition

MA Literature

Everyone knows the book's always better. But if you really

. want to dig deep into it, come to Chapman University

Our distinguished faculty facilitate classes limited to just 15 BHC H A PM A N
students, an^ our full- or part-time programs feature convenient ^^B Li FN I V tKjl 1 I

evening class times. Knowing all that, the only sensible thing to

do now is to call Chapman University right away.

SimiHrrrLnin lar^ opporttmitm

7 1 4-997-6786
www. chap in an. rdu

SURPLUS
From page 4

observation he made last week in deliv-

ering fiis semiannual report to

Congress on monetary policy.

He said the impact of the Asian cri-

sis so far has been modest with no signs

of the types of imbalances that could

trigger a recession, even though the

current expansion begins its ninth year

this month, the third longest period of

uninterrupted growth in history.

Normally, at this advanced stage of

a recovery, Greenspan said, the econo-

my would begin showing signs of

imbalances, such as rising inflation.

But this time, he said, inflation is

falling and no other imbalances are evi-

dent.

"Contrary to historic experience,

instead of imbalances arising, (the

economy) is becoming increasingly

benign," he said. "There is a sense of

tranquillity and confidence."

REAL BRUINS

game
The

called

Jerry

From page 3

she said. At dinner Monday, nearly

20 of them ventured to Rieber and
found the one table that could seat

'

all of them. After the plates were

cleaned and the dessert bar scav-

enged for treats, the teasing began.

The jokes continued with students

poking fun at each other's addic-

tions to a video

»Puzzlefighter and

Springer Show.

A crowded room is a common
occurrence for Liening who remind-

ed her neighbors after a post-dinner

gathering that they were welcome to

stay even after she left for a special

appointment, her weekly visit with a

homeless man in Westwood.

"Just don't mess my stuff up," she

called behind her as she left the

room.

- As a member of BCF, Liening has

tried to carry the year's focus of^ lov-

ing the poor over into her own life.

This challenge has manifested itself

into weekly visits with Steven, a 75-

year-old homeless man who lives in

Westwood.

Since the first week during fall

quarter, Liening has periodically vis-

ited Steven, buying food, bringing

gifts of clothing and simply enjoying

conversation.

"It started in the fall. Some
friends and I went to dinner.

Afterwards, we broke into groups

and hunted down the homeless," she

recalled.

Since that first visit. Liening and

her friend Shawn Tellez, a first-year

undeclared student, have "hunted"

Steven down in Westwood several

times.

"He really talks your ear off. He
just won't stop talking," Liening

said. "But he really recognizes us

and remembers our names. He may

not be all there, but I know he appre-

ciates it."

Monday, Liening and Tellez took

a brisk walk to the Coffee Bean on

Westwood in hopes of finding their

white-bearded friend. When the

alley behind the coffee shop was

found empty, they hurried over to

the Gypsy Cafe and found him
upstairs.

After a quick stop at Diddy Riese

for four chocolate chip cookies, the

three sat down to catch up. Steven

began remembering a windy March
in 1984 and told stories of life in New
York and the time he "discovered"

the fireplace at North Campus.

Of all of her activities, the one that

most fills Liening's schedule, besides

her 12-hour work week at the front

desk, is her commitment to Bible

study and faith sharing.

This quarter, she attends several

Bible studies, including one that

focuses on the Book of Genesis and

a group that she leads for non-

Christians once each week in her

room.

"It's us trying to unpack it and fig-

ure out what it means," she said,

describing the challenges faced by

the memb^s of her Genesis group,

which is a part of the InterVarsity

program at UCLA.
Liening said that meeting with

Steven gives her a chance for her

own self-exploration and that she

sees images of God in the homeless.

"There's something about

Steven's character that really makes
me think," she said. "And I think I

can see Jesus in (the homeless) more
than a lot of other people. When I'm

around him, there's a sort of self-

evaluation. It's good to be around

poor people. It makes me realize

how rich I am."

RULING
From page 5

of a football coach smacking the

fanny of a player who's heading onto

the field. Nothing illegal there, Scalia

said, but that's not necessarily the

case when the coach does the same
thing to his secretary, male or female.

He said concerns that Title VII will

become "a general civility code for

the American workplace" are mis-

guided.

"That risk is no greater for same-

sex than for opposite-sex harassment,

and is adequately met by careful

attention to the requirements of the

statute," Scalia said.

He added: "Title VII does not pro-

hibit all verbal or physical harassment

in the workplace; it is directed only at

discrimination because ofsex," Scalia

said. "The critical issue ... is whether

members of one sex are exposed to

disadvantageous terms or conditions

of employment to which members of

the other sex are not exposed."

In the Louisiana case, a federal

appeals court ruled as it threw out

Joseph Oncale's lawsuit that the fed-

eral law never applies to same-sex

harassment.

His sexual-harassment claim

stemmed from four months of work
in 1991 as a roustabout assigned to a

Gulf of Mexico oil rig with

Sundowner Offshore Services.

Oncale's lawsuit against

Sundowner and three men said he

was sexually assaulted, battered,

touched and threatened with rape by

his direct supervisor, John Lyons,

and a second supervisor, Danny
Pippen. Another defendant, cowork-

er Brandon Johnson, was accused of

assisting in one of the alleged inci-

dents.

Oncale, who now lives in a small

town near Baton Rouge, said he twice

reported the situation to his employ-

er's highest-ranking representative

on the job site, but no action was

taken. He said he quit because he

feared the harassment would escalate

to rape. All three men named as

defendants portrayed their conduct

as hazing or locker-room horseplay.

The Supreme Court's decision

allows Oncale to take his lawsuit to a

jury but does not ensure his ultimate

victory.

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote a

one-paragraph statement in which he

said he joined the court ruling

because it made clear there must be

proof of "discrimination because of

sex."

Thomas' 1991 Supreme Court

confirmation hearing was marked by

sensational allegations of sexual

harassment.
.

/
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Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

The Teague-raelville-Elliott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

recognizing

superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

Eligibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev Hall.

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

Xloming to the

MUSEUM OF TOLERANCE
THE RAPE OF NANKING
An Evening with Iris Chang

Monday, March 9 7:30 pm

In December 1 937, in what was then the capital of China, one of the most brutal massacres in

the long annals of wartinr>e barbarity occun«d The Japanese army swept into the ancient city

of Nanking and within weeks not only tooted and burned the defenseless city but systematically

raped, tortured, and murdered more than 300,000 Chinese civilians.

Author Iris Chang, whose own grandparents barely escaped the massacre will give a

gripping, meticulously researched account which continues to be denied by the Japanese

government

Book signing to follow

RAPE

THE POL POT REGIME
Race, Power, and Genocide in Cambodia Under the Khmer Rouge, 1 975-79

Sunday, March 1

5

7:30 pm
The Khmer Rouge revolution turned Cambodia into grisly killing

fields, as the Pol Pot regime murdered or starved to death a million

and a half of Cambodia's eight million inhabitants.

This comprehensive study of the Pol Pot regime describes the vio-

lent origins, social context, and course of the revolution, and

provides a new answer to the question of why a group of

Cambodian intellectuals imposed genocide on their own country.

Ben Kiernan is Associate Professor of History and director of the Cambodian Genocide Program at Yale University.

Book signing to follow

Ilk uij.j ijjjBMMtj ,Mi .mmiiL.^imm
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GSA
From page 1

Association. He will also serve as a

representative to the UC Board of

Regents, the office of the president,

the UCLA Alumni Association, and

both state and federal legislatures.

Some of Ong's other duties will

include advocacy of graduate student

issues, legislative and university poli-

cy review and general public rela-

tions.

The first week of winter quarter,

the GSA Assembly held a special mail

vote to determine who would replace

Chee, who resigned effective February

11 due to medical leave. Ong, running

unopposed, received 68 of the 72

votes turned in, and took office

March 4.

Ong's previous experience

includes working with UCLA
Student Affairs for the past three

years, as well as being an executive

director of the International Student

Orientation Program and a depart-

mental representative for the School

of Public Health.

Ong sees diversity as affecting all

students and plans to focus on how it

touches individual students.

"There are still a lot of diversity

issues going on these days," said Ong.

"Diversity has the power to bring

us together. It can really open our

minds to a lot of things, but if we're

not that open minded, it has the

potential to cause a lot of conflicts,"

he said.

.Ong also supports forming a union

of graduate and professional students

as one way to protect their rights.

"The administration doesn't

believe in the idea of graduate stu-

dents being able to unionize and work

as a collective bargaining tool," said

Ong. "My personal belief is they do

have the right to do so."

ENTERTAINMENT

During her two years in office,

Chee's policies also included advocat-

ing union recognition of graduate

and professional organizations. Chee

said some of her main goals included

this, as well as educating students on

affirmative action and trying to pre-

serve it in higher education admis-

sions.

Overall, Chee feels she was able to

achieve many of her goals during her

time in office.

"It was an honor, a large and pow-

erful responsibility and I feel that I

accomplished a great deal in. that

role," she said.

Some of Chee's accomplishments

include helping organize precinct

walks, voter registration drives and

phone banking drives to fight

Proposition 209. She also organized

the first graduate and professional

student orientation.

Ong hopes to continue with Chee's

goals while moving toward his own
plans for office.

"We're in a transition phase," said

Ong. "We're still talking about some
of the issues she was interested in and

the issues I'm interested in."

After Chee announced her resig-

nation, Ong was the only candidate

for the office who completed the

steps necessary to put his name on the

ballot. This included being nominat-

ed by 50 graduate and professional

students.

"Our advertising pTan was kind of

bad," said GSA President Andrew
Westall, when asked why only one

candidate joined the election.

"The responsibilities of the posi-

tion take a lot of time. It involves trav-

eling a lot and you need a lot of

rescheduling," he continued.

"I felt that I could really motivate

people into getting involved and mak-

,

ing changes," said Ong. "When the

position opened up, I decided that I

really wanted to run."

- '>.:
... '- ..

From page 1

Media Four and the alumni commit-

tee member in charge of

Entertainment Night. Many of the

alumni present at the event were

obtained through Sauer's connec-

tions.

This was the third year the associa-

tion put out this event and each year,

it has grown bigger and bigger. "Last

year, we had about 500 students who
showed up. I hoped there would be a

bigger turnout this year, but I didn't

imagine we would draw over 850 stu-

dents," Wolf said. It was hosted by

the Student Alumni Association, who
had been planning for the event since

last November.

Most of the students emerged

from the Ackerman Grand Ballroom

with smiles on their faces and new

DEMONSTRATION

knowledge in their heads. "It's the

best networking opportunity on cam-

pus," said Brett Levisohn, a fifth-year

student majoring in Communication

Studies.

"They gave the inside info on how
to get in, how to stay in and how to

work your way up," added Tritia

Cantun, a third-year sociology stu-

dent.

The event was also a positive expe-

rience for the alumni who participat-

ed. "It's a great way to reconnect the

alumni back to the university," said

Cindy Chernow, the director of

Alumni Career Services and the asso-

ciation's advisor. "No matter how
high up you become, you always

enjoy coming back to talk to the stu-

dents."

From page 5

reform.

Indonesia's worst economic tur-

moil in three decades began when the

currency, the rupiah, plunged in value

last year, pushing up prices and
unemployment
in the nation of ^""""^"^"^
202 million.

Protesters
said Suharto is

to blame.

"Suharto is

the mastermind

of the crisis,"

said Pedro

Viera, a student

at the prestigious

Gadjah Mada
University in Yogyakarla, 310 miles

east of Jakarta.

iTie Yogyakarta students also

appealed for the government to take

action against ethnic violence.

Chinese merchants, a minority who
dominate commerce in Indonesia,

have been targeted in the riots over

Police blocked a small

group of protesters

from leaving the

campus at a state

university in Bandung.

soaring food prices.

Human rights groups accuse the

government of doing little to protect

the Chinese. In a speech last week-

end, Suharto warned against such

scapegoating^^^""^^ arguments.

In Surabaya,

another Java

city, seven uni-

versity students

entered the sec-

ond day of a

hunger strike.

Police
blocked a small

: group of pro-

testers from
leaving the campus at a state universi-

ty in Bandung, near Jakarta. In the

capital, students also marched at an

Islamic university.

Several thousand people demon-
strated at a teaching institute in

Ujungpandang on Sulawesi island,

northeast of the capital.

%*
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ORTHOPAEDIC
From page 1

to pursue their primary missions,

UCLA will be able to do expand

their services geographically into the

downtown area, allowing them to

provide clinical services to under-

served populations.

This will further expand UCLA's
commitment to community-based

health care. Currently, UCLA sup-

ports 43 community clinics.

Not only will UCLA be able to

extend its clinical services to the

downtown area but the Orthopaedic

hospital will relocate its inpatient

services to the Santa Monica/UCLA
Medical Center by 2003.

"Through this alliance we will

save about $5 million in operating

expenses," said Dr. James V. Luck,

president and director of the

Orthopaedic Hospital.

"By combining our inpatient

activities, we will save an enormous

amount of money that we can then

apply to children's programs, educa-

tion and research," Luck said.

According to Luck, priorities of

the Orthopaedic Hospital include

public service to underserved popu-

lations, specifically children, educa-

tion and research.

Withm this alliance, both UCLA

and the Orthopaedic hospital will

remain independent financially but

will work together to serve the needs

of their patient population.

Finerman said that one of the rea-

sons behind the alliance is to develop

a better program. .

"With these types of resources

our goal is to become the best pro-

gram in the U.S.." he said.

The alliance will also allow the

two institutions to combine their

research facilities.

While at UCLA, research in

orthopedics focuses more on the

molecular level and research at the

hospital focuses on the structural

engineering aspects of bone.

"By combining our research

efforts in musculoskeletal disorders

... it greatly enhances both of our

capacity to deal with these problems

(and) our educational programs will

be greatly enhanced," Luck said.

With final plans in the works, offi-

cials are hoping for the best.

"We were looking for a partner-

ship with an institution that had a

compatible mission and was truly a

win-win for both sides," Luck said.

"We believe that when this

alHance is fully implemented in the

early part of the next century, we will

have the finest research operations
"

in the world in orthopedics," Levey

said.

GONDA
From page 1

students felt was necessary.

According to association board

member and finance committee

chair Lung-Chi Lee, ASUCLA
wanted the contract because the

Gonda building is a part of UCLA
and the association wants to main-

tain a dominant market share on

campus.

"We want it for strategic rea-

sons," Lee said. "The association

has always been a part ofUCLA and

if UCLA starts moving to other

venues, it looks bad."

Nonetheless, ASUCLA has priva-

tized many of its food services in

Ackerman Union, including recent

contracts with Rubio's Baja Grill

and La Cucina, an Italian restau-

rant.

According to its five-year plan to

restore its financial strength. ASU-
CLA was supposed to start putting

aside money next year. Now that

money will go to financing the

Gonda project. But Eastman said

that there would be a greater risk if

the students' association did not

operate the restaurant.

"The risk to our five-year plan

would be ifwe don't do it, because of

loss of market share," Eastman said.

"I'm confident that this project

will have a financial return that will

pay back the capital investment,"

she said. "If we don't operate this

restaurant someone else will, and

that someone else will make a profit

at our expense."

Eastman said that ASUCLA is

aiming to attract researchers from

all over campus, not just people

working within the Gonda building.

"The design for the restaurant is

based on tying in with the architec-

ture of the building and makmg it a

very upscale, inviting environment

that we hope will draw researchers

from other on campus facilities."

Eastman said.

The Gonda center will open in

October 1998.

POLITIG
From page 5

because more than 70 percent of the

2,979 congress delegates are party

members.

Zeng Jianhui, a legislative

spokesman, said the shakeup was

needed to curb overstaffing and offi-

cial interference in the management

of companies, adapting the govern-

ment to an economy radically

altered by nearly two decades of

market-orientated reforms.

Li. who must by law step down
from the premiership after serving

two five-year terms, is expected to

take over Qiao's job on March 16,

three days before the session ends.

Congress leaders and deputies also

serve for five-year stints but face no

term limits.

Outside the party, Li is disliked

for declaring martial law before the

military assault on democracy

demonstrators on Tiananmen
Square in 1989. Dissidents released

a Hurry of petitions in the past two

weeks calling him unqualified to

head the legislature. Police have

arrested at least three petitioners.

Qiao, who many credit with try-

ing to make the largely rubber-stamp

legislature more powerful, was No.

3 in the party hierarchy until he lost

a power struggle in September. In

pubifc^owever. the leadership has

taken care to appear united.

Qiao and Li "shook hands cor-

dially" today at the meeting of

senior officials, the state-run Xinhua

News Agency reported. Qiao and

other members of the outgoing legis-

lature left the room to "warm
applause." leaving Li in control of

the meeting, the report said.

"I have accomplished my mis-

sion." Xinhua quoted Qiao as say-

ing. "I'm taking my leave."

Zeng played down the end of

Qiao's chairmanship, saying China

has abolished life tenure for officials

and that it was "perfectly normal"

that the 73-year-old was not re-elect-

ed.

"His is not an isolated case. There

are quite a few leaders of the old

generation who enjoyed high pres-

tige who have already retired," he

said.

Qiao, who reportedly said during

a recent visit to Hong Kong that he

planned to remain active in politics,

could still wield influence behind the

scenes.

Tian Jiyun. a senior legislator and

Qiao ally whose fate also has been in

question, was put in charge of han-

dling day-to-day operations of the

annual session - a possible signal

that he will be kept on as the legisla-
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Be a Camp Counselor in

japan in Summer ol *98
The Japan-American Society of Miyakonojo is seeking

UCLA stixjents to work as summer camp counselors in

Japan. Counsetors will be responsible for setting up an

American style summer camp and teacNng English to

Japanese students.

All expenses are paid, including airfare!

There is no salary offered for the teaching positbns;

however, tt^e Japan America Society will pay for

lodging and round-trip flight between countries.

INFO MEETINGS:

Thur. Mar. 5 5:00pm - 6:00pm
Tues. Mar. 10 2;00pm - 3:00pm
Wed. Mar. 1 1 1 0:00am - 1 1 :00am

I

5:00pm - 6:00pm

GROUP INTERVIEWS (2-day process):

Tues. Mar. 17 6:00pnn - 7:00pm
Wed. Mar. 18 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Meetings are at ttie EXPO, Room 1 09.

Kerckhoff Hall

DEADLINE: March 13. 1998.
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Undergrad

scholarships
Thumbs up to Lew
Wasserman, who has

pledged to donate

$8.75 miUion to UCLA for

undergraduate scholarships.

Saying he wants to provide

poor students with the college

education he could never

afTord, the chairman emeritus

of Universal Studios is also giv-

ing $300,000 to support the

GefTen Playhouse and turning

over his $700,000 weekend

home along, with a $250,000

maintenance fund, bringing

the total to $10 million.

Lobby letters

to Congress
Thumbs up to UC
Berkeley students and

students from other

UC campuses for initiating a

letter drive to Congress last

week to lobby for an increase

in financial aid.

Members from the

California Public Interest

Research Group on seven of

the nine UC campuses orga-

HJzed the letter-writing cam-

paign. Members explained that

they would send letters and

videotaped messages to Rep.

John Kasich, R-Ohio, chair of

the House Budget Committee.

In the letter, students asked

Kasich to take a series of steps

to "protect access to higher

education."

The letter asked for more

funds for graduate fellowships,

a decrease in student-loan costs

and a raise in the maximum for

a Pell Grant to $3,400 for the

1999 fiscal year.

School police

have shotguns
r^l Thumbs down to the

J VI Los Angeles unified

^-^ School District board,

which voted 5-2 to buy shot-

guns because school police

have said their patrols often

take them into gang and crime-

ridden neighborhocxls. The

district will purchase 75 12-

gauge Remington shotguns,

which the police will receive

within the next two months.

The shotguns will be locked in

patrol cars while officers are on

foot patrol. The officers will

receive 16 hours of training.

It's frightening to think

school police officers need to

arm themselves with shotguns.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down rep-

resents a majority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board.

Send comments or suggestions

to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

Small quirks of the place we call home

Amy
Turner

LOS ANGELES: Lunacy

never ceases in city of

glamour, extravagance

I've
been a woman in Los Angeles

for quite some time now, and I've

discovered that in this place

where Visa bills serve as Rorshach

tests, life gets stinky, and one forgets

how to smell the

roses (well, it's

hard to smell

anything after

visiting the plas-

tic surgeon for

that final rhino-

plasty). I like

being a woman,

a lot. It's just

that sometimes

I realize that

I'm part of the

set design, cre-

ating the next

shot in the appropriate attire, and I

swear it's because I'm living in Los

Angeles. I walk through movie pre-

miers to get to my car parked in the

lot behind In-N-Out burger; I acci-

dentally date actors; I am drowning

in entertainment hooey.

I've been a

woman in a —^i^,^^«™.
number of

places, some
where the use of

lip-liner throws

one into the

ranks of cos-

mopolitan.

Here, in the land

of the blown-out

shag hair and

the cookie-cutter

decaf smile, 1

wonder what it takes to survive, to be

unscathed by Hollywood and its bor-

ing definitions of "hip." I see women
who go pick up their kids from

Montessori schools in their Range

Rovers, I see the others with puffy

pink dreams of a film career like

Sandra Bullock's who wind up

smashed on speed instead of starring

in it. I see it all, and sometimes I can

Turner has never worn a red power suit

Here, in the land of the

blown-out shag hair

and the cookie-cutter

decaf smile, I wonder

what it takes to survive.

hardly step into my frilly panties in

the morning because I'm not sure I'm

good at being a woman in Los

Angeles.

This mecca of iconoclasm does

have some lovely amenities. I found

the Beverly Hills Library and became

giddy with the extravagance of the

place; marble and dark woods make

me tremble. I went there last week

and tried to fight the feeling that my
life was one big, cliche-ridden sitcom

plot without any good sponsors. I

picked up an application for member-

ship and began filling out the form. I

began to eavesdrop on the conversa-

tion in front of me. There stood a

woman with biologically impossible

breasts, purple-glitter toenails, legs to

the rafters shoved (like as in with a

shoe horn) into hot pants and a

cropped haircut. She was asking the

grayish, polyester-clad librarian a

multitude of questions. Standing

there, blinded by the glaring contrast

of these two women, it became clear

to me that the library should issue

some really snazzy Armani suits to

the employees, for continuity's sake
.

(you've got to see how classy this

library is). So I'm hypnotized by this

woman with legs like chopsticks and I

notice how her voice has a naturally

paced sense of
'-

.

'

'

eloquence and""^^"^
dignity. With

royal elocution,

she says, "So,

do you have

anything with

the title, 'How
to Marry a

Millionaire' or,

let's see, maybe

just 'How to

Marry Rich?'"

She smiled a

detergent-white smile, and I turned

my face to the membership form to

hide my disbelief. Her diction was so

refined I had to have heard her cor-

rectly. Whoa. Those words, they

don't exist in my idealized little world

(a place full of Elvis paraphernalia

and men who live for foreplay and

cooking with fresh herbs). I was lost,

and I looked to the librarian for help.

See1VIINEII,pag«24
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U.N. treatment of Iraq equals genocide
SANCTIONS: Students

need to get involved to

help Stop horrific truth

By Ahmed Shama

So
the bombing didn't take place

in Iraq this time around. Now
we can all rest assured that inno-

cent people won't be killed, right? .

Nothing can be further from the

truth. There is an issue far more press-

ing, far more torturous and far more

inhumane than the bombing of Iraq.

Under the facade of a simple block-

ade, U.N. sanctions have managed to

kill millions and cripple an entire pop-

ulation.

"How can sanctions be so deadly?"

the innocent bystander may ask. It

doesn't seem to make sense that plac-

ing sanctions on a country can cause

Shama is the editor of Al-Talib.

more havoc on a people than bomb-

ing. Bombing is more visible and

receives more media attention. When
we see a picture of a building being

bombed in Iraq, we imagine how
many people might have been killed

or injured in such an attack.

Sanctions, however, do not provide a

graphic image or a concrete idea of

how they are affecting the intended

target.

Well, since 1991, seven years of

sanctions on Iraq - which were

intended to place pressure on Saddam

Hussein - have proven to be deadlier

than most wars in the 20th century.

Meanwhile, the tyrannical dictator

Saddam Hussein enjoys a complacent

life in any one of his eight palaces in

Iraq. The point is clear; the sanctions

against Iraq have completely missed

their target.

The statistics are startling. 1.5 mil-

lion civilians have been killed since

1991 directly because of U.N. sanc-

tions. 560.000 of those killed are chil-

dren. If you can't picture how much

560,000 lives is, that's more Iraqi chil-

dren killed because of U.N. sanctions

than Japanese because of the atomic

bombs and Bosnians because of "eth-

nic cleansing" combined. And each

one of those was a genocide.

Currently, 4,500 children die every

month. Do your math, and that

means that one child dies every 10

minutes. What we are dealing with

here is not a conflict between the

United States and a Middle East

country. We are dealing with a geno-

cide.

That's the message that students

have been trying to educate the cam-

pus about on Bruin Walk this last

week. Unfortunately, some passersby

are not too open to the message. In

their rush to class, they may give only

a slight glance, or perhaps even take a

fiyer, only to throw it away a few steps

later. How could we possibly face a

See SNAMA, page 27

What is Generation X? Who

are we? Unlike the Baby

Boomers, we are not coming

of age during a war or a

"great social movement."

What will history have to

say about Generation X? On

Friday, March 1 3, Viewpoint

will examine these and

other issues. Please tell us

what you think. Bring your

submissions to 118

Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail

them to

viewpoint@media.uda.edu.

Only capitalism upholds individual rights
GOVERNMENT: Regimes

of communism evoke

oppression on its people

By Matthew Gever

Agroup of students gather in a

public square in order to

protest the brutal, oppressive

government that they are forced to

live under. The government responds

to this by opening fire and killing

most of these students. Which gov-

ernment is this?
'---

;

The communist ^b^hmhimmmb
government of

the People's

Republic of

China.

The PRC, like

every commu-
nist regime that

has come to

power.'^as imposed death and human
suffering in the name of the collective

good. In fact, communism can lead to

•

Gever is a member of the Bruin

Libertarians.

Communlsnn (deprives)

an individual of his or

her liberty.

nothing other than tyranny and

oppression. It has been tried and test-

ed on every continent of the world,

and each time it has been a miserable

failure, leading to famine, poverty,

mass killings and torture, and imperi-

alism.

The massacre at Tiananmen

Square is only one of many examples

of how communist governments turn

into repressive regimes. Communism
cannot function without tyranny. The

whole essence ofcommunism is to

deprive an individual of his or her lib-

erty and to force the individual into

working for the

^i^M-iBMMBi^ State. People are

"subjecfed to gov-

ernment control.

Communist
governments

have advocated

the abolition of

all rights, the

expropriation of

all property, torture, executions with-

out trail, slave-labor camps and mass

slaughter. How can anyone look at

the bullet-riddled bodies of those try-

See OVER, page 25

US. mustn't emulate socialism's spotted record

IDEOLjOGY: From Cuba to

China, nations without

democracy abuse citizens

By Ryan Donion

Leave it to the Daily

Communist, oops, I mean the

Daily Bruin, to print an article

such as Michelle Oberman's anachro-

nistic "Social rebellion could right

wrongs of U.S. conquest" in

Monday's Viewpoint section.

Donion is a second-year student

majoring in political science.

Michelle, your naivete is almost cute

in a certain way - but alas, your pro-

found asininity makes me nauseous. I

will attempt to address your rambling

diatribe of the United States, but

hopefully in an effort to do so, my
response won't sound as disconcerted

as your vitriolic manifesto.

You begin by referring to Desert

Storm and the subsequent economic/

military embargo as "U.S.

Imperialism," but answer this simple

question: what does the United States

stand to gain from an embargo of

Iraq? The sanctions are not self-serv-

ing, but instead are aimed at ridding

the Middle East of a destabilizing fac-

tor, namely Saddam Hussein. The

United States doesn't benefit eco-

nomically by sanctioning Iraq; on the

contrary, it is at great cost that the

United States maintains its presence

in the Persian Gulf region.

Next, you refer to imperialism as

"a stage of capitalism," etc. (Blah blah

blah, fill in your own acrimonious

tirade here.) It's good to see that

you've been reading your propagan-

da literature, specifically Vladimir

Lenin's "State and Revolution," in

which he describes the method for

attaining the perfect communist state

through overthrowing the bour-

geoisie capitalists. Sounds very

romantic until you see what really

happened. Lenin's successor, Joseph

Stalin, kills millions and places mil-

lions more in Siberian work (read:

death) camps because they might

pose a threat to his authority and the

security of the Soviet Union.

If you truly believe that a socialist

revolution is the answer to the

world's ills, I have a couple of friends

who survived the first socialist move-

ment whom you should speak with:

Miklosh Sule, for example, who fled

Soviet-occupied Hungary when he

was 18 to avoid conscription.

Miklosh tells me about his aunts and

uncles who were relieved of all their

earthly possessions; some were mur-

dered for their political beliefs. He
left all he had behind and spent a year

in a corrupt, Austrian refugee camp

before obtaining a visa to enter the

United States. Or how about my
friend Andrei Verona, whose parents

fied Romania after witnessing their

neighbors being rounded up from

their homes and taken away, never to

be heard from again.

How can you subscribe to such an

ideology which, upon even cursory

examination of its history, is filled

with murder and subjugation? Just

look at the nations who remain com-

munist: Cuba, North Korea and

China. People fiee Cuba on small

rafts rather than remain in those dis-

SeeDONLON,pa9e27

DVUdlife Unhappy By Abia Roberts

OU6T0»lD6eTCU73>
VJ6 MUST CUT BAChf
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liL^

Netanyahu needs to act

to end Hussein's threats
IRAQ: israei must attacl^

first to ensure long-term

survival in Middle East

ByMiduelRader
Brown Daily HeraW

While I was living in

Jerusalem last year, a crisis

erupted between Israel and

Syria. President Hafez Assad declared

that if the Netanyahu government was

not willing to abide by late Prime

Minister Rabin's alleged concessions

on the Golan Heights, Syria would

take back the region by force. Assad

deployed comhiando units, tanks and

artillery on Israel's border, and esca-

lated his support of Hezbollah in

Lebanon. Israel, in turn, beefed up its

Golan defenses and prepared for the

possibility of all-out war with Syria.

Rader is a student at Brown University.

The public took this crisis seriously,

but I remember wondering why no

one bothered to update their gas

masks or create a "sealed room."

After all, the entire world knows that

Syria possesses chemical and biologi-

cal weapons, and the missiles and

bombs to deliver them.

Both the U.N. inspectors and

Israeli security sources doubt whether

Iraq, on the other hand, still has the

capability to drop poisons on Tel Aviv

- and yet, in the past two weeks mil-

lions of Israelis have prepared them-

selves for just that eventuality. Gas-

mask distribution centers have been

processing over 20,0(X) orders per

day, and the defense minister has sug-

gested that citizens prepare sealed

rooms.

Why the change in attitude? The

answer is simple. Israelis still see

Syria's leadership as at leeist minimally

rational and relatively modest in its

SeelU0EII,pa9e26
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TURNER
From page 22

I half expected her to give the gold-

digger-in-training the same look she

saved for little boys caught looking at

topless natives in National

Geographic, but she didn't. Without

batting a gray eyelash she typed the

words into the computer and said,

"Do you know the author's name?"

and the woman shook her 1978 Vidal

Sassoon haircut from side to side in a

helpless, well-rehearsed fashion.

"Ginnie Polo Sayles."

The librarian looked up and said,

"What, Dear?" and I stood there,

catatonic. Suffocating and stuck

sharing the air with the fact that I not

only knew the author of the book,

but that I had admitted it in a public

place - 1 was nauseous. For a

moment, it kind ofjust floated there,

kind of like Ginnie herself, all bright

and garish.

"Uhh ... I was just listening and,

umm, what exactly is it that you're

looking for?" I said meekly.

"How to Marry a Millionaire,"

said the statuesque woman facing me
with all her wide-eyed hopes of

future Prada and spa treatments .

—

-

"Yeah, uh, that's what I thought

you said, I umm, well I watch a lot of

bad talk shows, and I ..." this is the

part where embarrassed babble

begins at the back of my throat and

begins to froth up until I am nothing

but a verbally rabid female Woody
Allen. Shrugging my shoulders in a

million staccato gestures I make
excuses for three minutes, and I am
still explaining the talk-show fixation.

"I watch bad stuff, like Geraldo

and Sally. Jerry Springer mostly;

anyway, they always have this topic

on and ummm ..." Oh holy "A" in

women's studies last quarter, what

am I doing? Have I turned my back

on Naomi, lit the halls of Betty

Friedan aflame by answering this

woman's question?

"This woman, this Ginnie Polo

Sayles, is always on promoting her

book. She always wears a red suit;

I've seen her on, like, five shows, and

she always has the same suit on, but

anyway, she's the author you're look-

ing for - Ginnie Polo Sayles."

I breathe through my nose and

accept that I have no dignity left. My

I'm sure the librarian is

envisioning me in a

Lazy Boy recliner with

a legal pad jotting

down notes from the

Richard Bey show.

secret vice is out. I love talk shows,

and I retain the information they

provide. I nod and push my glasses

up. I want to evaporate. I'm sure the

librarian is envisioning me in a Lazy

Boy recliner with a legal pad jotting

down notes from the Richard Bey

show while the Malibu Barbie crea-

ture is pitying my flat hair and

matching chest.

The librarian types in the name
and gives the woman the call num-

ber. The gold digger gives me a "Hey
I'll be thanking you when I'm doing

Christmas at St. Barts" look, and I

sort of smile.

"Thank you. " she says.

"Sure," I mumble. Yeah, you're

welcome lady, be a prisoner to

Chanel boots, I'm just trying to get a

library card. I step up to turn in my
application.

"You need proof of residence.

And you need to turn this in over

there, in the registration line," sighs

the librarian.

"Oh, OK, thanks." I stammer and

^^

See TURNER, page 25
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TURNER
From page 24

look down at my sneakers against the

steam-cleaned, emerald-green carpet.

1 try not to laugh out loud - 1 try

really hard - it is a library. I grope

through my backpack wondering

what proof of residence I have when
I find one legal-looking document. I

pull out my latest Visa bill, maxed
out (textbooks, haircut, therapeutic

margaritas for me and my best

friend), payment due, tangible proof

that I am a resident here. Evidence

that I am a woman living in Los

Angeles.
"

GEVER
From page 23

ing to fiee East Berlin, or of the pro-

testers in Tiananmen Square, and

still believe that socialism will bring

about the emancipation of mankind?

In addition to political repression,

socialism has brought economic

paralysis and collapse to every coun-

try that has tried it. For every coun-

try that has been through a socialist

revolution, famine has immediately

followed. This was the case in the

Soviet Union, in the PRC and in

Cuba. The people of these countries

have existed in poverty and misery,

which led to the collapse of the Soviet

Union and which will lead to the col-

Since when is giving

the government

complete authority to

do as they please a

path to liberation?

lapse of every socialist state.

Imperialism has also been a unit-

ing factor in communist countries.

The Soviet Union invaded Eastern

Europe and imposed its will onto it.

It later tried, and failed, to invade

Afghanistan. China continues its

occupation of Tibet, even while

relentlessly threatening Taiwan.

If one wishes to espouse the idea

of a free society, one must recognize

individual rights. Without individual

rights, no liberty can exist. The only

system that can uphold individual

rights is capitalism. The essence of

capitalism is for people to pursue

their rational self-interests in absence

of any government interference. The

government plays a minimal role in

life, existing only to protect one's life,

liberty and property. Individuals are

free to make choices and judgments

in the absence of force.

It has only been in capitalist soci-

eties that humankind has existed

without tyranny and misery. A capi-

talist society has never experienced a

famine, nor has it ever had its citizens

executed on political grounds. This

only results from government exceed-

ing its power. Capitalism does not

give government the power to insti-

tute force. Imperialism is a result of

excess government authority, as seen

in the aforementioned examples of

China and the Soviet Union. That is

what a socialist revolution will bring:

imperialism and oppression. It is

ironic how people such as Michelle

Oberman believe that a system whose

whole essence is to deprive individu-

als of their freedom is going to liber-

ate humankind. Since when is giving

the government complete authority

to do as they please a path to libera-

tion?

Communism only results in the

deprivation of liberty and in human
suffering. It is only through capital-

ism that people will be free to pursue

happiness in the absence of oppres-

sion. Viva Ayn Rand!

ELIVERY
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

We accept
Debit cards IBk

Call to reserve Shaker's private iMMrty room
upstairs for your meeting, fund raisers, etc..

Hunch of Lunch Buffet
Pizza, Chicicen, Mojo Potatoes, Pasta, Salad & much more!

Pizza Specials

drink w/any
Buffet purchase*

muat show Bruin student I.O.

Shakev\s Combination
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

• 1/2 a chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or .
OHly

• 5 pieces of fish or • Pasta & Salad ttl ^ /lO
• 1/2 lb. of shrimp or CpX^.^^

(f 1 mediiim one topping pizza ^^^ $S.95)l

or 2 medium one topping pizzas only $12»99
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only^
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Bruin Meal Deal
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1/2 Order Mojo and Garden

(t^ '^ €\€\
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink \S^Jjf^
beverage bar Dine in or carry out only

An Evening
with bestselling autlior

lyania Vanzant
Thursday, March 5th

6pm '^-^——

—

—
James West Alumni Center

lyania Vanzant was hailed by Emerge magazine as

one of the "most dynamic African-American speakers

in the country." Come see this nationally recognized

inspirational speaker and bestselling author of several

books on self-empowerment, personal growth, and
spiritual healing, including Acts of Faith, The Value in

the Valley. In The Meantime, and One Day My Soul

Just Opened Up.

Co-sponsored by:

UCLAIumni
Association KAPLAN

SIMON & SCHUSTER
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Program Schedules
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Course Begins On: Saturday, June 20, 1998

Course Ends On: Thursday, August 1 3, 1998

Course Location: Hyperlearning, 1 0883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperlearning SummerMCATprogram is 9 ivee/cs in length.

Session Daj^ rime

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1 :00 pm - 3:30 pm—'
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II
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Call us at (310) 203^-5000 or (800) MD BOUND
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objectives. Despite the fact that Syria

supports terrorist activities, its own
border with Israel has been complete-

ly quiet since 1973. Not a shot has

been fired there since the Yom
Kippur War, and for all his bluster

Assad has never again provoked the

Israel Defense Forces into direct com-

bat with the Syrian army.

Saddam Hussein, on the other

hand, hit deep into the "Zionist enti-

ty" with his scud missiles during the

1991 Gulf War. Few Israelis doubt

that Saddam, who is singularly

unafraid of retaliation and utteriy

uncaring for his country or his people,

would use non-conventional weapons

against Israel at the first available

opportunity. President Qinton agreed

^wittrthis estimation in a recent press

conference.

Experience indicates that Israel

and Clinton are right. Non-conven-

tional warfare has become a staple of

Saddam's survival. Chemical

weapons played a key role by terroriz-

ing enemy troops during his eight-

year war with Iran, and they enabled

him to wipe out the Kurdish opposi-

tion in northern Iraq as well.

Estimates of the number of Kurds

killed in chemical attacks exceed

100,000.

Since deterrence seems unlikely to

work against Saddam, Israel's only

real choice is to eliminate the threat

preemptively. This means either sus-

tained, vigilant coveri operations

against Saddam's non-conventional

weapons and delivery systems, or

assassination of the Butcher of

Baghdad himself Recently, many
U.S. officials have become convinced

of this view as well. According to the

Jerusalem Report, strong Republican

pressure has forced the Clinton

Administration to form contingency

plans for eliminating Saddam if the

opportunity arises.

The deal struck by Kofi Annan last

week has not changed much. Many
have already recognized the loopholes

in Annan's package, with Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott calling it

a strategy of 'Appeasement." Lott has

it right on the money. At a minimum,
the deal has bought Saddam precious

time, and it may also enable him to

restrict the U.N. inspectors' access to

some sites in ways that the United

States has previously said would be

unacceptable. Meanwhile, new
reports indicate that Saddam may be

close to deploying unmanned drones

with a range of up to 500 miles, and

that he may have hidden some of his

scud missiles in other countries before

the U.N. inspectors could get to them.

To those who oppose American

military intervention against Iraq

under any circumstances I say: You
have not learned the lessons of histo-

ry; apf)easing a tyrant will only

embolden and strengthen him. Israelis

are rightfully worried that they will be

Saddam's primary target when he

finally acts out the full scope of his

genocidal intentions. During the Gulf

War, he promised to "bum halfof

Israel," and that promise has not been

forgotten. A nation is threatened with

annihilation, and the United States

has the power to curb that threat.

How can anyone argue, in good con-

science, for a policy of appeasement?

The response of so many
Americans to ignore Saddam's terri-

ble threat has left me saddened. It has

strengthened my conviction that

Israel must never rely on another -

country to defend its security. As an

ardent Zionist, my goal is to make my
home in Israel someday soon. In my
dreams, I will live in a peaceful, coop-

erative Middle East. As late Prime

Minister Rabin so often stressed, this

dream will only become a reality if

Israel pursues peace with those who
seek peace and fights vigilantly those

who seek to destroy it. Perhaps some-

day the people of the United States

will learn the same lesson.

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

DONLON
From page 23

mal conditions. North Korea can't

feed its population and is in absolute

shambles, and I need only two words

to describe China: Tiananmen
Square. Of course, I would not

attempt to claim that democracies

have perfect records either, but the

fact is that communist states survive

based on state-sponsored oppression

and tyranny.

While writing this letter, I have

tried to remain detached from emo-

tion, but your utter ignorance and

disregard for facts or realism

absolutely staggers the mind.

SHAMA
From page 22

starving Iraqi child and tell them that

we were too busy to care. We found

fickle reasons to justify our ignorance

and our indifierence to the issue.

This has to change. There will be a

rally/teach-in and a march today in

front of Kerckhofi" Hall at 11:30 a.m.

to educate the student body about the

topic. If you support the plight of mil-

lions of Iraqi children, or if you sim-

ply want to learn more about the

issue, come out and show your suf>-

port. This is the least that we can do

to show the university - and more

importantly to show ourselves - that

there are still many people out there

who care.
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OPTOMETRY
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Solution kit

1 month follow-up

Expires 3/30/98
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UCLA Pre-Law Society
presents,,,-

At the free test and

strategy session you

will recieve a

computer analyzed

score report with your

strengths and

weaknesses. You will

also learn about the

content and structure

of the LSATas well as

Princeton Review

strategies and

techniques for the

LSAT,

Free sample LSAT

questions will —^-,^

be given out.

Free Test

Strategy Session

Saturday

March 7, 1998

9:00ain - 3:00pm

Haines #220

y X
The

Princeton Review

offers a $700 discount

off its LSAT course to

active PLS members.

Conducted by:

THE
PRINCETON
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(800) 2-REVIEW • www.review.com
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT

The two Prince Charmings, Patrick Bell (left) and Lawrence Long, lament their unrequited love in "Into the Woods," which opens Friday.

Photos by MARY CIECEK

m

The wolf (Lawrence Long) devours Little Red Ridinghood (Amanda Blanchard).

By Cheryl Klein

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Q
think the audience is going to pick up on a sense

of self reliance," muses first-year theater stu-

dent Lawrence Long. "And also a sense of

interdependence."

It's a little hard to take him seriously. Sure, his

insights about this latest slice ofdrama are dead on,

but, well, maybe it's that he's wearing a big hairy

wolf mask on his head.

Standing against a backdrop of rainbow-hued

trees and funky little cottages that look as if they

were plucked right out of a Dr. Seuss book. Long is

rehearsing for the Musical Theatre Workshop's

production of "Into the Woods," which opens

Friday in Schoenberg Hall.

Anyone who's read "Oh, the Places You'll Go"
knows that silly and fantastical can also be philo-

sophical and even life-changing. So perhaps

Stephen Sondheim paged through a little Seuss

before sitting down to compose a score about love,

death, longing for new emotional territory and an

irrational fear of dwarves, among other things.

"Into the Woods" intertwines the stories of

Little Red Ridinghood, Cinderella, Rapunzel, and

Jack and the Beanstalk. A childless baker and his

wife try to enlarge their family tree by appeasing a

crafty witch who demands a "cow as white as milk,"

a "cape as red as blood," "hair as yellow as com"
and a "slipper as pure as gold." It's easy to see how
this little shopping list might bring them face to

QM?S^]i

UCLA'S Musical

Theatre Workshop

ntures into

t|ie woods to stage

ephen Sondheim's

medic collage

f fairy tales

face with other fairy tale regulars.

But in these woods, no one is quite as innocent

as the brothers Grimm would have us believe, and

all the characters must confront their own inner

turitioil if they hope to live happily ever after.

Long, who plays both a suave version of the wolf

that attacks Little Red Ridinghood and

Cinderella's Prince Charming explains the subtext

- y0s, subtext - of his fairy tale roles.

lYou know the whole wolf in sheep's clothing

ide4? Well, the prince is in the clothing and they're

alnibst like the same character," Long says. He ges-

tures to his canine ensemble, complete with furry

cutis and a bare belly painted silver. "This is the

priijce, but now he doesn't have to wear all those

cloities and he can do what he wants to. He can

have fun."

Cinderella also gets a little more depth in

Sondheim and writer James Lapine's account.

*In the original fairy tale Cinderella is depicted

as the innocent girl whose dreams come true for

her automatically," says second-year communica-

tions student Jill Simonian, who plays the house-

kccper-turned-heroine. "In this it's depicted that

she wants to go to the festival, but when she finally

gets there it's not what she expected and in the end

it turns out that she was worse off after she got

Prince Charming."

While the first act closes with a rousing all-cast

chorus of "Ever After," suggesting that all is right

See WOODS, pagel?
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Asian Americans in media to be honored
AWARD: Organization

aims to raise awareness,

break down stereotypes

By Aimee Phan
Daily Bruin Staff '

. ;

Finding an Asian American on a

television show or in a movie is like

winning the jackpot in Vegas. Very

rare.

But Asian Americans have been

making progress in the entertairmient

and media industry in recent years -

and Sunday night, the Media Action

Network for Asian Americans

(MANAA) will be holding its fifth

annual Media Achievement Awards

Banquet to honor those who have

made the most remarkable accom-

plishments this year.

MANAA, founded in 1992, is a

media watchdog/education group that

strives to promote a more sensitive and

accurate representation of Asian

Americans in the media.

This year, the awards go to "M.
Butterfly" playwright David Henry
Hwang, the producers of the sci-fi

series "Star Trek: Voyager" and
Academy-Award nominated docu-

mentary director Renee Tajima-Pena.

While these honorees have made
great strides in elevating the Asian

American presence in the media, most

agree that Asian Americans still have a

long way to go before they are repre-

sented fairly and accurately in film and

television.

By giving feedback to the studios

about the portrayal of Asian

Americans, MANAA hopes to do

away with otd stereotypes and estab-

lish more positive and realistic images

in their places.

Guy Aoki, former president and co-

founder of MANAA, helped form the

group in 1992 after watching how the

unfair depictions of Asian Americans
in the media were going undetected by

the public. For hifn, the final straw was
the negative media coverage of the

50th anniversary of the Pearl Harbor

bombing and the anti-Asian sentiment

that was being aroused from it.

'We thought enou^ was enough,"

Aoki says. "I just thought of all the

hate crimes that were going to result

from reviving this old hatred. We real-

ized that there wasn't an organization

that was monitoring and giving feed-

back to the media about how Asian

Americans are portrayed."

One of the organization's self-

appointed duties is making sure the

media's portrayal of Asian Americans

on film and television is fair and not

racially derogatory. This includes

protesting against films which play up

to Asian racial stereotypes that could

harm the mainstream public's image

of Asian Americans. One of their

biggest protests was against the con-

troversial 1993 Sean Connery-Wesley

Snipes movie, "Rising Sun," which

promoted stereotypes of Asian men as

ruthless businessmen and Asian

females as sex objects.

"It was an educational campaign,

not a boycott," Aoki says. "We were

complaining about the depiction of the

Japanese in the movie. We met with

the producer and the president of

Twentieth Century Fox (the studio

that produced the film), but they were

unwilling to soften the racially infiam-

ALM Enteftainmeni

"Power Rangers" star Patricia Lee

will emcee the MANAA Awards.

matory depictions."

While "Rising Sun" was more bla-

tant with the Asian stereotypes, many
films and television shows can be

found guilty of relaxing into typical

Asian stock characters in their story

lines. Most films and TV shows today

hardly feature any Asian American

characters, and if they do, they are

often depicted in stereotypical and
subservient roles.

"They let Asian Americans play the

stereotype role of a waiter, a kung fu

artist or a drug lord from Hong
Kong," Aoki says. "It's hard for them

to see an Asian American playing

someone (ordinary) like a marriage

counselor."

See ACHIEVEMENT, page 36

Latest from Grisham too similar to 'The Firm'

BOOK REVIEW

The Street Lawyer
Author John Grisham

Publisher Doubleday

Price: $27.95

Grade:

BOOK: Ready-made for a movie, 'Street

Lawyer* follows the standard formula

By Giristopher Bates

Daily Bruin Contributor

John Grisham's new book, "The Street Lawyer," tells

the story of a young lawyer who battles an evil corpora-

tion and, because of his incredible savvy as well as the

righteousness of his cause, comes out a winner.

If this sounds familiar to Grisham

fans, it should, because it essentially

the plot ofevery John Grisham book.

This particular story revolves

around Michael Brock, attorney-at-

law in the firm of Drake & Sweeney.

Brock is a rising star among the 800

lawyers of his firm and is sure to

make partner soon. Then, tragedy

strikes. Brock is held hostage by a

homeless man. Though Brock

escapes physically unharmed, he is a

changed man. He becomes disen-

chanted with the corporate life and moves on to a new
career as an advocate for the homeless.

The remainder of the plot will remain unsaid, such as it

is. However, if this sounds somewhat trite and cliche,

that's because it is. The rest of the book, unfortunately,

does not do much better.

Most of the standard elements of a Grisham work are

here. The legal profession takes its usual thrashing -

lawyers are greedy and materialistic, judges are manipula-

tive and lack compassion, politicians are interested only

in getting votes, and everyone else is too blind or ignorant

to see what's going on.

Brock is also the standard fare; he's young, he worked
extra hard to make his way through an exclusive law

school, and now he has a career trajectory that will even-

tually make him wealthy beyond most people's wildest

dreams. Tom Cruise might as well play him in the movie

version. (It's essentially the same character as we saw in

"The Firm.")

snuii
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The main difference between "The Street Lawyer" and
Grisham's past work is the fact that Brock's epiphany

comes early in the novel. Most of the time, the lawyer

doesn't sec the error of his ways until halfway through the

book, which leaves just enough time for a prolonged bat-

tle and a '"stunning" climax.

This could have been interesting. From his other

works, we have very little sense that Grisham believes a

lawyer can see the light and still stay in the profession.

Certainly Grisham himself bailed out and became an
author. However, Brock's transition from corporate

lawyer to street lawyer is not particu-

larly believable or compelling. The
character is not important to

Grisham except as a means to his

end, which is to deliver his message
about the homeless.

Occasionally throughout his

career Grisham has attempted to

write a book that makes a statement.

In fact, his first book, "A Time To
Kill," was a thinly veiled takeoff on
Harper Lee's classic "To Kill a

Mockingbird." Unfortunately, there

are two things that will probably always keep Grisham
from writing a book of enduring importance.

First is Grisham's need to have a happy ending. In

every book, the sympathetic character comes out on top.

"The Street Lawyer's" ending is so happy that one won-
ders if the rights to the book have already been sold to

Disney's animation division.

The greater constraint operating on Grisham, howev-
er, is his bottom line. Every book he writes has to be a best

seller and has to be good material for a movie. Contrived

drama, lawyer-bashing, happy endings and the like sell

books and movie tickets. They will never make for a mem-
orable piece of literature.

Unfortunately, because the message gets in the way of
the story line, "The Street Lawyer" isn't even all that great

as a piece of pulp fiction. "The Firm" had no pretensions

about what it was and it was a more entertaining book for

it. Too bad the same can't be said for "The Street

Lawyer."

JOEBARRY/DailyBfuin
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Burke draws on Bruin roots to establish its own identity

MUSIC: By reuniting and

adding members, band

has newfound success

By Michelle Zubiate

Daily Bruin Contributor

Lounging on the familiar steps of

Kerckhoff, enjoying Southern

California weather at its finest, UCLA
alumni offer some words ofwisdom on

how to survive college life and really

succeed.

"If you really want to just hang out

and party, then major in fwlitical sci-

ence," Scott Sellwood says.

"No, economics," Chris Golier

says. "1 am sure someone got some-'

thing out of that major ... but you can

not go to any classes, study one week

before the final and you'd (still) be

set."

Meet the rock band Burke. Three

Bruin alumni and a bassist, they've got

big dreams, much determination and

true Bruin spirit. Since they graduated

in 1993, Burke has not always traveled

the easy road but it is one that is finally

paying off.

Burke has recently seen the release

of a new album, "Several Places at

Once" (Trip 'n Spin Recordings), and

people are just now discovering the

sound Burke likes to describe as

"indie-jam."

"'Indie' stands for independent

label," guitarist Scott Pribble explains.

"'Jam' would be the kind of rock we

play ... jam muSic like Phish or Dave

Matthews Band."

They started off as two members,

Pribble and lead singer Scott Sellwood,

playing in a cover band around UCLA
and at parties. The band at first made a

six-song demo tape, but soon broke up

and didn't reunite until after gradua-

tion, when they added drummer and

fellow alumnus Chris Golier in

Northern California.

Since then, they've been writing

their own music and playing around

Berkeley at clubs and private parties.

In December, bassist Rich Hayley

joined the set, and this past weekend

they brought it down south for Los

Angeles' own Dragonfiy club.

You won't find your typical rock

musicians here, however. One might

even call it an oxymoron: educated

rock artists. You mean there is such a

thing?

"Yeah. We're looking for a bigger

label that wants to take a chance on

smart UCLA people," Golier says.

"We played last night at the Berkeley

Haas School of Business. Talking to all

those people is something. They kind

of look down on you (because you're

musicians), but maybe that's just busi-

ness schools in general ... We don't

need the band to survive (and) make a

decent living."

Pribble originally came to UCLA
from San Francisco but made the deci-

sion to move back up after graduating

with a degree in political science and a

specialization in business. Both he and

Golier work for Internet companies in

the Silicon Valley. To him, the whole

experience has been a real learning

process, from the live performances to

their recent recording endeavor.

"We looked into a couple of record-

ing studios and picked the one we felt

most comfortable with," Pribble says.

"We basically went in saying we were

going to be done in a month, and six

months later it was finished. There

were some problems. We definitely

weren't used to taping."

"When you hear yourself on tape,

you realize that when you think it is

perfect you are really screwing up and

destroying people's ears," Golier

agrees.

"When you play live you can make

a lot of mistakes and no one's going to

See BURKE, page 38

(Left to right) Jeff Lashins, Scott Sellwood, Scott Pribble and Chris Golier make up the band Burke.
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British dance company puts modem spin on classic techniques
SHOW: Troupe celebrates artistry, takes an unlikely

mix of ballet and Rolling Stones music to new levels

By Jessie Blank
Daily Bruin Contributor

Classical dancers gracefully swirl

and leap, plie and pirouette - all to

the music of the Rolling Stones?

Paying homage to time honored

tradition while simultaneously push-

ing the limits of modernity, the

Rambert Dance Company will per-

form at the Veterans Wadsworth
Theater Friday and Saturday at 8

p.m.

"It's exciting. It's sophisticated.

It's inventive. It's eclectic ... Rambert

is one of the most energetic and

Rambert will perform at the

Veterans Wadsworth Theater.

entertaining dance companies out of

Great Britain today," says Michael

Blachly, director of UCLA Center of

the Performing Arts.

Rambert Dance Company,
Britain's oldest dance company,

returns to California with a revital-

ized style that has gained nothing but

attention and accolades since 1994,

when Christopher Bruce took over as

Rambert's artistic director.

"Rooster," a piece that will play

this weekend, exemplifies Bruce's

ability to juxtapose timely and tran-

scendent elements. Dancers trained

in classical ballet execute contempo-

rary dance movements to selections

from the Rolling Stones. By using the

Stones' music, whose success has sur-

passed the test of time, Bruce's

choreography bridges the generation

gap in a vivid image familiar to all

ages.

A likeness of male machismo, in

all its fine feathered glory, struts

around the stage while dancers

depict mating rituals and the mascu-

line posturing of men.

"('Rooster') is a humorous and

ironic look at the chauvinism of the

lyrics of the Rolling Stones' songs ...

It is an affectionate and hopefully

enjoyable look at the times. The great

thing about it is its range of audience

... from teenagers to people in their

'70s," Bruce says.

This cross-generational appeal

was never more obvious than when

the director recently witnessed two

old women bopping in their seats to

the Stones' tunes.

Other timeless themes, like the

somber truths found in nature and

human struggle, are intertwined in

Bruce's works.

"Swansong" depicts a lone, seated

prisoner tortured by two interroga-

tors who flail about him. Its poignant

imagery, inspired by the work of the

human rights organization Amnesty

International, elicits very personal

and unique reactions from the audi-

ence. The theme of "prisoner con-

sciousness" unfolds as the interroga-

tors bludgeon and ultimately kill the

prisoner.

"('Swansong') is emotionally and

physically draining, personally," says

dancer Conor O' Brien of his portray-

al of the battered victim.

One other piece appears on the bill

for Rambert's Los Angeles visit.

"Stream" combines abstract move-

ments with fragmented music. Its

nebulous message invites audience

members to interpret the meaning

for themselves. Resembling the cycle

of life, "Stream," is divided into five

sections; it portrays women and men
and their interaction with nature.

Tlie dancers' movements, much
like those of mythical satyrs and

nymphs, fuse the human element

with the animalistic. Fully open to

the dancers' own expression and the

audience's interpretation, Bruce's

Photos courtesy of UCLA Center fof the Perfofmir>g Arts

Rambert Dance Company combines classical and modern dance.

conceit centers on the enigmatic

roles of man and nature.

"I've abstracted ("Stream") as

much as I can, so it is purely in dance

form and one is allowed very free

interpretations ... It has a strange

structure. I haven't gone for a normal

big bang finish. All the climaxes

round off at the end, and then there is

a feeling of the cycle beginning

again," Bruce says.

O'Brien, a member of Rambert

' See RAMBERT, pageis
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DANCE: New artistic

director ofTers company

creativity, enthusiasm

ByAfancePhan
Daily Bruin Staff

A career in ballet starts early. Most
dancers begin training at four or five

years old and then go professional in

their early teens.

But for 3 1 -year-old Spanish dancer

Aida Gomez, her early rise in the ballet

world climaxed when she was named
artistic director of the National Ballet

of Spain two months ago, making her

one of the youngest artistic directors of

a ballet company in the world.

Beginning tonight, Gomez and the

rest ofher company will be performing
their 20th Anniversary show at L.A.'s

Universal Amphitheatre for four

nights as a part of their 1998 six-city

U.S. tour. The program will include

both old and new ballet works that

show the variety of the company's
repertoire, something Gomez was
very enthusiastic to bring together.

Gomez has had a long history with the

National Ballet of Spain, from joining

the elite company at 14 and continuing

as a soloist and prima ballerina. She
recalls her fifelong relationship with

dance, which began at a very early age,

and admits to how instinctive it was for

her to perform on the stage doing what
she loved best. .

"I was your basic little girl who
loved music and dance and dreamed of

being a ballerina," Gomez says in her

native Spanish tongue, translated by
her interpreter. "As a child, ! never

assumed that I would do anything else.

At 13 1 began to perform in front of

audiences and 1 felt completely natur-

al. It was second nature to me."

Gomez's natural talent for Spanish

and classical dance led to a successful

run with the National Ballet of Spain.

She was promoted to prima ballerina

in 1985 and performed almost every

major role in the company repertoire.

"We nurture our artists

from a very young age."

Aida Gomez
Artistic director

of the National Ballet of Spain

Gomez left the company briefly in

1997 to dance with the Joaquin Cortes

Company but soon returned to the

National Ballet to be appointed artistic

director. Now Gomez is taking on new
challenges and responsibilities that

have opened her eyes to the more
administrative side of professional

dance.

"Obviously, I'm on the other side of
things now," Gomez says. "I have

much more responsibility, but I enjoy it

immensely because I'm still very cre-

atively involved. I bear on one hand
the weight of mounting the show and
how it's going to look and I'm also

involved in the creative process on the

inside. As a result, 1 have to work very

closely with the performers and
dancers."

Gomez certainly has her work cut

out for her since the National Ballet

has long been considered one of the

leading ballet companies in Spain. She
explains that what makes the National

Ballet such a successful dance troupe is

the training and care the company
gives to the young dancers.

"We nurture our artists from a very

young age," Gomez says. "We're
known for taking young people and
then maintaining them within the com-
pany for however long it takes for that

person to become ready to be a soloist

or just join the company for perform-

ing."

One of the most difficult tasks for

Gomez to accomplish as artistic direc-

tor is continuing the National Ballet's

prestigious reputation while bringing

the dance company into the future

with newer works and styles.

"It's very challenging," Gomez
says. "From the new pressure that I'm

facing in maintaining the traditional

repertoire to putting a new element

that I want to do, the main objective is

to always maintain the high quality

that the company is renowned for."

Gomez's hard work will be put to

the test with this weekend's perfor-

mances. The young artistic director

has a certain affection for this show
because it combines both classical

numbers and brand new works in cele-

bration of the company's 26th anniver-

sary.

"The show is particularly special

because we're featuring a lineup of all

the past directors that we've had and
members of the company who have
become successful in their own right,"

Gomez says. "The fact that they'll all

be on one stage in one evening is spec-

tacular."

The two new works, "Zapateado"
and "La Vida Breve," reveal the vari-

ety and eclectic nature of the company
and Gomez herself. She explains in

detail the differences and unique fea-

tures of both programs.

"It was a once in a

lifetime opportunity

that came along and I

couldn't refuse it."

Aida Gomez «

"Where 'Zapateado' is a piece that

features one soloist onstage and doing

very technical work, 'La Vida Breve'

features the entire company on stage

and it's a very classical and traditional

piece," Gomez says. "It also features a
lot of Spanish folklore with long cos-

tumes. So you've got the contrasting of

one stark intense performance and
then this wonderful gala of a stage boil-

ing over with beautiful visuals."

While she has enjoyed her responsi-

bilities as the artistic director very

much and hopes to continue leading

the company to explore new dance
choreography and styles, Gomez has-

n't forgotten her true calling as a per-

former. ,
'- • .

'

"It was a once in a lifetime opportu-

nity that came along and I couldn't

refuse it," Gomez says. "But I am still

contracted to dance and I'm looking

forward to integrating back into the

performance once I get the company
underway and set the new repertoire

for the coming year. I'm enjoying it

very much."

As for aspiring dancers out there

who one day hope to attain the success

Gomez has achieved, she strongly

believes that having a career in dance is

determined by the ballerina's own spir-

it.

"It's a very interesting cocktail,"

Gomez says about what it takes to

make it in dance. "You have to be intel-

ligent, have strength and passion, and
above all else, you have to love love

love what you're doing."

DANCE: The National Ballet of Spain will

perform at the Universal Amphitheatre
March 5 through 8. Tickets are $33 to

$58. Call (213) 252-TIXS or (714) 740-

2000.

FILM: Works offer array

of styles ranging from

ridiculous to disturbing

ByTeronHide

Daily Bruin Contributor

When the public thinks of anima-

tion, images of blue genies, Greek

gods, a hunchback and a frightening

beast usually come to mind. Manga
Entertainment enters the arena with

an alternative. Mind-boggling, eye-

popping and jaw-dropping charac-

terize reactions to "General Chaos;

Uncensored Animation."

Beginning Friday, the Nuart

Theater will screen this collection of

the most eccentric and wild animat-

ed shorts to ever hit the big screen.

As a result, the compilation offers 90

minutes ofentertainment that is a far

cry from anything that other major

studios would distribute.

The 20 individual titles date from

the mid-'80s until now, and were cre-

ated by a variety of animators from

several different countries.

Naturally, each clip has its own
unique visual style. The wide-mix of

techniques range from computer-

generated art to puppetry and clay

animation. The subjects consistently

revolve around two themes: sex and
*

violence. There are also multiple

mutilation and death scehes.

While most of the short pieces are

meant to be comedic in form.

"General Chaos" offers violence in

its most graphic, sex at its most vivid

explicit and profanity in is most rav^

form. The final result is a product

advised not to be viewed by individu-

als under the age of 17 (or with a

weak stomach).

"The entire film (compilation) will

offer more animated sexual organs

per foot than anything else," says

Walter Santucci, the animator of

"Attack of the Hungry, Hungry
Nipples."

"Being uncensored allows the ani-

mators to show hundreds of things

that fear wipes out of any other stu-

dio creation."

"If they see no humor
in the situation, then

that is their choice."

Tony Nittoii

Animator

Since most of the short films run

under five minutes, there is not a lot

of time to present solid story lines

and themes. But the incentive to ani-

mators was being able to exercise

complete control over their work.

"The only thing that a big compa-

ny can offer is to pay my bills a little

bit better," Santucci says. "I might as

well be delivering pizzas to house-

holdsv because the big mainstream

companies would never allow me to

have absolute creative control."

On the simpler side, there is Jeff

Sturgis' "American Flatulators,"

which spoofs farting contests, and
Keith Alcorn's ode to masturbation

in"BeattheMeatles."

Although some of the pieces lack

concrete plots, "General Chaos:

Uncensored Animation," makes up
for it through a few notable works

that are actually quite spiritual and
thought-provoking.

A more cerebral entry is Tyron

Montgomery's "Quest," which won
the 1996 Oscar for best animated

short subject. And there is Mike
Booth's look at the surreal workings

of heaven in "The Saint Inspector,"

and David Donar's fatal outlook for

the dwellers of a trendy coffee house

in "Espresso Depresso."

Probably the most dark and dis-

turbing short, though, is Tony
Nittoli's "Junky." This story is cen-

tered around the sexual abuse of a

foul-mouthed parrot, by his master,

in attaining his fix for crackers.

Interestingly, Nittoii does not feel

that the public should be stunned at

the sight of a sexually-abused parrot

being addicted to crackers, in the

same way that a junky craves drugs.

"I was not going for any real

shock value," Nittoii says, an actor

formerly seen on the "Wonder
Years" and "NYPD Blue."

"I want people to enjoy and laugh

at my work, but I really made it for

me. If they see no

humor in the situa-

tion, then that is

their choice."

Unlike Nittoii,

who started out

with a Super 8

camera and began

showing his pic-

tures at under-

ground festivals,

Santucci did not

initially want to

become an anima-

tor. He was not

interested in draw-

ing and did not

even enjoy reading

comic books.

Santucci felt that

comics were just

too confusing and
left him feeling

unsatisfied. His

interests and pas-

sions were guided

by music, especial-

ly modern hip-

hop. This is exemplified in a couple

of Santucci's previous works, where

such renown rapjiers as Ice-Tand Ice

Cube can be found as the voices for

some of his characters.

"Presenting the little of the world

that I can affect with different cul-

tures and backgrounds is.one of my
personal goals," Santucci says.

"That's where art and entertainment

can actually make a difference in the

world by depicting positive images

1

without preaching."

The short films in "General

Chaos: Uncensored Animation" deal

with human subjects that are often

considered taboo or unacceptable by

the general public. It is here, though,

that the individual is truly expressed.

FILM: 'General Chaos: Uncensored
Animation' opens at the Nuart

Theater on Friday and runs through

March 12.
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Get free stuff from

"The Big Lebowski"
Come into the Bruin offices in KerckhofF 1 18

and pick up free T-shirts, hats and movie f>asses

to see Joel and Ethan Coen's ("Fargo") new

film, "The Big Lebowski," starring Jeff Bridges,

John Goodman and Julianne Moore. The

screening is tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the GCC
Hollywood Galaxy on Hollywood Boulevard.

Items will be given out on a first come, first serve

basis.

Artists to perform

during spring break
For those seeking entertainment during

spring vacation, UCLA Center for the

Performing Arts provides artists from around

the world. The American Repertory Dance

Company presents modern works by

California-based choreographers on March 21

at 8 p.m. and March 22 at 2 p.m. Slovenian

pianist Dubravka Tomsic, who made her

Carnegie Hall debut in 1957, will come to Los

Angeles on March 28 at 8 p.m. for a rare

appearance. Both the dance and pianist per-

formances will take place at UCLA's
Schoenberg Hall. Altan, a young Irish band

from Dublin, will feature acoustic sounds and

vocals on March 29 at 7 p.m. to round out the,

Center for the Performing Arts spring break

schedule. Ticket prices range from $45 to $9

with UCLA ID. For more information, call

(310)825-2101.

WAC presents second

annual Dance Concert
The UCLA department of World Arts and

Cultures will present its second-annual "Return

of the Big Event" on Friday and Saturday at 8

p.m. in UCLA's dance building. Performances

and installations will inhabit the entire building,

including the courtyard, outdoor veranda, stu-

dios and men's shower room and halls. Tickets

are $12 and $8 with UCLA ID. For more infor-

mation, call (310) 825-3951.

Group presents unique

comedy experience
L.A. Women in Music presents a concert fea-

turing members dedicated to promoting equal

career opportunities in the music industry on

Friday at 8 p.m.

Comedian Dino Londis returns with "The

Dino Londis Talk Show." Londis is known for

using clever wit in this unique comedy experi-

ence to be held on Saturday at 8:30 p.m. For

more information, contact Rich Carter at (310)

475^784.

'Circus Momentus' to "Board AID USA" raises

show at Wight Gallery cash for AIDS research

The UCLA department of art presents

"Circus Momentous," a travelling three-ring

spectacle inspired by the history of the circus,

which will be presented Friday through March

14 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the New Wight

Gallery.

Organized by graduate students at the

University of California, San Diego, the circus

will present a variety of visual and performance

works. Admission is free. For more information,

call (310) 825-3281.

Artist to give lecture,

exhibit walk-through
Ivan Chermayeff, designer, painter and illus-

trator, has been appointed the UCLA Art

Council Professor of Design and will participate

in an on-campus class public lecture and other

special events.

The lecture will be held at Dickson Hall on

March 18 at 7:30 p.m., preceded by a walk

through of the exhibition with the artist at 6 p.m.

The exhibit will run from March 16 through

19 at the New Wight Gallery. Admission for

both the lecture and exhibit are open to all and

are free of charge. For more information, call

(310)825-3181.

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
lonsp.' .plete.

You won't De surprised by
unexpected fees when you

- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS. OPTOMETRIST. (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you
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(lr>cludes)

•Complete eye exam •Care kit

> Computerized (ontoct lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

BAUSCH • Service ogreement (like insurance)
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-^x
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Board of Directors'

Interaction Fund

USAC Programming Fund
^^rsps^^^f^f^^^

Spring Quarter Programs

Meet with CSP Advisor March 4

Proposal Due Date March 6

Hearings March 11-13

Mandatory Meeting March 17

£|Propo^M|0<^e no later than 4:00pm on the (iue (iate.

laNfjMpKalstoTurn in

Paid for by AS

Ker(*hoff 312§ or to maillwx #24, KH 3rd Floor.

. a Questions? Contact Alina Tso

at (310) 206-2422 or act@ucla.edu

^^
rd Of Directors lm3raction Furyj / USAC Programming Fund

PADI I^KAiriT cSM.C^N

lliiir Cut. deep conditioner
«£• liiqhiiqht: ^5q
Hair Cut, deep cotulitioner
&• perm: $50
Hair Cut, deep conditioner
& dry: ^20
Hair Coloring: ^20
Beautiful hair style: ^20

1*33 1437 IVcstuood BKtI.
North of Ohio

Tel: (310)4730066
'79-9325

Open Sundays
lialk ins liclconicrl

Vin.M. cSAcSO(.).\ C.k:\\lM-ATI\S

On March 15 Airwalk and WARP
Magazine host the "Board AID USA,"

|
Festival of Awareness at Bear Mountain

Resort in Big Bear Lake. Presented by

KROQ, musicians including The Offspring,

Mesa/Bluemoon, reggae stars Steel Pulse

and assorted ska groups including The
Specials will perform.

One unique feature of the show will be

that, adjacent to the stage, a skateboarding

halfpipe and snowboard jump will be provid-

ed. For more information call, (760) 722-

7777. . . : .. 1

"Territorio Comanche" .

to premiere tonight % [

Tonight at 7:15 p.m. the American

Cinematheque will host the premiere of direc-

tor Gerado Herrero's "Territorio Comanche"

(Comanche Territory), a dark and compelling

story based on war correspondent Arturo

Perez-Reverte's account of working in battle-

torn Sarajevo.

Tickets can be purchased at (818) 789-

TIXX. Those interested in receiving more
information about the upcoming event are

welcome to call (213) 466-FILM.

B^^
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r^^ I

UCtA MUSICAL THtATKt WORKSHOP
putstvrs

Q^nto the Q4}ooh
Directed Ly John Halt

~~ 1

Alusic Ana Lyrics bji^otepnen oonaheitn

Book by James Lapine

Schoenberg Theatre
SPECIAL PRE-SHOW.

SrmP!HX9iSO0^9{T,M "R^EVlIE

Friday, Saturday March 6,7 @ 8:00pm

PRE SHOW BEGINS ® 7:00pm

Thursday, Friday March 12, 13®8:00pm
PRE SHOW BEGINS @ 7:00pm

Saturday March 14 @ 3:00pm A 8:00pm

PRE-SHOW BEGINS @ 2:00pm & 7:00pm

*~?enera/C^(/mis3ton $10 S/u</enh an(/C?acuf/y $7

CoiX 825-4761 for Information or for Tickets Call CTO @ 825-2101
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Nothing at all may come out of Seinfeld
RAMBERT

TELEVISION: Fans proffer

ideas for popular NBC
sitcom's sequel options

By Valeric Kuklenski

Los Angeles Daily News

If the original really has been a

show about nothing, as its creators

and stars say, then what would be the

best title for a "Seinfeld" spinoff:

"Nothing Much," "Nothing More"

or "Nothing From Nothing Leaves

Nothing," maybe?

We'll leave that to the program-

ming brainstormers over at NBC.
Meanwhile, it's time to disclose what

some fans suggest for a sequel to the

top-rated comedy series, which bows

out in May after nine seasons.

Of course, this probably is an exer-

cise in futility, given that Julia Louis-

Dreyfus (as Elaine Benes), Michael

Richards (Cosmo Kramer) and Jason

Alexander (George Costanza) have

said they would like to follow Jerry

Seinfeld's lead and let the series

become a pleasant memory ... and a

source of many residual checks for

years to come.

However, NBC and Castle Rock

Entertainment, the show's produc-

tion company, surely are sorry to lose

this advertising gold mine, and they

might be trying to come up with ways
to keep the franchise going, with or

without its most familiar players.

So here, with no strings attached,

not even an expensive lunch tab, are

some suggested outlines for "Nothing

at all," or whatever they want to call it:

If quantity counts, Eric Krakow of

North Hollywood would take the

prize with 12 story ideas, many of

which called for continuing the

George/Kramer/Elaine triumvirate

with various substitutions for a newly-

wed and newly-moved Jerry: O.J.

Simpson as himself, Johnny Carson

as a retired salesman, Tim Conway as

a divorced IRS agent.

Among Krakow's other sugges-

tions: "Shoshanna," with Jerry's real-

life ex-girlfriend taking over his apart-

ment after they break up and he

moves to Las Vegas, and "The Ghost,

Elaine, Kramer and George," in

which Jerry has died and only his

three close friends can see or hear him
- the audience can't. (Picture another

TV version of "Topper" without the

translucent Cary Grant.)

Valerie Hendrix would fill

Seinfeld's shoes with "Roseanne"

ADVERTISE^

BURLY BEAR NETWORK PRESENTS:

BREAK

bh Ihmu, Ajiizm • Moid 16-22

Wednesday, March 18 • 7:00pm
LIFESTYLES CONDOMS Party at Kokomos

Friday, March 20 • 1 :00pm
Free Concert featuring Raei Big Fish at the Nautical Inn

Watch Burly Bear on Cable Channel 6
Dally 5:00 and 9:00pm.

Keep up-to-date at «ww.buriy(Mar.coin

Sponsored in p«it by

LifeStvley
CONDOM*

www.lifestytes.coni

^M^^

alum John Goodman, while Linda Jill

Tapia of Encino would dispatch Jerry

to the Florida condo" circuit (that's

what he gets for quitting) and would

bring in Mike Myers of "Wayne's

World" and "Saturday Night Live" as

the new leading man.

Susan Leighton of Glendale gives

Jerry his exit in the form of a new sit-

com deal in California. Kramer and

Newman (Wayne Knight) have been

hired by Elaine's catalog company, J.

Peterman Co., to promote it in

Europe and Elaine, in a drunken stu-

por, has eloped with boyfriend David

Puddy (Patrick Warburton). That

leaves George to fend for himself in a

larger apartment in Jerry's old New
York building, with his parents (Jerry

Stiller and Estelle Harris) as new
neighbors. Meanwhile. Kramer's

half-brother has moved into his old

apartment and George's former digs

are occupied by an Elaine look-alike.

(Still with us?)

George, aspiring to break into

Jerry's line of work, becomes a bus-

boy at a comedy club and is rescued

one night from a nasty confrontation

with a customer by the comic on

stage. Leighton says George and the

See SEINFELD, page 37

From page 31

for a year and a half, cites Bruce's

unconventional and unfettered

style as the feature that sets

Rambert apart from other compa-

nies.

"There is so much more freedom

within this company. It makes me
freer and I can

let go,"

O'Brien says

Contempor
ary dance root-

ed in classical

technique is

Rambert's sig-

nature. This

combination
serves the com-

pany's dual

purpose of -

- •

innovation and

tradition that

founder Marie Rambert established

in 1926.

Bruce, who studied under

Rambert at 13, perpetuates his

teacher's goal; he melds the old and

the new, the classical and the con-

temporary and the traditional and

the abstract in his artistic direction.

"Our ultimate vision is to be a

truly versatile contemporary dance

repertory company - that is very

unusual. We accept a lot of people's

work that adds many differerft

shades to our performance," Bruce

says.

. In the past year, Rambert has col-

lected three Outstanding

Achievement Awards.

Although stable in its stance atop

the contemporary dance world,

Rambert has weathered some
tfeacherous storms that in past years

have plagued London's dance com-

munity.

"Our ultimate vision is

to be a truly versatile

contemporary dance

repertory company."

Christopher Bruce

Artistic director

Several
other compa-
nies capsized

during
Rambert's
struggle to stay

afloat.

"Rambert
has come out

with some
extremely fresh

work and good

choreography,"

Blachly says.

"It has been some time since they

have been on our stage and it's time

to return."

DANCE: Rambert Dance Company
performs at the Veterans Wadsworth

Theater on Friday and Saturday at 8

p.m., preceded by a Center Stage

Lecture at 7 p.m. with artistic director

Christopher Bruce.Tickets are $35, $32

and $10 with UCLA ID. For more infor-

mation, call (310) 825-2101.
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ACHIEVEMENT
From page 29

An example of a positive Asian

American on television that Aoki and

the rest of MANAA hope to have

more of is former UCLA student

Garrett Wang's character Ensign

Harry Kim on "Star Trek: Voyager.'

Wang's multi-layered portrayal of the

naive and romantic Kim is one of the

very few examples of a three-dimen-

sional Asian American character on a

continuing television series.

"Garrett Wang has been a very pos-

itive character on the show," Aoki

says. "He's a romantic interest, not

asexual and without a penis like other

Asian men on TV have been. He's not

a stereotype on the show and he's had

the chance to show his stuff."

Wang, who also stars in the upcom-
injg indie film "Hundred Percent"

(which features an all Asian American

lead cast), understands from first-hand

experiences how difilcult it is for Asian

American actors to break through the

stereotypes Hollywood harbors

against them. He says he also believes

that Asian American men have an

even more difficult time than women
because of longstanding anti-Asian

sentiment that has existed in America.

"Asian American males are seen as

two-dimensional and as the enemy,"

Wang says. "Asian American women

are a different case because they are

seen as more desirable and exotic by

Caucasians who have an Asian fetish.

That's why you have a Connie Chung
and not a Joe Chung."

But both Wang and Aoki agree that

the biggest problem for them in the

media right now is their barely-lhere

existence. Wang points out that a

recent survey taken by the Screen

Actors' Guild revealed that while

Asian Americans make up 4 percent of

the population, less than 1 percent of

the roles on film and television are por-

trayed by Asian Americans. Aoki says

this is because of Hollywood's fear of

trying something unfamiliar and

unproven.

"They're not very -courageous peo-

ple," Aoki says of Hollywood execu-

tives and producers. "They're too

afraid to try something new.

Someone's got to take a chance to

open their eyes."

And Aoki says he still believes that

the studios' presumptions about old-

fashioned racism is probably the most

common reason they hesitate to hire

Asian American actors for more main-

stream roles.

"The industry has tended to under-

estimate the intelligence of their audi-

ence," Aoki says. "They don't think

that a white person in Mississippi can

handle an Asian jjerson as a heroic

character on screen. It's very narrow-

minded thinking."

One of the ways Wang believes this

problem can be improved is by having

more Asian Americans in the enter-

tainment industry.

"People in Hollywood are more
prone to jumping on the bandwagon
since they're not as independently cre-

ative as they could be," Wang says.

"You need like a Spike Kim to break

down some walls like Spike Lee did for

the African Americans."

Since Asian Americans are barely

existent on any long-running comedy
series, Wang says the only way this can

be solved is by having a successful sit-

com on the air comprised mainly of

Asian American characters.

While this was attempted several

years back with the ABC sitcom "Ail-

American Girl" starring slandup

comedian Margaret Cho, the show
was canceled after only one season.

Wang blames this failure on the limited

appeal of ethnic humor,' which the

show heavily relied on for laughs.

"All the jokes were about the gener-

ation and cultural gaps between the

grandmother and (Cho)," Wang says.

"It didn't focus on her strength as a

comedian. It just did all ethnic jokes.

They may be funny for a while, but

they don't last. You have to make the

comedy universal."

As for integrating more Asian

Americans onto the big screen, Wang
says one strategy is to cast them in

roles alongside white and African

Paramount

Garrett Wong plays a well-balanced Lt. Harry Kim on Star Trek; Voyager.

American actors so audiences can

grow more accustomed to seeing them
on the screen.

"We need to get plugged into the

formula of a Hollywood blockbuster,"

Wang says. "If audiences go to see a

mainstream movie for the white

actors, then they can leave being sur-

prised and impressed with the young
charismatic Asian American star in it."

~
See iMMiVEMENT, page 37

cJTie Sixth gun:

A new film and discussion of recent events at

Acteal by Saul Landau, Emmy-winning

filmmaker and educator.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE -i

GRAND PUMM
FESTIYMV

THURSDAY, MARCH 5

3-5 PM
Ackerman Second Floor Lounge (2414)

Senior Fellow, Institute for Policy

Studies, Washington, DC; La Bounty

Chair of Interdisciplinary Knowledge,

CSU Pomona

OPEN TO ALL Sponsored hy Conrerned Family al UCLA and

Chirano Studies Research Center

'^^?

^

^ UCLA Fabulous Musicians! C

^ Hear Tiie IHegliiah! Ibns of free food!
^

I Wednesday March 11
^^ 6:30 p.m. <

^ Chabid House at U.C.L.A. (

^ Ohc! Menachem Mendel <

^ 741 Gayley Ave. (

^ Westwood <

^ 310 208 7511 ext. 228 (

Get to know

Thursday,
March 1 2, at

4:00 pm
118 Keickhoff

ucla's queer magazine

for more info call

825-8500
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ACHIEVEMENT
From page 36 _^

While Aoki and Wang agree that

there has been slow improvement
thanks to groups like the MANAA,
they both believe that unless more
Asian Americans get into the business

as writers and studio executives,

progress will linger on at a snail's pace,

a fate neither wants to see.

Aoki points out how essential it is

for more Asian Americans to be on

the screen not only for equality rea-

sons, but also for the future genera-

tions of Asian Americans who will

look to movies and television shows

for an identity.

"If you don't see Asian Americans

on TV when you're growing up, you

feel like you don't belong," Aoki says.

"A lot of young Asian American chil-

dren grow up feeling like they don't

belong."

Wang adds, "It shouldn't be like

this, it's ridiculous. The Asian

Americans have a wealth of history

and culture to go on. Somebody has to

take the first step."

AWARDS: The Media Achievement

Awards Banquet will be held Sunday
evening at the Empress Pavilion

Restaurant in Chinatown. For more
information about admission to the

event please call (2 1 3) 486-4433.

WOODS
From page 28

in fairyland, the second act picks up
where the original storytellers left

off. For example, what happens
when Cinderella's prince falls for a

new princess in a new tower (who's

oddly asleep and surrounded by a

thicket of briar)? What happens "if

you know what you want, then you
go and you find it and you get it," as

the baker's wife says, but then it's

not what you wanted after all?

"What is happy ever after?" says

third-year political science student

Tom McMahon, who plays the

baker. "The show takes a very famil-

iar tale and puts a spin on it and
applies it to real life."

He and fourth-year Italian and

film student Tali Magal, who plays

his wife, dissect their on-stage rela-

tionship in very real life terms.

"They think that having a child

will make their marriage perfect

and then once they get that child,

they realize it's not just having a

baby," McMahon says. "There are

real problems between the two of

them. And for the baker, it's stuff

that goes way back to not having a

father."

"It's like a Woody Allen movie,"

Magal laughs. "It's so multi-leveled.

You see it the first time and it's

funny, it's a cute musical. And then

you read the script again and there

are these unbelievable things with

the lyrics ... This is like new age eso-

teric philosophy."

Anyone considering catching the

show twice also has the chance to

see two different interpretations of

the work, given that the show is dou-

ble-cast. This gives more students a

chance to gain workshop experi-

ence, which is one of campus' most
competitive organizations thanks to

its professional environment and an

alum list that includes Broadway's

Jodie Benson and Sam Harris.

And with UCLA's top perform-

ers to pick from, director John Hall

found it surprisingly easy to cast the

musically complex, nearly three

hour long show.

"I just lucked out this year," Hall

says. "This is definitely the year to

do 'Into the Woods' because I've

got the whole range covered."

"It's long, it's complicated, the

music is very sophisticated," Hall

continues. The lyrics are such a

mouthful that the parody
"Forbidden Broadway" dubbed the

show "Into the Words." "It takes a

lot of concentration because of the

length. So it tends to lag. We need

raisins or oranges or something to

raise the blood sugar back up," Hall

laughs.

They also face the constraints of

limited backstage capacities, but

with a little improvisation and
maybe a little magic (hey, what are

fairy tales for?), they've turned a

dog house into a cozy cottage stove

and added puffs of smoke and
sparks of fire to compliment the per-

formers' blood curdling screams

and other moments of melodrama.

The cast, still a little giddy at the

sets and uncomfortable in their pet-

ticoats and knickers, credits Hall

and musical director Gary Busby

with taking them as far as they have

with the show.

"I think people outside the class

tend to be intimidated by (Hall),"

Long says. Indeed, Hall has a habit

of barking out stage directions as

the students move through their

scenes and telling them fiat out what

doesn't work. "He's kind of intimi-

dating to us, too, but he's absolutely

wonderful. Don't tell him I said

that."

So as opening night draws near,

the cast can take comfort in a little

advice from Sondheim himself:

"Everything you learn there/ will

help when you return there."

THEATER: 'Into the Woods' opens
Friday at Schoenberg's Jan Popper

Theatre and runs through March 14.

Pre-show Sondheim review begins at

7 p.m. Tickets are $10, $7 with UCLA
ID. For more information, call (310)

825-4761 . For tickets, call 825-2 1 1

.

SEINFELD
From page 35

comedian become friends, and the

new premise is bom.
Several readers favor a show

centered on Michael Richards.

Phyllis Richards (no relation)

submitted prospective titles only:

"Kramer," "Kramer and Co.,"

"Cosmo and Pals," "Cosmo
Kramer, President," and "The
Cosmo Files." And these come
from John Zanderzuk of

Lancaster: "Cosmo Kramer:

Private Eye" or "Cosmo Kramer:

Cab Driver."

"Isn't it obvious? Kramer and

Newman!" writes Barry

Lowenkron of Encino (in a senti-

ment echoed by Lawrence Wilner

of North Hollywood). "Whenever
these two played off against each

other, the results have been hilari-

ous."
"

Lowenkron says it would not

be a true "Seinfeld" sequel, but a

whole new series based on estab-

lished characters, much like the

"Frasier" formula bears little

resemblance to "Cheers." He pre-

dicts that Richards and Knight

"could be the greatest madcap
team to ever hit TV." With all due

respect to Lucille Ball and Vivian

Vance, of course.
"^

Institute of Laser Medicine
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

FREE CONSULTATION for Laser Hair Ren.oval

(310) 794-6399 UCLA Extensioi> 46399

www.lasermedicine.org
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Friday, March 6
A TALE OF LOVE, A Screening and Discussion with
Himmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha
11:30 AM - 2:00 PIM
UCLA Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

Saturday, March 7

GRADUATE STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
9:30 AM - 5:00 PM
UCLA Charles E. Young Grand Salon

Kerckhoff Hall

•Mobile Borders-Stationary Bodies: Nationalism and Images of the Native
Mario Caro, University of Rochester Department of Visual Culture

•Hungarian Self-Representation within the International Context: the Magyar
Exhibited at international Expositions & World's Fairs

Terri Switzer, Indiana University Department of Art History
* Crossing Boundaries: Social Attitudes Connected to an African Scene Painted on
the Wail of a 1st Century CE Roman House
Cheryl Delson, Cal State University Long Beach
* District Six: Where We Uved
Janet Hess. Harvard University Fine Arts Department
* Visualizing Modernism: National Identity in the U.S. and Thailand
Tara Elliott. UCLA Department of Art History

*Confrontations, Crossings, and Convergence: Photographs of the Philippines and
the United States, 1898-199ft^ - _
Pearlie Baluyut. UCLA Department of Art History

Round Table Discussion -

For further information, please contact: UCLA Department of Art History at
310.206.6905 or email ahsymp@ucla.edu.

Funded by Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board, the UCLA Art
History Graduate Student Association (AHGSA). the UCLA Department of Art History the
UCU Friends of Art History, and the UCU Center for Modern and Contemporary Studies

All events are free and open to the public

J
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Dr<fr LO^ Shuimts amiSu^
It has been a pleasure serving

your vision care needsfor over

25 yean in the village.

Please take advantage of
these great offers.

$99 CONTACT LENSES

ftEXAM^'SPECIAL"

IF YOU HAVE UCU V6I0N CARE

Includes eye exam, fitting,

follow-up, and two pair of

Bauschi & Lomb daily or

extended wear soft contacts.

d-
"v.

Village Eyas Optomatry
-=^=. Jon -—

^

^^^ -^

—

a p~oyesaona< conporoton"^
1082 Glendon Ave.

' Westwood Village, CA 90024

UCLA Graduate 1967

(ground floor of Monty's Building -

across from Westwood Brewery)

Validated parking • Se hat>la Espanol

$99 EYEGLASSES
& EXAM "SPECIAL'

includes lenses and frames

from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get the forms for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments availak>le.

• We are experts in sfiowing you hiow to

maximize your benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

IF YOU DON'T HAVE VISION CARE

INSURANCE:

Take advantage of the specials, or we'll still

give you 10% off on any non-advertised items.

THEOA/LITE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

On Wilshire at
the corner of
21st

* PIERCE ARROW "

Rockabilly, Blues, Swing and More...

FREE FOOD DAILY 5-7 PM
2030 Wllshire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 829-2M2

For Q aniqav
atmosphere and a
^mw place to party

....Ut« up the nlt« at

""GA/LITE

''At the top 25 U.S. law schools,

3 out of 4 students who propped
for the LSAT chose Kaplan."

1997 Bruskin-Goldring Research Study

Here's why:

Kaplan Everyone else

Expert
Teachers

Kaplan teachers have the t>est credentials and teaching

skills. In fact, the median LSAT score of our teachers is higher

than that of Harvard Law School students! And every Kaplan

teacher must complete a rigorous national training program.

Kaplan teachers average 40+ hours of training before they

ever teach a class!

Your instructor may not even have
taken the LSAT. And even if they did.

have they t>een trained to teach you
to ace the test?

Exclusive
Materials

OnlY Kaplan has the answers and explanations to every released

exam—over 2,100 questions from 21+ exams. Kaplan also gives you

in-depth explanations, exclusive insight, and effective strategies for

every question.

Anyone can buy old LSATs from Law
Services. So, don't be impressed by

a company that promises to give you
a t>ig book" of LSATs. After all, what
good are the questions if you don't get

explanations and strategies?

Superior
Methods

•

Kaplan gets you more points in less time. The Kaplan

system, including a Personal Study Plan, is the most
effective and efficient way to learn. We make sure you use

every minute of your preparation to your best advantage.

We've got hundreds of practice hours if you need them, but

we don't think you will.

Our competitors can't match our

proven results. They want you
to focus instead on the number
of classes or number of hours

they offer. But don't be deceived
by unnecessary practice and
wasteful review. Expert test prep
means targeted training.

Proven
Results

+7.2 Points—According to a study by Price Waterhouse,

Kaplan LSAT students improve an average of 7.2 points.

And 9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go to one of their

top three school choices." >%

One unscrupulous company has
been regularly adjusting its score

increase claims for years. Only

Kaplan has independent proof from

a Big Six accounting firm that our

course works.

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

~" "^ www.kaplan.com "~
:

'LSAT is a registered trademarV of Law School Admission Council, Inc. "1997 Bruskin-Goldring Research Study of Students at the Top 50 Law SctK>o<s

From page 30

catch it," Pribble says. "When you

record on tape you have to make sure

it's perfect more or less. We had a lot

to learn."

Golier admits that UCLA has

helped the music career through the

friends they made. As he looks around

the campus, he notices the changes

the quad has undergone since he's last

seen it. He also sees a familiar face.

"That's (former basketball player)

Derrick Martin over there. On the

right," Golier says. "He used to play

while we were here. Now he plays for

the Clippers ... We still follow the

sports. Except now they are a lot more

successful now than they were back

then. We were good except now the

school's actually putting emphasis on

the important stuff like paying the

players, recruiting.*^

i still have tons of friends from

UCLA," Golier continues. "Scott

(Pibble) and 1 live together up in San

Francisco and there are a huge group

of us that go out. It makes it easier to

get people to come to our shows in San

Francisco."

And how does the band feel about

its new hometown, compared to their

alma mater? "Berkeley sucks com-

pared to UCUA!" Sellwood pro-

claims.

"We're more a ... coffee

bar kind of band."

Rich Hayley

Burke bassist

Lead singer Sellwood reigns as the

band's most intellectual individual.

Along with the release of the new CD,

Sellwood can add another degree to

his list of accomplishments. This year

he will graduate from Berkeley law

school with a joint masters degree in

environmental science. He has

already t)een ofTered a job with ."an

environmental law firm in San

Francisco but he plans to hold out on

the offer until he sees where the band

is leading. ,1
He and Pribble both write music

for the group but most of the lyrics

come from Sellwood's own experi-

ences in both life and nature.

Describing the actual sound their

band has is a little difficult.

"I would say we were a cross

between mainstream alternative and

an indie-sound. We're a little low bud-

get," Sellwood says.

"I would say we're more of a col-

lege coffee bar kind of band,* Hayley

says. "If you went to a college bar this

is the type of music you would hear.

We pattern more towards that kind of

crowd than to a nose-ring and tattoo

crowd. There's two sides to modern

rock. There's the grunge side and then

we're more quirky college kids." •

Hayley joined the band recently but

the others agree that he has helped to

strengthen their performance and

sound. Burke is the first sort of mod-

ern rock band he has worked with,

coming from punk and metal scenes,

or "hair galore" as he put it.

"It's been overwhelming to say the

least," Hayley says. "I've been with

the band for about four weeks and

already have done three gigs and come

to L.A. to play (Burke is) really a

working band."

The band is held together by a kind

of working chemistry that develops

between real friends. They've found

support in both friends and family.

"My dad would tell people at his

office about us," Golier says. "Bores

them to death. They can't wait to get

out of there and when they ask what

kind of music we play, he tried to

regurgitate what I say 'Well, they're

kinda like Smushing Pumpkins' He's

funny."
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IIBKerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza
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E-MaH: ciasslf)eds@media.ucla.edu
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OlassHled Display Ads:
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UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa.
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How to Write
an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you
are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads ani locate your

items.
• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.
• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about
the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand
names, colors and other specific

descriptions.
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announcements

1100-2600

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical
bills. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext. G-1650.

RAISE $500 in one week, Fundraising op-
portunities available. No financial obligation.

Great lor clubs. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from low-cost financial servk»s & on-cam-
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-
line at www.ucu org or call 310-477-6628

mseaneiiSablacIs

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking lor people pver 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-
pensated For more information please call

Donna or Dalia 310-828-8887.

llBseanA^Mfcs

AuOLi f-cMALt INCES1 bUHVivuHS age
1 8+ needed for study on reactions to past in-

cest experience. Paper-pencil question-
naires plus group discussion. About one-
hour, one-time session. Call 310-285-3502
or email study50@hotmail.com.

3=

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiKMiian, Fri. Slap SiMdy, 3517 Ackannan

Thun. look StMdy, 3SI7 Adaman
M/T/Wliii.DanlalA3^>29

W^laLA3-029
Dboiuion, Al liMM 12:10 • IKX) pm
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FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QCIALIFIED RESEARCH
VOLGNTEERS.

If you are 1 8 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

. iL
Under Dermatologist Supervision C

RECRUITING INFORMATION SESSION
AND REFRESHMENTS

Tuesday, March 10th
in the Career Center at 6:00pm

for interested Computer Science and Business students
Interviews on March 11th

For mor© information contact your Career Center or jobs©inktomi.T!t)m

FREE
DIABETIC SCREENING

Genetic study oi cabetes recruiti.ig

volunteers |18 40 for diabetes

screening with c standard oral

glucose tolerance test (2.5 hrs.

Qualified sub|C'i?s who pass tfr

screenmg test will be invited to

participate in the genetic study of

diabetes w' handsome remuneration.

Dftails call Dr. Chiu 310-206-9671.

Inktomi
High Performance, Scalable Network Applications

for the Internet Infrastructure

Inktomi is a Silicon Valley start-up focused on developing parallel processing
applications. We are recruiting CS talent to create cutting-edge technology.

Building Internet Infrastructure: ,.

Traffic Server network cache

• Business Week states, "Right now, Inktomi is

the cache leader."

• Audited benchmark tests of a cache configured
with 1/2 terabyte of data achieved 3,468
of>erations per second in a 16-node configuration

• First large-scale commercial network cache
designed to reduce massive Internet congestion

Acclaimed Search Engine Technology

• HotBot wins C/nefs search engine shootout; PC
Computing gives HotBot blue ribt>ons in war for
search-engine supremacy

• Searches 110 million documents in less than 1/2
a second, million of times per day

• Utilizes processing power of more than 350 CPUs
working together in a cluster

For more information visit our web site at
http://www.inktomi.com

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years ot age or older. Inter-

ested in a clinical researcti study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-
sated. Call Dr. Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

more information.

EARN EXTRA CASHf Diagnosed carpel tun-

nel syndrome patients needed for study. Myo
Diagnostics Inc 310-559-5500

NORIVIAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs
needed for UCLA research study Receive
$25 for lab experiment and developmental
evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-
perience. Call 310-825-0392.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help
infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/nrK>nth and free
health screening. Convenient hours, located
in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to
help, please call. All races needed Compen-
sation $3,500 00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confidential Please call
310-285-0333

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOIWIEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32. Egg
donors find it emotionally rewarding to help
anonymous infertile couples $4,000 com-
pensation Call 1-888-411 -EGGS, Kellie
Snell, Creative Conception

» i/A 4 « t # //.^ 4 * t tf #^A.%.t < #^AJLtiy#A<.l.Tr#y.^Jt3L If »'J J93MMW¥nrPP'V^K''.* wo »m «*m-* ^»»««« »0om\ *m\
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Life ofthe Party!

Party on Ralph!

Actually the party now IS on Ralph!

Thanks for the menranes Ralph! '

MOST UCLA students dnnk no nwre than

4 when they party. So what?

So, students who drink 4 or less have

better love lives, are happier with their

relationships, and don't become the

"Life of the Party".

isfunl

Ralph

here

was
demons!'

rating

his

uncanny
ability 10

make a

total ass

ot

himself

Sure he

was fun

lor

awhile

The

"Life ot

the

Party",

but then

Ralph

started

pounding

down
the

brewskis

like a

bone dry

sea

sponge

It was
down
the

hatch

and

damn
the

torpedoes

< Ralph

had a

one way
ticket to

part^and.

and by

lOve he

was
going to

live a

imle He
babbled

on and

on about

some

fluy

named
Dick.

who had

a good

head

and

loved to

social

lie

This

Oickhad
heard

that the

party

line was
long, but

if he

could

adhere

to the

dress

code he

could

flutter

about

ACROSS
1 Old Norse

inscription

5 Bellows
10 Work crew
14 Fashion

designer Cassini
15 Match
16 Ostrichlike bird

17 "— theNighr
18 Mel Gibson's

Oscar-winning
film

20 Final

21 Gamble
22 Pulpits

23 Sacred bird of

Egypt
25 Type of pickle

27 Plateaus
29 Satisfies

33 Train bed
34 Guitar part

35 One of the tides

36 Rower's need
37 Ways of

walking
38 Couple
39 Snooty one
41 Beattie and

Reinking
42 Abrupt in

speech or
manner

44 Raucous
46 Belt holders
47 Count (on)

48 Main role

49 Basketball's

Malone
52 Compete
53 Chatters
57 "Going, going,

gone ..."

speaker
60 Actor Jannings
61 Horse's gait

62 Tan
63 Gather (leaves)

64 Movie dog
65 Loafed
66 Farm buikjing

17

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IMIAIGI I GAL

ISIAIDIAITMOIPIEIRIAITI I INIf;l

s
H
O
Lia SQQ [QglS

LIE D

A NID

AIPITIEIDI

LSDIZISS
I G H TIRIOIPII

BQSOS SSBD QBB6]

DOWN
1 Muddy the
waters

2 Arm bone
3 Court dividers

4 Vain one
5 Synagogue

leaders

6 Fairy-tale giants
7 What the

suspicious
sniell

8 Clergy member:
/ abbr.

9 Watch
10 Imaginary

mischief-maker
1

1

Melville's sea
captain

12 Roman
emperor

13 Pistols: slang
19 50%
24 — , humbug!"
25 Pipes
26 Kinds
27 Intended
28 Blunder
29 Boxing tactic

30. Pause
31 Grassy areas
32 Location
33 Office hotshot
34 Working

parents
employee

• 37 Celt

40 Priest's hat
42 Jungle snake
43 Boarding-

house guests
45 Lucy's partner
46 Eyed

lasciviously

48 Feudal subject
49 — Hari

50 Yours and
mine

51 Native of

Glasgow
52 Bridal attire

54 Asian nurse
55 Kid's wheels
56 Musher's

vehicle

58 Kimono sash
59 Character actor

Beatty

T5

good tnw cal Student Heath Education

union!)

When
Ralph

hnally

did shut

up

(actually

he

finally

passed

out,

thank

GodI he

once

again

became
the hie

of the

party

He
helped a

Literature

maior

polish

up on

her

prose

with a

pretty

per-

manent
pen

When
Ralph

didn't

quite

make it

to the

iinie

boys
room a

iShoto-

loumaksm

student

was
thereto

bravely

capture

his Imie

accident.

and a

premed
princess

got a

chance

to try out

her new
"wont
rub off

"

lipstick

on
Ralphi

What a

chump
Hey

Ralphi

Most

UCLA
students

drink

four or

less

when
Ittey

party

Some
don't

drink at

all

Ralph

drinks

loo

much
He

should

drink

less He
should

talk less

too He
should

bathe

more
too' Not

to

mention

his

breath

It's youi

life, so

party or

Ralphi

Just

ramem
ber

When
you've

done 4

you're

done

Daily Bruin Oassified
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UniVERSITY OF LA VERNE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

A happily married couple seeks to
adopt a baby to complete our family.

Our two year old adopted son
would love to be a big brother.

Ifyou can help us fulfill our dream,
call WeiHty/Fred.

,^ (800)4*4-2543 Code: 9097
<?'---'- --^^•"-^-

-

' Mnir/?rrifcifc

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• InnovaHve & Supportive Environment
• Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

— PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

• Certificate • AS/BS Degrees .

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:

for sale

2700 - 4500

San Fernando Valley Campus^
21300 Oxnard St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818) 883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

La Verne, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

HOMt rvpisis
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-
tial. Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105.

tL

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-88S411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

=0

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looking for a Jewish egg donor. Can
you help us? If you can, call 310-828-5788

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

ucla's queer magazine

Pick it up where you see the Daily Bruin.
For more info call 825-8500

FREE RECHARGEABLE LONG DISTANCE
calling card. Usage only 19-cents per minute
with no per call charges! Call 310-712-5622
24/hrs.

rurnnaro

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS&FOSTER. Also Orthope-
dic twtn-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,
Queens-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95 Futons-
$149.95 Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,
Bunkbeds Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-
ed 310-372-2337.

MOVING. Diningroom set w/2leaves/4
chairs Excellent. $150. Sofa. Designer fab-

ric $100 Entertainment Center. White
$50.Small bookcase $25. Must sell! 310-
477-9777/310-444-3903

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-
ly, good quality. Mattress, box, and frame,
$150. Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS

^ FORWNTRQTR98
BOOKS INCLUDING Econ; 130. 160 Lots
of Sociotogy books including: Sociokigy: 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc Psy.), M150
(Soc of Againg) & M162 (Soc of gender)
Art history 56 (reader only) Sold at ctieap-
er price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-
836-1023 for Mk;hele after 6PM.

II nsmnMiits

••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
IT Low Monthly Rates "^
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

^ ^ 213-462-^2329 ^••*•••••••

Advertise for FREE in Bruin Bargains. Items $100 or less. Prints every Wednesay and Friday.
Display
206-30^0

ANXIETY
Are you or Is someone you know 1 8-h years old and suffering from

Anxiety? You may qualify for an important medical research study

If your symptoms include:

Excessive Worry

-r , > _ Feeling Tense or Irritable i^ _„^.

G Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

''''^"^^'i' . DEPRESSION
Are you or is someone you know 1 8-^ years old and suffering from

Depression? You may qualify for an important medical research

study if your symptoms include:

Loss of Interest or Pleasure
*

Sadness or Hopelessness

Sleep Disturbance

Qualified participants may receive up to $880.00.

At California Clinical Trials, a premier research facility, we are

focused on testing medications that could possibly improve lives

and lead to future medical breakthroughs. Qualified participants

will receive quality care fi^om our research staff, a free basic physi-

cal exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solu-

tion and call now.

TOLL-FREE

I -888-CC-TRIAL
(l'888'228-7425)

-" California Clinical Trl\ls
mm

step up \o ihe Lafesi in

Research for Psoriasis.

Are you suffering from plaque psoriasis?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could recieve study-related treatment at no

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440

transportation

4500 - 5500

89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO; 4-wheel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

conditon. rims. CD/stereo. $10,900. Must

see. 310-879-1484

/ l^fdhi HmMMT

IPMH^RMrS

CyclcTimc Insurance Services

•Motorcycle* Motor Scooter 'Mopyed
Ll«b«Hty Inauranc* M now lti« law

. It'a laaa ttian you minfcl

No Kidding!
Call for a free quote.

(310)275-6734

'W^P^

Sale

1985 HONDA PRELUDE, drkgrey, 5-speed,

sunrool, CD, 120K miles (60K on new en-

gine), new tires. Must selll $2500otx). Call

Dave 8310-824-9540.

1988 HONDA CRX. White. Air-conditioning.

IIPG49/54 Recent 30,000mile service. New
llrakes&seats. 5-speed. Clifford security sys-

tem. 155,000miles. Efficient car $3,300 Da-

vid: 310-473-3334.

fforS^

1985 YAMAHA 125Z. Black. Only 6000
miles Perfect condition. Sold w/ gloves, hel-

met&lock $600 Call Fabrice 818-246-3853

CARS
"too/ 500 1980-1997. POLICE IMPOUND
Sondes, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities

ustsell. 1-800-772-7470 ext 7111

IHONDAACCORD LX 1986. 5-speed, 79,000

fniles, original owner, very good condition,

|3950 310-451-4787. Evening or message

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches, Cadil-

lacs. Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes Also Jeeps.

4WDs Your Area Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings

out^jImeniM^
Konnd Trip Airfares

I'.ii k.im-. lo ti.il.i().ii;rjs,

M.ii hu I'm till. Uikr I Kik.ik.i

HiK rms Aire

l.iiiKi

V. sh;J(1

s.io I'.iiilt) / Kit) '-(iHS

Oiiay.iqiiil / (<iiiiii s.-,y.-.

Santi.it;!) sji'2.'>

Package 1 ours also available

For :n() <ir.2 8H'.ii

Kfs: Hoo 2M<j or.iy

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES •
London ^88 Moxlco %150 Hong Kona $389
China ]a«0 SydnM S620 Bangkok 1370

40"/o-80'>>. OFF ALL FARES
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1 -aOO-892-7216 24 hrs.

l'Hf>l KSSIDNAL IRAVhI. SKHVK J

*^'urh Ann ru .in Spct i.ili-.(s

^v^f^nm JPai^^

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34&up. 1-888-PICANTI Space limit-

ed

wmm

STUDENT
TRAVEL

services

'V*2..di

^
5800 - 7300

"'mimimmiiiitmmmmmmtmmmmmmmm

..^snotfMMu;:

Honolulu $280
Cancun..... ...$484

Paris .77.....77. .7..... .$398

San Francisco .$76

London $428
Ptdugn vt Imm hra biud on tfouM* oauywiCY AD lirit art

rowidtnp tnxn LAX Ti> net mludx) Soon iistncTions may ipiily

i (310) 824-1574
: 920 Westwood Blvd.

B www.sta-trav«l.coiii

i^wW

SPORT SCORES
1-900-407-7785 Ext. 9344. $2.99/min. Age
18^ Serv-U 619-645-8434

STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organization.

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

$CASH FOR COLLEGE$
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890.

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to lund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu org

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN AIR, CAR, HOTEL RESEWATIONAI

httpJ/Www.prtsmaw9b. com/aquatravel

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Intematonol Airfores

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomodations

Cor Rentals

•AsJo*Alric(j*Ausfnillo*Euro|)e*SoiJth Americo*

*liKlia*Cono(lfl*MexJco*Howoii*

PncMon BiBitel K) Ovrai aatnul none* MxMiMy moy b*

wnM and lonw ndncHons may apply Plus Tons

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 WKshin. Suite 434, Wtstwood CA 90024

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your business All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

I3303.

/lllstate
lfoiA«in0oodhaiid&

Insurance Company
(310) 312-0204

1281 W©st>A/oocl Blvd.
C2 biks. So of WHs>->lre)

I 1 ' •»

BooSr rt!

"Muttis^ort Aav«ntur«"

$310
"Hilling Adventure"

$356
"NtfW York Evplorer"

tus uir/ure 4) O 1 D

FAUS am SUUECT to CHAWU. RESTRiaKMB*

. AWY.
CSTinNOIN^

QEE: CmmcIIm Imcniaiwaal

I Uacatioiial CxchaaKe

,10904 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles .

(310) 208-3551

.,1020 Westwood Boulevard
i' Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852]

Aiih

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULr
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«U NOW
EOR-EREEJiyfilE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000
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(kNiipaiiBf/Mtafnol

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—http://www.tfielaweb.com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter tfie

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

",i • .' .M . I • .. I.MED.-

Supportive, confidential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationsfiips. Hypnotfierapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-
wood Village. Carole Cfiasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643.

LuCia
IJcc-troix'sis I.V Skinciiic

IfJ VVfSTVUOOn SINCf lObG
.lAFf IK.fNSfn *. BOARD CfRflflEO

• FLASH « BLEND METHOD
• DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
• PRIVATE ROOMS
• FREE CONSULTATION
• EUROPEAN FACIALS
•WAXING

M2()cS-819:-5LJ
1951 WESIWOOO BLVn

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElECTRolysis

& SkiN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase «

• permanent hair removal for men &
women

• permanent make-up
• Facials, waxing, body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

probes & sterilization

• Free consultation 1 5 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• West L.A.

A*

(510) 475 8979

t

(Ol NSI I.IN(;

with COMPASSION
and CONHDENTIALITY
KAREN DERR, PhJ>.

Lic.*13164

(310) 3J7-16M

KAREN SCHLAFF, PtuD.

Lic.#l37»4

(310) 472-6430

R.MILES UYCHOCO. Ph. D.

Lk.#l4386

(310) 539-7675

Westwood Offlce

IS LIFE GEniNG YOU DOWN?
Talking to the RIQHT person can fwlpl

AFFORDABlf, QUAUTY THERAPY

TVOfMM TnOflMftf PtiaD.

UccnMd
Psychologtst

(PSY 14489)

Ufa TVansmons.
0«pr*a«k>n, Lost,

S«H-£M«am, AnxMy,
Pramarilal Couna«Nng.
Survtvor* of Emotional,

Pttyaical, or Saxual Abu**,
OvaraatlnB. Body Ifnag*.

Adult CtilMiw I of AlcottoNct,

MuWMiNural/Multiothnlc IMUM.
CoupiM ConMcts or Braak-upa, ate.

TWw mat Brat alai>
and caM Dr. Iftmnna Thowiaa

(310) :2o-j&-l4 Free Ccp.suitJtion

Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

;T««TTIIIT^THITI»IIITTgTT;

Contemoo Nails
Manicures Pe(jicures

Rlls & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Btvd, Beverly Hills

(btvwi. Gregory Way & Olymptc Blvd.)

Mon^eit9-7pm
Free PaflOnig

NoAppt Neoe^ary

Call (310) 85&S879
llITIIIIHUCIHTIITIIIITag^

L^ IMNiWllloriieyt

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/n/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYiii F)at fee/low cost/payment plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc (UCLAW "^

800-420-9998/310-207-2089

Classifieds
825-2221

Bruins get 20% off private party Classified advertising. Just stiow us your Student/Faculty/Staff I.D. card,
Display
206-3ni
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GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perienced immigration attorney. Reasonable

rates and free consultations. Call 213-251-

9588 for attomey Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThie Easy-Inexpensive Wayl

Visas, Work Permits, & Labor Certification. A
California Corporation Since 1982. Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200.

II^IVIIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green

cards, visas, work permits, lat)or certification,

deportation. Reasonable rates. Attorney Ge-

offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

HONEST I^AN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notk:e ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. SF, LV, SD, A2. Go Bruins.

JERRYS f^OVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio 1st lesson free

No dnjm set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching expenence. All Ages/Lev-

els Leave message at: 310-307-3012

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience. Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

techniqu' •

^' " '

PlVfotSlOII8I

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL, Word Processing,

and complete resume services 213-444-

2033

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
FAST ACCURATE, RELIABLE. Reasonable

Rates 20% oft your first project. VIcki, 1-

800-59 1 -6832ext. 5030. E-mail
73473.2635©compuserve.com

Essay Editing
Online

SPEEDY WORLDWIDE
SERVICE

1 -2 DAY TURNAROUND
w/wvk^.swifty.com/ole/

e-mail: mirelandc; pmc.com

irJTERNATIOr>JAL EDITING
OrjLltJE

1-604-612-4552
i/ISA MAbTCRCARD

Speedy Research
Over MJMlqria * dln£|i^^flMcHali tor

rcMMTti HriMaacc MM oal]r!

654e HOLLYWOOD BLVD 2NO FLOOR.
RM.209 LXM ANCCLES CA 90028

Houn Mon-Fn 10 30un-6pni> SMurdavi. llpin-4pin

Cuslom Rncarch available • Viu/MOAmen/Fax
CaU Todtj!

I-8O0-356-900I

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 week class
Job PlacenDent Servk:e

800/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Dwcourn wrth StudfH ID

I

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al sutUBCte. ThwesOMtmnnn.
Peraoral Slalemerts. PrapoMlB and Books

jntefrainnai sludenlB waksme.
SINCC1906

Slwron Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 4704662

Classifieds
825-2221

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome, Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028. Pager:

21 3-344-7 581. http://www. online-
labs.com/danni/res/index.htm

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D

Chemistry, Physk:s, English Elementary thru

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693

NEED WRITING HELP?
EXPERIENCED TUTOR In English and 86-

cial Sciences. $25/hr Melody: 310-393-

2150.

PHYSICS/MATH/MECH-ENG tutoring. Intro-

ductory and intermediate level; $20/hr. Ex-

perienced, helpful, and easy-going tutor. Lui-

gi: lrp4dcornell.edu/310-391-8173.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr, avoid high agency

costs. Most subjects, all grades. Specialize

in writing and LSAT. Call Melanie ©310-442-

9565.

SPANISH LESSONS. Expenenced. Master

degree. One on one. At your home. $25/hr.

First class free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087.

THE WRITING COACH
ExperierKed teacher, Ph D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence. History Foreign Students Wetaome
Call: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-wnter, young,

superb papers guaranteed. High school and

below weteome. Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

FRENCH TUTOR
TUTOR WANTED for bright, cooperative

high school student. Location Bel-Air, near

UCLA. Competitive rates. 310-234-0177.

lO+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
Applk:atk>n Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING FORMATTING DISSERTATION^-HES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.
ACE WORDS, ETC. 310-820-8830.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it tor you. Fast,

accurate&neat. S2/pg Call Iris 310-839-

3101 or page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissenatk>ns, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

l^nk», 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

employment

7400-8300

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing

"How-to" books, reports, and manuals,

for free info-pack!! 1-800-466-9222,

7891.24hrs.

PLEASE HELP ME
FIND 10 PEOPLE from Turkey International

company just opened business. Big oppor-

tunity to make money. Call-ASAP 310-884-

6368.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For smaM business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1 OOOWK P/T, F/T. Set your own
hours. No experience necessary Will train.

Free information 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269.

tiaNMii' DppwtyB^

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE afterschool child

care 2BOYS {8&11) M-F 3:30-7PM Re-

sponsibilities: Driving, afterschool activities,

+hw. References+valid license needed.

$140/wk. 310-477-7171.

MOTHERS HELPER. Tue-Fri, 4pm-9pm.
Sat, 12pm-5pm. Light cooking, cleaning,

watching kids. $8-10/hr 310-202-0172

MOTHERS HELPER. Tuesday-Thursday-

Friday from 3:30-6:30pm. Must have car

Brentwood area. $8/hour. 310-395-0623.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny
for active 5-yr-old t)oy. References required.

310-573-9393 aftneroons and evenings M-F.

TUTOR/SITTER FOR 9 year old boy. 3-5

days 3:30-7:30. In Brentwood. References

please. Call Mary 310-826-8940

Retail Sales
Full-Hme/Part-time sales of

designer wedding & evening gowns.

Salary, Commission, Bonuses.

CALL Pauline at (310) 474-7808

$6000 -^ R MONTH
ASIAN GIRLS UJANT6D

all others welcome, for incoll massage
No sex Involved. Clean, discreet, safe,

close location. Will ttain, start now,

pick your hours

(^13)666-5803

EDUCA .r.A. rHERAPIST ASSISTANT.

Work with LD-ch(ldren. Requires BA, current

enrollment-Masters level program in Educ-

related field. Resume: Kellye McKinna, MA.
1011 Havenhurst Dr. LA CA 90046.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk.

$11.25/hr Long term opportunity with a new,

exciting brand. Stephanie081 8-500-0966.

UCLA Annuiil Fund

$8.10/HR. PLUS BONUS
fMO TMMMS • COMEHKMT UNHWUMS

(Sun -Thna. tvmlngi. 2 <Mli on So 4 Sun iflemoont)

ContKt Carlos Gomu
310-794-0277 .--^

1083 Gayley Avenue. 4th floor, Westwood
we are able to otter work study

7500

Sales

"Earn Money and Experience"

Excellent sales opportunity
Initial Talent Tree Staffing Services

is looking for an individual with sales

experience to canvas the Downtown, West
Los Anseles and South Bay areas. Earn

valuable work experience while continuins

your education. We are looking for highly

motivated, self-directed professionals.

Excellent pay plus commissions.

Part-time days.

Initial
Talent Tree

Staffins

Fax resume to Marilyn Darcey
at (818) 907-1410.

WORD PROCESSING. Typ.i.y, j^rooling,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me.

Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

rowc

advertise

classified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

W -6^

HSEKEEPR/BABYSTTR
NEEDED to live-in Sat&Sun Experience

nee. References. Please call Tracy 310-470-

7019^

BABYSITTER/MOM'S HELPER. Must love

kids&have experience, tor West LA family

Saturday night&other hours as needed. Call

Tracy 0310-470-701 9.

CHILD CARE ^DRIVING NEEDED for

6&11yr old. Safe driver w/clear record, valid

license-finsurance a must! Male/Female

okay M,T+alternate F afternoons* school

holWays Flexible hours $10/hr + gas. 310-

458-5903

COMPANION NEEDED for 2, fun girls (14

and 11). 1-2 days/wk $8/hr Homework asst;

driving required Call Kate 310-454-6437

COMPANION/DRIVER for 15yr old girl. Af-

terschool approx 2-6pm M-F. Light cooking

Driving(our car) March-June 1998.Culver

City.Call after 7pm or weekendsO310-737-

9125.

AFTRACTIVh. SELF MOTIVATED, wonitin

needed for lingerie modeling No nudity. Rx

cellent compensation!' Will not interfere

w/sludies Christine@8 18-545-8855 Ext 3

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-763-8279.

**RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nk:e attitude.

Needed M. W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontk:

offk:e in WLA and Irvine. With excellent sal-

ary and benefits. Please call: 310-826-7494.

NEW FACES WANTED
International Talrnt Group it now

lookin|;for n^pw facpft & new talent for
Telrviaion, Film, (Commercials, Music

Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types. ^

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY NO EKES
AUDtTioNtN<;Now(818) 379-7070

Rent that apartment fast! ADVERTISE

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company in Santa Monica. Must be com-
puter literate. (Quicken/Quick Book a plus)

F/T,P/T, benefits. Hourly rate. Fax resume:
310-788-0644.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-

wood. One bedroom and salary. Experience

and references required. 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-time late spring. Must have
pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCERS: Santa Moni-

ca based entertainment firm seeking well or-

ganized self-starter Skill sets required: de-

tail-oriented, computer literate. Great oppor-

tunity. Fax resume: Blue Water Entertain-

ment. 310-458-0247

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr, day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes, 310-973-7974. International Bar-

ternJer's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,
M-F at Private Club. Experience-i^personali-

ty++ Theatre Arts, Music&Drama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come. MUST be energetk:, enthusiastk;, very

outgoing, team player MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98. CaU An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr+commission learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

. quired. PT/FT. Santa Monica office. 310-394-

3364, Scott. FAX 310-656-2434.

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now hiring! Summer fun in-

cludes: jet skiing, beach days, amusement
parks, camping trips, d.j. dance parties &
more! Call Lindy at 310-477-2700

CAMP COUNSELORS
WESTWOOD RECREATION COMPLEX
seeks camp counselors for kkls ages 5-12.

Must be at least 18. Experierx:e preferred,

not required. $7/hr, minimum 32 hours/week.

June 22-Aug 28. Call Caroline at 310-473-

3610.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/customer servk:e agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel. WORK 15-

20HRS/WK. $7 75/HR+.32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE., LA
90024. PHONE 310-794-0151. FAX 310-

794-8503.

CARRIER- M-F Hours flexible. $7/hr Must
have reliable car and proof of insurance and
general office skills as well. Paul or Sandi:

714-571-0227.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-
cials, and musk: vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wortc guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CELLULAR PHONE
SALES

BEVERLY HILLS COMPANY seeks annu-

late, aggressive ir>divlduals to sell air-time for

leading cell phone companies. Inskto sales

Predrclive dialer Flexible/hours. $50/$100-

per deal. Commission. 310-247-9901.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS Individuals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open bodies of water

and/or contained pools. V/ill supervise child-

ren's water time at the ocean sfiore. MUST
have proof-of-certifk:atk)n&strong leadership

skills MUST be available to wori< 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

Men arxJ VVomen for
commercial, catalog
& print ads

$150 to $250 par hour
it Beverly Hills -k

it No Fee it No Experience
(310)-273-28qe

AdVERlisE

tl.issified displav

206-3060

external display

82.^)-2161

Displa"
206-3060
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UCLA DRUG ABUSE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE & HOSPITAL

THE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
CONSISTS OF :

Drill: \ltii-r |{r-.i,nli (..iihiil) MJC). M. Ihniuhis \n^Un.'l*h.h.

< <i!i<i r..i ilir >[\u\\ (ilOiHoi.! U.Tf|iior^ tK I)rii<iso(Alnis.'(^:SO|{|) \),

( hns i'Auns. I'li.l).

• Md.liuUK \«l.li<iion Mtdiiinr Sfrvit'<M-\ VMS). Ufi/N^r /w'»^. M.l).

• l.os Viiplr- \«l<li(iit)iriVt'alni«'m iS;, K«>«airli Cfiitrr (I. \ \ INC).

\\<illrr /./«-. M.I).

• Matrix hisiinifr (,n Atltlit lit»ri ( Ml \). liichard Huh son. I'li.l).

• I'rototvj.cs Woiii.n's ( ^iibr (PWC). Mviaii Broun. Ph.D.

RESEARCH AND CLINICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Research Areas:
•Cocaine/Crack, Heroin &

Methamphetamine Use
• Drug Treatment Process & ^

Outcome Evaluation '

•Criminal Justice System Interventions

•Pharmacological Treatment Approaches:
Methadone, LAAM & Other
Medications

•Street Ethnography
•Epidemiology of Drug Use
•Behavioral Treatment Approaches to *

Alcohol, Tobacco & Stimulant Use
•Dual Diagnosis

•HIV/AIDS

•DrugPohcy.

Clinical Facilities:

*Veterans Affairs Medical Center
•Community Programs:

Residential

Drug-free Outpatient

Methadone/LAAM Maintenance
• Neuroimaging

•Government Substance Abuse
Regulatory Agencies

The Consortium has accumulated data in

each of these areas and soUcits the

collaboration of UCLA colleagues in their

analysis and publication.

rei.i.ciwsi«iFS
The fellowship is a two-year training program that

provides comprehensive and intensive training

experience through substantive and —"—
methodological courses and supervised research,

with strong training in research design,

methodology, and statistical analysis. NIDA-
funded feUowships provide stipends, tuition and

UCLA health insurance.

Contact Becky Beckham, 794-2788, ext. 238

or email becky@ucla.edu

lilNnMlfl€kC(^eyA>Til «i

Substantive Issues in Substance Abuse
(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 295ABC)

Substance Abuse Journal Club
(Psychiatry/Biobehav Sci 402ABC

Independent Research course credit

(e.g., 194, 199,599)

Volunteer Internships

Contact Beverly Williams, 794-2788, ext. 249

oremailbev@ucla.edu

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
"

DARC's web page: hUp://>«rMrw.nied8eh.ucla.edu/8oni/npi/DARC7.

PWC's web page: http://www.prototype8.org.

For employment opportunities, cheek the DARC web page or contact

Becky Beckham at 794-2788, ext. 238. or email beck>^urla.edu

Monday, March 9, 1998
6pm*118 Kerckhoff Hall,

Conference Room
For more info x53305

GKre.&

NOMMO
30 years of

Classifieds

825-2221
Place your ad on-line It's fast and easy! www.dailybruin.ucla.edu Oispla'
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CLINICAL TRAINING for Dental Assistant as

professional career. 4 days/week with sti-

pend Call 310-477-24«8.
*

COH^PUTER DATABASE SKILLS. Filemaker

Pro preferred. UCLA Pulmonary Dept. clini-

cal trial. Up to 20tirs/week, $11 .00/hr Fax re-

sunfie to 310-794-8071.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps. Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working witfi children. 310-

472-7474x110.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Unkjn. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org

DRIVER FOR PRIVATE PARTY. 3-5 days

per week. 4 hours per day. ^7 per hour. Call

310-471-2482

Models/Actors

Are you lookins to be
a model, actor, or

extra? If so, call:

International
Casting Agency

(213)340-3749

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sesskxis. No
experience necessary. Eam up to $900/day.

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK WANTED for Century City Law
Firm. No experierKe necessary. Must be
able to work a minimum of 25-hrs/wk.

$8.50/hr. Fax resume and hours available to

310-282-8070.

kccei\e

Models Needed Now
No experiertoe reqiared

For catalog. printworK. magazines, movies

video and tv oomrnecctals

Men and Women of alt ages
Free Gonsultatkxi

CALL MOOa DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN
S200-S10C

fl DAY

DRIVERAVAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours,

Fk>wer shipper needs dependable workers.

$8/hr. Vehk:le provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

EARN $$$. Driving student home from

school five days/week. Paid cash. For infor-

mation call Chrystal 310-247-1996.

FfT. WRITER for immigratk)n law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

to refer models to

PERFECT 10
MAGAZINE

$1000 if the model is photographed,

$10,000 is she is the top

coed for the year

or if she finishes in the three In

Perfect 10's unique $435,000
modeling pageant.

Winner of pageant receives

$200,000!

Call 310-550-0062 for deuils or

see www.perfecttcn.com

Congratulations to Our

15 Senior Spotlighls!
Bruiniife

Yearbook would

like to

congratulate the

15 winners of the

Senior Spotlight

Award.

We would also

like to thank all

who expressed

interest and took

the time to apply.

Good luck and

continued

success in your

future endeavors.

The
Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize distinguished UCLA seniors. These

talented students are chosen from a large number of senior applicants, each of which has

excelled in many areas during their career at UCLA. Each year these "spotlighted" graduates

receive a special page in their honor in the senior section of the Bruiniife Yeart)ook. This special

recognition of outstanding seniors is unique to Bruiniife and is only one of the many interesting

ways UCLA and its students are captured in the yearbook.

Today, Bruiniife would like to recognize Vincent Villanueva for his outstanding achievements. Read

about him, along with these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in this year's Bruiniife Yeaiixwk:

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilefia

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevalil

Rosyln Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu

FILE-CLERK and some'appointment sched-

uling in dental office in Westwood. P/T, M-Th,

12-6pm. $7/hr. 310-208-4036.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff wfiose summer frame is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarillo,

Malibu, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200-^ Call 816-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol.com

GENERAL OFFICE—P/T. M-F, 8:30am-
1:30pm. Beverly Hills real estate attorney

needs secretary skilled in Word Perfect and
general office procedures. Fax resume
w/salary requirements lo 520-299-0198.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA Conversation only. Flexible hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

Student and rion-student workers. Flexible

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bmce at 310-825-7686.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. WesUvood
Village Boutique Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones.
Part time. Good pay for the right person.

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately. Rapidly expand-
ing. No experierKe necessary. Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR. Sinai Akiba, private school

near UCLA. M-F, 9-1pm. Must like chikJren.-

athletics. Call Jill Linder@310-475-6401.
ext.284.

LAB ASSIST/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT F/T

in a busy offk:e. Ability to juggle many duties,

attention to detail necessary. Experience

w/computers a plus FAX resume to Liz: 310-

443-5258. .

"

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed
Psychology student/work study eligible pre-

ferred FAX resume to: 310-268-4498

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1998 1-800-

305-4415, huntdOcc.umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL BILLING/BOOKKEEPER F/T or

P/T near Wilshire Blvd and Highland Ave.

213-634-7304.

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Premed/optometry. Freshman/sophomore.
Tues&Thurs. 16hrs/wk Jules Stein/UCLA.

Min GPA 3 5, Fax Resume to 310-794-7904,

Attn. Veronica

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FULL TIME RESEARCH ASSISTANT need-

ed for UCLA Pulmonary Dept clinical trial

Duties irKlude subject recruitment, interview-

ing, forms completion and data entry.

$11.00/hr. Fax resunw to 310-794-8071.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio tor upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types-18-fl Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for tree medk:al! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors Forestry, wikl life

preserve, concessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages^t>enefits. Ask

us how! 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OBSESSIVELY TIDY?
GOOD, help organize me, P/T You are com-
fortable w/computers and bookkeeping. Will

train the right person. 310-712-5450.

OFFICE ASSISTANT- 9-6 Phones. Word
Pertect, MS Word, shipping. Car a must!

$24,000/year * insurance. Fax resume to

Kim031 0-230-2301.

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job. Eam $100 or nrwre per day. Must
have own car. Call Michael 310-397-6869

Classifieds
825-2221

Need a babysitter? How about one with a university education? Place your ad today!

PART TIME FILE CLERK. 30hr/wk . Busy
rT>edical offce kx:ated at UCLA. Hours flexi-

ble. Great for students. $7/hr. Call 208-2772

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk.

Flexible. Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pri-
vate training opportunity. 5 days/week, M-F:

6am start. $500/nrKinth. Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PREGNANCY PREVENTION COUNSELOR
Working w/teenagers one-on-one and group

setting as well. 3-4days/wk. Salary commen-
surate w/experience. Also assisting program
coordinator. Julie: 310-219-0610.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI-
CIAN/COUSULTANT for laser hair removal

company in BH. Male prefered Friendly, de-

tail-oriented, will train. $20-23/hr. 310-247-

0999.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hrs/wk. Jr/Sr/or recent graduate in psy-

chology or business preferred Fax resume
310-472-1399 Also, see Jobtrak

PT/FT CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
needed at WLA VA rnedk^al center, Depart-

ment of Anesthesiology. Tasks ir>clude data

collection and transcriptkin of case report

forms. Knowledge of t}ask: medcal terminol-

ogy necessary. Contact Dr. Richard Chen at

310-268-3221.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED at Beauty Saton

for a full/part time position. Call 213-852-

1166 and leave a message. Attn:Shula.

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
ChikJren book knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

SECRETARY P/T
Santa Monica doctor's otfk;e Excellent com-
puter&typing skiHs. Availat>)e immediately

310-451-9433.

SPORTS MARKETING
INSIDE SALES

Beverly Hills sports memorabilia company
seeks individuals with strong phorw skills

and knoledge of sports, partKulariy basket-

-ball. $150&fp/wk Commission. PredKitive

dialer Flexible hours. 1 -888-969-2274

STUDIO REPS NEEDED $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed. Woriting

w/other students Great P/T / F/T work. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports

Club Pak) Alto, CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professkxwl couple seeks
woman to help tfwm have a child through

surrogacy. $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED

APPOINTMENT SETTING for Established

Firm. Requirements: Effective Communica-
tk>n Skills. Intentk}n to Succeed. Excellent

Working Conditions. Flexible Hours. Call

Bartjara at 800-475-5768.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T in

WLA law firm 60+wpm and know Word Per-

fect Flexible hours $9-$12/hr Please fax re-

sume attn: Etonnie to 310-838-7700

TYPIST/ WORD PROCESSOR Innovative

new firm in Marina Del Rey Imaginative, mo-
tivated, energelK, marketing/advertising ex-

perience helpful. P/T. Open salary. Call:310-

305-8680 & fax resunie:3 10-822- 11 27.

WAITERWAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA. Must t>e fluent in

both English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

WANT A SUMMER JOB in marketing? Cam-
pus Directories-a natkinal publishing compa-
ny-seeks student to work as Marketing Rep
for profitable local publishing business. Gain
practical business experiece and earn up to

$15,000. See www.campusdirectories.com

for more info.

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
Children's weekend program at beach pri-

/ate club. Occasional weekday evenings!!

\4UST be energetk:, enthusiastk:, with lead-

ership skills MUST be available to wort<

weekends 6/15/98-Labor Day Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

WERE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provWe
support to tfie developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129

Displa*
206^'
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FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great
opportunity to learn about investing and get
licensed. Promotions to paid status guar-
anteed. Call 310-629-0463

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/office detail&people!
Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSIC/NEW MEDIA CO. looking for stud-

ents wtK) love to Dance/ Electronk; music!

Must be organized and have good communi-
cation skills. School credit. Fax resume: and
availability to April021 3-466-5121

.

housing

8400 - 9500

Part Time Job-
good pay

Prod. Co. looking to hire

people to scout models

and actors for new
project.

CaU now: (213) 340-3786

^HfUMillMMtS fof RMrt

$575 LARGE SINGLE
WLA/CENTURY CITY. Large-single w/full

kitchen&bathroom. Upper. No on-site man-
ager Awesome place! Call 310-446-6232
immediately Available April

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apartment, ideal for roommates. Garden,
courtyard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to

campus. 818-997-7312

1-BDRM $598 AND UP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET DELUXE, CLEAN, security-building.

Gated-partdng. Refrigerator, stove. Carpet,
laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423. Call

Bob.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER. $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY 'only 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS. 310-839-6294.

MALCOLM in WLA-Large 2bdrm/2bath.
$1195/mo. Avail Mar31st Hardwood floors,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, and
pool. 818-995-8866 Ext 307.

MAR VISTA $1,795 4-bdrm/4-bath. 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 3954
Beethoven st 310-391-1076

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Nice, 2bdrnn/1ba

apartment. Quiet building, hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/mo. $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS $975 Large 2-bdrm/2-bath, security,

fireplace, laundry, appliances. Near
shops/freeway. 310-836-6007

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Paris Drive. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS $1050. Large 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath

Loft, fireplace, balcony, private sundeck,
A/C, new carpet/Vyl-Near shops/fwy. 310-

836-6007

finSYQUR place

Apartment Listings

UCLA Community Housmg
R75-44P1

OnB bochooii) wHh bolcoiiy,

mahogany floors & burtxi* caipet,

smooui csHngs, iBcossecHiititing,

24-hr security guard, pool A spa,
waktoUCLA $1399

Oi Gal at (310) 474-2122 x372

PALMS $1795 4-bd-t-lott, 3-ba 3-level town-

house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5 3640
Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502
leave message.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Garden apartment. Immacu-
late. 1/2 block to buses. Near all 8-mi

UCLA Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager:818-

828-6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT
www.weslsiderentals.com

W.L.A7PALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550. Some/w
utilities included, laundry, nice area, and

more. 1-t)drm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C, large, uppers, and more.

2-bdrms $795-$1295. Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo with parking, laundry and more.

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, /V/C, bal-

cony, and more. 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building

Hardwood floors. Stove+refrigerator. 900-sq
ft, 1 -bdrm. Locked private garage. $975. 508
Midvale. 310-472-5752.

WIrP WP^WPWi

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-bdrm w/view, washer/dry-

er in unit, 2-bath Microwave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright, 21-sq.foot-jacuzzi

310-475-0807.

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New. Lrg. Balcony. Security bidg.

Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace. W/D inside

unit Month to month. Pets ok. $1650/mo.
310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm/1-bath only $575/mo.
Carpet, newly painted, laundry and parking.

1-mile from campus. Professional/Grads

preferred Call 310-723-0950.

* PALMS *
280, 2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPUCE,
BALCONY, GATED GARAGE^

ALARM IN UNIT __*!?**

• 3614 PARIS
(310)837-0906

460, 38A.,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, RREPLACE,
GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460 46A

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT

1 3954 BaattiovwSL $1796

(310)391-1076
Sa Op«nHouseMoh< Sat, 10-5 .S

THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision MAR. 5, 1998

J_

34

28

11

13

25

X

mi

CBS News

Beverly Hills, 90210 "The
Back Slory" (In Stereo) S
Science
Guy

Family
KHcfien

NewsS:

101

Dalmatians

Boy Meets
World [£

Pictlonary

Living

SIngteB:

RiddLake Mates won't

slop cheating

Primer Impacto

S

News 3:

Family
Matters 3:

Business
Report

K

Ju<te Judy
(In stefeo)

Home
Improve.

Martin (In

Stefeo) i:

Noticias S

NBC News

Fresh
Prince

Ent
Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo) E
Fresh
PrirN:e

Newshour With Jim
LehrerK

ABC WId

Real TV (In

Stereo) a:

Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

Mad About
YouK
NoHciero
Univision

Jeopardy!

LAPD:Life
on the Beat

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Stereo)

S

Hard Copy
X]

Access
Hollywood

Seinfeld X

Life and
Times

Wheel of

Fortunes:

Promised Land "The
Secret of Bluestem" [E

Friends (In

Stereo) K
Just Shoot
Me(R)B:

Diagnosis Murder "An
Education In Murder" S.

Seinfeld

"The Slicer"

Veronica's
CtoMtOC

*'/, Days at Thunder"
j
1 990) Tom Cruise. A cocky

challenger enters the world ol stock-car racing.

Riverdance: Live From New York City
(R) (In Stereo)

Prey "Infittratmn" (In

Stereo) X,

NHL Hockey
Forum (Ltve)

41 Hours (In Stereo) Si

ER "My Brother's Keeper"
(In Stereo) (B

(In Stereo) 11

Keiko Matsui: Light Above the Tre
(In Stereo)

*'/j "S//iyMad/sof7"(1995

hotel magnate's adult son goes b

Carolina Hurricanes at Los Angeles Kings. From the Great Western

Adam Sandler A
10 grade school.

Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

News

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

56

58

12

19

16

27

12

14

42

32 M

65

Biography "Nero; The
Power and the Madness"

New Explorers "Polluting

the Fountain ol Yooth"
Unexplained "Surviving

Pain and Torture" (R)

NAACP Image Awards The 29th annual event honors
positive portrayals ol Atncan-Americans m the media

Star Trek
Nine

Deep Space
Change ol Hean"

*', "The Sundowners" {^960. Drama) Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum Australian sheep drovers lace a challenging daily life

"Silence ol the North "
( 1 98 1 ) A woman linds

kxielmess and hardship m the Canadian wikJs 'PG'

World Today m

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

(4:00)* "The Couch
rry"(1987)Dan Aykroyd

Trial Story

Larry King LiveX

Foxwor^y:
Redneck Laugh

Prime Time Justice

Prime lime Put>lic Affairs

Maria Isabel

Law & Order'
View" X

Wild Things Orar^tans
care lor orphans m
Alguna Vez Tandramos

NewsX

X

Poinlol Biography "Nero: The
Power and the Madness

"

Cirque du Soleil:

Saltim^mco (R)

*** "D-Day. the Sixth o/J«ne"(1956) Robert Taytor
Two officers recall relatwnships with this same woman.

World TodayX

Daily Show
(01

Stein's

Mortey

Cochran i Company

Wild Discovery "Whales
Down Under" (R)

Melroee
Place

CoNeoe BasketbiA: ACC
First Hound - Teams TBA

Fashion
Fil»(R)

Bonanza: The Lost
Episodes "The Survivors"

Golden
Girls X
(4«)) MTV
Jams
You Afraid?

NBA Action

Golden
GirisX

Twelve
Viewers

Rocko's
Modem Ufe

Sainai
Moguls

Strange but
True

Model (R)

Movie
Magic (R)

Gossip

Wbtgs Over the Gulf (R)

(Parti ol 3)

News Daily

College Basketball Bn East Conterence
Tournament Quarterfinal - Teams lo Be Announced.

Carol
Burnett

Supermar-
ket Sweep

Carol

Burnett

5eW

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

WaHona "The Abdication"

bitimale Portrait "Rkkt
Lake"' (R) (In Stereo) X

So-CaHedUfeMySo^^alk
"DarKingin the Dark"

Dougl
Stereo)

X

I
(In

o)X
FOX Sports

«** "An Officer and a Gentleman" {}962. Drama) Richard Gere.

Debra Winger A hardened toser enlists rn the Naval Avialpn Corps.

PGA Golf: Ooral Rydei "" ~" """"

Open - First Round
Baywatch "Beauty and
the Beast" (In Stereo) X

WCW Thunder Bill Gokt>era Chris Jericho. DiartKxid

Dallas Paoe. Fiaven (Live) X

Rugrats(ln
Stereo) X

Bienvenidos

NcwExplofws
the Fountain of Youth'

X

X

CheersX

Lale Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Murphy
Brown X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
News X MghtiineX

Jerry Springer Woman
weighs 1,600 pounds (R)

Keerten hrory Wayans
Actor Kelsey Grammer.

Lata Late Show Acta Joe
Pantoteno. (In Stereo) X
Late Night Actor Scott

Wolt, music guest Flea. X
(R) (In Stereo) X

Life and
Times

Politically

Incorrect X

Sometfiing
Ventured

(R)X

Maury The unsolved
murder ol Gail Simpson.

Married..

With

Mad About
YouX
NotidasX

Vibe Muse guest Playa.

Noticiero

Unhrision

M*A*S*HX

(R)B1

Stereo) X
Hunter "Burned " (In

Stereo)

Riverdanca: Live From
York CHy (In Stereo)

** "Tetwf at London
Bridge" (}9eS)

People's Court (R) (In

Stereo)

X

Cops (In

Stereo) X
Star Trek "By Any Other
Name"

Ai Ritmo de la Nochc Guardianes del

Amor y mas.

Highw
pSrot

iway

Paid
Program

Unaxplalnid "Surviving

Pain and Torture" (R)

*' J "Johnny Got His Gun" (1971) Jason Robards A
young war casualty is lett armless and faceless. "GP"

** '/j "Foreign Cofrespondent" {^9AQ) A reporter
becomes embroiled in deadly European intngue.

CNN/Sports
Illustrated

Morwyline
(R)X

NewsNight Showbiz
Today X

* "The Couch Tr^p " ( 1 967, Comedy) An escaped
mental patient becomes a htp radio psychotogisi

Prime Time Justice (R) Cochran 4 Company (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

Cirque du Soleil:

Saltlmbanco (R)

Burden of

Proof (R) X
Foxworthy:
Redneck

CNN/Sports
Illustrated

Trial Story "The Custody
Case ol Kimberty Mays

"

Laugh

heCusI

Justice Files "Murder
Family Style" (R)

Behind the
Scenes (R)

Comiitg
Attractions

Sportscenter X

Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Music
Videos

Secret of

Alex

Beavisand
Butt-head

Happy
Days

Wild Discovery "Whales
Down Under" (R)

Supermodels Untamed

i5L

Strang* but
Tni*

TMSoup

Movie
Magic (R)

Night Stand

College Basketball Western Athletic Conterence
Tournament Ouarterfinai - Teams to Be Anrwunced

* V, "Murder n Black and While" ( 1 990. Mystery) A
detective sleuths a black police commissioner's death.

**Vi "Blind IV/fness"(1989) Victoria Pnncipal. A blind

woman tries to trap her husband's killers

All-Time Top 10 Top 10

Madonrm performances

Wonder
YearsX

College Basketball Arizona at Southern CalHomia
(l-'ve)

Highlander: The Series
"Money Ho Object" (R) X

*» "Mike's Murder" (1984, Suspense) Debra Winger
A bank emptoyee investigates her boyfriend's deam

Walter, Texaa Ranger
"Flashback" X

** "Best ol the Best" (1989, Drama) Five Amencan
martial artists compete in the 1988

~'

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Wonder
Years X
FOX Sports

Inside

Madonna

I Love Lucy

FOX Sports New

AH-fllms at

MTV(R)

Mary Tyler

MooreX

Law A Order
View"X

'Point of * "We Dive al Dawn"
(1943) Eric Portman.* "Tin Pan A/tey"(l94Q, Musical) Alice Faye. Two

composers and a singer seek lame m New Yorlc. X
"Silence of the North" ( 1 98 1

) A woman finds

kxieliness and hardship m the Canadian wikls. "PG'

Larry King Uve (R) X

Daily Show Stein's

Money
Prime Time Justice (R)

Croasflre

BE.
CNN/Sports
IHustrated

Saturday Moht Uve John
Goodman. XT

Cochran A Company (RJ

Public Policy Conference

* "The
Iron Mask"

ProMaa "Joshua Beir (R)

Interna-

tional

Dream On

Pid^
Program

Newsroom
X
Daily Show
(R)

Paid
Program

Wings Over the GuH (R)

(Parfl ol 3)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem(R)

Sportscenter X

700 Club Ranch for

underprivileged youlh.

Almost
Perfect X
LoveNne Anoekca
Bridges. (In Stereo)

Golden
GirisX

Taxi "The

Great Une
'"

NewhartX

FOX Sports News

»* "SoiOh Beac^ "(1992) Fred WiHiamson. Two
private eyes accept a challenge from an exolk: beauty

*V> "Vlindlold: Acts of Obsession" { 1 994) A woman
wants to revive the excitement m her marriage X
WCW Thunder Bi GoMberg, Chris Jericho, Diamond

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Melrose Place "PM" (In Stereo)

College Baskatbalt: ACC Tournament
it RoundFirst I

Bonanza: The Lost
Episodes

Golden
GirisX

SiiMladOut
(In Stereo)

DIckVsn
Dylle

Last Word

Teams TBA

iPrograi

MysteriesUnsolved
Slereo)

(In

Twehre

BewHcfwd

Horse R.

Paid
Program

Night Stand

College
Basketb^

Paid
Program

Homicide:
LHe

Musk Videos (In Slereo)

Odd Couple
I
Bob

X N«Mhart

WomarTs

The Hunchback" {i9Q7, Drama) A misshapen bell-

CoHege
I: Big 12

Silk Stalking*
Persuaskxi"

"

f jnnger ofters sanctuary to a Gypsy darxar. X
igi "'Fnend|y IHigManderrThsSertaa ILaFemmeT
"(In Stereo) m "Haunted" (In Stereo) X |Ftegime"(fl)

* *7he Prindpar (19(87. Drama) James Belushi, Louis Gossetl Jr
An urt>an high-school principel fignts campus crime.

Man From
|U.N.C.LE

MUta-tlew
In Stereo) X
Andy
Griffith

i> 34

33

35

(4:00)
'

Vate-Angl"

Dirtosaurs

(K!

** "The Evening Star' (1996, Comedy-Orama) Shirley MacLalne.
Aurora Greenway deals with three troubled grandctitldren 'PG-13'

Growing
"

Pains X
Growing
Pains iJ

Brotheriy
LoveX

** "Wind" {^992] Matthew Modine The US sailing

team races to win back Itie America's Cup "PG-13' X
4:30)**'/, "Runaway"
1964) Tom Selleck. X
4:20) ** "Theftoad
7/ter5"(1995)'R'XK

**^/} "The Return of

Jatar"(1994)'GX

***1uckerT}ieManandHisDrBtmt"f}9mHr »« "7M Ootto^her. P»r«r(1990, Drama) AlPacino, Diane Keaton Mob
inventor struggles to produce a better, sa

**'i "SpeHbnaker Secret ol the

Leprec/iauns" (1996, Fantasy) G"

*** "The Truth About Cats and Dogs "(1996) A radi

host lies about her kx)k5 to a potential suitor "PG-13'

** "Doc Ho/Vwooc/"( 1991) An arrogant physician is

detained in a small South Carolina town 'PG-13'

** ':Fasf *tonav"( 1996. Drama) Yancy
Butler, Matt McCoy (In Stereo) 'R'

er auto 'PG* InfightinQ leads the Corieones into a bkxxly gang war (In Stereo) 'R' X
*** "The flSscuers Down Under"
(1990) Voices ol Bob Newhart. "G" X

*Vj "'The flBs/"(1997. Comedy) John
Leguizartw. (In Stereo) 'PG-1T X

Misbegotten" {\99e) Kevin Dillon. A
unwittingly linked to a homcidal killer "Nl

become
X

* "The 3Mmp on the Baibie" (1 990,

Comedy) Cheech Marh. 'PG-13'

** "Larger Than Life"(\996, Comedy)
Bin Murray. (In Stereo) PG'X

**^/i "The SpHnre GriT ( 1 996) Alison EMolt. An ex-
con finds suspickx) and friendship in a small town. X

Walt Oianey l>reaants

'Donakfs Award" (R) X
Shock Video 3: Tunv^n
TV (R) (In Slereo) X
SSr^SeSSTThe
Stargate is threatened. X
**W "Ealing R
Paul Bartel (In Slereo)

Zorro (In

Stereo) X
Mickey
Mouse Club

TorMdsn Games //"

1997) Megan Hughes

** The Subsl/fi/fe''(19g6, Drama)
Tom Berenger. (In Stereo) 'R' X

Rekidant Dragon A tale~
ol a bookworm dragon. X

"Ghosf-
Darkness"

** TBm /VigW"(1996) Stanley Tucct. Struggling
restaurateurs prepare a feast for Louis Prima. "R

*** "Cafe Sode/vf (1995, Drama)982, Comedy)
"R" Frank Whaley (In stereo) "R'

Classifieds
825-2221

Bruins turn to the [?a//|^i?r///>7 first for housing, Display
206-3060
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KARIAKIN
From page 56

and the Warriors terminated his con-

tract, saying that he violated Section

16 of the uniform player contract,

which states that players must "con-

form to standards of good citizenship

and good moral character."

Now, I don't think my old Cub

Scout manual mentioned it specifical-

ly, but I'm pretty sure that choking

somebody violates the ideas of good

citizenship and moral character.

Of course, Sprewell and friends

don't see it that way.

"This decision is a victory that is

shared by Latrell and the other 400

members of our union. It reaffirms

the sanctity of guaranteed contracts

in the NBA," union President Billy

Hunter told the Associated Press.

Amen, brother; protect the sancti-

ty of those contracts, but do explain

to me where it rates in importance

with the sanctity ofhuman life.

You folks remember Billy, don't

you? He's the dope guy from a cou-

ple columns back. It's his job to fight

for his players regardless ofhow

guilty they are.

Feerick based the decision on the

technicalities of previous punish-

ments doled out by the league.

"The evidence indicates that there

is no history ofboth the league and a

team imposing discipline for the

same violent conduct, on or off the

court," Feerick wrote in his decision.

"This speaks to the issue of fairness,

as I see it."

Fairness? How is this fair?

I don't care what sort of contract

or lawyers he had, if Spree's job was

washing cars, he couldn't have gotten

his $5.25 an hour back after choking

his boss.

And you can be sure that whatever

job you have, they wouldn't keep on

paying you after you wrapped your

hands around somebody's throat.

Face it, Spree is getting his second

chance for one reason and one rea-

son only: he's famous.

It happens all the time, a pro ath-

lete or movie star receiving special

treatment from our supposedly

impartial legal system. It is so com-

mon that Spree's wasn't even the

only example in the sporting world

over the last 48 hours.

There was also the case of Red

Sox All-Star first baseman Mo
Vaughn, charged with drunk driving

after crashing and flipping his truck

early on the morning of Jan. 9 while

on his way home from a strip club.

When police arrived, he refused to

take a breathalyzer test, but subse-

quently failed eight other sobriety

It happens all the time,

a pro athlete ...

receiving special

treatment from our

supposedly impartial

legal system.

tests.

According to the Associated

Press, police testified that on his third

try Vaughn recited the alphabet "A-B-

I>C-H-L-M."

His attorney claimed the failures

could have been the result of

Vaughn's being sleepy, dazed from

the accident, or. get this, because he

had put on weight in the offseason.

Try that one the next time you

come up short on a midterm: "You

see. Professor, I missed all the multi-

ple choice because I have a big fat

ass.

I can just imagine the lawsuit filed

against ETS by the Overweight High-

Schoolers of America - "Ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, the SAT cleariy

discriminates against the metabolical-

ly challenged." Sizzler would be

named as a secondary defendant due

to the intelligence<lamaging effects

of their all-you<an-eat shrimp and

salad bar.

Are you kidding me here?!? What

the hell kind of defense is saying that

the guy put on weight?!? But it

worked: Vaughn was acquitted of

drunk driving and paid only the $100

fine for driving outside the lines.

But the best example had to be for-

mer Seahawk running back Lamar

Smith. Smith, less than a month into

a four-month sentence for a 1994 car

accident in which a teammate was

paralyzed from the waste down, was

released from jail for 24 hours

Tuesday so he could travel to New
Orleans and sign a fow-yesar'

lion deal with the Saints.

When was the last time you heard

about a guy who worked at

McDonald's being temporarily

released from prison because the

fries were up? Or a farmer being let

out because his cows need a milkin'?

The answer is never, because it

doesn't happen. But Smith got out to

sign his piece of paper. Why?
Because he is a professional athlete.

I mean, God forbid the team

should have to bring the contract to

him. I guess they just wanted to avoid

the heart-warming press conference

in which he would hold up his new

jersey and try it on ovef his orange

prison jump-suit.

Justice may be blind, but her sense

oftouch is just fine, and she can feel

the heat of bright-shining fame just

like the rest of us.

: it —

Kariakin is a fourth-year student. E-mail

comments/responses to

sports@>media.ucia.edu.

MOSELLE
From page 56

However, it wasn't always that way.

In his first two years, Moselle suited up

for just seven matches and received

playing time in two.

The redshirt freshman spent most of

the time playing with the third team

behind the infamous "blue wall".

According to Scates, Moselle would

work his way up to the second team

and practice well, but before he would

get the chance to play, he would falter.

"Sopie people adapt right away,"

Moselle said. "It took me at least my
first two years to really get into the

mental part to where I could go out

there and play and have fun and com-

pete and notjust go out there and try to

perform for the coach or for myself."

His inability to perform consistently

contributed to the ups and downs he

those first^few years.

The frustration he felt raised doubts as

to whether or not he should continue

with the program.

"There were many times during his

first and second years when he won-

dered if he would ever get a chance to

play," Gary Moselle said. "He was con-

cerned that he would maybe go all the

way through and play five years and

never get the court time.

"He was very frustrated. Many
times, he would call and say T really

don't know what I should do. I'm just

not living up to my own expectations.'

"I told him that it's better for him if

he sticks it out. I hate to see him start

something and give 100 percent and

accept failure. I wanted him to do his

very best, and as long as he loved,

enjoyed it, wanted to do it, I wanted

him to stick to it, but if it became a bur-

den when he hated it that was the end.

He shouldn't go any further."

Fortunately, Moselle did stick it out,

and he had a breakthrough year in

1996. He began the year like previous

years with little playing time. In fact, he

was not suiting up for most matches.

However, as the season progressed

Moselle gained momentum and actual-

ly found time on the court, subbing in

for Paul Nihipali. The playing time

boosted his confidence, and Moselle

would later play a key role in the cham-

pionshipmiL ^ ^_

In the MPSF finals, Moselle

replaced a struggling Matt Taylor. The

Bruins went on to defeat Santa

Barbara in a tight, five^ame match to

earn a berth to the Final Four.

"It was exciting," Moselle said. "I

was nervous but Coach had faith in me.

I needed to perform; some of the guys
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Singles from 8750-775

Now Available

UTILITIES INCLUDED

Wl StWOOD PI •?•
APARIMf NTS

hUl SOS OAYIEV AVE

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Ketton.

Gas, water paid $897/mo. Available now!

909-885-4182.

LEASE
BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS bright guest-

house. Separate entrance, bathroom/kitch-

en. Skylight, Italian tile, (rench doors, large

closets, pool, garden view. $875.

310-472-7068.

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm Private detached,

new guesttx>use in beautiful home Pool and

spa use and free cable $975/mo including

utilities 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guesthse Completely fur-

nished Garden view Studio w/k)ft $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

for RORt

mm ppp

Sprins Term Housins

Rooms from

H 334/quarter,
includins meals M-F

Women students only

824 Hilsard

(310)208-0906

1^

MAR VI Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patio, bart)ecue area Quiet-buikling.

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students Suitable for two. Definite must
seel 1525 Sawtelle 61, 310-477-4832.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beachi Open Saturday&Sunday Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny,

4bdrm/2bath house w/additionaJ large den

w/separate entrance. Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasfwr, stove, refrig-

erator, washer/dryer, garage, fenced Avail

Marchlst. 528-3rd St. $3300 310-571-0293.

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Rssociotes

Please Coll

.(213)896-6761
i

O'Melveny & Myers
||

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

mKFJIIBPI I II !

Room iof Ront

CondoAiBMmiiOMtfor RmI
• ilh.

washer-dryer, dishwasher, 2-car parking, se-

cunty building, central A/C, free cable, patio,

pets ok, $1600/month. 310-914-4254.

Classifieds
825-2221

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate
Nicely furnished private room, share bath.

Bus in front house, Westwood/Pico. No
smoking/pets $395/month+utilities 310-

475-8787

BEVERLY HILLS-Furnished private

bdrnri/bth and entry Light laundry and kitch-

en privileges Full time UCLA students pre-

ferred. $500/mo. 310-271-8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own bdrrM)ath

N/S, professional female to share apartment

w/2 females. $440/mo. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/lease 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623

BRENTWOOD Comfortable apartment

Room for rent, share bath $400. Closed

gate, laundry, pool. Near shops, buslines,

UCLA 310-472-1367

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, full kitcf)en, large bak^ony with view.

$595/mo. Avail starting April 1 st Just south

of Wilshlre (Veteran^Ohio) Please call Hick.

310-479-0789

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house $385 >1/4 utilities Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/ shared bath 3miles to

campus. Garden, spacious-f sunny Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking.

$435/H^O. 310-826-6705

SANTA MONICA Share own room in

2bdrm/2bath. 2-slory, sunroof, w/view, ga-

rage parking, washer/dryer Female pre-

ferred. N/S $700/mo. Avail 4/1. 310-552-

2892

WESTWOOD. 2 males to share Ibdrm/lba

in 2C>drm/2ba apartment. Secured butld-

ing+parking Water paid Jacuzzi/sauna KHI-

er view w/bakx>ny $350ea. 310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Room in a private home.

Grad student preferred. Walking distance to

UCLA $600. Leave name and telephone at

310-475-1713

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX. Charming furnished

bedreoom. Large ctosets, shelves Utilities

included. Kitchen privileges. 5-miles East of

UCLA. $375/mo. 213-939-2772.

WLA 1 room w/bakx>ny in spack}us 3-level

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no

drugs; Clean, quiet, responsible. Avail now
$450/nf>o. Partying. 310-204-5661.

WLA-2 BDRM/2 batti. Partially furnished

bedroonVprivate bath Pool/jacuzzi/steam

room Laundry facilities. Quiet, neat, tidy, re-

sponsible, serk)us student Must resf)ect pri-

vacy $550/mo -t^l/2 utilities 818-784-1355

or 310-474-6240 after-7pm before-9am.

^tteftoom

WESTWOOD- Male/Female to share

2bdrm/2bath apt.. Large, beautiful master

bedroom. Washer/dryer inside. Gated ga-

rage. 310-260-1165 or after 6pm 310-474-

1360.

WESTWOOD 1-mile from campus. Your

own bedroom only $400/nx> and share utili-

ties. Parking, hardwood floors, laundry. Ma-

ture, responsible fsl/S roommate who is easy-

going and fun Professional/Grads preferred.

Call 310-723-0950.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrnfV2bth

Spanish duplex. Responsible, fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $460/mo+

utilities-f deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

MAR VISTA-Femate to share w/2profession-

al women. Lovely okler home w/ooean view,

garden, laundry. $550/rTKi utilities included.

Day;310-825-3854, evening 310-391-4676.

MAR/VISTA $435/negotlabte Clean, spa-

ck)u8 rm+^ba in must see 2bdrm/2ba 2-story

townhouse Available ASAP-July-or-tonger.

M/F/okay lOmin-UCLA, 5min-beach, bakx)-

ny, gated-parking, full-kitchen, Joe 0310-

737-O077.

MARINA DEL REY/VENlCE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrnV2bath house. 3 bkx:ks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors. $550/mo+utilities. Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 -7853(night)

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Vtetor-

ian townhouse 2bdrm/1bath, upper w/ga-

rage. Full kitchen. Washer/dryer. Brand new
carpet Month to Month $400+hatf utilities.

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate needed to

share 2-bdrm/2-8tory townhouse Includes:

private-bedroom, garage parking, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities.

15-min from campus! $400/mo Please call

ASAP ©1-909-946-1145

VENICE/OVERLAND- 2bdrm/2ba in luxury

apartment to share as soon as possible

$650 Betty 310-213-6812 or pager 310-

841-7481.

WESTWOOD- Spring quarter Female need-

ed to ^are luxurious 2-t>drnV2-bath apar-

tment w/two other ugrads Strathnwre Re-

gency $375/month-HJeposlt. Call Irene 310-

443-5680

WESTWOOD. Spnng quarter sublet. 555

Qlenrock. Female to share furnished room in

2-bdrm/2-bath Security building/parking.

Available Apnl $387/nfK). 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD: Female roommate needed
Spring quarter Share large bedroom in

3bdrnV2ba apt $315/mo inc'uding parking.

Located 631 Kelton Ave 31 0-209-8U6. Ask
for Lisa.

WLA. Move in today Share cool Ibdrm apt

w/male UCLA student. Pico&Purdue.

$337.50^1/2 util. Leave message. 888-751-

4315.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-

many with 2 qmet dogs seeks 1 -3 bedroom
apartment/house. Poss. w/ yard. 1-619-459-

2324.

WESTWOOD, Gayley Female roommate
wanted for spring/sumrrier. $392/mo. Full

bath furnished opttonal, parking, secure

buiWing Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

WLA- Camden and Santa Monk:a. female to

share 2-bdrm/2-bath large furnished condo

thru end of August Share or own. 310-445-

1566

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos+new 3-t)drm on t)each Pools, tennis,

dance, horses 24-hr market Security 909-

737-9203.

Check Autos for Sale [4900] for tfie car you've been looking for.
Oispla*
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W. BASKETBALL
From page 56

— The Bruins spent the summer in

France playing in the Eurostars

Tournament and came back a com-
pletely different team.

When UCLA takes on Arizona
State tonight in Tempe, the Bruins

will bring an 18-7 overall record and
a 13-3 record in Pac-10 play with

them into the University Activity

Center.

The 13 conference victories are

already the most in school history.

With a sweep of the Arizona schools
- they play No. 9 Arizona on
Saturday - the Bruins can become
the first UCLA team to capture 20

wins since the 1991-1992 team.

UCLA head coach Kathy Olivier

attributes the experiences garnered

during the European vacation for the

huge turnaround this season.

us in so many areas," Olivier said. "It

helped our team chemistry, our con-

fidence, in virtually every a'rea."'

One of these areas is the team's

performance in close games. Last

year, the Bruins were 0-4 in games
that were decided by four points or

less. This year UCLA is 4-2 in games
that have been decided by the same
margin.

The basketball vacation allowed

the team to understand how to win in

high-pressure situations.

"We now know what to do in the

close games," said sophomore guard

Marie Philman.

A case in point was the USC game
on Jan. 23 in the Lyon Center. After

playing lackadaisically for the entire

game, the Bruins somehow found a

way to win the match - which was

competitive throughout - 68-64.

"(The Europe vacation) helped us

in the USC game," Olivier said.

Even though we didn't have the best
"The Europe vacation has helped game, we knew we were going to win.

Last year we would have lost that

game, but this year, we have been

beating teams in the close games."

The two-week experience in

Europe has also improved the team's

chemistry. The vacation gave the

team a reason to hang out with each

other, and in the process, they found

out that they like each other. Any
coach throughout the nation will tell

you when a team gets along with

each other, the team wins together.

"When you spend a lot of time

with each other, you tend to play bet-

ter," Olivier said. "They have respect

for each other. They all know that

they each can contribute in their own
ways."

A symbol of this good chemistry

on this team can be seen when the

starters are plucked by Olivier dur^

ing a game in favor of bench players.

Olivier likes to go deep in her bench,

going sometimes taking five players

siS the^iine. But instead of pouting

over minutes and points, the starters

instead cheer their teammates on

from the bench.

Another area that the vacation

helped improve is the team's perfor-

mance on the road. While the Bruins

of a year ago were just 5-8 on the

road, the current team has improved

to an 8-3 away record this season.

And two of the three road losses

UCLA suffered have been to oppo-

nents ranked in the top 10: No. 7

North Carolina at Chapel Hill and

No. 5 Stanford at Maples Pavilion.

"You usually go on the road, and

it's tough to win," Olivier said. "The

Europe road trip this summer helped

us so much. Now the four days of the

road trip go by so quick. In the past,

the four days were so long."

When the Bruins travel to Tempe
tonight and then to Tucson for

Saturday's matchup against

Arizona, the players will continue to

draw from their European summer
vacation for inspiration and guid-

ance.

MOSELLE

M. BASKETBALL
From page 56

are in a position now where they

should be considered for the tourna-

ment which says a lot about a team
that was picked to finish ninth (in

the conference)."

The 'distractions include losing

head coach Bill Frieder before the

season started and allegations of

point shaving by former players.

However, despite all the turmoil,

the Sun Devils have compiled an 18-

11 overall record and are tied for

fifth in the conference with a mark
of 8-8. Last year, Arizona State

wasl0-20 overall and 2-16 in the

Pac-lO.

Helping ASU to its surprising

season are senior Jeremy Veal, who

averages 20.7 points, and juniors

Bobby Lazor (17.3 points, 7.9

rebounds) and Mike Batiste (15.6

points, 7.9 boards).

But while Arizona State enters

the game with tournament aspira-

tions, the Bruins want to use the last

two conference games to prepare

for their run in the March race.

"Both games are big just from

the standpoint that at the end of the

season, you want to gain some
momentum for the NCAA tourna-

ment," Lavin said. "You want to be

able to feel confident and feel good
about yourselves."

Said senior Toby Bailey: "The
good thing about this team is that

we know what we have to do in

order to win."

And what they will do in order to

win is use their pressure defense.

UCLA got back into the game
against Washington, taking a one

point lead with two seconds left

MEN'S BA

4
Arizona State

PwdeyPavUkm

fox SportsWest 2

Ef»IESTL£EA>aily Bruin

after being down by as much as 19

points thanks in large part to the

press. (Though the Bruins would
eventually lose on two last second

UW free throws, 95-94.)

The press forced 12 second half

Husky turnovers. And the press

upped the tempo of the game, allow-

ing UCLA to get off 42 shot

attempts in the second half as the

Bruins scored 64 points in just one

half.

"When we had Jelani (McCoy)
we were looking at being more a

power team, focusing on our size,"

Lavin said. "But now to offset the

lack of size on our fronUine, press-

ing is a kind of natural (strategy)

and it also plays to the strength of

this group of seven or eight players

that are in the rotation.

"Now, I think that we're at a

position where we can't afford not

to press."

UCLA had a (difficult time

putting ASU away earlier this sea-

son, squeaking by the Devils 78-73

in Tempe.

From page 46

were injured in my spot so I was able to
_

step up, and we won the match in five.

"It was real close, but it was a real

character builder and then I started in

the semifinals when we played here in

Pauley against Lewis. And we won in

three and then my job was done. I real-

ly felt like I had something to do with

the whole championship team, and I

was proud.

"1 felt like part of the team for the

first time. I could really contribute. So

yeah, that was amazing, and at that

point, after winning a championship, I

knew that I was satisfied for the

moment at least."

Despite finding success late in the

season, it was short-lived. After the

championship, minor back injuries

sidelined him during the summer, so

(Moselle's) ability to

- play two different

positions has given the

Bruins much flexibility

in the lineup.

Moselle began fall into practice out of

shape. He found himself in a very

familiar position as Jantiary came
around and the season got under way.

But the fact that he had been

through the process of not suiting up
and not playing before helped him to

earn a starting spot a month later.

The Bruins would try a number of

different players at the outside hitting
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Skin
Care

PERFECT SKIN
Salon

Body
Treatment

1. [Click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

Boolclon^^i

[EDUCATED CHOICES

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

plus the titles are

o

01

Q.

50% OFF
Facials Reg. w/coupon

• Classic European ^jQ^ $32^

Clinical treatment
for acne

Glycol ic acid

treatment

$e0$30

$B6$30

30% OFF
Cellulite Reg. Wcoupon

Treatment ^^l/\ ^tOH
. Electro Muscle •l>W»V ^^\f

Stimulation

Waxing

• Full leg & Bikini $^ $24
••-'p $8 $5

%ri $8
• Underarm

5 Tanning Sessions $25 (woiff Pro)

1739 Westwood Blvd.

Free Parking at Ross' Lower
(310)268-1203

30%off
•varydoyl

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

..J

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. Youll be

reading in no time!

Conveniently Located in Westwood village
Across From Jerrys Famous Deli

Complete Professional

Eye Examination'

•New patients only.

Contact lens exam additional

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
Includes eye exam,

frame and prescription

lenses.

ON DISPOSABLE

^ CONTACTS
new technologically

|

advanced lenses

M • MHMlif pad tar teiMit and

oa« 2 «* lenes

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see better,

and look

better, too.

• comprehensive, computer
assisted eye exams

• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• free no obligation laser

refractive surgery

consultation

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD
Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

{310)208-4384* » t»*«t «••«•«

'^;..,); ^': >' .r),V''t^',iV''..;''!r-,^' -'.'Y>"'> '5Vr.^1'"ii^^^.',^i'^
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COOPER
i-rompageSS

doesn't show that confidence,"

sophomore All-American Katia

Roubanova said.

Despite the opinion of her team-

mates. Cooper appears unafraid to

voice her confidence in her ability.

"Right now I think I can compete

with anybody in the country, and that

makes me feel good." Cooper said. "I

know that I'm not going to be blown

off the court by anybody - I can

adjust rhy game and stay in every

match."

One thing is for sure, Cooper's

teammates will be hoping that her

confidence stays strong and that her

play follows suit.

The expectations for this year's

team are high despite the havoc that

injuries have wrought.

As the team leader. Cooper is

responsible for setting the tone for

the team. With a rigorous Pac-10

schedule looming in the coming

weeks ahead. Cooper and Co. need to

ask themselves: how badly do they

want to succeed?

SOFTBALL
From page 53

Swenson (3-3) and Erin Weiler (5-1)

both have the possibility of being

effective against Fresno. Both

Weiler and Swenson proved them-

selves in the Campbell/Cartier tour-

nament.

Besides pitching, the Bruins bring

to the tournament bats that are capa-

ble of getting clutch hits in Odom.
who is batting .371, and first base-

man Kim Wuest, who boasts a .394

average. Fritz's absence will be felt

in the lineup, as the team struggles to

fill the lead-off spot.

MOSELLE
From page 47

spot before Scates settled on

Moselle.

The stability that Moselle

brought to the team would help the

Bruins go on an 18-match win

streak, falling just a bit short ofwin-

ning the national championship.

Unlike the previous years.

Moselle began the 1998 season in

good shape. He spent the summer
playing volleyball and jump train-

ing.

By the time fall practice started.

Moselle had added 20 p>ounds to

his frame. The hard work over the

summer has paid off since he h^s

become the Bruins' most versatile

starter.

His ability to play two different

positions has given the Bruins

much flexibility in the lineup as_

Moselle has played both opposite

and outside this season.

"Ben's in a tough position 'cause

he has to play more than one posi-

tion," UCLA senior captain Tom
Stillwell said. "Ifhe is playing oppo-

site for a couple weeks and he goes

back to outside, it takes him a cou-

ple days to adjust, but he's such a

good athlete; once he adjusts he's

fine.

"He's got real good strength and

a lot ofjumping ability. Putting that

together and all the experience on

his fifth year, he's a great player out

there. He's a major asset in our win-

ning."

While Moselle has relied on his

physical strength throughout much
of his career, it is the development

of a positive mental attitude over

the last four years that has

answered the question. Will he do

it? The answer, as many opponents

have seen is, yes, he will!

LAKERS
From page 51

league history have recorded more

than his 528 wins.

The Lakers opened the season

with 11 -straight wins, but are 28-

18 since and have fallen into

fourth place in the Western

Conference. They were just 5-7

since the All-Star break entering

Wednesday night's gamp.

However, they have been ham-

pered by injuries, most notably to

O'Neal, who missed 22 games due

to a strained abdominal muscle,

and point guard Nick Van Exel,

who hasn't played since Feb. 15

due to an injured right knee.

Van Exel underwent diagnostic

arthroscopic surgery last week and

will be sidelined for at least two more

weeks.
, .

O'Neal. Kobe Bryant, Derek.

Fisher and Robert Horry all said

there was no truth to a report by Fox

Sports News that the players had

voted 12-0 calling for Harris' dis-

missal.

"I'm the team captain, and I did-

"There is pressure on all

of us ... to win as many
games as possible/'

Del Harris

Lakers coach

n't caH that meeting," O'Neal said.

"So I don't know where they got that

information from. All I can say is

that it's yellow journalism.

"We have an organization that is

-being run by players that played the

game and dominated the game,"

O'Neal said, referring to executives

Jerry West and Mitch Kupchak.

"And whatever Jerry and Mitch and

(owner) Jerry Buss decide to do, I'm

behind those guys because they run

this organization, and we just play

for them.

"But personally, I like Del; he's a

good guy."

Harris shrugged off the report

that he was about to be fired.

"There is pressure on all of us all

the time to try to win as many games

as possible," he said. "The only good

news about (the report) is that the

year that my Houston Rockets team

went to the finals (1981), the New
York papers had me fired four dif-

ferent times, so hopefully that will

work out the same way this year.

"We're still in a good position at

this point. ... What really will matter

is what happ>ens in the playoffs. So

we've -^till got time to settle and

make our best run .4urin§ the pla>

offs."

M.TENNIS
From page 53

6-7,2-6. .
'

.

use's second point did not come
without a struggle. Trojan George

Bastl and Bruin freshman Jean-Noel

Grinda claimed the longest match of

the day, taking the third set to a

tiebreaker.

Bastljumped ahead with a 6-1 first

set, while Grinda pocketed the sec-

ond set 6-3. Bastl regained momen-
tum in the tiebreak game to win 7-6.

The Trojans also managed to

avoid the doubles sweep as USC's

Kukal and Samayoa defeated Allegre

and Sands 4-8.

But ultimately the doubles point

belonged to the Bruins. Grinda and

Breen pushed past Bastl and Spencer

8-6.

The No. 2 doubles team of Decret

and Newman started slow, as USC's

team of Gottesleben and Zaman
pulled out 3-0. They stifled the

"I'm hoping this is

going to be the turning

point of our season."

Billy Martin

UCLA head coach

Trojans' start, defeating them 8-S.

"It was by far our best match for

both singles and doubles the whole

year - a tremendous win for us,"

UCLA head coach Billy Martin said.

"I'm tickled to death. I'm hoping this

is going to be the turning point of our

season."

'So was it UCLA's win or USC's

loss?

"They had nothing really to gain ...

and everything to lose coming in here

and playing us without (two oO our

guys,"said Martin.

On that note, the Bruins pulled out

all the weapons to avenge a loss to

use earlier in the season.

"1 knew things had to click for us

for us to really pull it out like this and

it did," Martin said.
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SPREWELL
From page 50

suspension.

Sprewell's attorneys had argued

that he was the first player to be penal-

ized by both the league and a team for

a serious transgression. His side

argued that the collective bargaining

agreement clearly states that a penalty

in a case like this could be issued by

either a team or the league, but not

both.

* Feerick rejected that argument.

Sprewell's side also argued that the

one-year suspension was too severe

when compared with previous penal-

ties issued by the NBA. They also

brought up cases of player-coach

clashes in other sports in which penal-

ties were issued by either the team or

the league, but not both.

The NBA argued that the penalty

wasiiot^xccssive, given the nature of"

the attack. The league's security

department interviewed 23 witnesses

in two days and determined that

Sprewell got into a fight with

Carlesimo at practice and choked the

coach, then returned some 20 minutes

later and punched him.

The union disputed whether a

punch landed in the second con-

frontation, but Feerick found that one

did.

The Warriors argued that they had

the right to terminate Sprewell's con-

tract under Section 16 of the uniform

player contract, which says players

must "conform to standards of good

citizenship and good moral charac-

ter" and prohibits "engaging in acts of

moral turpitude."

Feerick said the two attacks should

be treated as one single altercation

and that it did not constitute an act of

moral turpitude.

Stern said that part of the ruling

was "incomprehensible."

Big East underdogs rise to occasionr
BASKETBALL Rutgers,

Georgetown survive oust,

advancing to NCAA's

By Jack Curry

The New York Times

NEW YORK - Eric Clark gath-

ered his teammates around him
before Rutgers started the second

half against West Virginia on

Wednesday and shouted, "We can

win this thing"

over and over in —i^^^^^^—
the huddle.

With his bald

head gleaming

^mx6—his voice

booming, Clark

looked more
like a preacher

than a player.

Actually, he

proved to be a

prophet.

Even an

ardent Rutgers fan would have

smirked al Clark's bold comment
about handling the 23rd-ranked

team in the country if it had been

made before the game - or even with

Rutgers ahead by seven at the half.

But the Scarlet Knights backed up

every last syllable by shocking the

23rd-ranked Mountaineers, 72-65. in

the first round of the Big East tour-

nament at Madison Square Garden.

.It was an afternoon for two under-

dogs to put some perspiration on the

foreheads of two teams that still have

aspirations of reaching the National

Collegiate Athletic Association tour-

nament.

'This game meant a lot

to me ^. I didn't want it

to be my last game."

EricClark

Rutgers senior forward

Before 12th-seeded Rutgers

defeated fifth-seeded West Virginia,

Shernard Long and Boubacar Aw
combined for 46 points as I3th-seed-

ed Georgetown surprised fourth-

seeded Miami, 62-56, to squash any

chance the Hurricanes (18-9) had of

advancing to the NCAA tourna-

ment. In the opener of the day ses-

sion, eighth-seeded Providence

whacked ninth-seeded Notre Dame,
72-55, eliminating the Irish (13-14)

from any post-season consideration.

"This game meant a lot to me simply

because I didn't

^^^-^^^-— want it to be my
last game," said

Clark, a senior

forward at

jrs, who
scored 19

points. "And
also we had

never won a

game in the

tournament. So

I really wanted

to put forth my
best effort to try and keep us here for

tomorrow's game."

As excited as Rutgers (13-14) was

and as elated as Georgetown (15-13)

was about bouncing Miami out of

the Big East tournament for the

fourth straight season, one of them

won't be as happy Thursday because

the two teams play in the second

round at 2 p.m. Providence (13-15)

planned to get a lot of sleep

Wednesday night because it has the

unenviable chore of facing top-seed-

ed Connecticut (26-4), which had a

bye in the first round, at noon.

"We're glad we're still alive." said

Providence coach Pete Gillen,

whose team lost to UConn by seven

and by nine points this season and

must rebound against the taller

Huskies to even dream of an upset.

"We'll give it our best chance. We'll

be the big underdog, but we have a

chance."

After Wednesday, maybe Gillen is

right. Rutgers shot 42 percent from

the field, missed 14 of 34 free throws

and was outrebounded, 48-34, by

West Virginia but still managed to

topple its third-ranked opponent this

season.

The Knights did it because Clark

scored 14 in the first half and

because Geoff Billett (17 points) had

10 during a 21-7 run that put them

ahead, 63-55, with 3 minutes 48 sec-

onds left. Meanwhile, the senior-

dominated Mountaineers vanished,

making only 36 percent of their

shots.

"People had every right to believe

we would come ..

in here and «^_^____
pack it in,"

Billet said. "Put

up a little fight

and go away

quietly."

Instead,
West Virginia

went quietly

and must now
wait until

Sunday to see if

22 victories,

including two against non-Division I

schools, convince the selectors that

the Mountaineers are tournament

tough.

Last season, coach Gale Catlett

gave a futile soliloquy about why his

19-9 team belonged after it lost in the

"We're glad we're still

alive. We'll give it our

best chance."

Pete Gillen

Providence coach

Big East tournament. But

Wednesday when asked if he thought

West Virginia (22-8) should be in this

season, he said, "I have no idea."

Miami coach Leonard Hamilton

should not be as befuddled. The
Hurricanes will be gazing at an

National Invitation Tournament bid

after stumbling against a

Georgetown team that has lost four

crucial players this season.

But the Hoyas had Long, \vho

poured in 24 points, Aw, who mus-

cled his way to 22 and a pressure

defense; that was more than enough.

Long drilled a 16-foot jumper from

the left corner with 1 :48 remaining

to nudge the lead to 59-55 and secure

the game.

ProV idence"used^^~smolhenng
^

pressure defense to rattle Notre

Dame and limit Pat Garrity to 18

points. The Friars are much differ-"

ent from the team that reached the

- NCAA elite

^^^_.^_^_ eight before los-

ing to the even-

tual champion,

Arizona, in

overtime last

season.

Four stal-

warts from the

team are gone,

but Wednesday
they received 17

,
points each

from Jamel

Thomas and Justin Farley and never

trailed. So Providence lived on for

another day at the Garden.

"It means a lot to play here,"

Thomas said. "This is where Michael

Jordan got his 55 points and all that -*

And I'm a Knicks fan."
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Airs not well with Sprewell case
BASKETBALL Ex-Warrior

gets suspension cut but

had wanted free agency

By Chris Sheridan

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Latrell Sprewell

won a double victory today when an

arbitrator ruled that the Golden State

Warriors must reinstate his contract,

and the NBA must reduce his one-year

suspension for attacking his coach.

Sprewell's NBA-imposed suspen-

sion will end July 1, five months earlier

than the league wanted, and he will be

paid $16.3 million over the next two

seasons.

"The arbitrator is a very charitable

man, and he made a charitable deci-

sion in respects to Mr. Sprewell in this

decision," commissioner David Stern

said.

After choking Warriors coach P.J.

Carlesimo during practice Dec. I,

Sprewell had his contract terminated

by the team and was suspended for

one year by Stem - the longest non-

drug-related penalty in league history.

Stern cited the "premeditated"

nature of the attack, but arbitrator

John Feerick rejected that characteri-

zation.

"The evidence indicates that there

is no history of both the league and a

team imposing discipline for the same

violent conduct, on or off the court,"

Feerick wrote in his decision. "This

speaks to the issue of fairness, as I see

it."

"I note that the loss of68 games and

$6.4 million exceeds the total of all sus-

j)ensions imposed on all players for

physical altercations during the 1995-

96 and 1996-97 seasons combined,

and all suspensions imposed for alter-

cations during the 1992-92, 1993-94

and 1994-95 seasons combined.

"I find that a penally of 68 games is

commensurate with the severity of the

misconduct, addresses the wrong done

to the head coach and conveys a mes-

sage that violence in the NBA will be

dealt with severely but always with due

regard to principles of fairness,"

Feerick wrote.

The reinstatement of Sprewell's

contract means he will be paid over the

final two ye?{^s of his contract,

although he still will lose $6.4 million

in 1997-98 salary.

The Warriors will be free to trade

Tilim,irtfiey so choose, at the cdhcUi-

sion of their current season.

"The reinstatement is probably

going to make two parties unhappy -

Mr. Sprewell and Golden State,"

Stern said. "In fact, we have reason to

believe Sprewell was looking forward

to free agency.

"The worst thing that could have

happened would be if he were allowed

to perform for another team this sea-

son and then go to the playoffs or the

finals," Stem said.

Sprewell and the players' union had

argued that the penalties imposed by

the Warriors and the NBA were both

unduly harsh and unprecedented.

The arbitrator upheld many of the

NBA's arguments, but the bottom line

was that he felt the punishment was

excessive.

"This decision is a victory that is

shared by Latrell and the other 400

members of our union. It reaffirms the

sanctity of guaranteed contracts in the

NBA," union President Billy Hunter

said.
'^'

Sprewell's agent. Am Tellem, said:

"We are happy Latrell has his contract

back."

"As playing basketball is one of the

great joys in Latrell's life, we are disap-

pointed that he will not be able to

resume his NBA career until July K"

Tellem said. "Nonetheless, Latrell has

already apologized for the incident

and he is anxious to put this entire

experience behind him."

The Warriors did not immediately

comment on the ruling, although the -

team said there may be a statement

later in the day.

His return is subject to the NBA
receiving assurances from Sprewell

and the player's association that he

wilt control and manage his tempers-

according to the ruling by Feerick,

dean of the Fordham University law

school.

Sprewell's suspension had already

become the longest in NBA history.

He has missed 44 games since he

was suspended Dec. 3 by the 12-46

Warriors, who are tied for last place in

the Pacific Division.

He remains barred from the

Warriors' team facilities and NBA are-

nas until July I.

At his arbitration hearing, a total of

21 witnesses testified over four days in

Portland, Ore., during the final week

ofJanuary and four more days in New
York during the first week of

Febmary.

He filed two grievances, one against

the Warriors for terminating the

remaining three years of his four-year,

$32 million contract, the other against

the league for imposing the one-year

See SPREWELL. page 49

Angels rookie Troy Glaus

shows promise for team
BASEBALL: Anaheim

player starts season as an

astounding first baseman

The Associated Press

PEORIA, Ariz. - When Troy

Glaus remembers to bat, he's been

something special for the Anaheim

Angels so far this spring.

The rookie from UCLA
smacked his third home run of the

spring during Wednesday's 9-7,

lOth-inning loss

to the - -: -^^ -

Mariners. He
took a Bill Swift

fastball high

over the fence

in left center in

the fourth

inning, giving

him three of the

first four Angel

homers this sea-

son.

"We sure

(Troy Glaus has)

displayed the power

we know he has."

Terry Collins

Anaheim Angels manager

like him, and he's displayed the

power we know he has," Anaheim

manager Terry Collins said. "That

ball he hit today, that didn't just

carry over a fence. He hit that thing

hard."

Glaus, who was drafted in June

but didn't sign a contract until the

late fall, is expected to start the sea-

son in Class AA.
Dave Hollins is penciled in as the

everyday first baseman in Anaheim

this season.

But he didn't have a perfect day.

Glaus forgot to take his turn at bat

in the eighth inning when bethought

he had been removed from the

game. The Angels wound up skip-

ping his spot in the batting order -

something that is overlooked with a

wink in spring training.

Starting pitcher Allen Watson

scattered three hits over three score-

less innings but didn't get away com-

pletely unscathed. He took a line-

drive rocket from Seattle's Edgar

Martinez off the back of his right

thigh before he recovered to get the

out.

"If that had

happened last

.

year, I wouldn't

have felt it

because I was so

fat," said

Watson, who is

sporting a lean

body thanks to a

rigorous off-sea-

son program. "I

felt good today.

They have a

great lineup, and holding them with-

out a run makes you feel good."

Reliever Shigatoshi Hasegawa

wasn't as fortunate. He allowed a

solo home run to David Segui in the

fourth inning and extra base hits to

Joey Cora, Alex Rodriguez, Ken
Griffey Jr. and Martinez during a

three-run fifth inning.

Pitcher Jack McDowell reported

no problems in is throwing on the

side Wednesday and is still on track

to make his Angels' debut Sunday

against the Arizona Diamondbacks.
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Lakers refute

reports that

Coach Harris

is out of a job
NBA: Despite rumors, fall

in standings, no plans for

leadership changes exist

ByJohnNadel
The Associated Press

INGLEWOOD - The Los
Angeles Lakers refuted reports

Wednesday that coach Del Harris

_was about to be fired.

The New York Daily News report-

ed Wednesday that the Lakers, com-

ing off a disappointing 3-3 road trip,

were about to fire Harris and replace

him on an interim basis with assistant

Larry Drew.

"We have no plans at this time to

make any coaching change," public

relations director John Black said

Wednesday - several hours before

the Lakers faced the Indiana Pacers

to begin a four-game homestand.

"Beyond that, we're not going to

comment on media speculation."

In addition, All-Star Shaquille

O'Neal defended Harris and said the

slumping Lakers 'Veren't in a des-

perate situation."

Harris, 60, is in his fourth season

as coach of the Lakers and 13th sea-

son as an NBA coach. His teams have

an overall regular-season record of

528-448, and only 17 coaches in

Golfer's right to ride cart doesn't stop his game -

See UUSKS, page 48

By Denne H. Freeman
The Associated Press

AUSTIN, Texas - Casey Martin

rediscovered his lost golf game.

The disabled golfer, who hasn't

played much because of his lawsuit

against the PGA Tour, showed
Wednesday in a Pro-Am for the

Greater Austin Open why he's a

threat to leave the Nike Tour and

join the big-time.

Despite high winds on the Jack

Nicklaus-designed Hills of Lakeway
course, Martin drove well, hit beau-

tiful knock-down iron shots and
chipped and putted solidly. Worried

about his "rusty" game, Martin was
1-under-par for 15 holes - but that

was all he played. His Pro-Am team
was pulled off the course because it

had exceeded a 4 1/2-hour limit.

Tournament official Bob Hyde
made the decision just as Martin

was to hit a 7-iron on the 173-yard

par-3 waterfall hole, played as No.

16 in the tournament. Martin, play-

ing in his first event since a federal

magistrate ruled Feb. II he could

use a cart because of a damaged left

leg, said, "I've already teed my ball

up. Can't we play this hole?"

Hyde said no, so Martin limped

around signing autographs for his

playing partners and spectators.

"I'm very optimistic about my play

now," Martin said. "I only hit one
bad drive today."

Martin's sudden fame has

brought a cascade of endorsements

and appearances on national televi-

sion. "I imagine the love affair will

last as long as I play well," said

Martin, who won the first Nike
event of the year, then missed the

cut in the second one. "It will fade

quickly if I don't play good. It all

depends now on the scores I shoot. I

have money now. It's not astronom-

ical, but it's great for me. Right now
I'm David going against Goliath."

When play starts Thursday,

Martin can use his cart under cer-

tain restrictions. PGA Tour official

Jim Duncan said Martin "can't

have a roof on his cart or be pro-

tected from the elements. He can

carry anything in the cart that you

normally would on the golf course

like a towel or a water bottle."

Martin can drive on the fairway

until such a point where the ele-

ments come into play. "If it rains, he

would have to stay on the cart

path," Duncan said.

Martin, who passed on a spon-

sor's exemption at the Doral-Ryder

Open this week, said he is eager to

get his game to a point where it is

ready for the regular PGA Tour. "I

do have the talent to be successful,"

Martin said. "But I have to get bet-

ter. It's still up in the air how good I

am.

Eric Johnson, who won the last

Nike event, said Martin's game is

good enough for the regular tour.

"He hits it a long way, and he hits it

right to left," Johnson said. "His

disability helps him in a way
because he keeps his lower legs

quiet on the backswing. He has nice

balance."

Johnson said the question of pre-

serving energy by riding a cart is

overplayed. "It doesn't matter how
you get to the golf ball," he said.

"You still have to get out and hit it."

On Thursday, Martin is paired

with two former members of the

PGA Tour, Mike Sullivan and
Robin Freeman.

The Associated Pre»

Casey Martin, the disabled golfer who legally won the right to

ride a golf cart, begins play Thursday in the Greater Austin Open.
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Books often put aside for team effort

WATER POLO: Balancing studies,

team responsibilities somewhat

difficult going into tournament

By Avi Lidgi

Daily Bruin Contributor

With midterms just around the corner, the

UCLA women's water polo team is buckling

down, preparing themselves for the ever-diffi-

cult task of balancing their athletic responsibil-

ties with their academic ones.

They're doing this the best way they know
how.

"We're going to Hawaii this weekend," head

coach Guy Baker said.

The University of Hawaii will be hosting a

four-team meet this weekend, giving the 9-1

-Bruins a chance to provt
their resilience in the wake
of a deflating 9-8 loss at the

hands of arch-rival Cal. A
loss, says Baker, that has

not yet taken the wind out

of the Bruin sails.

"We still think if we play

our game, we can win," he

said. "It was a close game
that we would have liked to

win, but we still feel we can

do very well this weekend."

Facing their first confer-

ence opponents, UCLA will look to begin where

they left off before Cal snapped their 38-game
winning streak.

Curiously, it is perennial water-polo power-

house Cal, and only Cal, that can boast of

defeating UCLA in the past three years, a

stretch that has seen the Bruins go 69-3 since

1996.

"They're our real rivals." said Baker about

Cal. "1 mean, UCLA-USC, sure that's a big

rivalry, but because (Cal is) always on top,.and

so are we, it's a pretty big rivalry."

Facing teams like Hawaii. Michigan and

UCSB, the Bruins figure to have their hands

full, despite being the clear favorite coming into

the tournament.

"Anytime you play a conference game, it's

important to come ready to play," said Baker.

"We still feel we can win the championship this

year."

While Hawaii should provide a much-needed

respite for the midterm-mired Bruins, assistant

coach Adam Krikorian is quick to point out that

they do not take their mission there lightly. With

the specter of midterms looming when most of

them return, much of their time off in the land of

scintillating sunsets and breathtaking beaches

will be spent, well ...

"They'll do a lot of, urn. studying." Baker

said, tongue-in-cheek.
• •

Before heading abroad, the team must handle

—aU ^(&%r& domestic, and

Victory bodes well for Bruins

as UCLA prepares to face USC

"Because (Cal is) always

on top, and so are we,

it's a pretty big rivalry."

Guy Baker

Head coach

tonight that means taking

care of business at the hos-

tile confines of the USC
pool.

The team may be without

senior standout Catherine

von Schwarz, who suffered

brain leakage after an

injury to her nose in prac-

tice left her questionable for

^^^^——^ tonight's contest.

"It's not as bad as we
thought, and we should

have her available for the 'SC game," noted

Baker.

Although the depth of this year's team makes
the Bruins a tough matchup, the absence of von

Schwarz will make the Bruins shorthanded on

the attack: "She's important offensively. I mean,

it's like taking Kareem Abdul-Jabbar out of the

lineup," said Baker, referring to another former

Bruin standout who, at times, also seems to be

suffering from brain leakage of his own.

(Remember lawsuit waged over name rights.

Puleeeze.) .'

W.TENNIS: Despite unfortunate

injuries, players pull it all

together to win key matches

By Jared Hummel
Daily Bruin Contributor

Call it a warm-up for Southern Cal.

The UCLA women's tennis team bat-

tered around the Broncos of Boise State

yesterday at the Sunset Recreation

Center, 8-1.

The Bruins had hoped to iron out some
of the problem areas which have hurt their

—play of late.
—" '

-

""

'
-

They appeared to

have done this ade- —^^^ '

quately.

"It was an impres-

sive victory; we are

getting better and
improving," UCLA
head coach Stella

Sampras said. "It was

a great match to get us

ready for USC on
Saturday."

A recent string of

injuries have plagued this Bruin team,

leading to a mild losing streak where they

dropped three of four. UCLA lost two of

three in Madison, Wis., at the U.S. Tennis

Association and the Intercollegiate Tennis

Association Tournament and fell to

Pepperdine on the road on Feb. 27.

The spotlight recently has been on

sophomore Katia Roubanova, the team's

No. 1 doubles player and a returning All-

American. She is trying to overcome a

foot injury which had kept her out of the

UCLA will travel to USC
on Saturday in what

will undoubtedly be

another addition to the

storied rivalry.

first six dual matches.

And it seems as though she is well on
her way to recovery as she notched a vic-

tory, along with her partner sophomore
Elizabeth Schmidt, over Boise State's No.

1 duo of Pia-Lena Ander and Taryn Weir-

Smith.

"Doubles played really well today, espe-

cially Katia Roubanova," Sampras said.

"She is feeling a lot more confident, and

she's getting better and better."

In singles action, the Bruins dominated,

winning five of six. No. 1 sophomore play-

er Annica Cooper easily won her llth

match in -12 tries as she bettered senior

Manon Buskens.
' Schmidt rebounded from a recent slide"

by defeating freshman"^^""^^^ Pia-Lena Ander 6-3, 6-

2, and senior Kelly

Rudolph was the

usual solid No. 4 play-

er beating senior

Anita Pearson 6-3, 6-

0.

The only blemish

on the singles front

came from freshman^ Cristina Popescu who
• fell 6-2, 6-1 in the com-

petitive No. 2 slot. However, Popescu was

playing No. 2 for the first time tliis season
- since returning from a hamstring pull,

she has ascended to this position from No.

5.

UCLA will travel to USC on Saturday

in what will undoubtedly be another addi-

tion to the storied rivalry. Their last meet-

ing, on Feb. 13, came down to the final

doubles match before being decided in a

tight win by Brandi Freudenberg and
Popescu, 5-4.
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Bruins serve aces with rackets, not cards

MEN'STENNIS: Close calls

give way to solid victory

against crosstown rival

By Stephanie Chan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Another sequel to "Scream"
debuted at the Los Angeles Tennis

Center yesterday. Call it "Grunt,"

starring the No. 2 UCLA men's ten-

nis team.

The "never-dying bad guy" in this

flick was crosstown rival USC.
UCLA ultimately disposed of the

Trojans 5-2, but only after playing to

three sets in four of the six singles

matches.

eventually took the match, 6-3, 4-6, 6-

3.

"I felt very comfortable because

we had a big crowd, and it helped me
a lot through the tough times," said

Allegre.

Alex Decret added padding to the

Bruin victory running pa.st USC's
Roman Kukal 6-2 in the third set after

a 6-3 first set and 3-6 second set.

The Trojans did manage to slip out

of Bruin territory-with 2 singles victo-

ries.

USC's Fernando Samayoa put the

Trojans on the board defeating a frus-

trated redshirt freshman Chris Sands,

SeeM.nNNIS,page48

Tfiese~were not grunts of fear,

though. They were grunts of intensity

and determination.

Freshman Noah Newman was the

first to come off the battlefield after

slaying Trojan Akram Zaman, 6-2, 6-

2.

"I felt the intensity of the rivalry,"

said Newman of his first match

against use.
For senior Matt Breen this could

have been his last match against USC.
Breen had the presence of a veteran

coming back from a 2-6 first-set loss to

USC's Kyle Spencer to win the last

two sets 6-3, 64.

"We've got two starters out ... For

us to win today convincingly like that

(makes) me really proud ofour guys,"

Breen said. "They all came through

and gave it their best."

"Convincingly's" middle name is

Vince. Junior Vince Allegre con-

j/inced USC that the match was over,

putting point No. 4 up for the Bruins.

USC's Patrick Gottesleben kept

looking for the comeback, but Allegre

Tough times abound as

UCLA heads for tourney
SOFTBALL: Bruins say one day at a time, one game at a

. . . ... , time," senior shortstop Nicole
injuries, probation won t odomsaid

shake their team's spirit
Tennessee, Kansas and Indiana

^
all have the advantage of experience

- over UCLA The Bruins hope to

counter with hard work and determi-

nation.

If the team's performance in the

final two games in the

Campbell/Cartier Classic last week-

end is any indication, UCLA will be

in every game.

ByKimberlyEdds
Daily Bruin Contributor

Tough times just got tougher for

the UCLA Softball team.

As if playing without the benefit

of five returners who decided to red-

shirt the 1998 season because of the

team's suspension from the NCAA
tournament was not enough, lead-off

WTWCKLAM

Freshman Jean-Noel Grinda won a grueling three-set match vs. USC.

h i tte r and starting second baseman
Laurie Fritz dislocated her shoulder

sliding into second in Saturday's

Alumni game. .,..

This injury will most likely pre-

vent Fritz from starting at second

when the team plays Indiana in the

Fresno State Classic today.

"That's a big hole for us to fill in

terms of leadership, offensive attack

and defensive play," Enquist said.

Versatile freshman Casey Hiraiwa

is the probable-candidate to fill in at

second when UCLA faces Indiana,

Tennessee, Kansas and Fresno State

in the tournament this weekend, all

of which, with the exception of

Indiana, are ranked in the top 25.

There is another hole in the Bruin

roster this weekend. Senior center-

fielder Danielle Martin is ill and will

not make the trip with the team.

No. 2 Fresno State looks to be

UCLA's toughest competition in the

tournament, but Enquist and her

team refuse to look past their first

opponent, Indiana.

"I think that we just have to take it

SOFTBALLfREVIEW

Sow(t: UCU Spom kifcmalioii

ERNEST LEE/Oaily Bruin

After dropping the first four

games, the Bruins came out strong to

shut out San Diego State 8-0 and
Eastern Michigan 3-0. The tourna-

ment provided an opportunity for a

young UCLA team to expose their

weaknesses and learn from their mis-

takes.

UCLA is going to have to execute

on both offense and defense if they

want to be competitive against

Fresno, which is a very balanced

team with experience and depth.

Bruin pitchers Stephanie

See SOFTBALL, page 48

Recycle! Recycle! Recycle!
swc

Student Welfare Commission
presents upcoming events

Thursday March 5, 1998

FromlOam-2pm
in Westwood Plaza

Live music, free stuff, games,

prizes and more!

ie^i4i4-Ai»s

Wednesday March 11, 1998

From 7-10pm
in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Come $kate and help

support AIDS Awareness!
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' CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Lakers 104,

Pacers 95
Shaquille O'Neal had 29 points, includ-

ing a surprising 13-of-15 from the foul line

Wednesday night as the Los Angeles

Lakers, perhaps stung by reports that their

coach was about to be fired, beat the

Indiana Pacers 104-95.

The Lakers snapped a two-game losing

streak with just their sixth win in 13 games

since the All-Star break, a slump prompting

a newspaper report that coach Del Harris

was on the verge of being dismissed.

However, team spokesman John Black

said before the game that the team had "no

plans at this time to make any coaching

change." <

O'Neal made 8-of-12 field goals and had

12 rebounds.

O'Neal entered the game having niade

49.6 percent of his free throws.

Reggie Miller led the Pacers with 24

points. Rik Smits added 19,' but fouled out

with 8:36 left in the game. He was limited to

15 minutes due to foul trouble.

Kings 109,

Pistons 89
Corliss Williamson scored a career-high

40 points as the Sacramento Kings ended

their seven-game losing streak with a 109-89

victory over the Detroit Pistons on

Wednesday night.

Williamson, who surpassed his previous

career high by the end of the third quarter,

hit 16-of-23 shots - several against Grant

Hill - and all but one of his nine free throws.

He added five rebounds and five assists.

Mitch Richmond, held to six points in the

first three periods, had 1 1 in the final quar-

ter for the Kings. The Pistons were held

without a field goal for the opening 5:56 of

the fourth quarter.

Warriors 90, -

Spurs 83
After losing the Latrell Sprewell arbitra-

tion case,-th^ Golden State Warriors came

back to the court and won.

Playing hours after an arbitrator rein-

stated the last two years of Sprewell's con-

tract and reduced his one-year suspension

by five months, the Warriors beat the San

Antonio Spurs 90-83 Wednesday night,

snapping their four-game losing streak.

Jim Jackson led the Warriors with a sea-

son-high 26 points and Donyell Marshall

and Erick Dampier had 17 apiece to help

the Warriors beat the Spurs for the first

time in three meetings this season.

Tim Duncan had a career-high 35 points

and David Robinson had 18 but San
Antonio could not overcome a season-high

30 turnovers, leading to 31 Golden State

points.

Red Wings 2,

Mighty Ducks
Kevin Hodson earned his third career

shutout with 35 saves and Brent Gilchrist

scored a power-play goal as the Detroit Red
Wings edged the Anaheim Mighty Ducks 2-

Wednesday night.

The Stanley Cup champs, who won three

overtime games during their sweep of

Anaheim in the second round of last year's

playoffs, scored at 14:44 of the first period.

Tomas Sandstrom was sent off for tripping

Sergei Fedorov, and Gilchrist redirected a

one-timer from 50 feet in the slot for his

1 3th goal - three more than he had in 67

games last season for Dallas.

'

With both teams starting backup goal-

tenders and the Ducks missing marquee

players Teemu Selanne and Paul Kariya,

the game lacked most of the intensity of last

years playoff battle.

i

MEN'S BASKETBALL

He's baaaack!
For his efforts last weekend, which included

his second-half performance at Washington,

also known as the Toby Bailey Show, the

senior guard/forward earned Pac-lO Player of

the Week Honors.

Bailey admitted to being mentally drained

after the 84-81 Stanford loss on Feb. 12. during

which he turned the ball over in the waning

seconds when UCLA (21-7 overall. 11-5 Pac-

lO) had a chance to tie. However, in the second

half of the UW game last Sunday, Bailey

stowed away any mental baggage left from the

Cardinal game.

Bailey scored a career-high 32 points in the

95-94 loss to the Huskies, all of which were in

the second half Bailey was instrumental in the

19th-ranked Bruins' almost comeback.

After missing all three of his field goal

attempts in the first half, Bailey went on a tear

in the second andfnade43^of 17. Heitlso had

three offensive rebounds, four assists and

three steals in his magical half.

His 32 points in one half ties the great Lew
Alcindor's (now. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar)

UCLA record for most points scored in a half.

"Toby was in one of those zones - the Toby

Bailey zone, " UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

said. "He had it in the national championship

game, and he's had it at points, but this was a

sustained 20 minutes where he was at a whole

other level. What I said during that half was

that, 'Bailey is back."*

And the All-District

nomination goes to ...

Though there are still two games left in the

season and a whole lot ofmadness in March to

go. two year-end awards have already been

announced.

The National Association of Basketball

Coaches and General Motors have named

their Division I All-District Teams. UCLA
had two players designated on the District 1

5

First Team with seniors J. R. Henderson and

Toby Bailey given the nods. Meanwhile, two

other Bruin players, senior Kris Johnson and

freshman Baron Davis, were named to the sec-

ond team.

Davis was also honored by Basketball

Times. He was listed as a member of the All-

Freshman first team. Joining the Bruin on the

rookie squad were Khalid El-Amin of

Connecticut, Wake Forest's Robert O'Kelley,

St. Louis Billiken Larry Hughes and Iowa

State's Marcus Fizer.

The finalists were announced on Tuesday

for the John R. Wooden Player of the Year

Award and Henderson remains on the list,

along with front runners Antawn Jamison of

North Carolina and Kansas' Paul Pierce and

Raef LaFrentz.

All I need to know
I learned in Seattle

UCLA may have returned home from

Seattle with an L, but that's not all the team

brought home with them.

"I think that the second half against

Washington is a great reference f)oint for us,"

Lavin said. "Coming back from 18 down to

that one point lead with two seconds to play

against a quality opponent on the road, there

arejust so many things that you can draw from

that."

"On a more practical standpoint, Rico

(Hines), Travis (Reed) and Billy (Knight),,

now with a game and an experience like that,

that's building their confidence for the next

game," Lavin continued. It also makes our

team realize that they can be successful with-

out Jelani and they can find a way to compete

with an on-the-road, quality opponent without

Jelani to neutralize or offset our lack of size or

strength underneath the basket or the depth-

ness issue, Lavin added.

Notes compiled by Emmanuelle Ejercito, Daily

Bruin Goddess.

Any large Pizza> your choice of toppings and crust, far $9*99
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Hi, I'm Van Johnson, your NIKE student rep Check out Sportsf/2Pa9« every two weeks for

the latest scoop on sports and NIKE events at UCLA Are you or your team setting any

records? Breaking any new ground' If so, I want to hear from you—especially if you're a

Club or Intramural athlete Drop me an email at van.johnsonOnikc.com You just might end

up featured in the next issue To reach NIKE HQ directly try sports.halfpageOnike.com

Well, when it rains, it pours But like the post office, UCI^ Club and IM athletos

koop dolivoring Congratulations to the winners of the NIKE MYN Soccer

Oboccer Ryan Kannoy and William Gomez won the nnen's division, with a tinne of

26 seconds; Natalia Khury was the champ in the women's division, with a time of

40 seconds Thanks for playing, people P.LA.Y.CORPS r«crultm«nt is coming

up again I challenge all of you to get involved by coaching in our community

Fraternities and sororities The house that recruits the most coaches gets reward-

ed If any other groups want to compete, e-mail me. For now, keep running, keep

playing, and keep dry Paaca, poaca.

WANTED
Jr/soph, Ivs IM/club sports & stud orgs, tm plyr,

creativ, schi spir, wants 2b ^^rep (g) UCLA.

Much nrg req'd.

nike will be on campus soon to find

next year's rep: Interested? E-mail

colleee.stuffanike.com for more Info.

3

THE GOAL OF THIS SPOKTS 1/2PA0E IS TO INFORM STUDCNTS ABOUT SPC«TS ON CAMPUS NIKE DOES NOT SPQNSQR ANY VAPSiTY, INTRAMgRAl p« Cl.Up ^-QfqSpN THtJ QAMPUS AND THI5 PAGE pOES NOT IN ANY WAY 1MP^Y SUCH SPONSOfJSMIf
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Rallying ^
PROFILE: Singles player

fills in top position with

finesse, humble success

By Jared Hummel
Daily Bruin Contributor

What does a Division lA col-

lege tennis coach do com-
ing into a season with a No.

2 preseason national ranking, playing

in arguably the most competitive con-

nities and chances that I've never had

before to play top players."

Cooper has fared extremely well

against these top players. So far this

season she has played seven national-

ly ranked opponents and won six of

those matches. Among Cooper's Jist

of casualties are: William and Mary's

Lauren Nikolaus, nationally ranked

12th, whom Cooper decisively beat 6-

2, 6-4; Pepperdine's Zsofia Csapo,

ranked 35th and Arizona State's

Reka Cseresnyes, ranked 38th.

The only blemish on her 10-1

"She contributes in both singles

and doubles - our doubles would not

be as strong without her," Sampras

said. "She's certainly contributed a

lot to the program and helping us with

our matches."

Bom in Chicago, Cooper grew up

as a loyal Bulls fan, more specifically,

a Michael Jordan fan; as such, she

likes to pattern her tennis game after

his basketball game.

"You have to look at the individual

things (Jordan) does so well, and how
even in games against the worst

ference in the countr y, when the—

r

ecord was artosis^ lor No 3 Agnes—teams, he stilt" scares" 40^iJDinti

team's No. 1 player, who happens to

be a NCAA contender, goes down
with an injury before the first match?

Answer: He/she hopes that the

team has enough depth to pick up the

slack, he/she wishes for a little luck,

and, most importantly, he/she hopes

that a player can fill in the No. 1 spot

and play consistently well.

This was the predicament laid at

the feet of UCLA head coach Stella

Sampras just 45 days ago.

And sophomore Annica Cooper

was the godsend that Sampras had

hoped for.

Competing predominantly in the

No. 3 position last season. Cooper

has had little problem making the

transition to the top spot.

"In the beginning (of the season) I

started playing No. 1 and maybe peo-

ple didn't think I'd win as many
matches as I have, so there wasn't

much pressure," Cooper said. "I just

feel like I'm having so many opportu-

Muzamel of Mississippi in the

USTA/ITA Indoor Tournament.

"I think she's done a great job step-

ping up into that No. I spot,"

Sampras said. "She goes out and

doesn't let things bother her - she's

cool out there."

"Playing No. 1 is so tough because

you're playing the best player from

every school," senior Kelly Rudolph

said. "Every match, no matter what

school you play, it's going to be tough.

She's so solid - she's only lost once."

In collegiate tennis, a team's dou-

bles game is very important, as it is

the deciding factor in a close match.

Cooper finished last season with a 13-

4 dual match doubles record and cur-

rently holds a 7-2 mark this season,

typically playing in the No. 2 slot.

Unlike most tennis players at the

college level. Cooper plays effectively

in both singles and doubles. In fact,

she is a returning All-American in the

latter.

Cooper said. "That really helps me
when we're playing lesser opponents,

and I always think about what he

would do and how he would improve

his game -
I then think about how I

have to improve my game."

"The way he comes through in

clutch situations, always making the

shot at the final buzzer and knowing

that he's still aggressive in situations -

that's what you have to do; you can't

be defensive," Cooper added.

Like Jordan, Cooper has an excit-

ing style. Where Jordan ignites the

crowd with a lightning-fast cross-over

dribble, freezing the defender en

route to a dunk. Cooper plays a high-

tempo serve and volley game.

Instead of playing conservatively

at the baseline, engaging in a drawn-

out rally style of tennis. Cooper often

gambles with her hard serve and fol-

lows with an approach to the net

where she practically dares her oppo-

nent to beat her.

DERRICK KUDO

Playing in the No. 1 slot, Annica Cooper has come through for UCLA.

"There aren't many college players

who can serve and volley, and she

does it and does it very well,"

Sampras said. "She handles the pres-

sure well. She's cool and takes things

in stride."

Unlike His Airness, Cooper is not

a professional quite yet, but consis-

tent with her desire for challenge, she

plans on challenging herself after

graduation by continuing her tennis.

"If I'm still enjoying (tennis) as

much as I have been, I know my dad

has said that he'd be willing if I want-

ed to try the pro tour and go for a year

or just see what happens and play

some tournaments," Cooper said. "I

think it would be fun just to see."

Cooper's Bruin teammates regard

her as a quiet and modest person

despite her success.

"I think even though she's No. I,

although she's a very confident per-

son; she's not big-headed and she

See COOPER, pag« 48
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Ben Moselle has worked hard to combat the emotional challenges of volleyball competition.

VOLLEYBALL Attitude

makes all the difference

for this talented senior

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

For Ben Moselle, it has never

been a question of "can he do

it?" but a question of 'Vill he

do it?"

UCLA's senior outside hitter has

always had the athJetic ability, but

finding the mental strength has been

his greatest challenge.

As a youngster. Moselle participat-

ed in many sports. His physical talent

was never in doubt, but his emotional

state was somewhat questionable.

"Ben had physical ability that

exceeded his emotional capacity,"

said MoseUe's father Gary. "I can

remember one time when he was

playing little league and he was 8 or 9

years old, and it was a very pivotal

game. He was a pitcher, and there

were probably 100 people watching

him, and for a 9-year-old it's very dif-

ficult. He was standing on the

mound, and I realized that there were

tears rolling down his cheeks, and I

couldn't understand what was wrong.

"The coach walked out to the

mound and talked with Ben, and gave

him a little pat. When the coach came

back to the dugout I said, 'What's

wrong?' And the coach said 'Ben

wants me to take him out. He doesn't

want to do this anymore. He just

wants to escape the mound.' But Ben

completed the game and he did well.

He lived up to his own expectations,

but he didn't enjoy the pressure."

Although Moselle no longer plays

baseball, his volleyball career has

taken a similar route.

A successful player in high school,

the 6-foot-4-inch senior from

Encinitas came to UCLA as a recruit-

J/y*llt SCANLON JACOBS/0«ily Bfuin

ed walk-on. He saw little playing time

his first two years, but with hard work

and perseverance. Moselle has

become a starter for the team.

"He's one of our most solid play-

ers," UCLA head coach Al Scates

said. "He's hitting so much better

than he was as a junior that we need

him in the lineup because he does a lot

of little things. He sets the off ball, he

digs well, his serve can take a match

over, when his serve gets hot. So he's

a complete player, and he can play

left, right, or opposite. He's very ver-

satUe."

SeeM0SElli,pa9e46

UCU^ European

vacation refines

team chemistry,

enhances play

PREVIEW: No. 23 Bruins

will rendezvous with

Arizona State in Tempe

By Chris Umpierre
Qdily Bruin Contributor

What a difference a little vacation

makes.

Last year at this time, the No. 23

UCLA women's basketball team was

just 12-13 overall (including a S-8

record on the road) and a dismal 6-10

in the Pac-10. The Bruins of 1997

were plagued by inconsistency, poor

chemistry and their inability to pull

out a close game all year long.

So they took a vacation. A
European vacation.

S««W. BASKETBALL, page 47

Bruins to play devirs advocate
M.BASKETBALL: Players hope pressure

defense will defeat rising Sun Devils,

prepare them for NCAA tournament

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They were once the roll-overs of the conference - a

game against Arizona State was practically an auto-

matic win, just as long as you put five players on the

floor.

My, how things have changed.

When the No. 19 UCLA men's basketball team (21-

7 overall, 11-5 Pac-10) attempts to claim its 18th

straight victory over the Sun Devils tonight at Pauley

Pavilion, it will face a team that knocked out Pac-10

giant No. 1 1 Stanford, came within one point of blem-

ishing No. 2 Arizona's unbeaten conference record,

and gave national powerhouse No. 3 Kansas an over-

time scare.

The Bruins will also be tipping off against a team

that wants to prove it deserves one of the 64 tourna-

ment spots.

"You can definitely build a case for Arizona State

being a team that should be in the NCAA
Tournament." UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said. "I

think that (ASU head coach) Don Newman has done a

tremendous job considering all the distractions. They

JAMIE SCANION-JACOeS/Oa*ly Bfuin

Justice system

onl^j^enforces

unacceptable,

bad behavior
COLUMN: Society should

stop putting pro athletes

Rob

Kariakin

on invincible pedestals

Hi there, the voice of morality

here, come to air my indigna-

tion.

In case you somehow missed it,

Latrell Sprewell won his arbitration

case against the NBA and his for-

mer/current

team yesterday.

Arbitrator

John Feerick cut

the league's sus-

pension from a

year to seven

months and

ruled that the

Golden State

Warriors must

cover the

remaining two

years and $16.3

million on

Spree's contract.

Feerick did add the condition that

Spree and the union must give assur-

ances that he will manage his temper.

Don't laugh, he could be on to

something here: who needs prisons as

long as criminals promise not to do it

ever again? And make no mistake,

Latrell Sprewell is a criminal.

As of now, the score stands Johnnie

Cochran 2, Justice 0.

In case you've forgotten the details,

a quick summary: Spree and his coach

get into an argument during practice.

Spree chokes the coach, is pulled off

by teammates and reportedly stonra

off to the team's brass to demand a

trade. Then, 20 minutes or so later, he

returns and attacks the coach again.

None of these facts were disputed

by Cochran or Sprewell, who simply

argued that he failed to land a pundi

during the second attack.

In the week following the incident,

the league suspended Spree for a year,

SeeKAIIIAiaN,|M9e46

See M.BASKnBAU, page 47 jhe Bruins hope for a win against ASU tonight.
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Ben Moselle has worked hard to combat the emotional challenges of volleyball competition.

VOLLEYBALL: Attitude

makes all the difference

for this talented senior

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

For Ben Moselle, il has never

been a question of "can he do

it?" but a question of "will he

do It?"

UCLA's senior outside hitter has

always had the athletic ability, but

finding the mental strength has been

his greatest challenge.

As a youngster. Moselle participat-

ed in many sports. His physical talent

was never in doubt, but his emotional

state was somewhat questionable.

"Ben had physical ability that

exceeded his emotional capacity,"

said Moselle's father Gary. "I can

remember one time when he was

playing little league and he was 8 or 9

years old, and it was a very pivotal

game. He was a pitcher, and there

were probably 100 p>eople watching

him, and for a 9-year-old it's very dif-

ficult. He was standing on the

mound, and 1 realized that there were

tears rolling down his cheeks, and 1

couldn't understand what was wrong.

"The coach walked out to the

mound and talked with Ben, and gave

him a little pat. When the coach came

back to the dugout I said, 'What's

wrong?' And the coach said 'Ben

wants me to take him out. He doesn't

want to do this anymore. He just

wants to escape the mound.' But Ben

completed the game and he did well.

He lived up to his own expectations,

but he didn't enjoy the pressure."

Although Moselle no longer plays

baseball, his volleyball career has

taken a similar route.

A successful player in high school,

the 6-foot-4-inch senior from

Encinitas came to UCLA as a recruit-

JAMIfc bCANLON JACOBS/Dal^ Biuin

ed walk-on. He saw little playing time

his first two years, but with hard work

and perseverance. Moselle has

become a starter for the team.

"He's one of our most solid play-

ers," UCLA head coach Al Scates

said. "He's hitting so much better

than he was as a junior that we need

him in the lineup because he does a lot

of little things. He sets the ofTbalLhe

digs well, his serve can take a match

over, when his serve gets hot. So he's

a complete player, and he can play

left, right, or opposite. He's very ver-

satile."

See MOSELLE, page 46

UCLAs European

vacation refines

team chemistry,

enhances play

PREVIEW: No. 23 Bruins

will rendezvous with

Arizona State in Tempe

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Contributor

What a difference a little vacation

makes.

Last year at this time, the No. 23

UCLA women's basketball team was

just 12-13 overall (including a 5-8

record on the road) and a dismal 6-10

in the Pac-10. The Bruins of 1997

were plagued by inconsistency, poor

chemistry and their mability to pull

out a clo^e game all year long.

So they took a vacation. A
European vacation.

See W. BASKETBALL, page 47

Bruins to play devirs advocate
M.BASKETBALL: Players hope pressure

defense will defeat rising Sun Devils,

prepare them for NCAA tournament

By Emmanuelle Ejercito

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They were once the roll-overs of the conference - a

game against Arizona State was practically an auto-

matic win. just as long as you put five players on the

fioor.

My. how things have changed.

When the No. 19 UCLA men's basketball team (21-

7 overall, 11-5 Pac-IO) attempts to claim its 18th

straight victory over the Sun Devils tonight at Pauley

Pavilion, it will face a team thai knocked out Pac-IO

giant No. 1 1 Stanford, came within one point of blem-

ishing No. 2 Arizona's unbeaten conference record,

and gave national powerhouse No. 3 Kansas an over-

time scare.

The Bruins will also be tipping off against a team

that wants to prove it deserves one of the 64 tourna-

ment spots.

"You can definitely build a case for Arizona State

being a team that should be in the NCAA
Tournament." UCLA head coach Steve l.avin said. "F

think that (ASU head coach) Don Newman has done a

tremendous job considering all the distractions. They

JAMII >< nriLDri )Ai. UHVDaily B'uin

See M.BASKETBALU page 47 j^e Bruins hope for a win against ASU tonight.

Justice system

only enforces

unacceptable,

bad behavior

COLUMN: Society should

stop puttingjiro^thletfts

on invincible pedestals

Hi there, the voice of morality

here, come to air my indigna-

tion.

In case you somehow missed it,

Latrell Sprewell won his arbitration

case against the NBA and his for-

mer/current

team yesterday.

Arbitrator

John Feerick cut

the league's sus-

pension from a

year to seven

months and

ruled that the

Golden State

Warriors must

cover the

remaining two

years and $16.3 ^-^——^—
million on

Spree's contract.

Feerick did add the condition that

Spree and the union must give assur-

ances that he will manage his temper.

Don't laugh, he could be on to

something here: who needs prisons as

long as criminals promise not to do it

ever again? And make no mistake,

Latrell Sprewell is a criminal.

As of now, the score stands Johnnie

Cochran 2, Justice 0.

In case you've forgotten the details,

a quick summary: Spree and his coach

get into an argument during practice,

Spree chokes the coach, is pulled off

by teammates and reportedly storms

off to the team's brass to demand a

trade. Then, 20 minutes or so later, he

returns and attacks the coach again.

None of these facts were disputed

by Cochran or Sprewell, who simply

argued that he failed to land a punch

during the second attack.

In the week following the incident,

the league suspended Spree for a year,

SeeKARIAiaN,p4ge46
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UC Merced constmction raises questions
EDUCATION: Rising costs,

innovative curriculum

already posing problems

_By Brian Fishman

Dally Bruin Contributor

Faculty concerns and funding

problems.^r^^ng JU;C; Mpffk^^>

even in the planning stages.

The new campus is scheduled to

open in 2005 with 1,000 students. In

the ensuing years 1,000 students will

be added each year before capping

out at 20-25,000 students.

UC Merced is expected to handle

a predicted increase of 60,000 UC
applicants in the next 10 to 15 years.

The statewide academic senate, in

their meeting on Feb. 24, expressed

several major reservations about the

Merced campus, including the exper-

imental nature of the undergraduate

academic program.

"It will be a broadbased under-

graduate program. There will be no

particular majors. This caused a lot

of problems for us," said Chand

Viswanathan, Chair of the UCLA
Academic Senate.

Viswanathan is concerned about

an academic planning committee

that called for three general areas of

study for UC Merced students rather

than specific majors. The areas are

Social Science and Public Policy,

Science and Technology and Arts

and Culture, The comraiuee's-tec^

ommendations are not final.

"We'll derive something from the

committee, but not until we see what

the faculty and the (UC) campuses

say," said Karen Merritt, a director

of Academic Planning. "It's not set

in concrete that this will take place."

Without a specific degree, gradu-

ates ofUC Merced may have trouble

competing with other graduates who

have specific fields of expertise,

Viswanathan suggested in a letter to

UC Academic Council leader

Sandra Weiss.

Viswanathan suggested that build-

g a strong, traditional academic

program that would attract students

would be better than an experimental

approach.

"If you want to experiment, a new

campus is not the place to do it," he

said.

But Viswanathan insisted that the

Merced campus can be a useful addi-

STovgg^
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Students protest against U.S. sanctions on Iraq in front of Kerckhoff Hall Thursday.

Students voice opposition to sanctions

RALLY: Various groups unite to send message that

U.S. policy toward Iraq results in children's deaths

By BartMra Ortutay

Daily Bruin Contributor

Students concerned with the situa-

tion in Iraq demonstrated on

Thursday that one doesn't have to

belong to a specific student group to

be politically active.

The protest against U.S. sanctions

in Iraq attracted, at various times, 50

to 200 onlookers. About 80 students

actively participated in the rally in

front of Kerckhoff Hall and the sub-

sequent march around campus.

"What was good is that students

of all colors came together, not just

one group," said participant Mike

De la Rocha, a third-year American

Literature and Chicano Studies stu-

dent.

The rally began with students

holding up signs reproaching the

U.S. government for its foreign poli-

cy and reciting statistics about the

effects of U.S. sanctions in Iraq.

They presented a skit of "Uncle

Scam" selling "democracy," as well

as weaponry, to foreign countries

and dictatorships.

"The purpose of today is to edu-

cate; many students are not aware of

what's going on," said USAC presi-

dent Kandea Mosley.

Although the bombing of Iraq has

been tentatively called off, protesters

were more concerned with the U.N.

sanctions on Iraq that have been in

place since 1991. According to

UNICEF about 1 million children

have died due to malnutrition as a

direct effect of the sanctions. This

translates to a child dying every 10

minutes.

"The reason why I'm here today is

because I have a few problems with

my government and with a child

dying every 10 minutes," said speak-

er Tahua Hoke from the Muslim

Students' Association.

As speakers continued on, one

onlooker, second-year student Mike

Gunter, yelled out "What do we do

about it?"

"I don't like sanctions that kill

kids ... but what do we do? If we lift

the sanctions, we'll still have the cor-

rupt government," he said later.

Few onlookers who gathered on

Bruin Walk had comments about the

rally. Most said they were unin-

formed on the issue. Among students

who did take a stand, opinions were

mixed.

"They shouldn't lift the sanctions

because we need to stop Saddam

Hussein." said first-year student

Thomas Lew.

Speakers emphasized that the

rally was by no means supporting

Saddam Hussein or the Iraqi govern-

ment.

"Saddam is sick and an enemy to

humanity. But the sanctions have not

helped since 1991, and they are an

enemy to humanity as well," said

Scott Kurishige of the

Environmental Coalition.

The march stopped in front of

Murphy Hall. "Chancellor

Camesale, where are you?" asked

the protesters. "Camesale has made

a name for himself as an internation-

al diplomat. Where is our chancellor

in this time of crisis?" said Kurishige.

Carnesale did not emerge from his

office - if he indeed was there - and

the rally moved on.

The next stop was Lu Valle

Commons, where Mosley called on

"all those students sitting there sip-

ping Coca Cola" to take action

Not all students supported the

rally, and at least one was skeptical

about the motives behind it.

"This is a big plot to get consisten-

cy votes. They never cared about the

Middle East before," said Roee

Ruttenberg. former USAC candi-

See MUY, pages

tion to the UC system.

"We need an outstanding faculty

and an outstanding academic pro-

gram. These two things will make

(the Merced campus) a jewel,"

Viswanathan said.
~" ~~^

The Senate also worried that'the

at the new

campus was driving costs too high.

"The financial support for the

highly ambitious academic plans is

not there. Will they take money from

the existing campuses?"

Viswanathan asked.

See MERCED, page 6

Campaign UCLA

applies different

techniques to

raise $1.2 billion

FUND RAISING: Donor

perks and telemarketing

enable running ot school

By Lawrence F«rchaw

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA's fund-raising process

involves more than collecting registra-

tion fees -
it also involves massive

research, telemarketing and guaran-

teed tickets to Pauley Pavilion.

This fund-raising process is orga-

nized under the umbrella ofCampaign

UCLA, the seven-year program with

the goal of raising $1.2 billion.

One cog in the fund-raising

machine is the Annual Fund. This-

organization solicits parents of stu-

dents, alumni and members of the

community who have given before.

Each year, telemarketers call back

donors to ask them to renew their con-

tribution.

Last year, the annual fund raised $5

million, and from July 1997 through

the end of January, the fund has raised

$3 million, with an average contribu-

tion of $160.

These contributions often pale in

comparison to the high-profile gifts

made by Michael Ovitz ($25 million)

«nd most recently. Lew Wasserman

($10 million).

SeeCiUNPAKN,page8

FUNDS
In the last fiscal year, Campaign UCLA raised

$231 .8 million. The sources are broken down into

four groups Percentages don't add up to 100%

percent, possibly due to rourtdlng.

Amnmn

$79.1 million

34.1H

Non-sktmro

$$0.7imUion FouMtatiom

21.9% $703

1

30J%
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

UC computers fall to

mercy of hackers

A large volume ofUC computers that run the

Windows NT operating system crashed on

Tuesday aftfiirnoon after computer hackers

flooded campus networks with an Internet-

based assault.

The crashes resulted in each computer having

"the blue screen of death," the blue screen

accompanying Microsoft Windows' "fatal

error" message.

The computer attack, named "Teardrop,"

was part of a nationwide assault by hackers.

Wmdows NT systems received an onslaught of

worthless data, forcing the computer to devote

an increasing amount of memory and process-

ing power to the corrupt information leading to

the machine crashing.

According to several Internet postings, sever-

al educational institutions were targeted in the

attack, including UCLA, UC San Diego,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

University of Washington.

In a message to a UC Berkeley

news group, university network

administrator Ken Lindahl wrote that

a "remote host" or hacker was intentionally

attacking computers on the network. In

response, Lindahl blocked the host's access to

the networkT which enabled the computers to

recover from the attack.

Artwork of ajl cultures

toasts Women's Day
Various speakers, artists and musical per-

formers of international women celebrated

International Women's Day on Thursday.

"There's always been the focus of women

being oppressefd," said Sanae Acid, program

assistant at the International Student Center.
"We really tried to create a positive celebration

of being a woman in society."

The program included speaker Andrea

Capachietti, a Humanitarian Aid Advisor. She

spoke on remarkable women she met in refugee

camps in Bosnia, showing a slide

of a refugee Maria, an elderly

woman in a bus.

"This woman hitched for two days to

see the Pope," Capachietti said.

Capachietti's team picked up Maria and

helped her travel to her destination. Capachietti

said that refugees in Bosnia were housed in a

building that was formerly a mental asylum.

Instead of lamenting over their condition,

women refugees gathered paint to create murals

on the walls of the asylum.

To complement the theme of the symposium,

artwork of women and created by women were

propped against the walls of the room. Placed in

the center of the room was an alter piece with

goddess imagery. Other paintings were colorful

depictions of nude women in oil painting.

The symposium was sponsored by the

Dashew International Student Center, the

Women's Resource Center, the Women's

Studied programTtlie Center foFthe Study oT

Women, and the Academic Advancement

Program.

Three Westwood cafes

face health violations

Three Westwood restaurants were closed for

health violations in the month of January.

As reported Wednesday in the L.A. Times,

the Yum Yum Garden on Gayley Avenue was

closed Jan. 6 and reopened Jan. 9 for vermin

infestation, failure to prevent entrance and har-

boring of vermin, and lack of a potable water

supply.

Noah's New York Bagels on Lindbrook

Avenue was closed Jan. 7 and reopened Jan. 8

for tainted food and sewage-system failure.

The California Tea House, on Kinross

Avenue was closed Jan. 29 and reopened Jan. 30

for contaminated food, and improper sanitizing

and storage of multi-use utensils.

The LA. County Department of Public

Health is responsible for policing health codes

and can shiH^owTi aTeslaufant when it consid-'

ers it as posing a threat to public health.

.U:omp<l«iiironvOaity£fMM staff reportShpo

v'th
WHArS BREWIW^TODAY

Friday

Hunger Project

All-Day Donation Drive

Sproul, Sunset Commons,

Ackerman • 825-2600

9 a.m.

Historical Ballroom Dance Club at

UCLAfieldtrip

Symposium: Dance & Text-

European Court Dance 1450-1780

Renaissance and Baroque

e-mail at regency@ucla.edu

Pauley Pavilion, Chancellor's—--

Room (Gate 15) -284-3636

5 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music

Junior Recital

Daniel Brennan, saxophone Jackie

Henderson, trumpet

Free Admission

Jan Popper Theater • 825-4761

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5: 15) :

840HilgardAve.

6 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Lent Supper 3 movie night

840HilgardAve.
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ChJctevsUckBug Face byjniwodak

After trading some "Magic Beans" for a cow, witfi

a Idd named Jack, the luclcy merchant hits the

jaclcpot wtien he meets Moses coming down the

mountain.

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion with instnjctor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notation.

DONTFORGH:
Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass enroll-

ment appointments have begun

through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological Services

(SPS) is here to provide you with a

safe place to talk about your con-

cerns. Call 825-7985 to set up an

appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

11a.m.
Golden Key National Honor

Society

Information about activities

Bruin Walk

Noon
UCLA Center for the Study of

Religion presents Bhante Walpola

Piyananda, president of Dharma

Vijaya Buddhist Vihara

"World Buddhism: the Los

Angeles Connection"

Von Grunebaum Library •

" '

Bunche 10383

1p.m.
Muslim Union

Juma prayer

Kerkchoff Patio -206-7877

Jacob Marschak Interdisciplinary

Colloquium

"The Long Wave Question" by

Brian J. L. Berry, Professor

of Political Economy at University

ofTexas, Dallas

C-301 Anderson School

2 p.m.

Korean Tutorial Project (KTP)

Onsite visit to John Burroughs

Middle School (2; 15 p.m.)

Meet at Lot 6 -825-2417

3 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music

Junior Recital

Sarah Watson, voice

Jennifer Elliott, saxophone

Free admission

Jan Popper Theater • 825-4761

Chinese Student Association

CSA Family Night

Dinner and fun (6:30)

Universal City Walk - 267-9550

8 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music

Recital by piano students of Prof.

Walter Ponce

Music by Bach, Prokofiev, Chopin,

Schubert, Brahms

Free admission

Schoenberg,Hall • 825-4761

UCLA Musical Theater Workshop

Stephen Sondheim's "Into the

Woods"

$ 10 general, $7 students& faculty

Pre-show: Sondheim Revue

(7 p.m.)

Schoenberg Hall -825-4761

Satui^ay 11 a.m.

The Wellness Community (WLA)

with the Lymphoma Research

Foundation is olTering information

about diagnosis, treatment options

and the latest research on

Lymphoma (cancer).

RSVP- 314-2555

Sunday 2 p.m.

Culver Chamber Music Series

Violin, viola music by Marcy

Dicterow-Vaj

Free chamber music concert

Music of Kriesler, Barrows,

McDonald and Askim

Culver City Presbyterian Church

12269 Washington Blvd - 8594684

Whaf$ Brewin' can be reacted via e-mail at

wtMtstxewin#medta.ucta.edu.

As 84,000 nnarkers line the ground of the L.A. National Cennetery, an obelisk commemorates the veterans.

The
SILENT

CHARLES KUG/Daily Bruin

AND

THE DEAD
Since the Civil War,

veterans have been
laid to rest in the

rolling lawns of the

cemetery next door
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By MkhcMc Navarro

Daily Bruin Staff

On one side of Veteran Avenue live

35,000 noisy and lively students. Across the

street reside their 84,000 silent neighbors.

Every day, Bruins drive by on Sepulveda

Boulevard or Veteran Avenue on their way

to UCLA. But not many stop to look at what

they are whipping past - rows and rows of

tombstones, marking the men and women

who put their lives on the line for the United

States. They are the soldiers who fought in

battles ranging from the Civil War to World

War II.

Few passersby are conscious of the

fathers, mothers, sons, daughters, and even

dogs, who have been laid to rest since 1889 in

the veterans' cemetery located next to the

blue and gold microcosm. And this lack of

recognition is reflected in the thousands of

empty vases scattered along the hills.

Instead of roses, full dandelions eager for

someone to come and blow their f)etals into

the wind line the lawn. It is a peaceful, almost

sad, hush that sits within the gated realm.

Time is at a standstill there, since the assem-

bly ofwhite, stone markers, slightly gray with

age, continues to wail for visitors to come

and remember. To remember what the

buried fought for.

"We still get thousands of people visiting

the grave sites," said Lucy Devenney, the

director of L.A. National Cemetery

However, this number is small compared

to other civilian cemeteries. And as time

goes by, the last of the relatives of those

CHAfilES KU0/Da<ty Bium

An indoor columbarium, the only one in the National Cemetery system, sits in

the center of the cemetery with over 5,000 niches for cremated remains.

interred will also pass on - leaving no one left

to visit. What about the 35,000 students next

door?

"A lot of students use Constitution

Avenue (a street that runs through the burial

ground) from Sepulveda to get to UCLA,"
offered Devenney.

That's all they do, drive by If students

could find the time to take a minute, they

might learn about the other community they

share Westwood with - the sleeping soldiers,

with incredible pasts virtually unknown to

this generation.

It all began on May 1 1, 1889, with the

cemetery's first interment, Abner Prather, a

member of the Fourth Indiana Infantry

From that point on, the hallowed grounds

have continued to fill up with war veterans

until I960, when the cemetery was closed to

further burials.

Now only second interments - close fami-

ly of the soldiers already there - are allowed.

A rose garden, where the ashes of veterans

may be scattered, also is still open.

Peppered among the sea of graves are 14

recipients of the Congressional Medal of

Honor, the highest military award given by

Congress for bravery beyond the call ofduty.

The recipients were from either the Civil

War, the Indian Wars, the Korean

Campaign, the Boxer Rebellion or World

War II.

Robert H. Von Schlick was the only one of

the honorees who was killed in action.

Although Von Schlick was wounded, he car-

ried a fellow soldier to safety and returned to

his command, which was partially exposed

on a dike. When his command withdrew,

Von Schlick remained there and kept up fire,

making himself a visible target, until he was

shot down by the enemy

The soldier from World War II. Chris

Carr. made a one-man attack that awarded

him the prestigious medal.

When Carr's squad was under enemy fire

from machine guns, pistols, ritles and mor-

tars, he went ahead of his platoon to a loca-

tion where he could see the enemy. Under

incredible danger. Sergeant Carr captured

five machine positions, killed eight

Germans, took 22 prisoners, cleared the

ridge for his company to advance, and dent-

Seeai«ETEIIY,page9

Give a round

of applause

to actors on

silver screen

By Rachel Muiioz

Daily Bruin Staff ^

Have you ever been sitting

in a movie theater watehiftg-

the credits begin to roll when
the audience erupts in

applause?. Maybe you

laughed, or maybe you joined

in.

Which leads to the ques-

tion of why people clap in

movie theaters. It's not like

the actors are on the stage

performing a live show. It's a

screen with clips of acting

that were recorded months

ago.

Here is what a few students

had to say about the subject:

"When you feel good you

want to put something back.

It is a show of appreciation.

You are showing everyone

else that they like the movie,

but it kind of struck me as a

little odd the first lime i expe-

rienced it." .

Danny Tappan

Second-year

Anthropology

"I have no idea. People

have gotten used to clapping

whenever they believe in

something."

Kane Moon
' -- • Fifth-year

History

"It's to let other people

know you like the-movie. Not

that I agree with it and not

that I do it. I mean, you're

clapping to a screen. It can't

really respond. It's not like

the movie makers can hear

you."

Kim LaMagna

Fourth-year

English

"Because they are emo-

tionally moved. People are in

touch with the characters

because they believe they are

real. For example, with Darth

Vader in 'Star Wars.' He is so

cool."

Matt MacFarland

Fourth-year

Business/Economics

"I like it. Most people clap

on opening night because

that crowd is more interested

in the movie. Otherwise they

clap because they are really

interested and want people to

know. Maybe they like an

actor."

Lorraine Lin

Anderson School employee and

1997 UCLA graduate

"It's is more comfortable

than to sit in silence. You
don't just really want to walk

out. It's like a transitional

stage; you're going from the

movie frame of mind to nor-

mal life."

Mark Sanders

Third-year

Political science

^m
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MERCED
From page 3

Those planning UC Merced are

hoping to avoid a confrontation over

money.

"We don't want to proceed with

Merced unless the existing campuses

have enough money to grow,"

Merrill said.

The infrastructure to support

5,000 students is expected to cost

$400 million. Over $250 million of

this will be necessary before the cam-

pus opens in 2005.

Much of the original funding for

the campus is expected to come from

the state, but the balance will come

through statewide bond measures,

said Mark Aydelotte, a UC
spokesman in the Central Valley.

There is also hope that charity will

help pay for infrastructure.

"Hopefully, half of the money for

infrastructure will be donated, just

like at UCLA," Aydelotte said.

A report from President

Atkinson's office has outlined a

three-step process for securing fund-

ing for UC Merced. The first is the

passage of AB 1415, a state assembly

bill that would stabilize funding for

existing campuses. Secondly,

approval of another $5 million state

appropriation that would cover start-

up costs for the new campus and

thirdly, new bond measures to fund

infrastructure.

But the UCs will not have to pay

for the land on which UC Merced

will be located.

The Virginia Smith Trust's sale of

2,000 acres to UC for the Merced

campus at a price of only $ 10,000 has

allowed plans for the campus to

move forward. While searching for a

campus site, the UCs required that

the land price be nominal. The addi-

tion of a UC campus is expected to

benefit the area as well.

"Do you know what that will do to

land prices? They'll increase dramat-

ically," said Aydelotte.

The Virginia Smith Trust owns

thousands of acres in the Sierra

foothills where they raise and sell cat-

tle. Profits from this operation, as

required by the trusts' bylaws, are

donated to university-bound stu-

dents in the form of scholarships and

loans.

The trust will sell area surround-

ing the campus for related develop-

ment, thus making more money and

increasing its ability to help college-

bound students, Aydelotte insisted.

UC Merced has been in the plan-

ning stages since 1988, although a

10th campus was suggested as early

as the 1960s. Over 80 sites were orig-

inally investigated as to their viability

for the lOth campus.

"The San Joaquin Valley is the

only major California region of sub-

stantial population without a

University of California campus,"

stated UC President Richard

Atkinson in a letter sent last April.

A campus in the San Joaquin

Valley is expected to raise the per-

centage of Central Valley . high

schoolers that go on to attend UCs.

Currently the number is half the state

average, Aydelotte said.
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Jnterested in traveling to Israel

for study this summer?

Dorot Foundation Travel Fellowships

are available through the

UCLA Center for Jewish Studies.

If you are interested in applying, please send your

name, address, and a large self addressed stamped

envelope to:

UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

Box 951485
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1485

The Dorot fellowships are for $ 1 ,000 to help defray the

cost of travel and study in Israel. Both UCLA graduate

students and undergraduates are eligible, though

preference is given to UCLA undergraduates.

y
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UCLA WRITING PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCES FOR SPRING 98

Two Sections of English 132C:

Topics in Rhetoric and Writing/ Cultural Studies

132C Section 1: Women, Violence, Resistance:

Philippines, Vietnam, India

Topics: Women and War; Violence and the Media; Labor, Sexuality, and Violence;

Domestic Violence; Reproduction and Violence; Gangs and Women

Instructor: Esha Niyogi De
TR 4:00-5:50, Dodd 78

132C: Section 2:

American Public and Political Controversy

Topics: How "Issues" are Defined; How Political Consensus Forms and Un-forms;

The Role of Language and Rhetoric in Defining "Issues" and Forming Consensus;

Different Ways of Giving Voice to Ideas

Instructor: Jeff Smith

MW 2:00-3:50, Rolfe 3105

For more information, call Writing Programs at (310) 206-1145
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'^QuEER Matters:
Emerging Issues in

Sexual Orientation Law**

Aldw
LCLASdnolofLiw

Saturday, March 7, 1998 from 9H)0am to 4JOpoi

• Same-Sex Marriage
Sexual Orientation Bias in Employment
• Same-Sex Sexual HARAasMENT

• Lesbian Legal Theory
• Transgender Legal Issues

MnCiUtS IMAlMdC

Sheila James Kuehl

SpBOMT rVO TCfn, COHTOmiQ ASSBflvly

Mbry Becker

Profcmir of La«, LMivcrsiry of Chioogo

Mfory Coombs

Profmer of Uw, UMwcrsity of Miom

NKVK wlllUtMr

Professor of Low. Ca|)itol Unnarsity

Christine A. Littleton

ftwTessM of LoM. UCLA School of Low

Catherine Fisk

n vfcssor of Lom, Lo^^ow Ldw Scnool

William Rubenctein

Professor of La«, UCLA School of Low

oondra Cavozos

UCLA Sctwol of LoM
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For more information contact Jennifer Durkin or Lara Herrington:

Phone: 310.206.3713 E-Mail: wlj^rgs law ucla.edu
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Applying to
Law School?

Consider

(ioi DHN Gmk Univfrsh y

Scnool oi Law

Ask about our:

Integrated Professional Apprenticeship Curriculum (IPAC),

which gives you two semesters of legal work experience

Combined J.D./M.B.A. (both degrees in just 3 years!)

Public Interest Law program

Extensive clinical opportunities

Respected litigation program

It's not too late to apply!
Application deadlines

April 16 for full-time fall 1998

June 1 for part-time (evening) fall 1998

November 16 for full-time spring 1999

Contact US for an information p
Golden Gate University School of Law

536 Mission St, San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

phone: (415) 442-6630 fax: (415) 442-6631

e-mail: lawadmit($ggu.edu

Website: www.ggu.edu/law
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UN. weapons inspectors head back to Baghdad
IRAQ: Presidential sites

can now be checked by

team after recent accord

By Eileen Alt Powell

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - A 50-member

team of U.N. weapons inspectors

returned to Iraq on Thursday, led by an

American whose presence helped

touch ofT the Gulf crisis - a standofT

they hope to verify is over.

Scott Ritter and his team arrived

from Bahrain at the Habaniya military

airport outside Baghdad and were dri-

ven to the United Nations headquar-

ters in a van and a bus.

Ritter's team will "carry out inspec-

tions, including surprise inspections, to

some of the sensitive sites," the official

Iraqi News Agency said.

Sensitive sites are ministries and

security facilities, which can be inspect-

ed only under special procedures in

effect since June 1996.

Ritter's team had been prevented

from entering some suspected

weapons sites in January after Iraq

alleged he was an American spy and^

that his team had a disproportionately

high number of Americans. ^

"

Ritter left Iraq on Jan. 16, and chief

inspector Richard Butler ordered him

back in now, said Allen Dacey, the

inspectors' spokesman in Baghdad.

In an unusual move, the govern-

ment told television crews and photog-

raphers they cannot go into the U.N.

headquarters to cover Ritter's arrival.

One ministry official said Ritter "is not

an important event."

His return follows the U.N.-Iraq

accord of Feb. 23 under which Iraq

agreed to give inspectors full access to

eight presidential palaces that Baghdad

previously declared ofT limits.

The accord was worked out by U.N.

Chief Kofi Annan, who appointed a

retired Indian diplomat on Thursday as

his special representative to Iraq.

Prakash Shah, 58, a fiarmer Indian

ambassador to the United Nations, is

part of an elTort by Annan to expand

contacts with the Iraqi leadership.

Palace inspections are not expected

to start until the United Nations and

the Iraqis agree on new rules for them.

Those rules, the subject of intense dis-

cussions Thursday between U.N. and

Iraqi officials in New York, have not

yet been finalized. But diplomatic

sources said a draft was delivered to

Iraqi officials on Wednesday^

Ritter's team is only one of several

that are deployed in Iraq. The other

groups have worked daily, including

through the crisis over the presidential

sites.

INA said eight teams carried out

inspections Thursday of seven sites

already under surveillance. It is not

known when Ritter and his team will

start their work.

The 15-member U.N. Security

Council has warned Iraq of the "sever-

est consequences" if it reneges on the

Feb. 23 accord. U.S. officials say the

resolution gives the. United States a

green light to attack Iraq in such a case.

Jut council members Russia, France_

and China insist the resolution does not

authorize automatic military action.

Native Americans find

tourism a bia business
VACATIONS: Tribes head

for German trade show

to peddle traditional ways

By Jeff Barnard

The Associated Press

Since Columbus unleashed an

onslaught of Europeans on North

America 500 years ago, Indian tribes

have been defeated in war, uprooted

from their native lands, ravaged by dis-

ease and left in abject fKJverty.

This weekend, four American

Indian tribes are headed to the world's

biggest tourism trade show in Berlin in

a reverse voyage of discovery to invite

Europeans - especially Germans - to

visit their reservations on vacation and

leave behind some much-needed cash.

Oregon's Confederated Tribes of

the Umatilla will be handing out

posters of Cayuse Chief Sulump in a

magnificent buffalo-horn headdress

with the slogan "Nicht Ihr

Durchschnittlicher Reisefuhrer."

That's German for "Not your aver-

age tour guide."

"With all the reservation economies

who are trying to develop the flow of

dollars from the outside ... we need to

be thinking globally," said tribe spokes-

woman Bobbie Conner.

Oregon's Umatilla and Warm
Springs tribes will be joined at the

International Tourism Exchange by

representatives of the Eastern Band of

Cherokees in North Carolina and the

Blackfeet in Montana.

They are all scrambling to capitalize

on an apparent German fascination

with all things American Indian.

There are over 300 Indian clubs in

Germany with an estimated 85,000

members. They dress up in native

regalia, make themselves names and

have weekend get-togethers. In 1994,

there was a powwow in Essen that

drew 6,000 of the 'Indianers.'

Germany's love affair with the

American Indian goes back to the late

19th century, when Karl May, a teacher

who had never been to America, wrote

a series of adventure novels about Old

Shatterhand and his Apache sidekick,

Winnetou. They sold millions ofcopies

and remain popular today

In the '60s and '70s, a movie genre

known as "Indianerfilme" grew up in

East Germany where the Indians were

the heroes, rather than the cowboys.

"There are few other peoples which

have developed as much sympathy for

Indians as the Germans," wrote

German cultural historian Eckehard

Koch.

The Cherokee were the first tribe to

see the possibilities of selling Indian

Country overseas, going to the interna-

tional tourist trade show in 1991. With

their 56,000-acre reservation next to

Great Smokies National Park, the

Cherokee have been in the tourism

business since the '40s. The reservation

features 450 tourist businesses, ranging

from a casino to go-cart tracks. There

are motels, campgrounds, and 30 miles

of trout streams. Tourism brought in

$70 million last year, exclusive of the

casino, and employs 4,500 people.

Actor ancJ

comedian Tom
Hanks, left,

greets new

space comman-

der Eileen

Collins

Thursday at

Dunbar High

School in

Washington.

The Associated Press

First female space commander named
NASA: Lt Col. Eileen Collins, already known as a

pioneering shuttle pilot, breaks yet another barrier

By Robert Bums
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Breaking

yet another sex barrier, veteran

aerospace pilot Eileen Collins

became the nation's first female

space commander Thursday.

"Dreams do come true," she said.

Collins, who already held the

distinction of being the first

female space-shuttle pilot, will

command the Columbia on a mis-

sion, scheduled for December, to

deploy an advanced telescope to

peer into the deepest reaches of

outer space.

It will be her third space-shuttle

mission.

"When I was a child, I dreamed

about space," Collins, a 41-year-

old Air Force lieutenant colonel,

said at a White House announce-

ment ceremony. "I admired pilots,

astronauts, and I've admired

explorers of all kinds. It was only a

dream of mine that I would some-

day be one of them."

In a switch from usual practice,

the Collins promotion was

announced by Hillary Rodham
Clinton, as President Clinton and

NASA administrator Daniel

Goldin stood at her side.

"When her mission launches

next December, the next genera-

tion of girls and boys will be able

to look to the heavens and think,

"There's nothing I can't do,'"

Clinton said.

"It's my hope that all children -

boys and girls - will see this mis-

sion and be inspired to reach for

their dreams, because dreams do

come true," said Collins, a native

ofElmira.N.Y.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

New dinosaur species

unearthed in Argentina
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - An 85 mil-

lion-year-old carnivorous dinosaur of an

apparently unknown species has been discov-

ered in southern Argentina, a paleontologist

said Thursday.

Researchers found bones of herbivore

Titanosaurus and of the unknown carnivore in

the fossil-rich area of Rincon de los Sauces

near the Andes, 760 miles southwest of Buenos

Aires.

"There are fossils enough for Rincon de los

Sauces to start its own museum," paleontolo-

gist Jorge Calvo of the University ofComahue

told The Associated Press.

Calvo, a graduate of the University of

Illinois at Chicago, heads the team that found

the Titanosaurus, a fairly common dinosaur in

the area, as well as the new carnivore.

"We found vertebrae, a shoulder blade and

leg bones, all in excellent condition," Calvo

-^
said. "We've never seen pieces like

these."

The 18-foot tall carnivore from

the Upper Cretaceous period looked

somewhat like Tyrannosaurus rex, found

in North America.

The western Andean foothill provinces of

Argentina are rich in fossil sites. Species

unique to the region include the 90 million-

year-old Unenlagia comahuensis, which

researchers say could be the "missing link" to

sustain the theory that modern birds descend

from dinosaurs.

Government to warn

^atitis C victimshep<

WASHINGTON - Hundreds ofthousands

of Americans who had blood transfusions

years ago will receive letters warning they may

have been infected with hepatitis C, a serious

liver infection that often shows no symptoms

for years.

The Department of Health and

Human Services is preparing a cam-

paign to encourage people to get

tested for the virus, which was not

identified until 1988. It can take 20 years

for symptoms to surface.

There is no cure, but various treatments are

in use and doctors are searching for improved

therapies. About 1 million of an estimated 4

million infected Americans don't realize they

have the sometimes fatal virus.

New research suggests hepatitis C patients

are particularly vulnerable to liver failure, and

the virus is the leading reason for liver trans-

plants in the United States.

Intravenous drug users make up the vast

majority of hepatitis C victims, but about

300,000 people may have contracted it from a

blood transfusion before the first screening

tests were created in 1990. It wasn't until mid-

1992 that highly reliable tests were found.

The risk of infection through a blood trans-

fusion today is very small thanks to improved

screenings.

Florida begins using

oral test for HIV virus

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Florida has begun

using a lollipop-like device for oral testing to

detect the HIV virus that causes AIDS, state

health officials said Thursday

Epitope Inc.'s OraSure analyzes cells

scraped from a person's mouth. It is designed

to reach people at high risk but who are missed

by traditional testing programs thai rely on

needles to obtain blood samples.

"HIV testing with OraSure is safe and pain-

less for both those being tested and those

administering the test," said Florida Health

Department Secretary James T. Howell. "The

testing procedure takes about two minutes."

"Of the 65.000 to 100,000 people in Florida

believed to be infected, two-thirds know of

their infection," Howell said. "It is our goal to

reach the remaining one-third."

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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RALLY
From page 3

date. "Every time elections come

around, they always rally against some

oppression to fool the UCLA commu-

nity. 1 don't think they are educated

enough on this subject."

Some students were more support-

ive, however.

"They have a valid point. It's really

nice to see students take action," said

fourth-year student Natasha Larmore.

Philosophy professor emeritus

Donald Kalish, who has been at

UCLA for almost 50 years, said he

was pleased to see that "students are

starting to be concerned with the glob-

al situation instead of just themselves

and their 4.0s."

"U.S. policy against Iraq is com-

pletely incorrect. We have to do more

than rattle our weapons," he added.

CAMPAiGrr
From page 3

"The goal for the annual fund is to

increase the amount the Annual Fund

takes in from $5 million to $10 million

by the end of the Campaign," said

Annual Fund Director Tracie

Christensen.

Last fiscal year, $231 million was

raised by the entire campaign in

68,872 donations. Thirty-four of those

gifts were over $1 million, represent-

ing about 35 percent of total gifts The

average donation for the year was

$3,365.

Donors to the campaign are often

identified through some relationship

with UCLA. This could include stu-

dents, patients at the hospital, people

who havCTised the library or those who

support the athletic program.

Fund-raisers attempt to capitalize

on these relationships, and a positive

experience with the university is often

the best selling point.

"We hope to build upon this rela-

tionship and develop it into a charita-

ble donation," said Eicher.

Once these individuals are identi-

fied, fund-raisers make assumptions.

Based upon what the fund-raisers

know about the individual, they deter-

mine how much that person can give.

With a group of potential donors,

fund-raisers can set a goal on how

much they can raise using these same

assumptions.

This is where research comes in.

The campaign does research on indi-

viduals to determine their capability to

donate. All this information is public,

and includes rankings of businesses

and their owners that give fund-raisers

an idea of the donors' financial stand-

ing. Knowing the people's occupa-

tions or the areas where they live can

help the fund-raisers determine their

ability to donate to the campaign.

Once a person donates, the fund-

raisers can make further assumptions

about how people in similar positions

will respond to fund-raising attempts.

Fund raising does have a cost

because of the many employees

involved in solicitation and research.

"Our goal is to keep the cost of a

contribution to 10.8 cents per dollar of

donation," said Eicher.

The Annual Fund, for example, has

a staft" of 100 student telemarketers

and 24 professional staff members

who supervise and run direct mail

activities, according to Christensen.

This pushes their cost per donation to

40 to 45 cents per dollar.

Donors are not always just giving

out of generosity, though.

"We can offer something in return

to recognize their donation," said

Eicher.

This recognition can take the form

of buildings, scholarships or endowed

chairs named in honor of the donor.

To recognize donors to the Annual

Fund, a special category - known as

the Chancellor's Associates - exists for

donors who give in excess of $1,500

per year. These individuals get special

SeeGUNMKII,pag«9
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CAMPAIGN
From page 8

recognition along with some benefits.

One benefit is the opportunity to

purchase priority seating at football

and basketball gam&. The priority is

assigned based upon the level of the

donation and is similar to the benefit

offered to those who donate to the ath-

letic department, said Christensen.

' Once money is collected, it can go

to any number of places. Money
donated to the Annual Fund is unre-

stricted and goes to the UCLA
Foundation. The board of directors

and the chancellor then determine pri-

orities and where the money should

go.

"Much of the money goes to sup-

port programs and projects that the

chancellor can't find other sources

for," said Christensen.

Money not donated to the Annual

Fund , which indtides Tnany^of ^he^

large gifts, is most often given with

restrictions that the money goes to a

certain area, like the medical center or

for an endowed chair.

This outside funding has become

crucial in recent years as state funding

as a percentage of the budget has

steadily decreased.

"Support from the private sector

has become absolutely critical to the

university's future," said Chancellor

Albert Carnesale.

CEMETERY
From page 5

ed the enemy line enough for the bat-

talion to take over commanding

ground.

One of the dogs buried at L.A.

National, Blackout, received full mili-

tary honors at his ceremony. The war

dog was wounded during World War
II.

There aVe countless stories that

could be told - if only the dead could

speak. But although their voices are

silenced, a feeling of history and

importance emanates from the place.

"I have spent some time in the veter-

ans' cemetery," said Michael

Chandler, an administrative assistant

for UCLA's Orientation Program.

"It's a pretty awesome sight to stand

on the hill and look out over the sea of

white stones, marking the final resting

places of those who not only had to

fight, but live on afterwards, with the

victory of death."

The various monuments contribute

to the sense of honor surrounding the

graves. One in the southeast corner

carries the inscription: "To those who

volunteered and extended the hand of

liberty to alien peoples, 1902." This

particular structure was donated by

the Spanish-American War Veterans.

In the center of the burial ground is

the indoor columbarium, the only one

in the National Cemetery System, a

matching pergola and a rostrum.

The columbarium has over 5,000

niches for cremated remains. Inside,

two small hallways reveal the thou-

sands of name plaques, a few of which

hold a flower in their metal vases. In

the center, several uniforms and pic-

tures on display personalize the

Spanish-style structure.

The rostrum (like a podium) is the

site for the annual Memorial Day

Service, when Devenney said they get

their largest visitation.

"The Scouts come on the Saturday

before and put an American Flag on

every grave," Devenney said. "It takes

those kids about an hour and a half to

do it. It's really great."

On that one day, the crowds gather

to remember. But it can get pretty lone-

ly during the other 364 days ofthe year.

An inscription on a marker outside

the administrative office explains why

they are worthy of a few minutes of

time.

"Your own proud land's heroic soul,

must be>your filler grave; she claims

from war his richest spoil, the ashes of

the brave."
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Think before you bash The Bruin

Michael

Daugherty

READERS: Big downfall

of paper comes from lack

of student involvement

In
tribute to the media theme of

today's Viewpoint section, the

topic of this column was going to

be "Why The Daily Bruin Sucks." I

had accumulated an embarrassment

of anecdotes and clippings (not to

mention my own experiences), in sup-

port ofmy thesis to that effect. But

then I had a

change of heart.

I still intend to

tell you what's

wrong with The

Bruin. But first,

some back-

ground.

It started

more or less the

first time I ever

picked up a

Bruin. TTie

headline article

was shockingly

idiotic. On a whole, the paper was so

poorly written, so absent of any

coherent point or direction, so slant-

ed, so full of logical, typographical,

punctuation and spelling errors, that I

felt compelled to check the masthead

to see whether or not the Daily Bruin

bothered to employ editors. Upon
seeing that there was indeed an edito-

rial staff. I was left to assume that

they were all hooked on crack.

A few days later, I found another

article goofy beyond the threshold of

human tolerance. Then, another. And
another. The Bruin becamein my
eyes little more than a source of

comic-tragic relief. But, after a few

quarters it stopped being funny. It

started to be an embarrassment. It

made me angry.

One day, while reading a particu-

larly inscrutable piece I finally, and

loudly, snapped: "The Bruin sucks!

Look at this crap. This isn't a newspa-

per, it's a free-for-all!" The man dri-

ving the Campus Express upon which

Daugherty is a fourth-year English stu-

dent.

I was traveling at that moment took

umbrage to my unseemly outburst.

(Timing has never been my strong

suit.) I was summarily ejected and

had to cover the remaining 50 yards

to Ackerman on foot. On an impulse,

I made-my way straight to The

Bruin's offices. I exp>ected it would

resemble an opium den. black-lights.

Grateful Dead music and a bunch of

glassy-eyed, pot-heads bitching at

each other because somebody spilled

bong water all over the hard-drive

that held the following day's edition.

I was wrong. It was orderly. The

lights were on. There were computers

and telephones. People were busy

doing stuff. Anyway, one thing lead to

another; thirty thousand words later

you are reading what is my fifteenth

and penultimate column for

Viewpoint.

I hate to say this but the Bruin still

does - at times - suck. But it sucks for

reasons other than I had originally

assumed. It's not for lack of trying,

not for lack of resources, and not for

lack of talent. I will tell you why the

Bruin - at times - sucks: because you

suck.

Let me qualify that. I didn't mean
you personally. 1 meant everyone but

you Everyone-but-you sucks because

The Brum is regularly vilified for not

having a more diverse staff. Yet, out

of a student population of thirty-five

thousand, only forty people applied

to be Viewpoint columnists last quar-

ter.

Everyone-but-you sucks because

they are so deeply couched in their

beliefs that they seemingly disappear

between their own cushions. They go

into apoplectic fits of indignation

when The Bruin prints anything that

doesn't toe their ideological line.

Everyone-but-you sucks because to

them The Bruin is nothing more than

a forty-page holder for the world's

easiest ESL crossword puzzle.

Everyone-but-you sucks because

they can't stop bitching about The

Bruin but also can't stop to do any-

thing meaningful about it. Now,

everyone-but-you might be thinking

"That's easy for you to say, Mr. Big

Dictionary, but I can't write, I can

barely think, and I sure as hell don".

have any spare time for sharing my
opinion." To them I respond: Of
course you do, and who said anything

about knowing how to write? Just

read Viewpoint, and you'll realize

that the ability to form a complete

sentence is hardly.

Last week alone. The Bruin ran

dozens of articles covering a multi-

tude of topics, including: affirmative

action, class web sites, snow board-

ing, sports, religion, Iraq, Black histo-

ry, gay fraternities, ASUCLA and

salad. Now, guess how many print-

able responses from readers the Bruin

received last week. A hundred? Fifty?

Twenty? Wrong. The correct answer

is eight. Thirty-five thousand students

+ hundreds of column inches of text =

eight stinkin' responses. I rest my
case.

As I mentioned above, I initially

set out to write a scathing little expose

here; but, something strange hap-

pened. It was Tuesday. I was at The

Bruin's offices when I saw a staff

member sitting cross-legged on the

floor in the middle of a huge pile of

what must have been hundreds of

past editions of The Bruin.

1 looked at the pile and saw it for

what it was: thousands of pages, mil:

lions of words and more. God only

knows how many hours of work, how

many interviews, telephone calls, rolls

of film, meetings, keystrokes and

deadlines were in there. And what

about the coffee, the frayed nerves,

the pressure and - no doubt - the

tears? It was all in that pile.

Later, around two o'clock in the

morning, as I sat at my desk in the

wash of monitor glow and watched a

cold, steady breeze billow my curtains

into shapes of ghostly figures, it

occurred to me that determining the

sum of brain hours, devotion and pas-

sion that went into creating that pile

of Bruins would exceed by a long shot

any computational skill I could ever

hope to pyossess. I remembered what

it was like the first time I saw my own

thoughts on someone else's paper. I

remembered the first hate mail I ever

received. ("Who the hell do you think

you are ...") And somewhere in the

~~
See DAUGHERTY, page 12

Speaks Out
^ Did the media handle the President Clinton and Monica

Lewinsky scandal intelligently?

James Parle

Graduate student

computer science

'Hm Beattie

Third-year

mathematics

"I think it

tant news,

things the

media had to

cover.^%we*
was a lot of

speculation

but there's

always going

to be speculation and unnamed

sources when you have no real

information, similar to what hap-

pened with Nixon. So I think they

did a more-or-Iess intelligent job

with it."

"^

Randy Chiu

Third-year

mathematics

"I think

they're too

quick to call

him guilty.

And without

really getting

the sympa-

thy of the

public, a lot

of people

already think he's guilty. And it's

not really going to implicate him

on anything. Even if he's found

guilty, I don't think they'd

impeach him anyway. It doesn't

seem like it matters that much."

Scott Yarbroff

Third-year

political science

"No, I

don't think

so. The main

issue is basi-

cally

whether

Clinton

forced her to

lie or not.

That's per-

jury. And if you think about it,

that's what got Nixon impeached.

It's a major deal when the presi-

dent of the United States possibly

broke the law. So I think any

media attention toward the most

important man in the country is

important news."

"It

becamcA-

media circus.

It got out of

control. The

m^ir-
weren't real-

ly interested

in the presi-

dent. They

were more into selling the news."

Nicole Usher

First-year

undeclared —-^—

side his marriage.

"Probably

not because

there are

more impor-

tant things

we have to

worry about

now besides

what he's

doing out-

Ronnie Jordan

Third-year

English/neuroscience

"I think

there's a lot

more impor-

tant stuff

going on

right now in

the country

and in the

world for

them to run

as front-page stories.'

Jennifer Politowski

Third-year

psychology

"No, I defi-

nitely think

they didn't.

They've taken

it and made it

into a soap

opera and

they're invad-

ing on her pri-

vacy and it's

hard because he's trying to move

on. It's just a mess."

What is Generation X? Who are we? Unlike the

Baby Boomers, we are not coming of age during a

war or a "great social movement." What will his-

tory have to say about Generation X? On Friday,

March 13, Viewpoint will examine thes&and

other issues. Please tell us what you think. Bring

your submissions to 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail

them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
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%\%r coverage

tifvital issues

leaves public

uninformed

ByDaveMiddleton

There have been various studies con-

ducted lately, including one recently

published in The Daily Bruin,

which point to the fact that political apathy

among college students is at unprecedent-

ed heights. When we are compared with

other industrial countries it becomes appar-

ent how pathetically uninformed the

American public really is. It is this very lack

of education that allows us to feel distanced

from politics today. I believe that the media's

failure to educate the American public is the pri-

mary reason for this rise of political disenchant-

ment. We. as citizens, pay a high cost for our

lack of knowledge. Because if Americans are

not educated about issues of importance we for-

feit any control or influence we may have on the

world around us. —

'

.
—

!

TODAY: This week's forum explores the mass media and the coverage It

provides to the public. What is the media responsible for doing and has

it succeeded? Has the media become too sensationalistic? Viewpoint

examines whether the media responds to the public's interests or

whether the media simply attempts to arouse the public with trivial

stories that are geared toward entertaining, not informing.

TV news tries to lure

larger audience with

sensationalistic story
CHOICE: Viewers have power to

firot€st filethora of ^^H>ws4lk€-

In our fast-paced society our primary way to

learn about world and local events is through

the media. We can only educate ourselves to a

point. Therefore, it is the media's duty to help

us become politically and socially educated. It is

obvious that we are reliant on the media's assis-

tance, which is becoming less available and less

effective. Instead of enlightening us, the media

seems content to merely amuse us.

It is far too simple to see that the media focus-

es on some issues while ignoring others. In this

way the media fails us. Simply look at Los

Angeles network news. What the hell are we

watching? Television news is far more bent on

entertaining its viewers than educating them. We
are not provided with an accurate portrayal of

the important events of the day. We are instead

fed a highlights reel of car crashes, explosions,

disasters and other eye candy. We don't know

what is going on in the world around us because

of the media's focus on largely irrelevant issues.

We don't hear about anything of importance

unless it has entertainment value. Henceforth,

everyone's eyes are glued to the television news

watching the latest car-chase footage. The only

people who benefit from this are those who get

to advertise their "Best Police Chases" video

during the commercial break. I'll be the first to

admit that this footage is pretty entertaining.

But, we may as well be watching cartoons

because this coverage provides us with little sub-

stance. Television news provides us with virtual-

ly no information, which would enable us to

become better citizens.

Scandals have now become the media's

focus. Don't even get me started talking about

the Clinton-Monica Lewinsky coverage. The

Middleton is a fourth-year student double major-

ing in communication studies and political sci-

ence.

depiction

of

"Zippergate" has

been nothing short of

a daytime soap opera. The

media seems to have an undying

thirst to find out every detail about the private

lives of our politicians to an extraordinary

extent. We hear more about the president's sex-

ual escapades than we do about his policy deci-

sions. By focusing on these issues what type of

public discourse is the media encouraging?

How is a parent supposed to respond to junior,

who after hearing a local news broadcast, asks,

"Mommy, mommy What's oral sex mean?"

The media even has the power to set the dis-

course of our children.

The Daily Bruin itself although clearly less

sensationalistic than many other papers, is at

times as guilty as the rest of the media for its

lack of prioritization and focus on important

issues. Is it appropriate to do a front-page story

about an individual who claims to have known

and spoken with Monica Lewinsky, even if he is

in the UCLA community? Just in case the

media hadn't already dragged her private life

through the mud enough, in this article, the

readers were provided with more insight into

Monica's character. Especially enlightening

were Monica's supposed comments about her

relationship with Qinton. In her words, Qinton

and herself were "Fuck buddies." This was

important news that we Bruins needed to know.

When we examine what material the media

focuses on it is also important that we consider

what coverage they are failing to provide us

with. Television news failed to provide us with

an adequate understanding of the recent crisis

in the Persian Gulf Most of us don't under-

stand the international implications of a war

with Iraq. We weren't given an adequate

account of the many complexities that have led

to this

standoff.

Instead of better

informing us the media

would rather present us with the

American people's opinion of whether or not

we should go to war. The American public on

the whole is as poorly informed as you and 1.

Therefore, should we base our opinions on —
theirs?

Further, it is important to understand that

the media's lack of focus on key issues causes

political disenchantment. News must fit within

certain spatial and temporal confines. Most

television news broadcasts last for either a half-

hour or a full hour unless a breaking scandal

cuts into your favorite programming. Simply

put, when the media focuses on issues such as

the O.J. Simpson trial, the tragic death of

Princess Di, the abuse of Pamela Lee, Eddie

Murphy's late night joy-rides, Monica

Lewinsky's Oral Office duties, Lorena Bobbit's

cutlery skills or Tanya Harding's competitive

edge, there just isn't enough time or room for

discussion about issues which are essential to

improve our nations civic knowledge. By its

coverage of largely irrelevant stories and its

ignoring of other issues, the media sadly influ-

ences what people view as important news.

These modem media trends lead to a public

with little control over their government. Our

attention diverted by unimportant issues, we

cannot contribute to our country's political

process. This allows our elected officials to

make decisions without consulting the public,

hence, undermining democracy. When the

power to make decisions rests in the hands of

select government officials rather than in the

hands of the American public we have forfeited

the very rights which we have fought to protect.

'When Animals Attack! Part 4'

By Paolo Bayless

If the average Bruin tried to discern the

role of the media by turning on the TV, he

would come to the inevitable conclusion

that its chief role is to provide non-stop cov-

erage of the daily LAPD high-speed chase.

Seriously. There definitely appears to be a

clear trend in which the media is increas-

ingly filled with accounts of mayhem. _-.

This trend seems to be a result of the

growing awareness by corporate America

of sensational media's profitability To

maximize their audience, the media seems

to be relying more than ever on a rather

interesting mixture of hype, melodrama

and sensationalism.-

Nowhere is this sensationalism more

apparent than in local TV news. Every story

seems to be dubbed "Xinbelievable," "griz-

zly" or "shocking". This dialogue would seem

more appropriate on a carnival midway, but it

has become necessary to entice today's vio-

lence-numb viewers.

I don't believe there is anything drastically

wrong with this sort of melodramatic commen-

tary and content. 1 equate this with any other

sort of company trying to sell me something. I

don't actually believe Colgate when they tell me
that their new toothbrush is "revolutionary," but

if it's half price with my grocery store card, then

1 might get it.

Let's be honest. We have only ourselves to

blame. In a society where "When Stunts Go
Wrong" is such a ratings bonanza that they have

to make a sequel, how can we blame the media?

I'll be the first to admit that every time one of

these high speed chases takes place. I'm the one

who is jumping up and down yelling, "Shoot out

the tires!" in front of the TV.

On the other hand, what is truly dangerous,

and must be controlled is when the media takes

it upon itself to create the news. Recent exam-

ples of this are the Dateline program in which a

vehicle was rigged to explode and the premature

condemnation of Richard Jewel in the Olympic

Park bombing.

With this in mind, we cannot just ignore the

activity of the media, deeming its impact inconse-

quential. Ifyou doubt me, remember the fate of

former President Nixon, with an emphasis on

"former."

The good news in all of this is that the media

marketplace remains a "buyer's market." The

fact that such an overwhelming number of news

channels, periodicals and countless other media

outlets exists means that these companies are

highly responsive to their customer's prefer-

ences.

Therefore, the role of the media is really in the

hands of the public. It is you who can choose

what you want to see, hear and read, and the

manner in which you prefer it to be presented. I

can only humbly request of you to keep the

police chase coverage enact; it is a nice substitute

for HBO.

Bayless is a third-year economics student.
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DAUGHERTY
From page 10

backwater recesses of my mind a lit-

tle neuron labeled "Daily Bruin"

switched all by itself from "criticism"

to "appreciation." I was instantly

humbled. The Bruin rules.

That's not to say that The Bruin

doesn't need to be better. Anyone

who works there will gladly acknowl-

edge its rough edges. In the words of

one staffer: "A lot of people 1 know

feel The Bruin is not what they con-

sider 'quality.' Either we don't

research enough, we don't cover

enough or whatever. But, what they

don't realize is that we're students

too ... I know it sounds like an

excuse, but it's true. Ya, we can try

harder, but at least give us a break.''

Everyone wants The Bruin to be

the best that it can be. So as I prepare

to4eave this school, r44ik€ to

respectfully offer a short list of real,

practical things we can do to make it

a better paper. (By the by: 1 will

employ here the same convention as

that used in one of the more recent

features added to Viewpoint - 1 refer

|iere to "Thumbs Up/Thumbs
Down" wherein members ofThe

Bruin's editorial board voice their

approval or disdain for various and

sundry news items by means of a

Sisklean and Ebertian thumb-point-

ing convention.) ^__^_
Thumbs Down to "Thumbs

Up/Thumbs Down." As you know,

the editors compile a list of news

items, put on arbiter's beanies, and

vote. You are not privy to the out-

come of the vote (six to one? three to

four?); all you know is that the item

in question has been relegated to

being one of two things: good or bad.

I suppose I wouldn't mind as much if

the topics at hand didn't warrant a

shred more scrutiny than they end up

getting. I coiild live with "Thumbs

down to serial murderers" or

"Thumbs up to lovely weather." But,

regrettably, the "Thumbs" items usu-

ally aren't all that easy to nail. The

problem with "Thumbs" heavily con-

densed and surprisingly biased blurbs

is that they deprive the reader of any

opportunity to consider both sides of

the issue and, consequently, form a

thoughtful, well-based opinion.

1 am delighted to provide the fol-

lowing example: The Bruin's editorial

board gave a "Thumbs Down" to a

proposed law that would give judges

the option of revoking the fmancial

aid packages of convicted drug deal-

ers. The blurb was decent enough to

point out that selling drugs was "the

wrong way to make money." Frankly,

I found the editorial board's position

on this matter so astonishing that I

had to wonder if some of its members

didn't have a personal stake in the

issue. 1 disagree with their position

whole-heartedly. But what really

bothers me is that some very real

components of the issue were never

mentioned. For instance, wouldn't

someone convicted of se'ling drugs

be indisposed to attending classes

from his or her jail cell? Next, why

would someone involved in the lucra-

tive enterprise of selling narcotics

need financial aid in the first place?

Finally (and more to the point),

wouldn't that revoked financial aid

package be re-awarded to someone a

bit more deserving - someone per-

haps who wasn't engaged in the act

of poisoning people's minds and bod-

ies for profit? Has the concept of

merit evaporated?

I think our readership would be

better served if both sides of the argu-

ment were aired. A more interesting

approach would be to post the issue

du jour accompanied by opposing

arguments a la 60 Minutes' "Point-

Counterpoint." That would be neat.

Thumbs Down to horrifying head-

line errors. We can't expect the copy

editors to catch every single mistake.

Even the big boys and girls at papers

like the L.A. Times commit an occa-

SceMUGNUTXpagTiB
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sional boner. Last Thursday's front

page headline comes to mind:

"Carnesale looking for a No. 2 man"
(Should we assume that women need

not apply?). With all the gender dis-

crimination articles this paper rightly

runs, you'd think we'd be more atten-

tive. I probably wouldn't make such a

big deal of it if it had been buried on

page eight. It wasn't though. It was

the front page, above the fold head-

line. Ouch. In fairness, I should say

that for every typo or mangled sen-

tence, or sexist faux pas you read, a

hundred have been caught and cor-

rected. That notwithstanding, some-

one, somehow needs to get a handle

on these especially embarrassing mis-

takes.

Finally; Thumbs Down to The

~Daity Bruin's policy againsl^TTntihg"

editorial responses to reader's letters.

This is bad. I am reminded of the

most intentionally funny thing I,have

,

ever read in this paper: Justin

Horey's hilarious and cheeky mock-

interview with our new chancellor.

Some foaming-at-the-mouth genius

wrote in the next day incensed by

Justin's effrontery. It seems he

thought the interview was real. The
writer's vitriolic response was hilari-

ous if you had read the column, but

made Justin look like a cretin if you

hadn't. The Bruin's readership would

have been better served if Justin or

the editors had responded: "Hey,

Mister, no offense. It's called satire."

On this issue, one current member
ofThe Bruin's news staff put it nice-

ly: "Some people miss the point so

badly that you want to let them know,

but you can't. They get to have the

last word and unfortunately that's the

aftertaste that everyone else who
reads it will have." Other local throw-

aways (for example, "LA. Weekly"

and "New Times") print responses

and they are, to me, often the most

interesting part of the papjer. For the

sake ofThe Bruin's credibility as well

as the reader's benefit, this policy

needs to be reconsidered.

So there it is, my two cents worth.

If you think any of my notions war-

rant further action, feel free to let

The Bruin know. In closing, I would

like to add one last point: I had no

idea how much effort goes into

putting out just one edition of this

paper. With what little I do now

know of the task, I can only describe

it as Sisyphean. That's not to say that

The Bruin doesn't commit some god-

awful mistakes all too frequently.

And, that's not to say that The Bruin

doesn't deserve meaningful criticism.

But I think TTie Bruin also deserves

far more credit than it ever gets.

The people who read The Bruin

have expectations. So do the people

who work at The Bruin. When those

expectations are not met, we all suf-

fer to some degree. I don't know
what psychic mechanism is involved

in the willing act of putting your

name on something that will get

duplicated twenty thousand times

and held up to the scrutiny of friends

and strangers alike. I suppose it

varies from person to person. But I

have to wonder how everyone-but-

you would like to see their most

recent homework assignment or

paper exposed for mass consump-

tion. How deep a hole can you dig?

Holding The Bruin up to ridicule

is easy. Sometimes it's even fun. So I

suppose it should come as no sur-

prise that so many readers (whose

days are often filled with activities

that are not easy and not fun) find

some comfort in taking a poke at the

Bruin. Fair enough. But keep in

mind, The Bruin puts out more

words in one day than the average

undergrad will put out in an entire

quarter. When everyone-but-you

(myself included) considers how

much green ink they might expect to

find slathered all over a quarter's

worth of their own output. The Bruin

starts to look a whole lot better.
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Teeth Whitening
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THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth
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* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Straightening teeth in some coses

BEFORE AFTER
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

By Jammie Salagubang

Daily Bruin Contributor

itself Global Divas

takes listeners from

Zimbabwe to

P

Been around

the world late-

ly?

O n

Sunday in the

Veterans
Wadsworth Theater,

the Global Divas will

attempt to give audiences an

international music experience.

Susana Baca. Stella Chiweshe

and Tish Hinojosa comprise the first

group of women to perform under this

title.

"TTiey cross boundaries - it's really an

interesting combination of these three women
representing world-music styles that fit

together yet are very different," says Michael

Blachly, director of the UCLA Center for

Performing Arts. "It's international folkloric

music, and really it's celebrating the diverse

contributions of female musicians"

One of the highlights of this tour is Stella

Chiweshe's music from Zimbabwe. Though

her music is from an exotic locale, Chiweshe

says it has a universal appeal.

"It heals, it soothes, it's very relaxing,"

Chiweshe says. "It is also music that makes it

possible for people to get in touch with them-

selves, in touch with the universe."

An important part of Chiweshe's music is

musical

trio that calls

the mbira dza vadzmu,

a 22-pronged,

metal, hand

piano.

eru
der.

However, if

just pronounc-

ing the name
sounds difficult,

learning to play it was

even more so for

Chiweshe because of her gen-

"When I (first) heard this mbira, I

wanted to keep hearing it," Chiweshe

says. "But everybody - women and men,

girls and boys - looked at me as though I had

lost my mind for wanting to play it."

The male attitude in Zimbabwe is so biased

against female mbira players that she says

men don't even want to marry a woman who
know how to play

"Once the men had put down their rules,

they were hard to move," Chiweshe relates.

"But this wasn't a rule from my ancestors, but

a rule from the living, and that's why I pushed

myself and really fought against it."

Listening to spirits also plays an important

part in inspiring Chiweshe. She says some

people even refer to her as "Priestess."

"I'm not just playing for the world, I'm

praying for the world," she explains. "(When

Internatiooil Mus« Nelwotk

Musician Susana Baca brings her Afro-Peruvian background to "Global Divas."

I play) I'm much more connected to spirits

than to people. I'm very connected to nature."

Baca takes the audience on a trip to Peru

with the nature of her Afro-Peruvian music.

"It's very rhythmic music because of its

African roots, but at the same time, because of

the Andean influence, you get a very melan-

choly feel," Baca says.

Baca herself is a camba (a person of mixed

native Peruvian and African ancestry) and

says she was born into the music. She remem-

bers her mother putting her to bed before par-

ties as a child but never going to sleep because

she stayed up to listen to the music.

"I loved the music before anything else,"

Baca says. "It was a part of me from the very

beginning."

Like Chiweshe, Baca uses native instru-

ments to help her achieve her unique sound.

One of the principle instruments she uses is

the cajon, a wooden box that roughly equals

the role ofdrums in American music. She also

uses a quijada de burro, an actual donkey's

jaw which produces a buzzing sound.

"(It) even has rattling teeth," Baca laughs.

Baca's difficulty comes not from learning

SeeDIVAS,page19

Folks drawn to Cartoonsville for fun, not food
RESTAURANT: Nostalgic

childhood atmosphere

can be bought at a price

By Terry Tang

Daily Bruin Contributor

Within every adult there lies an

inner child who longs to play video

games, guzzle root-beer floats and

watch Saturday morning cartoons.

In the kingdom of Cartoonsville,

people of all ages revisit childhood by

eating and drinking against a won-

derland backdrop. However, a jour-

ney there should only be made during

rare occasions because the somewhat

high prices would put even Richie

Rich off guard.

Located in Brentwood on the cor-

ner of Wilshire and Bundy,

Cartoonsville Eaterie & Funhouse is

a short drive from the UCLA cam-

pus, but far enough away from the all-

too-familiar sights and sounds of

Westwood. Although far from the

ideal date place, Cartoonsville caters

well to big groups and families.

At first, college students may feel

out of place, but within a group,

relaxing and acting silly can come
easily Inhibition is hard to maintain

since hyper little boys and girls con-

stantly swarm the dining area; with

music ranging from the Spice Girls to

"The Sound of Music," having a seri-

ous conversation proves difficult.

Tailor-made for children, each

table is covered in a red, purple or

green vinyl tablecloth. Even the

wooden, upright chairs sport happy

faces. Vintage lunch boxes from the

days of He-Man and Care Bears, up

to the time of Jurassic Park, adorn

the walls and put older customers in a

nostalgic mood.

Since many of the diners are kids,

the waiters are patient and make sure

the patrons know their names.

However, a meal may get interrupted

by the shrill of a whistle. The high-

pitched sound signals that it is time

for the waiters to break into a chorus

of "Happy Birthday" and make the

lucky guest feel like a king for a day
" One unique service the eatery

offers is a versatile balloon artist.

Walking from table to table, the bal-

loon man carries a wide variety of

RESTAURANT REVIEW
Cartoonsville

Address: 12121 Wilshire Btvd

Suite 207, ^^p^^^^f
Los Angifej,lAmiS .....> 'i^

Hours: Tues.-T^.>1:30 in)'.-9j^n^
Fri.-Sat;TI.308.iii.'-HJ!t)lJp^

Closed Mondays

Entree Price Range: $8.95-$18.50

Grade: •••iV^Jr
Hk Bniin «!« iM«uriflis bisfd on pfke, dislirxf

«nd (twactn

ERNEST LEEA}aily Bruin

colors and inflatable designs.

To go along with the carnival-like

ambience, the adult menu consists

mostly of popular kiddie cuisine and

incorporates Southwestern flavors.

The meal starts off with a compli-

mentary dish of raw carrots, celery

and dip. Customers can choose appe-

tizers such as crispy chicken tenders

or nachos with spinach artichoke dip

($4.95 to $6.95). Skip the convention-

al snack of onion rings ($4.95).

Although they give a sizable portion

of at least two dozen rings, the onions

are not coated with enough batter

and lack the crunchy texture charac-

teristic of this snack.

Entrees range from pizza and

hamburgers to baby-back ribs and

come with the typical choices of salad

or vegetables, and baked potato or

rice pilaf ($8.95 to $18.50). The sal-

ads contain a sparse selection of

ingredients - lettuce, spinach leaves

and onions - and could use more

fresh vegetables. Also, the grilled

chicken breast is succulent and has a

smoky taste but is a little salty

($11.95). As a result, the potato or

rice dish is a must. Although the

chicken and rice mesh well together,

the portions do not measure up to the

prjce.

After the meal, guests can select

from an array of sweets, spanning

from a double-chocolate cake to a

giant banana split ($1.85 to $4.99).

The angel-food cake topped with

strawberries is not as sweet as it

sounds ($4.99). Although the cake

has a spongy texture, it only tastes

sweet when dipped in the strawberry

syrup. However, it will still make a

satisfying dessert for a customer who
does not crave more sugary items like

an icek;ream sundae'or a milk shake.

Another confection to try is the

strawberry cheesecake ($4.99). Even

with its smooth texture, the cheese-

cake is light enough not to bog down
the stomach. Guests may prefer to

share the pricey desserts since the

cake rations are again a little meager,

considering the cost.

Cartoonsville does not fit the mold

or the budget of a college joint.

Although a younger sibling would be

more at home in Cartoonsville, col-

lege students may want to give the

restaurant a try if they can keep in

mind that age is just a number.
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"Men With Guns"
Directed by John Sayles

Starring Federico Luppi, Damian
Oelgado and Tania Cruz

Director John Sayles' talent has been expos-

ing the tender interior of human tragedy His

name functions as a sort of brand name for

empathy; he is «ble to communicate some of

the most bewildering and incomprehensible

experiences to those who haven't experienced

them.

"Men With Guns" attempts to communicate

the truth of an overwhelming, 20th-century

saga: the decades of oppression and violence in

Latin America. It is such a huge topic to pene-

trate - so many thousands murdered, such a

mind-numbing constant of violence and terror

- that he loses himself trying to explain it all.

The story centers around a wealthy doctor

from a city in an unnamed Latin-American

nation, whose travels into the mountains

expose him to life in the Indian villages. It fol-

lows the archetype of the voyage: these charac-

ters act as transmitters for the brutal music of

life in contemporary rural Latin America.

Sayles succeeds in showing the types that

populate tfais landscape. We meet ap orphan, a

defrocIcCT^riesl, a mute^omHitaioWufel sol-
"

dier. But because the characters are symbolic,

they lose their humanity, and thus, their affec-

tive power. The one exception is a remarkably

sensitive and ambiguous performance by

Damian Delgado as a conscience-stricken sol-

dier.

Just that Sayles tried to explore and commu-
nicate the experience of-being poor, Indian and

facing constant political violence is a feat in

itself. And as the "men with guns" make recur-

rent appearances throughout the film, we come
to realize at least one aspect of that experience:

the powerlessness.

Hannah Miller

;i^-- Grade: B-t-

(Left) Tania Cruz

stars as Graciela in

John Sayles"'Men

With Guns." /

style seems so mature when he deals with ado-

lescent characters and so adolescent when he

deals with his mature characters. One reason is

that adults are simply not as cheerfully cute as

teenagers are when they're in love, and so

Duigan's playfulness, at times, becomes a mis-

match: what passes for endearing quirkiness in

"Flirting" becomes corny hokum in "The

Leading Man" (and the film's ending is shame-

lessly so). And much of the carefree poetry of

Duigan's language is absent in this film, but we
can mostly attribute that to Virginia Duigan

(his sister) who wrote the script.

Still, it's nice to see Duigan back again,

blowing some light air into that heavy smog of

sexual seriousness that's in movie theaters

right now.

Tommy Nguyen
Grade: B-

"U.S. Marshals"

Directed by Stuart Baird

"The Leading Man"
Directed by John Duigan
Starring Thandie Newton and Jon Bon

Though Felix Webb (Lambert Wilson) is

"England's greatest living playwright," he's

created a pretty shoddy character for his own
personal stage. He's one of those spineless

worms who's small enough to find room
between a rock and a hard place: his passion for

his lead actress Hilary (Thandie Newton)
against his moral responsibility to his unhappy
wife (Anna Galiena, who conjures sorcery witJi

every smile). He's been stringing everyone

along so far, that is until Hilary finally gives him

the "her or me" bit.

One would think that the time has come for

Felix to act. But the bookworm is no act-er, and

so he hires Robin Grange (Jon Bon Jovi), a

shady American-screen heartthrob and the

leading man in Felix's play, to seduce his lonely

wife so that she can build enough self-esteem to

discover a life independent of Felix. Of course,

there are some unexpected glitches in their plot

as the title of the movie takes on a few different

meanings.

Duigan is one of the best Australian direc-

tors working today, and a lot of the moments in

"The Leadmg Man" derive from the very best

of his know-how. His romantic comedies, espe-

cially "Sirens," have a charming way of

fondling human sensuality to slap some fun at

the puritanical paradigms which engender soci-

ety's sewing circles of stuffy hypocrites. That*s

not quite Duigan's intention this time around

(Felix is the only "stuffy" person we see), but we

can still sense his familiar film-making giddi-

ness which evokes honest smiles.

But giddiness can only go so far, and one

noticeable paradox about Duigan is that his

Starring Tommy Lee Jones and Wesley
Snipes

Intrinsic in a chase movie is the idea that

eventually the chase must end, making a

sequel nearly impossible. This is perhaps the

mgst overriding flaw with the "Fugitive's" fol-

low-up, "U.S. Marshals," which is pretty much
a pointless exercise.

"U.S. Marshals" reverses the protagonist

and antagonist of "The Fugitive," making
Jones and his band of deputy marshals the

heroes, pitting them against another fugitive,

Mark Roberts (Wesley Snipes), a former gov-

ernment agent who knows exactly how to out-

wit his pursuers.

Snipes had the uneasy task of filling the

void left by Harrison Ford. He does an ade-

quate job of making incredible near-escapes

believable, but the source material here is thin.

His character is a plot device; he is neither

See SCREEN, page 19
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NOISE/FUNK
From page 1

7

four Tony Awards in 1994, tying it with

"Rent^" the youth-driven, fight-the-sys-

tem production down the street.

"They kind of grew up together.

Tliey're hke two kids who went to

school together," Grant says, explain-

ing the initial comparisons in the press.

Appropriately, "Noise/Funk" follows

"Rent's" four-month run at the

Ahmanson. "Their story is one of peo-

ple who don't have much, and they're

trying to make it. And that's what we're

saying. The fact that you can have two

shows with that same kind of message

out there and people appreciating that

(is) tremendous."

What the' characters in

"Noise/Funk" don't have ranges from

freedom to money to creative control.

The latter etperges in allusions of biting

satire to the '30s and '40s film perfor-

mances of tap legends Bill "Bojangles"

Robinson and the Nicholas brothers.

As the brothers, dubbed- "Grii> and

Flash," perform their trademark move,

leap-frogging over one another and

landing in the splits, they chant, "Slick

your kitchen/greasy shine ... no dough,

no show."

These portrayals have drawn criti-

cism from fans who argue that the show

accuses them of selling out and ignores

their genume artistry.

Grant, however, acknowledges, "If

it wasn't for them 1 wouldn't be

here."and sees the caricatures as a jab

at Hollywood politics rather than the

individual dancers.

"(The film industry) did things like

making these fabulous tap dancers who
were so rhythmically inclined start smil-

ing and doing this jigaboo shit that had

nothing to do with the dance itself."

Grant says. "So that's really what we

try to point the finger at."

Cast member Miles Jeffries

acknowledj^es. "It's in your face. It's

not subtle. But it's entertaining, and it's

not putting anybody else down."

And, Grant continues, just because

audiences no longer see Al Jolson in

blackface on screen does not mean the

battle is over.

"You got Wesley Snipesjumping ofT

a mountain and shit. He ain't acting.

He's doing like Sly Stalone bullshit."

Grant admonishes. "But the fact that

we have black producers, black direc-

tors, black screenwriters helps that

much more."

Included on the Broadway side of

that list would be George C. Wolfe.

"Noise/Funk's" creator and director,

who made the L.A. Times' "favorite

quote" list when he told them, "I was

told by many theater professionals that

It would never run. A musical with an

all-black cast and some edge? And
three years later, ha, ha, ha, we've made

a lot of money, thank you very much."

A lot of money and a lot of noise,

undoubtedly thanks in part to casting

decisions that seek out youth, yes, but

experienced youth.

Jeffries, only 17 years old, speaks

with maturity about what brought him

to the stage and what the stage is bring-

ing to others in his generation.

"I wasn't really interested in seeing

Broadway shows until 'Noise/Funk,'"

JefTries says. "But now I'm dying to."

The show's subject matter also sparked

his interest. "I learned a lot ofmy histo-

ry that I didn't know."

Jeffries' prime motivation for join-

ing the show and experimenting with

rhythm tap was Grant, whom he's

taken lessons from for four years. Even

now, they're dancing side-by-side:

"He's still kind of a mentor. He's had a

lot more experience and a lot more

exposure than I have ... Derick is a

leader."

Grant, whose performance thus far

has escaped the usual critical lament

that follows when a show's original star

leaves, studied with L.A.'s Jazz Tap

Ensemble and his uncle, the renown

Paul Kennedy.

He points out that "Noise/Funk's"

youthful hip hop flavor is not an

abstract product of tap-gone-gangsta:

"Everybody wants to do tap to hip hop,

but you can't just put on tap shoes and

dance to a rap song. That's not going to

cut it," Grant says. "We use our shoes

as instruments. You're not dancing to a

song, you're, not putting choreography

to a song. You are the song."

This places him on the Gen X legacy,

winding back to slavery days: "Black

people as a whole have a strong sense of

rhythm because for so many centuries,

that's been our form of communica-

tion," Grant says. "It was spiritual."

Which pulses on through the 20th

century: "Whether it's at church or at

home or even on the basketball court,

we just have a rhythm inside ofus that's

expressed many different ways ...

People used to put bottle caps on the

bottom of their shoes and go on the

street corner and hit just so they could

get a couple of pennies so they could

eat, very much the same as cats are

doing with break dancing in the '80s."

And explodes dazzlingly on Grant's

own family tree: "My grandmother still

tap dances and does jazz and stuff," he

says, noting that his relatives have seen

and absorbed the show. "They want to

start creating their own show ...

Everybody's hyped, man. Everybody

wants to hit it."

Hit it, swing it, breathe it. Swallow

the words and feel the funk. Don't

worry if it's a little loud. That's just how
da Beat is.

THEATER: "Bring in Da Noise, Bring in Da
Funk" opens March 1 1 at the Ahmanson
Theatre. Preview tickets are $15 to $50.

Regular tickets are $15 to $65. $12 pub-

lic rush tickets available for some perfor-

mances. Call (213) 628-2772.

TAP
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bers.

"STOMP, 'Notse/Fuhk,' all those

things are part of the new generation

of tap dancers coming through," says

Tap Dogs creator Dein Perry.

"They're younger and they're doing it

their own way."

They owe much of their own way to

the Irish. English and African-

American dance forms that collided

and eventually blended during the

19th century. (One of Riverdance's

most lauded scenes depicts two stiff.

Irish steppers and two loose-limbed

African-American hoofers poking

fun at - and later emulating - each

other's styles).

Tap was a staple on the vaudeville

circuits and later translated smoothly

to the big screen in the Busby

Berkeley and Fred Astaire/Ginger

Rogers musicals of the 1930s.

"But after World War II. those

opportunities dried up." explains

Rusty Frank, author of "Tap! ThQ
Greatest Tap Dance Stars and their

Stories." "There was no vaudeville.

There were a few Broadway shows

and that was it. And tap really suf-

fered."

A self-proclaimed "tap preserva-

tionist," Frank was spurred by the

death of her dance instructor in 1987

to interview more than 30 aging tap

legends about a seemingly waning art

form. And some of the jam session's

senior members can vividly recall

tap's hard times.

"As I kid, I tapped. But as I grew

up there was no tap on Broadway, so I

had to learn a different kind of danc-

ing," says dancer Alfred Desio. In

1957 he performed Jerome Robbins'

modern choreography in the original

run of "West Side Story." Later he

returned to tap, melding technology

with the old rhythms to electrify tap

shoes so that they could trigger off-

stage instruments, a la Gregory^

Hines' film "Tap."

Bob Scheerer, a dancer now in his

late 60s, also remembers a time when
tap faced a shaky future.

"People lost interest in it for some

See TAP, page 19
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reason," Scheerer says. "The people

who saved it were women, curiously

enough. Black men for a while kind of

shied away from it because it was kind

of 'Uncle Tom' for them."

Like nearly every other facet of his-

tory, tap has had its share of racial ten-

sions. Though many of its most

notable performers were and are

African American, finding a stage on

which to dance often meant donning

a bell hop's uniform and a goofy

smile. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson first

had to overcome vaudeville's bizarre

"two-colored" rule, which stated that

no single African-American per-

former could appear alone on stage.

After priding himself on his dashing

top-hat-and-tails stage routines, he

reluctantly accepted servant roles in

four films alongside Shirley Temple.

A segment in "Noise/Funk"

dubbed "The Uncle Huck-A-Buck

Song" satirizes his decision as the

dancer tells a ringleted rag doll "I can

make mo' money playin' a maid/than

doin' it fo' real." Many Robinson

admirers are offended by this and

similar scenes. They see the show as

accusing African Americans of selling

out rather than cultivating their art in

the only context available at the time.

"They put them down like they

were flunkies for the whites when they

were brilliant, brilliant dancers,"

Scheerer says. "They don't have to do

that. The show is so wonderful -
1 saw

it with Savion, and he's brilliant. To

have to then turn around and put

down one of the old icons is beyond

me.

But perhaps acknowledging tap's

rich - if mottled - past is part of pack-

aging it for up-and-coming dancers,

of which there seem to be an abun-

dance (the touring cast of

"Noise/Funk", ranges in age from 15

to 2,7). And while divided into the

"show-tap" styles characterized by

upper-body movements and fiashy

acrobatics, and the close-to-the-floor,

sound-oriented rhythm tap of Savion

Glover and Gregory Hines, the mec|i-

um remains an integral part of musi-

cal theater.

"We all take tap," says fourth-year

theater student Tom Lenk of his fel-

low performers in UCLA's Musical

Theatre Workshop. UCLA does not,

however, have a tap department, so

students must look off-campus for

instruction. "I take tap from our

choreographer, Carlos Jones. He's

one of the best tap instructors in

LA."

While Lenk still classifies himself

as a beginner, workshop member
Susannah Hall, a third-year dance stu-

dent, has been tapping for five years.

She explains why this particular genre

has echoed throughout musicals,

from "42nd Street" to "A Chorus

Line" to "Jelly's Last Jam."

"Forms of dance like modern and

ballet can work a lot with angst and

drama, whereas tap has always been

fun. You get the rhythm in your feet

,and it's like a 'put on a happy face'

type of thing," Hall says.

Workshop choreographer Carlos

Jones adds, "Each person that taps

kind of brings their own art to it. And
I think that's one of the really won-

derful things about tap is that it is an

art form where you could share, pass

it on. You could have 50 different peo-

ple in the room, and they could all

have their own special type of thing."

So will there be rooms of 50 peo-

ple? Dance studios packed with chil-

dren waiting to break in shiny patent-

leather tap shoes?

Jam session coordinator Denise

Pennington, clad in a sweatshirt and

her own worn, flat-heeled shoes (no

high heels for her, she says, the sound

just isn't loud enough), stands

momentarily still, just outside the

pounding studio.

"There will be a core of us that

keep's it going no matter what hap-

pens," Pennington says. "But I think

a lot of young kids are becoming more

interested in it now. I hear a lot, 'Oh,

my kid wants to take tap class.' And I

§0, 'Yeah! Get 'em some shoes!'"

DIVAS
From page 14

to play the music, but from a lack of

attention to it. For a while, Peru

banned Afro-Peruvian music because

its composers were mostly enslaved.

"The music comes from a place

where the people who wrote it and the

people who it's written about have

suffered so much," Baca comments.

"It was very lonely and sad for them

since there wasn't a time or place for

these people to share their music."

Strong emotions and feelings heav-

ily influence Baca's music. She says

one of her works, "Maria Lando,"

came about through her observations

of the extraordinary efforts ofwomen
during an economic crisis in Peru.

"It's just the consciousness of

women, their survival skills, their love

for their children - all of these things

that make up a woman is what really

inspired me," Baca reveals.

Finally, we land back in America

to discover Tish Hinojosa's blend of

Southwestern music. A native of

south Texas, Hinojosa sings in both

Spanish and English.

"(Hinojosa's music) has some folk,

rock and some country tinges of

music because it's part of what she

experienced growing up," Blachly

says.

With so many musical and cultural

differences, one might think it would

be hard to come together in harmony.

However, Chiweshe says that the first

day these Global Divas met, they

started to play music together.

"It wasn't the easiest thing to com-

bine the three of us at first, but we're

at a point now in our relationships

where we're beginning to share so

much," Baca says. "It's amazing

when you get the musicians from

Zimbabwe to back up Tish and I.

That whole mixture is quite impres-

sive.

MUSIC: The Global Divas perform

Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Veterans

Wadsworth Theater. Tickets are $25,

$22 and $10 with UCLA I.D. For more

information, call (310)825-2101.

SCREEN
From page 15

sympathetic nor wicked, and the

viewer doesn't have any concern

for his plight.

In addition, the plot is far too

confusing. Even after watching the

entire movie, it is still unclear who
the "bad guys" really are and just

what their crimes were. It has

something to do with the Chinese

mafia and arms smuggling, but

that's just about as far as the film-

makers get. They prefer to rely

soley upon the presence of Jones

to move the story along rather

than finding a satisfying conclu-

sion.

All of this would be incidental if

, the, film wiis at least an /exciting

action movie. "U.S. Marshals"

fails even'at staging eye-popping

adrenaline boosts. The scant few

of these scenes lack any real excite-

ment or intensity. After a few min-

utes, every action scene degener-

ates into a standard car chase or

on-foot pursuit.

Devotees of the first movie are

likely to be bored throughout this z

lame follow-up. What more can be

said than the "almighty dollar" has

won out over real film-making

once again.

Lonnie Harris

Grade: D
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SPORTS
Seniors bum Devils, await 'Gits
M. BASKETBALL Trio

takes turns in limelight,

looks forward to Arizona

By Brent Boyd

Daily Bruin Staff

It was only fitting that the final

home stand of the TikifttAHT'^li.
of the three Bruin seniors would com-

mence with the Bruin trio dominating

the game from beginning to end, ulti-

mately leading the Bruins to victory

At first, J.R. Henderson was the

go-to guy. then Kris Johnson took

over, and finally Toby Bailey put the

finishing touches on the 102-94 victo-

" ry over Arizona State in front of

10,290 at Pauley Pavilion Thursday

night.

,^ )^Be/or£^one guy was on, maybe

two," Johnson said. "It's never been

all three guys just on. The seniors are

just clicking and I'm glad to see that

we are doing that right now at the

right time, hitting our stride."

The Bruins clinched third place in

the Pac-10 and improved their hopes

for a favorable seeding in next week's

NCAA Tournament by raising their

record to 12-5 in conference play, and

22-7 overall, and at the same time,

dealt a lethal blow to the tourney

hopes of Arizona State (18-12, 8-9),

who most likely needed a sweep of

UCLA and USC to earn a berth.

The storyline was set early on,

when the Sun Devils could not con-

tain Henderson. By halftime, the

senior forward already had a double-

double, with 17 points and 12

rebounds. He finished with 25 points

and 16boards^ . . . =

MEN'S BA

GtNEVIEVt LIAN&/D*ily Biuin

Kris Johnson scoreci 23 of his game-high 33 points in the second

half to lead the Bruins to a victory over:Arizona State, 1 02-94.

"They don't

have too many
guys that could

come down and

guard
(Henderson),"

Johnson said.

"Our game plan

was just to go

down to him and

keep it down
low, keep

pounding them and get their guys in

foul trouble - eventually it paid ofTfor

us."

In fact. ASU's two starting for-

wards fouled out in the game's final

moments.

But once halflime rolled around

with UCLA leading 47-37, the Bruins

jumped ofT Henderson's back and

took a ride on Johnson's.

Johnson hit a three-pointer 16 sec-

onds into the second half and never

looked back. He scored 12 points

over the first six minutes, which

helped UCLA build its largest lead of

the game, 71-56.

He finished with a game-high 33

points - 23 of which came in the sec-

ond half. In addition, he made eight

of nine free throws, including six of

seven over the final four minutes to

help seal the Bruin victory.

"When our backs are against the

wall, me and (Johnson) love that situ-

ation," Henderson said. "We feel that

we can score in any type of situation,

the same thing with (Bailey), but it

just happened to be me and

(Johnson) down low." *
.

Although Bailey didn't dominate a

large portion of the game like the

other two did - or like he did last

week against Washington - he cer-

tainly had a key impact, and ultimate-

ly clinched the victory

ASU threatened the Bruin lead

when it cut the deficit to 92-89, with

under a minute remaining, but that's

when Bailey turned it on.

' .• After beings

fouled on a

made bank shot,

Bailey convert-

ed the free

throw to give the

Bruins a six-

point lead with

53 seconds

remaining. On
the Sun Devils'

next possession

he made a huge

rebound, then made one of two free

throws after he was fouled again.

Finally a tomahawk slam dunk fol-

lowed by an assist to Johnson on his

dunk slammed the door on the Sun

Devils.

"(Henderson) was real hot, so was

(Johnson) and I just had to wait my
turn," said Bailey, who finished with

22 points and eigiit rebounds. "I can't

remember a time when all of us

played as good as tonight."

But the Bruin trio knows that if

they are to have any shot at upsetting

second-ranked Arizona (27-4, 17-1)

Saturday, they will need to playjust as

well.

See M. BASKETBALL, page 22
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Yesterday's results SatMfd^ir^fmatches
Women's basketball

UCLA 80, Arizona State 62

Women's water polo
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Men's basketball

UCLA 102, Arizona State 94
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BYU posts challenge

to UCUVs supremacy
M.VOLLEYBALL Match

against Cougars could

be toughest this year

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA men's volleyball

team will face its toughest chal-

lenge yet this weekend.

The top-ranked Bruins will

host No. 3 BYU on Friday and

Saturday night. Both matches

start at 7 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

Last year, UCLA (16-0, 10-0

MPSF) came away with a pair of

close wms at BYU. The Cougars

are notorious for winnmg at

home but do not always play well

on the road. This year this pre-

season No. 1 team has already

dropped two matches to

Pepperdine on the road, a team

that UCLA defeated in five

games.

The Cougars (7-2, 7-2 MPSF)

return five starters from last

year's squad. In addition, BYU
has added Shane Van Beest, a

member of the Australian

National Team, to further

strengthen its squad.

Van Beest and 1997 MPSF
player of the year Ryan Millar

currently rank one and two in the

nation in blocking with 2.83 and

2.25 blocks per game, respective-

ly BYU leads the nation in

blocking, averaging 9.48 blocks

per game.

"Millar is just a great middle

blocker," UCLA head coach Al

Scates said. "Millar is an out-

standing player so now they're

really strong in the middle and so

are we. This should be a very

mteresting matchup."

While UCLA's middle block-

ers don't put up the same block-

ing numbers, it is the hitting con-

tributions of Tom Stillwell and

Adam Naeve that have given

S«eV0UfVBALL,|M9e22

Bruins look

prepared

for NCAAs
W. BASKETBALL Victory

in Arizona helps ensure

invitation to tournament

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Contributor
"

If the tournament committee

needed any more evidence to select

the UCLA women's basketball team

into the field of 64, the Bruins gave

them more than some on Thursday

night.

Playing without much of the seF^

vices of their Ail-American candi-

date Maylana Martin, the No. 23

Bruins (19-7 overall, 14-3 in the Pac-

10) whipped up on the Arizona State

Devils, 80-62, before 883 at the

University Activity Center in Tempe,

Arizona.

UCLA, who hasn't been to the

tournament in six years, has won 14

of their last 16 games and appears to

now be a shoe-in for the tournament

when selections are announced on

Sunday.

A victory over No. 9 Arizona,

who they play on Saturday in

Tucson, would not only put the cap

on the best season in recent years for

UCLA women's basketball but pos-

sibly give the Bruins a chance to host

a first-round tournament game.

The Bruins sure looked like a tour-

nament team on Thursday night

despite playing without their floor

leader Martin.

Martin, who has been bothered by

a sore back all year long, was able to

play just 1 1 minutes in Thursday's

game.

Martin, who averages 19.2 points

and 7.8 rebounds a game, made those

See W. BASKETBALL, page 24

OfRRICK KUO/Oaily Biuin

Adam Naeve serves the ball during

UCLA's game against LMU.

Fillnff
in

Jeff Blank more than

fulfills the duties

required of a sports

information director,

getting publicity for

UCLA's baseball team

ByVytasMazeika

Daily Bruin Staff

People call him Jeff Blank. The baseball play-

ers have nicknamed him SID. You, the regular

fan, probably don't even know he exists.

Since Blank works behind the scenes, the

common fan is not expected to be familiar with

him. He's the sports information director (SID)

for the baseball team. His job is to get the team

the publicity it deserves. He must also make
sure every home game runs smoothly Blank

must deal with media requests, painstakingly

punch in all the statistics into a computer after

every game is over, and on top of all that, he

must go to class.

Blank works at least 60 to 70 hours a week on

baseball alone, and the select ftw who are aware

of his contribution to the team let their appreci-

ation be known.

"He's loved by the players on this team,"

UCLA baseball head coach Gary Adams
explained. "He isn't just plain and simply liked.

They love him because they see a guy so

unselfishly dedicated to his job. What rewards

does he get? He's a special guy

"Hey, if we were better looking, I'd let him

marry my daughter."

Within the UCLA Sports Information

Department, there are 10 SID's aligned to the

many sports at the university The head of the

department is Marc Dellins - a former baseball

SID himself. Dellins is the media relations direc-

tor and contact for two premiere sports - foot-

ball and men's basketball.

"My job is to supervise the employees in the

office, plus I work on sports myself," Dellins,

who interacts with Athletic Director Pete Dal is

on a daily basis, said. "Our goal is to try and cre-

ate maximum publicity opportunity for all ofthe

various sports at UCLA."
Dellins supervises three other students and

six non-students. The non-students are Elaine

Adams (women's volleyball, tennis). Bill

Bennett (men's basketball, cross country and

track and field), Rich Bertolucci (men's volley-

ball, golO, Liza David (men's soccer, women's

basketball, gymnastics), Danny Harrington

(softball, swimming) and Steve Rourke (foot-

ball, women's basketball).

The three students are Shira Andron
(women's soccer). Blank (baseball) and Shana

Silberman (water polo).

• • •

When Blank was a freshman at UCLA four

years ago, he knew that he wanted to be affiliat-

ed with sports in some manner.

Early in the fall of 1994, Blank was looking

for a copy of the Daily Bruin. He thought the

sports section was a completely different paper,

because he believed the back page was actually

the front page of a different paper. So it took

him a while before he found a Bruin stand

where the paper was turned over and showed

the spwrts section.

Then he saw an ad for a baseball "SID" and

inquired about the position at the Morgan

Center. The appeal ofa job where you're asked

to attend baseball games on a regular basis and

travel with the team to places like Hawaii was

enough to make him commit to the position.

But like every dream job, the description is

far better than the job itself. Blank had no idea

just how much work being an SID entailed, and

the glamour of being around athletes dissipates

when one finds out about a typical weekend.

"This is not glamorous because people don't

want to be doing this," Blank explained. "When
the team is home for the weekend, my weekend

is shot. I am getting up at six in the morning to

prepare the program, and sitting in the press

box on a freezing Friday night while trying to

fax results to papers trying to meet a deadline."

Blank has spearheaded a huge turnaround in

the baseball SID front. His 1997 media guide

was voted No. 1 in the district, and he always

seems to go a step beyond his duties. Blank has

outshined his predecessor John Dolak.

"Oh, (Blank is) easily (better)," senior second

baseman Nick Theodorou, who was at UCLA
while Dolak was the baseball SID, said. "Best

one in the country. You could ask him about

stats two years ago and he'd still remember

them ... There's no doubt that he works harder

than anyone else behind the scenes."

On Tuesday, the day of UCLA's 21-5 loss to

DAVID HILL

Baseball Sports Information Director Jeff Blank announces during a baseball game.

Long Beach State, Blank was in the office imme-

diately after his 9 a.m. class. Then from about 10

a.m. until 3:30 p.m.. Blank was in his Morgan

Center office, working on the program and

other random things.

He punches in a barrage of statistics into a

Macintosh computer while answering phone

calls from the outside. That particular day an

impromptu meeting was held to brainstorm for

an athlete who has something hard to over-

come.

NBC is looking for local athletes with feel-

good stories, and Blank immediately thinks of

getting some publicity for senior pitcher John

Phillips. After undergoing Tommy John

surgery to repair damage to his throwing elbow,

Phillips has made a miraculous recovery and

Blank could help him get more recognition with

a story. Therefore, Blank calls the respective

people at NBC and after a brief conversation,

will fax over a brief Phillips synopsis. Blank

prides himselfon seeing his players get publicity

"1 definitely think he does a good job,"

Harrington said. "After the game people write a

summary of the game. Well, Jeff writes like four

recaps involving different players, and faxes it

over to their hometown. That takes a lot of time

and effort."

After the release is pretty much done and

game time approaches, the coach stops by

around 2 p.m. Blank and Adams talk for a little

while, before Adams must get going to prepare

for the game. Once 4 p.m. approaches, Blank

goes to his apartment to pick up his fax

machine. Then he goes directly to the field,

where more duties await.

Blank deals with the media, UCLA coaches,

players and the opposing team's SID while at

Jackie Robinson Stadium. He is also the PA

See BUNK, page 23

GYMNASTICS BRIEFS:

The UCLA women's gymnas-

tics team (11-2) competes tonight

at Oregon State University's

Shanico Invitational, where they

will face, in addition to No. 14

OSU, George Washington and

Seattle-Pacific.

With Regionals less than a

month away and the team battling

injury problems, UCLA head

coach Valorie Kondos is focusing

on keeping the team healthy and

well-rested i

Remaining healthy has been dif-

ficult for the Bruins, who lost

senior Carmen Tausend last week

when she tore her anterior collater-

al ligament, ending her collegiate

career. Throughout the week,

UCLA has prepared for tonight's

meet by physically resting and

emotionally keeping its spirits up.

"We have been working on rest

and motivation," Kondos said.

"About four years (ago) I changed

my tactics because or win loss

record does not matter, we train

through the season. Those athletes

that have their routines down are

learning new skills, so they do not

even do the routines they are com-

peting with on weekends during

the week."

Junior Kiralee Hayashi and

sophomore Heidi Moneymaker

have helped the team keep their

energy and practices running well

when the Bruins are down

"Consistently Kiralee and Heidi,

because of their work ethic in the

gym, really keep things going,"

Kondos said. "Also, we are getting

Mohini Bhardwaj back on beam

and bars, so that is exciting and

helps boost morale every time a

teammate comes back into the

lineup."

Briefs compiled by Daily Bruin

Contributor Christie Debeau.

Ready for a championship run
TRACK: Led by last year's

stars, teams set for start

of collegiate competition

By AMn Cadman and DonaM Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributors

After nearly two months of compet-

ing on the road in various individual

competitions, the UCLA track and

field teams come home this weekend

for their first collegiate team competi-

tion of the season.

Drake Stadium will play host to UC
Santa Barbara, Long Beach State and

Cal State Los Angeles at the all-day

meet, which will be scored as both a

quadrangular and dual competition.

UCLA, the defending 1997 Pac-10 con-

ference champs, should have relatively

little trouble in disposing of their three

opponents.

In Westwood, the women will be led

on the field by seniors Suzy Powell and

Nada Kawar, both ofwhom should win

their respective events. Powell is the

collegiate record holder in the discus,

setting the mark of 214-0 in her home-

town of Modesto less than a year ago.

Currently, she's ranked first in the

country in the women's discus, and

fifth in the javelin. She competed in the

discus for the United States at the 1996

Summer Olympic Games.

Kawar, who is entered in the shot

and the discus, is ranked No. 2 in the

NCAA indoor shot with a season-best

of 57-0. This mark is also her personal

best, and the fourth best in school his-

tory At the 1997 Pac-lOs, she took first

and fourth in the shot put and discus,

respectively.

Highly touted juniors and 1997 Ail-

Americans Joanna Hayes and Andrea

Anderson will make their 1998 home

debut on Saturday Hayes, currently

ranked 10th in the United States in the

400-meter hurdles, has the second-best

100 hurdles time in the nation and will

anchor UCLA's 4-by-lOOm relay.

Anderson, the second leg on the 4-by-

lOOm relay, won the 200 and took sec-

ond in the 400 at the 1997 Pac-10 cham-

pionships. Along with freshman 200

standout Shakedia Jones, the UCLA
women should compete well, as they

did when they swept Cal State Los

Angeles, UC Santa Barbara and Long

Beach State at this meet a year ago.

"We will have a good mix of return-

ing veterans with incoming talented

high school athletes," said UCLA
women's head coach Jeannette

Bolden, the Pac-10 Coach of the Year.

"We're looking forward to defending

our Pac-10 title and want to challenge

LSU for the NCAA Outdoor Crowri."

The men's track team will also use

their first outdoor home meet of the

season as a tune-up for future outdoor

meets.

See TRMK, page 22
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M. BASKETBALL
From page 20

Although Arizona was upset by

use Thursday night - ruining the

Wildcats' chances of becoming the

first Pac-IO team ever to go through

the conference season undefeated -

they remain one of the most explosive

and talented teams in the nation.

They were on a 19-game winning

streak with their previous losses com-

ing to top-ranked Duke, No. 3

Kansas and Rorida State.

This game takes on added impor-

tance for the Bruin seniors since it

will be their final game in Pauley.

"This game will be the most excit-

ing of our career other than the

NCAA championship game, just

because it's Arizona," Johnson said.

"It's our last game, and we've had an

intense rivalry through the years with

them and they're trying to come into

our house on our last game.

"And from an emotional stand-

VOLLEYBALL
From page 20

UCLA a perfect record. Both play-

ers are hitting over .400 to place

the Bruins at third in the nation in

hitting.

Scales believes that conditioning

will also play a key factor io^^

Saturday night's match.

"We play them twice in a row,

which is interesting because who-

ever is in the best shape will proba-

bly win the second match," Scales

said. "If we just continue to hit for

a high average we'll win. Our
offense has really been hot lately.

The nice thing is that Brandon can

give the ball to anybody and get

good results."

Stillwell is also confident of the

the Bruins' chances.

point I think the three seniors are just

going to step up and play the game of

our lives. And Miles (Simon) is talk-

ing trash."

Oh yeah, that. •

In a series where neither team

needs extra motivation to get fired up

for its arch-rival, Arizona's star guard

has given the Bruins a little bulletin

board material.

When Simon thought the Wildcats

would come into Westwood unde-

feated in the conference, he said he

was planning on partying on the floor

with his buddies for a couple of

hours.

"That bulletin board stuff is what

got us all excited,"Johnson said.

No matter how excited they are,

though, Johnson and the rest of the

Bruins know they need to do one

thing to beat Arizona.

"We need to play our butts off.'

Thursday was a good start. ^

Emmanuelle Ejercito, Daily Bruin

Senior Staff, contributed to this report.

"We just need to play like we've

been playing, play our game and

I'm confident we can beat any-

one." Stillwell said. "They'll be

challenging us pretty good so if

we're not playing hard they can

beat us. We need to come out and

play our game and hopefully we'll

win."

M UCLA defeats BYU, t\

Bruins will have beaten every team

ranked in the top five. This week-

end's matches will also have impli-

cations on the future, as UCLA
would be able to secure home<ourt
advantage for the conference play-

ofTs with a pair of wins.

BYU Coach Carl McGown is

well aware of the importance of

this weekend.

"We'll find out how good we are

when we play UCLA, the nation's

best team," McGown said.

TRACK
From page 21

The Bruins will attempt to com-

plete their fifth consecutive season

undefeated in dual meet competi-

tion.

"The. athletes have been training

for a long time, so a lot them are

really anxious to get going," UCLA
head coach Bob Larsen. "I think

the returning athletes take it in

stride early in the season. I think the

team will come out "and competie

weU."-

"Returning athletes

take it in stride early

'^ in the season." -

Bob Larsen

Head coach

The quad-meet will feature

sprinters Damian Allen and Bryan

Harrison. Harrison will run his

first-ever collegiate 100-meter dash

and will also race in the 4-by-lOO

meter and 4-by400 meter relays.

Allen will run in the 400 along with

Michael Granville.

Mark Hauser will run in the 800

instead of his normal events, the

3,000 and 1,500. Jess Strutzel wiU

run his first collegiate 1,500. Travis

Haynes, one of UCLA's best shot

putters, will only compete in the

discus.

Taking Saturday ofT to rest

before the indoor nationals will be

Mebrahtom Keflezighi and Mel

Moultry. High-jumper Rich

Pitchford will not compete due to

soreness in his knee, and pole

vaulter Scott Slover is doubtful for

Saturday's meet.

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9o99

QOA yiiii 1114 Gayley Ave.
0^4-41 I I Westwood Village

Fast. Free Delivery

until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday A Saturday

Men s (olleqe BatketbatI

Major Scorpt

FMWEST
Oregon St. 46, California 43

Southwn Cal 91, Arizona 90, OT

Stanford 95, Oregon 67

U(LA102,AnzonaSt.94

Florida A&M 88, Delaware St. 73

Morgan St. 72, Md.-[. Shore 51

Pitriot League

Oumpionship

Navy93,Lafayene85

TOURNAMENTS

Atlantk 10 Conference

Qurtcrfinak

George Washington 88, Massachusetts 83

Rhode Island 83, Dayton 70

Temple 76, St Joseph's 52

Xavter 68, St. Bonaventure 44

Attantk Coast Conference

Rfst Round

Duke 63, Virginia 41

N.Carolina St 65, florida St. 63

Bi9l2Conf(r«Kt

Hrst Round

Baylor 66, Texas A&M 63 •

Kansas St. 75, Colorado 61

Missoun 74, Iowa St. 55

Texas 86, Texas Tedi 83

Big East Cinfcrtnn

Quarterfinals

ConnectKut 64, Providence 55

Rutgers 6 1 , Georgetown 60

St Johns 91, Boston College 80

Syracuse 69, ViHanova 66

BigSkyCoiifcrmce'

Hnt Round

CSNorthridge 104,E. Washington 98, OT

Big Ten Conference

RntRound
Indiana 78, Ohio St. 71

Minnesota 64, Northwestern 56

Wisconsin 52, Penn St. 51

Conference USA

Quartarfinab

Ala ftrminghani 76, Saint Louis 74

Cincinnati 64, Loyisville 50

N.C Charlotte 63, Marquette 55

Southern Miss. 85, Memphis $7

Md-iaitem AtMetk Conference

Quarterfinals

Souttieastem Conferena

First Round

Alabama 72, Vanderbilt 62

Flonda 68, Auburn 64

Georgia 79, Mississippi St. 76

Tennessee 73, LSU 62

Southwestern AtMetk Conference

First Round

Alabama St 82. Southern U. 59

GramWing St 74, Alcorn St 73

Prairie View 60, Jackson St. 58

Texas Southern 76, Miss, Valley St 74

Western AtMetic Conference

Quartcrfinab

Fresno St. 92, San Dwgo St. 57

New Mexico 60, Tulsa 59

Texas Chnstian 71 , Southern Meth 69

Women s CoMpqe Baihetball

Major Stores

FARWEST

Anzona 72, Southern Cal 53

Stanford 79, Oregon 71

UCLA80,AnzonaSt.62

TOURNAMENTS

Big 12 Conference

Seiwifinali

Kansas 70, Iowa St. 65

TexasTech53,0kUhomaSt.49

Big Sky Conference ^

First Round

CSNofthndge73,WeberSt.69

Montana St 59, Idaho St. 55

Big West Conference

Boise St. 73, Idaho 61

Mid-Eaitcm AtMetic Conference

Quartarfinab

CoppinSt.76,Md.-E.Shore70

Flonda A&M 73, Bethune-Cooknun 38

SoutMand Conference

ScnNnnals

NE Louisiana 71, NW Louisiana 69

Stephen FAustin 88,TexasSan Antonio 81

National Basketball Association

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFERENQ

Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB

Miami 42 19 .689 —
New York 34 24 .586 61/2

New Jersey 33 27 .550 81/2

Washington 31 29 .525 101/2

Orlando 30 29 .508 11

Boston 28 31 .475 13

Philadelphia 20 37 .351 20

Central Division

Chicago 44 16 .733 —
Indiana 41 18 .69S 21/2

Charione 36 23 .610 71/2

Atlanta 34 24 .5M 9

Cleveland 32 27 .S42 111/2

Milwaukee 29 29 .500 14

Detroit 27 33 .450 17

Toronto 13 45 .224 30

Washington at Boston, 7 p.m.

Utah at New Jersey, 7:30 pm.

New York at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Cleveland at Ortando, 730 p.m.

Seattle at Chartotte, 730 p.m.

Denver at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.

Toronto at Minnesota, 8 pm.

Sacramento at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

San Antonio at L.A. Lakers, 10:30 p.m

Indiana at Golden State, 10:30 p.m.

National Hockey Leaaue

At A Glance

EASnRNCONFERENa
Atlantic Division

W L T Pts

New Jersey 38 16 7 83

Philadelphia 31 19 9 71

Washington 26 24 11 63

NY. Rangers 19 26 16 54

N.Y. Islanders 21 31 8 50

Florida 18 30 12 48

Tampa Bay 12 40 9 33

WESnRNCONFERENa
Midwest Division

W L

Utah 41 16

San Antonio 40 19

Minnesota 31 28

Northeast Division

W L

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Houston

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

29 30

14 44

13 47

5 55

Pet

.719

.678

.525

.492

.241 271/2

.217 291/2

.083 371/2

GB

2

11

13

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

31 17

29 24

26 22

24 21

24 28

23 30

T Pts

14 76

7 65

13 65

14 62

10 58

7 53

WESTERN CONfERENQ
Central Division

W L

Pacific Dnrision

Seattle

LA. Lakers

Phoenix

Portland

Saaamento 25 36

Golden Sute 13 46

LA.aippers 12 47

45 14

40 18

39 20

34 24

.763

.690

.661

41/2

6

Dallas

Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

38 14

34 16

34 22

24 26

23 27

20 32

.586 101/2

.410 21 Pacific Division

.220

.203

32

33

Tluwday^ Games
Washington 103, New York 90

Miami 11 7, Houston 93

Dallas 1 19, LA. Cttppers 109

Milwaukee 104, Denver 87

Phoenix 102, Detroit 93

Today's Games

Colorado

LosArtgeles

Edmonton

San lose

Calgary

Anaheim

Vancouver

W L

32 16

27 22

23 29

23 30

19 30

20 31

18 34

T Pts

9 85

13 81

8 76

11 59

11 57

8 48

T Pts

16 80

11 65

10 56

7 53

12 50

9 49

10 46

Gf GA

174 120

170 133

163 161

150 163

156 168

144 170

117 200

GF GA

173 143

173 156

156 146

150 141

141 155

147 167

GF GA

185 121

190 144

194 155

165 173

149 149

141 177

Gf GA

190 156

174 160

159 177

149 164

163 187

145 183

172 221

Chicago 2, Pittsburgh 2, tie

Ottawa 4, Colorado 2

Boston 1, New Jersey 1, tie

Philadelphia 3, Washington 2

k Louis 4, Montreal

Calgary 6, Vancouver 2

San iose 5, Detroit 4

Carolina 2, Los Angeles 1

Today's Games

N.Y Islanders at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.

Carolina at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

San Jose at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.

Al times in the sports boi are EOT.

Transactions

BALTIMORE ORIOLES— Reassigned C

Charles Alley, RHP Kevin Gallagher, INF

David Lamb, OF Darnell McDonald, LHP

John Pamsh, RHP Francisco Saneaux and C

Jayson Werth to their minor-league camp.

MINNESOTA TWINS— Renewed the con

tract of OF Matt Lawton Agreed to terms

with RHP LaTroy Hawkins, LHP Travis

Miller, RHP Dan Naulty, RHP Todd Ritchie,

INF Denny Hocking and OF Alex Ochoa.

NEW YORK YANKEES—Renewed the con-

tracts of SS Derek Jeter, RHP Mariano

Rivera and C Jorge Posada Agreed to

terms with RHP Ramiro Mendua on a

one year contract.

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Renewed the con

tracts of RHP Robert Person and RHP Chris

Carpenter Agreed to terms with Of Jose

Cn« Jr. and Of Robert Pere; on one-year

contracts. Reassigned RHP Billy Koch, RHP

Mark Sieverl, RHP Shannon Withem, INF

Jeff Patzke, INF Santiago Henry, INF

iossephang Bernhardt and C Luis

Rodriguez to their minor-league camp.

National Baskethal Association

PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERS—Waived F

Dontonio Wingfield Signed G Gary Grant

to a 10-day contract. Placed G Vincent

Askew on the injured list.

Witionil FitiUfaR Itagwt

ATLANTA FALCONS—Signed Q6 Eric Zeier

to an offer sheet.

BUFFALO BILLS—Signed RB Sam Gash to

a three year contract.

MIAMI DOLPHINS— Re signed 08 Craig

Erickson to a tvra year contract.

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Traded CB Enc

Allen to the Oakland Raiders for an undis-

closed 1998 draft pick.

SAN FRANCISCO 49fRS—Announced the

retirement of 01 Kiik Scraffori

National Hockey League

NHL—Suspended Philadelphia Flyers F

Daniel Lacroix for three games and fined

him $1,000 for a cross-check against New

York Islanders D Rich Pilon in a March 3

game.

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Assigned LW
Kevin Todd to Long Beach of the IHL.

Recalled RW Frank Banham and LW Mike

Leclerc from Cincinnati of the AHL.

COLORADO AVALANCHE—Assigned RW
Chnstian Mane to Hershey of the AHL.

EDMONTON OILERS—Assigned D Scon

Ferguson and D Craig Millar to Hamihon of

the AHL.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Recalled RW
John Druce from Philadelphia of the AHL.

VANCOUVER CANUCKS -Reassigned LW

Darren Sinclair to Raleigh of the ECHL.

<B>SOCCER

Major League Soccer<P>

MLS—Allocated MF Marquinho to the

Colorado Rapids.

<B>C01LE«<P>
ARMY—Announced the resignation of

Lynn Chiavaro, women's basketball coach.

CHOWAN—Named Steve Lee football

coach.

FLORIDA STATE—Announced G Devonaire

Oeas has left the men's basketball team.

HOLY CROSS—Named Richard M. Regan

Jr athletics director, effective July 1

1

.

Who was walked intentionally 30 times

in 1996, to set a Major League record?

2. The Cubs were the final non-expansion

National League team to institute night

games, holding out until 1 988 What was

the last American League team to do so?

3 Of the 16 original major league teams,

whjch one was the last to integrate?
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BLANK
From page 21

announcer, and must keep the stats so

that the box score is promptly available

after the game. Finally, he must answer

phone calls - usually a parent calling to

find out how their son is doing.

"JefT Blank is a great guy and he's

been real fun with (my phone calls),"

Victor Santora said. Santora, who
called three times before the first

inning ended on Tuesday, is arguably

the parent who calls most often. "We
kid and joke with each other. And usu-

ally, if it's not too busy, he'll talk to me.

We've got a real good running thing

going."

Once the game is over. Blank stays

in the press box during a freezing

Tuesday. He faxes recaps to the L.A.

^Times, the Associated Press, Baseball

America and other media outlets.

Sometimes Blank is in the press box

by himself, even after the coach goes

home.

He must sometimes drop or

reschedule classes because ofthe many
games he must attend. But for the past

four years. Blank has made it to all 208

games, making him the "Cal Ripken

Jr" of SID's - only senior outfielder

Eric Byrnes can claim perfect atten-

dance along with Blank (Coach

Adams was suspended for four games

at the end of the 1996 season).

"I think it's pretty safe to say that

=i'm the only student in the country that

runs baseball on a full-time basis and

travels with the team," Blank said.

"It's a very time-consuming job. It's a

lot of stuff. Some of it is not brain

work. But it's very time-consuming

when you're a student."

When the Bruins made the College

World Series last year. Blank experi-

enced a new level of chaos. The phone

was ringing oft"the hook, and everyone

wanted to talk to star shortstop Troy

Glaus (now with the Anaheim

Angels).

Throughout all the madness. Blank

has still managed to be accepted to law

school. He hopes to someday work for

a professional team, or become

involved with contract law.

"If someone could do it, I think

Jeff could," Rick Thorpe, the market-

ing director for the UCLA baseball

team, said. "He totally dives iuto any-

thing he wants to work on. I heard

him talking about spending all of his

time studying on the plane back and

forth when they tooR their trip to

Hawaii or any other road trips. If he's

not in the office working on baseball

issues, he's at home or in the library

studying on his classes."

Blank has almost perfected the job

of baseball SID. He does things that

Adams never even thought of asking a

SID do - including scouting and fol-

low-ups on players who have graduat-

ed or left for the major leagues.

"I've been here a long time and I've

had some good ones," Adams said. "I

never thought there could be anybody

better than my very first one: Marc

Dellins. Marc was superb, but 'SID', I

gotta say even in front of Marc Dellins

- and he'll read this in the paper -
I

give the slight edge to SID."

Adams compared Blank and

Dellins to Babe Ruth and Joe

DiMaggio - with the slight edge going

to Ruth.

Blank may be back next season, as

he's contemplating taking a year off

school to put more time into baseball.

He hopes to train the next baseball SID

in 1999 and make the transition less

tumultuous. Players, though, believe

no one can take their SID's place.

"We would absolutely love to have

SID around (next year)," pitcher Rob

Henkel, Blank's roommate during the

College World Series, said. "The next

Sports Information Director will be

nothing compared to this guy. He's

done so much for this program, and

we'd be lost without him."

BASBALL BRIEFS:

Unranked UCLA (8-11, 3-5

in Six-Pac) hosts the No. 8 Sun

Devils (13-5, .3-2) for three

games this weekend. The com-

petition does not seem to be get-

ling any easier.

ASU will be sending two of

the best left-handers in the

nation to the mound: juniors

Ryan Mills (3-2, 3.29 ERA) and

Phill Lowery (3-2, 3.86). Both

pitchers are coming off losses to

Stanford at Tempe last weekend

but hope to rebound against the

Bruins.

UCLA will counter with

right-handers John Phillips (0-1,

1 1.25) and Chad Cislak (2-3,

7.45) for those two games.

Sunday the Bruins will send an

unnamed pitcher to the mound
against the Sun Devils' spot

starter Richy Leon (1-0. 1.08),

who has the second-lowest

ERA on the ASU pitching staff

and also plays the infield.

The pitching comparison

doesn't get much better for the

Bruins, who have the highest

team ERA (7.58) in the Pac-10

Southern Division. Arizona

State has the third-best staff in

the league at 3.93. Their ace

closer Chuck Crumpton boasts

the NoJ ERA (0.93) in the divi-

sion. No UCLA pitchers

appear in the Top 10.

Arizona State has the

upper hand in terms of pitch-

ing, but the Bruins have an

advantage in offense. UCLA
is fourth in the Six-Pac in

team batting with an overall

average of .296 while ASU is

fifth with .291.

Compiled by Kristina Wilcox,

Daily Bruin Staff.
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1650 Westwood Blvd. $^^
betweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire B B
(310)470-1558 „ . "
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FOOL
^^^ly Shirt Hcndryx

"Powerful::
lirumal.iijiue

"Haunting."
Duffy Bruin
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GUEST PRODUCT 1 ON
« The Odyssey Theatre

Only thru March 22
Thurs - Sat 8pm

Sun 7pm

Student Discount Available

Odyssey Theatre • 2055 South Scpulvcda Boulevard • West Los Anjtcles

Congratulations tD Our 15 Senior Sptlights!
Rminlito --'

Bminlife

Yearbook

would like to

congratulate

the 15 winners

of the Senior

Spotlight

Award

We would also

like to thank

all who

expressed

interest and

took the time

to apply

Good luck and

continued

succesjs in your

future

endeavors.

\

Satherine

The Senior Spotlight Award was (ieveloped to

recognize distinguished UCLA seniors. These

talented students are chosen from a large number of

senior applicants, each of which has excelled in many

areas during their career at UCLA. Each year these

"spotlighted" graduates receive a special page in their

honor in the senior section of the Bruinlife Yearbook.

This special recognition of outstanding seniors is unique

to Bruinlife and is only one of the many interesting ways

UCL\ and its students are captured in the yearbook.

Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Catherine Krum

for her outstanding achievements. Read about her,

along with these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in

this year's Bruinlife Yearbook:

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilena

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

Rosvin Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissv Whalen . -^.^

Fanny Yu
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W. BASKETBALL
From page 20

11 minutes productive as she scored

12 points on 5 of 7 shooting before

she asked to be taken out of the game

because of the pain from her lower

back.

Playing without much of their

leading scorer and rebounder, the

Bruins showed their great depth

throughout the game as seven players

came off the bench to score 28 points.

UCLA's bench once again beat

the opposition as the Bruins' bench

outscored the Sun Devils. 28-18. This

made it the 22nd time in 26 games

that the Bruins' bench has beaten the

opposition's bench.

Leading the Bruin charge off the

bench in the Sun Devil game was

freshman LaCresha Flannigan.

The 5-foot-8-inch shooting guard

from San Bernardino sparkled for

the Bruins as she poured in 10 points

and pulled down four rebounds.

UCLA came out of the locker

room on fire in the first half. Hitting

on a remarkable 20 of 34 from the

fioor for 59 percent in the game's first

20 minutes. Flannigan's superb play

and another great game from sopho-

more Marie Philman, who finished

with a team-high 14 points, helped

contribute to the offensive effort.

Their hot shooting in the first half

built a sizable 46-21 Bruin lead at

halftime and the team never had to

look back again.

UCLA will now travel to Tucson

to take on the No. 9 Arizona Wildcats

(20-6 overall, 13-4 in the Pac-IO) on

Saturday.

Since UCLA has only beaten two

ranked teams in the year

(Washington and Duke), a win

against highly-ranked Arizona would

greatly help the team's chances of

garnering a high seed in the tourna-

ment.

:

Village —^
xpressmart^/b/g>w.
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10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

ROLLING ROCK

6pk. - 12oz. Long Neck Bottles

Milwaukee's Best Ice

'S.99
12pk-12oz. cans

Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities CoursesI

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

The Teague-Nelvilie-Elliott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

recognizing
superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

Eligibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the. pa^er. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1 ,(XX) and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev Hall.

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lcwis(3)humnet. ucla.edu.

The game also takes on great

importance because of momentum,
which is key for a successful run in

the tournament. The team has won
four in a row and a loss on Saturday

could help make Mr. Momentum put

on a different jersey.

But in order for UCLA to beat the

Wildcats, they will have to stop

Arizona's All-American candidate

Adia Barnes. "^

The senior forward is averaging a

Pac-IO leading 21.7 points and 6.8

. boards a game.

Barnes was a key force when the

two teams met in Pauley Pavilion for

the Pac-IO opener on January 2nd,

which was a 82-71 victory for the

Wildcats.

As the second-leading scorer in

Arizona women's basketball history,

Barnes scored 20 points and grabbed

seven rebounds in that game.

But when Barnes and the rest of

the Wildcats take on UCLA on

Saturday, they will be facing a com-

pletely different Bruin team than they

did in January.

The UCLA team that will walk

into the McKale Center is a much
more confident squad.

Since the two teams met in

January, UCLA has won 13 of their

last 15 games.

AOV£RriS£
> -The Daily Bruin
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WORLD CUP FRANCE '88
PACKAGE TOURS <oMM^^

r—PACKAG£ I) Follow the U.S.A. & One Game of Mexico
' June 13-27: $2,925

-^PACKAGE 2) '^<>"ow Mexico & One Game of U.S.A
^/ June 11-26: $2,995

—PACKAGE 3) ^"y Three Games Preliminary Round
' June 11-26: $2,995

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL Offside Of Dream Tours International:

(818)956-8432 (310)470-9106 Allf>»ck»ge* include houlmnltlrfn

JERRYS UQUOR
2923 WILSHIRE BLVD. . SANTA MONICA

(310)828-5923

ARIZONA GAME SPECIALS!

Chsap Wine 8 Spirits

Largtst telaction of

microbraws fron

ariNiiidUie

world

80 Ings to cliooso

from

10 llM. ice ffroo

witli eacli Iceg

Natural Light

_^ CASES
$8.99

liilRRY'SVAuii
I

CUT TMIt OUT A KKtm IT PO« NUCI
' ! oiKOMrra on vetMi mxonol
I mmcNAns
I OVmi SI WITH U. ONLY

Keg Specials:

•Coors Light $49.99

•Keystone Light,

Natural Light....$39.99

• Lowenbrau $52.99

• Budwiser $53.99

•Samuel Adam?...$99.99

•Oregon Hefeweizen..$79.95

]errfs will beat any

price of any liquor or

grocery store -

GUARANTEED
Cheapest Price in Town!

"^W^ekend.
Plan your education.

a

l(cuMt\<i (nVcu

Be flexible, exercise your options.

At CGU, you'll be able to

fashion a course of study
and research in your
master's or Ph.D.

program that's well

suited to your needs
and interests. Check us
out at wwwcgu.edu or

visit our beautiful

campus.

Ji Claremont
r •RAOUATE UNIVERSITY

J
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index

Announcements
1100 Campus HappenhMS
1200 Campus Organlzattons

1300 CamiNis Recruitment
1400 Camiws Services

1500 BirtlNiays

1600 Legai notices

1700 Lost & Found
1800 Misceiianeous
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personais
2050 Pregnancy
2100 itecreatlonai AcUvtties

2200 HesearchSHMects
2300 Sperm / Em donors
2400Tlclnts0lfereti
2500 Tldnls Wanted
2600 Wanted

For Sale
2700 Appliances

2800 Art/Paintings

2900 Wcydes / Sl(ates

3000 Books
3100 CaiHng Cards

3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 CoHectHiies

3400 Computers / Software

3500 Furniture

Garage /Yard Sales

Health Proitacts

Miscellaneous

Musical instruments

Office Equipment
Pels

Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment

4400 Stereos /TVs /Radios

4500 Table Sports

advertising information

Address Rates
IISKerckhoffHall

308WestwoodRaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: classifiecls@media.ucla.edu

Web: http-7/www.dailybnjin,ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-TIni: 9:00am-4:00pm

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Daily, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Altow 5 vvoriOng da^ f??mairp3ym2li^

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with ttie merchandise you

are selling. This makes It easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always Include the price of your Item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads wittiout prices,

• Avo(d abbreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself In the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that In the

ad. Include such Information as brand

names, colors and other specific

— <lescrlptlons.

T^( ASUCU CoinniuikaM» l)o«d Mly Mpportt ttw UnlMrilty ol CaWoniia'*p^
ar« ItmlM to pctiSom. capiiiWItt, nilM, «r itriM in HcMy. N(Rh« ttw D^
dw(tiMni«nt in INi ItMB «WaM th* Botrtf"* policy on nondtocrtmMkin itiM
with houiino (MatminaUon praWeoM, can •« UIXA Housing Offlce at (310) 825-4271 or call the WaaMto Rw Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 . Ctassined ads tiso appear on-tma at http^/www.dailytinan ucta edu. Placemem on-line i« oftered as a

compiirntnUvy («vi(w tor cuatoman and is rnl guamtfead The OMr 6run is rasponsibi* for ttie first Inc^^
ofananwontw Int day oCpuMlcalooly noon. ^^^^^
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4700 Auto Insurance

4800 AutoRepair
4900 Autos forSaie

5000 Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking

5300 Scooter / Cyde Repair

5400 Scooters for Side

5500 Vehicles for Rent
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5620 Rides Offered

5640 Rides Wanted
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6000 Insurance

6100 Computer / internet
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6200 HeaMi/ Beauty Services
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6400 Movers / Storage
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6800 Resumes
6900 TWecommuntoatkms
7000 TMorIng Offered

7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

7300 WriUngHeip

Bnployment
7400 Bustaiess Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 ChHd Care Offered

noo Child Care Wanted

7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting

8000 kitemship

8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Temporary Employment

8300 Volunteer

Housing
8400 Apartments for Rent

8600 Apartments Furnished

8600 Condo/ Townhouse for Rent

8700 Condo /Townhouse for Sale

8800 Guesthouse for Rent

8900 House for Rent

9000 Hooseforsale

9100 Houseboats for Rent / Sale

9200 Housing Needed

9300 RoomforHelp
9400 Room for Rent

9500 Roommates - Private Room

9600 Roommates -Shared Room

970a Sublets

9800 vacatkm Rewtais

announcements

1100-2800

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moil DbcMsion, Fri. Step Study, 3517 AdHmnn

Itwn. look Stwly, 3517 Adwnmn
M/T/WRin.DMitalA3^n9

W«a. Im. A3- 029

Diicvssion, Al linws 12:10 • IKX) pm

Per 4toofiotfcB Of IntfvMkMM n^m tew j drthJJHypwWBW.

EARhJ EXTRA CASH! Diagnosed carpel tun-

nel syndrome patients needed for study. Myo
Diagnostics Inc. 310-559-5500.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 for lab experinient and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

SMOKERS wanted for UCLA research study.

Earn $10/hr plus $30 bonus for not smoking

overnight 310-204-4883. HSPC #97-07-

005-01 B.

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening. Convenient fiours, located

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an infertile

couple? If youre 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. All races needed. Compen-
sation $3,500.00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confidential Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32 Egg

donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are lootcing lor a Jewish egg donor Can

you help us? If you can, call 310-828-5788

b • • •

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

ConriDensation

$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782 ^*^

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships Business. Medical

bills. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext G-1650.

RAISE $500 in one weel<. Fundraising op-

portunities available. No financial obligation

Great for clubs. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from low-cost financial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at wvw.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

, ...^i.:m^F

^^^--

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

looking for peopfe over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots)

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated For more information please call

Donna or Delia 310-828-8887.

ADULT FEMALE INCEST SURVIVORS age

18+ needed for study on reactions to past in-

cest experience Paper-pencil question-

naires plus group discussion About one-

hour, one-time session. Call 310-285-3502

or email study50©hotmall,com.

ADULTS WITH Attentran Defk:lt Disorder

needed for disertation study. $5 to complete

questionnaires. Ihr. WLA or SM. Leave

name+ numbere310-315-1901.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuals who have experienced anorexia

personally for thesis study Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires Information CONFIDENTIAL

Some recovery necessary Nikki: 310-471-

8032^

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or oWer Inter-

ested in a cllncal research study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-

sated. Call Dr. Vlad at 310-828-8887 for

more Informatton.

ANXIETY
Are you or is someone you know 18+ years old and suffering from

Anxiety? You may qualify for an important medical research study

if your symptoms include:

Q Excessive Worry

Feeling Tense or Irritable

Difficulty Concentrating

Qualified participants may receive up to $800.00.

DEPRESSION
Are you or Is someone you know 1 8+ years old and suffering from

Depression? You may qualify for an important medical research

study if your symptoms include:

Loss of Interest or Pleasure

Sadness or Hopelessness

Sleep Disturbance

Qualified participants may receive up to $880.00.

At CalifomU Clinical Trials, a premier research facility, we are

focused on testing medications that could possibly improve lives

and lead to future medical breakthroughs. Qualified participants

will receive quality care from our research staff, a free basic physi-

cal exam and lab tests. Enrollment is limited. Be part of the solu-

tion and call now.

TOLL-FREE

1-888-CCnUAL
(1-888-228-7425)

California Clinical Trl\ls

3a

L

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-888411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

Jr

Books

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial. Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext. B-10105

FREE R .EABLE LONG DISTANCE
calling card. Usage only 1 9-cents per minute

with no per call charges! Call 310-712-5622

24/hrs.

POWERBOOK 5300c, active matnx screen,

750 MB HD, 32 MB Ram. and 33.6 Mo-

denVEthemet Card. $1400obo Chris 310-

836-2370
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Don Antonio's Pizzaria
Proudly Presents

Today's Crossword

Any Medium, One-Toppuig

Call (310) 209-1422
• Not good with any odicr offer •

•Expiiei 3/13/98 •

DtlivtfYMininauinUtlO* I

PR^IOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS&FOSTER. Also Orthope-
dic twin-sets-$119 95, Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$189.95 Kings-$239 95 Futons-

Si 49 95 Free delivery Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,
Bunktieds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-
ed 310-372-2337

MOVING Dinmgroom set w/2leaves/4
chairs Excellent $150 Sola Designer fab-
ric $100. Entenainment Center White
SSOSmall bookcase $25 Must sell" 310-
477-9777/310-444-3903

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284

^« :xixxxiiixixnxc

ilSTHMflTIC
VOLaNTEERS
NEEDED
Forresearch at

UCLA Medical Center.
Ages 18-75, currently using

inhaled bronchodilators

for asthma.

May qualify for up to

$300-500 compensation.

310 825 6745

/iiisiaw
%iiVe in 0ood hands.

Insurat^ce Company
(310)312-0204

1 28 1 W©8t\A/ooc» Blvd
C2 t>lk». So. of Wll»>->ire:)

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or dont want

your business. All drivers. Newly licensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

^t^Blli|WlflMW^IW

FREE FOOD/ENT
—htlp://www.thelaweb.com, Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night guide, to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

»
H
M
M
M
M
R
M

TmmiTiiiiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiziiiTiTTximr

4900
AnlM lor Sato

iMNhSarvfcos

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling.

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Individuals. Call for free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC#32388. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED.
Supportive, confidential counseling Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hypnotherapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village. Carole Chasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160. Lots

of Sociok>gy books including: Sociok>gy: 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy), Ml 50

(Soc of Againg) & M162 (Soc of gender)

Art history 56 (reader only) Sold at cheap-

er price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele after 6PM.

SEIZED CARS
FROM $175 Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,

BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WDs Your

area. Toll free 1 -800-21 8- 1650extA- 1650 for

current listings.

89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo. $10,900. Must
see 310-879-1484.

•••••••*••
* Piano Rentals *
"^ Low Monthly Rates W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

.Mb YAMAHA 125Z. Black. Onty 6000
miles. Perfect condition. Sold w/ gloves, hel-

met&lock $600. Call Fabrice 818-246-3853.

transportation

l|t»:W.V<

I
aLji

4500-5500

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13 GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc. (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/31 0-207-2089.

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perienced immigration attomey Reasonable
rates and free consultations. Call 213-251-

9588 for attomey Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive Way!
Visas, Work Permits, & Latx)r Certifkration. A
California Corporation Since 1982. Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green
cards, visas, work permits, labor certifnation,

deportation. Reasonable rates. Attomey Ge-
offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

HONEST MAN W/14t1 truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. SF, LV, SD, AZ. Go Bruins.

JERRYS MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

lul rrtovers. Expenenced. reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

MW
SPRING BREAK!!!!

ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34&up 1-888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed

jynos for Sate

1985 HONDA PRELUDE, drkgrey. 5-speed.

&un«)ol.CD. 120K milfS (^OK on new en-

gine), new tires Must sell! $2500obo Call

Dave9310-624-9540.

1988 HONDA CRX White Air-conditioning

MPG49/54 Recent 30,000mile service New
brakesAseats 5-speed Clifford security sys-

tem 155,000miles Efficient car $3,300 Da-

vkJ: 310-473-3334.

1989 MUSTANG 5 LX Convertable black

71,000 miles Original owner $6,500 otx)

Contact Mark 310-246-5115.

5800
1 SOOKomlMn ~i

iJRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studk). 1st lesson free

No drum set necessary Neil 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near
UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &

SPORT SCORES '
Crassiear Wusrc- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-
els Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad lOyears
European operatic experience Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

technique. $40/hr. 310-470-6549.

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from
sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

1-900-407-7785 Ext. 9344 $2 99/min Age
18+ Serv-U 619-645-8434

CARS
100/ 500 1980-1997 POLICE IMPOUND
Hor>das, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities

Must sell 1-800-772-7470 ext 7111

HONDA ACCORD LX 1986, 5-speed, 79.000
miles, original owner, very good condition,

$3950 310-451-4787 Evening or message

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadil-

lacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes Also Jeeps,

4WD's Your Area TollFree 1-800-218-9000

Ext A-1650 for current listings

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your
Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123) Also
receive low-cost financial sen/ices 310-
477-6628, http //www ucu org

www.collegeworks.cor

$1000scholarsh

Classifieds

825-2221 Bruins 'urn to the Daily Bruin WrsWor fiousing.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your cntrcally-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge Irom national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

Display
206-3060
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DETITALHEALTH INSTTTUTE We c rcAteit beautiful Smiles!

'All Students

& Faculty

Members are

welcome'

First time

introdudory

offer witfi

this coupon

24 riour rmtr()eniu .Jtpvite

Medi-Col & Most Insurance Pioni Atceple<l

• Pull oni eaminattofi

• Nec«««»ry X-R<y]

• Cleaning i Policing

Expires 12/5/96 Tel: (310)475-5598

* We offer tfa( most efftctivtUcadiia|ty>tcin
|

• Coaplcte RtmbruMh Kit

•ADAacctyUd

I

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Anqeles, Between Wilsftire & Santa Monica {Free Parl^inq in Qear) I

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experience required Free infor-

mation packet Call 410-783-8279.

"RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-

tic, articulate, professional, nice attitude.

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Onhodontic

office in WLA-and Irvine, With excellent sal-

ary and benefits. Please call: 310-826-7494.

ADIWIINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company in Santa Monica Must be com-

puter literate. (Quicken/Quick Book a plus)

F/T,Prr, benefits Hourly rate. Fax resume:

310-788-0644

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al sutHeclB, TheseGlDlBseilalnns.

Personal Statements, Proposals arxl Boots.

InlBmalkJiMt students wokxxne.
SINCE 1965

StmonBmr, Ph.D. (310) 4704662

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

StodenU Welcome, Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F 10:0Oain-S:0Opin

RESEARCH, EDITORIAL, Word Processing,

and complete resume services 213-444-

2033

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
FAST, ACCURATE. RELIABLE. Reasonable

Rates. 20% off your first project. VIcki, 1-

800-591 -6832ext. 5030. E-mail
73473.2635 compusefve.com

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028 Pager:

213-344-7581 .http://www online -

labs.com/danni/res/index .htm

WINNING RESUMES 1-hour service. Our

clients get results Open 7 days Visa and

Mastercard accepted 310-287-2785.

Offefodl

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph D
Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph.D. WLA 310-398-

0693

PHYSICS/MATH/MECH-ENG tutoring. Intro-

ductory and intermediate level; $20/hr Ex-

perienced, helpful, and easy-going tutor Lui-

gi: Irp4©cornelledu/310-391-8173

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr, avoid high agency

costs Most subjects, all grades Specialize

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie ©310-442-

9565.

SPANISH LESSONS Expenenced Master

degree. One on one At your home $25/hr.

First class free Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087

TERM PAPER DUE?
EXPERIENCED TUTOR in English and So-

cial Sciences. $25/hr Melody: 310-393-

2150.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, RbD offers tutoring,

^term paper assistapce, Er>glish, Social Sci-

'ence. History Foreign Students Weteome
Call: 310-452-2865

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

t>elow wek:ome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

ItfO

EXPEt . OR WANTED
lOhrs/wk. $10/hr. tor homework: English and

math. Reny 310-393-1669

FRENCH TUTOR
TUTOR WANTED for bnghl, cooperative

high school student Location Bel-Air, near

UCLA. Competitive rates 310-234-0177

Classifieds

825-2221

'Wm
10+YRS EXPERIENCE

Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
Application Typing. Editing. Notary & More!

Legal/Medical-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-

TIONS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE WORDS, ETC. 310-820-8830.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you. Fast,

accurate&neat $2/pg. Call Iris 310-839-

3101 or page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica. 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax. email, mail, bring worV to me.

Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

employment

7400 - 8300

MOO
wWMMHI

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
"How-to" books, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-pack!! 1-800-466-9222. ext.

7891.24hrs

PLEASE HELP ME
FIND 10 PEOPLE from Turkey International

company just opened business Big oppor-

tunity to make money Call-ASAP 310-884-

6368

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1000WK P/T, F/T Set your own
hours No experience necessary Will train.

Free information. 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269. ;

7900
(UHr6Bt.0||wrtiiiittet J
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for a busi-

ness offk;e in BevHills. F/T. Also looking for

receptionist Please fax resume 310-278-

0038 or call 310-278-2750.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Work with LD-children Requires BA, current

enrollment-Masters level program in Educ-

related field. Resume: Kellye McKinna, MA
1011 Havenhurst Dr. LA CA 90046

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk

$11.25/hr. Long term opportunity with a new.

exciting brand StephanieO818-500-0966.

TgQO

^o Sales

"Earn Money and Experience"

Excellent sales opportunity
Initial Talent Tree Staffing Services

is lookins for an individual with sales

experience to canvas ttie Downtown, West
Los Angeles and South Bay areas. Earn

valuable work experience while continuing

your education. We are looking for highly

motivated, self-directed professionals.

Excellent pay plus commissions.

Part-time days.

Initial
Talent Tree

Staffins

Fax resume to Marilyn Darcey
at (818) 907-1410.

%

4.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-

fect a must! Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good analytical skills. F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030, ext20.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(internship possibility) Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/Internet plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk Serious inquiries:Fax:310-395-

0509.

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-
wood. One bedroom and salary. Experience
and references required 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school ind day camps. Part-time im-

mediately Full-time late spnng. Must have
pool-management experience $350-
$475/week 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST. Require-

ments: child development background/child-

care experience. Car. good driving

record&references. 20hrs/wk. $175/wk. 3 af-

ternoons or evenings. 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCERS: Santa Moni-
ca based entertainment finn seeking well or-

ganized self-starter. Skill sets required: de-
tail-oriented, computer literate. Great oppor-
tunity Fax resume: Blue Water Entertain-

'

ment 310-458-0247

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve classes, 1-2 week

classes. 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp.

M-F at Private Club. Experience+personali-

ty+-^ Theatre Arts. Music&Drama. Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come MUST t)e energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player MUST t)e available to

wori< all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98 Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029.

BROKER ASSISTANT
Starting $7.50/hr^ommissk)n learning the

financial markets. Telemarketing skills re-

quired. PT/FT Santa Monica office. 310-394-

3364, Scott FAX 310-656-2434

j^iaSati?'*::;-.-**.)

HSEKEEPR/BABYSTTR
NEEDED to live-in Sat&Sun. Experience

nee References. Please call Tracy 310-470-

7019.

BABYSITTEFIIWIOM'S HELPER. Must love

kids&have experience, for West LA family

Saturday mght&other hours as needed. Call

Tracy©310-470-7019.

CHILD CARE +DRIVING NEEDED for

6&11yr old. Safe driver w/clear record, valid

license-finsurance a must! Male/Female

okay. M,T+altemate F afternoons+ school

holidays Flexible hours. $10/hr + gas 310-

458-5903.

COMPANION NEEDED for 2 fun girts (14

and 11). 1-2 days/wk. $8/hr. Homeworit asst;

driving required Call Kate 310-454-6437

COMPANION/DRIVER for 15yr old girt Af-

terschool approx. 2-6pm. M-F Light cooking.

Driving(our car) March-June 1998 Culver

City.Call after 7pm or weekendsO310-737-

9125^

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE afterschool child

care 2B0YS (8&11) M-F 3:30-7PM Re-

sponsibilities: Driving, afterschool activities,

fhw ReferencBS+valid license needed

$140/wk 310^77-7171.

FACULTY FAMILY-seeks P/T nanny for two

wondertui chikJren, 2:30-5:30pm. M-F. Refer-

ences, own car required. Call 310-472-7297

after 5pm.

MOTHERS HELPER. Tue-Fri. 4pm-9pm.

Saf, 12pm-5pm. Light cooking, cleaning,

watching kids. $8-iamr. 310-202-0172^

Write the stories

that make a

difference . .

.

MOTHER'S HELPER Tuesday-Thursday-

Friday from 330-6:30pm Must have car

BrentywxJd area. $8Aiour 310-395-062X

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT live-out nanny

for active 5-yr-old boy References required.

310-573-9393 afternoons and evenings M-F.

TUTOR/SITTER FOR 9 year old boy 3-5

days 330-7:30 In Brentwood References

please. Call Mary 310-826-8940

write for NOMMO

ATTRACTIVE . SELF MOTIVATED womw
needed lor lingerie modeling No nudity Fx

celleni compensation n Will nol inierfmc

w'studies Chn8tine@8l8 545 8855 Ext 3

Activisni...altematlve Journalism...

30 years of serving the oommunlty

infomational meeting Monday, March 9, at 6:00pni

118 Kerckhofff Hall

We accept Visa. MasterCard, and Discover.
Displa*
206'
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Christian

Alliance Church of Santa

Monica

1420 Yale St., Santa Monica

310-828-7608

Sunday morning 10:30am service, Wed.

7pm prayer meeting, adult bible discus-

sion 9:30am. We are a small group of

people who desire to love and follow

Jesus Cfirist more closely Please come

and join us.

Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave., LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Worship: Sunday 11am

English Worship: Sunday 2pm

Can't get up early enough for the morning

worship'' Come and check out our 2pm

worship!

New Heart Christian Fellowship

1941 Banington Ave., LA

310-478-3059

Meeting times: Sunl 0:30am, Wed
7:30pm. Casual attire, contemporary wor-

ship, practical teaching. We love Bruins!

Vineyard Christian Fellowship

Comer of 16th <S Pearl St. in Santa

Monica, 1 bik south of Pico Blvd.

(John Adams Middle School

Auditorium)

310-581-9924

Sunday Celebration Service at 10:00am.

DESIRING A DEEPER EXPERIENCE

WITH GOD? Come discover the casual

atmosphere, contemporary worship, and

practical teaching that has led many

UCLA students and graduates to make

the Vineyard their "home." _ .

Westwood Hills Christian ^

Churchy _
10808 Le Conte Ave., Los Angeles

Accross from UCLA Medical Center

310-208-8576 Fax: 824-7577

Dr. Myron Taylor. 10am Sunday Worship

Sen/ice. Bible Study available. Friendly

church where no one is a stranger, only a

friend we have not met.

Cliristiaii/Evaiigelical

Westside Oil(OS Community

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-390-3277

Pasture David Kim Conie celebrate our

3rd year anniversary service with us on

February 8, 1997 at 1 :30pm. Ride provid-

ed @ 1pm. Sproul turn-around Campus

meeting Thursdays 6:30pm at 51 Kinsey.

Wednesday moming prayer 6am at

church.

Congregational

Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurchQaol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival. 10am

worship. Open and affirming of all. Christ

centered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational sermons. Music to lift your

spirit! Children's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

Lutlieran

Lutheran Campus Ministries

10915 Strathmore (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Worship: Sunday 10:30am, basketball:

Tuesday 6:00pm.

Timothy L. Seals, Pastor. Diane Cartas,

Campus Ministry Associate. Sennng

UCLA on behalf of ELCA and the LC-MS.

First United Methodist Church

at Santa Monica

1008 11th Street, Santa Monica (3

blocks east of Lincoln, 2 blocks north

of Wilshire)

310-393-8258

Saturday night contemporary service with

praise music at S:30pm. Sunday morning

worship sen/ices in the Sanctuary at 9 and

11am, with full choir and organ music.

Child care provided. Sunday School for

children K through 5th grades at 9 and

11am. Bible studies for youth and adults

at 10am. Special programs for Singles.

Senior Minister: Donald J. Shelby,

Associate Ministers: Se Hee Han, James

Thomann

Metiiodist

Venice-Santa Monica Free

Methodist Church

4871 Centinela Ave., LA

310-822-8094 - '

Sunday Service: 9:30am, 11:15am

College Fellowship: Friday 7:15pm

Looking for a spiritual place away from

home? Come join the Venice Church fami-

ly. Everyone is welcome; Jim Miyabe, Sr

Pastor. Rides, questions? Call Wayne

310-824-9762, wmlee©ucla.edu.

Westwood United Methodist

Church

900 Hilgard Ave.

310-474-4511

httpJ/home. earthlink. net/-wumc
Grace Land, an alternative worship experi-

ence, Sundays 5:30pm in Helms Hall.

Traditional worship Sundays 10:30am in

the Sanctuary. Call for details of Young

Adult activities Beautiful setting with gk>ri-

ous music. Clergy: Sharon Rhodes-

Wickett and Jane Voigts. Campus

Ministry: Wesley Foundation at UCLA

(10497 Wilshire Bl.). Rev. Frank Wulf.

Mormon
The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints

Westwood Meeting House: 10740

Ohio Ave. (directly behind the

LATemple)

UCLA Ward Bishop's Office:

310-474-8189

Relief Society and Priesthood Meetings:

Sun, 12:30pm; Sunday School (Scripture

study): Sun. 1 :25pm; Sacrament Meeting:

Sun, 2:30-3:40pm.

Westwood Institute of Religion

856 Hilgard Ave.

Office: 310-208-8836

Sponsors Lambda Delta Sigma sorority

and Sigma Gamma Chi fraternity

Provides day and night time classes in the

Bible, Book of Mormon, and Marriage and

Family Relatk)nships. Call or visit for class

schedule and information about service

projects, dinners, graduate seminars,

socials, activities, and free parking.

The Religious Services Directory

is printed every Friday.

For advertising information,

contact Scott Kim at 825-2221.
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2 TICKETS auaarray, M^«terris V7 SZSaa 310«e»«142
i^WfWWI \^^^^H^^^^^^ Mo-locu*. ITM fHm «30 31O«Z4<B05

486«eCOMPOUTER mod«m.CO-ROM.8lc $100 31&478-1663

AIWA STEREO SYS 3CD.duaaD«.s)t(ars $150 310475-1429

ARIZONA & ASU TIX afeRtnMian. admissnn $15 31029M836
ARIZONA TICKETS ' MaRti7 $30h 310fla4-5«7

B-BALL TIX ASU $15 31(^209-1932

BBALL STUD TIX Anzona^m $a> 8i&aefr«i8e

B8ALL STUDENT TIX Anama lowMt DTK* $30 3ia20»-1468

BBAU. TICKET Arizona ((tudwK) sao 31O20»O10e

BB)FRAME DOUBLE oiantt s 31(>e3fr4192

BIG WOODEN TV she«.hatd8books2 tSD ^ia20»e064
BLACK PAGER MihUrSWcaM IBS 31O20B-7475

CHINESE WKBK ist(MiMrboak e 31067W496
COFFEE TABLE alum w^Q(H« k)D $100 31&44(Ve464

COFFEE TABLE uaODOnai WOOu I10D

COMPUTER TRS80 ootorotdirmotM tis 31(>fl3B-«19e

CORDLESS PHONE lOcharvwl $15 310«i-1224

CORNER DESK RCEA/bdoanaoo $go 310479-1663

DESSERT GOBLETS miac houaahoU iKna $15 310*29-1568

DORM-SIZE FRK5 ZScu old.«M(taak ISO 31O«24<S06
END TABLE tradnvood »5 31(M4&9464
FLOPPY DISKS IBMtomat'diQfbx $aM 310a»-7475
GIFTS UNUSED Irames books Duzzlaa s> 310«29-1S68

HP-41CX calculator'»<*.-raf $» 5624694363

LAPRAIREFNOTN imorr hundrads FREE 31067S4486
LEATHER JACKET MaaUacktuada ma 310624^X06
LEATHER RUKSACK navar uaad trom oar $ao 310429-1568

LITTMAN fWhoacooa^ww In box $« 310475-1429

MAC IMAGE WRITER softvvara -f manual $75 562-8694393

MACSE W/ SFTWARE ke^nardwnanuali SZSO 5624694393
MCAT oractioa ta«-naw $10 310475-1429

MICROWAVE Pmaicrtc $75 3104409464
MINI-SYSTEM awDLliMrold «o 310313^773
MOUNTAIN BIKE $100 310267-6977

PARK SPACE Katan/lavartio $B6 310209-1252

PINTO/BOeCAT nnirbook 1971-eO » 310429-1568

PRAiRE MAKEUP wMtvhwv^adi FREE 3106754496
REFRIGERATOR nawi^iMa^aryctaan $300 310914-5421

REFRIGERATOR oniv2vi»o«.c«aao poo 310914-5421

SCANTRONS
ctww SiattordirMa

no207Be-ERI

CO
FREE

31069^4192

3105754496
SHARP ir TV ookx. ramola $n 3102092960
SHARP GRAPHICS nawj*voon<tAAAta« vo 31O424<S06
SLEEPING BAG aubzaRHWw $100 310474-3153

SPORTS HELMET 3 toootar halmals Mfiai 310208*101

STOMACH TRIMMER BodvbvJaka vo ^ ~ 310438-7866

TANDY PC-7 calcutalor $15 5624694363
TRUCK TIRE 15LT rad«l31x11.S0a(* $38 31043»4192
TWIN MATTRESS baauvraat $i5 3102090861
TWIN SIZE BED UO 31023»a»8
TWIN SIZE BED ««t)ox vrtnofttrama $B6 31O2094Q64
TVflN SIZE DAYBED »M trama good oon $30 310Z3»<X»8
TYPEWRITER Sham/Auto pnoa nago $ao 310478-1663

UCLAB^AU Anzona sludam tix 8ie-781-7593

UCLA B-BALL TIX SAnzonata $12M 310374-1869

UCLA BBAU TIX student lix-anzona $ao 310424-1224

UCLA BBALL TIX Anzona tao 310267-9602

UCLA BBAU TIX Arizona $Z5 310208-2106

UCLA BBAU TIX AruoTM student fix C5 31O208<X15
UCLA BBAU TIX Arizona student tix $30 31067M621
UCLA BBALL TIX UCLA vs Arizona $36 310209-1932

UCLAVANPOOL Pasadena tickats $4aa eBB-7W<]668
UCLA VOLNT COAT man s am, naw $12 31O20B-7475
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Need a babysitter? How about one with a university education? Place your ad today!
Display

206-30^0

NEW FACES WANTED
International Tair^nl Group ifi now

looking^for new faces & new talent for
Television, Film, Commercials, Music

Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY NO FEES
AUDITIONING NOW (8 18) 379-7070

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now hiring! Summer fun in-

cludes: jet skiing, beach days, amusement
parks, camping trips, d.j. dance parties &
more! Call Lindy at 310-477-2700

CAMP COUNSELORS
WESTWOOD RECREATION COMPLEX
seeks camp counselors for kids ages 5-12.

Must be at least 18 Experience preferred,

not required. $7/hr, minimum 32 hours/week.

June 22-Aug 28. Call Caroline at 310-473-

3610.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCU STUDENTS WANTED!! Front

desk/customer service agent at the UCLA
Tiverton House Hotel. WORK 15-

20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR-t-.32SHIFT DIFFER-

ENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE OPEN
24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON AVE., LA

90024. PHONE 310-794-0151. FAX 310-

794-8503.

CARRIER- M-F. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Must

have reliable car and proof of insurance and

general offk:e skills as well. Paul or Sandi:

714-571-0227.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103

CELLULAR PHONE
SALES

BEVERLY HILLS COMPANY seeks articu-

late, aggressive individuals to sell air-time for

leading cell phone companies. Inside sales.

Predictive dialer. Flexible/hours. $50/$100-

perdeal. Commission 310-247-9901.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open bodies of water

and/or contained pools. Will supervise chikJ-

ren's water time at the ocean shore. MUST
have proof-of-certifk:ation&strong leadership

skills. MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

CLINICAL TRAINING for Dental Assistant as

professional career. 4 days/week with sti-

pend Call 310-477-2488

COMPUTER DATABASE SKILLS. Filemaker

Pro preferred. UCLA Pulmonary Dept clini-

cal trial. Up to 20hrs/week, $1 1 OO/hr. Fax re-

sume to 310-794-8071

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working with children. 310-

472-7474x110.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org

DRIVER FOR PRIVATE PARTY 3-5 days

per week. 4 hours per day $7 per hour. Call

310-471-2482

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. PH" flexible hours.

Flower shipper needs dependable workers.

$8/hr. Vehicle provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

EARN $$$. Driving student home from

school five days/week Paid cash. For infor-

mation call Chrystal 310-247-1996.

F/T. WRITER for immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sessions No

experience necessary. Earn up to $900/day

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK F/T-$8/hr. Mon-Fri, 9am-

5;30pm. Small immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City. Computer literate, good phone

skills, file, phones. Position includes all other

job related duties. Begins ASAP 310-553-

6600orfax-310-553-2616.

Models Meeded IMow
No experience required

For catalog, printwortc, magazines, movies

video and tv commercials

Men and Women of all ages

Free Consultation

CAU MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

EARN
S200 61000

A DAY

FILE CLERK WANTED lor Century City Law
Firm. No experience necessary. Must be

able to work a minimum of 25-hrs/wk.

$8 50/hr. Fix resume and hours available to

310-282-8070.

FILE CLERK. WLA CPA firm, 10-15hrs/wk.

Other duties include: copying, faxing,

phones, errands. Call Lynn 310-826-0909 or

Fax resume 820-5354

FILE-CLERK and some appointment sched-

uling in dental office in Westwood. P/T, M-Th,

12-6pm. $7/hr. 310-208-4036.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST. P/T, fast-

paced WLA dental office. Filing, answering

phones, general duties. Articulate, profes-

sional, nice attitude. Call Theresa: 310-208-

6813. . "

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer home is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarillo,

Malibu, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs@aol com

GENERAL OFFICE—P/T M-F, 8:30am-

1:30pm. Beveriy Hills real estate attorney

needs secretary skilled in Word Perfect and

general office procedures Fax resume

w/salary requirements to 520-299-0198

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA. Conversation only Flexible hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers Flexible

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk $6 36/hr for stud-

ents. $8 32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray

or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. Westvwxxj

Village Boutique Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my offee Busy phones,

Part time Good pay for the right person.

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately Rapidly expand-

ing. No expenence necessary. Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR Sinai Akiba, private school

near UCLA M-F 9- 1pm. Must like children,

athletics. Call Jill Under 9310-475-6401,

ext.284.

Think beyond
your boundaries

Do you see
yourself in an
international

Travel is a very competitive and fast-moving business. We are looking

for candidates for our fast-track, high-level training program. If you

are a dynamic inclividual looking for the opportunity of a lifetime to

work for a global company, check out our General Management
Graduate Programme on our college recruitment website.

Apply online before April 8th
www.careermosaic-uk.co.uk/bagrads/

BRITISH AIRWAYS
We are an equal opportunity employer.

fflllff

To find out more about Teradyne. set us on campus or send your

resume to Teradyne. Inc . Attn University Relations.

321 Hamson Ave , Boston. MA 021 18 Or e-mail

joan oday«teradyne com An equal opportunity employer

big technology. ImeHigem test programming en\ironmcr>is

Hi^ speed digiul insiruments I^xi generation superchips And more

Teradyne is your source for innov-ation. quality and leadership m
Auiomauc Test Equipment, complex cormeaion systems and lelecom-

mumcations and software test Our ability to bnng the most exciting

products to market suned more than 40 years ago with the introduction

of the first automatic dwde tester Since then. weVt continued to set the

standard with products such as the first tester with lesterper-pin archi-

tecture, the industry's first million-dollar tester and the world's largest

most complex backpbne And all the while continuing our excellence in

innovation recognized by the R & D 100 award for the revolutionary

tester deMce dockmg system

big customers. WwW we can't possiWy name them all. we help

today's leading electronics companies delivrr their products to a fast-

evolving market Whether iti automotive elearonics, cellular phones.

PCs, Of computer networks. Teradyne is the power behind the products

^>e a worHwii'presetice woiftrig in pannefsFip ">vitTi alt the big names

big possibilities. lo an engmeenng or business grad. Teradyne

represents the opponumty to gain real involvement on real projects from

day one As soon as you join us, you will benefit from an informal culture

where crealiMty and teamwork prevail Whether your speculty is

Software, Hardware, Mechanical, or Application Engmeenng or Business.

Teradyne perfectly suits your background We have exciting opponunities

in all our locations from Califomu to Boston, and even internationally

nol-so-big name

WE'RE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS SOON!

See your placement c^e for details.

www.teradynecom

Boston, MA • Nashua, NH* Deerfield, IL • Agoura Hills, CA • San Jose, CA • Walnut Creek, CA • Dublin, Ireland • Kumamoto, Japan

L
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HELP WANTED
Men/Women

earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling
Medical I.D. Cards at

home. Immediate
openings, your local

area. Experience
unnecessary, will train.

Call Medicard
1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M

Seorching for Models ^-es^

Men and Women fof

commercial, catalog
& fyint ads

$1 50 to $250 per hour
Beverty Hills *

NJo Fee * No Experience
(310)-273-2S66

LAB ASSIST/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT FH"

in a busy ottice. Ability to juggle many duties,

attention to ^Jetait necessary. Experience

w/computers a plus FAX resume to Liz. 310-

443-5258.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT PfT needed.

Psychology student/work study eligible pre-

ferred FAX resume to: 310-268-4498.

LVN-P/T,F/T. Busy dermatology practice.

Good team player, laser experience a plus.

Fax resume to 310-208-2158

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1998. 1-800-

305-4415. huntd©cc.umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL BILLING/BOOKKEEPER. F/T or

P/T near Wilshire Blvd. and Highland Ave.

213-634-7304.

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Premed/optometry. Freshman/sophomore

Tues&Thurs. 16hrs/wk. Jules Stein/UCLA.

Min GPA 3 5. Fax Resume to 310-794-7904.

Attn. Veronica

MEDICAL RESEARCH
FULL TIME RESEARCH ASSISTANT need-

ed for UCLA Pulmonary Dept. clinical trial.

Duties include subject recruitment, interview-

ing, forms completion and data entry

$11.00/hr. Fax resume to 310-794-8071.

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT. PfT.

Windows 95. Word, and helpful Excellent

phone/organizational skills Fax resume 310-

208-2158.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo-

studio for upcoming assignment Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrrcal. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types-18-f! Furv/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors. Forestry. wiW life

preserve, concessionaires. flrefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages+tienefits. Ask

us howl 517-324-3093. Ext n59342

OBSESSIVELY TIDY?
GOOD, help organize me, P/T You are com-

fortable w/computers and bookkeeping. Will

tram the right person. 310-712-5450.

OFFICE ASSISTANT- 9-6 Phones, Word

Perfect. MS Word, shipping Car a must'

$24,000/year + insurance. Fax resume to

Kim©310-230-2301

OFFICE MANAGER for small Westwood en-

tertainment company. Previous office experi-

ence. Computer literate, BA. prefer account-

ing background. Growth opportunity Mid-

high 20s. with benefits. Fax cover&resume:

310-208-2414.

OFFICE PERSON- Freshman-Sophomore

One person office. Certain skills required

High energy. Hourly wages. P/T Near UCLA
Call Showtime Group©310-471-8686. Fax

resume©310-471-2302

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job. Earn $100 or more per day Must

have own car. Call Michael 310-397-6869.

PART TIME FILE CLERK 30hr/wk Busy

medk;al office located at UCLA Hours flexi-

ble. Great lor students $7/hr. Call 208-2772

pJ^RT-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours/wk

Flexible Collections, small claims court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawfuls $9/hr

310-829-1700. fax 310-829-2630

UCLA Annual Fund

$8.10/HR.pvustoNus
nUD nUMMB • COMVEMUn ICNBNUM

(S<in Tlma MMngi, 2 MMl on SH ( Sun aftHnoon)

ConUd Cwtos Gom«2

31d-7944J277
1083 Gayley Avenue 4th floor. Westwood
we are able to ofter work study

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pri-

vate training opportunity. 5 days/week, M-F

6am start. $500/month. Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PREGNANCY PREVENTION COUNSELOR
Working w/teenagers one-on-one and group

setting as well 3-4days/wk Salary commen-

surate w/experience. Also assisting program

coordinator Julie: 310-219-0610.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI-
CIAN/COUSULTANT for laser hair removal

company in BH Male prefered. Fnendly. de-

tail-oriented, will train. $20-23/hr. 310-247-

0999

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES FIRM seeks intern to assist

with client proposals, market compliance,

seminars, general oftKe duties and miscella-

neous projects. Computer and/or business-

related students with experience preferred.

Please fax resume to 213-852-1502.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hrs/wk Jr/Sr/or recent graduate in psy-

chology or business preferred. Fax resume
310-472-1399 Also, see Jobtrak

PT/FT CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
needed at WLA VA medical center. Depart-

ment of Anesthesiotogy. Tasks include data

collectk)n and transcriptk>n of case report

forms Knowledge of bask: medial terminol-

ogy necessary. Contact Dr. Richard Chen at

310-268-3221

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED at Beauty Salon

for a full/part time position. Call 213-852-

1166 and leave a message. Attn:Shula

RECEPTIONIST- Permanent, P/T, F/T. Du-

ties include customer service, computer

work-f general office duties. Tennis and
Swim Club Contact Hai or Tim©213-936-

9900

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
Children book knowledge req WLA. 310-

559-2665

SECRETARY P/T
Santa Monica doctors office. Excellent com-

puter&typing skills Available immediately.

310-451-9433.

SPORTS MARKETING
INSIDE SALES

Beverly Hills sports menwrabilia company

seeks indivkJuals with strong phone skills

and knoledge of sports, partcularly basket-

ball. $1500+p/wk. Commission. Predicitive

dialer Flexible hours. 1-888-969-2274

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr -bo-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed Working

w/other students. Great PfT I F/T work. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathkin Sports

Club Palo Alto. CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: ProfesskKial couple seeks

woman to help them have a chikj through

surrogacy $20,000. 800-450-5343

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED

APPOINTMENT SETTING for Established

Firm Requirements: Effective Communica-

tion Skills. Intention to Succeed Excellent

Working Conditions. Flexible Hours. Call

Barbara at 800-475-5/68

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T in

WLA law firm. 60+wpm and know Word Per-

fect Flexible hours $9-$12/hr Please fax re-

sume attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

TYPIST/ WORD PROCESSOR Innovative

new firm in Manna Del Rey Imaginative, mo-

tivated, energetic, marketing/adverlising ex-

penence helpful. PfT. Open salary Call:310-

305-8680 & fax resume:310-822-1127.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese Call 310-477-

9871

WANT A SUMMER JOB in marketing' Cam-
pus Directones-a national publishing compa-

ny-seeks student to work as Marketing Rep
for profitable local publishing business. Gain

practical business experiece and earn up to

$15,000. See www.campusdirectorles.com

for more info.

WANTED: Alternative music Ian to help

promote band on campus Part-time, very

easy work. Will pay Ben 310-209-3357

Classifieds

825-2221

Models/Actors

Are you lookins to be
a model, actor, or

extra? If so, call:

International
Casting Agency

(213)340-3749

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
Children's weekend program at beach pri-

vate club. Occasional weekday evenings!!

MUST be energetK, enthusiastk;, with lead-

ership skills MUST be available to work

weekends 6/15/98-Labor Day. Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkJe

support to the developmentally disabled. Call

Dwight Istanbulian at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MGT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS

Someone good w/office detail&peoplel

Please fax us at DouWeTreat 310-275-9794.

MARKETING INTERN
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE excellence in

powerpoint, excel, and word. Lump sum pay-

ment at conclusion of intemship. The Docu-

ment Company Xerox. 310-203-7221.

MUSIC INTERNS
MUSIC/NEW MEDIA CO. looking for stud-

ents who love to Dance/ Electronk; music!

Mi4St be organized and have good communi-

cation skills. School credit. Fax resume: and

availability to April©21 3-466-51 21.

Part Time Job-

good pay

Prod. Co. looking to hire

people to scout models

and actors for new^

project.

Call now: (213) 340-3786

housing

8400 - 9500

OVERLAND NATIONAL. Nk:e, 2t>drm/1ba

apartment. Quiet buikUng, hardwood floors,

refrigerator and stove $750/mo $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726.

PALMS $895 2-bdrm/2-bath, gated, fire-

place, laundry, appliances. Near shops/free-

way. 310-836-6007

PALMS. $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-story town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days. 3614 Fans Drive. 310-391-1076

br 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS. $1795. 4-bd+k)ft, 3-ba. 3-level town-

house. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

^ 310-837-7061

PALMS. $995. Large l-bdmn, 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, balcony, private sundeck, A/C, new
carpetA/yl-Near shops/twy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit 310-837-1502

leave message.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Garden apartment. Immacu-

late. 1/2 btock to buses Near all. 8-mi UCLA
Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager:8 18-828-

6880

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and

Houses for rent in Santa Monca and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT,

www.westsiderentals.com

W.L.AyPALMS
$495 AND UP

Bachelor and singles $495-$550. Some/w

utilities included, laundry, nice area, and

more. 1-bdrm $705-$850. Many with gated

entry/parking, A/C, large, uppers, and more.

2-bdrms $795-$1295 Cute 3bdrm for

$1050/mo with parking, laundry and more.

Many with fireplaces, dishwashers, /VC, bal-

cony, and more 310-278-8999.

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building.

Hardwood floors. Stove-i-refrigerator 900-sq

ft, 1-bdrm Locked private garage $975 508

Midvale. 310-472-5752

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-bdrm w/view. washer/dry-

er in unit, 2-bath. Mcrowave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright. 21-sq.foot-jacuzzi

310-475-0807.*

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New. Irg Bateony Security bldg

Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace. W/D inskle

unit. Month to month. Pets ok. $1650/mo.

310-998-1501

WESTWOOD- 10 min walk to UCLA. Bnght,

quiet bachelor w/ Ibatti. $525/mo. Paid utili-

ties-f parking. Avail-April 5th 310-443-0605.

WESTWOOD. l-bdmi/l-bath only $575/mo.

Carpet, newly painted, laundry and parking.

1-mile from campus. Professional/Grads

preferred. Call 310-723-0950.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas. water paid. $897/mo. Available now!

909-885-4182.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-

3bdrm/3bath spacious townhouse. Tile entry.

3 secured parking spaces. $1850 310-266-

1288.

forRint

$575 LARGE SINGLE
WLA/CENTURY CITY. Large-single w/full

kitchen&bathroom. Upper. No on-site man-

ager Awesome place! Call 310-446-6232

immediately. Available April.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge

apartment, ideal for roommates. Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, phone-entry Minutes to

campus 818-997-7312

1-BDRM $598 AND UP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET DELUXE, CLEAN, security-building.

Galed-parking Refrigerator, stove Carpel,

laundry room No pets 310-838-6423. Call

Bob

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDR00MS
UPPER&LOWER $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK. TO PICO

BUS 310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS Partially furnished 2-bdrm,

1 5-balh in lower duplex Charming, freshly

painted and carpeted Ideal for professional

$1500/mo. 310-275-1425.

MALCOLM in WLA-Large 2bdrm/2bath

$1195/mo Avail Mar31st Hardwood floors,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, and

pool 818-995-8866 Ext 307

MAR VISTA $1,795. 4-bdrm/4-bath 3-level

townhouse Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, sundeck Open Mon-Sat. 3954

Beethoven st. 310-391-1076.

* PALMS *
2BD,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE.

ALARM IN UNIT »^0«

• 3614 PARIS
(310)837-0906

460. 38A,

LOR, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, FIREPLACE

GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460, 4eA

GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 39S4BMlhov«nSl$179S

(310)391-1076
Sa OpenHouMMon -Sal. 10-5 ,2

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - $945

530 Veteran
208-4394

Check Autos for Sale (49001 for ttie car you've been looking for.

MAR VISTA. $625/month. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-txlrm. Large,

pool, patio, barbecue area. Quiet-building.

3746 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students. Suitable for two. Definite must

see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Associotes

Pleose Coll

1(213)896-6761
3

lorJleBt.

WLA, TRI-LEVEL CONDO. 3bdrm/2.5bth,

washer-dryer, dishwasher, 2-car parking, se-

curity building, central A/C, free cable, patk).

pets ok. $1600/month. 310-914-4254.

LEASE
BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS bright guest-

house Separate entrarKe. bathroom/kitch-

en Skylight. Italian tile, trench doors, large

closets, pool, garden view. $875

310-472-7068.

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm Private detached,

new guesttKHj.se in beautiful tfome Pool and

spa use and tree cable. $975/a)o including

utilities 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guesthse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/toft $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112

JMMMfQr

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny.

4bdrm/2bath house w/additk>nal large den

w/separate entrance Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, washer/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail

Marchlst 528-3rd St $3300. 310-571-0293.

O'Melveny & Myers
||

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

•Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

Koom for Itont

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate

Nicely furnished private room, share bath.

Bus in front house, Westwood/Pico No
smoking/pets $395/month+utilitios. 310-

475-8787

Display
206-301

Daily Bruin Qassified Friday, Mardt 6, 1998 31

forSflnl

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/Included

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message Abbey 310-275-

3831or 818-783-5151

BEVERLY HILLS-Furnished private

bdrm/bth and entry. Light laundry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA students pre-

ferred. $500/mo. 310-271-8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own bdrm/bath.

N/S, professional female to share apartment

w/2 females. $440^mo. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/lease. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

BRENTWOOD. Comfortable apartment
Room for rent, share bath. $400. Closed
gate, laundry, pool. Near shops, buslines,

UCLA. 310-472-1367.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free
parking, full kitchen, large bateony with view.

$595/nx>. Avail starting April 1 st. Just south
of Wilshire (Veteran+Ohio). Please call Nick
310-479-0789

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house. $385 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Pnvate room w/ shared bath 3miles to

campus. Garden, spack>us+ sunny Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking.

.$435/MO. 310-826-6705.

bANIA MONICA $380/mo obo. 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes
to UCLA. Near buses. Non-smoking male
preferred. Call Ivan C: 310-207-3212.

SANTA MONICA. Share own room in

2bdrm/2bath. 2-story, sunroof, w/view, ga-

rage parking, washer/dryer. Female pre-

ferred. N/S. $700/mo Avail 4/1. 310-552-

2892.

WESTWOOD $575+1/2utilities. Own room in

bright 2-bdrm/1-bath. Hardwood, bateony,

garage, yard. Call Jennifer ©310-470-0383

WESTWOOD 2 males to share Ibdrm/lba
in 2bdrm/2ba apartment. Secured build-

ing+parking. Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bateony. $350ea. 310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Room in a private home.

Grad student preferred. Walking distance to

UCLA. $600. Leave name and telephone at

310-475-1713.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX. Charming furnished

bedreoom. Large closets, shelves. Utilities

included. Kitchen privileges. 5-miles East of

UCLA. $375/n>0. 213-939-2772.

WLA 1 room w/balcony in spacious 3-level

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no
drugs. Clean, quiet, responsible. Avail now.

$450/mo. Parking. 310-204-5661.

WLA-2 BDRM/2 bath. Partially furnished

bedroom/private bath. Pool/jacuzzi/steam

room. Laundry facilities. Quiet, neat, tidy, re-

sponsible, serious student Must respect pri-

vacy. $550/mo.+1/2 utilities. 818-784-1355

Of 310-474-6240 atter-7pm befofe-9am.

i'2bth

Spanish duplex. Responsible, tun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred $460/mo+
utilities-f deposit. Avail April 1st 310-859-

7403 or 3 10-271-4322

BRENTWOOD- $675 including utilities. Male

seeks male to share 2+2. Own bedroom/ba,

parking space. Furnished/unfurnished. Avail:

April 1st. Dan: 310-471-7210.

LOS FELIZ HILLS 5 bedroom. You be

GAM/GWM N/S. N/D Clean/quiet Under 25.

Walk to clubs/markets/buses. $40C-$600 ne-

gotiable+security. 213-368-9692

MAR VISTA-Female to share w/2profession-

al women. Lovely older home w/ocean view,

garden, laundry. $550/mo. utilities included.

Day:31 0-825-3854, evening 310-391-4676.

MAR/VISTA $435/negotiable Clean, spa-

cious mi+ba in must see 2bdrm/2ba 2-story

townhouse. Av&ilable ASAP-July-or-longer.

M/F/okay. lOmin-UCLA. 5min-beach, bateo-

ny. gated-parking, full-kitchen, Joe8310-
737-0077.

MARINA DEL REY/VENIC€. Roomate need-
ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house 3 btocks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors $i550/mo+utilities. Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 31 0-301 -7853(night).

NEXT TO PARAMOUNT STUDIOS- Vtetor-

ian townhouse 2bdrTn/1 t>ath. upper w/ga-

rage. Full kitchen. Washer/dryer. Brand new
carpet. Month to Month. $400+haU utilitiw.

Next to gym. 213-465-8614.

RoonmalBS * PrhnlB Rmn
ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own bedroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional. Contact 310-209-1607.

SHERMAN OAKS Roommate needed to

share 2-bdrm/2-story townhouse. Includes:

private-bedroom, garage parking, security

door, swimming pool and laundry facilities,

15-min from campus! $400/mo. Please call

ASAP 01-909-946-1145.

VENICE/OVERLAND- 2bdrm/2ba in luxury

apartment to share as soon as possible

$650 Betty; 310-213-6812 or pager: 310-
841-7481

WESTWOOD- Male/Female to share
2bdrm/2bath apt. Large, beautiful master
bedroom. Washer/dryer inside. Gated ga-

rage. 310-260-1165 or after 6pm 310-474-

1360.

WESTWOOD. 1-mile from campus. Your
own bedroom only $400/mo and share utili-

ties. Parking, hardwood floors, laundry. Ma-
ture, responsible N/S roommate who is easy-
going and fun. Professional/Grads preferred.

Call:31 0-723-0950.

WESTWOOD- Spring qo. .need-

ed to share luxurious 2-tx1rm/2-bath apar-

tment w/two other ugrads. Strathmore Re-

gency. $375/month+depos(t. Call Irene 310-

443-5680.

WESTWOOD. Spring quarter sublet. 555
Glenrock. Female to share furnished room in

2-bdrm/2-bath. Security building/parking.

Available April. $387/mo. 310-443-9977.

WESTWOOD: Female roommate needed
Spring quarter. Share large bedroom in

3bdrm/2ba apt. $315/mo. including pariting.

Located 631 Kelton Ave 310-209-8115 Ask
for Lisa.

WLA Move in today. Share cool Ibdrm apt

w/male UCLA student. Pico&Purdue

$337 50+1/2 util Leave message 888-751-

4315.

f tMAuL GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-
many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 bedroom
apartment/house. Poss. w/yard. 1-619-459-

2324.

WESTWOOD, Gayley Female roommate
wanted for spring/summer. $392/mo. Full

bath, furnished optional, parking, secure
buikjing. Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

WLA- Camden and Santa Montea female to

share 2-bdrm/2-bath large furnished condo
thru end of August. Share or own. 310-445-

1566

u>iiiiiiiuiiv-l \nv! ' .)\\xf^

WLA SUBLET AVAIL 4/1-5/31 Lrg Ibdrm
penthouse level, furnished, balcony, sky-

lights, fireplace, central a/c, all appliances.

$690/mo. 310-836-7107.

ROSAh rn con-

dos+new 3-txlrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. maiket. Security 909-

737-9203. —- -- - ——
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N«ws £ CBS News

NewsS

B«v«rfy Hills. 90210
"Highwife" (In Stereo) S
Science
Guy

Family
Kitchen

NewsX

101

Dalmatians

Boy Meets
Worid £

Pictionary

Living

Sing<e S
Ricki Lake Ricki granis

wishes lor viewers

Primer Impacto

Newsi:

NewsS:

Family

Matters £
Business
Report

NewsS:

Judge Judy
(In Stefeo)

Home
Improve.

Martin (In

Stereo) S.

Noticias S

NBCr^ews

Fresh
Prince

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo)

S

Fresh
Prince

Newshour With Jim
LehrerS

ABC WId

Real TV (In

Slereo) A
Sirnpsons
(In Slereo)

Mad About
YouS
Noticiero

UnhHsion

Jeopardy!

Home
Videos

Home
Improve.

Frasier (In

Slereo)

£

Hard Copy

AccMt
Hollywood

Seinfeld £

Ufeand
Timet

Wheel of

Fortune £
LAPD: Life

on the Beat

Simpsons
(In Slereo)
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Biography: Ivan the

TerriDle-Mighl

Amerlca't Castlet

Coal Barons"

'The

* "Promise Her Anything" (\96S.

Comedy) Warren Bealty. Leslie Caron

Esmeralda

20th Century "Celebrities,

Scandals and the Press"

Kids-

DarTMlest

Candid
Camera £

Playen "Cooiinental" (In

Stereo)

£

* "The Cokx of Money
Scorsese's Oscarwmnm^

Gregory
Hineti

Dateline (In Stereo) £

Washing-
toflWeirt(

Sabrina-

Witch

News£

"(1966, Drama) Martin

sequel to "The Hustler

'

Wall Street

Week

Boy Meets
World £
News £

Beyond Belief: Fact or

Fiction (In Stereo) £

Funding-
Dream

Sabrina-

WHch

News £

Funding-
Dream

Hiller and
Oilier £
N6ws£

Millennium "Owls " (In

Stereo) (Part 1 ol 2 PA) £....... y.. .^,^,^.^1 .^ i^,^.^wi y O.I I ui t. r n/ .

"//nao)riarvCnmes"(1994) Harvey Keitel Aleen
ager m 1962 Oregon has a complicated tamity lile

juiyAhora con Teresa
Rodriguez

Alguna Vez Tendremot

Nash Bridges "Patriots"

(In Slereo)£

Homicide: Life on the

Street (In Slereo) £
(In Slereo) £

Funding-
Dream

20/20 £

Pink's Chill

New8£

News£

Final

Ouart»r£

t**') "Mona i./sa'(l986. Drama) Bob Hoskms An
ex-con becomes a prostitute's unlikely chautleur 'fl'

'j "A Day ol Fury" {]9i6) An aging

[gunslinger oisrupis a Western town

Worid Today £

4:00)**'/, "Mo' Money"
1992)DamonWayans_

Trial Story

Larry King Live £

Law t Order "Ana" £ Biography: Ivan ihe

Ternble-Mighi

**''? "Dracula - Pnnce ol Darkness
'

(1966, Horror) Christopher Lee'j "The Long Good Friday" {^960) A London
gangster tights to keep his eroding empire together

Worid Today £

"i "Up in Smoke" (1978, Comedy) Thomas Chong
Two pottieads trek to Ti|uana to slock up on drugs

Prime Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Cochran A Company

Wild DiKovery "Wiki

Pacific Northwest" (R)

Uncut (R) Behind the

Scenes (R)

College Basketball:

East Samifinal

Big

Bonanza: The Lost

Episodes 'Queen High

Golden
Girts £
(4 00) MTV
Jams

You Afraid?

Warren
Miller TV

Golden
Glris£

Twelve
Viewers

Rocko's
Modern Life

Skiina:

Moguls

Discovery

Coming
Attractions

Worid of

Wonder

Gossip

Divine Magic: The World
of the Supernatural (R)

News Weekend

CNN/Sports
Illustrated

Moneyline
(R)S

El Balcon de Veronica

lAmtrica's Castles "The
jCoal Barons" (R)

News £

Cheers £

Late Show (In Slereo) K

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

£
Murphy
Brown £

Chartie Rose (In Stereo)

£
News£ Nightline £

Jerry Springer Stripping

with a bigger bust (R)

Keenen Ivory Wayans
Actor John Witherspoon

Mad About
You£
Noticias £

Lata Late Show Actor

James Gamer (In Slereo)

Late Night (In Slereo) £

(R) (In Stereo) £

Uleand
Times

Politically

Incorrect £

In the Mix
(In Slereo)

News (R) £

Maury Unconventional

wedding ceremonies £
Married..

With

Vibe Joseph McClendon
Playa

Noticiero

Unlvision

M*A*S*H £

Ent
Tonight

Friday

Night

Hunter "The Setup" (In

Slereo)

Funding-
Dream

Funding-
Dream

Entertainers (In Slereo)

People's Court (R) (In

Stereo) £

Stereo) £
Star Trek "Return to

Tomorrow"

|AI Ritmo de la Noche Facundo Cabral

rmas.

Highway
Prirol

Paid

Program

Club
America (RJ

20th Century "Celebrities. |L«w A Order "Ana" £
Scandals and the Press

"

Inside the Actors Studio
(R)

*'j "Art^ o/Tnumph" (1948) Ingnd Bergman A
singer tails m love with the doctor wtio saved her lite

\**'/t "Beg. Book and
|Canc/te"(1958)

NewsNight Showbiz
Today £

"Throw Momma From the Train"{\967) A timid

man plots to do away with his overbeanng mother

Prime Time Justice (R) Cochran & Company (R)

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

***'j "Mona Osa"(1986, Drama) Bob Hoskms An
e«-con becomes a prostitute's unlikely chaulteur R'

"The Kid From firoo*/yn"(1946) Danny Kaye. A
meek milkman accidentalty creams a champion boxer

Burden of

Proof (R)

£

CNN/Sports
Illustrated

Larry King Live (R) £

*'j "Mo' Money (1992) Damon Wayans Two con
artists get caughl up in a ma|0f credit card scam

Trial Story: Why Did

Shirley Shoot

Justice Files

Hide" (R)

'Nowhere to

Fashion
File (R)

College Basketball' Big East Conference Tournament Semifinal -

Teams to Be Announced From New York. (Live)

Carol

Burnett

Supermar-
ket Sweep

Carol

Burnett

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

Last Word
(R)

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

") "Point ol No Return "

( 1 993) A condemned drug

addict IS given a new lile as a hit woman

PGA Golf Doral Ryder
Open - Second Round

Baywatch "Bash at Ihe

Beach" (R) (In Stereo) £
BuHy the Vampire Slayer" (\992. Comedy) A high-

school cheerleader wages war against the undead.

Waltons "The

Estrangement"

Intimate Portrait "Jessica

Savitch' (R) (In Stereo) £
My So-Called Life Guns
and Gossip " (In Stereo)

Doug (In

Stereo E
Lakers Live

Rugratslln

Stereo) £

Model (R)

Sports-

center £
Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) £

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Stereo

KaMam! (In

Slereo)

Beavis and
Butt-head

Happy
Days

Wild Discovery "Wikt

Pacific Northwest" (R)

Videofash-

ion Weekty!
Model TV

(?)

Discovery
- (R)

Talk Soup

Worid of

Wonder (R)

College Basketball Western Athletic Conference
Tournament Semifinal - Teams to Be Announced.

Diagnosis Murder
"Shandas Song" £
"With a Vengeance" (\992

Hawaii Five-0

'"Dealhwatch"' £
Melissa Giltwrt-Brinkman

API investigates an amnesiac's Irequent nightmares

Vol (In Slereo)

Wonder
Years £

Wonder
Years £

NBA Basketball San Antonio Spurs at Los Angeles Lakers From
the Great Western Forum (Live)

* "Extremities" {^%6. Drama) Farrah Fawcett An
assault victim learns her assailant knows her address

Highlander: The Series

Haunted" (In Stereo) £
Walker, Texas Ranger
"Flashback" £

Top Ten Videos of the
Week (R) (In Slereo)

I Love Lucy Mary Tyler

Moore V
FOX Sports News

Prime Time Justice (R)

"Charley's

(1 930)Aunt"

*'-! The Long Good Friday" ( 1 980) A London
gangster tights to keep his eroding empire together

Crossfire

(R)£
CNN/Sports
INustrated

Interna-

tional

Newsroom
£

**Vi "Up m Smoke" n978. Comedy) Thomas Chong.
Two potheads trek to Ti|uana to stock up on drugs

Cochran & Company (R)

Public Policy Conference

Choices-
Conseq

Paid

Program

Divine Magic: The Worid
of the Supernatural (R)

Howard
Stem

Howard
Stem(R)

Sportscenter £

700 Club The lather of an
arsonist

Almost
Perfect £

Golden
Girts £

Loveline Actor Maxwell
Caulfield (In Stereo)

Taxi£ Newhart£

FOX Sports News

'! "Fast Times at Fiidgemont H/g^ "(1982, Comedy) Sean Penn,
Ray Walslon. California teen-agers enjoy malls, sex and rock "n" roll.

*** "The First Deadly S/n'"(1980, Mystery) Frank Sinatra. Faye
Dunaway. A detective discovers a pattern in a string ol ax murders

**'! "Four Weddinas and a Funeral" {\99A, Comedy) Hugh
Grant A British bachelor falls lor a fellow wedding guest £

Paid

Program
PakJ

Program

Melrose Place "Friends &
Lovers'" (In Stereo)

Inside the

PGA Tour
Inside Sr.

PGA
Bonanza: The Lost
Episodes ""Tommy""

Paid

Program

Talk Soup (R)

Paid

Program

Colleae Basketball: Big

East Semifinal

Golden
Girls £
Beavis and
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

Last Word

Paid

Program

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Twelve
Viewers

Bewitched

Oaria (R) (In

Slereo)

Odd Couple
£

Lakers Fourth Quarter
Replay

Paid

Program

Homicide:
LJte

Daria (R) (In

Slereo)

Bob
Newhart

Horse R.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

"Airtxxne"

line skatina skil

1993) Shane McDermotI A teen's in-

s save the school hockey team.

* "Hardcore" (1979, Drama) George C Scott, Peter Boyle A
man teams that his runaway daughter is a porno actress.

* ""Body 0/ Evidence" (1992, Mystery) Madonna A
defense attorney lalls lor his sult^ client £

"My Best Friend Is a Vampire" {\986] A shy
adolescent receives an infectious bite from a vampire.

"Hottlmg III"

(1987)

Andy
Griffith

99 34

33

35

'4:45) "The In Crowd""(1988,

Drama) Donovan Leilch (In Stereo) "PG"

Dinosaurs
£
'330)
'

SAie'sfiby'

4 00)

'LegndGalr'

3 30)**"?
"Wero"£

Growing
Pains £
LHestor-

Crisis

Growing
Pains £
Smoke
Alarm

« "My Boyfriend's Back" {^993,
Comedy) Andrew Lowery 'PG-13'£

Brotheriy

Love£
"Double. Double. Toil and Trouble"

(1993, Fantasy) Mary-Kate Olsen £

* 'Inventing Ihe AW)0frs"(1997, Drama) Siblings in

1950s Illinois share complicated relationships R £

** '"CrossworWs "(1996, Science
Fiction) Rutger Hauer "PG-13"£

"Ghosts ol Mississippi" i\996. Drama) Alec BakJwm A
prosecutor reopens the case against Medgar Evers' killer. 'PG-13'

') "Side Oi;r'(1990, Drama) C Thomas Howell A
Milwaukee youth finds tove ano volleyball in California

"Father and Scouf " (1994) A boy arx"

his unathletic dad go on a camping trip

*') "Vegas Vaca/wn (1997, Comedy)
Chevy Chase (In Slereo) "PG" £

* 'Tan^o* Cas/i"( 1989, Drama)
Sylvester Slalkxie (In Stereo) R' £
Growii>g

Pains £
Growing
Pains X

llntimtle Sessions (In

I
Stereo)

"Mary Reilly" {^996, Horror) Julia Roberts Dr
Jekyirs maid is drawn to the doctor's evil alter ego "R"

*V, "The Fmal Cuf (1995) Sam Elliott A retired

exptosives expert must defuse a Seattte bomber

Wan Disney Presents
"The Coyote's Lament" £

R"

"Sunset Parfc "( 1 996) Young basketball
players are skeptical of their new coach

Stargate

SG-f£
Outer Limits Contact with

a higher powe r

Classifieds

825-2221

Jerry Maguire" (1996, Comedy-Drama) Tom Cruise A crisis

ol consaence cosis a sports ageni Ns job. (In Stereo) 'R' B

Dennis
Miller £
Hunger (In

Slereo)

Zorro

Stereo'

(In

i)£

Perver-

sions

Poltergeist

The Legacy

"fl*iin/ Traffic School" {\997 , Comedy)
Shayna Ryan (In Stereo) 'NR"

Mickey
Mouse Club

' J "Public Enemy No
Drama) Theresa Russell.

** "Big Red" {\%2)
Walter Pidgeon £

r"(1995.

I. 'R' £
'! "Dead Tides" {)996. Drama) Roddy

Piper, Tawny Kitaen. 'R"

* W'The Fan" (1996) Robert De Nlro. A slumping
baseball star is stafced by a psychotc admirer, 'ff 11

"CelbkKk
Sisters"

Let over 56.000 readers know its your friend's birtliday. Display

206-301
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Whalen

Congratulations to Our

15 Senior Spotlights!

The Senior Spotlight Award was developed to recognize

distinguished UCLA seniors. These talented students are

chosen from a large number of senior i^plicants, each of

which has excelled in many areas during dieir career at UCLA.

Each year these "^tlighted" graduates receive a special page

in their honor in the senior section of the Bruinlife Yearbook.

Hiis special recognition of outstanding seniors is unique to

Bruinlife and is only one of the many interesting ways UCLA

and its students are captured in the yearbook.

*

Today, Bruinlife would like to recognize Chrissy Whalen for

her outstanding achievements. Read about her, along with

these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in this year's

Bruinlife Yearbook:

Gloria Maria Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

BenHofileiia
—

=

Catherine Krum

Russell L. Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

RosylnSoto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

Vincent A. Villanueva

Fanny Yu

Mill .li

Bananas
3 lbs.

99
Reg. 59C/lb.

«J

Cornice
Pears

^K^^ Reg. 79C/lb.

'/lb.

"fcS* "«»

•

onafd
Durk

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$-159^
64 oz. Reg. $2.69

Where's the Coke?

2 Liter Bottle

Soft'n Gentle
Bdthroom
Tissue

_i 79$
4 Pack Limit 6 REG.$1.39

Dreyers Ice Cream

All Half Gallons Reg. $5.29

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & IVIountain Dew

(ijorona

1.2 pack - 12oz. bottles

49

Sam Adams
• Spring White Ale • Boston Lager

Sparkletts*
CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

' • 2 FOR«
1.5 liter (50.7 oz) w/ tport top

RED DOG

12 pack • 12 oz. cans Reg. $6.99 6 pack - 12oz. bottles

VISA I Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

Ins ido today

Crackdown: Parking Services hunts

down illegal use of permits. S«« Page 3

Knowledge: Columnist rounds out

his four years at UCLA. See page 16

Hurricane alert: UCLA to face Miami

in NCAA Tourney.See bade page

A R T^
N T E Cj^A I N M E N T

Love and ^^
death
Director Richard

Kwietniowski talks _
about his latest film

starring Jason

Priestly. See Page 20

79th year Grculation 20,000 Monday, Mabch 9, 1998 www.dailybnjin.ucla.edu

Pnft am examines cultural issues
ACADEMICS: Curriculum

integrates public health,

specific Asian concerns

By Terasa Jun
Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA recently created the

nation's first joint master's program

in public health and Asian

American studies.

The concurrent degree program,

which enables students to earn two

degrees within three years, is

designed to combine a professional

background in public health with a

strong awareness of relevant Asian

American social issues.

"The program provides the edu-

cation and opportunities for stu-

dents to integrate their expertise in

public health with their knowledge

in how culture and history affect the

special needs of the Asian American

population," said Cindy Fan, chair

of the Asian

American stud- —ii^——i^
ies program.

Such integra-

tion of the two

fields is becom-

ing a critical

need in various

Asian American

communities,
according to

M a r j o r I c^

Kagawa-Singer,

director of the

concurrent pro-

gram. "We're all very excited about

this program because it's really

beginning to address sopie impor-

tant issues,'- she expressed.

The new program

hopes to address ... a

better representation

of all the Asian

populations in

America. ' ^

Thai populations, for example,

currently experience the highest rate

of AIDS among all of the

Asian/Pacific Islander communities

living in

11^—--—I— America.

Yet, these

rates may not

improve if spe-

cific cultural

issues don't

start receiving

more attention

in the medical

arena, Kagawa-

Singer suggest-

ed.

"Issues of

shame and stig-

ma are strong in Asian American

cultures," she said. "Ifpeople within

the community don't want to talk

about it, and the mainstream does-

n't know about it, you can't address

the problem. The high-risk behav-

iors leading to AIDS in these popu-

lations aren't changing because the

knowledge isn't out there."

The program director also attrib-

utes the lack of medical knowledge

within Asian American communi-

ties to certain persisting cultural

myths.

"(Asian Americans) think they're

not vulnerable, and continue their

high-risk behaviors," Kagawa-

Singer said.

Breast cancer is another disease

that is subjected to false beliefs.

While breast cancer shows up in

Asian American women at higher

rates than their counterparts in their

native countries, many Asian

American women still think this is

See ASIAN, pagel

Beloved professor honored posthumously
SYMPOSIUM: Friends,

colleagues look back

at life of Julian Eule

ByOiaunteMtTMkab
Daily Bruin Contributor

On Friday, deceased UCLA law

Professor Julian N. Eule was hon-

ored with an emotional symposium.

Family, friends and colleagues gath-

ered to remember and admire Eule's

brilliance and tireless love of teach-

ing.

Eule began teaching at UCLA
law school in 1984. He served as

associate dean from 1992 to 1995.

Susan W. Prager, the law school

dean, gave an introductory speech,

describing Eule's "passion for life

that permeated in all (things he

did)."

"Julian loved people, and that

made his interactions real," Prager

said.

She related personal anecdotes

about Eule's "passions, accomplish-

ments and irreverence" with the law

and with the university.

One such story pertained to

Eule's skills in recruiting new faculty

members, which was one of his

duties as associate dean.

He had an informal, casual

method of recruiting new faculty

members. He would call up poten-

tial employees without notice "just

to check in. He was being genuinely

friendly," Prager said.

"He was a really good recruiter

He helped people Ihmk about their

teaching and beginning their schol-

arly careers ... His only reservation

about being associate dean was that

he would teach fewer classes and get

to know fewer students," Prager

said.

He was in the midst of research-

ing and writing his article,

"Transporting First Amendment

Norms to the Private Sector: With

Every Wish There Comes a Curse,"

at the time of his death;

The paper was subsequently fin-

ished and presented on Friday by

Eule's close friend and colleague

Jonathan D. Varat, a professor at

the UCLA School of Law.

Although th<; two men had "strik-

ingly different personalities," Varat

said, "it was a true labor of love

recreating and consistently produc-

ing Julian's original intent."

Varat said he felt it was "a project

with an immeasurable amount of

personal worth."

Despite his conflicting views with

Eule about First Amendment rights

pertaining to free speech, Varat said

he wanted to "allow Julian's clear,

strong voice to appear unedited."

The newly-presented work was

subsequently critiqued by Erwin

Chemerinsky, a professor at the

use Uw Center.

In addition to continuing his own

work, Chemerinsky assumed

responsibility of Eule's classes when

he became too ill to resume teaching

last spring.

Like Varat, he claimed to dis-

agree with Eule's views on the First

Amendment, but was quick to

remember how skillfully Eule could

defend his arguments.

"For every argument I had,

(Eule) had three answers ... with cita-

tions," said Chemerinsky, reflecting

on a discussion he and Eule once

had about the paper's thesis.

Law professors from other

esteemed universities such as

Cornell and Harvard came to the

symposium to pay their respects to

Eule as well as to present commen-

taries on subjects related to Eule's

paper.

Eule attended the State

University of New York at Stony

Brook, where he met his future wife.

He obtained his law degree from

ComeU in 1973 and his LL.M. from

Harvard Law School in 1977.

From 1977-1984 Eule taught and

Pholo courtesy ci UCIA Uw School

Julian Eule passed away from Hodgkin's disease at the age of 47.

served as associate dean at Temple

University Law School in

Philadelphia.

Prager said that the UCLA law

school expressed reservations when

it was considering hiring Eule in

1982 because of his progressing ill-

ness.

These hesitations were overshad-

owed by Eule's qualifications, and

he was hired by UCLA in 1984. His

first paper was published in the

UCLA Law Review.

In 1988, Eule won the Rutter

Award for excellence in teaching.

Three UCLA graduating law classes

named him teacher of the year.

"Julian made a pervasive differ-

ence in this institution; he will always

be a part of it," Prager stated.

Eule died of Hodgkin's disease

onJan. 30,1997. He was 47.

Developers vie

for support of ^

retail projects

inWestwood
FORUM: Residents still

skeptical as to how each

plan will become reality

By Radid MuAoz
Daily Bruin Staff

At the the Westside Urban

Forum last Friday, a new generation

of Westwood developers tried to sell

their plans to a skeptical audience.

"Westwood is known nationally

as a special place," began mediator

Woodie Tescher. the director of

Urban Planning and Design.

Tescher briefly spoke of a time

when Westwood Village was one

with UCLA and its residents. The

village offered a wide array of ser-

vices while supporting the universi-

ty and the residents. But times have

changed, and he now believes that

the village has become more segre-

gated from the campus.

Fortunately, the times have

changed, and the seeds of new

beginnings are starting to grow. In

the past few years, over 60 percent

of the property in the village has

changed ownership.

Tescher explained that the

Westside Urban Forum felt this was

the most opportune time to bring

together the key players in

Westwood and see the possibilities

of Westwood's future.

Hands jerked up after his talk

with questions about the two pro-

jects' plans, and whether Macy's

department store will stay in

Westwood.

Bob Walsh of the Westwood

Community Alliance and board

member of the Business

Improvement District for

Westwood, explained that the

Westwood program came forward

in the early 1990s with three main

goals: moving forward with city-

owned parking, creating the

streetscape improvement program,

and developing the Business

Improvement District.

Since that program was put into

action over two years ago, crime sta-

tistics have improved dramatically

and cultural arts has beconie a focus

for Westwood, with new holiday

decorations and summer concerts.

"Truly, the future of Westwood is

ahead of us," said Walsh.

UCLA's position in Westwood,

past and present, was also a key

issue of the panel.

"UCLA has a historic relation-

ship and broad interest here," said

Peter Blackman, UCLA administra-

tive vice chancellor. As a major ten-

ant in Westwood, UCLA is interest-

ed in a village that is economically

viable. He believes that an unsuc-

cessful village will reflect poorly on

UCLA.
Blackman 's short speech was fol-

lowed by Allen Abshez, the project

Sm HBIIitOli paft 10
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Symposium addresses

sexual orientation law
The UCLA Women's Law Journal held a

symposium about "Queer Matters and

Emerging Issues in Sexual Orientation Law" on

Saturday.

"We wanted to reach out to the community

with a broad topic," said Sandra Bemal, co-edi-

tor in chief of the Women's Law Journal and

third-year law student. "Most symposiums are

aimed at topics for professors and law school

students." ; ni

Professors, lawyers, law students and under-

graduates attended the symposium to hear con-

temix)rary issues about gay and lesbian rights.

Last week, the U.S. Supreme Court heard a

case on same-«ex harassment in the workplace,

Oncale vs. Sundowner Offshore Service, Inc. It

decided that same-sex harassment is illegal.

"We picked (this topic) because it is a timely

issue and also something not explored at this law

school at this level," she said.

The Women's Law Journal holds a sympo-

sium every two years. Michelle

Ahnn, Kemmofer Dirlom and Lara

Herrington also helped organize the

event.

The symposium covered a variety of topics

such as'sexual orientation bias in employment,

lesbian legal theory, as well as same-sex marriage

rights, among others.

William Ruberstein, a professor at the

UCLA law sdiool, opened the symposium with

comments on the symposium and stories about

his experiences as a queer law school student.

"What we do here is re^llious and unruly," he

said, tongue-in-cheek.

He also talked about the relationship between

sexual onentation and gender. He joined the

Women's Law Journal during his time in law

school.

"In 1983 I learned about feminine jurispru-

dence and gay law," he said. "These information

you could only get from the Women's Law
Journal."

The first panel included Sheila Kuehl,

Speaker Pro Tempore of the California State

Assembly. She was the f»rst openly homosexual

to be elected to the Assembly.

"The development of these the-

ories and the publication of them is

important," she said, also talking about

the legislation she has supported to prohibit dis-

crimination against gay and lesbian communi-

ties.

"If the law is on your side, pound the law. If

the facts are dn your side, pound the facts. If

nothing is on your side, pound the table."

House committee

discusses loan rates

A House subcommittee confronted the

major obstacle in its path to renewing the

nation's higher education law that provides

most of the federal student aid on lliursday,

when congressmen tackled the stidey issue of

student loan interest rates.

Rep. Bill Goodling, R-Pa., chairman of the

full House Committee on Education and the

Workforce, said time was running out to find a

middle ground between interest rates low

enough to appeal to financially strapped stu-

dents but hi^ enough for banks to want to pro-

vide student loans.

The Higher Education Act must be reautho-

rized by July 1 or it will expire, but Goodling said

he wanted the interest rate problem resolved in

the next two weeks. The committee can't vote on

the entire reauthorization ofthe law without that

roadblock cleared, and committee members

hopes to move the legislation to the House floor

before the spring recess in April.

"This means everything for the people at

home," Goodling said. "If we don't find a com-

promise and the lenders walk out, this could

mean disaster."

The Higher Education Act provides for most

federal student aid programs, such as work-

study, Stafford loans and Pell Grants. Congress

worked for two years to overhaul the act before

reauthorizing it in July 1992. Many of the pro-

grams that help students pay for postsecondary

education expire this year, and the new interest

rate index is scheduled to take effect on July 1.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.

ChickeivslickBug Face byAnwodartc
LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To witfKJraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by

petition witfi instructor approval,

$13 per-course fee, transcript

nptation.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

Peer Helpline. 825-ten. UCLA
HELP.

There it was againi Pinocchio was sure of it this

time. It was the strangest loolc he'd ever seen on

Geppetto's face.

CORRECTIONS

On March 4, the Daily Bruin ran

an article titled "A Real Boy Scout"

that contained an error. Alpha Phi

Omega is not affiliated with the Boy

or Girl Scouts.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Monday 10 a.m.
Arthur Ashe Student Health &
Wellness Center

Cholesterol Testing

Free testing for registered UCLA
students

Health Sciences Courtyard

825-4073

Noon
UCLA Department of

Ethnomusicology &
UCLA Department of Music

Noon Concert- Jazz Combos
Schoenberg Hall • 825-4761

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

Kerckhoff Hall 400

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

284-3636

2 p.m.
Baha'i Club

Club Meeting

Come talk about unity, equality

and peace!

Ackerman 2412 • 453-9594

8 p.m.
Raza Artistas Del Pueblo

Una Vez Al Mes (Theatre

performance & poetry readings)

Call Martha Caballero

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-5969

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Gub
Learn fun dances

e-mail at intdance@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge
284-3636

Tuesday 4 p.m.
UCLA BookZone and

Asian American Studies Center

Author event

Nora Okja Keller will read and

sign "Comfort Woman"
Kerckhoff Art Gallery • .

206-6822.

5 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

General meeting

Kerckhoff Hall 135

Environmental Coalition

Weekly general meeting

Please join us to discuss recycling

on campus and other

environmental issues

Kerckhoff 301

6 p.m.
Kyrie Eleison

Fellowship Meeting

Kinsey96

American Indian Students

Association

General meeting

3201 Campbell Hall • 206-7513_

7 p.m.
Young Americans for Freedom
and Bruin Republicans

Don Feder Speaks -

"Conservatives Are Not
Libertarians & Vice Versa"

Boelter 2444 • 559-4965

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa lessons

e-mail at ballroom@ucla.edu

5 p.m.
Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Come sign up for our trip to

Monterey Park!

Kerckhoff 131 -313-0306

6 p.m.
Circle K
General meeting

Haines 6

7 p.m.
Intervarsity Bruin Christian

Fellowship

The Edge!

Good Will Hunting: Who's got

your back? Live band! Great talk!

Free foodrT7:30)

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

First Amendment Foundation

"An Evening ofConversation
with Gore Vidal"

2 hours of audience questions &
Vidal 's answers

Price: $25

El Rodeo School Auditorium

605 Whittier Dr., Beverly Hills

(213)480-3232

What's Brewin'can be reached via e-mail

at whaul>rewinemedia.ucla.edu
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Murphy Hall Assistant II

Sharina Kumar (left) helps

Chan Lin Ming after she was

dropped from a class.

INGADOflOSZ

Murphy s law
Employees working in the administration building are students

just trying to help, not sadistic, power-mad mutants

By Starr Kcilman
Daily Bruin Contributor

Many UCLA students Tmd it

extremely painful to venture into the

administration building, and they

attempt to avoid it at all costs. Long

lines, big hassles and the "rude peo-

ple" who work behind those glass

windows make going to Murphy Hall

an unpleasant experience for some.

However, there are those who
wake up everyday and trudge

through Murphy Hall's doors. They

are the "rude people" who work

there, and one may find that they are

not all rude. In fact, many of them

are only trying to help UCLA's stu-

dents.

Murphy Hall is the home of many

administrative offices. Included in

these offices are the Main Cashier's

Office, Student Accounting, the

Registrar's Office and Financial Aid.

Students deal with the Main

Cashier's Office and Student

Accounting most frequently during

their stay at UCLA.
Farzana Hossain, a recent gradu-

ate of Cal State Northridge, has onlj^

been working for the Main Cashier's

office for eight months, and she has

already adapted to the complicated

life there. Hossain's duties include

working at the window processing

payments, answering phone calls and

balancing Bruin Direct.

Watching Hossain work and inter-

act with {he students, it is apparent

that she is anything but rude. In fact,

the thing she enjoys most about her

job is "being able to answer students

questions correctly and to direct

them in the right direction."

Stephen Ingram, who works in

Murphy Hall's student accounting

office, agrees with Hossain. He also

attempts to make students' trips to

Murphy as painless as possible.

Ingram tries his best to mediate

between the campus and its clients.

He describes his overall work as

doing "everything to help the client

while still abiding by the institution's

instructions."

Ingram has worked in Student

Accounting for six years, not only

working with those attempting to

understand their bills but also han-

dling all of the returned checks from

students, non-students and various

other on-campus stations such as

housing and parking. Ingram is also

the campus bankruptcy coordinator.

While students may be very con-

scious of their own frustrations with

Murphy, few may consider the frus-

trations of working there - and there

are more than a few.

During peak times, a cashier at the

Main Cashier's Office may process

as many as 2,000 to 3,000 transac-

tions in a single day. Those who work

in Student Accounting don't have

much idle time either.

Ingram says the most frustrating

part of his work lies in "the fact that

(the students) are so quick to blame

the system because they don't under-

stand the system. By the system I

mean BAR (Billing and Accounts

Receivable) and university policies."

Ingram says he thinks that if stu-

dents would get familiar with their

accounting information it would

lower the frustration for both them-

selves and employees.

Hossain says she thinks relations

between students and administrative

offices could definitely improve if

students read the information sent to

them. However, she also admits

more students would probably read

the information if it were better sum-

marized and less detailed.

One of the most common com-

plaints of students is that they have to

go to too many different offices

before they are actually helped. Chris

Armbruster, a first-year

business/economics student, under-

stands this criticism. He has found

that there is some miscommunica-

tion between the different offices.

Both students and employees rec-

ognize the need to improve commu-

nication between the different

administrative offices. In order to

reduce the chances of wrongly refer-

ring students to other offices, work-

ers need to learn more about what

each of the other offices does.

Suggestions for improving com-

munication between offices include

more inter-office meetings and a

newsletter describing the current

activities ofeach office. Students also

proposed putting a directory at the

entrance, describing the responsibili-

ties of each department, so that they

can figure out where to go.

College life offers more than its

share of stress, and the added worry

about bills, due dates and late fees is

something students do not need.

SccMMPNtpagcIS

Parking enforcement targets misuse of disabled placards
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HANDICAPPED: Abuses of

system spur re-evaluation

of current UCLA policies

ByScotSaiigcant

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA parking enforcement has

decided to begin charging disabled dri-

vers to park on campus.

Because some may be tempted to

borrow disabled parking placards,

UCLA Parking Enforcement has

implemented measures to prevent the

misuse of disabled parking placards.

"We do haw a. big ditthladptoc»rd

parking problem on the campus - in

terms ofmisuse of placards," said Steve

Rand, manager of enforcement, traffic

and adjudication.

Three years ago, legislature added a

section to the California Vehicle Code

that allows parking enforcement offi-

cers, rather than just sworn police offi-

cers, to approach people who are dri-

ving vehicles displaying placards.

"It is designed to ensure that plac-

ards are iseing used by legitimate plac-

ard holders, ahd they're being used

appropriately^;' Rand said.

People who aren't legitimately dis-

abled are borrowing placards from dis-

abled drivers, therefore allowing them

tp packolose Iq (;ampu$ resources and

not pay parking fees. Also, people are

acquiring placards when they are not

actually disabled.

Currently, drivers with a placard are

not required to pay UCLA parking

fees when parking in handicapped

spots, regular spots, along green curbs

and at meters.

However, this will soon change.

"Because of this problem, we will

now be implementing the requirement

that staff, students and faculty display

both the placard and the UCLA park-

ing permit," he continued. Disabled

drivers will be paying full price for

UCLA parking permits.

This enforcement program works

by having teams of two enforcement

officers choose a parking area. They

will approach someone who is parking

or getting into a car with a placard dis-

played, state who they are and explain

the purpose of the program.

They will then ask to see the placard,

the registration card that goes with the

placard and photo identification.

"If everything matches, then great,

the placard is being used appropriately,

and the people can go on their way,"

Rand said.

However, if they do not possess

these items, three things will happen.

The placard will be confiscated, a

citation will be issued and the driver

will be accounted for the spot in which

they are parked.

The fine for misuse of a placard is

$500 - the highest fine a parking

enforcement can issue. If the driveris

found parked in a disabled spot, an

additional fine of $300 will be assessed.

"The point of the enforcement pro-

gram on the campus is to make sure

that people who (misuse the placards)

are not going to be allowed to get away

with it, " Rand said.

"It is not the intent of the placards,

and it is absolutely having a negative

impact on legitimate disabled users of

parking facilities on campus," he con-

tinued.

However, some confusion may arise

Sec page 12
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Speaker offers words of wisdom for new millennium
SPIRfTUAUTY: Author

stresses importance of

striving for healthy soul

ByMkhadWeiner
Daily Bruin Contributor

The millennium is upon us, and the

only way we can cope is reintroducing

spirituality into our lives, said lyanla

Vanzant, an author of bestselling

books on self-empowerment and spiri-

tual growth, in a speech last Thursday.

"What I've really been sharing with

people are the tools and the principles

that are integral to our spiritual

growth," Vanzant said to the audience

in the James West Alumni Center.

Vanzant 's purpose is to try to get

people to infuse spirituality into every-

thing they do.

"My prayer is that people will begin

to integrate spirituality into their

everyday living," Vanzant said.

She emphasized that as the new mil-

lennium approaches, the world is

going to become more dependent on

spirituality.

"What you used to get away with,

you're not going to get away with any-

more," Vanzant said. "Things are

changing."

"We have been educated and con-

ditioned and programmed to be

authenticated on the outside. But it is

what you are on the inside that makes

what you are on the outside," she con-

tinued. "The things that we used to do

are not going to work anymore."

She also spoke about honesty and

responsibility.

"We must tell the truth, first to our-

"My prayer is that

people will ... integrate

spirituality into their

everyday living."

lyanla Vanzant

Author

selves about ourselves," Vanzant said.

"Find your culpability, responsibili-

ty and accountability in every situa-

tion."

"As we friove closer to the new mil-

lennium, you must find the courage to

do the things you need to do before

you are told to do it," she continued.

Vanzant also spoke about what it

takes to be successful.

"The main law of success is putting

your butt on the line. Take a risk," she

said.

"As we're moving into the new mil-

lennium, it's not a group movement,

it's an individual enlightenment," she

continued.

After her presentation, Vanzant

took questions from the audience.

One question was about simplicity.

**Onc of the reasons ore lives aren't

simplified is because we're not con-

scious ofwhat we have," Vanzant said.

"Learn how to use what you have to its

fullest advantage."

Audience members also asked

about what it takes to achieve a pur-

pose in life.

"If you know what you're good at,

what you love to do, and how (that)

can serve humanity, then you have a

purpose," Vanzant said.

Audience members were very

impressed by what Vanzant had to say.

"It was very inspirational," said

Demetria Frank, a first-year political

science student. "She touched upon a

lot of issues I had in mind. Her whole

speech was poetic."

Another audience member wished

that more people would be able to

hear Vanzant speak.

"I think she is a very powerful

woman," said Audrey Lassiter, an

administrative assistant in the

Graduate School of Education and

Information Studies. "I wish that

more p>eople would listen to her speak.

If they listened to her just once, it

would make a big difference in their

lives."

The speech was co-sponsored by

the UCLA Alumni Association.

Council seeks to extend Suharto's reign

INDONESIA: President

receives nomination for

seventh five-year term

By Geoff Spencer
The Associated Press

JAKARTA, Indonesia —
International bankers are wor-

ried, but Indonesia's legislators

have no doubts: President Suharto

is the best man to lead the world's

fourth-most populous country

into the 21st century.

Delegations from all five fac-

tions in a 1,000-member assembly

formally asked Suharto on Sunday

to stand for election this week for

a seventh five-year term.

Asia's longest-serving leader

accepted each group's nomination

during a series of reverential meet-

ings at his suburban Jakarta

home, just two days after new
doubts were raised about the

progress of an International

Monetary Fund (IMF) bailout for

Indonesia's battered economy.

"I am ready to accept this nom-
ination, and with all my ability I

will lead the nation to overcome

this crisis," one faction leader

quoted Suharto as saying.

Despite the deep economic cri-

sis and outbreaks of civil unrest,

Suharto has no challengers in

Tuesday's voting by the partly

elected, partly appointed assem-

bly, which acts as a presidential

electoral college. —
Assembly delegates also have

chosen to overlook his age - 76 -

and earlier concerns about his

health.

Infused with Suharto family

members and friends, as well as

serving and retired military offi-

cers, the assembly meets every five

years under a tightly controlled

political system created by

Suharto.

The factions, which represent

three officially recognized politi-

cal parties as well as the military

and regional interests, are also

poised to grant Suharto new wide-

ranging emergency powers to deal

with the economic mess.

Suharto took control over

Indonesia during a period of polit-

ical upheaval in the 1960s and

used emergency powers to outlaw

Indonesia's communist party,

which he accused of staging an

abortive coup. He last had the spe-

cial authority in 1988.

"He is a great leader who has

successfully united this big coun-

try," Amir Santoso. a professor at

the University of Indonesia, was

quoted as saying by Sunday's

Jakarta Post.

Suharto's dominance of

Indonesian politics has remained

intact despite the worst economic

crisis in more than three decades.

70-percent plunge in the value

of the rupiah has dramatically

forced up infiation and unemploy-

ment.

Riots over rising prices shook

more than 20 cities last month and

dozens of student protests have

called for economic and political

reform, including Suharto's resig-

nation.

More troubling, though, is a

decision by the IMF on Friday to

delay a scheduled second install-

ment of a $43 billion economic

bailout.

The S3 billion installment,

which had been due this month,

won't be paid until at least April,

amid fears that Indonesia is not

vigorously implementing reforms

agreed to under the rescue plan

struck in January.

The IMF. the United States and
other industrialized countries

have repeatedly urged Suharto to

carry through reforms that end

monopolies and cartels, fix the ail-

ing banking system, abolish subsi-

dies and wind down costly pro-

jects.

The IMF is expected to wait

See ',P*g«i4

Tobacco industry to face tough

legislation vyn^ hefty penalties

CONGRESS: Latest plan

proposed would limit

civil liability protection

ByRidianlKcn
Bloomberg News

WASHINGTON - Two U.S. sen-

ators - one Democrat and one

Republican - are putting the finish-

ing touches on tobacco legislation

that would cost cigarette makers

$620 billion over 25 years, according

to a summary of the bill.

The legislation, drafted by Sens.

John Chafee, R-R.I., and Tom
Harkin, D-Iowa, would raise ciga-

rette prices by $1.50 per pack in two

years, give the Food and Drug
Administration full authority to reg-

ulate nicotine, impose stiff penalties

if teenage smoking doesn't decline,

and put caps on annual liability pay-

ments without protecting tobacco

companies from class action law-

suits.

The legislation, which is being

closely watched because it is the first

bipartisan proposal, would be far

tougher on the industry than the

$368.5 billion settlement negotiated

with the states last June.

"At the end of the day, the legisla-

tion ultimately will include fewer

civil liability protections and a

greater annual cap on damages than

what the industry was looking for,"

said Salomon Smith Barney tobacco

analyst Martin Feldman. "There is

now momentum to pass legislation,

but the question is whether the indus-

try can live with it."

Industry spokesmen did not

immediately return calls seeking

comment on the Chafee-Harkin bill,

but in the past they have said that

they would drop their support for

legislation - and their willingness to

restrict advertising - unless the

tobacco companies are shielded

from future class-action lawsuits.

Under the proposed June 20 set-

tlement, the major tobacco compa-

nies woidd pay $368.5 billion over 25

years, accept FDA regulation and

voluntarily restrict advertising and

marketing. In return, they would get

a ban on class action lawsuits, a ban

on punitive damages in lawsuits, and

a cap on annual payments for all

other damages. The cap would start

at $2 billion and rise to $5 billion in

the ninth year.

The Chafee-Harkin bill, which is

also backed by Sen. Bob Graham, D-

Fla., would make the companies pay

about $10 billion more in each of the

25 years and would include no ban

on either class action suits or puni-

tive damages. It would, however, cap
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U.S. opposes inspections appointee

MIDEAST: Iraq questions

American opposition to

Russian-led inspections

ByWaMFaMi
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq criti-

cized the United States on Sunday

for opposing the appointment of a

Russian as deputy chief of U.N.

weapons inspectors, saying this

proved the Americans wanted to

dominate inspection operations.

The statement on the official

Iraqi News Agency (INA) came as

U.N. officials said Scott Ritter, an

American once blocked from

working by Iraq, has led an inspec-

tion team on visits to six sites the

Iraqis consider "sensitive."

Ritter's visits were seen as a test

of Baghdad's pledge last month to

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

^=Annan to cooperate with the U.N.

inspectors trying to certify that

Iraq has destroyed its weapons of

mass destruction.

Ritter's team inspected four

sites on Sunday, INA said. It gave

no details on their locations.

The news agency said the team

was still at the fourth site 1 1 and a

half hours after it left U.N. head-

quarters and was expected to

remain '^intil a late hour of the

night."

Ritter's team spent 10 hours

inspecting sites on Friday and

Saturday.

Last week, Russia requested

that Annan appoint a Russian

deputy to Richard Butler, head of

Albright leads proactive

attempt to save Kosovo

The Associated Press

Iraqi president Saddam Hussein waves to people of Beiji town

In northern Iraq during a rare public tour on Saturday.

the U.N. Special Commission that

oversees the inspections. Such a

move would give Russia, a strong

supporter of Iraq, a hand in man-

aging the inspection program.

The U.S. ambassador to the

United Nations, Bill Richardson,

told CNBC on Friday that "we are

not very crazy" about the idea of

adding a Russian deputy.

See HBKCnOIIS, page 14

WAR: Leader^ meet with

hopes of staving off more

ethnic violence in Bosnia

By George Gcdda
The Associated Press

PARIS - On a swing through

Europe. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright warned Sunday

that the conflict in Serbia's Kosovo

province could spread elsewhere in

the Balkans. She exchanged ideas

with German and French leaders on

how to stop the fighting before it

does do just that.

Among proposals she discussed,

on the eve of an international confer-

ence in London on the embattled

province, were extension of a U.N.

peacekeeping force in Macedonia,

bordering Serbia, and expansion of a

West European force based in next-

door Albania.

In Bonn, after a meeting with

Albright, German Foreign Minister

Klaus Kinkel expressed alarm about

the conflict and asserted that the

world "cannot afford another awful

conflagration in Europe."

Albright flew to Paris after a brief

stay in Bonn and met in the French

capital with Foreign Minister

Hubert Vedrine. He said "urgent

measures" are necessary to bring

calm to Kosovo but offered no

specifics and said his meeting with

Albright produced no conclusions.

The secretary of state's day began

in Rome and ended in London after

the intermediate slops. Others

expected at Monday's meeting in the

British capital were Kinkel, Vedrine

and diplomatic leaders from Britain,

Italy and Russia.

On Thursday, the Clinton admin-

istration blamed Serbia for the

unrest and withdrew several modest

concessions offered to Belgrade just

last month as a reward for positive

steps it had taken^ in support of the

Bosnian peace process.

In a similar vein, an administra-

tion official traveling with Albright

said European participants in the

London meeting would discuss cut-

ting back assistance programs to

Serbia and other measures.

On a separate track, the London

meeting also was intended to seek

ways to encourage a dialogue among
the interested parties to the conflict,

especially the Serbs and the Kosovo

Albanians.

Albright's European travels, start-

ing with Friday's visit to Italy, were

designed originally to consult on the

Iraq situation. The Kosovo crisis

overshadowed the Middle East, how-

ever, as the death toll mounted in the

province along with fears of a wider

war.

Appearing with Kinkel, Albright

said "dialogue and reconciliation"

are needed between the Serb govern-

ment in Belgrade and the rebellious

Albanian majority in Kosovo. In

recent days, the administration has

hinted at the possibility of military

action to end the fighting.

SeeAIMMMT,pa9e15

Film documents violent uprising in Chiapas

4MEXIC0: Emmy-Award-winning filmmaker Landau

helps teach students about roots, history of conflict

By Oaudta Florcs

Daily Bruin Contributor

While we here in the United States

enjoy the freedoms granted by our

government, citizens in Mexico go

deep into the jungles of Chiapas and

seeic new living space as they are

pushed off their land.

Last Thursday, the Chicana/o

Studies Research Center sponsored

the presentation of the new film by

Saul Landau, "The Sixth Sun: Mayan
Uprisings in Chiapas," and the dis-

cussion of recent events at Acteal.

After the film presentation,

Landau, an Emmy-Award-winning

filmmaker and educator from

California State University, Pomona,

led a discussion on the current situa-

tion in Chiapas and how it is impor-

tant to students here at UCLA.
"It is easy to not understand the

connection between our place in the

university and the occurrences in

Chiapas," said Hugo Maldonado,

Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicana/Chicano de Aztlan

(MEChA) chair.

"But we cannot lose sight of the

fact that the people living through

those violent, rebellious times are

human beings ... our people," he

added.

The film covered the uprising of

the Zapatista Army in Chiapas led by

Subcommander Marcos. The army is

made up of men as well as women
subcommanders, also interviewed in

the film.

This revolution resulted partly

from the changes ex-President Carlos

Salinas de Gortari made in 1992 on
The AssociMed Press

German Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkd speaks during a joint news

conference with U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine All>right
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Israelis urge Netanyahu

to choose peace
JERUSALEM - More than 1,500 reserve

army officers and soldiers urged Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Sunday to

choose peace with the Palestinians over settle-

ments in the West Bank.

"A government that prefers maintaining

settlements ... will arouse doubts in our hearts

about the justice of our course," the reservists

said in a full-page advertisement published in

the Yediot Ahronot newspaper.

Among the 1,554 signatories were a former

chief of the general staff, 1 1 major-generals

and more than 200 officers with the rank of

lieutenant-colonel or higher.

The prime minister's office said it had not

received a copy of the letter and had no imme-

diate response.

"The Palestinian areas are like a powder-

keg," said Naftali Raz, a former sergeant in

the paratroops who helped organize the cam-

paign.

"All the experts agree that if the

government goes on expanding set-

tlements another intcfadeh

(Palestinian uprising) will break out, but

this time it will be war."

Tran awarded medal

for An Loc defense
LONG BEACH - Former Gen. Nhut Van

Tran, who rallied hjs South Vietnamese troops

to defend a crucial capital in the closing years

of the Vietnam War, was awarded the U.S.

Legion of Merit.

Retired Gen. William Westmoreland

pinned the medal on his old ally aboard the

Queen Mary at a ceremony Saturday night.

The Army years ago lost Tran's original

nominating papers. The award was finally

approved last month after retired Army Lt.

Gen. Walter F. Ulmer resubmitted his name.

Tran, 62, immigrated to America in 1975.

He has also received two Silver

Stars, two Bronze Stars and an

Army Commendation Medal.

Outnumbered, Tran's troops in

1972 held off three North Vietnamese

Army divisions for 40 days.

The attack was part of a communist offen-

sive aimed at final takeover. It could have

ended the war in 1972 instead of 1975.

Most U.S. ground troops had been with-

drawn, and the fighting tested Washington's

"Vietnamization" program of providing air

support only. U.S. planes turned the tide at An
Loc, but Tran's troops showed they could hold

their own against North Vietnamese regulars.

Spring break court

promises quick justice

PANAMA CITY BEACH, Ra. - Spring

Break Court is now in session.

Vacationing college students nabbed for

misdemeanors like underage drinking and dis-

orderly conduct can expect some immediate

justice at this popular spring break destina-

tion. And they can avoid a criminal record by

giving up a day at the beach for a day cleaning

up the beach.

Starting Monday, instead of processing

offenders through normal criminal channels.

Bay County judges will hold court at City Hall

in this Florida Panhandle resort town.

First-time offenders can keep their records

clean by doing up to eight hours ofcommunity

service cleaning beaches, parks and roadways.

Other options are pleading guilty and pay-

ing a $175 fine or pleading innocent and hav-

ing to return for trial. The community service

option has an advantage for young offenders.

"If they choose that then they don't have a

record' Police Chief J.B. Holloway said.

"Mom and Daddy don't have to know about

it."

"As soon as you leave that courtroom you

step onto a work van," Holloway said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Ljoddowns to abate violence do not erase racial tensions

PRISONS: Inmates say

guards set up brawls by

mixing gang members

By Steve Geissinger

The Associated Press

SUSANVILLE. Calif.

Convicted murderer Robert George is

shouting through the crack of his solid

cell door. There is venom in his eyes.

George, his short, trim figure visi-

ble through a glass window, is locked

in here nearly around the clock since

two racial brawls broke out in recent

months. Guards shot and killed two

prisoners - one m each of the clashes.

Here at High Desert State Prison,

one of California's newest and most

violent prisons, tensions are high

between the different races and the

gangs that run largely along racial

lines.

Fights happen, but it's worse now
that a federal grand jury investigating

another prison has accused guards of

intentionally setting the prisoners up

for gladiator-like fights - putting

known enemies together in the yard.

In the wake of the High Desert

melees, scores of inmates are on lock-

down in an attempt to thwart acts of

revenge and give officials time to

investigate. Inmates say the lock-

downs just build frustration and

anger.

Outside George's cell, guards

tense. They warn a reporter pressing

his ear against the crack of the door to

hear George to back off if George

starts spewing racial epithets - there

are inmates of many races wandering

freely in the high-security blockhouse

and they don't want trouble.

George makes no slurs. Instead, he

blames prison officials for the recent

deaths. Since the prison opened in late

199S, six inmates have died violent

deaths here.

'*The last time I saw this (much

racial violence) was in the 1 980s in San

Quentin," said A.C. Liggins, a 43-

year-old burglar. "
.1 • -

"We didn't have racial violence

here but it was brought to a head" by

prison policies, George says. "It

seems more and more buttons are

being pushed up and down the state by

the administration, Sacramento,

headquarters."

Among the policies: purposely mix-

ing up the different races and gangs to

diffuse tensions. The policy some-

times backfires when the numbers tip

to one side or the other, leaving one

group greatly outnumbered.

High Desert, 1 50 miles northeast of

Sacramento, is so plagued by racial

strife that the death toll of two inmates

in 1996 - the first full year of its opera-

tion - was higher than at any other

state prison. -

Corrections Department officials

are dealing with serious racial prob-

lems at two other high-security pris-

ons: Pelican Bay State Prison, in the

far northwestern corner of the state,

and at Corcoran State Prison in the

San Joaquin Valley.

There have been two deaths this

year at Pelican Bay, both linked indi-

rectly to gang affiliation. A county

prosecutor has asked for a federal

investigation into whether guards

failed to protect an inmate who had

implicated gang members in slayings.

The federal grand jury accused

eight guards at Corcoran of pitting the

inmates in deadly fights for the

guards' amusement.

"At this point, to draw any connec-

tion (between allegations at the three

prisons) would be premature," said

Corrections Department spokes-

woman Kati Corsaut.

"We're looking into allegations at

Pelican Bay and investigating the inci-

dents at High Desert. ... Should we
find anything that would suggest (staff

wrongdoing), we would look into it,"

Corsaut said.

The state has left the investigation

of the Corcoran case to federal

authorities, at their request, she said.

High Desert, Pelican Bay and

Corcoran house some of the state's
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Inmates at the remote High Desert State Prison in Susanvitle, Calif., relax around a table while others play

basketball in an outdoor yard. Outdoor yards have been the site of racial clashes between rival factions

at the prison, which is one of the state's newest and most violent correctional facilities. *»<*

most dangerous - and famous - crimi-

nals, including Charies Manson and

Sirhan Sirhan. But violence isn't

uncommon at other state prisons.

In the 29 badly-overcrowded state

prisons for men, more inmates died

violently in 1997 than at any time in

more than a decade, according to sta-

tistics compiled by The Associated

Press. Sixteen prisoners died at seven

prisons, the highest toll since 1 9 deaths

in 1987.

Prison officials argue that the 1997

death toll, when compared ag^st the

increasing prison p>opulation, shows

the death rate has dropped significant-

ly. Official 1997 figures and death

rates will be released later this year.

Since High Desert opened in late

1995, there have been at least five

racial melees.

In the most recent one, 10 Asian

inmates attacked eight Hispanic pris-

oners in an exercise yard on Feb. 4.

The guards shot into the crowd to

break it up, killing one inmate and

wounding two others.

On Dec. 26, 1997, in another exer-

cise yard, at least 40 white inmates

attacked 10 black prisoners - one of

them in a wheelchair. Guards shot and

kiDed one inmate. At least five other

inmates were injured, some of them

from bullet fragments.

As a result of the brawls, there is

usually some kind of lockdown at the

prison, which houses about 4,000

men.

George, 47, is serving a life sen-

tence without the possibility of parole.

He and some of the other seven

inmates interviewed say they'rem>set

about new grooming standards -

short haircuts, no beards or big mus-

taches or Hitler4ike mustaches. The
regulations, touted as a security mea-

sure by officials, build tension and

contribute to violence, the inmates

say.

Other inmates accuse officials of

mishandling racial problems.

Raul Monroy, 26, serving time for

See VMIBKE, page 8
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CHIAPAS
From page 5

Article 27 of the Mexican
Constitution, which ended the land

redistribution policy for the indige-

nous, argued political prisoner

Javier Elorriaga in the film.

Today, the Zapatista Army is

fighting against the changes Salinas

de Gorlari made, seeking redistribu-

tion of land owned by cattle ranchers

in Chiapas.

According to the film, in the19 3 0s
ex-President Cadenas enforced the

national Indian policy which distrib-

uted the land that Zapata had

promised to the indigenous people,

even though it was opp>osed by land-

owning elites.

"Cardenas distributed millions of

acres of ejido land and told every

peasant, 'Here is your rifie and you

can protect your land and your

school with this rifle,'" Landau said.

"Up until f992, many groups of

Mexicans could take over any plot of

land that was not being utilized,

claim it as theirs and begin to farm

it," he added.

According to Landau, current

President Ernesto Zedillo Ponce de

Leon does not know what to do with

the changes Gortari has left.

If Zedillo supports the

Chiapanecos who are being pushed

off of their land, then "how do you

deal with cattlemen (landowners) in

Chiapas who are hooked into the

state Partido Revolucionario

Institucional (PR!)?" Landau asked.

As a result of what has happened

in Chiapas, "Mexico is no longer a

coherent entity, but rather becomes

a very disorganized governing

class," Landau said.

In the 1994 elections, an unprece-

dented number of Chiapanecos
voted but the PRl still won. These

were signs to the indigenous that

nothing in Chiapas would change for

its people.

The film echoed many slogans of

despair which reflected the feelings

of the rebels, such as "If life is land,

then we are the living dead."

The uprisings which have taken

place these past few years in Chiapas

have been supported by Bishop of

Chiapas Samuel Ruiz, who has used

allusions to the Bible such as "libera-

tion comes from the poor," to show

his support.

As a result of the support which

Ruiz contributed, he was negatively

recognized as responsible, for pro-

moting the revdution.

"The best thing we can do here is

pressure our president to do^ some-

thing on behalf of the Zapatista

Army. 1 guess that would be that

activist approach here in the United

States," Landau said.

"If we don't use our privileged

position here at UCLA to assist

those people, our people, that are

struggling in Chiapas, then what are

we doing in the university other than

becoming those same forces that are

keeping these people oppressed?"

Maldonado added.

Guillermo Hernandez, director

of the center, agreed.

"The massacre of approximately

45 people that recently took place in

Acteal, Chiapas affects everyone.

That was an extremely shocking

crime, and all those people who have

a conscience must listen,"

Hernandez said.

The film ended with Marcos
explaining that they were not terror-

ists, saying they are not a threat to

the Mexican or U.S. government

"Our guns arejust to say 'Here we
are," Marcos said.

"My message to the American

people is don't help the Mexican

government. Help the Mexican peo-

ple," he added.

VIOLENCE
From page 6

assault with a deadly weapon, said

officials bungled in December by

allowing a large group of whites into

the exercise yard with a small number
of blacks.

"That, in itself, was a setup,"

Monroy said. "But not only the blacks

got set up, the whites also got set up to

be targeted by the gunner, and to justi-

fy it by saying that they (guards) had

to in order to prevent the whites from

killing the blacks."

High Desert officials say there was

no intentional act.

"Whites retaliated, attacking the

blacks that were available, even

though there was no prior conflict

between those inmates," High Desert

spokesman Paul Edwards said.

The whites were angry that three

African American prisoners had

ASIAN
From page 1

primarily a white woman's disease.

"So, many Asian American

women don't go in for mammo-
grams," Kagawa-Singer said. "It's

already a problem now. But it will

become a more significant problem

injust a short time."

Another issue the new program

hopes to address is a better represen-

tation of all the Asian populations in

America.

According to Kagawa-Singer,

there are about 60 different Asian

groups currently living in America.

Most, if not all, of these groups

tend to get left out of medical sur-

veys because the surveys don't trans-

late into the languages that many
inunigrants speak. The smaller Asian

attacked a white inmate the month
before, he said. The African

Americans from the earlier incident,

however, weren't in the yard because

they were on lockdown.

Ask Michael Young, an African

American man serving time for bur-

glary, to explain the violence: "If you
hit one, we hit two; if you hit two, we
hit three."

The February clash also happened

after an earlier, smaller fight. Edwards

said the two factions had agreed to

end tensions, even signing documents,

before they were let out on the yard

together.

Prison officials said they do every-

thing they can to avoid racial violence

in prisons. But total segregation - sug-

gested by some inmates - is no
answer, they said.

"We as a society are integrated. If

these people are going back to society,

they have to be able to live with other

groups," Corrections Department

groups, such as the Thai, Cambodian
and Samoan populations, especially

suffer from such misrepresentation.

The language barrier also presents

another problem. Medical brochures

and informational packets don't

reach these populations because

many of them are written only in

Spanish and not many Asian lan-

guages, Kagawa^inger explained.

"There's just such a lack of com-
munication because of the language

and cultural barriers," agreed

France Nguyen, a first-year graduate

student in the School of Public

Health. Nguyen plans to apply to the

Asian American studies program so

that she can participate in the con-

current degree program next fall.

"(Medical professionals) need to

be exposed to such cultural under-

standings," Nguyen added. "They
don't have to be Asian. They just

spokeswoman Christine May said.

The racial violence inside High
Desert's walls is a reflection of their

outside lives: about half the inmates

belong to street gangs who, once

inside, teamed up with broader racial

factions, officials said.

That affiliation determines every-

thing in an inmate's life: even where to

stand in an exercise yard and when to

use the phone, prisoners say.

"It affects all of prison life," said

Robert Ho, a Hawaiian who has affili-

ated with Latinos while serving time

for grand theft auto. "Whatever color

you are, that's the family you're going

to run with."

"It's kind of weird," said Pablo

Ramirez, a Latino serving time for

carjacking and robbery. "Even
though I'm not racist, you come here

and you have to pay attention to race.

You associate with your own race. If it

comes to my race, I'm going to jump
because I've got to survive in here."

have to understand."

The new program has been receiv-

ing positive acceptance from both

faculty and students.

"The idea (of the program) has

been around for a long time,"Fan

said.

"But the needs of the communi-
ties, growing student interest and
enthusiastic faculty really helped get

it going."

This program is just one of many
other concurrent programs the

Asian American studies program
hopes to create.

"We're anticipating a series of

other joint-degree programs. We're

forging links between Asian
American studies and professional

fields such as social welfare, urban

planning, and law. It offers some-

thing very practical for our stu-

dents."
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WESTWOOD
From page 1

counselor for the Village Center
Westwood. Abshez filled in for Ira

Smedra, the developer of the pro-

ject, who could not attend the

forum.

Abshez described the project,

noting first the five-acre parcel of

land just south of Macy's that they

expect to build the project on. Also

in the works are 1,650 subterranean

parking spaces, which project lead-

ers believe will address the problem

of parking, the No. I complaint

about Westwood.

The Village Center Westwood will

donate 12,000 square feet of the pro-

ject for a public library, accompa-

nied by 150,000 square feet of retail

space and 26,000 square feet for

restaurants and theaters. A super-

market and drug store are also in the

plans.

"We want to build an anchor role

in the village," Abshez said. "We
want to get people back in the habit

of coming to Westwood again."

The third speaker, Doug Brown,
gave the features of Regent
Properties' project, planned for the

east side of the village, on Gayley.

Though smaller than the Village

Center Westwood, the Westwood

Marketplace will provide a few of

the same services, including movie

theaters and retail space.

From the 130,000 square-foot

project, 60,000 of those square feet

will be designated as an urban vil-

lage with an outdoor environment,

to be built in a colonial mediter-

ranean style.

Brown mentioned that when
developments have been planned for

places like Glendale or Hollywood,

the idea is always to build a

Westwood village.

"So where better to build a

Westwood Village than in

Westwood?" he asked.

Opposed to both projects is Larry

Taylor, the single largest property

owner in the village, after acquiring

over $50 million in property.

"Westwood is not looking to be

redeveloped. It is already devel-

oped," he stated at the beginning of

his sj^eech.

Now, as Westwood is sandwiched

between UCLA to the north and

high rises to the south, he attributes

the decline experienced over the

years to a lack of concern, talent and

design. Taylor would like to rehabili-

tate what is already here, instead of

starting over and building more
structures.

"Why don't we take what is there

and restore, rebuild and revitalize?"

" We want to get people

back in the habit of

coming to Westwood."

_ • Allen Abshez
Project counselor

he suggested. "The 200,000 square

feet of buildings existing will provide

a wonderful catalyst for restora-

tion."

He believes less is more and
relayed his disapproval of Smedra's

Village Center Westwood, calling

some of its components stupid,

short-sighted and basically a bad
idea.

Jeffrey Lewine, president and
CEO of Mann Theaters, is interest-

ed in restoring the Bruin and the

Village Theaters and allowing for an

improved Westwood Village experi-

ence.

As a newcorrier to Westwood,
Lewine has detected the passion for

Westwood that so many people pos-

sess. He sees that these people have

different visions for Westwood, but

believes that all of these same people

have one thing in common, brains.

With this combination the "Sea of

Westwood should rise and should

rise for all of us," he said.

He finished his speech by ending
any rumor that Mann Theaters is

leaving Westwood, insisting that

they were not leaving, have never

left, and do not plan to ever leave the

village.

Questions ranged over a variety

of topics. One attendee questioned

Westwood's ability to change with

the times in order to preserve its

vitality.

He was quickly answered by
Jackie Freedman. co-president of

the Holmby Westwood
Homeowners' Association. Sh&
insisted that Westwood has plenty of

space to grow and change within the

Westwood Specific Plan. She also

suggested that if the plan is going to

change then an overall comprehen-

sive look should be taken.

Suspicions that the university is

quietly creeping into the village sur-

faced.

Blackman assured him that

UCLA's agenda is currently focused

on retrofitting buildings and not tak-

ing over Westwood. UCLA would
like to acquire more office space in

Westwood, which is no difTerent

than many other businesses in the

area.

One question addressed the 30-

foot sunken plaza in the Village

Center Westwood. An example was

requested of a sunken plaza that has

worked.

Abshez could not give an example

of a lucrative sunken plaza but

believes it will work as an attractive

space with a unique design.

One community member suggest-

ed that Smedra consider building the

Nansay Project instead of his Village

Center Westwood. The final entitle-

ment for this project was completely

approved in March of 1993 and
remains within the requirements of

the Westwood Specific Plan.

This project consists of a hotel,

high-end retail space, commercial

and office space and 24 condos.

Unlike the Village Center

Westwood, it would not require the

vacation of Glendon Avenue, a big

concern for many Westwood '*resi-*

dents.

Finally, Lewine told the forum
that Mann Theaters is about to

announce their interest in a Kodak
fantasy theater, which would be an

exhibition of new technology.

Outside of all the exciting plans

that hope to revitalize Westwood,

Lewine recommends that everyone

needs to come together in a consen-

sus first.

"People are going to stop wanting

to hear about it and you'll never

have a consensus," he said.
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TOBACCO
From page 4

liability payments at $4 billion a year.

An additiqnal $4 billion a year wo^ild

also be available to pay off claims,

but that money would be drawn from

the annual industry payments and

would not change the overall cost.

The bill calls for raising the price

of a pack of cigarettes by $ 1 in the

first year of the agreement and

another 50 cents in the second year.

Tobacco companies would have to

sign consent decrees guaranteeing

they would pass through the price

increase to retailers.

Tobacco companies also would

face stiff penalties if teen smoking

rates don't decline by set amounts,

reaching a 65 percent reduction level

in the 10th year.

In the first two years of the agree-

ment, the industry would pay two

cents for each pack sold if the goals

aren't met; in years three and four,

the amount doubles to four cents per

pack. From year five forward, the

would be required to fully disclose all

ingredients they include in their ciga-

rettes.

Chafee and Harkin have been

working on their plan with the

encouragement of Republican and

industry-wide amount would be six

cents per pack. In addition, the com-

panies themselves would face addi-

tional penalties - as yet undeter-

mined - if the reduction rates aren't

reached.

None of these payments would be

tax deductible, the aides said.

The new legislative proposal

buHds on last year's historic $368.5

billion tobacco agreement by requir-

ing the industry to pay for smoking-

cessation programs and fund cancer

research, as well as abandoning a

host of marketing and advertising

restrictions.

In addition, cigarette companies

Democratic Senate leaders and the

Clinton administration. Theirs,

though, is just one of several propos-

als that will be, or have been, offered.

Most Senate Democrats have

endorsed a bill by Sen. Kent Conrad,

a North Dakota Democrat, which

would cost the industry $600 billion

and provide no protection from law-

suits.

The Republican leadership has

asked Sen. John McCain, an

Arizona Republican who heads the

Commerce Committee, to draft leg-

islation that tries to bridge the gap

between all of the major partici-

pants.

PARKING
From page 3

for drivers who transport disabled

drivers. .
•

pus, has seen the most complaints.

"I have encountered dimculty

finding parking space at times. I can

see how the convenience would

appeal to those who use our placards,

but it is truly inconsiderate that

"The law requires that a person

who is transporting a disabled per-

son, which they are perfectly legally

able to do, must park within reason-

able proximity of the disabled per-

son's destination," Rand said.

Therefore, drivers are not permit-

ted to drop off a disabled person at

one destination and then use the plac-

ard to park in a location that is not

near the disabled personx

UCLA parking enforcement has

seen an increase in the number of

complaints from disabled drivers

unable to find parking. He said that

the Dixon Court parking area, which

runs throughout most of central cam-

healthy people would take advantage

ofthe benefits ofTered to us," said one

disabled driver, who wished to

remain anonymous.

According to Rand, well over 100

citations have been issued for misuse

of placards sinc^the initiation of this

program. He added, however, that

the rate of abuse has been declining.

"We have absolutely no intention

of stopping this program. I under-

stand it's difficult for people to fiiid

parking on this campus," Rand said.

"But there is absolutely no excuse, in

my mind, for using a disabled per-

son's parking placard, if you're not

disabled yourself"
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Student Health and Wellness Center, on the Plaza

between the Wooden Center and the Men's Gym.

^

Besides the wealth of ''free"* quality medical services

available to o\\ registered students, we invite ypu to
"

enjoy:— —

Extended Spring Hours: Beginning 6 April,

open 8 am to 7 pm, Monday through Friday.

Free cholesterol testing:

Today, 9 March, 1 am to 1 pm. Plaza near Ashe

1 2 March, 11 am to 2 pm. Health Sciences Courtyard

1 8 March, 5 pm to 8 pm. Cove! Commons

WieVe on\y here for you.... come by or call 825-4073

Free: clinician visits, x-rays, nnost lab, well exams, advice *

Low Cost: pharmaceuticals, immunizations

,t i»
"»Hw i.S «ti4»^^»iir»
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A BEAUTIFUl AND
SEXY SMIIE IN 1 -2

VISITS!

1^ Without Injections

oiie of the fdbwlng introdiictory offers to see us

Am $toto«of-flie-*ort of^ce. Once yoti bave seen

rifi^aifiQii to exceHeace m fosi^y dentistry mn}

tx|i6Heiice theM <md persoi^d Qtteiil^ in our

MMy otitiosph«?er yoti wii not w(mt to go

'Ail'Sw^-

CALL f310|394-0247
Email: sheily@DDS4U.com

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,
Santa Monica

AAftONK SHBLLYDJaJS,

ISt^ Hoiir
EnKM'goncy Same Day Care for Toottiacluis

I

ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

Witt) complete exam, X-rays

and dewing.

($129 value) Exp:3-31-98 •

Insurance may cover

100°oOfCOSt

1

MLY $T9wiiARCH

I

Must have iMth arches completed

Exptfes3-31-98

"Ti^ ivtc €&mmatet( |9» exctUemct ^ ^nmitt^ cUtttiAtufr'

Westw ill

(310) 209-5002
10921 Wilshire Boulevard

U\FITNESS
SPORTS CLUBS

Amerkm's PremierPlinessCemtef9

Membership based on automatic transfer from checking, Visa, Mastercard. American Express, Discover, or savings Other memberships may be presented. Facilities may vary Extra charge for some
amenities

PRESIDENT
From page 4

untH Suharto selects a new Cabinet

next month before releasing any

more funds to Indonesia.

It has also cautioned Suharto not

to proceed with a plan to peg the

rupiah to the U.S. dollar, saying the

move could have disastrous eco-

nomic effects.

Financial markets are unsure

about Suharto's intentions.

Last week Suharto said that while

he was committed to carrying out

IMF reforms, they had not deliv-

ered economic benefits and more

needed tq be done. , ,

At the end of one meeting on

Sunday, one faction leader from the

minority Muslim-oriented United

Development Party quoted Suharto

as saying the IMF rescue deal "did

not suit the spirit" of Indonesia's

constitution, which called for a

cooperative rather than a liberal

economy.

Suharto did not talk to reporters

and presidential officials were not

available for comment.

INSPECTIONS
From page 5

Iraq's response came Sunday in a

statement, attributed to the political

editor of state-run Radio Baghdad,

carried by the Iraqi News Agency.

The editor, who was not identi-

fied, accused the United States of

"insisting on keeping the imbal-

anced composition" of the inspec-

tion teams, "giving priority to the

presence of American members,"

the news agency said.

This, the editor said, was aimed

at using "the Special Commission

and its activities as a tool to serve

their political and espionage activi-

ties."

The commentary said the

Americans aimed to keep the

inspectors moving "in never-ending

circles" to prolong their work - and

trade sanctions imposed after Iraq

invaded Kuwait in 1990, leading to

the Persian Gulf War.

The Security Council has said it

will not lift the sanctions until the

inspectors certify that Iraq has

destroyed its biological, chemical

and nuclear weapons as well as long-

range mi.ssiles.

U.N. spokesman Alan Dacey

said Ritter's team visited the six

"sensitive" sites Friday and

Saturday and his team "received the

full cooperation of the Iraqi author-

ities."

So-called sensitive sites include

ministries and headquarters of intel-

ligence or military operations, and

U.N. teams generally are accompa-

nied by senior Iraqi officials.

Ritter is here with 50 inspectors -

one of the largest teams ever sent to

Iraq - and is expected to spend a

week in the country. The teams

include inspectors from at least II

countries, including 12 Americans.

In January, Iraq had accused

Ritter of being a spy and said that

his team included too many
American and British inspectors.

They refused to give him Iraqi

escorts, preventing him from work-

ing.

Since then, the U.N. secretary-

general has traveled to Iraq to work

out a deal on easing the inspectors'

w^^.
Under the agreement signed Feb.

23, Iraq is committed to facilitating

inspections. The deal also set up a

system for inspecting eight presi-

dential compounds by a special

committee that includes U.N. diplo-

mats.

Jayantha Dhanapala, a former

Sri Lankan ambassador to the

United States, whom Annan has

named to head the special commit-

tee, was expected to arrive on his

firstvisit taIraq,on, Wcdaocday.
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ALBRIGHT
From page 5

The skies over Europe were alter-

nately cloudy and clear as Albright

proceeded -with her hopscotch tour

of four countries. The mixed weath-

er patterns mirrored the lack of con-

sensus among participants in

Monday's talks.

Russia is seen as the most reluc-

tant of the six to recommend deci*

sive action, having described the sit-

uation in Kosovo as an internal mat-

ter. Fr^ce and Italy also are seen as

cautious.

Kinkel's alarm over the situation

was based partly on his govern-

ment's worry that another wave of

refugees could be flushed out of the

Balkans and descend onto German
soil. Early in the decade, hundreds

of thousands of Bosnians fled war-

fare in that country, many winding

up in Germany.

Albright believes lack of an inter-

national response to the Bosnian

conflict helped fuel the bloody strife

there. She worries that a similar turn

of events could occur in Kosovo if

Belgrade is not pressured to back

down. The United States and Italy,

among others, support restoration

of the autonomy Kosovo had until a

decade ago when Yugoslav

President Slobodan Milosevic with-

drew it.

Over the past week, more than 50

people have died, all but a few of

them members of Kosovo's

Albanian population.

In a Sunday television interview

in the United States, U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan seemed to

endorse keeping the U.N. force in

Macedonia, led by an American con-

tingent, past its cutoff date this sum-

mer. "I am confident that the mem-
ber states will take a second look and

'hot insist on withdrawing the troops

from Macedonia," Annan said.

Albright was noncommittal in

Europe about the possibility. She

said the mission has performed a

useful role and believes it should

continue to do so.

More than 900 U.N. peacekeep-

ers are stationed in Macedonia, of

which some 350 arc Americans.

Their mandate expires Aug. 31 but

some countries believe an extension

is warranted because of the renewed

fighting in Kosovo.

MURPHY
Frompage3

While these things do add more

stress to student life, some feel that

the employees are unsympathetic to

their problems. Until a year and a

half ago, Judy Cervantes, a third-

year English student, also had this

complaint.

Cervantes, currently a student

worker in the Main Cashier's Office,

now knows what it is like to live on

both sides of the glass windows. She

now realizes why the employees

sometime become frustrated when

there are so many students who
don't know the answer to even basic

questions. '

Many students do not even realize

that they are supposed to be getting a

bill every month, a bill that is due on

tbe-20th. If they are not they need to

check if their address is correct.

When registration comes around

there are hour long lines because

people miss the deadline, completely

oblivious to that when a bill should

be coming. Cervantes advises stu-

dents to listen to URSA.
Going to Murphy Hall does not

need to be a grueling experience.

When making a trip there, students

should keep in mind that the long

lines are a result of those who do not

pay their bill on time or wait until the

last minute, the hassles are created

from not being aware of basic infor-

mation and the "rude" workers are

moiOy,.only trying to help students.

Vo A »»wii Afa

310206^1

Dear UCLA StudmUMui Staff:

It has bttn a pleature stnmig

your pitmt care needsfar over

25yean in the viOage,

PUaie take advantage of
thetegnat offers. ^^_

ISBCOMIACTLEMES
AEXiUi«'SPECyiL''

V YOU NAVE UCU VBMM CARE

VHIaf* lyas OptofiMtry UCLA Graduau 1967

Includes eye exam, fitting,

follow-up, and two pair of

Bausch & Lbmb daily or

exterxted wear soft contactsr

• We gladly accept your insurance

• We get ttie (omis for you - just call us.

• Same day appointments availat)le.

_!_ We are experte iri showing you how to

$89EYEGUSSES
ft EXAM "SPECIAL"

nrtaximize your benefits

• Terrific eyewear and contact lens selection

V YOU DOn HAVE VttNM CARE

(ground floor of Monty's Buiicing -

1062 Gtendon Ave. across from Westwood Brswsry)

Westwood Village, CA 90024 Validated parking • Se habia Espand

Includes lenses and fran>es

. from our special selection

(most Rxs) and eye exam.

Take advantage of the specials, or well still

give you 11% iff on any non-advertised items.

LIVERY
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

We accept §0(33
Debit cards iH

V\/:/A\ Siiccials

Bunch of I.iinch lUilfet

Pizza, Chicken, Mojo Potatoes, Pasta, Salad & much more!

drink w/suiy
Buffet purchase*

must alioiM Bruin BtudMnt I.D.

Shake\ "s Coin hi nation

tmk^mm^wi^ c^ ^5^^5W
or 2 medium one topping pizzas only $12*5ly

Now with original or spicy pi/./.a sauce

Any large 3 topping pizza or any only
Specialty Pizza (save over $5) $9.98
• Speciallie.x include Vef(elarian Shakey 'x Special. Bruin Deluxe Ohd Hawaiian
• Thin CTU.U. hand tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

Bi'iiiii Meal Deal
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

• 1/2 a chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or

• S pieces of fish or • Pasta & Salad
• 1/2 lb. of shrimp or

only

$13.49

2Alices of Pizza and
172 Order Mojo and Garden
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink

beverage bar

only

$3.99
Dine in or earn out onl

Gain Real Itforld Experience!r

tr- h^mmM^^ available at

Westwooj Student Federal Credit Union

O^^trtHtitin Ir:

Finance - Accounting - Marketing

Human Resources - Branch Operations

Bttiflts it«lii4«:

Netivorking - Convenient Campus Location

Looks "great" on'Resume - Possible Advancement

Information MeetijL

Wednesday, March 4, ^99&

5:30 pm
124 Kerckhoff Hall

WeBlwood Studmtt
Federal Credit Union

§»rvlng UCLA Btitdmnta « Alumni

If you can't make tlia meetiiif, stop by the branch

anil fick-np an application from the manajer.
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EDITORIAL

Bill makes service programs accessible
LEGISLATION: Financial compensation lets busy

students get involved helping their communities

With students devoting so

much time and energy

to studying and holding

jobs, community service often

falls by the wayside. Due to this

lackluster involvement in commu-
nity service, Sen. Tom Hayden has

written a bill to compensate those

who donate their time to service.

The bill is a lon^-overdue push for

increasing community service.

Hayden's main objective is to

increase student involvement in

community service, especially

tutoring. He written Senate Bill

1740 in order to motivate more
students to donate time to com-
munity service projects.

Many college students work in

order to pay tuition or other

expenses, and thus are unable to

dedicate any time to serving the

community.

r Hayden's bill promises to allow

those interested in community ser-

vice, but tied down by jobs, to

dedicate some time to take part in

projects such as tutoring or serv-

ing as mentors for younger stu-

dents.

Hayden was the keynote speak-

er at last week's Community-;^ '
"

Service Conference at UCLA,
which attracted only 122 people,

35 ofwhom were^peakers. This

dismal showing is indicative of the

lack of student involvement or

interest in community service, and

demonstrates the need for a solu-

tion that will spark involvement.

Hayden attended the confer-

ence to promote his program and

to raise student awareness about

the importance of serving the

community.

He was adamant about getting

more college students involved in

the community, saying that public

universities have a responsibility

of serving the public, and was

hopeful that his program could

provide the impetus for getting

students to commit to more com-

munity-oriented activities.

Hayden's bill proposes to estab-

lish the Statewide Service

Learning Center Program, which

would formally train students to

tutor younger students. If passed,

the bill would also devote $25 mil-

lion to establishing the program.

The funds would be allocated to

campus community service cen-

ters which provide matching^ funds

from non-state sources. The
money would then go toward par-

tially paying for those students'

tuition costs.

Although critics may argue stu-

dents should not be "paid" for vol-

unteer work, Hayden's program
merely provides an added incen-

tive for students to help better the

community through various pro-

jects.

Student participation in high

school community service organi-

zations is high, in part because

club members have an incentive

for their participation - a notation

on their transcripts that indicates

community service.

. College students, who have less

time to juggle more responsibili-

ties, often fmd it much more diffi-

cult to dedicate time to such pro-

jects.

For those students who want to

participate in community service

projects but cannot because they

have jobs, the Hnancial compensa-

tion provides them with the means
to get involved. The bill is not a

means of coercion.

The bill represents a much-

needed step toward getting more
students involved in helping the

community. There's certainly a

need for students to devote more
time to service programs, and

Hayden's bill provides the incen-

tive for students to do so.

Community service needs to be

a priority for college students, and

if students are given some com-
pensation for their work, the com-

munity will benefit as well.

What UCLA can teach us
EDUCATION: Secrets of

restful class participation,

quarter system revealed

25-0. Do you know what those

numbers represent? No, they are

nol the first two numbers in the

combination to Albert Camesale's

safe deposit box, and no, they do not

represent the Bruins' record versus

use in football since 1973 (although I

understand it's dose). No, 25 is the

total number of columns (including

this one) that 1 have written for the

Daily Bruin since fall quarter of 1996,

and zero is the

exact amount

(in dollars)

which I have

been paid for

my services over

those five quar-

ters. (Who, me?
Bitter?) Why
would 1 subject

myself to such

horrid treat- .

ment?

You guessed

it -because I'm

a narcissist and I love seeing that

photo in the paper every other

Monday. (That and the fact that I'm a

psych major, so if it weren't for this

column I would never use the word

processor that was so graciously given

to me as a high school graduation

In any case, you're welcome.

You're all welcome for the months of

faithful service. (But now it's over, so

get pn with your miserable litde lives.)

Since this is my last ever Viewpoint

Horey is a fourth-year psychology stu-

dent ar>d we at Viewpoint don't kr>ow

what we are going to do without him.

Justin

Horey

column, I flirted with the idea of mak-

ing it one big "farewell/passing-the-

proverbial-Viewpoint-torch" column,

but let's face it: with a nose like mine,

you don't flirt with anything for long.

No, I have set aside nostalgia and

sentimentalism one last time in order

to bid an appropriate farewell to my
jxwt as a Viewpoint columnist. How
will I do this, you ask? Read on, I

answer. Why must I always begin my
columns with rambling, point-free

introductions, you inquire? Therapy, I

respond. (Well, therapy, and it fills up

column space which would otherwise

be reserved for substantive material,

which I am committed to keeping out

of this paper.)

I promised to keep this column free

of sentimentalism and I will be true to

my word. However, I would be remiss

if I passed up the opportunity to leave

my mark with this last column. That is

why I will leave you all with my own
personal university retrospective:

What I learned at UCLA. (It's kind of

like a "QifTs Notes" for life.) This col-

umn is dedicated to my mom, who
always asked me, "What did you learn

in school today?" (Forget that. Mom
- here's what I learned in school my
whole life.)

OK, so I was a psychology major.

(What's it to you?)

Fortunately, at a large university

like ours, we are all introduced to a

wealth of topics and knowledge.

That's why I have broken down my
acquired knowledge by subject. Think

you can follow that, kids? (Good.)

Economics: One of the most

important lessons I learned at UCLA
was in economics. The lesson?

Quarters are life.

You need them to park, you need

them to do laundry, you need them to

live. Unfortunately, I've found that

the best place to find these little tokens

ofjoy is at the

arcade. (Do you

know of a better

place? I didn't

think so.) I have

also heard that

there is some

sort ofbeverage

consumption game
that can be played

using them, but I (of

course) am uncertain

of the truthfulness of that par-

ticular rumor.

Biology: Biology is one sub-

ject that has always scared

me, so it's surprising to me
that I am leaving UCLA
with any knowledge of it at

all. However, this lesson is

one of the most impor

tant that I learned

here. Say what you

will about REM
sleep; my time at

UCLA has taught

me that you never

rest better than when

you sleep in lecture.

Sure, it's difficult to tune

out your professors at first,

but once you master the skill

of incorporating their voice

into your dreams, you're set

for some easy sleepin'. (Note:

ifyou happen to be taller

than 5'6'', select an aisle seat

for maximum comfort. You

run greater risk of being sin-

gled out by the professor

when you're on the aisle, but

it's definitely worth it to be

able to stretch those legs.

•Zzzz...")

Sociology: Now here's a sub-

ject that I can get excited about. You

could easily spend four years waiting

Se«IMNKV,pa9e19

What is Generation X? Who are we? Unh'ke the Baby Boomers, we are not coming of age during a war or a "great social movement/'

What will history have to say about Generation X? On Friday, Mirch 13, Viewpoint will examine these and other issues. Please tell us

V - . what you think. Bring your submissions to 118 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
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Don't sweat

the small stuff,

3nd headlines"

TALK SHOWS: Voyeurism

in America has taken

disturbing turn for worse

By Kevin Powdl
UnlveRityWire

Believe me, I have tried mightily

not to.

But there is no ignoring the fact

that Jerry Springer's talk show is as

potent as El Nii^o; so much so,

remarkably, that wherever I go to a

college campus for a lecture, to a gath-

ering of professionals or even to my
barbershop, more people than 1 am
able to count are completely infatuat-

ed with the pandemonium that has

come to define Springer's program.

Indeed, it has gotten so bad that

Ghent Elementary School in Norfolk,

Virginia, recently sent home notes

with students suggesting to parents

that they monitor their children's view-

ing habits a bit closer. It seems that

several students have taken to imitat-

ing the screaming, the hair-pulling, the

punchmg and the chair-throwing that

are Springer's trademarks.

Once again we Americans have

become addicted to the sensational

(think O.J.) and logic has been

replaced by the epicurean's need to be

titillated, whatever the price of the

Kevin Powell Is the author of "Keepin' It

Real: Post-MTV Reflections On Race, Sex

and Politics.' He was an original cast

member on MTV's "The Real Worid."

E-nuiil him at kevinpowe@aol.com.

ticket.

No matter. I think it is downright

sad that a plethora of Americans

either make their schedules around

Springer, or set their VCRs to catch

the latest battle royale. Not only

do we sit there and inhale

Springer, but long after the

program is over, we mill

about debating the topic

of the day:

"Man, you can tell she

was a he by her Adam's

Apple."

"That ain't true! You

gotta look at her feet."

"Later for that.

She's ugly anyway. I

wouldn't've even

stepped to her in the

first place."

That dialogue

came in my barber-

shop, while watching

a recent episode

about men who did

not know thai their

girlfriends were men.

Anticipating

this particular

instalhnent,

my barber-

shop set up two

TV sets to insure

customers would

not miss a thing!

When the desired fight

transpired, the roar was

deafening and if ! would

have closed my eyes 1 could

easily have sworn that I was at

the Super Bowl. Or a pro-wresUing

match.

But maybe that is it right there.

Maybe we Americans are simply

more voyeuristic than I ever thought

and get a perverse satisfaction from

observing other people's turbulent

Hves from a safe distance.

I mean, shucks, haven't I

appeared on the first season of

MTV's hugely popular docu-soap

'The Real Worid?" And haven't

six additional seasons of

that show been

produced

this decade, plus a spin-off called

"Road Rules?"

And haven't numerous college stu-

dents, hip-hop heads, skateboarders

and otherwise cool women and men,

from all walks of life, come up to me
asking, "How can I get on 'The Real

World'?"

We have been reared on a culture

which says, often and loudly, that the

only way to be someone is to be some-

one who is seen. Now, thanks to the

explosion of talk shows and

cable TV, we have the

opportunity to

be seen as much
as we want. And

in any form or fash-

LETTERS

Evidence lacking

I am responding toT Richard

Davis' Viewpoint article about Steve

Lavin, the coach of the UCLA bas-

ketball team ("Lavin largely to

blame for team woes," March 4). I

was disappointed with the lack of

evidence for the assertion that Lavin

"has no clue what it takes to win."

The fact is that I agree that Lavin is

extremely overrated, yet your rea-

soning, Davis, exhibits

your complete lack of

basketball knowledge.

You claim that the Bruins of

l996-'97 made an "incredible run

through a weak Pac-10 Held." Did

you neglect to do research or did

you just forget Stanford, Cal, and

Arizona? I'm guessing that you

missed March Madness last year.

Had you watched the tournament,

you ^ould have noticed very strong

performances from our

Pac-10 competitors.

Next you claim that the

Bruins having higher shooting [per-

centages than their victorious oppo-

nents means that the loss is the

coach's fault. Do turnovers, free

throws, three-point percentage or

any of the game's non-statistical

intangibles mean anything to you?

You also critique the two wins

against Arizona because you felt

that they were too close. Last time I

checked the Bruins were not playing

horseshoes or hand grenades. This is

basketball, where close doesn't

count and margin of victory is irrele-

vant. The fact is that the Bruins

defeated the eventual National

Champions not once, but twice.

Lastly, you felt compelled to include

the infamous Jelani McCoy situa-

Sec LETTERS, page 18

are small stuff
CRITICISM: Letters show__

myopic, academic view

of essentially trivial event

By Juan Del Rio

I have chosen to respond to the

Viewpoint "Letters" section on

March 4, due to the incredible level

of misdirected insensitivity that was

displayed by Ms. Beazley and Mr.

Danna, While I am sure that both

writers are certainly bright, their

inadequacies in observing the real

point here has unfortunately led them

to unfairly criticize the Daily Bruin.

You see, these two writers have

obviously fallen prey to what 1 call

the "hopeless victim of academia"

syndrome (HVA). Countless profes-

sors, campus administrators and

graduate students fall prey to this dis-

ease every day. When you're locked

up in your little bubble on campus .

where you avoid the realities of the

world and blow things out of propor-

tion, you become a victim of this syn-

drome. Symptoms include what you

have here - two people extremely

locked into the pursuit of what is

often informational bits of the most

trivial nature. SufTerers of this syn-

drome also pride themselves on their

never-ending quest for criticizing the

smallest aspects of an even less

important issue, (e.g. The Bruin's

Feb. 26 headline "Albert Camesale

searching for No. 2 man"). But take

heart, Beazley and Danna, there is

room for people such as yourselves

who like to take the time picking at

such insignificant matters ... it's in

academia. The two of you could be

chairmen ... uh, excuse me, chairper-

sons ... of academic departments and

further promote the 'big fish, small

pond' mentality which currently

affects the egos and behavior of

everyone inside Murphy Hall, with

the exception of our chancellor.

Should people such as yourselves

be forced to associate with common
people who, unlike us, cannot hide

See DEL RIO, page 19

Del Rio is a third-year student major-

ing in electrical engineering.

BURNT WEASEL
W WAS OK»CC f€.U£v£0 THM

6)ci. HAS ^ee^f uviNb

ro* MveeAL t*otn^ awp
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Dy: Aaron Eisenber^er

weaee\@uc\a.edu
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MullMl HHeavy Metal Isn 't

-The Only Thing
AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT RESULTS

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

Teetk Whitening
upper or lower

$85oo...H

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

lew iMeiifiifx Paymenfs Wifh No fhoiice Charge

20% off for all UCLA students & faculty with valid ID*

Orthodontist Sinc9 1980

•if laif QpMomBRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

(310)826-7494 j^q (714)552-5890
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802 mrATIOMC ^^124 CULVER DRIVE, ftA

LOS ANGELES CA 90025 lu^-mmucnd
IRVINE, CA 92714

Cosmetic Dentristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth
' Stained or discolored teeth
* Large spaces or gaps between teeth
' Rotated or crooked teeth
' Reshaping malformed teeth
* Tetracycline stained teeth
' Straightening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER
T'Hi

''mm-

'The trvolmvnt will b« as follows: $1000.00
plus $ 100.00 for aoch month of traotmant
rendered for metal braces. $900.00 plus
$ 1 00 00 for each month of treotment
rendered for removable braces and
$1700 00 plus $125.00 per month for
ceramic braces, $200.00 for diagnostic
study model and $175.00 for formal
consultation.

?<i^

2 PIZZAS FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

^^.^.. 208-8671
OFFER VALID

MONDAY

TUESDAY
NIGHTS ONLY
(After 5:30 pen)

No mediums and offer exdudes
Siciane. No haN ftM orders.

Must inention ad Coupon must

be given to driver.

Exp. 3/16/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
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TWO TOPPINGS
^1

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Westwood tocation only.

Offer good only with th\s

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must t>e given to

drtver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 am

Exp 3/16/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
^1

208-8671
TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Westwood location only UpGD Untll I aiTI

Offer good onty witti this

coupon, one coupon
per pizza.

*

Coupon must be given to

driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

POWELL
From page 17.

ion we desire.

Not surprisingly, Jerry Springer is

running neck and neck with Oprah

because so many of us, I think, need

excitement in our otherwise dull lives

and because Springer's guests, in a

twisted way, make us feel so much
better.

One friend said to me it was "^

"empowering" to know her life, com-

pared to Springer's guests, just isn't

that bad.

I hate the fact that so

few Springer viewers

wonder if these

"guests" are actors.

Yes, I do hate Jerry Springer's

program and will continue to hate it

until it is taken ofTthe air for good.

Yes, I do believe in free speech, but I

do think all of us, when we step into a

public arena, have to think responsi-

bly about what we are doing, particu-

larly when our actions affect so many.

Likewise, I hate the fact that so

few Springer viewers wonder if these

"guests" are actors; or acknowledge

that these guests' self-esteems might

be so low that a free limo ride, and

whatever other trinkets are tossed at

them, propel them to come on

national TV and make complete

fools of themselves.

But, then again, the Springer show
is like that old tale of the people look-

ing and laughing at the monkeys at

the zoo. After a while, you begin to

wonder who is really caged, and who
is really getting the last laugh?
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LEHERS
From page 17

tion. You don't know the possible

pressure Lavin faced, you did not

notice the hustle of the five starters,

and you definitely didn't watch

McCoy's lackluster minutes. —
If you had taken more time and

contemplation you might have

strengthened your article with some
logical evidence. For instance, why
did Lavin renegotiate an already

lucrative contract for a couple extra

hundred thousand? There are coach-

es who have been winning on this

campus for years and still make a

fraction of Lavin's salary. He was

already making exponentially more
money than he ever imagined in ajob

that he only assumed because of a

number of odd twists of fate for the

program. Looking at the team it is

easy to see the effects of poor coach-

ing. For instance, do you think that

J.R. Henderson would be allowed to

sulk on the court after every missed

shot or foul an ofTicial called or failed

to call if he played for Bobby Knight

or Mike Krzyzewski? I don't think

many of the Duke players, having

picked up four fouls in four minutes

of play, would have been smiling had

we been beating them by 30 points.

Would Rick Patino allow a point

guard to foul out of nine games or

even one for that matter? How many
coaches are afraid to yell at their play-

ers when it is necessary? How many
coaches congratulate their players

after bonehead technical fouls and

turnovers? How many coaches allow

their players to walk slowly ofTthe

court during substitutions? How
many coaches plan to play only six

players? We have a group of undisci-

plined individuals and potential All-

Americans. yet what UCLA lacks is a

team. That is the coach's fault.

Brady Matoton

Fourtti-ycar

,^~i« aNnnNiniatiom stwlics

HOREY
From page 16

for a single "fact" studying sociology,

so consider yourself blessed that I am
~ ihclu(^hg one here, free ofclTarge7

The sociological lesson that I learned

during my stay in Wastwood is that

when you're with a large group of

people, it's perfectly acceptable (in

fact, you're encouraged) to yell, "Go
home" or "Who's he?!"' when some-

one's name is announced over a pub-

lic address system. (Socialization at its

finest, so? Thank you, UCLA!)
Political Science: OK, I'll be hon-

est. Before I came to UCLA, I didn't

have a clue what political science was.

And OK. I still really don't know, but

I would classify this next lesson as

being of the poly-sci persuasion any-

way. My years at UCLA have tatigbt,

me that nothing in our world should

ever go unprotested, and that the

most important ingredient in a social

protest is not anger or desire for

reform or a charismatic leader. No,
the most important ingredient in a

protest is chalk for Bruin Walk. (That

way, everyone who visits UCLA for

years to come will know that you

protested your€ause Thursday at

noon in Westwobd Plaza.)

History: !f I understand correctly,

history is the study of the past. One
thing that I learned about my past

from UCLA is that nothing they —
teach you in high school has any use

once you leave high school. Don't

believe me? Try this simple test: go

rent Billy Madison. Fast forward to

the end, where Billy has the academic

decathlon of high school knowledge

with his nemesis Eric, and try to com-
plete any of the tasks they face. Or try

this: speak for more than 30 seconds

in the foreign language you studied in

high school. Define cosine? Sine?

Even better, just try to name five

teachers you had in high school.

("Urn, there was Mr. Birken-somc-

thing, and Mrs. Tress-or-other for

English, I think...")

Journalism: Not surprisingly, I also

learned an important lesson about

journalism at UCLA. I learned that

it's OK to mock other columnists in

your column, but that it's unwise to

mock one whose column runs the day
after yours. Unfortunately, our buddy
Michael Daugherty (whose column
ran Friday) has not learned that les-

son. Maybe Daniel Inlender has been

forgiving, but I'm not. (Watch your

back, Mike, I'm a lot tougher than I

look in that picture.)

Lastly, there are two things that

I've learned in the past 21 years out-

side of UCLA; you can file these

under "Life". (Incidentally, I always

try to end my columns with a joke.

Sadly, this is not one of those times.)

Two things I've learned ... I love my
mom, and I love Jesus. (You should,

too.) Thanks for reading, everybody.

DEL RIO
From page 17

under the shelter of the university,

you would probably hear expressions

such as "my right-hand man," or "my
No. 2 man" for that matter. Such

expressions date back to well before

the time that your grandmother was

born and, consequently, before this

ridiculous obsession with dcgender-

ing our language. Perhaps I should

interject one of my favorite expres-

sions: Idle hands are the playground

of the devil. Hopefully the two ofyou
will find activities to occupy your-

seNes in the near future. It might lead

you to really put everything in per-

spective and hopefully realize that the

little things such as these don't mat-

ter. To the rest of you reading, don't

catch this virus. Enjoy the campus
community but don't forget that it is

a very large bubble that is damn near

impenetrable sometimes. Bu(\ve

can't be in school forever - one day

reality hits. It's just a matter of when
and where.

OPTOMETRY

Make yo

Eye Exams
Contact Lens Fittings

Children's Vision Care

One Hour Service

For Glasses &

Contact Lenses

We accept nnost vision plans*

EXAM & CONTACT LENSES

Call : (31 0) 319-6122
1502 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(Corner of 15th and Wilshire)

Designer Eyewear:
Giorgio Armani, Calvin Klein, DKNY,

Saki, Midori, Arrston Volaju,

Yuji-Yazawa, Nitaki & many more

Emergency Contact Lens
We stock over 5,000 contact lenses

Clear, color, disposable, astigmatic,

& gas permeable

Open Saturdays and Evenings •

SUPRACLENS
all yoi

I

FOR ONLY

$99

«30
CASH

'30

EXAM & DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

FOR ONLY^

$99
Expires 3/30/98 Expires 3/30,98

• Rebate
..... .j^'C L.ist

Expires 3/30/98

For More Info Call:

(3 1 0) UCLA-SAA

SENIORS:
Do You Have What It Takes To SuRvivt The Crawl?

Come Party With Us At Your Favorite Westwood Locations

8- 10p.m. Acapulco

10-1 1p.m. Maui Beach Cafe

ir-12a.m. Westwood Brewery

12-2a.m. Madison's

Neighborhood Grill

Enjoy Food and Drink Specials All Night Long! !

!

'

Alsoeiyoy: -
'

-15% off Dine-in at the Olive Garden
-25^ medium soda w/ purchase at Falafel King .

- Free soda w/ purchase at Me Gusta /

- Free Ice Blended (with coupon given out at the Crawl) at Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

m
UCLA ^c^a

CHOOS£ YOUR OWN ADVINTUREiITllDC
~

Jf
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-ifx- &ENTERTAIMMENT
Do not des|)ain

Decent theater

can be found

in Los Angeles

COLUMN: Missed cues
'

and blown fuses make

live performance exciting

I've
been writing for the Daily

Bruin for almost a year now and

I can say for certain that nobcxly

who is not related to me has ever

read one ofmy articles. I don't mind
really, I don't. It's not like you'll see

me on top of Royce Hall with an uzi

anytime soon.

I understand

that the articles

I write (theater

articles for the

most part) are

articles that fill

up space and

that nobody is

interested in

them. It's OK, I

get to meet

interesting peo-

ple and see

plays for free. I

get to hear about my editor's thong

and how it's riding up her ass.

Sometimes, I get food after a show
and they have booze and they don't

_ card me. I drive home absolutely

sloshed.

But 1 used to be in New York
where theater is part of the main-

stream. People not only care about it,

they're proud of it. It's a nice feeling,

especially when you are a theater-ori-

ented person.

Here in Los Angeles, the movie

industry rules and there are no real

theater districts to be found. The
" closest people get to seeing live the-

ater is getting a hold of that Tommy
and Pamela Lee sex video.

And it's true, a lot of the plays I

see for The Bruin aren't that good. In

fact, they're actually pretty bad. I siiw

one where the lights blew out halfway

through the second act and the audi-

ence had to sit in total darkness for

15 minutes. I saw one play where a

professional actor actually called for

a line during a show.

I saw one play called "Social

Security" and it seemed as though

most of the audience thought they

were going to get their social security.

I was the only one under the age of

90. You don't know how many times

I heard one man say "What the hell

are they talking about? I can't here a

word. Speak up!" It was depressing. I

could barely hear the actors over the

sound of wheezing and IVs dripping.

And to be honest, I'm really tired

of a lot of the theater in this city. A
lot of the plays I see are about as

interesting as watching chimps mate.

Sure, it might be funny for a moment
or two, but try watching it for two

hours.

I'm tired of seeing movie actors

trying to pay their rent by doing the-

ater. It's obvious they don't have the

love for live performing and they

suck like the Spice Girls. Take that

simile any way you like.

And I swear to God, if I have to

see one more play about a struggling

scriptwriter, I'm going to put a bullet

through my head

So I understand why most people

S«eT0USSI,pa9«26

DEATH
and

differences
DiREaoR Richard Kwietniowski

EXPLAINS WHY CULTURAL, SEXUAL

AND PHILOSOPHICAL DIVERSITY

ARE KEYS TO FILMMAKING

Photos by CfP Ontfiboiion

Fiona UmwI, Jason Priastlcy and John Hurt star In the film "Love and Death on Long Island.

By

Daily Bruin Contributor :'
. > , -^ ._ ...•

Watching him on the phone in the lobby of the

Sunset Marquis Hotel, he seems so British.

His mild manner, clean haircut and simple

white-shirt, black-slacks-look only add to the illusion.

Then comes the dead giveaway: his classic British

accent. One would almost expect him to greet people

with, "Care to join me for a spot of tea? " That is, until

one hears what he has to say.

"I have a certain love-hate relationship with British

culture and especially that superior, old-fashioned, very

male type of Nve're-still-the-most-important-nation-in-

the-world-and-we're-not-interested-in-anything-clse,'"

reveals Richard Kwietniowski, writer and director of

"Love and Death on Long Island," which stars John

Hurt ("Contact" and "Rob Roy") and Jason Priestly of

"Beverly HiUs 90210" fame.

The sentiment may largely be attributed to the influ-

ence of his father, who was a Polish immigrant to

England. Although Kwietniowski was born and raised

in London, he admits that having contrasting cultures

during his upbringing caused this slightly detached atti-

tude toward the British way of life.

"I still have no idea how you play cricket,"

Kwietniowski adds jokingly. "I was the only guy ever to

have gone to my high school and not know how to play

cricket. I was once asked by a teacher, 'Is your dad

dead?' 1 said no." 'Is your dad disabled?' 'No.' 'Why
hasn't he taught you how to play cricket?'"

This attitude, along with his love of movies, is what

brought him to write and direct his feature-film debut

"Love and Death on Long Island." Being an avid movie

fan naturally exposed him to the American film indus-

try, which has historically dominated the world market.

In watching American films, Kwietniowski discovered a

preference for a genre of filmmaking that further solidi-

fied his culturally divergent views.

"One of the problems I have, being based in Britain,

(is that) most British films are based either in the past or

in a gritty realism, which is very socioeconomic, so it's

a diagnosis of the way certain people live,".

Kwietniowski explains. "I tend to come from a differ-

ent, un-English tradition, which is more about people'?

interior lives and fantasy and desire."

The writer-director explores these aspects in "Love

and Death," a film about a reclusive British writer

named Giles De'Ath (Hurt), who falls obsessively in

love with Ronnie Bostock (Priestly), an American heart-

throb who stars in cheesy teen movies like "Hotpants

College II." Giles eventually travels to Ronnie's Long

Island home, befriends him and his fiancee (Fiona

Loewi), and fills his head with dreams of a serious acting

career in Europe.

Originally inspired by Gilbert Adair's novel of the

same name, Kwietniowski also drew from aspects of

Thomas Mann's novel "Death in Venice" and Vladimir

Nabakov's "Lolita." Despite his many sources of inspi-

ration, he found the writing process rather complicated,

especially in expressing the complexity of the character

Giles.

"One of the most difficult things for me about

(Adair's) book was the fact that it was written in the first

Sec UME, page 26

Jason Priestley plays B-movie actor Ronnie Bostock,who Is pursued by a redush/e author.

^*—'*-^-'^ *-—"- --
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Madonna, **Ray of Light''

(Maverick/ Warner) Perhaps one of

the few female pop stars truly worthy

of being called a "diva," Madonna
teams up with producer William Orbit

to throw us all an electronic curveball

with "Ray ofLTght." At first, one must

wonder if Madonna is jumping on the

electronic-pop phenomenon with her

loop-laden and uncharacteristically

atmospheric new album. However,

within seconds of first experiencing

what is clearly her finest and most cre-

ative release to date, you know the for-

mer Material Girl has given us some-

tning new and exciting to fawn over.

All the tracks on "Ray of Light"

sparkle, as keyboards, guitars and var-

ious computerised sounds float in and

out of the speakers with a harmony

not yet found amidst the electronic,

hyped albums of the past couple of

years.

Songs like "Skin" and "The Power

of Goodbye" explore the potentials of

synthesizers and computers, and yet

they don't merely function as canvases

for Orbit to show off. Instead, the

musical soundscapes mix harmonious-

. ly with Madonna's singing and poetic

proclamations.

Yet even the innovative music is

eclipsed by the superstar herself.

Madonna gives us her best vocal deliv-

ery and lyrical presentation yet. The

title track, undoubtedly the standout

song of the album, is a fantastic, inno-

vative dance song that isn't too differ-

ent from U2 and David Bowie's newer

material, but its power emanates from

Madonna's new vocal range, as she

proudly proclaims "And I feel/ quick-

er than a ray of light." The material on

"Ray of Light," benefits greatly from

Wainef Brothers

MADONNA
•Ray of Light"

Madonna's increased yet rather

restrained range, something she

worked on through voice lessons for

her role in "Evita."

Her introspective lyrics cover every

aspect of her life, whether its selling

out in "Drowned World/ Substitute of

Love" ("I traded fame for love/ with-

out a second thought/ it all became a

silly game/ some things cannot be

bought") or her relationships with

those close to her in the light, softer

"Mer Girl" ("I ran from my house/

that cannot contain me/ from the man
1 cannot keep ... from my daughter

that never sleeps"). The multi-layered

yet tender "Little Star" also explores

her life with her daughter who
breathes "new life into iny broken

heart."

Rather than a collection of radio-

friendly singles, "Ray of Light" is a

fiowing work that shows Madonna's

well-developed songwriting and

singing skills and, more importantly,

proves she best exposes her true self

through her music. Mike Prevatt A

Chris Knight, ''Chris Kniglit*'

(MCA Records Nashville) For those

of you who like the twang-filled, mel-

low tiines associated with country

music, here's another earnest - and

corny - Nashville singer who's more

than happy to croon to you his

philosophies about the mystery we call

life.

In his debut album. Knight sings 1

2

nearly identical tracks about love lost,

friends long gone and his yearning for

the innocence and simplicity of an eas-

ier life.

While Knight does have a fairly

pleasant voice and his talk of realities

and disillusionment of adulthood are

cathartic, his easygoing melodies soon

become redundant and tire^

One way to distinguish the similar

tracks is by listening to the mini-stories

Knight packs into each of the songs.

"It Ain't Easy Being Me" is a rather

contrived and insincere song about

what a jerk he thinks he is because he

broke his girlfriend's heart. "Framed"

is a self-pitying, whiny track about

how he was fooled by a woman to

commit murder and that it's not really

his fauh.— Afn;r 20 rmnutcs of tbrlom and

pouty lyrics, accompanied with

extended and rather slow melodies,

you kind of wish Knight would quit

complaining so much. There are. of

course, exceptions. "The River's

Own," an ode to fathers, picks up the

pace just a little bit to breathe some life

into this sluggish album. But in gener-

al, Knight's album should be reserved

for those who believe the saying "mis-

ery loves company." Aimee Phan D

The Specials, "Guilty Until Proven

Innocent" (Way Cool Musk/ MCA
Records) Look out Bosstones, step

back Aquabats, The Specials are back

on the beat. The British ska band that

gained popularity in the '80s with hits

like "Message To You Rudy," and

"Little Bitch" are ready to reclaim

their position on the ska circuit.

Although,this album's tunes aren't

quite as memorable as the songs on

their self-titled album, a few measure

up to The Specials' standards like

"Bonediggin" and "Fantasize."

The combination of the horns, gui-

tars, organs and clearly English-

accented vocals on certain songs

makes the album uniquely different

than the recent ska wave hitting the

radio today. Whining girls and men
who need to clear their throats do not

show up on this album. But the classic

reggae infiuence that the band has

always used does present itself. Still,

some songs prove The Specials have

watched what is popular nowadays

and taken heed in the recording stu-

dio.

The tendencies for bouncing, h^ad

bopping and running out to buy every

other Specials album released aren't

quite thcrerBut aftcr^ few Hstenings,

certain songs begin to stick out in your

mind and you might just find yourself

quoting the crudely humorous lyrics

(in a British accent, of course): "Got

this funny feeling going through my
head that if I go down to the pub I

might just end up in bed ...
"

Highlights include the three bonus

live tracks at the end from the self-

titled album, like "Concrete Jungle"

with its guitar driven riffs, and

"Gangsters," with its traditional ska

organs, brass section and bouncy

tempo.

This album won't make a diehard

ska fan out of you, but it will prove

that today's trendy ska isn't the only

sound out there. Dairielle Myer B

The Vandalias '^Buzzbomb!" (Big

Deal Records) If lead singer Jim-Jim

Vandalia sounded anything like Robin

Zander, then his band's blatant

attempt to be Cheap Trick might be

amusing. But he doesn't, and instead

they just sound like crap, or worse.

Redd Kross.

As the 1 1 songs on "Buzzbomb!"

prove, this band couldn't find a hook

in a tackle shop. Instead Jim-Jim, Alan

and Bobby, who purport to be broth-

ers, preen their way interminably

through happy, sof\-headed anthems

and mopey sensitive boy ballads with a

lack of momentum that makes Prefab

Sprout sound like the Troggs. Michael

GiUetteF
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^ Do YOU HAVE

Asthma?
Men and women between 18 and 75 who have been

diagnosed with asthma are invited to participate in a study of

a new asthma treatment, now underway at the Hartxjf-UCLA

Research and Education Institute in Torrance.

This nine-weel< study is open to non-smokers who have

night-time symptoms related to their asthma.You must not be

talcing part in any other research studies.

Financial compensation is available to participants.

Call 310/222-2434
HABOI-tJCU
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The Harbor-UCLA Research and Education Institatc

1 124 W. Carson St., Torrance, CA 90502

www.humc.eou/rei
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Acdaimed director sends 'The Leading Man' overseas
FILM: Australian sensation hopes Americans embrace

his latest work^ which contains universal themes

By Tommy Nguyen
Dally Bruin Contributor

It's a shame that some things as

small as continents and oceans should

separate people. Fortunately, good

movies travel pretty well, and we're

lucky that a handful of films by direc-

tor John Duigan have been delivered

to this side of the hemisphere.

Still, Duigan's status in mainstream

America doesn't come close to what he

has in his native Australia, where two

of his films have won Australian Film

Institute Awards (AFl, the country's

equivalent to the Academy Awards)

for best picture. However, with his lat-

est picture, "The Leading Man,"

£)uigan gets another shot at penetrat-

ing geographical barriers.

"I think the film has the capacity to

cross over. Audiences (in Australia)

have really enjoyed the film," Duigan

says. "It's just a matter if we can get

enough people in the theaters and start

a word of mouth."

The two films that won Duigan the

API best picture awards are two of the

most richly observed dramas about

angst-ridden adolescent love: "The

Year My Voice Broke" and its sequel

"Flirting." Told through the eyes of a

young boy named Danny Embling. a

soft-spoken geek who dreams of poet-

ry and sweethearts while being the

school's punching bag, both films

explore with lilting magic the perfect

innocence of sexual love - in all of its

fervent tenderness and quiet audaci-

ties.
,

Duigan would carry this subject

over to the adult side of human rela-

tionships, more explicitly and more
playfully, in "Sirens." a movie famous

for having Elle MacPhearson cavort-

ing about in the nude. And Duigan

even takes note of the darker, more
carnal search of sexual desire in his

film "Wide Sargasso Sea," a boiling

over-the-top adaptation of the same-

name novel.

"Sexuality is a huge part of our

lives," Duigan says, "So if your mak-

ing a film about characters, it's

inevitable."

He explains it further. "Probably at

all times in history, but maybe much
more now, people feel a great amount

of confusion, a questioning of male

and female roles, perhaps brought on

by the old extremes of puritanism."

In his films, Duigan has a charming

way of merrily sticking out his tongue

at the respective social norms which

dictate sexual morality. Though most

of the stuffy societies his films deal

with are set in Australia, Duigan wants

to locate a certain hypocrisy that is uni-

versal rather than specific.

"Actually. I think Australia is pretty

BMG Independents

Award-winning director John Duigan (right) directs 'The Leading Man, " starring JonBon Jovi.

relaxed country when it comes to sexu-

al morality, probably more so than

most countries I'm famiHar with,"

Duigan points out. "But essentially, I

think that people on a more universal

level find it quite difficult to negotiate

their way through the given confusion

of prevailing images.

"Countries like the U.S., for exam-

ple, where sex is used in a great amount

of advertising: you pick up any maga-

zine and there it is," Duigan continues.

"Yet a lot ofpeople feel a great amount

of guilt when it comes to their own
(sexual impulses), uncertain how to

relate to one another. It's an important

area ofhuman engagement for the arts

to comment on."

Duigan's "The Leading Man"
seems to also be rommenting on the

"human engagement" problems of

this argument with a more concentrat-

ed focus, rather than the peripheral

social critiquing he usually dabbles

with. —
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The movie follows

named Felix Webb
Lambert Wilson),

a playwright

(played by

supposedly
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Quaye massages crowd with smooth, confident sound

I

MUSIC: Blending reggae, rock, soul and pop, this

singer is anything but uncomfortable on stage

MICHA£l HOSS W/KCKT

Finley Quaye performs his trademark mix of music genres.

By Michelle Nguyen
Daily Bruin Contributor

In blue jeans and a navy blue

sweater, Finley Quaye came
onstage at the Roxy on

Wednesday night like a guy who
had just had a couple of blunts

with his mates and wanted to sing

to linger on that high-heavy feel-

ing.

The cool confidence of the

half-Ghanan, half-Scottish Quaye
showed he was very at home with

the music scene. He comes from a

large musical family. Quaye's

father, Cab Quaye, is a jazz com-

poser and his brother has played

guitar for Elton John and

Hookfoot and Hall and Oates in

the 'TOs.

Or maybe his demeanor stems

from a person who takes success

even-handedly. Someone had

taken Quaye's demo unwittingly,

and immediately five record

labels came seeking him out.

Now he's burning up charts in

England and throughout Europe.

The audience did not seem to

have any doubts about his under-

stated style. Their heads had been

nodding to the DJ who was spin-

ning reggae anthems previously,

and their heads just kept on hap-

pily nodding when Quaye began.

His debut album "Maverick a

Strike," a blend of reggae, rock,

soul and pop, has an appeal that

was sure to attract a diverse

crowd. Alternating between

British ex-pats familiar with the

London scene and new American

fans, it was an eclectic audience,

peppered with hard-core reggae

fans donning their tribal head

gear and mainstream-minded

yuppies.

Quaye's voice was album-per-

fect, sounding as smooth, con-

trolled and beautifully nasal as

always. With cigarette in hand, he

offered his idealistic and roman-

tic musings in non-theatrical

See QMVE, page 27
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Music networks reveal the stories beNnd the stardom
ROCKUMENTARIES: New
shows provide insights

into lives of celebrities

ByOavMBauder
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Think rockumen-

tary, and the unage comes to mind of

spinal Tap's Nigel Tufnel, staring

vacantly at an interviewer who can't

understand why turning the knob on an

amplifier to "
1

1

" gives his guitar a Uttle

extra juice.

For years, that wonderful parody

made it impossible to take the concept

ofa rock 'n' roll documentary seriously.

VHI and MTV are challenging the

Spinal Tap curse, however, with new
rockumentaries presented back-to-

back on Sunday nights. Despite some
limitations, "Behind the Music" and

"Ultrasound" bring new life to the

notion of telling stories about people

who make music.

Each seems an obvious solution for

the dilemma that network executives

face, MTV and VHI are constantly

looking for programming other than

videos, without the risk of alienating

audiences by straying too far from

music.

"There are certainly outlets for doc-

umentaries, and they could have cov-

ered music stories, but they haven't,"

said JefT Gastin, VHI's senior vice

president of programming, it was just

natural for VH 1 to do that. We wanted

to go beyond music videos and add

some substance."

The two shows add heft to their net-

works, which are to be commended for

giving serious treatment to topics that

often don't receive it in the media.

VHI's "Behind the Music" documen-
taries generally appeal to the grayifig

rock fan targeted by the network.

MTV's faster-paced "Ultrasound"

goes for a younger crowd.

Premiering six months ago, "Behind

the Music," on VH I at 9 p.m. EST, has

profiled Fleetwood Mac, the

Carpenters and Jerry Lee Lewis. Tt has

also detailed how r^q) star Hanmier
made and then lose millions of dollars.

"Ultrasound," MTV's new series at

10 p.m. EST, looked at the roots of rap,

talked to Madonna about her latest

musical shift and probed rock 'n' roll

feuds.

Will the shows' reputations suffer if

they trade independence for access to

the stars?

The Madonna feature capitalized

on the rapport that MTV News anchor

Kurt Loder has with the star. The rap

history lesson combines reminiscing

with looking pointedly at where rap is

today.

Rappers do almost all of the talking

on the MTV segment "Back in the

Day, " not narrators or critics. "We
don't want that to come at the expense

of hearing from the artists themselves,"

"Behind the Music"

and "Ultrasound':

bring new life to the

notion of telling

stories about people

who make music.

said Lauren Lazin, the MTV series'

executive producer.

In most respects, she said,

"Ultrasound" is a traditional documen-

tary with strong storytelling tech-

niques. There are few of those quick

camera cuts and special effects that can

make watching an MTV video so head-

spinning.

The upcoming show about feuds will

feature the revolving lead singers of

Van Halen and the battling Gallagher

brothers of Oasis. "The theme of the

show is: Music brings people together,

but don't tell the people who created

it," Lazin said.

VHI's "BeKind tlie Nlusic^s^just

what the title implies. With such fea-

tures as the oft-played profile of

Fleetwood Mac, it unearths intriguing

details about personal events that moti-

vate the music.

During the documentary on Jerry

Lee Lewis, the "Killer" reveals his sur-

prise that listener^ thought his song,

"Great Balis of Fire," was about sex.

Then the show chronicles his descent

into surliness and substance abuse. "I

thought I was having a good time," he

says, "but apparently 1 wasn't having

quite as good a time as 1 thought 1 was

having."

Lewis' story plays out as a redemp-

tion tale; recovered, he is now able to

pay loving attention to his family. Yet it

raises suspicions about whether his

cooperation with VH I had something

to do with how the story is told.

The documentary by no means
ignores the star's dark side. But it does-

n't hold him accountable for his

actions, either, and even complains

about how the press "harped" on his

life tragedies.

VHI's documentary about Rick

James gives only token voice to vic-

tims' stories about the violent crimes

that put the rocker in prison, while

spending more time on James' expla-

nations.

MTV also revealed recently that, at

Madonna's request, it cut footage of

her baby from the "Ultrasound" fea-

ture. Normally that's a journalistic no-

no; MTV claimed compassion for the

baby.

Gastin, a former executive at NBC
News, acknowledged a tradeoff in get-

ting cooperation from celebrities. But

their insights, he said, ultimately make
the program more interesting.

"We're not trying to do investigative

journalism. It's not '60 Minutes.' It's

an entertainment channel," said

Gastin.

Although the two networks didn't

necessarily plan it that way, the two

shows could mesh in making Sunday

night documentary night for viewers

who follow the music industry.

"I think we can create a greater

interest in looking at the music scene

from a serious perspective," MTV's
Lazin said. "That benefits everybody."
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A Summer of Service
in Latin America

4(

P^oto Credit: Jane Brown
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Every summer since 1965, AMIGOS has provided an opportunity to over

18,000 high school and college students to live and serve in Latin America.

Mexico

Honduras

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Paraguay

Bolivia

Brazil

Projects Administered
Community Sanitation

Human Immunization

Environmental Education

E>ental Hygiene

Home Improvement

Family Gardens

SKUb P?vtl9P^
Communication

Leadership

Interpersonal

Foreign Language

Cross-Cultural Sensitivity

Management

^ Amigos de las Americas •^^

Information Meeting
Monday, March 9 at 4pm 4

Expo Center

For more details call

Tania at 267-7053

5618 Star Lane«Houston, TX 77057»800.231.7796»www.amigoslink.org

c\ journey in understanding a world of differences!

An Evening of Conversation
-with-

GORE VIDAL
-MODERATORS-

CAROLE GOLDBERG THOMAS WORTHAM
Proressor, UCLA School of L^w Chair. UCLA Department of English

Tuesday, March 10, 1998

7:30 to 9:30 P.M.

El Rodeo School Auditorium

605 Whittier Drive, Beverly Hills
(across WUshirc Blvd. trom Beverly HUton & RoMmom-May SU>re)

$25 Donation
'

A Benefit for the First Amendment Foundation*

%
Blockbusler Musk/ Tower/

Robinsons-May/ Ritmo Latino

(2 1 3)4*0-3232 (7 14)740-2000

online:http//www.ticketiiMsiercoin

-Or by Mail to-

First Amendment Foundatioa _^
I3I3W. 8* Street, Suite 313

Los Angeles CA 9001

7

(Tickets secured through the

PouMtatian office befoce N4arch

I* will be mailed. Theieafler.

they will be held at the door.)

*Thc First Amendment Foundation is a 50l(cX3) non-profit organization.
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This Summer Come To Israel
lOl* «pO«F«F - This price is all inclusive.

* Study ancient tiexts in tiie morning
* Tour tiie siglits of Jerosaiem in tlie afternoon

Words From The Heart From JAM'S Israel Trip, Summer 1996
"I can't b<;li«ve it's over! This trip wan by far the most memorable
experience of my life. Not only did I learn about Judaism
but 1 think I know myaelf a bit better. Thank you su much
for this amasing experience 1 will never forget it."

Pohen Ghasri

'^Thank you for phoning me up
that one day to ask me
if I want to co to Israel."

Brooke Pomeranz

**Where do I begin? 1 don't think
I could thank you enough for the

great experience that you created
for me. Thank you... Thank
you... Thank you. I've had a

great time here in Israel."

Kathy Lalezarzadeh

"I've had the time of my life. I've

made new friends, seen new
places, learned about my past and
learned about who 1 am.

Brandon Exhvards

**ThiB has been such an amazing trip. I knew it would be
terrific but I didn't think I would enjoy it to this degree.

I learned things that I i»uld never learn through a book."
^larona Sabar

"I am very grateful that Julie did
not stop calling me until I agreed to

come to Israel writh this incredible

group. By some sort of wonderful
chanee, people were brought
together ana we were able to get

along. We all admire you for taking

25 college students to this land."

Elise Nahum

"I want to put into words my deepest

gratitude and appreciation for an
incredible experience. 1 not only
visite<l the land of Israel but aho
renewed the Jewish identil

Nate
\n Identity.

Wycoff

"I am ready to learn and grow
internally so 1 can reach
my potential."

Debra Rudee

"This trip have changed my life

forever. I have promised myself that

when 1 return back to school at

Santa Barbara, and grow older and
wiser, I won't forget this experience,

which has taught me an incredible

amount about being Jewish,

Israel, and my goals, values, and
morals in life."

Niluofar Mlssaghl

To find out uiore please caU J.AJII. at (213) 930-2034o
This trip is sponsored by JAM, an on campus club at UCLA

JAM was originally founded through a grant from the Jewish Federation.

j(>X4Jl«X'iX*X'^X*X^X40C«X>«>X^X«^^^

TOUSSI
From page 20

don't go to the theater and I'm not

bitter. But I want to assure you, there

is good theater in Los Angeles. I

know, I've seen it. It's just hard to

know where it is.

In New York, you've obviously got

Broadway. World famous. The closer

the theater is to Broadway and 42nd

Street, the less likely it is that the play

will suck. So how do you find the

good theaters in Los Angeles? Well,

they're kind of like erogenous zones:

you find where they are and then you

prod them until that person squeals.

There's no theater district here so

you've got to find certain theaters

and companies that do good theater.

The Odyssey Theater is close to

UCLA (at Sepulveda and Olympic)

and they've got great stuff pretty

much all the time. They've got three

theaters to top it off, like a multiplex

live theater house. Playhouses in

West Hollywood also usually have

good theater. Read reviews and

remember what theaters get the good

reviews consistently.

But my point is lost on you, I sup-

pose. Movies are cheaper, so why not

see movies?

I was 7 when I saw my first play

and it knocked me offmy feet in a

way that no movie had been able to

and I had seen "E.T" and the "Star

Wars" trilogy by that time. The fact

that those people are right there in

front of you. living, is a great feeling.

There's a feeling of electricity when
you see a good play. It's kind of like

asking why people go to concerts.

Because unless it's Beck, the live

show is always better than the CD.
There's a dynamic there that you just

don't get even in the best movies.

Even when the plays have been bad,

the people I have gone with had a

great time (they could be lying bas-

tards but let's assume they aren't).

There's something sickly satisfying

about watching an actor drop a line

or see the actors sweat when the

lights blow out. Anything can hap-

pen.

But when it's a good play, you get

engaged and all the struggles and

happiness the actors go through, you

go through because you're right

there. You're their friend, you're in it

with them. And I guarantee you, one

good play is equivalent to 10 good

movies (yes, even "Titanic").

So for the five to 10 of you who are

reading this article, I'll make you a

deal: If you go to a play at the

Odyssey or in West Hollywood (one

that's gotten good reviews) and you

don't like it, contact The Bruin, send

me your ticket stub and I will gladly

reimburse you for half the price of

the ticket.

If you do like it, I won't be sur-

prised.

Toussi is a second-year English student
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person." he says. "There's no dia-

logue in the book at all, and yet it's a

brilliantly written piece. Sometimes

it's quite difficult to read because, as a

writer, the Giles of the novel does all

sorts of gymnastics with words.

That's something I think you can do

in a novel. You can choose a certain

way of speaking which is very 'charac-

terful;' it tells us a lot about the awful-

ness of this character."

"If (this movie) doesn't

work, I'd better make

'Hotpants College II.

in

Richard Kwietniowski

Writer and director

Another important aspect that

Kwietniowski is familiar with is the

difference between the American and

British cultures.

"(Giles) uses a lot of words like

'perhaps' and "rather,' 'rather not' and

so on. To try to get a sort of evenness

there in the way that he talks, which

would feel very different to the way,

for instance, that Long Islanders talk,

which is much fresher and 'How ya

dom'!' And yet to have a certain

cross-fertilization."

To provide the strong contrast in

the characters, Kwietniowski started

at the beginning and found a cast of

actors that strongly contrasted as

well.

"Before I'd met either of them. I

would put a photograph of John next

to a photograph of Jasoo. and it

always made me smile."

Kwietniowski recalls. "I was absolute-

ly determined to try and cast it in a

way that reflected the storyline."

Within the drama of "Love and

Death." there is also a connc.spoof of

American teen movies. After doing

extensive research on this, he became
fascinated with its perverseness,

oftentimes being very "phallocen-

tric" (having an obsession with the

penis).

"I went to my video store and rent-

ed every single ' Porky 's' film, and I

saw lots of things with titles hke

'Lemon Popsicle' and 'The Last

American Virgin' and I discovered

that they're in fact actually quite

intriguing at a certain level," he says.

Kwietniowski tried to reflect the

intensity of these films that appeal to

a cult following by paying serious

attention to the filming of the scenes

in which Ronnie acts in his movies.

He attempted to accurately simulate

them by using special techniques such

as "zooms, hand-held camera for no

reason and Dutch angles (contrasting

opposing diagonal shots)," which be

feels is trademark of this genre of

movies.

"It was slightly scary because we
realized that we were doing them

quite well, and I thought that this is

ray future career here," he jokes. "If

'Love and Death' doesn't work, I'd

better make 'Hotpants College II.'"

While he may excel at cheesy teen

movies, Kwietniowski's focus in this

movie was much deeper.

At the center of the story is Giles'

process of self-discovery, which is

something he believes has a universal

meaning for everyone, despite their

detachment to the specific plot of the

movie.

"The way (Giles) lives in London is

not really to be alive." he explains.

"He doesn't have contact with any-

thing he doesn't already know every-

thing about. He doesn't ever

encounter anything different - he

doesn't even have a television. He is

apparently the master of everything

around him. and I think that's like

being dead, really. I think to be alive is

to be stimulated by all sorts of things-

cultural things, racial things, sexual

things, differences, gender.

"It's the story of his rebirth and his

finding new worlds, which is the

United States, whidi is modern tech-

nology, which is popular culture, and

being terribly enriched by it."

Ultimately, the story revolves

around Giles' coming of age,

although Kwietniowski presents it in

an unusual and unexpected form. But

that is his point.

"What it's saying, if anything, is

something very simple: difference is

good. To be alive is to live and

acknowledge something different

about yourself. You might be gay. You
might be left-handed. And the diversi-

ty is what being human u all about"

FILM: 'Love and Death on Long Island'

is currently in theaters.

DUIGAN
FnHnpage23

England's greatest living playwright

and on the verge of having one. of his

masterpieces staged: a play about an

assassin unexpectedly falling in love

with the woman he's supposed to kill.

Oddly, Felix's play would find some

footing in his own private stage. He
hires a bunky actor, who ironically

plays the assassin in Felix's play, to get

rid of his wife. Felix doesn't want the

wife killed, however, but rather

seduced so that she would leave their

marriage freely. The feckless Felix

feels too much moral guilt to leave his

family on his own terms, even though

his lover has been waiting for him for

quite some time.

"I found a lot of ironic humor in the

script. The concept of a writer who
starts to believe he can manipulate the

world the way he can manipulate the

characters of his plays - the Faustian

dimension of the script I found very

interesting," Duigan comments.

The script was written by his sister,

Virginia Duig^. and the story indeed

creates more connections between

Felix's life and art, that is until all the

connections snap at the film's sobering

conclusion. But Duigan found his sis-

ter's script attractive beyond its story-

line.

"I also thought this would be fun to

do4)ecause I like ensemble casts. And
we've got together a very interesting

group of actors for the film," he

explains.

The ensemble cast includes

"Jefferson in Paris" alum Thandie

Newton, a Duigan film regular

("Flirting" and "The Journey of

August King") who plays Felix's lover

in the movie. Later this year she has a

starring role in Jonathan Demme's
highly anticipated "Beloved."

"I think she's as good as it gets."

Duigan says of the rising young

actress.

International star Anna Galiena.

whose heart-pounding radiance in

"The Hairdresser's Husband" made it

one of the stand-out films of 1992,

plays the wife in "The Leading Man"
with equal elegance.

"I wanted to have someone who
was innately sensual in herself,"

Duigan says of his casting of Galiena,

"so one could draw this arc of this

woman seduced by this grotesque

manipulation, but then finds herself

completely liberated anyway."

But the most interesting choice was

Jon Bon JoVi, who plays the "leading"

man both in Felix's play and in his

wife's unexpected romantic affair.

Although Jovi has already entered the

acting world in such films as

"Moonlight and Valentino," Duigan

was unaware of these talents.

"When Jon was firs|| suggested, I

didn't take the idea too sfcriously - as

far as I knew he was a rock-n-roll star,"

Duigan admits. "But I discovered that

he had a real understanding of the

character from the first time we talked

about it. And 1 thought this could be

good, the fact that he's a star from

another medium gives his role a little

extra bite, because (the character in

the movie) is a star from Hollywood

coming over to London as well."

But Jovi isn't the only talent of the

movie who's involved in ironic

exchange between life and art. For the

first time. Duigan will soon direct a

studio project, for MGM. This resem-

bles Felix's decision to a write a screen-

play for Paramount at the end of "The

Leading Man." Perhaps this will give

Duigan the opportunity to reach a

v^der audience in the United States.

"(Working for the studios) was

something I resisted until quite recent-

ly ... but I'm actually looking forward

to the opportunity to do something

with a larger budget than the ones I've

had before," Duigan says.

Let's just hope that directors travel

as well as films do.when coming to the

States.

FILM: The Leading Man' is currently

playing at the Mann Theater in

Westwood.

QUAYE
From page 24 —^——
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earnestness. When he bFolyj away
from his focused gaze on the mike,

he would occasionally crack a know-

ing, bayish smile to the audience.

Cradling Quaye's crisp croon was

the eight-piece band. Tie-dies, sun-

glasses and dreads made up the visu-

als for most of the members. After

doing an easy, altered version of his

hit. "Even After All." the band

received a carte blanche from Quaye
to jam on free and ferocious without

him.

The three piece brass set went on

to solo individually, a reminder«of

how sweet it is to

hear the rhyth- ^^_^^_^_
mic vein of jazz

giving life-blood

to its reggae

cousin. The
scent of sweet,

green smoke
curled its way
around the tight

and simple reg-

gae-esque riffs.

The saxo-

phonist caressed

his notes teas-

ingly during

"It's Great When We're Together"

but joined his fellow trumpet player

and trombonist later to jump it up

ska-style in with their short, blaring

notes as they moved in unison. With

lips jutting forward and tightly

pursed, the bassist would look to the

sky in his dark sunglasses as he

etched" out the groove-line for the

audience to follow.

Quaye's show flowed without

breaks of onstage banter. The band

just wanted to play and no one was

going to argue about that. The audi-

ence snapped out of its chill mode

and became jumpy teenagers when

Quaye's show flowed

without breaks of

onstage banter.The

band just wanted to

play and no one was

going to argue.

the hit "Sunday Shining" was

played.

The seductive. bass-heavy

"Falling" had the guitarist swirling

his head round and round, eyes

closed in bittersweet agreement. It

was as if he felt what Quaye was say-

ing, as he sang the lyrics "Feel like

I've been down this lonely track

before."

Known as a drummer who prac-

tices with knives while waiting for

the toast to pop up or on poles wait-

ing for the train, Quaye gave us a

taste of this practice when he joined

the bongo

^^^^^^^^^ drummer
towards the end

of the night.

There were a

couple
mediocre songs

that lacked the

verve needed in

uncomplicated

reggae-like
rhythms. They
seemed to drift

off into obliv-

ion, almost

devoid of dis-

tinction, but very few reggae artists

avoid this pothole, whether in con-

cert or on album.

To the delight of the crowd, only

the guitarist and keyboardist came
back out with Quaye for the encore.

With an acoustic guitar in hand, the

guitarist strummed "Your Love
Gets Sweeter" for Quaye as they

played like two island boys basking

in the sun. Quaye provoked the

crowd to shout back affirmations to

him as he sang the lyrics "Everyone

knows music/ everyone knows

shapes," proving that the rasta spirit

does bring people together.

Ever woncier what the UCLA Magazines are?

Come to our Open House and find out.

Who knows you may even decide that working for one

of our magazines is the missing part of your experience

at UCLA. Working for a magazine doesn't have to t;e
"

intimidating, join us first week of Spring Quarter at our

Open House and get to know us. For more information

call Jaime Maldonado at 206-4196.
Feminist, African, Browni iSian, Jewish, MusHm, Queer

Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

The Teague-Melville-EUiott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

recognizing

superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

Eligibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $ 1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev Hall.

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

RHIKTO
(WESTWOOtr^^ ^
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Celebrating 25 years in Westwood!!!

UCLA Students/Professors/Doctors - hop on your scooters and

Make the trek (o Rhino Westwood - become a customer for life!!!

Bring in this ad

and save 1S% on

eueiylhing!!!'^

Rhino deflncd:

Open 7 Days & NighU lOAM-llPM!
(midnight Friday & Saturday)

Tons of new cds Ipa books etc

We b«7 vsed cda/lps/tapcsMdcos!!!

We have imports/rare vinyl/killer

rcflpM^dHMC teckaoJuni^ dram n baas T
airfrti poatwra attekcni etc

^5 iiOcning stations for yonr pieasore!
'•' <d orders! Free candy ifyou

'except sale items! - offer ends Nfvcli 31. nm
nan good with any odier offers

T-

1720 Westwood Blvd. LA TA ^mU

v- « ^, A- ./ % » *
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2000 Art/i
2000 Bicydts/ Skates

3100 CaMng Carts
3200 Canwras/r
3300 CatadMas
3400 ConMMtan / SothwMna
3500 FuraNara
3000 fiaraoa/VhrtSaias
3700 HaaMiftodHCls
3800 msoaRanaaus
3000 MMlcal tnatniments

4000 OfllcaEiittlpnwnt

4100 Pats

4300 Sparta E^Htpmant
4400 Staraos/ TVs /Radios
4500 TaMaSports

Ttansportation

MF700

4000 Autos lor Sale

5000 BaalslPrSale
5100 Mfltoicycles for Sale

5200 PaiMat
9300 Staeiar /Cyde Repair
5400 Scoalara for Sale

advertising information

JUNHvSS
1l8KerckhoffHall

308WestwoodPtaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

IntonMt
C iiai; ctesslfie(lsOmedia.ucfa.edu

Web: httpy/www.dailytMruin.ucla.edu

RfltBS
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...each wMWonal word 0.50

Weeldy,upto20worTls 27.00

...each additional word 1.50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word 5.00

For Oasaified Display ads. ptoBse see

our rate card for variable rate

InfonnaQon.
I Una: (310)825-^1

CbMNM OISPH9: (310) 206-3060

Fix: (310) 206-0528

OfHcdHoiifS
Mon-Tta: 9:00airH4:00pm

Rt 9:00am-2:30pm
Tii(«ucuOonimrtcMDai Mp«il^r«epoM«aw^^

Paadlhwg

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

2 worMng days before printing,

«t 12 noon.

There are no canceiiations after noon

of the day before printbig.

PMIMIll
Plme mato checks payable to "The

IXXA Daily Brum.' W6 accept Visa.

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Alow 5 working days for mal payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are saOng. This maKes it easier kir readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

iterrts.

• Always Inchjde the price of your item.

Many dassifled readers simply do not

reapond to ads without prices.

» Avoid abtireviattons make your ad easy

for raadara to understand
• Place vourasN in the reader's position,

ask what you would Nke to know about

the mefchandtoe, and inckide that in the

ad. kiekiee such infonnation as brand

names, cgtors and other specific
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Rewarding Summer
Jobs in the Sierra

National Forest yV

TANGO-SALSA-SWING
Learn romantic dances with the UCLA BALL-
RCXDM DANCE CLUB. Mondays: Ackerman
2nd Floor-Lounge. 310-284-3636 ball-

roomOucia.edu tor new friends and fun.

Uravei

sno RMesonand
SS40 MdaaVlaalad
56M Taxi/SlMlllaSarvIca

9680 yavingwlinationf
5700 It'aval Tlchais

9720 VacaHan Packages

M6800 IjjOO nmnbers
9000 HnaNCial Aid

•100
•190
8200
8300

/Baaatyl^
Advtoe / Attorneya
/Storage

8800
6700
6800

_ ^ Sarvteas
Pfofeaaiaiial Servlcaa

7000 TMortng Offered

7100 IMarIng
7200 Tmlng
7300 VVrittigl

Emptoyment
^7400 BaiHaii Opportunldaa

7900 Career OpportunWaa
7800 ChHd Care Offered

7700 CMM Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7000 Hoiiaeattllng

8000 IfitenHlilp

8100 Peraonal Assistance

8200 Tan^Mrary Emptoyment
8300 Vohmtaer

Housing
i^t400
h€SO0
8600
8700
8800
8900
8000
9100
8200
8300
4400
9900

Apaitnients Th iiIsIwiI

Coodo / Townhouse for Rent

Coado / HBwniiottsa far Sale

8700
9800

House for Rant
Hooaaforaaie
HooseOoats for Rent / Sale

Roomier Help

Room for Rent
Roonunatas • Private Room
Roonwnates - Shared Room
Siriilats

Vacation Rentals

Alcoholics Anonymous
DiuMM, hi Sk^ Stady, 1S17 Ada
Tlwra. loak Slady, 3S17 AdwiMM

MA/WkM.I»MlalAM39

AllMMi 12:10- 1:00 p*

Since 1933, Gold Arrow
Ounp has provided a

traditional, non-competitive

program for boys and girls

ages 6-14 located on the

•hore o( Hbntington Lake.

We aie now hiring group

counselors and instructors i

the following activities:

• archery • arts & crafts • sailing • fishing •

waterskiing* wirvdsurfing* riflery • ropes

course • horseback riding • rock climbiiig •

nature study • swimming • lifeguards •

mountain biking • backpacking • and others

To request an application call

l-eOO-554-2267 or visit or wefo site at

www.goldarrowcamp.coai
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Featuring DJ. lafflMM

Blackjack tables, roulette, craps and poker

Free food A drinks ^
Raffk includes ^

movie passes, gift certificates and tickets to Vegas!

Tuesday, Marcii 10

8-llpm

., @ the Kappa Delta House

MO HUgard

1%
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' * ' •\
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xx\
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^

Q^ Proceeds benefit the National Comminee to Prevent Child Abuse I
^ Tickcum $5

1^1,,^ « ih( door or from my KO

and (he HE.L.P Group

rOf MOfl MIOfnMUOfl,

call Tims 2W.IM2 or SUIa 2M- 1)3«

^^o-OyPEO p̂^

UNIVERSITY or LA VERTiE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

•Certificate -— • AS/BS Degrees —

—

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:

San Fernando Valley Campus
21300 Oxnard St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818) 883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

La Veme, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

NEVERMIND
PICASBD

Tuesday, March 10 9:50 pm
• westwood Brewing Co.

1097 Clendon Ave.
free pwfofmafKg

**THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RC-

8PON8I8IUTY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING A08 IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

NEWS

137 N. UfcfeMB
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UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, (acuity and staff : benefH

from lOM^-ooet llnantial ••rvtcae A on-canv

put ATM*. Viail ue at Aokamian A-lavel. on-

lina at www.ucu4>rg or caM 310-477-6628

ACNE! ACNEl ACNEI
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS Is

looliing lor people over 12 years oi age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers will be financially com-

pensated For more information please call

Donna or Data 310-828-6867

ADULT FEMALE INCEST SURVIVORS age

18^ naadad lor study on reactions to past In-

cest experience. Paper-pencil qpestlon-

nairea plus group discusaion. About one-

hour, orte-lfme session. CaN 310-266-3502

or •hmM aludyMOhotmail.com

RAISE $500 m one wwek. Fundraiaino op-

portuniliaa avalMMe. No financial oMIgMon
Great lor dubs. For more intoniMlon caH:

886-51 -A-PLUSext 51

» « • * •.<1^ V»*«• « < < •

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business Medical

bids. Never repay. Toll Free 1-800-216-

^ ADULTS WITH Attention DeficH Disorder

needed tor disertatlon study $5 to complete

queettonnalres. ihr WLA or SM. Leave
name-* nunf>t>erO310-315-1901.
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Qfep Up to the La+est in

Rese?iroh for Pfiori^jsifi.

Are you sufTerin^ from plaque peoriasie?

If you qualify for our ivsearch study, you

could i«cieve study-related treatment at no

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

. Lisa at (310) 209-1440

iL

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS.

If you are 1 8 years or older,

.call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Under Dermatologist Supervision

TL

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuals wtio have experienced anorexia

personally lor thesis study. Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires. Information CONFIDENTIAL
Some recovery necessary. Nikki: 310-471-

6032.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from PMS? If you

are a woman twtween 18-40year5 of age
w/regular periods and moderate-severe
physical&psychological symptoms before

your menstrual period, you may wish to take

(>art in a medk^al research project utilizing an
investigational product to help w/these

symptoms. The study is Gnrfonths long and

requires blood tests and questionaries.

Some aubfects wnN receive a placebo<inac-

tiva substance). You twfn be paid for your

time Can Linda Goldman, RNP, MN. UCLA.
Dept. OBGYN. 310-825-2452.

BODY WEIGHT &
HORMONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25. weight between
80&120lbs.. with norn^l periods, to parik:i-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs

Receive $25.00 lor- complete participatkyi.

Dr tan YvO310-206-1987.

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years 0( age or okjer. Inter

ested in a clinical research study?? Quali-

fied volunteers will be financially compen-

sated. Can Or. Vlad at 310-628-8887 for

rTK>re informatkm.

.EARN EXTRA CASH! Diagnosed carpel tun-

nel syndrorrw patients needed for study. Myo
Diagnostics Inc 310-559-5500.

FREE TREATMENT
For publk:-speaking anxiety lor participation

in research study at UCLA Department o<

Paychotogy. For details, contact Jennie: 3t0-

206-ai91.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study Receive

$25 for lab experirrwnl and developmental

evaluatk>n, and get a scientific learning ex-

perisrtce. Call 310-825-0392

SMOKERS wanted for UCLA research study

Earn $10/hr plus $30 bonus for not snx>king

ovemlght 310-204-4683 HSPC #97-07-

005-01

B

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY Receive

$10 for completing 3 questionnaires Cauca-

sian, African-Anwrican. Mexican-American,

or Taiwanese-American ortly. Call 310-625-

6542.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(S10) 829-6782

Classifieds

825-2221

Brown hair, Brown eyes, SAT
Scores of 120O-1-. Nortfiern

European - Slavic, English, Irish

heritage. Copy of SAT/^ade

transcripts must be attached to

application plus 4 to 5 good

photos. Age 19-30 yrs.

Compensation $5,000.

Cs//CimOm Conceplfon, Inc.

888-411 -EGGS

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as afK)nymous e^ donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-888411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

n

AhJONY*^OUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples wtiile receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

healtfi screening. Convenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Mas«e 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. All races needed. Compen-
sation $3,500.00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21-30. All info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOf^EN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors Ages 19-32. Egg
donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation Call 1-888-4 11 -EGGS. Kellie

Snell. Creative Cor>ception.

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looking for a Jewish egg donor Can
you help us? N you can. caN 310-626-5768

MEN: Donors needed for insamlnation pro-

gram. Especially naedad: LaMnoe, Jewish.

Italian, Afrtcan-Amafteans. 35 or younger.

Pleaaa can 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

Pacific Ties
UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander

Student Newsmagazine
820-1004

for sale

2700-4500
MMPIIiMiPMMIRniHMi

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial. Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105.

FREE RECHARGEABLE LONG DISTANCE
calling card. Usage only 19-cents per minute

with no per call charges! Call 310-712-5622

24/hrs.

POWEHBOOK baooc, active matrix screen,

750 MB HO, 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-
dem/Ethernet Card. $1400otx). Chris 310-

836-2370

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS4FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119.95. Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Full $89. Queen $139, King $159,

Bunktjeds. Deliveries. Pffone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. Mattress, tx>x. and frame,

$150. Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160. Lots

of Sodoiogy tx>oks including: Sociology: 2.

126 (Soc of Norms). 132 (Soc. Psy), Ml 50
(Soc of Ageing) & M162 (Soc of gender)

Art history 56 (reader only) Sold at cheap-

er price than the UCLA bookstore Call 310-

836-1023 for Mictiele after 6PM.

if Piano Rentals ^^ Low Monthly Rates "If
•HoHywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••*•••

WHEELS FOR SALEI ASA ES-5 185/50R15

New tires and wheel loctts $500 fits Civic In-

tegra Tercel Corolla. Call Henry: 310-267-

7649.

Sale

1985 HONDA PRELUDE, drtcgrey. 5-speed,

sunroofi CD, 120K miles (60K on new en-

gine), new tires. Must seHI $2500obo. Call

DaveO310-824-9540.

1966 RELIABLE HONDA CIVIC CRX- Btack,

5-speed. only ilS.OOOmiles, in mint condi-

tion, new parts+new paint, CD Player Great

Deal $1900olx) Dave 310-473-7771

1988 HONDA CRX. White. Air-conditioning

MPG49/54 Recent 30,000mile service. New
brakes&seats 5-speed. Clifford security sys-

tem 155,000miles Efficient car $3,300 Da-
vid: 310-473-3334

1989 MUSTANG 5 LX Convertable black

71,000 miles. Original owner $6,500 otx)

Contact Mark 310-246-5115.

HONDAACCORD LX 1986. 5-speed, 79.000

miles, original owner, very good corxMion,

$3950. 310-451-4787. Evening or message.

SEIZED CARS
FROM $175. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys,

BMWs, Con/ettes. Also Jeeps, 4WDs. Your

area.. Toll free 1 -800-21 8- 1650extA- 1650 for

current listings.

•89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully loaded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo $10,900 Must

see. 310-879-1484

93 TOYOTA TERCEL. White, 53M, 2-door,

5-spd, air. new tires. $5,990. 310-824-4054

/ Cydo Ri|Mi||||||||^g

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN AIR CAR, HOTEL RESERVATION AT

httpJ/www.prtsmaweb.com/oquatiwt

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic ontf

IntematoiMl Airfares

Tour Packages

EuroHposs

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

*Asio*Africo*Australo*EutOM*Soutti Amenca*

*lndia*Con(Kla*lle]oco*HowaJj*

Pnoas on subiKi 10 cAonga witnU nam HtMo^mntm
Mnted and some lasmcliom moy oppty Pius Toies

PHONE (310) 441 -3680
^08S0 msm, su»» 434, wtsiwooa ca 90024

CycleTime Conip-Tr

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle ~

Sales • Repairs • Irvsurance

• EXCHANGE AO FOR FREE PICK-UP '
• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT

1632 S. La Cienega Blvd.

g Six Blocks South of Pico

, «». (310)275-6734/

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34&up. 1-888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed.

1-«W
fbrStft

-n
1985 VAMA.iA ,^oZ Black. Only 6000
miles. Perfect condition. Sold w/ gkjves. hel-

me(&k>ck. $600 Call FatMice 818-246-3853.

SPORT SCORES
1-900-407-7785 Ext. 9344 $2 99/min Age
18+ Serv-U 619-645-8434

FROM $17 Q^WDAY $CASH FOR COLLEGESnnV/IVI fP I I .9%Wt^#^l GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 o.k. Cash deposit

ok. Free miles alk>wanoe. Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-800-770-

0606.

GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponsors!! ! Great opportunity Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832 123) Also

receive k>w-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu.org

fmeuM

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or don't want

your txniTMsa. AU drivers. Newly Hcensed.

Student/staff/faculty discounts Request the

"Brum Plan." 310-777-6617 or 213-673-

3303.

RDund Triti .Virfans

Parka^e Tours also available

For • - • •

Re

I.KVICE

MEXICO OR HAWAi only $2S0rA. Europe
$239o/w Other worldwide -destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! /MrTech 212-219-7000

1-800-575-TECH www.aii1ach.com

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEPS-$478 R/T, MexkxVCar-
ibbean-$209-$249 R/T, Hawaii-$119 o/w.

Call 310-394-0550 http://ww airhitch org

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
EQBJBCEJHIfilE

TOLL FREE
1 (800) 225-9000

FLY CHEAP!!
• ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES *

^o no or r all farfs
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL

1 -8OO-«0e-7216 24 hrs.

/lllstate'
lJbfiA« in 0Dod hands.

Insurance Company
(310) 312-0204

1281 \/Vo»tv«/oocl Blvd.
C2 b»lk«. So. or VS/llaMIro)

CLASSIFIEP
ADVERTISImO

Place voiirac) on-line It's fast and easy! www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
Displa'
206-;
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DENTALHEALTH NSITTUTE We Create Beautiful Smiles ?

'AlSludenh

&Facuily

rABnotnon

nrrfiinw

ntroduclory

Onw wnh

ihis coupon

• 34 rioup LiTMrqeiKu Oervice

Medi-Cal & MoU Insurance Plans Accepted

Tel: (310) 475-5598 3Sh
1630 WnlwcxxJ Blvd., West Los AnqcU, Bclwcen Wilskire & Sanfa Monica (Free Parking in Pear)

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—Wtp://wwwtt>ela»webcom. Los Angeles'
HOTTEST internet night guide to DINING,
ENTERTAINMENT and EVENTS. Enter the

SM^EPSTAKES and win.

HYPNOTHERAPY- $15/hour. Student at ac-

credited school of hyprwtherapy in Tarzana
needs hours to graduate Call EileenO310-
390-3785 for appointment.

IMPROVE GRADES- Reduce stress
Therapeutic rriassage Professiorwil environ-

ment Very low rates! Peter Kevin Doyle
CMT Pgr 310-269-0186 or 310-473-9577.

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
FAST ACCURATE, RELIABLE. Reasonable
Rates. 20% off your first project. VIcki. 1-

800-591 -6832ext. 5030. E-mail
73473.2635©compuserve.com

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico Live with famify. 2weeKs-
$411, 4weeks-$785 Shours class/day,

roonvt-ameais/day CALMECAC. Calixto 2.

Guanafuato, Glo 36000 Mexico, mo-
(lwiiS69qu«ple.ugto mx.

A FREE SESSION!
Siudani raw« Psychotherapy Couif.ei-'^,

Dopivtaor an»icty pos; traumatic s!fo:.:>-

d>iOi<ar Co ipies IndivKHiais Call fo» !••*'

conaulBHon Stidiog scflte Li7 Goi.i<i

MFCC«3238fi 3105785957

ALONESTRESSED-OVERWHELMED
St^porkve. conhdenteal counsekng. Anxiety,

liypnolhetapy fof

IndMduals. coupias. West-
wood ViKage Carole Cha«n MA, MFCC
310 aw <6 43.

HATHA YOGA CLASSES Tu-Sat 10:30am-
12noon tlO^pafwn $8 for student w/ID
2349 W>aalaBOi) Btod. 1/2 blocfc N o« Pico.

Cal 31(MS5^2«86

LuCia

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAY!!! Flat fee^w cost/payn>ent plans.

Law oftices of White & Assoc (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/310-207-2089.

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perienced immigration attorney. Reasonabfe
rates and free consultations Call 213-251-

9588 for attorney Ooreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive Way!
Visas, Work Permits. & Labor Cer1ificatk>n. A
California Corporation Since 1962. Immi-

gration Specialist Call: 310-459-9200.

IMMK3RATKDN AND FAMILY LAW. Green
cards, visas, work permits, lalxjr certifcation.

deportation Reasonable rates Attorney Ge-
offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

BARTENDER TRAINEES
EARN $100 - $200 DAILY

2 week class
.

Job Placement Service

\?^ 80Q/952-2553
PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDERS SCHOOL
Ditcount wih Stud»nt ID

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
PBraonai SMtamtniB, PiopoariB and Books.

MBmaknii flkjitank wakxime.

Sharan Baar, Ph.0. plO) 47»«e82

Research, Writing, Editing

AHJL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome, Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers itot for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F lOKnam-S.OOpm

Speedy Research

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

srrwll jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-265-8688 SF. LV, SD, AZ Go Bruins

JERRY S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers Experier)ced. reliable, same day
delivery Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

Om-i

eB4a HOU.VWOOO Blvd. 2no njoom.
RM.zoa Ijos angclxs ca 90028

Houn: Mon Fri KhMMB^pm • Satuidavs. I lp«i-4pin

Canom Rnearcti ivatfaMe • Vtst^MC/Amex/Fix

CWrradtar*/

^-mw:;l_

i|t skin C ai »

I

Wjudng and Facial
|

(310)845-0211

{ ()\ \sl I |\(.

t
COMPASSION4 CONnDCNTIALITY

KAUN DOUL PkJ>.

LkjflllM
()!•) 337-MW

KAMMftSCHLAWr, rkJ>.

LkjtllTM
OM)«n44»

RJMnJES UYCHOCO. Pk. D.

UcJMJW

DRUM LESSONS
AM levels/slytoa wKh dedk»tod professkjnal.

At your hOTTW or WLA studk). let lesson free.

No drum sat naoaaaary. Nail 213-654-8226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

laveti and stylae. Patent and organized.

Gutars avaiaUa. S«n 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by pro4eaakxttf near
UCLA All levels, guitars aval. Cat Jaan at

310-476-4154

LEAST EXPENSIVE guKar laaaona. $13^.
my home or S2a/hr your home. Aooua-
tic&aiactrlc Julaa: 310-396-2480.

ROOM IN axchar>ge for guMar leaaons.

Unique opportunity. Fanvlus LaNn-Ainancan
muakaan. Exoaiant raiaranoaa. 6weeks or

nwra starling AprH 4 310-304-1714

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Claaaical Music- European Inatructor- Inlar-

naional teaching axpariarKe. All Aga^jtv-
eto. Leave maaaaga at 310-307-3012.

VOtCE LESSONS Eastman grad 10-years

European operatk; experierKe Free Itie

beauty o( your voce through good vocal

lacMqua. $40fhi. 310-47&«649.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9685. or call

mobile unit direct. 818-697-4028. Pager:

2 13-344 -7581. http //www. online-
labs.corrVdann^res/irKlex.hlm

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour servk^e Our
clients get rasuKs. Open 7 days. Visa artd

Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

IF[ GF <0U DOv'.N-

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

FnialrBtad devakipin^adWno your crticely-

important personal staismanls? Get prelaa

atonal haip. c iUM»etM»a edge Irom nainnat
>y-known author/oonautent 310-626-4445.

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry. Ptiysks. English. Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-396-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr. avoM high agency
coats. Most subjects, all grades. Specialize

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie 0310-442-
9565

SPANISH LESSONS Experienced Master
degree. One on or>e. At your home $25/hr

First dass free Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1067.

TERM PAPER DUE?
EXPERIENCED TUTOR in Engiiah and So-
cial Sciences. $2SAir. Metody: 310-393-
2150.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced laechar. Ph.D olfers lukMlr>g.

term paper asalilance. English. Social Sd-
enoe. HMory. Foreign Students Walooma.
Cat: 310-452-2866

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI. pro-wrMar. young,
superb papers guaranSaed. High schoot and
bekiw weicoma Js« ?1»«63-2240

FRENCH TUTOR
TUTOR WANTED lor bright, cooperative

high school student. Locatkm Bel-Air, near

UCLA. Competitive rates. 310-234-0177.

lOi-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing. Trarwcription. Resumes,
Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medk^l-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE WORDS. ETC. 310-820-8830.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you. Fast,

accurate&neat. $2/pg. Call Iris 310-839-

3101 or page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fil-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monwa, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

FAST GROWING Intemet/lelecom company
is looking for Content Devetoper, min lyr

exp. w/lnternet protocols, HTML. Exp. wAim-

plementatk)n/mgmt of web content, good
writipg skills. B.S-i-is req. Westwood. Fax re-

jfume 310-507-0227.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrsAwk.

$11 .25/hr. Long term opportunity with a new,
exciting brand. StephanieO818-S00-0966.

=e;

MANAGEMENT AUMAYS 100% FREE

College Grads
CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF PLACING
BA/BS CANDIDATES IN PERMANENT

CAREER POSITIONS
•STARTING SALARIES $23-$30K*

•NEW TO CAUFORNIA?
NO PR06LEMII

•FREE PARKING •HIRING IMMEDIATELY
•ALL PAID TRAINING PROGRAMS

jnR wnployment agericy

310-212-3211

213-655-0285

305-639-0763

818495-6005
714-548-8617

909-222-0284

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me.
Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

' Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY, MARCH 19th 10am- 5pm
at Trousdale Parkway at USC

The largest job fair In LA.
is comina to USC.

Warner Brofliers, Hilton,
(Jnioa Bank Of CA, Macy 's, MeUife,
Accountants Overlead, Aeon are a few

of the nuuiy M^jor Corporations
attending.

Open to alt Fields, Majors & Degrees.
For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
"How-to* books, reports, and manuals. Can
for free info-packil 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs.

PLEASE HELP ME
FIND 10 PEOPLE from Turkey. Intematkxial

company just operted business. Big oppor-

tunity to nuike money. Call-ASAP 310-884-

6368.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For sntai businaes. Fax brief aunMnary: 310-

393-7412.

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1000WK PH. FfT. Set yoor own
hours. No experierx^a naoasaary. Will train.

Free informatwn. 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269.

HSEKEEPR/BABYSTTR
NEEDED to live-in Sat&Sun. Experience
nee. References. Please call Tracy 310-470-

7019.

CHILD CARE -t-DRIVING NEEDED for

6&11yrokj. Safe driver w/clear record, valM
ticense^insurance a must! Male/Female
okay. M,T-»-altemate F aftemoons-f school
holidays. Flexible hours. $10/hr ••- gas. 310-
458-5903.

COMPANION/DRIVER for 15yr oW giri Af-

terschooi approx. 2-6pm. M-F. Light cooking.

Driving(our car) March-June 1998.Culver
City.Call after 7pm or weekendsQ 31 0-737-

9125.

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE afterschool child

care. 2B0YS (8411) M-F 3:30-7PM Re-
sponaibMliea: Driving, afterschool activities,

t-hw. Referances-fvalkl license needed.
$140^vk. 310-477-7171.

FACULTY FAMILY-seeks P/T nanny tor two
wonderful chifclren, 2:3O-5:30pm. M-F. Refer-

ences, own car required. Call 310-472-7297
after 5pm.

SEEKING ENERGETIC PT HveKMJt nanny
for active 5-yr-okl boy. Referer>cea required.

310-573-9393 afternoons and evenir>g8 M-F.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for a busi-

ness offKe in BevHiHs. F/T. Also kx)king for

recepik)nist. Pleeee fax resume 310-27S-
0038 or can 310-278-2750

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT.
Work with LD-chiWren. Flequires BA. current

enroOment-Meatars level program in Educ-
related field. Resume: Kel^ McKinna, MA.
1011 Havenhurst Dr. LA CA 90046.

FAST GROWING Intamet/Meoom company
is tooking for Programmer, min. lyr exp.

wAJnix, C programming. Com. & web proto-

cols, HTML. Perl. ODBC. B.S+ in C.S. or re-

lated Is req. Westwood. Fax raaume 310-
507-0227.

FAST GROWING Intemel/Mecom company
is kx)king lor Staff Programnter, mki. 3yra

exp. in Win programming. C, C-m-, MFC,
Com. & Web protocols. ODBC a pkjs. B.&f
in C.S. or releted req. Weetwood. Fax re-

aume 310-507-0227.

BARTENDING

$1OOOWKGUARENTEED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediately for

free starter-kit. Send $10 (shipping^tartdNng)

to: Shoemaker 264 S La Cienga «235 Bev-
erly Hils, 90211 310-559-8115

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Thna. At Home. Td Free 1-600-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our
circulars. No experience required. Free Intor-

matfon packet. CaN 410-78^-8279.

•RECEPTIONIST**
F^ OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-
tk:, artknjiate, profassfonal, nk« alMude.
Needed M. W. F or M-F Dental Orthodontic

office in WLA and Irvkw With excelant a^
ary and benefiu. Pleaae caN: 310<82e-7494.

ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-
ing comptmy In Santa Monk:a Must be com-
puter literate. (Ouk:ken/Quk;k Book a plus)

F/T.P/T. benefits. Hourty rate. Fax resume:
310-788-0644.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. WordPer-
fect a musti Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good arwIytKal skills. F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr Nadia 310-576-1030. ext20.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT,
(Internship possibility) Conriputer literate,

IBM-Wir>dows/lnternet plus. Senk>r/graduate

w/strong writing/oral commur>ication. No
drees code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serk>u8 inquiries: Fax:3 10-395-

0609.

APARTMENT MANAQER-20 UNITS West-

wood One t>edroom and salary. Experience

and referer^ces required. 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY kxat

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-time late spring. Must have
pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: cfiiki devek>pment background/chiM-

care experierKe. Car, good driving

record&refererKes. 20tvs/wk. $175/wk. 3 af-

ten>oons or evenings. 310-264-4217.

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCERS: Santa Moni-

ca based entertainment firm seeking wen or-

ganized self-starter. Skill sets required: de-

mwianted, computer literate. Great oppor-

tunity. Fax reaume: Bkie Water Entertain-

ment. 310-458-0247

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr., dey/eve ciaaaea, 1-2 week
dasaes, 310-973-7974. toitemattonal Bar-

tenittr's achool.

BEACH OMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,

M-F at Private Ckjb. Experience-fpersonali-

ty-t-f Theatre Arts, Musc&Drama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all ooHege majors wel-

oome. MUST t>e energetic, enlhuaiastk:, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

work al 11 weeks 6/15/96-8/28/98. Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now hirir>g! Sumnwr fun in-

cludes: iet skiir>g, beach days, amusenr>ent

parks, campir>g trips, d.j. dance parties &
morel CaM Lindy at 310-477-2700

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great staff. Great

pay for great people. Must t>e enthusiasts,

fun, responsit)le, artd k}ve kkte. Counsetors,

art&crafts, nature, lifeguards, etc. CaN Sarah

tor an appointment. 818-889-2224.

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDEffTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESKAiJUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT AT
THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL
WORK 15-20HRS/WK $7.75/HR+.32SHIFT

DIFFERENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APf>LY AT 900 TIVERTON
AVE., LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-0151.

"FAX 310-794-8503.

CARRIER- M-F Hours flexible. $7/hr. Must

fiave reVable car and proof of insurance and
general office skills as well. Paul or SerwH:

714-571-0227.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed lor feature films, commer-
cials, and music vkteoe. Earn up to $240 per

day) No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! CaN today 213-851-6103.

CATALOG
DISTRIBUTOR

START UP INFOMERCIAL company has an

opening tor an erwrgetk: team player to be

respor^sibfe tor the distritxjtkxi of our catatog

to various rekgtous establiahments. Require-

ments: rriarfcetlng. buaineas. or other related

mi^or. Juntor or sentor. WeN orgartized, ex-

cslsnt oomnuincatton siuHs. Houriy-t- oom-

misssion. Fax re8ume:21 3-362-9918 or mail

to PO Box 75210, LA, CA 90075.

CELLULAR PHONE
SALES

BEVERLY HILLS COMPANY seeks articu-

late, aggressive indivkluals to seU air-time for

leading ceN phorra companies Inskle sales

PredtoNve dieler. Flexible/hours $SO/$100-

per deel. Commlaaton. 310-247-9901

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS IndivWuals certi-

fied in Meaaving in open bodies of water

M«or oonttfned poola. WM auparvlae child-

ren's weler tirna al ih» ocean shore MUST
have pioof-ol-oertNloaMon&strong leederatiip

sMto. MUST be a alilili to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day. Andrea 310-396-3254x3029.

CUMCAL TRAIMNQ lor Dental

ptolaBslonal career. 4

CaM 310-477-24W

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, vkJeo, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps. Must t>e re8pon8it)ie. energe-

tk:. and enjoy wortcing with chiMren. 310-

472-7474x110.

NEW FACES WANTED
InteriMitional Talent Croup is now

lookini^^for new facet & new talent for
Television, Film, Commercials, IVfutic

Videos. Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types.

NO EXPERIENCE N
AUDrriONINC NOW;i^/S^iV^9m^0

FILE CLERK. WLA CPA firm, lO-IShrs/wk.

Other duties include: copying, faxing,

phones, errands. Call Lyon 310-826-0909 or

Fax resume 820-5354

FITNESS TRAINERS: Must be Certified

Prolesslonal/ln-Home Servtee. Integrity and

be personable. Earn up to $30/sesston. Call

800-755-2614.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST P/T, fast-

paced WLA dental office. Filir>g. answering

phones, general duties. ArtKulate, profes-

stonal. nk:e attitude. Call Theresa: 310-208-

6813.

UCLA Store/Textbooks

Cashiers
/
Temporary Positions for Spring Rush,

possibly leading to regular status.

Apply at: ASUCLA Human Resources.

3rd Floor of Adcemuin Union

UCtRsToiir

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRIf^G. Posittons start at $7.18/hr

with promottons up to $9 47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academic
year remaining and a valkl driver's Icense.

Call 310-825-2148 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T posittons at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay. flours, and working environment

at the finarKial institutton serving IX^LA. To

apply, fax resunne to 310-477-2566 or on
web at www.ucu.org

Drive car to Minnasota. 5/1. Art 310-820-

1179. Lease 6mo. furnished kixury corKto.

5/1-11/1. $1295/mo. Art 310-820-1179
References required.

DRIVER FOR PRIVATE PARTY. 3-5 days
per week. 4 hours per day. $7 per hour. Call

310-471-2482

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE P/T flexible hours,

Flower shipper needs dependable workers.

$8/hr. Vehcle provided. West LA tocatton.

310-230-0611

EARN $$$. Driving student home from
scfwol five days/week. Paki cash. For infor-

matton call Chrystal 310-247-1996.

F/T. WRITER for immigratton law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Joumalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired $11/hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed tor

upcoming hair jot>s, make-up sesstons No
experience necessary. Earn up to $900/day

For information A other nrxxleling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-600-959-9301

FILE CLERK F/T-$8/hr. Mon-Fri, 9am-
5:30pm. Small immigratton law firm in Cen-

tury City Computer literate, good phone

skills, file, phones Position irxHudes all other

job related duties. Begins ASAP. 310-553-

6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK WANTED tor Century City Law
Firm. No experience necessary. Must be

at>ls to work a minimum of 25-hrs/wk

$6.50/hr. Fax resume and hours available to

310-282-8070

AGVERTisE

cla^^silied displav

exU'rnal dispLn

Models/Actors
Arc you lookins to be

a nrKXJel; actor, or
extra? If so, call:

International
Casting Agency

(213)340-3749

FUN SUf«MER JOBS! Gain vatoabie experi-

erKe working with chikjren outdoors We are

looking for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff whose Summer home is in tfw San Fer-

narxto or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilto,

Malibu, or Simi Valley Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJot)sOaol.com

GENERAL OFFICE
ASSISTANT

PT/Pemianent flexible hours. $9/hr. West-

wood Co. has immediate operMr>g for detail-

oriented, computer Marate indnridual: nnulti-

ple task positton. Daily mail processing-

Some lifting is required. CaN Lir>da Forreat

310478-8883 ext. 203.

GENERAL OFFICE—P/T. M-F, 8:30am-
1:30pm. Beverly HiNa real estate attorney

needs secretary skMed in Word Pedect and
general offk:e procedures. Fax resume
w/salary requkements to 520-299-0198.

GIRLS WANTED at exckjaive social dub in

West L.A. Conversation only. Flexible hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9671

.

GREAT SUMMER JOBSI Work ouMoora
with chiMren. WLA Day Camp. Coun-
setors+lnstructors: swimmir>g. arcf>ery. ten-

nis, photography, musK+environmental edu-

catton. CaN 310-399-2267.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

Student and non-student workers. Flexit>le

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wfc $6 36/hr for stud-

ents. S8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by kx:al day camps. Equestrian and
teaching experierKe preferred. 310-472-

7474.X110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK PT or FT Westv»ood
Village Boutk^ue Hotel. ExperierKed 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones.
Part Ume. Good pay tor ttie right person
Language experience plus. 310-475-5556.

INTERNATIONAL COM-
PANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan. Hong Kong. Taiwan. Ttiailand. China.

PT/FT. Cal 310-3934»10.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help ImmedtoMy. Ri«>k5ty expand-
ing r>4o experience neoeaaary. Full training.

P/T $500-2000. FfT $3000-6000 310-470-

6664

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
OFIOINATOR Sktai Akiba. piivale school
near UCLA M-F. 9- 1pm. Muai Nka chidren,

athletws Call JiH LH>dere310-475-6401.
ext.284

LABORATORY ASSISTANT P/T needed
Psychotogy 8ludanl^Mfk study aigUe pre-

ferred FAX reeume to: 310-2a»-4486

LVN-P/T,F/T Busy dermatotogy practice

Good teem ptayar. laaar eaperience a pkis

Fax leeume to S104S»«1Si.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physcal sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/1 998. 1 -800-

305-4415, huntdOcc.umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Premed/optomelry. Freshman/sophorrwre.

Tues&Thurs. 16hrs/wk. Jules Stein/UCLA.

Min. GPA3.5, Fax Resume to 310-794-7904,

Attn. Veronk:a

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT. P/T.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume 310-

208-2158

MODEL. Need females w/nk» feet to pose
barefoot for ametur photographer. Models
paki houriy. For more info, call 310-288-

6618.

MODELS WANTED by professk>nal photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy feesi Program for free medial! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great ouWoors. Forestry, wikj life

preserve, concesstonaires, firefight-

ers&nrxxe. Competitive wages+t)enefits Ask

us howl^ 7-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OBSESSIVELY TIDY?
GOOD, help organize me, PfT You are com-
fortable w/computers ar>d bookkeeping. Will

Iraki the right person. 310-712-5450

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T
PERM POS, FLEX HOUf^S (16-20A*rk) with

small WLA consult firm near campus.
Pliones. type (WP or Word req) ArtKulate.

prof, nice attitude. To $12/hr if qualified. Fax
resume to 310-268-9277.

OFFICE MANAGER for small Westwood en-

tertainment company. Previous offce experi-

ence. Computer literate. BA, prefer account-

ing backgrouTKl. Growth opportunity. Mid-

high 20s, with benefits. Fax oover&resunrie:

310-206-2414.

OFFICE PERSON- Freshman-Sophomore.
One person office. Ceriain skills required.

High energy. Houriy wages P/T Near UCLA.
Call Showtime Group©310-471-8686 Fax
resume 0310-471 -2302.

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job. Earn $100 or more per day. Must
have own car Call Michael 310-397-6869.

PART-TIME CLERICAL POSITION- Starting

now. F/TJune-August in Marina Del Rey. 20-

40hrs/week Flexible schedule ok between
9-6pm M-F Photocopy, type, file, organize,

mailings, enter data, answer phones must
be computer literate. Mac skills preferred.

Good writing skills desirable. $8/hr. Call

Shawn or Beth0310-82 1-9977 or FAX qual-

ificattons to 310-821-9282. Email erdt-

shareO earthlink. net

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT. 20 hours/wk.

Flexit>le. C9llectk>ns. small daims court, co-

ordmating with attorney on unlawfuls. $9/hr.

310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630

PARTNER WANTED. To start discount
card/magazine on campus We invest start-

up cost Also assist in Baywatch Televisxjn

Pronrotion. Earn $10-25/hr w/flexible hours.

More info: 847-673-3703.

PERSONAL TRAINER. Phys-ed major—pri-
vate training opportunity 5 days/week, M-F.

Gam start. $500/month Fax information:

310-476-7976.

PREGNANCY PREVENTION COUNSELOR
Working wAeenagers one-on-one and group
setting as well 3-4days/wk. Salary commerv
surate w/experience. Also assisting program
coordinator. Julie: 310-219-0610.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI-
CIAN/COUSULTANT for laser hair removal
company in BH Male prefered. Friendly, de-

tail-oriented, will train. $20-23/hr. 310-247-

0999.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES FIRM seeks intern to assist

with client proposals, maritet compliance,
seminars, ger>eral offk;e duties and miscella-

neous projects. Computer and/or business-

related students with experience preferred.

Please fax resume to 213-852-1502.

PRODUCER'S ASSISTANT wanted for inde-

pendent film THE PREACHER'S SON Will

train energetk: person-stipened pay: Edgar
Bravo 310-477-1192.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hrs/wk. Jr/Sr/or recent graduate in psy-

chology or tHJSiness preferred. Fax resume
310-472-1399. Also, see Jobtrak

PT/FT CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
needed at WLA VA medk:al center, Oepart-

ntent of Anesthesioiogy Tasks include data
coilectk>n and transcriptkxi of case report

forms. Knowledge of base medk^ termirwi-

ogy necessary Contact Dr Rchard Cfien at

310-268-3221.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED at Beauty Saton
tor a fuH/pari time positton. CaN 213-852-

1166 and leave a message. Attn:Shula.

RECEPTIONIST- Permanent, P/T, F/T, Du-
ties indude customer servk:e, computer
work+ general offk;e duties Tennis and
Swim Club Contact Hai or Tlm021 3-936-

9900.

X1MEX»J^4Bl^^^^^^l

•

H^B
•

Union/non-union. ^^Hl^^^^ j^^^^^^H
Call today, ^F^^H^ \^^^^^1

work tomonrow. Hftfl^H^yi^^l^^^H
Film, television,

music video. ^^^[ ^ ^
(310)837-8447
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Don Antonio's Pizzaria
Proudly Presents ..

Today's Crossword

Any Mediam, One-Topping

Pizza
for

CaU (310) 209-1422
j

• Not good with any other oflcr •
•

• Expina VI3/W • I

I
'

""> _^ IWivtiyMiwimMroteSlO* j

ACROSS
1 Cart)onated

drir)k

5 Imitate

10 Hurried

14 Like the Sahara
1 5 Egg shapes
16 Mexk^an

sarKJvnch
17 Jacob's wife

18 Change the

ckx^
19 Makes a

mistake
20 News-show

features

22 FoHow
23 Country singer

Acuff

24 R N 's specially

25 Engrossed
30 Can forth

34 Dutch cheese
35 Eternities

37 Like a certain

Ranger
38 hlousesite
39 Ratnn
40 Cf>icken — king

41 Poems
43 Purposes
44 Hotiors

46 Type of ciBCker
48 Expk)siv«

50 "I — Camera'
51 Puppy noise

52 Japanese poem
55 Amtrak routes

61 The Egg—

"

62 Freight

63 Telegram
64 Suffix for four

or six

65 Writer Chekhov
66 Actress Adams
67 Festoon
68 Wedding-cake

layers

69 KrxxAs

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

aeaQD sQaQs bdqs
E G sVa E R 1 eHa V E R
A R C m< A M P AIID A D A
R A K I^H L Y bIli I N D S

1 Leg part

2 Chocolate
cookie

3 Storyteller

4 Stuck
5 Eels

6 Currier and—
7 Ship's pole

8 FrerK:h istarxte

9 St. Louis hrs.

10 Signmaker's

11 Golf scores
12 Beige
13 Portk)nof

medk;ine
21 Puppeteer

Baird

22 Wing of a
buHdir^g

24 Try out

25 Arctic house
26 Temperamental
27 Makes less

k>ud

28 Slippery
fishes

29 Meted out
31 Rciccoon's

cousin
32 Cove
33Mikafunof
36 lrv|uisitive

39 Atmosphere
42 Finarxiirig

44 Just
45 Authorize

47 0rtrich ^
ralrtivo

49 Hosiery
52 Bonr>ets, e.g.

53 Once more
54 Notion

55 HifxJu princess

56 Comic Johnson
57 Composer

Strayir>sky

58 Verdi opera
59TricMe
60 Notices
62 Lynx or pantf)er

'!il

I..

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet

food In BH Sales oriented, peooie person

wanted to manage small excitirfg shop Man-

agerial and sales experience a must Call

JerwiMer or Shawn between 3-€pm 213-939-

1148.

RETAIL SALES Retail sales books. PT
ChiWren book knowtedge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT Weekend
hosting on Promenade PT now. FT during

summer Cashier and/or restaurant experi-

ence preferred. $6 5(Vhr to start. Call Angel:

310-208-6550

No expatience required

For catak)g. priniwork, nf»gazines, movies

video and tv commercials

Men and Women of all agas
^^A^^ Free Consuilatkxi

I^^H^ CALLMOOa DIVISION

I
^H^^fc 310.659. 4855

*SHIPPING/RECEIVING*
P/T 20rifS/wk. M-f $7 00/hc Seewng <^

sponsible, energeiic person tor handling c</

ogenJcs equipimeni Light nlimg repuirfrt

Minrmum ? years college Please 'ax i<..

sume to 310 208-fl477 or mail to CA Cryo
bank. tOl5 Gayiey Box 439 LA CA 90->'/i

Ann Tanya

SPORTS MARKETING
INSIDE SALES

Beverly Hills sports memorabilia company
seeks individuals with strong phone skills

and knoledge of sports, particularly basket-

ball $1500-fp/wk Commisskin. PredKitive

dialer Ftexible hours 1-888-969-2274

SPORTS NEWS. Sports headline news
service. Productwn assistants needed Pays

$7-$10/hr doe. Nightime and weekend
availability required. No experience neces-

sary. Call Chad;31 0-737- 1923 or Fax re-

sume:31 0-398-4635

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr +bo-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed. Working

w/other students. Great PfT I F/T worii. 213-

882-6844.

SUHMVIER CAMP JOBS Decathton Sports

Club Pak) Alto, CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professkinal couple seeks

woman to help them have a chiM through

surrogacy $20,000. 800-450-5343.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T in

WLA law firm. 60^wpm and know Word Per-

fect. Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr Please fax re-

sume attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

TYPIST/ WORD PROCESSOR Innovative

new firm in Marina Del Rey. Imaginative, mo-

tivatg^^i^cM^lbetK:, marketing/advertising ex-

perience h*pful P/T. Open salary. Call;310-

305-8680 & lax resume:310-a22-1127.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a

Japanese cafe in WLA Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese Call 310-477-

9871

$6000 ^ A MONTH
ASIAN GIAIS UJANTCD

oM oNwrs welcome, for irnx)!! mossoae

NQMXtfrVQiV^. Oeon, dtecree!. safe,

dose location. WN tain, start rKMv,

your hours

13)666-5803

;i:i A A-v

$l.1l^.flM

31t-7t»«77
t083 Gaytey Amum. 4111 Hoot. WKtwood
««• «r« abl* to offer iworK sttMty

SrCC^'OO ^0' *^0Ci6 S

Man and >Wo(n«n for
commercial. catalog
& print ads

$150 to $2SO per hour
«-B«v«rlyHiNs*

« tk> Fee * No ExpariarKW
pioi-273-aaee

WANTED: Alternative musk: fan to help

promote t>arxj on campus Part-time, very

easy work WUI pay Ben: 310-209-3357.

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS
CrtiMren's weekend program at t>each pn-

vata dub. Occasional «M«t(day avnirtgsll

MtJST be energetK, en»utaa«c. wNh lead-

ership skills MUST t>e availat)<e to work

weekends 6/15/98-Labor Day Arxirea 310-

395-3254x3029

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provkle

support to ttte devetopnrwntaNy disabled. Call

DvvIgM Istanbultan at 818-361-6400 ext 129

ATTN JOURNALISTS:
Nattonai Women's rrtagaTtne needs intern

1S-20lwa/wk, nrtomings preferred Stipend or

credN availatile. Great experierKel Fax re-

sume: 818-992-0759 or call Emily: 818-595-

0491.

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT INTERN. Gain

valuabie finarKe & Wan Street experierx:e

Qraal resume buMer. Westwood tocatkxi

Fratf Ayazi 310-234-2132

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about invMing and get

Ik^ensad. Promotions to paM sMus guar-

antaad. CaU 310-829-0463

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT

BUSINESS - TALENT
MGT & FILM

PRODUCTIONS
Sonrwone good w/offk:e detail&peoplel

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794

.

INTERNSHIP AT CASTING AGENCY Wortt

on fitm/tv/oHJSk: vkjeo/print projects Pay ne-

gotiable. Spring and summer. CaU Chad:

310-737-1923 or fax resume:31 0-398-4635

MARKETING INTERN
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE excellence in

powerpoint, excel, and word. Lump sum pay-

ment at conclusion of internship The Docu-

ment Company Xerox 310-203-7221

Part Time Job-
good pay

Prod. Co. looking to hire

people to scout models

and actors for new

project.

CaU now: (213) 340-3786

housing

8400-9500
mimmmmmmmim

Ons iMcfcoom wWi bsioony,
mahogany floors & butiur carpe^
mimmnIi odnQBt racoaaodl^illno,
a4-hr aaourily guvd, pool& ipa,

««alctoUaA $1300

Crii Gdi at (310) 474-2122 x372

GLNUINt UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

^NCll'OED

PALMS. $595, 1 -tiedroom, entry system,
very quiet, aH appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. $995 Large l-txJrm, 1 5-t)atti. Loft,

fireplace, balcony private sundeck, A/C, new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/twy 310-836-6007.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1-montt» free

w/year lease $300deposit. 310-837-1S02
leave message.

* PALMS *
2B0,26A,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE.

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE^
ALARM IN UNIT •^«*»

• 3614 PARIS
(310) 837-0906

460. 38A.,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, FIREPLACE,

GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UMT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1796
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460. 4BA

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNIT

* 3164 BMiMWMSL $1795

: Vp«"
(310)391-1076
HouMMon. -Sm., 10-5 Jl

$575 LARGE SINGLE
WLA/CENTURY CITY. Large-single w/full

kitchen&bathroom Upper, f^ on-site man-
ager Awesome place! Call 310-446-6232

immediately. Available April.

1-BD $615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS QALLERtA Huge
apartment, ideal for roommates. Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, phor>e-entry. Minulas to

campus. 816-997-7312.

1-BDRM $598 AND UP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, swurily-building.

Qated-partdng. Relfigeralor, stove. Carpet,

laundry room No pels. 310^38-6423. Call

Bob

BEVERLY GLEN. 2 btodis south of Wllshire

1 bdrm newly redecorated Apptiarn^es. Se-

curity building. Urvtofgrourxt parlung. ^775
negotiable. 310-474-5375.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142-BEDROOMS
UPPER&LOWER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HAHDWOOO FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. Unfurnished 2-bdrm. 1.5-

t>ath in lower duplex. Charmirtg, IraaNy

painted arnl carpeted. Ideal for proisssiorwi.

$1650/rTX). 310-275-1425.

MALCOLM in WLA-Large 2bdrnV2bath

$1195/nx>. Avail MarSlst Hardwood floors,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry. ar>d

pool 818-995-8866 Ext 307

MAR VISTA $1,795 4-bdrm/4-bath 3-level

townhouse. Fireplace, gated garage, unit

alarm, suridecK. Open Mon-Sat. 3954
Beethoven st. 310-391-1076.

OVERLAND NATKDNAL Nice. 2bdrm/1ba

apartment. Quiet txjikfng, fiardvMxxl floors,

refrigerator and stove. $750/nK> $700 secur-

ity deposit. 310-458-7726

PALMS $895 2-bdrm/2-bath, gated, fire-

place, laurxlry, appliarices. Near shops/free-

way 310-83*^5007

PALMS $1045. 2-bed-2-bath. 2-slory town-

homes. Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

open 7days 3614 Faris Driva. 310-391-1076

or 310-837-0906 Manager.

PALMS $1795. 4-bd4^lo(t, 3-ba 3-level town-

house Fireplace, gated garage, unit alarm,

sundeck. Open Mon-Sat, 10-5. 3640

Westwood Blvd 310-391-1076

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Betjroom S895 - S945

208-4394

PALMS: $69S/MO. Ibdrm/lba. Large, dean,
gated pailiirtg, intercom, jacuz2i. quiet buid-

ir>g. Low security deposit witti good cradM. 1-

yr lease. 310-842-9127

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Garden apartment Immacu-

late. 1/2 block to buses. Near aU. 8-mi LX^LA

Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager:8 18-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses. Apartments, and
Houaas lor rent in Santa Monica arxi the

Westsidel Low Faa. 310-3^-nENT,
www.westsiderentals.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE Quiet buildlnQ.

Hardwood fkx>rs. Stove+refngeralor 9004^
ft. 1-t)drm. Locked private garaga. $975. 506
MkJvale 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 34>drm w/view. washeiAJry-

er in unit, 2-t>atti. Microwave ovan, rafrlgara-

tor. twepiaca. very brigN. 21-sq.fooHacuzzJ

310-475-0807.

WALK TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. Smmuias to bua-atop. Spa-
ckMis bachelor. Utilities, rafrigarator, mi-

crowava included. Secured parking, fur-

nished. pool, gated entry $615 310^24-
4152.

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New Lrg. Bakony Security bUg.
Alarm doors/windows. Rreplace. W^ fcnaida

unit. Month to month. Pets ok. SWSOfmo.
310-998-1501

WESTWOOD- 10 min walk to UCLA. BrtgM.

quiet bachetor w/ Ibath Laundry. $52Si/ino.

Paid utilities-i' perking AvaH-April 5th. 310-

443-0605

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm/1-bath only $575/mo.

Carpet, newly painted, laundry arxl parking

1-mile from campus. Professlonal/Grads

preferred. Call 310-723-0950.

WESTWOOD Large 1 -bedroom on Kelton.

Gas, water paid. $897/mo. Availat>le rwwl
909-885-4182

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-
3bdrm/3t>ath spack)us townhouse Tile entry

3 secured periling spaces. $1850. 310-286-

1288

Classifieds
!

825-2221 I

Advertise for FREE in Brum Baroains. Items $100 or less. Prints every Wednesay and Friday
Display
206 3060

^ "»"»'« f" .jf-.

33 Mood4y,M4rch9,1998 Daity Brain Classified

MAR VISTA, $625/month. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio, bart>ecue area Quiet-building

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-396-8579

WLA-$590/mo Ask about free rent Attrac-

tive fumisbed-singies. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal

for students. Suitable for two. Definite must
see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD 1-bdrm Private detached,
new guesthouse in beautiful home. Pool and
spa use and free cable. $975/mo including

utilities. 310-474-2708.

WLA adorable guesthse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/k>ft. $750.
Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

mm
Iquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Rssociotes

Pieose Coll

(213)896-6761

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday. Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny
4t)drm/2t>ath house w/additional large den
w/separate entrance. Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, washer/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail

Marctilst. 528-3rd St. $3300. 310-571-0293.

»»»»»»#»»»<»»»»»»»»»
O'Melveny & Myers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.
Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your
Area. Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650
for current listings.

STUDIO APARTMENT in luxurious complax
at 239 S. Barrington AverHJe. Near Sunset in

Brentwood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. Call 818-981-7440.

WLA. TRI-LEVEL CONDO. 3bdrm/2.5btti,

wasiier-dryer, dMiwashar, 2-car parking, se-

curity building, central A/C, free cable, patk>,

pals ok. $te(Xyinontfv. 310-914-4254.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threb
bedroom homes or

apartments,
furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele
or Bryan Williemfis

at (310) 277-1010

LOS ANQELES. Large Law firm seeks sum-
mar sublets. No share situatkxts please. Call

Vwkie 213-229-7575.

ASIAN/OUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate.
Nicely furnished private room, share bath.

Bus in front house, Wastwood/Pico. No
smoking/pets. $39S/month-futilitia8. 310-
475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room) Leave message. Abbey 310-275-
3831 or 818-783-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS-Furnished private

bdrm/bth and entry. Light laurxjry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA students pre-

ferred $500/mo. 310-271-8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own bdrm/bath
N/S, professional female to share apartment
w/2 females $440/mo. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/lease. 310-473-9420/310-712-
2623

BRENTWOOD. Comfortable apartment.
Room for rent, share bath. $400. Closed
gate, laundry, pool. Near shops, buslines,

UCLA. 310-472-1367.

BRENTWOOD: SHARE LARGE HOME with

single n>6m and two kids Female non-smok-
er. No pets. $700/mo. 310-395-0623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apanment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free
parking, full kitchen, large balcony with view
$595/mo Avail starting April 1 st. Just south
of Wilshire (Veteran+Ohio). Please call Nick
310-479-0789

LOS ANGELES-ROOM FOR RENT in 4-

bdrm house $385 +1/4 utilities. Includes all

house privileges. Call 310-836-8774.

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/shared bath. 3miles to

campus. Garden, spackHJS&surviy. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking. Avail-

abla through mid-June. $43S/mo. 310-826-
6705.

Rflnt 'H
PACIFIC PALISADES Female to share 3
txJrm house with pool ar>d ocean view with

single mom of two. $700/mo. 310-459-1770.

SANTA MONICA $380/mo obo 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes
to UCLA. Near buses. Non-srTK>king male
preferred. Call Ivan C: 310-207-3212.

SANTA MONICA. Share own room in

2bdrm/2bath 2-story, sunroof, w/view, ga-
rage parking, washer/dryer. Female pre-

ferred N/S $700/mo. Avail 4/1. 310-552-

2892

WESTWOOD $575+1/2utilities. Own room in

bright 2-bdrm/1-bath. Hardwood, bak^ony,

garage, yard. Call Jennifer 0310-470-0383

WESTWOOD 2 males, to share Ibdrm/lba
in 2bdrm/2ba apartment Secured build-

ing+parklng Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bateony $350ea 310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Room in a private home.
Grad student preferred Walking distance to

UCLA. $600. Leave name and telephone at

310-475-1713.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX Charming furnished

bedreoom. Large ctosets, shelves. Utilities

irvHuded Kitchen privileges 5-miles East of

UCLA Female $375/mo. 213-939-2772.

WLA 1 room w/bateony in spack>us 3-level

townhouse Share-bath. No-smoking, no
drugs. Clean, quiet, responsit)le. Avail now.

$450/mo. Partying. 310-204-5661.

WLA-2 BDRM/2 bath. Partially furnished

bedroom/pnvate bath. Pool/jacuzzi/steam

room. Laundry facilities. Quiet, neatjlldy, ra-

sponsit>le, serious student. Must respect pri-

vacy. $550/mo.+1/2 utilities. 818-784-1355
or 310-474-6240 after-7pm before-9am.

WLA. New, quiet 2-t)drm/24)ath condo. Dish-

washer, W/D, gated parking, security erv
trance. N/S. No pets. Month-to-month. $530
including utilities. Call 310-287-1530
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** To a<iv) on /^57ViBirlMty'(19e6,Dr«TM)A|nUbbagoasr7'(19%^^
wfctowsr fsfuses to 1st go d his iBIs wls's msrtwry. IB |M<wiBlngly Jnlisd to a fwmiddsl kMsr. IB

••WTtoma for Ihs NoMiy|-'(1995) Holly Hunlsr.A

woman drssdi ThanksgMr^ wtfi her sccsntricfsmily. Jerry CConrWl.
I

**• land sndFmsdbm- (1905) Ian Hart. A
communist t^t part In Ihs Spwiah Civil Wsr. 'NR' IB

luMrittlrvilyl

rt.ABrkjK

's/V>wtmenr(1996, Comedy) |*Swivw''(1966)Hip^hM(ingbuddtos
onnsl. (In Slereo) 'PG-13' IB |swsgger to slovslom friend's rsscus. "R*

PoWsrgelst: Tbs Lsgscy
A malevolent spirii (R)

** "NigNGame'n
Roy Scfteider. (to St(

iHHk rsissperf (1086)
Kevin Bacoa'R'lB

**W "The Three Liyes at

ThomaWw*(1964)'PG'

** The Substitute'

(1996) Tom Bersnger. 'ft

* "Poison Ivy: The New
Se(*icr»on''0997)'R'lB

1989, Suspense)
lereo)^

"Conun-
dnm"

Classifieds

8252221
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DICKERSON
From page 40

\- /-.
was supposed to hurt the Bruins. It

was the three Arizona guards -

Mike Bibby, Miles Simon, and

Jason Terry - that had the UCLA
coaching staff worried.

Despite the fact that he leads his

team with 18.6 points per game, he

often remains in the shadows on a

team laden with superstars.

But Saturday he reversed the

roles and turned the trio of guards

into merely supporting actors.

"We don't have a go-to guy on

this team," Dickerson said.

"Usually it's Simon or Bibby or

(Jason) Terry, and tonight it was my
turn. We just go to the guy that's

hot."

Hot?

That would be like saying the

Grand Canyon is a small hole in the

ground - a gross understatement.

Dickerson was simply sizzling.

He made 10 of his 13 field goal

attempts in the second half, includ-

ing 2-for-3 from beyond the three-

point arc.

He scored 13 of the Wildcats' 26

points over the final eight minutes,

and six of their final nine over the

last two.

"He's had some great games for

us, but this is probably his best,"

Arizona head coach Lute Olson

said. "1 give our guys a lot of credit

for recognizing that (Dickerson)

was on a run.

"I thought they did a great job

getting him screens and getting him

the basketball and then basically

just getting out of his way." •

What made him particularly

hard to stop was that he scored

from everywhere.

Of his 1 1 field goals, he had two-

three pointers, five short-range

jumpers and four lay-ins.

"He was just on," UCLA guard

Toby Bailey said. "We had a hand
up every time, he never got an open
shot. He just made them."

As for Dickerson, he just thought

it was time to show some leadership

in his last regular season collegiate

contest.

"I just think that I needed to step

up for my team," he said. "I'm a

senior and I was feeling it and they

gave me the ball in the right places

and I didn't want to let them down."

TOURNAMENT
From page 40

Murray State (also coached by a for-

mer UCLA assistant coach - Mark
Gottfried) in a first-round matchup in

the Midwest.

Although the Bruins were virtually

guaranteed of gaining a berth, at least

one Bruin was a little anxious when the

Bruins' placement wasn't announced

until the bitter end.

"I was nervous, I didn't think we
were going to get in," freshman guard

Baron Davis said. "When our name
came up, I was relieved."

LUNCH SPECIAL DINNER SPECIAL

$4.50 85.50

•RICE •SALAD* SOUP •RICE •SALAD* SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or •CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF •HREBEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA •VEGETABLE TEMPURA

2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS •3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
J V J

91 1 flROXTON AVE / liCONTl
WESrWOOO VIllAGE

310 208 7781

MPANESf fCKJO
KORtAN FOOD
SAi(EtOMas

$0

Valid w/ Student ID.
pTM Coupon p«r p*f«on

On Campus

(E8L1991]

\f rwi PoiTH

Presents

m^.

th Annual
St. Patty's Day Bash

Tuesday, March 1

7

Join us for:

Green Beer!

Drink Specials!

Corned Beef Sandwiches!

T-Shifts!
Be sure to join us for aH

NCAA Tourney action!

* *
A

I
--: - -- * aJllNINESS

60 IniMl

*

SPRMG
BREAK
VERY

iOMOIIIIKO!
• Rooms fiom $79 plus tasc,

dbl. occ. $40 per additional

person (four per room
maximum)

• Welcome Nfaugarita

• Con^>lete European (fealth

Spa silso available

• Free Tennis, Pools & Jacuzzi

• Free Spring Break music,
beach & pool competitions

& recreational activities

• Just 45 minutes fiom
downtown San Diego

Limited Offer <ft Availability.

Valid March 20 - April 12. 1998

For reservations call

(619) 498-8230 or toll fiee:

1-800-343-8582
Ask for Spring Break Special

e-mail: reserv@telnor.net

www. rosahtohtl.com

WI I HOTEL & SPA

FlIVAte ROOBt

Sprins Term Housins

^ii; Rcx)ms from

.4: H 334/quarter,
..'l

indudins meals M-F
' nVomcn students only

824 Hllsard ^

(310)208-0906

Jf- >r- /;> >T^ ^t' '> f% -'T^

I.

BEVERLY HILLS A0JACE^f^- 3bdrnV2btti

Spanish duplex. Re*pon»ibl«. fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred S472/mo+
utilitles-f deposit Avail April 1st 310-859-

7403 or 3 10-27 1-4322

Classifieds

825-2221

BRENTWOOD ^ .

seeks male to share 2+2. Own bedroom/twi,
parking space. Furnished/unfurnished Avail

April Isl Dan: 310-471-7210.

LOS FELI2 HILLS 5 bedroom Yoo be
GAM/GWM N/S. Wi Clean/qoief Under 25
Walk to ckibs/markets/buses S400-S600 ne-

goliable^^ecurity. 213-366-9692.

MANHATTAN BEACH Ocean view, l-bkwk
from beacfi M/F wanted to sliare 2b6rm/^
bath house w/Mike N/S, no pets W/D.
$600/nx) utilities included 310-545-9634.

MAR VISTA-Female to share w/2pro(«Mk)(V
at women. Lovely older home w/ocean view,

garden. Immdry S65Q/imo. uUMiee included

Day:31 0-625-3854, evening 310-391-4676

MAR VISTA/VENICE AREA: 3lrg rooms
availabte in huge 2story, 4bdrm/4ba house.
2living rooms, 2dens, 1 separate entrance
$500 Paul 310-390-9950

MARA/ISTA $435/n«gott«b(e. Cte«i. spa-
cious rm-^ba in must see 2bdrm/2foa 2-story

townhouse Availabte ASAP-July-of-k>nger
M/F/okay lOmin-UCLA, Smin-beach, balco-

ny, gated-parking, full-kitchen, JoeO310-
7r»7-nnr7

mahinadI:l htT/vfcNiCfc Hoomate need-
ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house 3 Mocks
from Marina pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors $550/mofutilities Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-30<-7853(night).

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female
to share luxurious 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton Own tjedroom. own bathroom Parking

space pptional. Contact 310-209-1607.

VENICEADVERy<ND- 2bdrm/2ba in luxury

apartment to #iare as soon as pussiWe.

$650 Betty: 310-213-6812 or pae«r: 310-

841-7481.

WESTWOOD- MaJ«/F*male to share

2bdrm/2bath apt.. Large. bMuWul irwater

bedroom WMher/dryer lr>side. Gated ga-

rage 310-280-1165 or after 6pm 310-474-

1360.

WESTWOOD 1-mite from campus. Your

own bedroom only $40Q^mo and share utili-

ties. Parkir>g. hardwood fkwrs. iaurnlry Ma-
ture, responsibte N/S roommate wtw is easy-

going and fun Professional/Grada preterred.

C«ll:310-723-0960

BREI^TWOOD- Nk:e qutet area.$350/mo in-

cludes utilities and cable. 2 mites from

UCLA. ChMe to buses Female pretended

310-473-0670

MOVE IN TODAY!
WLA Share cool Ibdrm apt w/male UCLA
student Pkx>&Purdue $337.50+1/2 util Call

Tom at: 310-473-1718.

WESTWOOD- Spring quarter. Femate need-

ed to share luxunous 2-bdrm/2-bath apar-

tment w/two other ugrads Strathmore fl»-

gency. $375/month-Kteposit. Call Irene 310-

443-9080

WESTWOOD: Femate roommate needed
Spring quarter. Share large bedroom in

3bdrm/2b« apt. $31S/mo. including pwking

Located 631 KeNon Ave. 310-209-811S. Ask

for Lisa.

F1.MA1.L GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-
many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 bedroom
apartment/house. Poss. w/yard. 1-619-459-

2324

WLA- Camden and Sante Monk:a. femate to

share 2-t>drm/2-bath large furnished condo
thru end of August. Share or own 310-445-
1566

WLA SUBLET AVAIL. 4/1-5/31. Lrg Ibdrm
penthouse tevel, furnished, bakxmy. sky-
lights, fireplace, central a/c, all appliances.

$6MVmo. 310-836-7107.

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos+new 3-todrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. market Security 909-

737-9203

Need extra cash-' Sell something'
Dis|)liv

206-30r
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M. HOOPS
from page 40

went through the hole, but the basket

didn't count, because the conference

freshman-of-the-year was called for a

charge with 0:49 left.

"I figured if I went strong to the

hole that I would get the call, or it

would be a no-call," Davis said. "I

thought it would be a noK;all, but the

refs made a big call. That was a big

call. It turned the game around."

Senior Wildcat Michael

Dickerson 's seven foot jumper on the

ensuing possession would give

Arizona (27-4, 17-1) a three-point

lead with 0:22 remaining. Then the

Bruins brought the ball up the court

and Davis passed it to Johnson who
has consistently hit clutch three-

pointers, most notably during last

week's Washington trip. But the

Wildcats double-teamed Johnson
and forced him to pass the ball to an

open Davis in the corner. With five

seconds left, Davis' three-point

attempt went in ... then out.

"It felt great, I had a wide-open

look. You know 1 was shooting it

well," said Davis who had already

made two three-pointers in the game.

"It's just one of those shots you

always wish you could have back."

After honoring its seniors before

tipK)ff, a fired-up UCLA opened the /

game with a 10-0 run. The Bruins

would go on to take an eight-point

lead at the half. UCLA would run up

a 14-point lead soon after intermis-

sion, but the Wildcats would slowly

eat away at the lead behind their 60.0

percent shooting and Dickerson 's 22

second-half points. '

Arizona took its first lead of the

game, with 1:38 to go, after A.J.

Bramlett put back a missed shot.

UCLA would counter with a

Johnson jumper 17 seconds later, but

that would be the last time the Bruins

scored. And the three seniors, Toby
Bailey, J.R. Henderson and Johnson
would have to settle for a loss in their

last home game of their careers

before a Pauley crowd of 12,799.

"It's real special just to be around
those guys and play with them for a

whole season," a teary-eyed Davis

said. "I just feel bad because we
couldn't pull it out for them."

However, despite the fact that the

seniors ended their conference career

on a losing note, the seniors don't see

the glass as half-empty.

"I told the guys before we went out

there as long as everybody gives their

best effort and leaves it all out there

on the court, I'm going to leave here

proud of what I accomplished here

and proud of what our team did,"

said Bailey, who almost had a double-

double with 22 points and nine

boards. "Our team played their hard-

est, I couldn't ask for anything

more."

"The three seniors aren't really

tripping off of this," said Johnson,

the Bruins' leading scorer with 24

points. "It's sad because it's our last

game at Pauley and we took an 'L',

but ... we saw (Saturday) how good
we can be and if (Saturday) is not a

wake-up call, then we will never be

awoken."

Perry T. WongDJ)JS.

General & Cosmetic Dentistry

Preventive Care
Emergencies - 7 days a week

OeM* OmHal i most major insurances tvekxxned.

C3I! for Specials imciuding teeth ivhitcnmgi for

U.C.L.A. students, faculty, staff. & friends.

1990 Westwood Blvd., Ste. 238 • (310) 474-6802

FREE PARKING • ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Back to school specials.
Laser Printer Toner Cartridges
Why poy more. We fully guarantee the quality.

Recycled Laser Printer Cartridges

HP92295A(Laseijelll.lll)

HP9227SA (l..^uier|et IIP. IIIP)

HP 9229 1A (l^-scrjet IILsi. 4si)

HP 92298A ( Uscrjcl 4. 4+3) - ' —
HP 92274A (LascijcI 4L 4P) —,

.

^' :-"

HPC3900A (La.serjet 4V)
HPC3906A(La.scrjct5L)

HP C3909A (Laserjet Sri)

Canon A- 1 5/30 (PC- 1.2.3, 5, 6RE)
Canon El 6/31 (PC-300. 310. 720. 770

Canon FX- 1 (L500. L600. L700)

Canon FX-2 (L5000, 1.6000. L7000)

Epson 7000 (Minolta SP- 101

)

Epson 1500 (SP-6X).

IBM 4019. 4028. 4029

IBM 4039, 4049. Optra R, Optra R+

Recycled InkJet Printer Cartridges

HPDeskjet5l626A
HPDcNl(jet5l629A

Canon BC-OI • _ .^ _
Canon BC-02

Canon BC-20
Canon BJ-300

—

^

Canon BJC-600

1
$35.00

S49.00

S74.00

$62.00

S50.00

$86.00

$57.00

$140.00

$70.00

$64.00

$36.25

$61.25

$100.00

$85.95

$92.00

$92.00

$17.20

$19.20

$19.20

$19.20

$19.20

r.oo

Paragon Toner
TEL: (800) 861-1333
FAX: (562) 803-5512

Free UPS delivery

C^antity discount

available

ismmmmmwmm
PA WiO,

MAD

"tCKBBK

001 KMPs. nu.
l-800-tM-906t
MX tannnnu

VIh7Mm(«?A/E'

1«W CifeaMa lOMrWnWw. ks. Al M#«i

Wednesday, March 11

7 pm - 9 pm
The Alumm Center

Careers in

Hi-Tech
Wednesday, March 1

1

7 pm - 9 pm
The Alumni Center

For father information,
callCareer Services at

(310) 206-6062.

^^ KAPLAN
l-80aKAP-TEST

Students Faculty & Staff go ciazy

with Headlines delivery.

Food: Expert diners claim delivery

service can boost student GPA.

Cheeseburger
Combo

$3.69 + tax

'"There 's noplace like Headlines.

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWDDD

DELIVERY
5;30pm - 10:30pm • $12 minimum

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave. • Westwood Village
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WOMEN
From page 40

keeping men as the active par-

ticipants - the players - and

women as the occasional grace

on the sidelines.

But sometimes those

women wanted to cross over

the sidelines and do what the

men were doing. This move-

njent coincided with the New
Woman's emergence into the

public sphere ofjobs and poli-

tics, as well as the bicycle

_xra2e

Women and men both rode

bicycles. It was a cool fad back

then, and it was very liberating

for the women. They got to

wear short dresses and riding

pants that were specifically-

designed for women bicyclists.

This lead to further free-

dom because they were not

confined to long dresses and

corsets that had been fashion-

able during the Victorian era.

While there had been

women athletes before the

bicycle insanity at all levels of

society, the turn of the century

created an explosion in sports

interest among women, and
we still see the effects of these

cha.nges today - successful col-

legJ: athletics' programs, the

Women's NBA, the Colorado

Silver Bullets baseball team,

and women sports journalists,

among others.

Women in sports have

come a long way, but there is

still progress to be made.

Wilcox's next story on women
in sports will detail the life of

'Babe' Didrikson Zaharias, the

jill-of-all-trades in the sports

WQfUL ^

TRACK
From page 38

leap of 6-8, and Mark Hauser won the 800

meters in 1:52.11.

UCLA's 4-by- 100-meter relay team of

Brandon Thomas, Harrison, Allen and

McElroy crushed UCSB in 40.68 seconds.

The 4-by-400-meter relay team of Allen, Fell,

McElroy, and Michael Granville won in 3: 17.31.

UCLA's women's track and field team com-

pleted their first step toward their run at a 1998

Pac-IO and NCAA Outdoor Oiampionship.

The Bruins won the quadrangular meet with

a total team score of I IS points over runner-up

Long Beach State (30.5), UCSB (29) and Cal

State Los Angeles (18.5).

UCLA's trio of Deanna Simmons, Kelly

O'Connor and Keisha Porter swept the

women's long jump on Saturday aAemoon.
Simmons won with a jump of 19-1, ahead of

good showings from O'Connor (18-5) and

Porter (18-4). Simmons also went on to capture

the triple jump with a mark of 43-5.

Rachelle Noble and Seilala Sua took the top

two places in the women's hammer throw with

little competition from the rest of the field.

Noble's top mark of 193-0 and Sua's best

throw of 179.9 are early signs of good things to

come from these two Bruin women. Sua and

SeeHAOC page 3L

^<X Campus Programs Committee and

^^^Jhe UCLA Pacific Islands Students Association

^ _ " :^_ presents...

1 (

Haunani-Kay Trask, Ph.D.
Director of Center for Hawaiian Studies, University of Hawaii - Manoa

Student Organizing: Tlie Core of Resistance

and Building Poiiticai Consciousness

Indigenous nationalist, political organizer,

poet and professor of Hawaiian Studies,
^^

—

Haunani-Kay Trask is the author of several

books, including a book of poetry Light in the

Crevice Never Seen, and a collection of

political essays. From a Native Daughter;

Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai'i.

Professor Trask also co-produced the award-

winning documentary Act of War: The

Overthrow ofHawaiian Nation rh 1993.

Currently a member of Ka Lahui Hawai'i, the

largest sovereignty initiative in Hawai'i,

Professor Trask has represented her nation at

the U.N. in Geneva, and at various gatherings

throughout the Pacific and the Americas.

k

Monday IMarch 9, 1998 7:00 pm
Viewpoint Lounge, A-Level Acicerman
Funded hy Campiu Progranuf Committee ofthe Program Activities Board.

THAT WAS THEN...

(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!

Sl'IX'lAL: $5(1-

•TOOTH
•MtfOiM OxM* (I Om)

L«t. NOMT.. Pr.. / Vi

Sf^Sfln w4IMM a HMUWnCA FOf 1119 W#IOOIM#
•IS V«ws In Pi Int. PwcUc In WMtweod

Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 9/30/98

COSMETIC and
QCNEIIAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Qraduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (t>etween Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For AMMimmMit CaUs (310) 474^78^^^

TRACK
From page 36

Noble went on to take first and third,

respectively, in the women's discus

with 1997 Ail-Americans Suzy Powell

and Nada Kawar taking second and
fourth places.

UCLA took first in the 400 and
I600<neter relays, winning 45.5 sec-

onds and three minutes 51.56 seconds

respectively.

With Ixrth rday teams consisting of

AU-Americans Bisa Grant and Joanna

Hayes, freshmen Shakedia Jones,

Michelle Perry, alternate Damesha

'^C -
Craig, the Bruin women look strong

heading into the Cal State Fullerton

Invitational next weekend.

Julie Ott won the 3000 with a time

of 10:01.20. In the 1500. Christina

Bowen, Melinda George and Kara

Barnard completed a UCLA sweep

over the rest of the competition. Only

five seconds separated the Bruin

women behind Bowen's winning time

of 4:30.79.

Hayes, ranked tenth in the nation in

hurdles, won the 200 and 400-meter

sprints with winning times of24.66 and

55.60 seconds, respectively. This was

Hayes' first meet since recovering

from a hyper-extended knee.
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W. BASKETBALL
From page 39

in Arizona history, played a big p>art in

Arizona's huge first-half lead, as she

scored 24 points in the game, 16 in the

first half

"(Adia Barnes) got hot. We could-

n't keep her off the boards," Olivier

said. "She scored whenever she want-

ed to. That pretty much told the story

in the first half."

Olivier lit into the Bruins at half-

time, telling them to put some more
effort and hustle in the second half

^ told them if anything we go out

of here not because they outworked

us but because we lost the game,"

Olivier said. "We worked hard on the

effort and gave a little more than we
did in the first half."

With the defeat, the Bruins lost

some momentum as they enter the

tournament next weekend. The
Bruins had come into the game with a

five-game winning streak.

"I'm hoping our team stays posi-

tive," Olivier said, i think they have

done so all year. ":'..
;

' ^:' .-

"We are just going to use this

game as a guideline for us to get bet-

ter. When you head into the tourna-

ment something that you have to

know is that you can't take any

breathers when you are out there on

the floor. We took a few short cuts

tonight and it cost us early in the

game."

Olivier believes the Bruins will

learn from the defeat as they head into

the tournament.

"We think that we have not even

played our best basketball yet,"

Olivier said, whose team captured

third place in the Pac-10 - the highest

finish the program has earned since

the 1991-'92 season.

"We are hoping we can put it all

together come first round (of the tour-

nament)."

ri'
It.

University of California

Berkeley Summer

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUM
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

(

'

*Open Enrollment

Combine your travel and study
' *Earn University credit

J^FInancial aid is available

rndon, England

{y 3-July Jt • Theattr

,

ifa, Israel

Itrne 2B-July 26 • Isral

iturc f-Jt

^drid, Sp;

j^gnce, Italy

'*

Xaguit 12 • Itallaii Langl

Nato, Mexfco

Spinlsii

Cultoro^:

iHAmf
-^ n

For more Info, c.ill, write, or vis

Raymond Daniels

4 Wheeler H.ill rtlOSO

Ikrkclty, CA 94720-1080

ph |5I0)64J-384"J Fax (BIO) 643-1072

' m.nl- rddnieK®sorrJles.bt-rktley.ei1ii

kiiiv^n roiicivs

>>•«•...•«»«>« \ •/»'*

4>NiTM€riT COORDTMOR SUPGRWOR

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUS A MONTHLY SALARYAi^D ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE:
Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

Ensuring the safety and security of the UA ptop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program. ,
..^-

. . . i

Participating in weekly meetings with staff and

management.

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defining problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
* UCLA graduate student.

* 'Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

Leadership experience.
f

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

*
. Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. # 1

Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM

INCLUDES :

-y PAGER
%/ ACTIVATION
>/ 1 YEAR AIR TIME
v^ 1 YEAR VOICEMAIL I

P.HlPf Tc

$
AVAKALE IN ALL COLORS! ga*

AIR TIIVIE

free Voicemail

Free Activation

i^-f-e Exleinieil Coi.

(Aia,^^]
Sherman Oaks

14441 ^Mrtura Btvd. Comer of

y/mn Nuys/ Ventura Blvd.

(818) 784-2244

LA Monico
Brentwood

1 1740 San Vicente Blvd. Same
shopping center as Chin-Chin

(310) 207-7234

WHAT'S YOUR
CELLULAR FANTASY?
^mSk/SBBSSCSBSSm'^^^mam^m.

IHCUJDES
• pager
• activation

• 1 year airtime

• 3 months
voice NAIL FREE

Coveroge includes Sonto 3orboro to the Mexican

border pius Los Vegos Loughlin, Phoenix ond Tucson'

310/478-5440
Open Mondov - Soturdoy

1 1054 UJMt Pico Boulevard. UAR
(1/2 block east of SapuKwdo)

CH€CK US OUT ON TH€ N€T
http://uiuiui.cellulGMfantQSv.com

• NOTICE • •
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.
'^ Free Pick Up And Delivery

i
H

(9

L&fiatlfio

(1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

} Shell

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

>
UCLA

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Morasa
Los Angeles, Caiifbrnia 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 47647644

Barbi6
The Jewish Women of UCLA ^ C6UN

cordially invite you to celebrate

. 5Brbie'<s Birthday
^ „

-

at a

Women's Conference on Self-image

with honored guest, humanitarian. &
—'-^——_—,_ storyteller —^-— -^

rr .
"• Duth Handler^

-Creator of Barbic®-

co-foundcr of Mattel, Inc.. & crusader for brca&t cancer

survivore.

Monday, March 9th, 7:00 PM
UCLA Hillel

900 Hilgard Ave. at Le Conbe Ave.

D&VP bo (310) 208-3081

' "What are your icons of self-image, power, and

beauty? Hear Mrs. Handlers inspiring story and

explore what has formed our Jewish identity

as women through the construction of

Americas favorite doll!

CRUSH THE LSAT
WITH

TESTMASTERS
The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours off live, In-class Instruction
• Instructors who have all scored in the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four ffulMength proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $9SO

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparntion course in the country.

Bcikcitry

San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

UCLA \ West L.A.

USCNDovwntown LA.
Davis
Sacrani

bi\t.ti> Hills

Siui Fernando Valley

Pasadena
C . ! r ' M 1 1 . " t

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

San Die^o

1-800-696-5728
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UCLA wins season's first

outdoor meet in a walk

TRACK: Both women, men kill competition,

set records as UCLA cruises to easy victory

By DonaM Morrison and Alvin Cadman
Daily Bruin Contributors . ,^^

It was just another Saturday afternoon at Drake Stadium for

the UCLA men's and women's track teams. The Bruins, behind

some surprisingly fast early season marks, opened up their out-

door season with easy wins at a quad meet over Long Beach State,

Cal State Los Angeles and UC Santa Barbara.

UCLA destroyed its competition, winning the meet with 1 14

points. UCSB finished second with 28 points, Cal State Los

Angeles placed third with 25 points and the 49ers had 21 points.

Damian Allen, on his way to NCAA Indoor Nationals next

week, opened up his outdoor season by cruising the 400 meters in

46.88 seconds to gain a victory and match his previous personal

best at the event.

"I think Allen looked especially good," UCLA head coach Bob

Larsen said. "That's an awfully good 400 meters this early for

him."

Josh Johnson smashed his old personal record in the javelin

throw, winning the event with a mark of 236 feet, 10 inches.

Johnson won the event by close to 49 feet over teammate Joe

Franklin, who threw 187-2. Johnson's old personal best was 230-1.

Matt Olin set a personal record in the 3000, winning the event

in 8 minutes, 27.66 seconds. In his first collegiate 1500, Jess

Strutzel won in 3:51.93 seconds.

"We knew since last year that (Strutzel) had the potential to be

a 1500-meter runner," Larsen said. "That's a pretty impressive

performance."

The sprinters and hurdlers turned in solid performances.

Freshman Bryan Harrison won the 100 dash in 10.67,seconds, and

Jim McElroy cruised the 200 in 21.36 seconds. Gerimi Burleigh

won the 1 10 high-hurdles in 14.56 seconds. Brian Fell easily won

the 400 meter hurdles in 52.86 seconds.

The Bruins also gained victories in the throwing and jumping

events.

Luke Sullivan won both the hammer throw, with a mark of 203-

7, and the discus with a throw of 184-10. Wade Tift won the shot

put with a heave of 59-2. Lester DeRaad won the highjump with a

"*

SeelBAOtpagele

After first loss. Bruins go for the kill

M.VOLLEYBALL Friday's

errors quickly corrected for

almost flawless follow-up

By Vytas Mazeika

Daily Bruin Staff

BYU set out to prove that the top-

ranked and undefeated UCLA men's

volleyball team wasn't perfect, and they

did so impressively with a 15-12, 15-10,

15-8 victory on Friday night.

"Maybe they were not prepared to

play," BYU head coach Carl McGown
said after Friday's match. "We were cer-

tainly more into the match. We're at their

place, they're No. 1. So we get excited to

play. I'm sure that tomorrow night will be

a lot more different."

McGown's prophetic words came

true Saturday night as the Bruins (17-1

overall, 11-1 'tn the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation) responded to their

first loss of the season with an almost

flawless performance. The Cougars (9-3,

9-3) succumbed to the Bruins in three

games 15-5, 15-11,15-13.

In Friday's loss the Bruins were out-

blocked a ridiculous 19 to 4.5 and out-hit

.349 to .225. Three Bruins hit for nega-

tive averages while the trio of junior

quick hitter Ryan Millar (22 kills), junior

opposite Ossie Antonetti (22) and fresh-

man quick hitter Shane Van Beest (6

blocks) led the Cougars.

"We were just on," Millar said Friday

night. "The coaches did a really good job

telling us where to block and we just

stuck with it. It worked out well and it's

very nite."

UCLA head coach Al Scates called

for an impromptu, two-hour video ses-

sion on Saturday to study what went.

wrong.

The result was a com-

plete turnaround. Only

Antonetti experienced

success on Saturday

with 24 kills as the

Bruins aimed at improv-

ing their blocking and

taking away both Millar

and Van Beest. UCLA
out-blocked BYU 15 to

12.5 and senior swing

hitter Ben Moselle lead

the attack with 26 kills.

"We had to take

away all their tendencies

and make them beat us

doing something they

didn't do last night,"

Scates said. "We did a

pretty good job. They

out-blocked us last night

two to one and we out-

blocked them tonight."

UCLA players like

junior swing hitter Fred

Robins came out with

something to prove. Robins collected 2.5

blocks and 22 digs. Scates believes that

probably 10 of the 22 digs were convert-

ed into UCLA points.

The only knock on the Bruins' perfor-

mance on Saturday was the inability to

finish the match. Up 14-10 in the third

game, UCLA squandered nine match

points and allowed the Cougars back into

the game. On the 10th match point, up

14-13, UCLA senior quick hitter Tom
Stillwell served an ace to end the match.

"We have a habit of letting up when

we're ahead," Robins said. "We can't do

that anymore. It's showtime. We have to

get out there and hammer them. We just

can't let up and do things like this

because teams like (BYU) will come back

GENEVlEVt LIANG/Daily Bfuin

Ben Moselle gets the ball past Shane Van Beest

(right) and Olivier Knechciak.

on us. Maybe even win the game. So we

have to go out there and kill them."

The Bruins are no longer undefeated

and must re-focus, but a loss is never

detrimental to a team's cause unless it

comes in the post-season.

Therefore UCLA's loss on Friday

night will take the pressure of an unde-

feated season away and allow them to

concentrate on their national champi-

onship aspirations.

"I'm not disappointed (about not

being undefeated anymore)," sopho-

more quick hitter Adam Naeve, who tal-

lied 43 kills this weekend, said. " I thou^t

it was good for us. It's a wake-up call for

one and it definitely showed us our weak*

ncss«^Now we can work on them." /^

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppiiifls and cri

until 1 a.in. SuiMtay-Ttnirsday824-41 1

1

1114GayleyAve.
Westwood Village until 2 a.m. Friday A Saturday

Mens Collfqt- B.islii't ball

Mow The Top 2S fared

1 . Duke (29-3) lost to Na 4 North CMina

83-6S. Next icguUr mson owr.

IMmu (27-4) did not pli)f.Ncrt re^u-

br season owH.

3. Kansas (34-3) beat OUahoma 72-SS.

Not leyte season MR.

4. North Caraina (30-3) beat Na 1 Me
83-68.Not n9ular season OMt

5. Utah (25-3) did nor plan. Next regito

season over.

6. Connefticut (29-4) dM not play Next

regutar season over.

7. Kentucky (29-4) beat Na 1 5 Sooth

Carolinj 86-56. Next: re9uUf season ow.

8. Princeton (26-1) did not piay.Next. reg-

ular season over.

9. Purdu* (26^ 7) lost to No. 1 7 Michigan

76-67. Next: regular season ow

to. Mississippi (22-6) did not piay. Next:

regular season over

1 1

.

Stanford (26-4) did not play. Next: reg-

ular season over.

12. Michigan State (20-7) did not play.

Next: regular season over.

1 3.Toas Christian (27-S) dM not play.

Next regular season «ver.

14. Qndnnati (26-5) did not play. Next

itgular season over.

15. South Carolina (23-7) lost to Na7

teitudty 86-56. Next regular season over.

16. Arkansas (234) dkl not play. Next reg-

ular season over.

17. Michigan (244) beat Na9 Pufduc 76-

i7.NatKgularseMnov(r.

18. anois (22-9) did not play. Next regu-

lar season over.

19. UOA (22-8) did not play. Next regular

seasonovec.

20. New MencD (23-7) «d not play. Next:

regular season ovei

21

.

Maryland (19-10) dM not play. Next

ngutarsenwovet

21Syww (244) dW not play. Next reg^

ular season over.

23.WtetVbginla (224) dkr not play. Nart

regular season ovei

24.len^ (21 4) did not play. Next regu-

lar season owr.

25.0Uahoma State (214) dM not pla^

Next regular season over.

Men \ Colleq*' B.«Nhetb.ill

Mdjor Stores

Kansas Stale (17-1 1) at North Carolina

State (16-14)

Rider (18-9) at Penn State (15-12)

LoM Island U. (21-10) at taylon (20-1 1

)

teoigetown (15-14) at Hoiida (14-14), 8

pjlL

Seton Hal (15-14) at (rfoigla led* (17-13)

Aiiiona SMe (18-13) at Hanvai (194),

12J0ajn.

taoaga (23-9) « Wyoming (Y94)

Fresno SOk (1S-11) atMIc (24-9)

MStak U1-7) at MMpNs (16-11)

CicighMi 084) at Matpctte (18-10)

SoMhcni Mte (22-101 at Aubom (15-12)

Colonde SMe (2M) at MMneiola (IS-

IS)

Alabanu4inmngham (20-1 1) « Missouri

(17-14)

1lwi^MMdi12
Noi« CMina-lMbidnglon (20-10) at

Wake Forest (15-13)

N.ition.ii rt.isW.lb.ill Associ.ition

flt A OUnn'

Dattas

Denver

13 48

5 57

i13 31

.081 391/2

Ottawa

Carolna

25 28

25 30

10 60

7 57

Paciit Division

ScaMe 46 1t

LA-Lakers 42 18

niecM 39 21

Ponland 34 2S

Saoamenlo 2« M
GuMtBll* 13 47

ULCippcn 13 47

.754

.700

.650

i76

31/2

61/2

11

.419 201/2

J17 321/2

.217 321/2

MianiHOahiM
Ulali110,MNiMhM92

Houston 106, Phoariiai

TOUHMMBirS

North Carolina 83, Duke 68

KfUC^^MK*

Kansas 72,OUahonu 58

liflMCMforaiKff

Michigan 76, Punlue 67

Atlantic Division

W I

Miami 43 19

NewVork 34 26

NewJersey 33 29

Orlando 31 29

Washington 32 30

Boston 29 32

Philadeiphia 21 38

Pet

jm
567

sn
il7

.516

.475 131/2

.356 201/2

GB

8

10

11

11

AdanUl01,Clc«cland96

Induna 104, Boston 100

Chariatle 109, New Jersey 100

Washington 100, PNbdelphia 91

Seattle 99, Minnesota 98,01

U. Lakers 96, Detroit 89

San Antonio 82, Portland 78

Vancouver 113,1o(MlD 106

Chicago 102. New Ibrfc 89

LA. dippers 100, Denver 89

Central Division

W L T Pts

Dalas 38 15 10 86

Detroit 34 17 13 81

SLLoiis 35 22 8 78

Phoenix 24 27 12 60

Chicago 24 27 11 59

IdranlD 21 32 8 SO

Padlk Division

W L T Pts

Colorado 33 16 16 82

LosAngHes 28 22 11 67

Edhonlon 23 30 10 56

SanJose 24 30 7 55

Calgary 19 31 12 SO

Anaheim 20 33 9 49

Vancouver 19 34 10 48

SmtKftimm
PhladHpMa 4, Pittsburgh 3,0T

Phoenix 1,0allasl,ti<(

Carolina 3, Anaheim 1

143 156

155 172

(t GA

187 124

191 146

196 156

170 179

151 150

145 178

GF GA

194 158

176 161

160 111

152 164

164 189

146 189

177 223

Ryte PMerson, LHP Horado Estrada, RHP

Mike Misuraca, INF Mike Kinkade, INF

Santiago Perez and C ieff AKano to their

minor league camil

SAN DltGO PADRES—Extended the con-

tiKt of Kevin lowers, general managet

through 1999. Assigned RHP Jason

Middlebroook.LHP Al Newman,C Jimmy

Gonzalez and OF Derek Lee to their minor-

leaguecampi

CHICAGO BULLS—Activated G Steve Kin

from the injured Hst. Placed G Randy

Brovm on the injured list

NEW JERSEY NETS—Signed F David

Vaughn » a 104ay contiart Placed C

Jayson WKamt on the injund ksL

WASHaCWWIZARDS—Activated 6
God Shammgod from thein^ list

Placed G Tim Legler on the injured ist.

MEW YORK GIANTS—Agreed to terms

with RB LeShon Johnson on a two^fear

contraa

Central Division

UtahSt78,Pacilic63

Chicago

Mtena

Charlotte

AHanu

Cleveland

RMniMUKR

Deirali

45 16

43 IS

38 23

36 24

32 29

29 30

27 34

.738

.705

.623

.600

.525

.492

.443

2

7

81/2

13

15

18

KentiidtyM,S«ilb Carolna 56

NIT B.ist..lb,»ll ToutriHiitent

M.ijof Siori'-.

NMMiiKMwdill
StBwiwKw (17-14) at Vawdtiblt (11-

12)

Georgia (16-14) at Iowa (20-10), 10 pjn.

Ibnnio 13 47 J17 311/2

WBIBNOIfaBKE
MwwKt uivnion

W L Pet GB <

Utah 43 16 .729 —
SanAMonie 41 20 i72 3

MbMSOU 32 29 i2S 12

30 30 iOO 131/2

15 45 iSO 2B1/2

Orlando at PhMe«pMa, 7:30 p.m.

Houston at UtA, 9 pjiL

'LA.CIppcrsainn«ii(,9p.m.

Golden Slate at Saoamenta 10:30 pjn.

Ndlion.il Hoikev le.ique

^t A Ol.intc

EASTBNCOiraCNa
Atlantic Division

W L T Pts

NewJersey 39 16 7 85

PMbddphia 32 20 9 73

WMdngtoB 27 24 11 65

N.Y.Rangen 19 27 16 54

NYMandcrs 22 32 8 52

Florida 18 31 12 46

Iiffl^Bay 12 41 9 33

NiratHlOMdon
W L

32 IS

29 25

Boston 26 23

Bufblo 2522

T

14

7

13

14

GF GA

180 123

178 142

169 164

153 169

162 174

147 176

119a205

Gf GA

182 151

174 158

157 146

154 146

Calgary at ViMiinglon, 7 p.m.

Florida at Montreal 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at H.Y Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Edmonton at Chicago, 830 p.m. ^

Tampa Bay at Colorado, 9 p.m.

St Louis at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

Toronto at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Anaheim at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

M tiMM intM sp«tib« art EOT.

Tr.iiis.Ktions

NEW YDIKYWIKEES—Traded INF Andy

Fox to Arizona fcr RHP Marty Janien and

RHP Todd Efdos.

TEXAS RANGERS—Assigned C John ElBs

to the minor league campL

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Optioned RHP Joe

Voung to KnoKvUe of the Southern

League.

MUMA DUMONDBACKS—Announced

the retirement of LHP Mark Davis.

MILWAUKEE BREVKERS—Sent RHP Tim

VanEgmond, LHP Mike PasqualicdHOk RHP

FIDRIOA PANTHERS—Traded F Esa

fikkanen to the Washington Capiuk lor

LW Dwayne Hay and a conditional 1998

draft pid.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Recalled F Michel

PIcard from Grand Rapids of the IHL

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Traded RW

Lonny Bohonos to the Toronto Maple Leafs

for C Brandon Convery.

I.VIfhat is the largest margin of victory

ever recorded in an NBA game?

2.What is the lowest team score ever

recorded in an NBA game?

3.What was unique about the Indiana

125-59 victory over Portland earlier this

season?

ygN a<|i u| una) f auip isjy aqi seM n -(

tMucfiiuwd^SpapjOMJ

lie awt| sjag^ pur J|6«v« 's^x»g »m r

•siufod

gg 4^ >NH MP )Nq SiaiieAt) »m I

t • • t
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Tremendous comeback not enough to tame Wildcats
W. BASKETBALL: Winning

streak ends, but Bruins

still hopeful for touraey

ByOirisUmpierrt
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's basketball

team's youth has been the secret of

much of their success this season. But

on Saturday their youth and inexperi-

ence shot them in the foot.

After closing No. 9 Arizona's 23-

point halftime lead to just five with

2:35 left, the No. 23 Bruins (IW, 144
in the Pac-10) turned the ball over on
four consecutive possessions in the

last two minutes to fall to the Wildcats

84-73 in Tbcson, Ariz.

"I think since our team is so young

we got excited that we came back,"

UCLA head coach Kathy Olivier

said, who has nine sophomores on the

team, four ofwhich start. "I told them

to slow down in those last two min-

utes.

"That's something we talked about

in the locker r(X)m (after the game)
and something we have to get better

at, just taking care of the basketball."

Behind inspired play by All-

American candidate Maylana Martin

and center Janae Hubbard in the sec-

ond half, who finished the game with

24 and 16 points, respectively, the

Bruins slowly chipped at the

Wildcats' huge lead.

Martin's basket from the elbow of

the key at the 4:25 mark of the second

half put the sophomore forward in a

select group of Bruins. The basket

gave Martin over 1,000 points after

two seasons at UCLA. Only two play-

ers in UCLA history have completed

that feat: Necie Thompson and Hall

of Famer Denise Curry.

With 2:35 left in the game the

Bruins had trimmed the Wildcat lead

to 75-70 and had possession of the

ball. Sophomore point gtiard Erica

Gomez turned the ball over on the

ensuing possession.

After getting fouled, Arizona's

Adia Barnes hit the frontend ofa one-

an<k)ne to increase the Wildcat lead

to 76-70. On the very next possession,

freshman guard LaCresha Flannigan

turned the ball over when Arizona's

Marte Alexander jumped in front of

her pass. Alexander then got fouled

and went on to make one of two from

the line.

Gomez got the rebound and
raced up court only to have her pass

intercepted by Arizona's Resea

Bristol. After being immediately

fouled, Bristol missed both of her

free throws.

When the Bruins tried to set up
their half-court oftense with just over

a minute left down seven points, 77-

70, Martin threw an errant pass into

the crowd.

"We tried to get a couple of quick

baskets and in the process we turned

the ball over," Olivier said.

After getting fouled with 33 sec-

onds left. Barnes hit both of her free

throws to extend the Wildcat lead to

79-70 and Arizona wouldn't have to

look back again.

All told, the Bruins committed 26

turnovers in the game with Gomez
leading the way with nine.

Nevertheless, UCLA's coura-

geous comeback cannot be forgotten.

"I think the comeback was a big

stejf for us," Olivier said. "Against

Stanford (a game in which UCLA lost

105-80) we really never made a come-

back after we got down.

"I think the players stayed together

and stayed focused. We chipped away

at the lead but they just ended up

being the better team tonight."

Arizona (21-6, 144 in the Pac-10)

built much of their first-half lead

because they out-hustled the Bruins

for loose balls and rebounds.

Barnes, the second-leading scorer

SeeW.MSIETBAIl,|M9e37

Untimely injuries force UCLA to rean^ange lineup, pitcNng rotation
BASEBALL Bruins still

optimistic about season

despite recent obstacles

ByKfistinaWikM
Daily Bniin Staff

Bad luck has taken hold of the base-

ball team this season, especially in the

injury department.

The Bruins were able to avoid the

demons throughout last season while

advancing to the College World Series,

but the 1998 team has to overcome a lot

of obstacles to make it that far again

this year. A big roadblock appeared

suddenly last week.

Left-handed starting pitcher Rob
Henkel (10, 8.72 ERA in 5 starts) was

told on Wednesday afternoon that he

needs to go under the knife for season-

ending elbow surgery. Henkel is dis-

heartened by this news.

"I've never had any broken bones or

sprains," Henkel said. "After the

Stanford series (Feb. 20-22). 1 knew
that it wasn't hapF>ening for me this

year, and the doctors confirmed it.

"This injury was a gradual thing. My
elbow has been hurting for a couple of

months. It was the continual use, not

just one pitch."

Meanwhile, Henkel's partner on the

disabled list, catcher Jason Green, was

caught ofl'-^ard by the injury

Rob Henkel ... needs to

go under the kniferfor

season-ending elbow

surgery.

"1 never saw it coming," Green said.

"1 knew his arm was sore, but he never

spoke up to me about it. When he

would pitch, he would have good stuft",

and then lose command early on, so he

wasn't going as long into the game as

we would like. But he was untested as a

starter, since he was a reliever last

year."

UCLA was counting heavily on
Henkel to be the No. I starter in the

pitching rotation, but in Henkel's

absence, head coach Gary Adams and

his assistants will have some work to do
in rearranging their roster and pitching

rotation.

"Wejust have to pick up his rifie and

keep marching on," Adams said. Green
/•knows that the march won't be easy.

"It's gonna hurt us," Green said.

Nonetheless, Henkel is optimistic

for the team in the wake of the reshuf-

fling that will have to occur.

"Our pitching staff is definitely

going to come around and do great for

the rest of the season," Henkel said.

"We need someone to step up, and I

know that someone will."

• • •

UCLA (9-13, 4-7 in Six-Pac) hosted

No. 8 Arizona State for three games at

Jackie Robinson Stadium this week-

end. The Bruins took the first contest,

6-5, courtesy of centerfielder Eric

Valent's ninth-inning solo homerun, his

seventh homer of the season. The Sun
Devils won the final two, 14-6 and 9-3.

Enrollme ephone.

1

JUNE 29 . AUGUST 7

JULY 20 - AUGUST 28

AUGUST 10 . SEPTEMBER 18

ALL COURSE INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT WEBSHTt WWW.REGISTRAR.UCLAEDU/SCHEDULE

ENROaTHROUGH URSA (310) 2084)425

ON-CAMPUS PARKING. HOUSING AND THE USE OF ALL CAMPUS RECREATION FACIUTIES AVAILABLE

UCLA SumnMT Sessions

1 147 MurpHy HaH
E-mail: suinnMrQucla.«du
TBlephone: (310) 794-8333

Fax: (3 10) 794-8160

Web Site: http://www.summer.ucla.edu
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SPORTS
Women play important

role in history of
ATHLETES: Recognition

4ias seldom been given

to pioneering females

ByKristhiaWHcox
Daily Bruin Staff

You'd never figure that there

are so many sports out there just

by looking at the Daily Bruin's

back page sports section.

No. it takes a trip to the

library, a glance through a gener-

al sports book's index, and then

you see the truth.

The truth that there are

numerous sports out there, and

women have been involved in

each of them.

March is Women's History

Month, as you

may or may not

know. In

homage to

women who
have participat-

ed in the sports

arena, the Daily

Bruin will take

part in the annu-

al frenzy of fem-

inist propagan-

da in order to

shine the spot-

light on familiar

"feminine"
names and those

dug out of the

annals of ancient sports history.

Back to the index seafch. My
realization actually took place

while sitting on the floor at the

Sisterhood bookstore, perusing a

lovely book compiled by a man
(gasp!) called, inspiringly,

"Women In Sports." I wanted to

• II

see just how many spK)rts women
have played some role in over the

course of American History. I

was totally overwhelmed.

For every sport, a woman has

played a prominent role, and has

often not been recognized for her

efforts. And when there's an

attempt to recognize her, uptight

individuals try to contest the

move.

It's unfortunate that women
have been relegated to the side

ring in sports, but it reflects soci-

ety's view of how the power

structure should be set up.

Commercialized spectator

sports emerged in the United

States during the prosperous

industrialization half of the

1800s, which gave people extra

time and money to devote to

their personal

lives.

It was consid-

ered natural and

normal for men
to play impor-

tant roles in

these sports

because of the

dominant
notion of "sepa-

rate spheres,"

an outgrowth of

Victorian
notions of gen-

der: men
belonged out in

the public

realm, and women belonged in

the private sphere, preferably her

own home.

So with the growing interest in

spectator sports, the power struc-

ture had to be maintained by

Sec WOMEN, page 36
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Sixth seed satisfies Bruins

I. t f i If

TOURNAMENT: Match-up

versus Miami Hurricanes

begins post-season play

Byl

Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins have Georgia on their

mind.

And the Miami Hurricanes.

UCLA (22-8) will travel to Atlanta

to battle Miami (18-9) in the first round

of the NCAA Tournament Friday at a

time yet to be determined.

The- 19thH'anked UCLA men's bas-

ketball team was given the sixth seed in

the South Region of the 1998 NCAA
Tournament to begin later this week,

and as a result, a match-up with the

1 1 th-seeded Hurricanes.

"(The sixth seed) was right on the

mark compared to where we figured

we would be," head coach Steve Lavin.

The South region is one ofthe tough-

est in the Tournament, with Duke,

Kentucky, Michigan taking the top

three seeds.

Should UCLA beat Miami - which

won only six of its fmal 14 games en

route to a second-place fmish in the Big

East 7 - a match-up with the winner of

third^eeded Michigan and 14th-seeded

Davidson.

The other two games in the first

round in Atlanta's Georgia Dome will

include Kentucky versus South

Carolina Stale and Massachusetts ver-

sus St. Louis.

"
I think it is a strong region, no ques-

tion," Lavin said. "It's a region we're

looking forward to playing in.

"Everybody in the region is a quality

opponent. They have the ability to play

both speeds and arc athletic."

Other than Duke, the other top-

seeded teams are Arizona (West),

Kansas (Midwest), and North

Carolina (East).

The Pao-10 was weikepresented in

the brackets. In addition to Arizona and

UCLA, Stanford was given the third

seed in the Midwest, while Washington

was given the 1 Ith seed in the East.

To the surprise of many and the dis-

appointment of some, UCLA was not

placed in th; same region as Rhode

Island (which is coached by former

Bruin bead coach Jim Harrick).

However, Rhode Island will meet

Sec TOUWMMENT, p«9t 34

Bruins can't pull out season-closer In Pauley
M.BASKETBAUJ Arizona star

Dickerson's play overshadows

UCLA seniors' last home game

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

•?-^

Oh, the irony.

On a day when UCLA's seniors were cele-

brated, idolized and honored, it was Arizona's

own senior sensation Michael Dickerson who
took the leading role and stole the show on the

Pauley Pavilion stage Saturday.

Dickerson scored down low, scored from

the outside and wreaked havoc on the defen-

sive end to spur the second-ranked Wildcats to

their come-from-behind victory over the

Bruins.

"He was the difference today," UCLA head

coach Steve Lavin said. "He played like a first-

team All-American. He played like a player-of-

the-year candidate."

And though a berth on the All-American

squad still remains in limbo, Dickerson cer-

tainly showed why he made the first-team all-

conference team by scoring 30 points - includ-

ing 22 points in the second half to seal the

Wildcat victory.

The funny thing is, it wasn't Dickerson who

*•.
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Toby Bailey goes up for a shot, but is blocked by

Donncll Harris of Arizona.

M.HOOPS: Missed three-pointer,

questionable charging call cost

UCLA victory against Wildcats

By EmmaiMMlIc Qcrdto
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was supposed to be a happily-ever-afler

ending in Pauley Pavilion to a senior year that

has seen all the imaginable highs and lows that

can happen in a college season.

The No. 19 UCLA men's basketball team

played intense, dominating and at times brilliant

basketball for most of the game last Saturday.

The Bruins (22-8 overall, 12-6 Pac-IO) owned the

lead for 38 minutes and 36 seconds; however.

No. 2 Arizona would claim the lead when it

counted - at the end - as the Wildcats defeated

UCLA 91-87.

"It was scripted perfectly," senior Kris

Johnson said, "but (Arizona) just put a wrench

in it."

The game hinged on a call that could have

gone either way - and unfortunately for the

Bruins, it didn't go theirs.

Down by one with less than a minute remain-

ing, freshman Baron Davis, who had an impres-

sive game with highlight lay-ups and 16 points,

drove down the baseline for a basket. The ball

S«c M. NOOfS^ page 35
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Arizona 91

Women's tennis

UCLA 5, use 4
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ASU14,UCLA6

15r

Gymi

2nd at Shanko tournament

Sunday's resulC
sebail

ASU 9, UCLA 3

bday's games:
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Research: Professor studies multiple

memory systems. Sec IMQe 3

They're nekked!: (Almost) Clothe

the "Wild Things.'See page 1

9

All-American: Maylana Martin leads

Bruins to tourney. See back page

V I E w p o r N T

Got problems?
So does everyone else!

Before you

Judge another

person, take a

walk in their

shoes. Seie

page 15
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use fires, UCLA hires maestro
ACADEMICS: Ex-professor says

school dismissed him unjustly

leased on rivaPs false assertions

By RadMlMuAoz
Daily Bruin Staff

As the principal violist For the Los Angeles

Philharmonic, any university should feel priv-

ileged to have Evan Wilson teach their stu-

dents.

However, USC just fired him.

Wilson claims that he lost his job on

February 26 because of a mandate by com-

petitive USC professor Don Mclnnes, saying

that it was either him or Wilson. According to

Wilson, the dean of the USC music depart-

ment, Larry Livingston, felt that Mclnnes

had too much leverage, and he let Wilson go.

Livingston refused to comment on the situ-

ation.

Up until a couple months ago, Wilson has

had a great experience at USC. He thinks

highly of the school, calling it "the Juliard of

the West." "USC was something important

to me," he said.

Over the last five years at USC as a part-

time professor, Wilson has been teaching pri-

vate string lessons. He will be leaving eight

students. Wilson also taught an orchestral

repertoire class and a string class.

The problems started to surface in

December 1997. He was called into the dean's

office to discuss a full-time professorship.

After this discussion, Wilson says he began to

experience a cold reception from Mclnnes.

Only one month after discussing a full-time

job with the university, Wilson was called

back to speak with the associate dean and the

chairman of the music department. Their dis-

cussion focused on Wilson being terminated

from the school. "I was on the verge of being

released," he said.

According to Wilson, in that one-month

time frame, three faculty members alleged

that Wilson's students had not received their

lessons, and that he had been bad-mouthing

...

~
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Evan Wilson, principal violist for the Los Angeles Philharmonic, was fired by USC last week, and has now been offered a part-

time full professorship at UCLA.

RAIN! helps

put students

back on track

RETENTION: American Indian

program includes mentoring,

workshops and counseling

By Rebecca Ray
Daily Bruin Contributor

Eric DeLeon was subject to dismissal. He
took time off from UCLA, landed a well-paying

job, and might have never gone back to school.

But the Retention of American Indian

Students Now! (RAIN!), a Student Retention

Center project geared towards enhancing

American Indian students' success, helped put

him back on the right track.

"If it wasn't for RAIN!, I probably wouldn't

be here now," said DeLeon. a second-year

English student and member of the Lakota

tribe.

"(RAIN!) motivated me into getting back

into academics. It opened my eyes to what

school meant to me. It made me realize how

important my education is," DeLeon said.

"(RAIN!) motivated me into

getting back into academics."

Eric DeLeon
Second-year student

The American Indian Student Association

(AISA), the American Indian student advocacy

group, created RAIN! in 1990 to provide acade-*

mic counseling, keep people involved in their

community and help with any of life's chal-

lenges.

American Indians compose the smallest

racial group on campus — only 250 currently

attend UCLA. RAIN! currently provides ser-

vices to about half of UCLA's American Indian

students.

RAIN! is only one of the projects run by the

Student Retention Center (SRC), which helps

^^v^b ^V^V^^^Htf pyWW^^C ^P

License to kill at the checkout counter
ASUCLA: University gives

companies permission

to use its logo, for a price

ByMdMdWaiMr
Daily Bruin Contributor

Every time a student buys a UCLA
sweatshirt, whenever an alum pur-

chases a UCLA license plate frame,

and whenever a parent buys a "I'm a

UCLA Mom" t-shirt - they aren't just

giving money to their school, they're

paying one of UCLA's many
licensees.

As it would be impossible for

UCLA to manufacture and sell all of

the merchandise associated with the

school, licenses are given to various

corporations to make and market

UCLA paraphernalia.

The Associated Students ofUCLA
(ASUCLA) has the responsibility of

choosing and overseeing licensees

and also receives the royalties from

the sales.

"We've been delegated the author-

ity to protect the trademark and to

benefit from the royalties associated

with the trademark," said ASUCLA
Executive Director Patricia Eastman.

According to ASUCLA licensing

manager Cindy Holmes, there are

about 230 corporations associated

with the UCLA trademark.

One of these licensees is Russell

Athletic. According to John

McMeekin, Russell Athletic's

SccUaNSIN^|Mge12
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A Reebok tag shows the official

UCLA licensing agreement.

Student campaigns for

harassment poKcy reform
USAC Representative

seeks less bureaucracy,

more balanced inquries

ByOMNiislJm
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sexual harassment cases at UCLA
often go unresolved for years, and are

often biased against the victim,

according to Darnell Grisby, General

Representative in the Undergraduate

Student Association Council

(USAC).

Grisby, who himselfhas filed a sex-

ual harassment complaint and seen

no resolution, says that administra-

tion policies on sexual harassment

fail to help the victim.

"The sexual harassment policies at

this school are very non-victim

friendly," Grisby said.

Currently, sexual harassment com-

plaints from students and faculty are

dealt with by the Human Resources

division ofASUCLA.
To counter this trend of non-vic-

tim friendly policies, the general rep-

resentative has begun a campaign to

change the administration's policies

on sexual harassment.

Grisby's campaign will begin

Thursday with a petition to Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs,

S««IMiASSMEIIT,pa9e4
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Couples can find solace

in new workshops
The UCLA Extension program will ofTer

series of workshops on "Couples Therapy" for

the spring.

The 12-session course addresses therapy for

those sufiering from premarital and marital sef>-

aration, divorce and remarriage. The workshops,

will meet on Thursdays, April 2 to June 25.

Lecture topics include "Narcissism and

Intimacy" on April 2, "Sex Therapy in Couples

Therapy" on April 23, and "Alcohol, Drugs and

Marriage Don't Work" on June 18.

The program provides 24 credit hours that

can be applied for psychologists and counselors

seeking a license. It costs $175 to attend and

$195 to attend for MCEP and MFCC/LCSW
credit. Others may drop in at the cost of $22 per

individual session.

The UCLA Extension program will offer

other programs that ofTer credit for health care

professionals in the spring.

^ -To obtain more information or enroll, int^-

ested people may call UCLA
Extensions' Heakh Science Program

at (310) 825-2301 or access the UCLA
Extension Web Site

http://www.unew.ucla.edu. •

at

Asian American Studies

minor now offered

Applications to the minor are

being accepted as of Winter 1998.

rhe change formally signifies the

end of the Asian American Studies spe-

cialization.

Survey shows ifibre

women attend coUege
The Asian American. Studies

Interdepartmental Program has created a new
minor to replace the current specialization that

has existed in the program for over 10 years.

Adding only one rnore class to the course

requirements for the minor, the upgrade is still a

significant one. Qualitatively, a minor carries

much more weight than the specialization,

according to Cindy Fan, chair of the Asian

American Studies Program.

The minor was established to meet the grow-

ing demands of non-Asian American studies

majors who wanted to pursue a background in

the study of Asian and Pacific people in the

United States. _—~ . ^

Women used to go to college to find a hus-.

band. They w^re told to major in fields such as

home economics that would help them succeed

at home. Gender discrimination wasn't even

prohibited in education until 1972.

Times have changed. Women have been a

majority at most universities for more than a

decade. Their proportion in the student popula-

tion now closely mirrors society.

"More women are involved in programs;

more women are actively involved," said

Rebecca Peatow, Women's Center office man-

ager. "I see more women in the classroom."

In fact, more women are going to college

nationwide than men. Recent U.S. Census

Bureau statistics found that 36 percent offemale

high school graduates between 18 and 24 years

old went to college in 1994. Only 33.1 percent of

men in the same group went.

Those percentages have remained stable in

the 1990s. Safety can factor into the college deci-

sion for those women, Peatow said. The ASUO
Women's Center answered several calls aAer the

Student Conduct Code was revised to strengthen

its anti-rape rules. Parents wanted to know if the

changes indicated a growing problem.

But traces of the old inequalities still exist in

the majors men and women choose. Men domi-

nate the hard sciences, business and computer

science. Women dominate the fields of educa-

tion, psychology and biology.

Recent studies have shown that teachers

often give giris less attention than boys, said

Marjorie DeBuse, director ofyouth enrichment

with the College of Education. According to the

studies, boys often clamor for attention in ele-

mentary school, demanding their teacher's

attention.

Conrtpiled from Daily Bruin staffand wire reports.
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ChickervslickBug Face byjhiwodak

Eariy warning signs from a young Dr. Frankenstein

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

UFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To wittidraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion witfi instructor approval, $13
per-course fee, transcript notation.

DON'T FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student * Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to set

up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

Tuesday Noon
CALPIRG
Sean Anderson, a biology grad

student at UCLA specializing in

habitat restoration, will speak

about the importance of

endangered sp>ecies

Meyerhoff Park (in front of

KerckhofT)- 8244)069

4 p.m.
UCLA Book Zone and

Asiah American Studies Center

Author Event

Nora Okja Keller will read and

sign "Comfort Woman"
KerckhofTArt Gallery • 206^822

5 p.m.
Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Come sign up for our trip to

Monterey Park.

KerckhoffI31- 313-0306

Amnesty International

End of quarter celebration

Westwood Brewing Co. • 477-3951

6p.in.
Circle K
General meeting

Haines 6 ^ •

Spark

Sponsored by Pol is

"Financial and Economic Crisis

in Asia: A House ofCards"-

forum and discussion

Aokerman 2410 -443-1470

Indonesian Bruin Student

Association (6:30)

General meeting and election

Boelter 5272 • 268-8296

7 p.m.
Intervarsity Bruin Christian

Fellowship

The Edge.

"Good Will Hunting: Who's got

your back?"

Live band. Great talk. Free food.

(7:30)

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

First Amendment Foundation

"An Evening of Conversation with

Gore Vidal"

two hours ofaudience questions

and Vidal's answers

Moderated by UCLA's Carole

Goldbar -UCLA School ofLaw
and Thomas Worthan - UCLA«-™
Department of English

Price: $25

El Rodeo School Auditorium

605 Whittier Dr., Beverly Hills

(213)480-3232

Wednesday Noon
Bruin Leaders Project

Disability issues and leadership

Chancellor's Room, Pauley

Pavilion • 206-5071

Peer Educators - Rape Prevention

and Education Services

Media influence in body image

discussion workshop

WRC 2 Dodd Hall • 206-6915

University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

KerckhofT Hall 400

1 p.m.
XALPIRG
Species Aution Game Show
Free prizes given to contestants

answering endangered

species and UCLA trivia (1:15)

Bruin Walk in front of KerckhofT

824-0069

2pjii.
Armenian Genocide

Commemoration Committee
Meeting No. 7

KerckhofT 152 • (818) 2106050

4 p.m.
Thai Smakom
Meeting

KerckhofT400- 267-8166

5 p.m.
Music Club

Meeting

e-mailathparish@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2412

Bruin Leaders Project

Conflict in a multicultural setting

Chancellor's Room, Pauley

Pavilion -206-5071

What's Brewln'can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin#n>edia.uda.edu
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tOUALITY OF LIFE
ByCanlMdtay
Daily Bruin Staff

Women have come a long way, baby. But there's

still a long way to go.

March, which is Women's History Month, has

arrived at UCLA, celebrating "The Empowerment
ofWomen" over the last 150 years.

Since the first step in the American women's

rights movement was taken in 1848 at Seneca Falls,

New York, women have worked their way towards

the goal of equality along a bumpy road.

Not until 1920 were women granted the right to

vote by the 19th Amendment to

the U.S. Constitution. ^^^^"^~"
But the win was quickly coun-

tered with an immediate loss.

One year later, when Margaret

Sanger formed the American

Birth Control League, which

would later pave the way for

Planned Parenthood programs

across the country, she faced

much opposition and was even

imprisoned.

Throughout the struggle,

women have felt both the pride of

victory and the disappointment

of defeat. The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA),

first introduced to Congress in 1923, has still not

been ratiFied in enough states.

The amendment, which demands equality for

women, is a vague document that f^ced much oppo-

sition, even at its height in the 1970s.

"The ERA had its moment, but I can't imagine

that it will be revived," said Ruth Bloch, chair of the

women's studies program at UCLA and associate

professor of history. "I think it got a bum rap."

Bloch explained that due to the vagueness of the

amendment, it would have required much interpreta-

tion by the courts. *

When the media focused on the potential

extremes in which the amendment could result - such

as unisex bathrooms and requiring women to partici-

pate in combat - many people were offended, and

the ERA was not ratified by enough states by its

deadline.

The ERA, despite its failed attempts at passage,

brought about many questions on the definition of

equality, Bloch said. "What's equality? Maybe it's

sameness. Maybe it's coerced sameness."

:— Even women can't always

The battle that first received public

attention at Seneca Falls, New York

continues today as women struggle

for national child care, academic

progress and a shattered glass ceiling

agree upon that issue, and the

resulting conflicts within the

feminist movement have creat-

ed external challenges.

"It isn't a public mass

movement that is visible in the

streets. The character of the

movement has changed a lot,"

she said. The shif\ of women
into academic fields has been

one of the most beneficial

ways ofadvancing.

"But (the movement) has

never been that united.

There's no such thing as 'feminism.' And there's cer-

tainly no one Teminist'," she said. "But it's one of the

things that makes tJhe movement healthy - a lot of

internal debate without people at each other's

throats."

Despite the progress women have made in the last

150 years, many feel there is still much room - and

need - for improvement.

"I know that ... women
can be intimidated in

classrooms that are

male-dominated/'

=:r Kristin Herdman =r:—
Fourth-year student

i
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Psych ft lists reveal memory's complexity
RESEARCH: [MsGovery may lead

to better treatment for amnesia,

Parkinson's disease patients

ByMattfiract
Dally Bruin Contributor

For anyone who has walked to the refriger-

ator, opened the door, stared inside and then

wondered why you are there, when just

moments before you got up to do something

completely different, relax. You are not alone.

A recent study on learning mechanisms -

like the habit-formed behavior above - by

UCLA psychologist Barbara Knowlton pro-

vides new insight into the regions of the brain

responsible for learning and memory.

"It seems that memory is composed of mul-

tiple systems," Knowlton said. "There are dif-

brent kinds of memory that depend on differ-

ent brain systems."

Knowlton tested amnesiacs with a dysfunc-

tional hippocampus and patients with

Parkhison's disease - a disorder affecting the

basal ganglia.

When either of these brain systems fail,

individuals reflect a corresponding difficulty

learning new things depending on the region

affected.

"This particular project is to see if we can

understand more about the role of these struc-

tures," Knowlton said. "Potentially that could

help design therapeutic treatments and help to

understand these (disorders) a little more.

"The hippocampus is more important for

conscious explicit learning of facts and

events," Knowlton said, and the basal ganglia

is fundamental for "implicit or unconscious

learning."

Explicit memory refers to the processes

through which people deliberately attempt to

learn and recollect something - like studying

for a test.

In contrast, implicit memory operates on a

unconscious level. Skills like riding a bike

involve the automatic recollection and influ-

ence of prior experiences.

The research focused on habit-learning - a

form of implicit memory which relies on the

gradual acquisition of associations or cues.

For example, learning the route to a specif-

ic destination like school depends on habit-

learning. At flrst, a person must think about

the street names and the appropriate turns

Eventually, the route becomes automatic;

recognition of certain visual cues decreases

the amount of original thought needed until a

habit forms.

"In a well-learned habit you are just

responding based on the stimuli," Knowlton
said, "not on whatever goal that stimulus was
ultimately paired with."

Knowlton provided evidence for this in an

experiment using rats. After the rats learned to

associate a light in a maze with food,
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HARASSMENT
From page 1

Winston Doby, to change current sexu-

al harassment policy.

The campaign aims to accomplish

three goals: the re-activation of the

Committee on Sexual Harassment,

reduction of bureaucracy in harass-

ment grievance procedures, and the

production of sexual harassment poli-

cies that are more friendly to victims.

The campaign aims to rcstnicture

the Committee on Sexual Harassment,

an advisory board to the university

regarding its sexual harassment policy,

that has not met in more than a year

and a half Grisby aims to get heavy

representation of USAC-approved stu-

dents and staff on the committee.

In addition, those on the campaign

wish to reduce the "layers of bureau-

cracy" involved in filing a sexual

harassment complaint. This, they

claim, would make policies more vic-

tim-friendly.

"Students have a very high turn-over

rate, and the sexual harassment policies

don't accommodate that," said

Faneeza Mohamed, a staff person in

Grisby's office.

According to the General

Representative's office, a complaint

goes through numerous committees,

each of which have their own fact-find-

ing group. Each fact-finding group

then conducts its own investigation of

the complaint.

"Before students leave they should

have some resolution to their com-
plaints, but some of these investiga-

tions can take years to resolve. They
need to streamline the number of inves-

tigations per complaint," she contin-

ued.

Keith Parker, the Staff Affirmative

Action Officer, who deals with sexual

harassment complaints from staff

members, sees things differently.

Campaigners claim

that the university

tends to protect

faculty in sexual

harassment cases.""

Parker sees the "layers ofbureaucra-

cy" as a welcome improvement from

the previous system.

"Before, one office and, in essence,

one person handled complaints from

students, faculty, and staff. That was a

problem, since sexual harassment com-
plaints are very labor-intensive - that

office would frequently get over-

whelmed," Parker said.

Lastly, the campaign aims to change

the university's sexual harassment poli-

cies from being largely faculty-oriented

to being more victim-oriented.

Campaigners claim that the university

tends to protect faculty in sexual

harassment cases.

"Faculty members on this campus
have a lot of influence. Combine that

"political influence with sexual harass-

ment, an already touchy, taboo subject,

you get the non-victim friendly policies

we have today," Grisby s^id.

In February, Parker's office, the

Staff Affirmative Action Office, was

founded to handle sexual harassment

complaints dealing with staff.

Responsibility for student sexual

harassment complaints are expected to

make the transition to the Student

Affairs Office in the near future.

Parker contends that the time taken

in investigations is needed to allow a

thorough investigation where both

sides of the complaint can express their

views. Cutting that time could compro-

mise the breadth ofsuch investigations.

"If no one else saw the harassment,

that doesn't give us a lot to work with,"

Parker^ said. "That can leave the

impression that the institution is being

protected and not the victim, but we
still have to look at both sides."

Grisby, though not wanting to com-

promise the investigations into sexual

harassment complaints, feels that an

undeniable problem still exists.

"The problem here is like an old

house. You can paint it with new paint

and make it look new, but the problems

on the inside will still persist until yuu

fix them," Grisby explained.
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Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course
during sprrng or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

The Teague-raelviile'Elliott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

recognizing
superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

Eligibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must.have been
written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of
record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

•

Awards '

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.
The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1 ,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then
^ to 271 Kinsev Hall.

•

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

Classified Line 825-2221~)

Conveniently Located in Westwood village
Across Fronn Jerry's Fannous Deli

Complete Professional

Eye Examination'

*N«w pali«nts onty.

Contact lens «xam additional.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
Includes eye exam.

frame and prescription

lenses.

ON DISPOSABLE
I

^ CONTACTS
new technologically

|

advanced lenses
'linrmi(l|i ISO sa«in(s owM s neflMl|! pM *or toMir and

|

MtafSaMkHntn

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see t)etter,

and look

t>etter, too.

EYES OF WESTWOOD

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses
• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• free no obligation laser

refractive surgery

consultation

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.
10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

(310)208 1384

Justices won't revive

minority aid program
JURISPRUDENCE: ProoT

of discrimination will

be required by ruling

By Laurie Asseo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The
Supreme Court, increasingly

skeptical of efforts to give minori-

ties special help without proof of

discrimination, refused on

Monday to revive a Florida coun-

ty's affirmative-action program

for awarding construction con-

tracts.

The court, without comment,

turned away Dade County's argu-

ment that discrimination in the

local construction industry is

severe enough to justify an effort

to aid black-owned companies.

The court also declined to hear

an appeal by a minority contrac-

tors' group that sought to rein-

state portions of similar programs

in Dade County for companies

owned by Chicanos and women.

Monday's
actions were •——^^^^^^
not decisions

nalionr,lT is possibfe to wtn court

decisions upholding affirmative

action programs. Pepe said.

"The construction industry

and municipalities need some

guidance," added Bob Cuevas,

assistant Miami-Dade County

attorney. "The standard is strict,

but it should be somehow meet-

able." \
In 1995, the Supreme Court

said federal programs that aim to

help minorities must meet the

same strict standard required of

state and local governments.

The high court also has restrict-

ed the use of racial considerations

in drawing election districts, while

lower courts have cut back on

affirmative action in public uni-

versity admission policies.

But the Republican-led

Congress has not done away with

every federal affirmative action

program. Last week, the Senate

voted to keep a 15-year-old feder-

al program that helps women and

minorities win highway construc-

tion contracts.

In another affirmative-action

case Monday,
^—^——— the justices

rejected the

and therefore The high COUft alsO haS appeal of a

set no national

precedent.

The justices

have strictly

limited affir-

mative-action

programs in

state and local

public works

projects since 1989. saying such

efforts must be narrowly tailored

to remedy the effects of past dis-

crimination.

However, a lawyer for the

minority contractors' group said

that people should not give up on

trying to meet that strict legal

standard.

"We know there is discrimina-

tion and that it's unfortunately

alive and well." said Thomas F.

Pepe, who represents the Allied

Minority Contractors

Association. "It's just that it's

very difficult to prove discrimina-

tion."

With the proper research on

the continuing effects of discrimi-

restricted the use of

racial considerations in

drawing election

districts.

f,o r m e r

Nevada col-

lege professor

who said she

was discrimi-

nated against

because she is

white.

Y V e t t e

Farmer said the University of

Nevada, Reno, unlawfully hired a

black sociology professor before

her and paid her less when it hired

her later. The university said the

black professor was more quali-

fied.

The Rorida case involved affir-

mative-action programs adopted

in Dade County for black contrac-

tors in 1982 and for Hispanic and

women contractors in 1994.

The plans set goals for award-

ing county contracts. The goals

could be met by setting aside

some contracts for bidding solely

by minority-owned firms, requir-

$eeAFFIIUIUmVE,pa9e11
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Kosovo sympathizers demonstrate outside Lancaster House in London.

Ethnic Albanians protest Serbian violence

DEMONSTRATION: Families of those killed in police

crackdowns call for international autopsies, sanctions

By Dusan Sto)anovk
The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - Ethnic

Albanians demanded Monday that

international experts examine the

bodies of dozens killed in a Serb

police crackdown in Kosovo - and

insisted that Serb authorities were

pressing for quick burials to hide evi-

dence of police atrocities.

Last week's crackdown on the

province's ethnic Albanian majority

brought new international sanctions

Monday and ignited Kosovo's

biggest protest in a decade. About

50,000 people gathered in the

provincial capital of Pristina, hold-

ing banners with messages pleading

for help from foreign powers.

SeeAUANUNS^pageS

Months later, Acapuico still ailing from storm
MEXICO: City residents

bore brunt of damage,

but tourism still thriving

ByNacoPrtcc

The Associated Press

ACAPULCO, Mexico - Alicia

Ayala Martinez's home of 38 years

became an island six months ago when

Hurricane Pauline unleashed boulders

and muck that wiped away her neigh-

bors' homes.

Today, Ayala Martinez, 66, still

hauls sand from her house in a bat-

tered green bucket, dumping it into the

8-fool-deep trench gouged from her

S«eAFni(MATN,pa9«10

The Associated ftess

Alicia Ayala Martinez empties a bucliet of sand cleaned from her

home into an unrepaired road in Acapuico.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Portugal investigates

use of illegal AIDS drug
LISBON, Portugal - Portugal's health min-

ister ordered an investigation Monday into

whether a clinic is testing a banned AIDS
drug, using patients recruited through the

Internet.

The daily newspaper Diario de Noticias had

reported that the drug, Virodene P058, was

being administered illegally by a Portuguese

doctor.

Health Minister Maria de Belem Roseria

told the Portuguese news agency Lusa that

such use of the drug would be a crime that

must be investigated.

"All legal measures arc going to be taken,"

to ensure that anyone using it will be punished,

she said.

The drug, which some University of

Pretoria researchers claim reverses the effects

of AIDS, also has been banned in South

Africa.

That came after a committee of

South African medical experts last

year criticized the researchers for

unauthorized human experiments, for

using a toxic substance without proof it

worked and for sidestepping peer review in

seeking government funding.

The Medicines Control Council, which reg-

ulates medicine use and production in South

Africa, said the drug - Virodene - contains

dimethylformamide, an industrial solvent that

can cause liver damage and possibly cancer.

The researchers were working for the conv

pany Cryoprescrvation Technologies.

A Diario reporter posed as the companion
of an AIDS victim to gather information at a

private clinic at Loures, 12 miles outside

Lisbon, the capital.

The newspaper said a doctor there, Alvaro

Alemao, confirmed he was using Virodene to

treat HIV-positive patients of various national-

ities. The story said 63 people were being treat-

ed without medical authorities being

informed. Alemao denied the allegations.

National tipline

protects children

ARLINGTON, Va. - Law enforce-

ment and Internet leaders teamed up Monday
to start a national tipline aimed at helping par-

ents easily report attempts to abuse their chil-

dren made by people the children encounter in

cyberspace.

FBI Director Louis Freeh and America

Online chief executive Steve Case were among
the speakers at a news conference coordinated

by the National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, which will staff the tipline.

Also appearing was Sen. Judd Gregg. R-N.H..

who, along with Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C,

helped arrange a 50 percent federal grant for

the $600,000 project.

All agreed that as innocent children cruise the

Internet, they are increasingly becoming prey

for child pornographers and other exploiters.

The tipline contains a form that standard-

izes incident reporting and forwards the infor-

mation to the FBI, the U.S. Customs Service,

the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and local

law enforcement officials.

"We always used to tell our kids, 'Don't talk

to strangers when you're out playing in the

playground. Don't accept candy from any-

body who may offer it to you.' Today, the

stranger, unfortunately, can come into the

house." Gregg said.

The tipline. he said, will help parents serve

as "lifeguards on the Internet."

Det. James McLaughlin of the Keene, N.H.,

police said he no longer spends his day in a

patrol car. Instead, he sits in front of a computer

monitor and investigates Internet exploitation.

McLaughlin said that when he first went

into an online chat room pretending to be a 1
3-

year-old girl, he got so many responses that his

computer froze. He has since traced child

pornography to Iceland, China and Canada.

Since June, he has helped coordinate 60

arrests alleging Internet exploitation.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Kim sentenced for campaign fraud
SCANDAL* Congressman

confined to his home for

accepting illegal funds

ByMlkhaelFlceman
The Associated Press

Rep. Jay Kim was sentenced

Monday to two months home confine-

ment under electronic monitoring for

accepting and hiding illegal political

contributions in what prosecutors

called the largest case of campaign

finance violations in U.S. history.

The three-term Republican law-

maker, who could have faced up to six

months in jail for his guilty plea on mis-

demeanor charges, also was sentenced

to one year probation, 200 hours of

community service and a $5,000 fine.

"Thank God it's over," Kim said in

a written statement, in which he apolo-

gized to his family, friends, voters and

the judge. "I am truly sorry for my mis-

takes. All I can ask is for forgiveness."

In the packed courtroom, Kim
showed no reaction to the sentence.

He made a brief statement to the

judge, saying, "I accept complete

responsibility," and then stood at the

lectern next to his lawyer as the sen-

tence was announced.

The campaign committee for Kim,

who is running for reelection despite

the conviction and sentence, was
ordered to pay a $170,000 fine and

placed on five years probation. Under
law, an organization, like an individ-

ual, can be convicted of criminal

charges.

Kim's wife, June Oak Kim, who
also pleaded guilty to misdemeanor

charges, was sentenced to one year

probation, fined $5,000 and 250 hours

community service. She, too, made a

bnef statement, telling the court in a

soft, trembling voice, "I'm very sorry,

really sorry, for what has happened."

« U.S. District Judge Richard A.

Paez, who meted out the sentences,

didn't explain in detail how Kim's

home detention program would work,

except to say the lawmaker could con-

tinue his "work duties" while under

"felectronic monitoring."

It wasn't known when the home
detention would begin or what type of

device would be used. It also wasn't

known whether Kim would be allowed

to travel to Washington. A probation

officer said it would difficult to elec-

tronically monitor somebody with two

homes at different ends of the country.

But Paez said, "I think it's doable."

The sentences capped the dramatic

downward spiral for the Diamond Bar

congressman, whose suburban 41st

Congressional District east of Los

Angeles includes parts of Los Angeles,

Orange and San Bernardino counties.

Kim became the first Korean
American congressman when he was

elected in 1992, but he quickly was

faced with allegations of campaign

wrongdoing.

The Kims, who live in Diamond
Bar about 30 miles east of Los

Angeles, entered guilty pleas Aug. 1

1

to misdemeanor charges of accepting

and hiding $230,000 in contributions.

It is illegal for candidates to take

money from foreign contributors or

companies.

"This should have been the

American success story, and it now
amounts to a brief tragedy," said

Kim's attorney, Tom Holliday, who
urged the judge to spare Kim jail time

so Kim wouldn't lose his congressional

seat before the primary.

"Let the public decide it in terms of

what they want to do with this man,"

said Holliday.

Kim did not comment after the sen-

tencing. But in his written statement,

read to reporters by his congressional

press spokesman P.J. O'Neil, Kim said

that while "I was in serious error,"

there are worse kinds of wrongdoing.

"I want the citizens in my district to

know that this is not a case involving

the misuse of public tax dollars,

bribery, graft, threats, public corrup-

tion, vote buying, foreign infiuence,

influence peddling or foreign agents,"

the statement said. "It is time to put

this painful experience behind and
move forward."

Federal prosecutor Stephen

Mansfield, calling this the largest case

of campaign violations in U.S. history,

sought a jail sentence for Kim, both to

punish Kim and to deter others.

Outside of court, Mansfield told

reporters, "We accept the judge's deci-

sion and have respect for Judge Paez

very much."

In his bid for a fourth term, Kim is

running into resistance at home and in

Washington. He faces his toughest

GOP primary fight since he was elect-

ed, and in Washington, GOP col-

leagues have been suggesting he resign

his seat.

Kim also is under investigation by

the House ethics committee.

If the House determines that the

congressman violated ethical stan-

dards, it could take action ranging

from a letter of rebuke to expulsion,

which has occurred only once in this

century.

Also, Kim's wife told a Korean lan-

guage newspaper that she has informa-

tion about illegal campaign contribu-

tions not previously disclosed to inves-

tigators. She also accused her husband

of extramarital affairs and said she

may file for divorce.

Kim, in a separate interview in the

SceBlipafcll

Voters greeted by barrage

of special-interest media
ELECTIONS: Outside

groups hope to affect

national campaigns

By Amanda GMamibias
The Associated Press

SANTA BARBARA, - When
Dale Odom went to the post office

Monday she had 23 pieces of mail

waiting for her. Twenty-one were

campaign pamphlets.

When the Santa Barbara city

employee stayed home sick last

week, her recuperation was inter-

rupted by a barrage of phone calls

from political organizations.

They were asking her to vote —
sometimes for a particular candi-

date in Tuesday's special congres-

sional election. Welcome to elec-

tion season 1998.

What Odom has been experienc-

ing is a preview of what voters

throu^out the nation may face this

year.

Special-interest groups based in

Washington. D.C., vowed to influ-

ence this year's congressional elec-

tions and their first chance to do
that was in the 22nd Congressional

District spanning Santa Barbara

and San Luis Obispo counties on

the California coast.

Two candidates are vying to fill

the seat left open by the death of the

late Democratic Rep. Walter

Capps. His widow, Lois, a former

nurse and teacher, is running

against conservative Republican

Tom Bordonaro Jr., a two-term

state Assemblyman.

"Outside interests are turning

these into smear campaigns,"

Odom said. "Of all the commercials

on TV, 90 percent don't have any-

thing to do with the candidate.

They're just a smokescreen. It

makes you not want to vote for

either one because you can't find

the truth."

Among special-interest groups

waging TV and radio ads in the

Central California district were

Americans for Limited Terms, U.S.

Term Limits, the Campaign for

Working Families, The National

Abortion and Reproductive Rights

Action League, and Americans fov

Job Security.

Sometimes it was dear which

candidate each group supports:

term limits advocates favored

Capps, for example, and the

Campaign for Working Families

supported Bordonaro.

Sometimes the message was only

implied: The abortion rights group

ran ads that didn't mention Capps
or Bordonaro but claimed to

"unmask" a conservative activist

behind other ads.

Advertising budgets ranged

from $40,000 spent by

Americans for Job Security to

$230,000 spent by Americans for

Term Limits.

What do the district's 352,000

voters really care about? The Santa

Barbara News-Press and the San

Luis Obispo Telegram-Tribune

reported during the campaign that

s<eamwu<iis,payn

FADE IN:

Open on frustrated film student.

Student contemplating serious bodily
harm to people hogging eaulpment.

CUT to Chapman University.

§.

UCLA Fabulous Musicians!
Hear Tlie Megillaiil Tons of free toadl

Wednesday March 11 at 6:30 p.m.

Chabad House at U.C.LA.
Ohel Menachem Mendel

741 Gayley Ave. Westwood
310-208-7511 ext. 228
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M.FA in Filw and Ttlcvinon Production
Scircniii>n«iii^. PrtNiwiii^ or RndmUem

/

What good is a

brilliant idea if it stays in your

head? When you're a student

in the Chapman University School of Film and Television, you'll

have 24-hour access to all of the latest digital equipment, an

award-winning, passionate faculty. Academy Award winning

speakers and everything else you

need to bring your vision to the

screen. Call us for more informa-

tion or for a personal appointment

right away.

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY
S< KKK <»FIIM>1FliVISK>M

SnrtltriLntn larttr oHmrtmutn

7 1 4-997-6786
www. chapman. edu/ftv
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NEW LOWER
PRICES! rIC

from Hewlett-Packard
®

Windows 95, Windows NT

and Novell NetWare drivers preloaded

(On« year onslte, next business day. Two year cany-ln sarvfca)

• Ease and versatility of Windows 95 operating system

• Out-of-the-box ease of use for instant productivity

• HP printer and network card ready

• HP Enhanced Keyboard gives one-button access

to common functions

• HP Support Center, HP Help, and online manuals

maximize uptime

• HP Message Center allows interoffice e-mail

on networked Brio PCs

Brio PC 8032

IntM Nfttitfni Proctsfor w/NMx, HititfiitMi at

166 MMz 16 ¥m RAM, 2.1 66 bard disk
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Also available:

Brio PC 8034' UCLA store price. «1149

Intel Pentium Processor w/MMx, running at

-200 MHz, 32MB RAM, 2.1 GB hard disk

16X CD-ROM

'Monitor sold separate^

Brio PC 8037 * UCLAStore price. «1299

'-'^ntel Pentium Processor w/MMx, running at

MlMI#M.pl

^1? MHz, 32MB RAM, 3.2 GB hard disk

24X CD-ROM

Monitor Mtdseparatgfy

HE\A/LETT®
PACKARD

What the UCLA Computer Store gives you

with your computer:

HP Low Emissions

Ultra VGA 15" Display

I

I

I

•

«
I

I

.J

S299UCLA Sto« prkx.
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Also available:

HP Ultra VGA 1280 17" MsDlav

I I'll! MKt
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UCLA Store price. »569

HP PllOO 2r Display

UCLA Store price. $1599

*M HP Montton coma with a l-/ear Maiuifactum's Warranty

Our only customer is UCLA - we cater to YOU'
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open daily • www. uclastorc. ucla . cdu
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RAIN!
From page 1

students who are at risk of dropping

out of school.

The SRC also runs four retention

programs: Mecha-Calmecac, creat-

ed by MEChA, SPEAR, created by

Samahang Filipino, and ASP, creat-

ed by African Student Union
(ASU).

RAIN! has been able to stay strong

despite the passing of Proposition

209. AISA and RAIN! members
negotiated with the CRC (Campus

Retention Committee) for eight

months to ensure that the CRC could

provide them retention funds while

complying with the law.

"RAIN! is an excellent retention

program that provides much-needed

services and resources to Native

American and non-Native American

students on campus," said Natalie

Stites, the president ofAISA and vice

chair of the CRC.
Stites led negotiations and remains

responsible for hiring and reviewing

the program through the RAIN!
Review Committee.

RAIN! provides one mentorship

program each quarter.

"RAIN! hopes that mentors and

mentees will fmd dialogue to talk

about their experiences as American

Indians, to talk about the art and how
it affects their lives," said Molly

Springer, the director of RAIN!.

"We want them to communicate

better and learn about each others'

own personal histories," she said.

RAIN! also provides workshops

every quarter. Each workshop has an

academic, social, or cultural focus.

Last Tuesday, Jennifer Bazilus,

RAIN!'s workshop coordinator and

Jacob GofT, the secretary of AISA,

ran a workshop on how to make
God's Eyes. God's Eyes are colorful

talismans originally made by the

ALBANIANS

AELIAKHAN

Carios Shear (left) and Flavia Silva make God's Eyes, colorful talismans originally made by Pueblo and

Mexican Indians at an event sponsored by RAIN!

Pueblo and Mexican Indians, and are

said to protect their owners from

harm.

"RAIN! is doing —i—^^—
very well this year

in terms ofreaching

out to the student

community and

getting students to

take advantage of

"RAIN! (is) working very

hard to provide a useful

service to students

tHe wldeaJ^ay of trying to find their way/'
provided

Max Espinoza

CRC chair

services

by the Student

Retention Center,"

said Max Espinoza,

CRC chair.

"RAIN!, along with the other stu-

dent retention programs, are working

very hard to provide a useful service

to students trying to find their way

through the university," Espinoza

said.

RAIN! serves———^^^i— the American

Indian commu-
nity by helping

them get intern-

ships and utilize

campus
resources such

as the Career

and Expo

Centers, and

provides one-on-

one academic

counseling.

Stites stresses that all Student

Retention Center services - counsel-

ing, workshops, and mentorship pro-

grams - arc open to all UCLA stu-

dents.' She said she hoped that other

retention programs will develop the

same way.

"Hopefully, RAIN! will expand its

services not only to provide outreach

but counseling for all American

Indian students. AISA hopes to devel-

op graduation, curriculum, and

recruitment in an institutional man-

ner much like RAIN! and our thir-

teenth annual pow wow, (which is cur-

rently) the largest student-initiated

cultural event in the UC system," she

said.

"The American Indian involve-

ment is really excellent here,"

DeLeon said. "I think we have a lot of

political support on campus. Wb have

a very strong voice here for being

such a small group."

I Save a bit o' green
_ Monday, March 16 in the Daily ^^Bruin.

Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
Around Any More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low Monthly Payments With No finance Charge

20% off for all UCLA students & focuhy wHh valid ID*

OrlhoJontiit Sinct J980

C^mpllmmmfmrf Iff

0ail 2mtl OpimlomBRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85oo...K
Cll«g. $200)

Cosmetic Denffristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
' Fracrur*d or chipp«d teeth _ '___
' Stained or discolored teetti

' Large spaces or gaps between teeth
' Rotated or crooked teeth

' Reshaping malformed teeth
' Tetracycline stained teeth

' Straightening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER

(310) 826-7494
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714) 552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714

MlV^H
IPMl^v jM^p HHw^<^inOT
'Tha traolmant will b* a% followt: $1000 00
plut $100 00 for aach month of tr«atm«nr
randarad (or malal brocat, $900.00 plut
$100 00 for aoch montfi of traotmant
randarad for ramovobla brocat and
$1700 00 plut $125 00 par monlfi for

caromic brocat, $200.00 for diognotlic
•tud/ modal end $175.00 for formal
contultolion.

From page 5

"Europe, where are you?" one

sign, written in English, demanded.

"NATO, wake up!" another said.

Ethnic Albanians said they count-

ed at least 52 corpses, including 13

children, 12 women and four elderly

people, from the second of two

police sweeps through an area west

of Pristina last week. —

'

_ "The Serb regime has committed

an atrocity," said Enver Maloku,

spokesman for the ethnic Albanians'

Kosovo Informatioa Center, adding

that some bodies were so badly

burned they could not be identified.

His account and casualty toll
-

which went down from 62 earlier

Monday - could not be indepen-

dently confirmed. The official Serb

toll from last week listed 46

Albanians and six Serb policemen

killed in both sweeps.
' Maloku said some etRnic

Albanians managed to view bodies

of those killed when they were in the

Pristina morgue. Police moved the

bodies Sunday evening to the town

of Srbica, the center of last week's

crackdown, 25 miles west of

Pristina, and patrolled the region in

force Monday.
Still, an Associated Press

Television crew and AP photograph-

er got through to Srbica. In a rain-

swept construction yard, dozens of

bodies were lined up in two rows,

heads and limbs protruding from a

single long white sheet. A tractor

lumbered in, dumping another

corpse.

Police allowed the APTV crew to

film only one body, which they

claimed was that of Adem Jashari,

who Serbs say was the leader of the

Kosovo Liberation Army. A river of

SccAUANMIB^pagell
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SPRMG

VERY
ECONOMCO!
• Rooms fiom $79 plus tax,

dbl. occ. $40 per additional

person (four per room
maximum)

• Welcome Maigarita

• Complete European Health
Spa also available

• Free Tennis, Pools & Jacuzzi

• Free Spring Break music,
beach & pool competitions

& recreational activities

• Just 45 minutes fiom
downtown San Diego

Limited Offer & AvaiUAility.

VaUd March 20 - April 12. 1998

For reservations call

(619) 498-8230 or toll fiee:

1-800-343-8582
Ask for Spring Break Special

e-mail: reserv@tclnor.net

vvvvw. romritohtl.com

UCLA s iCU I N s

' /

OPEN LETTER TO THE UCLA STUDENT BODY

Dear Students: '

.]

.

.,;,
'

,

' "
_—^—

—

\ hope you enjoyed the 1997 Bruin Football season. We finished the year v/ith a victory over Tex^s A&M in

the Cotton Bowl and were Pac-10 co-champions ranked 5* in the nation. We are riding a 10-game winning

streak, and this fall we have every intention of picking up where we left off. Our goal is to win every game
and end the season as National Champions. _ ^

A major factor that could help push the Bruins to the top is you, the UCLA student body. The heart and

soul of college football is the spirit displayed by students. We need your support in creating an energetic

atmosphere in the Rose Bowl for all five home games. When the people in the seats are charged, the players

on the field feed off your energy.

We are already working hard to prepare for the upcoming season. Our players and coaches are involved in

an early-morning off-season conditioning program. I am proud of the efforts of our students-athletes, but

what I am asking for now is that the student-fan become just as involved and dedicated. Spring ball starts

on April 7*. Come out and watch the team on Spaulding Field. You will enjoy what you see and be on your

way to becoming the best student-fan you can be.

The biggest commitment you can make as a student-fan is to purchase season tickets. I promise you five

Saturdays of exciting football. Read the information below and buy your rickets now.

This is your team; this is your school ~ let's do it together!

Sincerely,

Bob Toledo

Head Football Coach

UCLA
STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES

Applications for 1998-99 Student Sports Packages (SSP) are now available at the Central Ticket Office (West Center)

and Student Union Office (A-Level, Ackerman Uruon). Completed applications will be accepted beginning Monday,

March 16 at 9:00 am at the Pauley Pavilion Ticket Office.

The first 5(X) applicants will receive a UCLA SSP for the 1998-99 sports year. All other applications received will be

entered into a random draw to be held in late July.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games, the men's basketball games listed under the plan that

you choose cmd all other regularly scheduled home athletic events next year.

Applicants must use an official application in its original form. Each applicant may submit one application and

request a maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be a currentiy enrolled UCLA student, possess a

UCLA student ID and ticket to get into the games.

Unsuccessful applications will be sent notification and a refund in the mail between August 19 and 28.

Because of the high demand for men's basketball tickets, we do not anticipate that tickets will be available to

individual games next season.
' ~ ~

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl game, or in the NCAA Basketball Tournament, only

those students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase those tickets.

Seating locations at UCLA venues are similar to last year. All student seating continues to be festival style general

admission, except for the UCLA-USC football game where your prepaid priority number is exchanged for a reserved

seat. .

For mor« information on UCLA SSP policies and procedures and the random draw, pick up an application at the Central Ticket Office or Student Uruon.

THE UCLA ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

^^HHI
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CONGRATULATIONS
MEMORY
From page 3

Knowlton laced the food with a drug

that made the rats sick; as a result

the rats no longer were interested in

the food.

Knowlton found that the rats go

to the light regardless of the food,

poisoned or not, because they have

learned a habit via the basal ganglia.

Experiments involving humans
with dysfunctional areas of the brain

offered additional evidence.

People with damage to the hip-

pocampus have trouble consciously

learning new things. However,
improving motor skills like their ten-

nis stroke or golf swing is not a prob-

lem.

Likewise, these individuals per-

form well on a task which tests for

the ability to develop unconscious

habits.

''It's clear that these patients can

learn some kinds of new things, and,

thus other parts of the brain that are

not damaged must have some kind

of memory function," Knowlton
said.

-In addition, Knowlton studied

the abilities of patients with

Parkinson's disease to perform sim-

ple memory and learning tasks.

These individuals, who normally

have trouble with motor skills - mus-

cle rigidity, slowness, and tremors -

possess perfectly functional explicit

or conscious memories.

"When given a memory test for

words or pictures, they would do
fme, unlike the amnesiacs who nor-

mally do poor on such tests,"

Knowlton said.

Howevet these same Parkinson's

disease individuals perform very

poorly on a test measuring their abil-

ity to develop unconscious habits,

Knowlton said. They may remember

AFTERMATH

the test, but they are never able to

pick-up any habits.

As a result, Knowlton concluded

the basal g^^nglia is an important

structure for this kind of implicit

learning. The basal ganglia appear

to have memory functions that other

brain structures are unable to take

over, Knowlton said.

Researchers have been trying to

use the intact habit system to help

amnesiacs with a dysfunctional hip-

pocampus to learn new things, but

Knowlton said the process is diffi-

cult;

"I think it's hard, since as

humans, we're so tied into our con-

scious memory and it's hard to kind

of trust your gut feeling and

instincts."

In terms of Parkinson's patients,

Knowlton said the characterization

of the different memory systems has

helped psychologists understand

that these people might have some
problems that have previously gone

unnoticed.

"Hopefully by elucidating the

nature of this impaired learning, we
may be able to suggest rehabilitation

and assessment ideas, besides know-

ing more about what type of learn-

ing the basal ganglia mediate," said

Jennie Sage, a third-year behavioral

neuroscience graduate student, who
worked on the project with

Knowlton.

"Identifying brain systems

responsible for memory could help

us identify the molecular events that

underlie memory storage, which

could have implications for the

development of treatments for dis-

eases that effect memory like

Al^eimer's," Knowlton said.

"Also, identifying the properties

of different memory systems could

lead to rehabilitation treatments

that exploit other systems to make
up for the lost system."

From page 5

street. She is rebuilding, slowly and

without government help.

"The river should have taken me,

too," she said, tears streaming down
her wrinkled face. "What can I do? It's

bad how life treats you sometimes."

Below the hard-hit hillside commu-
nities, Acapulco remains the lively city

of glossy brochures. Thousands still

flock here each weekend for the beach,

restaurants and nightlife, even though

Guerrero state says tourism is off at

least 15 percent this winter.

Bankers in town for a convention

filled major hotels almost to capacity

last weekend, and the Spring Break

vanguard has already hit Acapulco's

famous discos.

"I can't even tell a hurricane passed

through," Tim Daley, a 29-year-old

student from Bloomington, III., said

over thumping techno music at the

Palladium nightclub. "Then again, I

haven't done much except drink, eat,

sleep and drink some more
"

But in the hills above the glitzy sea-

side avenue, damage is evident from

the morning ofOct. 9, when hurricane-

powered floodwaters tore through

long-dry riverbeds, s>^eeping away
cars, houses and at least ISO people.

"There's a sign down there:

'Acapulco is back on its feet,'" Ayala

Martinez said. "I don't see it. Do they

ever bring the tourists up here?

Never."

Acapulco city spokesman Jose Luis

Avila said the government made
tourist areas its first priority because

most residents survive on tourism.

"You can't do everything at once,"

he said. "And as for priorities, you

have to rebuild the facade so we can all

get back to work."

In the hillside Progreso neighbor-

hood, piles of rubble still surround

empty, half-tumbled houses with

wateriines etched two-thirds ofthe way
up their walls. Shoes, bottles and dog-

eared books litter the dirt paths that

have replaced washed-out roads.

The chronically flooded beachfront

tunnel that President Ernesto Zedillo

promised to close still fills with cars for

morning rush hour, and the govern-

ment says it will wait until low tourist

season to build the bridge that will

replace it.

And many Acapulco residents

remain in mourning, still shedding

tears over tattered photographs of

their relatives and neighbors who were

carried toward the sea in a fetid river

ofmuck and death.

Among them is 30-year-old Alicia

Alvarez Gutierrez, who has hung
blown-up ID photos of her father,

mother and sister above her bed. All

four were swept into the reborn river,

but Alvarez Gutierrez used a power

cable to drag herself to safety.

She found her family's bodies a day

later in the city morgue.

Since then, Alvarez Gutierrez has

built a one-room structure to replace

the house where her family lived. She

is waiting for the government to help

her move.

"I can't lie to you; 1 owe money,"

she said, sobbing. "Everything you see

here I've done myself What can I do'

I'm alone and my family isn't with me
anymore."

The government offered Alvarez

Gutierrez a small rowhouse on the

city's outskirts, but she would not

accept the condition that she give up

her own plot in exchange.

"I'm not going to lose the spot

where my parents lived all their lives,"

she said, "I already lost my family, and

I don't want to lose their land as well.'

Avila, the government spokesman,

said the city needs to move people

away from riverbeds, something that if

done long ago could have lessened the

tragedy brought by Hurricane

Pauline.

The resettlement is going slowly, he

conceded, with only about 100 people

having moved into new houses.

"Our lesson was very tough," he

said. "And we have ourselves to blame

for not having respected nature."
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AFFIRMATIVE
From page 5

ing contractors to give work to

minority subcontractors, or by other

measures.

Six construction trade associations

challenged the plans in 1994, saying

they violated the Constitution's guar-

antee of equal treatment.

A federal judge ruled that Dade
County did not provide enough evi-

dence to support the need for the pro-

gram. The 1 1th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals agreed, adding that the

county improperly used such reme-

dies as a "first resort" instead of con-

sidering neutral measures such as

simpler bidding procedures.

The county's Supreme Court

appeal addressed only the plan for

black-owned businesses. It said they

tend to be smaller and less experi-

enced because of discrimination -

not for race-neutral reasons.

The minority contractor group's

separate appeal said the six trade

associations should have been

allowed to challenge only the parts of

the county's programs that directly

affected them.

KIM
From page 6

Korea Times, denied his wife's allega-

tions and attributed her comments to

"mental exhaustion."

Lak November, Kim's campaign

treasurer, Seokuk Ma, pleaded guilty

to three charges of making and receiv-

ing illegal donations.

He was sentenced to five years of

CAMPAIGNS

probation and fined $12,000. The
felony charges were reduced to misde-

meanors in exchange for his agree-

ment to testify against the Kims.

The former treasurer testified he

was merely following instructions. He
said he often signed blank checks and

deposit slips for Mrs. Kim.

From page 6

voters were interested in the economy,

education, crime, healthcare - includ-

ing Medicare - jobs and Social

Security.

Political experts don't know how the

special-interest ads will affect

Tuesday's election. Both candidates

said they dislike outside groups coming

into the district to try to influence the

political agenda. But in the next breath

they said there's nothing they can do

about it.

Dorothy Newman, a Santa Barbara

art teacher, said she's fed up with the

whole thing.

"1 think it's really a shame that these

ALBANIANS

people have so much power to influ-

ence an election that they don't know
anything about," Newman said. "The

things on TV are the worst because

they invade right into your home."

Nevertheless, Newman said she will

vote, choosing Capps.

"I'm someone who believes in think-

ing for myself," she said.

Another voter. Republican John

Hess, said he was not too bothered by

the ad campaigns that flooded the air-

waves, newspapers and mail.

"The ones I like, I'm for them," he

said. "The ones I'm against, I don't

want them here."

From page 8

dried blood ran down his chest front

an apparent throat wound.

Relatives were refusing to pick up

the bodies, demanding autopsies by

internationally appointed forensic

experts, Maloku said, adding that

Serbs were anxious to hold the funer-

als Tuesday because they were trying

to cover up their alleged crimes.

Serb sources denied this, saying

they wanted the funerals quickly

only because the bodies - which gave

off an overpowering stench - were

starting to decompose. The Red
Cross said Serbs rejected its request

to view the corpses.

Across the Balkans, swift burial is

traditional, usually a day after death.

Brushing aside foreign criticism,

Serbs say they acted with justifiable

force to stop the

militant Kosovo •—«—^—

—

Liberation Army,

which has claimed

50 killings in the

past 19 months,

and crush attempts

to win indepen-

dence from Serbia,

the dominant

republic of

Yugoslavia. —

:

Kosovo is the

heartland of Serbia's medieval

empire, but ethnic Albanians out-

number Serbs 9-to-l in the prqvince.

Serbs have vowed never to give

Kosovo up.

For the first time since Kosovo

was stripped of autonomy in 1989,

police did not interfere with

Monday's 50-minute protest in

Pristina. The protesters flashed vic-

tory signs and held up signs in

English, German and French to

deliver their message to the world.

Riot squads sat in buses in side

streets, and police with submachine

guns and bulletproof vests formed

cordons but did not break up the

crowd. "We got orders from

Belgrade not to beat them," said one

policeman, who insisted on

anonymity.

Serbia clearly did not want vio-

lence on a day in which six foreign

powers were meeting in London to

discuss a response to the crackdown.

In London, the United States,

Britain, France, Germany, Italy and

Russia agreed Monday to support an

international arms embargo against

Yugoslavia. They said President

Slobodan Milosevic will face further

sanctions unless special police units

are withdrawn from Kosovo within

10 days.

The top U.S. envoy to the

Balkans, Robert Gelbard, landed in

Belgrade late Monday and was due

in Pristina on Tuesday.

Ethnic
——^^^~' Albanians

reported that

25,000 people

held peaceful

protests else-

where across

Kosovo and said

police beat

demonstrators in

Pec and another

town - reports

that Serb sources

denied.

Yugoslavia's Tanjug news agency

said protesters carrying pictures of

Jashari and shouting "We want

war!" opened fire on police in Pec,

but no one was injured:

Kosovo's last peaceful mass

demonstrations came in 1988, before

Milosevic abolished autonomy.

Serbs have ruled the province with a

massive police and military presence

ever since.

Last week's Serb police sweep left

houses in ruins and forced thousands

to flee. Media in neighboring

Montenegro said 3,500 Albanians

from Kosovo had arrived there in

the past two days.

Serbia clearly did not

want violence on a day

in which six foreign

powers were meeting

in London.

C N G R A T U L A T I N S

open daily • w ww. uclastorc. ucla .edu
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OSKER GUSSIFER

BLENDER WOVEN,
KRAVE BAKED YOST

LEONARDSBAG DOLLAR

DILLWEED RUFUSKING

SKALLELUJAH HEY KID

KINGSTREET QUARTET

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR
FRIENDS AT ERNIE BALL!

SHOWTIME
8-11:00P.M
2 NIGHTS
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Marketing licensed items with the UCLA logo is a lucrative business.

LICENSING
From page 1

National Sales Director, having a

license to create merchandise with

UCLA's trademark is advantageous

in gaining college-age customers for

the corporation.

"It's a very strong marketing

opportunity from our point of view

we reach kids at this stage of their

lives," McMeekin said.

Holmes also said that ASUCLA
does not give exclusive rights to its

licensees to sell their products in the

UCLA Store.

"I don't think anyone is excluded,"

she said. "There are competitive

brands in the store."

All of these companies must com-

ply with ASUCLA's anti-sweatshop

policy, which states that no UCLA
merchandise may be distributed by a

company that employs sweatshop

labor. In addition, all products sold in

the UCLA Store must also comply
with the policy.

"We sent out a notification to all

the vendors who sell in our store,"

Eastman said.

She said that ASUCLA has

received positive feedback regarding

the policy.

"I'm very pleased with the success-

ful implementation of the policy,"

Eastman said.

According to Holmes, many cor-

porations are interested in marketing

the UCLA trademark.

"We typically receive 10 applica-

tions per month from companies that

have an interest in the UCLA trade-

mark," Holmes said.

Potential licensees go through an

application process, providing refer-

ences and facing selection by a com-
mittee. ASUCLA will often contact

other universities and organizations

for which the company holds a license

to find out if others have been satis-

fied by the company's use of their

trademark. According to Holmes,

about 25 to 30 percent of applicants

are granted licenses.

"We want to know if they have the

ability to market the product success-

fully," Holmes said.

She said that the committee also

takes steps to make sure that the

potential licensee is in compliance

with the anti-sweatshop policy.

"We ask those types of questions

to ensure that we are working with a

company that is not doing those types

of things," Holmes said.

If a licensee violates the terms of

the contract or it is found that the

firm violates an ASUCLA policy

such as the anti-sweatshop policy, the

contract can be terminated, although

this has never happened.

"Obviously we have to take pre-

cautions when we evaluate a project,"

Holmes said. "We have provisions in

our contracts to terminate a relation-

ship."

"It's hard to anticifHiiWhat types

of things will rear their head," she

continued.

WOMEN
From page 3

"Sometimes we need to catch our-

selves," said Kristin Hcrdman, a

fourth-year psychology student and
peer counselor at the Women's
Resource Center. "If we as women
buy into the stereotypes, then men will

too."

Herdman said that although she

has not seen blatant sexism on campus
personally, she does think that it hap-

pens.

"UCLA's diversity has a lot to do
with it. I could speculate about other

smaller colleges or in other parts of the

country ..." she said. "But I know that

being in the sciences, women can be

intimidated in classrooms that are

male-dominated."

Bloch points to workplace situa-

tions as blaring proof of inequality.

"There's still a great disparity

between wages and opportunities,"

Bloch said, adding that many profes-

sions remain voluntarily segregated,

with certain careers having unbal-

anced membership between genders.

She attributed much of this to the

"glass ceiling," a term that describes

women's real or perceived inability to

advance. "It seems transparent,"

Bloch said. "It seems as though there's

room to advance, but one often can't

go beyond that point."

The glass ceiling is a phenomenon
that has been discussed for years, and

one issue that perpetuates it, Bloch

said, is the issue of child-rearing

responsibilities. In order for women to

be equal in the work force, much has

to change at home.

Se« WOMEN, pagTis

.,,._. i
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WOMEN
From page 12

"Child care is a big issue for

women, even though it's gender neu-

tral as far as kids are concerned. It's

still assumed that it is primarily the

woman's responsibility." Bloch said.

"In an ideal society, men would partic-

ipate a lot more."

Other issues that women face as

hurdles are sexual violence and sexual

harassment. Although they have

received a lot of publicity, Bloch

stresses that these problems affect and

threaten men as well.

Even with the obstacles that face

women in the workplace, at home and

in society in general, Bloch is encour-

aged by the opportunities women
enjoy today.

"Women have much more control

over their lives than they ever had in

the past. If the goal is to be indepen-

dent on career, sexual relationships,

PROFESSOR

all those things are a lot more free.

There arc costs, however. Society

needs to make some adjustment"

She suggested that the fedejal gov-

ernment step in and hdp provide solu-

tions for the problem of child care.

Because of the conservative politi-

cal environment, however, national

child care doesn't seem to be in

America's near future. Although

France and the Scandinavian coun-

tries have successfully established

nationalized services, the U.S. politi-

cal climate can't support one.

"The liberal progressive politics of

the '60s and '70s aren't realistic today.

Feminism had a big resurgence at a

very idealistic time." Bloch said.

Despite slow movement at the fed-

eral level, many believe that individu-

als can help" out. Bloch's advice to

young women: "Figure out what what

you want to do as individuals. Pursue

what you need, push for positions of

leadership. Be as foresighted as possi-

ble. And don't give up."

From page 1

other teachers. He believes that the

three professors were spearheaded

by Mclnnes.

Wilson called the claims "com-

plete fabrications."

Moreover, he claims that Mclnnes

is actually a source of students'.com-

plaints. "Many of his students com-

plain that they don't get their quota

of lessons," Wilson said. He has <flso

heard complaints that Mclnnes does

not teach for the full lesson |>eriod

and talks at length about his social

life and career.

Wilson has also heard that

Mclnnes would push students to buy

a certain instrument so that h? would

receive a monetary kickback. He also

claims that when Mclnnes took a sab-

batical, he had an inadequate gradu-

ate student fill in for him.

"Every student was up in arms,"

Wilson said. "All the kids were beg-

ging me, literally, 'You got to teach

me, you got to teach me.'"

Mclnnes would not return phone

calls made by the Daily Bruin.

After the meeting to discuss leav-

ing use, Wilson went to his 16 stu-

dents to discuss the situation. The

students expressed to Wilson that

they had no complaints about him

whatsoever.

"No students went in to the dean's

ofTice, faculty went in with students'

complaints," said Melissa Tong, a

second-year violin performance stu-

dent at use "No one had any cono-

plaints about him."

Wilson's students were as shocked

as he was. In retaliation, over 20 stu-

dents - some of whom weren't even

Wilson's - wrote letters to the dean to

express their feelings about the viola

teacher.

A week after the letters were sub-

mitted to the dean, some music facul-

ty alleged that Wilson had forced the

students to write the letters, even

threatening them with withheld

grades.

Only days later, Wilson actually

heard the news that he was fired.

Because of his status as a part-time

professor, he had few rights.

However, Wilson is considering pur-

suing legal action.

"(The dean) had to stop the fric-

tion in the string section at the cost of

losing me," Wilson said.

Apparently not all of the USC
music department is against Wilson.

"There is one faculty member who
sees it completely plausible that it

was a political move by another pro-

fessor," Tong said.

After Wilson was fired, students

became even more upset, visiting the

dean and the chair of the string

department in person. However,

their efforts have been to no avail.

Wilson only has one way of

explaining why USC has asked him

to leave: somebody felt threatened.

"I am a player, and some people

find that threatening," he said. "My

reputation speaks for itself."

But apparently. Professor

Mclnnes has fdt threatened before.

Wilson claims that during the past 10

to 12 years, two other viola teachers

were pushed out in a similar fashion.

In addition to being a threat,

Wilson further believes that bribery

has been connected to his name.

Because of Wilson's position in

the Los Angeles Philharmonic, free

tickets are available to him, which

oftentimes he likes to pass along to

his studients. Wilson says he wants to

expose them to live music, as well as

to hear many of the pieces they learn.

But as one USC professor inter-

preted it, Wilson was bribing his stu-

dents with these tickets.

Like the other accusations, Wilson

insists that this is simply not true. "I

just try to do for these kids what was-

n't done for me," he said.

The relationship between Wilson

and his students goes far beyond the

lessons he teaches them every week.

Last Tuesday, 35 USC students dis-

cussed tactics to have Wilson rein-

stated. The students had their parents

call, wrote letters to the university

president, and an article about the

scenario ran in last Thursday's Daily

Trojan, USC's student newspaper.

Despite gallant efforts, Wilson

realizes that nothing is going to hap-

pen. He will miss his job and admits

that he will be losing a large chunk of

money per year, but what Wilson

considers the saddest thing is the loss

to students. "It's the issue of some-

body's ego, and not the kids," he

said.

For example, Dmitri Kourka, an

advanced study viola student in his

first year, is considering leaving USC
because of the decision about

Wilson. Kourka moved to ^lew York

from Russia three years ago, and

came to USC this school year just to

study under Wilson. He is now think-

ing about returning to New York;

although he has a scholarship at

USC, because he cannot afford to

take private lessons under Wilson.

Coincidentally, three days before

Wilson was fired, he received an

offer from UCLA for a part-time full

professorship. Wilson has been

teaching private lessons to UCLA
students for 1 1 years.

Wilson has accepted the offer,

which will go into effect by July 1.

This would increase the amount of

private viola lessons Wilson would be

able to teach.

UCLA music department chaii

Jon Robertson is very excited about

the addition, noting the tremendous

amount of experience and abilities

Wilson will continue to bring to

UCLA. "It is hard to find people of

his caliber," Robertson said. "It is

our gain to have him."

Robertson is not familiar with all

the details of what happened at USC,

but calls the decision "very foolish."
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COMFORTWOMAN .

"A beautiful first novel, lovingly written

and lovingly told. Comfort Woman speaks

eloquently for everyone who tries to

imagine a parent's past who tries to piece

together a history that involves as much

dead as it does the living, with great

grace, poetry and yes, even humor, Nora

Okja Keller has honored her ancestors add
her readers with this book. Comfort

Woman is not simply a story, but medicine

for the spirit."

— Sandra Cisneros, author of

^ The House on Mango Street
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Tour shows

off college's

opportunities
Thumbs up to the

Mortar Board, which

held "L.A. Teen
Mentoring" in which 60 stu-

dents from Charles Drew
Middle School in Watts were

given a tour of the UCLA
campus and counseled about

attending college and the

.benefits of attending univer-

sity.

The members of the

national college honor soci-

ety showed the young stu-

dents about the various

activities and opportunities

available in universities.

Mortar Board members
are also active in helping out

students of the school, with

their after school program
"Teamworks." During the

school year, members volun-

teer for the 15-week leader-

ship program.

The program engages the

middle school students in

community service activities

and focuses on team-build-

ing and leadership.

While the adults help

guide and manage the pro-

gram, the students do the

majority of the work, which

has included raising money
for a battered women's shel-

ter and a recycling program.

Student loans

may soon have

lower interest

^^w Thumbs up to

||1| President Clinton for

WbiM proposing to reduce

interest rates on college stu-

dent loans.

Clinton says he will work

to cut the interest late on stu-

dent loans from 7 8 to 7 per-

cent, which car save stu-

dents who take out loans up

to $650 a year.

This would come as i. vi-ry

welcome relief to ma'-iy stu-

dents across the nation, .vho

take out loans to pay for col-

lege. This would ease the

Hnancial burden for millions

of students each year.

But the proposal is not

without its critics. Thomas
Butts, associate vice presi-

dent for government rela-

tions, said some lenders are

concerned about the losses

in profits that would result in

the interest rate reductions.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments or

suggestions to

viewpoint@nf>edia.uc)a.edu

It's time to look beyond the numbers

Daniel

inlender

Bob?"

EDUCATION: There are

no formulas that can

solve life's problems

Ihave never been that ^
fond of numbers.

Maybe my aversion is

rooted in failed fifth-grade

long division quizzes. Or it

could even be that almost

aJI of my academic success

revolves around convincing

professors I know a bunch

of things that I don't. This,

by the way, is a skill that

can occasionally get you

through a philosophy essay

exam but pretty much
leaves you screwed when
the teacher reaches for the

Scantron. (And is it just

me, or did the

professors here

devise some
sort of Ivy

League multiple

guess test to

confuse you so

much that by

the end of the

question you

not only forget

what they're

asking, but if

someone were

to jisk you your

name, you'd stutter

"The answer is

1. A
2. B
3.C
4. C&A's
5. Sometimes B but never A unless

C and B add up to less than D
6. D
7. A, E, I, O, U and sometimes Y
8. None of the above, but all of

everything else."

I think Jack Handey said it best in

one of his SNL musings: "Instead of

having 'answers' on a math test, they

should just call them 'impressions,'

and if you got a different 'impres-

sion,' so what, can't we all be broth-

ers?" Anyone want to take bets as to

how many math students blitz me
derogatory comments concerning my
mother an^nimal husbandry after

reading this^aragraph?

But seriously, I do have a point

here. Sort of And even if numbers by
themselves may not be intrinsically

evil, I definitely think there's some-

thing wrong with their paramount

importance in this country's educa-

tional system. I know, I know, you're

all thinking I should have gone to

Brown, but well, my hair isn't

orange, my body isn't pierced in 37

c ifferent places, and where the heck

i-m I going to tan in Providence, huh?

Anyway, this problem seems to be

most chronic in high schools, so it's

there I'll focus my rant.

Inlender is a secor>d-year psychobiolo-

gy student.
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Between ETS and GPAs and

SATs and IQs, it seemed like

everyone was trying to quantify

human worth and judge your intel-

ligence on the basis of a four-digit

number and a decimal point.

Instead of Daniel, they might as

well have just called me 4.0173. My
nickname could have been the

cosine of the lOth's digit.

Knowledge for the sake of numbers.

It didn't matter if the numbers made
sense or seemed reasonable; all any-

oncwanted to know was if something

was on the test. And speaking of

tests, most of the ones I took were —
about three hours of work crammed
into 43 minutes, which left you no

time to think about anything. God
forbid your pencil should break

because, by the time you fished

through your bag and found a new
one, everyone else was on page 7

This doesn't measure how much you

know, but rather how fast you can

scribble.

What's worse is that this sort of

system often reserves its highest hon-

ors for those stressed out, obsessive

folk who go home every day after

school, eat Fig Newtons, and do cal-

culus problems for five hours. You
know, the kind of people who make
Hash cards for gym class. I could be

wrong, but I don't think education is

all about memorization and pop

quizzes. We should be trying to pro-

duce people who are good at life, not

just physics: People who are happy

and don't shake in fear like an epilepH

tic guinea pig every time report cards

are sent home. Because the truth is,

you have to figure out most of the

important things in life on your own,

for yourself, without all those formu-

las you

loaded

into your cal-

culator. All the

answers for life

aren't going to be

fourfd on page 347 of

your textbook.

Most of what's impor-

tant doesn't happen in a

classroom, eithcF. This may
be good news for those of you who
went to three Chem IOC lectures

before deciding sleep was a much
better idea. OK, so now I have South

Campus in a frenzy, and my fellow

Earthly Bruins in praise. I should

remind all of you, that I am in fact a

South Campus student myself, and it

is perhaps from here that my rage

stems. I cannot fathom a physics test

where in addition to a problem set, it

might be required of me to write

what "E=MC^" actually means. I do,

however, acknowledge that this is not

the case for all professors. As a mat-

ter of fact, on a recent statistics

midterm. Professor Don Ylvisaker

required that I not only answer a

complete statistical problem set, but

that I also respond, in paragraph

form (a risky proposition for science

students), to the validity of a medical

study of his choosing. Needless to

say, I was impressed.

Here's a thought from a wonderful

little book called, "The Tao of Pooh."

(I definitely think it should be added

to the high school English canon. It

See INLENDEIt, page \6

What is Generation X? Who are we? Unlike the Baby Boomers, we are not coming of age during a war

or a "great social movement/'What will history have to say about Generation X?

On Friday, Viewpoint will examine these and other issues. Please tell us what you think.

Bring your submissions to 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, or e-mail them to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Hey! YouVe not the only one with issues
PERSPECTIVES: Everyone's life is

rife with problems, so don't pass

judgment without a deeper look

You think you've got probletns? Capital

D Dysfunctional everywhere you look?

You're probably right. But you're not

the only one blessed with this phenomenon.
We are all more dysfunc-

tional than we pretend to

be.

Admit it - you're pret-

ty messed up. What's that

I see? Pouting?

Defensive? Dare to dis-

agree? Come on, don't

feel so bad. I find it nice,

even somewhat comfort-

ing (in a dysfunctional

sort of way).

Surely it must suck to

feel like you're the only

one in the world with a
~~

bad situation. But you are

never alone. It only seems that way. Our per- .

ceptions of each other are inherently fiawed,

even for those of us who pride ourselves on

having a keen intuition. I for one, have always

considered myself a sure-shot people reader -

I knew people. I knew what they'd do. I knew
how they'd feel. I knew. Only recently has it

become apparent that I don't. Man, I don't

know jack.

Everyday, we pass multitudes of other peo-

ple, some of whom are classmates, others

acquaintance^ a few even lucky enough to fall

into the category of friends. And we make
judgments about them. "Great ... her? comes

Pfeffer is a third-year communication studies stu-

dent E-mail her at speffer@ucla.edu.

that ... smart girl/obnoxious Greek/star ath-

lete/big dork/(insert your fave stereotype

here)." These judgments are based on one-

dimensional categories and silly labels. We
can't help but limit our perception to one main

aspect - the biceps, the brain, the bong.

We view others through a circus-like mirror

that distorts and flattens their many experi-

ences into one top cover. We don't see the

important stuff. Like sediment layers forming

on top of one another over the years, so do our

past encounters build up until they make life.

(We're just a pile of dirt.)

There's no way to understand someone

entirely after viewing only the most shallow

facade. Of course, you can see your problems

{>erfectly clear. You're trying to figure out

where to go to grad school, whether to stay

with your boyfriend/girlfriend, when you

should go to Europe, how you're going to pay

your rent, whether you should tell your close

friend that her man's cheating, how to get that

C up to a B, and what to have for dinner. And
that's all in the span of an hour.

Stephanie

Pfeffer

On top of that, as college students we're

coping with the obligatory "issues" that come
with the territory. "Issues," the UCLA catch

phrase of the year. "Dude, he's got issues."

Well surprise! So do you. We're all trying to

figure out who we are, what we want, what

we're supposed to be, all the while gasping at

how fast we're turning into our parents when

we never dreamed we would. '

Don't forget the huge looming decisions,

conflicts, emotional conquests, heart ^hd head

battles. We're searching for the strength to do

what's right. We're attempting to squash our

insecurities and stifle the coward inside of us.

We're running from the Karma Police (ode to

Radiohead).

Damn issues. And your issues may be

apparent - in your face, in your mind, in your

heart. But what about the person next to you?

What are his or her issues?

Our daily trudges only allow us to judge oth-

ers as they seem, not as they are. We get only a

glimpse of their being. Everyone around you

stumbles through their own world of complexi-

ty and confusion. Everyone. Life breathes in

our teachers, our classmates, facilities manage-

ment workers, f)eople who sell incense and

jewelry on Bruin Walk, those who offer free

movie tickets. Student Shopper hander-outers,

public school teachers who bring their classes

to UCLA, department heads. And we don't

really know any of them.

Two weeks ago, an acquaintance and I —

^

embarked on a tangent to escape our psych

study session. We talked about our lives, how
we were so screwed up, how we had so many
problems. From men to families to siblings

and back, we were straight out of "Who's Who
of Dysfunctional College Students." She

looked at me in awe, " You seem so well-adjust-

ed, like you've really got it together." Funny, I

SeefRFFEltpagel?

Democracy cannot cure all failing worid governments
CAPITALISM: Poverty, social ills of other countries

shouldn't be directly correlated with communism

ByJacobLec

Ryan Donlon and Matthew Gever,

writers of "U.S. mustn't emulate

socialism's spotted record," and

"Only capitalism upholds individual

rights," respectively, (March 5), clear-

- .I .--.. ..I -
,

Lee is an anthropology student.

ly adopt overly dogmatic, uncritical

and naive arguments in their tirade

against communism and socialism.

The lack of sophistication in their per-

s{}ectives and their rude criticisms of

Michelle Oberman disappoint me. In

order to understand this issue we real-

ly have to look at more than "commu-

nism" or "capitalism." Undeniably

nearly every communist nation in the

world has failed or is failing. It is also

undeniable that the most powerful

and prosperous nations of the world

are largely capitalist democracies.

However, three often overlooked

facts are that these failures are not

exclusivelv linked with communism
and socialism, that democracy and

capitalism will not necessarily cure

the problems of communist and

socialist nations, and that all of the

world's communist governments

were built in conditions adverse to the

establishment of a prosperous and

free nation.

Gross violations of human rights

are not limited to Communist/socialist

nations. These outrageous violations

are not characteristic ofcommunism
and socialism; they are characteristic

ofcommunities and nations that are

impoverished, unstable and usually

under the rule of the few. These viola-

See LK, page 16

LETTERS

True blue
This letter is in response to

Mark Shapiro's March 4 arti-

cle "From a simple rivalry

comes an all-out battle of espi-

onage." I've listened all week

to "sports fans" disparage and

chastise Brett Butler for his

comments about Mike Piazza

being "a moody, self-centered,

'90s player." Now, I realize

Mark's article was partly in

jest, but the underlying senti-

ment is obvious. I was never a

huge fan of Butler, but as a

baseball, and especially, a

Dodger fan, I always admired

his hustle and commitment to

the good of the team. This is

something I have never seen in

Piazza. Piazza is obviously a

great player, but he is no

leader. Shapiro says about

Butler, that "no one remem-

bers him trying to fill the lead-

ership void that cost the

Dodgers dearly down the

stretch last year."

Well, the reason there was a

void vvas because none of the

obvious leader candidates like

Piazza and Eric Karros

stepped in to lead the team all

See UTTERS, page 16
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Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT
Course Begins On: Saturday, June 20, 1998 —^^
Course Ends On: Thursday,August 13,1998

Course Location: Hyperleaming 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperleaming SlimmerMCATprogram is 9 weeks in length.

Session Days « Time

I Monday - Friday

-J Monday - Friday

M Monday -Friday

IV Monday -Friday

V Monday -Friday

VI Monday -Friday

VII Monday - Friday

VIII Monday - Friday

Weekend Program

XII Saturday - Sunday

alternate Weds.

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1K)0pm- 3:30 pm
4:00 pm -6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

l:30pm-4:30T)m

6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Early Bird

Discount

ends. .

.

Friday,

March 27th

((( 5PM

Practice MCAT Days Time

1*

2*
June 27, 1998

July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am- 4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

* Computer-analyzed score reportprovided.
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INLENDER
From page 14

can replace Tess of the D'ubervilles.)

"Knowledge and experience do not

necessarily speak the same language.

But isn't the knowledge that comes

from experience more valuable than

the knowledge that doesn't? It seems

fairly obvious to some of us that a lot

of scholars need to go outside and

sniff around - walk through the

grass, talk to the animals. That sort

of thing"

Ultimately, we all should try to

look past the numbers and focus on

life, which education should enrich

and inform, not replace.

LEHERS
From page 1

5

year. Meanwhile, Butler did the best

he could, and was definitely an inspi-

ration while trying to come back

from cancer.

As far as Butler being a "Giant

spy" in disguise, Butler is more of a

true Dodger than Piazza will ever

be. I contend this because, during

contract negotiations, Piazza

claimed that though he loves Los

Angeles, he has no. problem leaving

to go to another team to receive the

money he thinks he deserves.

Supposedly, he feels he needs to be

the highest paid player in baseball,

despite never leading his team to a

playoff win, failing to win the MVP
twice due to a September collapse in

performance, and generally being

unappreciative of the huge fan sup-

port he receives. How can you

respect a player that does not

respect the fans who love him? He is

moody and self-centered and defi-

nitely an archetypal '90s player.

The reason Butler chose now to

state this obvious fact is because last

year it would have hurt the team,

and hopefully this year, it will force

some team unity leading to team

chemistry that Piazza cannot insti-

gate himself. If anything, Butler is a

true Dodger, and represents more of

the loyalty and reverence for the

game than any selfish player like

Piazza can ever hope to realize once

existed in baseball.
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tions occur in capitalist, communist,

democratic and dictatorial societies.

Brazil, for example, is a democratic

capitalist nation. However, democra-

cy and capitalism have not brought

the "American dream" to the miser-

able multitudes in Brazil. In fact, cap-

italism and industries such as sugar

cane are important causes of this mis-

ery. It becomes obvious that commu-
nism and socialism probably are not

the direct cause of the loss of free-

dom and meager standard of living.

Eastern Eurof)e has become the

testing ground for U.S. claims of the

democratic<apitalist wonder drug.

The painful truth is that not only is

the transition to democracy and capi-

talism a painful and difficult process,

but that the demo-capitalist system

proposed does not fit all Eastern-

European societies and cultures.

Many people in Eastern Europe do
not want these changes, nor are all of

these changes appropriate for these

societies.

Finally, and most importantly,

communism and socialism did not

necessarily fail because these systems

are deficient, but because these sys-

tems were superimposed over soci-

eties suffering from unbelievable

poverty, lack of opportunity or equal-

ity, and without traditions of free-

dom, democracy and capitalism.
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Russia and China were largely

nations of peasant farmers used to,

and routinely subjected to, much suf-

fering. The very coinditions, experi-

ences and structures of these soci-

eties made it nearly impossible to cre-

ate fair, prosperous and terror-free

states. Unfortunately, it is doubtful

that any government would ever

have survived without ironhanded,

harsh and horrible violations of

human rights. Nation building is

more than establishing a constitution

and government. If these nations had

adopted democratic-capitalist sys-

tems, it is probable that these systems

would have survived.

Therefore, it is clear that commu-

nism has rarely, if ever, been tested

on an equal footing with our own

U.S. democratic/capitalist experi-

ment. It is naive to suppose that com-

munism and socialism led to the loss

of liberty from some innate deficien-

cy. It is also apparent that democracy

and capitalism are not social wonder

drugs. Finally, if we are to under-

stand and really appreciate reality,

we must try to look at the world

objectively. Donlon and Gever fail

miserably.

PFEFFEU
From page 1
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had thought the same of her. I

would've never guessed that her

family has serious communication

problems and that she only talks to

her sister once a year.

And just the other night another

friend and I were talking and he was

in a bad mood. When I inquired as

to why, he said he had "issues" and

problems I could never understand.

Once he finally started to spill it, he

finished with "My life is so fucked."

I just sat there in disbelief I was

like, wait, I thought my life was

screwed. Then I realized that every-

one's life is. We all live with some

element of dysfunction and confiict-

ing emotions, freaky relationships

and an aura of weirdness.

So why are we fooled when it

comes to everyone else? Because

people do a great job of playing it

cool.

Two weeks ago my professor's

mother passed away. Last week,

another professor suffered the same

fate. We students had no idea, as

they stood and lectured about things

so theoretical, that the women who

cared and nurtured them for God
knows how many years of their lives

were wasting away. We had no way

of knowing that the abstract acade-

mic concepts paled in comparison

to the concrete painful feelings that

I can only assume come with losing

a parent. Did we, as students, know

this was happening to them? No.

So the next time the woman
snaps at you in the library, take two

seconds to ponder where she is com-

ing from before copping an attitude.

Had she been up all night with a sick

child? Filing for a divorce? In seri-

ous debt? Husband having an affair?

14-year-old daughter threatening to

run away? Doing drugs? All of the

above? More? Don't let simplistic

generalizations trick you.

Obviously there's no way to know

everything about everyone. Just

don't fool yourself into thinking you

do. Increase your awareness and be

sensitive to other people's situa-

tions. Their lives are more compli-

cated than you think, almost as com-

plicated as yours. While everything

looks smooth and creamy at the sur-

face, jagged crevices lie underneath.

To end with a quote from last

week's "Ally McBeal": "I like my
life a mess. If it wasn't a mess, it

wouldn't be my life."

She's got her set of issues. I've

got my issues. You've got yours.

Come to think of it, life's just a

bunch of issues and tissues.
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The Japan-American Sociely of Miyakonojo is seeking

UGLA students to woric as sunnmer cannp counselors in

Japan. Counselors will be responsible for setting up an

Annerican style sunnmer camp and teactiing English to

Japanese students.

All expenses are paid, including airfare!

There is no salary offered for the teaching positions;

however, the Japan America Society will pay for

lodging and round-trip flight between countries.

Questions?
Please call Darlo Bravo

at (310) 825-0831

INFO MEETINGS:

Tues. Mar. 10 2:00pm - 3:00pm

Wed. Mar. 1 1 1 0:00am - 1 1 :00am

5:00pm - 6:00pm

,SW EXPO intanwh^ k
"iW study AtwdSfvtcw
UCLA Career Ctnler

EXPO
Rm. 109

Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.0831

GROUP INTERVIEWS (2-clay process):

Tues. Mar. 1 7 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Wed. Mar. 1 8 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Meetings are at the EXPO, Room 1 09,

Kerckhoff Hall

DEADLINE: March 13, 1998,
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Energy makes the difference
SHOW: One-hit wonders

prove anything but at

crowd-pleasing concert

By Michelle Zubtate

Daily Baiin Contributor

^One-hit wonders? Maybe.
Immature rhythms? Check. Punk
kids? Definitely. Boring beats? Going
over the list, that would be the one

thing missing from Sunset's

Palladium last Saturday night.

On the bill were stellar perfor-

mances by Sugar Ray, Save Ferris

and Goldfinger (funk-rock act

Incubus also opened) but no shortage

of pulsating energy. Call them here-

today-and-gone-tomorrow, but you

can't call them dull. If anything, their

performances would place them in

the top most-underestimated-bands

category.

Ending a recent tour, these three

bands brought it home to Los

Angeles for a final show of entertain-

ing vigor.

Goldfinger's punk attitude

remained true to the spirit of the

evening lineup, but did not grasp the

crowd until after a few warm-up num-

bers. Songs such as "Skiers Must
Perish" and "This Lonely Place" cre-

ated mini-mosh pits and stirred the

preteen crowd's jumping instincts a

little more with every song. By the

end 9f the set, the audience cheered

for Goldfinger's evident talent, if not

for their mediocre on-stage ability.

One interesting thing about

Goldfinger's performance was the

fan base swirling below them. On one

side of the stage were sweaty skinny

guys with no shirts while the other

side had full-suited snazzy hipsters

jamming with less of a bad-boy Hare.

It was evident, however, that the

crowd saved their cool moves and

true enthusiasm for a certain long-

awaited Orange County ska-b»nd.

Obligingly, Save Ferris gave the

Photos by MICHAEL ROSSW#SCHT

Monique Powell of Save Ferris entertained at the Palladium show.

crowd their usual dose of swinging

ska fun and vitality as lead singer

Monique P^ell charmed the crowd

with her down-to-earth spunk and

independent tough-girl persona.

Every song had the room swinging

and dancing to the groovin' tunes.

Even songs that don't go so well on

the album, such as "Spam," had sud-

den new life on stage as Powell used it

to connect to the crowd through sing-

alongs. The band's incredible horn

section was just one of the high points

ofSave Ferris' set.

The newest radio hit, "Goodbye,"

contains ultra-smooth rhythms that

enchanted the crowd with every hip-

swaying note. Between guitarist Brian

Mashburn's song composing and

Powell's energetic dancing on stage.

Save Ferris complemented the night's

entertainment.

^ Monique Powell

charmed the crowd

Mark McGrath, lead singer of Sugar Ray, displays his many talents

during a dazzling and enthusiastic performance.

with her down-to-earth

spunk and independent

tough-girl persona.

But the best was yet to come. Since

their last performance in Los Angeles

at KROQ's Almost Acoustic Xmas,

many Angeleno alt-rock fans have

been looking forward to the next

Sugar Ray live performance, seeing

how they put on such dazzling sets.

Begging for more, all expectations

were met on Saturday by a show
above-and-beyond the usual rehashed

motions most bands fall into like

clockwork.

From the minute lead singer Mark
McGrath came on stage, the whole

house jumped with excitement, girls

squealing with delight when he took

off his shiri early in the show. He had

the audience captivated by every pose

and every lyric. He jumped from

speaker to stage and back up to the

speaker at times, showing off the

right moves for all the women.

Album tracks "RPM" and "Sweet

Home California" relinquished every

enthusing punk-metal chord of the

album, "Floored," which was given a

new life by Sugar Ray's thrilling live

performance. McGrath himself

proved that he was more than just

vocals as he rocked the audience with

S«cMllikMIIM,|M9c23

Telling the story of
World War IFs lesser-

known victims^ author

Nora Okja Keller is

' pleasantly surprised

with the breadth of
audience that has

responded to her first

novel, 'Comfort

Woman.

'

A NOVEL

NORA
OKJA ..

KELLER
"COMMINCS THC fAMILIAL INTlMACT Of LOUHC ENOMICH'S CaMlV MOVCL*

WITH THC riCMCC MAOIC Or TOMI HORRISOM'S BCLOVCD . . AN

iM^RCSSivc oesuT ~ —Nlchiko Kakutani. Tba N«w Y^rl;; Uat*

f¥nguin publishing

Nora Oma Keller's first novel, "Comfort Woman," is the story of a woman's experience in Japanese comfort stations.

By Laura Noguera
Daily Bruin Contributor - .

They were not prostitutes by choice. Instead

they were lied to and taken to serve as Japanese

soldiers' sexual slaves. These "comfort women"
were locked away and their secret has only recent-

ly been revealed. The public's knowledge of these

World War II victims is still minimal, despite their

efforts to tell their stories.

Hearing the horrible confessions of one former

comfort woman in 1993 inspired Nora Okja Keller

to write "Comfort Woman." Keller will discuss her

novel at UCLA's Kerckhoff Art Gallery at 4 p.m.

today, revealing her first interaction with a former

comfort woman.
"I'd never heard before this part of history that

had been silenced for so long," Keller says. "It

affected me physically, like someone punched me
in the stomach." .

^

Many are unfamiliar with the Japanese comfort

stations that housed young girls taken from Korea.

The subject has become controversial, as some

have tried to deny the stations' existence in order

to avoid responsibility - but these women have

emerged to tell their stories.

"When I heard the speaker I was so deeply

moved," Keller says. "After that I continued to be

haunted by her story."

Following the comfort woman's discussion,

Keller was motivated to write a short story involv-

ing two characters, a mother who is a former com-
fort woman and her daughter. This first story

became chapter two in her novel.

The novel takes shape through the perspectives

of both daughter and mother, with narrations relat-

ing the mother's suffering from her past experi-

ences that affected her mental state and her rela-

tionships with her family.

"It's not just a story about one woman's experi-

ence in the camps," Keller says. "It's also about

how that woman goes on to live with it."

Many readers assume the story represents reali-

ty because there art many similarities between
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Outrageous thriller points out absurdities of humankind
FILM: Jazzy 'Wild Things'

presents trashy fun that's

meant to be laughed at

By Stephanie Sh«h
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Don't let the ads deceive you.

"Wild Things" is not a typical thriller.

It's outrageous. It's trashy. And if

you feel like laughing at its absurdity,

go ahead. The cast, gathered at the

Century Plaza Hotel, insists that

you're supposed to laugh.

"They kind of walk out going, 'Oh
my God! I can't believe I liked that

. movie,'" Kevin Bacon says of the

reactions that audiences have had to

"Wild Things," which screens

tonight at UCLA's Freud Playhouse.

Clad in an Emma Peale t-shirt and
leather jacket, Bacon not only stars

^in the film but also serves as execu-

tive producer.

He nestles comfortably into a

large leather conference chair and
then continues, "That's kind of the

reaction I got reading the screenplay.

I read the first 15 pages and I go,

'God this is really trashy.' And then it

sort of went on and took a turn and
surprised me and surprised me and
surprised me again. By the end I put

it down and was like, 'Honey I just

read this thing and you're not going

to believe that I like this, but I really

do.'"

For some reason though, the film

is being marketed as a dark thriller or

even film noir.

"1 don't see this film as noir. And
frankly I have a little problem with

re-doing noir," Bacon says. "I kind of
feel that it was a time period that

worked. There (were) some cool

movies made, but I don't know if it's

really applicable to us anymore. This

movie's bright. It's not dark. It's not

night. It's jazzy. It's neon. It's like

neon-noir. Maybe that's it."

Thanks to Network Event Theater

and Mcllhenny Co. Tabasco Brand,

who are sponsoring the event,

tonight Bruins and other coHege stu-

dents will get to judge for themselves.

Following the free screening at the

Freud Playhouse, a question-and-

answer session with Bacon and the

film's other stars, Matt- Dillon and
Denise Richards will be broadcast

throughout a network of colleges

across the nation.

Rjchards ... chose to

*'do "Wild Things"

because she found her

character complex

and Interesting.

"I'm excited," Richards says of

visiting the UCLA campus."I think

it'll be fun for us fo talk about the film

and let them ask what they want."

Bacon, who recognizes that the

film is targeted toward a younger

audience, says that he nevertheless

hopes he will see viewers over 25 at

cocktail parties secretly admitting

that they saw the film.

"I think that'll be an interesting

thing," Bacon says of the event. "I've

never actually done that satellite

thingbefqre^ but they've startedjp do
it now and it seems like a good wayto
reach out to campuses."

With young stars such as Richards

and Neve Campbell in it, the film is

sure to draw in at least the young
male population.

Relatively new to the acting arena,

Richards, who started as a model and
was last seen in "Starship Troopers,"

has been carefully building her

career. The actress says that she

chose to do "Wild Things" because

she found her character complex and
interesting.

Richards plays snobbish high

schooler Kelly Van Ryan, who accus-

es her guidance counselor (Dillon) of

rape. Richards describes Kelly as

manipulative and having no con-

science. In a climactic courtroom
scene she throws a glass at the head
of a classmate (Campbell) who testi-

fies at the trial.

"I was so nervous doing that

scene, throwing the glass because I'm

a lefty," Richards says excitedly.

"And everyone made fun of me
because I can't throw. When we
rehearsed I threw a plastic bottle of

water and it just went everywhere so

they built this bulletproof glass over

Neve for me to nail the X. I was actu-

ally sweating waiting for my cue. I'm

like, 'God I'm going to slam some-
body in the head.'"

Another of the film's demands
that made Richards nervous was per-

forming a love scene. Richards, Who
had never done nudity before, (she

was one of the few who remained

clothed in "Starship Troopers,"

although more skin was originally

written into the script) says that she

felt that her character and the plot

called for her to unrobe.

"We had to be very professional,"

Xecalls Campbell, who helped put her

co-star at ease about the film's notori-

ous threesome scene. "It was about

MafyJalay EmeruinmmiHw CamplMll (left) and I>«ni$e Richards play conniving high
schoolers in "Wild Things.'

us sitting down and saying, 'What are

you comfortable with? What are you
not comfortable with? What are all

our boundaries?' So I gave her a bot-

tle of wine and some margaritas and
we were okay."

Director John McNaughton
understands actors' uneasiness with

undressing in front of the camera.

"Those scenes are always difficult

because you take actors in a room
with a crew and reduce the crew as

far as you possibly can,"

McNaughton explains. "But you're

taking off your clothes and you're

pretending to have sex in front of

technicians who are wearing combat
boots and cut ofTs and t-shirts and it

couldn't be more unnatural and
uncomfortable."

Richards attributes her comfort
and ability to do the scene to both

Campbell and McNaughton, who is

from the south side of Boston.

"A lot of my friends there have
nothing to do with this business,"

McNaughton, says twiddling his

thumbs. "So they go, 'Oh you got to

do the nude scene with the girls. Oh
that must be really special.' It's li
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Chancellor Albert Camesale
and Dean Pauline Yu

/

invite you to join them at

the steps ofRoyce Hallfor
the Royce Hall Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony

and

Humanities Open House
Tuesday, March 17, 1998

11:30 a.m.

11:50 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

RSVP: (310) 794-5627

Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony

Self-guided tours of Royce
Auditorium and Humanities
Departments and Centers

FAX: (310) 267-2247
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Monkeys fail to catch crowd's attention

MUSIC Rushing through

set prevents band from

making any real impact

ByMlkcPravatt
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Britislr popsters the Spacer

Monkeys stopped by the Troubadour

on Friday in support of their exciting

debut album, "The Daddy of Them
All." Unfortunately, the Monkeys
didn't bring the excitement with

them.

Armed with two turntables, synthe-

sizers, a dear and loud P.A. system

and a strobe-heavy lighting set-up, the

Space Monkeys moseyed on over to

the Troubadour stage a little past 1

1

p.n)., ready for battle. Almost half of

the sold-out crowd had left along with

standout opening band Ivy, leaving

holes and gaps among the twenty-

somethings in front of the stage and

hovering near the bar. But with an

arsenal of material like that featured

on their record, the remaining fans

waited eageriy in anticipation for a

good time.

The Space Monkeys put a new spin

on the "Madchester" sound that was

once popular in the U.K. during the

early '90s. Originating from the city

of Manchester, this rhythmic and

danceable approach to rock 'n' roll

flourished in Europe and in American

clubs with the help of such acclaimed

bands as the Stone Roses, Primal

Scream and the Happy Mondays.

Catchy melodies and Beatles-esque

songwriting teamed up with acid

house rhythms and synthesized loops,

helping to popularize the rave scene

that revolutionized music in Britain.

The Manchester-bred Space

Monkeys pick up where bands like

the Happy Mondays left ofT, taking

the bouncy, happy beats and combin-

ing them with Oasis-like rock

melodies and blaring electronic

sounds not too much unlike

Prodigy's. Here in America, success

has gone as far as a Top-20 single.

"Sugar Cane," on Billboard's

Modern Rock Charts. They've even

toured with, the likes of fellow

Interscope recording group

Smashmouth and alt-rock darlings

Third Eye Blind.

Friday night's SO-minute set begin

with the aggressive yet pulsating

"Acid House Killed Rock and Roll,"

which bathed both the band and the

concertgoers in a shower of strobe

lights. Yet the crowd seemed unenthu-

siastic, both by their slight head-bobs
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Great perfomiances mal(e

Jonson's 'Volpone' sparine

THEATER: Quick pace

may overcome audience

but humor gets through

By Midiad Gillette

Daily Bmin Contributor

OLHesnPA: LlANGIDaily Bruin

Richard McNevin of the Space Monkeys sings at the Troubadour.

If Ben Jonson's Volpone isn't the

nastiest rogue to ever command the

stage, he's certainly the most actively

greedy character to ever win an audi-

ence's sympathy.

When we meet Volpone, he's in

the midst of^carrying out one of the

oddest plans in all ofwor^ literature.

In a scheme to win his neighbor's

riches, he spreads the rumor that he's

dying and plays ill on his couch while

his knave Mosca receives the town's

gentlemen. These gentlemen bring

Volpone favors, such as bags of gold

and giant diamonds in the hope that

unmarried, childless Volpone will

make them his sole heir.

This plan wins us over for two rea-

sons. First, while Volpone in his plan-

ning is low and deceptive, the plans of

the gentlemen he's duping are even

more low and deceptive. Second, and

more important, Volpone's plan

involves a performance, just like that

of Richard III. And as Shakespeare

and Jonson knew, performances are

why we go to the theater.

The people at the Noise Within

theater in Glendale, where

"Volpone" is playing through May
1 7, know this as well . Not only do they

have Volpone's couch at center stage,

where every one of actor Dan Kern's

fiendish reactions to the goings-on

can be seen, but they have an audi-

ence of actors dressed as crows

perched above the stage, squawking

at the appropriate times and making

sound effects to punctuate the play's

action.

This touch is typical of director

Art Manke's production, in which

wit and speed are not in short supply.

This style places tremendous trust in

the cast, who are expected not only to

carry ofTa dense Elizabethan text at a

fast clip, but to infuse it with an ener-

gy that competes with endless rollick-

ing set chases and amusing side diver-

sions as well

.

—
That the production succeeds is

testament both to the superb pool of

acting talent in the Noise Within's

company, and to the generous, free-

wheeling nature of Jonson's text.

Like his contemporary, Shakespeare,

Jonson created spacious plays filled

with creative invention and possess-

ing a wonderful elasticity, so 'that

when the grotesque English knight

Sir Politic Would Be, around whom
the play's sub-plot revolves, pulls out

a giant imitation tortoise shell to hide
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WILD
From page 20

'You don't know what hell it is. It's

the most uncomfortable thing.'

"Mostly .people are uncomfort-

able with it and you set your sched-

ule and that day has a sort of little

red flag on it," McNaughton contin-

ues. "When you get closer to it the

tension starts to build."

No matter how difTicult, the love

scene was essential in conveying the

outrageousness and absurdity of the

film, which McNaughton feels is

true of all crime stories.

"One of the most fascinating

things about true crime is how stu-

pid most criminal plots are,"

McNaughton laughs. "I had more

than one set of friends actually that

robbed banks. And they were all in

jail before the sun went down. And I

think they sat around and thought

they were really going to rob a bank

and have all this money."

Coming from the director of

"Henry; Portrait of a Serial Killer,"

perhaps it's not surprising that he

finds crime humorous. He says that

one of his favorite examples of the

absurdity of criminal plots was the

Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding

fiasco.

"You look at those people. They

sat around and hatched a plot.

'Okay, now Nancy's going to come

by and there will be three thousand

camera crews out there. Now you.

You run out there with this iron pipe

and hit her on the leg. Then we'll win

the gold medal at the Olympics.' It's

just like, 'What were they thinking?'

And it's a shame that she got beat in

the leg with the pipe, but there's a

great deal of humor in the insanity

of human behavior, especially crimi-

nal plotting, how short-sighted it is.

Bad behavior is endlessly amusing to

me.

McNaughton's actors also under-

stand how he finds these things

amusing.

"He's got a great demented sense

of humor," Dillon says. "He doesn't

let on right away, but it's always

there."

Richards agrees, "He's got a little

dark side which was good for the

film. He likes to shock people."

And the director embraces

Richards' statement about his inter-

est in shock value, "Yeah let's shake

people up. Who wants to sit there

and be lulled into complacency?"

MONKEYS
From page 21

_and their rather- quiet applau^e^^Jl

That didn't mean the show was

without its bright spots, musically

speaking. An earnest version of the

B r i t po p-is h

seemed as if the crowd was hearing

the Space Monkeys ^for the first time,

and were at the most curious.

Furthermore, within two or three

songs, the Monkeys had begun to

turn their set list into a rushed live

version of the album. Right on the

tail of one song's end was the begin-

ning of another, as the band seemed

hurried and eager just to finish every

song as quickly as possible. Most of

the songs didn't have the typical trail-

ing-off effect at the end, creating at

least a few quiet spots in the show.

"Ipside My
Soul," a hook-

laden go at

"Burning Down
the Stylus" and of

course the obliga-

tory "Sugar

Cane" indeed

highlighted the

rushed set list,

even if they

weren't quite as
~

ear-grabbing or

lively as the album versions.

And lead singer Richard

The band left and never

returned, leaving the ...

crowd to mull over a

night that failed to grab

much of anyone.

McNevin even managed a few sen-

tences here and there between songs.

The problem lay in his thick

Manchester

^^^^^^^^^ accent, with the

crowd often

looking around

as if the person

next to them

might be able to

translate the

perhaps less-

obvious words.

His vocal deliv-

ery lacked any
'

real range or

character, just

barely capturing the essence of the

melodies.
'

With his slightly warped sense of

humor, it seems that McNaughton is

the perfect director for bringing out

the absurdity in "Wild Things."

'One of the great things about

John McNaughton is that although

he really pushes the envelope and

pushes extremes and makes people

uncomfortable in this movie, that's

what they're about," Campbell

explains. "They're about the absur-

dity of life. They're about the absur-

dity of human kind and we should be

able to laugh at that and sometimes

some people may be uncomfortable

laughing at that, but it's okay to do

it."

FIUM:The NET free screening of"Wild

Things* and question-and-answer

session will start tonight in the Freud

Playhouse at 6 p.m.

Bassist Dom Morrison kept the

rhythms Howing but sometimes it

seemed to drown out McNevin's gui-

tar and vocals. On target, though,

was DJ and keyboardist Tony Pipes,

mastering the turntables during such

songs like "Sugar Cane," even set-

ting one on fire towards the end.

The band also played album cuts

like "Ready For the Rampage" and

"Sweetest Dream." Yet by the time

the last song, "March of the

Scarecrows," had begun, many of the

members of the audience had left and

the rest seemed ready to go home.

After 'Scarecrows,' the band left and

never returned, leaving the departing

crowd to mull over a night that failed

to really grab much of anyone.
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Who wouldn'tWant $10,000P
You're asking us?

Student Involvement in Outreach at UCLA
$10,000 is available from the UC Office of the President for eligible outreach programs

Eli§ibility

All student organizations that are registered with the Center for Student Programming as officially recog-

nized organizations are eligible to submit proposals.

Criteria of Outreaeli Program \

• Contribute to raise UC eligibility and student attendance of educationally disadvantaged students.

• Identification of a specific group of students in your community or school to target ouu-each efforts.

• Have a comprehensive evaluation process to measure the pre- and post-effect of the outreach effort.

• Likelihood that the proposed program will mecl its objectives if funded.

• Quality of the proposed program relative to existing outreach efforts.

• Collaboration with other existing programs. . ^

• Potential efficient and creative use of funds. ^

Proposal Due Dato

Friday, March 1 3, at 5:00PM to Pam Cysner, at the Center for Student Programming.

Request for proposal applications are available at the Community Service Commission at 408 Kerckhoff

Hall, the Community Programs Office at 102 Men's Gym, and the Center for Student Programming at 105

Kerckhoff Hall.

Paid for by USAC
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Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BookZon*"!
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dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the
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Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. You'll be

reading in no time!

From page 21

beneath when imperiled, the gesture

seems not at all out of place, as it might

in a drama by Jean Racine. ^

At the center of Manke's produc-

tion arc two outstanding perfor-

mances. As Volpone, Dan Kern shines

both in the early faux-invalid scenes,

where in a single scene he creates the

necessary conspiracy between the

actor and audience on which the play

hinges, and in disguise about town,

where he summons a volcanic charis-

ma that takes the audience by surprise.

The second comes from Francois

Giroday in the role of Mosca,

Volpone's knave. Giroday puts an

entire arsenal of acting tricks - ges-

tures, voices, expressions - to sinister

use, and the effect is dazzling. The pay-

off, of course, comes at the end, when

the self-proclaimed parasite bears his

teeth. /'
, ^

If there is any complaint to be

voiced about the show, it's that it goes

so fast at times that it leaves the audi-

ence behind. The production certainly

does not fail to bring this classic work

to life; the superb Noise Within com-

pany never has a problem with that,

but here one feels that the wonderful

sense of connection normally shared

by the performers and the audience at

their show is missing, and that it's the

performers who are having all the fun.

THEATER: "Volpone* by Ben Jonson

runs through May 1 7 at A Noise Within,

234 South Brand Blvd., Glendale. Tickets

are $22 to $27 general, $18 to $22 stu-

dents. Call (818) 546-1924.
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KELLER
From page 19

Beccah, the daughter, and Keller.

Their ages are identical and as an
adult, Beccah is a writer for the

"Star Bulletin." an occupation

once held by Keller.

Despite these details taken from
Keller's life, she reminds readers

that the novel is fictitious and not all

scenes are true to life. "The charac-

ters that I wrote about, the affair

that (Beccah) had with the editor

was all fiction," Keller laughs. And
"my mom's not a comfort woman.
She's alive and well."

"(I tried) to write a story

as honestly as I could

from the hearts of

these two characters."

Nora Okja Keller

Author

^ Although Keller expected her

readership after publication to be

composed primarily of females

and Asian Americans, she found it

to be much more diverse.

**I found that when 1 was going

to the different bookstores and uni-

versities that there were quite a lot

of men in the audience as well,"

Keller says. "That kind of surprised

me."

Likewise, the audience's feed-

back was also far from homoge-

nous.

"Some people said that it was so

profound and they were deeply

touched," Keller says. "But one

woman who was a born-again

Christian said that she was very

offended by the novel."

Whatever her audiences' reac-

tions were, "Comfort Woman" has

accomplished more than Keller

ever intended. Aside from telling a

touching story, Keller has educat-

ed readers on this hidden compo-
nent of World War II history.

Currently, "Comfort Woman" is

being taught in university Asian

American history and women's lit-

erature classes.

"I didn't have any kind of big

noble objective," Keller says. "It

was just to write a story as honestly

as I could from the hearts of these

two characters."

"Comfort Woman" is Keller's

first novel, written in her own style,

^hich incorporates complex time

shifts. Keller developed her style

reading other authors whose styles

she respected.

"I started reading people who
spoke directly to me," Keller says.

"It felt like the types of writing they

did were the kinds of writing that I

wanted to do."

Others are impressed with her

style's refinement at such a young age.

"She really tapped into a fluid

lyricism with 'Comfort Woman,'"
says Louis Yamanaka, author of

"Wild Meat." "There's a kind of

elevation of the story into poetry."

Keller credits her novel's com-
pletion to the motivation she had
while participating in a writing

group. The group offered her sup-

port, and her own comfort.

"I thought atone point if it never

does get published, at lea$t I have

this group of people who will read

"(Keller) really tapped

into a fluid lyricisnn with

'Comfort Woman/

PALLADIUM
From page 18

///.

Louis Yamanaka
Author

it," Keller says.

Keller wrote 'Comfort Woman'
in two-and-a-half years, creating a

literary piece with the potential of

becoming a bestseller. She is cur-

rently working on her second novel

and plans to finish it within the nexL

two years. Though Keller claims to

have chanced upon her book's suc-

cess, Keller's bit of advice for suc-

cessful writing is simply to read and
write abundantly.

"I just saw in this magazine ... it's

like, 'How to Become A Best Selling

Author,'" Keller says. "1 went,

'What?' It was so funny that there

were actual steps to this."

BOOK: Author Nora Keller will be dis-

cussing and signing her first novel,

"Comfort Woman,' In Kerckhoff Art

Gallery today at 4 p.m.

a smashing guitar solo, blowing away
everyone in the room.

The set was not only a compila-

tion of straightforward tunes. It had
its moments of fun as well. A por-

tion of the show involved Sugar Ray
creating a mock candlelight dinner

on stage while McGrath crooned a

Barry Manilow-esque ballad to the

amusement of the audience. Playing

it up, the band yelled to each other,

"What the hell are we doing? Bad
Religion would never do this!"

Another highlight included a great

danceable mix given by Craig "DJ
Homicide" Bullock and his turnta-

bles.

Of course, how would the set be •

complete without the KROQ and

now KIIS-FM staple "Fly"? Unlike

most of their punk songs, the ska beat

of "Fly" satisfied and delighted all the

kids.

Unfortunately, the long set gave

way to those lovable late-night freaks.

With only minutes left in the show,

two crowd-surfing females flashed

the crowd to the amusement of all the

boys in the audience. The girls got

equal enjoyment out of streaking

boys running around the perimeter of

the fioor.

Every song kept up the same sta-

mina, from the hyper-spirit of "Cash"

to the crunchin' chords of "Anyone."

Sugar Ray proved that they are a

band of talent, capable of pulling offa

great performance.

MICHAtL ROSS WAOtT

The crowd reacts enthusiastically to Sugar Ray's perfornnance.

5&2 Bev€rltj hills Acne SLn Care Clinic

15 Years of E,
J I Ihis letter is a testimony ofmy benefiufrmt Beverly

Hills Acne-Skin Care Clinic. I had never had
previous severe acne problems until my 1st year in

college It was a very depressing situation and seemed
to be getting progressively worse. I can still remember
bow painful the skin condition was-botb physically and
emotionally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BM
Acne-Skin Cart Clinic. Mary bad much expertise and
she knew bow I wasfeeling. Even better, she knew
how to relieve me ofmy problem. After, my skin

began to dear up. What a wonderfulfeeling it was to

know that my condition could be solved.' I highly

recommend anyone who bos acne problems to this clinic.

It really works!

Clare Benson

Acnc-A Treatable
UCLA Student, Senior

• Deep Pore Cleaning • Rejuvenation

• Chemical Peel • Free Consultation

'pomafic Kesulls in 1 Monlh
920S.PoUl«onBU.#6

(Otfmplc & P<it>(rl»«)

(310) 289-1762 or (310) 741-1090 (24 U«)
.11

Want to get

jlC- «**'wJDfyrt«cDUJ-j .̂t--r--:

If you hove been looking for on opportunity to get invotved in

student government on a departmental level, join the

Student Departmental Senate!
Be a SENATOR for your DEPARTMENT!

SDS is a new mechanism by which students can
k^w« ^ proactive voice in their deportments.

- oversee siuueiii ^iiiLipation
- enhance communication between students and faculty

. .1 r li i I . . •
'

awareness within your department!

Interested? All majors may apply. Drop by 309
Kerckhoff for application Due Friday, March 27.

Sponsored by Academic Affairs Commision

Paid for

by USAC
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...eadi addittonai word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see
our rate card for variable rate

information.

Dl/COVER '^rr-^r^
mlLLizJM

i .i 1

IWastefCarof

L ^ J

Deadlines
Classified Una Ads:

1 workinti day betore printing,

at 12 noon.

Ciassifiad Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to 'The
U(XA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

AHow 5 VMxking days for man payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickty scan the ads and locate your

items.
• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.
• Avoid atibreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's positton.

ask what you would like to know atxMJt

the mercliandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as tirand

names, colors and other specific

descriptrans.

Tlw ASUCLA CwnntunlcaOant bovdMy ««|Mrtim UnNwilty of Crifcnilit pol^

__,—^. .__,_. .....E -oflin at (3inK25^71 AT CM ItelMMiMIWHaMing one* atlllO) 475-9671.Ch^^

lawilortWtytonlnadinMtriinowyorlwplythWltity
npiMtnM Jn ttw inut. Any ptnon iMtMino thit an

wnn nwsmQ uwtHniiiwMi praueiiw, cai flitupu r

i iiin(iiliiM<>( >ai">ica In (iMlwiiw ii mlli iiuiii'^

afanamironma BnKlayqfpiaipaiooliynaon.

HooaingOt

I taaponaWa for thtM inoinwA ad inaartian arty. Mnor (ypoiraphtail

announcements

1100-2600

TANGO-SALSA-SWING
Learn romantic dances with the UCLA BALL-
ROOM DANCE CLUB Mondays: Ackerman
2nd Floor-Lounge 310-284-3636. ball-

fgomOucte.edu tor new frierxls and lun.

Alcoholics Anonymous
MoR. DiaoMioii. hi Sl^> Stody, 3517 AdwiMM

Hmtv iMk Sl^, 3517 Admaan
M/T/WRi«.DaiadA34)29

Wlarf.fta.A^029

^ AlfiMM 12:10 -1«> pa

Rewarding Summer
Jobs in the Sierra
National Forest A
since 1933, Gold Arrow
Camp has provided a

traditional, non<ompetitive

program for boys and girls

ages 6-14 located on the

shore of Hhntington Lake.

\^fe are now hiring group
counaelors and instructora i

the Mkwii^ activities

• archcty • arts k crafts • sailing • fishing •

walctstiiing* windsurfing* rifloy • ropes
course • horseback riding • rock climbing •

nature study • swimming • lifeguards •

mountain bilung • backpacking • and otiters

To request an application call

1-800-554-22*7 or visit or web site at

www.goldarrowcamp.coni

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical
blHs. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext. G-1650.

RAISE $500 In one week. Fundraising op-
portunities availat)le. No financial obligation.

Great for clubs. For nxire information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k)w-cost financial services & on-cam-
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackemwn A-level, on-

Hne at www.ucu.org or caH 310-477-6628

il 1 ivp PFPPnPMANrPi I

NEVERMIND
HIUASSD

Tuesday, March 10 • 9:30 pm
o westwood Brewing Co.

1097 Clendon Ave.
freer

8900
8600 Condo/Townhous* for Rent
8700 Condo / DramhouM for Salt

8900 House forRml
9000 HouMfortalo
9100 Houtoboats for Rent / Sale

9200 Homing Needed
9300 Room for Help

9400 Room for Rent

9900 Roemmatef • Filtrate Room
9600 Roommatas - Shared Room
9700 Sublets

9800 Vacatlew Rentals

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

tooking for people over 12 years of age witti

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified volunteers wiU be financially com-
pensated. For more information please call

Donna or DaHa 310-828-8887.

ADULT FEMALE INCEST SURVIVORS age
16^ needed for study on reactions to past in-

cest experience. Paper-pencil question-

naires prftjs group (flscuaakm. About orte-

iKKir. one-time session. Call 310-^5-3502
or emaH study50Ohotmail.com.

ADULTS WITH Attention Deficit Disorder

needed for disertation study. $5 to complete
questionnaires. Ihr WLA or sM. Leave
name* numberO310-315-1901.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Irxlividuals who have experienced anorexia

personally for thesis study. Interviews/Ques-

tionnaires. Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Sonw recovery necessary. NNdci: 310-471-

8032.

ARE YOU SUFFERING from PMS? If you
are a woman between 18-40year8 of ag*
w/regular periods and moderate-severe
physical&psychological symptoms before

your menstrual period, you may wish to take

part in a medk^al research project utilizing an
irweatigational product to help wAt>ese
symptoms. The study is 6months kx>g and
requires blood tests and questionaries.

Some subjects win receive a placetx>(inac-

tive subelanoe). You wW be pakl for your

time. CM Linda Qoldman, RNP. MN. UCLA,'
Depl. OBGVN. 310-825-2452.

BODY WEIGHT &
HORMONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT. Healthy young
women, ages 17-25, weight between
80&120t)e.. wllh normal periods, to pailid-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24hrs.

Receive 125.00 for complete participation.

Dr. tan YlpO310-206-1987.

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or okler. Inter-

eeted in a clinical reeearch study?? Quall-

lled ¥0lunHert wM be finarwielly compen-
sated. Cal Dr. Vlad at 310-828-6887 for

more informaHon.

FREE TREATMENT
For pubik:-speaking anxlaly for parUdpetion

In research study at UCLA Department of

Psycttology. For details, contact Jennie : 310-

206-91S1.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs
needed for UCLA research study. Receive

t25 tor lab experiment and developmental
evaluellon, and get a scientific teaming ex-

perlenoe. CaM 310-825-0392.

SMOKERS wanted for UCLA reeewch study.

Eam llQ/hr plus $30 bonus for not amoWng
overnight. 310-204-4883. HSPC #97-07-

005^1 B.

ANONYMOUS tpenn donors needed.

couptee wttHe receiving tlnanoial

up to taoCMnonih and
f>eaNh screening. Convenient hours,

m Weetwood. CaH Maaie 310-824-0941
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Featuring D.J. leff baum

Blackjack tables, roulette, craps and poker

Free food & drinks ^
^«"—^ Raflle includes -^ - ^

^''-T^^r^

"

^5:^.m«*

movie passes, gift certificates and tickets to Vegas!

Tuesday, March 10

8-11pm
the Kappa Delta House

SOOHilgard

^

mocyS

Q^ Proceeds benefit the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse

^
Tickets are $5

Monty** *t ihe door or from any KD

••/•

A En

and the H.E.L.R Group

y^n^ call Trang 209-1052 or Silia 208-1^39

For more information,

•»••••> ••.i<i<
"trt(,"i tuCA:

SMmi/EM Donoff

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you corwidered helping an infertile

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call. AH races needed. Compen-
sation $3,500 00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373

EQQ DONORS/SURROQATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as arKHiymous egg donors Ages 19-32 Egg
donon find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-
pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGGS. Kellie

SneN, Creative Conception.

I?
nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-8884U-€QGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

£l

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compensation
$3500,00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

Brown hair, Brown eyes, SAT
Scores of 1200+. Northern

European - Slavic, English, Irish

heritage. Copy of SAT/grade

transcripts must be attached to

application plus 4 to 5 good
photos. Age 1 9-30 yrs.

Compensation $5,000.

Call CrsMUve Conception, Inc.

888-411 -EGGS

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial. Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext B-10105

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE A lot cheaper than

buying it at the copy place Call Michelle

310^4-3920

FREE RECHARGEABLE LONG DISTAMCE
calling card. Usage only 19-cents per minute
with no per call chargesi Call 310-712-5622
24/hrs.

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are lookkig for a Jewish egg dorxH. Can
you help us? If you can, caH 310-828-5788

MEN: Dorwrs needed for Insemination pro-

gram Especially needed: Latirws, Jewiish,

Italian. African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation
provided.

for sale

'r^i^'i

2700 - 4500

POWERBOOK 5300c. acUve matrix screen,

750 MB HO, 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-
dem/Ethernet Card $1400obo Chris 310-

836-2370

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNSAFOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-Si 19.95, Fulls-$ 169.95,

Oueens-Sl 89.95 Kings-$239.95. Futons-

Si 49 95. Free delivery Beacon Mattress

1309 Weetwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

Classifieds
825-2221

Need extra cash' Sell something!

' vi„

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin S79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159,

Bunkt>eds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

.

ed. 310-372-2337.

OUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150. Can deliver 310-822-3284.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160. Lots

of Sociology txx^ks including: Sociology: 2,

126 (Soc of Nonns). 132 (Soc. Psy), Ml 50

(Soc of Ageing) & Ml 62 (Soc of gender).

Art history 56 (reader only). Sold at cheap-

er price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Michele after 6PM.

flinsiCAl feuMbuiiioiilv

^ Piano Rentals ^
^ Low Monthly Rates W
•HoMywood Piarx) Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
•••••*••••

LONG BOARDS 2 9 foot trifin. $250/ea.

MAC powertxx>K 165C MSW 5.1 fax modem.
$350. Call John 310-452-8958.

transportation

4500-5500

i

WHEELS FOR SALE! ASA ES-5 185/50R15
New tires and wtieel kx:ks $500 fits CivK In-

tegra Tercel Corolla. Call Henry: 310-267-

7649.

1984 CHEVY- Blue 4door hatchback. Excel-

lent corxMkjn. Immaculate interior Runs
great! 106,000 miles. $1275 obo. 213-851-

9460.

1985 HONDA PRELUDE, drkgrey, 5-speed,

sunroof, CD, 120K miles (60K on new en-

gine), new tires. Must sell! $2500obo. Call

Dave ©31 0-824-9540.

1986 RELIABLE HONDA CIVIC CRX- Black,

5-8peed. only 118,000miles, in mint condi-

tion, new parts-(-r>ew paint, CD Player. Great
Deal $1900obo Dave 310-473-7771

1989 MUSTANG 5.0 LX. Convertable black.

71,000 miles. Original owner. $6,500 obo.
Contact Mark 310-246-5115

HONDAACCORD LX 1986. 5-speed. 79,000
miles, original owner, very good conditk>n,

$3950. 310-451-4787. Evening or message.

SEIZED CARS
FROM $175 Porsct>es, Cadillacs, Chevys,

BMWs, Cecvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WDs Your

area. Toll free 1 -800-21 8- 1650extA- 1650 for

current listings.

'89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-
DO: 4-wheel drive Fully k>aded, excellent

conditon, rims. CD/stereo. $10,900. Must
see 310-879-1484.

MITSUBISHI GALANT ^98/ AuMma'ic
lOddeci ;8 000m •jcry gooo cort-r'-pr

12500 tirm ;! 10- '.;.•'. -53 14 Cvening M t"-.-!!

s.'igi^

93 TOYOTA TERCEL White. 53M, 2-door.

5-spd, air, new tires, $5,990 310-824-4054.

1985 YAMAHA 125Z Black Only 6000
miles. Perfect corxlition Sokj w/ gtoves. hel-

met&k>ck. S600. CaM Fabrtoe 818-246-3853.

Displa-
206-301

'\
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Good Head!

M • • t

Dick.
N «
ha't not

on th«

swim
t e • m ,

and
thit't
not a

dune*
cap.
Actuail y

Dick
i s a

4

student

with a

good
h a d

on Ills

rfnMatv

Evan
though
Dick
has
bean
engaged

in some

social

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

a coupta

of bears,

a shot

and a

blow
I

b .

he has

not lost

h i s

head
and
forgotten

h I s

And if

you
can't tell

by this

photo,

this
pailKiiac

is quite

a head

thnnker

OK
so he

never
quite
learned

what
bone IS

ACROSS
i Bob or

Elizabeth—
5 "Fernando"

group
9 Stout

14 Persia, today
15 Expressway
16 CHd cattte town
17 Would-be

office-holder

19 Friendlier

20 And so on: abbr.

21 Lucy's partner

22 Drooped
23 Make less

shallow
25 Sharp
27 Healthful grains

29 Math course
34 Boats like Huck

Finn's

37 Turkish
tribesman

39 Garlands
40 Tennis pro

Nastase
41 Spats -"

42 Reindeer herder
43 Small gull

44 Matty of

t>aseball

45 Children's

author Dr.

—

46 Lively

48 Shakespearean
king

50 Cathedral part

52 Whoever
56 Stick

60 Cloy
62 Bagel

accompaniment
63 Dairy product
64 Else

66 Hosprtal worker
67 Not far

68 Always
69 Set in earth

70 Heavenly
bodies

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

sa^E3@ aniiujs QQuiS

good

start).

The
pressures

of this

head
strong

young
man
have not

ceused

him to

cherge

head
first into

a heady

drink-a-

t h n .

No, not

this
Dick. Ha

knows
over
doing it

would
only
c e u se

him a

huge

71 Excelling all

ott>ers

DOWN
1 Cut in small

cubes
2 Make a speech
3 Spear
4 Conclusk>n
5 Passk}nate
6 Feattiery wraps
7 Dyeing

technique
8 Fruit drink

9 Sharpening
10 Actor Jannings
11 Not fiction

12 "Of — I sing"

1

3

House area
18 Brainstorms
22 Joins (metal)

24 Strong
26 Oiitpouring of

anger
28 Abilities

30 Queen of

mystery
31 Sweetheart

TT

32 Slashes
33 Serpents
34 Hotel name
35 Away from the

wirnJ

35 Cr.ristmas trees

38 Flying saucer:
abbr.

41 Hosiery shade
45 More sensible

47 Worked the

land

49 Diners
51 Chemical

compound
53 Martini garnish
54 Nuzzles
55 Put forth

56 Teen bane
57 Rir>go Starr's

instrument

58 Rosemary or

spearmint
59 Soothe
61 MeMIe

character
64 Lermon's wife

65 Surfer's area?

end a

trip
straight

to the

head for

a

wrestling

m et c h

with the

toilet

(And
nobody

likes to

be in a

toilet's

Why -if

he were

to head

upareel

booze
fott,

his new
head
quarters

might
just be

loceted

s i (

feet
under

a

heed
stone!

Heeds
u p I

Most
UCLA
students

drink
tour Of

less
when
they
perty
Some
don't
drink
at all

So use

your
heed
and

[Ttia Haedbie brauf^ to you by Shjdeni Herth Educaton. I

when
you've

done
4

you're

done

FreightHner Coq>oration is the North American market leader in the design,

developrnent and manufacture of a complete line of technologically-advanced trucks

Sales Applications Engineers

If you are a recent college graduate or are in the last year of your mechanical or

manufacturing degree program, you may be eligible for our training program for

Sales Applications Engineers at our Portland. Oregon Headquarters. In this pro-

gram, we will teach you how to assist and consult v^ customers, dealers, and field

staff on specific applications and models. You will also inspect designated ISO's for

engineenng feasibility and provide technical feedback to field sales staff. We are

looking for energetic, outgoing individuals who excel at customer service and have

a talent for problem solving and troubleshooting. . - .,

We are coming to the UCLA campus Friday, March 1 3th, at the

Engineering Placement office from 9:

1

5am-5:OOpm. Stop by and see

us. You can also fax your resume in advance to: (S03) 73S-5299. In addi-

tion to an excellent work environment Freightliner offers a competitive compensa-

tion and benefits package. We are an equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V.

CrRElGHTLINFRy

Freightliner Corporation

www.freightlinertrucks.com

Join th« Goifton Gat* University iPAC program and

spand two sanMStars working full-tin>a with law firm*,

courts, or govemmant offices — and still graduate in 3

years. IPAC (Integrated Professional Apprenticeship

Curriculum) is a special honors program that allows you

to gain valuable practical experience while also learning

important lawyering skiHa.

It's not too late to applyl

April 15 for full-time fall 1998

Juna 1 for part-time (evening) fall 1 998

Contact us for an information packet:
phone: (415) 442-6630 fax: (415) 442-6631

•-m»il: lawadmitOggu.edu wabsita: www.ggu.edu/law

GOIDFN (J.ATF IImN'FR^ITV

School of Law

536 Mission StT«t. San franciico, CA 94105-2968

lis

uvertise

The Daily Bruin

Classifieds

825-2221
Let over 56.000 readers know its your friend s birttiday

FROIUI $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 o.k. Cash deposM

ok. Free miles altowance. Open 7 days/wfc.

Major credit-cards accepted. 1-6o6-770-

0606.

travel

5600 - 5720

STUDENT
TRAVEL

- . v\

Honolulu $280
Cancun $484
Paris .$398

San Fradfeisco $76
London..*^. $428

PKki9ntratutlintas«d««4MUioaiipMcy An twain

iiwidin^lwlAX TwDMnchiM S*aw intnctMB nay awt|f

i (310) 824-1574
f 920 Westwood Blvd.

g www.sla-travel.ceai
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STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organization.

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

MEXICO OR HAWAII only $250rA Europe

$239o/w. Other worldwide-destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-80O-575^TECH www.airtech.com

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEP-S-$478 WJ. Mexte<VCar-

it>t>ean-$209-$249 R/T. Hawaii-$119 o/w.

CaN 310-394-0550. http^/ww.airhitch.org

"Mulfis;joft AcJVttntUftf"

^310
"Hiking AJVtfnture"

$356
"NtfW York iyp[oror"

j[u% airfurtf 4) O i

FAMS am SUUCa to CMAMM. RESIItiaKMS'

^APflY. .

(STintWINC

au.: CMMdlM latcmllMal
I Umtimml t%amn*

^10904 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

,1020 Westwood Boulevard
I Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

SPRING BREAKflfl
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. HoM peck-

ages S34&UP 1-888-PICANTI. Space NmH-

ed.

Display
206-306C

M "^'^'' ^rifr. ^fitt ^iitx Miiu M
'A Nextyearyou could be publishing ^'^ paper for a Goliath. ^

Were hiring Davids.

PubliclntercstCareer Positions

The Goliaths of today are polluting our environment,

cheatir^ their customers and coraipting the derrxxir-

atic process. If you would rather be a David than push

paper for a Goliath, apply for a position with the state

PIRGs, the State Public Interest Research Groups. We
were started by Ralph Nader and we stand up for the

public interest.

We're hiring fulWme professional staff to help us

orggmize, research, lobby and wage grassroots camp-

aigns for the public interest.

Information Session

'ffi Wednesday, March 11 at 6pm, Ackerman 2410
S or call (310) 397-5270, ext 328 ^a

^ www.plrg^rg ^

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico. Live with family. 2week8-
$411, 4weeks-$785: Shours class/day,

room-fSmeals/day. CALMECAC. Calixto 2,

Guanajuato, Qto. 36000 Mexico, mo-
dernseOqu^e.ugto.mx.

SPORT SCORES
1-900-407-7785 Ext. 9344. $2.99/min. Age
184- Serv-U 619-645-6434

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOt-ARSHIPS avail, from

sponaorsl!! Great opportunity. Can now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose Universtty Credit Union to fur>d your

Stafford Loans (Lander Code 832123). Also

receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628: httpy/www.ucu.org

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychott>erapy/Counseling

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Individuals. Call for free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC«32386. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED.
Supportive. conTidential counseling Anxiety,

dapreacion, retatkxwhips. Hyprwtherapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-
wood VWage. Carole Chasin MA. MFCC.
310-289-4643.

*

HATHA YOGA CLASSES- Tu-Sat. 10:30am-
12noon. SlO/person. $8 tor student w/IO.

2349 Westwood Blvd. 1/2 t)lock N of Pico.

CaH 310-455-2686

HYPNOTHERAPY- $15/hour. Student at ac-

credited school of hyprKJtherapy in Tarzana

needs hours to graduate. Call ElleenO310-
390-3785 for appointment.

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONES price or doni want

your buainaes. AH drtvers. Newly Ucensed.

StudenVttafl/Taculty discounta. Request tf>e

"BnJin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303

/illstate'
)bifrtta|good lmiMU

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 W»«tvs/OOd Blvd.
C2 triks. So. or Wll«r^lre)

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13 GET OUT OF DEBT TO-
DAYIII Flat fee/low cost/payrrwnt plans.

Law offices of White & Assoc. (UCLAW-86')
800-420-9998/310-207-2069.

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards caN ex-

perienced imn>igration attorney. Rea8onat>te

rates and free consultations. Call 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Eaay-lnexpensive Way!
Visas. WorV Permits. & Latrar Certification. A
CaWomia Corporation SirKe 1962. Immi-

gration Spedalist. CaN: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW Green

cards, visas, work permits, labor certification,

deportation. Reasonable rates. Attorney Ge-
offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

FREE FOOD/ENT.
—Mtp://www.tt)eiaweb.com. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST Internet night guide to DINING,

ENTERTAINMENT and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

Classifieds

825-2221

HONEST MAN W/14ft truc«( and doMies.

small Jobs, short notioe ok. Studertt discount.

310-28ft-6688. SF. LV. SO. AZ. Go Bnjins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The care-

ful movers. Experienced, ratable, same day
delivery. Packing, boxes availat)le. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLAII

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studk). 1 st lesson free.

No dmm set necessary. Neil 213-654-6226.

GUITAR INSTRUCTKJN. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized.

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professtonal near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
ClassKal Music- European Instructor- Inter-

natk>nal teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatk: experience. Free the

tjeauty of your voice through good vocal

technique. $40/hr. 310-470-6549.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome, Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F I0:00am-S:00pm

TUTOR

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRmNG & EDITING
rereonai aSHnwraa, rTopoaaM ana tiooas.

Irtsmalonii sludsrtB wolcome.

SINCE 1986
Sharon Bear. PIlO. (310) 47IK6662

HIGHLY QUALIFIED tutor/educational guM-
ance counsek>r. All subfects/study skills.

Grades 6-12. Ftofs availabto. Vickie: 310-

794-0392.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUHW^I. pro-writer, young,

superb pap&rs guarar>teed. High school and
betow weteortw. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRrriNG TUTOR
KIND AND PATIEhrr Stanford University

gmduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $1S/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885, or call

mobile unit direct, 818-697-4028. Pager:

213-344-7581.http://www.online- ^

labs.com/danni/res/index.htm

WINNING RESUMES. 1-hour sen/ice. Our
clients get results. Open 7 days. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. 310-287-2785.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED
lOhrs/wk. $10/hr. for homework: English and
math. Reny 310-393-1669

FRENCH TUTOR
TUTOR WANTED for bright, cooperative

high scfKX>l student. LocatkHi Bel-/Vir, near
UCLA. Competitive rates. 310-234-0177.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devetoping/editing your critically-

Important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica CoOege. Business and travel.

Starting Feb 28>April 25. Six Saturdays,

9am-12pm. $75. Participation erxx^uraged.

310-452-9214.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

Davkl 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

RESEARCH. EDITORIAL. Word Processing,

arxl complete resume servk»s. 213-444-

2033

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
FAST, ACCURATE. RELIABLE. Reasonable
Rates. 20% off your first project. Vk:ki. 1-

800-591 -6632ext. 5030. ^-mail
73473.26350compuserve.oom

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-398-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr, avokl high agency
costs. Most subjects, all grades Specialize

in writing and LSAT. Call Melanie O 31 0-442-

9565.

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced. Master
degree. One on one. At your honw. $25/hr.

First class free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087.

TERM PAPER DUE?
EXPERIENCED TUTOR in English and So-
cial ScierKes. $25/hr. Melody: 310-393-

2150.

THE WRITING COACH
Experierx:ed teacher, Ph.D offers tutonng,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

erKe, History. Foreign Students Weteome.
CaN: 310-452-2865.

1 0-1-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes.
Applk:atk>n Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/MedKal-Mac/IBM. Student Discount,

ftoar UCLA. 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATIOMHUES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE WORDS. ETC . 310-820-8830.

HATE TO TYPE? Let me do it for you. Fast,

accurate&neat $2/pg. Call Iris 310-839-
3101 or page 310-915-2255.

WORD PROCESSING S()ecializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcriptk>n, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monk^a, 310-828-6939. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

WOH mOCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcriptkm.

etc. Fax, email, mail. t>ring work to me.
Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

to
know us!

ucia's queer magazine

Ten Percent is back. Come to our Open House and check out the

new issue. Talk about it with the new acting editor in chief Gretchen

Greene and find out how you can work for the magazine.

Ten Percent Open House
Thursday^ Maich 1 2, at 4KX> pm

118 Karckhofff

for more info call 825-8500

Check Autos for Sale [4900] for the car you've been looking for.
Displai
206-
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employment

7400-8300

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to" tx)oks. reports, and manuals. Call

for free in»o-pack!l 1-800-466-9222. ext.

7891.24hrs.

PLEASE HELP ME
FIND 10 PEOPLE from Turkey International

connpany just opened business. Big oppor-

tunity to make money. Call-ASAP 310-884-

6368.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small txjsiness. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1000WK P/T, Frr. Set your own

hours. No experiefx» necessary. Will train.

Free information. 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269.

Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY, MARCH 19th 10am- Spm
at Trousdale ParKway at use

The largestJob fair in L.A.
is comiac to USC.

Warner Brvfliefs, Hilton,

Union Bank Of CA, Macy's, Mctitfc,

Accountante Overload, Aeon are a few
of the many Mmior Corporations

attending.

Open to all Fields, Majors & Degrees.

For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT lof a busi-

ness office in BevHills. Full time position.

Please fax resume 310-278-0038 or call

3 1 0-278-2750

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Work vyith LD-chiWren. Requires BA, current

enrollment-Masters level program in Educ-

related (teM Resunr>e: Keltye McKinna. M.A.

1011 Havenhurst Dr. LA CA 90046.

FAST GROWING Internet/telecom company

is kx)king lor Programmer, min. lyr exp.

w/Unix, C programming. Com. & web proto-

cote. HTML. Pe(\. ODBC B.S+ in C.S or re-

lated is req. Westwood. Fax resume 310-

507-0227.

FAST GROWING IntemeHetecom company

is kx>king lor Content Devetoper, min lyr

exp. w/lntemet protocols, HTML. Exp. w/im-

plementatkMVmgmt of web content, good

writing skills B.S+is req. Westwood. Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227.

FAST GROWING Internet/telecom company

is kx>king lor Staff Programmer, min. 3yrs

exp. in Wm programming, C, C++, MFC.

Com. & Web protocols ODBC a plus. B.S+

in C.S. or related req Westwood. Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk.

$11.25/hr. Long term opporlunity with a new,

exciting brand. StephanieO818-500-0966.

HSEKEEPR/BABYSTTR
NEEDED to live-in Sat&Sun. Experience

nee. References. Please call Tracy 310-470-

7019.

CHILD CARE -^DRIVING NEEDED for

6&11yr okj. Sate driver w/ciear record, valid

llcense+insurance a must! Male/Female

okay, M,T+alternate F afternoons* school

holidays. Flexible hours. SlC/hr + gas 310-

456-5903.

COMPANION/DRIVER for 15yr oW girl Al-

terachool approx 2-6pm. M-F Light cooking

Driving(our car) March-June 1998.Culver

City.CaM after 7pm or wMkendsO3i0-737-
'9125.

DRIVER/AFTER-SCHOOL CARE. Compan-

kxi for 13-year oW girt FrWays and erther

Tuesday or Thursday Call Pat 310-287-

1470, evenings.

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE aftertchool chM
care. 2BOYS (8A11) M-F 3:30-7PM. Re-

sponaMWies: Driving, afterschod actMMai,

•»-ftw. References+valkJ lk:ense n««d«d.

$14a^*k. 310-477-7171

FACULTY FAMILY-aeeks P/T nanny for two

wonderful chikJren. 2:30-5:30pm. M-F Refer-

ences, own car required. Call 310-472-7297

after 5pm.

$1OOOWKGUARANTEED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediately.

For free starter-kit send $10 (shipping/han-

dling) to: Shoemaker 264 S. La Cienga *235

Beverly HiHs, 90211. 310-559-8115

__2$1000'S POSSIBLE _
TYPING

Part Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experience required. Free infor-

matron packet. Can 410-783-8279.

"RECEPTIONIST**
F/T OR P/T POSITION AVAILABLE. Energe-

tic, articulate. professk>nal. nee attitude.

Needed M, W, F or M-F Dental Orthodontc

office in WLA and Innne. With exceHent sal-

ary and benefits. Please caN. 3J 0-826-7494.

^SHIPPING/RECEIVING*
P/r 20hrs/wk, M-F $7.00/hr. Seeking re-

sponsible. energetK person for handling cry-

ogenics equipment. Light tiffing required.

Minimum 2-years college. Ptease fax re-

sume to 310-208-8477 or mail to: CA Cryo-

bank. 1015 Gayley. Box 439. LA. CA 90024

Attn; Tanya.

ADMINISTRATIVE

UCl A AdMii.il Fiiii

$8.1IVHR.n.MMNWi

(Sw-Tkna. i.lMMl«iM.ttai.

CoMict CmKm Qonwz

3ll-7t4-ft77
1083 Gayley Avanut. 4th door. MMwood
w« are abl* to offer woffc mtudy

I)

SUPPORT
SEEKING FRIENDLY, outgoing, undergrad-

uate student with experience with ADHD
adults and families for light office wo(1(.

Phones, typing, scheduling, filing. Exceltent

communicatnn skills required. WordPerfect

software experience a must. 3/hr^ daily M-F,

flexibie schedule. 9-15 hrs per/wk. $6.50-

$7.50 iMsed on exp ADHD & CAPI Institute

Fax resume 310-794-6583 or drop it off at

100UCLA MedKal Ptaza, Suite 430

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company in Santa Monna. Must tw com-

puter literate. (Quicken/Quick Book a plus)

F/r,P/r, benefits. Hourty rate. Fax resume:

310-788-0644

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-

fect a must! Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good analytk^aJ skills. F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030. ext20.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(Internship possibility). Computer literate.

IBM-Windows/lntamet ptus Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communwation. No

dreas code/reception duties. $7-$9.

17hrs/wk. Serious inquiries:Fax:31 0-395-

0509.

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS Fiahing& RMOrts

industry. ExceHent eanungs&benelNs poten-

tial (up to $3000*Ano plus room/board). All

ma(or emptoyers. Info: 819'385-3424«xt.A-

80001

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-

wood. One bedroom and salary. ExperierK»

and references required 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY kx:al

swim achool and day camps. Part-time Im-

medtotaly. Full-time late aprirtg. Must have

pool-management experierKe $350-

$475^we•k. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: chiW devetopment backgroundfehikl-

care experience. Car. good driving

rwsrd&reiefwwM. 20hraAMk. $l75^»k. 3 af-

lamoona or evaninga. 310-264-4217.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve daaaM, 1-2 week

dasaes, 310-973-7974. Inlamational Bar-

tender's 8CfK>0l.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,

M-F at Private Club. Experience+personali-

ty++ Theatre Arts, MustaiDrama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come MUST be energetic, anthuaiattic, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

wort* aH 11 weeks 6/1 5/98-8/28>W Call An-

drea 310-»5-^54x3029^

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now hiringi Summer fun In-

cludes: iet skiing, beach days, amusement

parks, camping tripa, d.j dance parties &
morel CaM Undy at 310-477-2700

CAMP KEYSTOfiE needs great staff. Great

pay for grMt peopla. Muit ba •nthuaiasttc,

fun, respontibte, and tove Uda. Counsaiore.

art&crafts. nature, IHeguarda, ato. CaN Sarah

lof an appointment. 818-869-2224.

ATTRACTIVE. SELF MOTIVATED womf-n

needed lor Imgene fTK>deltf>ci No mxlity Fx

cellent compensation" Will noi inierfffc

w/siudies Chrisiin«@8 18 545-8855 f «i ?

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennaylvania

(6/20-8/18/98). Directors: Drama,Camp-
ing/Nature. Golf. Counsetor5:Tennis. Gym-
nastics, Sculpture, Guitar. Silkscreen. Jewal-

ry. Batik. Calligraphy, Waterski, Sailing,

Ropes, Basketball. Softball, Self-Detense,

Aerobics, Videographer, Group Leaders

Rm/bd/transportattorVsalary. Intenrtews April

13th. 1-800-279-3019

- CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTEDII FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVKIE AGEI^TT AT

THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL
WORK 15-20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR+.32SHIFT

DIFFERENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON

AVE. LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-01S1.

F/0( 310-794-6503.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and musk: vidaoa. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851 -61 03.

CATALOG
DISTRIBUTOR

STAfTT UP INFOMERCIAL company has an

opening tor an energetk: team^ player to t)e

responsible tor the distributk>n of our catatog

to various religkxjs establishments. Require-

ments: marketing, business, or ottier related

ma^. Juntor or sentor. Well organized, ex-

oatafit communKatton skills. Hourly-t- com-

missston. Fax re8ume.21 3-382-9918 or mail

to PO Box 7S210. LA. CA 90075.

CELLULAR PHONE
SALES

BEVERLY HILLS COMWkNY seeks artrcu-

late. aggresaive individuaia to sal air-time for

leading ceH phone companies. InsMe sales.

Predictive dialer. Flexibte/hours. $50/$100-

per deal. Commisston. 310-247-9901.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals certi-

fied In lifesaving in open bodies of water

and/or contained pools. WiU supervise chiW-

ren's water time at tfie ocean shore. MUST
have pcaot-of-certifKattort&strong leadersfiip

skMa. MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Ctoy. Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

CLINKIAL TRAINING for Dental kiMmX as

professional career. 4 days/week with sti-

pend. Can 310-477-2488.

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring.

Free details 1-800-435-4247.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art

gym. nature, video, and ropes needed by k>-

cal daycamps Must be reaponsit>le. er>erge-

tic, arxf enioy working with chikfren. 310-

472-7474x110.

CRUISE SHIPS Af40 RESORT Jobs Excei-

lant •amingsA benefits potential In season-

aVyM'-rourid poaittons. Worid travel(HawaM,

Asia. Europe. Mexkxt, Caribbean,

USA+more) lnfo:818-385-3443extC-80001

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Positkxis start at $7.18/hr

with promotions up to $9 47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academic

year remainir>g and a valkl driver's Icense.

Call 310-<2&-2148 for deteiis.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T poaittons at University Credit Unkxi. Ex-

cellent pay. hours, and wor1(ir>g environment

at the financial institutkx) serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

w«b at www.ucu.org

DRIVE CAR to Minnesota. May 1. Art 310-

820-1179. Lease 6mo FURNISHED luxury

condo 5/1-11/1 $1295/mo. Art 310-820-

1179. Fieferences required.

DRIVER FOR PRIVATE PARTY. 3-5 days

per week 4 hours per day. $7 per hour. Call

310-471-2482

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexibte hours.

Fk>wer sfiipper needs dependabia workers.

$8/hr. Vehicle provkled. West LA k)catton

310-230^)611.

Models/Actors

Are you looklns to be
a model, actor, or

extra? If so, call:

International
Casting Agency

EARN $$$. Driving student home from

school five days/week PaW cash. For infor-

matton call Chrystal 310-247-1996.

F/T. WRITER for immlgratton law finn ki Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-stailer.

Excellent writer. Yto legdll experience re-

quired. $11 /hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jotw, make-up sesstons. No

experience necessary. Earn up to $900/day.

For kifomnation & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK F/T-$8/hr. Mon-Fri. 9am-

5:30pm. Small immigratton law firm in Cen-

tury City. Computer literate, good phone

skills, file, phones. Position includes all other

job related duties. Begins ASAR 310-553-

6600 or fax-310-553-2616.

FILE CLERK WAKiTED for Century City Law

Finn. No experience necessary. Must be

able to work a minimum of 25-hrs/wk.

$8.50/hr. Fax resume and hours available to

31 0-282-8070.

RLE CLERK. WLA CPA finn, lO-IShra/wk.

Other duties include: copying, faxing,

phones, errands. Call Lynn 310-826^)909 or

Fax resume 820-5354

FITNESS TRAINERS: Must be Certified.

Prafesatonai/ln-Home Servtoe. Integrity and

be personable. Earn up to $30/sessk>n. Call

800-755-2614.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST Pn. fast-

paced Wl-A dental offk:e. RHng. answering

phones, general duties. Artknjiate, profes-

stonal, ntoe attitude. CaM Theresa: 310-208-

6813.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence wortdng with chiMren outdoors. We are

kx>king for fun, caring. Summer Day Camp
staff wttose summer home is in tt>e San Fer-

nando or Conaio VMay. Ventura. Camaitto,

MaNtw, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ CaN 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJot>sOaol.com

GENERAL OFFICE—P/T. M-F. 8:30am-

1:30pm. Beverly Hito real aetata attorney

needs secretary skiNed in Word Perfect and

general offtoe pnxedures. Fax resume

w/salary requirements to 520-299-0198.

GIRLS WANTED at enctusive social ckib in

West LA. Conversalton only. Flexibie hours.

Start tonight earn top $$$. 310^77-9871

GREAT SUMMER J06SI Work outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp. Coun-

setors+lnstructors: swimming, an^tery. ten-

nis, photography, muato+environmental edu-

catton. Call 310-399-2267.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student arxl non-student wtorkers. Flexible

achaduNng. 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr tor norvstudents. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686.

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by tocal day camps. Equestrian and

teaching experience preferred. 310-472-

7474.X110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. Westwood
VMage Boutk)ue Hotel. Experienced 310-

206-3945

I NEED HELP In my offtoe. Busy phones,

Part Urn*. Good pay for the rtgtit paraon.

Languae* axparienoa phis. 310-475-5666.

INTERNATIONAL COM-
PANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan, Hong Kong. Taiwan, Thailand. Chirw.

PT/FT. Call 310-393-8810.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immedialely. Ri^ly expand-

ing. No experience necessary Full training

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664.

KINDERGARTEN PARK ACTIVITIES CO-
ORDINATOR. Sinai Akiba. private school

near UCLA. M-F 9-1pm Must like chidran.

athlettoa. CaM JW UnderO 31 0-475-6401.

ext.284.

LVN-P/T,F/T. Busy demnatotogy practtee.

Good team player, laser experience a pkjs.

Fax resunw to 310-208-2158.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars in March. July, and Auguat/1998. 1 -800-

305-4415, huntdOoc umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Pramad/optonwtry. Fresfwnan/sophomora.

TuaaAThurs. 16hra/wk. Jules Stein/UCLA.

Min GPA 3.5. Fax Resume to 310-794-7904.

Attn Verontoa

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY. OUT-GOINQ, HK3HLY MO-
TIVATED. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE. FILING, WORD
PROCESSING BEVERLY HILLS. FAX
RESU«ilE:31 0-271 -2262

NEW FACES WANTED
Intematioiial Talent Croup ia now

lookinf^ for new face* & new talent for
Television, Film, ConunerciaU, Muiic

^^eot. Print A Modelinf

.

All ages, all types.

N,0 EXPERIENCE NECESS.
AUDHIONINC NOW

NECESSARYNO FEES
(818)379-7070

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T.

Windows 95, Wonl. and helpful Excellent

phona/organizattonal skiHs. Fax resume 310-

208-2158.

MODEL. Need females w/nk:e feet to pose

barefoot for ametur photographer. Models

paM hourty. For more info, call 310-288-

6618.

MODELS WANTED by professtonal photo-

studto for upcoming assignmenL Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOTWN PKJTURE and TV )ob». Excellent

aaming& benefits potential. Wort( w/favorite

celatHttiesI Travel to exotk: tocattonsi Or

work intown. lnfo:818-385-1555ext.M-80001

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTiONARY NEW PROGRAMI Start

right away! All types- 18+1 Fun/Easy I hto cra-

zy fees! Program for free medicall CaV-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Woric in the great outdoors. Forestry. wiW life

preserve, cortoesstonalres, flrefight-

eraftmore. Competitive wages+t>enefits. Ask

us howl 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OBSESSIVELY TIDY?
GOOD, help organize me, P/T. You are com-

fortable w/computers af>d bookkeeping. Will

train the right person. 310-712-5450.

OFRCE ASSISTANT P/T
PERM POS. FLEX HOURS (16-20^wk) with

small WLA consult firm near campus.

Phones, type (WP or Word req). Artteulate.

prof, nice attitude. To $12/hr H quaWied. Fax

resunte to 310-268-9277.

0FFK:E ASSISTANT: Growing Westwood
Pubito reiattons agerxry seeks bright, moti-

vated office aaaiatant for light offtoe duHaa.

research, errands and product fulfillment. FA
or PA ok. $10/hr Fax resume to 310-447-

7183.

OFFrcE CLERK Santa Montoa tow firm

seeks PT otftoe clerks. PfKjnes. filing, faxing,

photocopying, and filing court documanla.

Must have auto+insurance. Francis CN 310-

45a^ii

OFFICE MANAGER for smaH Weatwood en-

tertairwnent company. Prevtous olftee experi-

ence. Computer Warate. BA, prefer account-

ing background. Growth opporlunity. Mid-

high 20s. with benefits. Fax oover&resume:

310-208-2414

OFF^E PERSON- Freahman-Sophomora.

One person office. Certain sWHa required.

High energy. Hourty wages. P/T. Naar UCLA.
Can Showtime Group0310-471-6686. Fax

resumeO310-471-2302.

OUTSIDEAXJTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job. Earn $100 or nwre per day Must

have own car Call Mk^hael 310-397-6869.

PART-TIME CLERICAL POSITION- Starting

now. F/TJune-August In Marina Del Rey. 20-

40hra/week. Flexibie achedule ok between

9-6pm M-F Photocopy, type. fUe. organize,

mailings, enter data, answer phor>es. must

be computer Harata. Mac skila prefarrad.

Good writing skiNa daalrabla. SBAtr CaN
Shawn or Bethe31(K82t-8e77 or FAX quat-

iftoattona to 310-821-9282. Email erdt-

shar««aai1hlink.net

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT. 20 houra/wk.

Fiexit>le. CoNectiona. sttmN daima court, co-

ordinating with attorrwy on unlawtula. fS/hr.

310^29-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PARTNER WANTED. To start discount

canVmagazine on campua. We invest start-

up ooaL Alao aaaiat In Baywalch Tale«tiion

Pronwlkm. Earn $10-2S^r wAlaxIbie hours.

More into: 847-673-3703

PERSONAL TRAINER Phys-ed mi^or-pr*-

vate training opportunity 5 days/week. M-F.

6am start. $500/month. Fax informatton:

310-476-7976.

PREGNANCY PREVENTION COUNSELOR
WorWrtg w/laanagars ona-on-one and group

aalting aa wan. 3-4daya/wk. Salary commen-
aurata w/axpartartoe. Alao aaaiating program

coordhiator. Julie: 310-219-0610.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI-
CIAN/COUSULTANT tor laser hair renwval

company ki BH. Male pratered. FrierKRy. da-

taKK>rtonled. wiU train. $20-23Air. 310-247-

0899.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FlfiAN-

CIAL SERVICES FIRM aeeke Intam to aaaiat

with diant propoaals. nwritet oompianoa.
semtoara. general office dudea and ndaoalla-

neoua protacta. Computer andtor bualrtaaa-

ralated students wNh axpertenca preferred.

Plaaae fax reauma to 213^52-1502.

Dail)rBniinaasdfled TuKd4y,M«th10J996 29

IHoifols Necfkd Mow
No axperienoe required

For catakig. priniwork, mac^^ines. movies
video and tv commercials
Men and Woman of aN ages

.FraeConsuNalfon

CALL MOOB. DIVISION
310.659.4855

PRODUCER'S ASSISTANT wanted for inde-

pendent film. THE PREACHER'S SON. Will

train energetk: person -stipened pay: Edgar
Bravo 310-477-1192.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hra/wk. Jr/Sr/or recent graduate in pay-

chotogy or tMjainess preferred. Fax resume
310-472-1399. Also, see Jobtrak

RECEPTKDNIST NEEDED at Beauty Saton

for a full/part time position. Call 213-852-

1166 and leave a message. Attn:Shula.

RECEPTIONIST- Pemianent. P/T. F/T. Du-

ties include customer servk:e. computer

work+ general offk:e duties. Tennis and
Swim Qub. Contact Hai or T1m021 3-936-

9900.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT for

Baverty Hills business office. Immediate

openir>g. PT/FT. Please fax resume 310-278-

0038 or call 310-278-2750.

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet
food In BH. Sales oriented, people person

wanted to manage smaH excitirtg strap. Man-
and sales experiertoe a must. Call

r or Sfiawn between 3-6pm. 213-939-

1148.

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT.

Cttldren book knowledge req. WLA 310-

559-2665.

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATIONAL medtoal Comp. seeks FT
office clerk w/med background. Bilin-

guaVRussian. 23-35yrs okf. For info call:

818-640-3030 or 213-617-0400 or FAX re-

sume: 213-617-8200.

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT: Weekend
hoalir>g on Promenade. PT now. FT during

suTTNner. Cashier arxVor restaurant experi-

ence preferred. $6.50Au to start. Call Angel:

310-208-6550.

SPORTS INDUSTRY JOBS. Excellent eam-
ingA benefits potential. Work for baset>all.

football, baskett>ail. tennis, golf, etc. Local

and Worid travel. lnfo:818-385-3443ext.S-

80001

SPORTS MARKETING
INSIDE SALES

Beverly Hills sports n^emorabllia company
seeks indlvkluals With strong phone skills

and krK>ledge of sports, parttoularly basket-

ball. $1500+p/wk. Comnussion. Predicitlve

dialer. Flexible hours. 1-888-969-2274

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15/hr +too-

nuses. P/T. No experience needed Working

w/other students. Great P/T / F/T wortt. 213-

882-6844

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Decathton Sports

Club Pato Alto, CA $65-$80/day 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professnnal couple seeks
woman to help them have a chiki through

surrogacy. $20,000 800-450-5343.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T in

WLA law finn. 60+wpm and know Word Per-

fect. Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr. Please fax re-

sume attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

TYPIST/ WORD PROCESSOR Innovative

new firm in Marina Del Rey. Imagiruitive, mo-
tivated, energetic, martcetlng/advertising ex-

per1er>ce helpful. P/T. Open salary. Call:310-

305-8680 & fax resume:310-822-1127.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at a
Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese. Call 310-477-

9871

\A^ANTED: Alterrwtive musk: fan to f>elp.

promote band on campus. Part-time, very

easy wort(. Will pay Ben: 310-209-3357.

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
Chiktren's weekend program at beach pri-

vate cKjb. Occastonal weekday evenlrtgsH

MUST be energetK. enthusiastto. with lead-

ership sUHs. MUST be available to wori(

wealtande 6/15/98-Latx}r Day Andrea 310-

39S-3254X3029

WE'RE SEEKING INDIVIDUALS to provide

support to ttie devetopmentalty disabled. CaN
Owight Istanbukan at 818-361-6400 ext 129.

UCLA Store/Textbooks

b_
Cashiers •

^

Temporary Positions for Spring Rush,

possibly leading to regular status.

Apply at: ASUCLA Human Resources.

3nl Floor of Ackerman Union

UCLflsTor

Notetakers Wanted
for Lecture Notes

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP. Bring your DPR or transcript and a

sample of your own notes.

^*GREATPAY!
Starting rates as high as

$13.14 per hour depending on class

Benefits include store discounts.

Call the Lecture Notes office at

^^^^ (310) 825-8016

tMlw«Notes Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

JNimltlwwi
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why run al oyer the place when you have free access to apartment listings here on

campus? kxiking for a place to live can be a real drag, and ifs not like you've got all the

time in the worM. so who wants to (iwe around with their head out the window trying to

those tiny 'FORread the type on

RENT* signs?

supposed to

apartment will

Monica or

Palms? and is il

bus? wouMnlit

was an office on

kept track of aH

wall maybe this

day because

housing does

more, you can

UCLASTUDENTS: GET A FREE
PRINTOUT OF APARTMENT

LISTINGS ($5 VALUE)
Iring This Ad & Your BruinCard

(before 3/31 /S8) -to:

UCLA Community Housing

East Patio. Spfod HaB M-F 8-5

how are you

know what an

ost in Santa

Brentwood or

lose to the

great if there

ampus that

stufffa you?

s your lucky

ommunity
II that and

ook at apart-

firKJ a roommate-

you can even

A

ment listings, or maybe you want to share a house with a couple fnends

j

on-iine even you know you have free access to al this as a uda student

I post kslings for free « ptck up some bus schedules, just give us a cal at 825-4491

J wouklfti be a bad idea to get some info on hot/ to get all of your security deposit back

H eKher smca Ihe only thmg you need more than extra time, is extra money

ATTN JOURNALISTS:
National Women's magazirw needs intern.

1 5-20hrs/wfc, nKxnings preferred. Stipend or

credit available. Great expertencel Fax re-

sume: 818-992-0759 or caH Emily: 818-595-

0491.

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT INTERN. Gain

valuable finarx^e & Wall Street experierKe.

Great resunw tMjitoer. Westwood tocation.

Fred Ayazi 31 0-234-21 32.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to leam about Investing arxj get

Kcanaed. PronK>tiorw to paid status guar-

anteed Call 310-629-0463

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT

BUSINESS - TALENT
MGT & FILM

PRODUCTIONS
Someone good w/otflce detail&people!

I fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

MARKETING INTERN
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE excellence in

powerpoInt, excel, and word Lump sum pay-

ment at conclusion of internship. Tt>e Docu-

ment Company Xerox. 310-203-7221.

www.findresume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-
POST & FIND RESUMES.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHEHMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge
apartment, ideal for roommates. Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, ptione-entry. Minutes to

campus. 818-997-7312.

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, security-tHJikJing.

Qated-parking. Refrigerator, stove. Carpet,

laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423 CaH

Bob

BEVERLY GLEN. 2 btodu south of Wilshire.

1 bdrm newty redecorated Appliancea. Se-

curity buHdir)g. Urtderground parking. $775

I. 310-474-5375

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins get 20% off private party Classified advertising. Just show us your Student/Faculty/Staff I.D card

Displa'
2Q6-3nf

Classiiieds

825-2221

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPERiLOWER. $710-$925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS,
BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO
BUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. Unhjmiahed 2-bdnn, 1.5-

t>ath in k>wer duplex. Charming, freshly

painted and carpeted. Ideal for profasskxyl.

$1S50/mo. 310-275-1425.

BRENTWOOD Sunny, bright llxJnn apt.

Ava. for subleasing. 310-544-8510 or 213-

974-4267.

MALCOLM in WLA-Large 2bdrm/2bath

$119SAtk>. Avail Mar31st. Hardwood fkx>ts,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, and

pool 818-995-8866 Ext 307

Great deals everyday.

* PALMS *
2BO,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE.
' BALCONY, GATED GARAGE.

ALARM IN UNIT ^^0**

• 3614 PARIS
(310)837-0906

4B0,dBA,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOIWNHOME, RflEPLACE,

OATH) GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLV0.$1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
460, 48A

GATED GARAGE , ALARM M UNIT

•k 3954 DasMiown SL S1796

(310)391-1076
Opwi Houaa Man. - S«., 10 - 5

PALMS $895 2-bdrm/2-bath, gated, fire-

place, laurxlry, appliar>ces. Near shops/free-

way. 31&636-6007

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, ali appliarx^es. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. $995. Large 1-bdrm. 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, t>alcony. private sundeck. AAC. new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/twy. 310-836-6007.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm.

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave meaaage.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Garden apartnwnt Immacu-

late. 1/2 block to buses. Near all. 8-mi UCLA
Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager;81 8-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses. Apartments, and
Houaas for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT,
www.westskterentals.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE Quiet building.

Hardwood floors Stove^refrigerator 900-sq

It, 1-bdrm. Locked private garage. $975. 508
Mklvale. 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-txlrm w/view. washter/dry-

er in unit, 2-t}ath. MKrowave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very brigt>t, 21-sq foot-jacuzzi

310-475-0807.

WESTWOOD
26DnM. New. Lrg. BakXKiy Security bWg.
Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace W/D inskle

unit. Month to month. Pets ok. $1650/mo.

310-996-1501

WEStWOOO- 10 nrtin walk to UCLA. Bright,

quiet bachetor w/ Ibath. Laundry $525/mo.

PaM utiNtiea^ parking. Avail-April 5th. 310-

443-0605.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bedroom on Kellon.

Qaa, water pakj. $897/mo. Available now!
909-885-4182.

WESTWOOD. Large aingle. L-shaped. Full

kitchen. Security buHding. Parking. Great

management. Take over lease. $800. can be
310-209-2974.

WESTWOOD/ CENTURY CITY-

3bdrm/3bath spackXM lownhouse. Tile entry.

3 secured parking apicaa. $1850. 310-286-

WLA-$590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnished-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students. Suitable for two Definite must
seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl 310-477-4832.

STUDIO APARTMENT in luxurious complex
at 239 S. Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset In

Brentwood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. CaH 818-961-7440. —
WLA, TRI-LEVEL CONDO, 3bdrm/2.5bth,

washer-dryej, dishwasher, 2-car parl<ing, se-

curity t>ulk1ing, central A/C, free cable, patk},

pets ok. $1600^month. 310-914-4254.

WLA adorable guesthse. Completely fur-

nistwd. Garden view. Studk> w/k>ft. $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beachi Open Saturday&Sunday. Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny.

4bdrm/2t>ath house w/additk>nal large den
w/separate entrance. Fireplace, large livirig

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, washer/dryer, garage, fenced. Avail

Marchlst. 528-3rd St. $3300. 310-571-0293.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your

Area Tott-Free 1-800-218-9000 ExtH-1650
for current listings.

LOS /M^ELES. Large Law firm aeeka sum-
mer sublets. No sttare situations please. Call

Vickie 213-229-7575.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

LAW FIRM seeks furnished Westskle. South
Bay, Pasadena sut>lets only from May-Sept.
No share situatKXis please Include cross

streets. Leave detailed messageO213-680-
8588.

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Rssociotes

Please Coll

.(213)896-6761

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threfe

bedroom homes or
apartments,

furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele
or Bryan Williams
at (310) 277-1010

MAR VISTA, $62S/lnrK>nth. Aak alMut free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-todrm Large,

pool, patio. t>art>ecue area. Quiet-buikJing.

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-396-8579

GUESTHOUSE in exctiahge for t>aby8itting

and driving. Expertanca. rafaranoaa. car ra-

quired. Flexible ttours. WM( to campua.
UCLA students only. Sumnrter. 310-470-
4393.

Displai
206-
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ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate.

Nicety furnished private room, share bath.

Bus in front house, Westwood/Pico. No
smoking/pets. $395/month-t-utilities. 310-

475-8787.

BENEDICT CANYON- Furnished private

bdrm/bath-f entry. Mini fridge and mi-

crowave. Less than 5 miles from campus!

$500 utilities included. 310-550-1245.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private roorrw In

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car. $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message. AtJbey 310-275-

3831or 818-783-5151

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own bdrm^th.

N/S, professional female to share apartment

w/2 females. $440/rTK) 4/1-8/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/lease. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

B|RENTWOOD. Comfortable apartment.

Ftoom for rent, share bath. $400. Ctosed

gate, laundry, pod. htoar shops, buslines,

UPLA. 310-472-1367.

BRENTWOOD: SHARE LARGE HOME with

single mom and two kkte. Female non-srrtok-

er. No pets. $700/mo. 310-395-0623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, tuN kitchen, large bakxxty with view.

$595/mo. Avail starting April IsL Just south

of WHshire (Veteran^ONo). Ptease can Mark

or Nick. 310^79-0789

fof Rfliit

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/shared bath. 3miles to

campus. Garden. spackMsAsunny. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitct>en privileges, parking. Avail-

able through mkJ-June. $435/mo. 310-826-

6705 ,__
PACIFIC PALISADES. Female to share 3

bdrm house with pool and ocean view with

single mom of tvw). $700/mo. 310-459-1770.

SANTA MONICA. $380/mo Obo. 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes

to UCLA. Near txjses. Non-smokir>g male

preferred. Call Ivan C: 310-207-3212.

SANTA MONICA. Share own room in

2bdrni/2bath. 2-story, sunroof, w/view, ga-

rage parking, washer/dryer. Female pre-

ferred. NJS. $700/mo. Avail 4/1. 310-552-

2892.

WESTWOOD $575+1/2utilities. Own room in

bright 2-bdrnfV1 -bath Hardwood, bateony,

garage, yard. Call Jennifer 0310-470-0383

WESTWOOD. 2 males to share Ibdrm/lba

in 2bdrm/2ba apartment. Secured bulkj-

ing-fparking. Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bateony. $350ea. 310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Room in a private home.

Grad student preferred. Walkir)g distance to

UCLA. $600. Leave name and telephone at

310-475-1713.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX. Chamting fumished

bedreoom. Large ckwels, shelves. Utilities

included. Kitchen privHeges. S-rnHes East of

UCLA. Female. $375/mo. 213-939-2772.

WLA 1 room w/bateony in spack>us 3-l«v«l

townhouse. Share-bath. No-smoking, no

drugs. Clean, quiet, responsit>le. Avail now.

$450/mo Parking. 310-204-5661.

WLA-2 BDRM/2 bath. Partially furnished

bedroom/private bath. Pool/jacuzzi/steam

room. LaurKlry facilities. Quiet, neat, tkJy, re-

sponsible, serious student Must respect pri-

vacy $550/mo.+1/2 utilities. 818-784-1355

or 310-474-6240 after-7pm before-9am.

WLA. h4ew, quiet 2-bdmfV2-bath condo. Dish-

washer, W/D. gated parking, security en-

trance N/S. No pels. Month-to-month. $530

including utilities. CaH 310-287-1530.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrm/2bth

Spanish duplex. Responsible, fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $472/mo+

utilities-f deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD- $675 including utilities. Male

seeks male to share 2-t-2. Own bedroon^a,

parkir>g space. Furnished/unfurnished. Avail:

April 1st. Dan: 310-471-7210.

LOS FELIZ HILLS 5 bedroom. You be

GAK4/GWM N/S, N/D. Clean/quiet. Under 25.

Walk to ck4)s/markets/buses. $400-$600 ne-

gotiable+security. 213-368-9692.

MANHATTAN BEACH. Ocean view. 1-bkx*

from beach. M/F wanted (o share 2-bdrm/1-

bath house w/Mike. hUS. no pets. W/D.

$600/mo. utilities included. 310-545-9634.

MAR VISTA-Female to share w/2profession-

al women. Lovely okter home w/ocean view,

garden, laundry. SSSOfmo. utHHies inckidsd.

Day:31 0-825-3854, evwiing 310-391-4676.

MAR VISTA/VENICE AREA: 3lrg rooms

available in huge 28tory. 4bdrm/4ba house.

2living rooms, 2dens. 1 separate entrance.

$500. Paul: 310-390-9950.

MARir4A DEL REY/VENICE Ftoomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house. 3 bk}cks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fkx>rs. $550/nrKH-utilities. CaH Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 31 0-301 -7853<night).

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share luxurious 2-txJrm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own bathroom. Part<ir>g

space optk>nal. Contact 310-209-1607.

SANTA MONICA, walking distance to

Montana. 1-bdrm for rent w/private bath.

Cable, utilities, washer/drier included.

$450/mo. Ava. immed. 310-453-2902

VENICE/OVERLAND- 2bdrm/2ba in luxury

apartment to share as soon as possible.

$650. Betty: 310-213-8812 or pager: 310-

841-7461.

WESTWOOD 1-mile from campus. Your

own bedroom only $4O0/tno and share utili-

ties. Partdng, hardwood fkx)rs, laundry. Ma-

ture, responsible N/S roommate who is easy-

going and fun. Professk>nal/Grads preferred.

Call:31 0-723-0950.

WESTWOOO: Female roommate needed

Sprlr^g quarter. Share large t>edroom in

3bdrm/2tia apt. $31S/mo. inckxting pariung.

Located 631 Kelton Ave. 310-209-8115. Ask

for Lisa.

BRENTWOOD- Nice quiet area.$350/mo in-

cludes UtHHies and cable. 2 mites from

UCLA. Close to buses. Female preferred.

310-473-0570.

WESTWOOO- Spring quarter. Female need-

ed to share kixurious 2-bdrm/2-t>ath apar-

tment w/lwo other ugrads. Strathmore Re-

gency. $375/month>deposit. CaN Irene 310-

443-5680.

WLA SUBLET AVAIL. 4/1-5/31. Lrg Ibdrm

penttwuMk level, fumished. bakxKiy. sky-

lights, fireplace, central a/c. aH appliances.

$690/mo. 310-836-7107.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-

many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 bedroom
apartment/house. Poss. w/yard. 1-619-459-

2324.

WESTWOOD. Gayley. Female roommate
needed for spring/summer. $392/mo. FuU

bath, furnished optional, parking, secure

buiUing. Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

WESTWOOD- Female to share bdrm/ba,

fumished. central A/C, comfortable, cool

room mates. $343. 75/mo-f utilities.

Spring/summer. Jenny: 310-209-1545.
I ' ! ^-^^^^^^

WLA- Camden and Santa Monca. female to'

share 2-txlrm/2-t>ath large fumished condo

thru end of August. Share or own. 310-445-

1566

ROSARITO BEACH. 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos-t-new 3-bdrm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. marlcet. Security 909-

737-9203.
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SHAPlkO
From page 36

.^-
oy ve!

The first time I saw this, I

thought that maybe Ozzy had put in

a guest appearance with the com-
mittee, because someone involved

has a really sick sense of humor.
We pulled arguably the hottest

team in the country in the second

round (Michigan), which has won
six straight games, all by more than

17 points, including the inaugural

Big Ten Tournament.

They have a guy who is the size of

the Bruin Bear in Westwood Plaza,

and who is nicknamed after a piece

of heavy machinery. Just what our

front line needs.

Oh yeah, they're also the best

three-point shooting team in the Big

Ten. V
•

.

Should we get past the sequel to

"Maximum Overdrive" (that old

movie where machines run amok),

our sturdy team faces the likes of

Kentucky and Duke before they

even snifT the Final Four.

Are you absolutely kidding me <

right now?!

Yeah, it's nice that we're in the

tournament and all that, but, for the

(Michigan has) a guy

who is the size of the

Bruin Bear in Westwood

PlazaJust what our

front line needs.

love of Pedro, this is just nuts!

But wait, there's more, because

the tournament committee hasn't

had a chance to rub salt in the

wound yet.

Shift your gaze over to the West

Region, if you will, and tell me what

you see.

Here's what I behold: top seeded

Arizona with a bracket that's easier -

than Pamela Lee on a cruise.

It's not enough that they beat us

on our home floor and broke our

string of Pac-IO championships. No,
leave it up to the tournament com-
mittee to provide the final irony.

While the Bruins break their

backs against the best in the nation,

the Cats' future holds teams like

Tennessee, Utah and Cincinnati,

not exactly tournament-tested pow-

ers.

If the Wildcats don't make the

Final Four with that red carpet

treatment, head coach Lute Olson

should be forced to issue a formal

apology to the entire country,

wherein he'll admit he's a terrible

coach and promise never to go to

the Big Dance again.

So, instead of worrying about

school or finals, sit down with your

bracket and pencil, because the

madness has already begun, and
we've got some catching up to do.

Shapiro is a Daily Bruin staff writer

and columnist. E-mail responses to

mshapiro@media.ucla.edu.
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STUDENTS
GETYOURBOOKS READYFORTHE

CAMPBELL BOOK COLLECTION COMPETITION

WIN UP TO $600 FOR YOUR BOOK
COLLECTION

ENTRY DEADLINE - APRIL ft™

ASKAT CAMPUS UBRARES FOR DETAILS OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

http://wwwJ^)lwy4lckl.tdu/collmttnees/caIT^)belI/iruiexJ^tm

Westwood's Original Barbershop
66years in Westwood

OAUm '$

1^0™!ths"™ ,^_ !l^ 1

1061 Gayley Ave. No Appointment Necessary

Next to Breadstiks 208-6559
8am to Late Night

1 1

QmSmi^
March 9-13

n

UCLA Store/Acktrman Union 9am - 5pm

UCLfl niNGS by

/IRTC7IKVED

MYMCNT PIANS MMiAaU

UCiA ITtIi «llC«Nit

BRUm

4>WlTM€nT COORDrihTOR SUPGRMSOR
POSITOI /VWLMJLG

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUS A MONTHLY SAURYAND ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE: '

* Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

* Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

* Participating in weekly meetings with staff and

management.

nO.?0(..38SR opin daily • www.ttclaitorc.ucla.tdu

UCtftsToiir

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defming problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIQNS:
* UCLA graduate student.

* Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economit back-

grounds.

* Leadership experience.

* Skills in prioritisdng assignments and working

independenUy with minimal supervision.

* Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. # 1

Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

. -
•

application DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM
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play some more basketball and, upon

arrival back in the United States, went

straight into conditioning for this col-

legiate season.

So it was this continual pounding -

with no breaks in between to rest - that

has resulted in two degenerated discs

in her lower back.

Martin relates the pain to the aches

and pains one gets from the flu.

"But sometimes it will go down the

back of my legs, and that's like shoot-

ing pains," Martin said. "Almost like

needles. When it hurts real bad. it's

like when you get a hard muscle

cramp."
~

• .

Martin says that the pain from her

back has gotten gradually worse dur-

ing the season.

"I know at Stanford 1 took a lot of

hard hits." Martin said. "1 took one

where 1 was bent backwards. 1 was

. playing defense at the time and they

just ran right smack info me. I think

that's what really started hurting (my

back) again because it was getting bet-

ter for a while. It's gotten gradually

worse the last couple of weeks."

The pain has gotten so bad in recent

weeks that Martin has decided to

forgo playing for the U.S. Junior

Championship team and conditioning

with the team this summer. Instead,

this off-season she will strengthen her

back in the weijght room and get plen-

ty of rest so she will be at 100 percent

for next season.

Although the pain has been eased

by the fact that she is scoring 20 points,

grabbing 8 boards a game and her

team has been red hot, Martin has had

to work for every basket and rebound.

Her back pain has been frustrating

because it has stopped her from doing

simple things both on and off of the

basketball court that she has normally

been able to do with ease.

"Its really frustrating," Martin said,

it's not like an elbow or a thumb

injury where I can baby it. It's my
back. Everything I do hurts it. When I

post up their arm is right there on

where it hurts. It's really frustrating

because I don't have a lot of strength

in it either.

"So shots I would normally make or

stuff I would have normally been able

to do easily, 1 can't do now as easy as

before my injury. Now I have to work

a lot harder."

Olivier says Martin's back injury

has hurt Martin's transition game the

most.

"I think running the floor was one

ofher strengths as a freshman because

she ran the floor better than anyone

I've ever seen as a post player," Olivier

said, who played with such Hall of

Fame post players as Denise Curry

and has coached greats like Natalie

Williams. "This year I think she runs

the floor very well but not like she did

as a freshman."

So how in the world has Martin

been able to not only be at the top of

the Pac-10 in scoring and rebounding,

but also to improve her numbers from

last year - numbers which earned her

Pac-10 Freshman of the Year honors -

with a sore back that has plagued her

the entire year?

"Erica (Gomez) is a huge part of

that," Martin said about her increased

statistics. "Having a true point guard

makes a big difference, because last

year Tawana (Grimes) was playing out

of position at the point. This year.

Erica likes to run the floor as a point

guard and give it up in transition.

When I'm out there I usually get it

from Erica if I'm open. I think that

gives me a couple of more buckets a

game.

Martin also attributes her great

numbers despite her pain to the fact

that she has been mentally playing like

she is not hurt.

"If I show that I'm hurt then sub-

consciously I'll feel more hiirt,"

Martin said. "Like when you tell a lit-

tle kid, 'You're not hurt, you're not

hurt' after they fall down then they

don't cry. So I think if I tell myself

You're not hurt,' I can play and just

suck it up."

Martin has tried to hide her injury

from her other teammates so they

won't worry about her during the

game. But despite Martin's efTorts,

other players on the team have seen

what she has to go through each and

every game.

"You can see it, she doesn't have to

tell us," Hubbard said. "Like in the

'SC game two weeks ago, she went up

for a shot and she came down and fell

right on her back. You can just see it

on her face that she was in a lot ofpain.

Also when they try to double team her

and the person behind is constantly

hitting her from behind you can see it

on her face then that she is in a lot of

pain.
*

"Most of the time she plays through

MARK D)nMa>/D»»y Bwiin

it," Hubbard continued. "She never

looks at Kathy (Olivier) and says i'm

in pain, take me out.' She doesn't real-

ly complain, she just plays through it."

Olivier feels Martin has been able

to be in the top three in scoring and

rebounding in the Pac-10 despite her

injury because the coaching staff has

held Martin out of many practices this

season, allowing her to rest her back.

But where would the Bruins be if

Martin wasn't able to suck up the pain

and had sat out much of the year?

"Oh man, that is something I don't

even want to think about," Olivier

said, whose Bruins fmished in third

place in the Pac-10, and have been

recently selected for the tournament

largely because of the play of Martin.

"Just because she has always been

there for us. She's obviously our go-to

person right now. And someone peo-

ple look for for leadership. I couldn't

even think about life without Maylana.

I think we could survive because we

are a very deep team but I don't think

we could be doing the same things we

are doing now."

Cas9 in point: the Jan. 10 game

against Oregon on MacArther Court.

With the game tied at 72 at the two-

minute mark and the crowd in a fren-

zy, Martin wanted the ball. Martin

would go on to score four straight bas-

kets carrying her team on that sore

back of hers to a 80-75 victory over the

Ducks.

"She made herself available. And
she literally put the team on her back

and said 'C'mon.' We couldn't have

won that game without Maylaryi,

that's for sure."

Teammates agree that the UCLA
women's basketball team would be a

different ball club without the pres-

ence of Martin.

"It would be weird not to have her

on the court," Hubbard said. "Not to

have her presence, not to have her

rebounding, not to have her scofing,

and not to have her leadership."

Oliver would go on to pay Martin

the best compliment that Martin could

ever receive.

"I think she will be up with the best

ofthem to ever play at UCLA," Oliver

said. "With Denise Curry, Ann
Meyers and Natalie Williams. By her

senior year she will deflnitely be in that

class.

"She's one of the best I've seen.

She's so agile for a post player and

she's so athletic for ai>'2" giri. There's

not a lot that Maylana Martin can't

ao."

Including playing with an injury.

Playing successfully with an injury

definitely sets Martin JI|l>art from the

rest. For her not to complain about it,

however, and insteatT^ck it4ip for her

• team ^owsa lot of character.

"It takes a special person to play

through pain and at the same time not

let people know about it," Hubbard

said.

"I mean, to go play through the

pain that she's in and not to show any

signs that you are in pain ... That

shows someone that's a real strong

person."
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BASEBALL BRIEFS

Injury update
Senior righthander John Phillips

(0-1, 11.25) missed his scheduled

start against Arizona State on
Friday due to a quadricep pull suf-

fered in practice on Thursday.

"John comes into the office on
Friday at 3:45 so I could talk with

him about the game that night,"

head coach Gary Adams said.

"Then he tells me that his quad
tightened up overnight ... I never

did tell him what I called him in

for."

Junior righthander Dan Keller is

out of action until at least mid-
March with a shoulder injury.

Senior second baseman Nick
Theodorou (3 games, .500 batting

average) could return to action as

soon as this weekend against

Arizona. He has been sidelined by a

hamstring pull since the series at

Berkeley in mid-February.

Sophomore lefthander Rob
Henkel (1-3. 8.72 ERA) will under-

go season-ending elbow surgery this

morning at the Jobe clinic near

LAX. The head doctor during 4he

operation is Dr. Yocum, who also

handles cases for the Anaheim
Angels.

—---- -—
Because he will be out for the

remainder of the year, Henkel is

redshirting.

Byrnes' skid over?-^

Senior centerfielder Eric Byrnes

went 2-for-5 in Sunday's 9-3 loss to

Arizona State. Byrnes was in the

longest hitting slump of his career

before that two-double perfor-

mance.
"1 hit them hard all five times, but

only two of them fell," Byrnes said.

"That's good though."

After 14 games, Byrnes was bat-

ting .361 (22 for 61). In the seven

games to follow, he only managed
one hit (1 for 26). His batting aver-

age dropped from .361 to the current

.272 as a result of this slide.

"He kind ofcame out of his slump

today," Adams said after the game.

Musical chairs

Adams scrambled Sunday's line-

up, moving Byrnes into the leadoff

spot and dropping former ' leadoff

guy Jack Santora into the ninth spot,

in the most noticeable move.

— "There were a couple of guys who
weren't doing well where they

were," Adam said.

Adams commented on his deci-

sion to place Byrnes in the No. 1 slot:

"Frankly, I'd like to see him there

more often. He's looser in that spot

because he doesn't have the weight

of the team on his shoulders, like

when he's batting cleanup. He's not

going to hit fourth in the big leagues.

Let him learn to be a leadoff man."

Pitching improves
Six of the seven pitchers who saw

action in the Arizona State series are

freshmen, and they are showing

signs of improvement.

"I think our pitching is coming

around," Adams said following

Sunday's game.

On lefthander Ryan Carter (1-0,

2.78), who pitched seven solid

innings in Friday's 6-5 win, Adams
said: "Carter had a great game on

Friday. We were looking for a game
like that."

On righthander Chad Cislak (2-4,

7.27), who took the loss on Saturday,

Adams said: "Cislak is making
progress. Good things are happen-

ing, but they don't show on the

scoreboard."
'

'

< ^
.

——

—

On righthander Jon Brandt (1-3,

8.10), Sunday's starter, Adams said:

"He had a good game today. If you

take back that fat pitch he made to

Jeff Phelps in the sixth inning (for a

homerun), Brandt could've gone for

eight innings."

Compiled by Kristina Wilcox, Daily

Bruin Staff

W. BASKETBALL
From page 36

years, they were more concerned

that No. 1 Tennessee wasn't put in

their regional.

"We were all just screaming

and jumping about not getting

Tennessee (in our bracket),"

senior Tawana Grimes said.

Instead of Tennessee (33-0) the

Bruins drew the Wolverines, who
similarly have had a long stretch of

not being invited to the Big Dance
- they were last selected for the

field of 64 in the 1989-1990 season.

UCLA head coach Kathy

Olivier; who has nine sophomores

on her te'am, feels the tournament

bid will begin a long streak of Big

Dance selections for the program.

"We feel (the program) is back

and that we have arrived for

good," Olivier said.

The Bruins will enter the tour-

nament as one of the hottest teams •

in the nation. They has won 15 of

their last 18 games and five of their

last six.

DIVING
From page 35 __

experience for the ones who made it

through that year."

Now more experienced and bond-

ed, these seniors give back to the

freshman diving community what

they received from their upperdass-

men.

"When 1 came out here, I was like a

wide-eyed little fish in a big pond,"

Huelskamp recalls. "My teammates

were excellent divers and it was neat

to work with them and be motivated.

By the end of that year, I was able to

dive well.

"I know it helped me when I was a

freshman to have the upperclassmen

take care of me. I'see a lot of potential

in all of this year's freshmen and they

don't see it sometimes. So I try to

push and motivate them."

Although this will be the seniors'

last year of NCAA eligibility,

Huelskamp will continue diving and

train to compete in the nationals.

Since she's still learning and improv-

ing in the sport, she finds it stimulat-

"I see it's all coming to

an end. In sports and in

life, things fly by so fast."

TracyWikox
UCLA diver

ing and beneficial. Yeah, she still loves

it.

"My experience at UCLA has not

only let me grow as an athlete but also

as a person," Huelskamp said. "I

learned how to motivate myself and

try to be the best I can be. Being in a

sp)ort here has allowed me to see what

I can do and that hard work can pay

off. It's hard work but it's worth it."

On the other hand, Wilcox will

retire from diving after giving it her

all to compete in the NCAA. Before

settling down to her civil environmen-

tal engineering career, she anticipates

doing things she hasn't done because

of her time commitment as a diver,

like studying abroad, joining the

Peace Corps, and even simple week-

end activities such as snowboarding.

As excited as Wilcox is about her

life after diving, she is aware that the

sport she's been doing since the age of

nine is still her priority, atleast for the

next few weeks.

"I'm a senior and I'm looking at

only a few more weeks of competing

in this sport I've been doing for 12

years," Wilcox said. "I see it's all com-

ing to an end. In sports and in life,

things fly by so fast. I realize it's really

important to do the best you can with

every moment you have
"

1. [Click]
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

Warriors 93,

Kings 88
In a season where practically everything

has gone wrong, perhaps the Golden State

Warriors can still salvage something.

The Warriors squandered a huge first-half

lead Monday night, but scored the game's

final seven points from the free-throw Ijne to

defeat the Sacramento Kings 93-88.

It was the fourth win in 10 games since the

Warriors began playing their current start-

ing lineup. The addition of Jimmy Jackson

and Clarence Weatherspoon, acquired in a

trade with Philadelphia, has definitely

helped. —
"I think it feels real comfortable for us

right now," said Jackson, one of four

Warriors players in double figures with 17

points. "We're playing very unselfish.

Everyone is getting their shots."

Suns 1 34,

Clippers 105

Kings 4, i^
Ducks 3, or ^

Dan Bylsma had as much to do with, the

Los Angeles Kings' overtime goal as Yanic

Perreault, who got the game-winner. And
Bylsma wasn't even on the ice at the time.

• After referee Kerry Fraser sent Anaheim

defenseman Jason Marshall off for high-

sticking Bylsma, Perreault tipped in Mattias

Norstrom's wrist shot on a power play with

42 seconds remaining for a 4-3 victory over

the Mighty Ducks on Monday night.

"We needed that big power play, but the

guy who drew that penalty was Dan
Bylsma," Kings captain Rob Blake said.

"He played a hard game all night, hitting

and hitting. He hits someone and gets a

stick back, but he doesn't retaliate. He
skates away and draws a penalty to win the

game for us. Those guys go unnoticed, but

those are the guys who are winning games

for us." ^

The most suspenseful thing about the

fourth quarter of the Phoenix Suns' 134-105

rout of the Los Angeles Clippers was

whether any records would fall.

Reserves finished up, and only one was

set - Eric Piatkowski made seven 3-pointers,

a Clippers franchise high.

The Suns were happy just to have every-

one get some action. Nine of 10 players who

suited up Monday night scored in double fig-

ures against the NBA's worst defense.

"When you're not getting a lot of min-

utes, you want to come out and get off to a

quick start, and that's what I did tonight,"

said George McCloud, who had 18 of his

season-high 21 points in the second quarter.

Kevin Johnson had 19 points, and Jason

Kidd had 12 points and 13 assists as Phoenix

matched last season's victory total (40) with

21 games remaining.

¥ Sharks 3,

Maple Leafs 2

Shawn Burr and Patrick Marleau scored

in a 1:42 span midway through the third

period to lead San Jose to a 3-2 victory over

the Toronto Maple Leafs on Monday night,

the Sharks' third straight.

Todd Gill added an empty-net goal for

the Sharks with 37 seconds left on a shot

from behind his own net that caromed off

the boards and into the Toronto net.

Mike Vernon stopped 20 of 22 shots for

the Sharks, including a breakaway by Darby

Hendrickson with the game tied l-l in the

third period.

Todd Warriner and Jamie Macoun
scored for the Maple Leafs, who were

unbeaten in their previous seven games

against the Sharks. It was Toronto's first

loss to the Sharks since February 1996.

Bruins continue dominating ways

with impressive series of victories

W.WATER POLO: Team says aloha

to Michigan, UCSB and Hawaii

to go undefeated in tournament

ByStavtlOm
Daily Bruin Staff ^

Water polo has never been this fun.

Last Thursday, the UCLA women's water polo

team practically told the Trojans to sit down and

stay down, dominating the game 10-1 in Southern

Cal's home territory.

Simply put in the words ofUCLA head coach

Guy Baker, "We were just better."

After crushing the Trojan spirit, the Bruins flew

to Hawaii to stir some

trouble in paradise. ^~'"^"
They put a new spin on

the traditional

Hawaiian greeting

"aloha" at the

^
University of Hawaii

Tournament this week-

end as they brought

with them a tropical

storm of yellow balls.

The Bruins were all

business in the Friday matchup against Michigan.

The best women's water polo team in the Midwest

didn't quite stand up to one of the best teams in

the nation, as UCLA beat Michigan 15-5.

Saturday morning's game against UCSB was a

similar story. The Bruins took the win, 10-3.

The final game Saturday night against host

Hawaii was the most exciting. After losing to

UCLA several weeks ago, Hawaii was deter-

mined to redeem itself in its home pool. The home

crowd ofseveral hundred was all worked up as the

Rainbow Wahine scored the first goal.

After that, Hawaii may have been too gracious

of a host to underestimate the Bruins. The UCLA
women turned the game around quickly enough

to finish 13-6.

By the end of the first quarter, the Bruins took

advantage of the tropical hospitality, leading 3-1.

They increased the lead to 6-2 by the half. Then

came explosive play by the Bruins, where they

scored three goals within two minutes.

' Boom, boom, boom. Junior Coralie Simmons

put two in, while junior Catherine von Schwarz,

back in action after a minor practice-related

injury, scored another.

"Coralie played one of the best games I've seen

a collegiate water polo player play," said UCLA
assistant coach Adam Krikorian. "She was all

over the place ofTensivcly and defensively.

Everything she needed to do to as a team player,

she made it happen."

*'The other player who played well was Mandy
McAloon," Baker

"We elevated our play there in

(the Hawaii) game."

Guy Baker

Women's water polo head coach

added. "She guarded

one of Hawaii's best

players, Marie-Luc

Arpin, and shut her

out. Arpin starts on

the Canadian national

team, and she's a very

fast player and good

shooter. Mandy did a

great ... job guarding

her."

The Bruins have been working on a type ofplay

with higher, more consistent energy. As the season

progresses, they have been accomplishing that, as

evidenced by this weekend's tournament.

"We elevated our play there in that game,"

Baker said. "We were a lot more aggressive and

physical. We're playing where we can get on these

tremendous runs. It's just a matter of doing that

throughout the whole game."

After conducting their serious business in

Hawaii, they had only- a few hours to enjoy the

tropical sun and crystal clear ocean. Their job,

however, was done, and the Bruins let the

Rainbow Wahine know just how much damage a

score ofwomen from California can cause.
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At A Glance

EASTERN CmffERENa

Atlantic Division

W I G6

43 19

34 26

33 29

Miami

New York

New Jersey

Orlando

Washington 32 30

Boston 29 32

Philadelphia 21 39

8

10

Pet

.694

.567

.532

32 29 .525 101/2

.516 11

.475 131/2

.350 21

Central Dmsion

Chicago 45 16 .738 —
43 18 .705 2

38 23 .623 .7

36 24 .600 81/2

32 29 .525 13

15

Indiana

Charlotte

AtiMU

Oeveiand

Milwaukee 29 30 .492

Miami at Chicago, 8 p.m.

Washington at Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.

Dallas at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

New Jersey at San Antonia 8:30 pm.

Phoenix at Denver, 9 p.m.

Toronto at Seattle, 10 p.m.

iT'.i.ii Hofkev lP.»<lut

At A Gliincf

EASTBMOMFEIina
Atlantic Division

W I T Pts

NewJersey 39 16 8 86

PhiUdHphia 32 20 9 73

Washington 28 24 11 67

N.Y. Rogers 19 27 17 55

N.Y. Islanders 22 32 8 52

Florida 18 32 12 48

lan^Bay 13 41 9 35

Detroit

Toronto

27 34 .443 18

13 47 .217 311/2

WISTBWCONFBeta
Midwest Division

Northeast Division

W t

Pittsburgh

Montreal

W I

UUh 44 16

San Antonio 41 20

Minnesota

Houston

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

Pet GB

.733 —

.672 31/2

32 29 .525 121/2

30 31 .492 141/2

.250 29

.213 311/2

.081 40

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

32 18

30 25

26 23

25 22

25 28

25 30

T Pts

14 78

7 67

13 65

14 64

10 60

7 57

15 45

13 48

5 57

WESTERN CONFERENa
Central Division

W L

Pacific Division

Seattle* 46 15

LALakers 42 18

Phoenix 40 21

Portland 34 25

Sacramento 26 37

Golden State 14 47

LAClippers 13 48

'-dinched playoff berth.

.754 —

.700 3 1/2

.656 6

.576 11

.413 22

.230 32

.213 33

Dalas

Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Ibnnio

38 15

34 17

36 22

24 27

24 28

21 33

T Pts

10 86

13 81

8 80

12 60

11 59

8 SO

GF GA

182 125

178 142

174 166

155 171

162 174

148 182

121 206

GF GA

182 151

180 159

157 148

154 146

143 156

155 172

GF GA

187 124

191 146

200 156

170 179

154 154

147 181

Edmonton 4, Chicago 3, Of

Tan^M Bay 2, Colorado 1

St. Louis 4, Vancouver

San Jose 3, Toronto 2

Los Angeles 4, Anaheim 3, OT

Buffalo at N.Y. IsUnders, 7:30 p.m.

New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Boston at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at Phoenix, 9 pjn.
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Seattle

Boston

Texas

Baltimore

Detroit

Toronto

Chicago

Anaheim

New York

Tampa Bay
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Kansas Gty

Minnesota

8

7

8

8

6

7

8

6

6

5

5

4

4

4

NMMNMLlfMUE
W

SanDiego 9

Philadelphia 7

St Louis 6

Pacific Division

Orlando 88, Philadelphia 78

Phoenix 1 34, LA. Clippets 105

Utah 100, Houston 93

Golden State 93. Saaamento 88

Tiiil'i C—ii
OrUndo at New York, 7:30 p.m.

Colorado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

San Jose

Calgary

Anaheim

Vancouver

W L

33 17

29 22

24 30

25 30

19 32

20 34

19 35

T Pts

16 82

11 69

10 58

7 57

12 SO

9 49

10 48

GF GA

19S W
180 164

164 114

1S5 166

166 194

149 193

177 227

AtianU

Houston

New wk
Arizona

Colorado

Cindnnati

Chicago

losAngeles 5

Florida 4

PIttsfaurgh 4

Montreal 3

SanFrandsco 3

I

3

4

4

5

4

5

6

6

7

6

6

6

8

7

10

10

Pa
.727

.700

,667

i67

jia

,616

i15

iOO

.462

.455

.417

J64

.364

.306

M
.750

.636

JUO

its

JS6

i4S

.538

JOO

.462

.455

.455

.400

J33

.300

.231

.231

LMe game not mchided

Baltimore 9, Minnesota 3

Texas 10, Detroit (ss) 9

Boston 6, Toronto 3

Cincinnati 4,Tampa Bay (ss) 3

Houston 10, Cleveland 5

Los Angeles (ss) 8, Kansas City (ss) 5

New York Yankees 8, Pittsburgh 1

Kansas City (ss) 10, Philadelphia 8

New Yorti Mets 6, Los Angeles (ss) 4, 10

innings

AdanUll.SLLouisS

Chicago Cubs 10, Anaheim 2

Oakland ll,San Francisco 3

SanDiego2.SeMiel

Arizona 2, Milwauheel

Montreal 2, Florida 1

Demit (ss) 4, Tampa Bay (ss)1

Chicago White Sox vs. Cohwadoi (n)

Te,»il%,ltlioils

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Extended the

contract of Terry OHeil, salary cap consul-

tant for two years.

NEW YORK JETS—Named Danny

Ferrauiola public reMomaisistant

Washington 5, Calgary 2

Montreal 6, Florida 1

New Jersey 2, N.Y. Rangers 2, tie

(NOTE: Split-squad games count in the

standings; qimn against non-rnajor

league teams do not)

Tampa Bay vs.Texas at Port Chariotte, Fla.,

1:05 pjn.

Cleveland vs. Detroit at Lakeland, Fla., 1:05

p.m.

New Yorii Yankees (ss) vs. Kansas City at

Haines City, Fla, 1:05 pim.

Philadelphia vs. Toronto (ss) at Dunedin,

Fla.,l«5pjn.

St. Louis vs. Baltimore at Fort Lauderdale,

Fla.,1«5p.m.

Minnesou vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton,

FU.,1K)5pjn.

Florida vs. Los Angeles at Veto Beadi, Ha,,

1:05 pjn.

Adama vs. New Ybrii Mets at Port St. Lude,

Fla.,1«5p.m,

Houston vs. Montreal at Jupiter, Fla., 1.05

pjn.

Anaheim vs. Seattle at l^oria, Aril., 3.DS

pjn.

OaUrndw Chicago White SoK a( Tucson,

AriL,3K>Spjn.

San Francisco vs. Milwaukee at Phoenix,

3:05 pim.

Ariaona vs.ColOfado at Tucson, Ariz., 3:05

pjn.

Ondnnati vs. Boston at Fort Myov^
605 p.m.

Toronto (ss) vs. NewYM YMees (ss) at

Tampa, Fla., 7: 15 pim.

San Oitgo vs. Chicago Cubs at Mesa, Ariz.,

905 pjn.

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Released INF Chad

Fonville.

OAKUNO ATHIETKS—Signed OF Kevin

Mitchell to a minor-league contract.

ONCINNATl REDS—Optioned RHP Danny

Gravesm6MP Cut I^SKM MMapdis
ofthekaiiniilMilLiligw fclHljnfil

OF Steve GibrallecLHP David W(it,C Jason

LaTue and OF Darron Ingram to their

minor-league camp.

PHILAOELPHU PHRUES—Reasiigned OF

Wendel Magee, RHP Rob BW9C( RHP

Oi*idC09git,RHP1ony FioR,C Adan

Mam,COiiii1i«nie,28 Marion

AndMSOiv IIto IWd«d OF Sieve

Carver to their minor-league camp.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Reassigned 3B

Aramis Ramirez, 2S Chad Hermansen, LHP

Terry Bunowv RHP Tavo Ahrarez, RHP

Bronson /Wroyo, RHP Kane Davis, RHP Bvin

Henundcz, RHP Jose Pett, RHP Jason

PMNps, C Julio Vinas, OF Adrian Brawn, OF

Effll Brown, OF Tracy Sandcn and OF TJ

.

Staton to their minor-league camp.

SAN DKGO nUJRES—Reassigned RHP

Jason MMMwok. LHP Al Newman, C

Jimmy Gonzalez, and OF Derek Lm to their

minor-league campi Extended the con-

tract of Kevin Towers, senior vice president

and general manager, through 1999 with

a dub option for the 2000 season.

NBA—Suspended Houston RodKts C

Haiwcm OtajuwrniKfer one game and Rned

Mm $10,000; suspended Rodiets F-C Kevin

WWs and F Mario Eke one game and lined

them $2,500 apiece; suspeiided Phoenix

Sum F Antonio MdJyess for«M fame and

IbMd him $7,500, Ibr iMr Mifi in an

ilMnation in a Manh 8 game.

MUDELPHIA 76etS—Placed F Dcrridi

ColemanMM in|Htd lit.

SEATTIE SUPER50MCS—Signed C George

Qdck to a 10-day contract.

DETROIT REDWINGS—Reassigned G
David Anenauil to Adifondadi of the AHl.

EDMONION ONiRS—Acquired D Frank

MusH from the Ottawa Senators for D

Scon Ferguson.

LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled RW Vitati

Yadimenev from Long Beadt of the IHL

NEW YWK ISUNDERS—Recalled D

Zdeno Chara from Kentudty of the AHL

PHHAOaPHIA RYERS—Demoted head

coach Wayne Cashman to assistant coach.

Named Roger Nelson coadi.

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Placed F

Andreas Johansson on the iii|ured reserve

Kst and F Alex Hida on the injured reserve

kst retroactive to March 3. ftecaled F

Robert Dome and D Tuomas Gnnman

from Syracuse of the AHL

COUfSE
MISSISSIPPI—Announced the resignation

of Pete Boone, athletic director.

SUSQUEHANNA—Named Jane WNdman

women^ soccer and track and ficM (oach.

WESTFIEID STATE—Announced the resig-

nation of Al Wolejkoi men's basketball

coadi.

I.TMs Mason, the Mlwaukce Bnvwrswl
switd) fram the American to

the National league.What was the last

decade in which a major league

team switched leagues?

2.What dM Jbnmy Plersal do after hitting

his lOOth career home run?

3. Only two players have been drafted

Number 1 ovcraN and gone on to be

named Major League BasebaVs MVP.One

isJc(riun«ighs.Wholsthe

other?

DALLAS COWBOYS—Signed OT Hurvin

McCormadi to a two-ytir ooMract.

i(1fapj9u»l|{

pie«upeg taseq am ucj aH '{
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These exceptional athletes and best frien(ds may have separate

lives after UCLA, but both seniors strive for a NCAA championship

JAMK SCANLONJACOeS/Da<)v Bfuin

Rose Hudskamp (left) and Traqf Wilcox are enjoying their last year diving together at UCLA.

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

Diver One: Rose Huelskamp is a California

girl. This woman from San Diego has a laicl-back

attitude and has only been diving for six years.

Diver Two: Tracy Wilcox is from Ann Arbor,

Mich. She's a veteran with 12 years of diving

experience, but no one could tell that Just by look-

ing at her smiling face.

With their respective backgrounds, these two

senior divers have very little in common. No one

can tell at first glance that they're the best UCLA
divers; nor can one tell theyire the very best of

friends.

"Rose and I are like sisters." Wilcox said. "We
pretty much know everything about each other."

These seniors, along withtheir freshman team-

mates, Anne
Baghramian, Delilah

Moore and Ami
Achrekar, will take off

Wednesday to the Air

Force Academy in

Colorado Springs for

the NCAA Regional.

The regional tourna-

ment acts as a selection

process that chooses

six divers from each

zone to compete in- thie

NCAA champi-

onships.

Wilcox has passed

the qualifying round;

she also made the

NCAA champi-

onships in her. fresh-

man campaign with

the Bruins. She has

been^ steadily improv-

ing, but her competi-

tion has been stifTer in

recent years.

The zone in which

the Bruins will com-

pete this weekend

holds a bounty of tal-

ent. With a field that

includes foreign

Olympians, Wilcox

says it'll be a tougher regional this year.

"I'm diving better than I ever have, but the

competition is really stiff," Wilcox said. "That's a

little frustrating but I'll try the best I can and

show everyone how well I'm doing."

Another factor that increases the difficulty of

this year's regional is the meet's location. The Air

Force Academy is located thousands of miles

above sea level. Simply put, breathing gets diffi-

cult because less oxygen is available.

"It's really wild," Huelskamp explains.

"There's this funny sign in the pool that says 'The

Air is Rare.' You have to stop for breath on your

climb to the platform. And once you dive in, you

want to come back to surface as fast as possible

because you just want io breathe so badly. It's

nuts."

Huelskamp has also been getting better.

Considering she only started diving her junior

year of high school, she has made a giant splash

at the pool, with accomplishments such as com-

peting in last year's spring and summer nation-

als.

The key to these divers' improvement has

been a strong work ethic. Diving is a sport that

especially requires technique practice sessions

filled with repetitions. Under the constat\t super-

vision of diving head coach Andy K.won, each

diver is scrutinized for every somersault, twist

and body placement, head to toe, dive after dive.

Huelskamp, for one, realizes the importance

of work.

"I'm pretty new and still learning,"

Huelskamp said. "I know where 1 want to go in

this sport so I figured if I'm going to work out,

I'm going to work out hard. It's a waste of time if

you don't."

Sure, they're used to the training demands

now, but they would've answered otherwise had

they been asked about it four years ago.

"It rained a lot our freshman season,"

Huelskamp said, ''so we had double practice

days. It was just nice to have someone like Tracy

to deal with it with because it was all new to us."

"Our freshman year was a big transition,"

Wilcox adds, "because we had to get used to hav-

ing practice in the morning and afternoon, lifting

weights and doing all the regular freshman things

on top of that. It was actually a good bonding

See MVNM, page 33
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About Pacific Ties

A Long and Proud

History

Past Issues

Adver-Ties

Meet the Staff

Welcome to Pacific Ties on the Web!

HI There.

Do you remember when a mouse was a furry animal

that squeaked?

Or when a hard drive was taking 1-5 from San Francisco

to San Diego? r
— —

Or when the web was just something spiders spun in

those creepy crawly corners of your house?

Sure times have changed^ but so has Pac Ties.

Check us out this Thursday. Online.

Sincerely,

Pacific Ties Staff

vwAv • pact ies •media .ucla • edu
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Despite a persistent backache, sophomore forward Maylana Martin has led the Bruins in scoring and rebounding this season with

1 9.7 points and 7.9 rebounds per game.

W.BASKETBALL Star forward plays with a chronic

back injury to help lead team to NCAA tournament

By Oiris Umpierw
Daily Bruin Contributor

The pain shoots up her back each

time she boxes out for a rebound. It

throbs every time opposing players

check her with their forearms when

she tries to posl up in the paint. Even

when she does simple things like

washing her face in the morning, her

back aches.

So it is no wonder that Maylana:

Martin's coach and teammates on

the UCLA women's basketball team

are shell-shocked that Martin, a

sophomore forward, has been able

to average 19.7 points and 7.9

rebounds a game. Those numbers

place her second in the Pac-10 in

both categories, despite playing with

a sore back the entire year.

It becomes even more remarkable

when you take into consideration

that Martin, because of the pain

from her back, hasn't been able to

practice much with her teammates

this season.

"I think she's having an unbeliev-

able year, considering she's in a great

deal of pain," said UCLA head

coach Kathy Olivier. Olivier's team

is currently 19-8 overall, 144 in the

Pac-IO, and headed for the tourna-

ment on Friday to play Michigan -

largely because ofthe play of Martin.

"Considering her back has been

bothering her since our first game of

the year, I think she's sucked it up for

our team and is doing a great job."

"It's really amazing," sophomore

center Janae Hubbard said, who has

been nursing a fractured foot all sea-

son, and knows what competing

despite injury is like. "I don't know

how she's been able to do it."

Both Olivier and Hubbard concur

that it takes a special person to play

through the pain that Martin does

each and every game, let alone score

20 points and pull down 8 rebounds.

"Because of her focus and her

intensity, I think that she gets into the

game, and doesn't feel the pain as

much as some people would,"

Olivier said. "It takes a special per-

son, a special player to be able to do

that."

The pain in her lower back from

two degenerated discs, Martin

believes, is from the excessive

pounding that comes from playing

basketball year-round in 1997.

Martin went to Brazil to play for

the U.S. Junior Championship team

in the summer after completing her

freshman year at UCLA.
After Martin helped the U.S. cap-

ture their first-ever gold medal at the

Worid Championships, she went to

Europe with her Bruin teammates to

"^^
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Bruins invited to Big Dance after six-year snub

t
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W. BASKETBALL Seeded

No. 7 in tourney, team

to face Michigan Friday

By Chris Umpicrrc

Daily Bruin Contributor

For the first time in six years, a

UCLA women's basketball team will

be going to the NCAA tournament.

On Selection Sunday, the Bruins

were placed in the Midwest Regional.

The No. 7 seeded Bruins (19-8, 14-4

Pac-10) will travel to Tuscaloosa, Ala.

to take on No. 10 seeded Michigan

(19-9) on Friday at 4 p.m.

The last Bruin team to make the

tournament was the 1991-1992 team.

But on Sunday the squad wasn't

just concentrating on getting into the

tournament for the first time in six

SceW.MSISTBALl,pa9e33

NCAA WOMEN^SMIDWEST RECtOW BRACKETS

(1) Texas Tech

(16) Grambliag

(8) S.W.Missouri State

(9) Notre Dame
(5) Drake

(12) Color

(4) Purdu

(13) Was
(6) Clem

(11) Mia

(3) Louis

(14) Holy

(7) UCLA
(10) Mich

(2) Alabama

(15) North Carolina Greensboro

Snrcr CMI Mrf SfMMiMd
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March Madness

begins eariy

with ridiculous

selection draws

COLUMN: UCLA faces

long road while Arizona

gets breezy walk in park

Isaw Ozzy Osboume in concert

once, and he started the show

saying, without a hint of irony,

"Let the madness begin!"

Isn't it interesting that a man
who bit the

head off of a

bat would talk

about the mad-

ness getting .,

ready to begin,

like he wasn't

already com-

pletely out of

his gourd.

In this same

vein, isn't it

strange to say

that March
Madness
begins with the first round of the

NCAA tournament, because this

year's iteration started the day the

selection committee got together to

finalize the draw.

Let's see, we win 22 games this

season with an RPI of 13, and we

pull a six seed in the toughest region

in the tournament. Meanwhile,

New Mexico, which plays in a

weaker conference, finished the sea-

son with a loss to UNLV, and has a

home court called The Pit, gets a

fourth seed.

UCLA's draw in

the South Region ...

immediately brings

two words

to mind ... oy ve!

Oh yeah, when we played them

this year in the Wooden Clasnc, we

beat the ever-lovin* crap out of

them, but they're still the fourth

seed.

Sure, that decision was made by

a well-adjusted person - yeah, and

Dick Vitale is actually really mel-

low.

Then there's UCLA's draw in

the South Region, which immedi-

ately brings two words to mind ...

Sc* 31

Urtl^lllty ofTexas 5,

UCLA 4

roday's matchi^

II

PoHtkSrColorbiind or just blind?
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Tollow the BKch": Rim screens

tonight on campus. $•• page 19

Henderson: The Bruins' center turns

a frown upside down. See back page
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War Games:
A brave Bruin

photographer

captures the ROTC

squad in action.
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Activist urges students to power
LECTURE: Speaker from

Hawaii stresses change

through involvement

By

Daily Bruin Contributor

A powerful Hawaiian chant

echoed through Ackerman Union's

Viewpoint lounge on Monday
evening.

It called upon the "aumakua, or

ancestral guardian spirits, to bless

and give spiritual guidance to

Haunani-Kay Trask, the outspoken

leader of the native Hawaiian sover-

eignty struggle and the speaker for

the evening.

The chanter presented Trask with

a ho'okupu, a traditional Hawaiian

gift of bananas and sweet potatoes

wrapped in tea leaves. As Trask took

center stage, the predominantly

Pacific-Islander audience applauded

and greeted her with a warm aloha.

Trask's goal was to teach the

Pacific Islanders how to empower

ScclMSi^lMgelO

Barbie creator

visits as guest

for conference

on self image

SPEAKER: Handler serves

as role model through

work with breast cancer

ByLuanHuynh
Daily Bruin Contributor

MARYOECEK

Haunani-Kay'nask.the director for the Center for Hawaiian Studies, gives a speech on political causes.

Students witness AIDS stigma firsthand

PROJECT: Volunteers for

Bio 40 learn from time

spent in local programs

By

Daily Bruin GNitributor

UCLA students have been volun-

teering at local AIDS and HIV orga-

nizations in an attempt to lessen stig-

mas surrounding the virus and to

show personal compassion and

understanding.

"Our society stigmatizes against

those with AIDS. AIDS is a major

problem, and we need to provide

support for people with AIDS and

make people aware of what they are

going through,'* said David

Tuckman, a fourth-year political sci-

ence student

Tuckman, along with other stu-

dents in Dr. Roger Bohman's class

on AIDS and other sexually trans-

mitted diseases (Biology 40), are

required to volunteer at least six

hours of their time to a local AIDS
or HIV organizations.

Although many students volun-

teered with the primary intention of

fulfilling their hours for the class,

many felt that when they left their

volunteer sites they had gained a bet-

ter understanding of the AIDS epi-

demic and the people inflicted by it.

"During the APLA (AIDS
Project Los Angeles) food drive I

was exposed to the public's opinions

and beliefs about HIV and AIDS,"

said Connie Gomez, a volunteer

and first-year psychobiology stu-

dent.

"I experienced the

same stigmatization

that those who have

the disease deal with

every day."

Connie Gom«z
Psychobiology student

Gomez found that people

assumed that she was HIV-positive

because she volunteered at the food

drive. "People felt uncomfortable to

be around me, and their true feel-

ings about AIDS were uncovered,"

she added.

"I experienced the same stigmati-

zation that those who have the dis-

ease deal with every day."

With the discoveries ofnew treat-

ments like protease inhibitors,

which prolong the lives ofHIV pos-

itive and AIDS infected people,

both uninfected and infected people

are fmding it increasingly impor-

tant to educate the public and lessen

the stigmatization.

Instead of living five years, HtV-

positive patients are more likely to

survive the early stages of the dis-

ease.

When Hillel, a Jewish-religious

center, hosted a conference on

woman's self-image, they chose an

interesting guest: Barbie's mother.

Ruth Handler, the 81 -year-old cre-

ator of the Barbie doll, knew she was

onto something good when she con-

ceived of Barbie 39 years ago, but had

no idea that Barbie would become the

cult figure that she is today.

Blue-eyed, blonde and irregularly

proportioned Barbie has increasingly

come under attack as women's

images become a heated issue.

Many Jewish women who attend-

ed the conference on Monday see

Barbie as something they once

aspired to be but eventually learned

that they could not attain.

"What people have interpreted

from her is very individual," said

Handler. She claims that she did not

create Barbie as an object of aspira-

tion, but as a doll that little girls can

project their fantasies onto.

Handler's goal was to make Barbie as

non-specific as possible.

Handler got the idea of the Barbie

doU from three Lilli dolls she bought

in Switzerland for her daughter,

Barbara. The LiUi dolls were tall, thin

and had large breasts.

It did not occur to Handler to

change Barbie's proportions, because

she wanted the doll to look good in

clothing. At the same time. Handler

said that the way Barbie looks is

"unimportant."

In response to critics who believe

that Barbie is a source of oppression.

Handler said, "Many of today's

young achievers can trace their suc-

cess back to their days of playing with

Barbie."

ScHUNMBtpagcf

GSAto
GOVERNMENT: Members

rarely meet, use power to

override Forum decisions

1^ MRR IMNRWjf

Daily Bruin Contributor

Tonight the future of the Graduate

Students' Association (GSA)
Assembly will come into question.

The Assembly, the main governing

body of GSA, has recently been scru-

tinized and had its effectiveness ques-

tioned. The GSA Forum will discuss

whether • proposal to eliminate the

ess dissolving ineffective Assembly
Assembly should be placed on this

spring's ballot.

The Assembly, which in the past

held full authority over GSA affairs,

has since lost most of its responsibili-

ties; much of its power has been

assimilated into other GSA organiza-

tions.

"The Assembly is kind of like a

defunct organization that's been

around for years," said Jason Ong,

external vice-president ofGSA.
The Assembly consists of 1 1 coun-

cils each with representatives from

the various academic departments.

The number of seats allotted to each

department depends on the number

of students enrolled. This year, the

Assembly has 140 available seats with

96 of these positions filled.

"Over the years, power has slowly

been moved to the Forum," said

Lance Menthe, GSA's internal vice-

president.

"Now the only role it has is special

elections, though technically it could

override any decision made by the

Forum," he continued.

The Forum is GSA's main legisla-

tive organization. The 1 1 councils are

represented by a total of 22 delegates

this year and an additional five dele-

gates from special interest groups.

Much of the Assembly's power

remains in its ability to overturn

Forum decisions. Although this

power has rarely been used, some feel

it is still necessary.

"It's important to have something

there ... so that we could all come
together at one time and have people

who we know are going to be respon-

sible," said Pedro Sanchez, vice-presi-

dent of the Health Professionals

Council.

This role as a check to the power of

the Forum is where the Assembly's

greatest power lies, but its main func-

tion over the |>ast decade has been

special elections.

Since 199S, the Assembly has held

two such elections.

Due to its large size, the group con-

ducts its votes by mail ballot and

rarely meets. The last full meeting of

the Assembly was in 1989.

"It's there on paper, but it's not

really there in bodies," said Andrew
Westall, GSA president. "It's kind of

like a theoretical body of GSA. It

doesn't really meet unless it has to."

This ineffectiveness is why GSA
will consider getting rid of the

Assembly.

"It's a really good idea to disband

the Assembly," said Ong. "In the past

See CSA. page 13
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Fight continues over

student loan rates

The interests of college students and bankers

clashed in a high-stakes subcommittee meeting

in Washington last week, as lawmakers tried to

Find a compromise on the impending change in

student loan rates.

At issue is an SI 1 billion savings over five

years to students whose school loan rates will be

dropp>ed starting in July. This aspect of the

Higher Education Reauthorization Act was

debated Thursday in a hearing in front of the

Subcommittee for Postsecondary Education.

The fmancial institutions that loan the 70 per-

cent of student fmancial aid not covered by

direct loan are attempting to stop the mandated

change in interest rates, and are threatening to

pull their business from that market.

Currently, student loan rates are set by a for-

mula of the 91-day Treasury bill interest plus 3.1

percent - totaling 8.25 percent. The new law

would reduce the interest rates to 7.1 percent by

setting the rate on a formula based on 10-year T-

bills phis 1 percent.

Student advocates are under-

standably thrilled with the expected

drop in interest rates. With the average stu-

dent graduating with a debt of SI 3,000, the sav-

ings could add up to over $650 over the 10-year

life span of the loan. For graduate students, that

would add up to even more.

David Foy, press secretary for subcommittee

chairman Buck McKeon, R-Santa Garita, said

Thursday's meeting consisted mostly of testimo-

nials, not any decisions on the future of the law.

Professor will teach

'Star Trek' at Riverside

Imagine sitting down to class and opening

your notebook as the professor starts to speak.

He begins with an explanation of the KJingon

Worfand the humanity of the android Data. He
then says that the midterm will cover the differ-

ence between Captain Kirk and Captain Picard.

Some sort of sci-fi fantasy? Not really. Daniel

Benuuxli, assistant professor at UCLA's School

ofTheater, Film and Television, is

offering a course next quarter at

UC Riverside that will take an acad-

emic look at the "Star Trek" phenome-

non.

"'Star Trek' has been around for 30 years,"

he says. "It has become a massnnedia conglom-

erate. It's about race, gender and class differ-

ences. It's the ideal text."

Bernardi says that the "Star Trek" series

"reflects and refracts" the world today. The char-

acters, he says, are metaphors for racial differ-

ences, gender and sexuality.

Organizations in "Star Trek" also reflect the

world today. One ofthe "most obvious" parallels

between the world of "Star Trek" and today is

seen in the sixth movie. The Federation (whidi is

an allegory for NATO, according to Bernardi) is

needed to bridge the gap and help its enemies,

the KJingons (which Bernardi parallels to the

former Soviet Union).

Bernardi notes that names and places echo

real life. Chancellor Gorkon is Gorbachev, and

the planet that explodes is Praxis, which is a

Marxist term. Bernardi says ^k appeal of the

different series may stem from the historical

context of each. "The 'Star Trek' of the 1960s

was about anti-war and civil rights," Bernardi

says. "'The Next Generation' is neo<on8erva-

tive and reactionary. There's less progressivism.

'Deep Space Nine' is a metaphor for the 'all just

get along' idea. A station cramped with aliens

just trying to get along. It's multi-culturalism."

Bernardi says that he has no favorite episode,

but rather has favorite characters. Data (the

android in "Star Trek TNG") is an ironic allego-

ry for racial differences. He is a metaphor,

Bernardi says, for whites understanding racial

difference. "Worf (the Klingon) fights assimila-

tion on the show."

While "Star Trek" is Gene Rodenberry's out-

look and hope for the future, Bernardi sees a

similar outlook for the real world as well.

"Diversity is the key to surviving," he says ofthe

future. "We must be egalitarian or risk continu-

ing down the current historical track in becom-

ing a technically superior version ofthe Roman
Empire."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.
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Everyday life at the Poultry house

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion with instructor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notation.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 625-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to set

up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491

.

WHAT'S BREWIN'TODAY

Today 9 a.m.
Russian Qub
Glasnost, Perestroika, and

Democracy: Political Art

ofthe Soviet Union

Kerckhoff Art Gallery • 267-21 19

Noon
Peer Educators - Rape Prevention

& Education Services

Media Influence in Body Image

WRC2DoddHaIl-20(h69l5

Bruin Leaders Project

Disability Issues and Leadership

Chancellor's Room, Pauley

PaviUon- 206-5071

Peer Educators - Rape Prevention

and Education Services

Media Influence in Body Image

Discussion Workshop

WRC 2 Dodd Hall -206^15

1p.m.
CALPIRG
Species Aution Game Show (1:15)

Bruin Walk in front of Kerckhoff

824-0069

4 p.m.
Undergraduate English

Association

Last meeting ofthe quarter

Rolfe 1301

Sp.m.
Music Gub
Meeting

' e-mail at hparish@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2412

Bruin Leaders Project

Conflict in a Multicultural Setting

Chancellor's Room, Pauley

Pavilion • 206-5071

Watts Tutorial Project (5:30)

Last tutoring session ofthe quarter

Bunche 3143 -2084)999

6pjn.
UCLA PreOptometry Society

Southern College of Optometry

Guest speaker: Amy Shelton,

Admissions Director

MS 5127 -443-1908

L.A.S.A.

Last meeting ofthe quarter

Dodd 170

Mujeres Unidas

General Meeting

Stress reliever/ Motivation

Workshop

Dodd 167

UCLA Business Association

Using Technology to Make
EfTective Presentations

Powdl 3rd floor

Computer Science Undergrad

Association

Symantec Virus Talk (6:30)

http7/www.csua.uda.edu/r8vp

MS 5200

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Weekly Meeting

e-mail at Fevival@ucla.edu (6:30)

Kinseyl69

7pjn.
SAA Career Network

High Tech Careers Workshop

Alumni Center • 206^062

Bruin Libertarians

Last meeting of the quarter (7:30)

467 Midvale- 824-7154

African Student Union

ASU General Meeting

KerckhoffArt Gallery

Melnitz Movies

Sneak Preview: "Follow the

Bitch"

Q&A with director and actors

Free tickets at box office

James Bridge Theater • 825-2345

8 p.m.
UCLA Wind Ensemble

Concert

Schoenberg Hall -825-4761

Awaken A Cappella

A Cappella Madness!

Rieber Fireside Lounge

Ja/z Vocal Combo
Vocal Combo singing Jazz

Standards by Michelle Weir from

JazzDept.

KerckhoffCoffee Shop

What^ Brewin'can be readwd via c-maH

at whatst)rewin9media.uda«da
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(Right) Cadets assemble in the early nr>orning hours

before embarking on a day of intense training.

(Below) As the squad comes under fire, Cadet

Davidson simulates a radio call describing the situa

tion to headquarters.

Snipers, gunfire and mountains of

mud comprise just another day for

UCLAs Army ROTC squad members

Photos and story by Michaol Ross Wacht

They loaded on their rucksacks as

they looked into the day ahead of

them. Eight difTerent terrains,

eight difTerent missions; a chance for

each member of the squad to prove his

or her leadership abilities.

Faces smeared with earth-toned

paint, they began planning for their

Hrst mission. Terrain models were

made out of dirt and twigs, and duties

were assigned to every member of the

group. Exams and school life seemed to

fade away as they began to ascend a

mountain in search of a hidden enemy.

Silently, the squad made its way up

the mountainside until bright flashes of

light and sounds of gunfire came from

the brush above. The group dropped to

the ground, and began to return fire

and advance on the enemy above.

While some of the squad held the

enemy down with the constant sound of

blank gunfire, others surrounded and

forced her to surrender. After search-

ing the sniper's body for hidden infor-

mation, the group established a perime-

ter of defense and then sat back,

relaxed and waited for their evaluations

from their commanding oflker.

The members of this group are mem-
bers of UCLA's Army ROTC on a

Field Training Exercise, or FTX for

short, at Camp Pendleton Marine Base

in Southern California. Along with

courses in strategy and political sci-

ence, ARCTC members are required to

participate in actual field training as

part of their overall education in

Military Science. These photographs

were taken ofSquad 5 - only one of the

many groups comprised of UCLA,
use and Cal State Long Beach

AROTC members - as they made their

way through each of the exercises.

Arts &Entertainmpnf 825 2S38; Nevvs:825-2795: Sports:825-9851; ViPwpoint:825-2216; Classified [ine:825-2221; Classified Disniav 206 mo- S,i!pv8.7S ^16

(Clockwise from above) After a slow battle uphill, Squad 5

finally captures and questions the enemy.

Cadet Sandoval enjoys a quick laugh between exercises.

Cadat Saamona returns fire upon the "enemy.'

The cadets from Squad 5 march back to base camp after

a day of training at Camp Pendleton Marine Base.
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Author speaks at conservative, libertarian forum
SPEECH: Groups meet to

discuss differences, find

common political ground

By Batten Ortutay

Daily Brum Contributor

Some conservative, white males

consider themselves an endangered

species at UCLA. They do exist, how-

ever, or at least they did on Monday

night at a Young Americans for

Freedom (YAF) and Bruin

Republicans forum.

"It's important to have intelligent

debate about libertarianism and con-

servatism, when those voices on cam-

pus are drowned out by extreme left-

ist, race-based, communist and social-

ist organizations," said Daniel Rego,

vice chairman of YAF.

The room was half-filled, mostly

with members of YAF, the Bruin

Republicans and some unidentified

men in dark suits, who turned out to

be Republican congressional candi-

date Dave Churchman, his campaign

manager and Shawn Steele, treasur-

er for the California Republican

Party. Around IS men and one

woman attended the forum.

Don Feder, author of "Who's

Afraid of the Religious Right," deliv-

ered an ornate lecture about his days

as a young Libertarian, his conver-

sion tt) conservatism and what it

means to be a conservative in this

country.

"Conservatism is about creating a

society of decency. God, family and

country arc the cornerstones of a con-

servative society," he said.

"The true conservative does not

hate the state. He does, however, hate

what the left has done to the govern-

ment. Without the naked sword of the

state, men would devour each other

like beasts," he added.

His speech also touched on the dif-

ferences between conservatism and

libertarianism, which, he said, tend to

be clamped together at times.

YAF, according to Chairman

MacLane Key, is "ii group of free-

dom-loving, limited government con-

servatives and libertarians" on cam-

pus. He added that although Feder's

speech focused on conservatism, lib-

ertarians were equally present in the

audience.

A quote on the blackboard aimed

to avoid all confusion:

"Conservatives are not libertari-

ans, and vice versa."

According to Feder, although the

two doctrines are fundamentally dif-

ferent, it doesn't mean that the two

cannot work together on issues.

"I'm more than happy to work

with libertarians, liberals, leftists and

vegetarians, but I insist that distinc-

tions b^made on who's who and

what's what," he said.

Feder addressed specific argu-

ments from the liberal perspective.

"Liberals say (conservatives) want

to legislate morality. In reality, every

law ever created regulates morality.

Including traffic laws," he said.

A re-emerging issue during the

event was pornography, especially
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Crime Watch
Theft

A man was taken into cusi.

week for burglary; the suspect

an outstanding warrant

Inglewood for lewd and disorderl

duct. He was later transp>orted to^

Hollywood where bail was set"

$17,000.

Another site of an arrestm
the chancellor's residenj

were reports made

the area. The i\

custody by

West Vj

gjary.

ad

>rmit was taken from

removed vari-

a vehicle at 3251

lloss of S2IS, and $675

ping equjprnent was

ehicle parked in

1 2. A red, 1988

was also taken from

lone

Personal itemsM^n'i

Car Break ins

^ommons was targete

^, with backpay

items.

remc

earlier.

Two more bacicpscks were removed

from the Rieber HaU dining area, one

of $237, and the

iloMor$145.In

addition, a backpack and sweatshirt

was removed from the Emergency

Room between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m. on

Bkyde Theft ^^^^^f

en s Dino F400 10-

spe0i|HpR was taken from the

EngineBig 1 racks, and three books

were t^ft from Powell Library. Some
Items were taken from the

I between 1 1 p.m. and 1 1 :15

ay at a loss of $1,540

a burglary at the School

and a phosphor screen

were only two instance.*^ of

vandalism this week. A driver-side

front window was smashed at 547

Gayley, and in the same area two build-

ings were ^ray painted.

CompJied from UCPO media reoorts b,'

Nick Rodrigues, Daily Brui

•

^^L^^-^.

Vehicle

1
stolen

$2,765

Grand

theft

$2,206

Petty

theft

Be a Camp Counselor In

Japan In Summer of '98
The Japan-American Sociely of M^«korvojo Is seeWng

UCLA students Id work as summer conrip counsekxs In

Japaa Counselors wl be responsibte for setting up an

American style summer camp and teact*ig Englsti to

Japanese students.

Al expenses are paW, inckxJng airfare! ^

mere is no sakxy offered for ttie teaching poslttons;

however, ffie Japan Annerico Society w» pay for

kxjging and round-trip flight between countries.

INFO MEETINGS:

WW. Mar. 1 1 10:00am - 1 1 :00am

5:00pm - 6:00pm

GROUP INTERVIEWS (2-day process):

Tues. I^ar. 1 7 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Wed. Mar. 18 5:00pm - 7:00pm

Meetings are at tt>e EXPO. Room 109,

Kierckhoff HaH

DEADLINE: March 13. 1998.

tittp;//www,s(]onetucla,e(Wcafeef/ephtrn

Gheer our men% baskettial

tqusl on to victoy In IhB

NCAAtowrameni fay tuning

htolheKlAatoiiicartat

you waAch Ihe 0Hne on IV!

Cdlkm'WidlliiHgni'

KM
il7MfnliaAipv
310J2S«RS

wHiBhAiiteslblyBriiK

nn juraun, an VMoony

and Bam Ouvlft,

first Round live Coverage: Fridoy@ 7:10 pm.

Second Round Im Coweragr 5inio)( ISA

/
• J
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Tensiohs tighten after police-led slaughter
YUGOSLAVIA: Diplomats

attempt to avoid spurring

an Albanian civil revolt

By DiBM StofaiMfvk

The Associated Press

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - While

sobbing relatives filed past the disfig-

ured corpses of loved ones slain in a

Serb crackdown, a U.S. envoy visited

the tense province of Kosovo on

Tuesday, trying to prevent simmering

hatred from boiling over into a new
Balkan war.

The diplomat, Robert Gelbard,

demanded that international forensics

experts be allowed to examine the

bodies of the ethnic Albanian victims

- but within hours, ethnic Albanian

officials said Serbians had taken away

49 corpses and buried them in a mass

grave.

The claim could not immediately

be confirmed. If true, it is certain to

inflame widespread outrage over

Serbia's behavior in the troubled

province where a Serb police crack-

down last week killed at least 74 ethnic

Albanians.

Gelbard conveyed Washington's

revulsion at the Serbs' use of "brutal,

disproportionate and overwhelming

force" in the southern province and

demanded that both sides halt the vio-

lence.

Acting under strong international

pressure, Serbia for the first time

offered to talk with Kosovo
Albanians, saying it is "the only way to

improve political processes" to solve

"vital issues."

The ethnic Albanians, who out-

number Serbs nine-to-one in Kosovo,

did not immediately respond to the

offer, which was announced Tuesday

night by Yugoslavia's official Tanjug

news agency.

If the offer is sincere, it will put

pressure on ethnic Albanian leaders

who have always advocated pacifism

but insist on independence.

Turmoil in Kosovo has revived

fears of a new BalKan conflict. Many
ethnic Albanians want to secede from

Serbia, the dominant republic in the

Yugoslav federation. On Monday, the

United States and five other Western
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Ethnic Albanian women light candles and flash victory signs in downtown Pristina,Yugoslavia.

Several hundred women marched to protest against violence in Kosovo.

Movement attempts to protect seals

CANADA: Hunters fight

animal lovers' insistence

that killings be outlawed

ByOwMOwy
The Associated Press

ST. JOHN'S. Newfoundland -
Weary of being branded viciou

thugs, Canada's seal hunters are

fighting back with a slick marketing

campaign, touting such products as

seal pepperoni and cure-almost-any-

thing seak)il pills.

It's a new tactic for the sealers,

who face a high-decibel trans-

Atlantic protest campaign as the

seal-hunting season moves into full

swing over the next few weeks.

The anti-«ealing lobby is recruit-

ing celebrities to help oppose what it

calls "the largest slaughter of marine

mammals in the world." Rallies are

planned in London and Ottawa this

month to protest the federal govern-

ment's willingness to raise the seal

quota to its highest level in years.

"The seal hunt will be shut down -

The Associated Press

Seal hunters in Canada throw seal carcasses onto the ice.

make no mistake about it," said ani-

mal-rights activist Paul Watson, the

co-founder of Greenpeace. "If we
have to drag the Canadian flag

through the mud to do it, we'll do

so."

In Newfoundland, there is equally

strong determination to keep the

hunt going.

Public-relations kits being pre-

pared by the sealing industry contain

no images of seals but sport plenty of

glossy photos of appetizing dishes

prepared with seal meat.

Samples of seal sausage and seal

pepperoni are being offered at food

Sec SEALS, page 10

HMO regulations appear

on horizon for legislators

CONGRESS: Government,

businesses contest future

of health insurance, care

By Laura Medcier

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Business

groups, horrified by a strong push in

Congress to rein in HMOs, are qui-

etly devising a voluntary alternative

that they hope will blunt the politi-

cally popular proposals.

But even House Speaker Newt
Gingrich says some regulation of

managed care is bound to become

law. That may include the proposal

that worries American businesses

most: the right to take health insur-

ance grievances to court.

Meanwhile, a very visible battle

continues between supporters and

opponents who have competing

studies and ad campaigns bolstering

their claims.

"We've slowed the momentum
and caused people on the (Capitol)

Hill to take a second look," said Dan
Danner, chairman of the Health

Benefits Coalition, which released

an analysis Tuesday assessing the

new requirements and costs of a

leading House proposal backed by

Rep. Charlie Norwood, R-Ga.

These studies - all done by sup-

posedly neutral parties - argue

opposite effects of the same propos-

al. One side says the Norwood bill

would raise premiums by 0.7 percent

to 2.6 percent; another predicts 23

percent.

The answer matters. Polls indi-

cate the public supports new man-

dated protections, but only if they

don't substantially increase costs.

The leading congressional pro-

posals all include basic protections

for patients who have become

S«« lim,pai|c n
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U.N. diplomat heads to

Iraq for inspections
MANAMA, Bahrain — An American-led

team of U.N. weapons insf)ectors ended its lat-

est mission to Iraq on Tuesday after searching

eight sensitive sites - areas that Iraqi sources

said included the Defense Ministry and bar-

racks of the elite Republican Guards.

The six-day mission by Scott Ritter and his

50-member team had hcexi considered a first

test of Iraq's compliance with a Feb. 23 accord

on the U.N. searches for banned weapons.

Janet Ann Sullivan, a spokeswoman for the

U.N. inspectors, declined to identify the sites

visited but said: "All sites were inspected to the

satisfaction of the inspection team."

Also Tuesday, a U.N. envoy arrived in

Bahrain to form a diplomatic group to accom-

pany inspectors on the true test of compliance:

searches ofSaddam Hussein's palace grounds.

Iraq once vowed it would never open the

palaces to arms inspectors. But under threat of

an U.S.-led attack, it backed down

as part of last month's accord.

The accord brokered a compro-

mise by which the palace inspections

would go through, but only with an escort

of U.N. diplomats. The first Inspections of

palaces are expected later this month.

United States could

lose U.N. voting rights

UNITED NATIONS - The United Sutes

is close to losing its U.N. voting rights in the

General Assembly if it does not pay a major

part of the S 1.3 billion it owes the organization,

the chief U.N. financial officer said Tuesday

Secretary-General Kofi Annan is expected

to raise the issue with President Clinton and

other U.S. officials on Wednesday.

Annan's Feb. 23 agreement with the Iraqis

to open President Saddam Hussein's palaces

to U.N. arms inspectors is also expected to fig-

ure prominently in the discussions.

Losing voting rights would cost

the United States considerable infiu-

ence in the world organization at a

time when Washington is relying on it

to determine if Iraq has destroyed its

weapons of mass destruction.

The U.N. Charter says member states lose

their voting rights "if the amount of its arrears

equals or exceeds the amount of the contribu-

tions due from it for the preceding two full

years."

"The XJ.S. is approaching that time," said

Chief U.N. financial officer Joseph Connor.

Computers for power

system being tested
Technicians are guardedly optimistic that

the complex computer systems making possi-

ble energy deregulation in California will be

ready by the end of the month.

That's the new, selfimposed deadline for

two agencies setting up the state's new com-

petitive power market. Computer problems

had postponed the start of deregulation, origi-

nally planned for Jan. I.

The California Independent System

Operator (ISO) - which will coordinate the

movement of power - and the Power

Exchange, or PX - which will act as a kind of

electricity trading floor - are testing their com-

puters. ,,.... .- -

PX's systems are working as they should,

said spokesman Ed Freudenburg. ISO com-

puters aren't there yet, but progress is being

made daily, the agency said Monday.

The state decided last year to allow compe-

tition in California's $20-billion electricity

market.

Utilities such as Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

and Southern California Edison will continue

to generate power, but will sell it wholesale to

retailers through a new electricity exchange.

Consumers and businesses will be able to

choose from which company they buy power.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE &^ LOCAL
Defendant adnrnts to previous lies
TRIAL Murder suspect

in Ngor case contradicts

himself on witness stand

ByUndaOcutsdi
The Associated Press

«

A Cambodian-born gang member

sat on the. witness stand Tuesday with

his hand over his eyes as jurors

watched a videotape of him giving

police incriminating evidence

against fellow gang members in the

killing of Oscar-winning actor Haing

Ngor,

Thol May, 20, testified that he rec-

ognized his voice and knew what he

had said but insisted that he was

telling a made-up story. May, whose

gang' nickname is T-Bone, was the"

fourth prosecution witness to recant

all or part of his statements to police

about the Ngor killing.

The prosecution alleges that

Ngor, 55, who starred in the movie,

"The Killing Fields," was the victim

of a robbery by gang members who
needed money for cocaine. There are

no eyewitnesses to the crime and the

items allegedly stolen - a gold Rolex

watch and a gold necklace contain-

ing a picture of Ngor's dead wife -

have not been found.

Prosecutor Craig Hum is relying

on video and audio tapes as well as

witnesses' prior testimony at a pre-

liminary hearing in an effort to prove

the defendants guilty. In opening

statements, he warned jurors that

many of the witnesses were fright-

would claim they lied earli-

er.

"You saw yourself on the video-

tape?" the prosecutor asked May on

Tuesday.

"No, but 1 listen to it," May said,

insisting, "It's a lie."

"Why did you make up this

story?" Hum asked.

"I don't know," the witness

responded.

"It just popped into your head?"

the prosecutor asked.

"Yeah, just popped in my head,"

May said.

The story he told police several

times on video and audio tapes

recoutited two visits from two of the

three defendants charged with

Ngor's murder.

He said Jason Chan, 20, known as

"Cloudy," and Indra Lim, 20, known

as "Solo," visited him two weeks

before the killing and showed off a

gun. May identified a picture of a

Clock semiautomatic nine millime-

ter handgun - the type of gun used to

shoot Ngor.

On the day Ngor was killed, Feb.

25, 1996, the men came by again and

asked if he was interested in joining

them in "a jack move," slang for a

robbery. May told police. May said

he refused because "it ain't my
stuff."

He said both Chan and Lim, who
were known rock cocaine users,

talked for about two hours of tfte

planned robbery and their desire to

get enough money for more cocaine.
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• II 3pe t6 teach more minority authors
EDUCATION: Books may

help students of color

relate better to material

By Jufian Guthrie

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - School offi-

cials in San Francisco want to over-

haul required reading lists so that up to

seven ofevery 10 books used in classes

arc by minority authors.

"In a district that is nearly 90 per-

cent students ofcolor, the point ofedu-

cation is not to glorify Europe, but to

(i|et) students see themselves in the cur-

riculum," said San Francisco school

board member Steve Phillips, a leader

of the effort to change the curriculum.

This could mean that if a ninth-

grade English teacher chose three

books bv authors such as

Shakespeare, Chaucer and Mark
Twain, the remaining seven books

would have to be by minority authors.

Orwell's "Animal Farm" could be

edged out by Amy Tan's "The Kitchen

God's Wife." Charles Dickens'

"Great Expectations" could be

shelved in favor of Toni Morrison's

"Sula."

"We want every ethnic group to be

represented, but I really see this as a

way to help African-American stu-

dents," school board member Keith

Jackson said.

Although African Americans

account for fewer than 16 percent of

high school students in the San

Francisco Unified School District,

Jackson thinks it would be reasonable

to mandate that 50 percent of all

required reading be of books by

African-American authors.

"If students are required to read 10

books a year, why not have five books

by black authors?" Jackson said.

"They will identify with authors like

Terry McMUlan and Alice Walker."

The measure, which would dramat-

ically overhaul the high-school English

curriculum - replacing some of the lit-

erary giants with a more multicultural

canon - stirred little opposition when

it was introduced at a Mar. 5 school

board meeting. It will go before the

Board of Education for a final vote

Mar. 24.

"I think we need to rethink the tra-

ditional canon," Phillips said. "It's

outdated. There are new authors who
should be added."

But the proposed changes are not

without opposition.

"Quality literature doesn't glorify

Europe or any other geographical

place; it explores the human condi-

tion," said Danise Chandler, who has

taught English at George Washington

High School for more than 30 years.

"Nothihg has more resonance with

students - at least when taught proper-

ly - than Shakespeare. You can teach

'Macbeth' in the ghetto; 'Julius

Caesar' to kids concerned about

power; 'Romeo and Juliet' to those

with heartache."

San Francisco is not alone in re-

examining its core teaching, according

to Pedro Noguera, University of

California at Berkeley education pro-

fessor and a former Berkeley school

board member.

"There is a move in m^ny high

schools across the country to re-exam-

ine the canon and re-examine the

kinds of literature kids are being

exposed to," Noguera said. "It comes

at a time when we're thinking about

new ways to connect with kids and

make reading and learning more rele-

vant and interesting."
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Packard gift

will benefit

preservation

of landscapes
ENVIRONMENT: Donation

of$175 million will Start

plans of salvaging nature

The Associated Press

LOS ALTOS, Calif. - A philan-

thropic foundation is oflering $175

million - one of the largest such

grants in U.S. history - to preserve

California's scenic landscape before

it is lost to development.

The five-year program by the

David and Lucile Packard

Foundation is aimed at protecting

open space, farmland and wildlife

habitat across the state, the San Jose

Mercury News reported Tuesday.

"We want to preserve valuable

open space for this and future gener-

ations to enjoy," said Colburn

Wilbur, executive director of the

foundation. "Once these places are

lost, they're lost. If you don't get

started now, these places just disap-

pear."

Only donations by the Rockefeller

family between the 1920s and the

1950s to establish Grand Teton,

Acadia and Virgin Islands national

parks are of similar scope in

American environmental philan-

thropy, parks experts said.

The foundation, based in Los

Altos, will spend $35 million a year -

four times what the California state

parks department spent last year on

land acquisition statewide.

Beginning this year, the money will

be used to purchase properties along
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SAA presents as part of the

Career Network Workshop series...

Careers in

-7 Hi-Tech
Wednesday, March

7 pm - 9 pm
The Alumni Center

11 >^
Microsoft

Simple Tech Technologies Inc.

The Getty Information Institute

The Home Education Network

On Track Information

mUCtAhiwi
A s s o c ! .r

Forfurther

information, call

Career Services at

(310) 206-6062.

K^i KAPLAN
1-iai-iar-TitT

INCLUDES :

«/mU2ER
ACTIVATION
1 VCAR AIR TIME
1 VEAR VOICEMAI

$ 00

AVAIUkBLE IN ALL COLORSI

Sherman Oaks
14441 Ventura Blvd. Com«r of

Van Nuys/ Ventura Blvd.

same shopping canter as El Torito

(818) 784-2244

9a
(Aia^i^;

Brentwood
VMibla at the

^a M^h'lCd store

11740 San Vicente Blvd. Sanw
shopping center as Chin-Chin

(310) 207-7234

. Get to
.know us!

ucla's queer megazine

l^PT
Ten Percent is back Come to our Open House and check out the

new issue Talk about it with the new acting editor in chief

Gretchen Greene and find out how you can work for the magazine.

Ten Percent Open House
Thursday, March 12, at 4KX> pm

IISKatckhofl
for more Info call 825-8500
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UCLA BRUINS
OPEN LETTER TO THE UCLA STUDENT BODY

Dear Students: *

I hope you enjoyed the 1997 Bruin Football season. We finished the year with a victory over Texas A&M in

the Cotton Bowl and were Pac-10 co-champions ranked 5* in the nation. We are riding a 10-gcime winning
streak, and this fall we have every intention of picking up where we left off. Our goal is to win every game
and end the season as National Champions.

A major factor that could help push the Bruins to the top is you, the UCLA student body. The heart and
soul of college football is the spirit displayed by students. We need your support in creating an energetic

atmosphere in the Rose Bowl for all five home games. When the people in ihe seats are charged, the players

on the field feed off your energy.

We are already working hard to prepare for the upcoming season. Our players and coaches are involved in

an early-morning off-season conditioning program. I am proud of the efforts of our students-athletes, but

.

what I am asking for now is that the student-fan become just as involved and dedicated. Spring ball starts

on April 7*. Come out and watch the team on Spaulding Field. You will enjoy what you see and be on your

way to becoming the best student-fan you can be.

The biggest commitment you can make as a student-fan is to purchase season tickets. I promise you five

Saturdays of exciting football. Read the information below and buy your tickets now.

This is your team; this is your school ~ let's do it together! \

Sincerely,

Bob Toledo

Head Football Coach

UCLA •

STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES

Applications for 1998-99 Student Sports Packages (SSP) are now available at the Central Ticket Office (West Center)

and Student Union Office (A-Level, Ackerman Union). Completed applications will be accepted beginning Monday,

March 16 at 9:00 am at the Pauley Pavilion Ticket Office.

"Hie first 500 applicants will receive a UCLA SSP for the 1998-99 sportsyear. All other applications received will be

entered into a random draw to be held in late July.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games, the men's basketball games listed under the plan that

you choose and all other regularly scheduled home athletic events next year "^^

Applicants must use an official application in its original form. Each appUcant may submit one application and

request a maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be a qurrently enrolled UCLA student, possess a

UCLA student ID and ticket to get into the games.

Unsuccessful applications will be sent notification and a refund in the mail between August 19 and 28.

Because of the high demand for men's basketball tickets, we do not anticipate that tickets will be available to

individual games next season.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl game, or in the NCAA Basketball Tournament, only

those students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase those tickets.

Seating locations at UCLA venues are similar to last year All student seating continues to be festival style general

admission, except for the UCLA-USC football game where your prepaid priority number is exchanged for a reserved

seat.

For more information on UCLA SSP policies and procedures and the random draw, pick up an application at the Central Ticket Office or Student Union.

THE UCLA ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT —
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Satellite agreement to be considered

RUSSIA: Negotiations

over space technology

could benefit both sides

By Laura Myers

The Associated Press '
.

WASHINGTON - Russia may be

allowed to launch more foreign com-

mercial satellites to earn millions for

its cash-strapped space agency, as the

United States seeks assurances that

Moscow can afford to participate in

an international space station.

Vice President AI Gore and

Russian Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin met Tuesday at the

State Department to discuss U.S.-

Russia space cooperation and other

programs, including halting the

spread of missile and nuclear

weapons technology..

They read messages from

Presidents Clinton and Boris Yeltsin,

purring the two sides on in their lOth

meeting since the two leaders estab-

lished the commission for economic

and technological cooperation five

years ago.

Gore emphasized a need for eco-

nomic reform and to engage more

state and regional officials in coopera-

tive ventures, while Chernomyrdin

said the commission was moving the

two countries "to new horizons."

Neither gave any indication of a

striking new departure m the relation-

ship.

US ofTicials say they are not link-

ing the issues of whether Russia can

launch more satellites and whether it

will keep promises to stop assisting

Iran's weapons programs. But the

Ginton administration acknowledges

it doesn't want to reward Russia with

new satellite contracts ifMoscow con-

tinues to do business in weapons tech-

nology.

"It's not a question ofthe U.S. gov-

ernment ofTering an inducement to

the Russian government," said

Jonathan Salter, a foreign policy

spokesman for Gore. "In fact, expan-

sion of the U.S.-Russia commercial

space cooperation requires only that

existing commercial plans be allowed

to unfold free of concerns related to

ballistic missile proliferation."

A senior administration official

said the United States is hoping to

A 1996 agreement...

^^ limited Russian

launches of ... satellites

in order to protect

American companies.

boost Russia's space program partly

to help Moscow come up with money

to contribute to the $21 billion inter-

national space station, which is sup-

posed to start construction this sum-

mer: The project, due to be completed

in 2003, has been delayed by Russia's

inability to pay.

"It's something that has to be

talked through urgently." the adminis-

tration official said, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity.

On weapons, Chernomyrdin

insists that Russia is sticking to its

promise that the government won't

transfer nuclear weapons and missile

technology to Iran. "We are true to

our commitments, and we shall never

depart from them," he said Monday.

Eighteen of Russia's 48 satellite

launches last year were for U.S. firms.

The Russians also sent up satellites for

China, Germany and Luxembourg.

The launches were worth $60 million

to $100 million each for the Russian

Space Agency, which has had trouble

paying its bills.

A 1996 agreement signed by Gore

and Chernomyrdin limited Russian

launches of foreign satellites in order

to protect American companies from

competition. Smce then, however, the

situation has changed, with U.S. firms

involved in consortiums with Russian

agencies to work together on launch-

es.

In their lOth semiannual U.S-

Russia commission meeting, Gore

and Chernomyrdin are expected to

talk about reviewing the complicated

formula that limits Russian satellite

launches. They also are planning to

meet with executives of Bethesda,

Md.-based Lockheed-Mttrtin and visit

one of its California facilities

Thursday in Silicon Valley.

On the missile issue. Gore and

Chernomyrdin will discuss a decree

signed by Yeltsin in January aimed at

halting assistance to Iran. The decree

would prevent Russian export of so-

'

called dual-use technologies that can

be used to build missiles, nuclear, bio-

logical and chemical weapons.

Despite the decree, Russia is continu-*

ing construction of a nuclear power

plant in Bushehr, Iran, which Moscow
says is strictly for energy purposes.

Washington strongly opposes it, fear-

ing it might help Iran get access to

technology for its suspected nuclear

weapons program.

After two days of commission

meetings. Gore and Chernomyrdin

will talk with Clinton on Wednesday.

Chernomyrdin also plans to meet with

members of Congress.

IJS TflP^

91.9FM BhinBasketbA The NCAA tounamenLNuir said.

Hrst Round live Coverage: Friday® 7:10 pm. Second Round live Coverage: Sunday, IBA

Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

Tiie Teague-Plelville'Eliiott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

"• tfeCGgnizing

superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

EUgibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1 ,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at anv time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev HalL

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

CNId pornography laws

proNbit look-alike Images
BAN: Legislation dictates

that there he no photos of

minors in sexual activity

ByBobEgdko _
The Associated Press

~
-^

SAN FRANCISCO - Federal

appellate judges asked a Clinton

administration lawyer Tuesday if

Congress went too far in a child

pornography law that bans pictures of

adults wiio look

like children hav- ^^^^^^^^
ing sex.

""""^^^^^^

The case

before the 9th

U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals

is the first federal

court test of the

1996 law, which

makes it a crime

to produce any

visual depiction

that "is, or

appears to be, of

a minor engaged

in sexually explic-

it conduct." The law applies to com-

puter-generated images as well as films

and photographs.

The U.S. Supreme Court in 1982

upheld a law banning non-obscene pic-

tures of sexually explicit Qonduct by

minors, saying the law protected the

children in the pictures from sexual

exploitation. Justice Department

lawyer Jacob Lewis argued Tuesday

that children would also be protected

by a law banning pictures that were

intended to look like minors having

"Congress understood

that pedophiles use

images of children

having sex to seduce

other children."

Jacob Lewis

Justice Department lawyer

sex.

"Congress understood that

pedophiles use images of children hav-

ing sex to seduce other children,"

Lewis told a three-judge appellate

panel. That is equally true, he said,

whether the person pictured is acttially

a minor or was only meant to look like

one.

But two of the judges said the ban

appeared to be based on the content of

a picture rather than its' incidental

effect on children. Content-based reg-

ulation ofexpression is usually difficult

to justify under

^^^^^^^ t he
Constitution's

First
Amendment.

"If no chil-

dren are

involved, how is

it not content-

related?" asked

U.S. District

^udge Donald

Molloy of

Montana, tem-

p r a r i 1 y

assigned to the

appeals court.

He referred particularly to the ban on

computer-generated sexual pictures of

minors.

Judge Sidney Thomas said the law

could be used to prosecute makers of a

film based on "Lolita" even if, as in

past versions, an adult woman por-

trays the minor in a sexual relationship

with an older man.

Lewis said the filmmaker could

avoid prosecution by showing a dis-

S«eailLO,pa9e9

RECYOl

1. [click]

Tired of mainstream

bestsellers?

BookZoiM's

fEPUCATlD CHOICES

section contains

dozens of interesting

and unusual books

hand picked by the

staff. The list is

updated regularly,

'plus the titles aie

o
3

^...j

Order online and have

the book delivered right

to your door. Youll be

reading in no time!

SPRING

VRY
KONOmUCO!
• Rooms from $79 plus tax,

dbl. occ. $40 per additional

person (four per room
maximum)

• Welcome Maigahta

• Complete Eurc^}ean Health

Spa also available

• Free Temiis, Pools & Jacuzzi

• Free Spring Break music,

beach &. pool competitions

& recreational activities

• Just 45 minutes from
downtown San Diego

Limited Offer A Availability.

Valid Marx:h 20 - April 12, 1998

For reservations call

(619) 498-8230 or toll free:

1-800-343-8582
Ask for Spring Break Special

e-mail: reserv@telnor.net

www. rosaritohtl.com
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HIV
From page 1

APLA, Being Ahve, the Minority

AIDS Project and Project Angel

Food are among the many proliferat-

ing organizations that are woricing in

response to this growing need to

treat the early stages.

•. These organizations also help

ixople cope with symptoms felt in

the early stages of the virus.

Symptoms include physical adversi-

ties such as fatigue and nausea, and

emotional impacts such as denial,

anxiety, guilt and self pity.

These symptoms make it especial-

ly difficult for AIDS and HIV-posi-

tive people to carry out everyday

tasks, like eating, finding jobs and

money, and socializing.

"APLA is a program that pro-

vides food, counseling, referrals and

support for those suffering with

AIDS. We have 1,600 dients, all of

which have to be HiV-poutiveiXMi

symptomatic AIDS," said Michael

Hernandez, coordinator of the

APLA food drive.

In order to be clients at APLA,
participants' incomes have to be less

than $728 a month, which usually

comes from social security and dis-

ability

"For most, the AIDS virus is no

longer a death sentence, it's a

lifestyle. It's a hard lifestyle,"

Hernandez said. "My best sugges-

tion is to show compassion."

Biology 40 students also volun-

teered at Being Alive, where they

cleaned the patio area and arranged

food for a weekly Sunday social

meant to help HIV-positive and

AIDS people "socialize, meet new

people, and, really, to just hang out,"

said A.J. Johnson, a volunteer at

Being Alive.

Johnson hopes to organize a

youth program for teenagers. Most

people are diagnosed between the

ages of 2S and 3S, which means that

most people are infected with the dis-

ease in their late teens and early 20s.

This fact makes awareness espe-

icially pertinent at UCLA, where the

students are predominantly within

that age group.

Many volunteers feel that educat-

ing children at an early age can help

to stop both the disease from spread-

ing and the stigmas associated with

it.

"Education is the primary means

with which we can reduce the stig-

mas that are associated with the dis-

ease," said Azadeh Ensha, a volun-

teer and first-year communications

student.

Through witnessing firsthand the

burdens, financial problems and stig-

mas that are associated with con-

tracting the disease, students have

realized the impotence of volun-

teering and regarding the AIDS epi-

demic with understanding.

Biology 40 has helped a lot of stu-

dents see the AIDS epidemic in a

new way.

"We understand how the AIDS
epidemic is spread, about discrimi-

nation and the research toward a

cure," Tuckman said.

"Our support of APLA, Project

Angel Food and other programs is

very important. I would encourage

every student at UCLA to take

Biology 40 because the course really

opened my eyes," he added.

HANDLER

CHILD
From pages

daimcr that said no minors were used

in the production. Thomas was skep-

tical, noting that under the law, the

defendant must also show that the

picture was not advertised or promot-

ed to create an appearance ofa minor

engaging in sexual activity.

"It's impossible to describe

'Lolita' without at least giving the

impression that it's about an adult

having sex with a minor," Thomas

said.

The law was challenged by a group

of more than 600 producers and dis-

tributors of sexually explicit films and

other materials, calling themselves

(Sirkin) said the ban on

any sexually explicit

picture that"appears to

be"of a minor was too

vague.

the Free Speech Coalition. Their suit

was rejected last year by U.S. District

Judge Samuel Conti of San

Francisco, who ruled that the law pro-

tected children without violating free

speech.

H. Louis Sirkin, a lawyer for the

organization, told the appeals court

that the law went beyond previous

child-protection measures and pro-

hibited material based on the pre-

sumed effect of its content, a ratio-

nale that he said could cover a wide

range of legal expression. He also said

the ban on any sexually expficit pic-

ture that "iippears to be" of a minor

was too vague.

"In a youth-oriented nation, how

do you make an objective determina-

tion that they appear to be a minor?"

he asked.

From page 1

After all, Barbie has been a doctor,

a teacher, an astronaut, etc; there has

also been a fat Barbie, a dreadlocked

Barbie, a talking Barbie and even a

breast-reduced Barbie.

Handler said that many women
treat her with idol status once they

find out that she created Barbie.

Slowly, Handler said, she realized that

Barbie was more than just a doll; she

represents something mucb more
important.

"Barbie as an icon has shaped our

image of women." said Natalie Stem,

a Jewish Campus Service Corps

Fellow. Although she expected the

conference to be a "Barbie-bashing

feast," it was more than that.

Handler has survived many experi-

ences that young women can learn

from. When making presentations,

she'd recall to audiences that she

would have to walk through kitchens,

because women vyere not allowed to

use the front door.

One year. Handler became the first

woman vice-president on the board of

the Toy Association. Traditionally, the

vice president becomes the president

the next year. However, for the first

time, the board also promoted a man
to the vice-president position. When it

was time for Handler to become pres-

ident, the board chose the man
instead.

More importantly. Handler has

survived breast cancer and was the

first to mass-market a prosthetic

breast.

In 1970, Handler found out that

she had breast cancer. After surgery.

Handler went back to work. Nothing

was said out loud about her illness, she

recalls; everything was whispered.

She cried at the least instigation.

"I had lost my image of being a

woman. I was trying to stay feminine

in a man's world," Handler said.

In 1975, Handler was pushed out

of Mattel, the toy company that she

co-founded with her husband Elliot

and his friend, Harold Mattson.

Handler was depressed, until it

occurred to her to make prosthetic

breasts for women who needed them.

The first breast to come out was

called Nearly Me. It was made out of

contoured foam, silicone gel and an.,

outer-skin of polyurethane film. ,

Handler was also determined to

(Handler) set out on

the lecture circuit to

promote her product

and to open discourse

on breast cancer. —

bring cancer out of the closet. She set

out on the lecture circuit to promote

her product and to open discourse on

breast cancer. It worked. Handler has

continued for 15 years.

"I was aware of the woman's move-

ment, but I was too busy living it,"

said Handler, who still believes that a

woman's first role is that of a mother.

Mayim Bialik, a junior majoring in

neuro-science with a minor in Jewish

studies, said she saw Handler as a

feminist.

"There is more to this story than

what we want to assume as feminists,"

said Bialik, who organized the confer-

ence in conjunction with Jewish

women at Cal State Northridge.

"It is an understatement to say that

images are forced upon us. It

becomes a pari of us: what we see,

what we are told and what we experi-

ence. That is why any dialogue on this

subject is healthy dialogue," Bialik

added.

CXjring THE Summer, UCLA is open and offers

A large selection of quality upper and
LOWER DIVISION COURSES BOTH DAY AND NIGHT

(even a few on weekends AND ON THE WORLD
WIDE WEB):

ARTS

<1£
HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
MANAGEMENT
MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE

^nf^T' SqtCIAL SCIENCES
TEST PREPARATION

AND MORE!

Day and Night
and even weekends

FOR INFORMATION ON DAYTIME COURSES CALL

Wib tittK wwwjummcr.udi.tdu

URSA wNphom «nrollmwit avaHaWc (310) lOS^HlS

C^atofi tra MAMt at 1 147 Murpl^ Hdl

FOR INFORMATION ON EVENING AND
WSK&^ COURSES CAa
UCLA EX1EM1IOM l-«00-SS4-UCLA
EnroMnMot bf taM>on« (310) t2S-997l

Caialofi art MrilMe at I099S Lt Conct Av«nu«,

iitioor lobby

»
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Want to get

If you hove been looking for an opportunity to get involved in

'^student government on a departmental level, join the

Student Departmental Senate!
Be a SENATOR br your DEPARTMENT!

SDS is a new mechanism by which students cao^

Jbaye
'

- oversee student participation
- enhance communicaticn between students and faculty
- represent the concern:: of ail undergraduates to improve
awareness within your department!

Interested? All majors mcy apply. Drop by 309
Kerckhoff for application Due Friday, March 27.

Sponsored by Academic Affairs Commision

Paid for

by USAC

UCLA Fabulous Musicians!
Hear Tlie Megillaii! Tons of free fo€»d!

Wednesday Miirch 11 at 6:30 p.m.

Chabad House at U.C.L.A.

Ohel Menachem Mendel
741 Gayley Ave. Westwood

310-208-7511 ext. 228

g
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SEALS
From page 5

fairs across Canada. Newfoundland's

first seal-leather tannery recently

opened. And Canadian and Asian

health stores are stocking up on seal-

oil pills which allegedly ease af^ritis

pain, unclog arteries and relieve

symptoms of diabetes.

Seal penises are sold in Asia for use

in aphrodisiacs.

"We've been carrying on the seal

hunt in Newfoundland for 200

years," the provincial fisheries minis-

ter, John EfTord, said in an interview.

"There's no group in the world that's

ever again going to stop it."

The hunt almost was stopped in the

1980s. Protests resulted in a

European ban on the import of seal

pelts, driving large commercial seal-

ing ships out of the business.

Newfoundlanders continued

small-boat hunting, but the nuu-ket

was so poor by the early 1990s that

only about 50,000 seals were taken

annually.

Starting in 1996, the annual kUl

rose to more than 200,000.

Government officials decided to back

the industry with temporary subsidies

in hopes of partly offsetting the loss of

27,000 jobs when Newfoundland's

vital codfish industry collapsed in

1992.

This year's quota is 285,000, and

Efford said it could increase if mar-

kets for seal products are strong.

Efford says animal-rights activists

are more concerned about seals than

Canadians struggling to survive in a

province with 18-percent unemploy-

ment. "Why are these so-called

humanitarians not concerned about

400 communities in Newfoundland
left without work?" he asks.

Antl-sealing activists have tried to

counter the economic argument by

suggesting that sealers shift to eco-

tourism, serving as guides for tourists

wanting to view the seals close-up on

their ice floes.

But mostly the anti-sealing cam-

paign depicts the sealers as vicious.

The industry's most vocal antago-

nist, the London-based International

Fund for Animal Welfare, alleges that

many seals are skinned alive and

abandoned on the ice after their

penises are removed for export to

Asia. It contends that white<oated

baby seals continue to be killed, even

though the practice was banned a

decade agd.

Last year, the group sent federal

fisheries officials a videotape that it

claimed showed sealers committing

140 violations of hunt regulations.

The government charged seven

sealers with 17 offenses, including

failure to kill a seal quickly and using

improper instruments.

Tina Fagan, a former radio host

who heads the Canadian Sealers

Association, says the issue of cruelty

is pivotal. Her group has enlisted a

national veterinarian watchdog panel

to help ensure that the 6,000 licensed

sealers use the most humane methods

possible.

Efford admits that the hunt is

inherently bloody.

''Who would suggest that killing is

pretty?" he asked. "You can go into

any slaughterhouse in the world -

who'd want to take pictures?"

One argument the anti-sealing

lobby cannot use is that the seals are

endangered. The last government
count, in 1994, estimated there were

4.8 million harp seals in the region.

Efford says today there are about 6

million, posing a threat to already

dwindling fish stocks.

The IFAW says there is no proof

that seals are responsible for the cod-

fish shortage. The group also disputes

claims that the seal industry is worth

nearly $20 million a year, saying its

net value is minimal if costs of

enforcement and government subsi-

dies are deducted.

TRASK
From page 1

themselves and to make them realize

that despite being such a small group,

it is possible to rise up to power in

such a big place like UCLA.
"You should always ascend leader-

ship and challenge people at the high-

est possible level," advised Trask,

who currently serves as the director

of the Center for Hawaiian Studies at

the University of Hawai'i at Manoa
(UH).

She strongly encouraged them to

get involved in student government

because she believes it is associated

"Struggle makes you

strong ...you should

never give up."

Haunanl-ICay Trask

Hawaiian political activist

with tremendous mana, or power.

"The institution of student govern-

ment commands resources, physical

space and support, and calls to atten-

tion the university administration, the

board and the news media," Trask

said.

She knows this through first-hand

experience. UH's native Hawaiian

studenu, who make up less than 4~

percent of the population, recently

captured student government.

Trask, who comes from a political-

ly active family, also offered a lot of
advice through her own success sto-

ries, which She believes comes from
her lifelong dedication to political

organization.

Trask is an indigenous Hawaiian

nationalist, a political organizer, a

professor of Hawaiian Studies and an
author of several scholarly and liter-

ary works. Currently, she is the politi-

)

cal strategist for Ka Lahui Hawai'i,

the state's largest sovereignty organi-

zation and self-proclaimed political

entity.

Trask's most recent accomplish-

ment was getting the state of Hawaii

to build a S7.5-million educational

complex for the Center for Hawaiian

Studies, which she considers to be the

most visual symbol of their success.

But it did not happen overnight.

It was a five-year effort that took

thousands of flyers, hours of lobby-

ing, reams of testimony and dogged
insistence.

"Struggle makes you strong,"

Trask said. And in order to be a suc-

cessful activist, she emphasized, '^ou

should never give up."

Trask has touched the lives of

many. "She has been a source of

inspiration and a source of strength,

and just a mentor to all of us," said

Erin Wright, one of the coordinators

of the event and a former student of

Traik's.

The speaking engagement was
hosted by the Pacific Islands StudenU

Association (PISA). As part of tbeir

outreach program, PISA invited stu-

dents from Carson High School to

the event. But a majority of those in

attendance were UCLA studenu.

"Since I'm not usually conscious

about the political struggle that exists

between different cultures, I found
her discussion to be very intellectual-

ly stimulating," said Ryan Lan, a
first-year student majoring in busi-

ness-economics.

Trask has been an activist for

Hawaiian rights and an activist in

Hawaii for the past 20 years.

She compares herself to the

African-American leader Malcolm
X.

"I've done for the Hawaiian peo-

ple in part what Malcolm X did for

his people, " Trask said.

Daily Brum News

HMO
From page 5

increasingly worried that costs, not

medicine, are driving decisions

about their care.

Plans supported by President

Clinton and a leading Senate

Republican. Labor and Human
Resources Committee Chairman
Jim Jeffords of Vermont, would
require easy-to-read information

about health plans, the right to

appeal denials of care to an outside

panel and payment for reasonable

emergency room visits.

But the Norwood plan goes fur-

ther, offering new protections for

doctors as well as patients. Most
controversially, it would let patients

sue health plans if the plans denied

care. Since 1974, federal law has

barred such suits.
"

Under current law, a patient who
is denied an X-ray and later discov-

ers he has cancer can sue for the X-

ray's cost. But he can't recover ttre

financial or emotional cost of a

delayed cancer diagnosis.

Business groups don't like any

new mandates, but they are most

worried about new lawsuits. They
released a study Tuesday contending

it would cost insurance companies

$1 billion each year in jury verdicts

and lawyer fees, based on doctors'

experience with malpractice.

And, worried that employers also

could be sued, business groups are

threatening to advise their members
to drop health insurance for workers

if this provision becomes law.

Norwood, a conservative

Republican, says businesses are

overreacting.

"If you make the right decisions,

you don't have to go to court," said

Norwood, whose bilf has more than

200 House co-sponsors, including

many Republicans who usually

oppose government mandates on
industry.

Worried by that political momen-
tum, businesses hope to offer an

aliernative.

They're working to form a "volun-

tary quality council" that would give

employers standards to use when
negotiatmg with insurance compa-
nies. This could include some of the

same ihmgs that appear in

Congress' proposals, but no busi-

ness or health plan would be com-
pelled to adopt it.

"It's clearly an alternative to a leg-

islative mandate," said Johanna
Schneider of the Business

Roundtable. which has joined with

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the

National Association of

Manufacturers and the National

Federation of Independent

Businesses to create the alternative.

An announcement is expected in the

next few weeks, . s

If companies all demanded the

same quality standards, health insur-

Sknce' companies would have no
choice but to offer them, Schneider

explained.

"We want to push the system as

far and as fast as it can go," she said.

"Again, in a voluntary way."

But Gingrich this week dampened
hopes for a voluntary system.

"The truth is ... we're going to

pass some kind of patient protection

bill this year," he told the American
Medical Association. He suggested

it will include the right to sue health

plans. "It's going to add a new layer

of litigation and a new layer of regu-

lation."

Nevertheless, Gingrich and other

GOP leaders in Congress oppose

new laws and are looking for ways to

stop them. Last fall. Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott urged business

and insurance groups to begin rally-

ing opposition. They responded a

$ I -million advertising campaign.
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KOSOVO
From page 5

powers and imposed a ban on sales of

arms and other equipment to

Yugoslavia.

At the United Nations, meanwhile,

the Security Council considered the

possibility of an arms embargo
against Yugoslavia on Tuesday.

"We think the violence should stop.

We're talking about deaths of many
people and the international commu-
nity is working together to find a

strong response," U.S. Ambassador

Bill Richardson told reporters.

Gelbard.
while condemn- ^^^^^^^^^
ing- Yugoslav

President
Slobodan
Milosevic's
actions in

Kosovo, also

renewed his mes-

sage Tuesday

that Washington

is opposed to any

further splinter-

ing of the former

Yugoslavia.

"The United States feels indepen-

dence is not the answer," he said at a

news conference in Pristina, the capi-

tal of Kosovo. "The future of Kosovo

lies within the borders of the Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia."

Those words will not be received

kindly by the pro-independence

Kosovo Liberation Army, whose

attacks on Serbian police preceded

the Serbs' violent security sweep.

Serbia's government insisted that the

police action of the past week was

"exclusively aimed at fighting terror-

ism."

The government said the official

death toll from last week's violence is

46 ethnic Albanians and six Serb

police. But the Albanians say at least

74 of their kin died in two police

sweeps through Kosovo's Drenica

region.

Four children and a

dozen women were

among the corpses ... A

few were burned

beyond recognition.

As mourners came to view their rel-

atives' and neighbors' bullet-riddled,

charred bodies, chances of dialogue

with the Serbs seemed remote.

"Look what the Serb savages did.

They killed women and children,"

said a man who identified himselfonly

as Fazli. "How does anyone expect us

to forget this terrible massacre?"

Serb police had threatened to bury

the dead in a mass grave if the decom-

posing bodies were not claimed

Tuesday. Relatives charged that the

Serbs wanted to

^^^^^^^^^ cover up atroci-

ties with swift

burials.

Reporters
reached the shed

containing the

bodies by travel-

ing on side roads

and walking into

virtually desert-

ed Serbica, in the

region at the cen-

ter of last week's

crackdown.

At least four children and a dozen

women were among the corpses.

Some were missing limbs, apparently

blown off in explosions. Others had

bullet holes in them, and a few were

burned beyond recognition.

Police stood guard at the entrance

to the shed, and an armored personnel

carrier was parked nearby with its gun

turret pointed at the mourners.

One dead woman appeared to have

been pregnant. One small, dark-

haired dead boy with open eyes

seemed as if he was reaching out for

his mother, who lay next to him.

The body of the brother of alleged

KLA leader Adem Jashari had its

eyes poked out, Albanian officials

said.

The ethnic Albanians said many of

the corpses were later carted away by

the Serbs for the mass burial.
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. POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATK)N: A ONE-BEDROOM AFARTMENT'
PLUS A MONTHLY 5^L4/?rAND ONE>y4mA^G
SPACE.

• * ;

DUTIES INCLUDE: . :' • *

'

* * Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

AP^*^"^^^^ ^obrdinator. team, and desk staff.

•

* Ensuring the safety anlf security ofthe UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.
. ^

•.'•• *
.

• •
•'

* Participatingin weekly meetings with staff and

management.

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defining problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
UCLA graduate student.

Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

Leadership experience.

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. #1

Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

^ APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM

•

1

Yourpid photos that are
tcfcJed. scratche'd or torn can
•l?e restored atBELAIR^s
Imaging Center.

'

Albumsand Photos copied
while you wait. (No negative '

needed).

Bkl>i -IT ^IhhI^h

•

Camera & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCLA in Vlfestwood VillMe
2-HOURS FREE Validated Parking at LOn vinth this symbol rri

310-208-5150 \zl
Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:30-6:00; Sun 11-5 LB

He could have

worked for Ha'Am.
He missed his chance. •

Find out what Ha'Am,

LA'S Jewish Student

Magazine, can do for

you. Open House/Purim

Party this Thursday

March 12, from 12-2 in

118Kerckhoff Hall.

Lunch will be served.

Dont miss yours.
" ions? Can (31 0) 82S«280

Apply for the USAC Election Board
Learn to Lead, Organize, and Publicize

The Election Board is responsible for undergraduate government elections

Piek-vip iipplieulioiis in front of tlie
President's offiee, 304- Kercklioff Hall

Positions :

Chair* of Iri>
CHair of J

Chair of Publicity
Applications dne by 5:OOpni

Friday, IVIarcli 13

QnestionsV Call xC>7T<^C> or x373C>r>

.

i

iMiaMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMi«MMM«««««aMMi«MMMMMMMMMMiaMMMMM>«Mt^^f^f^f^fiiifi,Hnnnnnrinnnw
iinirt

PRESERVATION
From page 6

to'TSanta "fiartafa, :V*l^ ^tjentral

Valley and .iiKtvi SiVga 5levada.* It

viylibrawardedmostty* in -grants as

part of patHietehips_ with non-profit

land trusts, community ofgiyiizatioQs

and, in some cases, local govern-

ments. • "

By 2002, the foundation hopes to

have protected 250fOOO acres - an
"

area nine'times the size ofthe city of

San f^rancisc6. •
•

Foundation officials say land will
*

be selected based on its scenic and

strategic Value. That includes protect-

ing endangered species, watersheds

and key parcels needed to block

urban encroachment on agricultural

lands.

"This is an extraordinary gesture

of philanthropy," said Douglas

Wheeler, California's secretary of

resources. "While this has been typi-

cally a public responsibility, it is also

clear that the challenge is so large, it

cannot be accomplished by the public

sector itself."

The foundation was created in

1964 by computer pioneer David

Packard and his wife, who died in

1987.

Now the third largest charitable

foundation in the United States,

behind Indiana's Lilly Endowment
and New York's Ford Foundation,

the organization has seen its endow-

ment skyrocket to $9 billion since

1996, when David Packard died at

age 83 and left to it nearly all his per-

sonal stock holdings in Hewlett-

Packard Co.

Its new land initiative, dubbed

"Cpnserving California

Landscapes," is the brainchild of the

foundation's three-member conser-

vation committee, made up of Julie

Packard and her husband, Robert

Stephens, as well as her sister, Nancy
Packard Burnett. Both women hold

degrees in marine biology. Julie

Packard is executive director of the

Monterey Bay Aquarium.

Under the new program, the foun-

dation will not own any land.

Rather, it will help purchase prop-

erly for new state parks and other

public wildlife preserves. In addition,

it will buy development rights to keep

farms and ranches in private owner-

ship while blocking urban sprawl.

And it plans to buy water rights to

help restore struggling salmon runs,

all from willing sellers.

"This won't just be environmental

groups. We expect to work with local

farm bureaus and cattlemen's associ-

ations," said Michael Mantell, who
has helped draft the plan as a consul-

tant for the California

Environmental Trust in Sacramento.
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NGOR
From page 6

After each tape was played. Hum
asked the witness if he said the things

jurors had just heard.

i don't remember what I said," he

declared.

"It's not true," he said at another

point.

Under cross-examination, May
said he was "slow" in school, had a

hearing problem resulting from

bombings in Cambodia and his mem-
ory was damaged by smoking mari-

juana beginning at the age of 13.

"I go( addicted to that," he said.

"It help me not to think too much.

That's why I smoke marijuana."

He spoke of a feud with the men
on trial who blamed him for another

gang member's death, and he said he

knew his "homies" were mad at him

for "ratting" on the men on trial.

Three juries are hearing the caifc-r

with each jury assigned to one defen- \

dant. For Tuesday's session, only two

juries were present because the testi-

mony did not involve the third defen-

dant, Tak Sun Tan. 21.

READING
Froinpage6

School board member Dan l^eBy

strongly favors iQoving to a imj^
diverse curriculum.

"We have to present works that

have a broader range of cultural expe-

riences," Kelly said. "Mark Twain's

'Huckleberry Finn,' for instance, has a

bias against African Americans. And
Chaucer's 'Canterbury Tales,' while a

great work, has an economic bias. It

characterizes people based on their

class."

But Chandler said her ninth-grade

class is enthralled by Dickens' "Great

Expectations."

"It's not a book about a white man
or about England," she said. "It^s

about a person desperately in love, trjt-

ing to make his way in the worid. That

is a theme that is color-blind."

REPUBUCANS
From page 4

child pornography Feder argued that

in general, libertarians support child

pornography by giving children the

same rights as adults. Martin

Chippas, third-year student and vice

chairman of Bruin Republicans, said

he considers himself a libertarian, but

he does not endorse child pornogra-

phy, and neither do libertarians he

knows.

"I don't think James Madison

meant Hustler magazine when he

drafted the First Amendment. But he

meant political freedom, which is

why I oppose a constitutional amend-

ment prohibiting flag burning," said

Feder.

Feder closed his speech with the

following motto: "I always believe

the speaker should leave before the

audience does."

"Which doesn't always happen at

my lectures," he added.

This time, however, they stayed.

GSA
From page 1

it has served very good purposes, but

now it's not really useful with the way
GSA is set up."

GSA will discuss putting a propos-

al on this spring's ballot to dissolve

the Assembly. The same proposal

was passed by a large margin last

spring, but low voter turnout pre-

vented it from taking effect.

This lack of participation in the

election reflects a disinterest in stu-

dent government shown by many
graduate and professional students.

"At the graduate level, a lot of peo-

ple have been in the work force;

they're a lot more career oriented,"

said Ong. "When you look at it from

that perspective, it's a lot harder to

get them involved in campus life or to

take a more proactive role."

"There's no real benefit to taking

part in student government," said

Gregg Gold, who represents the

Biological Sciences Council to the

Assembly and the Forum.

"By the time people get to grad

school, they no longer need to have

student government experience." he

continued.

Some have differing views on why
graduate student involvement is so

low.

"First, we've just had an organiza-

tional problem," said Menthe. "Most

people don't know what GSA does."

After only 8 percent of graduate

students voted in the last election,

GSA hopes to remedy the low voter

turnout this year with greater publici-

ty.

"The main thing we're going to do

is publicize it and do it electronical-

ly," said Menthe. "We have a

newsletter that will be distributed

electronically."

"The key to it is letting them know
exactly what GSA can do for them,"

said Ong.

ELIVERY
until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
until 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

-4111
1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

We accept
Debit cards ^^

Pi//a Specials

Bunch ollAinch lUiftet

Pizza, Chicken, Mojo Potatoes, Pasta, Salad & much more!

Free drink w/any
Buffet purchase*

nrHi»t show Bruin student I.D.

« I

Shakcv 's Com hi nation
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

•1/2 a chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or . ^ ^
• 5 pieces of fish or • Pasta & Salad ^ 1 ^ /IO
•1/2 lb. of shrimp or ' ^JLO^^y

(flmediam one topping pizza pt^l S5.95J)
$12.99or 2 medium 'one topping pizzas only

Now with original or spicy pi/./.a .sauce

Any large 3 topping pizza or any
Specialty Pizza (save over $5)
• SpfcUiltie.t include Vegetarian Shakey '.v Special. Bruin Deluxe TwiTHuwailiiii
• Thin iruxt. hand lox.ied, i>r deep dish pan pizza al no extra char/fe

only

$9.98

Bmin -Meid Deal

2 Slices of Pizza and Onlv
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden ^^ £\£\
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink JKJ •W

Dine in or cam- out (ml\
beverage bar

graduate shjdenfs jpake a

difference!

If you are a graduate or a professional student at UCLA, then you are

invited to apply for the following positions:

ASUCIA Comnnunications Board (Stipend)

Academic Senate Graduate Council (Voting)

Academic Senate Undergraduate Council (Voting)

Academic Senate Counci on Planning and Budget (Voting)

applications are available at 301 Kerckhoff Hall

and are dU6 on April 6th

For more information
©mail election@asucla.ucla.edu

This ad paid for by GSA, the Graduate Student Association, http://gsa.asucla.ucla.edu/

»
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EDITORIAL

Hard-earned rights imperiled by bigotry
DISCRIMINATION: State legislature must respect

regents' policy on benefits for domestic partners

It's
taken nearly 15 years of lob-

bying for gay and lesbian

employees of the University of

California to be granted partner

benefits. Yet, merely 3 1/2 months

after the benefits were approved by

the UC Regents, the employees'

efforts have hit a legislative road-

block: a discriminatory bill designed

to force the UCs to raise their own
money to fund domestic partner

benefits.

If passed, a measure proposed by

Sen. William Knight, R-Palmdale,

would eliminate state funding for

the domestic partner benefits pack-

age.

The UC Regents made their deci-

sion in November to extend health

benefits to domestic partner

employees in the university, and the

state needs t& respect that.

The state constitution provides

that the UC Regents preside over

university matters including funfT-'

ing. As trustees of the university,

legislators should not intrude upon

the regents' jurisdiction. Under

Article IX, Section 9 of the

California Constitution, the regents

have "full powers of organization

and governance."

Knight claims that California tax-

payers should not be forced to pay

for domestic partner benefits that

they do not support. He says the

UC Regents went against the wish-

es of the pubhc when they approved

the package, and the people should

therefore not have to pay for them.

But public sentiment does not

always yield equity or legality. In

1954, the Supreme Court ruled in

Brown v. Board of Education of

Topeka that separate is not equal in

public schools. Following the deci-

sion, there was massive public

opposition. But the public's opin-

ions against desegregation were not

the "correct" solution either.

The gay and lesbian community

pays taxes for heterosexual couples

but is virtually being denied its own
benefits.

Knight says his bill is simply a

response to public sentiment. But

the act recks of bigotry. This is not a

new tactic for Knight - several

years ago, he wrote a bill that would

have voided out-of-state gay mar-

riages in California.

When the regents discussed the

benefits in November, one of their

chiefconcerns was making sure that

gay and lesbian employees felt wel-

come in the university. Denying

them their rights would have

implied that the university did not

want them, and regents feared those

employees would leave the UC for

more competitive institutions offer-

ing benefits. The state must not

cause the university to regress.

The UC proved that it was com-

petitive among other top institu-

tions offering benefits, and showed

that it welcomed all employees

regardless of their sexual orienta-

tion. Their progress is now being

threatened due to intolerant atti-

tudes held by Knight and others.

Knight's proposal is a desperate

attempt to deny rights to a sector of

the community often blacklisted by

prejudiced politicians.

The UC must not be forced to

raise funds for itself. The regents'

decision must stand, and California

needs to fund domestic partner ben-

efits. The state must not allow hate

and intolerance to stand in the way

of equality. _.

Just say no to those scary Bruin Walk pushers
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SOLICITORS: Crafty ways

to outsmart strategies

of aggravating peddlers

It's
a nice day outside, and as you

walk back from class you enjoy

the sweet serenity of the chirping

birds as the sun shines brilliantly in

the sky. Aren't you glad to be done

with midterms? Now you can take a

deep breath and give a sigh of rdief.

But off in the distance you can see a

body. Something doesn't fit the pic-

ture. It seems to be coming straight at

you, and as it

does a darkness

seems to cast

over you. The

birds have sud-

denly stopped

singing and

have begun fly-

ing away.

Gouds have

begun to form

and cover the

clouds. What's

going on?

Suddenly,

the mysterious object becomes more

dear - it's a person. And he quickly

runs up and gestures to shake your

hand:

Solicitor: Hi, I'm from the chil-

dren's s(hand-so and we're here today

to take donations - anything will be

fine ("unga yousa gotsa money?

looka lika you have some money for

kiddies").

You: Sorry, I don't have anything

on me now ("unga you here always

aska for kiddies, now me broke").

Solicitor: Do you have anything -

a dollar? ("unga dollar unga dollar")

You: I'm sorry, I don't have any-

thing to give you ("unga me need eat

Frydman is studying, so leave him email

at frydman@ucla.edu.

Alon

Frydman

too").

Solicitor: Maybe a dollar -just a

dollar - how about a dollar? ("unga

give dollar, cheap bastard, give dol-

lar!")

You: I'm sorry, I really don't have

anything and I have to go, too ("unga

you pushy and stinky, me want go

now").

Solicitor: Thank you for your time

("unga me catch you tomorrow,

make from you dollar").

You: OK, sure, man ('^Inga kid-

dies no need donation of dollar so no

starve; kiddies need donation of

toothbrush to fight you breath").

I'm sure you've encountered simi-

lar situations in your daily travels

along Bruin Walk. So the solicitors

have managed to catch you yet anoth-

er time. No matter where you are

on campus, they can get a hold of

you and they can get you to stop

because they can play on your

logic and emotions. Trust me, I

used to be one myself. I used to

be one of those schmucks who

called during dinner to find out

ifmy victims were happy with

their long distance service

and if they'd be willing to

change companies for a

scooby snack. The first

thing I was taught in

training was how to

get the person's atten-

tion and then how to

move in for the kill.

If you want to avoid being

the next victim, pay attention to

what the solicitor says.

The solicitor's first step is to

divert your attention away from

the fact that they don't know

you and that you don't really

want to stop. They will act very

nice, as if they were an old friend

looking for a favor. The next step is

to talk and talk you into submission.

They'll just go on and on.

So now that you know their strate-

gy, it's time to play their game.

First, if someone calls and asks

you to switch phone companies, tell

them OK and just switch lines before

they start going on for hours. If

you're approached on campus, walk

around the solicitors with your hands

in your |X)ckets - and make sure to

face the other way. But if you feel the

necessity to say something, you may
as well have fun and scare them. "I

can't stop now, I'm late for my
appointment at the free clin-

ic," or "My probation offi-

cer says that I should stay

away from solicitors

since the last accident was strike two"

always do the trick. Or you can turn

the tables and catch them off guard.

You can do this by approaching a

solicitor, shaking his hand and asking

him for some money.

But if this is not direct enough, you

can then simply stare them in the eye

and usher up from the bottom of

your gut the loudest and most

assertive "no!" "No, I don't want to

know about the coalition for getting

lab animals better housing, and no, I

don't want to know about how my
tuition is really going toward a secret

plot to arm guerrillas in an insur-

gence against the government in

Central America."

Despite the fact that they can

be annoying, there is no taking

away from the fact that solici-

tors do offer a plus when

you are bored. If you have a

little time, try being just as

stupid as they pretend to be.

If someone says that you

reaUy should come to the

next Young Republicans

meeting and that you'd

really like it, then tell

them that you're a liber-

al and will gladly extend

the invitation to all

your liberal friends.

Add that you'll be

passing out abortion

pamphlets and bring-

ing up topics like

helping people

other than the rich,

and that you'll be

holding a seminar

afterward on how

to fully utilize your

right to welfare. If

you are lucky you may see them pop

a vain. Or you can always do a quick-

ie: So you're a Young Republican,

huh? OK, then grow up. You get the

point. Get on their nerves just as

much as they get on yours. You can

be creative; have lots of fun.
^

Bruin Walk is the Lollapalooza for

solicitors. Make sure to visit the vari-

ous religious booths other than yours.

There you can engage in stimulating

conversations like: "The beauty is

that you don't need to convert; you

can stay with your religion but pray

to our god. It's beautiful, isn't it?"

No, I believe the word you're looking

for is contradiction. Say it with me
now: con4ra-dik-shon.

Along Bruin Walk, there are even

mobile booths that will stick to you

and follow you for several meters,

trying to get you to hold on to a mys-

terious neon paper that promises to

save you from the devil and his

demons.

Other booths put on a grand pre-

sentation that taxes the mind as well

as the pocket. There are men dressed

in suits and bow-ties selling newspa-

pers. I have to say that I do like the

sports-outing solicitors who sell tick-

ets to ski-lifts. They are quick and to-

the-point: "Hey, buuuddddy, do you

ski or snowboard?" No. "Oh. OK."

See you later, Keanu.

Solicitors are everywhere and are

unavoidable. Some serve a purpose,

some serve the great Nike god who

will take them to space. Some have

value, some truly are wasting their

breath. Some are honest, and some

are not inhaling. So when you're late

to class, when you have no patience

or when you're broke, use your wits

to avoid getting trapped. If, on the

other hand, you are bored, then just

use their own tactics and waste a cou-

ple minutes in a conversation.

Sometimes you may feel like putting

your two cents in, sometimes you

don't.

What is Generation X? Who are we? Unlike the Baby Boomers, we are not coming of age during a war or a ''great social movement.''

What will history have to say about Generation X? On Friday, Viewpoint will examine these and other issues. Please tell us what you

thinlLBringyoursubmissionsto118KerckhoffHalUre-mailthemtoviewpoint@media.ucla.edu. : .

State overiooks Nstory in race to be colorblind
EVASION: Legislation, buzzwords

convenient ways to downplay

oppression by white ruling class

ByEHasStnw

^ ^ I ^ vade/evasion: trickery; to elude,

r^ avoid by misleading statements; baf-

M-^fk: escape an argument, charge."

Amidst a looming, unforeseen cloud of confu-

sion unfolding darkjy over the city of Hate -

which has been distressed by the numbers 187,- .
.

209, 3 and 227 - Gov. Pete Wilson and others

explain on television that they are making a

California that is "colorblind." The term is an all

too familiar buzzword for conservative support-

ers of California's own ethnic cleansing cam-

paign which is sweeping through all levels ofedu-

cation and other circles.

The meaning of the phrase is nc|(,far from

sonnething UC Regent Ward Connerly (the key

African American spokesperson of Proposition

209) stated on the day of the initiative's victory at

the polls: "We can't move forward ... by looking

in the rearview mirror at America's mistakes."

The metaphor is fitting, clever and convinc-

ing. It is also very telling in that it deliberately

eludes the very basic argument of affirmative

action activists and supporters; history

If Connerly's mirror is any indication of the

outlook of conservative and neoliberal politicians

- blazing down a superhighway toward

California's "colorblind future" - it should alert

us to the exclusion of those who have built the

road and are being left behind to walk. Many
believe this machine needs to be repossessed.

Most importantly, these statements embody

the misleading nature of right-wing discourse.

Indeed, a predominant theme in the current -

chapter of California's race politics is evasion.

The authors (and supporters) of Prop. 209

strategically avoided any reference to racial histo-

ry to escape the issue of whites having privile^

in this society through the historical subjugation

and exploitation of other ethnic groups. They

have also offered no significant rebuttal to Jesse

Jackson and others' charges against the shame-

less appropriation of Martin Luther King Jr.'s

words and the term "civil rights" (initiative).

Without a doubt, discussing race has become

intolerable to many white students and other

conservatives. Many feel - or worse, know - they

are going to be "attacked."

Sema is a graduate student in the School ofTheater,

Film and Television, co-founder of Mai Ojo and sup-

porter of Zapatistas.

As communities of color and students across

the state protest in defense of programs that

serve them, supporters of the "Civil Rights

Initiative" (Prop. 187) and now the anti-bilingual

education initiative (Prop. 227) are uncomfort-

able and resent allegations that they are racists.

"Race is not the issue," many respond. "Race

is not an issue" is perhaps the more likely under-

lying thou^t - and is wishful thinking. In the

midst of this flurry of state and federal legislation

attacking people of color, it is ironic that the

most privileged group in history (white males)

are now claiming to be the new "oppressed."

The Mexican American Education

Commission, itself a current target of Prop. 209

and the L.A. Unified School District's downsiz-

ing plans, held a symposium on the educational

status ofChicano/Latino students "from the

1968 East L.A. walkouts to 209."

Among the calls to "reignite the struggle" and

the emphasis on understanding the ties between

class and culture in this struggle, panelist Peter

McLaren, an associate professor of education at

UCLA, recognized the nature of recent right-

wing attacks and made the important distinction

between oppression and malaise.

Oppression is the condition of the slave under-

going social and economic exploitation by anoth-

er group (whites) or a group that has been histor-

ically subjugated to such a relationship.

Malaise is the discomforting psychological

condition experienced by the slave-owner, dehu-

Greg Magnuson
manized because of his powerful position.

The distinction is necessary and directly

applicable to the misleading racial p)olicy and cul-

tural attacks going on this very moment in

California and the worid.

Therefore, to understand the core of right-

wing discourse, one must come to terms with two

things: first, the key word in the term "color-

blind" is "blind" (that is, to history). Second,

there is one issue at the center of this Euro-

American political self-consciousness, and that is

white privilege.

A more just and inclusive concept is "color-

ful," introduced to me by a first-year student

Se«SERHA,page17

LETTERS

More is not less

While leaving my cell and head-

ing to the law library, 1 was given

an article to read from the Daily

Bruin by a fellow convict. After

reading an article Alex Balekian

wrote titled "When punishing crim-

inals, less is not more" (Feb. 18), I

felt compelled to respond in an

effort to present the other side of

the story. As I begin my 19th year

in prison for second-degree mur-

der. I too have come to believe that

sound measures should be imposed

to make sentences on crime more
austere. However, unlike Balekian,

who didn't do his homework thor-

oughly in his article, I'd like to

refresh Balekian's memory with the

fact that it was Gov. Pete Wilson

who, in the first place, along with

Ronald Reagan, passed the so-

called inmate bill of rights. One of

the reasons for the bill's being

passed was due to the extreme

amount of violence in prisons

IeJ
among prisoners and between pris-

oners and guards. At this juncture

in prison history in California, both

the sentences and the prison condi-

tions were draconian.

Prison sentences were indeter-

minate and there were no beards or

long hair allowed back then.

Prisoners could not purchase their

own TVs or radios, and access to

the courts was very limited. The

milieu in prison became filled with

rage and violence. Upon release,

for those who were not killed in the

daily violence of prison life, these

prisoners were turned into mon-

sters by the monster factories they

were released from and reeked vio-

lent havoc on society. I can assure

you that the prisoners of today are

not even half as violent or intrepid

as the prisoners were in the '60s

and '70s when treatment of prison-

ers was austere.

1 wrote all of the above to con-

vey this point: All Balekian is ask-

ing for is a repeat of history from

the way California prisons wer^in

the '60s and '70s. And we all know

that those who don't learn from his-

tory are doomed to repeat it.

Besides, as someone long ago once

said, "If everyone believed in an

eye for an eye, the whole world

would be blind." As Californians,

we should shy away from the quick-

fix solutions, and rather contem-

plate sound solutions to our crime

problems, as well as our other prob-

lems. It's easy to be like Balekian

and others who jump on the band-

wagon because it's politically vogue

to do so, but as Californians, who
are known to set trends for other

states in our nation to follow, it

would be prudent not to let our

emotions override our intellect, so

that trends we set are sound and a

beacon for others to follow.

JoIm Snutii
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UCLA should implement

better recycling program
RESPONSIBILrTY: School should restructure system

to meet state standards while helping environment

. ^y EKzabcth Rogers, Brian Ruddier
and B«n Gcrtncr

The main obstacles keeping

UCLA from developing a bet-

ter recycling program are the

very people whose job it is to imple-

ment recycling. These administrators

state that a major reason not to recy-

cle at UCLA is that separate bins are

not aesthetically pleasing. This uni-

versity spends $500,000 a year con-

tracting a waste disposal company,

when it would cost considerably less

to implement our own comprehen-

sive recycling program. What do

Rogers, Rudiger and Gertner are mem-
bers of the UCLA Environn>ental

Coalition.

these administrators have against

recycling?

Most would think that as an insti-

tution of higher learning. UCLA
would place a great value on being a

responsible member of the communi-

ty. But when it comes to its recycling

program, this is far from true.

Assembly bill 939. passed in 1989.

requires that, through recycling and

waste reduction, the campus reduce

waste sent to landfills over 1990 lev-

els by 25 percent by 1995 and by 50

percent by 2000. To avoid violating

this law, UCLA needs to rededicate

itself to the process of developing a

first-rate, comprehensive recycling

program.

See MMIRS, page 16
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PEACE CORPS
:ial presen^tion

When: yyecfnf^day, March 11

Wher^^U^^ |£)qK> Center

A Tiine: 7:00 - 9K)0 pm
What: Opportunities P^nel:

Peace Corps andYour Career

For more information, call (800) 424-8580, extension 1

or write to Carol-Anne Bullis: cbuHis@peacecorps.gov

'98

Q: How can you stand out at Commencement 1998?
*-

a) Driver the Candidates' Speaker Address. Orm undergraduate student

from among each division of the graduating class will be selected to deliver

a five-minute address at their Commencement ceremony.

Application Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Friday. April 10. 1998.

b) Sing the National Anthem and/or tfie UCLA Alma Mater. After an a capella

audition of both songs a student(s) will be selected to sing at each Commencement ceremony.
Application leadline: 5:00 p.m. Friday. April 10. 1998. ..

c) Receive Uie Chancellor's Service Award. Approximately 125 graduating seniors will

receive this award in recognition of outstanding. University and community service.

Chancellor's Service Award recipients are distinguished by the blue and gold fourragere

which is worn at their Commencement ceremony. Please inquire at the Dean of Students
Office(1206Murphy Hall) for applications and information. .

Application Deadline: 5:00p.m.. Friday. April 17. 1998. ^ ' ' ' .

A: All of the Above!

Chancellor 's ServiceA ward Only!
Dean of Students Office

1206 Murphy Hall, Mail code: 162601

—
College of Letters & Science

' Academic Events Onke
Altcn: Commencement

B-300 Murphy Hall, Maiicode: 149301

3 1 0-206- 1 232 / 3 1 0-206-3535

http://www.college.ucla.edu/up/commencement/

College ofLetters & Science

Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT RESULTS

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN • SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

l«w MmAIx Pajraraff WM No FfMic* Ckaif•

20% off for all UCIA shidenH & faculty wHh valid ID*

OrthoJont'nt S'niC9 19t0

Compllm^mhiry Iff

C«afvftofff«B

BRENTWOOD •

ORTHODONTIC CENTER

(310)826-7494 j^q (714)552-5890
11645 WILSHIRE BLVD. ;?802 mrATinM*; 1 81 24 CULVER DRIVE, ^A

LOS ANGELES CA 90025
LVJ^^Allurxi

IRVINE, CA 92714

Teeth Whitening
wpp*r or low*r

$8500--
(R«g. $1001

CosMotic Dontrisffy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Frochirad or chipp«d t««th

* Slain«d or discelorMi to«th

* Largo spacos or gaps botwoon tooth

* Rototod or crookod tooth

* Rothoping motformod tooth

* Totrocyvlino stoinod tooth

* Straightoning tooth in somo coaos

BEFORE AFTER

«««•«*

*Th« Iraatmant will b* at follow*: $1000.00
plu* $100.00 for each month of rraotmant

randarad for matol brocai. $900 00 plut

$100.00 for aach inonm of traotmant
rartdarad for ramovobla brocat and
$1700.00 plut $125.00 par monlfi for

caromic brocat, $200.00 for diaanottic
ttudy modal and $175.00 for formal
contulkilion.

ROGERS
From page 15

At a time when over 90 percent of

the original forests in the United

States have been destroyed, and

California has lost over 99 percent of

its grasslands and over 85 percent of

its redwoods, the need for a compre-

hensive recycling program has never

been greater. Yet, ifUCLA contin-

ues its current abysmal recycling pro-

gram, the university will be in viola-

tion of the law in less than two years.

Despite the tremendous need for

increased recycling, UCLA currently

recycles less than 18'percent of its

total waste stream. More than half of

the total waste is incinerated, and the

remaining 30 percent of the waste is

sent to landfills. Instead of setting up

separate bins around campus for var-

ious recyclables, UCLA claims to

sort through trash cans and pull out

recyclables. Unfortunately, this sys-

tem means that many recyclables are

'Contaminated" by food and other

trash, and the amount of waste actu-

ally recycled drops dramatically. In

addition, by having only one trash

can, UCLA is doing nothing to help

to help educate and involve students

in the process of recycling.

Under budget restrictions,

ASUCLA recently abolished much
of its recycling program. Minimal

recycling happens in ASUCLA
ofTices and food service locations.

Despite having bins located in some
of the dormitories, very little of the

waste is actually recycled. The

majority of waste both from

ASUCLA and from on-campus

housing is incinerated.

By shipping the majority of

UCLA's waste away from the

Westsidc to the predominantly

L,atino. low-income area of

Southeast Los Angeles, where it is

disposed of in potentially hazardous

ways. UCLA's methods of waste dis-

posal have also contributed to the

phenomenon of "toxic racism."

Toxic or environmental racism refers

to the disproportionate impact of

toxic pollution on communities

whose residents are primarily people

of color.

Incinerators are the biggest

known source of dioxin, one of the

most toxic chemicals, responsible for

countless cases of cancer and birth

defects. Dioxin finds its way through

the food chain and concentrates in

breast milk. Babies are exposed to 50

to 100 times more dioxin than adults,

and one in 10 U.S. residents suffers

from some level of developmental

neurotoxicity, resulting in slower

learning skills.

Despite what some in the UCLA
administration will say, developing

an effective recycling program at

UCLA can be done. Universities and

other institutions around the country

have proven that comprehensive,

productive recycling programs can

be developed. Indeed, ri(^t here in

Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount

University's program recycles dose

to 50 percent of its waste and expects

to reach 60 percent by 2000.

Furthermore, Loyola's recycling pro-

gram has cut the university's waste

dispocal costs dramatically, and by

selling the nuterials they recycle, the

program pays entirely for itself

LMU employs five students to man-

age its recycling program with well-

paying part-time jobs. As a much
larger school, UCLA would be able

to offer more student jobs.

Tbe need for recycling has never

been greater. It is also essential that

UCLA's waste is not disposed of in

ways which contribute to environ-

mental injustice. The UCLA
Environmental Coalition is leading a

campaign to encourage UCLA to

improve the recycling program

through a variety ofmeans includ-

ing:

Setting up separate bins around

Sm pa9c17
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ROGERS
From page 16

campus in which students can recy-

cles cans and bottles.

Increasing efforts to collect and

recycle paper in all university build-

ings.

Beginning to recycle in ASUCLA
food service establishments, both

pre- and post-consumer.

Using reusable materials instead

of disposables wherever possible.

Selling more recycled products in

the student store and using high post-

consumer-centent recycled paper in

all offices and computer labs;

UCLA can best accomplish this

goal by starting its own comprehen-

sive recycling program. Other uni-

versities around the nation have

proven that this is the best way to

develop and implement a recycling

program that both recycles a large

percentage of waste and reduces

costs to the university. We are confi-

dent that UCLA will be a leader in

the field of recycling, but we need

student support to get things going.

Join the Environmental Coalition

and help gather signatures for our

"UCLA, Don't Throw It All Away"
petition. Look for us on Bruin Walk
and come to our meetings on

Mondays at 5 p.m. in KerckhoffBOl.

SERNA
From page 15

whom I met in the Freshman Summer
Program sponsored by the

Affirmative Action Program here

(now threatened by UCLA's post-209

administrative decision-making). In

our class, students expressed that they

hoped to learn more about their histo-

ry, since their high schools didn't

teach them.

I explained how revisionist histo-

ry has threatened the power of tra-

ditionally male, Euro-American

scholarship and how f>eople of color

have struggled since the '60s to

affirm and inscribe their perspec-

tives on the pages of history books

that consistently excluded them.

This struggle is more heated now
than ever.

Indeed our victories, from the '60s

to the struggle for the Cesar Chavez

Center in 1993, are important lessons

calling for a necessary militancy ifwe
are to turn the tide on this flurry of

racist legislation. As McLaren and the

panelists urged, we must make per-

sonal life commitments in a struggle

for our souls, to "reclaim the public

sphere."

This fact alone - that people of

color literally forced the doors of

academia open in the late '60s - is

enough to threaten the aging white

elite of California. It explains why
Gov. Ronald Reagan in 1970 began

drastically increasing tuition at the

UCs, from $100 to over $4,500 today.

The truth is, however, that people

ofcolor have arrived and are not

going to be so easily moved by mis-

leading legislation or baflling buzz-

words. We have a more inclusive

vision of society because our vision

includes us, the "historically under-

represented."

Our politics are, in fact, for all and

most likely threaten California's polit-

ical order. As one of the blow-out par-

ticipants stated, "La victoria nos

pcrtenece: victory belongs to us!"

We should all know by now that if

you ignore history you are bound to

repeat it. Ignoring the regional history

is apparently convenient to

California's aging white ruling class.

To everyone else it is an insult.

Responsible citizens would be wise

to open their eyes and redirect the

machine now being controlled by peo-

ple like Connerly, Wilson, Ron Unz
and the UC Regents.

As for the vehicle itself which these

people are driving at record speeds: It

will most likely hit a bump in the road,

if not fly offa dark cliff entirely.
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Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT

Course Begins On: Saturday,June 20, 1998

Course Ends On: Thursday, August 1 3, 1998

Course Location: Hyperlearning, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperlearning SummerMCATprogram is 9 weeks in length.

Session Days Time

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm .

4:00 pm- 6:30 i^ifr^^
A^ _gfi.

Weekend Program

XU Saturday - Sunday

attemateWeds.

6:45 pm -9:15 pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm

4:00 pm -6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm

6:45 pm -9:15pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Practice MGJT Days rime

June 27, 1998

July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm

9H)0 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

9:00 am -4:30 pm

9:00 am -4:30 pm

* Computer-analyzed score report provided.

Medical division qf THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Call us at (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD BOUND
^ \ ' *
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT

In their upcoming movie "Wild

Things" Neve Compbell, Kevin

Oocon, Motr Dillon ond Denise

Wd^ords ore doing some pretty

wild things. Frought with plof fwlsrs,

the film is full of bod^-srobblrkg ond
surprise. We rhoughf the ocrors

shoutd look ihe poir, soqo oheod
and dress up these paper doib OS

wildly Qs p>ossible.Nofe to rhe

overage Druin: wild does nor

equd naked Turn your entries in

to Kcrckolf 116 by Fridoy ot 5 p.m.

OTKJ wirv^ers will win Ipie posses ro

rhe film os well os "Wild" stuff

AARON TDUT/D*ayBrtiin

Art Linklctter was the Master of Ceremonies at the 19th College Awards.

AAfCN10UT/tMy»wi

UCLA student Marie DiltUvhM receives a secorxi-place award for producir^g and directing his traditional animation,"Unborn Baby Blues."

i^L

nior
The Academy of

Television Arts and

Sciences honors

two UCLA student

filmmakers during

the 19th annual

College Awards

By Lonnk Harris

Daily Bruin Contributor

As the genial emcee reads from the list of

nominees, a hush falls over the capacity crowd.

At long last, one film is singled out as the best

of the previous year, and the director quickly

makes his way onto the large stage to accept his

priw. He proceeds to thank his parents and his

crew, all the while having his picture taken by

photographers kneeling by the stage

Though this scene will be replicated literally

dozens of times this year at various award

shows and banquets, the festivities held two

nights ago at the Century Plaza Hotel in

Century City had one major difference: all the

winners were university students, and all were

being honored for film projects produced at

their schools.

The Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences has been presenting College Awards

for the past 19 years, in an attempt to single out

worthy student efforts from around the nation

and to encourage young nimmakeis to keep

applying their trade, despite the extreme com-

petitiveness found in the entertainment indus-

try.

Awards are distributed in nine categories:

Music, Traditional Animation, Non-

Traditional Animation, News. Sports,

Magazine Shows, Comedy, Documentary and

Drama. First-place winners in each category

receive a $2,000 cash prize. Second place win-

ners receive $1,000 and third place SSOO. In

Pttoto Gxirtesy oT ktork Marrioa

Kayw Khtrell (left) and Sam Hcnnings (right) look over the snow child, played by

AlU Bastian (center), in Marc Marriott's dramatic film, "The Snow Child."

addition to the monetary awards, first and sec-

ond-place winners, including UCLA students

Marc Marriott and Mark Dale Levine, also

receive the Eastman Product Grant from

Kodak, which provides free Him stock for fur-

ther projects.

The evening itself is designed to honor cre-

ativity and perseverance among college stu-

dents. The show was hosted by television staple

Art Linkletter. and celebrity presenters includ-

Scc SfVDOn, page 23

Dedicated actors hope

success follows the bitch

FILM: Directorial debut on

poker players' friendships

promises positive response

BySandjrY^
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Follow the Bitch" The title elicits

giggling and perhaps a raised eyebrow or

two. Knowing it is a collaborative effort

of old college buddies, the name smacks

ofsome kind of misogyny Strange name

for a movie about a woman who beats

the guys at their own game.

"Follow the Bitch," the title of which

actually refers to a card game, is "a com-

edy about this world that's traditionally

malfr<iominated," says director/ screen-

writer/producer Julian Stone, "and how
their behavior changes with a woman
there."

Premiering today at UCLA, "FoHow

the Bitch" is Stone's directorial debut.

Having worked as a screenwriter for

years with scripts "kicking around" in

the studios, he decided to venture out on

his own as a filmmaker. The movie was

fmanced with money saved from previ-

ous scripts and the sacrifice ofsome valu-

able baseball cards and movie posters.

"You do what you've got to do,"

Stone laughs. "When you work for the

studios for a number of years, you make

a nice living, but all you're doing is pro-

ducing piles of

paper. The odds of

something that you

write actually get-

ting made are rela-

tively slim. 1 decid-

ed to go for it. I

originally got into

this business to do

films, not create

piles ofpaper."

Stone's persis-

tence has taken

form in the sUceof-

life comedy which "^

explores the transmogrification of the

characters' views, all while playing

poker.

Bill (played by Shakespearean actor

Ray Porter) has been the host of the

Friday-night poker games for the past 10

years when he receives startling news.

Not only is his buddy Andy (Dion

Luther), getting married, but he has also

invited Uz (Melissa Lechner) to play,

marking the first time a woman is a part

of the game. The situation doesn't get

better when a she beats everyone, and a

battle ofwits ensues between Liz and Bill.

For Lechner, playing Liz is a depar-

ture from her own life. "I have a tenden-

cy to be spacier, wackier, a little more of

a head-iiHhe-clouds type of person," she

says. "Some ofmy friends go see the film

and say, 'Melissa, that's not you.' That's a

nice compliment."

However, for Porter, playing an "iras-

dbie cynic" reminds the actor of the

Bard's own plays.

"(Bill) really leams something over

the night" Porter says. "He fmds out that

this woman is notjust a better poker play-

er, but she can match wits with anybody.

You can make that comparison to

Taming of the Shrew' or 'Mudi Ado
about Nothing.' It's two really witty peo-

ple who start out as adversaries and then

recognize something in each other.**

The story and the chance to work with

old friends enticed the Cal Arts alums to

work together despite their hectic sched-

ules and distant locations.

"This film we did basically for the

,» .1 » 1 T 1 I

love," Porter says. "We had such a great

time working on it with Julian, who is a

very dear friend. We've known each

other for a very long time, so it was just a

great experience for that alone."

But making the film would prove to be

an arduous task, especially for Porter.

"I did 'Rosencrantz and

Guiidenstera' in Sen Francisco. I fin-

ished that, drove to L.A. and the next day

began shooting," Porter recalls. "Two

weeks later when I wrapped at four in the

morning, I got on a plane at six, landed in

A^iland (Oregon) and began readings

through the play I was doing here."

For others, the film was nurtured

from step one, especially for Luther, who
served as an actor and producer for the

fibn.

"You look at Woody Allen and the

same actors and the same crew he has

worked with for years and years, and I

always wondered, 'What's with that?

Why wouldn't you want to branch out

and go in other directions?'" Luther says.

"But now having done it, I realize it's so

satisfying to take relationships you

already have and make them work this

end."

Having completed the film, the crew

still had post-production to worry about

The next hurdle would be the public's

response.

"We've gotten unbelievable

response," Luther says. "You write

something, you show it to your frienda

and family. You
stnig^ with it and

labor with it You
never know when

you get a group of

strangers in the

room - what's

going to happen. I

can remember

standing in the

back of the theater

with Julian the firrt"

^_^^_^^^^^ ni^t we screened

it and I don't know

whether the scars

that I have on my arm from that night are

his fingers or mine. We were both terri-

fied."

Indeied, "Follow the Bitdi " has gar-

nered recognition and awards from festi-

vals around the country. The possibilities

seem optimistic - even for a low-budget

film.

Nowadays, the term "independent

fihn" refers to movies donning the sup-

port of major studios and a budget in the

low millions. Consequently, truly inde-

pendent films with a small fraction of a

movie budget can expect to travail for

public attention, but the cast and crew is

up to the challenge.

"You fight each battle each step of the

way," Luther says. "With some people,

they say, 'You know, we don't have that

great a film, and we reaOy don't want to

keep fighting for it' That's not the case

with us because v^ believe in it, and

we're going to keep pushing this thing ...

We are an independent fihn in the best

sense of the word."

The cast and crew knew all too well

what being in an ahnost no^Hidget film

was like.

"We all crowded in Julian's apart-

ment" Porta recalls. "The nwvie itself

seems very dose - a bund) ofguys sitting

around the table. Weil, now you have to

imagine not just a bunch of guys sitting

around that tabk 'x^ that small room but

twice as many people behind the camera

doing the lights and everything."

I. ^.^^^^ .i y i i i i i
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'I realize it's so satisfying

to take relationships

you already haveand

make them work."

Dion Luther

Actor
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Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, ''Big Bad

Voodoo Daddy," (Coolsville/EMI-

Capitol) After years as one of Los

Angeles' most popular local indie

bands, the swingin' cats of Big Bad

Voodoo Daddy have been picked up

by EMl-Capitol for their major label

debut.

A mix of older independent releas-

es and material off the movie,

"Swingers," which helped rocket Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy's already bur-

geoning popularity, their self-titled

album charms the pants off the listen-

er, with its mix of well-crafted swing,

lounge music and scat rhythms.

While maintaining a youthful, almost

punk-like mood throughout the

record, BBVD clearly fmds its niche

within the jazzy, brassy sounds of the

late '30s and '40s, and recreates that

eta's spirit perfectly without trying

too hard to be cool and trendy.

Cherry Poppin' Daddies and

Squirrel Nut Zippers, they ain't.

The record features all sorts of Big

Bad Voodoo Daddy swing mafiiiJesta-

tions, led by the charismatic lead

singer, Scotty Morris. True swing

numbers like "The Boogie

Bumpers," "King of Swing" and

"Mr. Pinstripe Suit" will have you

reachin' for your dancin' shoes in no

time. BBVD throws in some songs

that deviate a little from their big-

band sound, like the smooth yet

rockin' "Please Baby" and the Latin-

flavored "Mambo Sing." Of course,

the obligatory (and rerecorded)

"Swingers" songs are here, the most-

popular being the snazzy "You & Me
& the Bottle Make Three Tonight

(Baby)" and the standout "Go
Daddy-0."

CooMteAKORli

BIG BADVOODCX) DADDY
'Big Bad Voodoo Daddy'

"BBVD" is a lively, entertaining

album sure to spice up any party or

occasion, even ifyer not the big swing

fan. But for those of you that appreci-

ate quality music, their top-notch,

mostly energetic, musical delivery

will not disappoint. Mike Prevatt A-

Tbe Boptea, "Closed Captioned

Radio," (Arista) My, how pretty the

case is. My, how slick the overlay

tracks on the opening song are. My,

how the Bogmen have grown from

being a- funky, low key, one album.

East Coast-club band to being a two-

album, industry packaged conuner-

cial product.

But that's being a bit harsh. The

album still reflects the lyrical wiz-

ardry of Bill Campion, who seems to

have opted to go by the "cooler" stage

name of Vic Thrill. For instance, the

tune "Highway of Shame" has him

wailing "It's a nice day out for a stroll

in time and space/ memories have

married and they've laid their eggs/

right angles held captive by a square/

it takes four to tango and a steady

hand."

Yet Campion's, rather, Thrill's,

treacherously cartoony voice, fluctu-

ating between octaves like a yodeling

bartender antsy to take center stage,

leaves something to be desired. Also,

the bouncy congo drum beats and rat-

tling melodies of the band's first

album, "Life Begins at 40 Million,"

seem less proliferative on this sharper

set of songs.

Still, the Bogmen manage to rekin-

dle some fun on the catchy track,

"Mad Larry," which has you bob-

bing, "It'll happen, it'll happen," oh

so reassurediy. Also, the song "Dark

Waltz" somewhat rekindles the

group's ability to usher in a strange

sounding piece with the gusto of

shrieking vampires at a cocktail

party, drawing attention to the seem-

ingly light work's heavier meanings.

All in all, the Bogmen are quite

down for the count. However, it does-

n't seem that "Closed Captioned

Radio" will be the band's escalator to

mainstream exposure. And one

shouldn't buy the album at full price.

Wait until it meets with the bargain

bin after about a month, where it'll be

resting next to their last album.

Vanessa VanderZanden C+

Libido, ''Killing Some Dead
Time," (Vdvei) Look at Matchbox 20

and Radiohead, and you think you've

got polar opposites. Blend the two

together, and you've got Libido.

This album definitely plays on the

commercial sound of today's

American pop, but the melodies and

use of recording-studio special effects

on the vocals gives a good, old-fash-

ioned Radiohead-esque sound.

The basic attraction of this album

lies in the band's ability tc sweep the

listener into a song with a catchy,

melodic introduction. Most of the

album takes on a more mellow feel,

but in a few areas, a wall of instru-

mental noise seems to spit from the

speakers, and you start to feel a drone

in your ears. Thankfully, they always

seem to follow these pitfalls with an

excellent sound in the next song.

Although Libido has found a

sound that could definitely reach

radio waves and Billboard charts

with certain songs, not much of what

they are doing is very original, and

most of the songs sound strangely

alike. Still, the catchy guitar introduc-

tions and sweet harmonies are defi-

nitely something a fan of today's pop

movement should hear. Danielle

MyerA-

FretManket, "Home IVnths From

Abroad," (Polydor) They aren't the

first English band in hopes of making
it big in the U.S. music industry, and

they certainly won't be the last. They
also defmitely won't find the same
success here that Bush or Blur has,

but Fretblanket's new album, "Home
Abroad," contains a few selections

worth a shot at decent airtime on the

radio. Electric guitar overload and

catchy rhythms dominate English

rock's newest hope for stateside suc-

cess.

The first halfof the album contains

great ''alt-rock picks swimming in a

sea of angsty lyrics and hard-hittin'

guitar choruses. The first track, "Into

The Ocean," marks the album's best

single by far. In fact, its new video's

success on MTV's "Twelve Angry

Viewers" gives the song a well-

deserved chance to be heard (and

seen). Compelling drives move songs

"Hammer and Tongues" and "Black

Tambourine" through successful

melodies.

Unfortunately, the second half

doesn't carry as well. Too much of a

good thing gets old fast. By then

you've heard what the band is capa-

ble of, and there isn't mudi left to

look forward to, except the same

atypical alternative style over and

over again. Our only relief from the

monotony comes from the carrying

melody of acoustic number "Killer in

A Former Life." Songs such as

"Green As Green" grow quite dull

and lifeless^ compared to those stick-

ing treats from before.

Fretblanket creates decent tunes,

but in terms of creativity, the band

still has a lot to learn. Michelle

Zttbiate B
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Ihe Big Lebowski' doubles over in its own humor
v^ FILM: Coen Brothers' project's

attempt to appeal to sentiment,

funny-bone hints of the absurd

ByTommy N9uytn
DaHy Bruin Contributor

The pop success of "Fargo" has made "The

Big Lebowsici" one of the most anticipated

movies of the year, and for Coen-heads every-

jvhere anticipation was something we all had to

endure: the delayed release date and titillating

genius of the teaser trailer have been blue-balling

us for months now.

Well the movie's here, and somehow that's

just about all one can say

about it: it's herfe. Much like ^^^.^.i^.i^,
the film's unlikely hero - a

slovenly doobie brother

named "the Dude" - "The

Big Lebowski," no matter

how amiably amusing its

presence is, merely takes up

couch space when every-

thing's been cashed.

Toward the end you just

want to slap the meander-

ing nonsense out of the

movie and say, "Dude, will

you quit jerking off and finish your story?!"

Then again, it's hard to slap a harmless stoner

who just wants to entertain, and that's why "The

Big Lebowski" also has a certain slacker charm

that nudges us in the rib, even when we're not

laughing. Despite its failures (primarily, that the

laughs run out), the movie is no blot on the Coen
Brothers' resume, and so far there's only been

"The Big Lebowski"...

has a certain slacker

charm that nudges us

in the rib, even when
we're not laughing.

one (the frigidly plastic "Hudsucker Proxy").

But what's so admirable about the Coen

Brothers in their latest project is their willingness

to put up their dukes a bit to challenge that con-

stant knock against them: that they give us a

bunch of stylistic eye candy to hide the fact that

they only have lumps of coal for our hearts. Yes,

"Lebowski" doesn't seem to be another circus

show for the Coen Brothers' high-wire camera

and lighting acrobatics (like the ones, breathtak-

ing as they are, in "Blood Simple"). More imprev

sively, there doesn't seem to be a mean bone any-

where in "Lebowski," and there's a sweetness to

its much ado that makes it the friendliest Coen
Brothers film all around.

Surely the fuzzy-wuzzy feel we get from

"Lebowski" is because of the Dude (a truly funk-

ified Jeff Bridges), a stoned

_.,_^_^ and de-boned heap of a

human being, "quite possi-

bly the laziest man in L.A.,"

who walks around the

supermarket in his

bathro'Be and likes to spend

his time in the gutter lanes

with his bowling buddies.

Walter (an almost too-gen-

erous John Goodman) and

Donny (Steve Buscemi).

Strangely, American audi-

ences tend to love charac-

ters who, no matter how special they are,

embrace or strive for averageness ("Good Will

Hunting," "Forrest Gump"), and likewise the

Dude offers the same comfort: He's a happy

martyr for mediocrity who will continue "to take

it easy for all of us sinners."

The Dude has a hard time taking it easy when
a duo of thugs break into his Venice apartment.

dunk his head in his toilet and urinate on his rug.

The men think the Chide is Jeff Lebowski, whose

wife apparently owes them money in some
porno-sordid way. By birth (only by birth), the

Dude's name is JefT Lebowski, but they've got

the wrong dude: the JefT Lebowski they want is a

Pasadena millionaire.

Well, by the Dude's logical estimation, the big

Lebowski owes him a rug, and so he ventures to

confront his grossly refracted doppelganger.

Eventually, the big Lebowski offers him more
than that; someone has kidnapped his beacbv

blanket-bimbo wife (and a kidnapping is always a

bong-water fresh idea for the Coen Brothers),

and he'll pay the Dude handsomely to play ball

with her ransomers.

No sweat, thinks the Dude, that is until his

sweaty bowling chum Walter - a doughboy-lov-

able NRA mascot who relates everything to

'Nam - becomes his bumbling cohort. When
Walter's plot to finagle the ransom money goes"

awry, the Dude becomes the target of an

.._ . . —

^
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(Left to right) J«ff Bridges and John Goodman star in The Big Lebowski.
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tteftlS right) Melissa Lechner and Dion Luther star in Julian Stone's'Follow the Bitch."

Gum«y RH«a«ng

BITCH
From page 19

Even if a bigger budget were feasi-

ble. Stone wouldn't change a thing,

though Luther's one suggestion is more

M&M's. Stone's next project, ntiay take

place in an even more confined loca-

tion.

He says, "If you give yourself the

challenge, then it forces you to be cre-

ative and make it interesting."

So can we expect a Woody Allen-

esque type ofcasting for the next film?

"Absolutely," Porter laughs. "Just

tell Julian to sit at that computer and

bang out some more great scripts."

FILM: "Follow the Bitch' premieres

tonight at the James Bridges Theater at

7:30 p.m. The free screening will be fol-

lowed by a Q&A with Director Julian

Stone and actress Melissa Lechner.

LEBOWSKI
From page 21

onslaught of typically absurd Coen-

stituents, which include a Sprockets

revival of terrorizing German
nihilists (Flea of "Red Hot Chili

Peppers" makes an appearance as

one of them) and Lebowski's plot-

ting daughter Maud (Julianne

Moore in staccato flare), who literal-

ly flies into the movie as a bat out of

feminist hell, an artist whose paint-

ings have been described as

"extremely
vaginal."

With the —

—

lowbrow tan-

dem of the

Dude and

Walter cooking

up most of the

mayhem in

"Lebowski,"
the Coen

Brothers are

once again

serving up hot

dogs and potato salad as comic

manna: on the movie screen the

Coens have become the prized Fidu-

ciaries of smaller-than-life

Americans, and their familiar type

of trailer-park humanity is constant-

ly present in the Dude's struggle to

reclaim his small, unobtrusive cor-

ner of the cosmos. And this movie

comes at the heds of "Fargo" - the

most hearty slice of Middle America

In "Lebowski," the Coen

Brothers are once

again serving up hot

dogs and potato salad

as comic manna.

the Coens have dished out so far -

and yet be aware that "Lebowski"

shares just about nothing with

"Fargo", whose restrained, dead-

pan, "based on a true story" (it's

not) attitude makes it a Coen
Brothers anomaly altogether.

In "Lebowski," the filmmakers

are somewhat back to their signa-

ture fantasia of mythico-poetic

screwballing, the kind first intro-

duced in "Raising Arizona" and

mercilessly hammered in "Barton

Fink." We see a dmgged-out Busby-;

Berkeley dance number - where the

Dude flies through the city's skyline

with an inane^
"^~"~"~^' Lois Lane look

on his face -

along with

other scenes so

flamboyantly

wacky (such as

a marmot
being used as

an attack dog

by the nihilists)

that, even

though the

Coens have put a leash on their spas-

tic camera, their relentless cerebral

slapstick becomes a source of

overkill anyway

What's even worse, it's overkill in

a story that almost has no life to kill.

The whole scheme with the kidnap-

ping is so dull that it's exhausting

just knowing that the movie's about

a kidnapping and, judging from the

SceUKWHSKlpageZa
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STUDENTS
GETYOURBOOKS READYFORTHE

CAMPBELL BOOK COLLECTION COMPETITION
WIN UP TO $600 FOR YOUR BOOK

COLLECTION

BTTRY DEADLINE • APRIL 8^

ASKAT CAMPUS UBRARES R3R0ETALS OR
verrouRWBBsiTE

http://iM(n»Jibrai7JicIa.edu/coimHnees/compbelI/inde^

I Classified Une 825-2221^^—^^^^—^^—
The Bernie Pearl Blues Band

.—

V

J

UCLA Department of Film & Television
announces a new course for Spring Quarter:

Queer Images/Queer Media

rrv 114: Film Genres (6)

THIS INTRODUCTORY SURVEY COURSE OFFERS AN
HISTORICAL LOOK AT REPRESENTATIONS OF
SEXUALITY AND GENDER IN HOLLYWOOD. EUROPE.
THE AVANT-GARDE, AND THE INDEPENDENTS.

Noriega, C. MWl-6 Mel 1409

206-384-201 Sec. lA Fl-2 Mac2310B
206-384-202 Sec. IB F2-3 , Mac2310B
206-384-203 Sec. IC Thl-2 Mac2310B
206-384-204 Sec. ID Th2-3 Mac2310B
206-384-205 Sec. IE Thl2-1 Mel 2310C
206-384-206 Sec. IF TI1I2.I Bundle 1265

206-384-207 Sec. IG F9-10 Mel 2410
206-384-209 Sec. IJ F12-1 Bundle 3178

^ fWTuwNo Harmonica Fats! #^-
(Straight from tfw "House Of Blum')

Join Us For An Unforgettable Evening Of Great Blues,
Dancing, 'SchnKWzin' And JamminI Free o'douvres.

THE BAND IS MOT . . . AND SO ARE THE GUESTS!

LET'S GET READY TO BOOGIE!!
TO RESERVE A SPOT. .

ONAOL: Qo to the Key Word: Date Doc
ON THE WEB: QoTo:

http-y/www.thadatodoctor.com

OR CALL (310)559-3806

FAX: piO) 287-1121

WHEN: Saturday, March 14th

WHERE: Tha Mseting Pointe

TIME: 9:00 P.M. -1:30 A.M.

ATnRE: -CaWbmia Caauar
(NoJaanaorT-ahirt^

AOMMSION: $25.00 (In advwica)

SaSiX) (At tha door)

Tlw MMting Pointe is at 1901 AvMMM Of The ttars, CwHury City

Conveniently Located in Westvvood village

Across From Jerry's Famous Deli

U C L /I

SCMMtSTTIKXTER
rummrtwnstm

Note: The course listed under FTV 114 in the

Schedule of Classes is not being offered next quarter.

^7
Complete Professional

Eye Examination'

•N«w pMlantt only.

Contact tons •xvn •ddMonal.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
Includes eye exam,

frame and prescription

lenses.

ON DISPOSABLE

^ CONTACTS

•l|MtaiM( iSOMiv**
iM WMlrPM krtaM «a

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see better,

and look

better, too.

• compretiensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

corrtact lenses

•wMisilKtionaftodair's

(noat taNonMa eyewear
• free no obiication laser

refractive surgery

• Vision btwiance plans

accepted

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.
10930 Weybum Av«. Westwood Village

(310)208-1384
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film's half-assed resolution, the filni-

makers were probably just as bored

with it as we are. And unlike the rest of

the Coen Brothers' films, there is such

an utter lack of geographical specifici-

ty - essential to the comedy of both

"Fargo" and "Raising Arizona" are

the daffy idiosyncrasies of their

respective tribes. "Lebowski's" voice*

over intro (narrated by Sam Elliot, the

low-rent John Wayne of our genera-

tion) goes into this whole hoopla

about what kind ofcity Los Angeles is,

and yet the Coen Brothers do nothing

with Los Angeles; the story could

have taken place in any part of the

country, and no one would be the

wiser.

Except of course, the Coen
Brodiers, who are wise to just about

everything there is in the world. But at

their worst, it's entirely their world:

what we feel in "The Big Lebowski" is

a couple of gifted filmmakers mostly

getting high off their own hyperbolic

ingenuities, and then once in a while,

one of the brothers will quit his horse-

playing and say, almost regrettably,

"CMi look, we've got company." No
doubt most of us would love to be in

their company anyway, no matter

what private stash of crack they're

smoking. Still, an important thing for

the Coen Brothers to know about

their audiences is that a contact high

doesn't last very long.

STUDENT
From page 19

ed Nancy Cartwright ("The

Simpsons"), Larry Carroll ("CBS
News"), Amy Pietz ("Caroline in

the City"), Victoria Rowcll

("Young and the Restless") and

special-effects expert John Dykstra

("Jurassic Park").

The hope is that the effort of the

Academy will enable young film-

makers to con-

tinue working,

which in turn ••

allows them

Tnore opportiK

nities to suc-

ceed in

Hollywood and

beyond.

"Although
we are best

known for the

Prime Time
Emmys, the

College Awards

is one of o\ir

most important

events," said

Academy
President Meryl Marsha!

"Educational services are key to

bringing new voices into the indus-

try."

All in all, 344 eligible films were

sent to the Academy judges for con-

sideration from 13S universities

nationwide. Out of these films, only

Although we are best

known for the Prime

Time Emmys, the

College Awards is one

of our most important

events."
^^"

Meryl Marshall

Academy president

six could ever become first-place

winners.

The first-place awards went to

"Suburban Monogamy" (USC) for

Comedy, "Deo Gratias"

(University of Oklahoma) for

Music, "Texas and the Death
Penalty" (University of
Texas/Austin) for Documentary,

"On the Beat" (UC Berkeley) for

News Magazine, "Smoke"
(California Institute of the Arts) for

Traditional Animation, and "Pets"

(USC) for

.

N o n -

Traditional
Animation.

As well,

"Texas and the

Death Penalty"

and its director

T a s s o s

Rigopuolos
were awarded

the prestigious

Seymour
B r i c k e r

College
Award, given

annually to the

College Award

___. winner who
best demonstrates a humanitarian

concern. The Bricker Award also

comes with a $2,000 prize.

All the first and second-place

winners were screened at the

Academy's office on Monday, in a

presentation hosted by longtime

film critic Charles Champlin. This China Syndrome") and a studio

event - open to the public - was

designed to provide a potentially

larger audience for student films.

Among those winning second-

place honors were two UCLA stu-

dents: Marriott for his dramatic

film "The Snow Child" and Levine

Tor his traditional aiiTmatiori

"Unicorn Baby Blues."

Marriott, whose film career is

expanding with several possible fea-

tures on the horizon, made "The
Snow Child" with help from the

James Bridges

Foundation ^
earlier this

-^———

—

year. He hopes

to use this film

to expand his

career in

motion pic-

tures.

"You have

to get a lot of

things up in the

air to ever get a

film made,"

Marriott said.

"Right now I

have a few __^_^_____^__
solid projects,

and hopefully, _'_;

I'll actually get a feature made
sometime this year."

Among the potential projects

Marriott has in the works is a trans-

lation of a John Updike novel, with

a screenplay authored by accom-

plished director Jack Larson ("The

"Every time a student

makes a film, it helps

all of us.There is

plenty of room in this

industry for

everyone."

'_ . MtrcMarrtott

UCLA filmmaker

comedy about rock climbing.

Marriott's success, as well as the

good fortune of other collegiate

directors, can only help other

young people who are trying to

break into the business of movie-

making.

^^Every time a student makes^
film, it helps all of us," Marriott

said. "There is plenty of room in

this industry for everyone, and I

have a whole lot of colleagues with a

lot of talent."

The recogni-
'

tion of this tal-

ent was the ulti-

mate goal for

many a Sunday

night. After the

last award was

handed out and

the crowds

made their way
to the exit,

many reflected

that the media

of television

and film rested

on their shoul-

ders.

Presenter
Larry Carroll

was one of those people who took

part in the ceremony to advance the

medium to which he has dedicated

his life.

"The art and science of television

will all be advanced by what these

young people are doing, and I am
very, very impressed," Carroll said.
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Thomas Lee, Conductor

Winter Concert

B 1 1

"X
4s.

o
Marche Hongroise 'Rtikoczy' From the Damnation ofFaust

FOUM
•ANCE§
FBOME

R

S
T
E
* Conducted by

^ Peter Morris

a 1 n

V e s
Finale From

Symphony No. 2
Conducted by:

Matthew W. Cody

^^
iBIIr

HUl Song No. 2 Molly on the Shore
Conducted by Tony Spano Jr. Conducted by Thomas Lee

Teiue
c
» Shades

>t^

1

i

Conducted by

Thomas Lee

Tsehesnokoff

Conducted by Dwight Satterwight,

VniversUy of Georgia

Wednesday
March 11, 1998

Schoenberg
Auditorium

8:00 pm

Admission isfree

Reception tofollow

«r«^*'-^tt'*<^» '^
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advertising information

Address
lIBKerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA90Q24

Internet
E-Mail: classlfieds@media.uda.eclu

Web: http7/www.dailybnjin.ucla.edu

Plione
Classifled Une: (310) 825-2221

CtassHted Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

difice Hours
Mon-Pw: 9:00a[n-4;00pin

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words

...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

Deadlines
ClassiftodUneAds:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

ClassmedDlspiayAds:
2 worWng days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to 'The
UdA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa.

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

Allow 5 working days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you
are selng. TTiis maK^s it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include tfie price of your item

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy
for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and indude that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, cotors and other specific

descriptions.
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announcements

1100-2600

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. DboMieii, Fh. Sk^ Siidy, 3S17 AdH

llwn. leoli Stadf, 3S17 AdMHn

wy.iiK.A3-039
DiKMiieN,AlfnH 12:10- )iOOfm

Rewarding Summer
Jobs in the Sierra

National Forest yV
Since 1933, Gold Arrow
Camp has provided a

traditional, non<oinpetitive

program for boys and girls

ages 6-14 located on the

shore ol Htiittington Lake

We are now hiring group

counselors and instructors i

the following activities:

• archety • arts li crafts • tailing * fishing •

walerekiing* windsurfing* riflvy • ropes

course • horseback riding • rock climbing •

nature study • swimming • lifeguards •

mountain biking • backpaclung • and others

To request an application call

1-W0-5S4-2267 or visit or web site at

www.goldarrowcamp^om

Next yearyou could be pushing
-— paper for a Goliath.

Were hiring Davids.

Public InterestCareer Positions

The Gdiaths of today are polluting our environment,

cheating their custonDers and corrupting the democr-

atic process, tf you would rather be a David than push

paper for a Goliath, apply for a position with the state

PIRGs, the State Public Interest Research Groups. We
were started by Ralph Nader and we stand up for the

public interest

We're hiring ful^time professional staff to help us

organize, research, lobby and wage grassroots camp-

aigns for the put>lic interest

Information Session

Wednesday, March 11 at 6pm, Ackerman 2410
Interviews on campus Thursday, March 12.

Call (310) 397-5270, ext 328
www.pirg.org

FreightKner Corporation is the North American market leader in the design,

development and manufacture of a complete Ime of technologically-advanced

heavy and medium-duty tnjcks and specialty vehicles. We have the following

opportunities available;

Sates Applications Engineers

If you are a recent college graduate or m the last year of your mechanical or nwx)-

fectunng degree program, you may be eligible for our tr^mng program for Sales

Applications^Engineers at our Portland. Oregon Headquarters. In this prognm. we
v^ teach you how to assist and consult with customers, dealers, and field staff on

specific applications and models. You will also inspect designated ISO's for engi-

neenng feasibility and provide technical feedback to fieW sales staff. We are kjoking

for energetic outgoing individuals who excel at customer service and have a talent

for problem solving and troubleshooting. We will also be interviewing stu-

dents, with at least Junior standing, for our summer internships in our

Sales Application Engineering Department

We will be on the UCLA campus Friday, March 13th, at the

Engineering Placement office from 9: 1 5am-SKK)pm. Stop by and see

us. You can also fax your resume in advance to: (SOB) 735-5299. In addi-

tion to an excellent work envtronment Fneightliner offers a competitive compensa-

tion and benefits package We are an equal opportunity err^yer. M/F/D/V.

dFRUGHTllM^
Freightuner Corporation

wwwfreightlinertnjcks.com

UNivERsrRcREDrr
UNION

UCLA STUOENTS, lactiNy and staff: benefit

from kMv-ooet Hnenoial Mfvices & on-cam-

pus ATM*. VM ue al Ackerman A-4evel, on-

line at www.ucu.arg or cal 310-477-6826

^£

FREE CASH GRANTS!
Ck)4lege. Scfwlarsfiips. BuaineM. Medical

mi. Never repay. Toil Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext. G-1660.

RAISE $500 In one week Fundraising op-

portunities availabi*. No financial ot)Ngalion.

Great for dub*. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext51.

READINGS BY MAIL
PROFESSIONAL EUROPEANI Be speciflcl

5 questkxis $lO-f S A S.E. SfwcKingly accu-

rate! Fale'N'Success, P.O.Box 252037. Los

Angetee. CA 90025

ACNE! ACNE! ACNE!
CLINICAL RESEARCH SPECIALISTS is

k)oking for peopta over 12 years of age with

moderate to severe acne (at least lOspots).

Qualified votunleerB will be financially conv
pensated. For more information please call

Donna or Delia 310-828-8887

ADULT FEMALE INCEST SURVIVORS age
18> needed for study on reactions to patt Irt-

cest experience. Paper-pencil questkxv
nahw plus group diecueaton. Atxxit one-

hour, one-lime session. Can 310-285-3602
or email studySOOhotmaM.oom.

ADULTS WITH Attention Deficit Disorder

needed for diaertatkxi study $6 to compMe
queetlonnaiie*. Ifir. WLA or SM. Leave
name^ numberO310-315-1901.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuais wtw have experienced anorexia

personally for Itwsis study. Interviews/Ques-

tnnnaires. Information CONFIDENTIAL.
Some recovery necessary. Nikki: 310-471-

8032.

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healttiy young

women, ages 17-25, weight t>etween

eO&120tt>s , witti normal periods, to partka-

pate in a UCLA project to take 24firs.

Receive $25.00 for complete partlcipatkxi.

Dr lanYipO310-206-1987.

BOTHERED BY
ATHLETE'S FOOT???

IF YOU ARE 12 years of age or older. Inter-

ested m a cMcal ressaich study?? Quali-

fied volunteeia wIN be financially compert-

saled. Call Dr Vied at 310-828-8887 for

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 (or lab experiment and devetopmenlal

evaluJUon, and get a sctentMc learning ex-

perience. Can 310-825-0392

oh 110 . . • liiKih 2HT coming . . . hrKor ;:o hii,^ \\w W\{ . . •

3400
Sports EodtaMMMit

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOO!

SocitH psychological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours Average $8 Undergraduate only Call

310-837-2669 or sign up 235 Haines

SMOKERS wanted for UCLA research study

Earn $10/hr plus $30 bonus for not srTX>klng

ovemight. 310-204-4883 HSPC #97-07-

005-01 B.

Brown hair, Brown eyes, SAT
Scores of 1 200-1- . Northern

European - Slavic, English, Irish

heritage. Copy of SAT/grade

transcripts must be attached to

application plus 4 to 5 good

photos. Age 1 9-30 yrs.

Compensation $5,000.

Can Cnathn Conception, Inc.

888-411 -EGGS

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call 1-88M11-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

M

POWERB- .
"

,. >X)c, active matrix screen,

750 MB HD. 32 MB Ram, and 33 6 Mo-

dem/Ethernet Card. $1400otx). Chris 310-

836-2370.

LONb iJCA 3,

MAC powertxxjk 165C MSW 5.1 (ax modem.
$350. Call John 310-452-8958.

ANONYMOUS sperm d, ^-.._ p

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/month and free

health screening Convenient hours, located

m Westwood Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you considered heipiing an inlerllle

couple? If you're 21-30 years and willing to

help, please call All races needed Compen-
sation $3,500.00 OPTIONS 800-886-9373

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30 All into confidential Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors Ages 19-32 Egg
donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples $4,000 com-
pensation. Call 1-888-411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception

JEWISH EGG DONOR
We are looking for a Jewish egg donor Can
you help us' If you can, call 310-828-5788

MEN: Donors needed lor insemination pro

gram Especially needed Latinos. Jewish.

Italian, African-Americans 36 or younger

Please call 626-440-7450 Compensation
provided

fiE

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

Call Mirna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EkrmxzzzizE]

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS4F0STER Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119 95, Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$18995 Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149 95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139. King $159,

Bunkt)eds Delivehes, Phorw Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337

OUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, tx)x, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284

transportation

4500-5500

4600
Aoio

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ. 130, 160 Lots

of Sociology txxjks including Sociology 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy), M150
(Soc of Agamg) & M162 (Soc of gender)

Art history 56 (reader only). Sold at cheap-,

er price than the UCLA bookstore Call 310-

836-1023 lor MIchele after 6PM

yvHfcfci.b hOH bALt' AbA to-j 1oj/juH15

New tires and wheel locks $500 tits Civic In-

tegra Tercel Corolla Call Henry 310-267-

7649

Antes for Sato

Books

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 income poten-

tial Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE A lot cheaper than

buying it al the copy place. Call Michelle

310-824-3920

•*••••••••
^ Piano Rentals ^
jf Low Monthly Rates If
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

1984 CHfcvT- Blue 4aoor naicnbacK. hxcel-

lent condition. Immaculate interior. Buns
great! 108,000 miles. $1275 obo 213-851-

9460

1985 HONDA PRELUDE, drkgrey 5-speed,

sunroof, CD. 120K miles (60K on new en-

gine), new tires. Must sell! $2500obo Call

Dave ^31 0-824-9540.

1986 RELIABLE HONDA CIVIC CRX- Black,

5-speed, only 118,000miles, ir^ mint condi-

tion, new parts+new paint, CD Player. Great
Deal $1900obo Dave 310-473-7771

1989 MUSTANG 5 LX. Convertable black.

71,000 miles. Original owner. $6,500 obo.

Contact Mark 310-246-5115

Classifieds

825-2221
Let over 56.000 readers know it s your friend s birttiday.

Displa'
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Rrst Round Live

Coverage: Friday®

7:10 pm.

Second Round live

Coverage: Sunday, TBA

^Djotxi

March Madness bepisWs
week. Show your school spirit

by tuning down the vohme
on your IV sets and tuning in

to KLA for ive, pia!y4)y play

cover^e!

Special haMine HenieHS wHi

BnnstaislbbyBai^lUs

Mnson, Eari Wabon, and

BaraiDewisL^ _

''^^.

Cii in to "Aroud Hk Norn' Ihnlay Hi 70) pn to

mdteyM N(M foinniert PreitdOTs 3)0.825.9085

91.9FM

Vv^^

ABOttfiprSite

t._ .-.-ACCORD LX 19b'. . .^.'jd. 79.000

miles, pnginal owner, very good condition,

$3950 310-451-4787 Evening or message

MITSUBISHI GALANT 1987 Automatic,

loaded, 78,000mi, very good condition,

$2500 firm 310-454-5314 Evening or mes-

sage

4900
iUitos for Sale

SEIZED CARS
FROM $175 Porsches. Cadillacs, Chevys,

BMWs, Corvettes Also Jeeps, 4WDs Your

area Toll free 1 -800-21 8- 1650extA- 1650 for

current listings
; ,_

'89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO 4-wheel drive Fully loaded, excellent

conditon, nms, CD/stereo $10,900. Must

see 310-879-1484

4900 I
Autos for Sale |
93 TOYOTA TERCEL White. 53M, 2-door,

5-spd, air, new tires. $5,990. 310-824-4054.

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok Cash deposit

ok Free miles allowance Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted 1-800-770-

0606

Good Head!
See Dick.

See Dick's cap.

Recent studies

show MOST UCIA

students drink no

more dun 4 when

tfiey party. So what?

Students who drink

4 or less have better

love lives, are

happier with dieir

relationships, and

have 'Good HeMi'.

Good thinkin' Dick!

M • * (

Oick
N

he's not

on ttie

swim
1 1 a m ,

and
that's

not a

dunce
cap
Actuall Y

Dick
I s a

4

student

with a

good
head
on his

shoUders

Even
though

Dick
h a i

1) e e n

engaged

in soRit

social

good
head
start)

T h •

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

a couple

of beers,

a shot

and a

blow
I

b .

tie has

not lost

h i s

head
and
forgonen

h I s

And it

you
can't ten

by this

photo,

this

headg|8r

IS quite

a htfad

shrinkef.,

6' K

so he

never
quite
learned

what
bone IS

ACROSS
1 Type of dnnk?
5 Smoker's need
10 Glass bottle

14 Entreaty

1

5

Good-bye, in

Pans
18 Lazy
1

7

Arkin or Ladd
18 Actor James

Earl —
19 Defeat

20 Baby s toys

22 Onions
relative

24 Domicile: abbr

25 One — million

26 Stately

dances
30 By oneself

34 Tiny particle

35 Underage
37 Observe
38 "Norma —

"

39 Canirw
comment

40 PhildelpMa

Flyers org.

41 — Fitzgerald

43 Sesame Street

character ^__
45 Ember
46 Melhodok)gies

48 Pubs
50 Bread type

51 Male sheep
52 Stockings

56 TV adjunct

60 — Ben Adhem
61 Canadian

honkers

63 Midnight's

opposite

64 Skyrocket

65 Singer Presley

66 Job
67 Longings

• 68 Coos tawwt "

69 Mets' stadium

of this

head
strong

young
m a It-

have not

caused

him to

charge

head
first into

a heedy

driflk'8-

t h n .

No, not

this
Dick. He

knows
over
doing It

would
only
cause
him a

h a g e

DOWN
1 Ship's pole

2 Mexican pot

3 Great
achievement

4 Two-year-old's

specialty?

5 Grandeur
6 Fusses
7 Metallic

element

8 Musical notes

9 Quieting

10 Baddy
11 Object of

devotion

12 Too
13 For fear that

21 Actor Majors

23 Collection

26 Female horses

27 Venice's

country

23 Chnstmas
carols

29 Rises rapidly

T

30 Out of shape
31 ContrltHitor

32 Vermont patriot

Allen

33 Hollows

36 Vase
42 Skylighled

L lobbies
"43 Comes fortfi

44 Senous
45 Glues
47 Inspect

49 Tank
52 Misty

53 Reed
instrument

54 In a short time

55 Sharp cry

56 "It's — to Tell a

Ue-
57 Ark builder

58 Snout
59 "Lonely Boy"

singer

62 Night before a

holiday

TT

and e

trip
straight

to the

head for

a

wresdmg

match
with tilt

toiUtr
I A n4
nobody

likes to

be tn a

toiltt't

Why il

he were

to head

up a real

b ooie
fast,

his new

head
quarters

might
iust be

located

s I «

feet
under

a

head
stonet

Heads
u p I

Most
U CI A

students

drink
four or

less
when
they
parly

Soma
don't
drink
at ill

So use

your
heed
and

when
you've

done
4

you're

[Ths Headkne bnxighl «D you by Student HeaMi Eduction. I

Classifieds

825-2221
Check Autos for Sale [49001 for ttie car you've been looking for.

Display
206-30f

tldiflli

690Sf

"Multis;jort Adventurtt"

$310
"Hiking Aaventure"

$356
"New York ifpiorer"

FMES «M SUtlKT n CHAIKt. KSTnCTHW

IuiiruMM
Travel ^ „^

j
CUE:CmkUm hienntlMnI

I UaoMiaHl EkIhm|c

L 10904 Lindbrook Drive

'Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

1020 Westwood Boulevard
Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

(ttKEyOUR OWN iyR,CWl HOTEL REMTION AT

tinp'J/www.pihmni9b.con/mfuatfovtl

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest DomestiG and

Intemotonal Airfares

Tour Poduges

EuniNpass

HoM Accomodattons

Cor Rentals

*Asio*/UMca*/yfllralo*Eurapi'Soiii AiMfin*

nMTvQNirMBOirlMiar

mwy—Mlno>ce HMHkraaybe
we aiiiluws moy owiiy Pka toaa

PHONE (310) 441-3680
lOKOmHln^m^M.WtiUMd CA 90024

EARLY glFtb SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEP'S-S478 fVT, MexKxVCaf-

ibbean-$209-$249 FVT, Hawaii-$119 o/w

CaH 310-394-0550. hltp7/ww.airtii(ch.org

MEXICO OR HAWAH only $250r/t Europe

S2390/W. Ottier worldwide-destinations

cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTach 212-219-7000.

l-aoo-STS-TECH «nvw.airtKh.coni

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34«up 1-688-PtCANTI Space limit-

ed

senrlces

5800-7300

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS « SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

•ponaoralll Qtmi oppoftuntty. Call now: 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Chooae Univwrsity CredH Union to fund your

Stanord Loans (Landw Code 832123). Also

receive low-coct financial services. 310-

477-8628; ht|p-7Awww.ucu.org

iniiiii.collegeworks.

SlOOOschoiarr

Classifieds

825-2221

huormos

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/stan/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303

flKiM

/iiislatef
IfaiAw in 9Dod haada

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood Blvd.
C2 t>lks So. of Wllat-ilfo)

FOR GUITARISTS ONLY! Michael Hedges,

Leo Kotike, Joni Mitchell, Ry Cooder. Open
Tunings: The Next Generation. Make it Sol

310-248-3629.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classical Music- European Instructor- Inter-

natkjnal teaching experience All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at; 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience Free 4he

beauty of your voice ttirough good vocal

technique. $40/hr. 310-470-6549.

f r«55^-.*# iS:» ?^;'^
-

FREE FOOD/ENT
—t)ltp.//www.thelaweb.coni. Los Angeles'

HOTTEST internet night gukJe. to DINirK3,

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. Enter the

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

CHINA MAN
An ail natural alternative that adds satisfac-

tkxi for you and your partner all night. Used
by thousands of men. 1-800-257-7669. ToN

Free 16 and over plaaae

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico Live with family 2weeks-

$411. 4weeks-$785: Shours class/day,

lroom'f3mealaMay. CALMECAC. Calixto 2.

Guanajuato, Gto. 36000 Mexico, mo-

dem560quijbte.ugto.mx.

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates Psychotherapy/Counseling

Oepressk>n, anxiety, poet-traumatic stress

disorder Couples—Individuals. CaH for free

consultation Sliding scale. Liz Goukl.

MFCC#32388. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confkJential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hypnotherapy for

test preparation Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA, MFCC.
310-289-4643

HATHA YOGA CLASSES- Tu-Sat. 10:30am-

12noon. $10/person. S8 for student w/ID.

2349 Westwood Blvd. 1/2 block N of Pico

Can 310-455-2666

HYPfiOTHERAPY- $15/hour Student at ac-

cradiled school ot tiypnolharapy in Tarzana

naada hours to graduate. Cal EiieenO310-
390-3785 lor appointment.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated deveksping/editing your critically-

important personal statements? (Set profes-

sk>nal help, competitive edge from national-

ly-kr>own author/consultant 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-.,

ta Monca College. Business 9n6 travel.

Starting Feb 28-i-April 25. Six Saturdays,

9am- 12pm $75 Participation encouraged
310-452-9214

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

OavkJ 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

StiMlents Welcome. Fast Professional

Quality Guaranleed, papers iM for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F I0:00am-S:00p(n

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Ml .

IBoota,

BANKHUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13 GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans

Law offces of Whites Assoc. (UCLAW-86')
800-420-9996/310-207-2089

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and graan eards call ex-

perienced Immigration attorT>ay. Reaaonable

ralM and free consuNations CaH 213-251-

9568 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CAROIThe Easy-lnaxpanaiva wii\

Visaa. Work ParmRs, & Later Camficalion. A

CaWomia Corporalon 9inoa 1982. Immi-

9«aon Spadalist CaR: 310^59-8200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green

cards, visas. wort( parmHa. labor oartificatton.

daportatkjn. RaaaonaMa r«aa. Attorney Ge-

offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

ORDER BY PHONE 213-777-9885. or call

mot)ile unit direct. 818-697-4028. Pager:

213-344-7581 h ftp //www. online -

labs.com/dannl/ras/index.htm

vmmtQ RESUMES. 1-hour service. Our

diants gat raaults. Open 7 days. Visa and

Mastarcaid accepted. 310-287-2785.

HONEST MAN W/Uft truck and doilies,

smal jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-28&-868e. SF. LV, SO, AZ Go Bruins.

JERRYS MOVING & DELIVERY. The care-

ful movers. Experienced, retiabia, same day

delivery. Paddng, boxes avaHabte. Jerry.

310-301-5667 GO UCLAII

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/Styles with dedk:ated profaask)nal

At your home or WLA studio Ist lasson free.

No drum set naoaasary. NeH 213-654-8226

MATH TUTORINQ^CONSULTir^G by Ph D.

Cbamislry. Physics. English. Elefnentary thru

(^aduata school Post-Ph D WLA 310-398-

0683.

PRIVATE TUTOR. S2S/hr. avoid higfi agency
costs. Moat subfads. al gradas. Spadalza
in writing and LSAT. CaN Matania •310-442-

9585.

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced. Master

degree. One on ona. Ai you home. S2S/hr.

First daaa Iraa. Newer boring, always lun.

310-723-1087.

TERM PAPER DUE?
EXPERIENCED TUTOR in English and So-

cial Sdances S25/hr. Melody: 310-393-

2150.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher. Ph.D otters tutoring,

term paper assiatanoe, English. Social Sci-

ence. History. Foreign Students Walooma.
CaN: 310-452-2865

TUTOR
HIGHLY QUALIFIED tu(or/educatk>nal guW-
ance counsekx. All sut>iects/study skills.

Grades 6-12 Refs available Vickie: 310-

794-0392

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and
betow weteome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with English—tor students of

all ages/levels $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED
lOhrs/wk. $10/hr. for homework: English and
math. Reny 310-393-1669

104-YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,
Applk:atk)n Typing. Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/MedRal-Mac/IBM Student Discount

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE WORDS, ETC. 310-820-6830.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertatk}ns, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monea, 310-828-6939 Hollywood, 213-466-

2888. \

WORD PROCESSING Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

dte. Fax. enftail. mail, bring wprk to me.
Rushes. Student discount 818-830-1546.

employment

7400-8300

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
Tlow-to' books, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-pack!! 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs.

PLEASE HELP ME
FIND 10 PEOPLE from Turttey. Intematkxial

company just opened business. Big oppor-

turiity to make money. Call-ASAP 310-884-

6368.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For smaN business. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

WORK AT HOME
MAKE $300-1000WK P/T, F/T Set your own
hours. No experiefKe necessary. Will train

Free information 1-800-600-0343. Ext

1269.

AOMINtSTRATIVE ASSISTANT lor a buai-

neas offne in Bevt^lls. Fufl time poeMion.

PleMe lax resume 310-278-0038 or caH

310-278-2750.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Worfc wNh LtVchMren. Requiras BA. current

enrotmenl^taslars level program in Educ-

retaled Held. Resume: KeVye McKirma, M.A.

1011 HavenhurstDr LA CA 90046.

FAST GROWING Inlamet/leiecom cdmpeny
ia tooldng for Pragrammer, min. lyr exp.

WUnix, C programming. Com. A web proto-

cols. HTML. Perl, ODBC. B.&f in C.S. or re-

lated is req. Westwood. Fax resume 310-

507-0227.

FAST GROWING Intemel/teiecom company
Is tooking lor Staff Programmer, min 3yrs

exp. In Win programming. C. C**, MFC,
Com. & Web protocols. ODBC a pkjs. B S-f

In C.S. or ratted req. Weatwood. Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227.

FAST GROWir^ Intemet/letecom company
is kx>king lor Content Devetoper, min lyr

exp. w/lntemet protocols, HTML. Exp. w/im-

plementattorVntgnit of web content, good
writing sMNs. B.S-fis req Westvraod Fax re-

sunrie 31 0-507-0227

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk.

Sl1.2S/hr Long term opportunity with a new,

exciting brand. Stephanie081 8-500-0966

Bruins turn to the Daily Brum first for fiousing

Career Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY. MARCH 19th 10am- Jpin
at Trousdale Parkway at USC

The largest job fair in L.A.
is coming to USC.

Warner Brouiers, Hilton,
Union Bank Of CA, Macy's, Metlife,

Accountants Overload, Aeon are a few
of the many M»ior Corporations

attending.

Open to all Fields, Majors & Degrees.

J!m.MQrc information on this free event
contact (310) 71^^438

DRIVER/AFTER-SCHOOL CARE Compan-
ion tor 13-year pkj girl. Fridays arni eittier

Tuesday or Thursday. Call Pat 310-287-

1470, evenings.

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE afterachool chiW
care. 2B0YS (8&11) M-F 3:30-7PM. Re-
sponsit>ilities: Driving, afterschool activities,

fhw. Heferences^^valid license needed.
$140/wk. 310-477-7171

FACULTY FAMILY-seeks P/T nanny for two
wonddrtul chiWren, 2:3O-5:30pm. M-F. Refer-

ences, own car required. Call 310-472-7297
alter 5p(n.

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girt:

age 12, Mon-Fri, 4-7:30pm. Must have own
car. Live-in possible. Extra hours available.

$10/hr. $15 for homework hrs. 310-398-

083a

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time. At Home. To« Free 1-800-218-

9000 ExL T-1650 for Listings.

SIOOO/WKGUARANTD
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediattly

For free starrer kit ser>d $10 (shippinf^harv

dling) to: Shoemaker 264 S. l!a Cief>ga

#235 Beverly Hills. 9021 1 31 0-559-81 1

5

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILII«3 our

circulars. No experience required. Free inior-

nrutkm packet. CaH 410-783-8279.

^SHIPPING/RECEIVING*
P/T 20hrs/wk. M-F. $7.00/hr. Seeking re-

sponsible. energetK person for handkig cry-

ogenics equipment. Light lifting required.

Minimum 2-years college. Please lax re-

sume to 310-208-8477 or mail to CA Cryo-

bank. 1015 Gayley. Box 439. LA. CA 90024

Attn: Tanya.

ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT

SEEKING FRIENDLY, outgoing, undergrad-

uate student with experierne with ADHD
adults and famifies tor light offce work.

Phones, typing, scheduling, filing Excellent

communicatkxi skills required WordPerfect

software experience a must. 3/hrs daily M-F,

ftoxible schedule, 9-15 hrs per/wk $6.50-

$7.50 baaed on exp. ADHD & CAPI Institute

Fax resume 310-794-6583 or drop it ofl at

100UCLA Medtoal Plaza. Suite 430

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-
ing company in Santa Monca. Must be com-
pular Mama. (Quidtan^Ouick Book a plus)

FfT.PfT. benetta. Hourty rate. Fax resume:
310-788-0644.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-
fect a must! Mature, responsit>ie, detail ori-

ented, good analytx:al skills F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030. ext20.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
P/T POSITION In medk»l offKO. flexMe
schedule. ResponsMe. reMabte. mature.

seN-motivated. Prefer experience w/MAC,
Mteroeoft word, and clipbooks. Fax reauma:
310-582-1165.

-

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS Waal-
wood. One bedroom and salary. Experience
and refererx:es required 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school arxt day campe Part-time im-

medlatoly. Ful-tima lata aprtng. Must have
poot-managament experience. $350-
$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 1ia

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: chikl devetopmem backgroundteNM-
care experierKe. Car. good dnving
raoordtrafaranoaa. 20hraAvk $17S/Wl 3 af-

ternoons or evenings. 310-264-4217.

,
ATTRACTIVE. SELF MOTIVATED, woman
needed tor lingerie modeling. Mb nudity. Ex-

oelent compenaationi! Will not Intartaie

w/studies Christine^ 1 8-54S-88SS Ext 3

Oispla)
206-30r
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BARItNDtf^ TRAINfcES NtEDLD tain

up to $2(yhr.. day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes, 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,
M-F at Private Club ExperierKe+personali-

ty+-f Theatre Arts, Music&Drama, Cratts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

conne. MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgo«r)g, team player. MUST be avatlat)le to

work aH 11 weeks 6/15/96-8/26/96 Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029.

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now hiring! Summer tun in-

cludes: jet skiing, beach days, amusement
parks, camping trips, d.j. dance parties &
more! Call Lindy at 310-477-2700

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great staff. Great

pay for great people. Must be enthusiasts,

fun. responsible, and tove kkls. Counsetors,

art&crafts, nature, lifeguards, etc Call Sarah

for an appointment 816-689-2224.

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennsylvania

(6/20-8/18/98). Directors: Orama.Camp-
ing/Nature, Golf. Counsetors:Tennls. Gym-
nastKS, Sculpture. Guitar, Siikscreen, Jewel-

ry, Batik, Calligraphy, Waterski, Sailing,

Ropes. Basketball, Softball, SeH-Defense.

Aerobics, Videograpt>er, Group Leaders.

Rm/bd/transpor1atk)n/salary. Interviews April

13th. 1-800-279-3019 -»_

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT AT

THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL
WORK 15-20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR+.32SHIFT

DIFFERENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON
AVE.. LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-0151.

FAX 310-794-8503

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature fitms. commer-

ciais, and musk: vkteos. Earn up to S240 per

day! No experiertce needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CATALOG
DISTRIBUTOR

START UP INFOMERCIAL company has an

opening for an energetk: team player to be

responsible for the distribution of our catatog

to various religious establishments Require-

ments: marketing, business, or other related

major. Junior or senior Well organized, ex-

cellent cooimontcatwn skUls. Hourfy+ com-

missskxi. Fax resume:213-382-9918 or mall

to PO Box 75210. LA. CA 90075.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Indivkluals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open bodies of water

araVor contained pools. Will supervise chlkl-

ran's water time at tf>e ocean shore MUST
have proof-of-certificatkxiAstrong leadership

skills MUST be available to wort< 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029.

CLINICAL TRAINING for Dental Assistant as

ptofessNXUd career. 4 days/M«ek with sti-

pend Can 310-477-2488.

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring.

Free details 1-800-435-4247.

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym, nature, vkleo, and ropes needed by k>-

cal daycamps. Must be responsible, energe-

tk;, ar>d enjoy working with chiMren. 310-

472-7474x110.

CSO PROGRAM
IMOW HIRING Positrons start at $7 l8/hr

with promotkKis up to $9.47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academk:

year remaining and a vahd driver's license

CaH 310-625-2148 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
PfT positrons at University Credit Unron Ex-

cellent pay, hours, ar>d worlung environment

at tt)e financial Institutkin serving UCLA. To

apply, lax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

webatwww.ucu.org

DRIVE CAR to Minnesota. May 1 Art 310-

820-1179. Lease 6nio. FURNISHED luxury

oonda S/1-11/1. $1295/mo. Art 310-820-

1179. References required.

DRtVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours.

Fkwvar sMpper needs dependable workers.

$8/hr Viehcle provkled. West LA k)catkxi.

310-23tM»11.

EARN $$$ Driving student home from

school five days/week Pakj cash. For infor-

matton calf Ctiryatal 310-247-1996.

for upcoming films. No experierKe neces-

sary, 18-f, unkxVrronuriion okay, all kx)ks

needed. NTM:818-752-8307.-

F/T. WRITER for Immigratron law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired. $11/hr Fax Resume and writing sam-
ple 310-553-2616.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair |obs, make-up sessions No
experience necessary Earn up to $900/day.

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK F/T-$8/hr Mon-Fri, 9am-
5:30pm. Small Immigratron law firm in Cen-
tury City. Computer literate, good phone
skills, file, phones. Positron includes all other

job related duties. Begins ASAP. 310-553-

6600 or fax-3 10-553-261 6.

FILE CLERK WANTED for Century City Law
Firm. No experierroe necessary. Must be
able to work a minimum of 25-hrs/wk.

$8.50/hr. Fax resume and hours available to

310-282-8070.

FILE CLERK- Variety o( duties. Hows PfT. in

busy Beverly HiUs dermatotogy oflce. Refer-

efKes required. Aak tor Diane: 310-273-0467

FILE CLERK. WLA CPA firni, 10-15hrs/wk.

Other duties Include: copying, faxing,

phones, en^ands CaH Lynn 310-826-0909 or

Fax resume 820-5354

FITNESS TRAINERS: Must be Certttied.

Professional/In-Home Servroe Integrity and

be personable Eam up to $30/session Call

800-755-2614.

FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST P/T, fast-

paced WLA dental office Filing, answering

phones, general duties Artk:ulate. profes-

sronal, nk;e attitude. Call Theresa: 310-206-

6813.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable eitperi-

enco wori(ing with chiWren outdoors. We are

kroking for fun, caring, Sumnrwr Day Camp
staff whose summer home Is in the San Fer-

nando or Cor>eio Valley, Ventura, CamariUo.

MaNbu. or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from S2.100-3.200> Call 816-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol.com

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social ckjb in

West LA. Convers^wn ortly. Flexible hours.

Start tonight, eam top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Work outdoors

with children WLA Day Camp Coun-

sekKS+tnstructors: swimmir>g, archery, ten-

nis, photography, musK-tenvironmental edu-

cation. Cafl 310-399-2267.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers. Flexible

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr for stud-

ents. $8.32/hr for non-students. Contact Ray
or Bruce at 310-825-7686.

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by tocal day camps. Equestrian and

teaching experience preferred. 310-472-

7474,x110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT. Westwood
Village Boutkyje Hotel Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for the right person

Language experierroe pkis. 310-475-5556.

INTERNATIONAL COM-
PANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan. Hong Kong. Taiwan, Thailand, China.

PT/FT. CaU 310-393-8810.

(IM Tlmi wMKIi, IMh• M. 1

1

CoMistCMtafiomH

31l-7tM777
10S3 Gaytoy AvMM. 4lh floor. MMwood
wm are able to offer wortc study

Classifiecls

825-2221

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately. RapkJIy expand-

ir>g. No experience necessary Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664

LEASING AGENT
SALARY+COMMISSION. Great opportunity

dealing w/publc. Ask for Will 310-441-8525.

LOVE TO HAVE FUN?!
TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
ENJOY HANGING OUT with kkls, and being

outskle? Interview on: March 27th. 800-828-

CAMR

LVN-P/T,F/T. Busy dermatology practtee

Good team player, laser experience a pkjs.

Fax resume to 310-208-2158.

MCAT
BK>LOGIC/^ and physk^al sciences semi-

nars in March, July, and August/ 1998. 1-800-

305-4415. huntd9cc.umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUT-GOING, HK3HLY MO-
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS,

WORKS WELL ALONE. FILING, WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS. FAX
RESUME:3iO-271-2262.

medicauclerk:al assistant P/T.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizatronal skils. Fax r^ume 310-

208-2158.

MODEL. Need females w/nice feet to pose

barefoot for ametur photographer. Models

pakJ hourly. For more info, call 310-288-

6618.

MODELS WANTED by pro(essk>nal photo-

studro for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrical. Can lor appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTK)NARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18^1 Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medroal! Calt-

24/hrs 2 13-850-44 17

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the great outdoors Forestry, wikj lile

preserve. corroessionaires, firefight-

ers&more. Competitive wages-fber>efits. Ask

us howl 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT PfT
PERM POS, FLEX HOURS (16-2Wwk) with

small WLA consult firm near campus
Phones, type (WP or Word req). Articulate,

prof, nroe attitude To $12/hr if qualified. Fax

resume to 310-268-9277.

OFFICE ASSISTANT: Grpwing Westwood

Publk: relatrons agency seeks bright, moti-

valad office assistant for light office duties.

reaewch, arrands and product fuifiUment. FA

or PA ok. $10/hf. Fax resume to 310-447-

7183

OFFICE CLERK Santa Monroe law hm
seeks PT offk» clerks. Ptxxies, fWtng, taxing,

pitrotocopying, and filing court documents.

Must have auto^insurarroe. Frarrois Ctii 310-

453-6711

OFFICE MANAGER kx small Westwood en-

tertainment contpany Prevkxis office experi-

ence Computer literate, BA, prefer account-

ing background Growth opportunity Mkl-

high 20s, with benefits. Fax cover&resume
310-206-2414.

Notetakers Wanted
for Lecture Notes

Call or stop by for a list of available classes

ASAP. Bring your DPR or transcript and a

sample of your own notes.

*GREATPAY!
Starting rates as high as

$13.14 per hour depending on class

Benefits Include store discounts.

Call the Lecture Notes office at

(310) 825-8016

Located on A-Level Ackerman Union

One person offce Certain skills required

High energy. Hourly wages P/T Near UCLA
Call Showtime Group©310-47l-8686. Fax

resumeO 31 0-47 1-2302.

OUTSIDEADUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job. Eam $100 or more per day. Must
have own car CaN Mk:hael 310-397-6869.

PART-TIME CLERICAL POSITION- Starting

now. F^June-August in Manna Del l^y. 20-

40hrs/week Flexit>le schedule ok between

9-6pm M-F Ptiotocopy, type, file, organize,

mailings, enter data, answer phorMS. must

be computer literate. Mac oMIto preferred.

Good writing skills desiratile. $6/hr. Call

Shawn or BethO310-821-9977 or FAX qual-

Ifk:atk)n8 to 310-821-9262. Email erdt-

shareOearttilink.net

PART-TIME LAW STUDENT 20 hours^rk

Flexible. CoMectkxts, small dainu court, co-

ordinating with attorney on unlawful. SMw.
310-829-1700, fax 310-829-2630.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNI-
CIAN/COUSULTANT for laser hair removal

company in BH. Male pratored. Friendly, de-

taH-oriented, will train. $20-23/Tv. 310-247-

0999.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES FIRM SMks inlem toanM
with client proposals, mwtol cowiplance.
seminars, general offk:e duties and miacela-

neous projects. Computer and/or business-

retaMd aliidinit with experience preferred

Pleaae lax resume to 213-852-1502

PRODUCER'S ASSISTANT wanted lor Inde-

pendent film THE PREACHER'S SON. Will

train energetk: person-stipened pay; Edgar

Bravo 310-477-1192.*

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
2&»"fhrs/wk. Jr/Sr/or recent graduate in psy-

ctK>k)gy or business preferred. Fax resume
310-472-1399 Also, see Jobtrak

PT TELEMARKETING (4-7PM, M-F) for chir-

opractK office in WLA, salary&commiMton.

310-447-3540.

RECEPTIONIST- Pemwnent, P/T. F/T. Du-

ties inckide customer servwe, computer

work-f gcrwral offtee duties. Tennis and
Swim CkJb. Contact Hai or Tlm0213-936-

9900.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT for

Beverty HHIs business office. Immediate

opening. PT/FT. Pleaae fax resume 310-278-

0038 or caH 310-278-2750.

adv/ertisQ

classified display

206-3060

classified line

825-2221

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE to assist In data

acqutsitnns, data raducttons. and lab man-

agement. BS in adanoe takJ required. Start-

ing salary $2289/nK> Fax resume 310-794-

9486 Attn. Dr. Harkema.

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet

food in BH Sales oriented, people person

wanted to manage smaU exciting shop Man-
'

agenal and sales expertance a must. Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm. 213-939-

1148.

Children book knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATIONAL medfcal Comp seeks FT

offkw clerk w/med background. Bilin-

gual/Ruasian. 23-36yrs oU. For info caM:

818-640-3030 or 213-617-0400 or FAX re-

sume: 213-617-8200.

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT: W—tend

hosting on Promenade. PT now, FT during

summer. Cashier and/pr reataurant experi-

ence pnttmi. $6.50^ to start. CaM Angai:

310-206-6550

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$15i/hr bo-
nueaa. P/T. No experier^ce needed. Working

w/ottwr students. Great PfT I F/T wKxk. 213-

882-6944.

SUMMER CAMP X>BS Decathk>n Sports

Club Pak) Alto. CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

SURROGACY:
woman to help them have a cMd through

surrogacy. $20,000 80(M50-5343.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY seeiT

Ing inaUe sales rep w/tslemarketing eiipert-

enoe. P/T. F/T salary-t-comnilsaton, Dccelant

opportunltyl Ctose to campus. 310-581-

2400.

We accept Visa. IVIasterCarti. and Discover

MMtels Needed Nmw
No ei^Mrisnce raqutred

For catalog. prMwork, magaimm, mcNm
video and N commercMs
Man and Woman of al age*

.FreeConauttaten

CALL MCNXL DIVISION
310.659.4855

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel offne.

SaiaryKx>mmissk)(i&benefits. Call for Inter-

views. 310-440-9227.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK naedad P/T In

WLA law firm. 60^wpm and know Word Per-

fect. Flodbte houn. $9-$12/tv. Please fax re-

sume aHn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

WAITER/WAITRESS/CASHIER wanted at •
Japanese cafe in WLA. Must be fluent in

both English and Japanese Call 310-477-

9871

WANTED: Alternative muse fan to help

promote t>arKl on campus. Part-time, very

easy work. Will pay. Ben: 310-209-3357.

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
ChiUren's weekend program at beach pri-

vate ckib. Occaatonal weatatey aveningsll

MUST be energeic. enlhuaiaslic, with laad-

isrship skills. MUST be available to woik

weekends 6/15/96-Labor Day. Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL classroom intern-

ship, spring quarter. Minimum Junior stand-

ing and 3.0 GPA. Sign-up Meetinga: Tues-

day. March 17. 4:30-6:30pm or Wednesday.

April 8. 5-6pm at UES Iniormadon: 310-825-

2623.

t

FILM PRODUCER-seeks student intems to

learn script development activities in S.M. of-

fce. NO-PAY, good opportunity to learn. 310-

260-1405 or fax:310-260-1406.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportuTMty to learn about investing and get

iKensed. Promottons to pakl status guar-

anteed. CaN 310-629-0463

INTERN WANTED FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS-TALENT

MQT&FILM
PRODUCTIONS -

Someorte good w/office detail&peoplel

Please fax us at DoubleTreat 310-275-9794.

INVESTMENT CONSULTING Firm offers a
pakJ interr)ship (MBA & excellent computer

•Mils prefwred) to work extensively with In-

naalwaiU proleaalonalB . Fax to AlaivStone &
Company 0310-444-3941 10940 WKshire

Blvd.

LEGAL INTERN- Private Investment Bank-

ing firm tor Real Estate, entertainment Draft-

ing, artalysia, highly competant indivklual.

Fax resume 310-576-7989

MARKETING INTERN
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE excellence In

powerpoint, excel, and word. Lump sum pay-

ment at conduston of internship. The Docu-

ment Company Xerox 310-203-7221.

www.flndre8ume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-
POST & FIND RESUMES.

housing

8400-9500

1-BD $615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS QALLERIA. Huga

apartment. Meal tor roommates. Qardan,

courtyard, pool. AC. phone-endy. Minues to

campus. 818-997-7312.

BEVERLY GLEN. 2 btocks south of Wilshire.

1 bdrni newly redecorated. Appliances. Se-

curNy buldtog. Underground perking. $775

310-474-5376.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2-BEDR00MS
UPPERALOWER $710-1925 ASK FOR
BONUS SOME W/HARDWOOO FLOORS.
BALCONY. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX)
BUS 310-6304204.

Display

206-3060

-t)aily-8Rig>qMiiftg<l WttOnCyOSpinSttn 1 1, TfK • W

BEVERLY HILLS Unfurnished 2-bdrm. 1.5-

bath In lower duplex Charming, freshly

painted and carpeted Ideal tor professkinal

$1650/mo. 310-275-1425.

^^ BRENTWOOD. 10-min to UCLA/beach. 5-

f min 405. 2t)drTn/2t>th. Large-quiet apartment,

gym-gated/parking-laundry-pool-jacuzzl.

.; Month-to-month, share $675>charges. Need
someone now. Frederic 310-477-5453.

BRENTWOOD Sunny, bright Ibdrm apt

Ave. for subleasing. 310-544-8510 or 213-

.^ 974-4267.

MALCOLM in WLA-Large 2bdrm/2bath.

^4l19S/mo. Avail Mar31sL Hardwood ttoors,
~'

stove, refrigerator, parklr>g. laurnlry. and
pod. 818-995-8866 Ext 307

PALMS $895 2-bdnn/2-bath. gated, fire-

place, laundry, appliances. Near shops/Tree-

way. 310-836-6007

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $ipo. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061

PALMS. $995. Urge 1-bdrm, 1.5-bath. Loft,

fireplace, bakx>ny, private sundeck. NC, new
carpet/Vyl-Near shops/twy. 310-636-6007.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdnn,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502
leave message.

SANTA MONICA- N of Witohire 7 btocks

from beach. Spactous. private bachetor apt

w/hardwood fkjorsAlarge ctosets. $670 in-

cludes utilities 310-888-8014.

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom S895 - S945

Gated Parking

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Garden apartnr>ent. Immacu-

late. 1/2 btock to buses. Near all 8-nrv UCLA
Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager:818-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, /Vpartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monica and the

Westside! Low Fee. 310-395-RENT
www.westskjerentals.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building

Hardwood fkxxs Stove-i^refrigerator 900-sq
ft, 1-bdrm Locked private garage $975. 508
MMvale. 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or 3-bdrm w/view, washer/dry-

er In unit. 2-bath. Mk:rowave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright. 21-sq.foot-jacuz2i

310-475-0807.

WEST LA. $350-500 deluxe bachetors fully

furnished w/utillties Locked entry, laurxlry,

near bus lines & slK>pping centers. Low
move-in. 310-575-8967

WESTWOOD
1-bdrm unfumished separate, private guest-

house w/kitchen, spacious yard Near Bever-

ly Glen. Male grad student preferred. $800.

April 1.310-479-5708.

* PALMS *
2BO,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE. FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE^
ALARM IN UNIT »^0*5

• 3614 FARIS
(310) 837-0906

480, 3BA.,

LOFT, CUSTan TOWNHOME, RREH>CE,
GATED GARAGE. ALARMM UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVQL$179S
(310)391-1076

i€ MAR VISTA ^
480, 4eA

GATED OARAGE . AU^RM M UNIT

tllMBnln«an9L$1795

(310)391-1076
Op«n HouM Mon. - Sal., 10-5

MAR VISTA, $625/nrK>nth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pool, patio, bart>ecue area. Quiet-building

3746 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579

WLA-S590/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive furnistted-sir>gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal

for students Suitable tor two Definite must

seel 1525 Sawtelle Bl 310-477-4632.

GOV'T FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your

Area. Toll-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

for current listings.

FINDYOUR PLACE

Apartment Listings

UCLA Community Housing
825 4491

530 Veteran
208-4394

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from C7n;n-775

Now Av

UTILITIES INCLUDED

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New Lrg Bak:ony Security bkJg.

Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace. W/D inside

unit Month to month. Pets ok. $1650/mo.
310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD Sublease quiet, sunny 1-

txJrm/1-bath. Secured tHJilding, bakx)ny, new
bathroom/kitchen, pool, parking, laundry,

walk to UCLA. Available April. $975. 310-

477-2675

WESTWOOD- 10 min walk to UCLA. Bright,

quiet bachelor w/ Ibath. Laundry $525/mo
Paid utilities-)- parking. Avail-April 5th. 310-

443-0605

WESTWOOD Large single L-shaped. Full

kitchen Security building. Parking. Great

management. Take over lease $800 can be
subsidized. 310-209-2974.

WESTWOOD Studto w/ loft. All appliances.

A/C Security parking. Very spacious.

$890/mo. 310-208-4934.

WESTWOOD/ CENTURY CITY-

3txlrm/3t>ath spacwus townhouse. Tile entry

3 secured parking spaces. $1850. 310-286-

1288.

WLA Furnished, small bachelor, utilities

pakl, iree laundry, partung, 2-miles from

UCLA near bus. N/S. no pets. $40Q/mo. 310-

478-3694

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

for Incoming

Summer Hssociotes

Pleose Coll

.(213)896-6761

STUDIO APARTMENT in luxurious complex
at 239 S. Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset in

Brentwood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/month. Call 818-981-7440.

LOS ANGELES. Large Law firm seeks sum-
mer sublets f^ share situations please. Call

Vickie 213-229-7575.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & thteb
bedroom homes or

apartments,
furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele

or Biyan Williams
at (310) 277-1010

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE:- iaou/rno

Pet okay Great kx;ation. 1 bdrm/1 bath Agent

Fee. 310-395-1284

WLA adorable guesthse Completely fur-

nished Garden view Studio w/loft $750
Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-9112

forltaBt

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beachi Open Saturday&Sunday Bal-

cony tor sunsets. Spacious, sunny,

4bdrnV2t)ath house w/additk>nal large den
w/separate entrance Fireplace, large Itving

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, garage, fenced Avail Marchlst. 528-

3rd St. $3300. 310-571-0293

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recmiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

fttr Mip

GUESTHOUSE in exchange for babysitting

and driving Experience, refererx;es, car re-

quired. Flexible hours. Walk to campus.

UCLA students only. Summer. 310-470-

4393
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ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN
WLA—Asian lady needs quiet roommate.

Nicely furnished private room, share bath.

Bus in front house, Westwood/Pico. No
smoking/pets. SSQS/month-futilitles. 310-

475-8787.

BENEDICT CANYON- Furnished pnvate

bdrm/bath-t- entry. Mini fridge arid mi-

crowave. Less ttian 5 miles from campus!
$500 utilities included. 310-550-1245.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

togaa, pod, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car. $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message Abbey 310-275-

38310f 818-783-5151.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own bdmVbath.

N/S, professional female to share apartment

w/2 females $440/mo. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

optwn of 1-yr/lease 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

BRENTWOOD; SHARE LARGE HOME with

single mom and two kids. Female non-smok-

er. No pets. $700/mo. 316-395-0623

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-8tory. Free

parking, fufl kitchen, large bahxmy with view.

$59S^mo. Avail starting April 1st Just south

of Wilshire (VeteranvOhk}). Please call Mark

orNfck. 310-479^789 -.^

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/shared bath. 3milds to

campus. Ganjen, spacious&sunny. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking Avail-

able through mkl-June. $435/mo. 310-826-

6705.

fat

MOVE IN TODAY!
WLA- Share cool Ibdrm/lba apartment

w/UCLA male ten minutes from campus.
Own room-$425/mo. Shared room-
$337.50/mo. Call Angel toll free: 888-751-

4315

PACIFIC PALISADES. Female to sliare 3
bdrm house with pool and ocean view with

single fTK)m of two $700/mo 310-459-1770.

SANTA ARNICA. $380/mo obo. 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room. den. 8 minutes

to UCLA. Near buses. Norvsmoking male

preferred. Call Ivan C: 310-207-3212.
" - - - .

W.L.A. Female preferred. 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. 10-min UCLA. No pets, drugs or

smoking. Available April 1st. $420/mo. $300
deposit. Jill 310-826-6409

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Room for rent in spa-

cious 3bdrm house. Price negotiable Please

page: 213-651-6194

WESTWOOD $575+1/2utiiities. Own room in

bright 2-bdrm/1-b8th. Hardwood, bakx>ny,

garage, yard. Call Jennifer 0310-470^)383

WESTWOOD. Ibdrm/lba avail in

2bdrm/2ba apartment. Secured buiM-

Ing^^MiWng. Water paid. Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bak»ny.$6S0/mo. Male preferred.

310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Fkxxn in a private home.

Grad student preferred. Walking distance to

UCLA. $600. Leave r>ame and teiepfK>ne at

310-475-1713.

WESTWOOD/ OLYMPIC AREA- $425/mo.

Furnished/ unfurnished. Separate entrance.

Kitchenette, 3/4bath, private parking.

Margarete 31 0-475-21 24.

WILSHu „ iFAX. Channing fumlahed
bedreoom. Large ctosets, shelves. Utilities

included. Krtchen privileges. 5-rniles East of

UCLA. Female. $375/nfx> 213-939-2772

WLA-2 BDRfA/2 bath PartiaHy furnished

bedroom/private bath. Pooi/jacuzzi/steam

room. Laundry facilities. Quiet, neat, tkly, re-

sponsible, serious student Must respect pri-

vacy $550/mo-f1/2 utilities 818-784-1355

or 310-474-6240 after-7pm belore-9am.

WLA New. quiet 2-bdmV2-bath condo Dish-

washer, W/D. gated parking, security en-

trance N/S No pets. Month-to-month. $530
including utilities. CaN 310-287-1530.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrm/2bth

Spanish duplex. Resporwible, fun-k>ving,

rransmoking female preferred. $472/mo*
utilities^ deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

BRENTWOOD- $675 Indudhig utiMies Male

seeks male to share 2-f2. Own bedroom/ba.

parking space. Furnished/unfurnished. Avail:

April 1st. Dan: 310-471-7210.

LOS FELIZ HILLS 5 bedroom. You be
GAM/GWM H/S. N/D. Clean/quiet. Under 25.

Walk to clubs/martcets/buses. $400-$600 ne-

gotiabie-fsecurity. 213-368-9692.

MANHATTAN BEACH. Ocean view. 1 -block

from beach. M/F wanted to share 2-bdrm/1 -

bath house w/Mike N/S, no pets. W/D.

$600/mo utilities included. 310-545-9634.

MAR VISTA-Famaie to share w/2prolession-

al women. Lovely oUer home w/ocean view,

garden, laundry. $S50/nfK} utilities included

Day:31 0-825-3854, evening 310-391-4676.

MAR ,-.-- v'LNlCh AULA Jliy loums
available in huge 28tory. 4bdrm/4ba house.

2living rooms, 2dens, 1 separate entraiKe

$500. Paul: 310-390-9950.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrnV2foath house. 3 bkwks
from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fkxHs. $550/nrKKulilities. Call Jeff 310-

666-7190 or 310-301 -7853(night).

NEAR UCLA- 2ROOMS available one on
April 1st the other May let. Huge ck>set8, mi-

crowave/dishwasher, laundry. Near bus.

Own-phone. I have cat. Female N/S.

$450/mo. 310-235-1014.

ROOMMATE/MATES needed, male/female

to share kjxurious 2-bdrm apartment on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own bathroom. Parking

space optional. Contact 310-200-1607.

SANTA MONICA, walking distance to

Montana. 1-bdrm for rent w/private bath.

Cable, utilities, washer/drier included.

$450^mo. Ava. tmmed. 310-453-2902

yy^ESTWOOO. l-mile from campus. Your

own bedroom only $400/mo arxj share utili-

ties. Parking, hardwood lkx>rs, laundry Ma-
ture, responsit)le WS roommate wfK> is easy-

going and fun. Professionai/Qrads preferred.

Call:310-723K)950.

WESTWOOD- Female needed to share
bdrm in large 3bdrm/2t>ath. VelervVLevering

next to Campus Express. lnciudes:parfcing.

laundry taclWea I gated entrance. $420/mo
818-648-4217.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-

many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 t)edroom

apartment/house. Poss. w/ yard. 1-619-450-

2324.

WESTWOOD. Qaytey. Female roommate
needed for spring/summer. $392/mo. FuM
bath, fumisfisd optk¥ial, . parking, secure

bulUing. Call Danieto or Loralel: 310-209-

4933.

WESTWOOD- Female to share bdmVba.
furnished, central A/C. comfortable, cool

roommates. $343. 75/mo-f utilities.

Spring/summei Jenny: 310-209-1545.

WLA- Camden and Santa Monica, female to

share 2-txtrm/2-bath large furnished corxio

thru end of August. Share or own. 310-445-

1566

WLA SUBLET AVAIL. 4/1-5/31. Lrg Ibdnn
penthouse level, furnished, bakxmy. sky-

lights, fireplace, central a/c. all appliances.

$e90/mo. 310-836-7107.

BRENTWOOD- Nee quiet area.$350/mo in-

cludes utilities and cable. 2 miles from

UCLA. Ctose to buses. Female preferred.

310-473-0570.

WESTWOOD Kelton Female wanted to

share room w/3 girls. Parking available. 2-

bdnn/2-bath. Call 310-209-9142

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdnn con-

dos^^new 3-bdFm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. market. Security 909-

737-9203.
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While he has always been a model

of consistency for the Bruins, he has

also been a model ofconsternation for

the fans. They can't decide whether to

love him for his amazing athletic abili-

ty or despise him because of his sullen

facial expressions and body language.

For four years, Henderson has reg-

ularly been among the team leaders in

points, rebounds and blocks.

But he is also far and away the team

leader in frowns, scowls and sneers.

And whether it's fair or not, that's

what many people will remember

about him.

Some may realize that he has been

on the first-team all-conference team

twice, was just named an honorable

mention All-American Monday, and

stands at ninth on the all-time UCLA
point list and 13th on the rebound

charts.
^- ,

But virtually everybody is well

aware that he cries at the referees,

pouts when something goes wrong

and often just exudes complete

ambivalence.

And he hears all about it. The thing

is, he just doesn't care.

' "It doesn't bother me at all," he

said. "Because what they are saying is

like totally opposite ofwhy I make the

face, so it's like I don't even bother to

acknowledge their comments at all.

"Usually it's because I'm just get-

ting down on myself, and getting

focused or if I don't like a particular

play. I'm kind ofa perfectionist on the

court."

It's not as if he likes the insinua-

tions that his expressions promote,

but that's just the way he is.

"That's just his personality. What
you see is what it's always been," his

dad, Milton, said. "We've talked a lot

of times about facial expressions and

body language and the look like the

moping look. In terms of facial expres-

sion, people want him to be Johnny

Rah-rah or something, but that's just

not him."

Ever since high school, when he

used to wave obscene gestures at fans

and talk back to coaches.

Henderson's on-court behavior has

been a hot topic of conversation.

Every step of the way he has been

told by his parents, his high school

coach and now Lavin that his image

suffers with every extra glare, addi-

tional mope and^each subsequent

sigh.

But most importantly, with every

additional complaint to a referee, he is

that much more unlikely to get the call

to go his way the next time down the

floor.

"We've talked about that a lot."

Lavin said. "But practically, I just

don't want him wasting energy and

emotion on something he can't con-

trol. I'd rather him channel that ener-

gy into something that is more con-

ducive and productive."

And in fact, Henderson is firially

understanding where his coaches and

his parents have been comingfrom all

his life. Well, to a certain extent, any-

way.

When he watches himself on televi-

sion, he of^en asks himself why he

looks like he does.

"I don't really like that about

myself," he said. "It's like it should be

totally difTerent when it comes to that

Sometimes you don't really know how
you react. I've been working on it as

much as I can."

And it's not just talk; he has prac-

ticed it on the court.

On one possession in last

Thursday's 102-94 victory over

Arizona State, Henderson was called

for a charging foul against ASU's

Mike Batiste, even though it was obvi-

ous to everyone in the building that

the Sun Devil had taken a flop to fool

the referee.

. "After that I just told the ref that

they were really flopping down there,

and I came (to the reO in a way I've

been working on," Henderson said. "I

wasn'tjust yelling at him and going off

on him.

A few minutes later, the other ASU
forward Bobby Lazor took a flop, no

foul was called, and Henderson

scored an easy lay-up.

'It worked in my favor. That game

I was kind of laughing every foul ofT."

It was no coincidence that the game

was one of his best of the season. He

had a double-double by halftime, and

finished with 25 points and a career-

high 16 rebounds

'Yeah, when you just play your

game and ignore the refs and don't get

involved in that sprt of thing, it just

works out better for you," he said.

OK, so he's working on limiting his

complaints t&referees, but what about

all the other negative connotations

that arise from his sighs, frowns and

such - like popularity?

He is the most versatile Bruin; He
can play any of five positions. He is

their most intelligent player: Lavin

says Henderson has the highest "bas-

ketball IQ" of any player he has

coached in his 10 years of Division I

basketball experience.

But by no means is he the most pub-

licized, nor is he the most well-known

throughout the country - that

"honor" would be bestowed upon

Toby Bailey, freshman Baron Davis or

others. - '

And that is what Henderson does-

n't mind. He would just as soon be the

one left alone. And that's why he

could care less what others think of

him.

"It's kind of refreshing, actually, in

this era where everybody is so con-

cerned with their perception." Lavin

said. "Everybody is so image-con-

scious now that it's kind of nice to

have a player that cares less.

"He's not trying to manipulate the

media or manipulate the team to try

and draw attention himself He likes

to remain in the background and he

doesn't have an ego where he needs to

be front and center."

Though an interview with

Henderson is no longer like pulling

teeth, talking to the media is just about

the last thing Henderson would

choose to do. Hq would just as soon be

spared all the superfluous distrac-

tions.

After last Tuesday's practice,

which is one of only two open prac-

tices to the media each week,

Henderson refused to talk.

And Sunday, when a press confer-

ence was held after the NCAA
Tournament pairings ^^^^
announced, \i could be heard?

approaching the table muttering (only

half to himselO the hope - or perhaps,

a demand - that nobody ask him a

question.

Then, when reporters were allowed

to approach the table for one-on-one

questions, he excused himself for a

bathroom break - and never returned.

Meanwhile, Bailey, Davis, Kris

Johnson and Earl Watson were inun-

dated with cameras and notepads
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Some - like ASU's Batiste, who
was victimized by Henderson's wide

array of moves - say avoiding the

media is his "problem."

"He is one of the most underrated

players in the county," ASU's Batiste,

who was dominated by Henderson

Thursday, said. "He's quiet, he needs

to be on ESPN more, but all the play-

ers know what he can do."

But that'sjust how Henderson likes

it. If it were up to him, he would never

be the center of media attention.

"Sometimes it comes back to haunt

you," he said. "People place all these

expectations on you one night, and if

you don't meet them, they're not your

friends the next day. I don't want to be

like that."

And that's why he doesn't care if

his actions on the court are misunder-

stood.

As long as his teammates and

coaches appreciate him, Henderson is

happy. And his teammates and coach-

es? Qh, boy, do they love him - frown-

ing or not.
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HENDERSON
From page 31 ~

" People always talk about how he's

always frowning or whatever, but a lot

oftimes things haven't gone his way. I

didn't know there was a law against

smiling," Johnson said. "It seems like

people always want to ridicule him.

But he is an intense competitor - one

of the most intense I have ever seen.

"What I see most on J.R.'s face is a

plain look like 'I'm just playing ball, 1

amjust out here.'"

Henderson is considered one of

the team leaders.

And it's not just on the stat board,

where in 30 games he has led the team

in points 12 times, rebounds 14 times,

steals S times and even led the team in

assists once.

Henderson is also considered to be

among the most important "locker

room" leaders. Although he is not a

yeller and a screamer - rather, he

leads by example - when he does talk,

the Bruins pay attention.

"J.R.. I think, is just the overall

leader," guard Davis said. "He is the

guy who, when he speaks, everyone

listens, and by his play - well his play

just does so much for us."

Henderson is a good leader and a

great athlete. He plays hard and is one

of the smartest on the court.

. But his smiles are rare, and thus

public criticism is prevalent.

Does it really matter?

Not to the team and not to

Henderson. He can just shrug it off

and walk away - without a comment -

then go score his 20 points and get his

eight rebounds.

And make everybody else smile.

SOFTBALL

OEmCKNUOO

Freshman Stephanie Swenson pitched a winning game for the Bruins.

From page 36

which may be partially due to the

fact that their normal lead-off hit-

ter and starting second-baseman

Laurie Fritz is out with a dislocat-

ed shoulder. Replacing her was

freshman Casey Hirawiwa, who

went one for three with one run.

Offensive staple Nicole Odom
had a tough day at the plate, going

one for three.

"I was a little disappointed in

myself offensively, but I'm glad

that we won as a team," Odom
said.

Defensively, however, the

Bruins came out on top, commit-

ting only one error and making

several spectacular plays, includ-

ing a head-first dive by Hirawiwa

to get the out at first at the top of

the 10th inning.

The win comes after the Bruins

finished the Fresno State Qassic

1-3, losing games to Tennessee,

Indiana and No. 5 Fresno State.

The team did pull out a 6-3 win

against No. 22 Kansas thanks to

the pitching of Erin Weiler (6-2).

EHER
From page 36

her extrascholastic competition experi-

ence includes the '96 Olympic trials

and '97 World University Games in

Sicily, Italy.

"Like every other swimmer, I've

always wanted to go to the Olympics

ever since I was kid," Etter said. "As

you get older, you realize it's a lot hard-

er than you thought. Actually making

and going to the trials is huge.

"One that might even top that was

the silver medal we won at the Worid

University Games. Swimming for the

United States, representing my coun-

try, being with three other great girts in

another country - that was top. It was

like a whole bunch of goals reached at

once."

It's hard to imagine such a successful

competitor being afraid of challenges,

but that was the case not so many years

ago. Diving into a Division I program

with little previous experience, Etter

remembers a time when her nerves

were less like steel and more like Jell-o.

"I came in really timid as a fresh-

man, sort of fearful and scared of chal-

lenging myself. I used to pray a lot

because I'd get so scared before races

that I couldn't breathe. It's such an

involuntary thing. I was so tied up

inside. The last thing I wanted to do

was stop in the middle of a race

because I couldn't breathe."

Over the years, Etter learned to

overcome her fears through gaining

experience in the swimming program.

She also gives credit to her faith and a

lot of praying.

"I just say, 'OK, Lord, let's do this.'

Faith helped me a lot. And my coach,

Cyndi, has given me a lot of room to

grow as a person and as a swimmer.

I'm thankful for the program 'cause it

has allowed me to become someone a

lot stronger inside. You know, in the

long run, that's what really counts."

Head coach Cyndi Gallagher attests

to fitter's improvement

"Lindsay came into the program

with a lot of potential but little experi-

ence," Gallagher said. "No one in

swimming knew much about her, but I

knew her high school coach. I watched

her swim and at that point, I knew she

was going to be good. She came in here

and has not stopped improving. She's

reaUy done well in our swimming pro-

gram, which gets swimmers to improve

year after year." A—^

As the NCAA Championships

approach, Etter works to get even bet-

ter. This is the event that she's been

waiting for. This is the event where she

will try to lower her own school record

again.

"The NCAAs is the meet that I

think about all year long," Etter said.

"It's SO funny to look

back at ... how far I've

conne along." .

Lindsay Etter

UCLA breaststroker

"It's a one-time deal, one-time try."

It will also be her last swimming

competition as an NCAA-eligible

Bruin. She has a couple ofextrascholas-

tic sv^amming races planned after the
.

season, but realizing her college experi-

ence is coming to an end, she says she'll

shift her focus to her career. She's lean-

ing toward becoming a kindergarten

teacher, but whatever she does, Etter

hopes it'll be meaningful.

"When I'm done swimming, I hope

I can find something that I can pourmy
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From pag« 32

heart into and motivates me as

much as swimming does. Besides

swimming, I really haven't had the

chance to try other facets in life.

I'm excited to see where else I can

ask myself to give a hundred per-

cent."

All her years at UCLA have

made Lindsay Etter a mature, pro-

found, gracious woman. She has

come a long way.

She stares nostalgically at the

vacant swimming pool. Calm,

silent and reflective. Peaceful.

Strange.

Just moments ago, the same

pool was invigorated with lively

splashes of Etter and her team-

mates.

After a moment of quiet self-

reminiscing, words finally flow out

of her mouth.

"I'm sure there's more to come

when swinmiing's not here, but it'll

sure be different without those

early mornings ofpractice sessions.

in miss the camaraderie and team-

mates. I'll miss being so driven.

Pushing the limit, testing myself

mentally and physically, hearing

the heartbeat in my ear. It's hard

and it's draining, but it's exciting at

the same time because you walk

away with so much satisfaction out

ofa workout.

"It's funny how much you can

learn swimming. I remember my
freshman year when Cyndi kicked

me out of practice because I could-

n't do the butterfly right. I kept

doing one-armed butterfly instead.

She Anally said, 'Don't come back

till you're ready to swim.'

"It's so funny to look back at

that now and how far I've come

along."

Montgomerie gets a rise out of U.S. fans
REPUTATION: Outspoken

golfer strives to obtain

first win in America

By Ron Sirak

The Associated Press

Give Colin Montgomerie a break.

The outspoken Scotsman is the

whipping boy of American golf fans

mostly because, well, he's outspo-

ken. How about that for irony?

Fewer athletes talk - particularly

when they become rich - and here's

one of the best taking his lumps

because he speaks his mind.

i don't think it's right to be false

.and- be. accepted that way."

Montgomerie said last week at

Doral. "I think I am who I am, hope-

fully, and that's the way it is."

Montgomerie said at the Ryder

Cup that the Valderrama course

didn't suit Tiger Woods' game.

Anyone want to argue with that

assessment?

He said any of the 12 Europeans

could beat Woods.

Shouldn't he feel that way and

didn't Costantino Rocca - who was

working in a box factory when he

was Tiger's age - defeat Woods in

singles play on Sunday?

Montgomerie said Brad Faxon

was distracted by his divorce. That

was not a delicate observation, but

Faxon's play proved it accurate.

"I have an opinion about things,"

Montgomerie said last week. "I have

aired them in the past and I'll air

them in the future."

Maybe the U.S. team needed the

same kind of verbal leader.

"Europe won the Ryder Cup

because their young players played

better than our young players," said

a confidant of one of the young

Americans.

Perhaps Montgomerie helped lift

the confidence of his young team-

mates.

True, when*things are not going

well, Montgomerie does come off as

a whiner. But he cares. What's

wrong with that? Caring is a huge

part of the complicated m ix that

makes up a champion.

Woods frequently draws gasps

from his gallery when he bangs a

club off the ground or yells an

obscenity. At times. Woods reacts to

an iron shot that lands 25 feet from

the hole as if he has just hit the worst

shot imaginable.

Montgomerie was

greeted at Doral by an

article in Sports

Illustrated that ... said

"many fans see the

pasty Scot as a first-

class jerk."

Yet it is all seen as part of his pas-

sion.

Let Montgomerie express dissat-

isfaction and he is called a crybaby.

It is as if people go out of their way

to slam him.

Montgomerie was greeted at

Doral by an article in Sports

Illustrated that called him "the

Goon from Troon, golfs Gael-force

windbag" and said "many fans see

the pasty Scot as a first-class jerk."

He was more baffled at the attack

than angry or hurt.

At 34, Montgomerie is at the peak

of his game, leading the European

Tour money list for a record five

consecutive years.

Since 1992, he has two seconds, a

third and a lOth in the U.S. Open

and a second in the PGA
Championship, losing both the PGA
and the U.S. O^en in playoffs. The

misconception is that Montgomerie

blew those majors.

Tom Kite won the 1992 U.S.

Open at Pebble Beach with one of

the great bad-weather closing

rounds.

Montgomerie made birdies on the

last three holes and shot a final-

round 65 at Riviera to make the

playofT with Steve Elkington in the

1995 PGA and lost to a 20-foot

birdie putt on the first extra hole.

He was runner-up to Ernie Els

last year in the U.S. Open at

Congressional because Els hit a per-

fect 5-iron to an extremely difficult

pin on the next-to-last hole.

"You put that down to nerves and

not my ball flight," Montgomerie

said about his approach to the same

pin that drifted right, setting up a

fatal bogey.
-

.

.

How refreshingly honest. He
admitted he was nervous.

Montgomerie shot a 69 in the

final round at Congressional and his

70.92 scoring average in the U.S.

Open is second only to the 70.32 by

Els in this decade. In six U.S.

Opens, Montgomerie's final rounds

have been two 68s, a 69, two 70s and

a 72.

Only in the playoff at Oakmont

with Els and Loren Roberts in the

1994 U.S. Open, when

Montgomerie shot a 42 on the front

nine, was he not up to the pressure

of the day.

Montgomerie is O-for-45 in PGA
Tour events. But the nine times he

led or was within five strokes of the

lead going to the final round he aver-

aged 70.11 and neyer shot higher

than 72.

"My goal this year as it

has been every time

I've come over here

(the United States) is

to win a PGA Tour

— event." ^
Colin Montgomerie
Professional golfer

"My goal this year as it has been

every time I've come over here is to

win a PGA Tour event,"

Montgomerie said.

"I think I have to say that in com-

plete fairness that the competition is

stiffer here," he said about not win-

fling yet in America.

Well put, Monty.

"From the crowds to the way that

the whole thing is run, it's a fabu-

lous, fabulous tour you have here,"

Montgomerie said. "And hopefully

people realize that."

And Colin Montgomerie is an

excellent golfer who is not a bad guy.

Hopefully people realize that,

too.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

^^ Kings 4, _^-^
^^ Coyotes 3 >

Rob Blake wanted to make sure the Los

Angeles Kings weren't swarmed by the

Phoenix Coyotes the way they were last

time.

Blake provided a goal and an assist to

spark a four-goal first period and the Kings

held on to beat the slumping Coyotes 4-3

Tuesday night.

Jason Morgan, Ray Ferraro and Glen

Murray also scored for the Kings, who won

for the 13th time in their last 19 games (13-3-

3). Los Angeles opened an ll-point lead

over Phoenix for fifth place in the Western

Conference.

Rick Tocchet, Cliff Ronning and John

Slaney scored for the Coyotes, who are wiih

less in their last 10 games (0-8-2) dating back

to a 5-2 victory Jan. 31 at Toronto.

Phoenix was without Keith Jkachuk,

who missed his second consecutive game

with a groin injury, and also lost Jeremy

Roenick to a game misconduct penalty late

in the first period.

Frederic Chabot made 12 saves for the

Kings before he was injured at 4:29 of the

second period when Phoenix's Oleg

Tverdovsky fell on his right leg, spraining

Chabot's right knee. Chabot had extended

his leg awkwardly when he left the crease to

redirect a loose puck. Jamie Storr replaced

Chabot, who is listed as day-to-day, and

made 27 saves.

Nikolai Khabibulin surrendered the four

first-period goals on Los Angeles' first seven

shots, and finished with five saves on nine

shots before he was benched in favor of

Jimmy Waite to begin the second period.

Waite, making his first appearance since

Jan. 9, made 11 saves.

Morgan, playing in his third game since

being recalled from Springfield of the

American Hockey League, opened the scor-

ing 47 seconds into the game when he beat

Khabibulin with a short wrist shot for his

first career NHL goal.

Ferraro followed with his goal at 4:09 and

Blake extended the lead to 3-0 on the Kings'

fourth shot when he beat Khabibulin on a

slap shot from the top of the right circle.

Murray capped the outburst at 15:09 when

he nipped a short wrist shot over

Khabibulin's right shoulder.

Less than a minute after Murray's goal,

Khabibulin was greeted with a sarcastic

round of applause for stopping a long clear-

ing pass a few feet in front of the Phoenix

goal.

Tocchet scored at 13:34 of the second

period when he beat Storr on a rebound for

the Coyotes' second power-play goal in their

last 43 opportunities. Ronning scored his

first goal since Jan. 21, a span of 24 games,

at 7:26 of the third period when he took a

pass from Stapleton and beat Storr from the

low slot.

Slaney pulled the Coyotes within a goal

when he blasted a shot from the top of the

left circle.

^^ Angels 9, ^^
"^^ Mariners 8
Damon Mashore went 5-for-6 with three

RBls and Ben Molina hit a go-ahead double

in the 10th inning Tuesday as the Anaheim

Angels overcame a five-run deficit to beat

the Seattle Mariners 9-8.

Mashore, who scored the winning run

after reaching against Andres Beruman,

had tied the score with a two-out triple off

Andrew Lorraine in the eighth.

Anaheim 's Darin Erstad was 3-for-3 with

an RBI, two runs scored and had one of the

Angels' five stolen bases. The Angels had 17

hits, two each by Patrick Lennon and Gary

Thurman.

Pat Listach went 2-for-3 with a leadoff

homer in the first and three RBIs. David

Segui and Glenallen Hill had two hits each.

UConn player may be wrongly

credited as school's top scorer

ESPN The Magazine

creates conundnim while NCAA,

teams involved play down report

ByOaMMNMlty
The Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. - Trying to figure out

whether Nykesha Saks is Connecticut's top scorer

is becoming about as simple as mathematical pi.

The premiere issue of ESPN The Magazine

will report in its debut edition Wednesday that the

staged basket that put Sales in the record books

may have been for naught because she was

wrongly credited for two points in an earlier game

at Seton Hall.

However, Seton Hall - which didn't find out

about the possible scoring discrepancy until

Tuesday - said it will stand by the box score it kept

for its Jan. 22 game against UConn that gave

Sales 25 points.

"That's what our stat crew put down and that's

what we're standing by," said Maria Wozniak, a

spokeswoman for Seton Hall's athletic depart-

ment
So that means that as far as the Pirates, the

Huskies and the NCAA are concerried, the latest

equation presented by The Magazine adds up

only to more headaches.

For now, it appears Sales will keep the already

controversial school scoring record of 2,178

points - until another player breaks it.

"This is so unbelievable how one coUegiate

career record is taking on this life of its own," said

Jim Wright, director of statistics for the NCAA.
"1 can't believe it"

The Magazine, acting on a tip, reviewed a film

of the UConn-Scton Hall game and found that a

layup made by Kelly Hunt was incorrectly put on

the books as a basket for Sales.

It would have been a harmless oversight the

story goes on to say, had Sales not ruptured her

Achilles tendon in the next-Co4ast game ofthe reg-

ular season, two points shy of the record, setting

the stage for the infamous gift ^ot.

Saks, hobbled by her career<nding injury,

took an uncontested layup after the tap in the

Villanova-UConn game, eclipsing Kerry

Bascom's scoring record and sparking a national

debate about the integrity of women's basketbaU.

The Magazine concludes that Saks was actual-^

ly four points shy of the record when she took that

shot and therefore the well-meaning gesture and

the subsequent furor were "for naught."

Reporter Steve Wulf, who is also executive edi-

tor ofThe Magazine, questions in his story what

will happen with the record now that the discrep-

ancy has been uncovered.

But the question appeared to be moot by

Tuesday, a day before the story hit the newsstands.

ESPN News, which aired the story in the after-

noon to promote the magazine's report called

Seton Hall, UConn and the NCAA for reaction.

And Seton Hall, which had not been called

before the artick was written, said it would not

change its statistics. As the host of the game, the

university has the final say, unless there is a dis^

pute with the opponent, the NCAA said.

"It's up to Seton Hall," Wright said. "It's not

even a case where we would get involved in, espe-

cially since it's a school record."

Wright said there was only one instance he

could recall in his 23 years at the NCAA where

the governing body of college athktics got

involved, and that was a Division III rushing

record. He said the organization wouM have to

start a whok new unit if it started dealing with

every statistical debate.

Wright as well as both schools - and even Wulf

- note that official scorers arc not infallibk, and

that possibly. Sales may not have been credited

for points that she scored in her 137 .gunes.

"From a statistical standpoint this is not a big

deal; it happens ail the time," Wright said.

^

Any large Pizza, your

824-41 1

1

af toppings and crust, f

i

1114 Gayley Ave. ^.^f^jT^^^S" ,... , _ li-ii u»rtll 1 a.m. Sunaay-Tnursaaji

WeStWOOd Village until a a^m. Friday & Sau

N()tioi).)l H.tskftball A\s<)(i.it ion

At A GUn<4^

GB

Atbntk Dmsien

W I Pd

Mm 43 20 .613 —
NcwlM 35 26 i74 7

NewJerwy 33 30 i24 10

WeMnglm 33 30 i24 10

OtlMdo 32 30 i16 101/2

29 32 .475 13

21 39 JSO 201/2

(fiitnlOivKMn

Chiago 46 16 .742 —
Indinu 43 IS .705 21/2

Oiartone 38 23 .623 71/2

AibnU 36 24 .600 9

amtmd 32 29 .525 131/2

MilwwIiN 29 31 .483 16

Detroit 27 34 .443 181/2

Toronto 13 48 .212 321/2

WESTHNCONFaENa
Midwnt Division

W I Pa GB

Utah 44 16 .733 —
SMAmono 42 20 .677 3

MinncsoU 32 29 .525 121/2

Hoostm 31 31 .500 14

VmcDuvcr 15 45 .250 29

Dihs 13 49 .210 32

Denver 5 58 .061 401/2

Padfic Division

Seattle* 47 15 .760 —
UlLaken 42 18 .700 4

Ptwenix 41 21 .662 6

Portland 34 25 .576 111/2

Saaamento 26 37 .413 211/2

GoMen State 14 47 .230 321/2

LA.aippers 13 48 .213 331/2

*-dindied playoff berth.

New York 85, Orlando 78

Qiicaqo 106, Miami 91

Washington 93, Milwaukee 77

Houston 97, OaHas 91

San Antonio 79, New Jersey 78

Phoenix 100, Denver 76

Seattle m.loronto 93

AllanualBoslon,7pjn.

WashingM at PMadHpNa, 7JO pjn.

New Vofk at Charione, 7JO pjn.

Miwaiite at Oevriand, 7JO pjn.

MianaatOetnil,8|un.

Saaamento at Utah, 9 |un.

Portland at LA lakers, 10.30 piin.

NtomesMa at Golden Stale, 10:30 pun.

fJdlional Hotkey Ledque

At A Gl<in<e

miiwuiiitiiai
Atlantic Division

W I T Pt5

NewJersey 39 16 9 87

PhdadHphia 32 20 10 74

Washington 28 24 11 67

N.YRangen 19 27 17 55

N.Y. Islanders 22 32 9 53

Florida 18 32 12 48

lampaBay 13 41 9 35

NewJ(ney2.PMbdeiphia2.lie

Boston 6^ Detroit 3

losAnfiies4,Phoeni3

Canary unmhtogh, 7Mt
Horida at ORa«n, 7JO pun.

Vancouver at Montical, 7-JO piffl.

San Jose at N.Y:iUn9erv7JO pirn.

Unonttn atImpa lay, 7JO pjn.

SLloiasat(aiorada9pjn.

loranto at Anaheim, 10.30 pim.

( Khibilion dmei fit A Cl.iocp

Northeast Division

W L

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

32 18

30 25

27 23

25 22

25 28

25 30

T Pts

14 78

7 67

13 67

15 65

10 60

7 57

WESTERN CONFEmKE
Central Division

W I T Pis

Date

Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

38 15

34 18

36 22

24 28

24 28

21 33

Pacific Division

Colofado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

Saniose

Calgary

Anaheim

Vancouver

W I

33 17

30 22

24 30

25 30

19 32

20 34

19 35

10 86

13 81

8 80

12 60

11 59

8 50

T Pts

16 82

11 71

10 58

7 57

12 50

9 49

10 48

GF GA

184 127

180 144

174 166

155 171

164 176

148 182

121 206

GF GA

182 151

180 159

163 151

156 148

143 156

155 172

GF GA

187 124

194 152

200 156

173 183

154 154

147 181

GF GA

195 160

184 167

164 184

155 166

166 194

149 193

177 227

UHMMIUHSUI
W

Boston

teas

Seattle

BaMfflore

Dflnit

Chicago

AnahHm

NewVorii

Cleveland

TampaBay 5

KansasCity 4

Minnesota 4

w
SanDiego 9

PnlaoelphM 8

Houston

St. Louis

NewIM
AdanU

Ariama

Colorado

LosAo^elcs 6

Chicago 6

Ondnnali 6

PMsbutgh 5

Floiida 4

imfmdKP 4

Mlwaukee 3

I

3

4

4

3

5

6

5

6

7

7

7

8

7

10

L

4

4

4

4

5

6

7

7

6

6

8

8

7

10

8

11

Ptt.

.727

.692

.667

.667

.615

.600

il3

i71

iOO

.417

.417

.385

.364

J86

Pa
M2
.667

.600

.600

.583

.538

.500

.500

.500

.500

.429

.385

.364

i86

.273

J14

1aBslO,lMi^Bay5

ae«(iind16,De1i«t3

New liifkYMms (ss) 6. Kansas Qty 6, 1

wing^ BMhial agMincMt

Sl Louis J, BaMmre 3, nwlual agreement

Pittsburgh 5, Minnesota 1

LosAngeles4,Flotida3

NewVDrkMets9,AllanU3

Houston 10, Montreal 2

Anaheim 9, Seattle 8, 10 innings

Chicago White SoK 7, Oakland 3

San Francisco 6, Mlwaukee 4

Colorado 6, Arizona 5

Boston5,Gndnnali3

Toronto (ss) 10, NewtMYMees (ss) 6

Chicago Ciibs 4, San Diego 3, 10 inaings

BaWrriorF vs. Boston at Fort Myers, Fla.,

1:05 p.m.

MinnesoU vs. Texas at Port Charlone, Fla.,

1.-05 pin.

Tampa Bayw Toronto at Dunedin, Fla.,

1:05 pjn.

New Vork Yankees vs. Detroit at Lakeland,

Fla., 1:05 pjn.

PhiadHphia vs. Kansas Qty at Haines Oty,

Fla., 105 p.m.

Cleveland vs. Atlanta at Kissimiee, Fla.,

1:05 pjn.

Pittsburgh vs. Cincinnati at Sarasota, Fla.,

105 pjn.

Houston vs.FMda at Vieta.fla., 1.D5 pjn.

Sl Louis vs.New tbfk Mets at Port St.

Lude, Fla, 105 pirn.

Los Angeles vs. Montreal at Jupiter, Fla.,

1.-05p.ntt., 305 p.m.

Arizona (ss) vs. Chicago While Soi (ss) at

Tucson, Ariz., 305 pirn.

Colorado vs. Anaheim at Tempe, Ariz., 305

p.m.

Milwaukee vs. San Francisco at Scottsdale,

km., 305 pjn.

Chicago Cubs vs. Oakland at Phoenix, 905

pjn.

Chicago White SoK (ss) vs. San Diego at

Peoria, AfiL, 905 pjn.

2.N.lM«idets2,tie

(NOTE:SpMuad «MiB oouMliM the

tttitn|K|Mm agilMt non wij
nr

tdonol)

BAITIMOK OMOIE^—OptaKiMP
Julio Moreno to Rochester oftlw

intematianal League, RHP Rocky

Copplnger andMfllyFMbii to Bowie

Casimin to Frederick of the Carolna

League. Assigned RHP Vince Hofsman and

RHP Cabe Mobu to their minor-ieague

camp

BOSTON RED SOX—Signed SS Nomar

Garciaparra to a five-year contract.

CLEVELAND INDIANS—Optioned LHP

Mie Matthews, OF Scott MMfan and OF

Alex Ramirez to Buffalo ofAt
International Leagufc Assigned RHP Jason

Grimsiey, RHP Wifte Martinez, RHP Jamie

McAndrew, C Steven Sofa, MF Jobert

Cabicn and INF lorey LomAo to Hmv

mimr-league campk

OETWNT TIGERS—Assigned RHP Marino

Saniana,C Javier Caniona,CRobefrFick;

INF Alejandro Freire, INF Jesse Ibara, OF

Eari Jolinson and OF Pedro Swann to their

minor-league campi Asrigned OF Gabe

Kapkei; RNP Brian Powcl and RHPWWs
Roberts to Jacksonvie of the Southern

League; and RHP Apostol Gatda to

Laiciand of the Florida State League.

SEATTU MARINERS—Assigned LHP

Damaso Marte and P Maximo de la Rosa

to Oriando of die SMMiMm Leagut Sent

MF Jeff BeiMnger,OF Rickey Cradk and

RHP Jarod Juehgaard to their minor-

league camp.

TEXAS RAHGERS—lteassigned RHP Terry

Clark, RHP RA Dickey; RHP Ryan Oynn,

RHP Scott Klingenbeck, RHP Brandon

Knight, RHP Dan Koli IMP Alan Levine,

RHP, Mark SmaR and RHP Dan Smith to

their minor-league camp.

PHILADtLPHW PHILLIES—Sent LHP Greg

WhJteman to their minor-league camp.

IMmwI iMiHtM/IssmMm
ATLANTA HMVKS—Activated G Eldridge

Recasner from the injured list.

MILWAUKEE BUCKS—Placed F Glenn

Robinson on the injured list

NEW YORK KMCKS—Signed F Ben Davis

to a second 10-day contract

PHUADELPHIA 76ERS—Signed C WKam
Cunningham to a lOHlay contract

DALLASGOWBOrS—NaMd Jhn JeAicD«

assistant defensive Rne coach.

NEWVnK GIANTS—SigiMd RB LeShon

JolvHiiiMlwn csoto ooincs. R(''Si9ncfl

WR Oavid PMea. T Jeny Reynolds and S

Brandon Sandcn.

FUMOA PANTHERS—Assigned D!«
O'GtadiiLW David Ouenien and LW

Dwayne Hay to New Haven of the AHL

NEW JERSEY DEVUS—Recaied LW Jay

PlndoNb from Albany of the AHL

PWAOELPHIA FUrBS—Returned RW
John Druce and RW Craig Darby to

Philadelphia of the AHL

PITTSIUKH PENGUMS-Recaled D

Tuomas Granman and RW Robert Dome

from Syracuse of the AHL.

ONIKE
BIG SKY CDNFENENa—Suspended Blaine

Taylo( Montana men^ bask^bal toach,

for the inl game of the 1998-99 season

fw oilidzing ofRcialing at last week^

OMSTIAN BROnCRS—Named Gary Lee

women^ basketbal coach.

FRESNO STATE—Signed Jerry Tarkaiilik

men) basketbal coach, to a one-year cM»>

trad extension.

JUNIATA—Named Kalhy CoHns women!s

swinnming coach.

NIAGARA—Fkcd Jack Armstrong,men^

basketbatoHdi.

SUSQUEHAWIA—Named Chris Siraub

men) and women's cross country coach.

I.VIfhat is the only NBA team to reconl at

least 45 losses in twelve straight seasons?

2. The towest seeded team to win the

NCAA Tournament was seeded number

eight Whattew wbR?
3. What cunentm^ leaguer hit two

home nan in the same inning-one bat-

ting right and one balling left?

eftiac|M|ii}C

u»dd|}aiui

A *> «'A *'«?«'*'« «*«.*• •
l***.***^
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MEI^S TENNIS

UCLA will host Wisconsin

today at 1:30 p.m. at the Los

Angeles Tennis Center.

The Bruins fell from No. 2 to

No. 10 in the recent Rolex

Collegiate Rankings.

The Bruins and the Badgers

have only met once since 1967

- a ftruin victory.

This will be the Bruins' last

match in Southern California

until April 17. as they head out

on a six-game Pac-10 road trip.

• • •

The UCLA doubles teams

had a solid showing at the

Pacific Coast Doubles

Tournament March 5-5.

UCLA's No. 1 team of Matt

Breen and Jean-Noel Grinda

did not run into a red light until

the quarterfinals. The red came

from the Stanford No. 1 team

of Bob Bryan and Mike Bryan,

the tournament's No. I seed,

who beat the Bruins 6-2, 7-6 (3).

Alex Decret and Noah
Newman also saw Cardinal

red, this time in the round of 1 6.

Stanford's No. 2 Ryan Wolters

and Paul Goldstein eliminated

Decret and Newman, 6-2, 6-2.

UCLA's No. 3 team of

Vince Allegre and Chris Sands

advanced to the quarterfinals,

where they met USC's duo of

Kyle Spencer and Romun
Kukal. The No. 3 seed defeated

Allegre and Sands, 6-4. 6-2.

Allegre and Sands upset the

No. 5 seed, San Diego State's

Frank Morgan and Alexander

Waske, en route to the quarter-

finals.

CompHed by Stephanie Chan,

Daily Bruin contributor.

Jamison headlines first team All-America
COLLEGE HOOPS: Media

also picks talented pairs

from Kansas, Arizona

ByJimO'Cenncll

The Associated Press

Antawn Jamison was by himself -

as a North Carolina Tar Heel and as

the top vote-getter on the AP All-

America team.

Joining the North Carolina junior

forward on the first team today were

Arizona teammates Mike Bibby and

Miles Simon and Kansas teammates

Raef LaFrentz and Paul Pierce.

While Jamison was one vote shy of

being a unanimous selection by the

national media panel, the pairs of

teammates became the sixth and sev-

enth sets to be voted to the first team,

and the first since UNLV's Larry

Johnson and Stacey Augmon in 1991.

LaFrentz, the only returning All-

America from last season, became the

third repeat selection in the '90s, join-

ing Tim Duncan of Wake Forest last

year and Shaquille O'Neal of

Louisiana State University in 1992.

Jamison, the Atlantic Coast

Conference player of the year and a

second-team All-America last year,

was named to the first team on all but

one of the 70 three-team ballots and

had 348 points.

Bibby, the sophomore guard who

was named Pac-10 player of the year,

had 68 first-team votes and 346 points

in the 5-3-1 point system.

The Kansas teammates were third

and fourth in the voting. LaFrentz.

the Big 12 player of the year the last

two seasons, had 65 first-team votes

and 340 points. 39 more than Pierce,

the junior forward who received 51

first-team votes.

Simon, the Final Four MVP last

season as a junior, had 18 first-team

votes and 162 points.

The 6-foot-9-inch Jamison was the

first Tar Heel to be named ACC play-

er of the year since Michael Jordan in

1984. He averaged 22.9 points and

10.2 rebounds, the first Carolina play-

er to average 20-10 since Billy

Cunningham in 1964-65.

"Our guys have done a greatjob all

year getting me the ball and playing as

a team." said Jamison, who shot 61

percent from the field. "It's humbling

to be named one of the best players in

the country. Still, it's hard to focus on

individual honors at this time of the

year."

Bibby followed up a sensational

freshman season by averaging 17.2

points, 5.9 assists and 2.4 steals as the

Wildcats defended their national

championship. He led the team with

67 three-pointers.

"It's a great accomplishment, but it

won't mean as much if we don't win

the national championship." Bibby

said. "Since I'm a team player, my
main goal right now is to help the

team win it all again, and if that hap-

pens, it will make this honor even

sweeter." ^—
Simon joined Damon Stoudamire

and Sean Elliott as the only players in

Arizona history to score 1.500 points

and have 400 assists. He averaged

17.3 points, second on the team to

third-team All-America Michael

Dickerson, and 4.5 assists.

"This is a great honor when you

think about all the great players in the

past who have been first-team 'All-

Americans." Simon said. "To think of

the company I am in is" extremely grat-

ifying."

LaFrentz missed nine games with a

broken finger on his non-shooting

hand, but still became the first Kansas

player in 27 years to average double

figures in points and rebounds with

19.7 and 1 1.2. He will finish second in

both categories on Kansas' career list.

"I am honored to be listed in a

group of players such as these, and

I'm especially happy to be joined on

the team by my teammate," said the 6-

foot-l 1-inch senior, who shot 54 per-

cent from the field. "I also appreciate

the writers, who voted for me despite

missing nine games with an injury."

Pierce, a 6-foot-7-inch swingman

who averaged 20.3 points and 6.8

rebounds, took over the scoring load

when LaFrentz was injured, shot 51

percent from the field and has a streak

of 49 consecutive games scoring in

double figures. --=^

"Last year I was third-team all-con-

ference, so to be named first-team All-

Atnerica is a tremendous honor,"

Pierce said. "To be on the same team

as players like Antawn and Raef is

really a thrill."

Richard Hamilton of Connecticut,

the Big East player of the year, led the

second team and was joined by Ansu

Sesay of Mississippi. Mateen Cleaves

of Michigan State. Vince Carter of

North Carolina and Pat Garrity of

Notre Dame.

The third team was Lee Nailon of

Texas Christian. Matt Harpring of

Georgia Tech, Trajan Langdon of

Duke, Dickerson and Bonzi Wells of

Ball State.

The other first-team selections last

season were seniors Duncan and

Keith Van Horn of Utah and under-

classmen Ron Mercer of Kentucky

and Danny Fortson of Cincinnati,

who left school early to play in the

NBA.-

I Shall TWe ^cuteef

^hajNudoM^f Mm^eh 12

swc
Student Welfare Commissiot)

presents

Wednesday March 11, 1998

From7-10pm
in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Admission free

Food and music

V Rent skates or

bring your ov^n.

support ADS AworoMessT

-- - '-^'-
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Bruins sfide

out of slump

in spite of

struggles
^~

SOFTBALL Teamwork

results in a lOth-inning

victory over Notre Dame

BylOmbcriyEdds

Daily Bruin Contributor ~~r^

Dreams can come true - just ask

Lupe Brambila.

The walk-on freshman right-Tielder

scored the winning run in UCLA soft-

ball's lOth-inning 4-3 victory over

Notre Dame (5-10) Tuesday.

"We came out with the win and

that's the important thing," Brambila

said.

The extra-inning win was in large

part due to Karen Hoshizaki's single

to center field, which was handled

badly by Notre Dame center-fielder

Jennifer Giampaolo, allowing

Brambila to score.

UCLA (10-7) jumped to a 1-0 lead

in the second inning when designated

hitter Marin Noak scored, but Notre

Dame rallied in the top of the fifth

with three runs, taking the lead 3-1.

UCLA struggled

offensively. ...

Defensively, however,

the Bruins came out

on top.

UCLA answered Notre Dame
with one run in the bottom of the fifth.

It was not until the seventh inning

that the Bruins tied the score at three

with a sacrifice fly to center by third

baseman Jenny Gardner to score

shortstop Nicole Odom.
Winning pitcher Stephanie

Swenson pitched a complete game for

the Bruins. With this victory,

Swenson improves to a record of 4-5.

"Stephanie's getting better and bet-

ter. 1 have a lot of confidence in her

ability to get us out of tough situa-

tions," head coach Sue Enquist said.

UCLA struggled offensively,

S«cSOnBAU,pa9e32

BRUIN UPDATE

Tuesday's

Softball

UCLA 4,,

Baseball

LMU 1#UCU 8

Todaylfiiatches
IM«n's tann

vs.Wlsconsf

BaMball

vs. Hosel University

(Japan)

mmcKLAM

Senior forvt^ard 3JL Handarson has been a leader for the Bruins all year with his consistent play.

Henderson

learning to

sweeten play

with a smile
By Brant Bofd
Daily Bruin Staff

J.R. Henderson did a Uttle extra some-

thing to leave the Pauley Pavilion crowd

speechless last Saturday.

No, his 15 points, five rebounds and two

assists weren't anything special. For

Henderson, those numbers were below his

season averages.

Nor did any thunderous dunks, leaping

rebounds and intimidating blocks make one

think twice. Those, too, are all vintage

Henderson.

Rather, what he did was so unlike

Henderson that it left even the most casual

fan thunderstruck.

He smiled.

Seriously, he really smiled ... and it was a

mile wide.

As Henderson was introduced for the fuial

time to the resounding cheers of the crowd,

he just couldn't help himself.

And in that one alkoo^ricf but unforget-

table moment, Henderson showed the fans

and media alike what his teammates and

coaches already knew - that in the senior for-

ward's case, image isn't everything. In fact, it

barely means anything at all.

"I've said all along that he is the roost mis-

understood player in college basketball,"

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said. "He's

really a very unselfish ba^etball player, very

sensitive, very caring, and is really a good per-

son. He doesn't always project that to the

fans, the media or the scouts - what he is like

as a person."

Sc* pagell

The BEST JUST GOT BETTER
UCLA swimmer takes her

enthusiasm straight into

the record boolis

By Stave K1r»

Daily Bruin Staff

Oh look, little Lindsay's all grown

up.

When senior swimmer Lindsay

Etter was a freshman, she used to get

together with her freshman teammates

and have late-night chats in the dorms.

One night, they decided to give each

other nicknames. Everyone saw Etter

as BubUelicious.

After three years. Bubbldicious still

fits her well. She's cheerful, friendly

and outgoing.

She's the girl next door.

Etter frequently speaks on the

phone with her parents in Spring,

Texas. She's a dedicated girlfriend, and

she's just as dedicated to going to

church and attending Bible study. And

after she graduates, she woukl like to be

a kindergarten teacher.

How can someone so wholesome be

a lean, not-«o-mean, record-breaking

machine?

It just so happens that Lindsay Etter

is the UCLA record holder in both the

100 and 200 brcaststrokes. She first

broke these school records her sopho-

more year at the 1996 NCAA
Championships.

Last season, she went on to break

both of her records at the NCAAs,

decreasing her times to 1:00.77 and

2: 1 1.59. Although Etter came in third in

that record-breaking race, she says win-

ning doesn't mean as much as good

efforts and good performances.

'That was just a great race." Etter

said. "1 never thought I'd ever go that

fast. There's hardly any race where you

think, 'Is there anything I could've

done better?' and you answer no. It was

all happiness."

This season Etter continued to take

charge of almost every breaststroke

race, including the 100 breast in the

Pac-IOs. in which she tied the confer-

ence record.

Being a superb technician, Etter

doesn't need the raw, muscular

strength found in many ofher competi-

tors. She makes her swimming look so

easy, while her competitors look

strained and exhausted as they come

into the wall behind her.

Somceoe as good as Etter can

afford to be brash, but she remains

modest and quickly turns the spotlight

away. Staying true to her gracious per-

sonality, she adds that one of the most

memorable moments in the NCAA

Championships meet was watching her

senior teammate Jill Jenkins making a

comeback after back surgery.

"Watching Jill swim her lifetime

best in her 50 freestyle after being out

for so long - that was really huge for

me. She's one ofmy best friends."

Besides Etter's lists ofUCLA swim-

ming accomplishments and records.
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Student governments dispute utility fee
ASIKLA: Payment would cover

expenses for common areas

of Ackerman Union, Rerckhoff

By

Daily Bruin Contributor r

The students' association (ASUCLA) is

proposing to charge more maintenance and util-

ities fees to the student govermnents, causing a

rift between many students on the Board of

Directors and the ASUCLA management.

Currently, the Undergraduate Students

Association Council (USAQ and the Graduate

Students Association (GSA) only pay mainte-

nance and utilities fees for the space they use in

Kerckhoff Hall. But, ASUCLA is planning to

tack on an additional $50,000 to the student gov-

enunents' fees every year.

The extra money wiO be used to pay mainte-

nance and utilities fees for common areas in

Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff Hall, such as

hallways and restrooms.

Student board members are upset for various

reasons. Some say that the fee should not be

enacted the same year that ASUCLA is sched-

uled to nuke money. Other board memben feel

that $50,000 is too much for the student govern-

ments to afford, and that ASUCLA's relation-

ship with the student governments is not based

on money, but on service.

ASUCLA Chief Financial Officer Rich Delia

said that charging the users of a building for com-

mon area maintenance is standard in a tenant-

landlord relationship. But, graduate student

board member Jim Friedman does not see

ASUCLA's relationship with the inhabitants of

Kerckhoff in that way.

"(The management stalTs) response has been

that it's a standard of industry, but we're not a

standard industry," Friedman said.

According to Delia, the student union used to

pay an of the fees for common areas, but when

the student union fee was raised from $7.50 per

year to $51 per year, it was determined that the

student governments should share in the cost of

maintaining ASUCLA's facilities.

The $50,000 fee was waived for the fiscal year

1997-98 because the student governments had

already worked out their budgets for the year

when the fee was to be implemented. Next year,

it is planned thatGSA and USAC will pay halfof

the fee, and in subsequent years they will pay the

entire $50,000.

Hugo Maldonado, an undergraduate board

representative, emphasized that the student gov-

ernment aspect of ASUCLA is different from

the association's other divisions, because its pur-

pose is not to make money.

"The student governments are service-orient-
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Harman honored for fostering intercidtural sensitivity

k

AWARD: Businessman

overshadowed by wife's

bid for governor's seal

Dy ocoryc MMCMMy
Dally Bruin Contributor

On an evening filled with hi^
powered politicians, businessmen,

and dif^omats, the person who took

the spodight at the 1998 Neil H.

Jacoby Award Dinner was, appropri-

ately, the honoree. However, it

became startlingly apparent that his

wife would soon overtake the spot-

light

Hundreds of people packed the

dining room of the Beverly Wilshire

Hotel on Tuesday to honor Sydney

Harman, the CEO of Harman
International, with the Jacoby

Award for excellence in promoting

international and intercultural

understanding.

Given by the Dashew
International Center, the organiza-

tion that runs UCLA's international

students' program and is funding the

new BnKfley International Building,

The Jacoby Award has been given to

such distinguished persons as Gene

Stone, Kirk and Anne Dou^, and

former Chancellor Charles E.

Young.

And while the event was not a

political gathering, the evening was

almost undercut by his wife Jane

Harroan's bid for the governor's

seat.

If all works out in November,

Sydney Harman, on top of running a

Fortune 500 company, will "become

the greatest first husband that

California has ever had," said Jack

Valenti; honorary chairman of the

dinner.

However, Hamum the candidate

downplayed her own involvement in

the event, and instead chose to focus

on her huslMuid's own myriad aocom-

piishntents.

"I stand beside him because I

believe in building one California

where all people can come together

to share in California's newfound

prosperity ... building one world for

one California," Harman said, focus-

ing on California's progression

towards becoming an international

Photos by MAMY CIECEK

Sydn«y Harman won the 1 998 Neil H. Jacoby Award for promoting international understanding.

center.

However, Sydney Harman could

not help but bring his wife's guberna-

torial aspirations into play during his

speech, tying together the evening's

theme and his hope for new leader-

ship in the state capitoi.

"
I am convinced that the next gov-

ernor of the state," he said, "whoever

she may be, will understand (the need

for a global community) very weD."

Not to allow the spotU^t to be

taken from the honoree, Stanley

Dashew, the founder of the Dashew

Center, praised Sydney Harman, the

immigrant who became a multi-mil-

lionaire industrialist.

"(Harman) has contributed to

world understanding through his pol-

itics and his business." Dashew said.

'He's been an outstanding indus-

trialist, he has great 'people pobcies'

inside of his corporation aitd he has

been a pioneer in the field of audio

electronics. He comprises what

America makes possible and Sydney

Harman, as an immigrant, typifies

what America makes poMible."

And while his pursuit and attain-

ment of the American dream was an

important part of his gaining the

The UCLA Musical Choir performs at the Jacoby Award Dinner.

award, it is the idea of building a

world community that Harman
focused on.

"We live in the new, real, believe it-

or-not, digital world," Harman said.

People 00 this planet perceive each

other throoih a complex ^ries of

connectioas, he said.

"We have to decide in business,

politics and government, will we

operate in a vertical and analog way,"

he continued, "or will we opt for what

the Germans call gestalt, an integral-

mg of the mind and the conunuoity."

Along with Hannaa, the

evening's speakers all confronted

how the landscape of Los Angeles

1<

Gene mutation

may be linked

to compulsive,

risky behavior

HEALTH: Presence of

DRD2 form heightens

drive to find pleasure

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff

In the face of social pressures

against smoking and recent anti-

smoking laws, those who claim they

don't have the willpower to quit

smoking may have yet another

excuse, it could be genetic.

According to Dr. Ernest Noble,

director of the UCLA Alcohol

Research Center, an individual's

affinity for smoking may have a

genetic cause.

In the United States each year,

more than 400,000 people die of

smoking-related causes and approx-

imately 160,000 die of causes relat-

ed to lung cancer.

In an article published in the

Journal of the National Cancer

Institute earlier this month. Noble

claims a genetic mutation could be

responsible for compulsive behav-

iors such as smoking, drinking and

drug use.

In 1990, Noble and colleagues

discovered a genetic mutation on

the DRD2 gene. The D2 dopamine

receptor (DRD2) gene is responsi-

ble for the production of dopamine

in the brain.

When an individual experiences

pleasure, dopamine is the molecule

that is responsible for stimulating

this response in the brain. Noble

explained.

Noble and his colleagues found

that the A I and Bl alleles in the

DRD2 gene are responsible for

compulsive behavior.

In 1990, the DRD2 gene was

found to be associated with the

prevalence of severe alcoholism.

Since then, it has been hypothesized

that the gene is linked to cocaine

abuse, cigarette smoking and other

polysubstance abuse.
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Camesale's office hours

give students voice

On Wednesday, Chancellor Albert

Carnesale held office hours for students.

All students were notified by e-mail of the

time and given the opportunity to enter their

names into a lottery for the six slots, which

were 10 minutes each.

The reasons for seeing the chancellor

ranged from raising concerns and telling him

about programs to ofTering compliments.

Michael Skolnik, a second-year theater

student, wanted to tell Carnesale about a new

program he and other theater students are

organizing to bring the theater to children.

As they have planned it, the program starts

in spring with one school and plans to

expand to seven.

Andrew Sipolla had a different reason. "I

decided to talk about what we as students can

do to make UCLA and upper echelon

school," he said.

Vanessa Marshall came to raise the chan-

cellor's awareness to an issue.

The way the new musical theater

program is being created has

angered her and her fe|low stu-

dents.

"Others have tried (to talk to the chancel-

lor), but they were unable to get a spot," she

said. "So, I am speaking for all of us."

African Center looking

for students to travel

UCLA's James S. Coleman African

Studies Center has established a six-week

summer program with the East African

Ugonzi Institute, and is looking for partici-

pants for this summer.

The program will take place in Tanzania

where 38 undergraduates with demonstrated

leadership potential from a variety of areas

will exchange ideas with African leaders and

Africanist scholars.

The goal is to teach the students problem-

solving skills, critical thinking, and the values

of teamwork.

Edmond Keller, a political

science professor and director

of the Coleman Center, said he

thinks the program would be a formative

experience for participants.

"While American undergraduates might

be well-trained in theory methods, and be

familiar with African issues through their

classroom learning, few have had the experi-

ence of hving in Africa and interacting with

African cohorts in their own environment,"

said Keller.

The institute is looking for students in

good standing at the middle of their under-

graduate careers.

Applications are now available at the

Coleman Center in Bunche Hall.

Voice acting class

now offered at UCLA
The UCLA Extension program will offer a

course on voice-over acting in the spring

called "Character Voice Acting for

Animation and Commercials."

Joni Robbins. a voice actor and director

on animation projects, will teach the course

both the technical and business aspects of

voice-over acting.

"People who sing in choirs, those who are

'living room comics' and people who like to

do funny voices for family and friends can

have a real talent that needs to be developed

for a career in voice-over acting," Robbins

said.

The course meets on six Thursdays, April

16 through May 21 at 7 to 10 p.m. at 325

Botany at UCLA. It costs $355.

Interested people who wish to obtain

more information or enroll can calling the

UCLA Extension's Department of

Entertainment Studies and Performing Arts

at (310) 825-9064 or visit the UCLA
Extension web site on the internet at

http://www.unex.ucla.edu.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire

reports.

Chicket>6fckBug Rape byj^iwodwc

The magic of the moment was too much for Thehna.
K was a moonlit night, the was lonely and he was
after all, a "Rogue" Elephant.

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instmction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion with instructor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notation.

DONIRMGET:
Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.
Undergradunte first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to set

up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects, Call 206-1491.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Thursday 11a.m.
African Activists Association

Weekly meeting

Bunche 10367

Arthur Ashe Student Health and

Wellness Center

Free cholesterol testing for

registered UCLA Students Plaza

next to Ashe (til 2p.m.) • 825-4073

Noon
Collective Harmony

Jazz rock band performance

Westwood Plaza

USACandCALPIRG
Save Financial Aid

Come sign a postcard to local

congress people urging them to

save fmancial aid

RoyceQuad

Bible studies in Old/New

Testament - Romans 15

Ackerman 2412 -(213)936-3713

University Catholic Center

Communion service ( 12: 10)

KerkchoiT Hall 400

4 p.m.
SSAC
Student Fee Advisory Comm.
Meeting

A245 Murphy •206-2447

6 p.m.

. Golden Key Honor Society

membership information - Find

out how to join our dub and learn

what we're all about!

KJnsey364

gkey@ucla.edu

Regula Forum -Mock Trial Qub
General meeting

Haines 6 -793^)407 '

Latino Business Student

Association

"Job Search & the Internet"

UCLA Career Center • 206-1931

Bruin Republicans

Last meeting this quarter!

Ackerman 2408 (818) 782-0778

Korean American Scientists &
Engineers Association

General meeting

Boelter Hall Penthouse

Oikos Christian Fellowship

Weekly Meeting (6:30)

Kinsey 51 -231-0777

7 p.m.
Ballroom Dance Qub
Learn romantic dances

Ackerman 2408

ballroom@ucla.edu - 284-3636

8 p.m.
UCLA Musical Theater

Workshop

Sondheim's "Into the Woods"

Schoenberg Hall

S 10 general, S7 students/faculty

Kathleen @82S4761

Campus Events

"Shorttake 1998

A festival of Student Films"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

UCLA Shakespeare Reading and

Performance Group

, An Alan Smithee Scene Night

Northwest Campus Auditorium

"208-5428
-^

Friday Noon
Center for the Study of Religion

Prof Fredelk Spiegel

"Contemporary Rdigion: A
Psychoanalytic Perspective"

Von Grtinebaum Library

10383 Bunche Hall

1p.m.
Muslim Union

Juma Prayer

KcrckhoffPatio- 206-7877

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

840HilgardAve.

6 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Lent dinner and movie night

840HilgardAve- 208-5015 ^

8 p.m.
Music Qub
Band night '

Ackerman 2408

hparish@ucla.edu
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ByRadiclMuME
Daily Bruin Staff

Out of Young Hall emerges a large

group ofhi^ school students with wide

eyes and curious stares. Slowly, amongst

their friends, they gather around the

assigned college students who will give

them their tour.

"How are you guys doing today?"

one of the college students asks with

enthusiasm, pulling the group away

from the building and into an open area

of south campus.

"Who here is interested in the sci-

ences?" Only a few in the front hear

him, and most don't even answer. And

so it begins for one of the morning's

campus tour guides, David Francisco.

He is the one in the front asking the

questions, trying to excite the 22 10th

graders and teacher in front of him. As a

campus tour coordinator and fifth-year

psychology student, also pursuing a

minor in accounting, this is how he

spends many mornings at UCLA.
But he isn't discouraged. It is still

eariy.

As the tour leaves south campus, the

first stop is the inverted fountain, where

the high school students learn the eight

clap. Some know the clap from growing

up in the UCLA tradition. Others only

give it a half-hearted attempt, anxious to

see the rest of the campus, or just unin-

terested.

After a quick explanation of the

names and services of each building,

Francisco keeps up the pace, leading the

students to the steps of Schoenberg

HaU.

Here he sits them down and gets to

the nitty-gritty of what many students

would like to know before applying to

UCLA.
Before he can get started, one inter-

national student is curious about what

majors UCLA has to offer. Her ques-

tion is soon answered as Francisco rat-

tles off the five different schools at

UCLA with ease and describes the

majors in each school.

He admits that the statistics are grim.

Thirty thousand students apply to

UCLA every year and only 10,()00 are

accepted. But he continues to encour-

David Francisco spends up to 19

coordinating campus tours.

age them with pointers on extra-curricu-

lar activities, AP classes, and how to

write a good essay.

"Don't use big words in your essays."

he advises. "Just be yourself"

His girifriend, Kim LaMagna. a

fourth-year English student with a

minor in education, believes that

Francisco has a good source for his

information on the application process.

"He gives good insight because his

boss reviews the applications," she said.

"So he knows exactly what they are

looking for."

Now that the students have woken up

a bit more, they drill Fr?mcisco on all the

aspects of getting into UCLA and

preparing the essay. When questions are

sufficiently answered, the tour contin-

ues.

DtRRICKKUOO

hours each week in his office

Although Francisco walks backward

throughout almost the entire one-and-a-

half hour tour, the pace is surprisingly

quick. He makes sure to keep the stu-

dents interested, asking questions and

mentioning interesting aspects of the

campus.

He points out Murphy Hall, the Law

School, and then calls attention -to

Perloff Plaza on the other side of the

street asking, "Do you recognize this

plaza? This is where they filmed Higher

Learning."

Passing LuValle, the students are

impressed with the difTerent kinds of

food available - especially Taco Bell.

One guy exclaims he would eat there all

the time.

They are even more impressed when

they hear that they don't have to go to

David Francisco^

campus tour guide

coordinator, gives

high schoolers

a taste of UCLA
the same classes everyday, and that they

can basically make their own schedule.

Traveling through the Franklin

Murphy Sculpture Garden, Francisco

mentions that Thursday night is a big

party night at UCLA and many stu-

dents here adjust their schedules accord-

' ingly.

This news spreads like wildfire

through the students, as their imagina-

tions wander to the days when they

won't have to report to niom and dad.

Francisco gives them a minute to

stop and look around while he answers^

their questions. Then he dives into the

the application process for the School of

Theater, Film and Television. Their eyes

widen when they hear the numbers of

f>ages they must write for the aji^ica-

tion.

One overanxious student insists that

he can handle the required 10-page

screenplay, poem, or essay because

tonight he has to write a five-page essay.

In the back ofthe crowd, three trendy

girls discuss their fears regarding how

much they are going to have to write

when they get to college. But, a new fear

soon takes over the discussion: what

major they will choose.

Soon the students are moving past

the URL, Northern Lights and find

themselves in front of Royce. "What do

you notice about this building? Is there

anything different about it," he asks.

After a -few correct and incorrect

guesses, Francisco finally informs them

of the difTerence: the width of the two

top columns is uneven,

The building was actually designed

after a church in Milan. "It's modeled

with the concept that only God can cre-

ate perfection," he said.
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Deadly asteroid could collide with earth

ASTRONOMY: Rock may

pass by; impact would

create mass destruction

By

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A mile-wide

asteroid described as "the most dan-

gerous one we've found so far" may
be on course for a 2028 coUisioo with

Earth and certainly wiU pass closer

than any such object in modern

times, astronomers said Wednesday.

"The chance of an actual collision

is small, but one is not entirely out of

the question," according to a notice

filed by the International

Astronomical Union. But asteroid

specialist Jack G. Hills said the

speeding space rock, called asteroid^

1997 XFII, poses a real danger to

Earth. >.•

"This is the first really big one to

pass this close/' said Hills, a Los

Alamos National Laboratory scien-

tist. "This is the most dangerous one

we've found so far."

He added: "It scares me. It really

does. An object this big hitting the

Earth has the potential of killing

many, many people."

"It has enormous destructive

potential," agreed Steven Maran of

the American Astronomical Society,

but he added it will take several more

years of observations before experts

are certain of its path.

Asteroid 1997 XFll was discov-

ered Dec. 6 by the University of

Arizona Spacewatch program and

was added to a list of 108 asteroids

considered to be "potentially haz-

ardous objects."

Maran noted that no asteroid the

size of 1997 XFl 1 has ever been pre-

dicted to pass so close to the Earth.

Asteroids are routinely observed

and plotted by astronomers around

the worid because of their potential

for great destruction on Earth.'

An asteroid six to 10 miles across

collided with the Earth about 65 mil-

lion years ago and is thought to have

caused the extinction of the

dinosaurs, along with 75 percent of

all other species.

Hills said an asteroid the size of

1997 XFII colliding with the Earth

at more than 17,000 miles an hour

would explode with an energy of

about 320,000 megatons of dyna-

mite. That equals almost 2 million

Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs.

"This is the most

dangerous (asteroid)

we've found so far."

Jack G. Hills

Scientist

Such an asteroid hitting the

ocean, said Hills, would create a tidal

wave hundreds of feet high, causing

extreme flooding for thousands of

miles ofcoast line.

"If one like this hit in the Atlantic

Ocean, all of the coastal cities would

be scoured by the tsunami," said

Hills. "Where cities stood, there

would be only mudflats."

If such an asteroid hit on land, he

said, it would instantly dig a crater 20

miles across and so clog the sky with

dust and vapor that the sun would be

darkened "for weeks, ifnot months."

Maran said the best estimate is

that the mile-wide 1997 XFll will

pass inside the orbit of the moon,

with the most likely separation from

the center of the Earth of about

30,000 miles. The Earth has a radius

of about 4,000 miles.

The estimate, said Maran, has a

margin of error of more than

180,000 miles. This means a collision

with Earth is theoretically possible,

but uncertain at this time, he said.

Better estimates of the collision

potential will be generated as

astronomers plot the course of the

asteroid through the heavens over

the next few years.

Observations made earlier this

month by University of Texas

astronomers indicated the asteroid

would make its nearest approach to

the Earth on Oct. 26, 2028, at about

1:30 p.m. EDT.

"There is still some uncertainty to

the computation," said the bulletin

from the International Astronomical

Union.

The notice said the asteroid,

which is on a wide-swinging, inde-

pendent orbit of the sun, will move

out ofview to all but the largest tele-

scopes over the next few months. It

will become more visible once

again in 2000. And in 2002, it is

expected to pass within about six

million miles of Earth on the day

before Halloween.

Hills said the asteroid is lost from

view when it passes behind the sun,

but that it will emerge into telescope

range about every two years.

Astronomers eventually will be

able to track the object using radar,

he said, and this will enable them to

establish a precise orbital path years

ahead of the possible impact. Only

then, said Hills, will the true risk of

collision be known.

Experts long concerned about the

potential danger of asteroids have

said the Earth could be protected by

exploding a missile near the speeding

rock while it was far away The intent

would be to nudge the asteroid onto

a path that would send it safely away

from the planet.

"If it is going to hit the Earth,

there's no question that we should

try to deflect it," said HUls. "It would

be money well spent."

Asian American groups

sue for racial harassment
HOUSING: Authorities

allegedly fail to respond

to complaints in projects

ByBobEgrito

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCX) - Asian

American groups complaining of

racial harassment and violence in pub-

lic housing p>rojects filed a ciril rights

suit Wednesday accusing the San

Francisco Housing Authority of failing

to protect Asian tenants and ignoring

complaints.

"People are being harassed, beaten,

shot at, and the manager says there's

nothing they can do," attorney Gen
Fujioka of the Asian Law Caucus told

reporters.

He said the problems have existed

for at least IS years, but the Housing

Authority, which oversees federally

subsidized housing for 30,000 low-

income residents, "has failed to take

any meaningful steps to address these

incidents."

. In a separate action, the Vietnamese

American Coalition for Civil Rights

asked the U.S. Department ofHousing

and Urban Development to order the

San Francisco agency to admit the exis-

tence of racial harassment and change

its policy on placing minority tenants in

dangerous areas. The coalition said the

Housing Authority has continued to

deny the problem and has accused

Asians of seeking advantages over

black tenants.

Housing Authority spokesman Ron
Sonenshine called the complaints

"ludicrous." He said the authority had

complied with every request made by

the same civil rights advocates at a

meeting several months ago, including

hiring a Vietnamese speaker, being

more sensitive to incoming Asian

American families, and preparing a

report on hate crimes.

"We've made lots of progress,'! he

said. "I don't think we're remiss in

dealing with these issues, and I don't

think we're insensitive ... You're deal-

ing with peo|4e who believe they're tar-

gets. In some cases that's true and in

some cases it's not."

In one incident, Tem Le, a 35-year-

old mother of four, was beaten uncon- _

scious last May by five teen-agers

using rocks and bottles. Sonenshine

said police determined that the

attackers were not public housing res-

idents, and the Housing Authority

has responded, making outside access

more difficult.

HUD took over supervision of San

Francisco public housing in March

1996 after fmding that incompetent

management was forcing tenants to

live in homes that were not "decent,

safe or sanitary." HUD returned con-

trol to the local agency last September

but ordered a plan within 60 days to

address racial harassment and vio-

lence. The report has not been issued,

said lawyers for the Asian groups.

The lawsuit, filed in U.S. District

Court, said the Housing Authority

assigned Asian-Americans "to known

areas of high risk" without warning of

the dangers, and penalized those who

objected to the placements.

The suit said one plaintiff,

Cambodian immigrant Bunly Noun,

and his wife and three children were

the targets of namecalling, beatings

and rock-throwing after moving into

the Potrero Terrace project. Their

complaints were discouraged and they

waited over five years for a transfer,

only to be offered a unit at the equally

dangerous Hunter's View develop-

ment, the suit said.

The suit seeks a court order requir-

ing the authority to "immediately

adopt appropriate policies and pro-

grams" to stop racial harassment. It

seeks no damages.
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Iran must pay for terrorist attack

Thr AssociiMd PtKs

Sen. Frank LMitcnbtrg (left) and with Steve and Roz Flatow meet reporters outside

federal court in Washington.The Flatows' daughter was killed by a suicide bomber.

RULING: Court orders family of American woman killed by

suicide bomber be paid $250 million in damages under new law

By

The AssodMed Press

WASHINGTON - A federal judge

ordered Iran to pay $247.5 million in damages

to the family of an American woman killed in

a suicide bombing in Gaza in I99S. "The

court is seeking to deter further terrorist

actions" said District Court Judge Royce

Lamberth.

The ruling Wednesday was the First under a

new law allowing Americaiu to sue nations

believed to sponsor terrorism for damages

caused by such attacks. While the victim's

family is unlikely to collect the damage award

any time soon, the ruling could complicate

tentative efforts to improve relations between

the United States and Iran. —
"Terrorists and the countries which spon-

sor them should know that we will continue to

increase the price to be paid for acts of terror-

ism," declared Rep. Jim Saxton, R-N.J., who

heads the House Task Force on Terrorism.

"This decision clearly shows that we will ... hit

them hard in the wallet as well." - T
Iran vehemently denies it has any connec-

tions to terrorist groups or attacks. Although

Lamberth said Iranian representatives had

been invited to testify at court hearings on

Mar. 3-4, a spokesman for the Iranian mission

to the United Nations said Wednesday he was

not aware of the court case in Washington.

The two countries have been bitter foes

since the 1979 ouster of Shah Reza

Mohammed Pahlavi and the taking of U.S.

hostages. But since the election last year of a

moderate cleric as president of Iran, there

have been signs of a possible thaw and re-

establishment of cultural and other ties.

President Clinton greeted Mohammad
Khatami's election as a "hopeful sign" but

demanded that Tehran renounce terrorism

and endorse the Israeli-Arab peace process.

The ruling, made under the Antiterrorism

Act of 1996, would award the money to the

family of Alisa Flatow, 20, of West Orange,

N.J., who was student at a seminary in

Jerusalem when she was killed in an attack.on

a bus in the Gaza Strip on Apr. 9, 1995. Seven

Israeli soldiers also died in the attack for

which Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility.

The judge agreed with the Flatow family

that Islamic Jihad is backed by Iran's Islamic

government and that Iran therefore is respon-

sible for her death.

"The lunatics who planted the bomb and

drove the van that killed Alisa were not acting

alone," said Stephen Flatow, the student's

father. "A state sponsor of terrorism such as

the Islamic Re|wt>lic of Iran has to be held to

Ginton signs waiver

in push for granting

favored nation trade

status to Vietnam

DIPLOMACY: Montagnards insist

action ignores plight of victims, .

increases power of government ^

See I»fe15

By Donna Abu-Nasr

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Qinton took a

step Wednesday toward giving Vietnam full

trade benefits, a move opposed by representa-

tives of Vietnam's Montagnards who say the

communist country still suppresses its citizens

and denies them the right to emigrate freely.

Qinton signed a waiver to exempt Vietnam

from legislation that restricts trade with com-

munist countries. His action asks Congress to

exempt Vietnam from the Jackson-Vanik

amendment, which prevents normalized eco-

nomic relations with a communist country

unless it permits free emigration.

Representatives of the Montagnards said

earlier that the Ginton administration should

not give Vietnam full trade benefits until the

communist country grants its citizens full rights.

"There is no reason for the U.S. government to

give away our last leverage in such a hurry and

to ignore the plight of the victims of persecution

in Vietnam," said Nguyen Dinh Thang, execu-

tive director of Boat People S.O.S.

The waiver is another step toward normaliz-

ing ties between Vietnam and the United States.

"There's real reason to believe, not just pie-in-

the^ky hope ... that moving forward with the ...

waiver and some of the additional programs will

increase our chances of making progress with

the Vietnamese" on several issues, including the

Montagnards issue, said Stanley Roth, assistant

19

Conservationists fight highway extension

NATIONAL MONUMENT: Road through parks would

destroy sacred Indian rock drawings, activists say

By D«if Johnson
The Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. -
Urban sprawl scored a small victory

over the protection of national parks

Wednesday, conservationists say.

A U.S. Senate committee

approved a proposal that would

allow Albuquerque officials to

extend a major road through

Petroglyph National Monument,
home to ancient Indian rock draw-

ings considered sacred by many
pueblo tribes.

Conservationists called the

approval a dark day for the national

park system.

"Congress took another step

toward approving the paving of

America's national parks," said

Pave SimoD, southwest regional

director of the National Parks and

Conservation Association here. "If

the government can do it here, mon-

uments in other states will be next."

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,

introduced the proposal to change

the 1990 law establishing the nation-

al monument on Albuquerque's

West Mesa. It would allow the city to

extend Paseo del Norte, a six-lane

The Asvxulcd Ptks

See KTMNLYni page 17 Petroglyph National Monument in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Wilson formally ends

contract preference law
SACRAMENTO - Gov. Pete Wilson has

formally terminated enforcement of a state law

giving preferences in state contracting to firms

owned by minorities and women.

The Republican governor, who has led the

campaign to end affirmative action programs

such as the gender and racial set-asides in state

contracts, said Wednesday that he coukl not end

those preference programs after passage of

Proposition 209 until an appellate couri ruled

them unconstitutional.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals made

its final ruling overturning contract preferences

on Monday - although the case it acted on didn't

directly involved Proposition 209 - and Wilson

signed an executive order late Tuesday terminat-

ing those programs.

"From now on, the state will award contracts

soldy oa the individual merits of the bid," he

said, adding that his executive order also directs

all state agencies to develop outreach

programs to encourage minority- and

women-owned firms to compete for

state contracts.

Philippines, rebels

reach major accord
MANILA, Philippines — The Philippines

government has reached its first major agree-

ment with Communist rebels aimed at ending

their 28-year insurgency. President Fidel Ramos
said Wednesday.

The agreement with the rebel National

DenK)cratic Front covers a wide spectrum of

human rights issues, Ramos said.

It is to be signed Sunday in the Netheriands,

where rebel leaders live in exile and where peace

talks have been held since 1 992.

Ramos urged negotiators to "redouble their

efforts to end this prolonged fratricidal conflict"

and "bring about a lasting peace."

The agreement is the first of four accords the

two sides hope to reach for a political

settlement. Negotiations now move

on to social and economic reforms.

The accord on human rights was

sealed when the two sides came to terms on

compensating victims of abuses under the late

dictator Ferdinand Marcos, Ramos said.

He was referring to a judgment obtained in a

Honohilu court by 9,539 Filipinos who were

awarded $2 billion from the Marcos estate.

Many of the plaintiffs were mistreated for

belonging to the front or 14 Marxist groups

under the front's umbrella.

Gore prods Congress

on patient bill of rights

WASHINGTON - Taking a poke at

Congress for its "mighty light workload," Vice

President Al Gore Wednesday called the health

care indxistry's treatment of women intolend>le

and said lawmakers must approve comumer

protections before adjourning for the year.

Gore, on the occasion of International

Women's Day, met at the White House with 18

representatives of women's activist groups,

including the Older Women's League and

American Nurses Association. He said

President Qinton's health care quality commis-

sion recently documented "very strong evidence

ofthe unequal treatment ofwomen in our health

care system." Women are less likely to be

referred to specialists and three times as likely as

men to be told that their medical condition is "all

in their heads," Gore said.

The administration has asked Congress to

guarantee under federal law certain patient

rights - including. Gore said, the nght for preg-

nant women to see the same OB<}YN specialist

throughout their pregnancies.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., pre-

dicted this week that Congress woukl pass this

year some sori of bill regulating managed care

plans and giving patients the right to take health

insurance grievances to court.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Deportation of six Iraqi

refugees ordered by U.S.

IMMIGRATION: Men say

they helped in failed CIA

plot to overthrow Hussein

By MiclMel Flccman
The Associated Press

Six Iraqis who say they helped the

CIA in failed plots to topple Saddam
Hussein were ordered deported

from the United States apd may be

sent home where they believe they

face execution.

U.S. Immigration Judge D.D.

Sitgraves denied political asylum

applications for the men, who were

among thousands of refugees evacu-

ated to this country from northern

Iraq when Hussein crushed opposi-

tion forces in 1996.

"There are reasonable grounds

for regarding the applicants as a

danger to the national security of the

United States," the judge wrote in

her ruling Monday.

In the portion of the ruling made

public, the judge didn't give her rea-

sons for agreeing with the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service's claims the men were a

threat to the United States. The men
have said that U.S. officials consider

them spies for Hussein.

Indeed, much of the ruling was

sealed, even from the defense attor-

neys and the Iraqis, for what the

judge said were security reasons.

Also, many of the witnesses who tes-

tified against the men during hear-

ings last year did so in private before

4he judge, outside the presence of

the defense.

Immigration courts do not follow

the same rules as other courts.

Defendants, for instance, are not

automatically given the presum(>-

tion of innocence nor do they enjoy

the right to hear evidence against

them.

Defense attorneys were reviewing

the ruling to decide whether to

appeal or seek other options, includ-

ing deportation to a country other

than Iraq. In the meantime, the men
will remain jailed.

"1 don't believe the federal gov-

ernment will deport our clients to

Iraq because it would be a public

relations nightmare because our

clients are dead if they are deport-

ed," said defense attorney Niels

Frenzen of the public interest law

firm Public Counsel.

The defense was given 55 pages of

the 147-page decision, Frenzen said.

"We know that our clients have

been found to be security risks, but

we don't know the reasons why our

clients have been found security

risks," Frenzen said. "We were hop-

ing the decision would shed a little

light on the nature of the charges,

Weapon blacklist remains in effect

BAN: Appeal alleging

unconstitutionality goes

to State Supreme Court

The Associated Press

See DEPORTH), page 16

SACRAMENTO
California's assault weapons law,

which bans 62 semiautomatic

rifles, pistols and shotguns,

remains in effect despite a state

appeals court ruling that cast

doubt on its constitutionality,

Attorney General Dan Lungren

said Wednesday.

In a notice to law enforcement

agencies statewide, Lungren noted

that last week's ruling struck down

only one portion of the law, which

allowed expansion of the banned

list to cover guns virtually identical

to those on the list.

The court also said the entire

law may be unconstitutional

because the banned guns were

allegedly no more dangerous than

other semiautomatic weapons that

remain legal. The court did not for-

bid enforcement of the gun ban,

however, and instead told a

Sacramento Superior Court judge

to decide the issue after a trial to

determine the facts.

As a result, Lungren said

Wednesday, the current ban will

stay in effect even after last week's

ruling becomes final in 30 days.

Lungren also plans to appeal the

ruling to the state Supreme Court.

The law, passed in 1989 after a

Stockton schoolyard shooting,

specified the prohibited guns by

make and model and also said

juns that contairied only slight

modifications, or minor differ-

ences, could be banned.

Those so-called copycat

weapons can be added to the list by

the state attorney general, subject

to a Superior Court judge's

approval. That was the provision

overturned last week by the 3rd

District Court of Appeal, which

said the constitutional separation

of powers was violated when a

judge took over the legislative

function of deciding whether a gun

was illegal.

The ruling ... has no

immediate effect

because Lungren has

never added any

weapons to the list.

The ruling, even if upheld on

appeal, has no immediate effect

because Lungren has never added

any weapons to the list. He pro-

posed some additions - criticized

as woefully inadequate by gun-con-

trol advocates — but has been

blocked for years by the appeals

court while it considered the con-

stitutional issue.

In a separate case, the state

Supreme Court has agreed to

decide whether local prosecutors

can go after owners of guns virtu-

ally identical to those on the list of

62 banned weapons, without

action from the attorney general.

One legislative gun-control sup-

porter. Assemblyman Don Perata,

D-Oakland, says Lungren should

drop his defense of the 1989 law

and support Perata's AB23, which

has passed the Assembly and now

awaits a state Senate vote. Rather

than banning specified weapons,

the bill would define illegal assault

weapons according to their fire-

power and military characteristics.

Perata says his measure would

provide stronger protection with-

out the legal problems of the cur-

rent law. Lungren has opposed the

measure in the past, but now is tak-

ing no position in order to avoid

confusing the issue during his

defense of the current law,

Lungren spokesman Rob
Stutzman said Tuesday.

Stutzman said one reason for

Lungren's past opposition was

that Perata's bill would outlaw at

least five times as many guns but

did not contain the S830,OO0 that

Lungren's office would need for

increased registrations.
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Thurbday. March 12

Film Series

The Retired General

7:30 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

Contenfiporary Rims From
Vietnam, series.

ScrMning info: 206-HLM

Live Performance

Origen

8 PM,
UCLA's Little Theater,

Macgowan Hall

$15 general, $7 student

UCLA's School of Theater, Film

and Television presents, "Origen,"

a master of Fine Arts Thesis

Production, conceived by director

Ruben Polendo. "Origen" is an

adaptation of ancient mesoameri-

can myths, depicting the creation

of the universe by incorporating

elements of procession, ritual and

religion. The work is an explosive

exploration of the boundaries

between order and chaos.

Tickat info: 825-2101

Friday. March 13

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Batsheva Dance
Company

Chad Naharin

Artistic Director/Choreographer

8 PM.
Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$35, $32 general, $9 student,

HKIIMSfl
Founded in 1964 with the person-

al assistarice of Martha Graham,
the Batsheva Dance Company
has evolved into one of the

worid's leading dance companies.

Under Naharin's direction, this

Tel-Aviv-t>ased 16-memt)er com-
pany enjoys an international rep-

utation for pushing the bound-

aries of cutting-edge dance with

tremendous energy, rich acrobat-

ics and a culturally diverse dance

language.

Ticket info: 825-2101

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM
Ohad Naharin,

Artistic Director/Choreographer

pmlormance tickets required

Additional Mo: 206-1144

ArUPage Editor

Position Now AvaiUiblel

For Information call:

8S5-5502

Live Perfomnance

Les Cenci

8 PM.

UCLA's Little Theater.

Macgowan Hall

$15 general, $7 student

UCLA's School of Theater, Film

arKJ Television presents, "Les

Cenci," by Antonin Artaud and

mounted by guest director Rene
Migliaccio, is the author's adapta-

tion of an historical incident.

Count Cenci, a Roman noble,

commits filicide and incest and is

an archetypal subject for a pro-

found study of the grandeur of

evil.

Ttoket info: 825-2101

Museum Discussion

The Invisible Made
Vi8ible:Angels

in Folklore

9 AM -5 PM,

Armeind Hammer Museum
Free

Patrick Polk, Moderator

Day-long conference exploring

the role of angels in different cul-

tures. *

Additional info: 443-7000 or

hnirinfoeiicia.edu

Saturday. March 14

Film Series

The Wild Reed

7 PM, James Bridges Theater

$6 general, $4 student

Contemporary Films From
Vietnam, series.

This screening will be followed by

a roundtable discussion with a

panel of film scholars.

Discussion topics aryd the pan-

elists will be announced. Call

206-8013 for additional info.

Screening info: 206-RLM

Live Performance and

CenterStage Lecture

Batsheva Dance
Company

Chad Naharin

Artiatic DIractor/Choraographer

see Friday, March 13

Live PerformarKe

Les Cenci

see Friday, March 13

at 2 PM

Live Perfomiance

Origen

see Thursday, March 12

Sunday, March 15

Live Perfomiance and

CenterStage Lecture

Batsheva Dance
Cornpany

Chad Naharin

Artiatic Diractor/Choraographar

see Friday, March 13

Wednesday. March 18

through
Saturday. March 20

Live Perfomnance and

CenterStage Lecture

Daniel Ezralow's

"Mandala"

8 PM, Freud Playhouse

$25 general, $19 preview,

$10 student, It MUKREIS
From the choreographer of this

years Academy Awards comes a

spellbinding fusk}n of technology

and live performance. Join

worid-renowned dancer/choreog-

rapher Daniel Ezralow as he

opens up the limits of dance pos-

sibilities. Ezralow creates a living

movie in a dynamic combination

of imagery, musk: and nravement.

Ticltet info: 825-2101

Preview Wednesday, March 16

and Thursday, March 19 only.

CenterStage Lecture - 7 PM '

Judith B. Alter, UCLA Dept of

World Arts and Cultures

performance tickets required

Additk>nal info: 206-1144

A Musical Evcnins With

A 20th Century Man...

RayDavies
(oftheKinIs)

as

The Storyteller"

"One of pop's greatest

sonswTJters."

The New York Times

Thursday, April 30

Veterans Wadsworth Theater

$30 sencrai, $12 UCLA students

v/ith currerrt ID

Hckct infbnnatkxi: 825-8101

Free jazi concert

Veterans Wadsworth Theater

Sunday, April 5 at 7 PM

Anthony Wilson

Jazz guitarist and composer

21 JAWS info: 825-5706
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UCLA students can attend events listed
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among the best in the house. Present

your current student ID at the Central

Ticket Office (CTO) and ask for SCA
tickets. For additional information on

upcoming events or to receive a

brochure.call (310) 825-2101.

Limit 2 tickets per ID

o
Q.

<
O
(0

0)

a
(0
c
O

3/13

3/14

3/15

3/20

3/21

3/21

3/27

3/28

3/28

4/3

4/5

4/15

4/16

4m
4/17

4/17

4/18

4/24

4/24

4/25

4/25

4/26

4/30

5/1

5/2

5/2

5/2

sn
S/8

5/9

5/17

5/21

5/30

5/31

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Batsheva Dance (w)

Daniel Ezralow - "Mandala" (f)

Daniel Ezralow • '^andab" (0
American Repertory Dance Company (s)

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (w)

Dubravlu Tomsic (s)

James Galway w/ Tokyo String Quartet (w)

AUbod Brown Quartet (s)

Arte Cwaie (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Monsters of Grace (r)

GatrickOUsBon(s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Qnartetto Gcfarto (w)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Los Angdes Chamber Orchestra (b)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Lnde Amaz (s)

Monsters of Grace (r)

Alexander String Quartet - Beethoven (s)

Ray Davits (w)

The Chieftains (r)

Chanticleer • "Mexican Baroque" (r)

Darid HoU (s)

Marcus Roberts (w)

MarsaUa/Stravinsky (r)

BID T. Jones / Amie Zane Dance Co. (r)

BiH T. Jones /Amie Zjpi Dance Co. (r)

MET Orchestra (r) -

Leila Joscfowicz (s)

Joe Lovano & Gonzalo Rubalcaba (r)

Mark O'Connor (r)

now
now
now
now
now
now

now

8 $35

8 $35

8 $35

$25

$25

$25

9 $44 noyn

8 $25 now
$10 $45 now
$ 8 $22

$ 8 $25

$15 $35 now
$15 $35 now
$10 $30 now
$15 155 now
$8 $28 now
$15 $35 now
$ 8 144 now
$15 $35 now
$ 8 $25 now
$15 $35 now
$ 8 122 now
$12 $30 now
$15 $45 3/16

$ 9 $35 3/16

$ 8 $22 3/16

$12 $30 3/16

$15 $50 3/16

$15 $40 4/6

$15 140 4/6

$15 $70 4/13

$10 $27 4/13

$12 $40 4/13

$12 $35 4/13

(r) Royo* Hall, (w) Veletant W^diwoith Theater, (t) Sctaoenbef| Hall.

(0 Froid PlaytuuK. (wi) WUtetn Theatre, (b) Bel Air Pmt>yterian Church

LMii^ ncyhrr. bu ul>iKl lo iptcc ivaiUlMliijr. MMtnah imiM be km 10 dqn prior W the week wtiick you would like your evcM lined (photo* we

7S0.LaiAi^|tln,CA 90034. Fti: 206-3M3.V-inttl 125 )S77.eniiU. ir|ue«uclt.edu AnsPag* Editor SlitUm Bums Argittla
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Republicans engage in budget battle

SURPLUS: Some favor

domestic program cuts

for emergency spending

ByAlanFram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - First it was tax

cuts. Now it's spending that has con-

vulsed congressional Republicans in

—an internal fight over bowlo handle

expected budget surpluses and their

party's message this election year.

Eager to avoid reminding voters of

their unsuccessful veto fight with

President Clinton last spring over an

amendment they tried to attach to

flood aid to the Midwest, many GOP
leaders want to quickly approve emer-

gency sp>ending that he has requested

for defense and recent U.S. natural

disasters.

Clinton wants to use the expected

S8 billion budget surplus to pay for his

$2.5 billion emergency package. It

includes money for U.S. troops in

Bosnia and the Persian Gulf and for

rebuilding after storms in Florida,

' California, New England and Guam.
While nearly all lawmakers sup-

port the requested expenditures,

many rank-and-file Republicans,

especially conservatives, want to pay

for them with cuts in domestic pro-

grams. Reining in federal spending is

precisely what Republicans stand for,

they argue, and will motivate conserv-

atives to vote in the congressional

elections in November, when the

absence of a presidential race should

keep turnout low.

"We came here to be different"

from pro-spending Democrats, said

Rep. Steve Lacgent, R-Okla., a coa-.

servative leader. "If we don't, it's a

bad sign that we're reverting to busi-

ness as usual in an election year."

But leaders including House

Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and

House Appropriations Committee

Chairman Bpb Livingston, R-La.,

have urged colleagues to go along

with Clinton's request to use the sur-

plus for the emergency spending.

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,

R-Miss., said last week that he also

favors following that route.

They worry that if the me^ure is

financed with domestic spending

cuts, it could be defeated in the House

or Senate - where Democrats solidly

oppose domestic cuts - or vetoed by

Clinton. And that could invite

renewed accusations by Clinton and

Democrats that Republicans are

delaying needed funds for U.S. troops

and disaster-battered Americans just

so the GOP can slash needed domes-

tic programs.

"It's the art of the doable," said

Rep. Dennis Hastert, R-IH., a mem-
ber of Gingrich's leadership team.

"It's what can we get done that we can

get the administration to sign onto."

The battle also has overtones from

the jockeying already under way to

succeed Gingrich as speaker should,

he resign to run for president next

year. The two main rivals for

Gingrich's job seem to have taken dif-

ferent sides: Livingston has been

reluctant to cut domestic programs to

pay for the emergency bill, while-

House Majority Leader Dick Armey,

R-Texas, has said he prefers to do so.

With the Senate expected to begin

debating the bill next week and the

House the week aAer, Gingrich's side

is considered likely to prevail. But in a

signal of how widespread support

might be for finding offsetting spend-

ing cuts, 14 House GOP moderates

signed one letter to Gingrich backing

them, and 23 mostly conservative

House Republicans, including the

See 60f*, page 19

Lowered legal alcohol

limits lessen crash risk

DRIVING: States with

tougher laws have

fewer fatal accidents

ByMidwIeBoontein
The Associated Press

It sounds like a no4>rainer:

Lower the legal blood-alcohol

limit, keep more drunken drivers

off American highways, save lives.

That's the theory in the 1 5 states

that lowered their thresholds from

0.10 percent to 0.08 percent; in

Washington state, where the gov-

ernor is expected to sign the

Legislature's newly passed 0.08

limit; and in 14 other states where

lawmakers are pushing for the

lower limit.

And last week, the Senate voted

overwhelmingly to withhold feder-

al highway money from states that

don't follow suit. The House will

take up the matter when the Senate

finishes work on the $l73-billion

highway bill.

Does the lower limit actually

lessen highway carnage?

In some of the states with 0.08

laws, the raw number of deaths in

drunken driving accidents, unad-

justed for population change, fell

with the new standard. In some,

the number rose. In others, it's

gone up and down since the law

changed.

As obvious as the benefits of the

lower alcohol limit might seem, it's

a tricky business to measure the

effect oii traffic fatalities.

For starters, reducing the

amount of alcohol a driver may
legally drink is just one preventive

measure in operation. More cars

are now equipped with airbags,

more drivers buckle their seat

belts, more roads are designed

more safely and more states are

stripping bad drivers of their

licenses.

Additionally, many states

SeeMjaMOUpageU
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
Special Student and Staff Discount

Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays
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* St. Patty's Day Bash
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Tuesday, March 1

7

*-*

Join us for:

Green Beer!

Ic sure to join us for ait

NCAA Toumcy action!

6o Bruins!

* Drink Specials!

Corned Beef

Sandwiciies!

*
Heineken

*
.«/)

* * m<ms
-"(/ShSUlW^. * GIJINNGSS *

^
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SMOKING

i

From page 1

"We found that this gene variant was

found in people who were active smokers,

and found less of a prevalence in people

who had quit smoking," Noble said.

"There was also a very low prevalence in

those who are non-smokers or who had

never smoked," he added.

Dr. David Comings, with the City of

Hope Hospital, has conducted similar

research and says that not only are Noble's

ftndings plausible, they are probable.

"We found that this gene was present in

48 percent of a group of 331 individuals, as

opposed to 25 percent in our control

group," Comings said.
;

According to Noble, smokers whose

genetic makeup contain a minor form of

the DRD2 gene are more likely not only to

begin smoking earlier in their lives, but are

also likely to have more difficult time try-

ing to kick the habit.

"If you have the gene form, your brain

makes fewer dopamine receptors," Noble

said. "These are the pleasure areas of the

brain. We hypothesized that these individu-

als don't feel the normal pleasures in life."

As a result, individuals with this genetic

predisposition seek out activities which

heighten the stimulation of dopamine-pro-

ducing areas in the brain, such as smoking

and eating.

"(However), not everyone who is a

smoker has this gene form, and we call

those environmental types," Noble said.

"We found when you measure behavior,

such as personality, those individuals that

have the minor form of this gene are risk-

takers," Noble said, explaining that

although an individual may be genetically

susceptible to life-threatening behaviors

such as substance abuse, these individuals

do not always exhibit negative types of

behavior.

In fact. Noble said that in a long-term

study of children and adults who possess

the minor form of the DRD2 allele and

who do not exhibit addictive behaviors

related to substance abuse, many take risks

in other ways such as bungee jumping and

parachuting. They are novelty seekers,

according to Noble.

"It's like there arc two sides of the coin,"

he said.

"There is a dart side which gets you to

use alcohol and gets you into accidents and

drugs ... and there is the other side which

makes you look for new things," Noble

said. "Perhaps some of our greatest explor-

ers like Magellan or Cooke could have had

this."

According to Dr. Donald Tashkin, a

professor with the UCLA School of

Medicine, this investigation may be helpful

in designing more effective treatment for

problems with substance abuse.

"If we could identify a genetic basis for

the use of addictive drugs, we might be.

able to develop more effective pharmaco-

logical approaches as well as treatment of

addiction,"he added.

Dr. Comings agreed. Researchers are

already exploring the possibilities. "Agents

which act on these dopamine receptors can

probably help," Comings said.

The development of drugs to treat this

lack of dopamine is currently being con-

ducted.

"We need a targeted approach," Noble

said. "If you have the genetic form, while

the environmental approach may be help-

ful, I think you may eventually have to

develop drugs to help."

"You may be able to target such individ-

uals ... (to) prevent them fVom initializing

use, or in assisting them in the cessation of

use," he added.

RUNS
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Dr. Ernest Nobte believes smoking niay be genetic

lAFFORDABLE EYECARE
NEXT DOOR TO UCIA

I

DiL BE^aAMIN IOlJIADyU«(, OPTOMEIIUST

CONTACT LENSES
ONE PAIR ^A€%

1. [click]

YE EXAM
Includes

Glaixx)ma Test

Conkid Um Exan Extra

EXAM
+ 2PAIRS

OFCGNTAaiENSES
INCLUDES 2«,s«^'«^«^^

$115

EXAM $129
S±.

I Ask About Our Astigmotic

j Contoct Lens Pockoges

+ 24 LENSES ji314westwoodblvd%

AiiKl^;i^<Lr I Bet*«enBord«sBool(storB

includes three months follow up, core kit I

I IM«w T'ohmrUt OrUy |

(3lb]446-4784
lOMHiWAIKioUCU

andUATheater

1 1/2BlaalwS.al\MM|fc«

LONDON
Westwood's Only ..-^^

Drive-Through Service (

Dry Cleaning • Laundry 3
Alterations -^

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

Sfj Off ,1 Nlinimum
Sir> Drv C leaiiiiKj Order

Vol V'.iIk) VVilh Otlur Offers

I

I

Conttnts ISniji

TaHrofCa

Ck.1 UpM*(i

MMlljaOO
•X.?

Ck.2 A

CkJ Itel loT M

ri

?e

s.

-^ 1 ^

feature lets you browse

the tabU of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a

whole lot easier!

OCLA Boofczooc

FULL BAR • WILL DELIVER

Umdn Buffet
$6«

TE IN INDIAN J^UI'^INF

j Est. 1981

EXCELLENT FOOD • FAST SERVICE

<y

<•-»;,

•^f««».»

Mcmday - Friday

11:30- 2:30pm
« Excellent food & fcist service.

In addition: Umdi Menu
11 :50Cim- 4:00pm

DINING HOURS
Mon.-Sflt.

11:300111- 10:30pm

ii:30cmi- 10:00pm

• CATERING
f^ij

Happy Hour ^ ^^R
• Free Appetizers

• Domestic Beer ^2°^

• VWeeWy Dnnk Special
•Shack Menu

Sunday
Champagne Brunch

t $895
12:00 - 3:30

• Great Selection Of Food
All You Can Drink Chcimpcigne!

BAR HOURS
Mgn.- Thur?.

ii:30cmi- 10:30pm
Sun. Fri.-Sat.

1 1 :30Cim - 10:00pm 1 1 :30-mklni9ht .^
* Hand,cop occes* ^^ Formerly located at Fkx>&FqirfcP(

BRENTWOOD
1 1645 WILSHIRE BLVD. 2no FL,
(WEST OF SAN VICENTE)
lOS ANGELES, CA 90025

(310) 207-5522

fax: (310) 820-1467

l^nidng Available

WE DEUVER

CLIP AND SAV^ —^ift -ini.^i-rS|i- -I-— «*»f^
I

I

CUP AND SAVE-———— *-

EXP. 3/19/98 EXP. 3/19/98

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza/

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open intil 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
m

Open intil 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.
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REAL BRUINS
From page 3

While Francisco focuses on Roycc,

three guys in the back with matching

beanies and wrap around sunglasses

voice their concern over when they will

receive their next meal.

Before descending on the Janss

steps, the students learn that there are

over 100 languages taught at UCLA
and that the school has more parking

than the airport. Francisco also men-

tions that parts of "The Nutty

Professor" were filmed on these steps.

The group nwves into Meyerhofl"

Plaza, the area of Bruin Walk near

Kerckhoff Hall. Students are

impressed to learn that parts of

"Scream 11" were filmed in this area.

As the tour continues in the direc-

tion of Pauley Pavilion, he points out

the James West Alumni Center and

notes that there are over 300,000

UCLA alumni.

It takes a few minutes but once the

students get inside of Pauley, most of

them have found their way down the

steps and onto the basketball court with

another tour in process.

One student and the teacher decide

to take a break and find themselves a

seat.

AAer a few minutes of looking

around, the tour winds down and the

students are led to the Bruin Bear.

Francisco determines how to end

the tour by what the group seems most

interested in. For this group, he reiter-

ated what they needed to know to get

into UCLA.
A round of applause is the signal

that the tour has ended and Francisco

heads up Bruin Walk to grab a bite to

eat at his usual eatery, Taco Bell.

His favorite spot to eat with friends,

affectionately known as the Perch, is

being occupied by another group for

the day. A rally against bombing Iraq b
taking place so Francisco and friends

have to setde for another area of Bruin

Walk.

The hour break comes to a dose too

soon and Francisco finds himselfhead-

ing back up to the same ofnce in

Murphy Hall that he has been going to

since April of 1996, when he was hired

as a campus tour guide. The rest ofhis

day, until about 5 p.m., will be spent in

the ofilce.

Though he has been with campus
tours for almost two years, Francisco

has spent much of his time at UCLA
doing other things.

He worked with Project Share, a

tutor and mentor program, for 10 quar-

ters, seven of which he ^)ent as direc-

tor. He worked to stabilize the program

and kx)ks back on it as % good experi-

ence.

Francisco pledged Pi Kappa Alpha,

the Pike fraternity, in the fall of 1993

and worked as one of the two vice pres-

idents for two years.

"It's ironic. If you join a fraternity

people think that all you do is party, but

through the fraternity I joined the pro-

ject," he said.

When he isn't tutoring kids or show-

ing them around the campus,

Francisco likes to kick around a soccer

ball and has always participated in

Ste«<U.imiB,p«y13

REAL BRUINS
From page 12

intramural soccer games.

This led to an obvious attraction to

the new Los Angeles soccer team, the

Galaxy. Over a two-year period, he

kept statistics for the soccer team as an

official scorekeeper.

But now he spends most of his time

in the campus tour office, whefe he

knows he should be. His position as

coordinator restricts him to the duties

of the office, but because of transitions

in hiring, Francisco happily fmds him-

self out on campus showing the sights

and sounds ofUCLA. He considers his

job the best on campus.

"People want these jobs because

they are fun and you get to interact with

people," he said.

As one of three coordinators, for 19

hours a week, he is responsible for run-

ning campus tours.

"Our tours are for students interest-

ed in attending UCLA," Francisco

said, "and we deal primarily with high

school groups." However, last summer,

he was able to give a tour to the new

chanceUor, Albert Camesale.

Apparently, he is doing a good job.

In the midst of the hustle and bustle of

the busy office, his boss walks over and

places an evahiation on his dedc.

"Thank you so much for the extra

attention given to our students," wrote

Linda Muscarella of Arroyo Grande

High School.

As a boss. Francisco also seems to

be scoring a few points. "Dave is a very

fair and fun boss to work for," said

Grant Gelberg, a campus tour guide,

fraternity brother, and a second-year

political science student.

Gelberg notes that Francisco not

only has a lot of spirit but makes sure

that the tour groups leave UCLA with

a good impression.

"He is dedicated to showing how

great of a place UCLA is to the rest of

Los Angeles and the country," Gelberg

said.

Outside of tours, Francisco also

handles extra staffing issues and this

year has worked a lot with the comput-

ers in the office.

"My major contribution has been

the computerized reservation system,"

he said. Af\er months of research and

fixing problems, the new system is not

only working but has simplified the

reservation process.

A housing tour is also in the works.

"The current tour only shows campus,"

he said, "but in the future we will be tak-

ing them into student rooms so they

can get the whole experience." .

Francisco will graduate at the end of

this quarter but has decided to continue

to work spring quarter with campus

tours.

After finishing at UCLA, Francisco

has big plans. The Monday after gradu-

ation he is leaving for a five-week vaca-

tion in Europe. Then in September, his

accounting minor will go to work for

him at the Arthur Anderson account-

ing firm, where one day he hopes to

be»:ome a junior partner.

Before Francisco leaves UCLA to

travel and work, he has one last dying

wish. "I just want to say congratula-

tions to the (pen's soccer team," he says

with a grin.
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THE POL POT REGIME
Genocide in Cambodia Under the Khmer Rouge 1975-79

Sunday, March 15 7:30 pm
The Khmer Rouge ievolutk>n turned Cambodia into grisly kilting

fields, as the Pol Pot regime murdered or starved to death a million

and a half of C3mt>odia's eight miKion inhabitants.

j
This comprehensive study of the Pol Pot regime describes the vio-

I

lent origins, sodal context,and course of the revolution, and

provides a new answer to the question ofwhy a group of

Can>bodian intellectuals imposed genodde on their cmm country.

Ben Kieman is Associate Professor of History arid dirertor of the Cambodian GenocWe Program at Yile University.

Book signing and ncepttontotoMow

TOTHE OTHER SHORE
The Russian Intellectuals Who Came To America

Monday, March 23 7:30 pm
ToThe Other Show tells the story of a smaH but influential group of Jewish intellectuals who

immigrated to the United States from the Russian Empire between 1 881 and the early 1920s—the

era of'mass immigrationT This group of Jewish intellectuals,many ofwhom were raised in

Orthodox homes, abandoned their Jewish identity, absort)ed the radical polWcal theories circubt-

irtg in nineteenth-century Russia. ar>d brought those theories with them to America.

Steven Cassedy is Professor of Slavic and Comparative Literature at the UC San Oiega

Bool( signing andnctptktn toMhw

I and rwwitioosc
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9786 West Pico Boulevard • Los Angeles

ITnfvcrpitv of California
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FREE TUTORING
IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION. ESL, MANY
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. LIFE SCIENCES.

& MATH COURSES

^ MON-THURS ^

9AM - 9PM

FRI9AM-5PM

228 Sunset Commons (31 0) 206-1 491

Restricted to UCLA students
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WHAT ARE YOU D0«Nf

INTERNATIONA

AXIOM,
skin

•Open Hnrollment

•Combine your travel and stuuy
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10 botanical extracts,

vitamins, and essential

oils soothe and promote

the healing of dry,

irritated and damaged
skin, while scientifically

advanced ingredients

protect your skin from

further damage.

You are left with healthy,

balanced, and protected skin.

Available at

FRfllDY A LIAI%4?S
Hair, Skin, Body & Beyond

SiGAL GEVOJANYAN*

KJ Iwii ^ri

109 1 3 Weytxjm Ave 1073 Broxton Ave

(310)208-8049 (310)208-3010

*1024We8twoodBlvd

(310) 208-0101
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Make a splash this summer
Summer Sessions at CSULB!

Three Summer Sessions:

I June 1-July 10

II |une 22-July 31

III July 13-August21

• Over 1,200 day and evening courses to choose from

• Earn units toward your degree
• No formal admission to CSULB required

Registration begins Marcli 16, 1998.

Call (800) 963-2250 ext. 60001 for your free bulletin!

Whafs Hot? http://www.uces.csulb.edu/Summer

email: summer9iKes.csulb.edu
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record their data differently, even

from year to year, making compar-

isons almost impossible. A drop in

fatalities attributed to drunken driving

could be affected by the number of

troopers patroling highways or the

refusal ofsome crash survivors to take

breath or blood-alcohol tests. A jump

in the number of deaths could reflect

the greater numbers of drivers and

cars in a state, or trends such as longer

commutes or work shifts that end

later.

The senators leading the drive to

make 0.08 percent the federal blood-

alcohol limit cited complex research

that does indicate clear drops in

drunken driving fatalities. The studies

differ from slate data by figuring in the

likelihood of underreporting and by

comparing alcohol-related crashes to

all accidents.

Police and state highway officials

are far from troubled over the lack of

any direct correlation between the

lower alcohol limit and highway

deaths. Indeed, they say they support

the 0.08 limit for two reasons: It

makes sense, and it changes attitudes.

"The big benefit from it has been

that ... a lot of people who stopped by

a bar after work and had four, five, six

drinks, now they stop and think about

it," said Capt. Roy Smith of the

Alabama Department of Public

Safety.

The less alcohol consumed by dri-

vers the better, said Virginia state

police Lt. Glenn MilPner.

"From my perspective, why do we

tolerate it at all?" he said of drinking

and driving. "In our society, when we

know alcohol affects our driving abili-

ty, why does society accept it at all?"

Among the most prominent sfudies

on 0.08 laws are three done by Boston

University's School of Public Health.

One study sought to determine the

effectiveness of the 0.08 level indepen-

dent of other regional influences. It

looked at five pairs of neighboring

states, one with 0.08 percent, the other

with 0.10, and found the more restric-

tive states had 16 percent to 18 percent

fewer drunken driving fatalities after

the law took effect.

The researchers additionally pre-

dicted that if all states adopted 0.08,

there would be at least 500 fewer fatal

crashes a year.

A second study adjusted state sta-

tistics the way federal highway surveys

do, looking at each crash to see if alco-

hol was a likely factor, even if the dri-

vers were not tested. Tf, for example, •

nighttime crash involved only one car,

the survey assumes the driver was

impaired and the crash is classified as

aloohokelated.

To assess attitudes, a third BU
study surveyed Massachusetts drivers

before and after the 0.08 law look

effect in 1994. Heavy drinkers held to

their belief that they could drive safely

after four or more drinks. The per-

centage of drivers who felt they could

take tfie wheel legally after drinking

that much fell from 34 percent to 20

percent, and the people who acknowl-

S«eM0NIOL,pa9e15

Institute of Laser Medicine

100 UCLA Medical Plaza

FREE CONSULTATION U . Laser Hair Removal

www.lasermedicine.org

LIQUID CULTURE

ROMA
LM LI/

C/XTH< VOtll^
ri>ici/M
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Fresh Salcxis, Sanclwiches,
Vegeftorkin and

Non-Vegetarian Dishes

BAK«tY ON PREMtlET

Located at : Anderson
School of Management
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BLACK FLYS,
KILLER LOOP,
BOLLE', REVO,
STUSSY, GUESS
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RUSTY and a
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Flash this coupon and
save 30% off anything
in this store. Anything!

The hottest, hippest

stuff to wear, plus

L.A.'s biggest and best
selection of brand name
sunglasses. Check it out!

HURRYl 30% COUPON EXPIRES 3/29/98

Westwood Village

Broxton & Kinross • 209-^56
* Amette Sunglasses excluded Discounts off orig.

prioM or M.S.R.P. Not valid with other coupons.

'750Off'

SMOOTHIE
mOUENEWfUVORS!
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WE DELIVER!
M-F:1:30-4:30pm

10% OFF TO UCLA COMMUNITY

Good Luck III The
Tournament Bruins!
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edged driving after drinlcing that

much went from 39 percent to 29 per-

cent. ^
"We said, 'OK, that's interesting;'

it's not changing attitudes about

Mtliat's safe, buT they've learned they

could get caught," said Ralph

Hingson of BU's Social and

Behavioral Sciences Department,

who directed the study.

Not being able to prove that the

0.08 standard saves lives is no reason

not to support it, say safety officials.

TERRORISM
From pages

account."

But L.amberth did not specify how

the award was to l>e collected.

Ratow family lawyers said they plan

to go after Iranian assets io the

United States and elsewhere.

The United States froze Iranian

assets valued at $12 billion in 1979.

Most of the funds, however, are con-

trolled by the Iran-United States

Claims Tribunal in The Hague,

Netherlands, a group of nine judges

who decide claims against both fran

«nd the United States. The United

States itself has jurisdiction over

only a fraction of the assets, nKMtly

real estate.

Two years ago, the United States

agreed to pay $131.8 million in a set-

tlement to families of Iranians killed

on a civilian airliner shot down by

the U.S. Navy in 1988. AU 290 pas-

sengers aboard that flight were

killed.

Steven Perles, a lawyer for the

Hatow family, said the money could

either come from the frozen funds or

from Iranian assets in other nations

that have arrangements with the

United States to recognize rulings by

each other's courts.

"Iran is a wealthy country with

lots of assets, and when you have

assets, you have targets" Perles said.

"Wherever we can find them, we can

go and ask the authorities to attach

them on the basis of a binding judg-

ment by a U.S. court."

In Gaza City, a spokesman for

Islamic Jihad dismissed the ruling

and denied the movement is funded

by Iran or any other country.

"This is a big joke, because thou-

sands of Palestinians have been

killed during the past SO years with-

out anyone caring about them or

about their family," said

Mohammed Said, a leader of the

group.

Similar lawsuits are pending

against the Libyan government, its

intelligence agency and two of its

intelligence officers as a result of the

1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103

over Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed

270 people.

"Part of what we're trying to do
by law was to impose a severe penal-

ty on countries that would engage in

this kind of thing, and immediately

Pan Am 103 springs to mind," said

Sen. Frank Ixiutenberg, D-N.J., one

of the spon.sors of the antiterrorism

legislation.

I^IX THENS

Your old photos ttxat are
foded, scratched or torn can
be restored atBELAIR's
Imaging Center.

Albumsand Photos copied
white you wait. (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1 025 Vltestwood Blvd.* Just South of UCLA in Westwood Village

Z-HOURS FREE Validated Parking at^LOn with this symbol1^
310-20t-5150

MoivFri 9-7; Sat 9:30-4:00; Sun 1 1-5

;Vu\^
From^9o

Roundtrip
* HpM In Ml by March 31.

EURAIL PASSES on tho spot.

Non Stop service from
Los Angolos & Oakland

AIR TRAVEL SPECIALISTS

To* Am: (M») •37-M48 (OutiM* LA County)

Tak (310) 937-C582. Fax: (310) 937-«8a7

* Add $56 Taxo* CST«2021293
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Dancing in 1^1 Aviv

Hiking the Golan

Learning Hcjiirew

Explorvng Judaisin
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Whatever your year in school come explore Israel with us.

Want to expsuid your horizons?

Explore new vistas?

Satisfy that wanderlust?

Meet new people?

CaU Jessica Fried at (213) 761-8345 for more details.
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I UCESr Department of Film & Television

I

announces a new course for Spring Quarter:

Queer Images/Queer Media

FTV 114: Film Genres (6)

THIS INTRODUCTQBitLSUBVEY COURSE OFFERS AN
HISTORICAL LOOK AT REPRESENTATIONS OF
SEXUALITY AND GENDER IN HOLLYWOOD, EUROPE,

THE AVANT-GARDE, AND THE INDEPENDENTS.

I

Noriega, C. MWl-5 Mel 1409

206-38^-201 Sec. lA Fl-2 Mac2310B
206-384-202 Sec. IB F2-3 Mac2310B

206-384-203 Sec. IC Thl-2 Mac2310B

206-384-204 Sec. ID Th2-3 Mac2310B

206-384-205 Sec. IE TI1I2-I Mel 2310C

206-384-206 Sec. IF Th 12-1 Bundle 1265

206-384-207 Sec. IG F9-10 Mel 2410

206-384-209 Sec. 1

J

F12-1 Bundle 3178

U C L il

4^
soMMH or TNum
nmtmmjomm

Note: The course listed under FTV 1 14 in the

Schedule of Classes is not being offered next quarter.

MM!
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...and the

WINNER
IS...

Heidi Hayes, a second-year student, undeclared but thinking about a

Communications major, was the lucky winner of a Baume & Mercier

Hampton wristwatch, valued at $1000, in the February drawing. You can

enter the drawing for March by completing the Official Entry/Ballot below

and delivering it to CRESCENT JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots

will be available each month in the Daily Bruin, at CRESCENT
JEWELERS, the UCLA Athletic Hall of Fame, and at selected UCLA
Athletic Events. Don't miss your chance to win a fabulous Baume &
Mercier Swiss made timepiece.

WIN A Baume & Mercier WATCH

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE

MASTER WATCHIUIAKERS SINCE 1830

Hampton

$1000 Value!

VOTE FOR THE

ATHLETES
OF THE MONTH

SPONSORED BY

ileuielers .Inc.

HOW TO ENTER
Mall or bring a completed Official Baltot/Entry (or p)hotocopy) to Crescent Jeweters, or drop in an

on-compus ballot box. A new dravsrtng each nr>oofti. You may enter only once each rrxxith.

As ALWAYS, WESTWOOO'S OLDEST AND MOST RESPECTED JEWELER OFFERS

A Discount TO UCLA Studekts, Faculty AND Staff ^
4.^

Official Ballot/Entry
Here are nny choices for the March Crescent Jewelers/UCLA Athletes of ttie Month. Please

enter me in this month's drawing for a free Baume ft Mercier wristwatch,

(Odds of Mrinning depend on number of ballots received.)

Name Address

Daytime Phone

Male Athlete (Vote for one)

D Jean-Noel Grinda (TNS)

1:1 Garrett Atkins (BSB)

O Adam Naeve (VB)

Or Write-in O

Home Phone

Female Athlete (Vote for one)

O Heidi Moneymaker (GYM)

O Annica Cooper (TNS)

O Nicole Odom(SFB)

Or Write-In O

Crofcent Jewelen. 1066 Wttwood Blvd., WMtwood VMogo 90024 • (310) 209-3131
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JACOBY
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was changing from the traditional

urban center, to a community that

far outreaches the stretch of its geo-

graphical boundaries.

For the administration at UCLA,
the international exchange and inter-

national relations programs are play-

ing key roles in the development of

UCLA as a center for international

commerce.

The growing importance ofthe cen-

ter may have something to do with

Chancellor Carnesale's afTmity for

international relations and his continu-

ous assertion that he is committed to

diversity.

Camesale worked dosely with the

guest of honor while dean jit the

Kennedy School of Government aL.

Harvard.

Camesale cited Harman's innova-

tive use of science and technology in

the field of public policy as reason^

why Harman stood out while he was at

Harvard.

"We live in the newr
real, believe-it-or-not

digital world."

Sydney Harman
Businessman

In addition to the Harvard connec-

tion, the two men have had similar

experience in the political arena as

well. Camesale was on the board dur-

ing the Strategic Arms Limitation

Treaty (SALT) and Harman was U.S.

Dqxity Secretary ofCommerce under

Jimmy Carter.

On top of honoring Harman, the

event, put on by the Dashew

International Center at UCLA, was

staged in order to raise funds for tat

upcoming Bradley International

Buikling.

While the building itself has

already been paid for, the money
raised from the event is fong to aid

in the operational costs of the

Bradley Building.

With diplomats from Greece,

China, Korea, Japan, and Australia

intermingling, it seems that the

evening was accomi^ishing the task

ihat the Bradley buOding was designed

to serve: To bring difTerent people

together.

DEPORTED
FrompageS

but we remain completely in the

dark."

The Iraqis were members of

either the Iraqi National Congress

or Iraqi National Accord, groups

whose members were Shiites and

Kurds bitterly opposed to Hussein.

These groups, operating in north-

em Iraq's no-fly zone, were backed

by the CIA as part of a reported $20

million effort by the U.S. govern-

ment to overthrow or weaken
Hussein after the 1991 Gulf War.

After Hussein's troops swept

through northern Iraq, thousands of

opposition members and their fami-

lies were evacuated from Iraq on

U.S. military transport planes.

But these six men were among a

handful who were detained by the

United States as suspected security

risks.

The men say they believe they

were victimized by statements from

enemies within the fractured Iraqi

resistance.

The defendants subject to depor-

tation are Ali Jahjoh Saleh, Ali

Yasim Mohammed Karim,

Mohammed Jasim Tuma,
Mohammed Jwer Abboud Al-

Ammary, Safa Al-Din Al-Batat and

Adil Hadi Awadh.

PETROGLYPH
From page 5

highway considered a key thorough-

fare on the city's burgeoning west

side.

Domenici said the highway's

extension, which would cut through

8.S acres on the park's northern

boundary, would have a minuscule

effect on the national monument.
"The majority of people in

Albuquerque know it won't cause

any damage to the petroglyphs,"

-Domenici said. "This is a victory for

a compelling number of people ...

that would like to get along in help-

ing transportation needs of the west

side."

The Senate Energy and Natural

Resources Committee approved the

-proposal on a voice vote, sending it

to the full Senate.

Domenici said he expects the leg-

elation to pass the Senate and to be

signed into law with little debate.

The House also would have to pass

the measure.

But even if the bill is signed by the

president, the extension must still be

.approved by the city of

Albuquerque.

"We are extremely

disappointed that

(Senator) Bingaman

would let this road be

built."

Dave Simon
Regional director

The highway is backed by the

City Council and most of New
Mexico's congressional delegation.

But Mayor Jim Baca, several Indian

tribes and some 40 organizations

oppose it.

"The bill has a long way to go

before it reaches the president's

desk," Baca said Wednesday.

"Should it make it through the full

Senate and House, I will urge the

president to veto the bill."

Conservationists have pinned

their hopes on New Mexico Sen.

Jeff Bingaman to stop the bill in the

Senate. But the Democratic senator

hasn't made a strong stand on the

issue.

Bingaman voted against the bill

during Wednesday's committee

hearing, saying he wants to give the

National Park Service more say in

the road design to help reduce its

impact on the petroglyphs.

If that difference is resolved,

Bingaman said, he would support

the road extension.

Simon said Bingaman^s con-

stituents should demand more from

him.

"We are extremely disappointed

that Bingaman would let this road

be built. He is ignoring his con-

stituents," Simon said.

The new road would bring auto

and noise pollution from more than

24,000 cars a day, Simon said, ruin-

ing the sanctity and solitude of the

petroglyphs for anyone who visits

that area.

Less than a year ago, the All

Indian Pueblo Council unanimously

opposed road extensions through

the monument. But now some tribes

appear to be backing off their oppo-

sition, said Malcom Montoya, lands

director for Sandia Pueblo, which

opposes the roads.

Montoya would not say which

tribes had backed away, but said he

believes some fear cuts in congres-

sional funding if they oppose

Domenici, who chairs the powerful

Senate Appropriations Committee.

Domenici's office denies there

has ever been any threat of funding

cuts.

1.
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OPTOMETRY

Eye Exams
Contact Lens Fittings

Children's Vision Care

One Hour Service

For Glasses &

Contact Lenses

We accept nnost vision plans*

Call : (310) 319-6122
1502 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(Corner of 15th and Wilshire)

Designer Eyewear:
Giorgio Armani, Calvin Klein, DKNY,

Saki, Midori, Arrston Volaju,

Yuji-Yazawa, Nitaki & many more

Emergency Contact Lens
yVe stock over 5,000 contact lenses

Clear, color, disposable, astigmatic,

& gas permeable

Open Saturdays and Evenings •

Make your lenser

'eel like ne.-.

SUPRACLENS
irop IS all you

EXAM & CONTACT LENSES

FOR ONLY

$99

$30
CASH

*30

EXAM J DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

FOR ONLY^

$99
Expires 3/30/98 Empires 3'30''98 Expires 3/30/98

graduate students jpake a

difference!

If you are d graduate or a professional student at UCLA, then you are

invited to apply for the follov^ing positions:

ASUCtA Comnfiunications Board (Stipend)

Acodenfiic Senate Graduate Council (Voting)

Academic Senate Undergraduate Council (Voting)

Academic Senate Council on Planning and Budget (Voting)

applications are available at 301 Kerckhoff Hall

— and are Clue on April 6th
—^

For .nore information
6mail election@asucla.ucla.edu

This ad paid for by GSA, the Graduate Student Association, http://gsa.asucla.ucla.edu/

*
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A BEAUTIFUL AND
SEXY SMILE IN 1 -2

VISITS!

Without Injections
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CALL {310)394-0247
Email: sheiiy@DDS4U.com

1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303,
Santa Monica

NRNOUt<MM' TV

JI4 Hour
Enwrgency Same Day Care for Toothadiea

ORAL-B ELECTRONIC
TOOTH BRUSH!

With complete earn, X-rays

I^V I 'Jm andciMoing.

wKt; 1.^ ($129 value) ExpJ-31 -98

Insurance may cover

100°oOfCOSt •

1

MLY $79MR ARCH

I

Must have t>ott) arches competed

Expires 3-31-98
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Mcsscniicrs fmiii llcjivcii:

\iiil('ls in Folk l\('lii»i»»n ;iii(l Po iiiliir (iiilliirc

Free all-day symposium

Friday, March 13

10 am - 9 pm
UCLA at the Armand Hammer Musemn of Art and Cultm'al Center

Co-sponsored by the UCLA/Armand Hammer Museum and the UCLA Folklore and

Mythology Program and Archives, this symposium has been organized in conjunction

with the exhibition 77ie Invisible Made Visible: Angelsfrom the Vatacan on view at the

Museum through April 12. . .

—

—

10 am Opening Remarks

Donald J. GMentino, chair, folklore and mythology program, UCLA
•

10:15 am Mohammed's Mystical Journey: African Variatimu on an Ancient Islamic Hieme '.

Rene Bravmann, department of art history. University of Washington —

—

Angels and Indians: Black Hawk Spiritualist Shrines in New Orleans

Stephen Wehmeyer, folklore and mythology program, UCLA

12 pm Angels from on High: Heavenly Visitors in Mormon Hiought and Lore

William A Wilson, professor emeritus, Brigham Young University

Angel on My Shoulder: Contemporary Ckarumatic Conceptions ofAngels

Kerry Noonan, folklore and mythology program, UCLA

3 pm Where Angels Don't Fear to Tread: Angelic Guidance in the Lore of Early

. ^ . frish ^ts
Joseph Nagy, department of English, UCLA
The Satan and Other Sons of Cods: Job Descriptions of Angels in the Bible

Henry Ansgar Kelly, department of En^sh, UCLA

7 pm KEYNOTE PRESENTATION .

Angels in Everyday Ufe
Will Luers, independent filmmaker

Leonard Norman Priroiano, professor of religion, Cabrini College .
" "^

UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center

10899 Wilshire Blvd. (at the comer of Westwood Blvd. in Westwood Vdlage)

SeMing ii on a rint-ooaie, Errt-Mnved hui*. PleMC cWl th« MiMeum « (3 10) 443-7000 or the Fblklon Pragnai at (3 10) 825-3962 lor

ore informatian.

* ( .

for infonnation on other cultural programt •utrounding the exhibition, pieate call (310) 443-7000.

7k« Imiimkie Made yimbU: AitgtUJrvm ihe tiuioan it inwn from the Vatican and i* orpniaed and circulated by Ait Servicet

IntemationaL, Alexandria. Virpnia. The exkihiuon <uid Umir are made pouUJe by n generoui gmiufrom ChrytUr Corponbon. Alitalia ii

the official airline of the exhibition.

Educational praframmingi oommunity outreach, and teacher traininf (or thii exhibitian are aude potaible through the generout tupport

of The Ahmanaon Foundation and the Thomat and Dorothy Leavey Foundation.

Occidental Petroleum Gjtporalion hai partially endowed the Muaeum aiMl coottructed the Occidental iVtroleun Giltural Center

Building, which houaea the MuMum.

FEES
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ed entities," Maldonado said. "I don't

think they should bear the burden of

the maintenance of KerckhofT."

"It would be unfair to impose this

cost on the student governments," he

continued.

It has not yet been determined how

much of the $50,000 each govern-

ment will owe, but USAC will owe

more than GSA because it occupies

more space, according to ASUCLA
Student Union Director Jerry Mann.

Mann said that the reason for the

fee is that ASUCLA has unfairly had

to pay the maintenance and utilities

fees for the common areas in the

ASUCLA buildings.

*The student union was bearing a

disproportionate amount of the main-

tenance and utilities fees," Mann said.

The allocation of the fee must still

be approved by the ASUCLA Board

of Directors when it determines its

budget for next year. Many members

of the student majority board have

reservations in regards to charging

the student governments this fee.

Friedman feels that ASUCLA
should not charge the student govern-

ments extra fees when it is already

making money. The first year the

organization is scheduled to be in the

black (fiscal year 1999-2000) is the

first year that the governments will

begin to be charged the entire fee.

"The basis for the charge is debat-

able in my mind," he said.

Tim Beasley, a graduate representa-

tive on the board, said that he has not

yet formulated an opinion, although

he feels that it is necessary for the

board to represent the interests of the

students and the association.

Maldonado is confident that the

board can work with the management

staff in order to solve the problem.

"It would be unfair to

Impose this cost on the

Student governments."

Hugo Maldonado
Undergraduate board member

"I'm sure that together we can

work hard to find a reasonable Solu-

tion to this issue," he said.

Undergraduate representative

Lung-Chi Lee is concerned that the

fees will take a lot of money away

from the student governments

because they represent about one

third of the governments' entire bud-

gets.

"That's a big chunk ofmoney," Lee

said. "I don't think that the students

will take it that well."

Despite the student representa-

tives' views, administrative represen-

tative Anita Cotter is in support of the

tee.

"I'm in favor of the plan ... because

otherwise the association is continu-

ing to subsidize the governments,"

Cotter said.

GSA President Andrew Westall

understands ASUCLA manage-

ment's reasons for wanting to impose

the fee, but does not know how GSA
will pay it, since it is such a big part of

the budget.

USAC Facilities Commissioner An
Le does not think it is fair to charge

the student governments for the main-

tenance of the KerckhofT common
areas because ASUCLA's purpose is

to help students.

"Considering that ASUCLA's mis-

sion is to serve students, 1 don't think

it would be right to charge the student

governments because we're not prof-

it-generating entities," Le said.

"If they can find the money to build

new restaurants. I think they can find

the money they need to maintain the

common areas instead of charging

us," she continued.

GOP
Frompage8

influential House Budget Committee
Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio,

signed another one.

Gingrich told reporters he might

let the issue come to the House floor

for a vote. Congressional leaders

would like to sepd the legislation to

Ginton by early April.

The fight mirrors another battle

that still rages among Republicans

over how big a tax cut they should

propose this year.

Some moderates, such as Sen. Pete

Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of the

Senate Budget Committee, want to

limit the tax cuts to about S30 billion

over five years, arguing that a bigger

package would eat into budget sur-

pluses that must be preserved.

But conservatives want reductions

at least twice that size, saying that

dramatic tax cuts are the party's sig-

nature issue and a big winner among
Republican voters.

Meanwhile, Republicans said their

House leaders now plan to let a fight

over abortion policy complicate a

second bill providing billions for the

International Monetary Fund and

the United Nations.

Ginton wants $1 billion to pay

overdue U.S. dues to the United

Nations, plus $17.9 billion for the

IMF, which has been battling to keep

several Asian economies afloat. That

bill is unpopular among Republicans.

But Wednesday, its prospects

became even dimmer when House
GOP leaders prepared to attach to it

a provision prohibiting U.S. funds for

groups that lobby to liberalize over-

seas abortion laws.

The abortion language is already

part of a separate bill reorganizing

the State Department, but if Ginton,

as expected, vetoes that bill, the abor-

tion provision would be attached to

the UN-IMF legislation.

Republicans said.

"Our leadership made it very clear

that IMF is dead and arrearages (to

the United Nations) is dead" if

Ginton won't accept the abortion

language, said Rep. Christopher

Smith, R-N.J.. a leader of anti-abor-

tion lawmakers.

A standoff over the same abortion

language last year contributed to the

death of Clinton's effort to get "fast-

track" trade agreement powers.

whKh would have given him authori-

ty to negotiate trade deals that can

only be approved or rejected but not

amended by Congress.

TRADE
From pages

secretary of state for East Asian and

Pacific affaire.

Roth said that when he visits

Vietnam in May, he will raise the

issue of the Montagnards, a moun-

tain people recruited by the U.S. mil-

itary to conduct guerrilla operations

during the Vietnam War, "I want to

pledge to you that I will undertake a

personal efTort ... in my conversa-

tions with the Vietnamese to try to

open up greater benefits for these

people in Vietnam." Roth told the

committee.
"'

Granting a waiver is a step toward

granting most-favored-nation trade

status to Vietnam although other

legal requirements would delay the

process for a year or so.

Administration officials have said

two issues influenced their decision

to seek the waiver: continued

progress in resolving POW-MIA
cases and Hanoi's cooperation with a

special U.S. program aimed at reset-

tling Vietnamese refugees.

Pro-Montagnards groups said that

was not enough. "The U.S. adminis-

tration has completely ignored this

Kafkaesque situation that it has

helped to create. Victims of persecu-

tion must get approval from their per-

secutors in order to escape from per-

secution," asserted Thang.
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ed entities," Maldonado said. "I don't

think they should bear the burden of

the maintenance of KerckhofT."

"It would be unfair to impose this

cost on the student governments," he

continued.

It has not yet been determined how
much of the $50,000 each govern-

ment will owe, but USAC will owe

more than GSA because it occupies

more space, according to ASUCLA
Student Union Director Jerry Mann.

Mann said that the reason for the

fee is that ASUCLA has unfairly had

to pay the maintenance and utilities

fees for the common areas in the

ASUCLA buildings.

"The student union was bearing a

disproportionate amount of the main-

tenance and utilities fees," Mann said.

The allocation of the fee must still

be approved by the ASUCLA Board

of. Directors when it determines its

budget for next year. Many members
of the student majority board have

reservations in regards to charging

the student governments this fee.

Friedman feels that ASUCLA
should not charge the student govern-

ments extra fees when it is already

making money. The first year the

organization is scheduled to be in the

black (fiscal year 1999-2000) is the

first year that the governments will

begin to be charged the entire fee.

"The basis for the charge is debat-

able in my mind," he said.

Tim Beasley, a graduate representa-

tive on the board, said that he has not

yet formulated an opinion, although

he feels that it is necessary for the

board to represent the interests of the

students and the association.

Maldonado is confident that the

board can work with the management

stafT in order to solve the problem.

"It would be unfair to

impose this cost on the

student governments."

Hugo Maldonado
Undergraduate board member

"I'm sure that together we can

work hard to find a reasonable Solu-

tion to this issue," he said.

Undergraduate representative

Lung-Chi Lee is concerned that the

fees will take a lot of money away

from the student governments

because they represent about one

third of the governments' entire bud-

gets.

"That's a big chunk of money," Lee

said. "1 don't think that the studenu

will take it that well."

Despite the student representa-

tives' views, administrative represen-

tative Anita Cotter is in support of the

fee.

"I'm in favor of the plan ... because

otherwise the association is continu-

ing to subsidize the governments,"

Cotter said.

GSA President Andrew Westall

understands ASUCLA manage-

ment's reasons for wanting to impose

the fee, but does not know how GSA
will pay it, since it is such a big part of

the budget.

USAC Facilities Commissioner An
Le does not think it is fair to charge

the student governments for the main-

tenance of the KerckhofT common
areas because ASUCLA's purpose is

to help students.

"Considering that ASUCLA's mis-

sion is to serve students, I don't think

it would be right to charge the student

governments because we're not prof-

it-generating entities," Le said.

"If they can find the money to build

new restaurants, 1 think they can find

the money they need to maintain the

common areas instead of charging

us," she continued.

. ^_ --.--. - . ^. J

GOP
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influential House Budget Committee

Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio,

signed another one.

Gingrich told reporters he might

let the issue come to the House Hoor

for a vote. Congressional leaders

would like to send the legislation to

Qinton by early April.

The fight mirrors another battle

that still rages among Republicans

oyer how big a tax cut they should

propose this year.

Some moderates, such as Sen. Pete

Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of the

Senate Budget Committee, want to

limit the tax cuts to about $30 billion

over five years, arguing that a bigger

package would eat into budget sur-

pluses that must be preserved.

But conservatives want reductions

at least twice that size, saying that

dramatic tax cuts are the party's sig-

nature issue and a big winner among
Republican voters.

Meanwhile, Republicans said their

House leaders now plan to let a fight

over abortion policy complicate a

second bill providing billions for the

International Monetary Fund and

the United Nations.

Ginton wants $1 billion to pay

overdue U.S. dues to the United

Nations, plus $17.9 billion for the

IMF, which has been battling to keep

several Asian economies afloat. That

bill is unpopular among Republicans.

But Wednesday, its prospects

became even dimmer when House
GOP leaders prepared to attach to it

a provision prohibiting U.S. funds for

groups that lobby to liberalize over-

seas abortion laws.

The abortion language is already

part of a separate bill reorganizing

the State Department, but if Qinton,

as expected, vetoes that bill, the abor-

tion provision would be attached to

the UN-IMF legislation.

Republicans said.

"Our leadership made it very clear

that IMF is dead and arrearages (to

the United Nations) is dead" if

Ginton won't accept the abortion

language, said Rep. Christopher

Smith, R-N.J., a leader of anti-abor-

tion lawmakers.

A standoff over the same abortion

language last year contributed to the

death of Clinton's effort to get "fast-

track" trade agreement powers,

which would have given him authori-

ty to negotiate trade deals that can

only be approved or rejected but not

amended by Congress.

TRADE
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secretary of state for East Asian and

Pacific affairs.

Roth said that when he visits

Vietnam in May, he will raise the

issue of the Montagnards, a moun-

tain people recruited by the U.S. mil-

itary to conduct guerrilla operations

during the Vietnam War. "1 want to

pledge to you that 1 will undertake a

personal effort ... in my conversa-

tions with the Vietnamese to try to

open up greater benefits for these

people in Vietnam," Roth told the

committee.

Granting a waiver is a step toward

granting most-favored-nation trade

status to Vietnam although other

legal requirements would delay the

process for a year or so.

Administration officials have said

two issues influenced their decision

to seek the waiver: continued

progress in resolving POW-MIA
cases and Hanoi's cooperation with a

special U.S. program aimed at reset-

tling Vietnamese refugees.

Pro-Montagnards groups said that

was not enough. "The U.S. adminis-

tration has completely ignored this

Kafkaesquc situation that it has

helped to create. Victims of persecu-

tion must get approval from their per-

secutors in order to escape from per-

secution," asserted Thang.
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Senate passes

bond measure

_^^ Thumbs up to the

*|MJ" State Senate, which

li^ approved an unprece-

dented $9.2 billion school and

university bond measure last

Tuesday. The bond passed 28-

6, one vote more than the two-

thirds majority needed for

approval by the senate. The bill

is now on its way to the state

assembly, but it faces slim

diances of passing there.

State officials have said that

California is in need of S30 bil-

lion to $40 billion to repair and

ejqMUxl school facilities.

Ail six votes against the bifl

came from Republicans,

induding Gov. Wilson, and the

remaining five Republicans

voted with the Democrat

majority. Democrats argued

that since interest rates are low,

now is a good time for the state

to borrow money by selling

bonds. They also emphasized

the need for schools across

California to repair and build

new classrooms, and also

noted that polled voters said

they were willing to approve a

bond proposal for schools.

It's refreshing to hear that

the citizens of the state are will-

ing to invest in schools and

education.

Recycling plan

turns new leaf

^^ Thumbs up to the

piT increasing number of

mim universities with size-

able recycling programs.

Among the latest schools to

adopt a large-scale recycling

program is Oklahoma
University. OU President

David Boren announced a

comprehensive plan for cam-

pus-wide recycling, prompted

by earth-friendly students

nearly five years ago. Students

and OU Earth members
researched and introduced the

issue to an advisory committee

last fall. The Recycling

Advisory Committee, made of

students, faculty and staff

members, worked toward

drafting a final plan to give to

Boren. The plan includes

seven products - paper, alu-

minum, cardboard, glass,

newspaper, plastic and steel

cans.

UCLA needs to adopt a

more comprehensive program

as well. Maybe it should take

its cue from OU, Loyola

Marymount and other respon-

sible universities across the

country.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Please send comments
or suggestions to view-

po(nt^media.ucla.edu.

Time to
MARRIAGE: Crossing over

color lines is first Step to

accepting miscegenation

1believe that interracial relation

ships are one of the last unspo-

ken taboos in our society. It's

hard to grasp

this fact in Los

Angeles. It's

hard to see it on

the UCLA cam-

pus. But if your

eyes are trained,

you can see it all

around you. I'm

lucky that I

grew up in a

multicultural

environment

and had friends

of all different

races. My par-

ents are an interracial couple,

and I never thought twice

about my crush on the

blondest guy in school. But

when I got to junior high I

noticed all the cliques based

on race, and in high school

the divisions only grew

deeper.

It always saddens me
when people tdl me they

have to marry someone of

the same race or same reli-

gion as themselves. There is

the old saying: Similarity

leads to compatibility, dis-

similarity to incompatibility.

Any fourtlhgrader could

digest this bit of logic, but I

would like to think that

adult men and women real-

ize which similarities really

matter and which dissimilari-

ties arc minor concerns.

Racial prejudice is so tightly

woven into our collective history that

it is hard to talk about the present

without refiecting on the past. The
colonial white man's treatment of

Native Americans, followed by the

barbaric enslavement of Africans, is

still a painful wound in our society. It

is very strange that a culture which felt

superior in every way needed to pass

laws forbidding miscegenation. Even

stranger was the fact that most laws

only discussed the African American

and hardly ever mentioned the Native

American. One sociologist believes

that perceived penis size and sexual

competence is the reason.

The Civil War and its ensuing peri-

od produced a great deal of anti-mis-

cegenation literature and propaganda.

The Ku KJux Klan was founded dur-

ing this period; one of its reasons of

coming into being was to stop misce-

genation among ordinary people.

General Hugh Johnson, who was in

charge of conscription during Worid

War I, said that queries about racial

antecedents had to be abandoned

because so many white Southerners

committed suicide when they discov-

ered they had Negro ancestors.

Funny, since it was white slave owners

who crossed the color line in the first

place. Segregation in the streets; inte-

gration between the sheets.

As recently as 1967, 16 states had

laws against miscegenation on the

books. Even good, old California had

Ortega is a fourth-year student in the

School of Film and Television. E-mail her

St sortega^ucbiedu.

past interracial barriers

laws against miscegenation at one

point, but to our credit we were the

first state to challenge the constitu-

tionality of such laws with Perez vs.

Sharp in 1949, when the state

Supreme Court struck down our mis-

cegenation statute. It's mind-boggling

to think that only a generation ago my
parents couldn't have been married in

certain states.

There's always the refraLn, "What
about the children?" Really, we're

fine. The problems that stem from

being multiracial are not inherent to

the mingling of bloods, but rather

come from living in a society which

cannot see past the rigid color lines

established here hundreds of years

ago. I admit that there are issues I

must deal with that are difficult, and

that people who are of one race will

never have to think about certain

issues. But the blessings that come
from having the wealth of two cul-

tures far outweigh any negative

aspects that a narrow-minded society

can inflict.

Many people prattle on about

racial purity and cultural preservation

when they argue against interracial

relationships and marriages. People

who talk like this are only fooling

themselves. The continents of North

and South America especially have

been subject to a great deal of racial

mixing, from the first Asians to cross

the Bering Strait to the European set-

tlers who sailed the ocean, to the

Africans who were brought here in

chains, to the immigrants who contin-

ue to arrive every day. Even religion is

influenced by the changing times, and

fo think that somehow you can pre-

serve it by only marrying people of

the same faith is an exercise in futility.

Let's look at some anthropological

facts. Each living person today - ifwe
go 10 generations back - can count

over 1,000 ancestors. We, going 20

generations back, can each count over

a million, and with 30 generations

back the number tops one billion. I

did the math myself on this one, and

my math nerd brother can confirm

that these staggering numbers are

right. It is ludicrous to think that mar-

rying someone of the same race or

culture actually matters in this vast net

ofhuman relations.

What does matter is finding some-

one who can be a suitable lifetime

partner. And for many people, suit-

able means belonging to a certain

race, practicing a certain religion or

sharing a certain code of beliefs.

There's something to be said for hav-

ing things in common, and in all hon-

esty, I do feel an affinity toward peo-

ple who are also racially mixed.

But this is not the same as blatant

prejudice.

Interracial relationships arc so frus-

trating to talk about because many
people won't admit that they are

. ., i-^ .. .... .

against it. In certain groups opposi-

tion is more vocal, but usually one has

to look past the words to see how peo-

ple really feel about miscegenation. It

is almost refreshing as it is repulsive

where people blatantly say they won't

date someone from such and such

group, or they will only get involved

with such and such people. At least a

dialogue can then take place.

It is folly on my part to assume that

everyone who is dating someone of

the same race is prejudiced in some
way. It is rash to assume that people

whose friends are all of the same race,

culture or ethnicity is somehow deny-

ing themselves of the richness to be

gained by befriending people other

than themselves. People make deci-

sions and everyone has preferences.

We are far from a race-blind society,

and many would argue that this is a

good thing.

After all, who wants to be washed

away into oblivion? There is a crucial

balance to be struck between an iden-

tity through culture and an identity of

independence. And although I don't

really connect with clubs and cliques

whose membership is based on race, I

do see the need for these types of

organizations. But this can't be the

only way in which identity is forged.

We must also look past this and see

people for human beings, individuak

with tastes and traits that are not

always a direct result of their ethnicity.
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Jfarrassment policy rails to protect victims--
UNIVERSITY: Students must take

initiative to alter UCLA's fallible,

lengthy investigation procedure

ByDMfiMlGiisby

UCLA's campus sexual-harassment poli-

cy should be changed, as it is overzeal-

ous in its attempts to protect members

of the Academic Senate from false sexual

harassment accusations.

We all understand the importance of wanting

to protect members of the university community

from unfair attacks, but many of us feel that the

university has jeopardized the rights of the vic-

tim in the process.

Sexual harassment cases are rarely solved

within a year and can actually still be in litiga-

tion once the victim has graduated. Three sepa-

rate committees must do their own investigation

of complaints involving professors who are

members of the Academic Senate - adding an

unnecessary layer of bureaucracy to the

process.

To add insult to injury, victims are not'

informed of the outcome of their cases ; the res-

olutions to the problems are not reported.

Students have no idea whether the accused is

simply being patted on the wrist or shipped to

Siberia.

Even worse, leaks in the process often turn to

h^unt those who accuse popular professors of

harassment. .-,
— •

In the past, supporters ofaccused professors

have given students a hard time, sometimes

making a change of department or major neces-

sary. This is further dramatized when students

find themselves not getting fellowships or ade-

quate support for their thesis.

Furthermore, if students would like to file

their complaints with an off-campus govern-

ment authority, they will have to do so before

their UCLA case is solved because, chances are,

the statute of limitations would have passed by

the time UCLA finally comes up with a deci-

sion.

Students are not the only ones who have suf-

fered under the current policy. Just a few days

ago the Daily Bruin reported on a case in which

a staff person was allegedly harassed by stu-

dents. However the university failed to ade-

Grlsby is a general representative on the

Undergraduate Student Association Council.

quately address the situation.

However, if you make administrators aware

of the problems inherent in their policies they

will act as though they know nothing about the

problems. Evidently, they are not listening to or

are not aware of the problems that students and

the staff face.

One does not need a doctorate to recognize

the problems in the policy, but it does take the

political wiU. They need to streamline the

process by eliminating the number of investiga-

tions to help reduce the time that both sides are

kept in limbo. Make the alleged victim aware of

the outcome and the punishments that will be

levied against the accused. We can protect the

privacy of the accused without creating a secret

society that shuts out the victim.

The university should also move away from

allowing the fox to guard the chicken coop. Why
are professors deciding the fate of their col-

leagues? Does this not contribute to the leaks

that are so damaging for both sides, particularly

the student victim? Why not have the entire

process handled by a committee without profes-

sors or the politics that they will inadvertently

bring?

These few changes may be difficult to make
because the politics of the university make any

substantial change very difficult. By altering

the policy, administrators will be open to

the ire of faculty members who want to

take advantage of the privileges that the

current system provides.

For those faculty members who think

change is good, they may find that their

colleagues are far less receptive and are

willing to fight to maintain the current

system. This is where the importance of

student input comes into play

It should be absolutely abhorrent that

someone in a position of authority .

would be able to use students for his or

her own purposes. Far too often, the system that

we pay for fails to adequately represent our

viewpoints and serve to create the futures that

we want.

Demanding self-determination at the univer-

sity allows us to take the resources from the uni-

versity and bring them back for our uplift. In

third-worid countries, people are fighting for

access to resources so that they may be used for

a better standard of living. In the same way, we

are fighting for the opportunity to have

resources that are useftil to us and to our com-

munities.

Many feel that the university is directly

opposed to such self-determination. They feel

that the university simply prepares us for what

society has in store. In that case, perhaps the

current sexual harassment policy works toward

that goal of preparing us for workplace harass-

ment just as the curriculum prepares us for the

benefits of corporate America, instead of bene-

fitting poor, inner-city communities.

It is therefore an uphill battle; how do we as a

student conununity use the current system as

our springboard when it is the very thing that is

oppressing us?

In order for real change to occur in our com-

munities, we must change the educational sys-

tem. This change is the most important tool in

making education work for the community, not

for just the individual.

There is, in fact, his-

torical evidence for

such an assertion. There

is a history of students

questioning the functioning of their university

and their place in it, and this questioning helps

to change our society

It is now time that we continue to question

our educational system and the way that it han-

dles conflicts such as sexual harassment. This is

important because the way a system deals with

conflict reveals much about the truths that gov-

ern it

The way our beloved university deals with
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Education

basics are

lacking in school

Danid Inlender's article, "It's

time to look beyond the numbers,"

(March 10) misses an important

point: Students today are not get-

ting the basic education that they

need. In the three years I have

attended UCLA, I have not

noticed that many students have a

deficit in the area of experiencing

life. I have, however, noticed that

most of us have gaping holes in our

knowledge of history, philosophy,

literature and geography. Many
people I have met have difficulty

adding in their heads. This is not to

say that these students lack intelli-

gence, but that many of us have

not been forced to do enough read-

ing and memorizing in school.

While there is no substitute for

actually experiencing life, this kind

of experience cannot replace the

kind of knowledge books and

classes can offer.

liuOuqian
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Rally coverage

contained errors

Your coverage of the March 6

demonstration against the pres-

ence of .16,000 US. troops in the

Middle East and the deadly sanc-

tbns which have kiBed 1.5 million

people in Iraq, "Students voice

opposition to sanctions," con-

tained the following errors:

1. It reports that there were "50

to 200 onlookers" when there were

200 to 300 participants. While

there were a large number of peo-

ple who stopped to listen out of

curiosity, the majority of the crowd

were active participants who came

out to support the goals of the

event: stopping war in the Middle

Rally serves as Rickoff for election games

See IfTIBIS^ page 22

USAC Members care

more about themselves

than sanctions in Iraq

ByRoMRuttcnberg

I
would like to applaud USAC
President Kandea Mosley and

USAC External Vice-President

Stacy Lee for their productive efforts

to once again fool the Bruin commu-

nity in sponsoiing and piomotiiig

unenlightened squabble on Thursday

at Meyerhoff Park and throughout

the UCLA campus.

"U.S. Out of Iraq!" they chanted.

But I ask you, Ms. Mosley aiKl Ms.

Lee, what exactly do^ou know about

the topic? How much studying have

you done on the region? Exactly

which Middle-Eastern studies class or

Ruttenberg, a second-year student

majoring in political science, ran

unsuccessfully in last spring's USAC
elections. ^

American Foreign Policy course have

you ever taken? I have taken my
share, and I can tell you that most of

your information is wrong.

Bruins, do not be fooled so easily.

It is my opinion that Ms. Mosley and

Ms. Lee have no intention of promot-

ing the educational interests of all

..•UCLAstudctOs.-. ^jjjjj_^___
I believe that

^^^"'"~"'"""

Kandea and Stacy

are only interested

in promoting

'.nemseives. The

despicable display

Thursday of

"Freedom of

Speech" was a

show, a play on the

USAC stage. Why
hasn't there been a rally against sanc-

tions on Iraq prior to this?

Last time I checked, the sanctions

weren't a new thing. And, true, 4,500

children have died each year in Iraq

since the sanctions were imposed, but

the same amount were dying before

the sanctions were imposed. So why

Students First! needs

nnore constituents to

get re-elected and will

go to any length to

find thenn.

the sudden interest? Is it coincidental

that such an incident always springs

up come spring quarter?

I want to inform students who

were not here last year for UCLA's
annual production of "USAC
Elections." Spring quarter is the time

for tempers to flare, accusations to be

flung, and

Students' First! to

begin playing

what I perceive to

be their deceptive

games. 1 say to

Kandea and Stacy,

the heads of

Students First!,

like 1 said before, I

commend your

efforts to start the

game well ahead of time. Most stu-

dents have not even taken their seats,

and they have already started Act 1,

Scene I.

But why so early? As "allegations"

of corruption and unethical behavior

SecmnnNIEM^pa9e23
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Senate passes

bond measure

^^ Thumbs up to the

WM State Senate, which

Ik^ approved an unprece-

dented $9.2 billion school and

university bond measure last

Tuesday. The bond passed 28-

6, one vote more than the two-

thirds majority needed for

approval by the senate. The bill

is now on its way to the state

assembly, but it faces slim

chances of passing there.

State officials have said that

California is in need of S30 bil-

lion to $40 billion to repair and

expand school facilities.

All six votes against the bill

came from Republicans,

including Gov. Wilson, and the

remaining five Republicans

voted with the Democrat
majority. Democrats argued

that since interest rates are low,

now is a good time for the state

to borrow money by selling

bonds. They also emphasized

the need for schools across

California to repair and build

new classrooms, and also

noted that poUed voters said

they were willing to approve a

bond proposal for schools.

It's refreshing to hear that

the citizens ofthe state are will-

ing to invest in schools and

education.

Recycling plan

turns new leaf

^^ Thumbs up to the

pJT increasing number of

ifcsi universities with size-

able recycling programs.

Among the latest schools to

adopt a large-scale recycling

program is Oklahoma
University. OU President

David Boren announced a

comprehensive plan for cam-

pus-wide recycling, prompted

by earth-friendly students

nearly five years ago. Students

and OU Earth members
researched and introduced the

issue to an advisory committee

last fall. The Recycling

Advisory Committee, made of

students, faculty and staff

members, worked toward

draAing a final plan to give to

Boren. The plan includes

seven products - paper, alu-

minum, cardboard, glass,

newspaper, plastic and steel

cans.

UCLA needs to adopt a

more comprehensive program

as well. Maybe it should take

its cue from OU, Loyola

Marymount and other respon-

sible universities across the

country.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Please send comments
or suggestions to view-

point@media.ucla.edu.

Time to
MARRIAGE: Crossing over

color lines is first step to

accepting miscegenation

I
believe that interracial relation-

ships are one of the last unspo-

ken taboos in our society. It's

hard to grasp

this fact in Los

Angeles. It's

hard to see it on

the UCLA cam-

pus. But if your

eyes are u-ained,

you can see it all

around you. I'm

lucky that I

grew up in a

multicultural

environment

and had friends

of all different
'~"~'^~~

races. My par-

ents are an interracial couple,

and I never thought twice

about my crush on the

blondest guy in sdiool. But

when I got to junior high I

noticed all the cliques based

on race, and in high school

the divisions only grew

deeper.

It always saddens me
when pec^ tdl me they

have to marry someone of

the same race or same reli-

gion as themselves. There is

die old saying: Similarity

leads to compatibility, dis-

similarity to incompatibility.

Any fourth-grader could

digest this bit of logic, but I

would like to think that

adult men and women real-

ize which similarities really

matter and which dissimilari-

ties are minor concerns.

Racial prejudice is so tighdy

woven into our collective history that

it is bard to talk about the present

without reflecting on the past The

colonial white man's treatment of

Native Americans, followed by the

barbaric enslavement of Africans, is

still a painful wound in our society. It

is very strange that a culture which felt

superior in every way needed to pass

laws forbidding miscegenation. Even

stranger was the fact that most laws

only discussed the African American

and hardly ever mentioned the Native

American. One sociologist believes

that perceived penis size and sexual

competence is the reason.

The Civil War and its ensuing peri-

od produced a great deal of anti-mis-

cegenation literature and propaganda.

The Ku Klux Klan was founded dur-

ing this period; one of its reasons of «l

coming into being was to stop misce-

genation among ordinary people.

General Hugh Johnson, who was in

charge of conscription during Worid

War I, said that queries about racial

antecedents had to be abandoned

because so many white Southerners

committed suicide when they discov-

ered they had Negro ancestors.

Funny, since it was white slave owners

who crossed the color line in the first

place. Segregation in the streets; inte-

gration between the sheets.

As recently as 1967, 16 states had

laws against miscegenation on the

books. Even good, old California had

Ortega is a fourth-year student in the

School of Film and Television. E-mail her

at sortega#uda.edu.

past interracial barriers

laws against miscegenation at one

point, but to our credit we were the

first state to challenge the constitu-

tionality of such laws with Perez vs.

Sharp in 1949, when the state

Supreme Court struck down our mis-

cegenation statute. It's mind4)oggling

to think that only a generation ago my
parents couldn't have been married in

certain states.

There's always the refrain, "What
about the children?" Really, we're

fine. The problems that stem from

being multiracial are not inherent to

the mingling of bloods, but rather

come from living in a society which

cannot see past the rigid color lines

established here hundreds of years

ago. I admit that there are issues I

must deal with that are difTicult, and

that people who are of one race will

never have to think about certain

issues. But the blessings that come
from having the wealth of two cul-

tures far outweigh any negative

aspects that a narrow-minded society

can inflict.

M§ny people prattle on about

racial purity and cultural preservation

when they argue against interracial

relationships and marriages. People

who talk like this are only fooling

themselves. The continents of North

and South America especially have

been subject to a great deal of racial

mixing, from the first Asians to cross

the Bering Strait to the European set-

tiers who sailed the ocean, to the

Africans who were brou^t here in

chains, to the immigrants who contin-

ue to arrive every day. Even religion is

influenced by the changing times, and

fo think that somehow you can pre-

serve it by only marrying people of

the same faith is an exercise in futility

Let's look at some anthropological

facts. Each living person today - ifwe
go 10 generations back - can count

over 1,000 ancestors. We, going 20

generations back, can each count over

a million, and with 30 generations

back the number tops one billion. I

did the math myself on this one, and

my math nerd brother can confuin

that these staggering numbers are

right. It is ludicrous to think that mar-

rying someone of the same race or

culture actually matters in this vast net

ofhuman relations.

What does matter is finding some-

one who can be a suitable lifetime

partner. And for many people, suit-

able means belonging to a certain

race, practicing a certain religion or

sharing a certain code of beliefs.

There's something to be said for hav-

ing things in common, and in all hon-

esty, I do feel an affinity toward peo-

ple who are also racially mixed.

But this is not the same as blatant

prejudice.

Interracial relationships are so frus-

trating to talk about because many
people won't admit that they are

against it. In certain groups of)posi-

tion is more vocal, but usually one has

to look past the words to see how peo-

ple really fed about miscegenation. It

is almost refreshing as it is repulsive

where people blatantly say they won't

date someone from such and such

group, or they wiU only get invcdved

with such and such people. At least a

dialogue can then take place.

It is folly on my part to assume that

everyone who is dating someone of

the same race is prejudiced in some
way It is rash to assume that people

whose friends are all of the same race,

culture or ethnicity is somehow deny-

ing themselves of the richness to be

gained by befriending people other

than themsdves. People make deci-

sions and everyone has preferences.

We are far from a race-blind society,

and many would argue that thb i&a

good thing.

Af\er all, who wants to be washed

away into oblivion? There is a crucial

balance to be struck between an iden-

tity through culture and an identity of

independence. And ahhou^ I don't

really connect with clubs and cliques

whose membership is based on race, I

do see the need for these types of

organizations. But this can't be the

only way in which identity is forged.

We must also look past this and see

people for human beings, individuals

with tastes and traits that are not

always a direct result of their ethnicity.
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Harrassment policy fails to protect victims
UNIVERSITY: Students must take

initiative to alter UCLA's fallible,

leiji^thy investigation procedure

BytamdIGrisby

UCLA's campus sexual-harassment poli-

cy should be changed, as it is overzeal-

ous in its attempts to protect members
of the Academic Senate from fjalse sexual

harassment accusations.

We all understand the importance of wanting

to protect members of the university community

from unfair attacks, but many of us feel that the
'•'

university has jeopardized the rights of the vic-

tim in the process.

Sexual harassment cases are rarely solved

within a year and can actually still be in litiga-

tion once the victim has graduated. Three sepa-

rate committees must do their own investigation

ofcomplaints involving professors who are

members of the Academic Senate - adding an

unnecessary layer of bureaucracy to the

process.

To add insult to injury, victims are not

informed of the outcome of their cases ; the res-

olutions to the problems are not reported.

Students have no idea whether the accused is

simply being patted on the wrist or shipped to

Siberia.

Even worse, leaks in the process often turn to

haunt those who accuse popular professors of

harassment.

In the past, supporters of accused professors

have given students a hard time, sometimes

making a change of.department or major neces-

sary. This is further dramatized when student^

find themselves not getting fellowships or ade-

quate support for their thesis.

Furthermore, if students would like to file

their complaints with an off-campus govern-

ment authority, they will have to do so before

their UCLA case is solved because, chances are,

the statute of limitations would have passed by

the time UCLA finally comes up with a deci-

sion.

Students are not the only ones who have suf-

fered under the current policy. Just a few days

ago the Daily Bruin reported on a case in which

a staff person was allegedly harassed by stu-

dents. However the university failed to ade-

Grisby is a general representative on the

Undergraduate Student Association Council.

quately address the situation.

However, if you make administrators aware

of the problems inherent in their policies they

will act as though they know nothing about the

problems. Evidently, they are not listening to or

are not aware of the problems that students and

the staff face.

One does not need a doctorate to recognize

the problems in the policy, but it does take the

political will. They need to streamline the

process by eliminating the number of investiga-

tions to help reduce the time that both sides are

kept in limbo. Make the alleged victim aware of

the outcome and the punishments that will be

levied against the accused. We can protect the

privacy of the accused without creating a secret

society that shuts out the victim.

The university should also move away from

allowing the fox to guard the chicken coop. Why
are professors deciding the fate of their col-

leagues? Does this not contribute to the leaks

that are so damaging for both sides, particularly

the student victim? Why not have the entire

process handled by a committee without profes-

sors or the politics that they will inadvertently

bring?

These few changes may be difficult to make
because the politics of the university make any

substantial change very difficult. By altering

the fK)licy, administrators will be open to

the ire of faculty members who want to

take advantage of the privileges that the

current ^stem provides.

For those faculty members who think

change is good, they may find that their

colleagues are far less receptive and are

willing to fight to maintain the current

system. This is where the importance of

student input comes into play.

It should be absolutely abhorrent that

someone in a position of authority .

would be able to use students for his or

her own purposes. Far too often, the system that

we pay for fails to adequately represent our

viewpoints and serve to create the futures that

we want.

Demanding self-determination at the univer-

sity allows us to take the resources from the uni-

versity and bring them back for our uplift. In

third-world countries, people are fighting for

access to resources so that they may be used for

a better standard of living. In the same way, we

are fighting for the opportunity to have

resources that are useful to us and to our cono-

munities.

Many feel that the university is directly

opposed to such self-determination. They feel

4^^
that the university simply prepares us for what

society has in store. In that case, perhaps the

current sexual harassment jwlicy works toward

that goal of preparing us for workplace harass-

ment just as the curriculum prepares us for the

benefits of corporate America, instead of bene-

fitting poor, inner-city communities.

It IS therefore an uphill battle; how do we as a

student community use the current system as

our springboard when it is the very thing that is

oppressing us?

In order for real change to occur in our com-

munities, we must change the educational sys-

tem. This change is the most important tool in

making education work for the community, not

for just the individual.

There is, in fact, his-

torical evidence for

such an assertion. There

is a history of students

questioning the functioning of their university

and their place in it, and this questioning helps

to change our society.

It is now time that we continue to question

our educational system and the way that it han-

dles confiicts such as sexual harassment. This is

important because the way a system deals with

confiict reveals much about the truths that gov-
,

emit
The way our beloved university deals with
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LETTERS

Education

basics are

lacking in school
Daniel Inlender's article, "It's

time to look beyond the numbers,"

(March 10) misses an important

point: Students today are not get-

ting the basic education that they

need. In the three years I have

attended UCLA, I have not

noticed that many students have a

deficit in the area of experiencing

life. I have, however, noticed that

most of us have gaping holes in our

knowledge of history, philosophy,

literature and geography. Many
people I have met have difficulty

adding in their heads. This is not to

say that these students lack intelli-

gence, but that many ofus have

not been forced to do enough read-

ing and memorizing in school.

While there is no substitute for

actually experiencing life, this kind

of experience cannot replace the

kind of knowledge books and

classes can offer.

liul

Third-year

CouMwnkaliM sbidMs

Rally coverage

contained errors

Your coverage of the March 6

demonstration against the pres-

ence of 36,000 US. troops in the

Middle East and the deadly sanc-

tbns which have kiOed 1.5 million

people Hi Iraq, "Students voice

opposition to sanctions," con-

tained the following errors:

1. It reports that there were "50

to 200 onlookers" when there were

200 to 300 participants. While

there were a large number of peo-

ple who stopped to listen out of

curiosity, the majority of the crowd

were active participants who came

out to support the goals of the

event: stopping war in the Middle

See til IMS, page 22

Rally serves as kickoff for efection games
USAC Members care

more about themselves

than sanctions in Iraq

By Rocc Ruttenberg

I
would like to applaud USAC
President Kandea Mosley and

USAC External Vice-President

Stacy Lee for their productive eflTorts

to once again fool the Bruin commu-

nity in sponsoiing and pioniotiiig

unenlightened squabble on Thursday

at Meyerhoff Park and throughout

the UCLA campus.

"U.S. Out of Iraq!" they chanted.

But I ask you, Ms. Mosley and Ms.

Lee, what exactly do you know about

the topic? How much studying have

you done on the region? Exactly

which Middle-Eastern studies class or

Ruttenberg, a second-year student

majoring in political science, ran

unsuccessfully in last spring's USAC
elections.

American Foreign Policy course have

you ever taken? I have taken my
share, and I can tell you that most of

your information is wrong.

Bruins, do not be fooled so easily.

It is my opinion that Ms. Mosley and

Ms. Lee have no intention of promot-

ing the educational interests of all

..UCLAstudciUs-. ....... .^

I believe that
"^"""""^"^

Kandea and Stacy

are only interested

in promoting

tiiemseives. The

despicable display

Thursday of

"Freedom of

Speech" was a

show, a play on the

USAC stage. Why
hasn't there been a rally against sanc-

tions on Iraq prior to this?

Last time I checked, the sanctions

weren't a new thing. And, U^ue, 4,500

children have died each year in Iraq

since the sanctions were imposed, but

the same amount were dying before

the sanctions were imposed. So why

Students First! needs

more constituents to

get re-elected and will

go to any length to

find them.

the sudden interest? Is it coincidental

that such an incident always springs

up come spring quarter?

I want to inform students who

were not here last year for UCLA's
annual production of"USAC
Elections." Spring quarier is the time

for tempers to flare, accusations to be

flung, and

Students' First! to

begin playing

what I perceive to

be their deceptive

games. 1 say to

Kandea and Stacy,

the heads of

Students First!,

like 1 said before, I

commend your

efforts to start the

game well ahead of time. Most stu-

dents have not even taken their seats,

and they have already started Act I,

Scene 1.

But why so early? As "allegations"

of corruption and unethical behavior

. - . S«eRUn»IMII^pa9e23
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AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN WESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with

a "B" average

•Young married couples •

Lie. #0497374 •Families with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
lnsiiiAi(U> Im>iii aiu'c A^(iu> liu-.

M\v()..,l |{K(t. hL'JI Cltiul.il.' I. <l.i..l i;i(lu i 'cJHM 'JCS - ;j.')l.s

L^Ham AHm-Mmi 16-22

Wednesday, March 18 • 7:00pm
LIFESTYLES CONDOMS Party at Kohomos

Friday, March 20 • 1:00pm
Free Concert featiKincRMl 8% FWi atthc Nautical Inn

<^tch Burty Bear on Cable Channel 6
DMly5:Mand9:00p«n.

Kmp up-tiHlate at «w«.burtyltMrxaRi

Spontorad in part by

CONOOMt
cofn

4M^^

^^^^i^ ofSAMTA MONICA

Spring Sale
Ctt)har(kvmiTBm7mN5nfrrATIOH

EUtaao CBROOOR/r

828 PICO BLVD. SANTA MONCA, CAUF. 90405
Open 7 Days a Week

Where on earth islhe
~""^~^

Arthur Ashe Student Health

& Wellness Center?

Mmi s Oym AckvnncNi

A«h»

Wooden
I

Student Health Service is nov/ located in the Arthur Ashe Student

Health and Wellness Center, on the Plaza between the Wooden Center

and the Men's Gym.

. Extended Spring Hours:

Beginning 6 Aprij, _
open 8 am to 7 pm,

Monday through Friday.

Free cholesterol testing:

Today, 12 March, 1 lam to 2pm

Plaza near Ashe

1 8 March, 5 pm to 8 pm

Covel Commons

Co-sponsored by ORL

We're only here for you

so, come by or call 825-4073

Visit the SHS w«b site:

http://www.soonet.ucla.edu/heolth.htm

LEHERS
From page 21

East and lifting the sanctioi\|^ that pre-

vent food and tnedicine from reaching

the people of Iraq. .

•

2. Quotes attributed to me belong

to Ahmed Shama.

3. My name was spelled incorrect-

ly

Accurate coverage of this issue is

especially crucial in order to counter

the chauvinism that pervades public j

sentiment when American political _
leaders crow about how the United

States must be the a^s of the world.

This imperial chauvinism underlies

the arrogance and intolerance some
elements of the campus have dis-

played in the past two weeks.

Educational posters documenting the

impact of the sanctions have been

defaced and torn down.

Just for carrying one Of these

posters iu:ross campus, I had one

woman shout the following at me:

"It's Saddam's problem not ours." I

responded that the United States is

the main supporter ofa military

blockade against Iraq and has vowed

to veto attempts by the United

Nations to end the sanctions. The
United States has also led the world in

proliferation of nuclear, chemical and

biologica] wes^ns. 9ie then stated

that the United States has the right to

build all of the weapons it wants

because "v/c have money."

A male student simply caDed me a

tiick" as he passed by in the Royce

Quad. While our caiilpus provides

dasses, lectures and programs to prcK

nK>te the free exchange of ideas,

apparently there are some who prefer

to promote their points ofview

through slander and intimidation. Is

this that Bruin spirit that gets talked

about so much?

SottlmUie

GRISBY
From page 21

sexual harassment uncovers the his-

torical roots of its existence. The
notion that professors will be able to

nuike unbiased decisions about their

friends and colleagues is clearly a

medieval conception. The notion that

the victim should not be notified of

the outcome ofthe case is a conserva-

tive anti-victim stance that seeks to

save face at all costs.

The passing of the buck and the

denials that the university is likdy to

make when confronted about the

issue show their fear of change and

accountability.

So how do we as students deal

with such a sticky existence? Ifwe are

victims of sexual harassment, we
must come forward and be willing to

weather the possibilities in order to

make a better future for those that

I follow. We must no longer accept the

notion that boundaries, and models of

appropriateness are "P.C"; they are

simply a human right.

We must also advocate a new conv
mittee that will make changes to the

current policy. This committee

should have a high percentage of stu-

dent and staff input, and the repre-

sentatives should be approved by
GSA and USAC. The committee

should seek to implement a new.

friendlier policy as soon as possible.

Those that arc concerned about

sexual harassment should make
Chancellor Albert Camesalc and
Vice Chancellor Winston Doby's

offices aware of their concerns and
ask that they take action immediately.

If they are interested in serving

student needs and interests, they will

neither pass the buck nor deny the

clear problems but will instead seek

to chj^nge these problems.

Those who can change the policy

are right here on the campus; the

political will simply must be there.

RUTTENBERG
From page 21

in USAC were brought to light, (see,

for example, "Students First! accused

ofcampaign fraud," Jan. 29, in

which former USAC member Robert

Rhoan accuses USAC of illegal cam-

paigning) an unexpected chaos has

been caused because of a new rift in

Students First! - the political party

which controls USAC and its well

over one-million-dollar budget.

Responsively, Students' first! has

kicked off this year's political season

early. Students First! needs more

constituents to get re-elected and will

go to any length to find them. I fail to

see how the rally on Iraqi sanctions

helped the interests of students on

campus. Kandea and her crew, now
backed by the Muslim Student

Association (yet another endorsing

group which can now donate money
to the spring campaign), failed to

present an educational aspect to the

scene. Rather than promoting a dis-

play of intdlectual exchange between

two sides ofa differing argument, a

UCLA anthrop<riogy professor was

brought in, who merely spewed out -

nK>re propaganda with v^ich to

dWert students' attention from the

real issues.

Bruinsi, don't get me wrong. I am
not saying that I am in support of

sanctions on Iraq, nor am I saying

the oi^;x>site. But what I am saying is

that UCLA students need to be

aware of the questionable motives of

your student leaders. How about

instead of screaming, "Qinton,

Albright, you can't hide," disturbing

classes where students are actually

learning, you do something produc-

tive and fulfill empty promises made
last year. What happened to expand-

ing the book-lending program, or

helping students deal with the new

teduiology fee? What happened to

incorporating the Inter-Fraternity

Council and the PanheUenic Council

- the two largest Student Advocacy

Groups (SAGs) on campus - into

USAC? They currently receive no •

USAC funds - zero, zip. Where is

their share of the students' money?

Why have they not received anything

in the past three years? Why were

they turned away from funds when

holding a seminar on rape preven-

tion? I ask you, Kandea and Stacy,

where were you when they were hold-

ing their rallies? What about fighting

construction delays (I think De Neve

Dr. is still closed by the dorms!), or

the closing of Hershey Hall, or inade-

quate parking for student com-

muters? What happened to working

closely with the Office of Residential

Life (ORL) and all of those "meet-

ings on the hill" Kke you promised?

Oh, and congratulations on recently

appointing a new election board

chair for this school year! Hmm,
when was the deadline for that? I

believe it was last simimer, 1997!

Don't you think that the 10 percent

of the students on campus that voted

for you deserve answers? What have

you done for the people here - the

people of UCLA? Well at least we

know what you have done for your-

self - you got a pay raise (ka-ching

kaching)!

. For those of you who want to

know about Iraq, ask someone who
understands the intricacies of the

subject. Take a class that addresses

such an issue, perhaps Political
!

Science 120 or HC 97 But do not be
i

brainwashed by student "leaders"

who are missing the forest for the

trees. If you want to know about

Darwin's theories, ask the professor

they chose to "educate" the students

at the rally. But if you want to know

about American politics, foreign poli-

cy, and the true nature of the situa-

tion in the Middle East, ask a politi-

cal-science professor. And ifyou

want to see student government real-

ly putting "students first," voice your-

self with your vote against such

behavior. The choice is yours. All I

can do is bring it to your attention.

(My Bruin Viewpoint TlNinday,Mafdi12,1998 23
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT
Feminist perspectives

^lor to history of blues

: • •

BOOK: Davis examines

role of post slavery music

for African Americans

ByJ.JionlPaliner

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A bunch of old-timers bumpin'

and grindin', drinking moonshine in

a juke joint. This image might come
to mind when mentioning the blues.

"Blues Legacies and Black

Feminism," by Angela Y. Davis

applies a critical feminist lens to this

down-home creation. Davis does so

with precision and expertise despite

the book's dense historical context.

As the first form of post-slavery

music, Davis argues that the blues is

essential to understanding the myri-

ad issues confronting the African-

American community at that time.

At its most basic level, the blues

express the newfound freedoms

enjoyed by

African

Americans. If

spirituals (a

contemporary
rival of the

blues) are

refined rcfiec-

tions of Black

folks' souls,

then the blues is

a guttural

expression of

what it is to be

Black and poor:

"Emerging during the decades fol-

lowing the abolition of slavery, the

blues gave musical expression to the

new social and sexual realities

encountered by African Americans

as free women and men," writes

Davis. ~

BOOK REVIEW

BhiesLegacMS

and Black Feminisin

Author Angela Y.Davb

PuUbher Pantheon

Boots

Prior $27.50

hardcover

Grade

••.•••
MARK OrrTMBt/IMly Bniin

"Blues Legacies" vividly demon-
strates how the blues grew directly

out of the experiences and musical

traditions of the slavery era.

"Blues make abundant use of

humor, satire, and irony, revealing

their historic roots in slave music,

wherein indirect methods of expres-

sion were the only means by which

the oppression of slavery could be

denounced.

"In this sense, •

the blues genre -•^^^—^^^
is a direct

descendant of

work songs,

which often

relied on indirec-

tion and irony to

highlight the

inhumanity of

slave owners so

that their targets - —'.

were sure to mis-

understand the intended meaning."

Two themes that also permeate the

blues include travel and sexuality.

Davis surmises that the manifesta-

tion of these issues, both severely

restricted under slavery, represent

African-Americans' desire to explore

previously uncharted areas.

Davis, through careful analysis of

the lyrics and careers of Gertrude

"Ma" Rainey, Bessie Smith and Billie

Holiday, explores how these women
produced latent expressions of femi-

nist and working-class conscious-

ness.

However, "Blues Legacies and
Black Feminism" does not attempt to

Davis' ability to notice

how even the slightest

vocal nuances hold

meaning demonstrates

her keen listening skills.

paint these three artists as rabid

advocates of a feminist agenda.

Cognizant that most utterances of

feminism were often unbeknownst to

the artist, Davis demonstrates how
the treatment of so-called private

issues like domestic violence and
homosexuality belong in the public

domain. Davis acknowledges that

feminist activists of the '60s and '70s

would dismantle the public/private

dichotomy: -

"The historically omnipresent

secrecy and silence regarding male

violence is linked to its social con-

struction as a private problem

sequestered behind impermeable

domestic walls, rather than a social

problem deserving political atten-

tion."

In addition to prominent themes

of travel and sexuality, Davis also

alludes to hip-bop. Although she

makes only occasional references to

the hip4)op music and culture, a close

reading of the text will reveal many
parallels
between these

two musical gen-

res. For

instance, while

examining
Bessie Smith's

"Poor Man
Blues," a song

critiquing the

economic blight

of the Black

community,
Davis con-

cludes:

"Its impassioned denunciation of

injustices would be repeated time and
time again across the continuum of

black music - in Wues, in jazz, in

rhythm and blues, in funk and in rap.

This pioneering song established

social protest themes as legitimate

content for African-American popu-

lar music."

The identification of the blues as

the genesis of social protest in

"African-American popular music,"

recognizes the progressive elements

of hip-hop firmly within the tradition

of Black music. Other comparisons

can also be drawn. For example hip-

hop, like the blues, has been dis-

missed as a "low" cultural expression

^ ,. , „ and dlitcii chided
^'^""^"^'~

for the preva-

lence of lyrics

dealing with sex

and violence.

Davis' ability

to notice how
even the slight-

est vocal

nuances hold

meaning demon-

strates her keen

listening skills.

Such attention to detail allows for a

fuller examination of the subject mat-

ter at hand. Augmenting an already

thorough analysis, Davis has includ-

ed the complete works of Gertrude

"Ma" Rainey and Bessie Smith in the

appendix.

"Blues Legacies and Black

Feminisffl" is a thorough examina-

tion of the blues as rich source of fem-

inist and working-class conscious-

ness in post-slavery Black America.

Davis provides invaluable insight

into the plethora of issues encoun-

tered by African-Americans as they

embraced their new freedom.

UCLA Cenlet tw ihe Pcfiormng Arts

Batsheva goes beyond the modem genre by mbcing styles from ballet to breakdancing.

Israel's Batsheva^

Dance Company

doesn't restrict

itself to one style
The Israeli dance troupe Batsheva performs Friday through Sunday at the Veterans Wadsworth The

UCIA Center^ (he nerfonninfAm

ByTwryTanf
Dally Bruin Contributor

Classifying Batsheva Dance Company in one
genre is no easy spin around the dance floor. But
the dancers' willingness to stretch the human body
to new heights has earned them an audience which
spans across the globe.

Journeying from their native land of Israel,

Batsheva will take the stage at Veterans
Wadsworth Theater this Friday. Although the

group always enjoys entertaining a new audience,

Batsheva's dancers remain just as focused on
pushing themselves physically.

"The ^motional state they are in is very impor-

tant. It is never relaxed," says Ohad Naharin, the

group's artistic director and choreographer.

"There is a very soft quality sometimes, but there

is always an alertness. You can see a cat sleeping

but you know that if it just senses you, it will

jump."

Famous for high-energy routines, Batsheva
often encompasses a mix of styles from ballet to

breakdancing.

Combined with music and film accompani-
ments. Batsheva's shows have often been labeled

as modern pop concerts. Howe\er, Naharin refus-

es to let his work fall under the larm modern.
"For me, modern was a mo\t.iient that wanted

to abolish the past and start c^ttything new. For

• i

me, the past is very important and I think every-

thing we know is because we remember the past -

not just dancers, people," explains Naharin. "It

gives me reference, information, inspiration."

As choreographer, Naharin teaches the

dancers about the importance of researching com-

position, form and new styles.

"Creating, making up things, was always part

of myself. I tested myself with writing, music,

sculpture, making up stories," Naharin says. "I

always had a passion for it. And when I fell into

dance, it was natural that I would start doing that

too."

As one of the most famous dance companies in

Israel, Batsheva demands a strict schedule of

rehearsals and tours from its dancers. With only a

one-month summer vacation, dancers spend the

rest of the year practicing six days a week, eight to

10 hours a day. The troupe gives at least 90 per-

formances each year.

Batsheva also expects flexibility from its audi-

ence. Although some of Naharin s pieces incor-

porate aspects of Jewish culture, viewers do not

need a cultural understanding to enjoy them-

selves. They do not need a beginning, middle and
end in a dance piece to arrive at their own inter-

pretation.

"I like that feeling of dialogue with my audi-

Sce MTSKVA, page 32

In Their upconntng movie ''Wild

Things" Neve Compbell, Kevin

BocoA^Molt Dillon and Deoise

Wchorcfc ore doingTSome prerty

wild fhinqsrTraughf<wllh plot fwbfs.

the filrr\ b Ml of boci*;Sfobblng end
surprise. Ve rboog^t fhe ooof

should look the port, so go oheod
and dress up these pc^jer dolls os

wildly OS posstble. Nore to the

Qvefoge Qwin; Nvlld does nor

equol^noKed Tbrn yout entries into

KerdkoffHA by Fndby or 5 p.m.

or>d winners will winj^|N& posses ro

the film as well asHiild" stuff.

iMKOM
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Director
AWARD: Oscar nod for

best foreign film could

encourage investments

By Stephanie Shch

Daily Bniin Senior Staff

Even after having made the mcwt

successful film ever in Brazil, director

Bruno Barreto had to leave the coun-

try because he could not make films

anymore.

Due to hyper inflation, Him pro-

duction in Brazil came to a standstill

and Barreto left for the States. Then

after roughly eight years, Barreto

returned to Brazil to make "Four

Days in September" and got an

Academy Award nomination out of

it.

This latest film, which is currently

playing in theaters, was nominated

for Best Picture in the Foreign Film

category. The bearded Barreto sat

down with the Bruin in the Miramax

Los Angeles ofTices last week to talk

about what the o<Hnination means to

him and his country.

"God, it means a lot," says

Barreto, easing into his chair. "First

of all, it pays offwhen you work your

butt off. I spent like 10 years trying to

get this film made."

Based on a true event, "Four Days

in September" chronicles the standoff

that took place when young revolu-

tionaries kidnapped the American

to revive Brazilian movie industry
Ambassador.

Actor Alan Arkin, who |:4ays the

American Ambassador Charles

Elbrick, says that what interested him

about the film was the fact that at the

surface level it is a political thriller,

but the audience ends up caring about

everyone in the movie.

"You end up having a sense of indi-

viduality and purpose ofeverybody in

the nim without saying this is a good

person and this is a bad person,"

Arkin explains.

Barreto had to go through 10 years

and six different writers in order to

create the world of the Brazilian dic-

tatorship's censorship and oppres-

sion.

"The dictatorship was heavily sup-

ported by the American government

at the time," explains Barreto. "That's

something that not a lot of people

know. So I think that the Oscar nomi-

nation enhances and brin^ attention

to a very important subject matter

that I wish tliere were more films

madeabout." ^—

—

Like Barreto, "Fourl^ry^ lias a

good mix of American and BrazSian

elements. The director has made four

films here, including "Carried Away"
and "A Show of Force."

"It's significant that 1 got nominat-

ed because of the fact that my career

is pretty established here before 'Four

Days,'" Barreto says, circling his fin-

gers on a table top. "Exactly because

ofthat fact, the nomination is very sig-

nificant, that they already know me as

a director that can make films any-

where."

Though Barreto is still based in

America, he has been reading and

hearing about what the nomination

means to the Brazilian people.

"It's like the World Cup," he says.

"It's like soccer."

Barreto says that after the

Brazilian B team lost a soccer game a

couple of weeks ago, "the morale was

\try low and when the film was nomi-

nated they said, 'Oh yeah, we lost, but

we got nominated.' So, that's the way

a lot people feel in Brazil."

Since his eight year-departure,
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Director Bruno Bairtto (right) with actor Alan Arkin on the set ofFour Days in September.'
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Your Cheapest Ride

to Europe this Summer
is CityBird Airlines

Low Fares "Scheduled Service"

New Generation Wide-Body Jets

— What a Deal!
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Putting their footsteps down on film I

American distributors turn

DANCE* Fellowships let

students capture essence

in their documentaries

By Mtgan Didnrson
Dally Bruin Contributor

Going down the stairs of UCLA's
Fowler building, through the locked

door to the poster-strewn dance

office and into a space the size of a

walk-in closet, one finds dancer Lisa

Gross.

Surrounded by monitors, editing

switchboards and thick orange

cords, she stares intensely at a man
on a flickering screen, fast forward-

ing a tape. In the ninth week of her

UCLA National Dance/Media
Fellowship to preserve dance on
film, Lisa Gross is tired.

"I'm editing a rough sample of

the film because our grant proposals

are due," says Gross, a Los Angeles

dancer, choreographer and film-

maker.

One of eight fellows chosen from

across the country, Gross has been

devd(^>ing a documentary of street

movement and dance.

"It's an observation of different

cultures overlapping, observation of

the relationship between strangers,"

she continues. "(The project) has

just been with me for a long time,

because my focus was mainly dance

and film."

This unique perspective on dance

and film is the focus of the 10-week

fellowship, which ends next week.

Eight members of the dance world,

including two UCLA graduate stu-

dents, participated in a series of

intensive workshops administered

by the department of World Arts

and Cultures.

In an area where documentation

is often neglected due to lack of

money or time, these dancers-cum-

nimmakers are learning to record

dance in a way that transmits its

essence. ~~ ~'
' ".

'Dance is such a

visceral experience.

You lose that in trying

to really deposit work

on the screen."

Jo Pariws

UCLA dance MFA student

"(Dance) is such a visceral experi-

ence, you lose that in trying to really

deposit work on the screen," says Jo

Parkes, a UCLA dance MFA stu-

dent and choreographer who has

served as a day-to<lay point person

for the program. "And it is often a

i)oor substitute for the Uve perfor-

MHKiva '-'— - ' < '

- -—:—'—;—'

The feOowship is one aspect of

the "Save As: Dance" partnership,

which also encompasses the

National Initiative to Preserve

America's Dance (NIPAD). While

NIPAD preserves already existing

film and bestows grants for further

work on one hand, the fellowship is

the creative side of the partnership.

The fellowship provides selected

members of the dance community
with technical training, research

and leadership s^ctivities, Parkes

says.

Fellows learn new documentation

techniques through field work and

two or three-day workshops led by

distinguished dancers and cine-

matographers. Using cutting-edge

video and editing equipment, they

hone their camera skills by shooting

undergraduate world arts and cul-

tures dance classes in the morning

and analyzing the footage in the

afternoon.

"There's so little money in the

dance world," says Parkes, who is

also a dancer. "The facilities, the

cameras and the editing system are

so expensive in the real world that

the chance to have the time, just

when you're not waitressing or

doing anything else, just to really do
your work, is an amazing gift."

Members of the Los Angeles

dance community aiHf the UCLA
faculty led multi-day residencies,

discussing topics from public broad-

casting to lighting and sound.
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away from seductive 'Lolita'

MOVIE: Director blames

Hollywood's moral

cowardice for rejection

By Caryn James
The New York Times

Jeremy Irons has a look of

anguished despair on his face,

which is splattered with droplets of

blood. He slumps against the win-

dow as he drives an old wooden-

sided station wagon, swerving on
and off a country road. In one

bloodied hand he holds a bobby pin

as if it were the greatest ti-easure on

earth; on the seat beside him is a

p»n.

Then Humbert Humbert, the

man who has loved a 12-year-old

girl, begins his long confession. In

voice-over. Irons offers the most

famous lines from one of the most

poetic, romantic novels ever writ-

ten: "Lolita, Ught of my Ufe, fire of

my loins. My sin, my soul, L&4ee-

ta."

This opening scene of unexpect-

ed power sets the tone for Adrian

Lyne's fibn "Lolita." Like Vladimir

Nabokov's novel, it is an eloquent

tragedy laced with wit and a serious,

disturbing work of art.

— The latest "Lolita" was rumored

to be something different: an over-

priced movie about a forbidden

subject, and not a very good movie

at that. No longer new, the film has

yet to be shown to American audi-

ences, though it was finished a year

ago.

When 1 saw it last month at a the-

ater in Paris, there was a dispropor-

tionate number of American
tourists in the audience, surely

aware that the film had been reject-

ed by every major distributor in the

United States and might never

appear here at all.

Now that the fihn has opened in

several European cities, to mixed

reviews and middling box-office

returns, its American fate seems

more dismal than ever. In recent

weeks, Pathe, the French produc-

tion company that owns the film,

has come close to selling it to

Showtime, which would make
"Lolita" the most expensive, high-

est-profile film ever to be dtunped

directly to cable television.

There have been last-ditdi efforts

by Lyne and his agent, Jeff Berg of

ICM, to persuade Pathe to sell

"Lolita" to a small American dis-

tributor; that would bring the film

to dieaters in ahandful ofcities, sav-

ing face for the director. Either pos-

sibOity may still come through. But

if "Lolita" is not quite dead, it is.
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Studios slowly waking up to increasing Latino audience
DEMOGRAPHICS: Though in the fastest-growing ethnic

group of moviegoers, few films addressed to Latinos

By BcfiMrt WciiWMib
The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD - Latino movie-

goers are the fastest-growing ethnic

group among film audiences, an

industry report says, and Hollywood

studios have begun - some say too

slowly - to make movies that appeal

to them.

The report, issued Tuesday by the

Motion Picture Association of

America, the lobbying arm of the

movie business, said that ticket sales

to Latino people rose 22 percent in

1997. Nationally, Latino moviegoers

outnumber African American ones,

the report says. "The fastest growing

admissions group is Hispanics," said

Jack Valenti, the head of the associa-

tion.

He made his comments in an

annual report on the movie business

at the yearly convention of theater

owners, called Showest, in Las Vegas.

The report said movie attendance

was at an all-time high, and ticket

sales reached a record $6.4 billion

last year.

Bill Gerber, co-president for

worldwide theatrical production at

Warner Brothers, said that last year

the success of the fllm "Selena," in

which Jennifer Lopez played the

charismatic Tejano singer who was

poised on international stardom

when she was killed, had made the

studio aware of the potential Latino

movie audience. The film grossed

$35 million, a success, but did not

quite cross over into the non-Latino

audience.

"The excitement around 'Selena'

was overwhelming in the Latino com-

munity and around the country,"

Gerber said. "We're conscious of

that audience and the stars that

appeal to that audience."

Such stars as Lopez, Salma Hayek

and Antonio Banderas have emerged

as sought-after performers partly

because of their appeal to Latin audi-
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Complete Family Dental Care
te

20",, OFF tor all

UCLA students

& faculty w/ valid ID

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
SERVICE

• Children from 4 Years Old

• Emergency Patients Are Welcome
• Cosmetic Dentistry

• Crown & Bridge

• Gum Treatments & Surgery

• Dental Laminates (Veneers)

• Amalgam Free Hllings

• Dentures & Partials

• Night Guards

• Snoring Aids

• Attiletic Mouth Guards

• Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

For Your Sterilization Concerns:

Indivkiiial Watir SystMiww ProvMtd.

AM InstranMnIi and Hand Picon are HMt StMll/td.

* Special Amenities: Stereo headphones,

Movies & Virtual Reality Glasses are Provided.

(310) 670*2200
SATURDAY AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS

6820 La Tijera Bivd. Suite 205, L,A., CA 90045

£ V £ ff K TIME
1650 Westwood Blvd. $^^

elweeen Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire I I
(310)470-1558 „ " "
A-? 8-9 • Sat. 8-7 • Sun 10-5 iidlTCUtS
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FELLOWS
From page 27

Spealcers included Michael Kidd,

the Tony Award-winning choreogra-

pher of "Guys and Dolls" and
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,"

and Ken Brecher, director of the

Sundance Institute.

The broad expertise of the work-

shop leaders and fellows, which

include an animator and several

videographers. lends itself to a revo-

lutionary learning environment,

says Sue Fan, assistant director of

the Center for Intercultural

Performance.

"We're looking at a broader inter-

pretation of dance documentation,

in the sense that here we're looking

at the relationship between dance

and media and also investigating

new approaches to dance and its

documentation," Fan says. "We're

trying to create a place where people

really invent and create. We're push-

ing the boundaries of dance docu-

mentation."

The results range from Gross'

documentary of street movement to

fellow Laura Margulies' animated

recording of hula dancing. Fellow

Bridget Murnane, a producer, direc-

tor, writer, teacher and editor from

Massachusetts, used the fellowship

to work with local choreographers to

record dance performances in old

movie theaters.

With the success of the program's

inaugural year, fellowship director

Judith Mitoma, also chair of the

world arts and cultures department,

considers adding a dance documen-

tation element to the graduate

department.

"I feel the fellowship is now an

important contribution to the field

of dance, as well as to our develop-

ment of advanced study in dance

and nim in the department of world

arts and cultures," Mitoma says.

"The professional equipment will be

used in future years by the advanced

students, for students seeking

advanced degrees in fllm and

video."

As the fellows work to finish their

NIPAD grant proposals, the fellow-

ship administrators work to extend

the fellowship grant past the year

2000^ According to directors, the

most far-reaching effects of the pro-

gram's historical preservation have

yet to be seen.

"The future of dance is not going

to exist unless we know ^hat the past

is," Parks says.

DANCE:The department of world arts

and cultures is currently accepting

graduate applicants for next year's

fellowship, which will take place from

January 1 1 to March 19 of 1999. The

application deadline is May 15. For

more information on the 1999

Fellowship, contact Ming Ng at 206-

1867. The 'Save As: Dance' program

can also be found on the web, at

http://save-as-dance.org/.
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POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATION: A ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
PLUSAMOKYHLY SAURYMtfD ONE PARKING
SPACE.

PVTIPS BSCLVPE ;

Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

Participating in weekly meetings with staffand

management.

Working a flexible schedule.

Analyzing situations, defming problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
UCLA graduate student.

Must possess excellent communication skills

(written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with stoAnli, staff, and co—
woricers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

Leadership experience.

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North

625 Landfair Ave. # 1

Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM
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"Give people the very best.

That 's why I'm proud ofour unique products

and this restaurant. Come seefor yourself.
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like Humbert in the opening scene,

bloodied, beaten down and reaching

the end of the road. Unlike Humbert,

it doesn't deserve this fate.

Lyne blames Hollywood's moral

cowardice for the rejection of

"Lolita," pointing out, "TTic commu-
nity is not renowned for making

courageous decisions."

Hollywood distributors blame the

quality of the film. "No one liked it

enough" is the remarkably consis-

tent, though anonymous, chant from

many who turned it down.

Like VJadimir Nabokov's

novel, it is an eloquent

tragedy laced with wit

and a serious,

disturbing work of art.

There is something to both argu-

ments and no single reason for the

rejection of "Lolita." And while there

is no other case quite like it, the

movie's tortured life reveals much
about the social climate of the coun-

try, about Hollywood and money,

and about the dwindling audience for

serious art films.

"In Hollywood, if there's a good

movie, no matter what's going on in

it, somebody's going to buy it," said

one of the distributors who disliked

the film, arguing that the subject

"Seemed too real" and wondering,

"Who are you going to like in the

movie?" Those objections perfectly

represent Hollywood's problems

with the film.

it's true that the story of Humbert

Humbert is not a crowd pleaser.

Following the novel faithfully, the

film lets Humbert tell of arriving in

the New England town of Ramsdale

in 1947 and marrying the horrifyingly

bourgeois Charlotte Haze (played by

Melanie GrifTith) to be near her entic-

ing daughter, Lolita (Dominique

Swain). When Charlotte dies,

Humbert embarks on a sexual rela-

tionship and an extended road trip

with Lolita.

More important, the film is faith-

ful to Humberi's description of him-

self as "an artist and a madman," who
eventually realizes he has been repre-

hensible in his treatment of Lolita.

But the subtlety and ambiguity of the

character demand a sophistication

not usually found in movie-marketing

campaigns. In Hollywood, "Lohta"

was often reduced to nothing more
than a movie about sex with a minor.

"Maybe this is a movie

people will come
around to."

Adrian Lyne

Director •

Many distributors noted that the

JonBenet Ramsey murder and the

child murders by a pedophile in

Belgium, cases that hit the headlines

when "Lolita" was being shopped

around, made the film even trickier to

market, presenting the specter of

conservative opposition to it. One
person whose company passed said

of Lolita's character, "In this climate

of greater sensitivity, people reacted

to her not as a nymphet but as a

child."

This is a common response, but a

peculiar one. Swain looks like an ado-

lescent, not a little girl. And if any-

thing, It should be easier today to sec

I Lolita as a nymphet rather than a

child

Sexually precocious teenagers are

more common in the '90s than they

were in 1962, when Stanley Kubrick's

"Lolita" appeared. (In that weirdly

distorted film, James Mason's

Humberi comes across as a dirty old

man, leering at Sue Lyon as Lolita.)

But the sex-with-a<hild theme clearly

scared distributors away.

These are not yahoos talking, but

business people who had no reason to

take a risk on what they saw as a

failed movie. "If you're going to

offehd the parents of America," one

of them wryly put it, "you might as

well do it with a film you love."

"Lolita" is certainly not flawless. It

is dully repetitious in the last 40 min-

utes as Humbert and Lolita travel the

country and he becomes increasingly

suspicious that they are being trailed

(nothing a deft 15-minute cut in the 2-

hour-17-minute film couldn't fix).

That weakness is minor when
weighed against so many stunning

and emotionally-gripping qualities.

The most dazzling is Irons' perfor-

mance, among his absolute best One
of NabokQv's brilliant choices was to

cast the novel as Humbert's memoir,

to have him look back with wistful-

ness, enduring love and horror at his

affair with Lolita, and to redeem him-

self through the beauty of his lan-

guage. "Oh, my Lohta, I have only

words to play with!" he says.

Language is essential to "Lolita,"

and Irons captures Humbert's voice

perfectly. In the Random House
audio book, he reads the novel (II

1/2 hours long) with a sensitivity to

the language that conveys all of

Nabokov's humor, passion and lyri-

cism. (The audio book is one of the

movie's great side benefits.)

In HollywoodTollta"

was often reduced to

nothing more than a

movie about sex with a

minor.

But the film avoids the trap of

making "Lolita" too literary on
screen. Irons' narration flows grace-

fully in and out of the film, enough to

capture Nabokov's poetry but not so

much that viewers fed the movie is

being explained. His face registers

Humbert's conflicting emotions,

often of lust and sorrow at the same
time. His performance alone would

make "Lolita" worthwhile; around

him, the movie is filled with visual tex-

ture and drama.

When Hollywood decided this film

was not good enough, that meant it

was not good in a predictable, main-

stream way. The audience for

"Lolita" is most likd) an art-house

audience, and that came as a shock.

After all, Lyne's track record for

commercial hits inchides

"Flashdancc," "Fatal Attraction"

and "Indecent Proposal."

With "Lolita," the director's repu-

tation may have boomexanged
against him. Nobody expected Mr.

Fatal Attraction to turn out an art

film; maybe that's why the budget

was allowed to mushroom (to more
than $50 million), as production took

place all over the United States. With

its sweeping vistas, its re-creations of

tacky tourist motels ("Eat and Sleep

in a Teepee" reads one sign), its beau-

tifully photographed small towns,

"Lolita" looks extravagant on screen.

But extravagance is the last thing

an art film can afford - especially one

that cannot be sold on its sex appeal.

Sex is not explicitly depicted in the

film, which was not necessarily the

original idea.

"I sat with a lawyer for six weeks in

1996 in a cutting room," said Lyne, in
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a conversation about "Lolita" in New
York two weeks ago. The 1996 ChQd
Pornography Prevention Act meant

that he had to cut scenes that suggest-

ed Swain (then IS years old) was hav-

ing sex, even though those scenes

were filmed with a body double.

After that, the film was submitted to

the Motion Picture Association of

America and got an R rating.

And "Lolita" did not come with

the artistic cachet that leads to

Academy Award nominations either.

It is not a sweeping romance like

"The EngHsh Patient." Though
Irons' performance is at least as good

as any nominated this year, what are

the odds that he would be nominated

for playing Humbert Humbert?

As Lyne says of Humbert. "It's

hideous what he does, and at the end

of the novel it breaks your heart.

People don't want to sympathize with

a pedophile." It is hard to imagine the

Oscar campaign.

Of course Humbert is disturbing;

"Lolita" in all, its incarnations is

meant to be seductively disturbing.

And some of the problems in finding

a distributor for the Lyne film speak

directly to the different impact of

novels and movies.

It is one thing to read Humbert's

memoir and hear him describe Lolita

as a coquette, and to write of their

first sexual encounter, "1 am going to

tell you something very strange; it

was she who seduced me." How
much is he embellishing in his imagi-

native tale?

It is quite different to see Swain

roll over in bed and kiss Irons pas-

sionately, to whisper in his ear, to act

seductive. Putting the action in front

of a viewer makes it real, even though

we are still confined to Humbert's

skewed perspective.

Yet if the relationship acquires

physical life on screen, that is also

what makes the film powerfully

upsetting. In its most distressing

scene, Lolita sits on Humbert's lap

reading the comics; the camera

moves in on her face, which gradually

registers an unmistakable orgasmic

expression. It is a stomachchuming

moment because she has so clearly, as

Humbert later realizes, had her inno-

cence stolen from her.

"Lolita" asks its audience to con-

front and share the darkest emotions.

But with its uncompromising vision

and its big budget, the film priced

itself out of its market from the start.

Pathe's initial asking price for the

film's American distribution was

around $25 million - necessary con-

sidering what the film had cost, yet

insane considering its Umited art-

house audience.

The price fell fast, but probably

not far enough fast enough, and the

film quickly came to seem like dam-
aged goods. "They set their sights too

high financially at first," Lyne said.

People on both sides agree that in

the later stages money was not the

issue. But by then, even distributors

who could have picked up the film for

Hollywood pocket change (maybe as

little as a million dollars) ran away

from it. "No one thought it would

generate income," as one distributor

put it, or at least not enough to make
it worth the battle.

Even Lyne now acknowledges the

film's limited audience. "It's not nec-

essarily a movie that should be in

2,000 theaters or even 1,000," he said.

But he would like it to be seen on a

screen.

About the possibility that it may
go directly to Showtime, he said: "It

would be a bitter pill if it went

straight to television. I've got noth-

ing against Showtime, but I didn't

make it for television. If it were for

television, I would have made it in

30 days."

But he also says he's getting philo-

sophical. "Maybe this is a movie peo-

ple will come around to," he said.

In fact, I saw "Lolita" a second

time more recently, at a screening

arranged in New York for this arti-

cle. And it works even better when
you're able to sink into its time and

place and character, after the

rumors that swirl around it during

the first viewing - Why can't it be

shown here? Is it as bad as they say?

- have been cleared away Of course,

taking the long view doesn't help the

aging "Lolita" now.

BARRETO
From page 26

Brazil has passed a tax shelter law,

allowing people to invest in feature

film production as an alternative to

paying taxes. This move revived the

film industry and allowed Barreto to

finance "Four Days." But lately

things do not look good for the film

industry.

"After what happened in Asia with

the collapse of the stock market,

Brazil is very fearful that this same

thing can happen to their economy so

they're slashing subsidies," Barreto

explains. "And the tax shelter is a sub-

sidy, because the government is say-

ing, 'Okay you don't have to pay me.

You can invest.' So the law got

slashed 30 percent. They cut per-

cent."

He continues, "And now there is a

big motion in Congress to actually

end the law. If the law ends, the tax

shelter taw, feature film production is

going to stop again. So the nomina-

tion already helps a lot but if the film

wins the Oscar that will be validation

for the Brazilian film industry."

And if the film wins?

"If the film wins an Oscar that's

sort of the biggest validation possible

that a film industry could have,"

Barreto says. "It says, 'Look, we're

being recognized abroad by the

biggest award in the world.' And that

could save the law."

FIUM: Academy Award-nominated film

"Four Days In September' is currently

playing at the Samuel Goklwyn Pavilion

Cinemas in Westside Pavilion.

MOVIES
3

From page 28.

ences. Warner Bros, is discussing a

project with Patricia Manterola, a

top Mexican actress.

But some studio and company
officials pointed out that Hollywood

had not been especially quick to

respond to Latino audiences. There

are few Latino studio executives and

agents and only a handful of direc-

tors, like Edward James Olmos and

Robert Rodriguez.

In recent years there have been

only a few films aimed at Latino

audiences, among the most notable

"Stand and Deliver" (1987), about a

tough East Los Angeles teacher who
inspires his barrio students; "My
Family/Mi Familia" (1995), Gregory

Nava's multigenerational tale about

a Mexican-American family immi-

grating to Los Angeles, and

"American Me" (1992), Olmos' look

at Mexican organized crime.

"We're just slow on the uptake in

Hollywood," said Mike De Luca,

president for production at New
Line Cinema. "Hollywood is such a

huge machine that it takes time for

people to catch up with what's hap-

pening. It'll catch on."
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like Humbert in the opening scene,

bloodied, beaten down and reaching

the end of the road. Unlike Humbert,

it doesn't deserve this fate.

Lyne blames Hollywood's moral

cowardice for the rejection of

"Lolita," pointing out, "The commu-
nity is not renowned for making

courageous decisions."

Hollywood distributors blame the

quality of the film. "No one liked it

enough" is the remarkably consis-

tent, though anonymous, chant from

many who turned it down.

Like VJadimir Nabokov's

hovel, it is an eloquent

tragedy laced with wit

and a serious,

disturbing work of art.

There is something to both argti-

ments and no single reason for the

rejection of "Lolita." And while there

is no other case quite like it. the

movie's tortured life reveals much
about the social climate of the coun-

try, about Hollywood and money,

and about the dwindling audience for

serious art films.

"In Hollywood, if there's a good

movie, no matter what's going on in

it, somebody's going to buy it," said

one of the distributors who disliked

the film, arguing that the subject

"seemed too real" and wondering,

"Who are you going to like in the

movie?" Those objections perfectly

reprtfisent Hollywood's problems

with the film.

It's true that the story of Humbert

Humbert is not a crowd pleaser.

Following the novel faithfully, the

film lets Humbert tell of arriving in

the New England town of Ramsdale

in 1947 and marrying the horrifyingly

bourgeois Charlotte Haze (played by

Mclanie Griffith) to be near her entic-

ing daughter, Lolita (Dominique

Swain). When Charlotte dies,

Humbert embarks on a sexual rela-

tionship and an extended road trip

with Lolita.

More important, the film is faith-

ful to Humbert's description of him-

self as "an artist and a madman," who
eventually realizes he has been repre-

hensible in his treatment of Lohta.

But the subtlety and ambiguity of the

character demand a sophistication

not usually found in movie-marketing

campaigns. In Hollywood, "Lolita"

was often reduced to nothing more
than a movie about sex with a minor.

"Maybe this is a movie

people will come
around to."

Adrian Lyne

Director

Many distributors noted that the

JonBenet Ramsey murder and the

child murders by a pedophile in

Belgium, cases that hit the headlines

when "Lolita" was being shopped

around, made the film even trickier to

market, presenting the specter of

conservative opposition to it. One
person whose company passed said

of Lolita's character, "In this climate

of greater sensitivity, people reacted

to her not as a nymphet but as a

child."

This is a common response, but a

peculiar one. Swain looks like an ado-

lescent, not a little giri. And if any-

thing, it should be easier today to see

Lolita as a nymphet rather than a

child.

Sexually precocious teenagers are

more common in the '90s than they

were in 1962, when Stanley Kubrick's

"Lolita" appeared. (In that weirdly

distorted film, James Masoa's

Humbert comes across as a dirty old

man, leering at Sue Lyon as Lolita.)

But the sex-with-a-child theme clearly

scared distributors away.

These are not yahoos talking, but

business people who had no reason to

take a risk on what they saw as a

failed movie. "If you're going to ,

offend the parents of America," one

of them wryly put it, "you might as

well do it with a film you love."

"Lolita" is certainly not flawless. It

is dully repetitious in the last 40 min-

utes as Humbert and Lolita travel the

country and he becomes increasingly -

suspicious that they are being trailed

(nothing a deft 1 5-minute cut in the 2- •

hour-17-minute film couldn't Hx).

That weakness is minor when
weighed against so many stunning

and emotionally-gripping qualities.

The most dazzling is Irons' perfor-

mance, among his absolute best. One
of Nabokov's brilliant choices was to

cast the novel as Humbert's memoir,

to have him look back with wistful-

ness, enduring love and horror at his

affair with Lolita, and to redeem him-

self through the beauty of his lan-

guage. "Oh. my Lohta, I have only

words to play with!" he says.

Language is essential to "Lolita,"

and Irons captures Humbert's voice

perfectly. In the Random House

audio book, he reads the novel (II

1/2 hours long) with a sensitivity to
-

the language that conveys all of

Nabokov's humor, passion and lyri-

cism. (The audio book is one of the

movie's great side benefits.)

In Hollywood,"Lolita*

was often reduced to

nothing more than a

movie about sex with a

minor.
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Byt the film avoids the trap of

making "Lolita" too literary on

screen. Irons' narration flows grace-

fully in and out of the film, enough to

capture Nabokov's poetry but not so

much that viewers feel the movie is

being explained. His face registers

Humbert's conflicting emotions,

often of lust and sorrow at the same

time. His performance alone would

make "Lolita" worthwhile; around

him, the movie is filled with visual tex-

ture and drama.

When Hollywood decided this film

was not good enough, that meant it

was not good in a predictable, main-

stream way. The audience for

"Lolita" is most likely an art-house

audience, and that came as a shock.

After all, Lyne's track record for

commercial hits includes

"Flashdance," "Fatal Attraction"

and "Indecent Proposal."

With "Lolita," the director's repu-

tation may have boomeranged

against him. Nobody expected Mr.

Fatal Attraction to turn out an art

film; maybe that's why the budget

was allowed to mushroom (to more
than $30 million), as production took

place all over the United States. With

its sweeping vistas, its re<reations of

tacky tourist motels ("Eat and Sleep

in a Teepee" reads one sign), its beau-

tifully photographed small towns,

"Lolita" looks extravagant on screen.

But extravagance is the last thing

an art film can afford - especially one

that cannot be sold on its sex appeal.

Sex is not explicitly depicted in the

film, which was not necessarily the

original idea.

"I sat with a lawyer for six weeks in

1996 in a cutting room," said Lyne, in
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a conversation about "Lolita" in New
York two weeks ago. The 1996 Child

Pornography Prevention Act meant

that he had to cut scenes that suggest-

ed Swain (then 1 5 years old) was hav-

ing sex, even though those scenes

were filmed with a body double.

After that, the film was submitted to

the Motion Picture Association of

America and got an R rating.

And "Lolita" did not come with

the artistic cachet that leads to

Academy Award nominations either.

It is not a sweeping romance like

"The English Patient." Though

Irons' performance is at least as good

as any nominated this year, what are

the odds that he would be nominated

for playing Humbert Humbert?

As Lyne says of Humbert: "It's

hideous what he does, and at the end

of the novel it breaks your heart.

People don't.want to sympathize with

a pedophile." It is hard to imagine the

Oscar campaign.

Of course Humbert is disturbing;

"Lolita" in all its incarnations is

meant to be seductively disturbing.

And some of the problems in finding

a distributor for the Lyne film speak

directly to the different impact of

novels and movies.

It is one thing to read Humbert's

memoir and hear him describe Lolita

as a coquette, and to write of their

first sexual encounter, "I am going to

tell you something very strange; it

was she who seduced me." How
much is he embellishing in his imagi-

native tale?

It is quite different to see Swain

roll over in bed and kiss Irons pas-

sionately, to whisper in his ear, to act

seductive. Putting the action in front

ofa viewer makes it real, even though

we are still confined to Humbert's

skewed perspective.

Yet if the relationship acquires

physical life on screen, that is also

what makes the film powerfully

upsetting. In its most distressing

scene, Lolita sits on Humbert's lap

reading the comics; the camera

moves in on her face, which gradually

registers an unmistakable orgasmic

expression. It is a stomach<huming

moment because she has so clearly, as

Humbert later realizes, had her inno-

cence stolen from her.

"Lolita" asks its audience to con-

front and share the darkest emotions.

But with its uncompromising vision

and its big budget, the film priced

itself out of its market from^he start.

Pathe's initial asking price for the

film's American distribution was

around S2S million - necessary con-

sidering what the film had cost, yet

in^ne considering its limited art-

house audience.

The price fell fast, but probably

not far enough fast enough, and the

film quickly came to seem like dam-

aged goods. "They set their sights too

high financially at first," Lyne said.

People on both sides agree that in

the later stages money was not the

issue. But by then, even distributors

who could have picked up the film for

Hollywood pocket change (maybe as

little as a million dollars) ran away

from it. "No one thought it would

generate income," as one distributor

put it, or at least not enough to make

it worth the battle.

Even Lyne now acknowledges the

film's limited audience. "It's not nec-

essarily a movie that should be in

2.000 theaters or even 1,000," he said.

But he would like it to be seen on a

screen.

About the possibility that it may
go directly to Showtime, he said: "It

would be a bitter pill if it went

straight to television. I've got noth-

ing against Showtime, but I didn't

make it for television. If it were for

television, I would have made it in

30 days."

But he also says he's getting philo-

sophical. "Maybe (his is a movie peo-

ple will come around to," he said.

In fact, I saw "Lolita" a second

time more recently, at a screening

arranged in New York for this arti-

cle. And it works even better when

you're able to sink into its time and

place and character, after the

rumors that swirl around it during

the first viewing - Why can't it be

shown here? Is it as bad as they say?

- have been cleared away. Of course,

taking the long view doesn't help the

aging "Lolita" now.

BARRETO
from page 26

Brazil has passed a tax shelter law,

allowing people to invest in feature

film production as an alternative to

paying taxes. This move revived the

film industry and allowed Barreto to

finance "Four Days." But lately

things do not look good for the film

industry.

"After what happened in Asia with

the collapse of the stock market,

Brazil is very fearful that this same

thing can happen to their economy so

they're slashing subsidies," Barreto

explains. "And the tax shelter is a sub-

sidy, because the government is say-

ing, 'Okay you don't have to pay me.

You can invest.' So the law got

slashed 30 percent. They cut per-

cent."

He continues, "And now there is a

big motion in Congress to actually
||

end the law. If the law ends, the tax

shelter law, feature film production is

going to stop again. So the nomina-

tion already helps a lot but if the film

wins the Oscar that will be validation

for the Brazilian film industry."

And ifthe film wins?

"If the film wins an Oscar that's

sort of the biggest validation possible

that a film industry could have,"

Barreto says. "It says, 'Look, we're

being recognized abroad by the

biggest avtflard in the world.' And that

could save the law."

FILM: Academy Award-nominated film

"Four Days In September" is cunently

playing at the Samuel Goldwyn Pavilion

Cinemas in Westside Pavilion.

MOVIES
From page 28.

ences. Warner Bros, is discussing a

project with Patricia Manterola, a

top Mexican actress.

But some studio and company

officials pointed out that Hollywood

had not been especially quick to

respond to Latino audiences. There

are few Latino studio executives and

agents and only a handful of direc-

tors, like Edward James Olmos and

Robert Rodriguez.

In recent years there have been

only a few films aimed at Latino

audiences, among the most notable

"Stand and Deliver" (1987), about a

tough East Los Angeles teacher who

inspires his barrio students; "My
Family/Mi Familia" (1995), Gregory

Nava's multigenerational tale about

a Mexican-American family immi-

grating to Los Angeles, and

"American Me" (1992), Olmos' look

at Mexican organized crime.

"We're just slow on the uptake in

Hollywood," said Mike De Luca,

president for production at New
Line Cinema. "Hollywood is such a

huge machine that it takes time for

people to catch up with what's hap-

pening. It'll catch on."
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eed to get 1^ ^ :
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Or do you just want to get ria or your chest?

Or sofa? Coffee TaUe? Vkatever. o^«^

Heavy Metal Isn 't

The Only Thing
AroundAny More!
DELIVER BRILLIANT

SPECIALIZING IN BRACES
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN

INVISIBLE • EUROPEAN • REMOVABLE • TRADITIONAL
COSMETIC PORCELAIN •SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

low Monihly Paymenti With Ho Finance Charge

20% off for aH UCIA students & faculty witli valid ID*

OrthodontisI Sinct 1980

C9mplim9m9mry iBf

Cmmiwifmflom

mmd 2md Opimhm

Teeth Whitening
upp*r or lower

|ll«g. $200}

BRENTWOOD
ORTHODONTIC CENTER

Cosmetic Dontristy
THE MANY DIFFERENT

APPLICATIONS:
* Fractured or chipped teeth

* Stained or discolored teeth

* Large spaces or gaps between teetn

* Rotated or crooked teeth

* Reshaping malformed teeth

* Tetracycline stained teeth

* Strotghtening teeth in some cases

BEFORE AFTER

(310) 826-7494
11 645 W'LSHIRE BLVD. #802
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

TWO
LOCATIONS

(714) 552-5890
18124 CULVER DRIVE, #A

IRVINE, CA 92714
imttM^

'The traaimani will be a> (ollows; $1000.00
plus $100.00 for eoch month of traatmani

rendered for metol braces, $900 00 plus

$100 00 for eoch month of treotmani
rendered for removable braces end
$1700 00 plus $125 00 per month for

ceromic braces, $200.00 for diagnostic

study model and $175.00 for formal

consultation.

DoMination

irect Deposit

W VISA Check Card

Looks like Credit, Acts Like Cash
.re»

T Access Anywhere Online Banking

Your Online Source to Your Financial Information

Student VISA

No Annual Fee First \ear

I ow fntroductorv Rates

i ravel Dividends and UiSi^i

Up to $5000

" Auto Loans
|Tr> to lOCi'-:

ikl

V
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BATSHEVA
From page 24

ence. And to have a dialogue, you

need someone who listens, who
sees, one with imagination, who is

alert. It is not a matter of under-

standing dance," Naharin says.

Approaching its 3Sth year.

Batsheva originated as a modern

dance company in Tel Aviy. The

dance troupe has taken center stage

in many countries such ^ Brazil,

Japan and areas throughout

Europe.

Although touring can be hectic,

the group thrives on displaying their

dancing in new countries and keeps

from making any cultural compar-

isons.

"Audience is increasing

tremendously in the last

years In Israel, I think, in

a way due to Batsheva,"

Ben-Ami Einav

General manager of Batsheva

"Home is home and other coun-

tries are just places we visit,"

Naharin explains.

They continue to inspire others,

as well. With the Batsheva

Ensemble - an extension of the

main company - a team of fresh

faces can hone their craft as dancers

or choreographers while encourag-

ing young people throughout Israel

to nourish the passion they have for

dance.

"The ensemble has three main

points: preparing dancers for

mature companies, giving artistic

instruments to young choreogra-

phers to work with dancers, bring-

ing the dance to young audiences all

over Israel with the young compa-

ny," says Ben-Ami Einav,

Batsheva's general manager.

Although unsure about its long-

term prospects, Einav asserts the

dance ensemble -along with the

main company - has played an influ-

ential role in influencing the trends

of Israel.

"Creating ...was always

part of myself. I tested

myself with writing,

music, sculpture,

making up stories."

Chad Naharin

Choreographer

"When I go to a dance perfor-

mance, I feel old. The dance audi-

ence is increasing tremendously in

the last years in Israel, I think, in a

way due to Batsheva," Einav says.

No matter what, Naharin plans

to make the most of his tenure with

the troupe, which has come to feel

like a close-knit family. More than

anything, Naharin wants to show

the results of his research into the

rhythm and coordination of our

bodies.

"I can only give people my work.

I cannot give them the eyes to see it.

So, I hope they have good eyes,"

Naharin jokes.

DANCC: Batsheva Dance Company

performs March 13 and 14 at 8 p.m.

and March 15 at 2 p.m. at the

Veterans Wadsworth Theater. A
CenterStage Lecture with the chore-

ographer will take place one hour

prior to show times. Tickets are $35,

$32 and $9 with UCLA I.D. For more

information, call (310) 825-2101.
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TtanspoftaHon

advertising information

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

,308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Internet
E-Mail: ciassifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http-y/www.dailyforuin.ucia.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Olasaified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

Office Hours
IVlon-Thii: 9:00am-4:00pm

Fffc 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...each addittonal word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...each additk)nai word 1.50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additk)nal word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for vartdble rate

infofTnaQon.

DlfC^VER J|y:rJr/W.is(pfOd]

L A J

Deadlines
ClasstlledUtieAds:

1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 wofldng days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There afe no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin.' We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover, credit cards.

Allow 5 worV^ days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you

are sdling. This mates it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without pnces.

• Avoid at)txeviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand

.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions

m*fmlM}opaililiMt,etfimim,ntm,vMmiiitoiMfmltmV^
•(MwtlMmintlnlNtiw««WtMlht8Mr»poN(9OTnandhcrMr«toni^ ,

afBHWUBiht Brit J^f ot puMtrtloB iiy won.

announcements

1100-2600

W^MP^V

ADVERTISINGMARKETING
F1exit>le houn, new innovative sun-up
coa^Moy needs people widi imagination,

moUvaUon, A the ability to think is more
important lo me than experience.

Good opponunitv to put your ideas into

piactioe ana 10 get paid for it

Phone. 310-305-8680 Fax: 310-822-1127

4000 AMo Accaiiortif
'

4700 AjBtDteerance
4800 Aatellepiir

4800 AHloslor Sale

9000 Veati for Sale

S100 MoUyeycles tor Sale

3200 Partdng

5300 Scooter /Cyde'Repalr
5400 Scooters for Sale

5900 VWrides tor Rent

Ihmi
5800 Resorts /Hotels

5820 Ride» Offered

5840 RideiWMRtad
9880 Tkki/ Shuttle Service

5880 Tkravel Destinations

5700 tkavol tickets

^20 Vacation Packages

Services
9800 1-800 nombers
sooormmmam
8000
0100 PBJniHir/i
8150 Fdrelfln Languages
8200 HeaHft / Beeirty ftinlcM
8380 Legal Advfcie/Moinoyt
8400 Movers /Storage
8800 MttSlC LBSSons
8800 Personal Servioes

6700 ProfessiOMil Servtees

8800 Resumes
8800 fMeconnmntoations
7000 TMorlngOOered
7100 IMDrtngWtated
72001)rpliig

7300 WriUiig Help

Ewptaynicnt

Alcoholics AfKNiynious

ri.liiH>i(,35iyAdwi—
M/T/Wka.ta«aiAM29

.A9-0I9
»ttmm\±\0- MKt fm

Young ambitious

person of good
cuiture^required to

woric in Europe.
MtistbeMBA GRADUATE,
willing to leam and travel

Expaksvx in cotton agricuiture/

tnde preferred. Initial training

will be given. Remuneration will

be offered in accofdance with

experience. Please send C.V. with

salary expected to:

The Advertiser

GO Maja Consulting SA
Via Lavizzari No. 19/A

6850 Mendbrisio, Switzerland.

7400 Buskieini

7500 Career OpnoHwitles

7800 CtiBdCaretNlemi
7700 OiHd Care Wanted

7800 Help wanted
700Q HoMsatitting

8800 Men^iUp
8100 Personal Assistance

8200 Tsmporary Emptornnnl
8300 Vekmteer

8400 Apartments for Rent

8800 Apartmento FiimWied
8800 Coodo/lbwnlMNise for Rent

8700 Coodo/Dmmhoose for Sale

8800 Guesthouse for Rent

8800 House for Rent

0000 HoiMM for sale

0100 HouselMats for Rent /Sale

9200 HousbigNeeded
8300 Room for Help

9400 Room for Rent

0500 Roommates -Prtvats Room
0800 RopiMnates- Shared Room
9700 '

!-W.i»ij<

^^\y^OEDis^^

UNIVERSITY or LA VERTIE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Qualitffns^l Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

• Fii\ancial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

• Certificate • AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:

San Fernando Valley Campus La Verne Campus

21300 Oxnard St. 1950 3rd Street

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 La Verne, CA 91750

(818) 883-0529 (909) 596-1848

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

fm

Freightliner Coq>oration s the North Amencan maricet leader in the design,

development and manufacture of a complete line of technologically-advanced

heavy and medium-duty trucks and specialty vehicles. We have the following

opportunities avaiJabte:

Sales Applications Engineers

If you are a recent college graduate or m the last year of your mechanical or marKi-

facturing degree program, you may be eligibte for our training program for Sales

Applications Engineers at our Portland. Oregon Headquarters. In this program, we

wil teach you how to assist and consult with customers, dealers, and field staff on

specific applicatKXis and models. You vwH also inspect designated ISO's for engi-

neering feasfcility and provide technical feedback to fiekj sales staff. We are kxjking

for energetic outgoing individuals who excel at customer service and have a talent

\or problem solving and troubleshooting Wc wM aho be interviewing stu-

dents, with at least junior standing, for our summer internships in our

Sales Application Engineering Departntent

Wc will be on the UCLA campus Friday, March 13th, at the

Engineering Placement office from 9:ISan>-SK)0pm. Stop by and see

us. You can also fuc your resume in advance to: (503) 73S-S299. In addi-

tion to an exceltent work environment Freightliner offers a competitive compensa-

tion and benefits package. We are an equal opportunity emptoyer, M/F/D/V.

fRElCHTilNFR

Ffeightuner Corporatkdn

www.freightlinertrucks.com

Rewarding Summer
Jobs in the Sierra

National Forest A
Since 1933, GoM Anow
Canp ha* provided a

tradMon«L non-comp«liHve

prograoi for boys and giri*

age* 6-14 located on the

itKMV of Hhntington Lake

We are now hiring group

counselors and inatnictors i

the following activiHes:

• archery • arte k. craft* • Miling • fiahing •

waterakiing* windsurfing* riflery * ropca

course • horaet>ack riding • rock climbii^ •

natuic ftudy • (wianming • Uieguaida •

mountain biking • backpacking • and oO«n

To request en application call

l*M0-55^2267 or visit or web site at

www.geldarrowcaaip.can

FREE CASH GRANTSl
Colege. Schotanhip*. BusinMS. Mtical
Mto. Never repay. Td Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext 0-1 600.

RAISE $500 In one -mtk. FundraWng op-

portunittae avaliMe. No financial oblgalion.

Great for ckjbs. For more information cal:

888-51 -A-PLUS exist.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, lacully and staff: benefit

from hMNXMt Nnandat aanrioaa A on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit ua at Ackarman A-ieval. on-

line at www.ucu.org or caH 310-477-6628

mSKKk NEWS
yuKSXk AmymaD9ymhmmf

H tHymmhmmt
-I>a«alt4 la Oi% CUM of AM A|(t-

137 N. lircliBiil M«i, WA, LA..U 90004

(]|))937-ttl$ «OTLaaifckM.caa

ADULTS WITH AttanHon Deficit Disorder

needed for dtsertaMon study. S5 to complete

queettonnaires. Ihr. WLA or SM. Leave

namef numberO310-315-1901.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Individuals «^ have experienoad anorexia

personally for thaoio study. interviewa^CXies-

k)nnalres. Infonnatton CONFIDENTIAL.
Some recovery neceesary. Nildd: 310471-

80S2.
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I Good Time
Go Greek! ^

t: Roughly 1 in 9 woi

on campus is Greek.

lEGGDONORSl
WANTED

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compenMtlon
$3500.00

Call Mima Navas at

(310)829-6782

MyMnOwIM T)Miia|iMMdi12,199l 35

Fact: The All-Sorority GPA is

^~~^onsistently above the UCLA
All-Women's GPA.

Fact: Sorority alumnae include

federal judges, celebrities, politicij

and artists. VV _±_

HLIPMIO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

I

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compensation.

Call l-88a411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

S9

time you checl

for yourself?

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
M •nonymous egg donore. Ages 19-32. Egg

donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertiie couples. $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGOS, Ketlie

Sne«. Creative Concep<ton.

MEN: Donors needed for inaaminaflon pro-

gram. EspectaUy needed: Latinos. Jewish.

KaHw). African.Americans. 35 or younger

Pleaaa cal 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

UCLA Panhcllenic Sororities invite the

omen of UCLA to our Spring Open Houses

Tuesday, April 7-Thursday, April 9 from

6:00-9:00 pm.

Pick up a schedule aad sign up on Bndn Walk

Ninth and Tenth Weeks!

for sale

2700-4500

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 Income polen-

M. Cal 1 -800-51»4343. Ext. B-10105.

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE. A lot dwaper than

buying it at the copy ptwe. Cal Michale

310824-3820

AAn
POWERBOOK S300C. aoive maMK sciMn,

750 MB HO. 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-

denVEthemet Card. $1400ot)o. Chris 310-

836-2370.

FREE

DIABETIC SCREENING

Ginefic study of diabetes recruifmc

volunteeri 1 8 40 (or diabetes

screening with a standard oral

glucose toleronce test ,2 5 ^"

Qualified subjects who pas

screening test will be invited to

participate in the genetic study of

diabftf s w 'handsome remunerotio

D.taii. roHDr. Ctuu 310 20<^
'^'-''

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QOAUnED RESEARCH
VOLONTEERS.

If you arc 18 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Under Dermatologist Supervision

ANONYMOUS spenn donors needed. Help

infertiie couplea wt^iie receiving financial

oonvenaaim up to tMSmonth and free

»wal»acraef«inB. Coiwwilent hours, fcxaled

m Westwood. Cal MMie 310^4-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
Have you coneidered hetping an infertiie

ooupts? H you're 21-30 years and wilinQ to

help. pleMe cal. Al raoae needed. Compen-

sation $3,500.00. OPTIONS 800-886-9373

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. A« into confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

Sffip Up io ihe LaieL;i in

Recie^roh for PsoriaGis.

Art v|ou Mfffarir^ from pUqus paoriMte?

If you qualify for our research study, you

could recievc study-related treatment at no

cost to you. If you would like more

information, please call:

Lisa at (310) 209-1440

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed tor UCLA research study Receive

$25 tor lab expednieni and developmental

evaluation, and get a scienliAc learning ex-

perience. Cal 310-825-0392.

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOOl

Social psychological experlntent. 1 1/2-

hours. Average $8. UndergraduaM only. Call

310837-2889 or sign up 236 Malnea.

UCLA RISK PERCEPTION STUDY Receive

$10 lor compleling 3 questionnaires. Cauca-

sian, African^mertcan, Mexican-American,

or Talwaneae-Amertcan only. Cal 310^5-

6542.

KITCHEN TABLE: 4 malehing chairs/aolid

oait/excelenl condWon. $250 Futon mat-

trees: trame(ful) so(a-to4>ed/aolid oai(/cov-

er/pHows included. Excellent condition.

$250. 310-204-0736

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY STEARN8*FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dic twln-eel^$119.95, Fulls-$1 69.95,

Queens-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$149.95. Free dalveiy. Beacon Maltrws.

1309 Weetwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79. Ful 188. Queen $139. King $159,

Bunicbeds. Delveriee, Phone OnJersAooept-

ed. 310-372-2337.

Browm hair, Brown eyes, SAT

Scores of 1200-I-. Northern

European - Slavic, English, Irish

heritage. Copy of SAT/grade

transcripts must be attached to

application plus 4 to 5 good

photos. Age 19-30 yrs.

Compensation $5,000.

CtM OfMllvB Cuiotl0oii, Inc.

888-411-EGGS

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unuaed, stored caraM-

ly, good quaWy. MaRraaa, bm, and frame,

$150. Can delver. 310-822-3284.

Classifieds

825-2221
Place your ad un line. It s last and ea- '

—
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The Home Education Network
Qnt:> n.f f-hr> i<?;iHin3 3lobal suppliers of

oniine coniinuins higher education

is now seeking qualified candidates

for the following part-time positions:

• Marketing Assistant

Assistant Manager, Web/Database Projects

• Assistant Course Manager

Starting at $8.25 per hour
(depending on experience)

For complete job descriptions and qualifications, visit

www.then.com/jobs.html

The Home Education Network (THEN) Is the exclusive online provider for UCIA Extension,

the nation's largest single-campus continuing higher education program.

By comblnins technoloslcal Innovation with extraordinary customer service, THEN Is committed to helpins

adult learners around the world access the best in educational resources - anytime, anywhere, at any

stase In life. Since 1996, THEN has distributed online courses to more than 2,000 students from

47 states and U.S. tenitorles and 24 countries.

Be a part of the team that's bringing the world a new way to learn*

Live, Learn and Grow with The Home Education Networic

Send resumes via

Email: jobsethenxom ^

Fax: (310) 794-2604 or

Mail: THEN Office Manager
994 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 650

Los Angeles, CA 90004
No phone calls pieast

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUOINQ Eoon: 130, 160. Lots

of Sodotogy twolcs VidiJdfng: Sodoiogy: 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc Psy.), M150

(Soc of AQBir«g) & IUI162 (Soc of gender).

Art riiatory 58 (reader onty) SoW at cheap-

er price »iar\ ttw UCLA t>ookstore. C«fl 310-

836-1023 lor Michete after 6PM.

WHEa£ FOR SALEI ASA ES-6 186/50R15

ftaw ttras and wheel locks $600 tMs Qvic In-

tegra lisroai Corola. Cal Henry. 310-267-

7948.

•89 WHITH CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-

DO. 4 wheal drive. Fuly loaded, eaoalant

condnon, rtme. CO/slerao. $10,900. *Mm
see. 310479-1484.

•93 TOYOTA TERCEL. WWte. 53M. 2-dooc.

5-apA I*, imi Urea. $5.900. 3104244054.

* Piano Rentals ^
if Low Monthly Rates W
,^Holywood Piano Ranlal Company^

LONQ BOARD'S 2 9 toot trUIn $2SWaa.

MAC powertnok 165C MSW 5.1 lax modem.

$360. Cal Jotwi 31O462-8068.

transpoilatlon

$$GREAT VALUE$$
1991 HONDA ACCORD LX- 4door,

wtiite/blue interior, ac. am^m, ps. pw,

Sepeed. Ewelent condttion. lowner 80K-

miles $7985. 310-8204154

1964 CHEVY- Blue 4door halcht)acli. Eiicet-

lent oondilion. Immaculala Marior. Runs

greet! 108,000 mitaa. $1275 obo. 213461-

9460.

1.986 RELIABLE HONDA CIVIC CRX- Black'

'

5-speed. only 118,000miles, in mint oondl-

tton, new parte^new peint. CD Player. Great

Deal $1900obo. Dave 310-473-7771

1987 VW FOX. 20r., 4-«peed. A/C. Write,

New Brakes, 2 New Tires. RadtoX^ass, 105K

miea. Look»fRuns Qood, Excelent Condi-

tion. $1600.

1989 MUSTANG 5 LX. ConvertaMe black.

71,000 miles. Original owner. $6,500 obo.

Contact Mark 310-248-5115.

1902 ACURA INTEORA OS. 4-(toor au-

tomatic Le««w. A/C, fuly toaded. 45K.

$9900. 310-467-3g97.

MITSUBISHI QALANT 1967 Aulomatk:,

kMided, 78,000ml, very good oon^Mon,

$2500 Ann. 310-454-5314 EveNng or mae-

82-NIGHT HAWK 750. New tires. Pro motor

Nke new. $120a See at 424 Landlair

''Motorcycle* Motor Scooter •Mor^d
UaMMy lwmin« ! nmm ft* I'

_ trm tmmt Man you VitnW
" NoKiddingI
' CaN lor a free quote.

(310) 275-4734

AdvERTisE

classified displax

2()()-]0(i()

external displa\

USA SHUTTLE

1984 HONOA ELITE 90 tor Sila $300 obo.

Mum sal qutekly. Cal 213-3084171 Car-

SEIZED CARS
FROM $175. Porsches. Cadlfcc i. Chevys.

BMWs, CorveHes. Also Jeeps. 4WDs Your

area. To! free 1-800-218-1880k(IA-1650 ky

current liallngs.

•87 TOYOTA TERCEL DX. 2-door fwtch. Au-

tomatk:. Reliable but dented. $1100

2EEU509 310-587-1115

FROM $17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR. Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok. Free miee alowance. Open 7 days/wk.

M^ cradH-canlB aooapted. 1-800-770-

0608.

•
if

•

if

•

$9 to LAX, $6 from LAX
Roundtrip only $t5

Advanced reservat'Kxi required. 10% discount for other a

clestifvitione. $5 for eacli addttiorMJ person in party. ^
888-396-8566

TOLL FREE

Read by 40,000 or more
Interesting, diverse people.

your martcet...your audience...

Advertise - It Works

CIassif!»^.is

825-22^1
Rent that apartment last' ADVERTISt

Bruin
Display

206-301



M ThmdijiMaidiUmi MIy Indn ClwMc4

•«•»)

Good Head!

SMDkk'iGir^

MEXICO OR HAWAn only $2S0rA. Europe

$239o/w. Ott»«r wofWwtd«-<l68flnatton«

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1 -800-575-TECH www.airtech.com

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponaorsIM Great opportunity. Cal now: 1-

800-532-8890.

STUDENTLOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive low-oost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http7/www.ucu.orQ

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

A FREE SESSIONI
Sludent ralaa. PsycholharapyiCounsalno.

Oepreaaion. anxiety, poat-traumaMc slpaaa

dtaKder. Couptes—individuala. Call for t>e«

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC»323e8. 310-578-S9S7.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELIl^EO.
Supportive, confidential counsetino. Anxiety,

depression, relationships. Hypnotherapy for

last preparation. Individuals, couptes. Weat-

wood Vlage. Carole Chasin MA. MFCC.
310-28»^643.

HATHA YOGA CLASSES- Tu-Sal. 10:30am-^

12noon. $10/person. $8 for student wM}.

2349 Westwood Btvd. 1/2 block N of Pteo.

Cli 310-455-2886.

HYPNOTHERAPY- $15/hour. Student at ao-

credtted school o( hypnotherapy In Tanana

needs hours to graduate. CaR EiteenO310>:;

360-3785 for appointmanl.

v.-llr Skin C

Waxing and Facial
|

(310)843-0211

!{ .

i

ACROSS 1
1 Most excellent

5 Eager
9 RIngos

instruments

14 Oivtson word
15 Greeic letter

16 Spoolty

17 Joindosety
18 Smelt stror^
19 Passport item

20 Archimedes'
SfKHJt

22 Crowds
24 Allow

25 Get rid of

(judicial

charges)
27 Swarm
29 Cleverness

30 Type of

dispenser

34 Jurnper from a
plane

39 HMdband tor

Diana
40 Soothing plant

41 Make a
correction in

44 Distort

45 Salamanders
47 Span of time

49 Omitted
52Felows
53 Below
54 SmaH chidrens

59 Wedding
promiaa

62 Popular seafood
64Woodohuck

I 65 AdreasKim—
I 67 Ice sheet

I 69 China/Rusaia
divider

, 70 Rascal

, 71 Rip

, 72 House. Sp.

73 Vegetable dish

74 Laughs
' 75 Was aware o<

PREVIOUS PUZZL£ SOLVED

QD BDQ UdS BUQ

a\2Sa DDQ QGQBDI
Bmam qdoob qdcib

QQaQCisa SDBsmas

DBMS SQSDQ SfflQS

[iDSQmaB naaaQQB
EaHQHfflaH HHEBSHH
E3[!]S SDS QSCl mSS

Honolulu $280

^^QllwUl ••••••••••••• •••^••*^^Vt

San Francisco ^6 •

London $428
rir>i»ii-^

-"-- '—'- MIMSM

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

INSURANCE WAR!
WELL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don1 want

your buaineea. Al drivers. Newly loensed.

Student^stafl/tpcuKy dtooounls. Request the

Bnjin Plan." 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

STaTt.iw

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL'
Best Prices, Same Day

DOWN
1 Cycled
2 Boredom
3 Commotions
4 Ctanemblem
5 Rough
6 tdndof neddine

7 Pieoeofnews
6 SittngBuM's

9 Maarsend
10 Soak, as flax

11 Russia's —
k/lountains

12 Silent performer

13 Quebec's —

21 Gieen-fleshed

fnjil

23 Honey gatherer

26 Pipe part

28 Wat
31 H.H Muoro'a

pen nan>e

32 Chocolate
cootue

33 Grassy area

34 Grit

35 Swiss paimer

36 Catenwaul
37 Hinder

38 Cindrmati

basabaH player

42 Indifferent

43ldaalists

46 Supplied
48 Pavlova or

Mollo
50 Land an—
51 Ukaapooily

insulated

house
55 Rut
56 Jordan's capital

57 Rodent
58MiH(shake

accessory

59 Wfiing fluids

60 Spanish lady

61 -Office
63 Type of cheese
66 FHmdom's

Gardner
68 Acorn bearer

SIA TRAVEL ,,
ni/atiun We've been there. I I STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles. SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«U NOW

^/;^^ef(t.

*310
"Hiking AJVt^ntUf tj"

^356

^315

F«KS AM SUBKCT ID OW««. ESmCTIONV
..Am.Y. _,

1 (aao) 22X000

^llslalEf
MmUlCMMII

Ir^ronceCompdi^y
(310)312-0204

1201 V^/estwood BlvGl.
C2 t>Wf . So. of Wltohitf3

,10904 Lindbrook Diive

^Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

^^)

1020 Westwood Boulevard

L Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

FLY CHEAPII
• HOUND TWPCOUMER ANVMCS*

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WE8TCOAST DEP'S-$478 R/T, Mexico/Car-

lbbaan-$20»-S24g R/T, Hawau-$119 o/w

CaN 310-394-0550 http //ww.airhitch org

ContBmoo Nails
Manicures Pedicures

Rlls & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Blvd. Beverly HWs
(MMn. Gregpry Wiy & Olympic BM.)

Mor>Sat»7pm
Troe PaiWns

NoAppLNeoesaary

cm (»io) gjfeMa ^^

t

i
i\t

wilkCX>MPASSION

d CONFnWKriALITY
KAUNDBMUrU).
UkJUMH
01t)337-lM(

KAnNfCBLAIV. PkO.
LlcJ13?M

iUMnxs uYCHOco, rk. D.

Ubffl«38»

FREEFOOD/ENT.
—http.Z/www.thelaweb.com Los Angeles'

HOTTEST Memat night guide, to DININQ.

ENTERTAINMENT, and EVENTS. En«er Vie

SWEEPSTAKES and win.

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Rat fae^ow ooet/payment plans.

Law offices of While & Assoc (UCLAW-86^

80(M20-99Q8/310-207-2089.

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
LEARN HOW TO MEND YOUR CREOTT

legaly and quicMy! To obtain won infomta-

tion send 1 SA8E mduftig 2-dalai* lor

P«H: Tradbig Places. 222 S. Figueroe. SuMa

1212. U CaMfomia 90012

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards cal •«-

SPEAK SPANISH FASTI
Cantoal Maxloo. Live w«h lamly. 2weata-

$411. 4waal(a-|785. Shoun daaa/day.

roonHamaaHWay. CALMECAC. CaMo 2.

Guanajuato, Qto. 38000 Meiiioo. mo-

damseequltole.ugto.mx.

naes and free oonauNaiona. Cal 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doraen.

GREEN CAROfThe Eaay-tneipanaive \^
Vieaa. Wortc PamtMs, & Labor CerMcation. A

Ctftomla Coiperalen Sinee 1862. brwn^

gralon SpsclsHI. Cal: 31»45g-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMN.Y LAW Qiaan

cards, visas, work pannils, labor cerMcaHon.

deportalon. naaaenrtila rales. Attorney Qa-

oiny CMn 21MM-18M UCLAAlumnus.

LuCiai i.c

• FLASH A BLEND METHOD
• DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
• PRIVATE ROOMS
• FREE CONSULTATION «
FIRST VISIT DISCOUNT

• TOPICAL ANESTHETIC

fn« km#i«i you bySbdMHmMi Eteatav I

SPRING BREAKIlll
ROSARrrO BEACH MEXICO. HaM pttk-

ages t34«up 1-«e8-nCAim. tpaoa Min-

ed.

SIAIh HOCfRl

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins get ?n° . nff privatn parfy Classified advertisinn Jtisf sh'
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IS LIFE GETTING YOU DOWN?
Talking to the ffllQHT person can tielp!

AFFORDABLE, QUAUTY THERAPY

YVonn* Thomas, Ph.D.

Licensed

Psychologist

(PSY 14489)

Life Transitions,

Depression, Loss,

SeH-Esteem. Anxiety,

Premarital Couneeling,

Survivors of EnK>tional,

Physical, or Sexual Abuse,
Overeating, Body Image,

Adult CNIdren of Alcoholics,

Multicultural/Multiethnic Issues,

Couples Conflicts or Break-ups, etc

Iteke that first at«p
aiMi call Dr. Wonna THomai

(310) 72G-3944 Free Consultation
Convenient Westside location and flexible hours

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

edKing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring work to me.

Rushes, student dtoeount. 816-830-1546

HONEST MAN W/I4n truck and dollies,

small fobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688 SF, LV, SD, AZ. Go Bnjins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Experienced, reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLAI!

DRUM LESSONS
AH levels^siyles with dedteated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No doHTi set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

FOR GUITARISTS ONLY! Mchael Hedges.

Leo Kottke. Joni Mitchell, Ry Cooder. Open
Tunings: The Next Generatkxi. Make It Sol

310-248-3629.

GUnrAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levals and styles. Patient and ofganized.

Quilm a»alablt. Sam 310626-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS t>y prolessk)nal near

UCLA. Al levels, guitars avaH. Call Jean at

310-47M154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Classicai Musk:- Europetfi Instnjctor- Inter-

nattonal leaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

ala. Leave message at 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatic experience. Free the

beauty o( your voce through good vocal

technique. $4(Vhr. 310-470-6549.

CHINA MAN
An al natural alternative tttat adds

tton for you and your partr>er all night. Used

bi thousands of men 1-800-257-7669. Toll

Free 18 and over please

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fmstraad devetoplng^edWng your critk»lly-

important personal statements? Get proles-

smnal help, competitive edge from nalk>nal-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS. San-

ta Monica College. Business and travel

Starting Feb 28-April 25 Six Saturdays.

9am>12pm. $75. Partk:«patk>n encouraged.

310-452-9214.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
wiAwo Ph.Da can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

Oavkl 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

Essay Editing
Online

PEEDY WOHLDWII i

- ' IWICE
Uf<NAMOUND

1-604-612-4552

Speedy Research
0*w

HOU.VWOOO aLVD. aNOfVOOM.
aoe ijo* amoclcs ca eooca

ViuMC/Amex/Fu
HMn:MaM>M IO:30MD-«|ai

i-m^sst-f

Classifieds

825-2221

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

_^^ Students Welcome. Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310447-8226

M-F lO.OOam-SiOOpni

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITINQ A EDiTING

, Aoposili and Boohs.

1M6
Shawn Bear. >ltR(»ia)4704gta

WINNING RESUMES 1 -hour service. Our

clients get results. Open 7 day*. Visa and

Mastercard accepted. 310'287-2785.

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING l»y Ph.D

Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph.D. WLA 310-396-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $2»hr. avoid high agency

costs. Moet subjects, all grades. Specialize

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie 0310-442-

9565.

SPANISH LESSONS. Experienced. Maaler

degree. One on one. At your home $25/hr.

First dass free. Never boring, always (un

310-723-1067.

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced taaoher. Ph.O dtors tutoring,

term paper ^lamanos, Englah, Social Sci-

ence. History. Foreign Studer^ Weteorrte.

Call: 310-452-2865

TUTOR
HIGHLY QUALIFIED tutor/educational guki-

ance coansek>r. All sut))ects/study skHls

Grades 6-12 Refs available. Vk:kie: 310-

794-0392.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI. pfD-wrMer, young,

supert papers guaranteed. High school and

t>etow weteome. Jeff 213-663-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $1S/hr. 310-472-8240 or

31044(H)285

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED
lOhrs/wk. $10/hr for homework: Englah and

malh. Reny 310-393-1669

104YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Proceaalng. Tranacrlplion, Resumes,

Applcalton Typing, Editing, Notary 4 More!

Lagal/Medtoal-Mao/IBM. Shjdem Discount

Near UCLA. 310-312-4aBa.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA

TIONS. LETTERS EDITINQ/PROOFREAD
ING FORMATTING DISSERTATIONm^ES
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS. RUSHES.
ACE W0R08. ETC. 310-820^830.

WORD PROCESSING spedattzkig toi thes-

es, dissertatkxM, trarwcr^ilton. resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, maWng Hals, reports Santa

Monica. 3l0-82»4Q9e. Hollywood. 213-466-

2888.

emptoyment

7400-8300

DRIVER/AFTER-SCHOOL CARE. Conipan-

ion for 13-year okj gid. Fridays and either

Tuesday or Thursday Call Pat 310-287-

1470. evenir>gs.

FACULTY FAMILY-seeks PfJ nanny for two

wonderful chiWren. 2:30-5:30pm M-F. Refer-

ences, own car required. Call 310-472-7297

after 5pm.

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girl:

age 12, Mon-Fri, 4-7:30pm, Must have own
car. Live-in possit}le. Extra hours available

SlO/hr. $15 for homework hrs. 310-398-

0830.

Competitive Scientific Based
^ International Company has

openings for home based business

WTOi unlimited income.

24 hour message.

(800) 468-7262 ext. 27603

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to* books, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-packll 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax brief summary: 310-

303-7412.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTAffT for a busi-

neea offk:e in BevHilis. Fufl time positron

Please lax resume 310-278-0038 or caH

310-278-2750

EDUCATKJNAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Work with LD-chiWren. Requires BA. current

erwolment-Masters level program in Educ-

ral^tod fieW. Resume: KeMye McKinna, MA.
1011 Havenhurst Dr. LA CA 90046.

FAST GROWING IntametAelecom company
is kxiking lor Programmer, min. lyr exp.

w/Ur^x, C programrrvng. Com. & web proto-

cols. HTML, Port, ODBC. B Sf in C.S. or re-

lated is req. Westwood. Fax resume 310-

507-0227

FAST GROWING InterrtetAelecom company
is kxjking for Staff Programmer, min. 3yrs

exp. in Win programming, C. C+-f. MFC.
Com. & Web protocols ODBC a plus B S^
in C.S. or related req Westwood Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227.

FAST GROWirKa IntemetAelecom company
is kMking for Content Devetoper, min 1yr

exp. w/lnterr>et protocols, HTML Exp. w/im-

plementatkxVmgmt of web content, good

writing skMs. B.&fis req. Westwood. Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrsAvk.

$11.25/hr. Long term opportunity with a rtew,

exclling brand. Stephanie0818-5004)966.

$1000/WKGUARANT'D
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediately

For free starter-kit send $10 (Shipping/han-

dling) to: Shoemaker 264 S La Cienga #235

Beverly Hills, 90211. 310-559-8115

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time At HOme Toll Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAIUNG our

circulars No experience required Free infor-

mation packet. Call 410-783-8279.

^SHIPPING/RECEIVING*
P/T 20hrs/wk, M-F, $7.00/hr Seeking re-

sponsible, energetk: person for har>dling cry-

ogencs equipn>ent. Light liftir^g required

Minimum 2-years college Please fax re-

sume to 310-208-8477 or mail to: CA Cryo-

bank, 1015 Gayley, Box 439. LA. CA 90024

Attn: Tanya.

ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT

SEEKING FRIENDLY, outgoing, undergrad-

uate student wnth experieiKe with ADHD
adults arxj families for Kght offce work

PtK)nes. typing, scheduling. Iilir>g Excellent

communk:atton skills required WordPerfect

software expenence a must. 3/hrs daily M-F,

flexible schedule, 9-15 hrs per/wk. $6.50-

$7.50 based on exp. ADHD & CAPI Institute.

Fax resume 310-794-6583 or drop it off at

100UCLA Medk»l Plaza. Suite 430

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company in Santa Monica. Must be com-

puter literate. (QukAei^Quick Book a plus)

F/T.Prr. benefits. Hourly rate. Fax resume:

310-7684)844.

' Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY, MARCH 19tt1 10am- Spm
at Trousdale Parkway at use

The larccst Job fair in L^.
is cominc to USC.

Warner Brothers, Hilton,

Union Bank Of CA. Macy's, MeUifc,
Accooataats Overload, Aeon are a few

of the many Migor Corporations

attcDdias.

Open to all Fields. Majors ft Degrees.

For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

„ Sales 1

ales ?Sales
"Earn Money and Experience"

Excellent sales opportunity
Initial Talent Tree S^affins Services

Is looklns for an Indtvidual with sales

experience to canvas the Downtown, West

Los Angeles and South Bay areas. Earn

valuable work experience while continuing

your education. We are looking for highly

motivated, self-directed professionals.

Excellent pay plus commissions.

Part-time days.

Initial
Talent Tree ' "

Staffins

Fax resume to Marilyn Darcey
at (818) 907-1410.

Great deals everyday

RccciNc S$S
to refer models to

PERFECT 10
MAGAZmE

$1000 if lite motlel is photograpiietl,

$10,000 it she is ttM lop

cowl tor ttM year

or If ska finislMS In tlie ttiree In

Perfect 10's unique $435,000
motleiing pageant.

Winner crfpageant receives

$200.0001

Call 31(>-55(WX)62 for dcuils or

see www.pcrfccnen.com

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-

fect a must! Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good analytical skills. F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030, e)(t20.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
P/T POSITION in medical office, flexible

schedule. Responsible, reliable, mature,

self-motivated. Prefer experience w/MAC,
Microsoft word, ar>d clipbooks. Fax resume:

310-582-1165.

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-

wood. One bedroom and salary. Experience

and references required. 310-859-4619.'

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY tocal

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-tirT>e late spring. Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ARE YOU FUN, BRIGHT
AND RELIABLE?

BABYSITTER/PERSONAL ASST Require-

ments: chHd devetopment background/chlM-

care experierKe Car, good driving

record&references. 20hrs/wk. $17S/wk. 3 af-

temoons or evenings. 31 0-264-421 7.

ATTRACTIVE, SELF MOTIVATED, women
needed for lingerie modeling. No nudity Ex-

cellent compensation II Will not interfere

w/studies. Christine^ 18-545-8855 Ext 3

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

uf> to $20Air., day/eve classes, 1-2 week

dastM, 310-973-7974. Intematk>nal Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,

M-F at Private Club. ExperierK»+per»onall-

ty-t-f Theatre Arts, Musc&Drama, Crafts-ort-

ented people and all college majors wel-

coTTW. MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be avaiiabie to

work al 1l weeks 6/15/98-8^28/98 CaN Art-

drea 310-395-3254x3029.

CAMP COUNSELORS
PALI CAMP now htrmgl Surrtmer fun irv

dudes: jet skiir>g, beach days. anHJsement

parks, camping trips, d.j. dance parlies &
more! Call Lindy at 310-477-2700

CAMP COUNSELORS: Youth exper. A rata.

Horsebacknde, waterfront, swim, rockdimb.

SF East Bay 510-283-3795. Rough-

itOaol.com

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great Staff. Great

pay for great people. Must be erittml—

t

ic ,

fun. rMpon8it>le, and tove kkte. Counsetors.

artAcrafls. nature, lifeguards, etc. Call Sarah

for an appointment. 818-889-2224.

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennsylvania

(6/20-8/18/98) Directors: Drama.Camp-
in^^Nature, Golf. CounsekxsTennis, Gym-
nastics, Sculpture, Guitar, Silkscraen, Jewel-

ry, Batik. Calligraphy, Waterski, Sailing.

Ropes, Basketball, Softt>afl, Seff-Detense,

Aerobics. Videographer. Qroup Leaders.

Rm/txl/lransportatkxVsalary. Inlarviaws April

13th 1-800-279-3019

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT AT
THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL.
WORK 15-20HRSWK $7 75/HR+ 32SHIFr

DIFFERENTIAL WE WILL WORKAROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON
AVE.. LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-0151.

FAX 310-794-8503

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experier>ce needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CATALOG
DISTRIBUTOR

START UP INFOMERCIAL company has an

opening for an energetk: team player to be

responsible for the distributkyi of our catak>g

to various religious establishments Require-

ments: marketing, businaaa, or othar related

rrtajor. Junior or senior. Wall organized, ex-

ceUant communcatton skMts. Hourty-i- com-

misssion. Fax resume:2 13-382*991 8 or mail

to PO Box 75210. LA. CA 90075.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals oadi-

fied \f\ Mesaving in open bodtoa of water

and/or oonlainad pooia. WMi auparvisa chiW-

ren's water tima at the ocaan ahora. MUST
have proof-of-cartification&atrong leadership

skills. MUST be avaidbta to wodc 6/15/97-

Labor Day. Andraa 310-3e&-3254x3a29.

Display
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CHESS TEACHER NEEDED tor 2 7-yr.oW

boys. Weekend preferred or late afterrKXHi

weekdays. 310-573-1891.

/

CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

time permanent. M-F 9-6pnf>-. Good phone

and Engiteh sWtte. type 40WPM. delaHort-

enM, reliable. WLA. $7.50-$8.5(Vhr. Don

310-826-37S9.

CLINICAL TRAINING for Dental Assistant as

profaasional career. 4 daysAweek wWi sli-

pand. Call 31(M77-2488.

CLUe MED AND CRUISE sfiipa now l*ing.

Free details. 1-800-435-4247.

-'J

COMPliTER INSTRUCTOR. Need some-

one to teach me PaosMi 2.0 tor the Mac.

Must have web edWng skills. $2QAv. Near

campus. 310-474-3776.
'

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by to-

cal daycamps. Must be responsible, energe-

tic, arvd er^ vKxIdng with cfiiUran. 310-

472-7474x110.

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Positk>ns sUrt at $7.18Air

with promotions up to $9.47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academe

year remaining and a valkJ driver's Icense.

Call 310-825-2148 for details^

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union. Ex-

ceHent pay. hours, and working environment

at tfie financial institution sending UCLA. To

apply, fax resunw to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www.ucu.org
*

DRIVE CAR to Minnesota. May 1. Art 310-

820-1179. Lease 6mo. FURNISHED luxury

oondo. 5/1-11/1. $1295/mo. Art 310-820-

1179. References requfcBd.

DRIVER/MESSENGER. F/T. M-F. must

know Los Angetas. own car, own insurance

$400-$500/wk. CaM Nathan or AndyO310-

788-2604.

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T ItadUe hours,

Fkiwer shipper needs dspendttbts wortcers.

$8/hr. Vshcle provided. Wert LA kjcatton.

310-23(M»11.

ESPRESSO CARD COMPANY PIACERE

P/T. $5.75. Located at UCtA Cal 81M75-

5010

EXTRAS NEEDED to play cdaos aga range

tor upooming Mns. No aqMrianoe naoea-

saty. ^»*, urtot/noounlon okay, al kwks

needed. NTM:ai8-782-e307.

FA". WRITER tor Immigralton law Ann m Cen-

tury Ciy. BA in EnflPsh. Joumalam, etc.

TVpa 4Swpm. DelaXirtanlad. S«N-eiarter.

CMslent wrtlar. No legal axperienoa re-

quired. SIlAv. Fax naauma and wfMng sam-

ple 310-563^2616^

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 tomtfaa especially (ASIANS) needed for

upooming hair jobs, make-up sessnns. No

experience necessary Earn up to $900/day

For infonnatkjn & other modeling opportum-

tiea caN-free 1-800-959-9301

GIRl£ WANTED at exclusive social dub in

West LA. Conversatkxi only. Flextole hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9671.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Wortc outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp Coun-

sekxs^lnstnxtors: swimming, archery, ten-

nis, pfwtograpfry. musk;+environmental edu-

catton. Call 310-399-2267.

HERSHEY DINING SERVICES is hiring

student and non-student workers. FlexMe

scheduling. 15-20 hrs/wk. $6.36/hr lor stud-

ents. $8.32/hr tor non-students. Contact Ray

or Bnjce al 310-825-7686.

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by tocal day campa. Equeatiian and

teaching experience preferred. 310-472-

7474,x110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK PT or FT. Westwood

VUme Bodttoue Hotel. Experienced 310-

206-3845

I NEED HELP In my oBtee. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay tor the right person

LMtguapa axpertance plus. 310-475-5556.

INTERNATIONAL COM-
PANY NEEDS HELP
W/ASIAN EXPANSION

Japan. Hong Kong. Taiwan, Thailand, China.

PT/FT. Call 310-393-8810.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately. RapkJfy expand-

ing. No experience necessary. Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $300O«000. 310-470-

vOO^.

LEASING AGENT
SALARY+COMMISSION. Great opportunity

deabng w/pubitc. Ask (or Will 310441-8525

LOVE TO HAVE FUN?!

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
ENJOY HAhKSING OUT w»\ kWs. and being

outside? Interview oa March 27th. 800^28-

CAMP.

LVN-P/T,F/T. Busy dennalotogy pracllce.

Good team player, laser experience a plua.

Fax resume to 310-206-2158.

FILE CLERK F/T-$e/hr Mon-Fri. 9am-

5:30pm. Small immigratton law tirm In Cer>-

tury City. Computer Merale. good phone

skills, file, phones. PosWon Inctodes all a«her

job related duties. Begins ASAP 310-553-

6600 or tax-310-5S3-2616.

RLE CLERK- Variety of duties Hours P/T, In

busy Beverty Hills dermatokigy office. Refer-

ences required. Ask for Diane: 310-273-0467

FILE CLERK WLA CPA fimi. lO-IShrsAwk

Other duties include: copying, faxing,

phones, errands. Call Lynn 310-826-0909 or

Fax resume 820-5354

FILM Pf^ODUCTKDN. Talent Management,

and internships svailable Call Creative

Tirtant Mwwgement. 800-401-0645.

FITNESS TRAINERS: Must be Caiilad.

ProleaaionaykvHome Service, imagily and

be pwaonaMe. Earn up to $3»sMsioA. Cal

600-7SS-2ei4.

FRONT DESK RECEPTKDNIST P/T. lasl-

pMed WLA denial oMoe Flng. anewering

phones, general duties. Articulala. protoe-

sional. ntee attMuda. Call Thereaa: 310-208-

6813.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain vahMbto es^eii^

ence wortdng with chUren ouldoors. We are

tooking lor fun. caring, Summer Day Camp

staff whoae summer home is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilto,

Malibu, or Simi Valley Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or emaU us at CampJobsOaol.com

FUNNY PEOPLE needed to anewer phones

kx fun tratfc schoot/partUma/fuMme/no ex-

perience needed Immediate openings.

Great pay 310-914-3363

Classifieds

825-2221

MCAT
BKXOGK^AL and physical sdencae semi-

nars in March. July, andAugu8l/19e6. 1-800-

306«4415, hun>d»ccjimaniol)a.ca ..

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUT-GOWQ, HIGHLY MO-

TIVATID. GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILINQ. WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS. FAX

RESUME310-271-2262.

MEDTCALA^LERK^U. ASSISTANT. P/T.

Windows 96. Wofd. and halpM. Eaoslant

phonatoiganizaional Mh. Fax rsaume 310-

208-2156.

MODEL Naad famalaa wMoe toat to poae

baralool tor an«taur pliulugiaphar. Models

paid hourly. For mora Into, oal 310-288-

8618.

MOOaS WAKTH? fay prolaaatonal photo-

tludto tor upcoming aaalgnmant Mala/Fe-

nwle Pro/Non-Pro. FashionACommer-

d^mwttlcal. Cal tor aptwliilmant 818-

985-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTK)NARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right awayl Al typee-1844 Fun/Easyt No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medk:al! CaH-

24/hrs 213-850-4417

OFFICE ASSISTANT: Growing Weatwood

Pubic relattons agency seeks bright moti-

vatod oMoa aaaialanl tor IgM o«oe AMea.

teeearch, errands and product fuMbnant.

F/T ok. $10mr. Fax reeume to 310-447-7183.

OFFICE CLERK Santa Monk» taw firm

seeks PT offk^e deriqL Phones. Ung. faxing,

photocopying, and Mng court documents.

Must have autoi^nsurance. Francis Chi 310-

453^11

OFFICE MANAGER for smal Waalwood en-

tertainment company. Prevtous ofltoe experi-

ence. Computer Iterate, BA. prefer account-

ing background. Growth opportunity. Mkl-

high 20a, with beneOls. Fax cover&resume:

310«)6-2414.

OFFICE PERSON- Freahman-Sophomore.

One person olfwe. Certain sMte required.

High energy. Hourly wagaa. PH". Neer UCLA.

Cal Showdme OR)up«3ia471-8686. Fax

f>aumeO31O471-230e.

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE tor Satur-

day jab. Em\ $100 or more par day. Must

have own car. CrtI Mtohaal $10^87-6889.

PART-TIME CLERICAL POSmON- Starting

now. fVTJune-AuBual in Mwina Del Ray. eo-

40hrB^waak. Fteidbto scheduto ok between

OAm M-F. Photocopy, type. He, organize,

maMngs, enlar data, answer phonea. must

be computer Merato. Mac skis pialened-

Good writing skills desirable. $8/hr. Cal

Shawn or BethO310-a21-9977 or FAX qual-

Hicattons to 310-821-9282. EmaU enlt-

shareOearthlnk.net

POWER POINT/GRAPHrcS/WORD PRO-

CESSING $13Air, need car, student pre-

terred. 310^71-8489

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNICIAN/con-

sultant hx laser hair removal company in BH

Male preferred. Friendly, detail-oriented, will

train. $20-23/hr. 310-247-0999.

PRESTKSraUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-

CIAL SERVICES FIRM seeks intem to assist

with client proposals, nwkel complance,

seminars, general office dtMes and miaoela-

neouB projects. Computor andtar buainaas-

ralMsd studanis with experience preferred.

Ptease fax reeume to 213-852-1502.

PRODUCER'S ASSISTANT wanted tor Inde-

pendent turn THE PREACHER'S SON. Wl
train eneqietK person-stipend pay: Edgar

Braw 310477-1192.

PROGRAMMER tor Acoees vnnfed. muat

talc wti C**. PaMme
1310-2800206.

(iMt-nm. MWei. t Mfe« aiL • a«>^

cwatcsnosaoawi

1083 Gaytey AMnus. 481 floor. Westwood

we ere eble to offer wortt rtudy

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL daasroom infem-

ahip. spring quarfer. Minintum Juntor stand-

ing and 3.0 GPA. Sign-up Meetings: Tuee-

day. March 17. 4:30-5:30pm or Wedheeday.

April 8. 5-6pm at UES Inlonnatton: 310-828-

2623.

Oiily Brain QassHied IlMnday.M«di 12,199$ 39

$6000B MONTH
ASIAN OIALS UJANT€D

oil ollwn w$looiTM, tor incoH ma$$QQe

Ho $8x involwd. Ctean dl$ciB$t $afe.

clos8locaNon7Wi tola Hurt now.

pick your houn
»3> 666^5803

11 i ! ^\ \UI\1 M\< .

CKARSTOSTOMESIB
$I«MI«DAILYOOMMBSiON

VBKY EASYSALfMUOOBLEHOURS
HOLLYWOODLOCAHON

CALLBRAD
(BBB)8K^47

housing

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

WESTWOOD. Large singto. L-ehapad. Ful

( kitchen. Security buldtog. Partdng. Great

management Take over

subsidized 310-209-2974
. $800. can be

C i r^ / 1 i ri c: f i r\ n

UTILITIES 1\CLL'0ED

WESTWOOD. Studk) w/ toft. Al applances.

A/C. Security parking. Very spacious.

$890/mo. 310-208-4934.

WESTWOOD/ CENTURY CITY-

3t)drTn/3bath spackMiS townhouae. Tile entry.

3 secured partdng spaces. $1850. 310-286-

1288

WLA. Furnished, small bachetor, utilities

pakl, free laundry, parting, 2-mile8 from

UCLA near bus, N/S. no pets. $400/rtK). 310-

478-3694.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday Bat-

cony tor sunsets. Spacious, sunny.

4t>drm/2bath house w/additkxwl large den

w/separate entrance. Fireplace,- large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, garage, fenced. Avail Maichlst. 528-

3nj SL $3300. 310-571-0293.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT

20^4lMBN>(c J(/Sitor recent graduate In pay-

chology or buainaas prafenwl Fax raauma

310472-1399. Alao. aae MU>nk.

PTTELEMARKETWG (4-7PM. M^O tor chir-

opradic oMoe In WLA, saferyAoommiaaton.

310447-$540.

RECEPTIONIST- Permanent. P/T, F/T. tXh

tiee inchJde customer saivtoa. compiMr

wort(-f ganerri office duttea. Tennia and

Swim Club. Contact Hai or Tim«213-936-

9900.

RECEPTlONKT/OfFlCE ASSISTANT tor

STUDIO REPS NEEDED. $7-$1SAv *to-

nusas. P/T. No expartanca needed. Wtorking

w^olher studento. Great P/T /^ work. 213-

882-6844.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS. Dacathton Sports

Ck* Pato Alto, CA $e5^8QMay. 6/22-«/l4.

650-365-8638 -
SURROGACY: Profeestonal couple seeks

woman to help them have a chito through

surrogacy. $20.000. 800^50-5343.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS at dient hon^es in

you area. Sunwner PT/FT. $13415/hr+too-

nuMs. Prior teaching experience required.

Ofc with Wda. 310-271-3441

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY seek-

ing InaUe sales rep w/tefemaritaHng experi-

ence. P/T, F/T salaiy^commiaaton. Excelont

opportunity! CIgae to campus. 310-581-

2400.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brsnlwood travel office.

Saiwy^commlaaton&beneMs. Cal for mfer-

vfews. 310440«g7.

TV PRODUCTION COMPANY now hiring

productton MSlstants, wab daalgners proA-

ctent w^streamlng wktoo, actlpt writers, and

dale entry personnel. 310-545«2e.

TV PRODUCTION COMPANY hiring pro-

ductton assisisnts, web designsrs pioAcient

wMraaming video, acripl wiiira, and data

entry paraonnal. 800-M1-7467.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed 9n in

WLA law fkm. 604wpm and know Wofd Par-

fecL Ftadbfe howa. 10412^. Pfeaae lax re-

sume aon: Bonnto to 310438-7700.

opening. PT/FT. Pfeaaa tat reauma 310-278-

0088 or oal 310-2784780.

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE to aaaial In

•oquWtona, dMa rsdudtons, and lab man-

egemanL BS to scfence ItaU requirad. Start-

ing eiriwy $2289/mo. Fax reeume 310-704-

9486 Attn Dr Hariceme.

VVMTER^WAITRESSCASHIER wanfed at a

Hnwiaaa rail In WLA. Must be iuanl in

boti Engprti and Japanan Cal 310477-

9871

WANTED: AbamaHwa muate tan to halp

promofe band on oampua. PatHtoia. very

easy woifc. WB pay. Ben: 3104004857.

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS
CMdPsnTs weekend pfogram al beech pri-

vM dub. Occastonal weekday evenlngal l

MUST be energettc, en»uaiasfc ,
wNh laad-

e>ir«^ akMa. MUST be avalabie to wo«k

wsslisndi enam-Labor Day. Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

1-BD $615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA. Huge

^)artmenL kleal for roommalae. Ganfen,

coui^wd, pod. AC, phone-entry. Mtoulee to

canyus. 818-997-7312.

BEVERLY HIL^S ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
UPPERaLOWE*^. $710-$925. ASK FOR
BONUS. SOME W/HARDWOOD FLOORS.

BALCONY ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO

BUS. 310<39-8204. '

BEVERLY HILLS. Unfurnished 2-bdnn, 1.5-

bath in tower duplex. Cham>ing. freshly

psimed and carpefed. toeal for professonal.

$1660/mo. 310-275-1425.

BRENTWOOD. 10 MIN UCLA/BEACH. 5

mto.-405. 2 bedrooms/2 beths Lerge -quiet

appt. Gym-Gated/parking-laundry-pool-ja-

cuzzi. Monlh-to-monlh share. $675>charg-

es. Neada someone NOW. Frederic 310-

477-6453.

BRENTWOOD. lOfltin to UCLArt)each 5-

mto 4q6. 2bdnn/2Mh. Large-quiet apartment,

gym-gated/parklng-laundry-pool-iacuz2i.

Mon»)4o-monlK share $6754Chargea. Need

someone now. Froderic 310-477-6453.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny, bright Ibdmi apt

Ava. tor lublSMinB. 3104444510 or 213-

974-4267.
,

PALMS $805 24dnn/2-baflh, gated. Ira-

plaoe, feundiy. applanoaa Near ahopa/liee-

way. 31O438<007

PALMS. $805, 1-bedroom, entry syatom,

very qutet. al applanoaa. Corwantenl to

c«i9ua. Security depoel $100. A^. teundry.

31O837-7081.

fitilioPHy floore&iMbivcanal,
wmmMIi oslnoit raoMMdUuig,
a4-hr Mouiftr giMnl, poda ipa,

wriktOiUaA $13BB

al Gal at (310) 474-2122 x372

PALMS. $896. Laiva l-bdmt. l.S4att. Loft.

Riapfeoe. batoony. pUvMe aundecfc. AX:. new

cwpir^ Near shcpa^fery. 3104384007.

PALMS. Singto 1^ from $46»4485. 1-bcton,

$608. Stove, refclueilDr and 1-mon8i tree

$300dapoal 31O437-1S02

SANTA MOMCA- N o( Wlahire. 7 btochs

Irombaach. Spadoua. pftvate bwhalor apt

w^iMdwood flooraftlaiga ctoaate. $670 In-

, 31048S4014.

RETAIL MANAQER-Fast paced goumnel

toed in BH Setee oriented, peopte person

wanted to manage small exciting shop. Man-

agerial and sales experience a must. Call

Jennifer or Shawn betereen 3-«pm. 21309-

1148.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Wori< in the great outdoors Forestry, wiW life

preserve, concessionaires. firefigfit-

ersAmore. CompetNive wagee4benefits Aak

us howl 517-324-3003. Ext. n50342

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. Waalwood

finn 2-hours/day. Lunchtlme. Anewer

phones. Generd office dultes. $7AxMr. Cal

310-446-4800.

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T
PERM POS, FLEX HOURS (16-2a^l»k) wih

•mdl WLA oonauN Inn near campua.

nivwa. %pa CMP or Mbtf nq) Motm,
At. ntoa muam. To $12^ I quaMad. Fax

-- rto310«84Z77.

RETAIL SALES. Ratal safes books. PT

ChMren book knowfedge raq. WLf. 310-

559-2665.

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATWNAL medk»l Comp seeks FT

offtoe cfefk w/med background. Bilin-

gual/Ruadan. 2345yrs oto. For Into cal:

818<40<»30 or 213417-0400 or FAX re-

aume: 21^^17-8200.

SANTA M0NK:A RESTAURANT Widisn ci

hosHng on Promanada..PT now, FT during

enoe pf#en«d. tiJQta to start. Cai Angd:

31O40»46f0k

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP avaMbfe. Qtaal

opportunity to team about invaattog and get

licensed. Piomoltons to pdd atatus guar-

etjead. Cal 3104200463

INVESTMENT CONSULTING Ptm offers a

pdd Mamahip (MBA & excdferN oomputar

auji^^ltered) toJMgLjgHgilMatti >n-

>BlBti i uluu »iuBifWHWB>Stone 8

Convany 4310-444-3041. 10040 Wlehire

Wvd

KIDS ENTERTAINMENT
COMPANY

S.M. bMed boutkiue entartdnmant Hoendng

agency w^emphada on chMran's entertain-

ment. Indudtog animalon and motton ptoture

productton. saabs PH" ewptoyaartntem to

aadd to di at^acta of our woiktaM* bud-

,

naaa. O^padumiy to wa
dam gl wmmm - Opening

dtetalf, nuadfcli opportunity tor summar aw*-

ptoyrnanL Computsr Mataoy rwiuirad. Fax

reeume: 310-462-1960.

LE6AL INTERN- Private hwaabnanl Bai*-

ing Ibn tor Red Ealate. antertdnmanL DraA-

ing. andyda. highly compManl IndMdud

Fax laauma 310-578-7980

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$695. 1-bdnn. Garden apartment. Immacu-

late. 1/2 block to buaaa.Neer alt.OwniUCLA

Cal now. 818-300-0610 Pager.818-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses. Apertments. and

Houaaa for rent in Santa Montea and the

Low Fee. 310-395-RENT.

t.com

WALK TO UCLA
Weetwood- 2 or 3-bdnn w/vtew, waaher/dry-

er in unN. 2-bath. Mkxowave oven, retrigeca-

tor. fireplace, very bright. 21-«q.foot-jacuai

31O47S4807.

WEST LA. $360-500 dduxe bechetors hily

furnished wAdWtee. Locked entry, teundry.

new bus Inaa & shopping oantara. Low

move-to. 310475-8087.

WESTWOOD
1-bdnii MNtonMwd

lyOfen. Mafe gr«l afeidani

Apdi 1. 3104704708
prafefrad. $800.

MARKETING INTERN
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE exodfence in

powerpotot. exod. and word. Lump sum pay-

ment d oondudon of Intemshto The Docu-

ment Company Xerox_310^Mi-7^1__^

www.flndre8ume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-

POST 4 FM) RESUMES.

WESTWOOD
2eORM. New Lrg. Batoony. Security b«g

AiMn dsora/wtodowe. FIrepteoe W4D indde

unit. Month to month Pete ok $1650/mo.

310408-1501.

WESTWOOD Subtease quiet, sunny 1-

bdmVl-beth Secured buMtog. bdcony, new

batNOom/kitchen. pod. partcing. laundry,

wdk to UCLA. Avdiabte April. $075. 310-

477-2675

WESTWOOD- 10 mto wdk to UCLA. Bright,

qutet bachelor w/ Ibath. Laundry $62S/»no

Pdd uMlttea^ partdng. Avail-April 5th. 310-

4434806.
\

^ PALMS ^
2BO,2BA.

CUSTOM TOWMHOUSE, FIREPLACE.

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE^
ALARMMUNIT »^***

• 3614FAflB
(310) 837-0906

480 3BA,

LOR, CUSTOM TOWNHOUE, RREHACE.
OATH) OARAGE.MARM M UMT

* 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1786
(310)391-1076

^ MAR VISTA ^
480 48A

QArEDQMMQE'.AUMIMUMT

(310)391-1076
QpsnttauMMan.-Sat.10-S .S

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. DelifK)uent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your

Aree. Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

tor current listlnga.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

GUESTHOUSE in aRehanga tor babydtiing

and driving. Experianoe, referenoee, ear re-

quired. Flexibto hours. Wai( to campus.
UCLA students only. Summer. 310-470-

4393.

LIVE-IN STUDENT
TO drive chiklren, cook dinner, light house-

keeping. 2-7pm, car, guesttxHJse. meals, ca-

bto TV included. 818-760-4324.

MAR VISTA. $62Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm. Large,

pod. patto. iMrtMcue area. Quiet-buitoir)g.

3748 Ingtewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WLA-$59Q/mo. Ask about free rent. Attrac-

tive fumished-dngtes. Near UCLA/VA. Med
lor students. SuMabto tor two. Definite must

seel 1525 Sawtdto Bl. 310477-4832.

STUDIO APARTMENT in luxurious complax

at 239 S. Barrington Avenue. Near Sunset in

Brentwood. Perfect for UCLA student.

$75Q^month. Can 818-981-7440.

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE- $9S0^mo.

Pet okay. Great tocatton.lbdnn/lbath. Agent

Fee 310-395-1284

WLA edorabte guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studto w/toft. $750.

UtWtes not included, toed for 1 person. Cal

Rooda 310-470-9112.

LOS ANGELES. Large Law Rnn aaaka sum-
mer subleto. No share situations plaaae. CaU
•Vickie 213-229-7575.

URGENT!
FEMALE LAW STUDENT needs 1/2-bdnn

apt liom mto-May through Augu^. Call 318-

865-5332.

WESTWOOD: 1-bdrm/Studio turn, sublet

needed June to August. No share situatton.

Wdking dist UCLA. Call Ohnjv: 515-236-

fitaLdm8fcXfhgtm8K.com

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threb
bedroom homes or

apartments,
furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele
or Biyan Williams
at (310) 277-1010

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer f^sociotes

Pleose Coll

.,(213)896-6761

BENEDICT CANYON- Furnished private

bdrm/bath+ emry. Mini fridge and mi-

crowave. Less than 5 miles from campusi

$500 utikties included. 310-550-1425.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/included.

Need car. $476/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message At)bey 310-275-

3831or 818-783-5151.

1^

J^FER. MANGELS.
BUTLER &IIIIARIIIARO LLP

CmrURY OTY LAW FIRM
SUBLETS NEEDED

We ryaed fumishecl
a\>ar\vt\er\Xs for o^a
Sxxmvner Assockites
from Mdy-August

iCongr^ations
tnOiir

Bruinlife

Yeaitook

would like to

congratulate

the 15 winners

of the Senior

Spotlight

Awaid

We would also

tike to thank

all who

expressed

interest and

kwk the time

to apply.

Good hick and

continued

wooes in your

future

endeavon.

^ft

%

x\

4.

nphe Senior Spotlight Award was developed to

X recognize distinguished UCLA seniors. These

talented students are chosen from a large number of

senior applicants, each of which has excelled in many

areas during their career at UCLA. Each year these

"spodighted" graduates receive a special page in their

honor in the senior section of the Bruinlife Yearbook.

This special recognition of outstanding seniors is unique

to Bruinlife and is only one of the many interesting ways

UCIA and its students are captured in the yearbook.

TDday, Bruinlife would like to recognize Jeffrey Canceko

for his outstanding achievements. Read about him,

along with these fourteen other Senior Spotlights, only in

this year's Bruinlife Yearbook: ._

Gloria Maria Amador

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofilei^a

Catherine Knim

Russell L Moore

Hannah W. Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A. Prevatil

RosylnSoto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R. Trinidad

^Vincent A. Villanueva

Chrissy Whalen

Fanny Yu

I
»iTK«

More Brums turn to the Qdiiy Brum than any other newspaper.
Display

2063060

mmm^
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BEVERLY HILLS- Fumish«d private

bdrrM)(h and entry Light laundry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA students^- lyr

commitment preferred. $50(Vmo.31 0-271-

8811

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own bdrrtVtMth

N/S, prolMSional female to share apartment

w/2 females. $44(Vmo. 4/1-6/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/lease. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2t>drm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, fuH kitchen, large iMfcorty with view.

$59Vmo. AvaH starting April 1 st. Just soulh

^ Wilehire (VeteraiHOhio). Please caN Mark

or Nick. 31047»0789

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Private room w/shared t>ath. Smias to

campus. Qarden, apacious&sunny. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, padung. Avail-

able through mid-June. $43S/mo. 310-826-

6705

MOVE IN TODAY!
WLA- Share cool Ibdrrr^/lba apartment

wAJCLA male ten rrwHites from campus.

Own room-$425/mo. Shared room-
$337.50/mo. CaN Angel ton free: 888-751-

4315

PACIFIC PALISADES. Female to share 3

bdrm house with pool and ocean view with

single mom of two. $700/rTX). 310-459-1770.

SANTA MONICA. $3eQ/nK> obo. 4BED/38A
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes

to UCLA. Near buses, hion-smoking male

preferred. Call hran C: 310-207-3212.

W.L.A. Female preferred. 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartmenL 10-rr>in UCLA. No pets, drugs or

smoking. Available AprH 1st $420/mo. $300
deposit JHI 310-826-6409.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Room lor rent in spa-

ckMJS 3bdrTn houae. Prtee negotiable. Please

page: 213^1-6194

WESTWOOD $57S4^1/2utimies. Own room in

bright 2-bdrnV1-bath. Hardwood. bakXNiy,

garage, yard. CaM Jennifw 0310-470-0383

WESTWOOD. Ibdrm/lba avail in

2bdrni/2ba apartment. Secured buiW-

ing+parking. Water p«d. Jacuzzi/taufta. Kii-

er view wAMkx>ny.$6S0Ano. Male prvfertBd.

310-443-5515.

WESTWOOO. Room in a privaiThome.

Grad student pretaned. WaMng dhtaiKe to

UCLA. $600. Laav» name and telaphone at

310-475-1713.

WESTWOOO/ OLYMPIC AREA- $425/rrK).

Furnished/ unfurnished. Separate entrance.

Kitchenette, 3/4bath. private parking.

MargarBl0310-475-2124.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX. Charming furnished

bedroom. Large doeets. shelvea. UUWies in-

cluded. Kitohen privileges. 5-mlea East of

UCLA. Female. $37S/nw. 213-939-2772.

WLA. New, quiet 2-bdrm/2-bath condo. Dish-

washer, W/D, gated parking, securHy erv

trance N/S. No pels. Monlh4o-fflonlh. SS30
inckjding utNWes. CaN 310-287-1530.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrm/2bth

Spariish duplex. f^«aponal>le, furvlovkig,

nonsmoking female preferred. $472/lnnof

utWtles t depoeiL. Avail April IsL 310-859-

7403 or 310-271-4322.

/»<«. t». ><" '»^ 'i^ 1*" * i '»

Sprins Term Housins

'M:
"^'

Rooms from

H334/quaiter^
, includins meals M-F^',

v^omcn students only ••

^ 824 Hllsard ^¥

(310)208-0906
"».;' i-' ''J.*' ^L' '^i' "'A-' '-*-,' '-

BRENTWOOD- $678 Indudhtg I

seeks mate to shafe 2-f2. Own bedroom/ba.

parking apace. FumiahecMMilumished. Avaik

April IsL Dan: 310-471-7210

LOS FELIZ HILLS 5 bedroom. You be

GAM/QWM N/S. N/D. CleanAquiet. Under 25

Walk to ckte/tnaikeia/buses. $400-$600 ne-

gotiable^security. 213-368-9692.

MAR VISTA/VENIC^ Af^EA: 3lrg rooms

available in huge 28to<y, 4bdrnV4ba house.

2llving rooms, 2dens, Isaparale entrance.

$500. Paul: 310-390-9950.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomale need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/Zbalh house. 3 bkxks

from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fkwrs. $550/moHitiMies. Cal Jeff 310-

656-7190 Of 310-301-7853(night).

NEAR UCLA- 2IROOtAS avaHaUe one on

April 1st Ihe other May 1st. Huge otoeels. mi-

crowave/dishwasher, laundry. Near bus.

Own-phone. I have cat. Female 14/S.

$450/mo. 310-236-1014.

ROOMMATE/MATES neaded. mala/female

to stiare luxurtous Z-bdrm aparlnwnt on Kel-

ton. Own bedroom, own balfvoom. Parking

space opttonal. Contact 310-209-1607.

SANTA MONICA, waMdng distance to

Montana. 1-bdrm for rent w/t)r1vate bath.

Cable, utilities, washer/drier included.

$45Q'mo. Ava. immed. 310-453-2902

VENICE-MALE/FEMALE. House to shve.
Pet tover preferred. Non-Smoker. Quiet

neighborhood. 5-bk)ck8 to beach. Wash-
er/Dryer. $45&»haR uMWes. 310-306-2430.

WESTWOODOwn room available 3/29 for

female in 2bdnn/1ba. Paridng available,

dtohwastier, hardwood fkwrs, walk-to-cam-

pus. 1650/hK). Cal Diana or Tanya 310-443-

0610.

WESTWOOD. l-mie from campua. Your

o«im bedroom dniy $400^no and share utH-

ties. Parking, hardwood Itoors, laundry. Ma-
ture, reaponst)le N/S roommate wIk> is easy-

going and fun. Prolesstonai/Qrads preferred.

Call:31O-723-0eS0.

WESTWOOD Ketton Femaki wanted to

share room w/3 gkls. Parking avalabla. 2-

bdm/Z-bttn. CaM 310-209-9142

WESTWOOO- Female needed to share

bdrnt In large 3bdrn^2balh. Veteran/Levering

next to Campus Exprees. lnciudes.pafMng.

laundry facHtos i gated enhranoe. $42QAno
816«4fr4217.

BRENTWOOD- Ntee quiet area.$3S0/yTW in-

chjdes ulWties and cable. 2 mHes from

UCLA. Ctoee to buses. Female preferred.

310473^)670.

PALMS. Female to share bedroom in

2bdnn/2bth i^rtment until Sept. Gated

parkino, laundry, fireplace, bek»ny. AvaH.

now. t244/mo. 310-585-5475.

WEST HOaYWOOO-seeking female N/S.

2-bdnn/2-balh luxury iv>artmenL Garden pe-

tto, aacurty buiflng & parking, pool. Jacuzzi,

213-6764469.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Oar-
many wNh 2 quiet dogs seeks 1-3 bedRMm
apartment^ouse. Poss. w/yard. 1-619459-
2324.

WESTWOOO. Gayley. Female mommaii '^

needed tor sprtng/summer. $392/mo. Fut'
bath, furnished optional, parking, secure

buMng. Cal DaniaHe or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933.

WESTWOOO- Female to share bdm«A>ai

furnished, central A/C. comfortable, cool

roommates. $34 3. 75/mo-t-utilitles.

Springtaummer. Jenny: 310-209-1545.

WLA SUBLET AVAIL 4/1-5/31. Lrg Ibdrm

penthouse level, fumisfted, balcony, sky-

lights, fireplace, central a/c, all i^spiances.

$69Q^mo. 310436-7107.

ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-;
do»H)ew 3-bdnn on beach. Pools, lennia. ,..

dance, horses. 24-hr. market. Security 909-

737-9203.

THURSDAY EVENING
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KARIAKIN
From page 46

bench more in the early going. I

know he doesn't exactly have Kobe
Bryant waiting in the wings, but his

starters need a rest now and then. As
we saw last Saturday, 38 minutes of

sublime play doesn't mean a thing if

the team is too exhausted to keep up
over the last two. This should be easy

enough against the likes of Miami,

but the Bruins will need to consis-

tently sub early if they want to hang

around.

Now, pirouette and step, step,

step.

The second move also involves a

bench player: Travis Reed, this is

your solo.

„ In the Bruin's probable second-

round matchup against Michigan,

somebody will to have to put a body

on the Wolverines' extremely wide

load in the middle. 300-pound

Robert Tractor' Traylor. If JR tries,

he'll likely spend most of the after-

noon watching from the bench. So,

it's up to Trav. Now, Chad

Overhauser probably would have

been better, but hey, you take what

you can get.

Baron (Davis) has

promised not to foul

out during the

tournament but I

wouldn't hold my
breath.
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Lavin needs to put the young guy

in early and and give him some sino-

ple instructions: if the fat boy gets

the ball inside on you, bear hug him.

Call it "Hack-a-Track," if you want,

but Traylor must be contained or the

game will quickly get out of reach.

Leap and plie. Leap and plie.

Finally, Baron Davis must still be

in the game at the end. That is not as

easy as it sounds: Baron has fouled

out of nine of the last 20 games,

including three of the last six. And he

was saddled with four fouls in anoth

er five games during that stretch.

Baron has promised not to foul

out during the tournament, but I

wouldn't hold my breath unless he

and Lavin can somehow figure out a

way to control his game without

dampening its explosiveness.

Now, for the finale, a couple of

other tournament predictions:

Final Four: Duke, Kansas,

Arizona and Princeton. Yeah, I said

Princeton; you got a problem with

that? —*--

Princeton almost took Carolina

early this season at the Dean Dome.

Now, the two would meet on a neu-

tral sight. Say all you want about

how the Tigers' back door offense

won't fool anyone anymore; it was

never meant to. Princeton relies on

execution, not trickery, and tiiey

always have. Don't believe me, ask

Jim Harrick.

That being said. North Carolina is

also my favorite to win the national

championship (it's called hedging

your bets, people). Should they get

by Princeton, the Tar Heels have the

goods to take it. Otherwise, its the

(u^!) Jayhawks.

Belle of the ball: St. John's. Felipe

Lopez (remember him) finally makes

good after three seasons of being col-

lege basketball's biggest disappoint-

ment.

Purdue, perennial tourney chok-

ers that they arc, should present no

problem, and Clemson/Stanford

won't be enough either.

Ugly girt that should have stayed

home: South Carolina. They'll be

lucky to make it past Xavier, and a

Richmond upset isn't out of the

question. Call it a hunch.
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WOMEN
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started school and complained of the

childish nickname, Didrikson said.

They then switched to calling her by

her birth name, Millie.

Oh, another figment of Babe's

imagination there. Sorry about that.

Babe's brothers claim the

Norwegian nickname "Baden,"

"babe" or "baby" in English, stuck,

and that's how she ended up with that

nickname for the rest of her life.

So now that you are all confused.

it's time to make your heads spin

faster as we go through an account of

Babe's athletic accomplishments.

Babe has a natural gift for sports

that can be genetically traced back to

her graceful mother, an amateur ath-

lete while growing up in Norway.

Babe put her innate talents to use

by practicing all sports imaginable.

Babe and her siblings played on a

gymnasium constructed by their

father in the backyard.

They would then move onto neigh-

borhood games, for which Babe was

always the first pick - baseball, jump-

ing, marbles, you name it.

Didrikson honed her athletic skills

during school, beating all the boys at

their own games, while the other girls

played games that did not interest her.

Babe was a tomboy to the extreme.

At 19 (if you go by the 191 1 birth-

date), she left home to play in a semi-

professional basketball league spon-

sored by local insurance companies to

promote efficiency and reliability

among their employees. Her poor

family needed money, so she used her

skills to bring home the bacon. Babe

was a typist by day, a touring athlete

by night.

Didrikson claimed to have hit

"something like 13 home runs in one

doubleheader," demonstrating

"Mighty Mildred's" cocky attitude as

well as her fabled power, both of

which carried her into the Amateur

Athletic Union's (AAU) national

championships in 1932, and then the

Olympics.

Didrikson's boss and coach,

Melvin McCombs, signed her up as a

one-woman, track-and-field team for

eight events in the AAU competition.

She promptly won the championship.

It was off to Los Angeles after that

sweep, where she would compete in

three summer Olympic events -

javelin, hurdles, and high jump. She

was the "undisputed star of the

women's games," according to

Cayleff, setting new Olympic and

world records in the javelin throw and

80-meter hurdles.

Babe's gold in the hurdles was tar-

nished by the close race between her-

self and a teammate, who claimed to

have won the race but was denied the

gold medal because of favoritism and

publicity.

The high jump was also a contro-

versial event for Babe. She and anoth-

Scc page 43
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er teammate tied in that event, but

Babe's headFirst dive over the bar was

declared illegal, so the teammate won
the gold, and Babe had to settle for

second place. Because of the contro-

versy, Babe's medal was the only

medal in Olympic history to be half

:>gold and half silver.

Didrikson earned 'money for her

struggling family thus by traveling

with vaudeville acts and all-male

sports teams, such as the House of

David baseball players. There was no

professional outlet for women's ath-

letes at the time.

Babe eventually took up golf,

bringing a power to the sport that had

never been seen before in a woman's

body. The AAU disqualified her from

amateur competition in 1935, citing

her earlier efforts to earn money as

against the Union's rules. While

struggling financially and legally,

Babe married the wealthy former

boxer George Zaharias, with whom
she was teamed for the Los Angeles

Open in January 1938. The "Crying

Greek from Cripple Creek" support-

ed her financially while she regained

amateur status.

Didrikson Zaharias

collat)orated with five

other golfers to create

the Ladies Professional

Golf Association (LPGA).

Once she got it back, she won 14

consecutive amateur golf titles,

including the British Women's Open

of 1947, making her the first

American to gamer the prestigious

title and propelling her to go pro.

One year after winning the British

Open, Didrikson Zaharias collaborat-

ed with five other golfers to create the

Ladies Professional Golf Association

(LPGA).

And then cancer struck its heavy

hand in 19S3, cutting years off of

Babe's athletic career. Didrickson

won her third U.S. Women's Open 15

months after undergoing a colostomy

for cancer of the rectum.

After a second bout with cancer.

Babe Didrikson Zaharias died in

September 1956.

In 45 years. Babe accomplished so

many goals and helped advance

women in the world of sports. May
her life no longer be a mystery to

sports fans, historians, feminists and

society in general.

Susan E. Cayleff's 'Babe' and Jill Ker

Conway's 'Written By Herself were

consulted in the writing of this article.

Wilcox's next women's sports history

feature will be on women and base-

ball, i.
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players, including his son and Craig

Griffey, the son of former teammate

Ken Griffey. "I want to help save

baseball in Cincinnati. It doesn't mat-

ter who you're talking to ... just speak

the truth and tell it the way it is."

It was not clear if a Reds employee

asked Rose to give the talk. Rose

talked at length beforehand with

Donnie Scott, the Reds' minor league

coordinator, and shook hands with

Scott immediately afterward.

Wearing a white puUover shirt and

jeans, and leaning on a bat. Rose

often used profanity-fiUed humor to

implore players to work harder than

those in other organizations, urging

them to, "Win and get the Cincinnati

Reds back on the map."

"Always expect to win," he said

during the talk, which followed an

hour-long session with reporters.

"Don't be like the Cubs. You know

what God told the Cubs, don't you?

'Don't do anything until I get back."'

He also reminded the young play-

ers, who sat mostly in rapt attention,

that "the girls like the .300 hitters, the

20-game winners," and that playing

baseball "beats working for a living"

because a lifetime of wealth can be

earned in one season.

"A young guy has a good year now,

he gets a $4 million raise. My first

year I got a $5,000 raise, and I

thought I was stealing," he said. "I'm

getting paid to play baseball!"

He also offered this advice to

humor Reds owner Marge Schott

and her ever-present Saint Bernard:

"If you get a chance to pet the dog,

pet the dog!" "•

His son, who was recalled briefly

by the Reds late last season, said he

never tires of hearing his father talk

about baseball.

"I've heard it-all before, but it's

still fantastic," he said.

Until giving the talk. Rose had

been persona non grata in organized

baseball, his contact with the sport

limited to watching his son play or

talking at fantasy camps.

During his investigation of Rose,^

baseball investigator John Dowd
concluded Rose bet $2,000 per game

on the Reds to win from 1985-87

while he was their manager.

In April 1990, Rose pleaded guUty

to two counts of filing false income

taxes returns by failing to report

$354,968 in income from autograph

appearances, memorabilia sales and

gambling. He repaid the IRS

$366,041 in back taxes, interest and

penalties, and served five months at a

federal prison in Marion, 111. Rose

then spent three, months in a halfway

house and performed 1,000 houfs of

community service.

Shortly before Rose wrapped up

his talk, he gave this advice to the

Reds farmhands:

"Pay your ... taxes, by the way, and

don't bet on 'Monday Night

Football,' either," Rose said.
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in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course
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strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)
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or sell ads for any of our seven news-
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Awards
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For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnetucla.edu.
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NCAAWEST
From page 47
•

Maryland.

The Terrapins start 64bot-104nch

Otnnna Ekezie at center, and 64bot-8-

inch Rodney Elliott and 6-foot-5-inch

Laron Profit at forward. They bring 7-

foot Mike Mardesich and 6-root-8-

inch Terence Morris, both freshmen,

ofT the bench.

^ Utah State has 6-foot-6-inch

Donnie Johnson at center, and 6-fQpt-

S-inch Pharoah Davis and 6-foot-3-

inch Kevin Rice at forwards.

But the Aggies, who often use a

three-guard offense and even started

one game this season with four guards

and a 6-foot-4-inch center, are used to

being shorter than opponents.

"We've been undersized all year.

We're not too worried about our

hei^it," Rice said.

Eustachy points out his team outre-

bounded a much taller Pacific squad

by 38-28 in the Big West tourney final.

"I think college basketball is about

guard play We won't be intimidated

by their size," he said. "But the experi-

ence (of the NCAA tournament) is

new, and that's what I'm a little wor-

ried about."

Maryland coach Gary Williams,

who coached an undersized

American University team from 1978-

1982, said the keys to playing a taller

squad are team defense, boxing out on

rebounds and taking offensive fouls.

Williams said Utah State is used to

a height disadvantage, so won't have

to make major, adjustments against

the Terrapins.

"They've done this so much, they

don't have to go out and learn how to

play against a taller team," he said.

"They won't allow us to play volley-

ball on the glass."

DODGERS
From page 47

get my chances. I've always gotten the

ball in the seventh or eighth inning,

when the game's on the line. People

make a big deal about it being tough to

pitch the ninth inning. That's baloney.

Either way, I'm going to pitch at the

end of the game, wl\ether I shake the

catcher's hand (earn a save) or not"

Radinsky v^ 5-1 with a 2.89 ERA
and three saves last season. Osuna

spent the first month of the yegr in the

minor leagues, then was recaued and

wound up 3-4 with a 2.19 ERA and no

saves.

General manager Fred Qaire

acknowledged Osuna has been

groomed for the closer's role.

"I think well be fine there," Qaire

said. "For us to be a successful team,

one of these two or someone else has to

emerge. The vacancy sign is up."

Osuna thinks his time has come.

"I'm ready to be the closer, I can do it

this year," he said. "I like to feel that

emotion of finishing a game. Last year

was good for me, I got more experi-

ence. I want to be the closer for a long

time here ... I'm ready to do it."
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HOI KS: M I S:()() 2:00. VKv» (vOO lAH)

/" xpressmart ';%»
.'^^ ^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley n/Af

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

Beck's Oktoberfest

I i J

^4.99
6pk-12oz. bottles

ROLLING ROCK

6pk. - 12oz. Long Neck Bottles

'..'. '! 'ai- ,.-^r.'W Vi
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CAUFORNIA SPORTS

Jazz 110,
Hrs

Kings 95
Karl Malone scored 25 points and John

Stockton added 16, reaching 15,000 for his

career, as the Utah Jazz defeated the

Sacramento Kings for the first time in three

tries this season, 1 10-95 Wednesday night.

Malone scored 12 of his points in the first

7:10 and another 11 in the third quarter

when the Jazz outscored the Kings 33-24 to

pull away for their eighth straight win and

15th in 16 games.

Stockton hit a 3-pointer with 7:19 left in

the third quarter to give him 15,001 points

for his 14-year career.

#

k.-

Fox added 20 and the Los Angeles Lakers

tied a season-high by making 40 free throws

in a 121-107 victory over the Portland Ttail

Blazers on Wednesday night.

It was the fourth straight victory for Los

Angeles, whose coach, Del Harris, gained

his 200th regular-season win as Lakers

coach. Harris joined Pat Riley, Fred Schaus

and Bill Sharman as the only coaches to

reach that figure since the franchise moved

from Minneapolis in 1960.

Maple Leafs 3,

Ducks 1

Minnesota 113,

Warriors 84
Kevin Garnett scored 22 points in three

quarters and the Minnesota Timberwoh«s,

after opening a 17-point first quarter lead,

ran past the Golden State Warriors 113-84

Wednesday night.

The Timberwolves averaged a 17-point

margin of victory in sweeping the four-

game season series from the Warriors, who

have lost seven straight to Minnesota.

Garnett toyed with the Warriors, making

11 of 17 shots and grabbing nine rebounds

before sitting out most of the fourth quarter

after Minnesota led 88-62 after three.

Stephen Marbury added 14 points and

10 assists.

Donyell Marshall scored 17 points to

lead the Warriors, who shot just 36 percent

(32-for-89) to Minnesota's 53.2 (50-for-94).
1

Lakers 121,

Portland 107
Sbaquille O'Neal scored 33 points. Rick

Mats Sun^in and Derek King scored

1:21 apart early in the second period

Wednesday as the Toronto Maple Leafs

beat Anaheim 3-1 to send the Mighty Ducks

to their sixth straight defeat.

Sundin added an empty net goal with six

seconds remaining as Toronto improved to

3-4-1 since the Olympic break. Felix Potvin

stopped 27 Ducks shots.

¥ Rangers 5,

Sharks 3

While the New York Rangers have

slipped toward the bottom of the Eastern

Conference standings, their power play has

remained potent.

Wayne Gretzky quarterbacked the

Rangers offense, scoring a goal and setting

up two others Wednesday to key a 5-> vic-

tory over the San Jose Sharks. Three goals

came with a manpower advantage in the

second period, including two with 27 sec-

onds to turn around the game.

"We've worked a lot on the power play

the last five or six games," said Gretzky.

"We might have struggled in the beginning

of the year, but over the long haul we have

one of the top four or five power plays."

Rose violates ban agreement

with speech to minor leaguers
BASEBALL Suspension unlikely

to be reconsidered soon; Reds

may be fined due to infraction

By Alan Robinson

The Associated Press /

SARASOTA, Fla.- Pete Rose always liked

nothing better than talking about hitting. His

one-hour talk Wednesday to some attentive

Qncinnati minor leaguers, however, may have

hurt his bid to reverse his lifetime ban.

Rose, standing on a practice field about 50

yards from a batting cage recently named after

him, gave an impromptu motivational speech

to nearly 100 minor leaguers, including son

Pete Jr., an infielder with the Reds'

Indianapolis farm club.

Baseball said the talk violated the lifetime

ban Rose agreed to nearly nine years ago.

"Pete Rose was in, clear violation of the

agreement," said Rich Levin, the spokesman

for acting eommissioner Bud Sel'g. "We are

waiting for a complete written report from the

Reds, at which time we will take appropriate

action."

The Reds may be fined as a result of Rose's

^)eech, a baseball official said, speaking on

condition that he not be identified.

Rose, who agreed to accept the ban follow-

ing baseball's investigation of his gambling,

applied for reinstatement Sept. 26. Selig and

the ruling executive council haven't discussed

his bid, and Selig, according to several officials,,

isn't inclined to allow Rose back in the game.

Wednesday's speech may turn into another

strike against Rose, the baseball official said.

Rose had received permission from the

team to watch his son work out, but there was

no prior indication he would make a speech.

Rose is welcome at ballparks but can have

access only to areas fans are allowed in. Reds

President John Allen had said Rose would

receive "no special treatment above and

beyond Joe Fan."

Baseball's career hits leader said it was the

first time he had stood before a professional

team since he resigned as the Reds manager at

the conclusion of his gambling probe in 1989.

Rose, a 17-time All-Star and the National

League's MVP in 1973, agreed to the lifetime

ban on Aug. 23, 1989. Theban also has exclud-

ed Rose from the Hall of Fame because players

under suspension cannot be listed on the bal-

lot.

"I'm not here to cause any trouble," Rose

said after receiving a loud ovation from the

SeelOSE,pa9e44
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For Utah State, size does not matter
NCAA: Team undaunted,

set to win despite height

advantage of Maryland

Byltob<ilocttr

The Associated Press v ,

SACRAMENTO - Utah State

coach Larry Eustachy watched the

NCAA tournament pairings unfold,

harboring a secret desire - that his

undersized Aggies would draw a short

teanrin the first round.

His widi was not granted.

Instead, Utah State (25-7) will

make its first NCAA appearance in a

decade against" a Maryland (19-10)

team whose center and forwards wiU

sport an average ^nch height advan-

tage over the Aggies.

The Utah State-Maryland game

will be the opener Thursday in the

West Regional at AROO Arena.

Other first-round games are Illinois

(22-9) vs. South Alabama (21-6),

Tennessee (20^) vs. Illinois State (24-

5) and defending champion Arizona

(27-4) vs. NicholU State (19-9).

Arizona is making its 14th consecu-

tive NCAA appearance, second only

to North Carolina's 24 straight. The

Wildcats won 20 of their last 2 1 games

this season, losing only at Southern

California last weekend.

South Alabama, which ranks sec-

ond nationally in scoring defense by

allowing just 54 points a game, nearly

upset Arizona in the first round of the

NCAA tournament last year.

The Utah State-Maryland game

matches two teams that have strug-

gled in their most recent NCAA
appearances. Utah State has lost its

last seven tournament games, and has

not won art NCAA game since 1970.

Maryland has been upset in the

first round the past two tournaments,

losing to College of Charleston last

year and to Santa Clara the previous

year. "Right now we're just concen-

trating on getting through the first

round," said Maryland guard Sarunas

Jasikevicius.

Two hours after surviving a 32-

point performance by Pacific's 7-foot

center Michael Olowokandi to win

the Big West tournament and an auto-

matic NCAA bid last Sunday, Utah

State found out it would face

SeeliaUWESr,pa9e45

Dodgers still deciding on permanent closer

Th« AswdMCd Pr«s

Pete Rom listens to questions during a

visit to the Reds' minor league canf>p.

MLB: Osuna, Radinsky

vie for coveted spot but

may end up sharing role

ByJohnNMM
The Assodated Press

VERO BEACH, Fla.- Todd

Worrell is gone and already forgotten.

The Los Angeles Dodgers will have a

new closer this year. Actually, that

could be closers.

Worrell's retirement following last

season left the Dodgers in need of a

short reliever, and they decided to

promote from within rather than

bring in somebody new.

With opening day three weeks

away, the Dodgers still think that deci-

sion was the right one, although they

haven't decided on one person to do

the job.

It could be Antonio Osuna, a 24-

year-old right-hander with four career

saves, or Scott Radinsky, a 30-year-

old left-hander who has 36 lifetime

saves. Or both of them.

"Ideally, one will emerge,"

Dodgers manager Bill Russell said.

"We'll see how it goes. Maybe at the

start of the season, there won't be an

established closer. If not, we'll use

them both. It's unresolved. It is a ques-

tion mark, but I don't consider it a

weakness at alL You've got to total up

a lot of saves. I'm optimistic we'll do

that."

For the most part, Worrell was the

team's doser the last five years. He
had a club-record 44 saves in 1996 and

35 last year, but was often ineffective

during the last half of the season. He

finished 2-6 with a 5.28 ERA and nine

blown saves, and the Dodgers suf-

fered because of his ineftectiveness.

Osuna and Radinsky both admit

they want the closer's job. As a right-

hander, Osuna probably has an

advantage - outside of Randy Myers,

Dave Righetti and John Franco, very

few left-handers have been used in

that role.

"I think any reliever would be lying

to you if he said he didn't want to get

saves," Radinsky said. "I don't want

to make an issue out of it I'm going to

See POMBB, page 45

Jill-ofall-trades uses

atNetics to succeed
WOMEN: Stories, myths

shroud amazing athlete

in mystery, wonderment

ByKristinaWikox

Daily Bmin Staff

What a mysterious woman.

Mildred Ella Didnksenwasborn to

Norwegian immigrant parents in

Texas sometime during the early

1910$. "Babe," as she was later known

as, liked to tinker a bit with her age.

Popular legend places her birthday in

1914, but Didriksen's biographer,

Susan E. Cayleff, argues that she was

actually bom in June of 191 1, regard-

less of the historical markers, applica-

tions and autobiographies that would

suggest otherwise.

Also, an error on school records

went unrectified in terms of the

spelling of her family's last name. "1

didn't want people to think I was a

Swede," she once said, so she went on

as Didrikson forever after.

With those little stories in mind, we

can think of Didrikson as a lightheart-

ed individual. But underneath that

exterior personality stood an intensely

competitive woman who happened to

be an excellent athlete, a jill-of-all-

trades.

Didrikson earned her nickname

when she began demonstrating her

power in ballgames. Babe Ruth was

everyone's idol during her childhood,

so that's what her buddies called her.

Actually, that's another bit of twist-

ed truth that Babe would have you

believe.

Here's another explanation for her

Ruthian name.

As the youngest daughter of seven

children. Babe's older siblings and

parents had a special affection for her,

even after her younger brother was

born. She was called "Baby" until she

Sec WOMEN, page 42
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bominPedArtiHir,TX 1

tMn9y movesto B<%Hno(^TX

reofuitedtDJoinseinqKo

industiiai league

1

won 3 medab in the los AoQtlK

SummerOiympia

1

banned fromimatew

competition for 3 yevs

1

met am) married wrestler George

Zaharias

1

won golf's Western Open for the

3rd time

1

named to A^sWomen ofthe

Year group, turns pro

1

1

cofoundedLPGA

> named AP's Female Athlete of

theHalf-Cenniry

1

1

> cancer flares for first time

> cancer recurs after colostomy,

continues to win tournaments

> dies at 4S years old,

autobiography published

SMaUOASfomWo
AOAMBinWN/OtityBiuin

^v

/

^5

ny large Pizza, your choice of towrfnip

824-4111
1 1 14 Gavlev Ave f^$f, Fr99 p^tfvm
.It LL ^^ i«iV™' «"«' 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
WeStWOOd Vlllfge untn 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

N.itionrtI B.isk'ftb.ill Association

At A GIdnce

EASTBMOMnBia
AdMlkDrasion

W' L

M«nj 43 20

NewVbrk 35 27

NewJerxy 33 30

Washington 33 31

Ortando 32 30

29 33

PMadHphia 22 39

(entril Division

Oiicaso 46 16

43 19

39 23

37 24

33 29

29 32

28 34

13 48

Pa GB

.683 —
i65 71/2

i24 10

.S16 101/2

i16 101/2

.468 131/2

J61 20

Ouitottt

AtUnu

OevHand

MiWMkM
Dfdoil

.742

.694

.629

.607

.532

3

7

81/2

13

.475 161/2

.452 18

J13 321/2

WDIBDIUMrtRHU
Mdwcjt Division

W
i4llik

Mnnesoia

Houston ^

Vmkouwt

IWbs

Dcnvcf

L

45 16

20

33 29

31 31

15 45

13 49

S 58

Pd GB

.738 —

.677 3 1/2

.532 121/2

JOO 141/2

i50 291/2

JIO 321/2

.079 41

Padfic Division

i-SNnle 47 15 .758

LAUkers 43 18 .705

PhoenB 41 21 .661

Portland 34 26 .567

Saoamcnto 26 38 .406

GotdenStatf 14 48 J69

LKOfftn 13 48

i-dbxhtd pliyoff berth.

31/2

6

12

22

33

J13 331/2

M(wVgiklS,0rtando78

Chicago 106, Mami 91

i93,MiwaulM77

i97,IWbs91 ,

San AMonio 79,ll(w Jcfwy 78

PtMenix 100, Denver 76

S«anlelll,laramo93

Ad«iUl10,6oilon105

Ptiadeiphia88.«Miin9tonl6

Chaftone85,NcwVark78

Detroit 122,Mana 91

litah110,Saaamailo95

MinnH0Ul13,Gatd(n Stale 84

ULLahen121,tadandl07

aev(landatMiami,7J0pi(n.

ChicagoatDalavSJOp-m.

New Jersey at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Saaamento at San Anlonia8:30 pim.

Vancouver at DenvR, 9 pjn.

Minneou at Portland, 10pm
IA lakers vs. LA. Clippers at Anaheim,

CaiiCIO-JOpiffl.

FfM^f^6MKI

Detroit at Boston, 7 pm.

Mihwaukee at Indiana, 7 pm.

AdanU at Philadeiphia, 7:30 pm.

Chartotte at Ortanda 7:30 pm.

Vancouver at Utah, 9 plri.

Golden Stale at Phoenix, 9 pffl.

Ibtonto at LAOippets, 10:30 pn.

N.HiOti.il Mo<l<.y It .iqui

fit a Gl.tiUf

EASTEMOWraiENa
Attantk Division

W I

Philaddphia

39 16

32 20

2124

N.Y.Ran9ers 20 27

N.Y.hlanders 22 32

Ftotda IS 33

lampaBay 13 42

NorlhcistDMsion

W L

Pittsburgh

Monifsai

lostti

33 18

30 25

27 23

25 22

T

14

8

PIS

80

68

13 67

IS 65

GF GA

184 127

110 144

174 166

160 174

164 176

151 187

121 208

GF GA

116 152

182 161

163 151

156 148

OBIWI 26 28 10 62 148 1S9

Carolina 25 30 7 57 155 172

NESTHWCONFOaKE
Central Division

W L

Oalas

DetNil

Sl Louis

Chicago

Idionto

38 15

34 18

36 23

24 28

24 28

21 33

Paciic Division

Colorado

Los Angeles

Ednomon

San Jose

Calgary

Aitahcun

Vancouver

W L

34 17

30 22

25 30

25 31

19 33

20 34

19 35

T

16

Pts

84

11 71

10 60

7

12

9

11

57

SO

49

49

Gf GA

187 124

194 152

202 159

173183

154 154

147 181

Gf GA

198 162

184 167

166 184

158 171

167 198

149 193

179 229

Buf{aio2,N.Y.Isianden2.tie

Newiersey2.PhladHphia2.tie

Boston 6, Detroit 3

LosAngeles4,Pheenii3

LmedcmelhlMiM
PinsbMgh 4, Calgary 1

OnamS,Harida3

Vancouver 2, Monuealitie

N.Y.Rangen5,SaiiJiie3

Edmonion2,1mpilayO

Colorado 3, St Louis 2

loionlo il Aitahem (n)

TkniKfiimm
San lose alBulbia 7 p.m.

Calgary at Boston, 7:30 pjn.

New Jersey at Carolina, 7:30 pm.

Washington at N.Y lstander\ 7:30 pjn

NY Rangers al MoMmal, 7JO p.m.

Vancouver al FMadHphia, 7:30 pjn.

Chicago alDetroil, 7:30 pjn.

Dalai atPhoMH, 9 pm.

torenli at Los Angite^ 10J0 pm.

EdnoMM at ftafida, 7'JO pm.

M.iior ti- iqu*" B.i . I) ''I

lahibition Gjtnes At A GLime

MnKANlEMUE

Boston

loas

DetRMt

Scilde

BaMmoif

Oakland

Anaheim

Chicago

lampaBay

Kansas Gty

aeidand

Newtai

Minncsola

W
9

10

8

8

6

8

9

8

8

6

S

5

5

4 11

MnOMLUMK
w

SanOiege 10

Houston

SLLouii

PMUdriphia

Aiiana

Los Angeles

NCWfOfl

Qiicigo

Cbloiado

Pittsburgh

Gndnnali

SanFrandsco 5 10

FMda 4 8

Montreal 3 9

IMwaukee 3 12

Ptt

.750

.714

ilS

ilSM
571

.563

i33

iOO

.429

.417

J8S

J85

XI

Pa
.71^

i36

.636

571

563

538

538

538

.467

.429

.400

J33

333

JSO

JOO

(NOTL SpRt-squad games count in die

standngs; games against non-major

league teams do not)

TMidoy^t—B
TeuslO.tampaBayS

Cleveland 16, Demit 3

Newlbrk Yankees (ss) 6, Kansas Gty 6, 10

inniii|!^muliM agnemcnl

PMbdeipMil4,1mnloM3

St Louis 3, BaMmoie 3, mutual agreement

Pittsburgh S.MnMHal
LosAng(l(f4,Ro(ida3

NewWik Mcts 9,Mimla 3

HowlMlOlMMMil2
taMnlSMkl^lOinnngi

Chicago While S« 7, Oakland 3

S«) Frandsco 6, Milwaukee 4

Colorado 6, Arinna 5

B«lM5,Cindnnad3

lonnto (ss) 10,New 1brf[ IMees (ss) 6

Chicago Cubs 4, San Diego 3, 10 innings

Boston 3, Baltimore

lexatKkMinnesoul

lMpaBay6,liBronl»0

Detroil 2, New VtikYMms 1

Kansas Oty 6, Phladeiphial

Adanal3,Onciand9

Pittsburgh 6, Gndnnati 3

Houston 4, Florida 2

StLouis3,NewYbrkMets2

Los Angeles 13,MonlrM2

Anaheim 9, Colorado 5

San Frandsco 4, MihMaukee 3

Ari2ona(ss)7,Seanle1

Arizona (ss) 11,Chicago White SoR (ts) 4

Chicago CubsMMMn
San Diego 3,Chicago While SoR (ss) 1

Icus vs.MinnesoU at Fort Myer^ Fla.,

105 pm.

Oevriand vs. Boston at Fort Myers, Fla.,

1:05 pm.

lan^ Bay vs. Kansas Qly at HiiMS atn

Ra.,1A5pm.

Flofida vs. Detroit al lakeland, Fta., IKK

pjn.

laMMre vs. St Louis at JupHei; Ra., IDS

pjn.

Gndnnatiw Pittsburgh al Bradenton,

Fia.,1.t>5pm.

Los Angeles vs. Houston at Kissimmee,

Fla., 1:05 pm
Chicago Mule Soi vs. Oakland at Phoenix,

3:0Spm.

Scatde vs. Chicago Cubs al Mesa, Aiit,

Mlwaukee vs. San Diego at Peoria, AriL,

3:05 pm.

Colorado vs. Arizona at lucson. AflL, 3AS

pm.

New York Yankees vs. Adamaal

KissimiiMtFta.,7:0Spm.

MOMRW VLWWTOIl MCQA nin jt

Uide,Ra..7;10pm.

iMWio vs.Maddphia al Qeaiwom Ra..

^JSpJlL

dew WffcYMees vs.1aas al Port

<haiione,Ha.,1DSpjn.

Kansas Gty (ss) vs. Detroit at Lakelan(t

Fla..1K)Spm.

Idronto vs. Geveland atWinter Haven, Ra,

1:05pjn.

Phladelphiavs.TampaBayatSt

PCI(fsbur(Ra..lfiSpm.

AdanU (ss) vs. Kansas Gty (ss) at Haines

Gt)iHa.,1:0SpLm.

MinnesoU vs. Gildnnati at Sarasota,Ra,

IflSpjn.

Boston VI Pittsburgh at Bradenton, Ra.,

IflSpm.

Baltimore vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beach,

Ra., 1:05 pjn.

New York Mets vs. Houston at Kissimmet

Ra, 1:05 pin.

Atlanu (ss) vs. Rorida at VIera, Ra., 1 .t)S

pm.

St Louis vs. Montreal at Jupiter, Ra., 1 i)S

pm.

Anaheim (si) vs. Oakland (ss) at Phoenix.

3:05 pjn.

Anaheim (ss) vs. Chicago WhileS« al

Tucson, Ari^, 3:05 pm.

San Frandsco (ss) vs. Seattle at Peoria.

Ariz., 3.-05 pm.

Oakland (ss^n Colorado (ss) at lucson,

Ariz., 3:05 pm.

Colorado (ss) vs. San Frandsco (ss) al

Scottsdale,Aiiz,3.'0Spm.

Milwaukee vs. Chicago Cubs at Mesa, Ariz.,

3:05 pjn.

Aiinna vs. San Diego at YiMna, Aiiz., 9K)5

pm.

AlliMt hi Hit ifwts b«i an HIT.

1

.

Who is the only Major leagucf to «i4n

Rookie of tt>e Year and MVP in die same

season?

2.What happened for die lirstllaie in

baseball in 1891?

3. Catdier Gabby Hartnett once caught a

bai duown off of whidi sinidMC?

lii«nuowil<u|l|Hmamt
tvHumrz

wMipoHl

Sweet & Juicy
Navel

Oranges
5 LBS

6pk - 1202. bottles

brtrodtictory price

Where's theJ)oke?
Not at Thrifty

RITE

AID

^700
2Uton

^^^

Dreyers Ice Cream

winter Brew or

Wicked Winter Sampler

12 pack • 12 oz. bottles

\OUf

cnoice!

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$•159^
64 oz. Reg. $2.69

Sparldetts*
\ -^CRVSTALRtESHDMNNNe WATERCRVITAL HtESH OWMWHQ WATER

• MOtJNTAMWWMO WATOI

49"
Umtte

Keystone & Keystone Light

12 pack • 12 OL cans

Pepsi & Diet Pepsi

Vlc^^^

,1:5^
^^^^ 6pk - 12oz. cans

• Crin Hard Cider
• ADDleCiApple CranlwnY Cider

6pk - 120L bottie« R»g. $6.99

Open 'til Midniglit at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

^^
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Bench players get shot against Japan
BASEBALL: Exhibition

gives inexperienced

chance to test talents

ByKristiMWIc«i
Daily Bruin Suff

The UCLA baseball team that

took the field on Wednesday night

had a very difTerent look, and they

faced a very difTerent opponent as

weU.

The Bruins hosted Hosei

University of Japan in an exhibi-

tion game at Jackie Robinson

Stadium. UCLA head coach Gary

Adams opted to exhibit his second-

and third-stringers, while the

Japanese squad demonstrated

first-rate talent in embarrassing the

Bruins, 12-4. ^
They surprised me," UCLA

designated hitter Bill Scott said.

"They were good. I enjoyed play-

ing them. It was a lot of fun."

The contest almost did not hap-

pen, too.

"It was for good relations,"

Adams said. "The game was sched-

uled for so late in the year, so I

almost wasn't going to go through

with it."

It is a good thing that the two

teams did play because non-

starters had the chance to get some

playing time, and they were able to

learn more about the team's

strengths and weaknesses.

The bench player who shined for

the Bruins on Wednesday night

was Scott, who went 2-ror-4. His

eighth-inning single* to left field

broke up Eiji Yano's masterful no-

hitter.

"It felt good to get that hit,"

Scott said. "It was totally my aim to

breakup the no-hitter. All I wanted

to do was break it up. I really want-

ed to hit a homer in that at-bat."

In the ninth. Scott did launch his

homer, a three-run shot to left that

scored third baseman Aldo Pinto

and shortstop Nick Lyon, both of

whom got on base courtesy of

walks.

"That ball was kissed, no doubt

about that," Adams said about

Scott's homer. "It worked out

well," Scott said. "The next time 1

wanted to do it, and I did."

MME)CN«OM-JM30>S/OliV iMin

Nick Lyon makes a throw to first as a Hosei University player attempts to makeitto third.

After witnessing the lopsided

game, Adams made sure to point

out that Hosei's team is older than

the one fielded by UCLA.
"They are all older than us,

mostly 22-year-olds," Adams said.

"In the dugout (pitching coach

Tim) Leary pointed out that they

don't have any teenagers on their

team, like we do."

That is also true of the UCLA
squad as a whole. The starters were

given the day off for "purely acade-

mic" reasons, according to Adams.

"We've traveled so much, and

we are on the road this weekend,"

Adams said.

"We even had study hall for the

freshman who did not play

tonight."

Besides using bench players in

the game, UCLA also used alu-

minum bats, while Hosei prefers

wooden ones. "1 think the bats

gave them a disadvantage," Scott

said.

k would be scary to think about

all the runs that could have been

scored if Hosei did swiU^ to alu-

mWtftti. Yikei!**"'
'""•''

Bruins badgered by unranked Wisconsin
M.TB«NiS: No. 10 UCLA
Struggles with sets that

should have been easy

By

Daly Bniin Contributor

When the No. 10-ranked team

plays the unranked team, the No. 10

team should win. The problem was

diat the No. 10 UCLA men's tennis

team knew that too well.

When the Bruins played Wisconsin

Wednesday, the intensity belonged to

the underdog, but the victory did land

in the hands ofUCLA, 5-2.

"We came out flat as can be. We
k)oked like guys that thought these

guys were gonna roll over," said

UCLA head coach Billy Martin.

The Badgers certainly did not roll

over as they handed the Bruins kisses

in the five and six positions and bng

fu^t sets. Wisconsin's David Chang

extended Matt __^^^^__
Breen to a 7-6 first

set before Breen

stopped the serve-

and-voUeyer 6-2 in

the second set.

"A match like

this showed that

we're not much
better than a team

like Wisconsin, ______^_^^
and if we think we

are, we're going to start losing to

teams like this," said Breen.

Hindered by an injured elbow and

AchiUes, Vinoe Alegre struggled with

Wisconsin's John Thomsen in the first

set, but took it 7-3. He made Ok 180-

degree turn, though, and bageled the

second set, M. At No. 4 Alex Decret

pushed past a slow start to defeat

Wisconsin's JefTMalik, 64, 6-2.

_^_^.^^______ "We didn't

play at our best

Sometimes ... how ^vei westiiiwon.

but sometimes the

you win matters more fashion and how

than the win itself."

AI«xD«antt

Tennis player

you win matters

more than the win

itself." nid
Decret.

Perhaps the

_^__________ only player to play

to his potential

was UCLA's No. I, Jean-Noel

Grinda. Grinda beat Wisconsin's

Mark Loughrin 6-2, 6-1.

At No. S, Chris Sands fell to

Wisconsin's Stefan Reist, 6-3, 6-2. A
similar fate awaited UCLA's No. 6

Noah Newman. Newman was able to

extend Wisconsin's Adam
Schiunachcr to three sets, yet

Sdnimacher won 6-3, 46, 7-5.

Martin was unhappy with the No. 2

and No. 3 doublesWn play Though

the Brums daimed the doubles point,

their play was not spectacular.

Grinda and Breen solidly defeated

Chang and Loughrin, 8-3, but

Newman and Decret struggled to beat

Thomsen and Malik, 8-6. The No. 3

tandem of Allegre and Sands lost to

Reist and Schumacher, 4-8.

"We can't ptoy that way We're not

that good of team to not be ready to

play eadi and every match at our fuO

potential," said Martin.

The potential is there for the

Bruins, but it comes down to whose

level they play at. Yesterday, it was

Wisconsin's ievd

UCL/& invite to

Big Dance is

np incficator of

impending win

COUIMN: Don't expect

Bruins to be this year's

1997 Arizona Wildcats

Hello, beautiful people, my
name is Fabrizio, Fabrizio

Bailando of the Krzyzewaki

Big Dance School. No, silly, we

aren't a specialty studio for heavy-set

peofk: We're a place of instruction

for that dariing little NCAA tourna-

ment you all love so much.

I have been asked by that champ-

ing Mr.

Kariakin to pro-

vide UCLA
with the basic

steps to success

before the galla

begins this

afternoon.

Now, fu^

position.

Bruins! First

position! And
away we go!

To begin

with, get the

idea out ofyour

heads that ^e secret lies in fdlowing

the steps of last year's Arizona team.

Ignore the similarities: player sus-

pensions, a dynamic freshman point

guard, three losses in the last six

games, a non-top three seed in the

South Regional. The differences are

even more significant.

For one, the Bruins can't sneak

up on everybody the way 'Zona did

1^ year. When you have a tradition

as storied as UCLA's, not to men-

tion three returning players from a

national diampionship team, teams

don't overlook you.

Next, they had/have more inside

depth, with AJ Bramlet (6 feet 1

1

inches), Bennett Davison (6 feet 8

roches), Doanefl Harris (6 feet 1

1

indies) aid Eafcne Edgpnon (just 6

feet6 inches, birt a rebeuodinf fool).

UCLA has only JR at 6 feet 8 inch-

es.

Finally, the Bruins' starting shoot-

ing guard isn't stupid enough. Miles

Simon missed 11 games kMt season

after being declared academically

ineligible at the start of hut season.

Oh, arKl did I mention that his major

is family studies? What did he fail.

Diapering 101?

No, no. no. IfUCLA wants to go

all the way at this year's dance, it's

going to have to dioreograph its own

moves.

ICick, kick. Sashay, sashay.

First, Coach Lavin must use his

Sec 41

SUSt MING HWA CHU/DAILY BHUIN

AARON TOUT/DAIIY BRUIN

1
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SPORTS
Bench players get shot against Japan
BASEBALL Exhibition

gives inexperienced

chance to test talents

By Kristina Wilcox

Daily Bruin Staff
"^

The UCLA baseball team that

took the field on Wednesday night

had a very different look, and they

faced a very different opponent as

well.

The Bruins hosted Hosei

University of Japan in an exhibi-

tion game at Jackie Robinson

Stadium. UCLA head coach Gary

Adams opted to exhibit his second-

and third-stringers, while the

Japanese squad demonstrated

first-rate talent in embarrassing the

Bruins, 12-4.

"They surprised me," UCLA
designated hitter Bill Scott said.

"They were good. I enjoyed play-

ing them. It was a lot of fun."

The contest almost did not hap-

pen, too.

"It was for good relations,"

Adams said. "The game was sched-

uled for so late in the year, so I

almost wasn't going to go through

with it."

It is a good thing that the two

teams did play because non-

starters had the chance to get some

playing time, and they were able to

learn more about the team's

strengths and weaknesses.

The bench player who shined for

the Bruins on Wednesday nighi

was Scott, who went 2-for-4. His

eighth-inning single to left field

broke up Eiji Yano's masterful no-

hitter.

"It felt good to get that hit,"

Scott said. "It was totally my aim to

breakup the no-hitter. All I wanted

to do was break it up. I really want-

ed to hit a homer in that at-bat."

In the ninth, Scott did launch his

homer, a three-run shot to left that

scored third baseman Aldo Pinto

and shortstop Nick Lyon, both of

whom got on base courtesy of

walks.

"That ball was kissed, no doubt

about that," Adams said about

Scott's homer. "It worked out

well," Scott said. "The next time I

wanted to do it. and I did."

JAMS SCANLON JACOeS'ODty Bfuin

Nkk Lyon makes a throw to first as a Hosei University player attempts to make it to third.

After witnessing the lopsided

game, Adams made sure to point

out that Hosei's team is older than

the one fielded by UCLA.
"They are all older than us,

mostly 22-ycar-olds," Adams said.

"In the dugout (pitching coach

Tim) Leary pointed out that they

don't have any teenagers on their

team, like we do."

That is also true of the UCLA
squad as a whole. The starters were

given the day off for "purely acade-

mic" reasons, according to Adams.

"We've traveled so much, and

we are on the road this weekend,"

Adams said.

"We even had study hall for the

freshman who did not play

tonight."

Besides using bench players in

the game, UCLA also used alu-

minum bats, while Hosei prefers

wooden ones. "I think the bats

gave them a disadvantage," Scott

said.

h would be scary to think about

all the runs that could have been

scored if Hosei did switch to alu-

minum. Yikes.

Bruins badgered by unranked Wisconsin

M.TENNIS: No. 10 UCLA

Struggles with sets that

should have been easy

By Stephanie OiM
Daily Bruin Contributor

When the No. lO-ranked team

plays the unranked team, the No. 10

team should win. The problem was

that the No. 10 UCLA men's tennis

team knew that too well.

When the Bruins played Wisconsin

Wednesday, the intensity belonged to

the underdog, but the victory did land

in the hands of UCLA, 5-2.

"We came out flat as can be. We
looked like guys that thought these

guys were gonna roll over," said

UCLA head coach BiUy Martin.

The Badgers certainly did not roll

over as they handed the Bruins losses

in the five and six positions and long

first sets. Wisconsin's David Chang

extended Matt ,.^^^_^^^__
Breen to a 7-6 first

set before Breen

stopped the scrve-

and-volleyer 6-2 in

the second set.

"A match like

this showed that

we're not much

better than a team

like Wisconsin,

and if we think we

are, we're going to start losing to

teams like this," said Breen.

Hindered by an injured elbow and

Achilles, Vmce Allegre struggled with

Wisconsin's John Thomsen in the first

set, but took it 7-5. He made the 180-

"Sometimes ... how

you win matters more

than the win itself."

Alex Decret

Tennis player

degree turn, though, and bageled the

second set, M. At No. 4 Alex Decret

pushed past a slow start to defeat

Wisconsin's Jeff Malik, 64, 6-2.

__^_______ "We didn't

play at our best

level. We still won,

but sometimes the

fashion and how

you win matters

more than the win

itself," said

Decret.

Perhaps the

, only player to play

to his potential

No. 1, Jean-Noel

beat Wisconsin's

was UCLA's
Grinda. Grinda

Mark Loughrin 6-2, 6-1

At No. 5, Chris Sands fell to

Wisconsin's Stefan Reist, 6-3, 6-2. A
similar fate awaited UCLA's No. 6

Noah Newman. Newman was able to

extend Wisconsin's Adam
Schumacher to three sets, yet

Schumacher won 6-3, 4-6, 7-5.

Martin was unhappy with the No. 2

and No. 3 doubles^eam play Though

the Bruins claimed the doubles point,

their play was not spectacular.

Grinda and Breen solidly defeated

Chang and Loughrin, 8-3, but

Newman and Decret struggled to beat

Thomsen and Malik, 8-6. The No. 3

tandem of Allegre and Sands lost to

Reist and Schumacher, 4-8.

"We can't play that way. We're not

that good of team to not be ready to

play each and every match at our full

potential," said Martin.

The potential is there for the

Bruins, but it comes down to whose

level they play at. Yesterday, it was

Wisconsin's level.

Rob

Kariakin

UCU^ invite to

Big Dance is

no indicator of

inip^ciing win

COLUMN: Don't expect

Bruins to be this yeaf's

1997 Arizona Wildcats

Hello, beautiful people, my
name is Fabrizio, Fabrizio

Bailando of the Krzyzcwski

Big Dance School. No, silly, we

aren't a specialty studio for heavy-set

people: We're a place of instruction

for that darling little NCAA tourna-

ment you all love so much.

I have been asked by that chann-

ing Mr.

Kariakin to pro-

vide UCLA
with the basic

steps to success

before the galla

begins this

afternoon.

Now, first

position,

Bruins! First

position! And
away we go!

To begin

with, get the

idea out of your

heads that the secret lies in following

the steps of last year's Arizona team.

Ignore the similarities: player sus-

pensions, a dynamic freshman point

guard, three losses in the last six

games, a non-top three seed in the

South Regional. The differences are

even more significant.

Fof one, the Bruins can't sneak

up on everybody the way 'Zona did

last year. When you have a tradition

as storied as UCLA's, not to men-

tion three returning players from a

national championship team, teams

don't overlook you.

Next, they had/have more inside

depth, with AJ Bramlet (6 feet 1

1

inches), Bennett Davison (6 feet 8

inches), Donnell Harris (6 feet 1

1

inches) and Eugene Edgerson (just 6

feet 6 inches, but a rebounding fool).

UCLA has only JR at 6 feet 8 inch-

es.

Finally, the Bruins' starting shoot-

ing guard isn't stupid enough. Miles

Simon missed 1 1 games last season

after being declared academically

ineligible at the start of last season.

Oh, and did I mention that his major

is family studies? What did he fail,

Diapering 101?

No, no, no. IfUCLA wanu to go

all the way at this year's dance, it's

going to have to choreograph its own

moves.

Kick, kick. Sashay, sashay.

First, Coach Lavin must use his

"
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The Bruins have undergone more upsand

downs than a roller coaster - will they

live up to the best or worst expectations?

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

' This year's ever-changing version of Bruin

basketball has gone through more ups and

downs, more twists and turns and more com-

ings and goings than any team has a right to

expect or endure.

In a span of less than six months, these

Bruins have seen two key contributors suspend-

ed in a shroud of public secrecy, both ofwhom
eventually came back - only to see one take

over a crucial role, while the other resigned just

1 5 games after his return.

They have Seen their best-behaved player

benched for a game against their cross-town

rivals and a potential star recruit forced out of

school for academic reasons, and have aimless-

ly drifted through two of the worst losses in

school history.

They have also seen, however, signs of great-

ness - albeit inconsistent and sporadic ones.

They have reflected on the ending ofthe careers

of three Bruin mainstays, yet at the same time

seen the emergence of two budding superstars.

They have disappointed plenty, surprised

some and perplexed virtually everyone on their

way to a lukewarm 22-8 season and a meeting

with Miami in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament Friday in Atlanta.

GENEVIfVF LIANG/Daily Brum

Kris Johnson and his teammates have endured many ups and downs this season.

ifsomeone would have said that with all the

things that have happened, you'd be 22-8 and in

the top 20, I would have said no chance,"

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said. "That's

what's been so surprising, and it really .says a lot

about our team in terms of their character and
and their ability to persevere."

They are a team that has fallen tremendously

short of its lofty preseason expectations. But

with all that's transpired, one begins to wonder
if the squad under-achieved, over-achieved or

neither ...or both.

They are a team that has proven that it can

play with the nation's elite when it wants to, yet

they have also proven to be very vulnerable.

And they are a team that had such an amor-

phous roster that its team picture wasn't taken

until the eve of the regular-season finale.

"This season was full of ups and downs,"

,

senior forward J.R. Henderson said. "It was
kind of crazy at the beginning. The season kept

going up and down, up and down, up and
down, and we never had a chance to define our-

selves as a team."

Yet. there have been many defining

moments for the Bruins - some incredibly frus-

trating, others just plain amazing.

It has been a season defined by seiiior for-

ward Kris Johnson, who. upon taking the

blame for the departure of friend and junior

center Jelani McCoy . was on the verge of tears

in front of a group of reporters after a practice.

It has been a season defined by Baron Davis,

who actually came to tears after his errant three-

point shot sealed UCLA's 91-87 loss to Arizona

last Saturday.

See M. HOOPS, page <None>

Wordsofwisdom
Inspired by its seniors, the women's team has tumed around

a season that at first appeared headed for disappointment
'

By Oiris Umpienv
Daily Bruin Contributor

It was Dec. 20 and the team had just

finished losing a heartbreaker in over-

time to No. 5 North Carolina, 78-82.

The defeat put them at 2-4 on the sea-

son, well below preseason expectations

for the talent-laden UCLA women's
basketball squad.

But as the team lay slouched with

their' heads down in the North

Carolina locker room after the game,

the four seniors on the team stood up.

Tawana Grimes, Carla Houser,

Jamie Oenning and Aisha Veasley told

their teammates on that fateful day

that they were not going to end their

last season in blue and gold this way.

They were not going to finish the sea-

son sitting out yet another tournament

as they did their previous three years.

And largely because of the speeches

from those four seniors, the UCLA
women's basketball team turned its

season around.

Since UCLA's loss at North

Carolina, the No. 25 Bruins ( 19-8 over-

all, 14-4 Pac-IO) went 174 and cap-

tured a third-place finish in the Pac-10

and a tournament bid along the way.

"They came into the locker room

after that North Carolina game and the

team was mad," UCLA head coach

Kathy Olivier said. "They weren't dis-

appointed, they weren't sulky - they

were mad. They fek that we should

have won that game.

"Everyone in that locker room
made a pact that day. 'Let's make that

commitment and let's go for it. We are

a lot better than we are playing.'"

But it wasn't the coach or the coach-

ing staff that initiated the pact in that

North Carolina locker room; it was the

four seniors that ripped into the team.

"The seniors just said that they were

not going to take this anymore,"

Olivier said, who, along with her

coaching stafT, was listening from just

outside the locker room door. "They

told the team that they (would) have to

work harder in practice, work harder

in the games and give 100 percent

effort."

And pay off it did.

From that game on, one could see a

visibly different Bruin team. A Bruin

team that dove for loose balls and a

Bruin team that left everything on the

court after games.

"We started to go into games after

North Carolina very focused, which

was something we hadn't been doing

before." Olivier said. "We are a young

team and we would go through lapses

where we were not focused, where we

get silly fouls - inexperience things.

They learned from that point on."

One began to see this much more

focused and hardworking team two

nights after the North Carolina game,

when UCLA took on No. 17 Duke in

the Cameron Indoor Arena. The

Bruins played inspired ball to capture a

93-83 upset of the Blue Devils, igniting

a winning streak that, before the sea-

son was over, would make UCLA the

hottest team in the land.

After beating No. 17 Duke, UCLA
went on to beat highly ranked

Washington twice. The Bruins blew

out the Huskies 80-59 on the road and
96-72 in Pauley Pavilion.

Their only defeats since North

Carolina have been to top-ranked

teams. Although UCLA got blown out

by No. 6 Stanford 105-80 on Feb. 13,

the Bruins played the Cardinal tough at

home before succumbing 75-70 on
Jan. 18. And the team played No. 10

Arizona tough before eventually losing

84-73 on the road and 82-71 at home.

All told, UCLA won 17 of its last 21

games of the season. The focused

UCLA team is as different as night and

day from the Bruin team that began the

season.

After being ranked No. 25 in the

pre-season, the Bruins opened their,

season with three straight loses. UCLA
lost to St. Mary's 63-83, George
Washington 73-78 and Notre Dame
91-93 in double overtime.

The squad rebounded with two vic-

tories against Fresno State and San
Diego before playing North Carolina

in Chapel Hill.

Despite the rocky 2-4 start, both the

coaches and players always knew that

the team had the talent to do much bet-

ter.

Sec W. HOOfS, page <None>

AARON TOin/Dailv Brum

Sophomore guard Erica Gohmz prepares for a drive.
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The Bruins have undergone more ups and

downs than a roller coaster - will they

live up to the best or worst expectations?

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

This year's ever-changing version of Bruin

basketball has gone through more ups and

downs, more twists and turns and more com-

ings and goings than any team has a right to

expect or endure.

In a span of less than six months, these

Bruins have seen two key contributors suspend-

ed in a shroud of public secrecy, both of whom
eventually came back ~ only to see one take

over a crucial role, while the other resigned just

1 5 games after his return.

They have seen their best-behaved player

benched for a game against their cross-town

rivals and a potential star recruit forced out of

school for academic reasons, and have aimless-

ly drifted through two of the worst losses in

school history.
'

They have also seen, however, signs of great-

ness - albeit inconsistent and sporadic ones.

They have reflected on the ending of the careers

of titree Bruin mainstays, yet at the same time

seen the emergence of two budding superstars

They have disappointed plent\. surprised

some and perplexed v irtually everyone on their

way to a lukewarm 22-8 season and a meeting

with Miami in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament Friday in Atlanta.

GFNfVirvf I lANG/Daity Bfuin

Kris Johnson and his teammates have endured many ups and downs this season.

Tfsomeone would have said that with all the

things that have happened, you'd be 22-8 and in

the top 20. I would have said no chance."

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said. "That's

what's been so surprising, and it really says a lot

about our team in terms of their character and

and their ability to persevere."

They are a team that has fallen tremendously

short of its lofty preseason expectations. But

with all that's transpired, one begins to wonder
if the squad under-achieved, over-achieved or

neither ...or both.

They are a team that has proven that it can

play with the nations elite when it wants to. yet

they have also proven to be very vulnerable.

And they are a team that had such an amor-

phous roster that its team picture wasn't taken

until the eve of the regular-season finale.

"This season was full of ups and downs."

senior forward JR. Henderson said. Tt was

kind of cra/y at the beginning. The season kept

going up and down, up and down, up and
down, and we never had a chance to define our-

selves as a team."

Yet. there have been many defining

moments for the Bruins some incredibly frus-

trating, others just plain amazing.

It has been a season defined by senior for-

ward Kris Johnson, who. upon taking the

blame for the departure of friend and junior

center Jelani McCoy . was on the verge of tears

in front of a group of reporters after a practice

It has been a season defined by Baron Davis,

who actually came to tears after his errant three-

point shot sealed UCLA's 91-87 loss to Arizona

last Saturday.

See M. HOOPS, page <None>

Wbrdsofwisdom
Inspired by its seniors, the women's team has turned around

a season that at first appeared headed for disappointment

By Oiris Umpicrre

Daily Bruin Contributor

It was Dec. 20 and the team had just

finished losing a heartbreaker in over-

time to No. 5 North Carolina. 78-82.

The defeat put them at 24 on the sea-

son, well below preseason expectations

for the talent-laden UCLA women's

basketball squad.

But as the team lay slouched with

their heads down in Hie North

Carolina locker room after the game,

the four seniors on the team stood up.

Tawana Grimes, Caria Houser,

Jamie Oenning and Aisha Veasley told

their teammates on that fateful day

that they were not going to end their

last season in blue and gold this way.

They were not going to finish the sea-

son sitting out yet annttTer tournament

as they did their previous three years

And largely because of the speeches

from those four seniors, the UCLA
women's basketball team turned its

season around.

Since UCLA's loss at North

Carolina, the No 25 Bruins ( 19-8 over-

all, 144 Pac-IO) went 174 and cap-

tured a third-place finish in the Pac-IO

and a tournament bid along the way.

"They came into the locker room

after that North Carolina game and the

team was mad." UCLA head coach

Kathy Olivier .said. "They weren't dis-

appointed, they weren't sulky they

were mad. They felt that we should

have won that game.

"Everyone in that locker room
made a pact that day. 'Let's make that

commitment and let's go for it. We are

a lot better than we are playing.'"

But it wasn't the coach or the coach-

ing staff that initiated the pact in that

North Carolina locker room; it was the

four seniors that ripped into the team.

"The seniors just said that they were

not going to take this anymore."

Olivier said, who. along with her

coaching staff, was listening from just

outside the locker room door. "They

told the team that they (would) have to

work harder in practice, work harder

in the games and give 100 percent

effort."

And pay off it did.

From that game on. one could see a

visibly different Bruin team. A Bruin

team that dove for loose balls and a

Bruin team that left everything on the

court after games.

"We started to go into games after

North Carolina very focused, which

was something we hadnt been doing

before." Olivier said. "We are a young

team and we would go through lapses

where we were not fiKused. where we

gel silly fouls inexperience things.

They learned from that ptiint on."

One began to see this much more

focused and hardworking team two

nights after the North Carolina game,

when UCLA took on No, 17 Duke in

the Cameron Indoor Arena. The

Bruins played inspired ball to capture a

93-83 upset of the Blue Devils, igniting

a winning streak that, before the sea-

son was over, would make UCLA the

hottest team in the land.

After beating No. 17 Duke, UCLA
went on to beat highly ranked

Washington twice. The Bruins blew

out the Huskies 80-59 on the road and

96-72 in Pauley Pavilion.

Their only defeats since North

Carolina have been to top-ranked

teams. Although UCLA got blown out

by No. 6 Stanford 105-80 on Feb. 13.

the Bruins played the Cardinal tough at

home before succumbing 75-70 on
Jan, 18. And the team played No. 10

Arizona tough before eventually losing

84-73 on the road and 82-71 at home.

All told. UCLA won 17 of its last 21

games of the season. The focused

UCLA team is as different as night and

day from the Bruin team that began the

season.

After being ranked No. 25 in the

pre-season. the Bruins opened their

season with three straight loses. I CLA
lost to St. Mary's 6.3-83. George
Washington 7.V78 and Notre Dame
91-93 in double overtime

rhe squad rebounded with two vic-

tories against Fresno Slate and San

Diego before playing North Carolina

in Chapel Hill.

Despite ihe rocky 24 start, both the

coaches and players always knew that

the team had the talent to do much bel-

ter.

See W. HOOfS, page <None>
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Sophomore guard Erica Gomez prepares for a drive.

SECOND EXPOSURE
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All forone

UCLA's senior class

hopes to finish out

their career with a

trip to the Final

Four. (Left to right)

Kris Johnson, head

coach Steve Lavin,

Toby Bailey

(kneeling) and

J.R. Henderson.

UCLA Spotti Infoimation

SENIORS: Bruin trio

has survived through

seasons of problems

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Four years ago, Toby Baifey,

J.R. Henderson and Kris

Johnson were ready to

embark on storied careers. But lit-

tle did they know that the story

would read like a soap opera.

The 1998 NCAA Tournament

will be the final chapter for the

three seniors who have experi-

enced the highest of the highs and

the lowest of the lows.

"At times it seems like it has

been longer than four years,"

Henderson said. "We've been

through so many coaches and so

many problems, it feels like it has

lasted forever."

Well not quite forever, but it has

been an eventful four years.

Magical -"^rhaps that is the

only way to describe their fresh-

man year. The Bruins won the Pac-

10 and were ranked number one at

the end of the regular season.

The dream year culminated

with UCLA defeating Arkansas.

89-78, for the national title.

But all the success created an

illusion - an illusion that would set

them up for disappointment their

sophomore year.

"You know it was so easy to get

to the finals that year, it just seemed

like everything was going our

way," Bailey said. "I don't think I

realized how difficult it actually is

to get to the finals and I didn't real-

ize how perfect that year was."

Said Henderson: "We just felt

that that was just how it was at

UCLA, you know, we just auto-

matically go to the Final Four

every year and win the Pac-IO

every year and that's how it was.

We just found out that we had

great leadership that year - Ed
(O'Bannon), Tyus (Edney) and

George (Zidek), that's what it took

to get there."

And that's what they were miss-

ing in the 1995-1996 season as the

roster was dominated by juniors,

sophomores and freshmen.

UCLA had the talent and the

athleticism and were expected to

repeat the previous year's success-

es. But in its first game since the

championships, the preseason No.

4 Bruins lost to unranked Santa

Clara at the Maui Invitational.

However, despite the rough

start to its season, UCLA ended

the year as repeat Pac-10 champs,

ranked in the top 15 and earned a

Midwest fourth seed in the tourna-

ment. In the first round, UCLA
faced the seemingly innocuous

13th-seed Princeton. But the Tigers

would surprise the Bruins and win,

43-41, on a back-door play.

"The fact that we won the cham-

pionship the first year and to come

back and lose" in the first round,"

Henderson said, "It just feels like

the lowest you can possibly go."

The next season, UCLA was

~ ~ See SENIORS, page 14

Apr. 3, 1995 - The Bruins win their first

natioi)^ championship in 20 years t)eating

defending national dumpion Arkansas, 89-78.

1993-

lileyJ.R.

rson and

Kris Jihnson

veroaly commit

toUQLA. •

Feb. IS, 1996-

UCLA overcomes a

19 point deficit to

t>eat Arizona at

Pauley Pavilion.

Mar.7,19%-The

Bruins dinch second

straight Pat-10

crown in an 91-88

overtime viaory over

Washington.

'V
A -_r

Souftt UCUSponilnfo

Mar.1,1?9^-

clinches firsj of i

straight conference

champiorlsMps by

defeating;USC 85-66.

Nov. 20, 1995 -In

its season opener,

the Bruins are upset

by Santa Clara, 78

69, at the Maui

vitational

Feb. 11, 1997-

UCUrtames

Steve Lavin as

Feb.8,1997-UCLAavenge5 thepetmanent

loss to Stanford, 87-68, at headcoa*.

Pauley The victory is a first of a

12-game winning streak.

Maf.6,1997-TheBniins

dmch its third straight Pac-

,

10 title on the road against

Washington, 87-85.

Mar.13,im-UaAs(mors

make thdr fowth-nraigfit

tmin»imM^>peaiaQce.

Hw.27,1997

-The Bruins

again lose

their season

opener this

time to North

Carolina, in

the school's

second worst

kK]v109-«8.

Dec6,1997

-ucu
remain

undefeated

in the

Wooden

Classic this

time by

beatmgNaS

NewMexica

Decl), 1997 -Johnson

debuts againstG Fnfleiton.

Dec 30, 1997-

- McCoy plays

hisfimgame
Wi-Z^.^**-

ofhhjunior
ThetJwesenloo

year against
lo^ ««*"«>*

IHinois. ^ antrwm

T against

WisMngton

ite,78-7J

Mar. 7, 1998-

1fie6ntins|)iay

whit they

believe to be

ttieir best game

(rftheyeatbut

stik»eto

Arizona 9147

W_
'fast

gan«at

Pa*y

Pavilion.

Nov. 6, 1996 -Bruin

head coach Jim Har^ck is

dismissed '

Sept. 29, 1997 - iklA players Johnson

and Jelani McCoy were suspended.

Feb.15,1998-lnwhathe

attributes to media scrutiny,

McCoy resigns from the team.
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DELIVERY
until 1 a.m. Sunday Thursday
until 2 a.nn. Friday & Saturday

Shakeys —
.->, Delivers

Baskin(//)Robbiiis.

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

824-4111

Shakey's Combination

We accept
Debit cards

i
1

99^ Ice Cream Drink

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoe.s, and your choice of:

:
1^^.'

'i'^lf'^.e'
• 1 Buffalo wings or

u^^T^^u''^
"'

• Pasta & Salaci
^

• 1/2 lb. of shrimper

only

$13.49

I

I

I

I

I

L.
p.

I

I

(Buy any Ice Cream Drink
at regular price and get a second
of equal or lesser value for 99<|;)

Westwood location only • Exp. April 1 5, 1 998

New Item
New Penne pesto Chiclcen Pasta Qllly

or New Philly Ciieese ^a q^
Steals Sandwich ^^•5^5^

FREE DRINK
w/ any Buffet
purchase

nujst show Bruin I

Pizza Specials

$1 Off any Sundae
Buy 1 sundae (2 scoops
or larger) and get $1 off
the regular price

Westwood location only • Exp. April 15, 1998

^ 1 medium one topping pizza ptv^ $5^95 ]

r

oni^ $12,992 medium one topping pizzas
Now with original or spicy piy./.a .sauce

Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty
Pizza (save over $5)

• Speciallies inchule Vetfetarian Shakeys S/'riitil. Hruin Deluxe ami Hawaiiun
• I hill I lusl. hiinil ti>s\ei/, or tteep dish /hiii /iiz70 til no extra t luir/ir

only

$9.98

Get $3 Off any delicious

Baskin^Robbins
—^"'^

ICE CREAM CAKE
$13 min. Westwood location only • ExpApril 1 5, 1 998

J

Bruin Meal Deal
2 Slices of Pizza and
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink
beverage bar

only

$3.99
Difw in or

cam oul on!)-

In-store only. Must preaent coupon b«for« __,

10916 Kinross Ave.
Westwood Village
(310)208-8048
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By David Arnold

Daily Bruin Contributor

Lace up, folks, we're going for a four-year

walk in Erica Gomez's shoes. From this

point on you are the point guard on the

UCLA women's basketball team. You are the stu-

dent, you are the athlete, you are the Jersey girl in

Pauley Pavilion.

And you will eventually understand what it is

that could Bting a young woman across the coun-

try, what could bring her back from a season-end-

ing injury and what brought her to the NCAA
Tournament.

One Pac-IO freshman-of-the-year award, one

red-shirted year due to a torn anterior collateral

ligament (ACL), one family, one starting posi-

tion, one All-Pac-IO team, one tournament

appearance ... the list goes on and on.

If it seems for the next few minutes like you

have a little bit of everything, you may not be far

from the truth.

In your three years at UCLA you've been

through a lot. You've gone from team rookie to

team leader, you've gone from the bench to the

record books.

"My years have been up and down, like a roller

coaster, but I wouldn't change them; it's all been

like a learning experience," you say. 7

You were a highly regarded recruit. In high

school you were the leader of a very successful

program, played in four state championships and

were the MVP in three of them. You were All-

State and All-America and a rising star. .Your

teams had an overall record of 105-15.

Your dad wanted you to go to Stanford - you

hated it. You were ready to commit to Wake
Forest until he forced you to take a trip to UCLA.

Reporters ask you, "Why UCLA?" You say,

"There was nothing that I didn't like about our

home
Regiarkabie athlete returns from injury

to achieve her championship dreams

school."

You took over the starting job just two games

into your college career, and immediately tied a

school record with 15 assists. That freshman year

you had the first triple-double in the conference

since 1978, and only the sixth ever recorded. You

were the Pac-IO freshman of the year, but your

team went 13-14 and missed the tournament.

Reporters asked you if that was a tough transi-

tion. " It hurt, but I knew our team was on the rise.

We would eventually become a good team," you

said, alluding to the adjustment you had to make

from being on a top>-notch team to an also-ran.

On Oct. 8, 1996 you tore your ACL and had to
^

support your team from the bench.

You're asked if you're coming back. "Of

course," you answer. "When you get hurt you

question it, and do you really want to come back?

Well, if you love the game then you come back."

This game has been your game ever since you

decided to dedicate yourself to it in eighth grade,

and you loved it enough to come back.

"I think everything happens for a reason,"

you've been known to say, though you never

knew why your knee gave way.

Remember how high the expectations were of

the team this year, expectations that the team put

on itself? You wanted to be in the top three in the

conference, you wanted to make the Big Dance,

and when you got there, you wanted to finish up

by "doing damage."

Reporters asked you to evaluate your perfor-

mance this year. You said, "I don't feel like I'm

playing 100 percent," and your statistics are

down from your freshman year. All of them

except the most important one: the win-loss

record.

Well, after you guided your team to a 19-8 sea-

son, you've got two goals down and one left to go.

Tomorrow you attempt to "do damage" to

Michigan in the first round of the

tournament.

Tomorrow you will take the

court in Tuscaloosa, Ala., and for

the first time in too long your dad

and his parents will be sitting in

the stands to support you.

"My dad has been the most

positive person in my whole

career," you say. "I haven't seen

him for a while."

'Sometimes he'll watch you on

the satellite, other times you'll

tape games for him. But not since

high school has he been able to be

there for every game, making

every moment more enjoyable.

It was your dad who started

you playing basketball in the first

place. "He played it, and I wanted

to spend time with him, sb I

played," you say.

It was a basketball family, then,

as your sister Audrey went to

use. "I was kinda next in line."

you remember.

You also remember how to

combine the love of the game with the work of the

game. "Sometimes it's not a question of it being

fun," you've said, though you always agree that

"you have to love it; you can't just be here for the

money."

You remember sitting on the bench watching

your teammates play. "I knew their games inside

and out," you would refiect, noting that "you see

things that you wouldn't see ifyou were playing."

This year, even though you had an injured

thumb that became painful when you touched the

baH, you continued to play extra minutes. Not

because you wanted the time and the statistics.

JAMIE SCANLONJACOBS/Daily Brum

The return of point guard Erica Gomez has been one

of the major factors in the Bruins' tournament run.

Nothing like that. You said, "I want to get it to the

players that don't score. I want to be the one that

gives it to them."

"I asked her at one point ifshe wanted out, and

she looked at me like I was crazy. You gotta love

that," recalls head coach Kathy Olivier.

Even if it meant staying in the game until the

horn, blew, you wanted to get every player to

score, a feat you accomplished against

Washington State.

"We've got to keep Gomez on the floor just to

keep the How going," Olivier says about you.

See GOMEZ, page 14

TKe
By Chris Umpierre

Dally Bruin Contributor

John Wooden, the Wizard of

Westwood, is well known around the

country for his success as a Bruin

coach and how he tremendously infiu-

enced the game of basketball.

But many fail to remember another

more
legendary and infiuential basketball

coach from UCLA.
Billie Moore coached the UCLA

women's basketball program for 16

years from 1978-1993. Moore led her

Bruins to 296 victories, ranking high

on the list for most wins in women's

college basketball history, seven tour-

nament appearances - including five

JJJ^iJJLjgJM Conunmiitf w/ IB

r' Daily Brum file pholo

Billie Moore (right) talks to freshman guard Michelle Miles during

a game in 1989.

you
Sweet 16 finishes, and UCLA's one-

and-only national championship in

women's basketball in 1978.

The Daily Bruin recently talked to

Moore about her thoughts.

Around the country UCLA is

known for its great men 's basketball

program, and the one person that is

usually associated with it is John

Wooden. A lot of people don't really

know about Billie Moore and what you

did for the UCLA women 's program

and women 's basketball in general Do
you have feel any resentment about

that^

It's amazing now how many people

in the profession since I have been out

of coaching do remember my acconv

plishments. It has amazed me how
many people do know and are much
aware of my name, what I hav^'done

and know it was at UCLA. But that is

not the reason you coach, that's not

why you do something like that. You
don't do it for that recognition.

Do you feel overshadowed by John

Wooden 's legacy at UCLA ?

No. Obviously I think what Coach
Wooden did at UCLA is something

that will never be repeated. No men's

program has come close to accom-

plishing that since. They talk about

Pat (Summit) possibly coming close

to that. She is a great friend of mine at

the University ofTennessee and is get-

ting ready to maybe try to win a sixth

(national title). But that still pales in

comparison. (Wooden) cast a huge,

huge shadow. He put UCLA on the

map athletically. But I always thought

that it was more of a plus. I never

thought it was something that over-

shadowed me.

You not only brought the UCLA
women 's basketballprogram to nation-

al recognition but the sport of women 's

basketball as well You coached thefirst

USA Olympic women's basketball

team in 1976. How do you feel about

that?

One of the things I have always said

is that I've enjoyed the opportunity to

be the first Olympic women's basket-

ball coach. I've always told the players

that were on that first team that there

can always be a lot of other Olympics

but there will never be a first. I feel the

same way about the UCLA women's

basketball program. Hopefully we will

*\vln a lot of championships, but I will

always be part of the first. I like being

a pioneer.

Largely because of the gold-medal

victory in the 1996 Olympics and the

creation of the WNBA, women's bas-

ketball is seeing an ever-growing fan

base. What do you see in thefuture of

women 's basketball?

I just hop)e that the two pro leagues

(the ABL and WNBA) become very

solid so that there is that opportunity

for both players and coaches. Up until

two years ago, if you were a female

and wanted to play professionally you

had to go to Europe to play. That has

changed within two years. I hope

these opportunities continue.

I would like to keep seeing the

women's game getting the same kind

of recognition, the same kind of fan

support and media support that it's

enjoying now. If it keeps growing I

think we are on the right track. So I

guess my answer to you is that we
don't have to do anything dramatic or

drastic. If we stay on track and every-

thing keeps moving forward then

Former UCLA women's

coach Billie Moore talks

about the game today

and a vision for the future

women's basketball should be fine.

A lot 6f people have criticized the

women 's game as slow and unexciliiig-

Many want to lower the rims V* mi ke

the women's game more exciting Do
you think they should?

No. I think Coach Wooden made a

great quote about that a couple of

years ago. He said the only level where

basketball is played together as a

team, as it is supposed to be played, is

in the women's game.

It doesn't take a lot of skill to dunk

a basketball. It just takes height and

ability to jump. Lowering the rim is

not going to make the game more

exciting. I think if you watch what's

happjening now in the game you'll see

that it is an up-tempo game. The
shooting is improved and the ball han-

dling is improved. So I think the game
is fine the way it is and the height of

the basket is fine the way it is. You've

got some women now that can dunk,

so that's not that big an issue any-

more.

Do you think women's basketball

will ever gel as big as the men 's game?
You approach it incorrectly when

you think that we are competing with

the men's game. The women's game is

women's basketball. They are excel-

lent basketball players, they are excel-

lent athletes - they just happen to be

female. They are not trying to com-

pete with the men, they are not trying

to be compared with the men. They

are just women who play the game of

basketball at a very highly skilled level.

UCLA struggled after you left in

See MOORE, page 12
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From head to toe. Bruins have superstitions covered
LUCK: With tournament

starting Friday the 13th,

players take no chances

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Bruins play their first-round

tournament game against Miami on
Friday But it's no ordinary Friday -

it's Friday the 13th. And in a tourna-

ment where an unlucky bounce of the

ball can end a team's season, youM
better believe that the No. 19 UCLA
men's basketball team will leave noth-

ing up to chance.

When the Bruins travel to Atlanta,

aside from their jerseys and warm-up
suits, they will also bring their reper-

toire of superstitions.

Ever notice how Kris Johnson is

always the last to join the mid-court

huddle before the game and right

before he does, he always makes a lay-

up?

"Yeah that's one of my supersti-

tions; I've always done that,"

Johnson said. "I always make the last

basket."

Or how about Rico Hines and the

towels on his head?

"Kris did it a lot his freshman year,

and they won a national champi-

onship," Hines said. "Since I am so

superstitious, I figured if I did it we
might win another national champi-

onship."

But don't look for Hines to have

the two towels on - the one on his

head and the one around his neck -

after he comes ofT the bench. Hines

will only wear the towels at the start of
the game and at the start of the second

half

Some of the team's superstitions.

though, aren't as easily observed. For

example, Hines puts a penny in each

of his shoes, a habit he acquired in the

eighth grade. Oh, and the pennies

have to be heads up.

"The pennies are my go-to, it's my
lucky charm," Hines said. "(But) with

tails, you are not supposed to mess
'with it."

And Hines would never consider

playing a game without a penny in his

shoes.

"(If I didn't have a penny), I don't

know," Hines said. "I'd probably

break my leg or die or something."

Tve got a lot of

superstitions. But I

can't tell you though

it's bad luck."

Toby Bailey

Senior guard

After going into an offensive slump
after- the Feb. 12 Stanford match-up,

,
Toby Bailey has turned things around

in the last four conference games.

Since the Washington State game,

Bailey has been averaging 23.8 points

and has made 35 of his 61 shots. While

one could attribute the turnaround to

a renewed focus, the real answer is on
his left arm - the arm band similar to

the one he wore last year.

"I didn't wear it my senior year; I

just wanted a new start," Bailey said.

"But I had to go back, I had to go
back. The whole year I haven't had it

- the first game was Washington
State."

Note to the Beanie Boys: The next

time you pass Bailey an arm band,

make sure it's white.

"They passed me a blue one (at last

year's Duke game) and I played

alright, but it wasn't the same," Bailey

said. "It has to be white."

Bailey also doesn't wear

the same shoes as the team.

While the rest of the Bruins

wear the Allen Iverson

shoes, Bailey doesn't, espe-

cially after slipping in the last

moments 'of the three-point

Stanford loss To turn the ball

over.

Does the senior have any

other superstitions?

"Oh yeah, I've got a lot of •

superstitions," Bailey said. "But I

can't tell you though - it's bad luck."

Some players listen to the same
song before each game. Earl Watson,
who writes high school teammates'

names on his shoes and always sits at

the back of the bus for good luck,

chooses his song at the start of each

season and sticks with it for the

entire year. Meanwhile, Johnson lis-

tens to Mary J. Blige's "I Can Love
You."

However, not all superstitions are

permanent. During last Season's 12-

game winning streak at the end of the

year, Johnson always wore a pair of

Hawaiian boxers.

"I don't have those anymore,"
Johnson said. "I threw them away
when we lost to Minnesota (in the

Elite Eight)."

So as long as the Bruins don't open
up any umbrellas in the Georgia
Dome, avoid black cats and don't

walk under any ladders, they should

be able to overcome any Friday the

13th infiuence and beat the

Hurricanes ... knock on wood.

1^ aa/ia/
NEW STORE SPECIALS!

Inflatable
Living
Room

Sofa Love Seat

Ottoman

GREAT FOR PEOPLE
ON THE MOVE!!!!

New T-Shirts

Just Arrived

with ad

BABI^
«

In Stock

Selected Beanie Babies

$C99 with ad

Buy One
Get Second

25% Off

HtftVSWcrttDilv

Discounted card must be
of equal or lesser value.

GIFT CERTIFICATE
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Manasemeiu

UMIT I CERTIFICATE PER PERSON
• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

Not valid with any specials & Beanie Babies

MUST BRING IN AO EXPIRES 3/19/98
VALID WITH $2000 PURCHASE • NO CASH VALUE

'The Ultimate Gift Store"

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD. • (310) 209-1280
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Meet Me At ...

GENUINE
DRAFT

NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL
1037 Broxton Avenue • Westwood Village • 824-6250 -

MARCH MADNESS

«>

ST. PATRICK'S
DRINKS

Drink Specials

All night long!

atrick'8 Day Party!!

FREE
$2 Leprechaun Shots

jto all day long!

$2.50 Mugs of MOD^ and Miller Lite

all day long!

Green Pizza & Pasta

_ Assorted Appetizers
BETWEEN 4-8 PIM

from our Appetizer Buffet

Ji§ Corned Beef Sondwich—= and Fries $3.50 —
j|^ Irish Stew $2.99

MEET MISS MILLER

LITE 1996!
Z

Go Bruins! But first, go to

ll.l" ACTIVE MATRIX

ONLY $1799"

Iap-'

%s4iMi

1 66MHz Penii«jm«> chip

vy«th MMX technology

32MB RAM
IIGBHDO
33.6 modem
20x CD-ROM
Phenomenei lourxl

FREE carry case

FREE 5 yeer warranty

HITACHI

VislonBeok Pku
166MHz Pentium® chip

with MMX technotogy

16MB RAM

lirdispby

2.1GB HDD
56Kbps nnodenr)

20x CD-ROM
Windows 95

Only $ 1 699.00

200MHz Pentium® chip

with MMX tachnology

32MB RAM

lirdispfay

2.1GB HDD
56Kbps modem

20x CD-ROM
Windows 95

FREE 5 y«ar warranty

THINKPAD 380

l66MHz Pentium® chip

with MMX technology

16MB RAM
1 2.1" Fast scan display

Think

lAV-TOP
The Portable Computing Specialists

GREAT DEAL!
33.6 & 56K
modems
From $79

i.- ,,

^,

I %o\AOware
I O-Base-T
Network cards
Get on the net for $59.99

Canon
BJC-80 printers
From $299
Opt. scanner, add $ 1 29

ft-e*

t « It trr

SILICON SPORTS
BACKPACKS —

From
2.1GB HOD
20ii CO-ROM

Windows 9S

Only $1899.99

^68°8^^^

$39
LAPTOP LOCKS
MAKE SURE ^
YOUR INVESTMENT

IS WTAILY SAPEl $29

1 1 859 Wiishire Boulevard, West L. A
By the way. Lap-Top Superstore is aJto in Northern California, Gcorfka, Massacusetts A New Klampshire* We're not responsible for typos Prices, con^rations and stock are subject to chanfe without notice'
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Women ready for first tournament run in six years
W.HOOPS: Bruins enter

competition with high

hopes after strong season

By David Arnold

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA senior guard Tawana
Grimes has never seen post-season

college play due to the Bruins' six

year absence from the NCAA
Tournament, but she knows what

(1) Stanford

(16) Harvard

(8) Hawaii

(9) Arkansas

(5) Kansas

(12)Tulane

(4) Iowa

Daily Bruin Sports Thursday, March 12, 1998

she's talking aSout.

"At this point, it's not about being

satisfied, it's about being ready for

the tournament," Grimes said.

Players, coaches and journalists

have had five days since the tourna-

ment selections came out to discuss

the seedings and try to predict who
will win it all. Now it's time to play

basketball - women's style.

• • •

In the first round,UCLA, seeded
'

No.7, will play No. 10 Michigan in

Tuscaloosa, AL. It'll be a battle of

teams trying to begin a tradition. It

has been six years since the Bruins

have been invited to the Big Dance.

The last and only appearance by the

Wolverines was in 1990. UCLA (19-

8, 144 Pac-IO) and Michigan (19-9,

10-6 Big Ten): This will also be the

first time in history that each school

play each together.

The Bruins have shown that they

have what it takes to compete
against highly-ranked national

teams. In fact, the only losses (in the

Pac 10) that they have suffered came
from Stanford and Arizona - who
are both Top 10 schools. Earlier in

the year, the Bruins almost defeated

Q. W h a t d V I^^^^

:

psych iiia.1 ors
^'A * r^"- •• - .

^" ~ 7" • " ~ •• ' I _ • '"5'- ,...' -

ta 1 l< about
d u r YTi g focus
groups ?

Every
Pr+d ay i s

UCLA Day _

at Ji a c

y

Wes twood
ALL BRUINS (STUDENTS
FACULTY AND STAFF)^

S

save 10%
ON PURCHASES
(EVEN SALE-PRICED
STUFF) EVERY FRIDAY*
AND SAVE 100%
ON PARKING!
The savings are steep, the selection
is superb and the parking is free
(2 hours, with purchase). Macy's
Westwoocj is located at 10861 Weyburn
Avenue, across from the UCLA Medical
Center. You can enter from Weyburn
or Le Conte Avenues.

mocys
Visit us on the internet at www.macy8.com/

Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time
of purchase. Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. lOX does
not apply to cosmetics, fragrances or fine Jewelry. Discount offer is valid
each Friday only at Macy's Westwood.
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NO. 1 SEED - Kansas (34-3) for some reasoivthe i«yh»wks h«vf been lost among aHthe hoopia sunminding North CilNaiina, Duke and
Arizona. Kansas Is iMlAnltaly one o4l4iie top feur teams in the nation anii has some of the best teamwork of

any team In the toumey.The entire starting Hneup is comprised of upperclassmen, which should bode well for KU In the later rounds.

DARK HORSE -- Clemson (18-13) fThe Tigers took Duke to overtime In the ACC semifinals, and almost beat the Blue

Devils another time, hi the ACQ Clemson managed a split with every team
other than Duke and North Carolina, showing their inconsistency. If they get hot, they can make a run for the Sweet 16 {or far-

ther), but if they continue to struggle from the free throw line, our dark horse could turn into glue.

While the Cardinal's record is impressive, many of their

wins came against teams that weren't - they lost all

K^three games against current top 10 teams.Though Stanford Is known for Its strength underneath the
basket Its outside shooting has saved them on more than one occasion (UCLA knows all about this).

The Tiqers only k>ss this year cai i tc av kuk nodui oi in« lar neeis. ii me i igers can force tne slow
half-court temp<^ they can be very danffious. In the loss to UNC they surrenderad only 50 points.

io have made the tourney, but if they can't forcethe tempo, their lack of height and quickness wWf spell their

PAC-10 HOPES - Stanford (24-4)

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS... This should be referred to asThe Hairkk

Region," with former UCLA head coach
Jim Harrick's Rhode Island Rams facing

his former assistant coach Mark
Gottfried^ Murray State Racers

while 13th-seeded Valparaiso is

coached by Jim Harrick Jr.The
only element that's missing is

UCLA ... Kansas should defeat

Purdue in the Elite 8 for a

trip to San Antcmio.

PAC-10 HOPES -Washington (18-9)
» v^'vw The nth-seeded Huskies are

f* making their first tourna-
ment appearance since 1 986.They have the talent and the height (they have two

seven-footers inTodd MacCulknigh and Patrick Femeriing),but lack the
e)(perience tcunate a serious mn.They«oukl upset Xavler, but It woufcl

be a suiprise if they couki get past South Carolina and Into the
Sweet 16.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS.

The Tar Heete shouki not only win this

region, but they are our pick to ¥vln It alt ...

Watch for 5-foo^ 5-inch Eari Boykins

and Eastern Mkhigan to surprise rival

Mkhlgan Statein the first round ...

All the turmoil surrounding

Bobby Knight will prove a dis-

tractkm and send the seventh-

seeded Hoosiers home in a

f^ round kMs to

Oklahoma.

-eOJjQ

yi

Tbe Assoctowd Press

— M
Ttrf' '\sl., ». LMf*4*, P'f

THE NO. 1 SEED Arizona (27 4) ,.

THE NO. 1 SEED -Duke (29-3; Blue Devils are as

__^_^^^ leep as the Atlantic Ocean,
If not deeper. Even their second team vMNild be a tournament contender.
However, despite the talent of their freshmen, they are still just freshmen and
have shown moments of inexperience. Duke's lack of size in the post (beyond

'

Elton Brand) has been its Achilles' Heel in its losses to North Carolina (twice) and
Michigan.

,1'<*'^»l r;

Last year, the WiMcats shocked everybody by making a run

through the tournament as a four-seed to win the national title.

However, with all five starters returning from that championship
squad they won't be able to sneak up on anyone. Led by three
national player of the year candklates, they are as talented as
anybody In the tourney.

DARKHORSE Maryland (19 10)
' ':i;t''''1'l

THE DARK HORSE - Syracuse (24-8) The Orangemen krtow how to

make Cinderella runs - they
made It to the champfonship game two years ago as four-seed.They are a fhwthls time,
but with a weak New Mexico as the four-seed they have a virtual gift wrap to^e regkxnab.

They made a strong showing in last

week's Big East Conference tournament
and almost handed UConn a foss In the

title game.

I

The Terrapins

showed how
potent they are when they defeated both North Carolina and Kansas -

both ofwhom are top seeds in the tournament. After a slow start they
won 1 1 of their final 1 5 games and finished 10-6 in the extreniely tough

ACC.They shouki be ready for the madness of the tournament, as they
played the nation's toughest schedule.

PAC 10 HOPES Arizona (27 4)
,%-itfi'*t'^t;

PAC-10 HOPES UCLA (22 81
|l|:l/:

If the Bruins to continue to play

with the intensity they have shown
over the past two and a half games, UCLA could be a surprise

emergence from the South. However, the Bruins drew one of the
toughest brackets and fatigue may take Its toll on their short rotation. While
getting past Michigan in th» second round will be hard enough«bMMing Keniuvt^y
and Duke In the later rounds would be a Herculean task.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS...

Michigan hasn't won a topnamem game since 1994, but Davidson shouki help the Wohrerlnes
end their str«ikf Christian Lai^fl# Unt ar( M |i|niini|>nv tff^'t b4k#urprised If Kentucky beats
Duke In a regional final to avenge Its loss six years ago .«. Butler will serve New Mexico with a biq
upset in the first round.

Oesi#i by Nina Sacks

Photo Illustration by /^

Ok, so it^ the same
team as the Na 1 seed

.. they're good enough to write atKMit twice. After running through the confer-
fice with a 1 7-1 mark, they are the conference's best hope of reaching the Final

pur. However, the Wikkats have shown Inconsistencies as of late - they tost to USC
Thursday and nearly lost to UCLA,

California, Arizona State and Oregon
>tate.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS....

This is by far the weakest regton in the bracket ... No. 2

Cincinnati Is by far the worst team in its seed In the toum«y, and
the same couW be said for Utah at Na 3 ... Wirtch out for Arkansas and

Temple, because they are always dangerous come tournament time .- Arizona
should win this region, but must watch out for Maryland In the Sweet 16.

lAA,')?

,'kV>«4^.^;i . ..t.vL ,. rt^/tji^i

-V --r- -*'
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MID
NO.l SEED -Kansas (34-3)

THE NO. 1 SEED - North Carolina (30 3) Six of Its seven top players return from |«sty««r'$ Final Four squad and Antawn Jamison, Vince

^ ^u ^^ ^^ ^^'^'^CotaandShanwndWiWpfj^awfouroftlKl^estpfe^
donl have much depth, but with an alphabctlcally rotating starting lineup as talented as theirs, they don't need It. Even without Dean Smith at the helm they
haven't missed a step.

DARK HORSE - Princeton (26-1)

For $onr»e reason, the Jayhawks have been lost anKmg all the hoopla Surrounding North CaroUna, Duk« and
.^^„.^^.,— AHzona. Kansas is definltety one oitlie top four teams In the nation and has some of the best teamwork of

any team in the tourney.The entire starting lineup is comprised of upperclassmen, which should bode well for KU In the later rounds.

DARK HORSE - Clemson (18-13) The Tigers took Duke to overtime In the ACC semifinals, and almost beat the Blue

Devils another time. In the ACQ Clemson managed a split with eyery team
other than Duke and North Carolina, showing their inconsistency. If they get hot, they can nuike a run for the Sweet 16 (or far-
ther), but if they continue to struggle from the free throw line, our dark horse could turn Into giue. ,

The Tigers'only k>sf tWs year came at the hands of the Tar Heels. If the Tigers can force the stow

- ^ -*»*^<oMf*^temp<^they can be very dangerous. In the loss toUl^t^
They are more talented thaft past Tiger teartns who have made the tourneyi but If they can't force the tempo, their lack of height and qukkness viHfl spell their
doom. .^,iis^^-'' ...

'^ ^ »~

PAC-10 HOPES - Stanford (24-4) While the Cardinal's record Is impressive, many of their

wins came against teams that weren't - they lost all

three games against current top 10 teams.Though Stanford is known for Its strength underneath the
basket its outside shooting has saved them on more than one occasion (UCLA knows all about this).

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS...

•^ vc

This should be referred to asThe Harrick

Region,"with former UCLA head coach

Jim Harrick's Rhode Island Rams facing

his former assistant coach Mark
Gottfried's Murray State Racers,

while 13th-seeded Valparaiso Is

coached by Jim Harrick Jr.The
only element that's missing is

UCLA ... Kansas should defeat

Purdue in the Elite 8 for a

trip to San Antonio.

PAC-10 HOPES -- Washington (18-9) The 1 1th-seeded Huskies are

?^ making their first touma-
ment appearance since 1986.They have the talent and the height (they have two

seven-footers in Todd MacCullough and Patrick Femerling), but lack the
experience to make a serious run.They could upset Xavier, but it would

be a surprise if they couki get past South Carolina and into the

Sweet 16.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS.

The Tar Heels shouki not only win this

region, but they are our pick to win it all ...

Watch for S-foot, 5-inch Earl Boykins

and Eastern Michigan to surprise rival

Mkhigan State in the first round ...

All the turmoil surrounding

Bobby Knight will prove a dis-

traction and send the seventh-

seeded Hoosiers home in a

first round toss to

Oklahoma.

v^

•I

t^/^̂#
»t:*5»^.4'

The Associated Wess

The Associated Pres-

THE NO. 1 SEED Arizona (27 4) ,.,^^„ ,

THE NO. 1 SEED - Duke (29-3i
le Blue Devils are as

__^__^ leep as the Atlantic 0<»an,
If not deeper. Even their second team would be a tournament contender.
However, despite the talent of their freshmen, they are still just freshmen and
have shown moments of inexperience. Duke's lack of size in the post (beyond

'

Elton Brand) has been its Achilles' Heel in its losses to North Carolina (twke) and
Michigan.

oinxiii

THE DARK HORSE - Syracuse (24-8) ! J The Orangemen know how to

make Cinderella runs - they
made it to the championship game two years ago as four-seed. They are a five this time,

but with a weak New Mexko as the four-seed they have a virtual gift wrap to the regionab.

They made a strong showing in last

week's Big East Conference tournament
and almost handed UConn a loss in the

title game.

PAC-10 HOPES - UCLA (22-8)

Last year, the Wildcats shocked everybody by making a run

through the tournament as a four-seed to win the national title.

However, with all five starters returning from that champioiyhip
squad they won't be able to sneak up on anyone. Led by three
national player of the year candklates, they are as talented as
anybody In the tourney. 7/

DARK HORSE - Maryland (19 10) ^,P % The Terrapins

showed how
potent they are when they defeated both North Carolina and Kansas -

both of whom are top seeds In the tournament. After a stow start they
won 1 1 of their final 1 S games and finished 1 0-6 in the extremely tough

ACC.They shouto be ready for the madness of the tournament, as they
played the nation's toughest schedule.

PAC 10 HOPES Arizona (27 4)
,<-iK/«l^r;

Thp AsvXk,v»<< Pff

.

If the Bruins to continue to play

with the intensity they have shown
over the past two and a half games, UCLA could be a surprise

emergence from the South. However, the Bruins drew one of the
toughest brackets and fatigue may take Its toll on their short rotation. Whiie
getting past Michigan in the second round will be hard enough, beating Kentucky
and Duke In the later rounds would be a Herculean task.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS.

Mkhigan hasn't ¥von a tqMrnamem game since 1 994, but Davidson shouki help the Wolverines
end their str«aicf Christian iM^m^r Unt ar(iMI|Aan]pn|»r^ s||4li^^'t|;|^urprised If Kentucky beat
Duke In a regional final to avenge Its toss sfx years ago ... Buder will se«ve New Mexko with a big
upset In the first round.

Oesl^ by Nina Sacks

Photo Illustration by Aaron Tout

Ok, so it's the same

,,__^____ team as the No. 1 seed
.- they're good erKHigh to write about twice. After running through the confer-

ence with a 17-1 mark, they are the conference's best hope of reaching the Final

Four. Hovi^ever, the Wlkkats have shown Inconsistencies as of late - they lost to USC
Thursday and neariy lost to UCLA,

California, Arizona State and Oregon
State.

THE DAILY BRUIN SAYS....

This is by far the weakest region In the bracket ... Na 2

Cincinnati is by far the worst team In its seed In the tourney, and
the same coukf be said for Utah at Na 3 ...Watch out for Arkansas and

Temple, because they are always dangerous come tournament time ... Arizona
should win this region, but must watch out for Maryland In the Sweet 1 6.

SECOND EXPOSURE
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Bruins script tourney with h : • • ending at Final Fbur
ANALYSIS: Taking one

step at a time essential

to realizing lofty goals

By Brant Boyd
and EmnMniwIle EJerdto
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

If Kris Johnson were a screen

writer, San Antonio would be the

final scene to a Bruin tournament run

that would only be believed in

Hollywood.

"I think that it is so well-scripted

th&t it's going to be a perfect ending
and that we are going to go back to

the Final Four," Johnson said. "I

really believe it. It's just a matter of us
playing basketball and doing it."

But they'd have to be doing it

against some pretty tough oppo.
nents.

The No. 19 UCLA men's basket-

ball team, ever-so-loved by the

NCAA Tournament Committee,
drew the hardest bracket in the Big

Dance.

If the Bruins (22-8) are to make a

trip to the Alamodome, they will have

to get by some powerhouse teams
such as No. 3 Duke, No. 5 Kentucky
and No. 12 Michigan.

"I think it's a strong region, no
question about it," UCLA head
coach Steve Lavin said.

With the 1996 first-round

Princeton loss still lurking in the back
of their minds, the Bruins don't want
to look at what may lay ahead for

them in the South Region.

"We're not even thinking about

Michigan right now," said Johnson of

a team that UCLA could face in the

second round. "Being part of a team
that suffered a first-round loss, we're

not going to make that mistake again,

we're just concerned about Miami
and what we have to do to win that

ball game and then we'll think about

Michigan if they get past Davidson.

"It's tourney-time and crazy things

have hapi)ened, so we've got to take it

one game at a time."

But in order for Johnson's perfect

ending to happen, what would the

Bruins have to do?

First, sixth-seeded UCLA would
have to get past its first-round game
against llth-seed Hurricanes (18-9)

on Friday at the Georgia Dome in

Atlanta.

If all goes according to plan, the

Bruins would meet Michigan in the

second round on Sunday.

The third-seeded Wolverines (24-

8) could be a tough obstacle with

large-bodied Robert "Tractor"

Traylor posting inside which would
cause problems for the undersized

Bruins. >
However. like UCLA, the

Wolverines have shown signs of

inconsistency throughout the year

and it wouldn't be a complete shock

for the Bruins to pull the upset.

Assuming, a UCLA win, it's most
likely that their opponent in the

Sweet Sixteen would be No. 2 seed

Kentucky (29-4). The Wildcats, who
are trying to make their third-straight

Final Four appearance, would be
tough to beat. Kentucky dominates

the boards and has a relentless

defense, holding opponents to a 39

percent shooting clip.

While a win would be unlikely.

there is a reason why they call the

NCAA Tournament March
Madness.

So UCLA would make it to the

Elite Eight and it would be a shock if

Duke didn't emerge from the other

side of the South bracket for a re-

match with the Bruins.

As evidenced by their 120-84 win

over UCLA on Feb. 22, the Blue

Devils (29-3) have proven themselves

deep and deadly from the outside.

And with Elton Brand back in the

middle for Duke, its inside game is

just as strong.

For UCLA to win here, nothing

short of a miracle would be needed.

But then again, this is a Hollywood
script and the Bruins would once
again find themselves in San
Antonio, the site of last year's UCLA
tournament loss.

M. HOOPS
From page 1

And it was a season defined by Toby Bailey,

who, in frustration, slammed the ball off the back-

board in Washington's Edmundson Pavilion two
weeks ago as the final buzzer sounded, ending
UCLA's amazing comeback attempt and leaving

a bittersweet taste in their mouths once again.

But it was also a season defined by such unfor-

gettable images as the amazing ofT-the-backboard

alley-oop from Earl Watson to Baron Davis
against Oregon State.

Then there was the three-pointer at the buzzer

by Johnson to defeat Washington State in

Pullman.

And who could ever forget the biggest smile

anybody has seen on JR. Henderson's face over

the past four years when he was announced for the

final time at Pauley Pavilion last Saturday?

Up, down. Up, down. There is no middle
ground for the Bruins. They are a team that went

9-1 in its first 10 games, 7-3 in the following 10, and
5-5 to conclude the season. In the process, they

were ranked as high as No. 6 - only a month and a

halfago - but have proceeded to fall 1 3 spots since.

However, it was in the final three games of the

season that the Bruins played their best. Leave it

to this team to play its best three games of the sea-

son and lose two of them.

On March I against Washington, UCLA lolly-

gagged through the first half and trailed by 16 at

halftime. But the Bruins turned up the offensive

and defensive intensity to come all the way back,

only to lose by one.

Then last week, they handled a good Arizona

State squad, 102-94, before losing to second-

ranked Arizona in what was perhaps the Bruins'

best efibrt of the season.

"As a team, we just grew strong as the season

progressed," Johnson said. "It's like that every

year."

The story ofthe Bruin season began way back in

the summer. Having just endured one of the most
tumultuous seasons ever, the Bruins were looking

toward the future - and perhaps, a national title.

At least that's what the pros said.

Over the summer, various Bruins would take

on NBA players such as Jalen Rose and Chris

Mills in pick-up games in the Men's Gym - and
win almost almost every time.

"We were beating them, and every time after

we played they would be like, 'You guys better

make the finals and if you don't we are going to

beat you guys up,'" Bailey said. "Or they say, 'You
guys better not do the same this year.'"

The expectations couldn't have been higher.

With Bailey, Henderson, Johnson and McCoy
returning, combined with blue-chip recruits

Davis, Watson and Schea Cotton, UCLA knew
there was nobody more talented.

Then came Hell Week.

The last week of September is not one the

Bruins will soon forget - after all, it may have cost

them their season.

On Sept. 25, Cotton - who was ranked as one
of the best forward prospects in the nation - was
ruled ruled academically ineligible.

Then, four days later, McCoy and Johnson
were inexplicably and indefinitely suspended.

In a span of five days, the Bruins metamor-
phosed from an extremely deep team to one with

no bench strength or continuity whatsoever.

"We would have had a chance right from the

get-go to get chemistry going and having every-

body on the same page," Henderson said. "But we
never really got a chance to do that."

Though Johnson would be re-instated before

the season began, he would miss the first four

games, leaving the Bruins with three freshman

starters along with Henderson and Bailey.

And it didn't help that that the first contest was
against currently top-ranked North Carolina in

Alaska.

In the opening-round game of the Great
Alaska Shootout, the Tar Heels dominated from
start to finish and handed the Bruins their second

worst loss in school history, 109^8.

The size disadvantage became truly evident, as

Sec M. HOOPS, pa^e 12

Erasmus University and The Institute for International—^ Mediation and Conflict Resolution
'

- »1 . . •
,

Invite UCLA Students

to attend

The 1998 International

Student Symposium on Negotiation

& Conflict Resolution

The Hague, The Netherlands

July 20-August 14, 1998

For further information on the month-long, academically
accredited symposium, please contact:

Phone: 202-828-0721

Fax: 202-462-6151

_ E-mail: IIMCR@erols.com

Website: www.iimcr.org

^
IIMCR

2708 Cathedral Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20008

•''•-^fv'- * *r^

rcatitring

^ 5 TV Screens

^ Cocktails

7Beerg on Tap

Also Featiiriug

Lunc

Early Diner

Diinner

amous ecm
11648 San Vicente Blvd.' 310.826.3558
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M. HOOPS
FfompagelO

UNC outrebounded the Bruins 45-28

and shot 63 percent from the field,

while UCLA made only 40 percent

of its shots.

The following Monday - coinci-

dentally or not - the 6-foot- 10-inch

McCoy was re-instated to the prac-

tice squad, though he would not play

in a game until a month later.

The Bruins would not lose a game

until January. Among the victories in

the ensuing nine-game winning

streak was their only win of the sea-

stjn against a ranked team (New
Mexico), which also was the last

game Johnson would not play.

In that span were victories over

tourney-bound Northern Arizona,

St. Louis, UNLV and - in McCoy's

first game back - Illinois.

Everything was just firie for a

while. The Bruins were winning - at

one point they were 17-3 - and conti-

nuity had re-surfaced.

Then came Hell Week, Part II,

only this time it lasted longer.

A loss at Oregon was followed by a

loss to Stanford at home, a game in

which the Bruins had every opportu-

nity to win but didn't.

Then came the big news.

McCoy was gone. He resigned, cit-

ing "intense media pressure" and a

desire to let his teammates have less

distractions.

Two days later, as IfTRings weren't

'

bad enough, Baiky was kicked out of

practice and benched for the Bruins'

upcoming game against USC. Bailey:

the player who had found a way to

avoid all the suspensions, punish-

ments and problems over the years.

One had to wonder if things would

ever get better for the Bruins.

It didn't. At least not immediately.

Over the next three games, the

Bruins barely beat two of the Pac-lO's

worst clubs - use in overtime and

WSU at the buzzer - and got drilled

at Duke by 36 points.

The following game at

Washington, UCLA played its worst

20 minutes of the season and trailed

by 16 at halftime. Yet that was the

game where they turned it around.

They made an amazing comeback

only to fall one-point short, then won
their game against ASU and pTayed

solidly against Arizona.

And that's where they stand today.

Are they the team that went 9-1 to

start the season? Or are they the team

that got beat by Duke and North

Carolina by a combined 77 points?

Are they the team that for so many
games, just did not look as though

they put forth their full effort - and

the scoreboard revealed it? Or are

they the team that everyone has seen

for the last week - a team that can

compete with anybody?

At some point over the next three

weeks, the Bruins will discover where

they stand in the national picture.

And the Bruins are confident that

they are at the top of the spectrum.

"I still have a funny feeling that we

are going to surprise a lot ofpeople in

the tournament," Johnson said.

"People don't know it yiet, I dbnT
think we know it yet, but when the

tournament comes we'll be ready."

If not, it will be a very quick end to

a very long season.

W. HOOPS
From page 1

"We have always felt that we had a lot

of talent on this team, but we didn't know
when we put it all together," Olivier said.

"They stayed focused and did things we

wanted them to do and they all believe in

what we were doing, which is huge for any

team."

When the seniors took it upon them-

selves to stand up and talk to the team on

that fateful December day, they reminded

the players of this.

"I loved it," Olivier said about the

impromptu speeches by the seniors. "To

be honest, that's what makes the team that

much better, when the team is running the

team. They know that ifeveryone is on the

page and everyone has the same goals it

just makes us all that much stronger."

MOORE
From page 3

1993, going just 51-57, only to resurge

this season. Why do you believe the

Bruins stumbled?

I think everything goes in cycles. I

think it was just a matter of recruiting.

I think Kathy (Olivier^jthas done an

excellent job of recruiting. If the stu-

dent athletes are not out there, you

can't recruit them in. So I think the

recruiting pool for UCLA in the West

just wasn't there. I think Kathy's first

year, Natalie (Williams) got hurt and

they were young the last couple of

years.

What are your thoughts on UCLA
head coach Kathy Olivier and what

she 's been able to do this season?

I think she has been obviously

doing a wonderful job this year. The

thing I know about coaching though is

that she probably has worked just as

hard and probably done just as good a

job the last couple years, but the win-

loss record hasn't been there. It takes

a lot more to coach with less talent

than when you have the talent. She's

probably done just a great coaching

job the last couple of years to get the

wins she got.

The only time a UCLA women's

basketball team captured the national

title was when your team did it in 1978.

How much longer do you think it will

be before another one?

It seems to me that it would be

appropriate if it were to happen in

1998. But you just don't know. I really

-4hink4h is team has a hig opportun ity

to have a big impact in the NCAAs.
Because if you look at the team you

will see that they are a sophomore

team. Obviously next year and the

year after that they will be tough.

What is important is that they are

going to get into the post-season and

the players will get to experience the

tournament. The players will get a feel

for what it means, the excitement and

the electricity involved with it. The

further the team goes into it, the better

the experience. And that carries over

to next season. So hopefully within the

next couple years UCLA will have an

opportunity to win 6ne.

Do you think the success of this sea-

son proves that the Bruins are back to

the heights you took them?

Everything cycles. So you would

like to think it is. It's a team that has

good balance, good chemistry and all

the ingredients that is takes to be suc-

cessful for years. If you talk to Kathy

and people around the program, they

will tell you that so much of that is

based on recruiting. They put together

a good recruiting class that happens to

be sophomores right now, and they

have some seniors on their team. If

you look game in and game out, the

key contributors to the program are

underclassmen. Hopefully the UCLA
women's basketball program has

arrived this year and will stay in the

national picture.

TOURNAMENT
From page 6

North Carolina (another top-

ranked team) in overtime.

One match-up to look for should

be that of the centers. Michigan's 6-

foot-3 All-Big Ten First-teamer

Pollyanna Johns will go up against

the Bruins' 6-foot-4 sophomore
Janae Hubbard. Johns averaged

18.2 points this year, and led the

conference with 9.6 rebounds and a

.620 field goal percentage while

Hubbard averaged 10.7 in points,

5.& in^ rebounds, an4 .534 in 45eld

goal percentage. However, after

her career highs in both points (26)

and rebounds (18) against

Washington State, few doubt

Hubbard's mettle or muscle.
• • •

If they win, the Bruins will face

the winner of the Alabama-NC
Greensboro game.

Much of Alabama's success is

due to junior guard Dominique
Canty, one of the best players in the

nation, who averages 21 points, 7

rebounds, and 5 assists.

If the Bruins have to play

Alabama, they will have to deal with

the pressure of playing in front of a

spirited squad. But, the Bruins are

used to playing under pressure. A win

against Alabama will certainly be one

of the biggest for the Bruins.

• • •

Find out what respect means to

the Pac-10. This weekend, five out

of the 10 schools in the Pac-10 have

spots in the tournament.

Stanford sits atop of the West as^

the No.I seed. Stanford's only Pac-

10 defeat came at the hands of

Arizona, but the Cardinal later

avenged that loss by burning the

Wildcats for 108 points at Maples

Pavilion, where they have not lost

since 1994 in 59 straight games. In

See TOUmUMENT, page 14

UCLA
STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES

Applications for 1998-99 Student Sports Packages (SSP) are now available at the Central Ticket

Office (West Center) and Student Union Office (A-Level, Ackerman Union). Completed
applications will be accepted beginning Monday, March 16 at 9:00 am at the Pauley Pavilion Ticket

Office.

The first 500 apj?licants will receive a UCLA SSP for the 1998-99 sports year. All other

applications received will be entered into a random draw to be held in late July.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games, fhe men's basketball games listed

under the plan that you choose and all other regularly scheduled home athletic events next year.

Applicants must use an official application in its original form. Each applicant may submit one
application and request a maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be a currently

enrolled UCLA student, possess a UCLA student ID and ticket to get into the games.

Unsuccessful applications will be sent notification and a refund in the mail between August 19

and 28.

Because of the high demand for men's basketball tickets, we do not anticipate that tickets will be
available to individual games next season.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl game, or in the NCAA
Basketball Tournament, only those students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase those

tickets.

Seating locations at UCLA venues are similar to last year. All student seating continues to be
festival style general admission, except for the UCLA-USC football game where your prepaid •

priority number is exchanged for a reserved seat.

For more information on UCLA SSP policies and procedures and the random draw, pick up an application at the Central Ticket

Office or Student Union.

THE UCLA ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

• • i LUCK BRUINS!!!
So bow are you going to get aU your colls if you are

trcivelling for 3 weeks of MARCH MADNESS?
Check out this dea\...

^OR THimr^T TECHNOLOGY:
BtSwassXi^ranxTM

liiiiiiai

INCLUDES: PAGER • ACTIVATION • 1 YEAR OF AIRTIME • 3 MONTHS VOICE MAIL FREE

IVs like a Cellular Fantasy come true!

Coverage extends from scinta Barbara
to the Mex\car\ border

plus Vas Veqas; Lciughlin, Phoenix, ar\d Tvtscon, AZ!

310/478-5440
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
11054 West Pico Boulevard, WLA

(1/2 Block East of Sepulveda)

CHECK US OUT ON THE NET
http: www.cellulairfantasy.com
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SENIORS
From page 2

ready to redeem itself from the loss.

But ofr-the<ourt drama would test the

resolve of the team.

Two weeks before the season

began, UCLA dismissed head coach

Jim Harrick for recruiting violations

and lying on an expense report. The

trauma of losing their head coach

revealed itself on the court.

Despite the fact that the Bruins

were a team of returning talent, they

struggled early in the season.

However, UCLA would persevere

through the loss of its head coach and

through some humiliating defeats" like

its 48-point loss to Stanford. The

Bruins would jell at the end of the year

and put together a 12-game winning

streak that would take them all the

way to the Elite"Eight.

Yet if there were to be a silver lining

to the three-year roller coaster ride, it

is this: Their experiences provided the

trio with a solid foundation to become

the senior leaders needed by the six

Bruin freshman to deal with a season

with more cast changes and plot twists

than an episode of Melrose Place.

"You don't just become a leader

overnight and they've been groomed

to take over this role for three years."

said former Bruin Charles O'Bannon,

who knows about providing senior

leadership during tumultuous times.

"Their turn finally came and I think

that they handled it well."

Before the summer, things boded

well for the Bruins who had four tal-

ented returning players and a highly

regarded recruiting class. It seemed as

if the seniors would end their careers

the way they began it - taking part in

the Final Four.

But in the span of a week things

began to crumble. Star recruit Schea

Cotton's SAT scores were invalidated

by the NCAA, making him ineligible

to play Then four days later UCLA
suspended Johnson and Jelani

McCoy. The result of the early drama
- a 41 -point season opening loss to

North Carolina.

The year would be marked with

constant roster alterations - the rein-

statement of the suspended players

and then the resignation of McCoy.

Stability became a foreign word.

"My whole.career has always been

like that here." Henderson said, "just

a lot of changes, a lot of things to deal

with. You kind of get immune to it,

like nothing else could happen to us."

Regardless of the happenings out-

side the hardwood, the three seniors

have helped the team compile a 22-8

record, finish third in the conference

behind two top 10 teams and earn a

sixth seed in their fourth-straight

NCAA Tournament appearance.

"They've been kind of the pillars of

strength for our program during the

last two years during a very difficult

time." UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

said. "When you look at all the peaks

and valleys that we've had over the last

two seasons, the one consistent thing

that we've had is their performance."

By the end of the conference sea-

son, it was obvious that the seniors

were the go-to-guys, just as Charles

O'Bannon and Cameron Dollar were

last year and Ed O'Bannon, Edney

and Zidek were- in the 1995 season.

Johnson has been the clutch shoot-

er for the Bruins, while Bailey showed

that he could take matters into his own

hands in the overtime victory against

use on Feb. 18 and in his 32-point

second-half performance versus

Washington on Mar. 1. And
Henderson, well, when he watched

most of the game from the bench in

foul trouble against Duke, the Blue

Devils defeated the Bruins by 36

points. A coincidence? Not likely.

"That is our role, as the three

seniors," Johnson said. "That is our

responsibility, to carry the team. We
want all the pressure, we want all the

challenges."

The threesome don't limit their

leadership to the court. On'-the<ourt,

they also provide inspiration for the

younger Bruins.

"People say that we don't have

great leaders, but I think that they are

wrong," freshman Rico Hines said. "1

think that Toby, Kris and JR. are

great leaders and great guys."

Each senior brings a different style

of leadership to the team.

"1 think Toby is more of a quiet

leader as far as just through his work

ethic in practice," freshman Baron

Davis said. "Kris is the more vocal

leader, you know just really gets us

fired up. And J.R., I think he's jiist the

overall leader, the guy who, when he

speaks, everyone listens."

As their time as Bruins wind down

to mere minutes, the last vestige of the

championship squad hopes to give to

the six freshrnan what they received

during their own freshman campaign
- a trip to the Final Four.

And when the last second ticks off

the clock the Bruin trinity will leave

their mark as a class without peers.

"I don't think any senior class has

been through what we've been

through as far as Ups and downs and

growing up in the public eye,"

Johnson said. "1 think that the fresh-

man see it on our faces, I mean we've

been through a lot - turmoil and jubi-

lation, everything. Any emotion that

you can describe we've been through

here at UCLA.
"I'm sure that when we leave here

there won't be another class like us."

GOMEZ
From page 3

"because she distributes the ball so

well, it's fun for the girls to play with

her."

You understand winning. For you

that has always meant not having "any

individual goals."

"It's not about honors or accolades

or nothing like that: It's about person-

al satisfaction."

You may remember for one brief

instant what it was like to be the

woman that Olivier said "can go forev-

er." You may remember what it's like

to be able to defiantly retort "I doni

ask to come out of the game."

Those are the last four years of

Gomez's life. Now you, the reader,

can understand how she may feel.

And when word of her tournament

games reaches you, maybe you'll

remember the pressure she faces.

Maybe you'll remember the East

Coast product who rarely gets this

chance to play collegiate basketball in

front of her family.

Maybe you'll remember the no-win

situation that finals are just two weeks

away, but she can't focus on themuntil

the team loses.

If nothing else, try to remember a

woman who has a little bit of every-

thing and a whole lot of promise.

TOURNAMENT they would probably be congratulated by

UConn, right before Connecticut attempts to

From page 1 2

short: don't ever expect an early exit from the

Cardinal if they play at home.

The only team in the conference to beat the

Cardinal this year is Arizona. The No. 3 seed in

the east, the Wildcats shouldn't have any prob-

lem with 14th seed Santa Clara, but should

expect a fight from Virginia if they meet in the

second round. Should the Wildcats survive that

prove whether they can still compete with the

absence of Nykesha Sales.

The other conference teams change, then,

from the one and three seeds of Stanford and

Arizona to the 12 and 13 seeds of Oregon and

Washington. The Ducks (17-9, 13-5) have been

steady and consistent all year. They probably

clinched their berth in the final weeks when they

went into overtime at Arizona State and won
69-67 and had a strong game at home in the

final week of the season against Stanford before

falling 79/71. Oregon, though , is a No.l2 seed,

and as a consequence must face No. 5 seed

Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights pulled off a mira-

cle win against UConn in the regular season on

a buzzer-beating half-court shot; the Huskies

avenged that loss by beating up on Rutgers ia

the Big East Championship game. As solid a

team as Oregon may claim to be, though, don't

expect the Scarlet Knights to be damsels in dis-

tress against the Ducks.

Perhaps the greatest testimony to the strength

of the Pac-IO, however, may be seen in the fate of

Washingtori. Starting the season 10^, with wins

over Kansas, Iowa, Vanderbilt and NC State, the

Huskies finished the season (9-9) in the confer-

ence. All of Washington's losses came from Pac-

IO teams. The Huskies garnered the No. 13 seed

and will face the No. 6 seeded Clemson Tigers in a

tournament appearance.

With UCLA and other powerful constituents

representing the Pac-IO playing in the tourna-

ment, there will definitely be a lot to talk about

during March Madness.
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News
Wbrk-study gives students r, expenence
FINANCE: Bruins batUe

time difficulties but need

cash to make ends meet

By Ann Hanwkcy and Lavvrence Fcrdiaw

Daily Bruin Contributors

When grants, loans and scholar-

ships do not provide the whole solu-

tion, UCLA students must look for

employment to meet their financial

needs.

"I have no money, my parents have

no money, and nobody wants to give

me money So, I have to work," said

Jane Lee, a second-year student who

works part time at the UCLA Medical

Center.

She is not alone. Students on work-

study number over 3,000, and the

Associated Students of UCLA (ASU-

CLA) employs at least another 1,500.

However, these figures do not reflect

the total number of students working

both on and offcampus.

Many students use these jobs to

cover different expenses of school,

including registration fees, books and

commuting costs.

"I have financial aid, but most ofmy
tuition is paid for by scholarships,"

said Baudelia Chavez, a third-year stu-

Program saves money,

conserves environment
RESOURCES: Campus

utilities' needs met in

Earth-friendly fashion

ByMarisaWong
Daily Bruin Contributor

As students sit in class, drink

from water fountains or walk

home, joules and cents are being

saved by the minute.

With a co-generator to provide

the campus with electricity (and

other initiatives to save resources),

the school joins many other col-

leges nationwide in the effort to

conserve both money and the envi-

,
ronment.

In a report released by the

National Wildlife Federation

(NWF), college campuses are

engaging in many cost-effective

environmental-improvement pro-

jects.

Of the 15 universities and col-

leges the NWF profiled, an average

of $728,500 per campus was saved

through conservation initiatives.

Although UCLA was not high-

lighted in this report, Assistant Vice

Chancellor Jack Powazek said the

school has probably saved more

than the national average through

numerous energy conservation

projects.

Because UCLA has its own

power plant, electricity does not

have to be bought through other

companies - a very cost-effective

measure which will serve to be

greatly beneficial in the long run,

Powazek said.

The plant uses both natural gas

and landfill gas to fuel the campus

with electricity The landfill gas

would otherwise be destroyed if it

were not consumed by the plant.

In addition, the heat by-product

from this process is used to gener-

ate the steam which provides the

school with cooling, heating and

more electricity

"The power plant is extremely

energy efficient," said David

Johnson, Director of Energy

Services. "And whenever we have

any money, our goal is to try and

have the cost level below the fund-

ing level."

Powazek estimates that $40 mil-

lion in replacement costs have been

saved because of the power plant

which began generating in 1994.

The original chillers were no

longer able to generate their own

cold water, and so a water transport

system from the plant was designed

so new chillers would not have to be

installed. Sixty chillers were saved,

along with millions of dollars,

because the plant was able to pro-

vide the cold water needed.

The energy department is also

working to replace the lighting sys-

tem with more energy efficient light

bulbs.

Lights in all public spacing on

campus, which includes hallways,

SecENVIIIONMENT,pa9e6

Signing in on the action

WTIL ARMENIAN

Students sign Calpirg petitions for lower interest rates on

student loans. See CorDmunity Briefs, page 4.

STUDEWF
This article is

second i

ongoi

deaiin

issues

finance at

dent. "The only thing that's not paid

for is myJjOQks,_and that^ why 1

work."

Chavez works 15 to 20 hours each

week as a senior student supervisor at

ASUCLA's Campus Corner. Next

quarter she will also use her paychecks

to help pay rent at home.

Although on-campus jobs may pay

less and not provide as much relevant

experience for future careers, some

students see great benefits in working

for ASUCLA or other school organi-

zations. Many cited Hexibility as a

good reason to work on campus.

"If I have a test, I can go in late,"

said Laura MoUer. "Other places don't

allow this."

Moller works at BookZone in the

UCLA Store. She said she enjoys the

benefits of working for ASUCLA

because it allows her to coordinate her

work schedule around her classes,

allowing her to focus on academics.

Work-study employees find acade-

mics to be not only a priority, but a

necessity Students must meet a mini-

mum grade point average, as estab-

lished by their college, to remain in the

program, y^
Awards of work-study funds are

determined by financial need. Students

work to earn the $ 1,800 available a year

through a variety of jobs both on and

off campus. They have their choice of

jobs that have been designated as

See JOBS, page 6

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT

A student walks into the UCLA School of Law.

Aspiring lawyers hound job marlcet

LAW SCHOOL Renewed

interest about justice

increases applications

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Contributor

Lawyers have been called every-

thing from liars to sharks to scum-

bags.

"1 tell people that I'm an English

major, and people look down on me; I

tell people that I want to go to law

school, and people look down on me,"

said Stephanie Lasker, a fourth-year

American literature student, laugh-

ing.

UCLA students who hope to

become lawyers, however, raise objec-

tions to the predominant stereotypes.

"It's hard to stereotype (law stu-

dents) because they are a very diverse

group of people," said Amy Berenson

Mallow, assistant dean for career ser-

vices.

Students attend law school with

many different motivations. Some

seek security, some want to change

society and some like the intellectual

challenge.

"I just wanted to understand the

law as this huge tool, a power play that

allows people to take what they want,"

said Robert Sorensen, second-year

law student.

He decided to enter law school

after being accused of murder.

"All (the police) wanted to do was

to solve the case even though the com-

posite pictures didn't look anything

like me," Sorensen said, "1 think

that's frightening."

Whatever the case, UCLA's law-

school applications have increased for

the first time since 1991, according to

Andrea Sossin Bergman, assistant

dean of admissions.

Also, "admissions have increased

about 8 percent," she said. They are

above the national average.

She mentioned that the improve-

ment in the economy may have affect-

ed the higher number of applications

this year.

The jobs in which law-school grad-

uates actually end up also heavily

depends upon the market trends and

government funding.

"There's a good job market for

lawyers, said Zareh Jaltorossian. sec-

ond-year law student. "When getting

a Ph.D., the job prospects are uncer-

tain," he said.

Going to law school is "just a way

of getting a job," he said.

But the economic circumstances of

the market also limits the number of

jobs in certain sectors of the law.

For example, government funding

determines how many people will be

hired into public interest law.

Government funding, in turn, is

affected by the economy

Public interest is the field of law in

which lawyers traditionally try to help

the community and oppressed

groups. While law schools categorize

it separately from the public and pri-

vate sectors, it actually plays a role in

both of these fields.

Recently there has been a surge of

new public interest programs for law-

school students.

Many undergraduates hope to

enter into the law program to practice

public-interest law.

"I'm interested in going to law

school so that 1 can make the law work

for people who need it," said Kim

Curtis, a second-year women's studies

student.

"This summer I worked with a

female manager who was sexually

harassed. I wished at the time that 1

was a lawyer so that I could help her,"

she said.

This is the first year the UCLA
Law School has a program in public

interest law, with 27 students in the

program.

This year showed an increase in the

number of applicants to the public

interest program.

The job market, however, remains

SeeCAIEEIIS,pagT6
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

USACCALPIRaCSA
fight for financial aid

Three UCLA student groups came together

Thursday to "fight for financial aid" bylaiinch-

ing a letter-writing campaign to Congress.

Representatives from USAC. Graduate

Students' Association (GSA, and California

Public Interest Research Group (CALPIRG)
gathered in Royce quad to urge students to sign

postcards, write letters and even call represen-

tatives to voice their concerns over legislation

designedlo cut back financial aid.

"It is crucial that students work together to

ensure that financial aid is protected in the

upcoming millennium," said USAC President

Kandea Mosley.

President Clinton's most recent budget has

dramatically cut several key financial-aid pro-

grams, which was the impetus for students

organizing on this issue.

The letters and postcards were directed to

Rep. John Kasich, R-OH, the House Budget

Committee Chair.

"We are out here to let

Representative Kasich and

President Clinton know that students

will not silently watch as their financial aid

is cut." said USAC External Vice President

Stacy Lee.

Organizers said that they had gathered over

300 signatures from students who passed by.

Affirmative Action rally

protests at Berkeley

public schools. The proposed

initiative also attempts to elimi-

nate a portion of Proposition i

According to Guerrero, they have less than

half of the necessary signatures. But she said

2I}9\ that between 100,000 and 200.000 fiiers are

- the voter-approved 1996 measure that \. being circulated to publicize the initiative. The

. group^of UC Berkeley students, profes-

sors and community members rallied on

Sproul Plaza on Thursday in a drive to place

an affirmative action initiative on the

November 1998 election ballot.

Students for Educational Opportunity, a

campus group that supports afTirmative'

action, organized the rally to show its support

for the Equal Educational Opportunity

Initiative. The proposed measure, drawn up

by Boah Hall students, is aimed at reinstating

afTirmative action policies in all CaJiforniiL

abolished affirmative action in all public insti-

tutions.

"The rally is intended to galvanize people

around the issue," said Rashad Ibrahim, a

third-year Boalt student who is coordinating

the rally. "Berkeley is a place for people to

express themselves. Folks who don't have the

money or control of the media have an out-

let."

In order to place the initiative on the

November 1998 ballot, the organization must

gather 770,000 signatures by April 17. But as a

safeguard, they plan to gather at least 1.2 mil-

lion signatures.

"We can't afford to wait," said Andrea

Guerrero, a second-year law student and the

initiative's co-author. "Each year we wait, we

lose tens and thousands of students."

If the students cannot gather the necessary

signatures, they will have to wait until the year

2000 to place the item on the ballot. ^

organization has also established an extensive

network that spans, at least 30 universities

across the state.

UC Berkeley African-American studies

Professor June Jordan and ethnic studies

Professor Ronald Takaki both spoke. -

"When they announce (the break down of

this year's entering fall class), it will be like an

earthquake," Takaki said, pointing to a study

by the university that projected next year's

freshman class as 93 percent white and Asian

American.

But Chris Gray, president of the Berkeley

College Republicans, said that the students

should not try to alter Proposition 209.

"They ought to just live with it for a little

while to see how it goes," Gray said. "It's just

sour grapes. They can't live with what the vot-

ers do."

Compiled from Daily Bruin staffand wire reports.

WHArS BREWIN'TODAY

Friday Noon
Center for the Study of Religion

Professor Fredelle Spiegel

Contemporary Religion: A
Psychoanalytic Perspective

Von Grunebaum Library

10383 Bunche Hall .•

1 p.m.
Muslim Union

Juma prayer

Kerckhoff Patio -206-7877

Tour of Hammer Museum
Call for more information

Price: $ I

Hammer Museum • 208-5015

ChickefvstickBug Race byjhiwodark

g0t^5. WAIT Titl-JSAV^iOAMp

REMINDER

LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by peti-

tion with instructor approval, $13

per-course fee, transcript notation.

D0N7 FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline 825-

HELP,

Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK.

Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments have

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to set

up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free help

in many subjects. Call 206-1491.

2 p.m.
Korean Tutorial Program

Last on-site visit to John

Burroughs Middle School

Lot 6 turnaround • 825-2417

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5: 15)

840 Hilgard Ave.

6 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Lent dinner and movie night

840 Hilgard Ave -208-5015 _

8 p.m. —
Jewish Arts Committee

Field trip: Pizmon Peformance

after Shabbat dinner

Westwood Marquis Hotel

(Hilgard and Le Conte). second

floor

jewarts@ucla.edu • 284-3636

Music Club

'Band night

• Ackerman 2408

e-mail hparish@ucla.edu

All welcome

UCLA Musical Theater

Workshop

Stephen Sondheim's Into the

Woods
Schoenberg Hall

$ 10 general. $7 students/faculty

Kathleen ©8254761

UCLA Shakespeare Reading and

Performance Group
An Alan Smithee Scene Night

Buenos Ayres Room, Sunset

Canyon • 208-5428

Saturday 2 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

8 p.m.

Israeli Dance Performing Group
at UCLA
Field trip: Batsheva Dance Co.

Price: $9 for students

Veterans Wadsworth Theater

rikud@ucla.edu- 284-3636

UCLA Musical Theater

Workshop

Sondheim's Into The Woods
Schoenberg Hall

$10 general, $7 students/faculty

Kathleen ©8254761

UCLA Shakespeare Reading and

Performance Group
An Alan Smithee Scene Night

1330 MacGowan Hall - 208-5428

Sunday 7 p.m.
Latter Day Saint Student

Association

"Christians and the Creative Arts

"

Charles E. Young Grand Salon

Monday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass

Kerckhoff400

2 p.m.
Baha'i Club

Club meeting

Come talk about unity, equality

and peace!

Ackerman 2412 -453-9594

6 p.m.
American Indian Student

Association

General meeting

3201 Campbell Hall -206-7513

7 p.m.
UCLA Book Zone

Author Event

David K Reynolds, author of

numerous books, will discuss and

sign "A Handbook for

Constructive Living"

Kerckhoff Gallery 206^822

What's Brewin' can be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin9media.uda.edu
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San Francisco is a city of cafes, cul-

ture and character. Many attractions

make it a unique visiting place, such as

Japantown, Chinatown, Little Italy,

Fisherman's Wharf and more.

"There's culture there - it's more

European than LA," said Rachel

Factor, a third-year communication

studies student.

"People are more laid back up

there," added Yinlan Zhang, a third-

year geography student.

Both recalled experiences that made

San Francisco memorable to them.

"I remember going to Cafe Claude,

this French cafe that was in an alley.

where there was a lot of jazz," said

Zhang. "After they closed, we were still

there, and we hung out with the band,

and the bartender gave us some free

drinks. We just sat there and chatted

until 3 or 4 in the morning."

Factor appreciates the views people

can get of the city and bay when they

find the right spot, the many jazz clubs,

and the good food. There are also many

areas around San Francisco that are

enjoyable, such as Napa Valley,

Sausalito and Santa Cruz.

"San Francisco's just a neat place,"

she added. "I feel like going there now."

Lodging price: $25-$26 for a hostel.

Las Vc(^as

rts&Entertamment:825-2538; News:825-2795; Spo,ts:825-9851; Viewpoint:825-2216; Classified Line:825-2221; Classified Display: 206-3060; Sales;825-2161

For those who don't want to spend

their spring break outdoors, the

bright lights of Las Vegas and other

Nevada cities beckon.

"It's Sin City, man." said Keith

Tarn, a third-year business economics

student who is going to Las Vegas

this Spring Break with Alpha Phi

Omega, a coed service-oriented fra-

ternity. For the first time ever, Tarn

will actually be able to gamble.

"I never had the chance to pull an

actual slot machine," he said, "and

besides, my luck has been good

recently."

Lodging price: $45-$ 125 for a

hotel.

Mcxixico

Home of Cancun, Matzatlan, San

Felipe, Rosarito ... Everyone who
lives on campus has received those

shiny flyers that advertise the adven-

tures of Rosarito Beach.

Elias Encino, a first-year film stu-

dent, is helping organize a spring

break trip there for friends. They

intend to drive down to Rosarito for

the week because there, said Encino,

"You have the beach and good

Mexican food, and everyone's there

for one purpose: to party their asses

off."

But, according to Mike Mirhadi, a

third-year microbiology student, it is

important to prepare well ahead of

time. Last spring break, Mirhadi and

four friends drove down to Rosarito,

arrived after lunch, attempted to

check into a hotel - and found out all

the hotels had restricted access.

"You had to have these wristbands

to get into the hotel - any hotel - and

we didn't know this at all. I had to lie

and say that my friends and I were

surfing earlier and that we took off

our wristbands and lost them. And I

tried to act like a surfer and say 'dude'

and 'man' and all that," Mirhadi said.

Six hours later, a hotel finally sold

Mirhadi ^nd friends "new" wrist-

bands for^20 each.

Things only got worse for the

group when one of Mirhadi's friends

nearly got arrested for attempting to

smuggle beer into the hotel - "the cop

even pulled out his handcuffs" - and

Mirhadi ended the trip with another

complaint: "Worst of all, you have to

pay $30 to go to any club - $30 for an

overcrowded dancing area, cheap

beer and lots of decadence."

"It was an interesting experience,

but not something I want to repeat
"

Anne Marie Wear, a second-year

theater student, has fonder memories

of Mexico. Wear went camping with

friends on the sands of San Felipe,

where there are numerous water-

sport activities. An aspect of the San

Felipe beach that stands out, howev-

er, is its unique tidal change.

"You can walk on the beach for

miles when there's a low tide," Wear

mused. "We would find sand dollars

bigger than our hands."

Lodging price in Rosarito: about

$75 for a hotel.

MdDlJUOtl.

People who favor colder

weather will find it more worth-

while to participate in some of

America's favorite pastimes: ski-

ing and snowboarding. Tina

Bishop, a first-year undeclared

student, will be spending her

spring break skiing at

Mammoth.

"It has the best skiing around.

You can't find double-black dia-

;

monds anywhere else," she said.

If spring break is so famous

for being a fun-in-thc-sun type of

vacation, why did Bishop choose

snow over sun?

"Because building snowmen

is better than building sand cas-

tles," she laughed.

Lodging: Bishop is paying

$250 for a condo with other peo-

ple for the week.

Red, green,

black, blue,

which color's

right for you?

By Michelle Navarro

Daily Bruin Staff

The nearer South Campus
gets, the louder the noise gets:

"click, click, click." Natives of

the "less attractive" side of

UCLA know it's the incessant

sound that comes from using

those notorious four-color

pens.

The bulky utensil is both

loved and hated over there. Yet

it seems that more and more

students are trading in their

boring, monochromatic pens

for one that's four times the

fun.

The only problem is the irri-

tating noise it makes when

switching colors. To buy or not

to buy, that is the dilemma.

From the sound of it, more

are opting to shell out the extra

dough to be a proud owner of a

four-color pen ... but why?

"Because those pains-in-the-

ass heard it could get them into

med school."

BfymWAw
ThM-y«ar

"It's the herd mentality.

There's such a competition

here, so when one person has

it, everyone has to. It's because

they're all trying to get to the

same place."

Pi(ncN9uyM

Fourtii-yNr

Biodiefflistry

"Because it's easier to take

notes; you can color code.

Everybody in the first row in

LS (Life Sciences) class has

one. It's easier to draw dia-

grams with."

LyduKuo

nrst-year

Ptiysiolo^ial soma

"To annoy people around

you and pretend you're

smart."

Grace Lcc

HntyHr

BiochcflNstry

"They're an improvement

from holding the pens in your

hand. It's because the profes-

sor keeps changing the color

on you. You want your notes to

look good. I understand why,

but I don't use one myself"

MaryHo

Fourth-yNf

BiodiefliKtry

"It's perfect if you don't

know what's going on. They're

p>erfect for drawing smurfs."

Esther Yun

. First-year

Biochemistry

"They just want to see some

pretty colors because they are

on South Campus and they

don't have enough art in their

lives."

UOwier

Hnt-year

;-; '-,nL.>«T,)V<:r'iii-i>.i..'M

t|, Vi'"^ f-4»f'3.-P(C-iBliP 'vi'''^
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Ideas for spring break

(continued from page 5)

SdJitii Barbiird

Home

And then there are the beaches

of California. Jory Chavez trav-

eled to Santa Barbara with friends

last year and did what many stu-

dents set out to do during spring

break: he got drunk. Chavez

recalls consuming a large amount

of alcohol, sleeping for about 10

hours and throwing up.

His friend finished his particu-

lar version of the story: "Four of

us had to pick him up, drag him to

the bathroom, strip him down
and throw cold water all over

him."

There were other attractions

besides the drinking, however,

such as bike racing. ^

"Th^re were these bikes there

with four wheels that you could

-

rent from the beach and we were

just having fun."

Lodging price: the cheapest

hotel on the Net costs $95.

Despite some people's dreams

of the wild spring break that B-

movies are made of, spring break

does not have to be a party scene.

For many people, it's just a good

time to go home and relax after a

demanding winter quarter.

"I'm going home to sleep,

relax and bond with all my old

friends. I'm a little homesick; I

don't feel like going away for

spring break," said Veronica

—Mailiiicz, afhst-yeai undeclared

—

, student. "I want to watch

movies, get drunk and lay by the

pool."

Spring break could be either a

full week of partying for memo-
ries that last a lifetime or simply

a time to relax and visit old

friends. Arthur Lee, a fourth-

year psychobiology student,

fondly recalled his trip to

Disneyland.

"I got stuck on the 'It's A
Small World' ride and hung out

with the Dutch people."

- - "Oir^-morc^scriotis-notcr

remembered one enjoyable

spring break he had when he and

his friends drove up Highway I.

"Every time we reached a beach,

we stopped the car and ran out,

touched sand, and got into a

huge sandball fight. Then we ran

back in the car and drove on to

the next beach."

The important thing to most

people is just spending time with

friends. "It's just fun to soak up

some warm sun and talk with

good friends," said Wear. -
And if there's really nothing

else to do, there's always MTV's
spring l^reak special.

JOBS
From page 3

work-study

In a special program within work-

study, students involved in community

service jobs can earn up to $5,000 each

year. This can include tutoring and vol-

unteering to aid in medical clinics.

Student employees often need to

find ways to balance work and study-

ing, ensuring that academics take pri-

ority. Scheduling work around classes

and even budgeting time specifically

for studying are some ways students

maximize the time they have available.

This can mean making large sacri-

fices and giving up personal time in

order to fund their education.

"If I want to volunteer for things, I

can't because of my work schedule,"

said Chavez. "I have to worry about

work first."

Some students give up more than

extracurricular activities. Working

through school can mean an entirely

different lifestyle.

"I had to give up basically all of my
recreation," said Maggi Michel, a

senior transfer-student. "I don't have

time for casual friends or catching

movies."

Michel, a part-time student, has

held the same full-time job for over two

years to support herself and pay her

registration fees. During this time, she

has maintained a 3.92 grade point

average, and also spent six months as

the Daily Bruin's assistant director of

electronic media. She is now an editor

and contributor to Bang!, an antholo-

gy put together by the English depart-

ment.

Michel credits much of her success

to her time-management skills. Each

quarter, she plans out when her dead-

lines will fall and schedules in advance

what she needs to do to meet these

deadlines. Also, she does not waste any

free time.

"Whenever I've got 15 to 20 min-

utes, if I can get to a computer, I can

get stuff done," said Michel.

Time management does have its

limits. After six months of juggling

work, school and her position at the

Bruin, Michel needed to give some-

thing up. She decided to leave her job

at the Bruin.

Many working students report a

similar lack of time to do all that they

need to do.

"It would be crazy to say it doesn't

put a strain on their time," said

Jennifer Brydges, a counselor in the

Career Center "I really admire the

majority of them."

One way students can conserve

time is to study while working. Some
students' jobs allow them to do both.

As a resident assistant (RA), one of

Hieu Ho's responsibilities includes

being in his room on certain nights

each week for residents to come to him

for counseling. Often, he can use this

time to do schoolwork when he is not

busy working with residents.

Though she cannot study while on

the clock, Michel often uses classroom

experience. The focus of her major on

cultural studies gives her the opportu-

nity to apply what she has learned to

her job at an international company

"The material I was studying was

relevant to them," said Michel. "I've

had the opportunity to do several

interesting projects."

This chance to bring school experi-

ences into the workplace, along with

convenience and relevance to studies,

play large roles in student jobs, but stu-

dents consider other factors as well.

Personal rewards often accompany

student jobs.

"You challenge yourself (as an RA)
by taking responsibility for helping out

eighty-some people," said Ho.

Along with working as an RA in

Sproul Hall, Ho also works part-time

as an administrative assistant for

JobTrak, a job search service. He does

this to help pay his registration fees

while his job as an RA pays for his

housing and food.

Some students see personal rewards

in the future applications of their cur-

rent jobs. Often when they look for

jobs, students hope for one in which

they can learn skills for future jobs.

"They want to kill two birds with

one stone," said Brydges. "They want

to get the experience they need and to

pay for school."

ENVIRONMENT
From -page 3

outdoor lighting and general-assign-

ment classrooms, are in the process

of converting from Horescent lights

to a more energy efficient system.

Powazek said they have reduced

electrical energy consumption in

public spaces by approximately 25

percent, and they hope to expand the

project to departmental space.

The energy department has also

saved billions of gallons of water by

reusing consumable water which

would otherwise be drained out.

In the 1990 fiscal year, UCLA
consumed I billion gallons of water,

compared to 1996 when the school

only used 665.7 million gallons - a 36

percent reduction due to the reuse of

water. A water bill reduction of

about 20 percent is saved campus

wide, Johnson said. UCLA's water

biD is annually from $2 million to $3

million.

The school captures water that

was used for cooling equipment in

many of the science buildings and

reuses it in the co-generator; 60 per-

cent of the water used for operations

is water already used elsewhere.

Reduction valves have also been

installed in campus toilets and uri-

nals to save the amount ofwater con-

sumed in each flush, and 60 aspira-

tors (equipment used to create vacu-

ums) have been purchased that do

not require the water the old ones

needed.

"The campus effort is not only to

be an example ofwhat can be done to

help conserve the environment, but

to also save money," Johnson said.

"We try to be cost efficient as well as

environmentally conscience." __

CAREERS
From page 3

"extremely competitive," Catherine

Mayorkas, director of the UCLA
Law School Public Interest

Program, said.

Additionally, Marc Hankin, a

patent attorney, cautioned idealists

that they should have "no illusions

about the law."

"It's like trench warfare most of

the time," he said.

Approximately 2.5 percent of

UCLA Law School graduates go

into into public interest law, in com-

parison with 66 percent who have

jobs in private practice and 13 per-

cent who go into corporate practice

Sc« CAREERS, page 9
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Qinton to use Africa trip to address scars
WASHINGTON: President

will not issue apology for

actions, spokesman says

BySonyaRoss —
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Qinton will address "the legacy of slav-

ery" and its scars on America during

his historic trip to Africa - but will not

use the occasion to issue an apology,

the White House said Thursday.

White House spokesman Mike

McCurry said Qinton is avoiding the

apology issue during his tour of six

African nations because it is "extrane-

ous and off the point." The president

has also declined to address the matter

in the context of the national dialogue

on race relations he began in June.

"The president fs confident that that

is not an issue that is central on the

jninds of any category of Americans,"

McCurry said. "He certainly is going

to talk about the legacy of slavery and

the scar that it represents on America.

But this other question ... is very far ofF

the mark when it comes to what real

work we need to dp."

A few black leaders have called on

Qinton to issue an apology to the

descendants of slaves. The president

has been cool to the idea, saying that he

might consider an apology only if it is

recommended by his race advisory

board.

Another official said Qinton would

speak about historic ties between

Africa and America during a speech in

Senegal at Goree Island, once a major

hub ofthe slave trade.

For centuries, two nations on

Clinton's itinerary, Ghana and

Senegal, served as operation bases for

shipping African captives into slavery

in North and South America. As a sym-

bolic gesture in 1994, a group of

Ghanaian chiefs performed a ceremo-

ny ofatonement for slavery for a group

of black Americans, a move that many

Ghanaians considered offensive.

Melvin Foote, executive director of

the private advocacy group

Constituency for Africa, said Qinton is

wise to steer clear of a slavery apology

while in Africa.

"He's not going on the trip just to

appease African Americans. He's try-

ing to get Americans to deal with

Africa in a more useful way," Foote

said. "This is notithe time dPthe place.

That apology stuff is symbolic to me. 1

want some meat and potatoes."

Besides Ghana and Senegal, Clinton

will visit Uganda, Botswana, South

Africa and Rwanda in his 12-day tour

of Africa, the longest visit to the conti-

nent by any U.S. president. He is look-

ing to reshape American perceptions

of Africa, and will stress a plan to bol-

ster U.S. trade and investment there.

"There is too much to gain to be idle,

and too much to lose from indiffer-

ence," said Susan Rice, assistant secre-

tary of state for Africa. "We must not

allow the failures and the seeming

intractable problems of Africa to

obscure its great promise."

The president also wants improved

relations with Africa out of security

concerns, hoping to enlist African lead-

ers in containing the threat from such

nations such as Iraq, Libya and Sudan.

That concerns Sen. John Ashcroft,

R-Mo., chairman ofthe Senate Foreign

Relations subcommittee on African

Affairs. He asked Qinton Thursday to

clarify U.S. policy toward Congo,

Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia and

Eritrea, where new leaders have

replaced "some of the most corrupt

and brutal governments in Africa."

Marine fight crew found

at fault for cable car crash
rrALY: Jet was flying too

fast, low; fliers may face

charges of manslaughter

By Candke Hughes
The Associated Press

AVIANO, Italy - The crew of a

Marine fighter jet that (few too fast and

dived too low through the Italian Alps

may face manslaughter charges for

killing 20 people in a cable car, the

Marines said Thursday. The U.S.

ambassador apologized and knelt in

prayer at the site where the people

died.

__ An Italian prosecutor said he would

continue his investigation into the acci-

dent, but, in general, Italians seemed

satisfied with American assurances the

Marines would face some sort of pun-

ishment in the United States.

A Marine investigation board

placed the blame Thursday squarely on

the four-man crew, who they said broke

the rules on how fast and how low they

could fly.

Their commanding officer said he

would convene the military equivalent

of a criminal grand jury.

"The cause of the mishap was air-

crew error," Maj. Gen. Michael R
DeLong, president ofthe investigation

board, told reporters at the U.S. air

base in Aviano.

The EA-6B Prowler severed two of

the ski lift cables, sending a gondola

with 19 skiers from six countries and

the operator to their deaths on the

snowy slopes. The plane struck the

cable just 370 feet above the ground.

The incident soured Italian-

American relations, sparking protests

at Aviano, calls to close U.S. bases

throughout Italy and charges that

American fliers routinely "hot-dog" in

Italian airspace.

On Thursday, U.S. Ambassador

Thomas Foglietta knelt at the Cavalese

ski lift in silent prayer for the victims of

one of the deadliest training incidents

since the end ofthe Cold War.

"On behalfof President Qinton and

the American people, 1 v^h to apolo-

gize," he said.

Italy said it wants to prosecute the

fliers, but under a NATO treaty the

United States has the right to refuse,

and it is expected to do so. The crew

will remain at Aviano until a decision is

made.

Pentagon spokesman Kenneth

Bacon, asked whether there was any

chance that the men would be handed

over to Italian authorities, said "It

would be very unusual."

But he added the matter has been

taken up by the U.S. commander in

chief in Europe, Gen. Wesley Clark,

who would make the final decision.

Massimo Brutti, Italy's undersecre-

tary of defense, told reporters at

Aviano the board's report was enough

to hold the crew "aiminally responsi-

J)le" and said agrees with the findings

ofthe Italian air force.

See CABLE CAR, page 9
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European Union leaders met Thursday in London with colleagues from 1 1 candidate nations to

discuss illegal drugs, organized crime, pollution and the crackdown on ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.

European Union reviews applications

SUMMrr: Potential

members examined, but

some nations snubbed

By Robert WicUard
The Associated Press

LONDON — European Union

leaders met Thursday with counter-

parts from II neighboring states,

but talks about expansion were

overshadowed by concerns about

the Serbian crackdown on ethnic

Albanians in Kosovo.

The 26-nation summit was aimed

at establishing the relevance ofEU's

ambitious enlargement drive, three

weeks before formal membership

talks open with 10 East European

nations and Cyprus.

Opening the talks in an ornate

room at Lancaster House, British

Prime Minister Tony Blair called it

"only the beginning ofthe process of

our reconciliation of the two parts

of Europe."

The goal of neariy doubling the

EU ranks, Blair added, is to make

Europe "stable, secure, peaceful

and prosperous." Poland, Hungary,

the Czech Republic, Slovenia,

Estonia and Cyprus are on a fast

track for membership, although

they won't join for five or six years.

The admission of Latvia, Romania,

Lithuania, Bulgaria and Slovakia is

far more distant.

Blair is hoping to use the confer-

ence to rally wider European sup-

port for sanctions to punish

Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic for last week's crackdown

in Kosovo. The penalties already

have received the backing of the

United States. Britain. France,

Russia, Germany and Italy

Also, the EU leaders want their

See MEMBERSHIP, p^sge 9
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Strong advice on sex

sparks call for dismissal

CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand - A
Methodist minister's advice to first-year univer-

sity students not to let Christian tradition deter

them from having sex has led to calls for his dis-

missal.

The Rev David Bromell, the country's first

openly gay Methodist minister, wrote in an ori-

entation magazine for first-year students that

"when a man and woman have sex, they're ful-

filling the divine and human existence."

The Rev Graham Capill. leader of New
Zealand's morally conservative Christian

Heritage Party, said the article undermined the

clear teaching of Scriptures and urged

Bromell's removal from his job as superinten-

dent ofthe Christchurch Methodist Mission.

"It's more propaganda from the libertarian

sector and more rubbishing of the Christian

position," Capill said.

Bromell defended his position Wednesday,

saying in a TV interview that the

view of Christian conservatives that

only moral sex was "between people

in legal, heterosexual marriage" disen-

franchised most people. _
"Everyone who has never married, everyone

who's separated, divorced, widowed - basically

90 percent ofthe papulation," he said.

Capill said the article was on abstinence, and

that sex was not something that should be dic-

tated to young people by the church.

Church jury hears case

on gay marriage
KEARNEY, Neb. A Methodist minister

who could be fired for performing a lesbian

unity ceremony testified before a church jury

Thursday that he was simply serving the cou-

ple's spiritual needs.

The Rev Jimmy Creech, 53, pleaded inno-

cent to charges that he held an unsanctioned

liturgy and disobeyed United Methodist

Church rules by conducting the cere-

mony
The trial is the first challenge ofthe

church's policy on homosexual cere-

monies, Methodist officials said. They said

the trial's outcome could shape how the church

interprets its stance on homosexuals.

Creech, a senior pastor at First United

Methodist Church in Omaha before being sus-

pended Nov 10. testified that he takes the

church's liturgy seriously, but his main calling is

to serve his local church and its members.

The trial is scheduled to end Friday with a

verdict expected by the end ofthe day If found

guilty, Creech could be stripped of his minister-

ial credentials. _- __-_ .,._ „ L

Ship carrying nuclear

waste allowed to dock
TOKYO - A ship carrying 30 tons of

nuclear waste will be permitted to dock to pre-

vent its crew from being stranded in rough seas.

but it won't be allowed to unload its cargo, a

local governor said Thursday.

The British-flagged Pacific Swan had been

scheduled to dock Tuesday with waste to be

stored in this quiet seaside village, 325 miles

northeast of Tokyo. The spent nuclear fuel is

from Japanese nuclear power plants and was

processed in France for disposal. Gov Morio

Kimura has insisted that no more waste can be

dumped in the village of Rokkasho until the

government provides assurances that a perma-

nent storage site will be built elsewhere.

However, Kimura was asked to allow the

ship to enter port so its 26 crew members could

rest and escape the rough seas expected off the

port Friday, said Shigehiro Itoh, a spokesman

for Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd.. which is responsi-

ble for receiving the waste.

Nuclear officials say the shipments are safe.

Activists argue that Rokkasho is a dangerous

place for storage because it sits on at least two

active earthquake faults.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE & LOCAL
Bilingual education bears

brunt of court's decision

Riture leaders visit Silicon Valley

POLICY: Districts decide

on how to teach students

of limited English skill

By Ann Bancroft

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - In a decision

giving local school districts control

over bilingual education, the State

Board of Education on Thursday

rescinded a decade-old policy requir-

ing that students with limited English

skills be taught in their native lan-

guage.

The surprise move, labeled a "terri-

ble mistake" by advocates for bilin-

gual education, came in response to a

petition filed with the board by the

conservative Pacific Legal

Foundation.

"This puts the wheels in motion to

set a new direction for ... meeting the

needs of English-language learners,"

said Bill Lucia, the board's executive

director.

In June, California voters will con-

sider Proposition 227, a ballot initia-

tive that would end most bilingual

education. It would require students

to be taught "overwhelmingly" in

English. A spokeswoman for the ini-

tiative praised the board's action.

"It is encouraging for the cam-

paign because it confirms what we've

been saying all along - that it's absurd

that a law that expired 1 1 years ago

continues to be mandated throughout

the state," Spokeswoman Sheri Annis

said.

The Pacific Legal" FoTindation

asked the board on Feb. 17 to with-

draw all written policies that led dis-

tricts to believe primary language

instruction is required for "limited,

English-proficient" students.

The foundation argued that

because the state's bilingual education

law expired in 1987, the board was act-

ing beyond the scope of law when it

required districts to obtain permis-

sion for English-only programs.

Board members also relied on a rul-

ing by a Sacramento judge, issued last

week in a separate court case. In that

case, Spanish-speaking parents

sought to require the Orange Unified

School District to continue primary

language instruction for 1,400 first-

through third-graders.

Parents and bilingual education

advocates argued that children were

being denied equal-education oppor-

tunities and that the state Board of

Education was wrong to allow the

Orange County district to conduct an

English-only program.

Sacramento Suf>erior Court Judge

Ronald Robie ruled last Friday that

the board was acting "contrary to

law" in issuing any such waivers.

Robie said primary-language

Se«MUNGUAL,page9

EXCHANGE: Cooperation

between nations results

in technological tours

^ Catalina Ortiz

The Associated Press

Russian President Boris Yeltsin -

also have been exchanging industri-

al tours.

In September, Chernomyrdin
took Gore on a visit to Samara, an

industrial city on the Volga, where

more than 20 U.S. companies have

SUNNYVALE, Calif. - The
possible future leaders of the United

States and Russia visited Silicon

Valley on Thursday as part of their

effort to further cooperation

between their countries.

Vice President Al Gore and

Russian Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin toured a commer-

cial satellite facility and were to

meet with several high-tech execu-

tives.

"We're shifting our focus from

warheads to the World Wide Web,"

Gore said Thursday.

The two came to the Silicon

Valley from Washington, where

they held their lOth semiannual

meeting to further cooperation

between Russia and the United

States.

"We have worked for five years

to remove the obstacles to coopera-

tion, and now we see with our own
eyes the fruits of collaboration of

some of the brightest minds in the

United States with the brightest

minds in Russia," Gore said.

Gore - expected to seek the

Democratic nomination for presi-

dent in 2000 - and Chernomyrdin -

considered a possible successor to

"Operations:
~~ "

Gore called Samara an economic

model for the rest of Russia as it

remakes itself following the

breakup of the former Soviet

Union.

The previous February, Gore^
and Chernomyrdin attended the

Chicago Auto Show and met with

Midwestern business executives.

The Russian prime minister

asked for better understanding of

his country and the challenges it

faces.

On Thursday, Gore and

Xhernomyrdin visited Lockheed

Missiles & Space, a defense contrac-

tor in Sunnyvale that has been giv-

ing greater emphasis to commercial

ventures since the end of the cold

war. The company already does

business in Russia, including a joint

venture to put satellites into space.
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Vice President Al Gore applauds Russian Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin after a joint news conference in Washington.
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and other industries.

Other graduates practice in vari-

ous areas within the law or related to

law. Some even practice in account-

ing firms, which have recently started

recruiting students out of law school.

These divisions are rather arbitrary

and reflect the market, according to

Mallow. They are similar to those in

other top law schools.

"It's hard to assess the division of

students," Mallow said. "There are

people in private practice who work

pro bono," she said, emphasizing that

not all public interest work that attor-

neys do falls into the percentages

compiled by the law school.

Other jieople go to law school by

default.

Beth Kraemer, a third-year law stu-

dent, ended up in law school because

the clock was ticking.

"I intended to apply, and my LSAT
score was expiring. I didn't want to

take it again," she said. - •
""

Kraemer plans to work in employ-

ment litigation with a corporate firm

after graduates.

Azadeh Allayee, who now enjoys

law school, is another student who
ended up in law school by default. She

decided to attend because she wanted

to continue her education but did not

know where she should go.

"I wasn't exactly sure why I was

going to law school," said Allayee, a

second-year law student.

"I knew I didn't want to go to grad

school or to med school. I guess I

liked it because I was an English

major, and you do a lot of writing in

law school," she said.

Mallow and Mayorkas counsel stu-

dents who go to law school by default.

"We try to present different

options and start them in the right

direction," Mallow said. They have

seen success stories of law students

who end up at law school for all dif-

ferent reasons.

"There are large demands for sci-

entists and engineers in intellectual

property law," Mallow said.

"Everyone has different back-

grounds. That's what makes law

school so interesting," she said.

BILINGUAL
From page 8 *

instruction is required "when neces-

sary" to meet the educational needs of

a student. But he said the board had

no authority to require districts to

offer any specific type of program for

students who speak little or no

English.

The Department of Education,

which audits school districts for their

compliance with bilingual education

policies, disagreed with the board's

interpretation of the court ruling.

Allan KeQwn, deputy general

counsel to the department, said the

board was on shaky legal ground if it

agreed with the Pacific Legal

Foundation petition, calling it a

"gross mischaracterization" of the

law.

But the board's own attorney, Rea

Belisle, said Robie's ruling left little

choice.

"I really resent being put in this

position," said board member
Kathryn Dronenburg. At the same

time, she said, "I don't see how (the

court ruling) could be any clearer."

Board member Janet Nicholas

made the motion to rescind the cur-

rent policy and direct staff members

to draft a new policy giving more con-

trol to local boards.

MEMBERSHIP
From page 7

prospective partners to join them

and the United States in condemning

Slovakian Prime Minister Vladimir

Meciar for stopping investigations of

his political allies.

Concern over Meciar's authoritar-

ian style has hurt Slovakia's recent

chances of EU membership.

The London conference is to

become an annual event, designed to

keep up the momentum of enlarge-

ment. Membership talks with the

fast-track . candidates will open

March 30.
'

'

"It will take quite a number of

years before these countries can join

the union," said Dutch Prime

Minister Wim Kok.

Turkey boycotted the summit,

miffed at its rejection as a candidate.

The EU planned today's summit to

show Ankara that while an offer of

EU membership for Turkey is not

imminent, it wants to keep the coun-

try close to the family of European

nations.

Ankara hasn't been mollified by

the gesture and insists on EU mem-
bership or nothing. The EU has

rejected Turkey's membership, say-

ing Ankara is not ready politically or

economically and still had serious

human rights problems.

Cook did not view Turkey's boy-

cott of the summit as a snub.
"

"They have chosen not to come

(and) that is not something that is

going to interfere with the usefulness

and value of the conference," he told

reporters on the summit's eve.

Ankara acknowledges that it can-

not meet all membership critg-ia but

says it sees the rejection by what it

calls an overwhelmingly Christian

club as stemming more from Islam

and immigration than economics

and politics.

Last week, lurkish Prime

Minister Mesut Yilmaz accused

Germany of using EU enlargement

to expand its sphere of interests east-

ward while keeping Turkey at bay

He used the Nazi term

"Lebensraum," or "living space,"

which the Gerinani^overnmenL
found crude.

The EU has also decided to open

membership talks with the Greek

part of Cyprus.

CABLE CAR
From page 7

The mayor of Cavalese said "it

isn't true that the U.S.A. wanted to

close this with a note of reprimand ...

They want to punish those responsi-

ble."

The board looked at many factors,

but concluded that just one thing

caused the tragedy: the crew's deci-

sion to fly lower than the authorized

1,000 feet and to exceed the autho-

rized speed of 450 nautical miles an

hour by 100 nautical miles an hour.

Even more damning, the board

concluded, "the cable strike was not a

one-time altitude miscalculation."

During the fatal flight, DeLong
said "the crew flew lower and faster

whenever the terrain permitted, in

other words, whenever there was a

vaUey."

Questions arose whether the crew

was "hot-dogging," - flying risky

maneuvers.

DeLong said witnesses on the

ground said the Prowler was flying

"aggressive" maneuvers. "That's all

w§ have. That was their words," he

said.

The crew refused - on advice of

their lawyers - to talk to the board. "I

have no idea what was in their

minds," DeLong said.

But, DeLong added, the board

found no evidence of a pattern that

fliers out of Aviano, one of the biggest

U.S. air bases in Europe, routinely

ignore flight rules.

In written statements to the board,

the crew denied they were "flat-hat-

ting" - military slang for violating alti-

tude restrictions.

The case is now in the hands of Lt.

Gen. Peter Pace, commander of U.S.

Marines Forces Atlantic.

In a statement. Pace said that if the

U.S. maintains jurisdiction, he will

convene the military equivalent of a

grand jury to consider charges such as

negligent homicide, involuntary

manslaughter, dereliction of duty and

property damage.

Pace said other officers at Aviano

could face administrative sanctions

for not informing the crew that Italian

regulations in place since August limit

low-level flights in the area to 2,000

feet, not 1,000 feet.

He also said the United States

should pay all "proper" claims for

death and damage resulting from the

tragedy. Bacon, the Pentagon'

spokesman, said the U.S. offered each

family $5,000 for burial expenses and

has not ruled out further claims.

The plane was piloted by Capt.

Richard J. Ashby, 31, of Mission

Viejo, Calif. The other crew members

were Capt. Joseph P. Schweitzer, 30,

of Westbury, N.Y., Capt. Chandler R
Seagraves, 28, of Ninevah, Ind., and

Capt. William L. Raney II, 26, of

Englewood, Colo.

Their squadron was on a six-month

assignment to Aviano from the

Marine Air Station at Cherry Point,

N.C. Most of its 300 flights during the

tour were over Bosnia as part of an

international peacekeeping mission.

Only II were low-level training

flights.

FAST
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Police behavior must be modified

Garrick

Ruiz

'T

LAPD: Crime prevention

policy makes lawlessness

a self-fulfilling prophecy

First off, I'd like to recount an

incident that happened to me
about a month and a half ago.

1 had gotten off work at 1 1 p.m. on

a Sunday (Super Bowl Sunday, to

be exact) and a

co-worker was

giving me a

ride home. We
exited the 10

Freeway at

Overland near

my house. As

we were exit-

ing, we saw a

police car

pulling some-

one over. As we

got off, they

pulled over and

as we drove by we noticed that four

young African American males

were seated inside. Aware that the

LAPD has gained quite a reputa-

tion of mishandling people of color,

we slowed and watched what was

about to transpire.

We stopped at a gas station and

sat in the car watching for a while. I

can only describe what we saw from

a distance of about 100 hundred

feet because we weren't really sure

what the legal minimum distance

away was, so we played it safe and

kept a pretty good distance.

Nothing happened for a good 10

minutes or so while the cops waited

for another car to come.

Once there were four officers,

each of the four seated in the car

had to get out of the car separately.

They were then searched and told to

sit on the curb. After all four people

were out of the car. they checked

everyone's IDs and then had them

Ruiz can be reached at ice9@ucla.edu

for questions or comments. He'd love to

hear what you think.

sit out there while the cops searched

the entire car. This took a long time,

as the one cop who searched the car

was very thorough. He looked

everywhere - inside the car, in the

trunk and under the hood.

Apparently they did find a bottle of

champagne. However, the bottle

was unopened, as we heard the pop

when the officer opened it to pour it

out.

This seems wrong to me as I

don't think it is against the law to

have a closed container of alcohol

in your car.

After all of this was done they

still held them for several more min-

utes. I assume they were saying

things to them, probably threaten-

ing them. Finally they were free to

go at around midnight. These inno-

cent people had been held for no

reason for an hour.

The worst part of this whole

episode was revealed afterward,

after they came up and we talked to

them for a couple of seconds. My
friend and I were extremely pissed

off that the cops

had done this.
"""'"^^^

An hour of their

lives had been

taken from

them for no rea-

son.

The horrible

thing was that

they weren't

even mad, or at

least di<Jn't

seem so. This ^^,__.^^
was an everyday thing to them.

They basically told us that it wasn't

a good thing but it happens all the

time and there is nothing to be done

about it. This was the most demoral-

izing thing.

Of course, officers often do sub-

ject some to such random, unjusti-

fied searches. But it doesn't happen

to everyone. I'm lucky. I look white.

Strangely enough, I haven't ever

been pulled over in such a case -

but after talking to those people, it

seemed quite obvious that the peo-

ple who tend to get pulled over by

the cops are not singled out because

they have violated any law which is

written in law books, but because

they have committed the onerous

sJn of having black or brown skin in

a land which is dominated by those

with fairer skin. —-—

-

;
';----

It's strange how the number of

cops gets larger and larger in the

areas of this city where people of

skin tones other than white have

been forced to live by the economic

policy of the land.

'

It's also strange how, in my expe-

rience, the vast majority of cops

tend to be white. As long as we have

a police force made up of white offi-

cers telling people of color what to

do, it doesn't seem to me like there

will be much success in preventing

crime.

If you belonged to a community

which has been oppressed by white

people for centuries, if you still

lived in poverty ill East L.A. (or

Compton or Long Beach or Watts)

while nearly all of the people living

in opulence in

Speaks Out
What contributions has Generation X made to society,

and how will they be remenfibered?

Don't just look

the other way when
you see helpless

people being

harassed by cops.

places like

Beverly Hills

and Bel-Air are

white, would it

make much
sense to obey

the guardians of

this economic

order, namely

the police?

But putting

. .- that aside, we
like to think that people try to do
well for themselves and try not to

commit crimes. However, it seems

to be accepted logic that if you con-

tinuously tell a child that he is dumb
then that kid is probably going to

start believing it and eventually will

end up fulfilling the adjective which

had been placed on him. (This hap-

pens to be a nugget of conventional

wisdom that I actually do agree

with.) If this is true, why is it that

See RUD, page 12

Nadia Malik

Fourth-year

Art .„,^..

"It seems to

me like

they're really

a group of

hooligans.

They're little

barbaric

hooligans.

It's really

pessimistic, I

know, but its just what I see on

the streets."

Ryan Kelly

Second-year

Biology and political science

•it'll be a

sense of real-

ism, a loss of

idealism.

The Baby

Boomers

had a lot of

idealistic

tendencies,

and I think

our generation realizes that's not

possible. We'll contribute a good

dose of realism."

Tony Kassas

Third-year

Sociology

"Generation

X will be

remembered

for their

whining.

They point

out alt the

problems

and don't

come up with

solutions."

MikeValverde _
Fourth-year

Business economia

"Generation

X will be

remembered

as the gener-

a{!on that

ultimately

brought

down soci-

ety: drugs,

sex, murder,

crime."

MaraCampo

Second-year

Biology '

"I think

we're the

technologi-

cal genera-

tion because

all the e-

mail and the

web sites

came
around dur-

ing our time. We'll be remem-

bered for generating all the tech-

nology."

Marie Rivera

Fourth-year

Sociology

"I think

we'll con-

tribute more

involvement

in the com-

munity, helj>

ing the com-

munity to be

more bal-

anced every-

where. That's what I hope, that

would be my ideal."
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Slackers. Techno junkies. Extreme. Apathetic. Twentysonfiething.These are sonfie of the many labels

used to describe Generation X.To many the concept of a generational identity is just as nebulous as

the term Generation X. Is It fair to characterize a person or group of people based on when they were

born? If so what can really be learned? Is Generation X a homogenous herd or a diverse mix?

mnAtm
PLOTED?

Contrary to popular belief,

young people today aren't

the only group to grow up

with no apparent goals in life

By Dan S. Hong

Generation X ... this is a favorite topic

among college students and pre-ado-

lescent teenage rockers who think that

the label is real cool due to the mere connota-

tion which it implies: the pre-millennium gen-

Hong is a fourth-year American literature and cul-

ture student.

eration defined by its lack of definition obfus-

cated by mainstream-consumer ideology and

pigpen parameters. Yeah, well, I think it's all

entirely hogwash.

Mainstream society's perspective on things

must be ordered and comprehensible to adults

and old farts who want to understand what the

hell us kids are going through. So they conve-

niently give a name for each generation to

round us up and stereotype us according to a

set of characteristics that they either have

imagined or gathered from their "expert" field

agents collecting precious data on our world

of subcultures.

To my knowledge, the term "Generation

X" was fabricated by capitalistic whoremon-

gers in the media who wanted to package our

subculture into something that could be

bought and sold at your local Tower Records

or Nordstrom. I admit that our generation is

not an exception in this deplorable nonsense.

There's the Lost Generation of the early '20s

and "iOs, led by literary figures like Gertrude

Stein, Ernest Hemingway and others who

were quite disillusioned by the destructive con-

sequences of the first World War. Then there's

the Beat Generation characterized by all the

beat hipsters like Jack Kerouac, Allen

Ginsberg, William Burroughs and countless

others who wrote like maniacs heavily drugged

and out-of-focus.

There are the constantly misconstrued anti-

war hippies of the '70s, and of course, the

Baby Boomer generation which is responsible

See HOM, page 12

Generalizing generations doesn't maice sense

LABELS: Stereotyping misses

the point that individuals can

be very different from the group

By Paolo Bayless

As if it were not enough to be labeled by our

race, gender, religion, hair color, etc., those of

us born between baby booms have been

recently labeled as members of the lost genera-

Bayless is a third-year economics student.

tion known as "X." With this label comes a

vast number of generalizations, stereotypes

and almost juvenile oversimplifications.

Anyone that believes that it is possible to

speak about our entire generation as a whole

obviously doesn't walk by the north side of

Ackerman during lunchtime. You know where

I'm talking about - that small section of the

Bruin Walk which is such a mosaic of diversity

that it makes the cantina scene in Star Wars

look homogenized. Next time you pass by this

vast tapestry of Generation X. try to find a

single, unifying theme to the chaos that exists

there. Of course, as with most things, there are

no simple ways to categorize such a large

group of individuals.

TTie reason that we try to name, label and

define a generation is primarily because it

seemingly simplifies things. It is quite a conve-

nient shortcut to try to generalize a large

group of people. This is why we are so quick to

stereotype people by characteristics such as

their physical appearance and their family

background. Slowly, we have learned the

errors ofjudging individuals solely on these

factors. Isn't it just as pointless to judge a

SeeMYlESS,pa9e13

LETTERS

Obsessed with race

The myopic view of race shown by

Elias Serna in a recent Daily Bruin arti-

cle ("State overlooks history in race to

be colorblind," March 1 1 ) is shocking

and pitiful. Serna states, "We have a

more inclusive vision of society because

our vision includes us, the 'historically

underrepresented.'"

Yet, by the very article that these

words were printed in, Serna is shown to

be one of the most divisive and preju-

diced persons I have ever known of!

Serna seems to think that there is some

type of "white ruling class" that goes out

of its way to oppress "persons of color"

(which seems to include everyone f^f var-

ious skin pigments - except for whites).

This is decisional. There is no white

conspiracy, and propositions 187, 209

and 227 are not tools of oppression.

Namely, Proposition 209 does not refer

to "racial history" because it does not

have the myopic view of Serna, but

rather expressed timeless principles of

equal treatment under the law. These

propositions do not attack "persons of

color." They are breaking down those

race-based programs and laws that are

used by demagogic individuals for their

own power grab. No, Elias, there is no

white conspiracy out to get you or "per-

sons of color." and I urge you to look

beyond your race-obsessed ideas.

Daniel B.Re90

Se<ond-year

Political sdeiKe
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Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for
, ... '.

The Teague-Nelville-EIliott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes—^—

recognizing

—superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities^.

^
Eligibility

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $ 1 ,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev Hall.

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

1. [Click]

FACULTY AUTHORSl—

^

section contains over

900 titles by more

than 700 UCLA Faculty

Authors (and the list

keeps growing). Super

popular with students

and alumni alike! -—

3

^--i

Browse a list of USIA

Fjcvity Autho

%
4 Click on the letter of

• the faculty author^s

last name for a listing

of books!

Ycartxwk

would like 10

congratulate

Ihe ISwnners

of the Senior

We vt'ould also

Good luck and

continued

success in your

future

endeavors

gratulations

to Our

Today, Bminlife would like

to recognize Rusty Moore

for his outstanding

achievements. Read about

him, along with these

fourteen other Senior

Spotlights, only in this

year's Bruinlife Yearbook:

Gloria Maria

Amador

Jeffrey Canceko

Jennifer Hertz

Ben Hofileiia

Catherine Krum

Hannah W Nahm

Matthew Pimazar

Patricia A Prevatil

Rosyin Soto

Tammy Stafford

Catherine R

Trinidad

Vincent Villanueva

Chrissy Wlialen

Fanny Yu

RUIZ
From page 10

we aren't doing anything about

police constantly being suspicious

of people based on their physical

appearances? If you consistently

tell kids tha^ you think they are

doing something illegal, if this is

what you expect them to do. then

that expectation will probably even-

tually be fulfilled.

And of course I haven't even

-touched on the issue ofpolice bru-

tality. This issue in itself is deserv-

ing of much more than a single col-

umn . muchlesTone part ofa coP

umn. The number of people who
have been murdered by the police

in this country in the past few years

is quite astounding. The Stolen

Lives Project has been attempting

over the last couple of ypars to cata-

log as many of these cases as possi-

ble. There are simply hundreds and

hundreds of cases. The number of

people who have been abused and

not killed is obviously much higher

and also astounding. The few cases

which have gotten widespread

media attention are horrendoii's,

but these are not the only times that

this sort of thing goes on.

So I guess the point of all of this

is don't accept what someone says

or tells you to do just because they

have a badge. You might want to

pay more attention to them for

another reason, however - the fact

that they carry guns.

But despite this vulgar display of

brute force, there are ways to resist.

Know the law. do anything you can

do legally to resist them. Also,

watch out for each other. Don't just

look the other way when you see

helpless people being harassed by

cops. Always make them account-

able for what they do. Let them

know that if they are going to be

brutal, you will be there to witness

it. Get involved with groups that

are out there exposing what police

do and fighting for change.

I once had a professor who said

it was stupid to fight against the

cops because that was like fighting

against overseers during the time of

slavery. In other words, the cops

aren't the ones who create the sys-

tem, they don't have real power,

they are just the enforcers of a sys-

tem created by others. This is very

true and I do believe that cops are

often just dupes who follow orders.

However, my question is: Was it

wrong for slaves to fight back

against the overseers even if possi-

bly they weren't the orchestrators

of the whole thing? By my way of

thinking they may not be the only

ones who are guilty, but they still

have a lot of blood on their hands.

HONG
From page 1

1

for much of the nuclear garbage and

filth we live in today. This was based

on their upbringing m the post-

World War 11 era when the United

States of America came out hardly

scathed on home turf and flouted its

superpower prowess over "enemies"

like Communism, the cannibalistic

Japanese and the evil Nazi

Germans, while completely ignoring

the intense race wars and genocides

between whites and all other minori-

ty groups includmg (but not limited

to) African Americans, Latinos,

Asians and Native Americans.

So, now we're here in this decade

of the most technologically

advanced age in all of human histo-

ry. "Generation X," or whatever

we're supposed to be, rocked to the

pre-pubescent grunge of Seattle

while wannabe hip-hop babies

bounced to Cypress Hill and House

of Pain. What nonsense that was.

Then came punk rock for the vigi-

lant, supposedly anti-social "rebels,"

See HONG, page 13
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HONG
From page 12

even though they were mostly apa-

thetic suburbanites driving brand-

new Ford Explorers and open-bed

trucks while the more hip kids drove

around trashy vintage cars. Enter

theTmal stage of the progression of

us twentysomethings and atomic

teenage kids. Now we're mindlessly

bopping to the electro-sounds of

techno and gangsta rap, both of

which are completely bland watered-

down trash, picked and assorted for

the popular flavors of popular youths

consumerism. All of this is great and

all, but the bulk of the emphasis on

these ideas was nurtured and cared

for by billion dollar corporations in

the music, film and TV industries,

not to mention all the countless oth-

ers that blossomed like ugly spores

on the purity of the underground

sound.

The diehard and hardcore under-

ground believers were the only ones

who effectively channeled the true

energy of the scenes' ideas into posi-

tive actuality. •

I know I'm coming off as an

ultra-elitist waving the banner of

hardcore for all of the categorical

movements out there and under

here from punk-rock bopsters to

hip-hop b-boyz, but that was the true

unspoken credo of all those who
believed to help themselves and/or

to help others. Purists such as us

who. like the bebop headz of the

'50s and '60s jazz scene, want only

to purify and expand our construct-

ed subculture societies to bring

together those who were like us to

coordinate some kind of community

where we could come to escape the

mindless destruction that mass-con-

sumer culture had drenched our Big

Brother society with. We are not

here to set trends or to produce the

next Puff Daddy. We're just trying

to stay alive in this ideological

wasteland of broken lights.

BAYLESS
From page 11

group of people based solely on

their generation?

Another reason for you to buy

into my theory is provided by the

fact that our generation seems des-

tined to be remembered in a less-

than-admirable light.

In other words, does the term

"slacker" ring a bell? Popular opin-

ion of our generation seems to indi-

cate that we are all pale, scruffy,

David Spade/Courtney Love look-

alikes with a twisted "Fiona Apple

acceptance speech" outlook on life.

We are believed to treat cofTee not

as a beverage, but as a way of life,

and participate in sports only if they

have the adjective "extreme" preced-

ing them. Now I cannot speak for

everyone, but I don't really want to

be remembered in quite this way

Contrary to popular belief, I don't

spend my weekends riding around

in my Volkswagen in search of aban-

doned furniture.

In addition. I don't think that it is

possible to characterize people into

these specific time periods. Do you

really think that at the stroke of mid-

night on Dec. 31. 1979 every

American's heart instantly filled

with greed and self-interest? Sure,

this notion sounds laughable in this

context, but we are all aware of the

various stereotypes concerning the

decades of the 20th century.

It is not the case that I am with-

out historical consciousness. I just

believe that the generalizations

being tossed around about

Generation X are not universally

valid, and therefore, not very useful.

Moreover, I think that we would all

be better off if we spent less time

concerned with the underlying

theme of our generation, and more

time focused on ourselves as individ-

uals.

JERRYS UQUORH
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Get thee to The Abbey,

Hollywood's hippest cafe

Daily Bniin Arts & Entertainment

Awards show

lets fans vote

for favorite

celebrities

By Aimee Phan
Daily Bruin Staff

For the last month, Hollywood

has been in the thick of awards sea-

son, dishing out honors to anyl^ody

and everybody who's done a movie

in anticipation of the mama of all

awards, the Oscars. On Tuesday

night, the celebrities came out for

the Blockbuster Entertainment

Awards, where members of the

mega-chain video and music stores

voted for their favorite movies,

actors and musicians of the year.

What makes the Blockbuster

Awards different from, say, the

Golden Globes or the Grammy
Awards, is that not the usual critical-

ly lauded films and musicians are

honored. This is an unabashed pofv

ularity contest more like the

People's Choice Awards, and the

actors who attended the event

appreciated the difference.

Julia Roberts, who took home
two trophies, for Favorite Actress in

a Comedy ("My Best Friend's

Wedding") and Favorite Actress in

a Suspense ("Conspiracy Theory"),

said that these awards are particular-

ly gratifying because they come
from true fan support.

"(Although) it's nice when your

peers give you something because

they understand exactly what you go

through, for people who simply go

and watch the result and appreciate

it, there's something really tremen-

dous about that," Roberts said.

Will Smith, another double-time

winner for Favorite Actor in a

Science Fiction movie and Favorite

Soundtrack ("Men in Black"), adds,

"What's great about this award is

the fans actually vote. They take

time out of their day to send in a bal-

lot or get on the internet to vote for

you. This is like the raw, uncut

truth."

The celebrities arrived at the

Pantages Theatre amidst screaming,

manic fans and even louder and

more manic photographers, who
pushed and shoved their way into

getting the best shot of the actors

and musicians who strolled down
the red carpet. The ceremony start-

ed promptly at 5 p.m. where it was

broadcast live for the East Coast.

A wide range offamous personal-

ities, from ice skater Michelle Kwan
to Howard Stem, graced the stage

either by presenting or receiving a

Blockbuster trophy. The show also

featured live performances by Boyz

II Men, Savage Garden, Garth

Brooks and Mariah Carey.

The evening was also marked
with sadness as the news of 85-year-

old veteran actor Lloyd Bridges'

death filtered to the stunned and

grieved celebrities, who all paid their

condolences to the family Among

night

Photoj by GfNEVlCVt LIANG/Oaily Brum

Movie fans voted Will Smith as favorite actor in the science-

fiction category.

the actors who expressed their sad-

ness over the loss was Filmmaker

Award recipient Robert Duvall.

"He was a lovely man," Duvall

said. "I knew him fairly well. He was

a wonderful member of the film

community and a wonderful guy.

My feelings go out to the family."

Added presenter Joan Cusack, "I

just feel so sad. I'm actually working

on a movie with Jeff Bridges, so I

feel so terrible for him. It must be

very very hard."

After the winners gave their

acceptance speeches, they were

shuttled ofi" to the pfiotographers

and press tents where they answered

questions from reporters and posed

adoringly with their trophies.

Linda Hamilton, who won the

Best-Actress-in-an-Action-
Adventure award for "Dante's ^

Peak" joked about the hectic pace of

the past few weeks with all the

awards shows that she and her hus-

band, director James Cameron of

"Titanic," have been going to.

"I think we cannot wait until this

is over," Hamilton said. "It's amaz-

ing the level of stress that comes with

all of this. No matter what he says

about not thinking about it all the

time, it is a tremendous ordeal to be

on top of your game. I can't wait

until we get to just put this all behind

us and go away and do something

real."

SceBUKlBUSnil,pa9e18

Unda Hamilton, who was

nominated for best actress in

an action film for "Dante's

Peak," arrives with her hus-

band, "Titanic" director James
Cameron.

RESTAURANT: Soothing atmosphere, astounding food

makes for a memorable dining, drinking experience

, By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Bruin Staff

A slight breeze rustles the leaves of

the surrounding plants. Water trickles

from the outdoor fountain. And
though cars rumble by the West

Hollywood setting, they sound more

like a calming Parisian bustle than an

L.A. nuisance.

Where can such an idyllic environ-

ment be found this side ofoverpopulat-

ed, societal hell? At The Abbey, a cafe

and restaurant at the corner of the

Robertson and Santa Monica

Boulevards, which caters largely, but

not exclusively, to the gay community.

Despite its congested location, the well-

known, late-night hangout offers an

oasis from the stresses ofdaytime grunt

work.

Mostly an enlarged patio, the veran-

da-style grounds find separation from

the street merely by a black, metal gate

on wheels. The Abbey provides a

relaxed atmosphere that feels like a set-

tling European after-

noon.

Plants strung with

white lights creep out

of the walls, working

aesthetically with the

umbrellaed tables.

These sanctuaries

from the sun provide

the perfect ambience

for individuals to get

in some afternoon

reading over a latte

or c^uccino. The

young, well-dressed crowd gives off a

content, self-assured glow that offers its

own sort of relaxation.

Amidst this peaceful arena, the

slight aroma of fresh, ground coffee

beans mingles with the soothing

melodies of Enya or classical piano

concertos. The source ofthese enchant-

ments reside just beyond the open seat-

ing area.

Though the interior portion seems

to consist mostly of a bakery counter

and chalkboard of food specials, huge

vintage chandeliers and a mosaic man-

age serve as decor.

However, the glass case of sweets is

all anyone within

this nook will

notice. It features

humongous tortes,

cakes and goodies

spilling over three

tiers. From the

chocolate and

vanilla-swirled but-

tercream tuxedo

cake. to a

macadamia-nut,

coconut, pecan-fill-

ing based torte and

a 6-inch, chocolate

shaving-covered

meringue to a

decadent, choco-

late-layered
Snickers cheese-

cake, one can't go

wrong. Even the

vast array of bunt

cakes, cofTeecakes,

and individual-

sized mousses and cobblers look like

something from the pages of Bon
Appetit, worth every cent of the just-

under $5 cost of most desserts.

To complement these rich concoc-

tions. The Abbey offers an entire list of

espresso drinks for a couple of bucks a

piece. Made with care and precision.

RESTAURANT REVIEW
The Abbey

Address:

Hours:

Entree Price Range: $6.00 -$10.00

Grade: ••••llr
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these jolting brews bite in a satisfying

way that even the least of Starbuckian

cafes would be want to emulate. They

also offer a variety of their very own
expresso creations, like the holy cow

(S2.90), a fiendishly sweet blend of

hazelnut syrup, thick chocolate sauce,

cream and espresso over ice.

However, the beverage offerings

continue from there. Smoothies,

espresso shakes and a full range of

imported beers coexist with all sorts of

teas and juice. Even wine finds a home
here, which offers a nice complement

to the variety of gourmet food options.

The menu includes sandwiches

ranging from the Ahi tuna, to the steak,

to the grilled chicken breast dressed

with Dijon mustard, all served with

either a potato and vegetable side or

the equivalent ($6 to $8). Within the

same price bracket, numerous salads

span from the standard Caesar combi-

nations and Chinese-chicken sort to the

more aristocratic varieties.

A splendid example comes in the

warm salad

($8.50), which

combines fresh,

baby greens with

sun-dried toma-

toes, chunks of

seasoned baked

chicken, goat

cheese and plump,

ripe tomatoes

under a subtilely

flavored vinai-

grette. At once

light and refresh-

ing, the dish is filling but still leaves

room to gorge on dessert.

Still, the cafe prj^vides more than

just sandwich and salad options or

even their soup of the day. Dinner

entrees include such treats as turkey

chili, quesadillas and an entire selection

of pastas. The classy variety includes a

seafood option, with fresh mussels',

revealing The Abbey to be a lot more

than merely an outdoor cafe.

The establishment even provides a

full breakfast menu. Just the thought of

sipping freshly-brewed coffee over a

sizzling omelet under the bright sun-

shine would be enough to entice any-

one to scream,

"Carpe Diem!"

Yet most of

The Abbey's

business is done

once the shows

get out and peo-

ple refuse to go

home. As the

crowd shifis into

a state of wee-

hour revelry, the

gates of the

restaurant burst

in an attempt to

contain the mass

.of hip individu-

als. Catering to

this bustling ele-

ment, The Abbey

only serves those

21 and over after

8 p.m., attaching

a one-drink mini-

mum.
Whatever the lime of day. The

Abbey has the capacity to accommo-
date its customers. With a friendly, ded-

icated staff, the soothing cafe offers an

oasis from the events outside of its

metal gates. Sort of like a monastery of

Medieval Europe. Sort of like, well, a

modem-day abbey.

MICHAEL ROSS WACHT

The Abbey, a hip restaurant and

coffeehouse, is located in West

Hollywood on the corner of

Robertson and Santa Monica.
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"The Man In the Iron Mask"
Directed by Randall Wallace

Starring Gabriel Byrne, Gerard Depardieu,

Leonardo DiCaprio, Jeremy Irons and
John Malkovich

Through the success of his Oscar-nominated

script for "Braveheart," Randall Wallace won the

opportunity to direct such a fine ensemble of

actors in "The Man in the Iron Mask." But his

obvious skill for creating epic heroes does not

translate well into this hokey, light-hearted treat-

ment of the Dumas classic.

Wallace's directorial debut dcKuments the last

chapter of the Three Musketeers legend. The trio

attempts to rescue a masked prisoner from the

Bastille in the hopes of overthrowing a tyrannical

king. They are aided by D'Artagnan, played

"Four Faces of Eve"

Directed by Kl Kam, Jan Lamb and Eric Kot

Starring Sandra Ng
In the tragicomic "Four Facesof Eve," a dar-

ing, fervid and intoxicatingly melodic announce-

ment of what visionary cinema can achieve, pop-

ular Hong Kong actress Sandra Ng ("Young and

Dangerous IV") has four different faces in four

different short stories, each one touching a sepa-

rate contour of the female complexion: rough,

smooth, dry and, around the softest areas, wet

with the sting of salt.

The first story is about a prostitute who has

fallen in love with her therapist. With quick, vio-

lent cuts we see her crying in horrific agony from

the sexual pummeling ofone particular client; we

assume that degradation is the cause for her neu-

rosis. However, we later find out that she enjoys

the pain, and that one of her problems is that she

can't find enough men who can make her cry. As
we see more of this strange woman at work, the

story reveals a kind ofgrungy sophistication in its

perception about certain women, giving us a clue

(some will find it a warning) that the rest of the

film won't be serving up the typical platitudes

about Mother-Courage righteousness.

The movie moves forward to a delightfully

absurd pifile about a domestic slave; her

wretched life revolves around her abusive hus-

band, his crazed mistress, their children and her

mother-in-law. It's a profanely corrupt throwback

to the screwball comedies of the silent era - hard-

ly any dialogue is spoken, though you'll dig the

songs, including a Qiinese version of "Moon

River" that will inexplicably bring tears to your

eyes.

The filmmakers saved their best for third,

called "Twins." It's about a woman who, as a

child, didn't want to dress like her twin sister, and

so she started dressing like a boy. As an adult, she

dresses like a man and is totally estranged from

her sister, who is terminally ill. One night while

visiting her sister, who has been bed-ridden for

years, she gets drunk and puts on a sexy red dress

with lipstick to match. Then something wonder-

ful happens, in a sequence that's sentimental but

dreamily so. She will never see her sister again.

The tale is an absolutely hypnotic experience,

mostly due to the disarmingly visceral patchwork

of famed cinematographer Christopher Doyle

("Temptress Moon" and "Chunking Express").

The last installment, where a couple is put on a

wicked game show to testify to their love, is the

least impressive: it's a bit snide and bitter for all

the romping it does. But it has the funniest bit in

the entire movie (the woman recalls her first

romantic meeting with her husband as him stalk-

ing her and then shooting her to bits in sublime,

comic slow-mo). And the last story has an unfor-

gettable last frame of Ng's face, an insanely gor-

geous, and sad, farewell for a movie that, surpris-

ingly, (considering all the wild experimentations it

imposes) rarely ever wears out its welcome.

"Four Faces of Eve," unfortunately, only plays

for one week, at Laemmle's Grand in Downtown
Los Angeles.

Tommy Nguyen
Grade: B-t-

excellently by Gabriel Byrne - the king's aide -

whose internal struggle between duty and con-

science eventually makes him a hero.

Unfortunately, he is the only character the audi-

ence actually cares about. —
While musketeers Jeremy Irons, John

Malkovich and Gerard Depardieu play well off

each other, the viewer never believes in their char-

acters. Their interaction resembles a forced three

stooges routine, except it's not funny. The only

thing more ridiculous is their obvious inability to

sword-fight. But this creates an unintended come-

dy that becomes the highlight of this Leonardo

DiCaprio teenage-girl-lust spectacle.

In playing twin brothers. King Louis XIV and

his masked brother Philippe, DiCaprio proves

that his weak performance in "Titanic" was not a

fluke. The youngest and most recent addition to

the $20-million club was unconvincing in his dual

roles, making it twice as painful for the viewer.

Lines such as "I am a young king, but 1 am still

king," echo the "Titanic" groaner, "I'm the king

of the world."

Here are some hints for Leo: find a better

script, stop pretending that you're the king of

the world and return to your acting roots. For

your next acting part, play a psychologically

complex character like Amie Grape from

"What's Eating Gilbert Grape" - the only char-

acter you have ever done that has truly dis-

played your talent.

Though "The Man in the Iron Mask" proves

that great actors can't save a terrible script, the

film will still pull in the bucks. But with lavish

visuals, a soaring score and the leading man of

the next millennium, "Iron Mask" will most

likely knock off DiCaprio's unsinkable

"Titanic" from the No. 1 box office spot for the"

first time.

Bill Weesner
Grade: C-
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Take the soap opera

challenge; Fail in

love with beautiful

people, twisty plots
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'Sing! A Musical Journey' strikes flat chord
THEATER: Lack of insight,

creative approach leaves

audience without interest

By Vanessa VanderZanden
Daily Bruin Staff

This play, what is it? You say you

don't know. I think you know; you just

don't say.

Well, it is "a musical journey" called

"Sing!" starring Howard Hersh Felder

running through this weekend at

UCLA's Freud Theater. Felder plays

the piano a lot and enacts a variety of

Jewish stereotypes to express his own
coming to grips with the Holocaust.

Though he displays his musical talent,

he enacts a script which feels so famil-

iar as to be cliche.

By this day and age, most every-

body can (hopefully) be said to under-

stand the reality of the Jewish condi-

tion under Nazi Germany. Numerous
plays, films, songs, musicals and dance

numbers have gone into full detail on

the subject. In order to grab audiences

in a new way concerning the topic, one

would have to reveal undiscovered ter-

rain in relation to these themes.

"Schindler's List," which Felder

helped Steven Spielberg research, truly

grips crowds in the stark display of

human sufTering and the psyches of

practically sadistic military leaders.

However, Felder's interpretation of

the era strikes no new chord. Yet, by

intermingling piano music with his

tales, he achieves a certain form of

artistic solidarity which is not without

entertainment value.

But he never breaks out of popular

tunes long enough to instigate more
than a blase reaction. While he per-

forms RachmaninofTs famous

Prelude No. I in C sharp and

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," he

fails to include original or lesser known
works which could possibly grab

crowds in a new way. By sticking to

tried and true expressions of his inher-

ited pain, the intensity of the subject

matter feels lessened.

Still, the piano music does provide a

nice interiude between acting bits. And
Felder does capture audiences through

his storytelling capacities. People seem

truly intrigued by what he has to say.

Though Felder's performance

evokes a few laughs and sighs of

despair, nothing captures the audience

for long. They have seen the examples

of people re-visiting Auschwitz and
they have heard the humorous tales of

superficial Bar Mitzvahs.

If only Felder could use his ivory-

tinkling capacities to create new
visions or touch on new aspects of pre-

viously undiscussed themes, he could

become a success. Mostly, crowds just

tuned out and let their minds wander,

while he over-zealously asks for

applause.

Because, yes, the one-man show
seems unable to leave the stage when
the congratulatory part of the musical

took over. He seems to linger, waiting

to leave until the audience grants him a

standing ovation. He releases each

devastating word melodramatically,

like a drama queen.

In this way, his performance almost

seems juvenile. Like a child asking to

be congratulated, Felder appears very

caught up in his own egocentric notion

of a universe which revolves around

him.

By giving off this vibe, he takes the

tale away from being about the sur-

vivors of the Holocaust and uses it to

his own ends. These ends include a

means of furthering his career,

expressing his own grief, and basically

denouncing his own connection to the

Holocaust. As he seems to practically

over-act, there can be no true way to

experience the tragic historical event

''^'ithout a degree of distance.

Sadly, this distancing leaves audi-

ences unentranced by Felder's other-

wise spellbinding capacity J"or tale-

telling.

Though he sings his tale through

storytelling and piano work, he fails to

shed new light on an old topic. For this,

Felder fails, and leaves audiences hun-

gering for emotional fulfillment.

THEATER: "Sing" runs through March 1

5

at UCLA's Freud Playhouse. Tickets are

$30.Call (310) 825-2101.

Howard Felder plays several characters in "Sing! A Musical Journey

BLOCKBUSTER
From page 14

Garth Brooks, who took the

honor of Favorite Male Country

Artist, expressed modest gratitude

for his award, which is proof of the

loyalty of his long-devoted fans.

"I think the awards are more
meaningful because the longer

you're in this business, the less of

these you get," Brooks said. "So

instead of becoming more h\asi

and taking them for granted, they

almost become more precious."

One of the few major highlights

of the rather predictable show was

when Howard Stern, the Best

Male Newcomer, got distracted by

presenter Heather Locklear and

impulsively decided to make out

with her on the stage instead ofsay-

ing a thank-you speech.

"I just went up there and got

carried away," Stern said. "I

thought it was a great moment to

be on top of Heather Locklear. I

have no problem telling all of you

that I was aroused while I was on
top of her. The woman is excep-

tionally beautiful."

And while the winners were

grateful for their prizes since they

were given by the most valuable

'tritics," the people, WiU Smith

says that the opinion he values

most is of his 5-year-old son. Trey.

"The best thing about my son is

that he actually watches all the

movies and listens to music,"

Smith said. "So his opinion is real-

ly important to me (because) he

just tells the truth."
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attack and rape several weeks ago.

What makes this story so heart-break-

ing is the amazing scenes between her

and her good friend (and possible

future boyfriend) Lucky, who is helping

her get over the trauma. This is the guy

you want on your side for anything;

he's sweet, understanding, empathetic

and oh-so-good looking. And does this

boy know how to cry! Every time the

tears roll down that sweet little face of

'his, 1 want to yell to my roommates and

ask them why there aren't more guys

like Lucky.

Of course, they don't listen to me.

Because while I like "General

Hospital," my roommate is a "Days of

Our Lives" fan. I've tried to give this

show a chance, really I have, since there

must be a reason why so many people

love this show. But I just can't get over

the really annoying fact that everybody

on the show talks to themselves. Out

loud and in public. Does anyone else

realize how demented these people

are? People don't talk to themselves,

especially not in the long, melodramat-

ic, plot-recapping soliloquies that these

characters do. I just want an extra to

walk up to one of these self-centered

one-person conversationalists and say,

"Would you please just shut up? Don't

you realize how loud you're talking?

And how you're revealing all your deep

dark secrets to the open where just any-

one can hear them?"

It's really sad that this NBC show is

more popular than my other favorite

soap (also on NBC), "Another World"

Now while I do not watch that show

consistently, I do think it's got one of

the greatest couples ever, Jake and

Vicky. They were childhood sweet-

hearts and now they're married and liv-

ing in a charming little cottage with her

two young sons. Of course, they have

their dysfunctions like everybody else.

He used to be married to her twin sister

Marley and she's still got a thing for a

dead doctor who looked like Jethro

from the "Beverly Hillbillies." And
now Marley's coming back to town!

Let the drama begin!

But as great as these soaps are, I do

have one problem with them: Where

the hell are the Asians? I am helpless to

find one Asian person on a soap. Do
they not exist? Are we not pretty or

screwed up enough? I'll have you know

1 know many pretty screwed up Asians

in the world and we deserve to have our

place in soap operas. And please, do

not make your token Asian character a

doctor. There's no need to go reinforc-

ing stereotypes, now, is there?

Exercise a little creativity and make

her ... oh, a reporter ... from UCLA ..'.

who wants to be a novelist. And if

you're feeling particularly .daring,

introduce an Asian family into your

lily-white scenery. It's not going to kill

you, I promise. Ratings will not plum-

met. The American public is quite

aware that Asians are out there so

they're not going to be shocked if they

see them on your show.

I understand that some of you out

there might be a little wary about get-

ting hooked on a soap. There's really

no need. It doesn't require the commit-

ment of watching five days a week to

understand what's going on. The great

thing about soaps is that the plots go at

a snail's pace. So if you drop off for a

month, you can tune right back in

again, resting assured that very little

has changed. I certainly don't watch

my two sjpaps every day, but when I do

tune in, I'm hardly ever lost. So take the

soap opera challenge. Especially the

overlooked but enchanting "Another

World." You'll be glad you did.

Phan is a second-year English student

who watches way too much TV for her

own good.

HOSPITAL
From page 16

any actor who works on a soap on a

regular basis just gets really good at it."

Stuart Damon , who played Dr. Alan

Quartermaine for more than 20 years,

says that after spending so much time

with the same character, the lines come

much more easily.

"I know the lines pretty much
because I know the character so well

now," Damon says. "In the beginning,

I used to cross the 't's and dot the 'i's,

but I don't do that anymore. I kind of

memorize ideas and all the operative

words and quite often, I'll make up the

linking material in between
.

"

Another thing that makes memoriz-

ing lines easier is the actors' skill to ad-

lib in a scene. When one accidentally

forgets a line, quick thinking by other

actors can often save a scene. Cerasoli

quickly realized this clever technique

during her early scenes with co-star

Ingo Rademacher, who plays Jax.

"What I've come to realize, is if you

don't say 'fuck' it's usually a keeper."

Cerasoli laughs. "As long as we cover

ourselves and don't end up swearing,

they'll keep it if it looks good. Most of

the work I've done is with Ingo, and 1

think we do a lot of our work in one

take. It's not because we necessarily

always get them right, it's because we

cover each other. If you cover ... and

the producer likes it, they'll take it."

Since soap storylines never have to

end, sometimes the actors get curious

about what the writers have in store for

their characters: whether they're going

to get a new love interest, commit a

murder, or heaven forbid, be the one

murdered (which means they've been

fired from the show).

"I get bits of information," York

says about his future storylines. "I

guess if you're an actor and you're

aggressive and you want to talk to peo-

ple, you (can find out). Otherwise,

there's not a lot ofcommunication."

Damon, who is already established

as a popular cornerstone character

with the fans, says that while some

actors might bug the writers about

characters' fates, he prefers to be sur-

prised by what the writers plan for him.

"I don't want to know what the writ-

ers have planned," Damon says. "I

used to want to know when I was first

on the show. Now I don't want to know

because to me, it's more like real life. I

like everything to take me by surprise

so I treat it as something brand new."

Obviously, the writers must be doing

something right due to the overwhelm-

ing popularity ofthe show. At the recent

Soap Opera Digest Awards, the soap

won in all the categories that it was nom-

inated for, including Outstanding Show.

In trying to explain why the show

has such a devoted following, York

calls on the socially relevant topics that

the show has touched upon. One exam-

ple was the memorable AIDS storyline

several years back in which York

played a major part. In a well-written

and sensitive storyline, York's charac-

ter Mac watched his niece Robin deal

with contracting HIV from her

boyfriend Stone, who eventually died

from an AIDS-related disease.

These kind of stories, York believes,

help the audience learn more about a

very real problem through characters

they have grown to love and care about

throughout the years.

"It makes people stop to think, just

for a moment," York says. "Of course,

we have to be careful not to set the exam-

ple, like we're saying 'This is what you

should think.' But you watch as a voyeur

and decide either you agree with that or

don't. It's feeding the conversation."

As for the future of the show's char-

acters and their relationships, who
knows? With the current track record

of "General Hospital," it looks like

audiences will be watching the Port

Charles citizens live, love, cheat, steal

and manipulate for a long long time.

''GH' has been on for 35 years and

why has it gone on? Because it's not

over," York says. "The townspeople

are still here, the town's still here. The

story continues."

TV: "The General Hospital 35th

Anniversary Show" will airThurs.on ABC.
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Q&A with the

Daily Bruin

takes a closer

look at sorT>e

of the issues

and people

shaping our

lives.
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Where
Coaching greatJohn Wooden talks

about his experiences, feehngs and

visions for college basketball

BEGAN
By Brent Boyd

Daily Bruin Staff

When the name "Johti

Wooden" is spoken, one thinks of

dominating basketball and an

incomprehensible string of nation-

al championships.

He is known simply as the

"Wizard of Westwood." and is

widely considered to be the great-

est basketball coach of all time.

Yet. he is so much more than a

coach - he is also a writer, a

PATRICK LAW

Former coach John Wooden signs autographs during a game.

teacher and a philosopher.

In a two-part interview. Coach

Wooden shared his views on a wide

spectrum of issues ranging from

the changing state of college bas-

ketball to his lasting legacy at

UCLA, as well as his inspiring

secrets for success - both on and

off the court.

Mr. Wooden, your coaching phi-

losophy \\'as very unique, and appar-

ently a very successful, coaching

philosophy In a nutshell, can you

tell UCLA exactly what that was?

First of all, 1 never talked to my
players about winning in the gener-

al sense that most people consider

winning. My whole philosophy is

based on trying to get them to

never think about their opponent,

just think about themselves. I say

never compare.

It is impossible to compare accu-

rately and validly so just concen-

trate on improving yourself day by

day. You do it in great leaps and

bounds, but just try to do a little bit

everyday and if you do that every

day, just a little bit a little bit, and a

little bit, it eventually adds up to a

considerable amount.

My definition for success is

peace of mind is achieved only by

self-satisfaction of knowing that

you made the best effort of which

you are capable of. Everybody is

equal in that respect - no one is bet-

ter than you are in terms of making

the best effort of which are capable

of. We're not equal as far as size, or

appearance or other ways, but we

are all equal in terms of having the

opportunity of making the best

with what we have. That was my

whole philosophy in trying to get

that idea across.

Your pyramid of success is well-

known around the UCLA campus

and the college basketball commu-

nity. Tell me, how did you develop it

and do you still stand by it?

I do indeed stand by it, yes. I've

never liked the idea that a person's

success can be measured by the

mark they make in the classroom,

or the number of points they score

in a basketball game. I think only

the individual knows whether or

not they made the effort of which

they are capable.

I love poetry, and I had verse

that said, "At God's footstool to

confess a poor soul knelt and

bowed his head, 'I failed he cried,'

the master said 'Tho did thy best

that is success.'"

That made an impression on

me, and I thought about that when

1 coined my definition of success.

But, my development of the pyra-

mid resulted because some parents

of some of my students in my
English class - if they didn't get an

A or B - thought either my stu-

dents failed or that the teacher

failed.

Now, not everyone can earn an

'A' or a 'B.' And I had youngsters

who didn't get an A or a B who I

thought did very well, maybe as

well as some youngsters who

received an A or a B. So then I

began thinking of something, and I

knew how they judge athletic

teams - if you win them all, you are

considered to be reasonably suc-

cessful.

After coining the definition it

didn't seem to be getting the desir-

able results that I had hoped for
-

either from myself individually or

from those under my supervision -

and I tried to analyze that and

determine why, and I finally decid-

See WOODEN, page 24

Seniors hope to
M.BASKET6ALL With memories of Princeton game

in their heads, Bruins look to beat Miami Hurricanes

another early loss

By Emmanuelle Ejercito

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The sixth-seeded UCLA men's

basketball team will travel to the

Georgia Dome in Atlanta, hoping

that they won't be blown away by a

hurricane in the first round of the

1998 NCAA Tournament.

Though the Bruins (22-8) are con-

sidered the favorite in their South

region match-up against the llth-

seeded University of Miami, UCLA
is well aware of the potential for

upsets, especially members of the

senior class who had to endure the

first-round loss to underdog

Princeton in 1996.

"The game that we lost to

Princeton. I think that we weren't

into the game at all. I think that we

were badly prepared for that game,"

senior J.R. Henderson said "We

took them lightly, thought it was

going to be a breeze, then all of a

sudden it's an upset.

"I think our team is very.prepared

this time, wc know that there aren't

• • •

Wolverines

hope to t(

Bruins' height

advantage ^

W. BASKETBALL Janae

Hubbard leads UCLA

into Michigan matchup

By Oirts Umpierre

Dally Bruin Contributor

Sue Guevara, Michigan women's

basketball head coach, was looking at

game film of the UCLA Bruins when

something caught her eye.

The sight ofJanae Hubbard and her

6-foot-4-inch, 245-pound frame back-

ing down on opponents in the paint

nearly made the Wolverine coach fall

off of her chair.

"I think Robert Traylor has a sister,

and her name is Janae Hubbard,"

Guevara said, referring to the

Michigan's men's player who is 6-9

and 300 pounds. "She is a force under

the basket just like Traylor. She likes to

lean on you in the post. (The Bruins)

are big, really big."

When the lOth-seeded Wolverines

See W. HOOPS, page 23

BRUIN UPPA

Today^
Men's ten

vs. ^Htyftfha State

Womarsttmnis

vs.jiizona

Baselall

vs!^Jci[[t^a

Track

at NC%^|}ampionships

Wonien's
i

at LSU Tourrillment

Men's volleyball

vs. Stanford

Women's basketball

vs. Michigan

Men's basketball

vs, Miami

mes

going te be any easy games, so we

just have to play hard and play every

game like it is our last one."

And that is what they have done

in their past two and a half games.

UCLA has shown increased intensi-

ty and has played with high energy

on both ends of the Hoor. Despite

the fact that their record during

those three games was 1-2, in the two

SeeM.MSKETBAll,pa9e23

Baseball

vs. Arizona

WcNnen's tennis

vs. Arizona State

Women's water polo

vs. Stanford

Men's volleyfoall

y$. University of^»ac

Sunday's gam
Baseball

vs. Arizona

PpHnen% water polo

vs, San Jose State

Bruins gear up for championships

W.TRACK: UCLA's best

hope strong performance

will top last year's finish

ByAlvinCadman
Dally Bruin Contributor

As warm weather returns to

Southern California, the UCLA
women's track and field team will

finish the indoor season by sending

six athletes to the 1998 NCAA
Indoor Track and Field

Championships, held in

Indianapolis, Ind. The Bruins hope

to improve on last year's seventh-

place finish.

"I am really looking

forward to competing

-this weekend.We are

all ready to hit a big

throw."

Sellala Sua
Sliot-putter

On Friday, the UCLA squad will

showcase freshman standout

Shakedia Jones. The 5-4 sprinter

from Illinois will return to the

Midwest as a double entry. She will

compete in the 55-meter and 200-

metcr sprints.

She is currently ranked fourth in

the nation in the 55-meter sprints

with a time of 6.73 seconds. Jones'

200^meler time of 23.77 places her

16th on the NCAA qualifying list.

She is also the defending back-to-

back Junior Olympics women's 200-

Tneter champion.

Rachelle Noble will compete in

the 20-pound weight throw. She is

ranked 12th on the collegiate charts,

with a distance of 61-9. She won All-

American honors in this event last

season and is considered UCLA's
most versatile thrower.

She is also double entered at the

Indoor, competing in the weight

throw and shot put. Noble is ranked

18th in the nation in the shot put,

with a throw of 51-2.

On Saturday, redshirt freshman

Erica Hoernig will compete in the

pole vault final.

Her top vault of the season, 11-11,

places her 13th on the NCAA quali-

fying list.

She competed at 4he 1996 VS.
Olympic Trials and is prepared to

face a challenge at-4he 1998 NCAA
Indoors.

Sophomore Deana Simmons,

ranked seventh in the nation with a

43-5 mark, which was third best in

Bruin history. She will compete in

the triple jump. Last summer she

won the gold medal in the triplejump

at the U.S. Junior and Pan American

meets.

Finally, senior Nada Kawar and

sophomore Seilala Sua will compete

in the shot put, along with Noble.

Kawar is No. 3 in the nation with a

mark of 57-0 and is a two-time

indoor All-American.

Meanwhile, Sua earned All-

UCIJV ready to defend

No. 1 rank vs. Stanford

WATER POLO: A victory

over the Cardinal would

lessen pain of loss to Cal

By Steve Kim .

Daily Bruin Staff

Get this. In chronological order.

Cal women's water polo team beat

Stanford, UCLA beat Cal, Cal

beat UCLA then Stanford beat

Cal. So who's on top?

According to the latest poll, the

Bruins are No. 1. They, however,

want to make sure they stay No. 1

after they play the Cardinal on

Saturday at the Sunset Recreation

Center pool.

With a new head coach,

Stanford women's water polo

team (10-2) was thought to be

going through a major adjusting

period.

After having lost to Cal in the

beginning of the season, Stanford

has apparently adapted fast

enough to redeem itself over the

past weekend and raise its rank to

No. 2.

The Bruins have yet to play the

Cardinal this year. They have

never lost to Stanford, and they're

not about to either. Saturday's

game finally provides the opportu-

nity to see just how good the

Cardinal is.

"Stanford has some very talent-

ed players," said UCLA head

coach Guy Baker. "I thought they

were going to improve as the sea-

son progressed, and they are."

While UCLA features a deep

and talented squad that includes

goalie Nicole Payne and playmak-

cr Coralie Simmons, Stanford

offers a challenge.

, The Cardinal's main players

include Ellen Estes and goalie

Heather Crary.

Estes helped the Cardinal score

seven points, while Crary let Cal

have only two goals last weekend

vs. Cal.

UCLA defender Mandy
McAloon anticipates a challenging

game.

"As a defender, it's going to be

pretty difficult because they have a

really good two-meter man and

outside shooters," McAIoon said,

"They're a lot like us in that aspect

so it's going to be pretty interest-

ing."

"Stanford has always been one

of the better teams," said team

captain Payne, "but we have a

good chance of beating them.

We're especially excited because

we play them at home. A lot of our

family and friends are going to

watch us play and hopefully, we'll

win."

If history repeats itself then the

Bruins should continue their blem-

ish-free record against the

Cardinal.

Their first pairing of the season

will finally put and end to the lin-

gering question: Who's No. I?

Following Saturday's match

against Stanford, the Bruins will

play a home game on Sunday

against San Jose State at the Men's

Gym pool.

San Jose State was beaten

shamefully by the Bruins, and it

hasn't improved enough to pose a

threat. Tlie challenge will be to

play at a consistent level through-

out the game after playing

Stanford.

"It's going to be a big game with

Stanford and the day after. The

main thing we're going to do

against San Jose State is ... (not) let

down," Baker said.

American honors last year in the

indoor shot put as a true freshman.

She also won the 1997 NCAA out-

door shot put title.

"I am really looking forward to

competing this weekend. Practice

has been going well for Nada,

Rachelle and me.

"We are all ready to hit a big

throw," said Sua. •

"The outlook for the

outdoor season looks

extremely good.

Everyone is healthy

and training very well."

Kelly O'Connor

Long and triple jumper

Team looks for a good

run at indoor tourney

The rest of the UCLA squad will

compete at the Cal State Fullerton

Invitational. Led by 1997 All-

American juniors Andrea Anderson

and^oanna Hayes, the Bruins hope

to tune up for the Stanford

Invitational in two weeks.

Anderson will compete in the 100

and 200-meter sprints, while Hayes

will be entered in the 100 and 400-

meter hurdles.

"The outlook for the outdoor sea-

son looks extremely good. Everyone

is healthy and training very well. I

think we all have a shot at going to

nationals," said sophomore long and

triple jumper Kelly O'Connor.

M.TRACK: Bruins send

possibly the best squad

ever to championships

By DonaM Mormon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's track and field

team will send a little bit ofeverything

to the NCAA Indoor

Championships at Indianapolis, Ind.

The Bruins are sending arguably

their best team ever to the indoor

nationals - and their most balanced.

"In general, I like the team,"

UCLA assistant coach Art Venegas

said. "1 like the fact that we have

sprinters, jumpers, throwers, dis-

tance runners and a distance medley

relay team. I think it's wonderful."

_ Leading the 11-member squad will

be Mebrahtom Keflezighi. Keflezighi

is the defending 5,0(X)-meter indoor

champion and is looking to repeat

and gamer his fifth NCAA individual

championship.

Keflezighi will have to battle Brad

and Brent Hauser from Stanford, as

well as a sore tendon in his lower left

leg. UCLA head coach Bob Larsen

said Keflezighi could still pull off a

victory.

"He's running stronger now than

he did a few weeks ago but his speed

isn't where it should be because we

had to cut back on his workouts late-

ly," Larsen said.

Scott Slover looks poised to claim

a national title in the pole vault.

Slover is currently tied with Texas'

Jacob Davis for the best vault in the

nation at 18 feet, 2 1/2 inches.

The distance-medley-relay team

comes into the meet with the second

best time in the country, but has to

shift its lineup because of Keflezighi's—

minor injury.

Jess Strutzel will run the 1,200-

meters, Damian Allen will run the

400-meters, Michael Granville will

run the 800-meters and anchor, and

Mark Hauser will do the 1,600-

meters.

Hauser will also compete m the

3,000 meters and could place, Larsen

believes, in the top eight.

Sprinters Jim McElroy and

Damian Allen will try to do some

damage to a tough sprinting field.

McElroy will run the 55-meter dash

,

holding the 17th best mark in the

country with a time of 6.1 7 seconds.

Allen will run the 200^neters anJ
his time of 21.16 seconds is the 13th

best time in the nation.

Senior Mel Moultry will make his

first appearance at the indoor nation-

als, competing in the triplejump .

Travis Haynes and Wade Tift will

both compete in the shot put.

Haynes, a twotime All-American in

the event, has the 10th best mark in

the nation. Tift's mark of 61-0 1/4 is

good enough for 13th.

Luke Sullivan will be the other

thrower competing at nationals.

SuUivan owns a mark of 66-9 3/4 in

the 35-pound weight throw and

hopes to improve on that this week-

end.

It won't be the same this time around
VOLLEYBALL Stanford's

talented seniors left after

last year's championship

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff

To call it a rematch of enormous

significance would be an overstate-

ment.

When the UCLA men's volleyball

team travels north to take on the

Stanford Cardinal tonight, it will be a

rematch of last year's national cham-

pionship.

However, it probably won't look a

lot like last year's match.

In the championship match.

Stanford took a 2-0 lead before

UCLA fought back to tie the match

at two games a piece. In the final

rally-scoring game, the Cardinal

barely pulled out a 15-13 win.

But this year's Stanford squad is

missing All-Americans Mike

Lambert and Stewart Chong. The

seventh-ranked Cardinal ( 10-4) has

lost to Pepperdine. Loyola

Marymount, USC and Penn State,

all of which are schools that UCLA
has beaten.

"They're an up and down team,"

UCLA head coach Al Scales said.

"They can be like BYU. They can

come out and play a great match like

BYU did Friday If they're not on,

then we should, frankly handle them

very easily.

"But they're up and down, they

have peaks and valleys and if they're

on, they're very tough to beat. We
don't really know which Stanford

team is going to show up."

Although the Bruins (17-1, 11-1

Mountain Pacific Sports Federation)

don't know which Stanford team will

show up on the court. UCLA can be

sure of its own offense.

Sophomore Adam Naeve contin-

See VOUiYBiau ?*9f 24 Brandon Taliaferro sets the ball for Adam Nacve.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

^^ Maple Leafs 2,

^^ Kings 1

Mike Johnson, the NHL's leading rookie

scorer, scored a first-period goal and assisted

on Fredrik Modin's third-period game-win-

ner as the Toronto Maple Leafs defeated the

Lx)s Angeles Kings 2-1 Thursday night.

With the score tied at 1-1, Johnson inter-

cepted Vladimir Tsyplakov's pass and

passed to Mats Sundin. Modin took

Sundin's pass between the circles and beat

Kings goaltender Stephane Fiset with a slap

shot for his 15th goal 4:26 into the third peri-

od.

Johnson's 12th goal tied the score l-l at

17:30 of the first p)eriod. Johnson, who has

38 points, took Steve Sullivan's pass and put

a shot from the right circle past Fiset.

Johnson had an apparent goal nullified on

Modin's interference penalty at 1 1 :41 of the

third period.

Toronto goaltender Felix Potvin made 28

saves.

gold medal in the Olympics, did not need to

be spectacular in this one, but he was any-

way. He improved to 10-3-6 while starting

the Sabres' last 19 home games.

Lakers 108,

Clippers 85

¥ Sabres 3,

Sharks 1

Shaquille O'Neal scored 32 points and

Eddie Jones added 23 as the Los Angeles

Lakers routed the Los Angeles Clippers 108-

85 Thursday night.

Derek Fisher tied a career-high with 21

points and grabbed a career-high II

rebounds in place of injured point guard

Nick Van Exel.

Robert Horry had 14 rebounds for the

Lakers, who entered the game with a league-

leading 105.4 scoring average and inproved

to 15-0 when shooting at least 50 percent

from the field.

The Lakers were were no match for a

Clippers squad that was coming off a 29-

point loss at Phoenix and whose defense was

the NBA's most generous at 104.3 points per

game, Rodney Rogers led the Clippers with

16 points.

Dominik Hasek stopped 38 shots and just

missed a shutout as the Buffalo Sabres took

advantage of an early goal in a 3-1 victory

over the San Jose Sharks on Thursday night.

Michael Peca scored 24 seconds after the

opening faceoff and the Sabres left the rest

up to Hasek, who was 19 seconds away from

his 1 0th shutout when John MacLean scored

on a slap shot from the right circle.

Dixon Ward and Alexei Zhitnik also

scored for Buffalo, which improved to 9-1-7

over its last 17 games. The Sabres had a 13-

game unbeaten streak broken last week by

the New York Islanders, Buffalo's only loss

since Jan. 20.

Hasek, who led the Czech Republic to the

Spurs 97,

Kings 86
David Robinson had his nose bloodied in

the first quarter but returned to score 29

points, leading the San Antonio Spurs to a

97-86 victory over the Sacramento Kings on

Thursday night.

Robinson was joined in double figures by

Tim Duncan with 24 points and Jaren

Jackson with 18. The Spurs, who won their

third straight, completed a 4-0 sweep of the

season series and clinched a playoff spot.

Sacramento was led by Mitch Richmond

with 22 points and Corliss Williamson with

19.

Bruins can't watch major league

alum start for CNcago WNte Sox
BASEBALL With scheduling '

change, team must focus on its

own game, matchup with Wildcats

By Kristina Wilcox

Daily Bruin Staff •

The UCLA baseball team travels this week-

end to Tucson for a three-game Six-Pac series

vs. the University of Arizona.

This trip gives the team the opportunity to

meet up with former

Bruins who are participat-

ing in spring training with

major-league teams.

"I'm going to have

breakfast with Jake Meyer

and Jim Parque," sports

information director Jeff

Blank said. Meyer, the

closer for the 1997 Bruins,

and Parque. also a pitcher,

are now with the Chicago

White Sox organization.

The White Sox are scheduled to play the

Anaheim Angels on Friday afternoon, a game
that some current Bruins had hoped to watch

until their own Friday game was moved up to 3

p.m. (2 p.m. Pacific). Parque, the rotation ace

for UCLA last season, will be the starting

pitcher for the White Sox in that game.

Funny, isn't former Bruin Troy Glaus play-

ing for the Angels now?

That intriguing matchup between former

teammates was canceled when Glaus got the

ticket to the Angels' minor-league camp on

Wednesday.

Oh well, guess it's time to worry about how
the current Bruins (9-14, 4-7 in Six-Pac) will

play against current No. 5 Wildcats (23-4. 5-4).

Right-handed freshman pitcher Chad
rislak is returning home this weekend. The

Tucson native has improved of late for the

Bruins, even though his record of 2-4 and 7.27

ERA does not reflect that. He will be

Saturday's starting pitcher. He allowed seven

runs (4 earned) in 5 2/3 innings in his last start.

Head coach Gary Adams will keep the same
rotation that the team fielded last weekend

against Arizona State.

Freshman left-hander Ryan Carter gets the

nod for Friday's starting spot on the mound.
He has been the most effective pitcher for the

Bruins of late, going 1-0 with a 2.78 ERA on

the year. Last weekend
against the Sun Devils, he

went seven innings, allow-

ing only 6 hits and 5 runs,

only one of them earned,

while striking out eight

batters.

' Freshman right-hander

Jon Brandt, first slotted as

the team closer, has found

his way into the starting

rotation. He struggled late

in his outing last weekend,

but was very strong otherwise. He lasted 5 1/3

innings, allowing four earned runs (6 runs

overall).

Adams is realistic about the challenge his

young team has to face this weekend against

the Wildcats.

"We've got our work cut out for us," Adams
said. "They are an old, veteran team, mostly

juniors and seniors."

UCLA leads the all-time series against

Arizona, 108-90-1, and are 65-57 under

Adams.

Sophomore left-hander Rob Henkel was

scheduled to have elbow surgery on Tuesday

morning, but the operation was postponed

until spring break, giving him more time to

prepare mentally for the procedure.

AARON HANO/Oaily Bruin

Any large Pizza, your choice of toppings and crust, for $9.9.9

1114 Gayley Ave. Jf^ ''yJ^^g.^L... _. ' . .«.|| ^ until 1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
WeStWOOd Village untH 2 a.m. Friday & Satufday824-41 1
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National Basketball Association

At A Glante

EASTBWCONFBIENa

Atlantic DivKton

W
Mumi
NewVorii

OrUndo

pkw fffvy

Washington

Boston

PMadHphit

Ctntnl Dtvision

Ouogo
InduM

Chariottt

Attomi

Clevcbnd

Mihmuktc

Dftrert

Toronto

L

44 20

35 27

32 30

33 31

33 31

29 33

22 39 .361

Pet

.688

.565

.516

.516

.516

.468

.730

.694

.629

.607

46 17

43 19

39 23

37 24

33 30 .524

29 32 .475

28 34

13 48

.452

.213

ce

11

n
11

14

201/2

21/2

61/2

8

13

16

171/2

32

WESTBNCONFEKNa
Mid«vest Division

W
i-UUh 45 16 .738

x-Stf Antonio 43 20 .683

MinncsoU 33 30

Houston 32 31

I Pet GB

Vancouver

DaHas

Denver

Padfic Division

x-Seattte

x-LA lakers

Phoenix

Portland

Saaamento

Golden Sute

LA. Clippers

.524

.508

46 .24615

14 49 .222

6 58 .094

3

13

14

30

32

401/2

47

44

41

35 26

26 39

14 48

13 49

.751^

,710

.661

.574

.400

.226

.210

3

6

111/2

221/2

33

34

Thursitay's Games

Miami 97, Cleveland 74

San Antonio 97, Saaamento 86

Houston 11 5, Nev» Jersey 104

Dallas 104, Chicago 97, or —
Denver 98,Vancouver 93

Portland 95, Minnesou 92

U. Lakers 108, LA. Qippers 85

Detrort at Boston, 7 pm.

Milwaukee at Indiana, 7 p.m.

Atlanta at Philadelphia, 7:30 pm.

Charlotte at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.

Vancouver at Utah, 9 p.m.

Golden Sute at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

To*nto at LA Clippers, 10:30 p.m.

SaMrtfqr^Ganei

Minnesou at Seattle, 3:30 p.m.

Washington at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.

New York at CleveUnd, 7 30 p.m.

New Jersey at Dallas, 8:3np.m.

Saaamento at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Chicago at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.

Philadelphia at Milwaukee, 9 pm.

Portland at Denver, 9 p.m.

SHniay^ Games

Miami at Orlando, Noon

Utah at Detroit, Noon

L.A. Lakers at Vancouver, 3 pm.

Boston at AtlanU, 3 p.m.

Indiana at New York, 7:30 pm.

Dallas at Phoenix, 8 pm.

Toronto at Golden Sute, 8 pm.

LA. Clippers at Portland, 10 pm

National Hockev League

At A Glance

Buffalo 26 22 15 67159149

Ottawa 26 28 10 62148159

bniM 25 31 7 57155174

WESTERN CONfERENQ

Central Division

W L

38 16

35 18

36 23

25 28

24 29

23 33

Maior league Baseball

Exhibition Games At A Glance

Dallas

Detroit

Sl Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

Pacific Division

Colorado

; Los Angeles

Edmonton

San Jose

Calgary

Anaheim

Vancouver

TPts Gf 6A

10 86191129

13 83197152

8 80202159

12 62178187

11 59154157

8 54152183

W L T Pts Gf GA

34 17 16 84198162

30 23 11 71185169

25 30 10 60166184

25 32 7 57159174

20 33 12 52172 200

20 35 9 49150196

19 36 11 49181232

AMEMCJUi

Boston

Texas

Detroit

Seattle

Baltimore

Anaheim

Oakland

Chicago

Toronto

Kansas Cty

CleveUnd

New York

Tampa Bay

Minnesota

LEAGUE

W L

9

10

9

9

7

8

8 7

9 8

9 8

6 7

6 8

6

6

8

9

5 11

Pet

.692

.667

.643

.643

.636

.533

.533

.529

.529

.462

.429

.429

.400

.313

x-dmcM playoff bertti.

MMMitaf^ Games
AtlanU 110, Boston 105

Philadelphia 88, Washington 86

Chaftotte85,NewYork78

Oeveiand 95, Milwaukee 83

Detroit 1 22. IndUna 91

Utah 110, Saaamento 95

Minnesou 11 3, Golden Sute 84

LA.Lak«rs121,PortUndl07

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L

NewJersey 40 16

Philadelphia 33 20

Washington 29 24

NY. Rangers 20 28

NY. Islanders 22 33

Florida 18 33

Tampa Bay 13 42

TPU GF GA

9 89186127

76183146

69176167

57161178

S3 165 178

48151187

35121208

Northeast Division

W
Pittsburgh 33

Montreal 31

Boston 27

TPts Gf GA

14 80186152

8 70186162

13 67165156

Thmtfay's Games

Buffak)3,SanJosel

Calgary 5, Boston 2

New Jersey 2, Carolina

Washington 2, NY Islanders 1

MontreaM, NY Rangers!

Philadelphia 3, Vancouver 2

Detroit 3, Chicago

Phoenix 5, Dallas 4

Toronto 2, Los Angeles 1

Friday's Games

Edmonton at Florida, 7:30 pm.

Anaheim at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Saturday's Gaines

NY Rangers at Boston, 3 pm.

Buffalo at Pinsburgh, 3 p.m.

Detroit at Philadelphia, 3 pm.

Chicago at Tampa Bay, 3 pm.

Phoenix at St Louis, 3 pm.

Colorado at Los Angeles, 3 pm.

San Jose at Carolina, 7 pm.

Vancouver at NY Islanders, 7 pm.

Washington at Ottawa, 7.30 p.m.

New Jersey at Montreal, 7:30 pm.

Calgary at Toronto, 7:30 p,m.

Synday^Games

Pittsburgh at Buffalo, 3 pm.

Chicago at flonda, 6 p.m.

Edmonton at Carolina, 7 pm.

Colorado at Anaheim, 8 pm.

NXnONAL LEAGUE

W L Pet

San Diego 10 5

Houston 8 4

Philadelphia 9 5

Ariama 10 7

St. Louis

New York

AtlanU

Chicago

667

667

643

588

7 5 .583

8 6 .571

8 7 .533

7 7

LosAngeles 7 7

Pittsburgh

Colorado

Cincinnati

7 8

7 9

.500

.500

.467

.438

6 10 .375

SanFrancisu) 5 10 .333

Florida 4 9 .308

Milwaukee 4 12 .250

Montreal 3 10 .231

(NOTE Split squad games count in the

standings, games against non-major

league teams do not.)

Thursday's Games

Minnesou 3, Texas

Cleveland 9, Boston 4

Kansas City 1,Taif)pa Bay 0, 10 innings

Detroit 4, Florida 3

Baltimore 8, St. Louis 3

Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2

Houston 6, Los Angeles 5, 10 innings

Chicago White Sox 20, Oakland 4

Seattle 9, Chicago Cubs 8

Mihwaukee8,SanDiego3

Arinna 5, Colorado 4

NewYorkYankeesl4.AtUnU2

New York Meu 4, Montreal!

Philadelphia S.Toronto 2

Friday^ Games

New York Yankees vs. Texas at Port

Charlotte,fla.,lfl5pm.

Kansas City (s$) vs. Detrort at Lakeland,

Fla.,1fl5pm.

Toronto vs. Cleveland at Winter Haven, Fla.,

1:05 pm.

Philadelphia vs. Tampa Bay at St

Petersburg, Fla, 1:05 p.m.

AtlanU (ss) vs. Kansas City (ss) at Haines

City,Fla.,1fl5pm.

Minnesou vs. Cincinnati at SarasoU, Fla.,

lK)5pm.

Boston vs. Pittsburgh at Bradcnton, Fla.,

IflSpm.

Baltimore vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beach,

Fla, 105 pm.

New Ybrk Mels vs. Houston at Kissimmee,

Fta.,l«5pm.

AtlanU (ss) vs. Florida at Viera, Fla., 1 K)5

pm.

St Louis vs. Montreal at Jupiter, Fla., 1 .-05

pm.

Anaheim (ss) vs. Oakland (ss) at Phoenix,

3:05 pm.

Anaheim (ss) vs. Chicago White Sox at

Tucson, Ariz., 305 pim.

San Francisco (ss) vs. Seattle at Peoria,

Ariz., 305 pim.

Oakland (ss) vs. Colorado (ss) atTuaon,

Ariz., 305 p.m.

Colorado (ss) vs. San Francisco (ss) at

Scottsdale, Ariz., 3:05 p.m.

Milwaukee vs. Chicago Cubs at Mesa, Ariz.,

305 pm.

Arizona vs. San Diego at Yuma, Ariz., 9:05

pm

NCAA Basketball Tourn.inuMit

At A Glance

Fkft Rowtd Results

North Carolina 88, Navy 52

North Carolina Charlotte 77, Illinois-

Chicago 62

Princeton 69, UNLV 57

Michigan Sute 83, Eastern Michigan 71

Washington 69, Xavier 68

Richmond 62, South Carolina 61

Indiana 94, Oklahoma 87, OT

Connectiajt 93, Fairteigh Dickinson 85

Maryland 82, Utah State 68

Illinois 64, South Alabama 51

Illinois Sute 82, Tennessee 81, OT

Aruona99,NichoilsSute60

WestVirginia82,Temple52

Cincinnati 65, Northern Arizona 62

Utah 85, San Francisco 68

Arkansas 74, Nebraska 65

Fiida/iGames
'•

Syracuse (24-8) vs. lona (27-5). 12:25 pm.

New Mexico (23-7) vs. Butler (22-10), 30

minutes after previous game

Oklahoma State (21 -6) vs. George

Washington (24-8), 7:40 pm.

Duke (29-3) vs. Radford (20-9), 30 minutes

after previous game

Kentucky (29-4) vs. South Carolina Sute

(22-7), 12:15 pm.

Massachusetts (21-10) vs. Saint Louis (21-

10), 30 minutes after previous game

Michigan (24-8) vs. Davidson (20-9), 7:40

pm.

UCLA (22-8) vs. Miami (18-9), 30 minutes

after previous game

Mississippi (22-6) vs. Valparaiso (21-9),

12J0pm.

Texas Christian (27-5) vs. Florida sute (1
7-

1 3), 30 minutes after previous game

Rhode Island (22-8) vs. Murray Sute (29-

3),7:S0pjn.

Kansas (34-3) vs. Prairie View (1 3-16), 30

minutes after previous game

Clemson (18-1 3) vs. Western Michigan

(20-7), 12:30 pm.

Sunford (26-4) vs. College of Charleston

(24-5), 30 minutes after previous game

Purdue (26-7) vs. Delaware (20-9), 7:55

pm.

St. John's (22 9) vs. Detroit (24-5), 30 min-

utes after previous game

Al times in the sports b« are EOT.

l.Who is the only golfer to win a tourna-

ment in six different decades?

2. What is the only Men's college basket-

ball team to win back-to-back champi

onships with the same twelve players?

3. Should the Denver Nuggets fail to win

at least three more games this season,

whose reconl for futity will they break?

sjag/ ei^diapeniu amj

peausuies I

Arizona heat will demand

best Bruins have to offer

M.TENNIS: Team fires up

to face Wildcats and Sun

Devils on their own turf

By Stephanie Chan

Daily Bruin Contributor

.^^

'

#

"

The heat, the altitude. Yes. the

Arizona climate at its best. This week-

end, the No. 10 UCLA men's tennis

team will exchange picture-perfect

Southern California weather for the

extreme temperatures of Arizona to

play Arizona and ,,

,

Arizona State.
'

"It's going to

be boiling ... I

expect a very

tough game

there," said

Vince Allegre.

It will not only

be boiling in tem-

perature, but in

intensity.

"It is tough to

play down there -^——^-^^
because (oO the

altitude, and

those guys really fire up," said Matt

Breen.

Both of the Arizona schools will be

looking to even out their win-loss

record with the Bruins. When the

Wildcats and Sun Devils played at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center, they were

both defeated, 6-1.

The point that Arizona State stole

from the Bruins was the doubles

point. Consistency is one area the

Bruin doubles teams have been strug-

gling with all year.

However, in the previous meetings,

the Bruins dominated the singles

matches. Jean-Noel Grinda, Allegre.

Breen, Alex Decret and Brandon

Kramer all emerged with two wins.

Chris Sands split, defeating Arizona

State's Casey Was and losing to

Arizona's Pascal Salasca.

The Bruin lineup has been through

reconstruction since playing the

Arizona schools. Noah Newman has

been inserted into the lineup for the

injured Kramer. Injured Jason Cook
will not be ready for this road trip.

"Without Jason Cook and

,
. , .—, Brandon

''

"' Kramer, we're

not as strong as

we could possi-

bly be." said

UCLA head

coach Billy

Martin. "We
have lo be hun-

gry, scraping,

energetic."

The Bruins

will definitely

have to be all of

the above in fac-

ing when they

face the Wildcats and Sun Devils at

their respective homes. Neither team

has given up a match at home.

"I think it's going to be two dog

fights." said Decret.

The leaders of the pack for UCLA
will be No. 9 Grinda, No. 17 Allegre.

and No. 40 Breen. Senior Roland

Kupka and sophomore Jean-Noel

Lacoste will lead the Wildcat pack,

and No. 66 Gustavo Maracaccio and

sophomore Alex Osterrieth will hold

the Sun Devil pitchfork.

"We're not as strong as

we could possibly be.

We have to be hungry,

scraping, energetic."

Billy Martin

UCLA men's tennis head coach

M. BASKETBALL
From page 20

losses (one to Washington by one

point and the other to Arizona by

four) the Bruins showed more

focjus than in previous lackadaisical

wins, like the road victories against

Oregon Stateand California.

"We could have won both of

those games, it came down to, what

I think, was a call." Toby Bailey

said, referring to last-secon'd fouls

called against the Bruins in both

games. "So I'm not worried about

that. I think that we played better in

those losses than we have when we

have beaten most of the teams this

year."

A key to UCLA having a suc-

cessful run in the Big Dance and

defeating Miami (18-9) will be its

pressure defense. The press allows

the Bruins to play the up-tempo

game that suits the team with a ros-

ter that lacks height, but is one of

the quickest in the nation.

Moreover, it would force the

Hurricanes, who shoot a 28.4 per-

cent three-point clip, to score from

the outside.

"We could defmitely look to

press (Miami) especially if it's,

going to be slow tempo," UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin said. "I

think teams have zoned them and

have had good success." . .

But UCLA's press is contingent

on Henderson and freshman Baron

Davis staying out of foul trouble, a

problem which has plagued UCLA
throughout the season. Davis has

fouled out of nine ga'mes this year,

while Henderson has had to leave

early four times. It is especially

important for Henderson to stay in

the game, as he is the Bruins' major

presence in the paint.

"It's really a 50-50 chance of me
getting into foul trouble or the

other team's big guy getting into

foul trouble," Henderson said.

"The way that matchup goes, if I

get into foul trouble first, then we

will have a better chance of losing."

And there have been highly

ranked teams that have lost to

Miami, like then No. 8 ranked

Connecticut, and then No. 19 West

Virginia. The Hurricanes, who lost

in the first round of the Big East

Tournament to Georgetown, are

led by Tim James. James, a 6-foot-

7-inch junior, averages 16.9 points

and 9.5 rebounds. This is only the

second time in Miami's history that

it has made an appearance in the

NCAA tournament —

W. HOOPS
From page 20

(19-9) take on the seventh-seeded

Bruins (19-8) today at 4 p.m. in

Tuscaloosa, Ala., in the^ first round of

the Midwest regional. Guevara's

worst nightmare will come true as her

perimeter team will have to battle the

huge front court of UCLA.
"I love that (comment)," UCLA

head coach Kathy Olivier said, who's

team features four post players above

6-3. "I was just telling (Coach Steve)

Lavin that he could borrow Janae if

the men's team plays Michigan in the

second round. It sounds like

Michigan is apprehensive about our

size because all they have is one big

girl."

But that one big girl is very talent-

ed. Her name is PoUyanna Johns, an

all-Big Ten selection. The 6-3 senior

led the conference in rebounding

(9.6) and shooting percentage (62

percent). . -r

Olivier compares Johns lo All-

American Olympia Scott, Stanford's

center, which is a scary thought. But

Johns will have her hands full trying to

control the Bruins' four post players

who all shoot over 50 percent from

the field.

The Bruin front court is led by

sophomore Maylana Martin, a 6-3

All-American candidate. Martin leads

the team with 19.4 points and 7.8

rebounds per game.

Hubbard, who is appropriately

nicknamed "Shaq" by her teammates,

will start as tenter alongside Martin.

~~~
See W. HOOPS, page 24

STARTJNG UNEUP

No.7UCU(19-8)

4pjn.iftTuscaloosa, Ala

Radio: iQEV 870 AM
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Sweet & Juicy
Navel

Oranges
5 LBS

6pk - 12oz. bottles

Introductory price

RITE

AID

Where's theJDoke?
Ml. MtK ^ Not at Thrifty

'^ Winter Brew or

Wicked Winter Sampler

Dreyers Ice Cream

All Half Gallons Reg. $5.29

12 pacl( - 12 oz. l)ottles

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$•159^
64 OZ. Reg. $2.69

^BM 18 oz. Reg. $3.69

Sparkletts-

Keystone & Keystone Light

12 pack - 12 oz. cans

Pepsi & Diet Pepsi

• Crisp Hard Cider

Apple Cranberry Cider

6pk - 12oz. bottles Reg. $6.99

Open 'til IVIidnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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W. HOOPS
From page 23

Hubbard, who averages ^0.5 points and 5.4

rebounds per game, has been playing the best ball of

her collegiate career the last two weeks.

'

Hubbard destroyed Washington State's front

court on Feb. 27, scoring at will in the paint. She

poured on a career high 26 points on II -of- 13 shoot-

ing and nabbed 18 rebounds.

A week later against No. 9 Arizona, Hubbard

punished the Wildcat front court. The Los Angeles

native scored 16 points and grabbed 17 boards.

"Janae has the size and the height," Olivier said.

"When she is on, I don't care who's playing her."

Olivier also can go to her bench for more size.

She routinely sends in 6-4 sophomore Carly

Funicello and 6-3 senior Caria Houser for extra size

in the front court.

"I think that our four post players have been

dominating all year long," Olivier said. '''I think that

they all work off ofeach other."

In order to combat the Bruins' huge height

advantage, Guevara and her Wolverines will fea-

ture an up-tempo transition game.

"There is no secret that we like to run the basket-

ball," Guevara said. "We start four guards. We got

four kids that can shoot the three. So we will shoot

the three and we will run the ball."

The Wolverine perimeter is led by sophomore

guard Stacey Thomas, last season's Big Ten fresh-

man of the year. She. along with guards Molly

Murray, Anne Lemire and Anne Thorius, has

helped make Michigan the leading three-point

shooting percentage team in their conference at

40.8 percent.

WOODEN

CHAHLtS KUO/Oaily Bioin

Takiyah Jackson fights for the ball.

Friday's game will feature a battle of two con-

trasting styles - the perimeter players from

Michigan vs. the post players from UCLA.
"The question is are they going to have to adjust

to us, or are we going to have to adjust to them?"

Olivier said.

Olivier feels confident that her Bruins will make

the Wolverines transform to their inside style.

"That's something we have been doing all year

long," Olivier said. "We like to get the ball inside

and we are going to try to continue that in the tour-

nament."

VOLLEYBALL
From page 21

ues to be the team kill leader, averaging 5.53 kills

per game and hitting .446. Tom Stillwell, his

counterpart in the middle, is hitting .430 with

3.43 kills per game.

Overall, UCLA is outhitting opponents .356

to .226, while outserving them 2.2 to .70.

In addition, the Bruins have added motivation

for the match, as UCLA will be looking to avenge

last year's loss.

"I'm sure we'll be ready to go," Scales said.

"There's no question about that. We'll be up for

Stanford. We'll be focused, we'll be ready."

After Friday night's match, the Bruins will

visit Stockton to take on the University of the

Pacific. UOP is 6-10 and 3-9 in the conference.

The Tigers lost All-American opposite Greg

Wakeham and have not fared well thus far into

the season.

From page 20

ed it is because something you couldn't see

so I wanted to get something you can see

and gradually I came up with the idea of

the pyramid.. .'-" : .'.

''-: '
I started out with the cornerstones and

never changed that - work hard and love

what you're doing. One is industryism and

the other is enthusiasm. Don't worry about

what others think, just you make the best

of what you have.

In fact, your reputation and character

are two things that define you - your repu-

tation is what others perceive you to be,

and your character is what you really are.

You are the only one who really knows

what your character is. Now, that is just in

general, I can talk an hour on the pyraqiid.

Basketball has undergone a tremendous

amount ofchange - both in the style ofplay

and the rules of the game - since you last

coached. If you could change one thing

about the college game today what would it

be?

You'd be surprised at what I might say.

If I could change just one thing, It might be

to abolish the dunk.

It's the most exciting thing as far as fans

are concerned - fans roar when there's a

dunk. And yet, they make a real good play,

like a screen-and-roll or a nice cut or give-

and-go, where there is teamwork involved

and you'll get a smattering of applause.

I think there's too much showmanship

today. We talked about change, there's far

more showmanship, and I don't like show-

manship. When I coached, behind the

back pass or behind the back dribble, or

something excessive in showmanship

meant you went to the bench. I think that,

to me, has hurt the game. This is just an

opinion now, it doesn't mean it's fact.

IVith the prevalence of all-sports televi-

sion and radio stations, as well as electronic

media and other such outlets, media pres-

sure nowadays is incredibly intense. Was it

that intense when you coached at UCLA?
It is the same, but I don't think it

amounts to a hill of beans. If the coach per-

mits the media or the alumni, or the par-

ents, or any outside thing from that point

to bother him in any way that's a weakness.

There's only one type of pressure that's

important, it's the pressure that you put on

yourself. I don't care what you're doing -

whether it's your job or some other job, or

a dentist, or a surgeon, or a groundskeeper

or whatever, it doesn't matter - the pres-

sure you put on yourself is the only thing

that really matters.

What about the differences in recruiting?

I think it's changed in the fact that

they're going to a farther field to recruit.

We've had coaches at UCLA that have

gone to Czechoslovakia and places all over

across the country. I didn't used to do that

at all, and not many coaches did either.

Now you see so many California high

school players playing back in the

Midwest, and they didn't used to do that. If

you do a good job you will draw good play-

ers from other areas who find out about

you. But, in places like Southern

California, the population is here and all

the activities here. You should just try to

keep the ones here that you can and if you

do a good job other good ones will come to

you.

I never went to New York to visit Lew
Alcindor. I never visited players from out-

of-state to come here, I wanted them to be

interested in us. I don't think they do that

anymore.

Is it necessary? Well, I think it would be

necessary if you coached in Eugene or

Pullman and other places, but I don't think

it's necessary in Southern California

because the population is so much here

and the athleticism of all our youngsters in

all sports is just enormous.

Over the past two decades, the style and

attitudes ofthe players as a whole have dra-

matically changed. It seems that sometimes

WOODEN

Erasmus University and The Institute for International

Mediation and Conflict Resolution

Invite UCLA Students

to attend

The 1998 International

Student Symposium on Negotiation

& Conflict Resolution

The Hague, The Netherlands

July 20-August 14, 1998

For further information on the month-long, academically

accredited symposium, please contact:

Phone:202-828-0721

Fax:202-462-6151

E-mail: IIMCR@erols.com

Website: www.iimcr.org

IIMCR
2708 Cathedral Ave., N.W.

Washington, DC 20008

^
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teamwork has taken a back seat to individual

glory, at least much more often than when you

coached. Considering that, if you were still in

your prime and were given the chance to coach

college basketball in modern times, would you
do it?

Teaching is the most wonderful profession.

The two most important professions in the

world are parenting - that's the most impor-

tant -and teaching. You bet, I would love to

teach youngsters and work with them. And I

think if you are fair with them and be consis-

tent with your fairness, you will be fine.

You don't have to treat them all alike, that's

being unfair. If you treat them all alike, that's

showing prejudice. You have to try to give

everyone the treatment they earn and deserve.

If you try to do that and recognize the fact

you are imperfect and yoii're not going to be

correct all the time, and if you try to give

everyone the treatment they earn and you lis-

ten to them if they want to be heard, I don't

think there would be any more problems than

there were in the past.

Now, lets turn a little bit back toward UCLA.
Hqw much communication do you have with the

Bruin coaches and players?

If they contact me, I'll talk to them. I never

want to be put in a position where it could be

seen that I was interfering. I have stayed away

from basketball banquets for that very reason,

and I don't go to practice. The only time I ever

go to practice is if some coach asked me to

come and give my opinion on something. I

have done that in the past years, when I have

been invited by the coach specifically to do

that. I would never go in to practice voluntari-

ly.

After all these years is Pauley Pavilion still a

special placefor you ?

Yes, it is. I still think Pauley Pavilion is one

of the greatest places for the opposing teams

of any place I know.

The fans are farther from the fioor and

that's better for the opposing teams. I wanted

UCLA Sports Inlormalon

John Wooden motions to the team during

a game. He retired from coaching in 1 975.

the first row of bleachers on the side to be at

least 12 feet from the sideline and the ends to

be at least 20 feet from the end lines. I had

something to do with that and I like that.

I wanted the opposing team's dressing

room to be identical to the home team's dress-

ing room, and it was that way when it was

built. , .

I've gone to places where the opposing team

was living in luxury and the home team would

hang their clothes on nails - things of that sort.

I wanted to give treatment to opponents the

same treatment our team would receive - just

the way I would like to be treated. Some peo-

ple said I was crazy.

There has been much controv^y aroused in

the recent shrinking of choice seats in the stu-

dent section. What is your opinion of that?

I permitted my name to go on the Wooden
Center because it was going to be for the stu-

dents and not just the athletes. In many ways,

we do too much for the athletes - in many
ways, not always. Primarily it was going to be

for students, and I am very proud that activi-

ties have gone on in there.

So, obviously I think a lot of students. I

think we have interscholastic athletics for the

students.

But at the same time, you know the reason

they do that? How much money did the

women's athletics program make? How about

the expenses? It' s a lot. Where are you going

to get that money? You're going to get the

money from two sports - basketball and foot-

ball - so the answer to the question is 1 under-

stand why they have to do it.

You speak of the money, generated by the

two main sports. Now. a majority of that comes

from television contracts. What kind of influ-

ence has television had on college basketball?

To me television is the worst thing that ever

happened to collegiate basketball. It inter-

rupts the flow of the game because of extra

time outs. It has made actors out of players,

coaches and ofTicials to some degree. It has

brought about playing games every day of the

week, every hour of the day.

A lot of games now are played on Sundays,

and it's primarily because of television. I think

it's been the worst thing for intercollegiate bas-

ketball.

Television may have had-a dramatic impact

well let them all in. And all the receipts that

will eventually go to the teams that get in, all

the receipts from the tournament - TV, radio,

sales, everything - should be divided into

equal shares, and you get one share for every

g^me you play.

So, half of all the teams in there are going to

get one share. Then the half that's left gets two

shares. And eventually, instead of a team get-

ting a million, a million and a half dollars,

every team is going to get 50 or 60 thousand

dollars. Let them all in. If you're going to let 64

in, let them all in.

Give us your assessment on UCLA 's chances

in the tourney?

There's probably only 15 or 20 of the 64 that

could possibly win it. You have to go with the

team that seems to the best, and that would be

either Arizona, Duke, North Carolina or

Kansas.

I'd like to see UCLA win it, but when you

analyze the way they played against the top

teams all year long. What did they do against

Stanford? What did they do against Arizona?

What did they do against North Carolina?

What did they do against Duke? They lost. I

would say if you analyze it, I don't pick them

as one of the teams that will win it. They are

the one I hope wins it, but I can't pick them to.

on another part of the college basketball - the

NCAA Tournament which started this week.

When you coached the NCAA Tournament had,

at various times, only 16 or 32 teams. It has

since increased to 64 schools. Is this goodfor the

game?

I think it ought to be a tournament ofcham-

pions. I don't believe, for example, that

Arizona should have had an opportunity to

win the championship, and they did. I don't

think a team that finished fifth in their confer-

ence belongs in it.

Now there might have been reasons why it

happened - it's a long season and you have

injuries and what not. But. I think it should be

based on how well you do all season long in the

conference. You play a home-and-home game
with every team in the conference - those are

the ones that you go for.

If you're going to go that far, you may as

UCLA is entering the Tourney as a sixth seed

and is not expected to go veryfar Do you have

any advicefor them from the man who won an

NCAA record 38 consecutive Tournament

games?

Well, it's kind of an old cliche. My feeling is

to always concentrate on today. The past will

never change. The future can only be affected

by what you do today. Don't worry about par-

ticular opponent or where you're going, con-

centrate on the one thing of which you can do
- that is make the effort to do the best of what

you're capable of.

The second part of the John Wooden interview

will appear in Thursday. Among other topics, he

will discuss a wide variety of hot issues in col-

lege and professional basketball, explain why
he never coached in the NBA, and talk about his

lasting legacy in Westwood.

PACKAGE TOURS ^HtAjf^
r^PACKASE 1) Follow the U.S.A. & One Game of Mexico

' June 13-27: $2,925

—PACKAGE 2) FoHo^' Mexico & One Ganne of U.SJV
' June 11-26: $2,995

—•PACKAGE 3) ^^"y Three Games Preliminary Round
' June 11-26: $2,995

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL Offside Of Dream Tours Intemattonah

(818)956-8432 (310)470-9106 AllpMck»gMlneM0ho4^mHi»klBr»

Lutheran
1 Mormon

^WethoNst tocdvcrtisc
in the

ReliQious Service Directory

Call: 825-2221
Published every Frtday

evx r^Village
aa ^ xpressmartop: //?.

.t|fS ^^^# '10974 LeConte Ave. at Gayley nTjU
f^ore

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

Beck's Oktoberfest

r--:«i

6pk-12oz. bottles *

ROLLING ROCK

6pk. - 12oz. Long Neck Bottles

MjiifciiSTi
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advertising information

118 KercMiorr Hail

308 Wostwood Plaza

LosAngeies,CA90p24

IntsriMt
C-MaR: ciass(fieds®media.ucla.edu

Web: ht^-y/www.daHytxuin.ucla.edu

PlMme
GiassMM Line: (310) 825-2221

GtasallM Uiplar. (31 0) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-TlMi: 9:00anM:00pm

W: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00

...ea(^ additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00

...eacti additional word 1.50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00

...each additional word
'

5.00

For Classifled Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

w ^ "^

°"^^Mm^l/VTastefCatfd

L ^ J

Deadlines
CbssmedUmAds:

1 working day Mom printing,

at 12 noon.

claaaifM Display Ads:

2 woridng days befora printing,

at12hoon.

There are no cancellations after nom
of the day t)efore printing.

Payment
Please mate checks payal)le to *The

mA Daily Bruin.' We accept Visa,

MasterCard, ami Discover credit cards.

ABow S working days for mail payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with ttie merchandise you

are seliing. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simpiy do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid at)t)reviatkx»—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's positton,

ask what you would like to know atxHJt

the mercliandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand

names, colors and other specific

descriptions.
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Ttanspottation

4700 iMo

.9000 iolftflBrSalO

9100 Motorcycles for Sale

9200 Partdng

9300 Scooter / Cydo Ropalr

9400 Scooters for Salo

9900 VaMdesforftont
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1100-2600

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAGGIE AND JENNY
AT ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL!!!! FROM
YOUR FRIEND, DAISY

1100
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Legal Advice /Attoroeys

Movers / Storage
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PereomI Services
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FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Scholarships. Business. Medical

bills. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext. G-1650.

RAISE $500 In one week. Fundraising op-

portunities available. No financial otrfigation.

Great for dubs. For more information call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k>w-cost firiancial services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level, on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

MOMS W/12-18 month-okj babies needed

for Ph.D. research study on bonding. Call

Wendy 310-820-0952.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific leamlng ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOO!

Social psycfiological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours. Average $8. Undergraduate only. Call

310-837-2669 or sign up 235 Haines.

DANCING CHERUB
Dinner and dancing.. fK»w romantic =) Even

doing nothing w/you on Wed was fun. The

beach if weattwr permits this weekend??

I

Employment
7400 QyilMii Opportunltioa

7500 Career Opportanlties

7600 dUM Care Offered

7700 CMIO Care Wanted
7000 Help Wanted
7900 Housesttting

0000 IntomsMp
0100 Personal Assistance

0200 Temporary Employment

0300 Volunteer

Housing
0400 Apartments for Rent

0500 Apartmento FumWNd
0000 Coado/lbwahottseforltart

0700 Coodo/DMnilioOse for Sate

0600 OaesttKMise tor Rent

8900 House for Rent

0000 Houseforule
0100 HouseOoate for Rent /Sato

9200 Housing Needed
g300 RoomforHilp
0400 Room for Rent

0500 Roommates • Private Room
0600 Ropmmales- Shared Room
0700SaMete
iOOOVacatteo Rentals

Project Engineer
|(IN CHINA)!

Us Fittei/Kinetics is tKe nations largest kigK-purity process piping

cxjntractoi; prtnading turnkey solutions to tne semicoruluctor inaustry.

^ seek an entry-level FVoject Engineer fluent in Mandarin CKinese

(written/verkal) to assist our pn)ject inanager witn material expediting,

lalx)r and material utilization tacking, rield installation verincation, and

material acquisition, among other duties.

Jok wiO last nine-montks- 1 year in Ckina, witk the possikiLty of other

European/worldwide jok sites. Engineering/Construction experience

preferred; kut more importantly, we seek an individual witk an

entkusiastic desire to learn our kusiness. Our projects are authorized

for US passport holders only. Company prtTvides arrangements for

kousing and living expenses.

F^ease send your resume to our corporate neaoquarters:

USF/Kinetic«

P.O. Box5085

Santa Clara, CA 95056-5085

Fax: (408) 496-6162

E-mail: hr(a)Kinetic«y8.com.

KINETICS acfcnowlef^ all qualified applicant* by {4»one.

EOE, M/F/DA^

ANONYMOUS sperm dOfX>rB needed. Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/montti and free

health screening. Ck)nvenient hours, located

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

EGG DONORS NEEDED
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED helping an infer-

tile couple? If you're 21-30 yearsAwilling to

help, please call. All races needed. Compen-

sat»on-$3500 OPTIONS:800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED.
Ages 21-30. All info confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOI^EN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors Ages 19-32. Egg

donors find it emotionally rewarding to help

arxxiymous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation. Call 1-888-411 -EGGS. Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

k/IEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, African-Americans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensation

provided.

EGG DONORS
WANTED

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

compensation
^500.00

call Mlrna Navas at

(310) 829-6782

nUPINO OR CHINESE

WOMEN NEEDED

as anonymous egg donors.

Ages 19-32. Egg donors find it

emotionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples.

$4000 compef>sftion.

Call l-88a411-CGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

J|Hfl"" "^IWI JBBSSLfciKUBsawBJS

Brown hair, Brown eyes, SAT

Scores of 1 200-1- . Northern

European - Slavic, English, Irish

heritage. Copy of SAT/grade

transcripts must be attached to

application plus 4 to 5 good

photos. Age 19-30 yrs.

Compensation $5,000.

Call Cnathm Conception, kic

888-411-EGGS

for sale

2700-4500

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial. Call 1-800-513-4343. Ext. B-10105.

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE. A lot cheaper than

buying it at the copy place. Call Michelle

310-824-3920

POWERBOOK 5300c, active matrix screen,

750 MB HD, 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-

dem/Ethernet Card. $1400ol)o. Chris 310-

836-2370.

KITCHEN TABLE: 4 matching chairs/solid

oaK/excellent cortdition. $250. Futon mat-

tress: franr)e(full) sofa-to-bed/solid oaK/cov-

er/pillows included. Excellent condition.

$250. 310-204-0736

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY. STEARNS&FOSTER. Also Orthope-

dic twin-sets-$119 95, Fulls-$1 69.95.

Queens-$1 89.95. Kings-$239.95. Futons-

$14995 Free delivery Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd 310-477-1466

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, FuH $89, Queen $139. King $159,

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE BED Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality. M«nrM«, box, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284
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BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ: 130, 160. Lots

of Sociology books including: Sociology: 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc. Psy), M150
(Soc of Againg) & Ml 62 (Soc of gender).

An history 56 (reader only) Sold at cheap-

er price than the UCLA bookstore. Call 310-

836-1023 for Mtchele after RPM

^
Mteriol iiHti 'MinonUi

.••••••••••
* Piano Rentals *
Jf Low Monthly Rates "|f
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^

LONG BOARD'S 2 9 foot trifin. $250/ea.

MAC powerbook 165C MSW 5. 1 fax modem.
$350. Call John 310-452-8958.

transportation

4500-5500

WHEELS lEI ASA ES-5 185/50R15

New tires and wheel kx:ks $500 fits Civk: In-

tegra Tercel Corolla. Call Henry: 310-267-

7649.

$$GREAT VALUE$$
1991 HONDA ACCORD LX- 4door,

white/blue Interior, ac, am/fm, ps, pw,

5speed. Excellent condition. 1 owner. 80K-

miles. $7985. 310-820-4154.

1984 CHEVY- Blue 4door hatchback. Excel-

lent conditk>n. Immaculate interior. Runs

great! 108,000 miles. $1275 obo. 213-851-

9460.

1986 RELIABLE HONDA CIVIC CRX- Black,

5-spee^, only 118,000miles, in mint condi-

tion, new parls+new paint, CD Player. Great

Deal $1900obo. Dave 310-473-7771

1987 VW FOX, 2Dr., 4-speed, A/C, Write,

New Brakes, 2 New Tires, Radio-Cass, 105K

miles, LookS4.Runs Good, Excellent Condi-

tion, $1600.

1991 BMW 318 IS- 2door, red w/black interi-

or, power windows, am/fm radio+tape deck,

air-conditioning. Immaculate condition and

mns great! 213-263-8560.

CARS
100/ 500 1980-1997. POLICE IMPOUND
Hondas, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities

Must sell. 1-800-772-7470 ext.7111

MITSUBISHI GALANT 1987 Automatic,

loaded, 78,000mi. very good condition,

$2500 firm. 310-454-5314. Evening or mes-

sage

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL DX. 2-door hatch Au-

tomatic. Reliable but dented. $1100.

2EEU509. 310-587-1115

'89 ACURA LEGEND L Coup. Immaculate

All records. $7000. 1 owner. 98k mites. 5-

speed GoW. New tires. 213-253-3249

'89 WHITE CHEVY SUBURBAN SILVERA-,

DO: 4-wheel drive. Fully k>aded, excellent

conditon, rims, CD/stereo $10,900. Must

see. 310-879-1484

93 TOYOTA TERCEL. White, 53M, 2-door,

5-8pd, air, new fires, $5,990. 310-824-4054

1984 HONDA ELITE 50 for sale $350 obo.

Must sell qutekly. Call 213-368-6171 Car-

men.

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok. Cash deposit

ok Free miles allowance. Open 7 days/wk

Major credit-cards accepted 1-800-770-

0606

Classifieds

825-2221

lUiit'BPfciff

MEXICO OR HAWAII only $250rA. Europe

$239o/w. Other worldwide-destinations

cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-800-575-TECH www.airtech.com

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEP'S-$478 R/T. MexkxVCar-

ibbean-$209-$249 R/T. Hawaii-$119 o/w.

Call 310-394-0550. http7/ww.airhitch.org

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO. Hotel pack-

ages $34&up. 1-888-PICANTI. Space limit-

ed.

services
;ag»''

5800 - 7300

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity Call now: 1-

800-532-8890.

www.collegeworks.cc

$1000schoW

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832 123) Also

receive low-cost financial services 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu.org

INoUiiANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business. All dnvers Newly licensed

Student/staff/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bmin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

/illstate
UniVb in 0ood hands.

Ir^surance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Westwood Blvd
C2 talka. So. of V\/llst-ilre>

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexkx). Live with family 2weeks-

$411, 4weeks-$785 Shours class/day,

room+3meals/day CALMECAC. Calixto 2.

Guanajuato, Gto 36000 Mexico mo-

demSSOquijote ugto.mx

STUDY SPANISH in Mexteo! Summer pro-

grams College credit offered Call toll free:

888-5-ESPANOL

DENTALHEALTH INSTTTUTE
'All Studefih

& Focully

Members are

wekome"

First time

introductory

offer with

tliis coupon

Expire 4/V98

~— Tel: (310) 475-5598
1630 Weslwooa! Blvti., West Los Anqeles, Bciwecn*Wilsliipe & Sai

We^Create Beautiful Smiles!

34 Hour rmepqentu -jervice

Mp(ji-Cal & Most Insurance Pla

• Pidl oral eaminitidn

• Ncussary X-IUys

• Cluning & Polishing

• W( offer the motl efTcdivc bicadiiag tyttm

• CompieU Rembnndt Kit

•ADAacctptcd

ita Monica \iree h^arkinq in Wear)

N\;itlfini)isi'llf Skin C a

I

Waxing and Facial

(310)843-0211

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psycfiotfierapy/Counseling

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Individuals. Call tor free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC#32388. 310-578-5957.

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED.
Supportive, confidential counseling. Anxiety,

depression, relationsfiips. Hypnotfierapy for

test preparation. Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village. Carole Cfiasin MA, MFCC
310-289-4643.

HATHA YOGA CLASSES- Tu-Sat. 10:30am-

12noon $10^rson. $6 for student w/ID.

2349 Westwood Blvd. 1/2 block N of Pico.

Call 310-455-2686.

HYPNOTHERAPY- $15ftiour. Student at ac-

credited scfiool of hypnotfierapy in Tarzana

needs hours to graduate. Call EileenO310-

390-3785 for appointment.

BANKRUPTCY
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans

Law offices of White* Assoc. (UCLAW-86")

800-420-9998/3 1 0-207-2089

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
LEARN HOW TO MEND YOUR CREDIT
legally and quickly! To obtain more informa-

tion send 1 SASE including 2-dollars for

P+H; Trading Places, 222 S. Figueroa, Suite

1212, La California 90012

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perienced Immigration attorney. Reasonable

rates and free consultations. Call 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive Way!

Visas, Work Permits, & Labor Certificatkxi. A

California Corporation Since 1982. Immi-

gration Specialist Call: 310-459-9200

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW Green

cards, visas, work permits. lat)or certification,

deportation Reasonable rates Attorney Ge-

offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688 SF LV, SD, AZ Go Bruins

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Expener>ced, reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available Jerry,

310-391-5657 GO UCLA!! -

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional

At your home or WLA studio 1 st lessorrfnae

No drum set necessary Neil 213-654-8226

FOR GUITARISTS ONLY! Mchael Hedges,

Leo Kottke, Joni Mitchell, Ry Cooder Open

Tunings: The Next Generation Make it So!

3 1 0-248-3629.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP all

levels and styles. Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail. Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &

Classeal Musk:- European Instructor- Inter-

national teaching experience. All Ages/Lev-

els. Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad. 10-years

European operatk: experience Free the

beauty of your voice through good vocal

technique. $40/hr. 310-470-6549.

CHINA MAN
An all natural alternative that adds satisfac-

tion for you and your partner all night. Used
by thousands of men. 1 -800-257-7669. Toll

Free 18 and over please

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devetoping/editing your critk:ally-

important personal statements? Get profes-

swnal help, competitive edge Irom national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

ESL EDITOR
HELPS INTERNATIONAL faculty/students fi-

nalize t)ooks, technical articles, personal

statements 15-years experience Efficient,

thorough, reasonable rates 213-380-3731.

e-mail: ndownesOwor1dnet.att.net

IMPROVE YOUR BALLET technique Pn-

vate ballet instruction by professional danc-

er. All levels. Progress and improved tech-

nique IS guaranteed. $40/hr 310-677-8700

JAPANESE CONVERSATION CLASS San-

ta Monk:a College. Business and travel

Starting Feb 28-Apnl 25. Six Saturdays.

9am-12pm $75 Participation encouraged
310-452-9214,

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose Theses, papers, personal statements.

David 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455

tO+YRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcription, Resumes,

Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medk:al-Mac/IBM Student Discount.

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-
TIONS. LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.
ACE WORDS, ETC. 310-820-8830.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa

Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welconte. Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Reseanrh 310447-8226

M-F I0:00am-5:00pm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

M aublBCb, Theae^)lnatlaicns.

Peraomt'TliiwiiiiiiN. Propoaate and Books.

li<Bii mfci Mi sludante woteomo.

smccins
Sharon Bear. Ph.0. (310) 4704662

Let over 56.000 readers know its your friends birthday.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc Fax, email, mail, bring woric to me.

Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

employment

7400 - 8300

QIP0OKiHHHMH(

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.
^

Chemistry. Physics, English. Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph D WLA 310-398-

0691

PRIVATE TUTOR $25/hr. avokJ high agency

costs Most subjects, all grades. Specialize

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie ©310-442-

9565^

SPANISH LESSONS. Expenenced Master

degree One on one At your home $25/hr

First class free Never boring, always fun

310-723-1087

THE WRITING COACH
Experienced teacher, Ph D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English.^Social Sci-

ence, History Foreign Students Weteome

Call: 310-452-2865

TUTOR
HIGHLY QUALIFIED tutor/educational gukJ-

ance counselor. All subjects/study skills.

Grades 6-12 Rels available Vickie: 310-

794-0392

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below weteome Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate Help with Englisfi—for students of,

all ages/levels $15/hr 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285.

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to" books, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-packM 1-800-466-9222, ext

7891 24hrs.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business. Fax bnef summary: 310-

393-7412.

Competitive Scientific Based

International Company has

openings for home based business

with unlimited income.

24 hour message.

(800) 468-7262 ext. 27603

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
WorV »Hth LD-children Requires BA, current

enrollment-Masters level program in Educ-

related fieW Resume: Kellye McKmna, MA.
1011 Havenhurst Dr LA CA 90046

FAST GROWING Internet/telecom company

is looking for Programmer, mm lyr exp

w/Unix, C programming. Com & web proto-

cols, HTML, Perl, ODBC B S+ in C S. or re-

lated is req. Westwood Fax resume 310-

507-0227.

FAST GROWING Internet/telecom company

is tooking for Staff Programmer, min. 3yrs

exp. in Win programming, C, C++, MFC,

Com & Web protocols ODBC a plus. B S+

in C S. or related req Westwood Fax re-

sume 31 0-507-0227

FAST GROWING IntemetAelecom company

is looking for Content DevekDper, min lyr

exp. w/lntemet protocols. HTML Exp. w/im-

plementation/mgmt of web content, good

writing skills B.S+is req Westwood. Fax re-

sume 310-507-0227

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk

$11 25/hr Long term opportunity with a new,

exciting brand StephanieO 81 8-500-0966

Displa'

206-30f
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Don Antonio's Pizzaria
Proudly Presents

Today's Crossword

AnyMed^, Oiie-To[^E^

Pizza
for

Can (310) 209-1422
' Km good with any other offer •

•Expire* 3/13/98'

ACROSS
1 Traffic problem

4 Crests

9 Cherished
14 TVs Arden
15 Send in

payment
16 Clean off

17 Turf

18 Goddess of

peace
19 Minister's

residence

20 Health-club

feature

23 Flee

24 Bug
28 Time in office

30 Layer
31 Actress — Dawn

Chong
32 Made into

bundles
35 "Garfield"

character

37 Vases
38 "Anappte— .

.."

39 Heap
40 Horn sound
41 Pen points

42 Sea eagle

43 Golfers'^

warnings
44 Charge
45 Musical notes

46 Ocean vessel

48 Bishop — J.

Sheen
50 Light bulb

inventor

54 Lavish event

58 Egyptian
peninsula

61 Napoleon's
punishment

62 Long tinr>e

63 Type of sitter

64 "The Devil

and Daniel

Webster'
author

PREVIOUS PUZZLE ^OLVED

Dcsais] Qsaea ssqds

BISQSOD envois BSD
s U

1 A R M

DBS SQDm (ziDQmtaa

65 Mandela's org.

66 Go inside

67 Snow
vehicles

68 Lock's

companion

Rev. Jackson
Swears
"E.R." extra

Groomed
meticuk)usly

Stranger

Prayer ending
Monarch
Footfall

Tart

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10 Some exams
1

1

Moving vehicle

12 Curvy letter

13 Billy — Williams

21 Chums
22 Greased
25 Blunder
26 Small, slender

boat

27 Quizzes

29 Docks
30 Yearns (for)

32 Canadian
resort

33 Good-bye. in

Montreal
34 Brand name
36 Hound for

payment
37 Perfect place

39 Intended

43 Squirms
45 Slyer

47 Mended
49 Make fun of

51 Furtive one
52 Form of oxygen
53 Golf pro Loipez

55 Yanks'
adversaries

56 Skating leap

57 Ivy. e.g.

58 "— sells

seashells ..."

59 Charged
partrcle

60 Squirrel

food
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Career Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY, MARCH 19th 10am- 3pm
at Trousdale Parkway at use

The largest job fair in L.A.

is comins to USC.
Warner Brouiers, Hilton,

Union Bank Of CA, Macy's, Metlife,

Accountants Overload, Aeon are a few
of the many Mi^r Corporations

attending.

Open to all Fields, Majors & Degrees.

For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

7900

Medical I)eurcT/Ml) Pn)<jram

Hope Medical Institute <HMl)is cuneoUy accepting applications for

September/October 1998 MinMlcrs from committed students. If you are:

College graduate with fw-ttitd hackgrownd

College graduate withotttpre-ilMd back^^mind but desire to be M.D.

2-year college graduate wnh conoentnUon in science courses

High school graduate who wants to become a M.D.

The next semester starts Septembor/October 1998 at various affiliated

institutions in Europe. Courses are conducted in the English languaee.

The institutions and programs aie well recognized by the World Health

Organization and American Medical Exam Boards.

HMI will help committed smdents in securing needed financing for their

higher education. Due to very limited time and availability of space, apply

immediately if you think you have what it takes to be a good physician. C?"

for further information at:

!all

Hope Medical Institute
753 Thimble Shoals Blvd., BIdg. 2B, Newport News, VA 23606-3575

PHONE: (757) 873-3333 FAX: (757) 873-6661

HOMEWORK HLLi LKUHIVER One girl:

age 12, Mon-Fri, 4-7:30pm. Must have own

car. Live-in possit}le. Extra hours available.

$10/hr. $15 for honnevrork hrs. 310-398-

0830.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

TEACH BASIC CONVERSATIONAL English

in Japan, Taiwan & S. Korea. Many positions

require no foreign language or teaching cer-

tification. Excellent earnings + l)enefits po-

tential Ask us howl (517) 324-3124 ext

JS9341.

SIOOO/WKGUARANTD
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediately

For free starler-klt send $10 (shipping/han-

dling) to; Shoemaker 264 S. La Cienga #235

Beverly Hills. 90211.310-559-8115

$10008 POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time. At Home. To« Free 1-800-218-

9000 Exi. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars. No experience required. Free infor-

maUon packet Call 410-783-8279.

^SHIPPING/RECEIVING'
P/T 20hrs/wk, M-F, $7.00/hr. Seeking re-

sponsible, energetk: person for handling cry-

ogenk:s equipment Light lifting required

Minimum 2-years college Please fax re-

surrte to 310-208-8477 or mall to: CA Cryo-

bank, 1015 Gayfey, Box 439, LA, CA 90024

Attn: Tanya.

ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT

SEEKING FRIENDLY, outgoing, undergrad-

uate student with experience with ADHD
adults and families for light offk:e wori(.

Phones, typing, scheduling, filing Excellent

communication skills required. WordPerfect

software experience a must. S/hrs daily M-F,

flexible schedule, 9-15 hrs per/wk $6 50-

$7 50 based on exp. ADHD & CAPI Institute

Fax resume 310-794-6583 or drop it off at

100UCLA Medk:al Plaza, Suite 430

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company In Santa Monca Must be com-

puter literate (Quicken/Quick Book a plus)

F/T,P/T, benefits. Hourty rate Fax resume:

310-786-0644

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-

fect a must! Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good anatytk:al skills. F/T prefen^ed

$10-12/hr Nadia 310-576-1030, ext20.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/word pro-

cessing: PR firm seeks detail oriented indi-

vidual fqr receptionist duties, word process-

ing with strong computer skills, File Maker

Pro a plus F/T Fax resume to 310-447-

7183

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
PfT POSITION In medical offrce, flexible

schedule Responsible, reliable, mature,

self-motivated Prefer experience w/MAC,

Microsoft word, and cliptxioks Fax resume:

310-582-1165.

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-

wood One bedroom and salary Experience

and references required. 310-859-4619,

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY kxal

swim school and day camps Part-time Im-

mediately Full-time late spnng Must have

pool-management experience $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ATTRACTIVE, SELF MOTIVATED, women

needed for lingerie nxxJeling No nudity. Ex-

cellent compensation!! Wilt not interfere

w/studies. Christine0818-545-B855 Ext 3

Al I iiAuliVL, iiLLt MuiivAiti' wu ten

needed for lingerie modelino. f*o nudity. Ex-

cellent compensationi! Will not interfere

w/studies. Christine@818-545-8855 Ext 3

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr., day/eve classes. 1-2 week

classes, 310-973-7974, International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp,

M-F at Private Club. Experience-t^personali-

ty++ Theatre Arts, Music&Drama, Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come. MUST be energetk:, enthusiastk:, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98. Call An-

drea 31 0-395-3254x3029

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great staff Great

pay for great people. Must be enthusiastk:,

fun, respor«it>le, and k>ve kkte. Counsetors,

art&crafts, nature, lifeguards, etc. Call Sarah

for an appointment. 818-889-2224.

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennsylvania

(6/20-8/18/98). Directors: Drama.Camp-
ing/Nature, Golf. Coun8ek)rs:Tennts, Qym-

nastk», Sculpture, Guitar, Silkscreen, Jewel-

ry, Batik, Calligraphy, Waterski, Sailing,

Ropes, Basketball, Softball, Self-Defense.

Aerobk:s, VkJeographer, Group Leaders.

RnVt>dAransportatk}n/8alary. Inten/iews April

13th. 1-800-279-3019

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT AT

THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL
WORK 15-20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR+ 32SHIFT

DIFFERENTIAL. WE WILL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON

AVE., LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-0151.

FAX 310-794-8503.

I.I .\\.\i<Ki:ii\(.

CIGARS TO STORESm
$1004600 DAILY CX3MM1SSION

VERY EASY SALE, FLEXIBLE HOURS
HOLLYWOOD LOCATION

CALLBRAD
^B88)S23-S747

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! 1^ experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103,

CATALOG
DISTRIBUTOR

START UP INFOMERCIAL company has an

opening for an energetk: team player to be

responsible for the distributkxi of our catak^g

to various religk>us establishments Require-

ments: marketing, business, or other related

major. Junk)r or senwr Well organized, ex-

cellent commun«atk>n skills Hourty* com-

misssion. Fax re8ume:213-382-9918 or mail

to PO Box 75210, LA, CA 90075.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: IndivkJuals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open bodies of water

and/or contained pools. Will supervise chiW-

ren's water time at ttw ocean shore MUST
have proof-of-certifk:atk)n&strong leadership

skills. MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029,

CHESS TEACHER NEEDED for 2 7-yr.okl

boys Weekend preferred or late afternoon

weekdays 310-573-1891.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. Full-

tlme permanent, M-F 9-6pm Good phone

and English skills, type 40WPM, detail-ori-

ented, reliable. WLA, $7,50-$8.50/hr. Don

310-826-3759.

CLINICAL TRAINING for Dental Assistant as

professional career, 4 days/week with sti-

pend. Call 310-477-2488,

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring

Free details. 1-800-435-4247.

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Need some-

one to teach me PageMill 2.0 for the Mac

Must have web editing skills, $20/hr Near

campus, 310-474-3776,

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, vkjeo, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tic, ar>d enjoy workir>g with chikJren, 310-

472-7474x110

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING. Positkws start at $7.18/hr

with promotk>ns up to $9.47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academk:

year remaining and a valid driver's Iwense.

Call 310-825-2148 for details,

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T po8itk>ns at University Credit Unton. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and woridng environnwnt

at the financial Institution serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on '

web at www.ucu.org

DRIVE CAR to Minnesota. May 1. Art 310-

820-1179. Lease 6nrKi, FURNISHED luxury

condo. 5/1-11/1. $1295/mo. Art 310-820-

1179. References required.

DRIVEFt/MESSENGER. F/T, M-F must

know Los Angeles, own car, own insurance..^

$400-$500/wk. Call Nathan or AndyO310-"'

788-2604,

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours,

Flower shipper needs dependable wortters.

$8/hr VehKle provided. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

ESPRESSO CARD COMPANY PIACERE.

P/T. $5.75. Located at UCLA. Call 818-875-

5910.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

for upcoming films. No experience neces-

sary. 18+, unton/nonunton okay, all kx)ks

needed. NTM:81 8-752-8307.

F/T. WRITER for immigratton law firm in Cen-

tury City. BA in English, Journalism, etc.

Type 45wpm. Detail-oriented. Self-starter.

Excellent writer. No legal experience re-

quired, $11 /hr. Fax Resume and writing sam-

ple 310-553-2616^

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sesstons. 1^

experience necessary. Earn up to $900/day.

For informatkjn & other modeling opportuni-

ties <»ll-free1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK F/T-$8/hr. Mon-Fri, 9am-

5:30pm. Small immigraton law fimi in Cen-

tury City. Computer literate, good phone

skills, file, phones. Positron includes all other

.

job related duties Begins ASAP 310-553-

6600 Of fax-31 0-553-261 6.

FILE CLERK- Variety of duties. Hours P/T, in

busy Beverty Hills dermatokjgy offee Refer-

ences required. Ask for Diane: 310-273-0467
* —

FILM PROOUCTK)N, Talent Management,

and Internships available Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545.

FITNESS TRAINERS: Must be Certified.

Professlonal/ln-Home Servrce Integrity and

be personable. Earn up to $30/sesslon. Call

800-755-2614.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outckx)rs We are

kx)king for fun, caring, Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer home is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilk).

Mallbu. or Simi Valley, Sumnwr salaries

range from $2,100-3,200-^ Call 818-865-

6263 or ennail us at CampJobsOaol.com

FUNNY PEOPLE needed to answer phones

for fun traffk; scfwol/parttlme/fulltime/no ex-

perience needed. Immediate openings.

Great pay. 310-914-3353.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social dub in

West LA Conversation only Flexible hours.

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Work outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp. Coun-

setors+lnstruclors: swimming, archery, ten-

nis, ptwtography, musK+environmental edu-

catton Call 310-399-2267.

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by tocal day camps Equestrian and

teaching experience preferred 310-472-

7474,x110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT, Wesfwood

Village Boutk^ue Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

1 NEED HELP In my offee. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for the right person.

Language experierKe plus 310-475-5556,

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately. Rapidly expand-

ing. No experience necessary Full training

P/T, $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664
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LEASING AGENT
SALARY+COMMISSION Great opportunity

dealing w/publk:. Ask for Will 310-441-8525.

LOVE TO HAVE FUN?!
TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
ENJOY HANGING OUT with kkJs, and being

outskJe? Inten/iew on: March 27th, 800-828-

CAMP

LVN-P/T.F/T. Busy dermatotogy practice.

Good team player, laser experience a plus.

-Fax resume to 310-206-2158.

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-
nars in March, July, and August/1998. 1-800-

305-4415, huntdOcc.umanitoba.ca

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY OUT-GOING. HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS,
WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS. FAX
RESUME:310-271-2262.

MEDICAL/CLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T.

Windows 95, Wo'rd, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills. Fax resume 310-

208-2158.

MODEL. Need females w/nk» feet to pose
t>arefoot for amateur photographer. Models

TJakJ hourly. For more info, can 310-288-

6618

MODELS WANTED by professranal photo-

studio for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-
cial/Theatrical. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18-I-! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Wort< in the great outdoors. Forestry, wild life

preserve, concessionaires, flreflght-

ers&more. Competitive wages-fbenefits. Ask

us howl 517-324-3093. Ext. n59342

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. Westwood
firm, 2-hours/day, Lunchtime, Answer
phor>es. General offk:e duties $7/hour. Call

310-446-4800,

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T
PERM POS. FLEX HOURS (16-20/wk) with

small WLA consult firm near campus.
Phones, type (WP or Word req), Artrculate.

prof, nk:e attitude. To $12/hr if qualified. Fax
resume to 310-268-9277,

OFFICE ASSISTANT Growing Westwood
Publk: relations agency seeks bright, moti-

vated offk:e assistant for light offrce duties,

research, errands and product fulfillment

F/T ok. $10/hr Fax resume to 310-447-7183

OFFICE CLERK Santa Montea law firm

seeks TT office clerks. Phones, filing, faxing,

photocopying, and filing court documents.

Must liave auto>in8urarx:e, Francis Chi 310-

453-6711

OUTSIDE/OUTGOING PEOPLE for Satur-

day job, Eam $100 or more per day. Must

have own car. Call Mk:hael 310-397-6869.

PART-TIME CLERICAL POSITION- Starting

now. F/TJune-August in Marina Del Rey. 20-

40hrs/week Flexible schedule ok between
9-6pm M-F Photocopy, type, file, organize,

n^allings, enter data, answer phones, must

t>e computer literate. Mac skills preferred.

Good writing skills desirable $8/hr Call

Shawn or Beth ©31 0-821 -9977 or FAX qual-

ifications to 310-821-9282. Email erdt-

shareO earthlinknet

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNICIAN/con-
sultant for laser hair removal company In BH.

Male preferred Friendly, detail-oriented, will

train $20-23/hr. 310-247-0999

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-

CIAL SERVICES FIRM seeks intem to assist

with client proposals, market compliance,

seminars, general offk:e duties and miscella-

neous projects Computer and/or business-

related students with expenence preferred

Please fax resunra to 213-852-1502

PRODiX^ER'S ASSISTANT wanted for inde-

pendent film, THE PREACHER'S SON Will

train energetk; person-stipend pay: Edgar

Bravo 31(M77-1192.

PROGRAMMER for /Access wanted must

know visual bask: and C-m- Parttime. Leave

message 310-269-0205.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
204-fhra/wk. >/Sr/or recent graduate in psy-

chotogy or busirtsss prefsrrsd. Fax resume

31(M72-1399. Also, see JoMrak.

PT TELEMARKETING (4-7PM. M-F) lor chlr-

opradk: offics In WLA. 8aiafyAoommls8k>n.

31(M47-3S40.

RECEPTIONIST for Westwood law firm. 10-

20 hours O $7/hr. Communteatkjn/writing

skMs. fWng, professk)nal appearance Avail-

al)ls now through nsxt year. 310-246-9300.

Classifieds

825-2221

Mode-s

Men and V\torT>en for

commercial, catalog
& print ads

$150 to $250 per hour
A^ Beverly Hills^

* No Fee • No Experier>ce

(31<n-273-2Se6

Meitels Needed Now
No experience required

For oatak)g. printwodc, ma^^mnes, movies
video and tv oommsrctais
Men and Women o( aH ages

.^fcjylrf Free GonsultatkwHM^ CALLMOOa DIVISION
MD^^g 310.659.4855

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT for

Beveriy Hills business office. Immediate
opening. PT/FT. Please fax resume 310-278-

0038 or call 310-278-2750.

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE to assist in data
acquisitk)ns, data reductkxis, and lab man-
agement. BS in science fieki required. Start-

ing salary $2289/mo. Fax resume 310-794-

9486 Attn. Dr. Hari<ema.

RETAIL MANAGER-Fast paced gourmet
food in BH. Sales oriented, people person
wanted to manage small excitirig shop. Man-
agerial and sales experience a must. Call

Jennifer or Shawn between 3-6pm, 213-939-

1148.

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
Children book knowledge req. WLA, 310-

559-2665.

RETAIL-PT/FT-4 locations. Divine Pasta Co-
Gourmet pasta shop/pasta bar counter-sales

people. Love of sales, love of people&love of

food a must. Call Shawn 213-939-1148,

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATIONAL medteal Comp, seeks FT
office clerk w/med background Bilin-

gual/Russian, 23-35yrs oW, For Info call:

•818-640-3030 or 213-617-0400 or FAX re-

sume: 213-617-8200,

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT Weekend
hosting on Promenade, PT now, FT dunng
summer. Cashier and/or restaurant experi-

ence preferred, $6 50/hr to start. Call Angel:

310-208-6550,

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Decathlon Sports

Club Palo Alto, CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14,

650-365-8638

SURROGACY: Professional couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy, $20,000. 800-450-5343,

SWIM INSTRUCTORS at client homes in

your area. Summer PT/FT. $1 3-$ 15/hr-fbo-

nuses. Prior teaching experience required.

Good with kids. 310-271-3441

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY seek-

Ing Inside sales rep w/telemari(eting experi-

erKe. P/T, F/T salary+commlssion. Excellent

opportunity! Close to campus. 310-581-

2400.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T for busy Brentwood travel office

Salary-KX)mmissk>n&benefits. Call for inter-

views. 310-440-9227,

TV production company hiring porductk>n

assistants, web designers proficient

w/streaming vkleo, script writers, and data

entry personnel 1-800-841-7467,

TV PRODUCTION COMPANY hiring pro-

duction assistants, models, web designers

proficient w/streaming video, script writers,

and data entry personnel, 800-841-7467,

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P^T In

WLA law firm 60+wpm and know Word Per-

fect Flexible hours, $9-$12/hr. Please fax re-

sume attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700

WANTED: Alternative music fan to help

promote band on campus Part-time, very

easy work. Will pay. Ben: 310-209-3357

WATCH TV! GET PAID!
EARN MONEY WHILE viewing your favorite

shows! Rush S.ASE, UNIQUE IM-

AGES/DB1 POBox 15552, Beverty Hills,

90209. 310-550-0878,

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
Children's weekend program at beach pri-

vate dub Occasional weekday evenings!!

MUST be energetk:, enthusiastk;, with lead-

ership skills, MUST be available to wori(

weekends 6/1S/96-Labor Day, Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL dassroom intern-

ship, spring quarter. Minimum Junkx stand-

ing and 3.0 QPA. Sign-up Meetings: Tues-

day, March 17, 4:30-S:30pm or Wednesday.

April 8, 5-6pm at UES lnfonnatk>n: 310-625-

2623.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to leam about investing and get

Noensed. Promotk)ns to pakj status guar-

anteed Call 310-629-0463

forReRl

INVESTMENT CONSULTING Firm offers a

paid Internship (MBA & excellent computer
skills preferred) to work extensively with in-

vestment profes8k>nals Fax to Alan Stone &
Company 0310-444-3941. 10940 Wilshire

Blvd.

KIDS ENTERTAINMENT
COMPANY

3 S.M, based boutique entertainment Icensing

agency w/emphasis on children's entertain-

ment. irKluding animatk>n and nx>tion picture

production, seeks P/T emptoyee/intem to

assist in all aspects of our woridwide busi-

ness. Opportunity to woric directly w/presl-

dent of company. Opening available imme-
diately; possible opportunity for summer em-
pk>yment. Computer literacy required. Fax

resume: 310-452-1550.

LEGAL INTERN- Private Investment Bank-

ing firm for Real Estate, entertainment. Draft-

ing, analysis, highly competent Individual,

Fax resume 310-576-7989

www.flndresume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-
POST & FIND RESUMES.

1-BD$615
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA, Huge
apartment, kjeai for roommates. Garden,

courtyard, pool, AC, pfione-entry Minutes to

campus. 818-997-7312.

2+2, $825
NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge
apt. Ideal for roommates. Garden, courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus,
818-997-7412

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET DELUXE, CLEAN, security-bulWIng,

Gated-parklng. Refrigerator, stove. Carpet,

laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423. Call

Bob.

BEVERLY GLEN, 2 bkjcks south of Wilshire.

1 txirm newty redecorated. Appliances. Se-
curity building Underground parking. $775
negotiable 310-474-5375.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ
142-BEDROOMS UPPERALOWER.
$710-$925, ASK FOR BONUS SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS, BALCONY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS. 310-839-

6294.

BRENTWOOD 10 MIN UCLA/BEACH. 5
mln.-405 2 bedrooms/2 baths Large -quiet

appt, Gym-Gated/parking-laundry-pool-ja-

cuzzl. Month-to-month share $675+charg-

es. Needs someone NOW Frederic 310-

477-5453.

BRENTWOOD 10-mln to UCLA/beach 5-

min 405 2bdrm/2bth, Large-quiet apartment,

gym-gated/parklng-laundry-pool-jacuzzi

Month-to-month, share $675+charges. Need
someone now Frederic 310-477-5453

BRENTWOOD Sunny, bright Ibdrm apt

Ava for subleasing. 310-544-8510 or 213-

974-4267

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliarKes Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. AJC, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS Single apt from $465-$495 l-bdmi.

$595, Stove, refrigerator ar>d 1 -month free

w/year lease, $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave message.

SANTA MONICA- N of Wilshire. 7 bkxka
from t>each. Spackxjs, private bachek>r apt

w/hardwood fkxHsAlarge dosets. $670 in-

ckjdes utfHttes. 3ia-688-a014.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595. 1-bdrm. Gardsn apartment Immacu-

lats. 1/2 block to busss. Near all 8-mi UCLA
Call now. 818-390-9610 Pager:818-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Quest Houses, Apartments, and
Houses for rent in Santa Monca and the

Westsklel Low Fee. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerental8.oom

* PALMS *
280. 2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPLACE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE,
ALARM IN UNIT ^^^

• 3614FAmS
(310) 837-0906

460, aeA.,

LOFT, CUSTOM TOIWttOME, RREPLACE,
GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN IMT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1795
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
480, 4BA

GATED GARAGE
, ALARM IN IMT

1 3964 BmHiovw St $1795

(310)391-1076
Op«n HouM Mon - Sal , 10 - 5

10809 ^indbftoolB q)/..

^ackhk amhiok
^mhlok ^htiid 1"

$495
SCcctAicttq & uiatcii

ijic^udccf. cobfc iteocfy, con

be JuA«igltec( ai no

addiiiomhMam. CaH^

(310) 208-1664
-7

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom $895

Available April 1"

, Low Security Oeg^j

530 Veteran
208-4394

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood, 2 or 3-Mrm wA^w, washer/dry-

er In unit, 2-t>atti, Microwave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright, 21-sq.foot-jacu2zi

310-475-0807

WEST L,A S350-500 deluxe bacfielors fully

furnished w/utilities. Locked entry, laundry,

near bus lines & shopping centers. Low
nnove-in. 310-575-8987.

WESTWOOD
1 -bdrm unfurnished separate, private guest-

house w/kitchen, spacious yard Near Bever-

ly Glen. Male grad student preferred. $800
April 1 310-479-5708

WESTWOOD
2B0RM New Lrg Bateony Secunty bldg

Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace W/D inside

unit. Month to month Pets ok. $1650/mo
310-998-1501,

WESTWOOD Sublease quiet, sunny 1-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured buiMing, bateony, new
bathroom/kitchen, pool, parking, laundry,

walk to UCLA, Available April, $975, 310-

477-2675

WESTWOOD, Large single L-shaped, Full

kitchen Security buiWing Parking Great

management Take over lease $800 can be

subsidized 310-209-2974,

WESTWOOD, Studk) w/ k>ft All appliances

A/C. Security parking Very spacious

$89(ymo. 310-206-4934.

MAR VISTA. $62SAnon9i. Aak about tree

rent. Attractive, fumlehed 1-Mrm. Large,

pod, patio. t>art>ecue area. Ouiet-buNding.

3748 Ingtewood Blvd. 310-386-6579.

WU-$590Atk>. Aak about fraa rant. Attrac-

tive fumished-tirigiM. Near UCLA/VA. ktoal

for students. Suitabte for two. Definite muat
seel 1525 SawtaMe 81. 310-477-4632.

Check Autos for Sale [4900] for the car you've been looking for.

STUDIO APARTMENT in luxurious complex
at 239 S Barrington Avenue Near Sunset in

Brentwood Perfect for UCLA student.

$750/nf)onth. Call 818-981-7440.

|M^^A 1
SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE- $950/mo.
Pet okay Great location lbdrm/1 bath. Agent
Fee. 310-395-1284.

WESTWOOD/RANCHO PARK- Very cute

and private studio. Lovely yard Close to

shopping-i- transportatton. $650> utilities or

$750 including utiliti*s.310-470-6550.

WLA adorable guesthouse. Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studio w/loft. $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny,

4bdrm/2bath homse w/additk>nal large den
w/separate entrance. Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, garage, fenced. Avail March 1st, 528-

3rd St. $3300 310-571-0293.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1 Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your

Area. Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

for current listings.

LOS ANGELES ,ks sum-
mer sublets. No share situations please Call

Vickie 2 13-229-7575

URGENT!
FEMALE LAW STUDENT needs 1/2-bdnn

apt from mid-May through August. Call 318-

865-5332

WESTWOOD: 1-bdrm/Studl'o furn. sublet

needed June to August. No share situatkxi.

Walking dist UCLA. Call Dhnw: 515-236-

6636. dmallickOhotmail.com

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threb
bedroom homes or

apartments,
furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele
or Bryan Williams

. at (310) 277-1010

Lquu Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Rssociotes

Please Coll

.(213)896-6761
i

IJ
O'Melveny & Myers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apaitment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

QUESTHOUSE In ttBhwge for iMbyMIng
and (kMnQ. Expertenoc, ralwenoM, cv re-

quired. FlexMe hours. )MM( to campuc.
UCLA students only. Summer. 31(M70-
4393.

LIVE-IN STUDENT
TO drivs ohMrwt, cook dhvw, IgM house-
kMptna 2-7pm. car. guaslhouM. msais, ca-

bia TV Inctudad 81»-7«M324

206-301
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Christian

Alliance Church of Santa

Monica

1420 Yale St., Santa Monica

310-828-7608

Sunday morning 10:30am service, Wed.

7pm prayer meeting, adult bible discus-

sion 9:30am. We are a small group of

people who desire to love and follow

Jesus Christ mofe closely. Please come

and join us.

Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave, LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Worship: Sunday 11am

English Worship: Sunday 2pm

Can't get up early enough for the morning

worship? Come and check out our 2pm

worship!

New Heart Christian Fellowship

1941 Banington Ave., LA

310-478-3059

Meeting times: Sunt 0:30am, Wed
7:30pm. Casual attire, contemporary wor-

ship, practical teaching. We love Bnjins!

Vineyard Christian Fellowship

Comer of 16th & Pearl St. in Santa

Monica, 1 bik south of Pico Blvd.

(John Adams Middle School

Auditorium)

310-581-9924

Sunday Celebration Service at 10:00am.

DESIRING A DEEPER EXPERIENCE

WITH GOD? Come discover the casual

atnwsphere, coritemporary worship, and

practical teaching that has led many

UCLA students and graduates to make

the Vineyard their "home."

Westwood Hills Christian

Church

10808 Le Conte Ave., Los Angeles

Accross from UCLA Medical Center.

310-208-8576 Fax: 824-7577

Dr. Myron Taytor. 10am Sunday Worship

Sen/rce. Bible Study available. Friendly

church where no one is a stranger, only a

friend we have not met.

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-390-3277

Pasture Davkl Kim. Sunday Worship

1 :30pm. Come experience the life chang-

ing presence of God with us. There is joy

in the Lord! Rides provided at Sproul turn-

around at 1pm Sunday. Oikos campus

Feltowship Thursday 6:30pm at 51 Kinsey

and morining prayer meeting at 6amat

Church *

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch eaol.com] or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival. 10am

worship. Open and affirming of all. Christ

centered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversatk>nal sermons. Musk; to lift your

spirit! Chiklren's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and tots of God's Love.

Lutheran
Lutheran Campus Ministries

10915 Strathmore (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Worship: Sunday 10:30am, basketball:

Tuesday 6:00pm.

Timothy L. Seals, Pastor. Diane Calfas,

Campus Ministry Associate Serving

UCLA on behalf of ELCA and the LC-MS.

First United Methodist Church

at Santa Monica

1008 nth Street, Santa Monica (3

blocks east of Lincoln, 2 blocks north

of Wilshire)

310-393-8258

Saturday night contemporary service with

praise musk: at 5:30pm. Sunday morning

worship servtoes in the Sanctuary at 9 and

11am, with full choir and organ musk;.

ChikJ care provkled. Sunday School for

chikjren K through 5th grades at 9 and

11am. Bible studies for youth and adults

at 10am. Special programs for Singles.

Senk>r Minister: Donald J. Shelby,

Associate Ministers: Se Hee Han, James

TtHjmann

Methodist
Venice-Santa Monica Free

Methodist Church

4871 Centinela Ave., LA

310-822-8094

Sunday Senrice: 9:30am, 11:15am

College Fellowship: Friday 7:15pm

Looking for a spiritual place away from

home? Confie join the Venice Church fami-

ly. Everyone is welcome; Jim Miyabe, Sr.

Pastor. Rides, questions? Call Wayne

310-824-9762, wmleeQuclaedu.

Westwood United Methodist

Church

900 Hilgard Ave.
'

,

310-474-4511

httpJ/home.earthlink.net/-wunK

Grace Land, an alternative worship experi-

ence, Sundays 5:30pm in Helms Hall.

Traditional worship Sundays 10:30am in

the Sanctuary. Call for details of Young

Adult activities. Beautiful setting with gtori-

ous music. Clergy: Sharon Rhodes-

Wk:kett and Jane Voigts. Campus

Ministry: Wesley Foundation at UCLA

(10497 Wilshire Bl.). Rev. Frank Wulf.

l\/lormon \

The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints

Westwood Meeting House: 10740

Ohio Ave. (directly behind the

LATenv)le)

UCLA Ward Bishop's Office:

310-474-8189

Relief Society and Priesthood Meetings:

Sun. 12:30pm; Sunday School (Scripture

study): Sun. 1:25pm; Sacrament Meeting:

Sun, 2:30-3:40pm.

Westwood Institute of Religion

856 Hilgard Ave.

Office: 310-208-8836

Sponsors Lambda Delta Sigma sorority

and Sigma Gamma Chi fraternity.

Provides day and night time classes in the

Bible, Book of Mormon, and Marriage and

Family Relatkjnships. Call or visit for class

schedule and information about sen/ice

projects, dinners, graduate seminars,

socials, activities, and free pari<ing.

The Religious Services Directory

is printed every Friday.

For adveitising informatioo,

contact Scott Kim at 825-2221.

laraain

toDAy's LiStinGs
10 GAL FISH TANK heater. fHter . pump, decor JSQ_ 714-35K3159

IB-SPEED BIKE

AIWA PORTABLE
bfand new w/hetmet

AM/FM tape plvr/rcrdr S49

310-204-3432

310475-1429

blacMikenew
ANSWERING MACH with bui>t-in tele

BEACH CRUISER
BED-TWIN

.^0. 818-613-9800

J&
1 mattress&frame JS5.

213-587-0744

310-824^174

ski glassed w/ case JB_ 310475-1429

--
f^C-^*^ Customer Information

f
**

P

i»^?^T^^ > I I
PHCflE: . — • _ '

5 ^ '
Ads must be submiilad in panon or by moil. No ptwne orders ooafited. No motor S K £
vflbide Of moil order ods oio»*d. D«iJine«s2*«d(do)^priof to issue ol 12pm. Al * • ~
Bruin Barijotnjflppeor »«ry Wadnesdoy and Friday UmU of 4 free ods per cuslomer,

perweelL yil,mmmt»ii^ltmm,»mU^ lwtmm mtm,ttnt,*tim*<Hm Dat,l>m. AD-TEXT
Item: (15 chars, max., induding spaces)

Description: . (20 chars, max., indudkig spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25, $105ea .FREE. Please rowxJ to the nearest dollar)

Phone:
( )

-

Item: (15 chars, max., Inckxfno spaces)

Description: (20 chars, max., Indudkig spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25, $105ea,FREE. Please round to the rtearest dollar)

Phone:
( )

- ^
^^

Item: __1 .(is chars, max., including spaces)

Description: (20 chars, max., inckjdkig spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25, $105ea .FREE Please round to the nearest doOar)

Phone: L-J— " -

Item: (is chars, max. mduding spaces)

Description: (20 chars, rrjax.indudkig spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25, $105ea .FREE. Please round to the nearest dolbO

Phone: L_J— - cut

BOOKCASES
BOOKSHELF
BOOKSHELF

3sizes/2blk.1chrvwood t40aa 818-780-1353

48he<ve8.wood 31047^4474

wood. beautrfui.3-ttey

CALLING CARD SOOmininUS JS^
310-287-1944

81^613^900

CAMERA W/FILM
CASIO CALCULATR

3Smmautotocus JBQ- 3108240205

pf1ntinq12dkytnew JBSL 310360^126

CELLULAR PHONE
COFFEE TABLE

Motorotoio Phone

COFFEE TABLE
COLOR SCANNER

Danish Teak
J«L 310637-1363

jm. 31O8208625

maifate26-x26- JSB. 3106208625

COMPLTTER DESK
ftat)ed30bitnew

wWh hutch JSB.

81&813«00

CORDLESS PHONE Sonv dual battery pack J&.
81fr«13«00
310837-1363

DESKW/CHAIR 3X2Din^wood

DINETTE/2CHAIRS ZSX2.S tabteAwood

DIVE SUITS

J5-
.^5_

818-7801353

818-7801363

DRESSER
2 near-new dive suits

6 drawer. IKEA

JTSaa 818^26^222

JBO. 31047;M474

ENTERTAINMENT CTR 4x4x1 .5 bteck

FUTON
JSSL 818-7801363

FUTON BED
medftnn queen -SL

G-T FREESTYLER
fuW. frame A mattress JSQ-

310287-1944

GOLF CLUBS
ike new, black JM.

IBM 486 COMPUTER
KILLER INSTINCT

LAMP

xlnL cond. rarely use JB&.

3102000976
213-5870744

3104430404

Ind moniter. cd. eto goo 3102080318

LEATHER JACKET

N64Qanew/boxAmanu8< MO 3102080318

rwfcoen t12 310820862S

LEATHER JACKET
QoodoondWon ML

LSAT MATERIALS
ladtes black suede JESL

MACPOWERBOOK170
MS INTELLIMOUSE

unuaadPTBO books N/A

213-5870744

3108240206

taotao.modem.Wofd6.0 J4&

PHONE CARD S20

2pc w/wheell bmdngw _fiL

3108240174
31O204-1463

31O208-1563

104minsS15pefmin J&.
PRINTER (COLOR/BW) HP deeWet 600C

31O206-2333

jm. 310276-1046

PSX
PSX GAMES

modchk) instalatton Jfi.

RCA 19' TV
Hnal Fantasy 7 JSL.

213-204.5308

ROLLERBLJ^DES
great pfc.needs work _^_

213-204-5306

3102090403

SHARP GRAPHXCALC
SKISABINDINGS
SLEEPING BAG

bic-szll needs wheels JSB. 310824-1879

newxlntoond.AAbat IS 310^4-0gO5

^.^jltffi^.i99pn SO 310^4-1979

SMALL FLORAL SOFA
SMALL FRIDGE

aii)-2ero new cond

SMALL L FRIO

tove seat size sofa

5cu.ftnjn8weW

jm. 310475-1429

.IS. 310837-1363

-|4S_

SONY
2.Scu.ftuMd.wod<s

310830B731

STETHOSCOPE
SUPER NES

rtpjtyywdl^aaa.

JSL
JBS-

31O8240205
31O276-1044

UttTTMnrwiawlnbox

TRUMPET
TWIN BED

7QaT)esNBAJAMetc
J45_

In good Shape

JIfiL
jm.

310475-1429

213^870744

mattress, box and frame _80
310824-2758

213-276-1044
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BENEDICT CANYON- Furnished private

bdrm/bath> entry. Mini fridge and mi-

crowave. Less than 5 miles from campus!

S500 utilities included. 3105501425.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms in

large house w/grad students, Ititchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utUities/included.

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room). Leave message. Abbey 310275-
3831or 818-783-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS- Furnished private

txJrm/bth and entry. Light laundry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA students-*^ 1yr

commitment preferred. $500/mo.310-271-

8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own txlrm/bath.

N/S, professkjnal female to share apartment

w/2 females. $440/nrK}. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

optton of 1-yr/lease 310-473-9420/310712-

2623.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-story. Free

parking, full kitchen, large t>akx>ny with view.

$59S/mo. Avail starting April 1st. Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran^Ohio). Please call Mark

orNtek. 310-4790789

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE
WLA. Prtvate room w/shared bath. 3miles to

campus. Garden. spackHJS&sunny. Wash-
er/dryer. Kitchen privileges, parking. Avail-

able through mkkJune. $435/mo. 310-826-

6705.

MID-WILSHIRE. Beautiful brtok 3bd house,

fireplace, hardwood fkx>rs, separate phone,

catile, washing machine/dryer, off-street

parking. Non-smoker. No pets. $490. Chris:

213-931-5025.

TWN MATTRESSES biKy wrt maBraas

VANPOOLUCLA
JS.

WATER COOLER wHh ho<4COld Bpoub
.I4H.

310209-1252

_s&.

626-7980696

310837-1363

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins get 20% off private party Classified advertising. Just sfiow us your Student/Faculty/Staff I.D. card.

Displa'

206-301

MOVE IN TODAY!
WLA- Share cool Ibdrm/lba apartment

w/UCLA male ten minutes from campus.

Own room-$425/mo. Shared room-

$337.50/nrK>. Call Angel toll free: 868-751-

4315

PACIFIC PALISADES. Female to share 3

bdrm frause with pool and ocean view with

single mom of two. $700/nx>. 310459-1770.

RANCHO PARK. 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.
$275 and up. Utilities iiKluded. Private en-

trance. No smoking/drlnking, drugs. Honest

people. Male preferred. 310838-6547.

SANTA MONICA. $380/mo obo. 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes

to UCLA. Near buses. Non-smoking male

preferred. Call Ivan C: 310207-3212.

SANTA MONICA. HSEMATE NEEDED FOR
MUST SEE 2bdmV2bath townhse. 2-story,

sunroof, w/vtew, garage psfrking, washer/dry-

er Female preferred. N/S. $700/mo. Avail

4/1. 310552-2892

W.L.A. Female preferred. 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. lOmin UCLA. No pets, drugs or

smoking Available April 1st. $420/mo. $300
deposit. Jill 310-826-6409.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Room for rent in spa-

cious 3bdrm house. Price negotiable. Please

page: 213-651-6194

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $316+/mo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheerful teach-

er's home, share tMrth, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WESTWOOD-Huge private room in 3-bed-

room house. Fully furnished, hardwood
fkx)rs, fireplace, in-house laundry. No lease

required. $550/month. NS. 310209-1309.

WESTWOOD. Ibdrm/lba avail in

2bdrm/2ba apartment. Secured buikj-

ing-fpart(ing. Water paid Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bak:ony.$650/mo. Male preferred.

310-443-5515.

WESTWOOD. Room in a private home.

Grad student preferred. Walking distance to

UCLA. $600. Leave name and telephone at

310475-1713.

WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX Charming furnished

bedroom. Large closets, shelves. Utilities in-

cluded. Kitchen privileges 5-miles East of

UCLA. Female. $375/mo. 213-939-2772.

WLA. New. quiet 2-bdrm/2-bath condo Dish-

washer, W/D, gated parking, security en-

trance. N/S. No pets. Month-to-month. $530
including utilities. Call 31O287-1530.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT- 3bdrm/2bth

Spanish duplex. Responsible, fun-loving,

nonsmoking female preferred. $472/nrKK

utilrties-t- deposit.. Avail April 1st. 310-859-

7403 or 310271-4322.

CULVER CITY
$45S/mo 41/2 utilities. Ho deposit necessary.

Female roommate needed for spacious pri-

vate txlrm-t^ba. Security building and partcing.

Has laundry facilities and balcony. Call Kan:

310-839-1253

LA: $30Oi-1/3 util. Own-t>edroom/bath, in

3bdrm. Gated partdng, near Ver-

rrxmt/Wilshire subway. Prefer grad or quiet.

Call Tim 213-381-3323.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE. Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2t)ath house. 3 bkxks
from Marina pier. Yard, garage and hard-

wood fk)ors. $550/rTKHUtilities. Call Jeff 310
656-7190 or 31O301-7853(night).

NEAR UCLA- 2ROOMS available one on
April 1st the other May 1st. Huge closets, mi-

crowave/dishwasher, laundry. Near bus.

Own-phone I have cat. Female N/S.

$450/mo. 310235-1014.

SANTA MONICA, walking distance to

Montana. 1-bdrm lor rent w/private bath

Cable, utilities, washer/drier included.

$450/mo. Ava. immed. 310453-2902

SHERMAN OAKS ROOMMATE wanted to

share 3txjrrr\/2ba hse Backyard, hardwood
floors. Must like dogs $600/mo. Ava imme-
diately. Jenny@ 8 1 8-98 1 -4364

WESTWOOD-Own room available 3/29-6/24

for female in 2bdrm/1ba. Part<ing available,

dishwasher, hardwood floors, walk-to-cam-

pus. $650/nrK). Call Diana or Tanya 310-443-

0610.

WESTWOOD. 1-mile from campus. Your

own bedroom only $400/mo and share utili-

ties. Pariting, hardwood floors, laundry. Ma-
ture, responsible N/S roommate who is easy-

going and fun. Professksnal/Grads preferred.

Call:31 0723-0950.

WESTWOOD. Share luxurious furnished

2bdrm/2ba with professional. $500. Call 31

312-1502.

WLA. Pico/Overiand. Open, roomy 4-

bdrm/3-bath, Spanish-style house. Back-

yard, bakx>ny, high ceilings, fireplace, wash-

er/dryer Month-to-nfK)nth. $i500-fdeposit. Fe-

male tenant wanted. PatriciaO310-558-

4701.

BRENTWOOD- Nfce quiet area.$350/mo in-

cludes utilities and cable 2 miles from

UCLA. Ck>se to buses. Female preferred.

310473-0570.

PALMS. Female to share bedroom in

2bdrm/2bth apartnoent until Sept. Gated

partdng, laundry, fireplace, balcony Avail,

now. $244/mo. 310585-5475.

WEST HOLLYWOOD-seeking female N/S.

2-lxJrrh/2-bath luxury apartment Garden pa-

tio, security buikjing & parking, pool, Jacuzzi,

billiards, sauna 213-876-6469.

WESTWOOD Kelfon Female wanted to

share room w/3 girts Partying available. 2-

bdrm/2-bath. Call 310-209-9142

WESTWOOD- Female needed to share

bdrm in large 3bdmr\/2bath Veteran/Levering

next to Campus Express Includesparidng,

laundry tacilitles-t-gated entrance $420/mo

818-848-4127.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Ger-

many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 bedroom

apartment/house. Poss. w/ yard. 1-619-459-

2324.

WESTWOOD, Gayley. Female roommate

needed for spring/summer. $392/mo. Full

bath, furnished optwnal, parking, secure

buikfing. Call Danielle or Lorelei: 310209-
4933.

WESTWOOD- Female to share bdmi/ba,

furnished, central A/C, comfortable, cool

roommates. $343. 75/mO'futi lit ies.

Spring/summer. Jenny: 31O209-1545.

ROSARITO BEACH. 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos+new 3-txirm on beach. Pools, tennis,

dance, horses. 24-hr. martcet. Security 909-

737-9203.

FRIDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B - Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision MAR. 13, 1998

13

34

28

11

13

25

(4:30) Colega Bwkattiil: fCAA ToumHnenI Frst

Round Game - Teams to Be Announced. (Uw)lll

1

Bevariy Hills, 90210
"WldHorje?Jn

S3ance~
Guy

m

Stereo)

Khdtwi

TOT

Boy
Worlds)

Ptctlonary

LMng

McM Ijka Sexiest men in

America contest.

rnlMf HipiCtO

OD

Famfiy

B)

Buaineea

n

Judn Judy
(InaerBo)

Home
Improve.

Martin Qn
iBlStereo)!

NotklMBl

OLM»:

feci

Fresh

Codege
Teams to Be

Extra (In

Stereo))iip

NCAA Tournament First Round Game
Announced. (Liw) B

Newihour With Jm

ABCWM

AaaiTV>
Stereo) 11

(In stereo)

Youm

> r liM^M

Jeopardyl

n
HOflW
VIdeoe

Home
Improve.

Stereo) »l

Esmaiilda

HoUywood
Playera'V/ra

(In Stereo) IB

'rath d Con"

Sports
CanM

Dateline (In Stereo) X

**** "TTm Stir)g'(1973, Comedy-Orsvna) Paul Newman. Robert
Redlord. Two Depression-era con men plot to swrindto a crime kird.

UfsMd
Timee

Wheal 01

Fortune!)

ufsnsT
on the Bert

Simpeone
(kiSereo)

WaiMng-
tonWei*

Sabrtn»
Wilch

8)

Beyond
FIdkml

Wtf Street

Week

Boy
WorMBI

D

%
Belief: Factor'

(In Stereo) 1)

9 Steps to Hnandal Freedom

Ent
TonIontaM

lomiddi

Hard Copy

Hom)dda:Ufeonthe
Street "Pit BuH SessJons"

(In Stereo) Bl

SaMna-
WHch

X

HUierand
DiHerOD

K)

Mllennkim "Roosters' (In

Stereo) (Part 2 of 2 PA) il

**M The Atoir Age* (1994) Peler Weler. LA
yuppieiieek to txSwer their aum>)iing ivet.

20^0 81

n

X

Cheers X

Affkienza (In Stereo)X

X Ffia
QuarterX

X

NochedeCamavilltMConcierto con artistas tales comoOigaTanony mas.

X

X
Show (R) (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X

American
JoumalX

ktsida

EdMonX
Late Night (In Stereo) X

Murphy
Brown X

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

X
MghdineX

Jerry Springer Man
confronted tiy towrs. (R)

Keanen Ivory Wayans
Actress Carmen Enctra.

Mad About
YouX

Vibe Teresa Edwards.
CeCeWnans

Poiiticatly

Incorrect X

In the Mix
X

(R)X

Sr^ a dull

Married..

With

NotkiaeX

M'A'S'H X

Ent
Tonight

Friday

Night

Hunter 'The Return of

Typhoon Thompson"

Classic Alts Showcase

Entertainers (R) (In

Stereo)

•t Court (R) (In

Stereo) X
Cops (In

Stereo

(In

))X

Star Trek "Spectre of the

JGun'

AiRhmodelaNocheMiBandael
Mexkanoymas.

Highway
Patrol

Paid
Program

Sub
America (R)

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

56

12

and his tamiy vacation at a run-down beach house. B

*•* lUan o^Resipecr (1990, Drama) A spiritualist's

revelatkin spaifcs a mobster's progression. "PC

WorM TodayX iLarrv ICina Uva fH

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

64

71

38

Bloaraphy "George C

irkV, imr. Hobbs Takes

1

America's CaeMee The
Great Frontier" (R)

'i'acatbn- (1962) A banker
ibeachi

LarryKing Live X

(4:00) * iCvM, Wtwa«))*lCw54,i
re your (1994)

Trial Story

NewjLaugh

Prima Time Justice

Prime Time Public Affaire

20lh

Accused"
Century
sed'(R)

"Falsely

*** "Patton-miO,
Gen. George S. Patton's

Law* Order 'Ad of Goer
X

Biograph'

ScoTlR)
ly "George C.

fH^WHff-Rar (1991, Comedy) Robert CarMe. An
ex-thief takes a job at a shoddy constnxiion firm. "Nff

C. Scon. Karl Makian. An account of

II career. "PG' (Adul language, vtoience)

Wortd Today X

Gailaghar Melon Crazy
(R)

Cochran ft Company

WUd OiacovaryTTen
Miion Penguins

Uncut (R)

BliUwde: 9-

Bal

Behind the

Scenes (R)

Discovery

Comli

Al

«mlng
ittrecnona

Wonder

Gosaip

On Jupiter (R)

Bonansa: TIm Loet

Epiaodea "The Wish

Boxing: Roberto Garcia vs! HaroM Warrea
Scheduied 12-round IBF juniof lightwetghl title tx)ut. X

OoMen
QiriaX

VouAiraUt

Warren
MilarTV

GIrtsX

Twelve

Il0du>*8

Modern Ufe

Skiing: Dual

Mogub. (R)

Siror
Bumelt

Supermar-
ks( Sweep

Caroi

Burnett

Debt

MTV Live On Stereo)

Figure II

Out
Tiny Toon
Advenluree

a
Word" F6k Sports

Tonlflht

WMtons The SecreP

intimaie Portrait "Brett

Butler (R) (In Stereo) X
lie

in the House"

Rugratsjn
Stereo)X

CNN/Sports
IlkMtratod

A-Ust(R)
X

Moneyiine

toiaide the Actors studio

191
NewsNight

Comics Come Home (R)

Prime Time Justice (R)

Showbiz
Today X

America's Casdae The
Great Frontier" (R)

2<Nh Century "Falsety

Acaise<f (R)

"77w Giant 86/Mmotfi"(1959) London is

invaded by a radtoactive sea monster

Law* Order "Act of God-
X

*** IMsn o^RsspacT (1990. Drama) A spiritualist's

revelatwn sparia a mobster's progression. 'R*

** The HartiemGto6efroffefs"( 1951.

Drama) Billy Brown, Thomas Gomez.

DanaCarvey
Chotee(R)

Burden o(

Proof (R) X
Critic's

Cochran A Company (R)

Prime Time PubUc Affaire (R)

Trial Story

CWtfSports
lUustrated

Draw Carey

Justice FItee Sun/eiKance

technology. (R)

hivtedontot ^
Academy Awards (R)

SportscentarX

Raecue 911 (In Stereo) X

Urnolved Mysteries (In

Stereo

Stereo

KabtMiKIn
Stereo)

Beavisand
Butt-head

Bewhched

*** 'Escape from Mcatn^X^^n^. Adventure) Cint Eastwood. A
oonvtetptots to escape Irorn the notorious island prison

ABl Daikatfaall PtaifoOs: Championship Game 4

Teams to Be Announced If necessary

WIM DtecovaryrTerT
MHon Per^guins

OntylnHoitywood(R)

war
Women

BaskMbaH
Special

Piatfioais Muidei
"Guardan Anger X

Discovery

Talk Soup

Woridof
Wor>der(R)

Whitbread
Rce

RnalFour

Hawaii Rv»4 The Face
of <w Dragon" X

"See Jane Run''(199S. Drama) Joanna Kems. John
Shea A Boston woman has no mertwry of her IdenlHy.

Yol (In Stereo)

Bewnctwd Bewitclted

Story of Roberto
aemente(R)

I mertwry ot hei

pTenvideoatTop Ten videos of the

Week (R) (In Stereo)

Bewltciwd |W>kched

FOX Sports New*

Larry lOng Live (R) X

Comics Come Home (R)

Prime Time Justice (R)

** The Last Detar
(1973) Jack Nicholson.

**'BeYcHjrser(\930)
Fanny Brice

**<^"fl*ir-R8r(1991, Comedy) Robert CarMe. An
exthiel takes a job at a shoddy construction firm. "NR

Crossfire

iRIl_
CNN/Sports
Illustrated

Gallagher: Totally New

Cochran k Company (R)

Pub>c PoUcy Conference

Interna-

tional

Drew Carey

Chokes-
Conaeq

Newsroom
X
A-Ust (R)

X
Paid
Program

On Jupiter (R)

Howard
Stem

Sportscenter X
Stem(R)

700 aub

AttiludeaX
Golden
GIrisX

Lovslne Giliert Gottfried.

\n Stereo)(InSter

Bowitc[cnee iBewncneo

FOX Sports Nein

(4:00) roA AoM: Honda |Bayw«ch"lJauid Assets" |Mehlandor:Yho Series IWalisr, Texas Rai

Classic - Second Round |(R) (In Stereo)1X "FJevelatkin 6:8" (R)i) "Behind the Badge

**'1Ubvin0'{1 988, C<xnedy)RichanJPryor, Beverly Todd A man ]* 'My the Vair^m Slayer" (^9AtUvng"
leads his lamily on a disastrous cross

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

**Vt 'Akatru: The WMe Shockirtg Srory" (1980, Drama) Michael Beck, Telly Savalas, Ronny Cox. The
St man ever serit to the prison ptots an escapem

* "Sufiy tfw Vanpn Slayer" 0992, Comedy) A high-

school cheerieader wages war against the undead

**M 'Bkdof}a »Virs"(l990, Adventure) Mel Gbson. Thugs chase
a lederal wilness and ha ex-bver cross-counliy. (In Stereo) Xwww awn* trmm »M* n^vw tMW«#« ^M«wa ^iJ . I M ^nvi <W ' ^mt

*• lUbvirv' (1988, Comedy) Richard Pryor. A man
leads his lamiy on a dbaitrous ooes-count/y move.

jssr
Program jProgram

TSa

Molrose Place "Second
Cfances" (In Slereo)

kislde the

PGA Tour
Up Close

Bonanza: The Lost

Eptoodee

Golden
Girts X
Baavteand
Butt-head

Bewitched

Last Word

Paid
Program

Talk Soup (R)

Pi3d
Program

Rodeo: PROA Dixie

NaliorwI. (R)

Paid

Pro

Unsolved
Stereo)

I
Program

Mysteries (Il(In

Twelve
Viewers

I Love Lucy
X
Imide
Santa Anita

Daria (R) (In

Slereo)

OddCoupte
X
HoraeR.

Paid"

Program

HornicSdr
Ufe

Oaria

Stereo'')

loT
rwwfwn

Sports

*** "Sintnan o'>Ucarr8/"(1962, Biography) Burt Lancaster. A
prison inmate twcomes a worid-famous authority on birds.

*
Sara

Iroptcal Teasa" (1993)

Gregory Van Dam.
iCawairf/sten(f'(1995, Comedy)
ira Belomo, Tina HoUimon.

rw:?rMT"i.'.i'/ >fiii!)i.itjMr.mE?^»!«'iyT«.''if.ir7iMi» " %i!tw

99

33

35

Vaib»5"(1993)X

GrowkM
PalnalB

3:30)*«*W'Sense«id
(1995) "PG'X

4:15) **V^ The Rifings

3am>'(1964)

TWO)

'Star Trek VI: The Undacovered Country' [\9d^ Kkk
is accused of assassinating the Kingon chanoelor. X
Growing
PainsX

Brolhariy

LoveX

prevent

*•W "Uisskjr): lnvxMcl)l»^1996) A botched mission

pute a spy onttwnjn from ha employers. 'PQ-tyx

*W 1)2; 77wMa^Oucl[s''(1994) The young Ducks
take part In the Junfor Goodwi G«nes VQ' X

"Ster Trek: First ContecT (1996) The Borg try to

a space pioneer's histoncfigntTC- IfX

"Wishbone's bogtkytoltm WesT
1998. Adventure) Angee Hu^m.
WestSkte

lonar gate aS5eol»te upper cnisl

DIrsctod By A wkkiwer

meate lvK> new women.

** lEyv for an f)«"(1996. Drama)
Saly FieM. Ed Hamt (In Stereo) Vt X

•Jusi Uke DerT (1996. Drama) Walace
9>awa Ben Dwin. (In Stereo) X

** "Kama Sutra: A TaleofLo¥e"{^9K) A sennnt girt

seduces a princess's prospective husband. "R" X
amaj Walace IGrowiM IWaNKney
ereoiX jPalnsX |"DtsneytoHl.

it(oriir(1998) Peter Weler. An ex-coo

*W "S^>aoeMadnes'(19e6) Biy Wirth AM*
centunr ambassador h ambushed and taken ho^ge.

"Top oi the iVorikr(1998) Peler Weler. An ex-cop
gets caught up^in aLas Veys casino robbery 'ff X

iPreeente
lAfterDartc"

uiyi

* 'Bio-Oome"(1996) Steck-brain«f

buddes gash a sotertMc axparlmanL X
**Mi$tar"i1
Ihotundrato

pnaiasveoa;

Staroate |Q
SQ-f(R)x|pi

.iiK

Oulw Umks Two teen

X {parents ligN back. (R)

Thorn Bird! Two youths brave

tieirmisainglaBiar.'PG'X

Intimate

Sessions

Zorro (In

Stereo) X
'Round MMnlght: Paul

Rodriguez

Hunger
"Necros'X

PoNorgsist:

The legacy

***W Ta/go'(1996) A iMsinessman's

kktnapping scheme spins oul o< control

Tove Ue Twice 2" (1996, Suspense)

Monique Parent. Roberta Davis. 'NR

Micksy I*** 'The Sword and (he

Mouee aub|Rose"(1953) 'PG X
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Be sure to join us for all
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Go Bruins!
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Insido today

Lawyers: UCLA's Pre-Law Society has

big dreams for the future Sec page 3

Hill: Campus officials are conspiring

against you. See page 22

Bunnies and bullets: It's all part of

Penn and Teller's show See page 28
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SPORTS
Bittersweet
Men's basketball

pulls off the upset

while the women
lose to Alabama in

the final moments.
See back page.
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Marijuana debate continues
PROPOSITION 215: Voters

have mixed reactions to

implementation of law

By Claudia Flores

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sixteen months have passed since

Proposition 215 was passed by
California voters, and still the state

cannot reach a consensus on its distrib-

ution.

In the 1996 November elections.

Proposition 215, a measure which
allowed the possession and cultivation

ofmarijuana for medical use, passed in

the state of California.

UCLA voters passed the proposi-

tion with a margin of 66 percent, and

according to a L.A. Times poll of ran-

dom Californians, they voted 56 per-

cent for the proposition.

According to Vibe magazine,
Dennis Peron, author of Proposition

215, was inspired to pursue the legal-

ization of marijuana for medical

patients as a result of a painful AIDS-
related death of a loved one.

Since it passed, the fledgling propo-
sition has thus far had a rough life

under the constant attack of Attorney

General Dan Lungren for breaking

federal drug laws.

Starting in 1997, marijuana clubs

sprang up throughout the state and
served as distributors of marijuana.

In January of 1997, over 8,000
patients designated marijuana clubs as

their primary caregiver in order to

obtain medical marijuana from them.

- But in April 1997, the crackdown
began when Lungren placed an injunc-

tion that prohibited marijuana clubs

from distributing to anyone unless they

qualified as "true primary caregiver."

Lungren argued that cannabis clubs

could not play the role of a "true pri-

mary caregiver" because they did not

fit the description of "a friend, a loved

one, a neighbor, a nurse who consis-

tently checks on the patients" needs -

to provide marijuana should the

patient not be able to provide for him-
self or herself."

In January 1998 Michael
Yamaguchi, U.S. Attorney of

Northern California, filed a civil law-

suit accusing six marijuana clubs of

repeated violations of the federal drug

SeelllUUIUUANA,pa9e21

Helping college students find direction

^f~ „ , r L 1
AARON TOUT/Oaily Bfuin

Officer Kalenga of the Los Angeles Parking Services, directs traffic at the intersection of Veteran and
Wilshire on Saturday afternoon. The streets were out at the intersection because of a power outage
that effected areas of Westwood. -»

Elections Board receives its chairperson
USAC: Last year's investigations chair

appointed to ensure smooth elections

By Dennis Lim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Anthony Brockington, USAC's fchoice for election board
chair, is optimistic about running the Elections Board this

year.

Brockington, a fourth-year political science student who
served as the investigations chair last year, will now take on
the responsibility of overseeing all the undergraduate elec-

tion procedures.

"My responsibilities will be to ensure that elections arc

fair, impartial and efficient," Brockington said.

As E-Board chair, Brockington will remain somewhat out
of the fray. His job will be to organize and run the upcoming
spring elections; any charges of election violations made by
retired financial committee chair Robert Rhoan will be han-
dled by the judicial board. ' ' •

Brockington sees his new position as an expansion of his

position last year as E-Board investigations chair.

Also, Brockington feels his experience will help him make
up for the late appointment.

"Last year we had a similar situation The appointments
came a couple weeks later than this year, and we still got
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Raza Youth Conference

relives Blowouts of '68

OUTREACH: High school

students encouraged to

continue their education

By Barbara Ortutay
Daily Bruin Contributor

.

In March 1968, over 20,000 stu-

dents walked out of their high

schools in protest of the state of
Chicano education. Today, the

event is remembered as the East Los
Angeles High School Blowouts.

Reviviendo las Explociones,

(Reliving the Blowouts) was the

theme of Saturday's fifth-annual

Raza Youth Conference, organized
by UCLA's MEChA (Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan).

Though three decades have
passed, "we are under siege in our
nation's schools," said keynote
speaker Sal Castro.

Castro was one of the leaders in

1968's blowout, and currently

teaches at Belmont High School
near downtown Los Angeles.

Students welcomed him with a

standing ovation as he took the

stage.

The conference urged students to

"finish high school, graduate, and
pursue higher education," said Lina

Velasco, co-chairperson of the con-

ference. "They have the power to

lead the struggle," she continued.

Chicano students face the elTects

of the anti-bilingual education initia-

tive Proposition 227, and the aboli-

tion of affirmative action in college

admissions by Prop. 209.

Over 1,200 students, teachers,

advisors and parents attended the

event, from more than 50 southern

California high schools.

Castro's opening speech vividly

illustrated a Mexican child's experi-

ence in school, from reading Dick
and Jane books where "everybody

was pink except Spot the dog," to

learning history from a white male
perspective that pervades most
American history books.

Castro brought up examples
from American history as seen from
the Chicano perspective to illustrate

the missing voice in history books.

"There is Mexican blood in the

cemeteries of Gettysburg. That's

part of your American heritage," he

said, draping an American and a

Mexican flag over his shoulders.

Following the speech, students

dispersed to the over 25 workshops
offered. Ranging from "How to go
to College for Free" to "Let's Talk

About Sex," the workshops ofiered

a wide variety of options for stu-

dents to learn more about issues fac-

ing the Chicano community, as well

as what to do about them.

"It makes you think twice," said

high school student Horacio
Chavez, of the conference's stress

on higher education.

One workshop, "Queer Aztlan"

addressed the issues facing the

Chicana/o queer community
through personal experiences, films

and discussion.

Speakers defined terms such as

homophobia and transgender to

students, and promoted acceptance.

"Machismo is emphasized in the

Latino community. Women are

expected to be domesticated and
subservient, and people are sup-

posed to be attracted to the opposite

sex," said workshop leader Jamie
Estrada-Zambrano.

"For you to be sitting in this

room is a big step," he added.

Another workshop, entitled

"Pushed out of the High School:

What the System Forgot to Tell you,"

focused on institutionalized racism,

classism and sexism, and how it caus-

es inequality in education.

"The school system is designed

for white, male, middle-class stu-

dents," said workshop leader

Tomas Duran, a former member of

MEChA at use.
"You get 12 years of institutional-

ized discrimination by the time you
finish high school, " he continued.

According to a report by the U.S.

Department of Education, 30 per-

cent of Hispanic students between
the ages of 16 and 24 drop out of

school, compared to 9 percent of
white students and 12 percent of
African American students.

"We are leading the nation in

teen pregnancy and high school

dropout rates. That's nothing to be
proud of," Castro said.

"Your parents did not send you

See MZA, page 20

OfRncKKuoo
Sal Castra who led the East L.A. Blowouts thirty years ago, spoke
to high school students about Latinos' place In the U.S.'s heritage.
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U.S. News refuses shift

in rank for law school
U.S. News and World Report has refused

to change its ranking for the University of
Texas School of Law. saying the school sub-
mitted updated information too late.^—

Attempting to combat its fall from 18th to
29th in the magazine's rankings, the law
school submitted revised numbers
Wednesday showing that 91 percent of stu-

dents who graduated in 1996 were employed
It was originally estimated that 84 percent of
the graduates were employed, contributing
to the lower ranking.

But magazine officials said revising the

rankings would be unfair to the other
schools.

"It strikes members of this magazine's
staff as a positive development that your law
school is improving its tracking of place-

ments, but changing the University of Texas
School of Law's rankings as a result of
updates you made after the U.S. News rank-

ings were completed and released

also strikes us unfair to other law
schools in the rankings," said

Lincoln Caplan, U.S. News special pro-
jects editor. .

-' _ 1 :i_ ^. __

Sharlot, dean of the uf School of Law,
said the magazine's decision was unfair.

- - "It's shocking now that they know the real

data, they would continue to show the wrong
data," he said.

The drop in rankings was attributed to the
law school's failure to track the employment
status of 61 students. The magazine automat-
ically classified 75 percent of those students
as unemployed.

After the magazine published the rankings
in February, the law school began tracking

down recent graduates and asked for a cor-

rection of the rankings.

"We recognize - while deploring - the

power that your rankings appear to have on
the decisions of the public regarding the rela-

tive attractiveness of law schools and their

graduates," Sharlot said in a March 3 letter

to the magazine.

Two Los Angeles

papers folding
The Copley Press shut two of its Los

Angeles County newspapers this weekend,
and cutting up to 100 jobs at a third because
of dwindling profits and growing competi-
tion.

Friday's editions of the Santa Monica
Outlook and the San Pedro News-Pilot were
the papers' last. A third paper. The Daily
Breeze in Torrance, will continue to publish,

but will face up to 100 job cuts between busi-

ness and newsroom employees, the company
said. Approximately 55 full-time employees
and a score of part-timers lost their jobs at

the closed newspapers.

La JoUa, Calif-based Copley said it was
pushed into the move by the papers' declining

market share.

Indeed, analysts said the closures reflect a
new era of competition in the Southern
California riewspaper market.

Morton said three newspaper companies

dominate the greater Los Angeles readership

and advertising base: MediaNews Group,
publisher of the Daily News of Los Angeles,

Long Beach Press-Telegram, San Gabriel
Valley Tribune, Pasadena Star-News and the

Whittier Daily News; Times-Mirror Corp.,

publisher of the Los Angeles Times; and
Freedom Communications Inc., which pub-

lishes the Orange County Register.

The three major media companies have left

little room for smaller players, or in Copley's
case, players unwilling to invest heavily in their

publications, he said.

"It's become very competitive, with much
bigger players than you used to have." Morton
said. For papers the size of {he Outlook and
News-Pilot, which had weekday circulations of
23,840 and 13,500 respectively, "Unless
ybu've got an alliance with lots ofother papers,

you don't stand out much for acivertisers," he
said.

Approximately 70 people were laid off by
the closures, most at the 123-year-old Outlook.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.
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Today
VHrs"TheRuPaulShow"in
Hollywood

April 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 -

Free tickets call: Henry Brown
Taping at the Tribune

Entertainment Studio
;;^

(800)554-1324

Review winter quarter romantic

dances

e-mail at intdance@ucla.edu

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge
284-3636

Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (1 2: 10)

Kerckhofr400

2 p.m.
Baha'iClub

Club meeting

Come talk about unity, equality

and peace!

Ackerman 2412 • 453-9594

OidevslickBug Face b^jknwodak
REMINDER

LESS TNAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by
petition with instructor approval,

$13 per-course fee. transcript

notation.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to lis-

ten. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-
HELP.

Need an escort? Call 794-
WALK.

4 p.m.
Academics in the Commons
"Preparing for Graduation:

Getting Ready to Move On!"
(4:15)

Covel Commons 203 • 206-6685

6 p.m.
'-

American Indian Student

Association

General meeting •

'

3201 Campbell Hall -206-7513

Kyrie Eleison

Mass and fellowship

Come join us to celebrate mass
together before finals. We'll be
having dinner after UCC Chapel

Tuesday 8 a.m.
United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Bible study

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge
208-6869

4 p.m.
Academics in the Commons
Law school (4:15)

Covel Commons 203 • 206-6685

5 p.m.
Chinese. Student Association

Last general meeting of the

quarter!

Kerckhoff 131 -313-0306

Wednesday Noon
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (12: 10)

KerckhofT400

4 p.m.

Tired of being the victim Edna talces the offensive.

CORRECTIONS
In Friday's "The Saga Continues,

"

we said that "The General
Hospital 35th Anniversary Show"
will air on Thursday on ABC. It will

actually air Thursday, April 2 on
ABC. The Bruin regrets the error.

7 p.m.
UCLA Book Zone
Author event

David K. Reynolds, author of
numerous books on Japanese

psychotherapy and founder of a
lifeway called Constructive

Living, will discuss and sign "A
Handbook for Constructive

Living"

KerckhofTArt Gallery • 206^822

Ballroom Dance Club
Learn swing dancmg
e-nYail at ballroom@ucia.edu

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge
284-3636

9 p.m.
International Folk Dance Club

Thai Smakom
Meeting

Kerckhofr400- 267-8166

sponsored by the UCLA '

Department of Psychiatry.

Jetsun Pema, sister of the Dalai

Lama ofTibet, will give a public

lecture on campus March 18.

N.P.I, auditorium, 720 Westwood
Plaza,

825-9192

Anthropology Department
Seminar Series

Talk given by Joanna Lambert
"Ecological and Evolutionary

Implications of Feeding Behavior
in African Monkeys and Apes"
Anthropology Reading Room,
352 Hames Hall • 825-1565

5 p.m.
Arthur Ashe Student Health and
Wellness Center

Free cholesterol testing for .-

registered UCLA students

Covel Commons • 8254073
"

What's Brewincan be reached via e-mail

at whatsbrewin«»media.uda.edu
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Before you kiss the Blarney stone,

pinch people not wearing green,

grab a colored brew and see if you

can catch a leprechaun, find out the

real deal behind St. Patricks Day__

By Midiclic Navarro ' '

—
Daily Bruin Staff

From pots of gold at the rain-

bow's end to magically delicious

cereals, Irish folklore has woven
_ its way into America. However,

nothing illustrates this more than
the festivities sparked by St.

Patrick's Day. Come March 17,

everybody's Irish.

But there is a wee bit more to it

than just shamrocks, mugs o' beer,

buttons that say "kiss me, I'm
Irish," the Lucky Charms guy and
wearing green. Although each of
those have traces to Irish culture,

they're not the cause for the cele-

bration. March 17 is actually a day
reserved by the Catholic Church
to commemorate a saint by the

name of (surprise surprise)

Patrick.

The factual history of the saint

is blended with a tad of legend. A
few of the stories surrounding St.

Patrick have not been confirmed,
making it difficult to draw the line

between folklore and fact.

"There's a lot of myth and mis-

information," said Cindy
Yoshitomi, campus minister for

the University Catholic Center.

As it is told. St. Patrick wasn't
even Irish, and his name was origi-

nally Maewyn Succat. Some
reports say he was born during the

latter half of fourth century AD.
in Wales, while still others report

he was born in Scotland.

Either way, most confirm that

at the age of 16, the pagan was kid-
napped by pirates. Apparently the

luck o' the Irish wasn't with him
just yet. He was then sold into slav-

ery, working as a shepherd, in

Ireland. While in captivity, Patrick

discovered Christianity.

"After I came to Ireland - every

day I had to tend sheep, and many
times a day I prayed - the love of
God and His fear came to me
more and more, and my faith was

SeeST.ffRI1lia^|M9e19

Pre-Law Sodety offers students taste of real-life legal practice
GVREERS: From forums

to LSAT tips, club keeps

its members a step ahead

By Emi Ko)ima
Daily Bruin Contributor

206-3060; Sales:825 2161

While UCLA law students go
about their daily lives taking classes

and cramming for tests, a group of

undergraduates on campus dream
about being in their place.

'UCLA is my dream school,* said

Scott Yang, fifth-year political sci-

ence major.

None other than the Pre-Law
Society, the organization trains stu-

dents to do everything They can to be
good lawyers both in skill and in

ethics.

Recently the organization decided
to enter the American Mock Trial

Association and try their hand at the

competition.

On Feb. 20 through 22, UCLA's
Pre-Law Society sent two teams com-
peted in the regional tournament for

the first time against teams from
Redlands, Claremont, and of course,

use, among others.

"As future lawyers, we
learned ...to be

ethical."

Scott Yang
Pre-Law Society member

"The important thing we learned is

to be fair and not to cheat like other

teams," Minh Nguyen, president of
the Pre-Law Society and fourth-year

economics major, said of the mock

trial competition.

"The good guy won," he said, "As
future lawyers, we learned the lesson

to be ethical."

The two teams placed third and
fifth in the competition, beating
use. Both teams will advance to

national competitions.

The team in fifth place will need to

beat out other hopeful teams in the

"silver" competition on March 20 in

order to attend the final national

competition to which the third-place

team has qualified for by its high

placement.

There was hugging and kissing at

the end and we brought the trophies"

home for UCLA," Yang, also the

internal director of the organization,

said.

"It's a great feeling. I haven't felt

this way in my five years of being

here, " he said.

The Pre-Law Society defines its

mission to help members decide
whether or not to attend law school,

expose them to different legal fields,

and help them through the admis-
sions process.

While all of its meetings are open

Sccnif-LAW,|Mgel2
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Buying votes not as simple as it seems
CANIDATES: History says

that money spent on ads

isn't indicative of victory

By Doug Willis

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Rich candi-

dates who wage self-financed cam-
paigns for high political office are a

common phenomenon in California,

and they aH have one thing in com-
mon: The> have all lost.

Despite that, they just keep com-
ing - this year in record numbers,
and with more money than ever
before.

Al Checchi, whose personal for^
tune is estimated at over $600 mil-

lion, is leading the spending brigade
in his campaign for the Democratic
nomination for governor.

Statewide television campaigns in

California cost $500,000 to $1 mil-

lion per week, and candidates for

major offices usually save their

money to go on the air in the final

four to six weeks before election day.

But Checchi has been on televi-

sion every day for four months now.
He has already set a spending

record on TV ads in a California pri-

mary - $10 million - and his cam-
paign manager says he is increasing

his TV spending beginning this

week.

"We've been on the air since Nov.
17, and we will not go off the air until

June 2," Checchi's campaign-chief
Darry Sragow says.

In the past two months, two other

multimillionaire candidates have
joined Checchi with statewide televi-

sion ad campaigns. Jane Harman,
who is also running for the

Democratic nomination for gover'-

nor. and Darrell Issa. who is seeking

the Republican nomination for the

U.S. Senate. . _ :

.

Few (rich candidates)

are ...familiar names
today to anyone but

the most dedicated

political junkies.

Checchi, Harman and Issa are

currently spending a combined total

of about $2.5 million a week on tele-

vision ads, and the June 2 primary is

still 2 and a half months away.

Compare that to the plans of the

three other candidates in those
races, all of them politicians of mod-
est personal wealth who are relying

on contributions from supporters.

Lt. Gov. Gray Davis, running
against Checchi and Issa for the

Democratic nomination for gover-

nor, has raised $4 million. He hopes
to double that in the next few weeks,
and start airing his television ads in

late April,

State Treasurer Matt Fong. who
is running against Issa for the

Senate, hasn't released any informa-
tion on his campaign finances since

his Dec. 31 report of $596,000 cash
on hand.

But Sal Russo, who is planning

Fongs television campaign, says
Fong "will be competitive in that last

month, and it is the last month when
. voters really focus, pay attention

and make their decisions."

U.S. Rep. Frank Riggs, the third

candidate running for the GOP
nomination for the Senate, has even
more modest goals. He hopes to

raise $1.3 million for the entire pri-

mary. He doesn't rule out television,

but that budget doesn't have room
for more than a token TV presence.

Davis, Fong and Riggs all say

they are confident voters will

choose their records and experience

over the^ promises and self-created

televisiori images of their multimil-

lionaire opponents. And all three

have adopted similar "this-election-

can't-be-bought" themes.

Davis, in particular, made that a

major point in his formal campaign
announcement last week.

"I know two things. Your vote is

not for sale, and I know I offer vot-

ers a wealth of experience that

money simply can't buy," said

Davis, who has 24 years of experi-

ence in elected and appointed state

Marchers demand better

funds for Cal State schools

DaHy Brain News
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State, nation face bitter battle over Prop. 226
UNIONS: Labor leaders

warn passing law would

throttle political process

By John Howard
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - A national

crusade to cut the clout of organized
labor faces its fiercest fight in

California, where conservative busi-

ness interests hope to choke off mil-

lions of dollars in unions' political

spending.

Proposition 226 on the June bal-

lot would prohibit labor unions from
using their members' dues for politi-

cal campaigns without the members'
written permission, renewed annual-
ly.

With a fifth of California's work
force unionized and organized labor

aiming to defend its political power,
the battle is being watched closely

around the country.

"Everything I do will be dwarfed
by the election results in California,"

said campaign strategist Grover
Norquist, an ally of House Speaker
Newt Gingrich.

"Then the national media will

start covering it. Time Magazine will

do its cover story, talk radio will

cover it."

Rivals agree. —
-.

—'—
"It's do or die. The real play here

is to freeze labor unions and work-
ing people out of the November elec-

tion - plain and simple," said Jose
Moreno, a spokesman for the oppo-
nents.

Some 2 million California work-

ers have AFL-CIO affiliated con-
tracts, while 280,000 workers -

mostly classroom teachers - are rep-

resented by the California Teachers
Association.

A political coalition, headed by
Norquist and ultraconservative

Indiana insurance mogul Patrick J.

Rooney, has heavily supported the

"payroll protection" initiative.

They say union workers who
oppose their leaders' politics have
been exploited for years by being,

forced to donate funds to causes
they oppose.

Republican Gov. Pete Wilson,
chairman of the California cam-
paign and sensing an issue for a pos-
sible 2000 presidential campaign, is

more blunt: He calls the practice a

SeelNITMT1¥ES^pagc16

EDUCATION: Faculty

demonstrators support

union bargaining goals

By Kiiey Russell

The Golden Gater

SAN FRANCISCO ^ SF State

faculty and staff members marched
to Malvolni X Plaza yesterday to

bring attention to what they see as

threats to qualit>' education in the

California State University system

and to support their union's ongo-
ing contract negotiations.

The group of about .10 marchers,

dressed in tattered graduation caps
and gowns and followed by mem-
bers of the local press, marched
from 19th Ave. and Holloway to

the plaza stage, pausing at the

administration building to chant
slogans and sing pro-union songs.

Once the rally made it to the

stage. speakers, including

California Faculty Association
Chapter President Margo Kasdan,
Clinical Counselor Richardo
Gutierrez and Anti-California

Educational Technology Initiative

Coalition Co-Coordinator Claire

Tran, addressed the crowd.

The speakers focused on the

need for increased state funding for

the CSU system, reduced class

sizes, higher faculty wages and
keeping the number of tenure-track
faculty positions from giving way
to an increasing number of part-

time lecturers. Speakers also

voiced concerns about CSU plans

to commit to the public/private

partnership with Microsoft, GTE,
Hughes and Fujitsu, known as

CETI.

The rally coincides with the end
of the first month of contract nego-
tiations between the union and the

CSU system.

"It is a rally in support of our
(union's) bargaining goals," said

Kasdan in an interview before the

march. "We have concluded the

first month of bargaining for a con-
tract that shouki be decided upon
by the end of this semester. I'm try-

ing to educate my own faculty and
administration as to the needs of
the students and I'm trying to pro-

tect faculty rights."

According to Jim Smith, CFA
communications director, salaries

for faculty in the whole CSU sys-

tem are about 1 1 percent below that

paid to faculty in comparable uni-

versity systems around the country.

The rally was an opportunity for

the CFA to grab the attention of
people lounging in the sun around
Malcolm X Plaza

"I'm totally in support of the

teachers." said Vi Huynh, 25, a

junior psychology major who
paused to watch the event.

While the demonstrators sang
"You can't^scare me / I'm stickin'

to the union," 23-year-old Mona
Villa expressed concerns similar to

Huynh's.

"I support the teachers.

Definitely." said Villa, a graduate
student in the English department.
'They cut a lot of teachers from the

department last year. Students
need to realize that it affects them,
that's why it takes so long to gradu-
ate here because the administration

does not want to commit to getting

enough quality faculty. I'm getting

sick of sitting in on crowded classes

to maybe get added halfway
through the semester."

"I think that faculty should have
a say in the governance of the uni-

versity." said Abdiel Onatc, an SF
State history professor of seven
years who marched with his CFA
colleagues yesterday. "In this uni-

versity, there has been a tradition of
faculty participation and gover-
nance."

According to Kasdan, the uni-

versity administration supports the

union's salary requests.

"The faculty is really trying to

bring attention to the salary gap
and it is clear that the administra-

tion at SF State is supportive of
closing that gap." Kasdan said.

The CSU administration at the

state level expects contract negotia-

tions to go smoothly.

"I'm optimistic that we can
reach an agreement by May 8th

unless we run up against a brick

wall," said Sam Strafaci, senior
director of human relations for the

CSU system responsible for negoti-

ating with the CFA.
He added, however, that the

union hasn't even made a salary

proposal yet.

"I'm perplexed by the need for a

demonstration when the union has
not given a proposal on salary or

benefits." Strafaci said.
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Baghdad calls on U.S. to normalize relations
IRAQ: Editorial calls for

end to *futile and costly'

economic oil sanctions

ByWaMFaMi
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - In a change
fron» its usual anti-American
rhetoric, Iraq on Sunday urged the

United States to "courageously"
change its policies and normalize
relations with Baghdad.

An editorial in the state-run

Baghdad Observer said that such a
move by President Clinton and
British Prime Minister Tony Blair

would be in their political and eco-

nomic interests.

The two countries have been the

main supporters of keeping punish-

ing U.N. trade sanctions on Iraq.

The sanctions, which ban the unlim-

ited export of oil, were designed to

punish Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein for his 1990 invasion of
Kuwait, which set off the |99l
Persian Gulf War.
The U.N. Security Council has

said the sanctions won't be lifted

until U.N. inspectors certify that

Iraq has eliminated its weapons of
mass destruction.

The editorial called for "a daring
step by reasonable and realistic

politicians" to reassess American
policy toward Iraq and "eventually

An Iraqi volunteer fires a live rocket-propelled grenade launcher on Saturday as part of nation-wide'"
training which started nearly a month ago to defend the country against a possible U.S. attack.

call for direct talks with the govern-
ment of Iraq so as to normalize rela-

tions."

The editorial, signed by the

Observers editor Naji al-Hadithi,

said that the White House and its

allies in Britain had used the sanc<

tions to try to undermine Iraq's

leadership.

It said this was "futile, costly and
unwarranted policy" and urged the

United States to "courageously
reshuffle it for a more realistic one
that serves America's legitimate

interests as well as the cause of
peace, security and stability in this

region."

In an interview published Sunday
in the weekly Al-Musawir Al-Arabi,

Iraq's deputy foreign minister,

Riyad al-Qaisi, said Iraqi-American

talks were likely.
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Titanic victims rest in Nova Scotia
TRAGEDY: City hopes

movie stirs interest in

graves, ship's artifacts

By David Crary

The Associated Press

HALIFAX. Nova Scotia -
Two days after the Titanic sank in

1912. a cable repair ship sailed

from Halifax with a sad cargo:

blocks of ice, embalming fluid

and stacks of empty coffins.

Two weeks later, the Mackay-
Bennett was back, bearing 190
bodies pulled from the North
Atlantic. Most went unclaimed
and were buried here.

The graves give Halifax a

unique bond to the disaster. And,
along with artifacts retrieved

from the sea - including an intact

Titanic deck chair - now on dis-

play at a harborfront museum,
the city hopes to convert that tie

into a tourist boom in Ihis year of

Hollywood-fueled Titanic-mania.

The Mackay-Bennett was the

first of three Halifax ships sent to

search for the more than 1.500

Titanic victims. Together, the

ships found 328 bodies - 119

were buried at sea and the rest

were brought the 700 miles to

Halifax.

When the Mackay-Benneit
reached the disaster site on Apr
20, 1912, the crewmen were stag-

gered by what they saw.

"As far as the eye can see. the

ocean was strewn with wreckage
and debris, with bodies bobbing
up and down in the cold sea,"

crewman Arminias Wiseman
wrote.

The Mackay-Bennett's cranes,

normally used for working on
undersea cables, hauled bodies
out of the water. Other dead were
retrieved by crewmen in small

boats.

"It was hazardous, brutal

work," said Dan Conlin, a cura-

tor at-ihe Maritime Museum of
the Atlantic. "The bodies were
surrounded by floes of ice

'

On Apr. 30. the Mackay-
Bennett, dubbed by Halifax news-
papers "the death ship."
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A visitor places a wreath on a grave.

Cargo rocket heads for

Mir with fresh supplies
MOSCOW — A Russian supply rocket

blasted off Sunday with fresh food, water and
a new set of wrenches so cosmonauts on the
Mir space station can open a hatch and lake a
spacewalk.

The Progress M-.18 cargo ship, propelled by
a Soyuz-U rocket, lifted off from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakstan and will dock with
Mir on Tuesday.

The cargo ship was carrying tools to replace
three wrenches broken by cosmonauts Nikolai
Budarin and Talgat Musabayev, who had to

cancel a spacewalk earlier this month because
they couldn't open a stubborn lock on a hatch
leading outside.

Officials rescheduled the spacewalk for

April I. American astronaut Andrew Thomas
is to remain aboard Mir during the walk.

The Progress also was taking a new hatch
lock, a new propulsion system, and the usual

cargo of water, food, clothes, fuel,

scientific equipment and parcels

from crew members' relatives.

The two Russians are scheduled to

make at least al least five spacewalks by
August. They must repair a solar panel on the
Spektr module, which was damaged in a colli-

sion with a Progress supply ship last June, and
replace the propulsion system.

Teacher's pregnancy

doesn't surprise family
SEATTLE - The news that a former

teacher is pregnant - possibly by the 14-year-

old boy who fathered their daughter last year -

prompted reactions ranging from revulsion to

resignation from her estranged husband and
his family.

Mary Kay Letourneau, 36, is serving 7 1/2
years in prison for her sexual relationship with
a former pupil. Her lawyer confirmed
Saturday that she is six weeks pregnant, and
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Convicted killer

hopes to donate

kidney, escape

death penalty

DONOR: State legislature

to debate trading organs

Tor sentence reduction

By Jason Srait

The Associated Press

JEFFERSON CITY,*, Mo. -
Milton V. Griffin, scheduled to be
executed Mar. 25 for choking, beat-

ing and fatally stabbing a, man in

1986, says he would gladly swap a

kidney or some bone marrow to save

his neck.

"I can never make up for the crime
that I committed," Griffin, 37. said

from his southeastern Missouri
prison cell.

But with an organ donation - in

exchange for sparing his life - "I can
give back to the community."

Such a transaction isn't legal. But
it would be allowed under a contro-

versial proposal in the Missouri
Legislature.

On the same day Griffin is to die

by lethal injection, a House commit-
tee is to consider a bill allowing con-

demned inmates to donate bone mar-
row or a kidney in exchange for hav-

ing their sentence changed to life in

prison without parole.

Nationally, about 39.000 patients

are on waiting lists for kidneys and an
estimated 3.000 more await life-sav-

ing bone marrow transplants.

Missouri has 86 men and one woman
on death row.

Rep. Chuck Graham calls his pro-

posal "life for a life."

!'We don't have enough heroes to

meet the need," said Graham, who
supports the death penalty yet con-

tends even the most brutal killers

could do something positive for soci-

ety by donating organs.

There was national outrage about
recent reports that China was
allegedly executing prisoners to har-

vest their organs for profit.

Some medical experts have said

that organs from any inmate put to

death by injection shouldn't be trans-

planted because the organs could be
damaged by the execution process,

and in 1984, Congress outlawed sell-

Sec DONORS, page 18

said the boy is the likely father,

Letourneau received a suspend-
ed sentence in January after plead-

ing guilty to second-degree rape and
itgreeing to stay away from him. She was

imprisoned in February after she and the boy
were found together in a car.

She could face new criminal charges as a

result of the pregnancy. Prosecutors would not
comment on any new charges.

Letoumeau's lawyer, David Gehrke. said
she became pregnant just days before she was
caught in a car with the boy she was convicted
of raping. The two have a lO-month-old daugh-
ter, Audrey, who is being cared for by the boy's
mother in Seattle.

Letourneau wants to have the baby, who
would likely remain with her for 6 months
after birth but would probably be removed to
her family or foster care. Gehrke said.

letourneau and the boy have repeatedly
said they are in love. In a phone call to the

Oprah Winfrey show, she said she wants to

marry him.

Sandstorm closes Suez
Canal, planes diverted
CAIRO. Egypt - A sandstorm forced the

closure of the Suez Canal and the diversion of
flights from Cairo's airport Sunday.
The seasonal storm known as a

Khamaseen. or 50-day wind, reduced visibility

in Egypt's capital to about one-third of a mile.

In Port Said, officials closed the Suez Canal
when the wind reached 35 knots. Twenty-eight
ships had to drop anchor at the northern and
southern ends of the canal. Cairo
International Airport rerouted some planes.

A sandstorm last year, described as the

worst in 30 years, killed at least 18 people after

the wind whipped up fires and poor visibility

led to road accidents.

The Khamaseen blows across Egypt every
March and April, carrying desert sand into the
cities and towns of the Nile Valley.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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End of rainbow yields Lotto jaclcpot
RICHES: Players will have

option of traditional or

lump-sum payments

By Steve Geissinger

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - In a steady
stream, morning to night, players
throw down their cash at Lotto
Liquors to buy dreams of fabulous
riches from the California Lottery.

Most smile - a glint flashing in

their eyes - at the news that

SuperLotto will begin offering its

top prize in a lump sum. starting

with the Apr. I draw.

Instant millionaires!

"I'd want the whole prize now. so
I could spend my money in

German^ or Franc^e or whereverrT
don't know when I'd be back," says
Roger Beatty. The 5 1 -year-old

machinist, sporting a worn baseball

cap, places his bet on a counter plas-

tered with hundreds of old winning
play slips.

The lottery is changing the top-

prize payout to give two options: a
lump-sum, upfront jackpot or small-

er annual payments over 26 years.
^ The agency hopes the changes will

boost lagging sales. Many players
like the idea because they get more
money sooner - at first.

But there's a catch: Winners tak-

ing a lump sum will get only about
half the advertised jackpot, which is

what the lottery would have to invest

to make the annual payments. They
would get much more over the long
run by opting for smaller annual
payments.

And with instant wealth come
instant headaches, like deciding
what to do with the windfall.

Under the lump-sum plan, players

must choose at the time they make
their bet if they want a single check.

They'll get the dollar amount that

the lottery would have to invest

today to pay the advertised amount
in 26 ever-increasing payments. For

a $3 million jackpot, that would be
about $1.5 million before taxes.

Winners could invest the lump
sum, but will they?

"If they invest, they'd be way
ahead of the game," said financial

planner Bob Affronti. "But with
most people, if they take a lump
sum. it's going to be gone in 60 sec-

onds."

Under the old rules, the lottery

paid off in 20 equal annual pay-
ments - a $3 million jackpot, for

example, brought 20 annual pay-
ments of $150,000 each. The actual

annual payment was $108,000 due
to the standard federal tax withhold-
ing of 28 percent, or $42,000. There
are no state taxes on lottery win-

nings.

Under the new rules, players will

be paid in 26 years, instead of 20.

And the dollar amount of the annual
installments will grow from year to

year - starting at $100,000 a year
before taxes, for example for a $4
million jackpot, then slowly growing
by about $4,000 a year, to a check
for $204,000 before taxes in the 26th
year.

Lottery Director William
Popejoy said research shows older

people especially like the idea of a

big payoff. Nineteen of 35 other
state lotteries offer a lump-sum
choice.

"I'm 81 years old. I'd have to live

to be over a hundred to collect it all

if I chose the annuity," said James
Boyers, a bespectacled former news-
paper editor buying his ticket at

Lotto Liquors.

"Hell yes. I'd like one lump-sum
payoff if I won." said Dominic
Vairo. The 84-year-old retired rail-

road worker is wearing a shirt from
Hawaii - his destination if he wins.

Some players will still want the

annual payments.

"I'd want the annuity. I'm not
very good with money," said Derek
Kawate. a 26-year-old parcel service

worker.—The new 4innuity wM earn more
interest, and therefore pay more
than the old annuity. By adding six

years to the payoff period, the lot-

tery earns extra interest. Instead of
advertising a $3 million jackpot paid
by a 20-year annuity, it will advertise

a $4 million jackpot, paid in 26
years.

Student newspaper takes

on Wilson and UC Regents
LAWSUIT: Trials' result

will not affect Board's

affirmative action ban

SeelliaiES,pa9e17

The Associated Press

Roger Beatty says that he would travel if he won a lump-sum payoff
of the SuperLotto jackpot which will become an option April 1.

ByLMMiScMtMlNit
The Daily Califbmian

BERKELEY, Calif — A suit

filed against the UC Board of

Regents and Gov. Pete Wilson
could prove that secret negotia-

tions look place before the 1995

regents' vote to end affirmative

action in UC admissions policies,

attorneys said yesterday.

A. fedcTiil appeals^ court
announced its decision on
Tuesday to allow a student news-

paper's case against Wilson and
the regents to go to trial.

Following the decision, attor-

neys for the regents and Wilson
said they were pleased that the

court ruled the trial could have no
effect on the legitimacy of the

regents' vote. Attorneys for the

paper also said they were content

that they may be able to show the

regents and Wilson were involved

in illegal actions.

In February 1996. a reporter

from UC Santa Barbara's Daily

Nexus newspaper filed Suit

against Wilson and the regents,

alleging that the governor had
made illegal phone calls in which
several regents promised Wilson
to vote to ban affirmative action in

the UC system's application

process.

The newspaper's editorial staff

has pursued the lawsuit for more
than two years, saying the Bagley-

Keene Open Meeting Act - pro-

hibiting closed meetings or
promises about regent decisions

from being conducted by a quo-
rum of state governing boards -

was violated.

But because the newspaper sur-

passed the 3a<iay statute of limita-

tions on filing such a case, the

First District Court of Appeals
ruled that the paper could not pur-

sue its efforts to repeal the

regents' measures.

Dan Tokaji. an American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU) attorney

who is representing the newspa-
per, said that although the paper
cannot get the regents vote

repealed, he is satisfied with the

decision to allow the case to go to

trial. He said the lawsuit has a

chance to prove that the governor
and ihe regents were involved in

wrong-doing.

"We're very pleased with the

court's ruling. The point has
always been to find out the truth

and bring it to the public." he said.

"The regents and the governor
have vigorously resisted our
efforts to uncover information

regarding their secret phone con-
versations."

But Jeff Blair, the regents' head
council, said the decision was a

clear victory for the board
because it does not allow the news-
paper to change the regents' deci-

sions.

"Their decision now precludes

the plaintiffs from ever recovering

the key component of why they

brought their case," Blair said.

"It's my position that the plaintiffs

should now dismiss their case
because they've gotten all of the

political mileage out of it that they

can.

"The Board of Regents has
now been publicly scrutinized

over this and the public benefit in

having this case reaffirming why
we have open meetings has been
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Bills try to save users

from unwanted spam
INTERNET: Unsolicited

e-mail target of state,

federal representatives

By Jennifer Kerr

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Every e-

mail user has gotten it: strange

messages promising gobs of
income with no effort, some stu

pendous bargain or something
salacious.

Internet users call such junk e-

mail "spam." Two California law-

makers want it deleted from
everyone's system, and have bills

before an Assembly committee
this month to do just that.

The Legislature returns this

week to a more normal schedule,

after a particularly slow week.

More than three dozen sena-

tors and Assembly members
made their annual trek to

Washington, DC. last week to

lobby and schmooze with
Congress and federal bureau-
crats.

Committees are starting to

consider the more than 2.100 bills

introduced since the second half

of the Legislature's two-year ses-

sion convened in January.

Budget subcommittees are

just getting started on their long
task of going through the gover-
nor's proposed $73.7 billion bud-
get and deciding what they like

and dislike.

California is one of about a

dozen states, plus the U.S.
Congress, that are considering

ways to limit unsolicited com-
mercial e-mail.

The nickname "spam" comes
from a Monty Python skit involv-

ing a Spam-laden diner menu
(typical fare: "Spam, Spam,
Spam, bacon, eggs and Spam")
at a restaurant.

Internet service provider
Whole Earth Networks gets an

estimated 3,500 spam messages a

day for its 13.000 clients.

Whole Earth's customers
"complain pretty much on a con-
stant basis." says Scott Mueller,

head of the San Francisco firm.

Mueller is one of several

Internet users active in the

Coalition Against Unsolicited

Commercial E-mail. CAUCE has
a World Wide Web site with

,
information about spamming
and its efforts to promote legisla-

tion outlawing spam. The coali-

tion has 9,390 members, 1,358 of
them in California.

It's cheap to send bulk e-mail,

but it costs Internet service

providers and recipients time
and money to receive it, view it

and delete it.

"Spam can and will over-

whelm your electronic mailbox if

it isn't fought." says the Web site.

"Over time, unless the growth of

UCE (unsolicited commercial e-

mail) is stopped, it will destroy

the usefulness and effectiveness

of e-mail as a communication
tool."

GAUCE says few reputable-

businesses use spam.

Rather, the most common
spams are offers for chain letters,

pyramid and other get-rich-quick

schemes, ineffective health-relat-

ed products, pirated software,

phone sex or pornographic web
sites.

Mueller admits any California

bill's impact would be limited,

because of the interstate ahd
international nature of the

Internet.

"But one of the important
things, when you look at how leg-

islation tends to work, is the

states are very much the labora-

tory tests for new legislation," he
said.

"California is the most popu-
lous and most progressive state

in the country."

S, See SPAM, page 17
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IRS: Officials say system

needs work, hope reform

can restore public's faith

ByRobWdls
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The IRS is

after more than your taxes. The
agency hit errant taxpayers with a bill

for penalties and interest totaling

$18.3 billion in 1996, and collected

more than $4.4 billion of it.

The penalties are so large that even
the Internal Revenue Service's com-
missioner says it's time to re-examine

a system that punishes not only tax

cheats but also people who make hon-
est mistakes.

The chairman of the main Senate

committee that oversees the IRS says

the penalties are "out of control."

Finance Committee Chairman
Sen. William V. Roth Jr., R-Del., said

problems with the penalty system add
up to a "reason the income tax is los-

ing the confidence of the American

people. Make no mistake about that."

If Congress fixes the system to

reduce the amount collected, howev-
er, the government would lose rev-

enue. Net interest on penalties and
late taxes alone totaled $10.8 billion in

1996. That's greatirr than the agency's

$7.3 billion budget that year.

"A very big ...problem

is ... the collection

activity that we do in

-_^— the IRS."

Charles Rossotti

IRS Commissioner

A comprehensive fix is unlikely

this year. Roth vowed "to do as much
as possible" with a pending IRS over-

haul bill but declined to say what that

might include.

Assessed penalties and interest

have wavered from 1.2 percent to 1.9

percent of total tax collections ia the

1990s, with no discernible trend in

either direction. But that's a jump
from 1979, when simple penalties

totaled 0.26 percent of tax collections;

figures for interest weren't available

then, according to an Associated

Press review of IRS data.

IRS penalties outstrip comparable
collections from other agencies. U.S.

attorneys collected $1.6 billion in civil

and criminal debU in 1996. The
Securities and Exchange Commission
and other Wall Street regulators col-

lected $1.37 billion in financial penal-

ties from 20 major Wall Street firms

between 1981 and 1994, according to

a 1995 AP study.

Penalties and interest 'tire often at

a level where they actually are a sig-

nificant disincentive for many taxpay-

ers to reach agreement with the IRS"
on tax disputes, said a staff report of

the congressionally appointed
National Commission on
Restructuring the IRS.

See11IIES,|Mge14

Fiather's deportation leads to son's tragic suidde
INS: Family blames strict

immigration regulations

for destruction of home

The Associated Press

Relatives think they know what
killed Gerardo Anthony Mosquera
Jr., and it wasn't drugs, gangs or any
of the other dangers that can con-
front a 17-year-old.

It was, they contend, a govern-
ment crackdown that deported his

father to Colombia after 29 years of
U.S. i-esidency for selling a police

informant a $ 10 bag of marijuana in

1989.

Relatives said the younger
Gerardo had been despondent since

his father was deported before
Christmas. One evening about two
weeks ago, Gerardo joined a group
of friends outside his Bell Gardens
home, pulled out a gun and
announced, 'I'm going to kill

myself."

Then he pulled the trigger. He
died two days later, on March 2, at a
hospital.

"That damn tittle bag of marijua-

na," said the boy's mother. Maria
Sanchez Mosquera, a school bus dri-

ver.

"It turned everything around. It

cost my husband his papers. It cost

my son his life."

His father, Gerardo Sr., was
refused permission by U.S. embassy
officials in Bogota to temporarily

reenter the United States to attend

Saturday's funeral.

"I cannot accept my son's death
right now," Mosquera told the Los
Angeles Times in a recent telephone
interview.

"I'm 4,000 miles away. How am I

supposed to act and think? ... I can-

not sleep. I've lost 45 pounds. My
life is ruined."

The Mosquera family's saga high-

lights the darker side of the immigra-

tion reforms passed by Congress in

1996.

Community workers contend that

a crackdown on so-called criminal

aliens has torn apart some Families

and forced them onto welfare.

Acquaintances say it changed
Gerardo Jr.

The father of an infant son, he
was recalled as a diligent Bel!

Gardens High School student who
enjoyed sports, stayed drug-free
and worked after school to try to

fatten the household's pocket-
book.

But after his father's deportation,

Gerardo began missing school, said

Joseph Petruzzi, a CQuntelor at his

high school.

"He became a different person,"

his mother said.

"I think he believed my husband
walked out on us."

The deportation coincided with a

See DEPORTATION, page 17
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ASIA: Banks think capital

on auction block can turn

to investment opportunity

By Mkhad White
The Associated Press

Some big investment firms from
the United States are being lured to

Asia by Japanese banks' sellofT of
bad loan portfolios and distressed

properties.

U.S. companies are negotiating to

buy more than $800 million in non-
performing loans in 20 deals that

already have closed or are scheduled
to close by March 3 1, according to an
Ernst & Young Kenneth Leventhal
survey of firms currently shopping in

Japan.

The amount is expected to climb
much higher as Japanese banks try

to shed billions of dollars in bad real

estate loans as part of a national

effort to rekindle a stagnant econo-
my.

Most investors hope to make a

quick profit by buying the portfolios

at fire-sale prices and then offering

the borrower an opportunity to cash
out at a discount. .

Whether the selloff also offers

U.S. business a chance to boost its

presence in Japan for the long term is

a more difficult question, experts say.

_ While there are relatively few for-

mal restrictions to foreign invest-

ment in Japan, a difficult bureaucra-
cy and traditional businesses prac-

tices have made it tough for new
companies to

get a foothold.
,

During 1996.

foreign invest-

ment totaled $7

billion, or .15

percent of

Japan's gross

domestic prod-

uct.

"It's a diffi.

cult place to do _________
business more
because of language and business

customs than anything else," said

Richard Mandel, president of the

commercial real estate group at

Kennedy-Wilson International in

New York.

"There's a whole new group of
people coming over to do business

there. I think it will build confidence

in other companies to also go over
and do business in Japan.

Asian nations,

including Korea and

Thailand, have ...

pinned their hopes on
outside investment.

"The opportunity to make money
in real estate is just the beginning of a
wave of other industries that need to

be capitalized," he said.

At least initially, the buy-and-sell

strategy is probably the best

approach to buying non-performing
loans, said Jack Rodman, director of
Asian real estate services for Los

, Angeles-based
""'~""'^"" Leventhal.

"The quality

of the assets are

such that you

wouldn't want

to hold them
and own them
for a long time."

said Rodman.
But Rodman

believes that

better quality

investments will appear as the sellofl"

progresses, possibly offering

investors a chance to buy and hold

Japanese properties such as office

and apartment buildings.

But one expert cautioned that

long-term strategies will pay off only

if the Japanese government is suc-

cessful in reviving the national econ-

omy.

"I'm bearish on Japan forpne rea-

son: the government has shown itself

to be unable to fix the problem for

seven years and I see no evidence
they're going to be able to fix this

problem for another seven years,"

said Alvin Rabushka, a senior fellow

specializing in Asian markets at

Stanford University's Hoover
Institute.

The government's tradition of
working by consensus works well in

times of prosperity, but is poorly suit-

ed to make the kind of tough deci-

sions needed to lift the country out of
stagnation. Rabushka said.

The Leventhal report was based
on interviews with representatives of
10 companies that have purchased or
are interested in bMying non-per-
forming loan portfolios or actual real

estate. The companies included
Morgan Stanley, Bankers Trust.

Secured Capital Corp., Salomon
Smith Barney, Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell. Goldman Sachs. Lehman
Brothers, J. P. Morgan, Crescent
Real Estate Equities and mall devel-

oper The Mills Corp.

The m-irket is good for foreign

investors now because the Japanese
7

need third-party buyers in order to

Biography on

Johnson bares

motives beNnd

1968 elections

HISTORY; Dallek reveals

former president backed

Nixon oyer Humphrey

ByMikffFeiiMJIbw
The Associated Press

See INVESTMENT, paflt 14

WASHINGTON - Lyndon B.

Johnson was so fearful that Hubert
H. Humphrey would break with him
over Vietoam in an attempt to win
the 1968 election he had the FBI bug
his own vice president, a new biog-

raphy of LBJ discloses. l^

Boston University historian

Robert Dallek, who has researched
the life of the 36th president for the
last 14 years, also reveals that

Johnson, even though he had with-

drawn as a candidate in March,
secretly encouraged a draft-Johnson

movement at the Democratic con-
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vention in Chicago thai summer.
He may have sought a draft for no
other reason than the ego-satisfying

opportunity to turn it down. Daliek

writes. »

Dallek's book, "Flawed Giant,"

to be published by Oxford
University Press in April, sheds new
light on the pivotal 1968 election, in

which Republican Richard Nixon
defeated Humphrey by a hair.

Nixon's election led to escalation of

the war in Vietnam, more than dou-

bling American losses there, and
ultimately to the Watergate scandal

and the first presidential resigna-

tion in U.S. history.

Johnson had deep misgivings

about Humphrey, his vice presi-

dent. He "considered him too soft

and too much of a bleeding-heart

liberal who would have trouble

making tough decisions," Johnson
felt, according to Daliek.

Worse yet, in his heart Johnson
also believed that Humphrey
"would abandon the war the minute

he took the oath of office," leaving

it to history to label Johnson the

first president to have lost a war.

Dallekwrites.

"He understood that Humphrey
was under great pressure to break

with him," Daliek said. "To keep
close tabs on the inner workings of

Humphrey's campaign. Johnson
had the FBI tap Humphrey's
phones. If Humphrey was going to

come out against the war, Johnson
wanted advance notice and a

chance to dissuade him."

While historians have known that

'Johnson secret-

ly taped some
of his telephone

conversations,

the only tapes

released so far

have been those

from the first

months of the

Johnson presi-

dency follow-

ing the 1963

assassination of '
'

John F. •
"—

Kennedy.

Dallek's book, based on inter-

views with former Johnson and
Humphrey aides, offers the first evi-

dence that Johnson ordered wire-

taps on Humphrey's phones in the

vice presidential office.

Unenthusiastic about the

prospects of either a Humphrey or a

Nixon presidency, Johnson, accord-

ing to Daliek, privately urged

Republican Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller of New York that

spring to get into the race - advice

(Lyndon B.) Johnson

secretly supported

Nixon and sometimes

acted to undercut

Humphrey.

Rockefeller took too late to head off

a Nixon victory at the GOP conven-

tion a few months later.

Because of his distrust of

Humphrey's belief in the war.

Johnson secretly supported Nixon
and sometimes acted to undercut

Humphrey - forbidding his aides,

for example, to publicly endorse the

vice president.
'

Johnson's
ambivalence
a b o u t

Humphrey
increased after

Nixon sent the^

Rev. Billy

Graham to play

on Johnson's

vanity. On Sept.

15, Graham
'

carried word to

Johnson that

Nixon would give Johnson a share

of the credit when the war finally

was settled and that Nixon c6nsid-

ered Johnson "the hardest working

and most dedicated president in 140

years."

During the campaign Johnson
told an aide, James Rowe, that on
Vietnam "Nixon is following my
policies more closely than

Humphrey."

Later, however, Johnson became
convinced by FBI wiretaps that

Nixon was using Anna Chennault,

widow of a World War II general, to

persuade South Vietnam President

Nguyen Van Thieu to sabotage the

Paris peace talks with the commu-
nists. The president became furious

over Nixon's "treason" and began
doing more to help Humphrey.

Earlier, Johnson's disenchant-

ment with the voters' likely choices

caused him to reconsider his deci-

sion not to seek the nomination
himself, especially after Robert F.

Kennedy's murder in June.

Johnson laid plans that summer
to become the nominee. Daliek

writes, and maneuvered for a draft-

Johnson movement at the conven-

tion. He commissioned a film about

himself and sent emissaries to

Chicago. But his own unpopularity

and violent antiwar demonstrations

that plagued the convention
deftated his plan.

Former Texas Gov. John
Connally, Johnson's point man at

the convention, said in 1990 that

Johnson "very much hoped he

would be drafted." Whether
Johnson's real intention was that he
actually wanted to serve another

four years, pressure Humphrey to

toe the line on Vietnam or simply

wanted the satisfaction of having

his party turn to him once again

before he could decline with satis-

faction is a question still under spec-

ulation.

PRE-LAW
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Chancellor Albert Camesale
andDean Pauline Yu

invite you to join them at
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the Royce Hall Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony
and

Humanities Open House
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to the public, it currently boasts 141

members who have paid the one-time

J50 fee for a lifetime membership.
The Pre-Law Society has been a(

UCLA since 1968.

This year, the society held its fifth

annual law forum with 70 to 80 law

schools in attendance. The forum
cost the Pre-Law Society between
three and four thousand dollars.

"We're the only student organiza-

tion in America, to my knowledge,

able to put on a law forum of this

size," Nguyen said. *
_

Additionally, members contriBute

to their journal, "The Forum" sent to

the top 50 law schools across the

country to distinguish UCLA under-

graduates from other attorney-hope-

fuls.

Kaplan gives club members dis-

counts on LSAT preparation cours-

es.

"Seventy percent of attorneys are

disgusted with their career," Nguyen
said, "many undergraduates are not

prepared to meet the demands of the

legal field."

To expose members to the legal

field to shows that what the legal

field really is like, the organization
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Suarcz, Richard

1 f\ %
ijL

i^f'^f

Sugioka, Jennifer

Sulahian, Jessica

Sund, Samuel

Sura, Sima

Swee, Jeff'

Ta, Tuan

Tabancay, Angel

TahtTa, Brian * ^*
Tacala, Philip

Tacata, Phil

Tajalle, Cri,stal

Tampus, Karcen

Tang, Terry

Tang, Beverly

TanozaKlLJYCiri
T^ytor, Tricfa* ^*~y*-~s*

Taylor, Whitney

Teller, Melissa

Tennyson, Eric* ^ , . ^
"•fcr^iat,1aleinv/ "^

.^

^
Tescro, Ross

Thavonckham, Sean

Theresa

Thoongsuwan. Jeff

Tien, Melisa

Tobkin, James

Tonnu, Tina

Tran, Huong

Tran,

Tran. Binh
''

,

Tran. Khanh ,

""

Tran. Thuy N.D.

Tran, Terry

Tran, Nam .

Tran, Hop
Trinh, Maria

Trinidad. Liza

Truong. Vinh

Truong. Trang

Truong. Nghia

Tsay. James

Tsc. Mona
Tumbcr. Ramona
ling. Julie

Verseles. Jon

Verzosa, Arnold

Villa. Linda

Vorasubin. Sarinec

Vu. Minh-Chau

Vu. Yvonne

Vu. Sharon

Wald. Russell

Wang, Jennifer

Wang. Shariene

Wang. Corina

Wang, Hong Yec

Wang, Alan

Warren. Mike

Wellcr, Michael .Scott

Wcsnousky. Jenny

Wiesbrock. Amy
Wil

Wiley. Chnsti

Wiley. Christi

Wilga. Alina

Winnie

Witham. Maris.sa

Wong. Alex

Wong. Milie

Wong. MichaeL,

Wong. Kathy

Wong. Tina

Wong. Michael

Wong. Ying

Woo, Jacqueline

Wato(^, Kri.stina

Woon. Lisa

Woon. Sarah

Wright, Janel

Wu, Jennifer

Wu, Emily

Wu, Kenny

Wyatt, Christine

U A P^ft Calvin
I *'li.*rMfci|f. Debbie

Yap, Katherine

Yazdi, Nada

Yeh, Julie

Yeung, Jenny

Yin, Jennifer

Yoon, John

Yoshikawa, Hana

Young, Michelle

Young, Nicole

Yu, Ja.son

„Ym. Theresa

Yi|h. Soo

Zakov. Tonia

Zembruski. Joy

Zhang. Yin Lan

Zurt)ano. Regina

S..4

Keep up the good work!
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TAXES
From page 8

Two factors are largely responsible

for the growth of IRS penalties:

First, Congress streamlined penal-
ties nine years ago. but shortly there-

after began using penalties as an easy
back door to raising revenue without
increasing taxes, former IRS and con-
gressional aides said. House Ways
and Means Chairman Bill Archer, R-
Texas, recalls the mindset of the
Reagan White House and the

Democrat-controlled Congress in the

1980s: "The idea was, 'Well, we can't

increase taxes but we need more rev-

enue,' so we will give the IRS more
power to raise penalties and interest."

Second, the IRS sometimes takes

years to notify people of mistakes on

their returns. Penalties are payable
when the tax is due; any interest starts

accumulating immediately.

Taxpayers sometimes aren't notified

about a penalty for two or three years.

"A very big source of the problem
is that 90 percent of the collection

activity that we do in the IRS is after

six monthi," IRS Commissioner
Charles Rossotti said.

"By that time, no matter what
structure you have, you've got inter-

est and penalties built up."

"I have no trouble acknowledging
that this is a major area that needs
improvement," said Rossotti.

Last year's Senate hearings

revealed that IRS executives in

regional offices sometimes counted
penalty income to measure the per-

formance of supervisors and workers.
To dispel perceptions that agents slap

on extra penalties to meet tax-collec-

tion goals, the IRS ceased last year
using penalty figures in its perfor-

mance statistics.

No one disputes that tax penalties

were created for a purpose - to com-
pel prompt and accurate filing of
taxes. The IRS notes that most tax

penalties are assessed automatically

by computers when taxpayers fail to

do something they should, such as

remit the full amount of their tax.

The IRS notes it is enforcing laws
passed by Congress, imposing penal-

ties under rules set forth in law. The
agency said penalties should be
viewed in context of the enormous
sums it collects.-

"When you're collecting ... $1.6

trillion, a tiny percentage of that is a

big number compared to the IRS bud-
get," Rossotti said.

INVESTMENT
From page 10

realize tax writeoffs from the bad
loans.

As Japan searches for foreign

buyers of its bad debts, other strug-

gling Asian nations, including
Korea and Thailand, have similarly

pinned their hopes on outside
investment.

South Korea already has liberal-

ized its laws to increase the
amount of stock foreign investors

can hold in a Korean company,
and some believe the government
will make it easier to lease or own
real property.

Foreigners now can own land or
buildings only with a special permit,

said Nathan Nahm, an acquisitions

specialist with the Wall Street law

firm Hughes Hubbard & Reed.

"They are beginning to realize

they have only two options," said

Nahm, who recently returned from
a two-week visit to Korea.

'One is to contract their entire

national economy to a much lower
fevel (with) layofls and a lower
standard of living, or open the coun-
try to foreign investment."

As with Japan, the attractiveness

of investment in Korea or other
troubled Asian countries hinges on
how long it will take for those
economies to recover, Rabushka
said.

'How long will it take for these

countries to look like normal coun-
tries again?" he asked.

"How long a haul are you in it

for?"
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ARE YOU THE NEXT ELITE SUPERMODEL?
Come be discovered at Topanga Plaza!
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, Wednesday, March 18 • 6-8pm in Center Court
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UCLA Department of Music
and School of Arts and Architecture

Present

CAMPAIGNS

UCLA CHORALE
DONALD NEUEN,
CONDUCTOR

AND

UNIVERSITY CHOI
ILLEN HIGHTOWER

KWANG JU,
CONDUCTORS

J-
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From page 4

*M*

Wednesday, March 18, 1998
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Admission: $7 general, $3 students, free to senior citizens ::

UCLA Central Ticket Office: (3 1 0) 825-2 101 i

:

service.

There's probably some wishful
thinking in Davis' confideiit claims,

and in smiilar remarks by Fong and
Riggs. But its not all political spin.

Russo says fears that rich candi-

dates can buy elections are unfound-
ed. He dismisses most rich candi-

dates as "millionaires who want to

be somebody."

Russo has a list of 13 rich candi-'

dates who financed all or part of
their campaigns for governor or
U.S. Senate in California in the last

three decades.

The list begins with Leland
Kaiser's Senate campaign in 1964
and concludes with^ Michael

_Hufllngton's Senate race in i994.
Some made big splashes at the

time. But few are even vaguely
familiar names today to anyone but
the most dedicated political junkies.

"Twelve lost in the primary. Only
Hufllngton won the primary, and
then he lost the generak although it

was close." Russo said. "That does
tell you something - that spending
the most money isn't the key to suc-

cess."

As the number of self-financed

candidates increases, some will

eventually be successful, Russo says.

But not this year.

"This year, in the high-visibility

races, governor and senator. I think

they're barking up the wrong tree,

because never in modern times have
wc had an electorate that has been
more contented and satisfied,"

Russo said.

"There's a total aversion to some-
one who says. 'I'm going to go in

there and shake things up and create

risk.' And that's a message, whether
they like it or not. that an outsider
who's rich is telling people."

Sragow agrees with Russo's
observations about the losing track

record of self-financed candidates,
but adds a slightly difTerent spin.

"What it says is, you can't buy an
election. But if you are wealthy, you
can^make sure every voter has heard
your message," he said.

Sragow's assessment is probably
pretty close to the mark. But it may
not be as benign as his description

suggests - at least not when there are
as many rich candidate^ running as

there are today.

Tliere is a real danger that in just

getting their messages heard, the

candidates who can afTord to satu-

rate the state with months ofTV ads
may drown out everyone else.

INITIATIVES
From page 4

I
UCLA does have a yearbook.

It's called Bruinlife.

V

bruinliftYEARBOOK
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"massive shakedown."
The proposition is backed by 75

percent of voters polled, according
to a recent Field poll. It is supported
overwhelmingly in union as well as
^non-union households.

"That is a remarkable thing - that

support is so high in both groups,"
said veteran pollster Mark
DiCamiJlo.

"But there is a real cautionary
flag here: Only a third of the likely

voters had heard of Proposition 226;
two-thirds were coming to it for the
very first time when we surveyed
them. So the issue has not yet been
joined." he said.

The initiative's passage could
force a wave of national change, just

as Proposition 13 inspired a nation-
wide tax revolt two decades ago, or
the way Proposition 209 brought
attention to affirmative action in

1996.

"That is exactly what is going to

happen. You can see it coming down
ihe pike a mile away," said Norquist.
He heads a group called Americans
for Tax Reform, which in 1996
received $4.6 million from the
Republican National Committee for

voter-education programs.
Thus far, the depth of the national

campaign is uncertain. Proponents
are quick to note that similar mea-
sures are aimed at ballots this year in

Oregon. Nevada, Florida and
Arizona, but none have yet quali-

fied.

Bills have been introduced or are
pending in at least a dozen other
states, but several have been killed

and none have been signed into law
as of yet.

In an election year, perhaps $20 a

year per union worker goes to politi-

cal activities - a $40 million pool
that can finance direct donations,
fund-raising, get-out-the vote drives,

communications with members,
advertising and other programs,
said Judith Barish of the California
Labor Federation.

But that figure does not include
the political spending of the
California Teachers Association. In
1996, the CTA alone donated $2.7
million directly to candidates; last

year, an off-election year with voter-
approved limits in place, it spent far
less.

This year, the CTA reportedly
plans to spend at least $3 million.

The mitiativc was drafted in

Orange County by businessman
Mark Bucher. real estate consultant

Jim Righeimer and Frank Ury, a

computer engineer. The three are
longtime political opponents of the

CTA and supporters of change in

the educational system.

• Their proposal caught the atten-

tion of Norquist, Rooney and oth-

ers, who helped finance its qualifica-

tion for the California ballot and
launch a national movement.

Nationally, the initiative repre-
sents the cornerstone of a broad
fight between labor and business
The fight shifted to the states after

President Clinton said he would
veto any similar legislation that

emerged from Congress.

But in California. Proposition
226 is seen more as a GOP vendetta
against the CTA. which took a lead-

ing role in wresting control of the

Assembly from Republicans. The
CTA overwhelmingly supports
Democrats.

The national effort is expected to

cost about $20 million, at jeast half

of which is being spent in Califorma^^

Unions expect to match that spend-
ing, and more. The campaign ulti-

mately hopes to target 43 states;

part-time legislatures in the seven
others don't meet this year.

Unions acknowledge that the ini-

tiative doesn't shut off political

donations altogether.

But by requiring workers to com-
plete a check-off form, they say, the

result is the same; Political dona
tions will be throttled, either

through red tape or because mem-
bers will opt out.

Unlike many ballot measures.
Proposition 226 would take effeci

July 1 instead ofthe beginning of the

following year, so it would apply in

November.

That means unions' campaign
contributions, which overwhelming-
ly How to Democrats, would not

play a major role in the November
election, which includes races for

governor, U.S. Senate, 52 House
seats and 100 state legislative seats

Most important to California
politicians: The next governor will

decide the next reapportionment
the bitterly partisan, once-a-decade
redrawing of political districts.

"People need to understand thai

it is not just California. It's an
attempt to pretty much eliminate
labor and working people from hav
ing a voice in the political system,
Moreno said. "It's framed as fan

ness. but the reality is it's totalis

unfair."

DEPORTATION

Daily Bruin News

From page 8

breakup with Gerardo's girlfriend.

who was the mother of his son. the

family said.

"I don't know what could be
worse than this." his mother said.

"To lose him like this ... I just can't

bear it."

The elder Gerardo. 38, has
returned to his mother's home in

Cali. Colombia. He said he has had a

difficult time adjusting; his Spanish
is rusty, infused with Mexican bor-

der slang.

"I was raised in the U.S.."
Mosquera said.

"I'm a stranger here. I can't get a

job. I don't even know how to look
for a job. How the hell am I sup-

posed to survive?"

In 1989 he was sentenced to 90
days in jail after pleading guilty to

the sale and transportation of 0.6

grams of marijuana. He later was
imprisoned for failing to report to

his probation officer. Upon his

release, he was turned over to the

U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service, which led to

his deportation

Under the new immigration laws,

selling illegal drugs is an "aggravat-

ed felony " that can result in a legal

resident being deported and barred
from the United States for life.

Mosquera's deportation deprived
the family of his $300 weekly pay as
a forklift operator. ..^

The family - Mosquera's wife,

three children and Gerardo Jr.'s son
- is struggling. Money for funeral

expenses came from car washes and
donations.

Mosquera said he regrets failing

to apply for U.S. citizenship in his

many years here, although he could
have naturalized easily and averted
the danger of deportation.

Authorities say he has no one to

blame but himself.

"We take this kind of thing very
seriously and are really at a loss to

do anything but prosecute such
cases and initiate deportation pro-

ceedings." said Rosemary Melville,

deputy district director for the INS
in Los Angeles.

She declined to comment specifi-

cally on the Mosquera case.

SPAM
Froin page 8

Assemblywoman Debra Bowen,
D-Marina del Rey, has a bill before
the Assembly Consumer
Protections Committee on Tuesday
that would require spam senders to

provide a toll-free number or e-mail

address so the recipient can ask to

be removed from the e-mail list. If a

recipient has so requested, a spam-
mer could face a $500 fine for every
piece of spam- sent.

Assemblyman Gary Miller, R-
Diamond Bar, has a bill before the

committee on March 31 that would
allow commercial e-mail to be sent

only when there is a preexisting rela-

tionship between sender and recipi-

ent.

His bill would also allow Internet

service providers to sue spammers
who send unauthorized messages.
They could recover $50 a message,
to a maximum of $15,000.

"Contrary to the wisdom of
Monty Python, not all kinds ofspam
go good with eggs," said Bowen.

"Advertisers don't have the right

to tie up your phone lines and burn
through your fax paper, by sending
unsolicited faxes, and they shouldn't

have the right to tie up computer
systems and slow down your busi-

ness operations by trying to spam
people to death."

RICHES
From page 6

For players, the gradually
increasing annual payments are also

a hedge against inflation. That could
all be good for winners - except that

they will pay more taxes because
they're getting more money.

It could also be good for the lot-

tery: The hope is that more players

will seek the larger jackpot. And if

no one wins one ofthe twice-weekly
jackpots, it rolls over. Bigger jack-

pots and more players add up to

even bigger jackpots.

All this adds to overall sales,

which means more money for the

lottery and for education, which gets

a third ofthe proceeds.

Sales have fallen below the lot-

tery's potential for years, prompting
a reorganization, layoffs and other

changes such as adding the lump-
sum payoff. The lottery expects to

log $2.25 billion in 1997-98 sales,

nearly restoring it to the sales of the

AFFIRMATIVE
FrofTi page 6 •

met," he added.

Mark Valles, the paper's editor in

chief, said, however, that the lawsuit

will ultimately demonstrate to regents

that they must make all their deci-

sions in public.

"In a way, the decision is a silver

lining because it completely depoliti-

cizes the case," he said. "This has
never been a lawsuit about affirma-

tive action; it has been about conduct-

ing the public's business in the open."
The Daily Nexus has been able to

pursue the lawsuit due to the aid of
the ACLU, the First Amendment
Project and the Lawyers' Committee
for Civil Rights.

Blair said he plans to seek the dis-

late 1980s.

"It might lure me into playing

weekly again," says Rose Dey, a 64-

year-old housewife.

It's that kind of enthusiasm for

the lump-sum payoff that worries

gambling observers. Critics warn
that the lump-sum payoff may wors-

en problem gambling in California -

a concern discounted by lottery offi-

cials.

"They think, 'Not only could I

win, but I could have it in lump
sum,'" said Tom Tucker of the

California Council on Problem
Gambling. "It feeds into the dream
world ofthe compulsive gambler."

Odds of winning the top prize are

1 in 18 million.

Says a regular lotto player. 44-

year-old sales manager Curt
Swedlow: "Annuity or lump sum. I

just hope I win and have that

choice."

missal ofthe case based on sworn dec-

larations by regents who say they

never gave Wilson a commitment to

vote a certain way prior to the public

meeting.

Meanwhile, Tokaji said the defen-

dants have resisted answering any
questions about the phone conversa-

tions made before the meeting. He
added that he plans to seek a court

order to force the regents to answer
questions under oath.

"We have a motion pending which
will force the board for the first time

to disclose exactly what Gov. Wilson
said to them and what they said to

Gov. Wilson during their covert con-

versations," Tokaji said.
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Sell Used Books and other class materials7——^ On The Internet

i

Check out •• this website... http.//EARTHTRADE.C0M/BOOkTPflnFP

• Sell used books directly to other students
for more than a book store will offer.

• Buy used books directly from other students
for less the bookstores price.

Example: DIcK bought a used book from a bookstore for $75 00 ^
"He sold the book back for only $25.00. Beddy then bought the same

'

used book for $75.00.

If Dick and Beddy were smart, Dick would have listed his book
for sale on the BookTrader websight and Beddy would have looked
for her book on the BookTrader websight. Dick could have sold his book
directly to Beddy for $60.00, saving himself $35.00. and Beddy $15.00. ^

Sell and Buy Used Books at...

http://EARTHTRADE.COIVI/BOOKTRADER

• SB"r T : $ 2 I

MORE nc'-""is : $4.0

MlW^'jtM. T^-'i^ .-*4-:'.
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RELATIONS
From page 5

"Iraq does not mind a dialogue

with Washington - it calls for it," al-

Qaisi was quoted as saying. He .pre-

dicted that "the United States would
seek to open dialogue with Iraq."

In Washington, White House
national security spokesman Eric

Rubin said those statements alone

will not alter U.S. policy toward Iraq

because of Iraq's intransigence on
U.N. resolutions.

Earlier this month, American ofll-

cials said the Clinton administration

was not interested in a dialogue with

Iraq in response to suggestions by
Jordan's King Hussein that the two
sides talk directly about their dis-

agreements.

The Iraqi statements came amid
what appears to be a change in Iraq's

dealings with U.N. weapons inspec-

tors following the Feb. 23 agreement
negotiated by U.N. Secretary-

General Kon Annan.

Under the deal, Iraq agreed to

open eight of Saddam's palace com-

pounds to U.N. inspection and to

improve cooperation with U.N
weapons teams.

Last week, for the first time, Iraq

allowed a U.N. team into the Defense

Nfinistry. And next weekend, the

chief U.N. arms inspector, Richard

Butler, is due in Baghdad to begin the

palace inspections.

The Americans and British had

threatened military strikes to force

Iraq to open the palace compounds
but relented after the Annan deal was

signed.

On Sunday, U.N. inspection teams

,

paid unannounced visits to eight sites,

one with a helicopter, the official

Iraqi News Agency reported.

In addition, the agency said. U.N,
'

teams specialized in biological andi

chemical weapons as well as missiles

were in the field. It said that one oi

these teams visited a state-run univer

sity, but did not give details.

t

ll

GRAVES
From page 5

—»

approached the dockyards. Church
belli tolled, (lags hung at half-staff

and hearses lined the piers.

Even in death, class barriers were
preserved. The bodies of first-class

passengers were unloaded in coffins,

second- and third-class in canvas
bags, crewmen on open stretchers.

Onlookers lined the route as

hearses drove to a curling rink at the

edge of town. Relatives and friends

of the victims began arriving to

claim their dead.

Of the 209 bodies eventually

brought to the rink, 59 were claimed
and taken away. The rest were
buried in three Halifax cemeteries.

The biggest group of Titanic

graves - I2l - is on a slope at the

rear of Fairview Cemetery, over-

looking a railroad yard.

There are four rows of sjone
markers, many with a number
instead of a name, and all with the

same date of death April 15. 1912.

The stones with names reflect the

ethnic diversity of those on board -

Italo Donati, Gustaff Johannson. A
few bigger markers have inscrip-

tions honoring the crewmen buried

underneath.

"Each man stood at his post while

all the weaker ones went by. And
showed once more to all the world

how Englishmen should die," says

the verse on Everett Edward
Elliott's gravestone.

One stone is marked with the

name J. Dawson. According to

Conlin, the man buried there is

James Dawson, a crewman who
worked in the engine room.

But cemetery workers say teen

girls are making pilgrimages to the

grave, connecting it with Jack

Dawson, the fictional hero played by

Leonardo DiCaprio in the movie

"Titanic." On a recent morning, a

few bouquets of flowers and a ticket

from a Mar. 1 showing of the film lay

on the grave.

"There are a lot of male third-

class passengers buried there"

Conlin said. "To think about how
their lives came to end - if people

can sort of mix that in with their pas-

sion for the movie and gain some
insights - I think it's good thing."

DONORS
From page 5

ing human organs in the United
States.

But Graham, a Democrat from
Columbia, said his proposal wouldn't
conflict with federal law because the

inmate donations would be volun-

tary.

National organ donor organiza-

tions, medical ethicists and even
some patients awaiting transplants

are horrified about Graham's idea.

"I wouldn't want those organs in

my body," said Carmen Epps, 34, of
St. Louis, who has spent more than
three years on a kidney waiting list.

She would rather continue kidney
dialysis than accept an organ from
murderers.

Graham said the same judge who
imposed the death sentence would
have to approve the transplant, and
testimony from a victim's survivors
would be considered.

Dr. Jeffrey Lowell, assistant pro-
fessor of surgery at Washington
University School of Medicine in St.

Louis, questioned allowing a healthy
inmate to live while an unhealthy
inmate could be executed because he
didn't qualify as a donor.

Although the nation needs more
organ donors. "The solution is not to

come up with far-fetched, cocka-
mamie programs." Lowell said.

"It's real easy to take shots,"
Graham said. "If the medical com-
munity has better ideas, then bring
them to me."

The National Conference of State

Legislatures has heard of no similar

legislation in other states, spokesman
|

Gene Rose said.

GrifTm. 37, wouldn't be covered by

Graham's bill because condemned]
inmates would have to request partic-

ipation withinlt year after sentencini-

Lowell said the idea isn't medically

feasible for many prisoners with hiv

tories of abusing drugs and alcohol

For example, the AIDS virus might I

not be immediately detectable, andj

inmates might lie when asked about

their sexual history or intravenous I

drug use.

Griffin, who says he was an alco-

holic when he entered prison, thinks

his kidney would be fine to donate

He admits using cocaine and marijua

na but has twice tested negative fori

HIV.

Still, Lowell said he would disqifal-

ify Griffin, not only because of past

drug and alcohol abuse but because

of sexual "acts that have occurred m
prison that he may not want to lalkj

about."

Advocates for organ donations arc

unconvinced.

"We feel like they should havej

altruistic reasons" for organ dona-

lions, "not for someone having their I

sentence changed," said Elite

Schlam, spokeswoman for the|

National Kidney Foundation.

The National Bone Marrow I

Foundation and /the National

Marrow Donor Program also oppose

the idea.

PRE-LAW
From page 12

holds filed trips to the court house to

attend a live trial. It also arranges for

panels of lawyers to speak to mem-
bers.

During fall quarter, it helps stu-

dents with their law school applica-

tions

A new program, the "Community
Response Task Force. " is in its infant

stages and gives students a chance to

help others while honing their law
skills.

Students provide guiding informa-
tion about the law. donations, and
furniture to families experiencing

catastrophes.

"Be careful, be selective in choos-

ing a attorney," Nguyen said he tdd
families. ——^—

The Pre-Law Society hopes to dis-

. tinguish itself even more and gain

national recognition with its success

in mock trials.

Whether the Pre-Law Society will

send their mock trial teams to the

national competitions, however,
remains to be seen.

The club lacks funds to send one
team to the preliminary "silver"

round. March 20. and the final

round. April 3,

"Wewe going to beg and plead to

the alumni to see if anyone will spon-

sor us." Nguyen said.

The Pre-Law Society hopes to

raise $ 10.000 in less than two weeks.

"It would be sad for a team with so

much potential not to go." Yang said.

"We're at UCLA, there are too

many resources on campus around
not to send the team because of a lack

ofmoney.'hesaid.

tl ST. PATRICK
From page 3

strengthened." reads a passage
taken from the confessions of St.

Patrick as translated from Latin by
Ludwig Bieler.

According to one book on saints.

Patrick ran away after six years
when a dream told him to be ready
foT a courageous effort that would
return him to his homeland.
He escaped to the continent and

studied to become a priest. Patrick

wanted to return to Ireland to bring

Christianity into the relatively

pagan country. However, someone
else, *St. Palladius, was sent to be
Ireland's missionary. It wasn't until

two years later, when Patrick was 60
years old. that he was made bishop
of Ireland.

The validity of the stories that fol-

low continue to be debated to this

day.

Several paintings of St. Patrick

show his foot upon a snake. This is

because he is said to have driven the

snakesout of Ireland.

This could be taken at face value,

although some historians say that

snakes never even resided in the

land of the leprechauns, since

Ireland broke off from the

European continent after the Ice

Age. There is another option to

interpreting the legend metaphori-
cally.

It might have been a symbolic
way of saying he drove paganism
from Ireland. This would make
sense since the snake is a revered

pagan icon.

Yet Irish nuns offered Yoshitomi
another take on the story in the

1950s.

"When he came to Ireland, there

was a matriarchy." Yoshitomi
explained. "In their ceremonies, the

women would use snakes. So to the

women in Ireland, when you say St.

Patrick drove the snakes from
Ireland, it meant he took the power
away from them."

Legend also has it that Patrick

was the sole man responsible for

converting the Irish to Christianity.

Whether or not he completed that

hefty task alone, he did at least play

a role in it. As bishop of Ireland, he
established and protected schools,

churches and monasteries. The saint

also rid Ireland of their practice of
human sacrifice, said Yoshitomi.

A more popular tale links St.

Patrick's sermons and the tiny green
plant of luck, the shamrock.
According to sources, he used the

shamrock to illustrate the Three in

One concept: the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit.

The number three wasn't foreign

to the pagans however, because it is

a mystical number in the Celtic reli-

gion. So more than likely. Patrick

knew of the gravity of his represen-

tation and used it to his advantage.

Bar-goers may remember St.

Patrick for a less religious contribu-

tion he made, the Pota Phadraig.

According to a book written by

Daithi O' Hogain, the Pota
Phadraig is a drink of whiskey that

began when Patrick had been given

a short serving of it at a lodge. He
then proceeded to tell the innkeeper
that the devil was living off of the

innkeeper's dishonesty in the cellar.

Naturally, this news frightened him.

Patrick told him to change his ways
to rid himself from the demon down-
stairs.

When Patrick returned after

some time, he found the innkeeper
was more generous with his servings

of the hard stuff. This in turn weak-
ened the devil, who was then cast

out by Patrick.

In celebration. Patrick declared

that all should enjoy a drink of the

spirits frorn then on on his feast day.

Today, the drink is known as

"drowning the Shamrock" because
the tradition is to float the little

three-leafed plant in the drink
before guzzling.

Thiis it is the anniversary of St.

Patrick's death that is remembered
and observed. What's surprising is

how this religious holiday has grown
to be a national holiday where
Americans basically party hard,

wear green, and look for four-leafed

clovers and leprechauns. Is that real-

ly fair to stereotype the Irish in

terms of the angry little men?
"That's the fun side of the Irish."

Yoshitomi said, who is of Irish

descent.

"Celtic mythology is really envi-

ronmentally conscious. They are

people of the Earth and they speak
metaphorically- It's a language full

of myth. So. it's not insulting about
the leprechauns."

Yoshitomi explained how the lep-

rechaun reflects the "punkishness"

of the Irish. "The stereotype is quite

good, it fits us."

In Ireland. St. Patrick's Day is

not celebrated in the same manner
as it is in America. It is merely what
it originally was. a feast day for a

saint.

John-William DeClariis, who has

a web page dedicated to St. Patrick's

Day, sees America's response to the

holiday as the acceptance of those of
Irish decent in the United States.

"In modern-day America. St.

Patrick's Day is a day for Irish

Americans to celebrate their ethnic

background, " said DeClaris. "There
was once a day when the Irish were
looked down upon by their fellow

Americans.

"The average Irishman was a

poor immigrant with low skills and
even lower respect."

Yoshitomi agrees, saying that it

grew out of the oppression of the

Irish and as a means for them to

prove to the United States that they

were more than what people saw
them as at the time.

"It's kind of like Cinco de Mayo,"
she said. "It was a way for them to

say, 'We're here, ^e're American,
let's have fun together.'"
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Perry T. WongDDJS.
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Preventive Care ^^
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FREE PARKING • ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
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for the August 15/1998 MCAT
Course Begins On: Saturday, June 20, 1 998

Course Ends On: Thursday, August 1 3, 1 998

Course Location: Hyperlearning, 10883 Kinross Ave.
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Session Days Time— ^
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"^
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6:45 pm -9:15pm
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1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm -6:30 pm
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«

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm
alternate Weds. 6:45 pm -9:15pm

Course Includes five proctored, practice MCATs
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Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Weekend Program

Xli Saturday - Sunday

Practice MCAT Days Time
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July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
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E-BOARD
From page 1

everything done." Brockinglon said.

Last year, Nina Velasco was

appointed E-Board chair in late

March, two weeks before spring quar-

ter. She was appointed after the previ-

ous chair, Edwin Rivera, resigned.

"This year I know the ins and outs

of the job, and that'll help a lot,"

Brockington added.

Velasco agreed, saying that

Brockington's experience should help

him a lot.

"He was very committed (last year),

and I'm sure he'll do a good job this

year," she said.

Others, however, question the con-

ditions under which Brockington was

appointed. Dan Ruppel of the Bruin

Republicans sees the late appoint-

ment, the lack of publicity and ques-

tions on the application as a deterrent

to many who wanted to apply.

Ruppel claims that possible appli-

cants ' from within the Bruin

Republicans were deterred from

applying by the lack of publicity and

last-minute notification.

"The lack of publicity for the posi-

tion didn't help us. They put two ads in

the Bruin within a week of the applica-

tion deadline. We just found out about

it by accident," Ruppel said.

Ruppel also pointed to what he felt

were awkward questions asked in the

application. For instance, some of the

questions asked on the application

were "What are your favorite

movies?" and "What is your favorite

CD?"
"I don't know what these kind of

questions have to do with choosing an

election board chair," Ruppel said.

"I'm not questioning the candidate

outright, but I do have to wonder

about the application process," he

said.

Addressing these charges,

Brockington said that not everyone

can be happy with the way the election

process runs.

"You can't make everyone happy in

the election process, but you have to be

able to make the elections work, and

work efficiently, being 100 percent fair

all the time," he said.

Brockington also credited his late

appointment to a busy student govern-

ment, saying USAC was "doing many

things for students' interests."

Currently, the E-Board is not full.'

Brockington hopes to make the

appointments Tor remaining positions

by Wednesday.

Applications were due last Friday

for the positions of vice<hair, chair of

investigations, chair of logistics and

publicity chair.

"As long as you have a good team

under you, things should flow pretty

easily. Being the Election-Board chair

isn't a one-person show," Velasco said.

Looking back at Brockington's

record and performance as chair of

investigations, Velasco approved of

the decision to make Brockington elec-

tion board chair.

"He's very objective. He's one per-

son I could definitely see upholding the

integrity of the election board,"

Velasco said.

"He can make controversial deci-

sions, but more importantly he can

make fair decisions," she continued.

RAZA
From page 1

to school to find a husband, a wife.

Ladies, if you want to go to college

and you've got a boyfriend, dump
him. There are no excuses for not

going to school. It's time, it's over-

due," he continued.

In the last half of the conference,

students participated in a panel dis-

cussion, with adults acting as facilita-

tors. They discussed the theme of the

conference (the '68 Blowouts) as it

relates to them today.

"Overall, it was a very successful

See RAZA, pagell
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RAZA
From page 20

conference. We got a lot of positive

feedback from students and advi-

sors." said co-chairman Henry Perez.

"Besides a minor glitch at lunch,

everything went smooth," he said.

That glitch amounted to a delay in

getting enough food for the 1,200

hungry attendees.

"For the past two years, we've had

over 1,000 people attending, and the

numbers are growing." he continued.

MARIJUANA
From page! • y^
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Mark Kleiman, a professor in the

School of Public Policy, cxpFained that

while some buyers' clubs 4re operated

by people with a genuine conynitment

to helping sick people, they are still

committing a felony unde'r federal law.

Therefore, state officials are acting

accordingly in attacking the distribu-

tors.

"Buyers are buying the marijuana

from large-scale illicit operators,"

Kleiman said. "They are feeding multi-

million dollar criminal enterprises

becauselhere is no legal supply of it."

Kleiman said that marijuana proba-

bly does have valid medical uses, and

that medical research should be done

through normal clinical trials to prove

cannabis' safety and effectiveness.

Then marijuana could be approved

by the Food and-Drug Administration

(FDA) and patients would be able to

get marijuana at a local pharmacy.

Kleiman explained.

"I just don't see anything in the text

of the initiative that would allow the

creation of the marijuana clubs." he

added.

Actually, there has been some clini-

cal work done. A study conducted by

Dr. Thomas Ungerlei-der at UCLA
on the medical uses of marijuana has

showed significant uses.

"We did one study that showed

delta 9 THC (the active compound in

marijuan4j worked in reducing nausea

and vomiting in cancer patients receiv-

ing chemotherapy," Ungerlei-der said

in a previous Daily Bruin article.

"We also did a pilot study that

showed delta 9 THC reduces (muscle

spasms) in patients suffering from

multiple sclerosis," he added.

Bruin Libertarian President Justin

Sobodash supports the right of mari*

juana clubs to distribute to needy

patients as a result of its medical pur-

poses.

''Being someone who has a sick

grandmother, I want there to be a gen-

uine commitment by Californians to

legalize marijuana," Sobodash said.

And he is outraged that "sick peo-

ple are not able ta provide for their

own medication."

Raj Joshi« fourth-year art student

agrees with the distribution of mari-

juana but for different reasons.

"Marijuana should be legalized

because its effects are much weaker

than the consumption of alcoholic

beverages," Joshi said.

"When smoking marijuana, one

reaches a maximum high, whereas

drinking excessively can lead to a loss

of memory, a black out or ultimately

passing out," he added. ' *

Still, there are many students at

UCLA who disagree with the distribu-

'tion of marijuana in California.

"Research has been done and has

concluded that marijuana use causes a

chemical reaction in the brain that

causes stress and anxiety," said

Alejandra Aguirre, a first-year physio-

logical science student.

"Enough evidence ha^?een done to

conclude that marijuana patients will

soon become addicted, and regular

dosage will not be enough to ease their

pain. So it will head to the use of

stronger, more dangerous drugs."^he

added.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire ser-

vices.
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EDITORIAL

Regents' diversity plan liolds promise
ADMISSIONS: Admitting top 4 percent from each

high school sounds good, but details still sketchy

In
an efTort to maintain accessi-

bility and diversity in the

University of California, UC
President Richard Atkinson

recently drafted a proposal to

ofTer college admissions to the top

4 percent of high-school seniors

from each high school in

California.

The plan has a lolof [>otential;

it hopes to give students with limit-

ed academic resources an opportu-

nity to compete for coveted spots

in the university. But while the

goals of the preliminary proposal

are noble, the outcome will depend

largely on several specific guide-

lines that have not yet been

addressed.

The plan hopes to increase the

diversity of the students attending

the university by drawing students

from more schools. The plan takes

into account that not all high

schools are on the same level With

one another. For example, one

high school may send SO students

to UCLA, while another may only

send five. But that does not neces-

sarily mean that students from the

latter high school are of lesser

merit than students from the for-

mer. Rather, the number of col-

lege-bound students is often a

reflection of the resources each of

the schools offers its students.

These important resources may
include college counselors, college

preparatory courses, honors/AP

grade inflation or other factors

that may shape what the students

actually learn.

The immense academic and

environmental variation from

school to school makes it difficult,

if not impossible, to admit stu-

dents based on uniform criteria

that fail to take into account the

different levels of performance

students can extract from their

given resources.

The problem is that the plan,

which is still in its early stages, is

unclear about how this idea can be

implemented. Thus far, the pro-

posal simply states that the top 4

percent of high-school students

will be admitted into the UC.
However it fails to address the dif-

ferent degrees of competitiveness

in the admissions processes for

each of the i ndividual campuses

.

This clause is essential to the suc-

cess of the plan. If students within

the top 4 percent of their class

automatically qualify for admis-

sion into the campus of their

choice, the more competitive and
"

popular campuses may be flooded

with prospective students, while

the lesser-known institutions may
suffer from lack of interest.

Another issue the Regents will

need to address is how schools will

rank their students. While some
high schools rank students taking

into account AP and honors class-

es, others do not. In order for the

plan to succeed, high schools must

standardize the way high school

GPAs are calculated.

Although the plan remains ten-

tative and the very factors that will

determine its success are not in

place yet, the concept of broaden-

ing access to the university is a

good one.

The potency of the plan is excit-

ing, as it may give disadvantaged

students the ability to compete

with those who have the resources

to maximize their academic

growth in high school. It also gives

hope to students who would other-

wise not apply to the UC because

they believe they cannot be com-

petitive.

F I N A L

CONSPIRACIES
UCLA officials meet in secret, high up in

Powell's bell tower, to find new ways in which

to dominate the life of the student body _
t's the end of the quarter now,

and I'm sure you wish you stud-

ied, because your grades aren't

very good. And I'm sure there are

many ofyou who believe that your

professors are conspiring against

you.

You're right. They are.

I have talked to a secret informant

with connec-

tions to the *

top, whose trtic

identity is only

known to my
editor and me.

They have

developed an

intricate plan

to subvert the

UCLA popnila-

tion at large.

The best way to

expose them is

by outlining

their plan step4)y-stcp, so you can see

how they have started to take over

your life. Soon, you'll have nothing

lefl.

The first conspiracy involves the

campus dining halls.

When we were conducting secret

interviews investigating this matter,

one student, who wishes to remain

nameless, said innocently, "I

remember when we had one week

of good food in the dorms; since

then **^r rest suck."

No question, there's a con-

spiracy against all the stu-

' dents living on campus.

Hill is a tf>inl-ycar convnu-

nkation stud^ student

They give you good food, then they take it away.

Next they'll take away the high-speed Internet

connection, the cable TV and the free maid ser-

vice.

Free maid service? -

Yes, free maid service.

Don't you get free maid service? I do ... Oh,

I'm sorry. I guess that's one more conspiracy

against you.

And what about the Instructional

Enhancement Fees? The web pages that you all

know so well. Not only do these so-called

" Instructional Enhancement Fees" make
money, but they also have annoyed many stu-

dents who see this as just another fee that they

must pay.

And, what about all those people pushing

Spencer

Hill

stuffon Bruin Walk? Most of them don't even

go to school here. They're employed by the

UCLA mafia to keep you from getting to class

on time, or least annoy you so you go insane.

Even the RAs are in on the conspiracy. You

don't believe me, do you? You remember when

you lived in the dorms, right? There you were, in

your room, and the two rooms next to yours

always played loud music late at night, right?

The neighbors on one side love Metallica, and

the others are really into the "Humpty Hump"
and old MC Hammer albums. They're playing

their music - you have your door open, and

you're watching the TV quietly, but the RAs on

duty decide that you're the one making the

noise. When you ask them why they aren't ask-

ing the people next to you to turn down their

music, they say, "They turned up their music

because you had your TV up so loud that they

couldn't hear their music, so they turned theirs

up to drown out your TV.

"

Not only have they made the food bad, the

RAs annoying and the fees arbitrary, the con-

spu-ators even strategically arranged the dorm

stwi.pittis
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^Media.
Assassi
HIP-HOP: One day, journalists

will face the reality that they

can provoke deaths of stars

By Ktvin PowcN
University Wire

My phone began ringing at 5 a.m. It rang

demandingly for another hour before I

flipped over in bed and answered it: "The

Notorious B.I.G. was shot dead in Los

Angeles," a wailing voice - was it male or

female? - said on the other end. Silence, a

click, a dial tone. I thought someone was play-

ing a very bad joke on me, especially since I

still had jarring memories of being in Las

Vegas on the day Tupac Shakur was pro-

nounced dead. And especially since I had

spent much of the previous two years cover-

ing the life and times ofTupac for Vibe and,

in essence, covering The Notorious B.I.G.,

since Tupac had very publicly made Biggie his

enemy.

But how could Biggie be dead, too? What
had he done to deserve this? To be shot as he

was leaving a party. On the eve of his new
album. Just as he was turning that corner

where things are supposed to be, uh, better ...

- Scribbled onto a legal pad on Sunday,

PoweH is the author of'Keepin' It Real - Post-MTV

Reflections On Race, Sex, and Politics." He
appeared on the first season of MTVs The Real

World" (New York City).

Mar<:h 9, 8:03 a.m.-

I could not not watch

MTV's remembrance of

The Notorious B.I.G.

the other day.

Consequently, I could

not helping thinking about

-the fact that I, as a Vibe

stafl" writer, had been in the

middle of a storm that began

in late 1994 when Tupac

Shakur was shot five times in

a New York City recording-

studio's lobby area. Tupac
would, via Vibe, brazenly

implicate Biggie and his

mentor Sean "Puffy"

Combs. From there things

would escalate out of

.control

and

Tupac,

then

Biggie,

would be

kUled. By

who I do not

know, and if I

did know I would

not say in this space.

Yeah, it is like that.

- End notepad scribbling. -

What I do know is that a certain guilt has

followed me: a guilt born of the knowledge

See POWEli, page 27

Math Integral to work, life

LOGIC: Respect students 'ook beyond the numbers" (Mar. 10).

J . ,. Last time, it was a white guy who
devoting lives to numbers thinks all whites are racists, now it's a

to enhance your existence ^•'^"'^ '*"^"^ who trivializes the
*' miportance of calculus.

Yes, Inlender, I'm a math student

and no, I'm not going to make

"derogatory comments" concerning

your mother. Like you, I had an aver-

sion to math when I was in grade

school, and I agree with you that

human worth and intelligence should

not be quantified. But what igno-

ByUndscyClien

Continuing its tradition of churn-

ing out opinions based on ignorance

and screwed logic, the Daily Bruin

Viewpoint section scored once again

with Daniel Inlender's "It's time to

Chen is a third-year math student. See OffiN, page 24

qiisiw

View askew
Roee Ruttenberg's Viewpoint

piece, "Rally serves as kickoff for

election," (Mar. 12) is a perfect

example of what happens when

junior statesmen get fed too big a

dose of movies like "Wag the Dog"
and let their infantile imaginations

run amok. For Ruttenberg, every-

thing boils down to a conspiracy of

partisan politics. He argues that

USAC President Kandea Mosley

and External Vice President Stacy

Lee organized a demonstration

against U.S. intervention in the

Middle East and sanctions against

the people of Iraq solely to promote

their own political fortunes within

student government.

Too bad Ruttenberg didn't detail

how Mosley and Lee were able to

pull off this conspiracy, for it would

have made for a good "X-Files"

episode. Here's my shot at it.

First, Mosley and Lee tricked

Saddam Hussein into invading

Kuwait. This was the toughest part,

but the rest fell into place nicely.

They convinced George Bush to

start the Gulf War and to impose

the deadly sanctions on Iraq. After

1,500,000 people had died due to

the sanctions, and the United States

was threatening to bomb Iraq,

Mosley and Lee decided that they

could finally use the issue to gamer
votes for Students First!

Perhaps it happened that way or

maybe it just so happened that

Mosley and Lee decided that stu-

dent government could actually be

used to draw attention to critical

See LillMS, page 27
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CHEN
From page 23

ranee and ingratitude you displayed

when you wcDte,"We should be try-

ing to produce people who are good
at life, not just physics: People who
are happy and don't shake in fear like

an epileptic pig."

Perhaps you should think twice

the next time you sip your cappucci-

no while surfing the Internet or fidget

with all your cool new techno-gad-

gets. In case you don't know, some of

those "stressed out, obsessive folks

who ... eat Fig Newtons and do caku-

lus problems for five hours" are the

very people who make your life more
convenient and enjoyable.

Instead of getting admiration for

their patience in trying to understand

and later applying their knowledge to

real life, they get contempt from

someone who thinks they're wasting

their time doing mindless calcula-

tions. These people sit and study for

hours because they actually care

about learning the material.

You may find formulas, like

F=ma, to be a bunch of meaningless

letters, but to math students, these

are powerful concepts that have a

far-reaching impact on all natural

phenomena. They are the ones who
will be able to develop the technolo-

gies that you will take for granted.

And for your information, a lot of

them do know how to enjoy life and
don't need you to remind them of

that.

Since you're so fond of Benjamin

HofTs "The Tao of Pooh." here's a

(Math students) are the

ones who will be able

to develop the

technologies that you

will take for granted.

quote from its companion book,

'The Te of Piglet": "Once you make
a habit of Observing, Deducing and
Applying you may sense a pathway
opening up ahead of you - or mside

of you. or both - leading to a deeper

understanding of things." I think this

truly describes the feeling that stu-

dents get when they finally under-

stand a math concept. They realize

that what seems dull and meaningless

at first is actually quite elegant and
useful.

Maybe instead of whining about

tests in which "three hours of work is

crammed into 43 minutes," you
should try to sit down and spend

more time learning the stuff. By the

way, if you really are interested in

Taoism, I suggest that you read the

original text and not just the ClifTs

Notes version of it. Like you said,

"you have to figure out things in life

on your own, for yourself"

"But isn't the knowledge that

comes from experience more valu-

able than the knowledge tliat does-

n't?" Well, that's true only to a cer-

tain degree. If you're referring to per-

sonal experienops such as dealing
'

with the loss of a loved one, then I

agree this kind of experience is more
valuable if experienced firsthand

rather than merely reading about it in

literature. However, scientific knowl-

edge must precede experience in

order to make it possible.

For example, pre-med students

spend hours memorizing the names
of body parts not because they prefer

cramming all those Latin jvords in

their brain over going out and "expe-

riencing life," but because they'll

know what to look for when some-
one tells them to "cm the corpus cal-

losum."

Similarly, one must be proficient

in the language of calculus in order to

S«eaiEN,|M9«2S
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CHEN
From page 24^

participate in a research experience

program in say, fiuid mechanics or

sound waves.

That mathematical research will

be important in the next century is an

undeniable truth. Research on num-

ber theory or. if you prefer, "knowl-

edge for the sake of numbers," con-

tinues to lend insight to the field of

computer science.

Furthermore, differential equa-

tions provide powerful tools for sci-

"entists and engineers studying

dynamical systems. Thus, to trivialize

the importance of calculus and to say

that "there's definitely something

wrong with (numbers') paramount

importance in our educational sys-

What we do get from

the study of

mathematics is an

appreciation for its

sheer logic ...and in

essence, for life.

tern" is to mock the foundation by

which advanced civilization is based

upon.

I admit that most of the math stu-

dents, like myself will probably

never use Fourier series or contour

integrals after we graduate and there-

by have wasted all those time doing

pages of long and boring problem

sets.

But what we do get from the study

of mathematics is an appreciation for

its sheer logic, for its contribution to

other sciences, for its advancement

to humanity, and in essence, for life.

• Oh. Mr. Inlcnder, you had such

good intentions. But all you had in

your column was a great thesis

("There are no formulas that can

solve life's problems") and nothing

else to support it. instead, you decid-

ed to trash your fellow South-campus

neighbor.

As for your suggestion, no, it is

not my kind wlio need to look
'

beyond numbers. That is the goal of

all math students. Rather, it is you

who need to look beyond numbers in

order to discover its simple beauty

and wide-range of applicability. As

your venerable Lao Tze suggested,

"See simplicity in complexity," (You

did read the whole book, didn't

you?).

On a final note, I would just like to

say this: Mr. Inlender, you may know
your psychology and biology forward

and backward, but if you still think

that calculus is a book full of mean-

ingless scribble, then your bachelor's

degree in psychobio is going to be lit-

erally just that because you do not

truly understand what science is

about.

HILL
From page 22

rooms to control your life.

Have you wondered why the beds

and the cksks in the dorms are right

next to each other? Because there's no

space to put them anywhere else? No.

That may seem like a logical answer

on tile surface, but that's not true.

Let me explain. Are you familiar

with Pavlov? I hope you are, because

the lecret studies conducted by

UCLA agents high above us, in

Powell Library, detail the way they

have lulled you literally into a deep

sleep. You remember how Pavlovian

conditioning works, right? (*avlov was

working in his labs and he discovered

that when he would feed the dogs he

was "studying," they would salivate

S«e mil, page 26
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before they got their food. Being fed

was linked to their mouths watering.

So. Pavlov decided to screw around a

little, because that's what you can do
when you have a doctorate. In his

experiments, he decided to ring a bell

every time he fed the dogs. After an
extended period of time, the ring of

the bell became linked with the dogs

salivating. So now if he rings the bell,

the dog's mouth waters even though

there's no food. , .

So what does this have to do with

you? When you lived in the dorms,

most ofyou had your desk next to

your bed. (Those ofyou who are

smart will change this arrangement

once you read this.)

You're sitting at your desk reading.

But the chairs in the dorms are very

uncomfortable and very hard to sit

on. So you look over at your soft bed
- wait, excuse me, less-hard bed -

right next to the desk and you sit

down to read.

But because your body is condi-

tioned to think that it'5 supposed to

sleep when it's on the bed, you doze

ofT. Now, every time you sit down to

read you fall asleep. Your bed is better

than the chair, so the pattern contin-

ues. Read a book on your bed; fall

asleep. Read a book on your bed; fall

asleep.

After a while, your body gets used

to this, so you don't need the bed any-

more, because reading is now linked

with sleeping.

Now, anywhere you sit down to

read, you fall asleep, and you flunk

out of school.

This is no accident.

They are out to get you. They know
all about you.

They even have files. Yes, files.

You see the UCLA syndicate meets

high above us all in the top of Powell

Library with complete control over

your life. (And, you thought that was
bell tower.) They have files on each

you. Everything that you've ever

done, they know about. And, they

have a special row of cabinets filled

with many secrets that have been kept

from the UCLA student body.

Between the Kennedy assassination

file and the UFO/Area-51 file are the

secret blueprints and strategies that

they use to control UCLA (and col-
-

lege students in general) from on high.

In one section of these plans, they

detail their secret labyrinth of tunnels

in the hills of the UCLA campus. You
know, of course, the campus was orig-

inally flat. But when they began build-

ing, they decided in secret that they

should build a complex system of tun-

nels and underground building com-
plexes.

So they met, developing their plans

for world domination. (And. you
thought all the construction was for

"seismic restructuring" or to "build a

parking structure.") And, all the little

annoyances have been planned pur-

posely to keep them from being dis-

covered and to keep you preoccupied.

They hope that if you worry about

your petty little problems, you will go
crazy and overlook their master plan:

total domination.

.,••' •

POWELL
From page 23

that wc in the media (Vibe, The

Source^ MTV, BET and any and

everyone else you can think oO
helped to shape - due to haste, poor

judgment, and a greed for magazine

sales and TV ratings - the tension

between Tupac and Biggie, which

became the tension between Bad Boy

Entertainment and Death Row
Records, which became the East

Coast versus West Coast "beef."

_ And the fans of Hip-hop were not

that far behind...

When the '90s ends, I think many

of us are going to have to really look

at ourselves, and ask ourselves as

journalists, music fans and thinking

human beings, "How did I con-

tribute to the turmoil so closely asso-

ciated with my youth? With my gen-

Each of us wtK5

participates ... has blood

on our hands.

eration? With me?"

Casual and/or outside observers

will probably dismiss this argument

and say, tongue-in-cheek, that the

rappers' art was imitating life any-

way, and "If you live by the sword,

you die by the sword."

Oh, but what a naive assessment

that is, for only a fool would criticize

that which he or she does not know.

Just like it would be foolish for me to

dismiss Kurt Cobain's suicide and

Elvis Presley's demise and not take

into account how much their work-

ing-class backgrounds, their struggles

with fame, identity and drugs all con-

tributed to their deaths. There is,

finally, a context for everything.

As I watched The Notorious

B.I.G.'s old videos, the vintage back-

stage interviews and his verbal acu-

men on stage, 1 cried because it was

evident that he had been a dreamer

his entire life, that he was, in fact, ful-

filling a dream, and it was the fulfill-

ment of that dream that had led to

his death, in ways most of us will

never know. Or could ever fathom.

~ On the tribute cover to The -^

Notorious B.I.G.. Vibe asked,

"When will it end?" or something to

that elTect.

I laughed when I saw that, not

because death is funny, but because

each of us who participates in the

madness has ^lood on our hands.

And it will only end when we want

it to end.

And not a moment sooner.

(Rest in peace. Biggie, and keep

representin' Brooklyn, wherever you

are.)

LEHERS
From page 23 — —-

issues facing our society. Obviously,

Ruttenberg would rather spend all of

his time drawing up petty grievances

against USAC as if he's preparing

himself to be the next Newt Gingrich.

Forget about the real world and

humanity; there are games to be

played and schemes to he hatched in

Kerckhoff Hall.

Mosley and Lee should be com-

mended for showing the courage to

take a public stand demanding that

the sanctions be lifted. Let's examine

Ruttenberg's soK:alled more

informed position on one of the most

important issues facing our civiliza-

tion. He says, "I am not saying that I

am in support of sanctions on Iraq,

nor am I saying the opposite." Is this

the type of hold political leadership

Ruttenberg would like to bring to

USAC?
Gwenad Engchkirdien

Third-year

Women's studies
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LASER HAIR REMOVAL
BY PHYSICIANS ONLY
Guaranteed Results ' ;

—^

Epiight & Lasers
It's as permanent as It gets.

Faster and less expensive ttian electrolysis

And let's not even talk about waxing...

I
Introductory offer with this ad: i

Underarms- lOO."

Bikini Une - 200."

Men's Shoulders - 200."' |

I
•]• treatment I

I

Need we say more?

Cosmetic Loser Center

436 N. Bedford Drive # 304

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

1-800-828-6466
BEVERLY HILLS • BRENTWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO

LSAT
Strategy Session & Test

What would you score today?
Take a FREE LSAT with The Princeton Review. & find out!

• Receive a computer-analyzed score report & a breakdown of your strengths & weaknesses

Learn some Princeton Review LSAT strategies and techniques

• Learn about the structure & content of the LSAT

• Discuss the law school admissions process

West Los Angeles
The Princeton Review - Second Floor Meeting Room

Sun., Mar 22, 1 998 9:00am - 3:00 pm

/

Call today to put your Future in motion!

(800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 473-3423
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Flutist James Galway will perform at the Wadsworth Theater.

Flutist's life perspective

carries into concert work
MUSIC: Family, practice,

experience allow Galway

to express pure emotion

By Ai Goldsmith
Daily Bruin Contributor

James Galway may be a personal-

ity you've already met: in an eleva-

tor, a local mall, a doctor's ofTice or

a concert hall.

On March
28th, joined by

the Tokyo String
^^^^"^"~"

Quartet, Galway
performs at the

Veterans
Wadsworth
Theater, show-
ing everyone his

personality - his

music.

"James
Galway is a terrific flute player and
has a terrific charisma," says long-

time frieqd, colleague and UCLA
faculty member David Shostac.

But Galway, who has tremendous
love and dedication to music,

explains that success takes time,

hard work and some heartaches.

"Galway is easy-going

and very spontaneous/'

Kikueilkeda

Violinist

"There's a lot of disappointment

along the road but you just keep log-

ging away at it and you do what you
can." Galway says. "In my opinion,

what you have to do is to refresh

your ideas every day and see what
you can do to improve your inter-

pretation, the way you play your
flute and learn something new.

Study something: listen a new piece

of i.iusic everyday."

This attitude isn't lost on his col-

leagues.

"Galway is

(also) easy-

going and very

spontaneous."
says Kikuei

Ikeda, the sec-

ond violinist for

the Tokyo
String Quartet.

"He's also very

funny. He loves

to tell jokes."

Ikeda recalls that once, during
their last tour together, Galway
began playing the Mozart Quartet in

D major in a different key. Yet,

knowing that humor is the best rem-

edy, Galway turned it into a joke.

Se« GALWAY, page 36

A&E- y u
Where thewtlNK things are

Hey! All you stackers who didn't enter our contest:

You can still get free "Wild Things" stuff at 1 18 Kerckhoff. Just tell

'em A&E sent you. Then hang your head in shame as you walk off

with a new t-shirt poster

and movie passes.

M/ / / #/ things

•V ••

M(XS^
Penn and Teller's

sly humor wows

audiences as

much as their

sleight-of-hand

magic tricks

P«nn and Ttltor come to Wllshire Theater for two weeks starting March 25.

By Kristi Nakamura
Daily Bruin Contributor

The phone rings at 10:30 a.m. A masculine

voice introduces himself and casually remarks,

"I just got out of the swimming pool and now
I'm sitting here naked and dripping - great way
to do an interview."

Half an hour later, the phone rings again

and another masculine voice mimics a pretend

dialogue, "'I've always dreamed of flying.'

'Well good, so have we, now shut up!' 'And if I

could fly. this is what it would look like.' 'No it

wouldn't, now shut up!'"

No, this is not a bonus fi"om the obscene,

schizophrenic phone-callers-of-the-month

club. It's just a taste of the quirky, honest and
sarcasm-laden humor of the renowned d.uo,

Penn and Teller.

Appearing in Los Angeles for the first time

in over seven years, Penn and Teller will play a

two-week engagement at the Wilshire Theater.

The show runs March 25 through April 5, with

one lower-priced preview performance on
March 24.

Although Teller is the silent partner on
stage, when he does decide to speak he certain-

ly makes just as powerful an impact as Penn.

After all, its not every day that a star confesses

to being naked and wet on the other end of the

phone line. Then again, there isn't much Penn
and Teller do that is normal.

When performing, Teller prefers the chal-

lenge of lying without speaking and still mak-
ing the audience jump to the conclusions he
wants them tojump to. Penn becomes the sole

voice for the duo, lacing the show with his

unique brand of insight and cynicism.

_^ J » 11
PhoiOi coorteiy <rf Broadway LA

Penn and Teller use unusual humor and magic tricks to entertain their audiences.

"On my own, I don't think I ever would
have thought to do the kind of talk Penn does,

which is, in its way, wildly political, although it

isn't politically topical. He doesn't make
White House sexual harassment jokes," says

Teller. "It's more broadly political than that.

It's a sort of witty, sharp, surprising, it's not
even really commentary. It's a very sort of elu-

sive thing to describe, its these sort of explo-

sions that make you think."

Between Penn's politics, Teller's silent lies

and the bunny rabbits jumping into chipper

shredders, the needle-swallowing, barehand-

ed broken bottle juggling and 1404 pounds of

playing cards being manipulated with fork-

lifts to perform the world's heaviest card

trick don't seem excessively out of the ordi-

nary.

"Unreassuring is certainly characteristic of

our style. I mean, the last TV special we did, we
left me dead in the water tank and ended the

show," Teller says.

In a similar fashion, Penn and Teller never
bring the bunny rabbit back alive after it

jumps into the chipper shredder. The audi-

ence just has to have faith they didn't actually

kill it.

"We just sort of shrug and go 'oh, too bad'
and then we move on with the show without
ever commenting," Teller says.

There really isn't any clear-cut way to define
and classify what it is that Penn and Teller actu-

ally do. The Obie award they received while
they were on Broadway was addressed "To
Pwin and Teller, for whatever it's called that

they do."

>yanes$a

vanderzanden

S«fMAaCpa9e36

Some practical

pointers for a

procrastinating

paper writer

COLUMN: Ace your finals,

work out and deep clean

the apartment all at jonce

As a third-year junior, I feel I

am at liberty to divulge cer-

tain secrets as to the best

ways to study for the upcoming
finals and term papers. First, wait

until everyone leaves the house.

(This may be

difficuh, but if

you're'Iucky

like me, all your

roommates will

decide to leave

town on the

same weekend.)

Then, pop in

some Bob
Dylan or Roger

Waters's solo

work, the stuff

your room-

mates wouldn't

be interested in having on as back-

ground music. But they're gone so

ha. You get to play.

Then, clean the kitchen. Start by
putting away all the dishes that have
been drying. Then do the two counters

full of dirty dishes. Then pick up the

dishes in the other room. AH the while,

be singing along with Bob about how
the sun's not yellow, it's chicken. Agree
with him that you don't want to be an
old maid at 22, married to your job.

Ponder that as you simultaneously

contemplate beginning research on
your 12-page Hemingway-Fitzgerald

paper. Realize you need to clean more.

Qear all of the trash out of the liv-

ing room. This includes empty beer

cans, the contents ofwhich you helped

to consume last night in another effort

to prepare for your paper. Good
work. Congratulate yourself. Getting

hammered with your friends is an
excellent way to ease your mind into

thinking about the role World War I

had on young Ernest.

Now take that drooping streamer

and reattach it. Good. If that weren't

properly in place, there would be no
chance of you managing to plan out

your paper. I mean, if you can't even

maintain order in your living room
how the hell can you expect to arrange

your thoughts on your paper? Christ,

get it together. This is important.

Now deal with the recycling bins

and mop the floor. It may not seem
dirty, but you know this is an essential

step in proper paper preparation.

Good. Keep singing at the top of your
lungs as you move that mop or else

you may begin to mentally organize

your work schedule for next week.

Bad. Repeat after me: "I'm goin' out

to California, where I was bom, and
hardly raised." That's our man Bob.

We sing with him. No more thinking

about you. Become one with B6b. He
is your voice and yours is his. His

words are all about you. Good.
However, don't go joining any

cults. This is purely for educationtd

purposes. The pre-paper writing

phase, you understand.

Don't forget that your roommate
bought Easter decorations that look

like wire barbed with plastic bunnies.

See P«?i«
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The Din Pedals, ''The Din Pedals'"

(Epic) Hailing from San Luis Obispo

and fresh from conquering the L.A.

club scene, the Din Pedals have said

goodbye to their indie days and

released their major-label debut,

which, simply put. rocks.

This fresh foursome takes an

unflashy, contemporary guitar sound,

sans all the loops and electronic beats,

and gives it raw passion and life. The

Din Pedals create charged, well-craft-

ed melodies that easily compare to

such vital alternative bands as

Radiohead and Live. One can even

hear early U2 and Nirvana in areas.

Most of this comes from the evi-

dent talents of guitarist Harrison's

skilled riffwork and lead singer James

Grundler's soaring vocals, which

sound a lot like those of Radiohead's

Thom Yorke and Brit- band Marion's

Jamie Harding. -Their combined tal-

ents on every track make for some of

the most moving and engaging music

in rock today.

The first single and new KROQ
add-on. "Ashtray," reflects a lot of the

album's darkness and bleakness, but

there's something exciting about the

proclamatory chorus ("I'm coming

back in all / I'm counting on the ash-

tray") and throbbing rhythms that

contradict the melancholy themes.

Leadoff track "Kangaroo Kourt,"

"Downtown Sister" and "Not Much
For Saturdays" have the same power-

ful effect.

But plenty of slower, anguished

tunes balance out the rockers, and do

so quite beautifully. The dependency-

themed "Emotional Drugs" haunts

and cries out with beautiful ache.

"Porn Star" and "Waterfall" also

Sony Musir

THE DIN PEDALS

"The Din Pedals"

emote a tender yet confident power

which makes the listener drop every-

thing and just listen in awe. The lyrics,

while usually ambiguous and enigmat-

ic, deliver images of Prozac-riddled

confusion and troubled relationships

of all sorts (like in "Ashtray") befitting

the darker music. And Grundler's stel-

lar vocals certainly do the words jus-

tice. ^
The Din Pedals have crafted some

extremely impressive and effective

rock 'n' roll. If radio and subsequent

record buyers embrace this resonating

record, the Din Pedals could offer the

dying American rock scene a little

more life. Mike Prevatt A

Two, "Voyeurs" (Nothing) He's

angry. His head's full of poetry that he

can't express. But he's got a lot of

expensive toys to bang on, so he fig-

ures it will be OK. In this way. Two. a

shiny, cue-bail-headed guy with a fu-

manchu, manages to channel his

wealth of bitterness through electroni-

fied sound. What results is a combina-

tion between the poignant, isolatory

feelings of Nine Inch Nails, the harsh,

misunderstood wails of Tool and the

cock-metal guitar riffs of Alice in

Chains.

However, though Two clearly

understands what's necessary for cre-

ating a growling fan base of disen-

chanted, restless teenage boys, it

seems unlikely that his sinister

screeches will affect many of the col-

lege set. While he maneuvers well

within the confines of a genre which

embraces grumbly, guttural bass work

and monotonous, pissed-off drum
beats. Two fails to shed any new light

on the industrial/grunge music scene.

Still. "Voyeurs" would provide a

sense of solace on particularly ruthless

days, when you're just fed up with

everything. However, if you've just

experienced a sunny, kick-back morn-

ing listening to Chris Isaak croon, "I

believe in a beautiful day" and you've

been sold, saying, "Me too! Me too!,"

and then spent your evening listening

to your neighbor's Rush albums,

deciding, "Hey, they're not that bad,"

getting sucked into their expansive

melodies and almost fairy-tale lyrics,

Two's "Voyeurs" wouldn't be the best

CD to pop in. But maybe all that

sweetness and beauty's been grating

on you. Go figure. Vanessa

VandcrZanden C-t-

Pure, "Feverish" (Mammoth)
Don't you hate it when an album lets

you down? You love track one, dig

track two, chill to three and then all the

rest leave you thinking, "What the hell

just happened?" Enter Canadian band

Pure's new album. "Feverish." A cou-

ple of really good songs comprise the

total of their capabilities, with fast

rhythms and dancing beats, but the

album as a whole limps its way
through every remaining song.

Two noteworthy songs save the

album from total ruin. "Chocolate

Bar" mixes techno grooves and elec-

tric madness through even better deals

in the chorus. "Feverish" swims

through smooth mellow vocals and

heavy melodies. The song, however,

serves to show lead-singer Jody

Kirch's own sex appeal more than any-

thing else.

Other songs prove hilarious, but

not hilarious in a good way. "Sunshine

and Happy Hour" sounds almost like

a pop-y Brady Bunch cheese-fest but

it's even worse. Imagine a Brady

Bunch reunion with a drunk Peter

Brady at the mic and turntables. Not

pretty stuff.

Pure fans beware: this won't be the

album of your dreams. Michelle

ZubiateC-

Various Artists, Music from and

inspired by the Motion Picture "The

Player's Club" (A&M). Warning: this

album is not to be played in polite

company. If you wanna see some
rumps shakin', go out and see "The

Player's Club," Ice Cube's new movie

about life in a strip club. If you wanna

hear about the same thing then go get

the soundtrack. This is the perfect

album for those who haven't had their

fix of trite metaphors and references

to sex. If that's what you want, then let

the clubbin' begin!

The album starts off slammin' with

the first two tracks, both by Ice Cube:

"We Be Clubbin'" and its remix fea-

turing DMX. As one of hip-hop's

most anticipated new artists, DMX,
known for his growling lyrical deliv-

ery, turns an otherwise mediocre joint

into a sure-to-be bona-fide hit.

Representing the East Coast is Jay-

Z, with the hustler-turned-player jam

"From Marcy to Hollywood." Master

P and Ice Cube team up to pay

respects to the oid-school with an X-

rated remake of the Whoudini classic,

"You Know I'm A Ho." The various

R&B tracks laid down by the likes of

Changing Faces, Brownstone and Mr.

Dalvin (one-fourth of Jodeci) provide

a little cross-genre fiavor to an other-

wise solidly hip-hop album.

With the exception of a few songs,

"Players Club" is essentially about sex,

sex and mo' sex, and that's it. It seems

that entire albums dedicated to this

theme would have gotten played-out a

long time ago, but perhaps not. If

butts and breasts are your idea of a

good time, then "The Player's Qub" is

where its at. If not, then don't waste

your time. J. Jioai Palmer C

Sludwls iiteiBbteJ in woifciny in tBlcifision prodiiclion
Student Media UCLA is looking for students with aji interest and some exjserience in television

production to volunteer as studio technicians who >vill supp>ort a student-produced and directed

cable television news broadcast. Positions we seek to fii! include technical director, audio

technician, camera operators, floor director, teleprompter operator, and tape operator. Interested

students would preferably have some experience with videotajje editing. We provide training.

Please call Student Media UCLA at 825-2787 for application information. SFUDBIT
MDMUQA
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Westwood's Original Barbershop
66years in Westwood
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;
SnjpENT HAiRaris^_ MIOO I

1061 Gayley Ave.

Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559

8am to Late Night

30 y<
OFF RAY-BAN,
BLACK FLYS,
KILLER LOOP,
BOLLE', REVO,
STUSSY, GUESS,
BILLABONG,
RUSTY and a
bunch of famous
brands we can't
name in this ad.
Flash this coupon and
save 30% off anything
in this store. Anything!

The hottest, hippest

stuff to wear, plus

L.A.'s biggest and best
selection of brand name
sunglasses. Check it out!

HURRY! 30% COUPON EXPIRES 3/29/98

"BeijoniOh "Beach
Westwood Village

Broxton & Kinross • 209-0956
* Ametle Sunglasses excluded. Discounts off ong.

pnces or M.S.R.P. Not valid with otfier coupons.
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'Ptost Coitum' addresses a persistent cultural taboo
FILM: Rouan wrote, directed exploration of dangerous

fairy-tale love between older women, younger men

By Mich«lfe Nguyen
Daily Bruin Contributor - -

Filmmaker Brigitte Rouan went to

America six years ago and was struck

by the phenomenon of older women
dating young men. She figured

America was always six years ahead
of France, but this time she was mis-

taken.

"When 1 came
'

back to Paris I

"""""^""""^

nwde inquiries

about this and I

discovered that

French girls copy

the American
girls, but they

were hiding them-

selves because it

was still a taboo,"

RoQan says as she

sits in her hotel

40-year-old book editor who leads a
^ nice mediocre life consisting of a hus-

band and two children. In comes
Emilio (Boris Terral), a young strap-

ping lad who has her dropping her

baggage of banality to run free with

passion.

The problem of their age differ-

ence is readily apparent. The tide

; ;; turns when
' Diane and

Emilio go to

visit his grand-

father, who
asks Boris if he

is planning to

start a family

with this older

woman.
Diane her-

self encounters

self-doubt
about her age.

"There are a lot of
^

charming princes but

nobody is ...perfect."

Brigitte Roiian

Filmmaker NewYofket
Brigitte RoUan and Nils Tavernier star in Tost Coitum,"a film about May-December love relationships.

suite smoking the petite Capris that There is a moving scene where she
match her petite, confident stature.

This observation provided the

byline that would cause problems for

the two lovers in the new film "Post

Coitum" which Rouan wrote, direct-

ed and starred in.

"I took from America the story of
the age difference because I wanted a

handicap to that love story, a handi-

cap to that patient." RoQan says.

The love patient in the film, played

by Rouan herself, is Diane Clovier. a

stands naked in front of the mirror to

evaluate herself, smoothing over the

fine wrirrkles and looser skin that

make her feel ugly.

"The day we had to shoot that

scene I nearly cut it," RoOan says. "I

was so moved and troubled to do it

that in front of the mirror while they

were preparing the shoot I nearly

cried, and I said I don't want to cry in

front of all my crew."

But* she did not cut the scene

because she realized that as a director

she would have made any other

actress do the scene.

The strong traditions of impossi-

ble love in the French literature of
Moliere, Racine and Corneille influ-

enced Rouan to add a handicap to

the relationship between Diane and
Boris. She is interested in the idea

that people in Western cultures do
not ever believe that a love is fated to

die.

"In Asia it's quite different.

Marriage, weddings have nothing to

do with love. It's an arrangement."

RoQan says. "But the poison of love

is an accident. The poison of love is

when you are a little girl they told you
fairy tales like "Sleeping Beauty" As
you are a girl you are told there is one
single Prince Charming for you in the

world, which is stupid and false

because there are a lot of charming
princes but nobody is absolutely per-

fect."

Even Rouan admits that the shell

of the storyline might sound trite, but

the courage and controversy that

dots her films had producers running
away from this film. One critic

thought the film might be immoral
because of the wild abandon that

marks Diane's relationship with
Emilio, especially when Diane has to

deal with the aftershock of Emilio
leaving her.

Rouan is sympathetic to her char-

acter's spiral downward into depres-

sion which leads her to abandon her

family.

"If she had cancer nobody would
have said she left her kids," Rouan
explains. "She had a nervous break-

See ONTUM, page 35
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Group performs folk, jazz medley in perfect harmony
MUSIC: UCLA student

sings, writes songs with

relaxed band of friends

By Trinh Bui

Daily Bruir) Contributor

The dream of becoming the next

big thing started Thursday for music

group Collective Harmony when

they took the Westwood Plaza stage.

Playing together for the last two

months, this jazz/folk outfit pieced

together a capable coming-out party

with enthusiastic melodies.

Performing a musical style rarely

heard around the Southland,

Harmony fuses folk with improvisa-

tional-privy jazz. The result is a sonic

patchwork quilt emphasizing folk's

honest lyrics and jazz's emotionally

centered music.

Harmony's birth is a story in

itself; Jenni Alpert, lead singer and

songwriter, scoured the UCLA cam-

pus for anyone willing to play her

music. Alpert's goal was to bridge

two technically different music for-

mats into a hybrid style.

"I just wanted to fuse together

folk, which is a standard structure

style, with something improvisation-

al and nonstandard, like jazz,"

Alpert says. "Putting them together

creates new tunes that meld the har-

monies of jazz and folk. I know
bands have tried this before, but it is

such a beautiful tune that I had to try

and create."

A jazz vocal major, Alpert had

been soloing her songs and spoken-

word pieces in coffee shops for the

past three years. Now with a band,

Alpert and company plan on pro-

ducing an album and gigging more

coffee shops.

So far, Alpert handles every

aspect, from writing the songs to

promoting and booking the band. It

has given her a first-hand look at all

the difTiculties involved with running

a band. A self-admitted stage junkie,

Alpert can't imagine herself doing

anything else but performing.

"I am a performer," Alpert states.

"I don't have a choice. 1 just want to

perform and not necessarily make

money or become famous but just

influence people with my music."

Her music is a collection of

melodies that are improvised by the

other members of the band. Over the

changes, bassist John Clasic, percus-

sionist Saler Saleh, guitarist Tim

Oleary, sax man Chris Young, trum-

peter Danny Larvin and violist

Maria Littleton add their own inter-

pretations to Harmony's songs.

The most difficult instrument to

incorporate into jazz format has

been the viola. Littleton is encour-

aged by her progress in bringing

string instruments into pop music.

"I write songs about

the people I meet, the

situations that I have

been in or observed/'

Jenni Alpert

Lead singer

"Ninety-nine percent of string

instruments are played through sheet

music," Littleton says. "It is unheard of

to improvise string arrangements, like

what we do in Harmony. It has been

more difficult than I thought it would

be to change over, but I really want get

rid of the mentality that strings can't be

incorporated into jazz."

Littleton's improvement in

freestyle strumming is a testament to

the group's growing bond. They
have become a tight band, realizing

the talent and creativity that each

member contributes. The unity and

nurturing nature of the band facili-

tates the on-stage improv.

"Our friendship definitely relaxes

the atmosphere, for me, at least,"

Littleton says. "I know all the guys

just want to help me with the music.

We are very comfortable around

each other, and it helps onstage. It is

like we're on the same wavelength ...

everything clicks."

The on-stage comfort level was

apparent during -their hour-long ses-

sion Thursday afternoon at

Westwood Plaza. They started the

show with a cool set ditty; the horns

blared mellowing grooves over

Ali>ert's trained vocals.

Harmony's sound is reminiscent

of the Indigo Girls and Ella

Fitzgerald; a Grateful Dead/Phish

atmosphere permeated from the

band as well. Casual was the word as

a band member who was not per-

forming a particular song chilled and

enjoyed the music with Xhe other

UCLA students seated directly on

stage.

Collective Harmony paced their

beats well, never overexaggerating

sections of the song. The structure

allowed for jamming that fit into the

general intent of each song and

demonstrated a mature level of exe-

cution. "Honfcst Smile" was a pop-y

number with bits and pieces of Joni

Mitchell eking out between the cho-

rus. Alpert admits her infiuence

from folk singers but balks at the

notion she is representing the fern-

force.

"I write songs about the people I

meet, the situations that I have been

in or observed," Alpert says. "The

feminist movement in some respect

annoys me, but I admire the people

that can write about issues facing*

women."

Colle^ctive Harmony worked
through a set of tunes Thursday

afternoon, showcasing the musical

range that is blossoming within this

group. They're still lacking a unique

sound that will separate them from

other folk/jazz bands, and trip up

sometimes in the flow of the musk.

Yet there is potential, and Collective

Harmony, with its displays of bril-

liance, will surely aim to evolve into

a band that lives up to its enthusi-

asm.
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East West finds direction with new home
THEATER: TVoop hopes

its move downtown will

attract larger audiences

By Reed Johnson
Los Angeles Daily News

"I hope you're not afraid of
heights," Tim Dang says mischie-

vously as he dashes onto a catwalk
20 feet in the air.

Below him, coated with a thin

layer of construction dust, is the

David Henry Hwang Theatre, new
home of East West Players - the

nation's oldest and arguably most
influential Asian-American theater

company.

Ft is three weeks before East
West ofTicially christens the 220-

seal theater, the centerpiece of the

city-owned Union Center for the

Arts, which East West will share

with two other non-profits: L.A.
Artcore, an arts exhibitor and arts

quarterly publisher; and Visual

Communications, which assists

independent Tilm and video makers
and maintains one of the nation's

largest archives of Pan-Asian
images. -. ^ .

:

,

- ,.

,

——-—

—

El Niflo has stowed worlcers

putting the fmal touches on the

building, making it necessary to

push back opening night for East

West's inaugural production. The
group will perform the Stephen
Sondheim-John Weidman musical
"Pacific Overtures."

But Dang, East West's upbeat
artistic director, is already pumped
up about his company's high-pro-

file address, smack in the middle of
Little Tokyo and flanked by the

Museum of Contemporary Art's

Geffen Contemporary and the

Japanese American National
Museum.

"I can't wait until it's all lit up at

night," Dang says, referring to the

arts center's 18-foot-tall marquee.
"I wonder if you can see^it from
Bunker Hill."

It's a question steeped in symbol-
ism, because at age 32. East West
suddenly finds itself keeping com-
pany with downtown's heavy hit-

ters: banks, hotels, corporate
offices, museums, the LA.
Philharmonic, the Mark Taper

Forum and the Ahmanson Theatre.

Its new location suggests that

East West no longer will* be quite

the same scrappy company that,

since 1965, has done business out of
a funky 99-scat space in the bohemi-
an Silver Lake disti-ict. In making
the leap downtown. East West joins

a small group of L.A. theater com-
panies that have upgraded to mid-
size homes, enabling them to

mount more expensive, ambitious

productions.

The change in status brings new
opportunities - and subtle new
pressures.

"It makes a difference in the way
we're perceived by the communi-
ty," says Dang.

Even before its latest makeover,
East West had been undergoing a

slow transition from an overachiev-

ing, seat-of-the-pants ensemble to a

prominent cross-cultural institution

with an annual budget expected to

double to $1 million during the next

few years.

Founded by an ethnically diverse

group of young artists, including

'Nighttine' parody feature

non-political news comedy

See EAST WEST, page 34

TV: Saturday Night Live

alum's sitcom appeals to

both political gurus, idiots

ByLvnnElber
The Associated Press

Al Franken. who gavl^us the book
"Rush Limbaugh is a Big, Fat Idiot

and Other Observations," insists that

'

"Lateline," his new NBC sitcom, isn't

political.

Yes, the series, loosely based on
ABC's "Nightline," is set in

Washington. Yes, a number of politi-

cal figures including Congressmen
Richard Gephardt and Barney Frank
and Watergate burglar G. Gordon
Liddy make appearances.

Franken says he wants "Lateline"

to be a classic, character-based sitcom,

not a political-science lesson.

'I hate liberal TV shows. I hate
when shows say they're liberal," he
said. "They usually don't do it well.

Also, when comedy shows proselytize

they're usually not funny.

• "If anybody takes it on the chin in

this show it's probably the media ...

But I don't think it's appropriate for

this show to be about my political val-

ues," Franken said.

The comedy, which debuts 9:30

p.m. EST Tuesday on NBC, stars

Franken as the earnest and painfully

untelegenic Al Freundlich. He's a
"Lateline" correspondent who longs

to be king - read "anchorman" - while

carrying the flame of journalistic

integrity.

That glamour spot is filled by
'

Pearce McKenzie (Robert Foxworth),
who has the requisite combination of
polished air, voice and arrogance.
He's not a Ted Koppel parody, says

John Markus, who created and pro-

duces the show along with Franken.

"Our anchor is an amalgam of
many anchors. He's venal. He's ele-

gant in the way that James Bond is ele-

gant." said Markus.

Also part of the newsroom land-

scape are Miguel Ferrer, as the savvy •

producer in charge of "Lateline," and
Megyn Price, as the patient producer

SeeUTEUNE,page35

TRDPICAL MEDICINE AND
INTERNATIDNAL HEALTH SEMINAR

For UCLA Medical Students*, Spring 1998

I

Thursday evenings, 6:30-9:00 p.m., U>om 33-105 CHS
|
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Medicine, University of Iowa
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a PRIMARY COLORS finals study breaki
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Everyone's hitting the bottle

in DiGllo's The Real Blonde'

FILM: Satire skewers

shallow obsessions with

appearance, superficiality

ByJayGirr

The Boston Globe

Tom DiCillo's The Real Blonde" is

one of the cleverer comedies otthe sea-

son, partly because DiCillo makes it

look easier to bring ofl" than it actually

is. Essehtially, it's a light-handed satire

of shallowness, set in a Manhattan

where everybody is a performer, or

wants to be. The film runs on the anx-

ious energies of young careerists

throwing themselves at appearance-

driven trades - acting, modeling, or

making music videos. Blondness - or

the lack of it - becomes the touchstone

for honesty or reality.

The relationship of its leading cou-

ple is solid enough, although they don't

think so. At 35, Matthew Modine's

actor. Joe, spends his free time polish-

ing his audition piece - BifTs mono-
logue from Arthur Miller's "Death ofa

Salesman" - but hasn't got much to

show for it. Catherine Keener's Mary
pays most of the bills with her job as a

makeup artist working fashion shoots,

blaming herself for the staleness that

has overtaken their relationship; she is

angry and vaguely guihy about wishing

Joe would come down from his high

standards and audition for something

blatantly commercial.

Joe's glumness lifts when he meets

Elizabeth Berkley's receptive fellow

actor. Meanwhile, Mary starts work-

EAST WEST
From page 33

the legendary Make (East West's

artistic director until 1989) and
actress Beulah Quo. the company
was multicultural long before "multi-

culturalism" became a buzz word.

Throughout its first three decades.

East West favored a yin-yang diet of

Broadway musicals, new interpreta-

tions of European classics (including

a "Hedda Gabler" set in Japan) and
contemporary works by Asian-

American dramatists such as David

Henry Hwang and Philip Kan
Gotanda. John Lone, Amy Hill and

Sab Shimono are among the actors

who have performed there.

East West's new location could

help build bridges between Little

Tokyo and downtown's other cultur-

al archipelagoes, says Erich Nakano
of Little Tokyo Service Center, the

development company that super-

vised the $3.4 million Union Center

renovation and earthquake retrofit.

"There's a projected 40,000-plus

patrons who will be visiting the the-

ater alone on an annual basis,"

Nakano says.

When the Hawaiian-born Dang
first came to East West in 1980, he

was, in his own words, "this snotty-

nosed kid from USC" out to "con-

quer the world." Mako, upon meet-

ing Dang, promptly called him "a

banana - yellow on the outside, white

on the inside," meaning that Dang's

cultural perspective rested squarely

on European traditions.

Eighteen years later. Dang is a

suave and seasoned cultural diplomat

who's not afraid to use East West to

raise sensitive subjects.

He sees the controversy over the

musical "Miss Saigon" as a water-

shed and a mixed blessing for Asian-

American theater artists. Although a

non-Asian American actor ultimately

was cast in the crucial role of the

Engineer, the experience taught

Dang that the only way for Asian-

Americans to assert creative control

I is to own their own theaters and cre-

ing out her resentment in a self-defense

class, oblivious at first to the extra

attention being paid her by her shrink,

played by Buck Henry. As Joe and

Mary cope with their respective temp-

tations, Joe's acquaintance, Maxwell

Caulfield's strutting fellow thespian,

lands a role on a soap. He starts mak-

ing time with his co-star, Daryl

Hannah's Kelly, dumping Bridgette

Wilson's blonde model Sahara, with

whorri he had been sleeping noncom-

mittally.

The circle is completed when Mary
helps Sahara get through a shoot that

enables DiCillo to skewer the glam

fashion world with its sexless sexiness

and pseudo-kinkiness. A lot of what

follows hinges on this or that character

discovering who's a bottle blonde. But

it isn't only the world of shallow

appearances that DiCillo nails in his

gentle satiric set pieces. He's just as

funny in a restaurant scene in which

diners mouth nonsense about a popu-

lar Italian art film, and funniest of all in

a Holocaust revisionism scene on a

music video soundstage.

DiCillo isn't really out to draw
blood, though, and the proof of it is

that he makes the bottle blondes sweet

at heart. He refrains from twisting the

knife even when he has Wilson's super-

model otTer that she's really into "The

Lhtle Mermaid" as proofof her essen-

tial spirituality. What the film lacks in

incisiveness and pace, it more than

makes up for in edgy energies and a

last-minute ability to draw back and

thumb its nose at the stuiT it's almost

seduced by - including, of course, self-

importance,
--^r-^- -

ate their own plays.

In upcoming seasons he wants to

present a play about the Imperial

Japanese Army's enslavement of

Korean Women as concubines during

World War II. and another work
about Vincent Chin, a Chinese-

American murdered in 1982 by a dis-

gruntled Detroit ex-auto worker who
mistook him for a Japanese-

American.

"The Asians are always seen as

very nice people who don't complain

and would rather be quiet. 1 think it's

time we had a stake in the communi-
ty. I think it's important that we do
more than just act," Dang says.

Nonetheless, he says, "East West
has to make a name for itself in the

community before it can do some
things that push buttons in the com-
munity."

Judging by its recent capital-

endowment fund-raising campaign,

which raised $1.72 million, the city's

various Asian constituencies need no
^introduction to East West

"We discovered that we had a

unique base," says fund-raising co-

chair George Takei. Mr. Sulu of TV's

"Star Trek" and a long-time East

West supporter.

"Asian Americans now have been

successful in different arenas, in the

areas of engineering, finance and so

forth. We were able to appeal to not

just their generosity but their pride in

achievement. We were able to raise

funds from all Asian groups."

Dang believes that "Pacific

Overtures." which deals with

Commodore Perry's aggressive

opening of U.S. trade with Japan in

1853, is an especially fitting choice

for East West at this time.

"There are a lot of themes about
Japanese learning from the West and
taking it and making it better. That's

kind of like East West Players. We've
been here for 30 years and learned

from the community, and now we
want to help lead the L.A. theater

conmiunity."

Which may be another way of say-

ing that Tim Dang and company
aren't afraid of heights.

New /o«ef

Rouan stars as Diane in the French film "Post Coitum," which she

also wrote and directed.

COITUM
From page 31

down so she has a right to leave the

children. She is ill."

3ut the finished product brought

about much critical acclaim in

France, receiving praise for its bold

approach to love.

Unlike her previous film,

"Overseas," which sparked a good
deal of political debate, "Post

Coitum" seems to

tempt confession. " "

Rotian received
^——^—

—

many letters from

older women and

young men who
wanted to talk

about the futile

relationships they

had been in.

The film's full

title in France,

"Post Coitum
Animal Triste"

which is taken from the Roman poet

Ovid to mean "after sex, the animal is

sad," was a good choice for Roiian

because it spoke of how painful pas-

sion can be and how stupid it can

make you. And the passion that dri-

ves Diane's pain is preceded by the

passion "durante coitum.

"

movies it's boring because from
south to north to east to west, every-

body makes love similarly," Rouan
says. "If you put sex on the screen,

what happens? You put two actors in

a bed, you spray Evian on their face

to make sweat and that's it. It's gym-
nastic, which is boring."

The love scenes were shot to high-

light the differences in age between

the two naked bodies.

She continues, "Each scene we
had sex we tried to have an intention

behind it and

we discussed^""^^^^""^^^^
it ^jth Boris

and with the

husband, in

terms of lines

or in terms of

emotion or in

terms of fear,

in terms of

pleasure."

But RoiJan

did not inten-

tionally put

punch in the love scenes to make the

story bolder or more controversial.

"I didn't decide to make an erotic

scene," RoQan explains. "It's like

grace. You don't choose to have
grace. You have or you have not. It's

a result."

"If you put sex in

movies ... it's gymnastic,

which is boring."

Brigitte Roiian

Filmmaker

'Usually I think if you put sex in FILMiTost Coitum'opens Friday.

LATELINE
From page 33

in charge of Freunulich.
'

To steep themselves in the atmos-

phere of a nightly news show, Franken

and staff spent time in the offices of

"Nightline."

"We wanted to be grounded in

some reality, to do a workplace come-

dy where we understood what their

actual work was. What we saw there

was how exciting it is to get a show on

every night," said Franken.

As with "Nightline," the sitcom's

news stafT scrambles to put together

programs on
issues or break- ————^—^—
ing stories. But

don't look for

highly topical ref-

erences in

"Lateline." The
six episodes NBC
has ordered were

taped months
ago.

The sitcom ——^^^^—
makes lightheart-

ed use of its serious guests. In one

episode, Gephardt and former Labor

Secretary Robert Reich are set to

appear as part of a strike story but end

up as Buddy Hackett pundits for a

misguided profile of the comedian.

A Gephardt-Reich duet on
"Shipoopi," Hackctt's number from

the 1962 movie "llie Music Man,"
ensues.

"We want to show people being

themselves and write things appropri-

ate for them. Their politics don't come
into play," Markus said.

The ultimate goal is to appeal both

to viewers plugged into politics and

those who couldn't pick Bill Clinton

or Newt Gingrich out of a police line-

It's like his Limbaugh book,

Franken says. "You really didn't have

to know much about politics to read

the book and enjoy it. But if you did,

you enjoyed it maybe a little bit

more."

"Lateline" is a change of pace for

the nasal-voiced comedian with the

puckish grin. He earned his own live-

TV stripes as a longtime writer-player

for "Saturday Night Live," and regu-

larly dabbles in political satire, includ-

ing election commentary for Comedy
Central.

Franken spun his Stuart Smalley

character, a self-affirmation activist,

into a 1992 book ("I'm Good
Enough, I'm————— Smart Enough
and Doggone
It, People Like

Me") and a

1995 movie,

then took on

right-wing radio

host Limbaugh
in the 1996 best

seller.

As much as

Franken
delights in advocacy comedy, he con-

fesses he's a softie for the flufTier side

of TV.

"My fondest moments of child-

hood were watching TV with my dad

and seeing comics like Buddy Hackett

make my dad laugh. And sitcoms, too,

like 'The Dick Van Dyke Show' and

'Sgt. Bilko.'"

His "Lateline" already has gotten

one important thumbs up: Franken

screened it for first lady Hillary

Rodham Clinton at the White House

"She laughed a lot. She said she'd

show it to the president," Franken

said.

Could Clinton be a future guest?

"It'd be a pretty big favor to ask," he

said.

"My fondest moments
of childhood were

watching TV."

Al Franken

Actor
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Dr. Reynolds is widely regarded as

the Wesfs leading expert on

Eastern Psychotherapies.

Constructive Living has roots in

Zen, and brings together two

Japanese pyschotherapies

developed in this century. With

broad applications to Western

life, it is not mystical, but .

practical and human.
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after you do the crossword...

READ the Bruin

COMPUTER RENTAL
& INHRNET ACCESS
Bring this coupon to tlw Kinko's ItstwJ Mow *nd iKtnt
S0% off on-sit« Mac & IBM RcntJl »ni Internet Acceu.

kinko'S'
Westwood • 1520 Westwood Blvd. (310) 475-0789

Ho(ly«o(KK9334 Wilshire Blvd. 310 271-1258

.Brentwood- 11819 WibhJie Blvd. 310477-7756

Santa Monica - 601 WHshire Blvd. (310)576-7710
(Mr (ton not ipfly to&^ output ol fitn. OKer is bmUti to on* aMpon fti penon. Coupon must bt pmcaled <t time of
pwctuse ind IS not valid witti ottMi oHtn or discounts. ONn vaixl M tim of purchtw only ind miy not b« diuountcd or credited
toward past or h«we ptidwsn. Offer valid at Kinko's tasted locatiore tttf. Coupon void where prohibited by bw. No cash value.

Offer «pwes i/iO/n. *«»• IMko'v Inc. A! nghts rtservtd Bnto'j is a reoistCKd trademari o( Kinio s VMUKS. Inc. and is used
by pemasson. KmId's tiffm arttcn pcnmsjion fion the cafyrifht hoUtr m ante to leproduce any copyn^tat aMehik.

DO YOU HAVE THfNGI?
TO SELL?

ADVERTI^eW THE

arg^in

FORMORE INFO CALL: 825-2221

I AAB877 I
Open 24 Hours • Ask about free pickup and delivery lExpnoml

INCLUDES

:

%/ PAGER
ACTIVATION
1 VEAM AIR TIME
1 VEAR VOICEMAILl

$ 00

AVAILABLE IN ALL COLORSI

Sherman Oaks
14441 Ventura Blvd. Comer of

Van Nuys/ Ventura BMl.
same shopping canlar as B Torito

(818) 784-2244

9a

AIR TIME

'•" \/0:Ce<l>,i!l

et! ActiViitton

''je Extended Covg

Brentwood
avaiUMe at the

/~a MdmCO stora
11740 San Vicente Blvd. Same
•trapping center as Chln-Ctiin

(310) 207-7234

Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1998 MCAT
Course Begins On: Saturday,June 20, 1998

~
Course Ends On: Thursday,August 13, 1998
Course Location: Hyperleaming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The HyperleamingSummerMCATprogram is 9 weeks in length.

Session Days Time . ._
I

I

i
IV

t
VI

Vlt

Vlll

YlsAsai.

XII

Monday - Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday -Friday

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4:00 pm -6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15 pm

lOKX) am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4K)0pm- 6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Saturday - Sunday 10:00 am - 1 2:30 pm,

130 pm -4:30 pm
alternate Weds. 6:45 pm - 9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Practice MCAT Days Time

r June 27, 1998 9:00 am •4:30 pm
2* July11J998 9:00 am 4:30 pm
3* July 25, 1998 9:00 am 4:30 pm
4* August 1,1998 9:00 am- 4:30 pm
5 August 8, 1998 9:00 am- 4:30 pm

• Computer-analyzed score reportprovided. -

U. /
liflJKi -itstai -Imy

Medical division qf THE PRINCETON REVffiW

Call us at (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD BOUND

GALWAY
From page 28

/

"So we cracked up and then we
kept on going." Ikeda chuckles. "It

was a lot of fun."

Although playing the flute is his

love and favorite hobby, Galway
started out as a pianist.

"We had a piano in our house,

which probably was the worst piano
in- the world, but we owned it,"

Galway says. "Then I took up the

violin, but this violin had the great-

est collection of home-grown Irish

woodworms in the world. So I took

up the flute because we had a really

good flute at home."
Galway's other musical interests

include playing the tin whistle and
conducting. Galway, who has been
appointed the Principal Guest
Conductor of the London Mozart
players for the 1999-2000 season,

looks forward to the event with

much excitement.

"I've wanted to conduct from a

long time ago, but my management
was not really backing me up in that

direction," Galway says. "Now, I

have a new management and they

think that it is a good idea and that I

should do this."

"What I like the best about con-

ducting is studying the scores and
learning the music," Galway contin-

ues. "It's a whole new experience

for me. When you play the flute, you
study the scores but this is different.

You have to study every part and
know everything."

But knowing everything does
not mean just knowing the notes on
the page. Music means breathing

out and expressing everyday expe-

riences. Although Galway tours

around the world, he still manages
to find time for his wife and
friends.

"I am also the local babysitter for

my friends who live in the neighbor-

hood,"GaIway says. "They are pro-

fessional musicians and so some-
times, when they are at work, they

send their little girl over. It's a riot, I

have lo tell you," Galway add*,

laughing.

In finding time for everyday
things, Galway continues to find

insight into emotions and human
nature that he shares through music.

With this second voice. Galway
communicates the beauty of life

while entertaining.

"Music is my life. It's a gift I have
from God," Galway says. "If any-

one has a gift from God and they

recognize it, they should be thankful

for it and really practice it so that it

becomes something special. So
that's what I do every day. It's kind

ofljke a prayer."

MUSK: James Galway will perform
at the Veterans Wadsworth Theater
on March 28 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $45,

$42 and $11 with UCLA ID. For more
information call (310) 825-2101.

MAGIC
From page 29

"All I know is it's Penn-and-Teller

type stufT," Teller says. "It tends to

be stuff that makes you laugh and the

little hairs stand up on the back of
your neck at the same time."

The duo is adamant, however,
about the distinction between the

performances they give and other

magic shows.

"Whereas other magicians are

still following this 'I'll be a greasy

guy in a tux with a lot of birds tortur-

ing women in front of a mylar cur-

tain while playing a bad rip-offofold
McWhiteboy motown music,' which
seems to be a valid art form for

some, others like us have decided to

actually look into the truth," Penn
says.

Presenting the thumbnail defini-

SeeMMICpageS?

MAGIC
From page 36

tion of magicians as actors playing

the part of a magician, Penn says that

he and Teller prefer to be thought of

as swindlers who play swindlers.

The duo admits that 75 to 80 per-

cent of what the audience sees in

their show is trickery. They are not

out to determinedly conceal the

secrets of their magical mysteries.

"The secrets of magic are not kept

secret because of some cabal that we
all belong to by sacrificing young

babies and dancing around bonfires

naked. Although we do both of those

things, its not an important part of

keeping the secret," Penn says. "The

secret is kept the same reason the

secret to how to grind your pistons in

your Volvo is kept secret - you don't

care! You want somebody else to do
it, find some guy to do it, isn't there a

l^uy who does this?"

Rather than creating elaborate

illusions, Penn and Teller are more
interested in separating the truth

from the nonsense, and who better to

address that issue artistically than

people whose lives have been spent

learning to do deception.

Take Mofo, the psychic gorilla,

for example. No illusions here. Teller

confesses, "It's probably the cheesi-

est carnie trick you'll ever see. That's

Mofo, Mo-fo, cause you know that's

ghetto slang for mother fucker."

Penn becomes the

sole voice for the duo,

lacing the show with

his unique brand of

insight and cynicism.

Apparently Mofo had an unfortu-

I

nate accident in the wild 10 years ago

and Harvard's medical team picked

him up. They chopped ofl" his head,

I

preserved it, gave him the power of

I

speech and now he reads minds for

Penn and Teller. Or so the story goes.

In the wake of all these previous

theatrical tricks, it only seems appro-

priate that Penn and Teller conclude

their performince with something as

flashy as The Bullet Catch, a trick

that has claimed the lives of 12 magf-

cians, shot dead on stage.

"We get two audience members
up - and incidentally, we're not one
of those high-budget shows that

bring along their own audience

members. We just grab people out of

the audience, but we ask for anyone

who's conversant with weapons,
with specifically handguns." says

Teller.

Those audience members are

asked to choose a bullet each, mark
them, then examine and load the

.357 magnum guns. With the audi-

ence members safely back in the

audience, Penn and Teller walk to

opposite ends of the stage, like an old

fashioned duel. -

Aiming the guns at each other's

faces through panes of glass, Penn

and Teller shoot at each other

through the glass and catch the

marked bullets in their teeth.

"People get very nervous during

that trick. My mother doesn't like

that trick at all," Teller says. "It's

kind of a magic trick, but it's also

kind of a daredevil stunt and also,

frankly, given the current public

unease about handguns, it ends up
being a very Interesting political

exploration too."

THEATER: Penn and Teller will per-

form at the Wilshire Theater, 8440
Wilshire Blvd in Beverly Hills from

March 25-April 5. There will also be a

preview performance ©n March 24.

Tickets for the preview performance
are available for $30 and $35. Tickets

for the regular performances range

from $32-$42.Call (213) 365-3500.
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Anxiety/ Depression
Hypnotherapy can
Change you and

your life.

310-82.6-0801

Back to school specials.
Laser Printer Toner Cartridges
Why pav more We /u/Zy guarantee the quality.

Recycled Laser Printer Cartridges

HP92295A(Laserjclll. ill)

HP 92275A (Laserjet IIP. HIP)

HP 9229 1 A (Laserjet lllM,4si)

HP 92298A ( Laserjet 4. 4+,5)

HP 92274A (Laserjet 4L. 4P)

HP 09(X)A (Laserjet 4V)

HP C3906A (Laserjet .5L) ^
HP C3909A (Laserjet 5si)

CanonA-f5/30(PC-l,2. 3, 5, 6RE) . •

Canon E- 1 6/31 (PC-3(X). 310. 720, 770
Canon FX- 1 (L500, L600, L700)

Canon FX-2 (L5000. 1,6000. L7000)
Epson 7000 (Minolta SP- 101)

Epson I500(SP-6X)
IBM 4019, 4028. 4029

IBM 4039, 4049, Optra R, Optra R+

Recycled Inlcjet Printer Cartridges

HPDcskjft5l626A
HP Deskjet 5 1 629

A

Canon BC-OI

Canon BC-02 v

Canon BC-20
Canon BJ-300

Canon BJC-600 -«—~.- .__-,,-

$35.00

$49 (X)

$74(X)

$62(X)

$50.00

$86.00

$57. (X)

SI 40.00

$70.00

$64.00

$56.25

$61.25

$100 00

$85.95

$92.00

$92.00

$17.20

$19.20

$19.20

$19.20

$19.20

$935

$7.00

Paragon Toner
TEL: (800) 861-1333
FAX: (562) 803-5512

Free UPS delivery

Quantity discount

available

W6S
(310) 209-5002

10921 Wilshire Boulevard

LAFimESS
SPORTS CLUBS

America's Premier PUness Centers

L

Menibei^hip based on automatic transfer fmm checking. Visa, Mastercard. American Express. Discover, or savings Other membel^hips mav be piwented. Facilities may van Extra charce'for some
amenities.
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Conveniently Located in Westwood village
Across From Jerry's Famous Deli

«27
Complete Professional

Eye Examination'
Regular Ptic* $55
• New patients only.

Contact lens e«am additional.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE
IrKludes eye exam.

frame and prescription

lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood

can help you

see better,

and look

better, too.

ON DISPOSABLE

^ CONTACTS
new technologicaily

advanced lenses
' 1 yta supply 150 s«nfs iwf

•tai s iwrmly pad lof taMc nl
oV0f i MMR lenses

• comprehensive, computer

assisted eye exams
• custom and disposable

contact lenses

• wide selection of today's

most fashionable eyewear
• free no obligation laser

refractive surgery

consultation

• Vision insurance plans

accepted

EYES OF WESTWOOD —^

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.
10930 Weybum Ave. Westwood Village

(310)208-1384

Saece f920
The original Yellow Cab

The Tradition Continues...

(800) 71 1 -8294
TAX I

SANTA MONICA COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENTS^ PHOTO SHOOT
for SMC Schedule of Classes Fall '98 cover ~r

-—-
-

—
Santa

Thursday, March 1 9th • 1 1 :1 5 AM <j0^Ch
in front of Royce Hall CPlK^

- I

VANDERZANDEN
From page 29

Actually^ it is wire barbed with bun-

nies. It's up to you to wrap this around

the chairs and tape the plastic bunnies

that fall off to the table, you do under-

stand. Don't even think of doing

research yet. It's not yet time. You

must decorate, or else the whole thing

could fall apart. Everyone knows this.

And you must now, of course, to

refuel, bake a batch of oatmeal cook-

ies and eat half of the batter as well as

half of the cookies as soon as they

leave the oven. After taking a few to

your neigh^r, this will leave you with

four. Eat one more. Good. Three is a

good amount to have left over for

tomorrow. You're doing well. The

paper is bound to be great. This is

exactly where it should be two days

before it's due. Perfect.

But don't forget, you still have to

clean your room. Yes, take all the

underwear you dumped on the floor

this morning in a mad rush to catdi

the bus for a job interview back in the

drawer. No, put down that

Hemingway biography. It's not time

to open that yet. You still have to sort

your socks and look through all of

your CDs to fmd the ones you need to

hear right now. It's very important.

Pop both Run On albums onto your

five-changer CD player, along with

both Home Alive poetry/rock compi-

lation albums and Radiohead's "OK
Computer." Good work. They will

help you to rearrange your "box o'

school supplies." That must be resort-

ed tonight. There's just no two ways

about it.

Don't even think of

doing research yet ...

You must decorate.

You're doing well, and though by

now you've cleaned not only the

kitchen, living room, breakfast nook,

but your room as well, it still isn't time

to open your books. No, no, no.

you've forgotten the most instrumen-

tal part of the preparatory process.

That's right: flexing your muscles in

front of the mirror as you belt out the

lyrics to your favorite song on that one

album that you can't remember the

name of I know. I can't believe you'

almost skipped this step either. But,

it's okay. I caught you. Everything's

back on track, running smoothly, right

on schedule. Phee-yew.

OK, now you're going to have to do

your jump on the bed and bounce up

and down as you act like you're in the

coolest video on the face of the earth

and you're the most rad rock star, shit-

kicking anti-hero ever to explode on

screen. Duh, who could begin a paper

without this burst of mega-ego to

pump yourself up?

All right, now some relaxing will be

required You've worn yourself out

with all this work. Papers are exhaust-

ing. Sometimes professors just don't

realize the strain they place on stu-

dents. Geez.

You have to turn the volume up and
lie back. Take a deep breath and focus

on the words. What is a CeeBee
GeeBce haircut, you wonder, and why
would it be easier to drive down but

harder to drive back on Christmas

Day. It's just too confusing. This is

hurting your brain. Oh, it's excruciat-

ing. You should really get some rest. In

fact, just go to sleep. You've done

enough work for one night.

Tomorrow you can wake up bright

and eariy and do some reading for

your other classes. That will alleviate

some stress and get you further ahead

on your paper. It's already two in the

morning. But good work, you've done

great for one night. Fitzgerald would

be proud.

VanderZanden is a third-year English

student
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advertising information

Rates
Dally, up to 20 words

...each additional word

_ Vyeekly, up to 20 words_
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word

$8.00

0.50

27.00

1.50

90.00

5.00

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza •

Los Angeles, CA 90024 .£___

internet
E-Mail: classifleds@medla.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Classifled Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm

Frt: 9:00am-2:30pnfi
The ASUCU Conununicatwu Iward fully supports the Univarsrty of CaNfornia's polk^y on noK^
are HmitacI to positions, capelMllties. roles, or stahjs In society. Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA tammuntartions Board has investlgaled any a( the services advartiaed or the advertisemeflls represented in this issue. Any penon befieiWig that atr

advertisemeni in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscriinination stated herein should communicate compiaints m writing to the Business Manager, Daily BnMn, 1 1 8 KercMwH Halt, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angelas. CA 9p024. For assistance
with housing discrimination probtems, call the UCLA Housing Offlca at (310) 82S-4271 or call the Westdde Fair ftwaing Office at (310) 475-9671. ClassMsdJKh abo appear an-hne at httpi/Avwwxtailytruin.ucla.edu Placetnent on-line is i^ered as a
compUmentary service lor customers and Is 004 guaranteed. The OafiySrun is responsMe (or the IM Incorrect ad insartian only. Mi^
ot an error on the Unl day ot puMtertoo l»y noon.

For Classified Display ads, please see

our rate card for variable rate

information.

DI^C^VER -fy:T]jI/WasferCaBtl

Deadlines
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day before printing,

• , at 12 noon.

Clas^Med Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon

of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

AUow 5 woridng days for nudi payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with ttie merchandise you

are seHing. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item.

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abbreviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand.

• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know about

ttie merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Indude suet) information as brand

names, colors and ottier specific

descriptions.

announcements

1100-2600

2200

TANGO-SALSA-SWING
Learn romantic dances with the UCLA BALL-
R(X)M DANCE CLUB. Mondays: Ackerman
2nd Floor-Lounge 310-284-3636 ball-

roomOuQla edu for new friends and tun.

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medial
bills. Never repay Toll Free: 1-800-218-

9000. Ext. G-1650

RAISE $500 in one week. Fundraising op-

portunities available. No finarKial obligation

Great tor dubs For more information call

888-51 -A-PLUSeKt.51.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff: benefit

from k>w-cost firtancial services & on-cam-
pus ATMs. Visit us at Ackerman A-level. on-

line at www.ucu.org or call 310-477-6628

Alcoholics Anonymous
Man. DitcMMon, Fri. Stap Staiy, 3517 Adnrman

TKun. Sodk Statty, 3S17 AdMrman
M/T/W Rm. Damd A34»9

WmL Rm. A3- 029

DiacMMM, Al liMH 12:10- 1.-00 pm

^^ jfcqhoHcj orindMttMlf MtfM A#Ma<

NEWS
Art ymmf D*ym hmw€^
Dmytm hm»»f

-Dnoied w Arfr CWd of Afl Aces"

137 N UrdMMM Hvd., •5$6, LA . CA 441004

(213)937-611$ www.oiriychUd COM
e-auil: oBtychild^eanhlink Vi

1300 1300

. ^oVyPED/^p^

UniVERSITY or LA VERTiE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM

Accredited by the State Bar of California

Innovative & Supportive Environment

Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes

Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

• Certificate • AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:

San Fernando Valley Campus

21300 Oxnard St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818)883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

La Veme,CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

The University of La Veme is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

TL

FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark blotches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUAUFIED RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS.

If you are 1 8 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Cinder Dermatologist Supervision

^U 10.00 phone card! '^^

Make thousands giving,^

"^^^them away. For your^
'

7-fFREE $10.00 phone p=
^

card & details - send ^:^
self addr. envelope to;

Mr. S. Kahn P-
3041 E. 3rd St, #2^^

MOMS W/12-18 month-old babies needed
for Ph.D research study on bonding Call

Wendy 310-820-0952.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 for lab experiment and developmental

evaluation, and get a scientific learning ex-

perience. Call 310-825-0392.

i * >

>

^^ongB^h

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOO!

Social psychological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours. Average $8 Undergraduate only. Call

310-837-2669 or sign up 235 Haines. *

..j.i

par1l!tSib^.^^'^iAfi3A9ifi;^;3tse.

Project Engineer
|(iN China)!

U S Filtec/Kinetics is tne nation? largest Kign-purity' process piping

contractor, prnvicling tumRey solutions to tne semiconductor irxlustry.

^ seek an entry-level FVoject Engineer fluent in Mandarin CKinese

(written/verrjal) to assist <xir pn>ject rruinager witn material expediting,

lakir aiw material utiliTation tacking, field installation verification, and

material aojuisRiini, among otlier duties.

Jon will last nine-monllis- 1 year in Cnina, witn tne ptwsikility of otlier

European/worldwide jt>D sites. Engineerin^Ginstruction experience

preferred; but more importantly, we seek an individual witn an

enthusiastic desiiv to learn our business. Our projects are autnorized

for I Ir^ passport holders only. Company pnivides arrangements for

housing and living expenses.

Pleaae tena your resume to our corporate neadquarters:

USF/Kiiietic.

P.O. Box 5085
SanU Clara, CA 95056-5085

. . Fax: (408) 4^-6162
E-mail: m^ldneticsys.cotn.

KINETICS acknowledges all qualibed applicants by phone.

EOE, M/F/EW

I k-

fli.. .Tir.,^ .1 '* . ..1- ' ..Jl >-
, Tl-.T^M >»'.>



Daily 8fuin Oauified
Monday.MarthK.im 40

1300

Looking for an internship in

advertising?

I

I

is looicing for interm for tlie

Spring Quarter. Besides valuable

-career experience, an internship at

the Daily Bruin can make you
lots of money.

So if you're a hard-working, motivated

individual, pici( up an application at 118

Kerckoff, due Friday April lOth. Any Q's,

call Alissa (310) 206-3060.

••••••••••
^ Piano Rentals ^
"^ Low Monthly Rates W
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^ 7••••••••••

/4mtUM i

LONG BOARDS 2 9 fool trifin. $250/ea.

MAC powerbook 165C MSW 5 1 tax modem.

$350. Call John 310-452-8958

Round 1 rip Airfares
Paika^ji-. to (jiilap;tfiosy

\! ,c hii I'll I hu Uiki I itik.ik.1

I.lIIKl
-)-.'•

San Paulo ' Rio
(iiun ' 'I'lito

S.iii'

Package- Tours also available-

lor MO H-y2 HH2\
Res: HO(J ;!NV) 0349

I'KOFKSSIONAL IKAVKL SKKMCi

41 Mon<lay,March16,1998

ItoMts

Book It!

transportation

MEXICO OR HAWAII only $250r/t Europe

$239o/w Other worWwide-destinations

cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-800-575-TECH www.airtech.com

4500-5500

lor Sals

$$GREAT VALUE$$
1991 HONDA ACCORD LX- 4dOOr,

white/blue Interior, ac. am/tm, ps, pw,

Sspeed. ExceHent cornlition. 1owr>er. 80K-

miles. $7985. 310-820-4154.

1984 CHEVY- Blue 4doof hatchback Excel-

lent conditkjn. Immaculate interior Runs

great! 108,000 miles. $1095 obo Renee

213-851-9460.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEP'S-$478 fVT. Mexioo/Car-

ibbean-$209-$249 R/T, Hawali-$119 o/w.

CaH 310-394-0550. http7/ww.airMtoh.org

STUDENT
TRAVEL

, CA4*# Ti</U4». OrOk< A<lvv«.

"Multis;;orf Adventure"

"Hiking Adventure"

$356
"New York ivpiorer"

Faks uh suukt to chance, restriction?

,APPIY. .

CSTtrCNDINC

QEE: CmkiIm brtcnraliMuil

I Macaliaul EtdMnge

.10904 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

Profit From Your Vcojk skh
imagine!

have a hHiUing and ffrofhaUe

working whn people as:

You can

career

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help

infertile couples while receiving financial

compensation up to $600/rTK>nth and free

health screening. Convenient hours, kx»ted

in Westwood. Call Masie 310-824-9941

V

\

•Q PsydotlMrapisKMarriaae

and Foiraly Ttwropist/Psychologist)

•a Career CaoMMior

•oOidCtfeSpedaisf

•oParsoMilMOfar
•0 Hmmb Aasavcts Diradar

•Q Caart aadkrtar

•an iMlastriol/OrgaiizaHaMl

CaKahoit

•a GWMlafjisKor you con

augment your^ in: Low

edarcewent, enter the field, or

work in PraMan, Porale,

Carradiaos, ondCu—aaity

Ovtraadi)

\i

AMERICAN
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

INSTITUTE
Offering the foNowing degrees:

lAinkhowerdStadtes MAiaCoMmlng

rsydMM9y

loMMiaWiiklWikM

Turn Your Dreams into Kculity

Ormge County. 525l!7abrihM( Dr., Sak
\50,Sartulm,(AmO]

'•
(O.CCompiKloaMlMnAAKMliilwiCaivriaiol

BemiyfikmiLoOinaBM., lUfhor,

31 0-659.5250 Sjyjl

EGG DONORS NEEDED
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED helping an infer-

tile couple? If you're 21-30 years&willing to

help, please call. All races needed. Ccxnpen-

satior>-$3500. OPTIONS 800-886-9373.

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. A« into confidential. Please call

310-285-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32. Egg

donors find it enwtionally rewarding to help

anonymous infertile couples $4,000 com-

pensation Call 1-888-411 -EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

MEN; Donors needed lor insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewish,

Italian, Afncan-Amencans. 35 or younger.

Please call 626-440-7450. Compensatwn

provided.

EGG DONORSI
WANTED

If YOU are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation
$3500.00

call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed. $45,000 income poten-

tial Call 1-800-51 3-4343. Ext. B-10105.

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE. A lot cheaper than

buying it at the copy place. Call Michelle

310-824-3920

1987 VW FOX, 2Dr, 4-speed, A/C, Write,

New Brakes, 2 New Tires, Radio-Cass, 105K

miles, Looks+Runs Good, Excellent Condi-

tion, $1600.

1991 BMW 318 IS- 2door, red w/Wack interi-

or, power windov«, arrVfm radio+tape deck.

alr-corxjitioning. Immaculate corxlition and

runs greati 213-263-8560.

CARS
100/ 500 1980-1997. POLICE IMPOUND
Hondas, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities

Must sell. 1 -800-772-7470 ext.71 11

MITSUBISHI GALANT 1987 Automatic,

loaded. 78,000mi, very good condition,

$2500 fimi. 310-454-5314. Evening or mes-

sage

'89 ACURA LEGEND L Coup Immaculate

All records. $7000. 1 owner 98k mites 5-

speed. GokJ. New tires. 213-253-3249

•93 TOYOTA TERCEL. White, 53M, 2-door,

5-spd. air, new tires. $5,990. 310-824-4054

POWERBOOK 5300c, active matrix saeen.

750 MB HD, 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-

dem/Ethernet Card $1400obo. Chris 310-

836-2370.

/Cfci>ifap|fr

FUTON, SEVEN-FOOT long, double-size

mattress, brand new Was $1200. asking

$350obo Call 310-446-9176.

KITCHEN TABLE 4 matching chairs/solid

oak/exceltenl condition $250 Futon mat-

tress: frame(full) sofa-to-bed/solkj oak/cov-

er/pillows included. Excellent condition.

$250. 310-204-0736

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle

Sales • Repairs • Insurance

. EXCHANGE ADFOR FREE PICK-UP
• OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT

1632 S. La Cienega Blvd.

Six Blocks South of Pkx>

^ (310)275-6734/

Setitai for Sato 1
MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNS4FOSTER Also Orthope-

dic twin-set8-$1 19.95. Full8-$1 69.95.

Queens-$1 89.95 Kings-$239 95 Futons-

$149.95 Free delivery. Beacon Mattress.

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

1984 HONDA ELITE 50 for sale $350 Obo.

Must sell quickly Call 213-368-6171 Car-

nren.

N

"ATTRESSSETSII!
^ FROM $17.95/DAY

Twin $79, Full $89, Queen $139, King $159

Bunkbeds. Deliveries, Phone Orders Accept-

ed. 310-372-2337.
^

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, gocxJ quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150 Can deliver 310-822-3284.

RENT-A-CAR Under 25 ok Cash deposit

ok. Free miles altowance Open 7 days/virt<

Major credit-cards accepted 1-800-770-

0606

tofiit*.

A happily married couple seeks to

adopt a baby to complete our family.

Our two year old adopted son

would love to be a big brother.

If you can help u« fulfill our dream,
"~''

call WcfMlv/Fred. i^.^

(800)4*4-2543 Code: 9097

Classifieds
825-2221

for sale

2700 - 4500

iSi^St^^^T

1
BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ; 130,' 160 Lots

of Sociokjgy books including: Sociok>gy 2,

126 (Soc of Nomns), 132 (Soc Psy), M150
(Soc of Agatng) & M162 (Soc of gender)

Art history 56 (reader only) Sokj at cheap-

er price than the UCLA bookstore Call 310-

836-1023 lor Mwhele after 6PM.

travel

5600-5720

Let over 56,000 readers l(now it's your friend's birttiday.

[Honolulu $280
Cancun $484
Paris .$398

San Francisco 476
London $4^

PKka«Bm Itw Im ku«tfM tfMHa octafMCy UhiM

m

law^inybwiLAX luwiHchi*)) S—m itunauu mmmh

i (310) 824-1574
~ 920 Westwood Blvd.

g www.»to-tfvl.<—i

.1020 Westwood Boulevard

I Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organi/atiui)

STA TRAVEL
We've b«en there.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

wnRlD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

IttKE YOUR OWI lyR, CWl HOm RESEWMION AT

Mlp:/Airww.ptl$maweb.com/0quanav9l

24 HOURS A DAY

Lowest Domestic and

Intematonal Airfores

Tour Pockoges

Euroilposs

Hotel Accomodations

Car Rentals

*Asio*Alrica*Austiolla*Eun»e*Soutt) Americo*

*ln(lio*Conodo*Mexico*H(nMi*

5|)eixi/(loii)e$ficlMNM^

SCASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call now. 1-

800-532-8890

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Unkm to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also
' receive k>w-cost financial servKes. 310-

477-6628; http7/www.ucu,org

Pne«ro» «uB|«i to tfnngi •"tioui no«c» •oalH% my bi

krvMomionw* moyoMiiy Pkataai

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 WkNn.Si0tmW9ttm)OdCA9OO2i

FLY CHEAP!!
* ROUND TRIP COURIER AIRFARES it

tatB MMitee^M Mem Kona^M

/!() OO FARES
I AIR COURIER INItRNATIONAL

1 -800-802-7216 24 hrs.

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARITO BEACH MEXICO Hotel pack-

ages $34&up 1-888-PICANTI Space limit-

Display
206-3060

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL''
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents. Tickets OK

CALL AA*U NOW
FOR FREE OUflg

1 (800) 225-9000

'w^yj'i^>TO>Xf>TM^.x^

l/JOrL AkrOc^C

(3/16-3/21) ^ ^
Available through Q

jpouncil Travel retail office:

only. fey

Travel ^„^
CKC: CMaciiM tatcTMliMMl

EdacatiMM CinMi(e

10904 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

1020 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

m

INSURANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or don't want

your business All drivers Newly licensed.

Student/statf/faculty discounts Request the

"Bruin Plan" 310-777-8817 or 213-873-

3303.

>lllstate
IboAre in 0Dod haada.

Insurance Company
(310)312-0204

1281 Wostwood BlvcJ.
C2 fc>l><a. So or Wll«i-»lre)

Classifieds
825-2221

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico Live with family. 2weeks-

$411, 4weeks-$785: 5hours class/day,

room-f3meals/day. CALMECAC. Calixto 2.

Guanajuato, Gto. 36000 Mexico, mo-

dem560quijote.ugto.mx.

STUDY SPANISH in Mexico! Summer pro-

grams. CoMege credit offered. Call toll free:

888-5-ESPANOL.

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychotherapy/Counseling.

Depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress

disorder. Couples—Individuals. Call for free

consultation. Sliding scale. Liz Gould.

MFCC«32388 310-578-5957

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, confidential counseling Anxiety,

depression, relatior\ships, Hypnotfierapy for

test preparation Individuals, couples. West-

wood Village Carole Chasin MA. MFCC
310-289-4643

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Beverty Hills Offering $1 Scuts,

$20color by advanced training team For info

call Amy&Kelly 310-775-8808

t Ol NSI I l\(.

f
with COMPASSION

and CONFIDENTIALITY
KAREN DERR, Ph.D.

Lic.«l3l64

(310)337-1686

KAREN SCHLAFF. Pli.D.

Lk.«l3794

(310) 472-6430

R.MILF^ UYCHOCO. Ph. D.

Lic.«14386

(310) 539-7675

Westwood Omcc

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN?
Talking to the RIQMT person can help!

AFFORDAWf , QUAUTY THERAPY

Wonno Thomaa, Ph.D.

Licanaad

Psychotogtet

(PSY 14489)

Ufa Trarwitions,

Oapraaston, Lom,
Sa<f-EstM(n. Aiuioty,

Prwnarital CounMilno.
Survtvora of Emotional.

Ptiy*tcal, or S«xual At>ui«.

OvarMtlng. Body lmag«.

Adult CNtdran of Alcohollca,

MumcuKural/MuHMhnIc Imum,
Coupio* Conflicta or B«*ak-up«, ate.

TMw that flrat atop
and caW Dr. 1ft»owno fltomaa

Convenient V*'ostside location and fleiibleho>./s

Daily Bruin Classified

IQvldviGt/i

BANKRUPTCY -^
Chapter 7/11/13. GET OUT OF DEBT TO-

DAY!!! Flat fee/low cost/payment plans

Law offices of White & Assoc (UCLAW "86")

800-420-9998/3 1 0-207-2089".

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
LEARN HOW TO MEND YOUR CREDIT,

legally and quickly! To obtain more informa-

tion send 1 SASE including 2-dollars for

P+H: Trading Places, 222 S. Figueroa. Suite

1212, La California 90012

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perienced immigration attorney Reasonable

rates and free consultatkjns. Call 213-251-

9588 for attorney Doreen

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-lnexpensive Way!

Visas, Work Permits, & Lal>or Certification. A
California Corporation Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist. Call: 310-459-9200

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green
cards, visas, work (>ermits, lat)or certification,

deportation. Reasoiiable rates. Attorney Ge-
offrey Chin 213-382-1888 UCLA Alumnus.

PiofsiilonnI S&nikM

ATTN: MBA, LAW,

MED. APPLICANTS
Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements'' Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445.

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

smaM jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8668. SF. LV. SO, AZ. Go Bniins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Experienced, reliable, same day

delivery. Packing, boxes available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLA!!

DRUM LESSONS
All levets/styies with dedcated professkjnal

At your home or WLA studto. 1st lesson free

No dnim set necessary. NeH 213-654-8226

FOR GUITARISTS ONLY! Mehael Hedges,

Leo Kottke, Jont Mitchell, Ry Cooder Open
Tunings: The UenX Generatkjn. Make it So!

310-248-3629

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP all

levels and styles Patient and organized.

Guitars available Syi 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

3 1 0-476-4154

Guitar lessons in exchange for room Unique

opportunity Famous Latin-American musi-

cian Excellent references 6weeks starting

April 5 310-394-1714.

THE BETTER PIAt^ LESSONS- Jaz2 &

Classical Musk;- European Instructor- Inter-

natwnal teaching experience All Ages/Lev-

els Leave message at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS. Eastman grad 10-years

European operatic expenence Free the

beauty of your voce through good vocal

techroque. tW/ht. 310-470-6549.

CHINA MAN ^^^^^^

An all natural alternative that adds satisfac-

tion for you and your partner all night Used

by thousands of men. 1-800-257-7669. Toll

Free 18 and over please ^

/ Biitity 3i Mlmi

LuCia
i-.lccttiilvsi^ iV >kinr;irc

K() cifitiHtn

DISPOSABLE I

CONSULTATION
' EUROPEAN I

iLn)8-S19;'.LJ
1'J!.I Wl S I WOtltl Ml VI)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al subjects, Theees/Ossertabons.

Personal Statements. Proposals and Books.

Iniemabcnal students welcome

SINCE 1965

Sharon BMr, Pti.D. (310) 470-6662

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome, Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F I0:00am-5:00pni

ESL EDITOR
HELPS INTERNATIONAL faculty/students fi-

nalize books, technk:al artwles, personal

statenwnls. 15-years experience Effteient.

thorough, reasonable rates. 213-380-3731

e-mail: ndownesO wortdrwt.att.net

IMPROVE YOUR BALLET technkjue Pri-

vate ballet instnxnkjn by professkxial danc-

er. All levels. Progress and improved tech-

nk^ue is guaranteed. $40/hr 310-^77-8700

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/tv»o Ph.Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statements.

David 310-281-6264 ,
805-646-4455.

WEB PAGE DESIGN
And Digital photos for physkaans and other

professionals, www.lasolutions.com/web-

design htm 310-285-9264 Leave message.

How To Meet
Rich Men

96 pages by

Ruth Leslee Greene
:^.if

$12.% + $3S&H
MC VISA AMEX DISC

DOYLE STUDIO PRESS
294 Ptoaseirt St., Watertown. MA 0n72
Call Toll Free 24 Hrx.! 1-888-239-6649

FaiLl-617-«8-3156

www.meetbeatrtifulwomcn.coni

Speedy Research
Over SMtrSiS?* ttfJSi^^^attrUk hr

_ _ HOCLYWOOO Ot-VO 2N0 FUOOH.
RM.20e l.oa AMGCLES CA 90028

Horn: Mon-Fn 10 SOun-fipen • S»iurdjy». Ilpm-«pm
CuMom Rcwch ivulaMc • Viu/MOAmen/Fix

CmU Todmj!
I-M0-354-9OOI

NMini/ BMMRfMVWn

DENTALHEALTH NSTTTUTE
"All Students

& Faculty

Members ore

welcome'

First time

introduclofy

offer witfi

tfiis coupon

We C^reate oeautiful omiles!
• 94 rioor rm*rq€fitu 3
• MeJ-Col&Mostl

*pvitp

iniuronce Plan* Atceplra

Expiroa 4/S/ge Tel: (310) 475-5598

•^W!^^i
• Wl oAtr the Mtt cffactKw UtatMag (jfftm 1

« Conalrtt Dm*fM*Ktt 1

»APAmi|m 1

' 1620 Westwood Blvd., Wcsl Los Anqeles, Bffwccn WilsLi^ & Sanlu Monica {rree Parking m Qear)

Check Autos for Sale [49001 for the car you've been looking for.

THE WRITING COACH
Expenenced teacher, Ph D offers tutoring,

term paper assistance, English, Social Sci-

ence, History Foreign Students Weteome

Call: 310-452-2865

TUTOR
HIGHLY QUALIFIED tutor/educational guid-

ance counselor All subjects/study skills.

Grades 6-12 Refs available. Vickie: 310-

794-0392

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry. Physics. English Elementary thru

graduate school Post-Ph D WLA 310-398-

0693

PRIVATE TUTOR $25/hr. avoid high agency

costs Most subjects, all grades Specialize

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie ©310-442-

9565

SPANISH LESSONS Experienced. Master

degree One on one At your fiome $25/hr

First class free. Never boring, always fun.

310-723-1087.

UCLA ENGLISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,

superb papers guaranteed High school and

below welcome. Jeff 213-653-2240

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford University

graduate. Help with English—for students of

all ages/levels. $15/hr. 310-472-8240 or

310-440-0285. ,
,

'

.

."__

GERMAN TUTOR NEEDED. PT. Hrs ffexi-

We. 310-208-1367

TEACHER W/LD EXPERIENCE. Tues.

Thurs. Fri from 3:30-4:30 every other week.

Positive personality, can handle 9-yr-old

master of manipulation. Westskje. Fax:310-

454-4352.

10+YHbfcXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcriptkw, Resumes,

/Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!

Legal/Medcal-Mac/IBM. Student Discount.

Near UCLA. 310-312-4858

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT, APPLICA-

TIONS, LETTERS EDITING/PROOFREAD-

ING FORMATTII^ DISSERTATION/THES-

ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES.

ACE WORDS, etc: 310-820-8830

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertatkjns, transcriptkw, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports Santa

Monk», 310-828-6939 Hollywood. 213-466-

2888

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewnting, research, transcription,

etc Fax, email, mail, bring work to nr>e.

Rushes. Student discount. 818-830-1546.

employment

7400 - 8300

17400 !

Hiilm ii flmiiiilHHiMw

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750

"How-to" books, reports, and manuals Call

for free info-pack' i 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891 24hrs.

VENTURE CAPITAL
For small business Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412

Competitive Scientific Based

Intenutional Company has

openings for home l>ased business

with unlimited income.

24 hour message.

(800) 468-7262 ext. 27603

7S00

BARTENDING
student Discount fnr UCLA Students

iVith ID lo.'.ost Tuition

• Earn $100-$200 Daily

• Laam how to twconw

I cerlMed iMrtender in

|ust2weeks

•It'snotajob-frsaPAinY!!!

•Job placflmenl assistance

National

Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 • MIXX

Display
206-3060
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Wild animal

6 Squadron
10 Farm baby
14 Highway
15 Confident
16 Novelist James
17 Secret

1 8 "Diana " singer '

19 Persuade
20 Superlative

suffix

21 Floor covenngs
23 Beg
24 Rice wine
25 Israeli coins

27 Goes forth

30 Tend the garden
31 Scrub
32 Poise
37 Arabian gulf

38 Valuable quality

40 Reed instrument

41 Elizabeths
sister

43 Stroll

44 Gamble
45 Put into words
47 Own up
51 Aristocrat

52 Oslrichlike birds

53 Cast a ballot

54 Actor Brynner
57 Sunrise direction

58 Once more
60 Originated

62 — Johnson of

"Laugh-In"

63 Speck
64 Fads
65 Hunk
66'Walked
67 Type of steak or

chard

DOWN
1 Soft ripe cheese
2 Eternities

3 Cousin's

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

J A f^

1
P E A K S

1
L O V E D

E V E R E M 1 T E R A S E

S O D 1 R E N E M A N S E

S W 1 M M 1 N G P O O L i^n
E S C A P E 1 N S E c T

T E R mMp L! R A E

B A L E£ D 1 E

1
U R N S

A D A Y

1
M o U N D T O T

N 1 B s E R N E f O R E S
F E E 1'^ A SHS H 1 P ^^^H
F U L T o N E D 1 s O N

E X T R A V A G A N z A
S 1 N A 1

1

E X 1 L E

1

E o N
H O U S E B E N E T A N C
E N T E R S L E D Sj K E^ Y

4

5
6

mother
~

Sault — Marie
Topography
Customary
practices

-7 Convent —
dwellers

8 Vex
9 Brewed

beverage
10 Make

watertight

11 Match
12 Lawful
13 Nourishes
22 Guitarlike

instrument

23 Rind
24 Informal

language
25 Foot covering
26 Owls call

27 Rip-off

28 "M"A*S*H"
actor

29 Nasty glarKO
32 St Louis time

33 Wanderer
34 Wanes
35 Only
36 Plant-to-be

38 Greek war god
39 Matching

groups
42 Vigoda and

Fortas
43 In — : behind
45 Made furrows

46 Sultry

47 Dairy product

48 Actress
Maureen —

49 Birds'

homes
50 Destinies

53 Clinton's no
54 Cartoon bear
55 Exploits

56 Minus
58 Qty
59 Neither here —

there

61 Chilly and
damp

w
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7500
Career OpiwUMiniaB

EDUuAlluNAL - obhir^iAi-j I

Work with LD-children Requires BA, current

enrollment-Masters level program In Educ-

related field Resume; Kellye McKlnna. MA
1011 Havenhurst Dr LA CA 90046.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrs/wk

$11 25/tir. Long term opportunity with a new,

exciting brand Stephanie©818-500-0966.

Career Services Presents I

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY, MARCH 19ttl 10am- 3pm
at Trousdale Parkway at use

The largest job fair in L.A.
is comine to USC.

Warner Brothers, Hihon.
Union Bank Uf CA, Mary's, Metlife,

Accountants Overload, Aeon are a few
of the many Major Corporations

attending.

Open to all Fields, Majors & Degrees.

For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

llisa
Latin American Institute for Spanish

^'Ri

•LIVE WITH A COSTA RICAN FAMILY

•COLLEGE CREDITS

(310)476-3123 (310) 476-81 32FAX

P.O. Box 491036, Los Angeles, CA 90049

MEGA'MYERS

CHILD CAHfc tor 10-yr oia gm. (jeneraiiy

Saturday evenings. Female wanted, close to

campus. Call Lisa 310-273-8576

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girl:

age 12, Mon-Fri, 4-7;30pm, Must have own

car LIve-in possible. Extra hours available.

$10/hr. $15 tor homework hrs. 310-398-

0830.

$8.1Q/HR. PLUSMMUS

(Sun 'Tina rtti*i>^. 2 iMto on Sd. t Sun •Nwnoont)

Contact Cwtot Gornu

31t-7f4-0277
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4tti Itoor, Westwood
we are able to offer >Afork study

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

TEACH BASIC CONVERSATIONAL English

in Japan, Taiwan & S. Korea Many positions

require no foreign language or teaching cer-

tification Excellent earnings + benefits po-

tential. Ask us how! (517) 324-3124 ext

J59341.

$1 OOO/WKGUARANTD
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED immediately.

For free starter-kit send $10 (shipping/han-

dling) to: Shoemaker 264 S. La Cienga #235

Beverly HiHs. 90211. 310-559-8115

$10008 POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time. At Home Toll Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars No experience required Free infor-

matkxi packet Call 410-783-8279

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Fast grow-

ing company In Santa Monica Must t»e com-

puter literate (Ouk:ken/Quk:k Book a plus)

F/T,P/T, benefits. Hourly rate. Fax ti ume:

310-788-0644.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-

fect a musti Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good analytk^l skills. F/T preferred.

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030, ext20.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/word pro-

cessing: PR firm seeks detail oriented indi-

vidual for receptionist duties, word process-

ing with strong computer skills. File Maker

Pro a plus F/T. Fax resume to 310-447-

718a

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
SANTA MONICA PEDIATRIC inedteal of-

fice, has P/T positkw w/ftexIWe schedule. If

you are a responsible, reliat>te, self-motivat-

ed individual who has expenence using a

MAC&working knowledge of Microsoft

Word, Qurckbooks and FileMikerPro, please

tax ydur resunne to RandyO 31 0-582- 11 65.

ADVERTISING/SALES (telephone) Have

own offk» for established high-tech maga-

zine. Advertising background helpful. Sal-

ary+commissk3n 310-917-1120 or fax 310-

477-3213

UCLA Annual Fund

'TlRACTIVE, SELF MOTIVATED, women
needed for lingerie modeling. No nudity Ex

cellent compensation!! Will not interfere

w/studies. Christine<g>8 18-545-8655 Ext 3

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-

wood. One bedroom and salary. Expenence

and references required. 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps Part-time Im-

mediately. Full-time late spring. Must have

pool-management experience. $350-

$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn

up to $20/hr, day/eve classes, 1-2 week

classes, 310-973-7974. International Bar-

tender's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp.

M-F at Private Club. Experience+personall-

ty++ Theatre Arts, Muslc&Drama, Crafts-on-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come. MUST be energetic, enthusiastic, very

outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

work all 11 weeks 6/15/98-8/28/98. Call An-

drea 310-395-3254x3029.

BIO-STATISTICIAN
STATISTICIAN for and/or bio-major w/back-

ground in bio-statlstlcs Short project, good

pay Not too complicated. 310-385-0590.

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great staff Great

pay for great people. Must be enthusiastk:,

fun, responsible, and love kids. Counselors,

art&cratts. nature, lifeguards, etc. Call Sarah

lor an appointment. 818-889-2224.

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennsylvania

(6/20-8/18/98). Directors: Drama.Camp-
ing/Nature, Golf. Counsetors:Tennis, Gym-

nastk:s. Sculpture, Guitar, Silkscreen, Jewel-

ry, Batik, Calligraphy, WaterskI, Sailing,

Ropes. Basketball, Softball, Setf-Defense,

Aerobics, VIdeographer, Group Leaders.

Rm/bdAransponatk)n/salary Interviews April

13th. 1-800-279-3019

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT AT

THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL.

WORK 15-20HRS/WK. $7.75/HR-t-.32SHIFT

DIFFERENTIAL WE WILL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. WE ARE
OPEN 24HRS! APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON
AVE.. LA 90024. PHONE 310-794-0151

FAX 310-794-8503

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art.

gym, nature, video, and ropes needed by lo-

cal daycamps. Must be responsible, energe-

tic, and enjoy working with chikjren. 310-

472-7474x110.

CSO PROGRAM
'NOW HIRING. Positions start at $7.18/hr

with promotions up to $9.47/hr. Must be a

UCLA student with at least one academk:

year remaining and a valid driver's license.

Call 310-825-2148 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positions at University Credit Union Ex-

cellent pay, fHJurs, and working environment

at the financial institution serving UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2566 or on

web at www ucu.org

CUTE GIRLS
$120/HOUR. Work in Westwood. Mas-

sage.310-479-4183.

DRIVER/MESSENGER. F/T, M-F. must

know Los Angeles, own car. own InsurarKe.

$400-$500/wk. Call Nathan or Andy©310-
788-2604

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE. P/T flexible hours.

Flower shipper needs dependable woricers.

$8/hr. Vehicle pnavided. West LA kwatwn.

310-230-0811.

ESPRESSO CARD COMPANY PIACERE.

P/T. $5.75/hr. Located at UCLA. Call 818-

875-5910.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

for upcoming films. No experierKe neces-

sary, 18+, union/nonunion okay, all looks

needed NTM:81 8-752-8307.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 females especially (ASIANS) needed for

upcoming hair jobs, make-up sessions. No

expenence necessary. Earn up to $900/day.

For information & other modeling opportuni-

ties call-free 1-800-959-9301

FILE CLERK Frr-$8/hr Mon-Fri, 9am-

5:30pm. Small Immigration law firm in Cen-

tury City. Computer literate, good phone

skills, file, phones. Position includes all other

job related duties Begins ASAP. 310-553-

6600 or fax-310-553-26 16.

CASTING
EXTRAS needed tor feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Wori< guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

NEW FACES IVANTED
International Talent Group is now

looking for new faces & new talent for
Television, Film, Commercials, Music

. Videos, Print & Modeling.
All ages, all types. .

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAinLNO FEES
AUDITIONING NOW (818) 379-7070

CASTING
EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and musk: vkleos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed. Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals certi-

fied in lifesaving in open bodies of water

and/or contained pools Will supervise child-

ren's water time at the ocean shore MUST
have prool-of-certiftoation&strong leadership

skills MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-3953254x3029

CHESS TEACHER NEEDED for 2 7-yr.old

boys. Weekend preferred or late afternoon

weekdays 310-573-1891.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE Full-

time permanent M-F 9-6pm Good phone

and English skills, type 40WPM. detail-ori-

ented, reliable WLA, $7.50-$8 5Whr. Don

31 0-826-3759

CLINICAL TRAINING lor Dental Assistant as

professk)nal career. 4 days/week with sti-

pend Call 310-477-2488.

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hiring

Free details. 1-800-435-4247

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR. Need some-

one to teach me PageMill 2.0 for the Mac

Must have web editing skills $2(yhr Near

campus 310-474-3776

Classifieds
825-2221

Check Autos for Sale (49001 for the car you've been looking for.

FILE CLERK- Variety of duties. Hours P/T, in

busy Beverty Hills dermatotogy office. Refer-

ences required Ask for Diane: 310-273-0467

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positk>ns to fill at

$6 50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk Interest in

law preferred Fax resumeiproposed avail-

at}le hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. Suite «800.

Beverty Hills. CA 90210; attention Merril

Stubing.

FILM PRODUCTION, Talent Managenwit,

and internships available. Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545.

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Beverty

HiHs chiroprbctk: clink:. Bilingual a plus.

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

2 1 3-655-1420.

FT ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for ex-

port conpany in Beverty Hills Fax resume

310-278-0038 or call 310-278-2750.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

ence working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun, caring, Summer Day Camp
staff whose summer horrro is in the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilto.

Ittalibu, or Simi Valley. Sumnner salaries

range from $2,100-3.200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobsOaol.com

AdvERTisE

classified display

2()f)-:{0r>0

external display

823-2161

Dlspla*
206-;
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FUNNY PEOPLE needed to answer phones
for fun traffk: school/parttime/fulltlme/no ex-

perience needed. Immediate openings.

Great pay 310-914-3353.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA. Conversation only Flexible hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$. 310-477-9871.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! Wort( outdoors

with children. WLA Day Camp. Coun-

sakxs-i-lnstructors: swimming, arcfiery, ten-

nis, pfwtography, music-fenvironmental edu-

catwn Call 310-399-2267.

$6000 * A MONTH
ASIAN GIRLS UJANT6D

all others welcome, tot IfKoll inassoge

No sex Involved. Clean, discreet, safe,

close location. Will train, start now,

pick your hours

(213) 666-5603

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by k>cal day camps. Equestrian and

teaching experience preferred. 310-472-

7474.X110.

HOTEL DESK CLERK. PT or FT Westwood

Village Boutique Hotel. Experienced 310-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my office. Busy phones.

Part time. Good pay for the right person.

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help imniediately. Rapidly expand-

ing. No experience necessary. Full training

P/T. $500-2000 F/T $3000-6000 310-470-

6664

LEASING AGENT
SALARY+COMMISSION. Great opportunity

dealing w/public. Ask lor Will 310-441-8525

LOVE TO HAVE FUN?!
TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
ENJOY HANGING OUT with kids, and being

outside? Inten^iew on: March 27th 800-828-

CAMP

LVN-P/T,F/T Busy dermatology practice

Good team player, laser experience a plus.

Fax resume to 310-208-2158

MCAT
BIOLOGICAL and physical sciences semi-

nars In March, July, and August/1998. 1-800-

305-4415. huntdOcc.umanltoba.ca

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Premed/optometry Freshman/sophomore.

Tues&Thurs. 16hrs/wk Jules Stetn/UCLA.

Min. GPA3 5, Call: 310-825-4749 or Fax Re-

sume to 310-794-7904, Attn. Veronica

MEDICAL SECRETARY
P/T- FRIENDLY, OUT-GOING, HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED, GREAT TELEPHONE SKILLS.

WORKS WELL ALONE, FILING, WORD
PROCESSING. BEVERLY HILLS FAX
RESUME:310-271-2262. ^^
MEDICAUCLERICAL ASSISTANT P/T.

Windows 95, Word, and helpful. Excellent

phone/organizational skills Fax resume 310-

208-2158

MODELS WANTED by professkxwl photo-

studk) for upcoming assignment. Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

clal/Theatrk:al. Call for appointment 818-

986-7933

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy tees! Program for free medk:al! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Wort( in ttw great outdoors. Forestry, Wil-

dlife. Presen/es. Concessionaires, Firefight-

ers, & more. Competitive wages + benefits.

Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext.N59343

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. Westwood

firm. 2-hours/day. Lunchtime. Answer

phones. General office duties. $7/hour. Call

310-446-4800.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Growing Westwood

Publk; relations agency seeks bright, moti-

vated office assistant for light office duties,

research, errands and product fulfillment.

F/T ok. $10/hr Fax resume to 310-447-7183.

Seorchinq for Models F-esh Foces-

Men and Women for

commercial, catalog
& print ads , w-w-^

$150 to $250 per hour ^
* Beverly Hills *

* No Foe * No Experience
(310)-273-2Se6

I' Telemarketers Needed "•

Heavy Hitters
$6/hr plus bonus/or commission

Call toll free (888) 818-3234

L ASK for Ken •!

ii:i.i:.\\\kKi:ii\(.

aCARS TO STORES!!!
SIOO-SSOO DAILY CX)MMISS10N

VERY EASY SALE, hXEXIBL£ HOURS
HOLLYWOOD LXXIATION

CALL BRAD
(888)823-5747

OFFICE CLERK Santa Monica law firm

seeks PT office clerks. Phones, filing, faxing,

photocopying, and filing court documents.

Must have auto+insurarrce. Francis Chi 310-

453-6711

FOVVER POINT/QRAPHtCS/WORO PRO-
CESSING $13/tK. fteed car. student pre-

ferred. 310-471-8489

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNICIAN/con-
sultant for laser hair removal company in BH.

Male preferred. Friendly, detail-oriented, will

train. $20-23/hr. 310-247-0999.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES FIRM seeks Intern to assist

with client proposals, market compliance,

seminars, general offk:e dut/es and miscella-

neous projects Computer and/or business-

related students witti experierx:e preferred.

Please fax resume to 213-852-1502.

PROGRAMMER for Access wanted, must
know visual basic and C-f-f . Parttime. Leave
message 310-269-0205.

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hrs/wk. Jr/Sr/or recent graduate In psy-

chology or business preferred. Fax resurtjje

310-472-1399. Mso, see Jobtrak.

PT TELEMARKETING (4-7PM, M-F) for chlr-

opractk: offk:e in WLA, salary&commission
310-447-3540.

RECEPTIONIST for Westwood law firm. 10-

20 hours O $7/hr. Communk:atlon/writing

skills, filing. professk>nal appearance. Avail-

able now through next year. 310-246-9300

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT for

Beverty Hills business office Immediate

opening. PT/FT. Please fax resume 310-278-

0038 or call 310-278-2750

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE to assist in data

acquisitions, data reductk>ns, and lab man-
agement BS In science field required Start-

ing salary $2289/mo. Fax resume 310-794-

9486 Attn Dr Harkema.

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books PT
Children kxxjk knowledge req. WLA 310-

559-2665

RETAIL-PT/FT-4 locations Divine Pasta Co-
Gourmet pasta shop/pasta bar counter-sales

people. Love of sales, love of people&love of

food a must Call Shawn 213-939-1148

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATIONAL medical Comp seeks FT
office clerk w/med background Bilin-

gual/Russian. 23-35yrs old. For info call;

818-640-3030 or 213-617-0400 or FAX re-

sume: 213-617-8200

UCLA Annual Fund
»•

. A' it iiMa%,_i»i^

8.10
WsUS BONUS

IHR

.--^

Coiiv^ient Scheftttiiijg

(Sun.^urs. e^^gs, Sat. SiAu|^^tg0aM5bns)

PpcPftRffhing

i%ILDLYOUR/kESUME
"">»

ley Ave. 4th T lol jtw5od

act its Only.

^^W^^^

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT Weekend
hosting on Promenade PT now, FT during

summer. Cashier and/or restaurant experi-

ence preferred $6 50/hr to start Call Angel

310-208-6550.

SPORTS CAMP COUNSELORS AND JU-

NIOR CAMP DIRECTOR. Must have sports

background and experierKe working w/klds.

WLA. 6/22-8/28 Call Prime Time Sports

Camp: 310-288-4132.

STAFF ACCT. Background in accounting

w/interest in audit & tax. Located in Santa

Monica Fax resume to 310-917-1101.

SI9MMER CAMP JOBS Decathlon Sports

Club Pato Alto. CA $65-$80/day. 6/22-8/14.

650-365-8638

WRITER/SCIENCE RESEARCHER/INTER-
VIEWER Free lance lor high-tech maga-

zine—Display Must have some engineer-

ing/physics/chemlstry/CS background

Some Interest in technical investing. 20-

30hrs/mo. $10/hr 310-91 /-1120 or fax brief

letter 310-477-3213

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL classroom intern-

ship, spring quarter. Minimum Junior stand-

ing and 3 GPA. Sign-up Meetings: Tues-

day, March 17. 4:30-5:30pm or Wednesday,

Apnl 8. 5-6pm at UES Information: 310-825-

2623.

SURROGACY: Professk>nal couple seeks

woman to help them have a child through

surrogacy. $20,000. 800-450-5343.

Moilels Needed Mow
No experience required

For catalog, printwork. magazines, movies

video and tv commercials

Men and Women of all ages
Free Consultatwn

CALL MODEL DIVISION
310.659.4855

S200 SUiOO
A DAY

SWIM INSTRUCTORS at client homes in

your area. Summer PT/FT. $13-$15/hr+bo-

nuses. Prior teaching experierKe required

Good with kkls. 310-271-3441

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY seek-

ing Inside sales rep w/telemarketing experi-

ence. P/T, F/T salary&commission Excellent

opportunity! Close to campus 310-581-

2400

TELEMARKETING
$8 to $12/hr (experience) Awesome txtnus

plan No selling! Flexible schedule, close to

campus and pakl weekly. Call Jamie 310-

209-0081.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER POSITIONS.
$9-12.50/hr, 12-30hrs/wk. Temp 5wks. Con-

duct surveys w/UCLA students Must have

excellent telepfrane communication skills.

Mandatory training 3/31-4/2. 5-9pm Contact

Seta or Lyiy©31 0-794-9268

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed P/T tor busy Brentwood travel office

Salarycommlssionibenefits Call for inter-

views. 310-440-9227

TV production company hiring porduction

assistants, web designers proficient

w/streaming video, scnpt writers, and data

entry personnel 1-800-841-7467

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T in

WLA law firm 60-»-wpm and know Word Per-

fect. Flexible hours $9-$l2/hr. Please fax re-

sume attn Bonnie to 310-838-7700

UNDERGRAD FRESHMAN wanted for Le-

gal Assistant FIHng and general office sup-

port Will tram P/T, 10-15 hrs/wk $8/hr to

start 310-288-5900.

WANTED Alternative music fan to help

promote band on campus Part-time, very

easy work Will pay Ben 310-209-3357

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT INTERN. Gain

valuable finance & Wall Street experience.

Great resume builder. Westwood location.

Fred Ayazi 310-234-2132.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available Great

opportunity to learn at)out investing and get

licensed Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed. Call 310-629-0463

INVESTMENT CONSULTING Firm offers a

paid internship (MBA & excellent computer

skills preferred) to wori( extensively with in-

vestment professionals. Fax to Alan Stone &
Company 9310-444-3941 10940 Wilshire

Blvd.

KIDS ENTERTAINMENT
COMPANY

S.M, based boutique entertainment licensing

agency w/emphasis on children's entertain-

ment, including animation and nnotlon picture

production, seeks P/T employee/intern to

assist in all aspects of our worldwide busi-

ness. Opportunity to work directly w/presi-

dent of company Opening available imme-

diately: possible opportunity for summer em-

ployment Computer literacy required Fax

resume 310-452-1550

LEGAL INTERN- Private Investment Bank-

ing lirm for Real Estate, entertainment. Draft-

ing, analysis, highly competant individual.

Fax resume 310-576-7989

www.findresume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-
POST & FIND RESUMES.

Intern/Runner
Part-Time

Prestigious Film

Production Company

Hourly Salary
Reliable car a must

West L.A.

Leave Message @
(310)967-5292

Union/non-union.

Call today,

work tomorrow.

Film, television,

music video.

(510)857-8^47

- -i-

WATCH TV! GET PAID!
EARN MONEY WHILE viewing your favorite

shows! Rush SAS.E. UNIQUE IM-

AQES/DB1 POBox 15552, Beverty Hills,

90209 310-550-0878

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS:
Chiklren's weekend program at tieach pri-

vate club Occask>nal weekday evenings!!

MUST be energetic. enthusiastK, with lead-

ership skills MUST be available to work

weekends 6/15/98-Labor Day Andrea 310-

395-3254x3029

housing

8400-9500

Classifieds

825-2221
Bruins get 20% off private party Classified advertising. Just show us your Student/Faculty/Staff I.D. card.

Displa)
206-301
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1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, security-building

Gated-parking Refrigerator, stove Carpet,

laurxlry room No pets. 310-838-6423 Call

Bob.

2+2, $825
- NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Huge

apt Ideal tor roommates Garden, courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry Minutes to campus

818-997-7412

One be(kooni vwNh balcony.

mahogany floorsA burtour carpet,

smooth ceflngs, recessed lighting,

244v security gLord, pool & spa.

waktoUOA $1389

Cd Gal at (310) 474-2122 x372

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles $695
1 Bedroom
S945-1050

UTILITIES INCLUDED

on r, 4 .•» »PAHTMtNTS
.I* AVE

ApirtiMiils foi' R6at

424 LANDFAIR- 2and3 spacious bdrm apts

available starting July and August Neyt to

UCLA, swimming pool, 310-459-1200

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ
1&2-BEDRC)OMS UPPER&LOWER.
$710-5925 ASK FOR BONUS SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS, BALCONY.
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS. 310-839-

6294^ -

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- $825/mo.

ibdrm in charming building. Recently remo-

deled Full kitchen Covered parking etc,

310-456-7031 ext-175 310-470-9875 even-

ings and weekends.

BRENTWOOD 10-min to UCLA/beach. 5-

min 405. 2bdrm/2bth Large-quiet apartment

gym-gated/parking-laundry-pool-jacuzzi

Month-to-nrK)nth, share $675+charges. Need

someone now. Frederk: 310-477-5453.

BRENTWOOD Sunny, bright Ibdrm apt.

Ava. for subleasing. 310-544-8510 or 213-

974-4267.

LOS ANGLES. 2-bdrm/2-bath, 2-car garage

Stove, refrigerator, new carpet. 1462 Feder-

al Ave. $1200/mo 310-677-8855 or 310-

473-9497.

PALMS. $595, 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus Security deposit $100 A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. l-bdmi

$595 Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave message

.tarl

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.

NOW CASTING FOR
GREAT ROOMMATES!

100> spaces open in apartments

near campus'

UCLA Community Housing 825-4491

CasaBlanca West

Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

1 Bedroom $895

Available April 1''

Gated Parking

$595 1-bdrm Garden apartment Immacu-

late 1/2 block to buses Near all 8-mi UCLA
Call now 818-399-9610 Pager 818-828-

6880.

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, and

Houses for rent in Santa Monwa and the

Westsidet Low Fee. 310-395-RENT.

www.westsiderentals.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Quiet building.

Hardwood floors Stove+refrigerator 900-sq

ft, l-txJrm. Locked private garage. $975 508

Midvale. 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA

10809 Sindboofc^ft.

; (Amhhk LAmU \'*

$495
' 9.kciiilcita fi wate/t

mdudad, (taioh /teody, cam

be {uAn [sited ai no

add'diomH ciname. CaCC

(910) 208-1664

Westwood. 2 or 3-t)drm w/view, washer/dry-

er in unit, 2-bath. Microwave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, very bright, 21-sq.foot-jacu2zi

310-475-0807

WEST LA. $350-500 deluxe bachetors fully

furnished w/utillttes. Locked entry, laundry,

near bus lines & shopping centers. Low

move-in. 310-575-8987.

WEST LOS ANGLES. Bachelor. $475. Near

Santa Monica and Bu»dy. Upper, refrigera-

tor, laundry. Easy to UCLA. Available 4/1.

310-440-0768.

WESTWOOD
1-bdrm unfurnished separate, private guest-

house w/kitchen, spacious yard. Near Bever-

ly Glen. Male grad student preferred. $800.

April 1. 310-479-5708. —

8"

* PALMS *
2BD,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, FIREPUCE,

BALCONY, GATED GARAGE.
ALARM IN UNIT ^^0**

• 3614 PARIS
(310) 837-0906

4B0. 3BA

.

LOFT, CUSTOM TOWNHOME, FIREPLACE.

GATED GARAGE, ALARIUl IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD.$1795
(310) 391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
4BD,4BA •

GATED GARAGE , ALARM IN UNrr

1^3954BMaKMmSl$179S

(310) 391-1076
Open HouM Mon. - SM.. 10 - 5

MONDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B = Channel Name C = Bruin Cablevision MAR. 16, 1998

I?)

C4J

"W
"W
"TTT

HF
w
w

28

11

13

25

K CBS News

NtwsX

Bevwiy HiHs, 90210 "The

Kindness of Slrar^gers " £
Scienc* Famity

Kitchen

HmnS.

101

Boy Meats
World (E

Pictionary

MddLikePi
tests (or ex

Living

aph
rs

Primer Impado

Nmvsi:

Family
Matters £
Business
Report

rtewsi:

Jud^ Judy
(In Stereo)

Home
Improve.

(In

Stereo) £
NoticiasX

NBC News

FresI)

Ent.

Tonight

Extra (In

Stereo)

3

Fresh
Prince

Nnrahour With Jim
LahrwS:

ABCWM

HealTVJIn
Stereo) S
SinHMons
(In Stereo)

Jeopardy!

Hard Copy

HoWywood

SaMeldJIn
Stereo) S
Ufa and
Times

Wheal ol

FoftunaK

Coeby(!n
Stereo) al

Suddaii|y

SusanX

EvarytXMly-

Raymorid

House
Rules i:

7lh Heaven
Want to Have Fun

Girts Ju:Just

TbaCloaar
(In Stereo)

Carolina in

thaCity i:

Gaorgai
LaoX

Truth K

Over Ireland (R) (In Stereo) X

Three "Buyer Beware" (In

Stereo) BE

Amaflca's Funniest

Home Vidaos (In Stereo)

Laahysin
Concert

2onox

NBA BaskatbaR: Los Angeles Laicers at Seattle SuperSonics. From

the Key Cenier. (Li»e)

Home
Improve.

YouK
FraaiarOn
Stereo)!:

aiwpaons
(tnaereo)

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

44

33

54

39

43

57

75

38

26

56

58

12

65

76

26

44

42

39

41

40

Biography Xary Grant" Poirot The Advenluie d
the Italian Nobleman"

**V, -The OeAcale DeHrxjoenr (1957.

Comedy) Jerry Lewis. Martha Hyer

Esmeralda

Stiarlocli Holraaa

Myrtaries

four
AWairs i a Pregnancy" X
In the
HouaaX

MatcolmA
Eddte(R)X

K

Ally McBaal 'The Ptayvig

Fieb"(lnSlereo)X

Good News ISfMritt (In

(In Slereo) [Stereo) X

LawAOrdar
X

"Bom Bad"

*** -Belle Epoqoe" (1992) Penelope Cru7. A
deserter ol the Spantsn amjy betriends a \tieiai elder.

** V, "PMars of the Sfcy" (1956) Jefl Chandter. Ward
Bond A cynical cavalry scout dashes wilh his colonel.

World Today X

(4:00)

rnp"(19e
"The Couch

967) Dan Aykroyd

jourriatell

Trial Story "Cop on Tnal

Scapegoal or Murderer^

Lwry King Live TV
ksl Connie

II

stMtd

Churtg

Lau»
Prima Tkna Justice

'Rashomon '

( 1 950) Oscar-wiming Ule

ol tour perspectives on a rapennuKter.

Impact (R) X

DaHyShow
(R)

Stain's

Cochran A Company

Prime Time Pulitic Affairs

WHd Oiscovarv The
MagK ol Baby Anwtals"

t)ncut(FI)

1
Coming
AtMcttigns

Raging Planet: "Volcano'

191
Behind the

Scenes (R)

4 30) CoMegt BaaliatbaH NIT Second
^ourxj Teams to Be Announced

Bonanza: The Lost

Episodes "Emily"

GoMan
Girls X
(4 00) MTV
Jams

64

71

38

You Afraid?

Crank

GoMan
GiriaX

Viewers

Rocko's
Modern Lite

SporU

Carol
Burnett

Supermar-
katSareep

Gossip

Would You Baliava H (R)

NawsDaMy Ray Comba: The True
iHefcywood Story (R)

Women's Coltege BaakattMN: NCAA Tourrumeni

CNMSporta

Aiguna Vai Tandramoa

Biography "Caiy GranT

Brooklyn South TooTs
Russian" (In Stereo) X
Dalallna (In Stereo) X

(In Stereo)X

NawsX

CtiaarsX

Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Murphy

K
Lord o( the Dance Irish dancer Michael Flatley

choreographed this stage piece. (In Stereo)
^

'
'''^''^^- ^^ 'MghtibMXPractice "Checkmate

Slerao)X
(In

X Final

QuartarX
Jerry
revealed.

K

***yi "The yourw Lions" (1958, Drama

Crialina... EdiciorT
(R)

Poirol "The Adventure ol

the Itaiv) Nobleman"

NawsK

SprirMsr £

led.(Fl)X

Seoets

Kaanan Ivory wayaiw
Ackx Tommy" Ford. (R)

YouX

W^

Lata Lala Show Singer

Natalie Cole (In Stereo)

Late Night (R) (In Stereo)

X
Stereo) X fHunSPBid

Ufa and
Times

PoBSciiy"
kworractX

America in

Parapactiva

News(R)X

joinaoi

Twins who were
albirih.X

WNh
Vibe Veronica Webb.
Tommy Ford.

f**«ii>lSH
AIRHmoda

MVfS'H
"Kim"K

(R)K

Later (In

Stereo) X

Compancns" {\n Stereo)

hwtructional
Programming

** "Lovwtoy" (1989)

Patrick Dampsey
'• Court (R)(ki

Stereo)X
Copa (In Moiway
Stereo) X Patrol

Trail "Elaan of

Troyius"

aNocha

Paid
Program

^**^WI

Marion Brando, Dean Martin,

Shactock HokMa
Mys«ariaa

Montgomery Cilt. Worid War II is eicperienced »rough Ihe ives of three men

Two Girts

ar>daGuy

ISIK.

Maitlanda Edward Fok and EUeen Atkins star in a

produdioo ol Ronald MacKenzie's drama. (R)

Showbiz
TodayX

** "The Couch Trp" (1987, Comedy) An escaped

menial patient becomes a hip radb psychotogat.

Prima T)moJuattca(R) Cochran A Company (R)

Burden o(

Proo«(R)X

Bahind-
Scanas

CNWSporta Larry Kliig Uva TV
Wuatrabd joumaist Connie Chung

Lam»
Daily Show

Trial Story "Cop on Thah

Scapegoat or Murderer"

Prima Tbria Public Allair* (R)

Juatloa FHaa "Hours

From Execution" (R)

Second Round - Teams to Be Announced (Live)

Carol
Burnett

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It

Out

LaatWord
(R)

Tiny Toon
Adventures

FOX Sports

Sports-
canter X

Worid's Greatest Maoic II Host Alan Thipke

Produces magicians from around the world.

kitimata PortfaF "Kathie

Lee GiWord" (In Stereo) X
My So-Called LMe
"Halloween" In Stereo)

Doug (In

Slereo) K
SporU

RugratsOn
Slereo) &.

i9L
Unsotved Mysteries (In

Slereo)

Music
VIdeoa

HeyAmoldl
n Slereo)

Beavlaand
Butt-head

Bewitched

WUd DiacovarvThe
Mage of Baby Animal

Myalaiiaa AlFaaMcRi
- "l_jrEmari
Woman'a Colaga

gangr_|_
laakalbaH

Raging Ptanat 'Vofcano"

ffii

TdliSoup Mght Stand

NCAA Toumamer4
Second Round -• Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

"Loyal Opposition Terror r the WhUe House" (1998,

Drama) Joan Van Ark, Corbin Bemsen (In Slereo) X
* "Jodk:ia/Conserjr(1994, Suspense) A Supreme

Court nominee finds herseM accusied of murder.

Ail-Time Top 10 (In

Slereo)

Wonder
Years X

Wonder
Years X

NHL Hockey Los Angeles Kings at San Jose Sharks From San

Jose Arena (Live)

WCW Nitro (In Stereo Live) X

Saved by
Bell

USA High
(In Stereo)

Baywatch 'Let the

Games Begin" (In Slereo)

Walker, Texas Ranger
"FuW Contact" (In Slereo)

* "S»ter7(flape" (1982) Chuck Norns A Texas

lawman takes an a seerningly indestructibie killer

Moby Ore*" (1998) Patrick Stewart An obsessed sea

captaw hunts down a legendary white wtiale. X
*** "Sree/Magno<ias '(1989, Comedy Drama) Sally FieW, Dolly

Parton S« iron-willed women gather al a Louisiana beauty paror
I***' 1 "Coal Miner's Daughter {\9l60. Bwgraphy) Sissy Spacek

Loretta Lynn rises from rural poverty to musical stardom

RoadRuiaa
(In Stereo)

Days

Daria

Stereo't
I Love Lucy
X

FOX Sporta Nawa

LMi A Order "Bom Barf

X
** "The Kid From Lett FieW" (1953.

Drama) Dan Daiiey. Anne Banaoft.

oque'lV
Spanigt

*** -fle/fc epo90B"(1992) Penekipe Crva. A
deserter of the

~ -. - -. .=..-army befriarids a liieral ekjer

Stain's

Prime Time Justice (R)

Craaslira

BE.
CNMSporta

Saturday MoNUva
Macaulay CJun. m
Cochran A Connpany (R)'

% "The Rj^ Stuir

(1983) Sam Shepard.

*•* "Sprnmn ot the

Atorth" (1938) -

*** 'Rashomon'
(1950)ToaNroMifuna.

Scanaa

"pa

X
OaihrStiow

Pab
Program

PubAc Policy Conference

Would You Balta«aN(R)

Howard
Slam
SportacantarX

Howard
Slam(R)

700 Club Re-evaluating

the death penalty

AttHudaaX
Golden
GirisX

Actress Holly

Robinson Peete

MaryTjder Taxi

"Friends" X
FOX Sports News

WCW Nitro (R) (In Stereo) X

HiT liSd
Program

Malroaa Place "Lonely

Hearts" (In Stereo)

IteOoaa

^ss-

TalkSoup

in

Pid
Program

Mght Stand

Boxirtg: World (Dhampk)nship. (R) K

Bonanza: The Loat
Epiaodas

Goidan
GirtaX

Singled Out
(In Slereo)

NewhartX

LaatWord

Unaolvad
Stereo)

Paid
jPrograi

Mystariaa (In

Twahre
Viewers

Dick Van
Dyke

Kingal
Replay

Third

Paid
Program

Homicide:
LHe

Muaic Vidaoa (In Stereo)

OddCoupia
K
Period

"Vfoby Dick" (1998) Patrick Stewart An obsessed sea

captain hunts down a legendary white whaie. IB

«*',4 't)«*wrance"(1972. Drama) Burt ReynoWs, Jon Votght. A

canoe trip turns into a nigfitmarish stnioale lor suraival.

Highiandar: The Sariaa

"DuendB" (ki Stereo) X

KunoFu
Bon&ge"

'In

IS

—

Newtiart

Boxing:
Fight Time

Jncertain

MagtMim,
P.I.X

C-Nat
[central

***'6 "Bu*ff" (1968, Drama) Steve

McQueen, Robert Vai

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99 34

33

35

1 4:00)** '6 "TheArrivar

199(6) Charlw Sheen X
DliKMaurs
X

Growktg
Pains X

* "Star Trek First Confac/" (1 996) The Bora try to

prevent a space pioneer's historic lligni 'PG-1T ff

Growing
Pains X

4:30) **Vi "The Stars Fell on
^tenoeffa"(l996)RobertDuvall 'PG'

X

4 30) "HnhBallm"
1978) Peter Fonda PG
(3j»)"Such

Brotheriy

LoveX
** "A Goo/y Movie" (1996. CorT»edy)_

Voices ol Bill Farmer (In Slereo) 'G X

** "Oown Pehscope" (1996, Comed)[)_

mmer. (In fKelsey Crammer (in Stereo) PG13'X jence Day

*V, "Gun^igh/er's Moon "(1996.

Western) Lance Henriksen 'PG-13'

J "Sonre Kmd ol Wondetiul" ( 1987) Eric Stoltz A

shy teen tries to wm the most popular girt wi school X

** Vi ••First Kid" ( 1 996. Comedy)
S«bad, Brock Pierce PG X

V, "Lethal Weapon ^(1989) Mel Gibson Ri

and Murtauj^ battle drug-

s

muggling diptomats
'

'FiMliiner$"(1990) Med-school students

make tnps pasi the threshoM of death

*•* "Prettv Woman' {\990) Rtehard

executive piays Pygmalion to a young
e. An

siraalwaliar.

** "Hackers" (1995) Jonny Lea Miller. A grotp of

Ngh-tech teens altempis to slop an embezzler IB

** "Wafora/ Enemy" (1997, Drama)
DonaW Sutherland (In Slereo) 'R' X
Growing
Painax

RmI Sports

Growkig
Painaif

In Stereo) X

* "The VoungPoisonei

"Wall Disney Presents

Hans Bhnker^

'Bkini Tralfic Schoor{\9ff7j:on\e&/f
Shayna Ryan (In Stereo) 'NR'

Zono
Stereo]

(In

|)X MouaeChJb

'Sar)ctua/y"(1998) Mark Dacascos A government

assassin finds a new calling in the church/NR' X
s Handbook '(1995) A

ir as a kiflar.

«** "Sneakers" (1992) Robert Redlord. Hi(^tech

computer hackers are Irk^ied into eapionage 'PG-13'

Pottergaiat: fhalagacy
Nk* seeks a ghosl. (R)smart bulreane lad embarks on a career .

**Vi 'Bas(juiBf"(1996, Drama) Jeffrey Wright A New
Yortt aitisl's brUanl career is cut short by drugs R' X

"Navajo Bkias'Vl996)
Steven Bauer. 'R'

**% "Kk*Mpped"(1960)
James MacArthur 'PG' X
*'/, AmUyville Ddftousa'

(1996) Robin TlI Thomas. R"

*** "Arfid9 99"(199e)^

Ray Liotta (ki Slereo) 'R*

Vegas'
leavrioLas
(1995)KX

Classitiecis

825-2221
Brums get 20 u off private party Classified advertising. Just stiow us your Student/Faculty Staff I D card

Displa"
2Q6-3nf
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M. BASKETBALL
From page 56

great effort. Considering the magnitude of

the game, this was one of our best p>error-

mances both ofTensively and defensively."

UCLA tied its season high by convert-

ing nine of 17 three-point attempts and

made SS percent of its field-goal attempts.

The entire Bruin lineup was hot -

Johnson had a game-high 25 points while

Bailey converted seven of his 1 1 field goal

attempts (including 3 of 4) from the three-

point stripe to propel him to a 19-point per-

formance, while J.R. Henderson, Earl

Watson and Travis Reed also scored in the

double digits.
' >-"

It was a good thing for the Bruins that

their shots were falling, because they were

absolutely dominated on the boards,by the

much taller Wolverines.

Led by 6-foot-8-inch Robert "Tractor"

Traylor and 6-foot-9-inch Jerod Ward, the

Wolverines out-rebounded UCLA 44-27.

"We lost to a team we should have beat-

en," Michigan head coach Brian Ellerbe

said. "We had lots of opportunities; we just

didn't take advanuge of them."

But the Bruins took advantage of every

opportunity they got, and as a result, they

will be competing with Kentucky. Duke

and Syracuse for the right to advance to the

Final Four.

One uncertainty that remains is how

healthy point guard Baron Davis will be.

Davis came out of the game late in the first

half after rolling his ankle and hearing a

pop. He returned in the second half hob-

bling, pickiiTg up three quick fouls before

• leaving - having played only a total of 14

minutes.

"I'm not sure right now what the situa-

tion is," Davis said. "I'll have to wait for

the MRI (on Monday)."

Regardless, the Bruins answered a ques-

tion that's been on everybody's mind the

entire season.

Yes, they really can play 40 minutes of

good basketball -^

And when they do, they are hard to beat.

BASEBALL
From page 55

Arizona rocked Bruin starting pitcher Chad Cislak on

Saturday, scoring 13 runs (12 earned) off him in his home-

coming appearance. The freshman Cislak (2-5), a Tucson

native, did not have the kind of outing he wanted to have in

front 9f his family and friends.

Cislak's nemesis in the game was Arizona's Jason

Hendricks (4 for 5), who drove in a career-high eight runs.

He hit a two-run single in the first, a three-run homer in the

IhTrdanda three-run double in the fifth.
~~

UCLA pitching did not do much lietter in^undays

finale, but neither did the Arizona staff. The teams com-

Se<BASElALUpage46

daily bruin classified advertising

fOf RflRt

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

Singles from S750-775

UTILITIES INCLUDED

W€STVV001> PI A/A
apAHTMf MS

WESTWOOD
2BDRM New. Lrg. Balceny. Security bidg.

Alarm doors/wirKlows. Firej^ce. W/D inside

unit. Montti to month. Pets ok. $1650/nx).

310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD Sublease quiet, sunny 1-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured building, balcony, new
bathroom/kitchen, pod. parking, laundry,

walk to UCUk. Available April. $975. 310-

477-2675

WESTWOOD. Large single. L-shaped. Full

kitchsn. Security building. Partung. Great

management. Take over lease. $800. can be

subsidized. 310-209-2974.

w 3 and 4 Bedrooms 9,

f 1895 and up. Prime g.

5WLA area. Large units.5

J Washer, dryer, central «
m AC, alarm, covered ^
2 parking & private yard

5
available. Pool, Jacuzzi^

access. Call 474-1111^

WESTWOOD. Studio ««/ toft. AU apptiarwes.

A/C. Security parking. Very spacious.

$89Q/mo. 310-208-4934. .

MAR VISTA. $62S/month. Ask about free

lent. Attractive, furnished l-bdrm. l^rge.

pool. palk). barbecue area. Qutet-tMiiMing.

3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-396-8579.

Wt_A-$590/nK). Ask about free rent Attrac-

tive fumuhed-singles. Near UCLA/VA. Weal

lor studehts Suitable for two Definite mutt

seel 152S SmUaHe Bl. 310-477-4832.

PALISADES. 3-bdrm/2.5-baths. Canyon

view, hardwood floors, large apartment and

private yard. Walk to beach and Palisades

vNlage $295Q^mo. Immediate occupancy.

310-573-7445.

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE- $95a^mo

Pet okay Great k)catkwi IbdmVlbeth. Agent

Fee 310-395-1284.

a hole in one. T:

MANHATTAN BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday. Bal-

cony lor sunsets. Spacious, sunny,

4bdrm/2bath house w/additronal large den

w/separate entrance. Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, garage, fenced. Avail Marchlst. 528-

3rd St $3300. 310-571-0293.

WESTWOOD/RANCHO PARK- Very cute

and private studto. Lovely yard. Ctoee to

•hopping^ transportation. $6504 utilities or

$750 including utiUMee.310-470-6S50.

WLA adorable guesthouse Completely fur-

nished. Garden view Studio w/toft $750

Utilities not included Ideal for 1 person Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

Classifieds
825-2221

URGENT!
FEMALE LAW STUDENT needs 1/2-bdrm

apt from mid-May ttwough August. Call 318-

865-5332.

WESTWOOD: 1-bdrm/Studio turn, sublet

needed June to August. No share situation.

Walking dist UCLA. Call Dhruv; 515-236-

6636. dmallk* Ohotmail.com -——-—

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repos, REO's. Your

Area ToH-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

for current listings.

LOS ANGELES. Large Law firm seeks sum-

mer sublets No share situattons please. Call

Vckte 213-229-7575.

?<t LI) lO Sllil I I

VOIR ArAKir^irrNT I OR
TMi: SLI^IMI R?
The Law Firm of Orrick,

Herrlngton & Sutcliffe is in need
of surnmer housing for two

students beginning May 26th
and endir>g Audust 14th.

StKired occorrvnodotlons would
t)e considered abo.

If you have any Infomnatkxi or

an apartment to sublet for this

period, ptease call Camille

Rubino, Recruiting Administrator

ot (213) 612-2495.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threfe

bedroom homes or
apartments,

furnished. Please
call Robyn Steele

or Bryan Williams
at (310) 277-1010

v
Louj Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

-Summer flssoclotes

Pleose Coll

,(213)896-6761,

JCFFER. MANGELS.
BUTLER A MARMARO LLP

CENTURY CITY LAW HRM
SUBLETS NEEDED

We need furnished
apartments for our
Summer Associates

from Mciy-Au^st

aata lHd Iwforwcioii to:

JABOJMtM.COM ^

I

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079 ^

GUESTHOUSE In exct«r^^e tor babysitting

and driving. Experience, references, car re-

quired. Flexible hours. Walk to campus

UCI_A students orty. Summer. 310-470-

4393.

UVE-IN STUDENT
TO drive children, cook dbwwr, |0M house-

keeping. 2-7pm, car, guesthouse, meals, ca-

ble TV mckjde^ 816-760-4324.

BENEDICT CANYON- Furnished prtvate

bdrm/bath-)- entry. Mini frkjge and mi-

crowave. Less than 5 miles trom campusi

$500 utilities Inckjded: 310-560-1425.

BEVERLY HILLS, furnished private rooms In

large house w/grad students, kitchen privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utllities/incKided

Need car, $475/$575 (huge separate rear

room) Leave message. Abbey 310:275-

3831or 818-783-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS- Furnished private

bdrm/t>th arnl entry. Light lagndry and kitch-

en privileges. Full time UCLA studenl8+ lyr

commitment preferred. $500/mo.310-271-

8811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Own bdrm/bath

N/S, professional female to share apartment

w/2 females. $440/mo. 4/1-8/1 sublet or

optMjn of l-yr/tease. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

BRENTWOOD Ow*\ room and bathroom in

2-bdrm/2-bath apartment. Nice quiet area

Ctose to UCLA. $450/mo-f1/2utilitles.

Available April 1. 310-207-2197.

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2bdrm/2-bath. 2-slory Free

parking. fuH kitchen, large bakxxry with view.

$59S/mo. Avail starting April 1st Just south

of WHshire (Veteran^Ohm). Ptease caM Mark

orNtek. 310-479-0789

Sprins Term Housins

Rooms from

•ii H334/qiiaiter,
' including meals M-F '.

' Women students only*?

W. 824 Hilgard

(310)208-0906

MID-WILSHIHE Beautiful brick 3bd house.

fireplace, hardwood floors, separate phone,

catjie, washing machine/dryer, off-street

parking. Non-smoker No pets. $490 Chris:

213-931-5025

MOVE IN TODAY!
WLA- Share cool Ibdrm/lba apartment

w/UCLA male ten minutes from campus
Own room-$425/mo Shared room-

$337.50/mo. Call Angel toll free 888-751-

4315

llafiMniiM>-PrtinlB Roon

RMMT- OWN LOFT
WESTWOOD $550 LOFT Next to campus
Apartment/kitchen furnished, loft semi-fur-

nished Pool/gym/spa Prefer roommate: fe-

male or clean male student. 310-824-4586

SANTA MONICA, walking distance to

Montana .1 -bdrm for rent w/private bath.

Cable, lAilities, washer/drier included.

$450/mo. Ava. Immed. 310-453-2902

PALMS 1 f^S female for room available SHERMAN OAKS. ROOMMATE wanted to

now. Large nice bdrm. Share 1-t>ath Private share 3bdrnV2ba hse Backyard, hardwood

entrance. Use kitchen/mrcrowave. $400in- fkwrs. Must like dogs. $600/mo Ava imme-

cludes utilities. 310-558-1773 diately. Jenny681 8-981 -4364

RANCHO PARK 10-MINUTES TO UCLA VENICE-MALE)1^EMALE House to share.

$275 and up. Utilities included. Private en- Pet lover preferred. Non-Smoker. Quiet

trance. No smoking/dnnking, drugs. Honest neighborhood. 5-bkx:ks to beach. Wash-

people Male preferred. 310-638-6547 er/Dryer. $450>half utilities 310-306-2439.

SANTA MONICA, $380/mo obo 4BED/3BA
house with huge living room, den. 8 minutes

to UCLA, f^ear buses. Non-smoking male
preferred. Call ^an C: 310-207-3212.

SANTA K^NICA. HSEMATE NEEDED FOR
MUST SEE 2bdrm/2bath fownhse. 2-story,

sunroof, w/view, garage parking, washer/dry-

er Female preferred. N/S. $700/mo Avail

4/1.310-552-2892.

W.L.A. Female preferred. 2-t)drm/2-bath

apartment 10-min UCLA. No pets, drugs or

smoking. Available Apnl 1st $420/mo $300
deposit. Jill 310-826-6409.

WEST HOLLYWOOD-seeking female f*IS.

2-t>drm/2-bath luxury apartment. Garden pa-

tk>, security buikliDg & parking, pool, Jacuzzi,

billiards, sauna $462.50/mo 21 J-876-6469.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo.

Pool. IWk to campus. Views. S500/mo. 310-

289-1404
—i

WESTWOOD-Own room available 3/29-6/24

for female in 2bdrm/1t)a. Parking availat>ie,

dishwasher, hardwood fkxjrs. walk-to-cam-

pus $650/mo. Call Diana or Tanya 310-443-

0610.

WESTWOOD 1-mile from campus. Your

own t)edroom only $400/mo and share utili-

ties. Parking, hardwood floors, laundry Ma-

ture, responsible N/S roommate who Is easy-

going and fun Professional/Grads preferred.

Call:310-723-0950

WESTWOOD Share luxurious furnished

2bdrm/2ba with professional $500 Call 310-

312-1502.
'- — t

WLA. Ptto/Overtand. Open, roomy 4-

bdrnrV3-bath, Spanish-style house Back-

yard, balcony, high ceilings, fireplace, wash-

er/dryer. Montt)-to-month. SSOOKteposit. Fe-

male tenant wanted. PatrwiaO 31 0-558-

4701.

-4;

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Ro6m for rent in spa-

ckxjs 3bdrm house Price negotiable Please

page: 213-651-6194

WESTSIDE VILLAGE $315+/mo 15-min-

utes south of campus Quiet, ctieerful teach-

er's home, share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary 310-836-6730.

WESTWOOD Attractive, furnished, private

room. Bathroom, phone, mdigaralor in pri-

vate residerKe w/professional couple NS fe-

male. $550/mo.310-470-1932 www.lasolu-

Itorts.com/room.fitm

WESTWOOD-Huge private room in 3-bed-

room house. FuVy furnished, hardwood
fkxMS. fireplace, irvfKxise laundry. No lease

tequired. $550/month. NS. 310-209-1309.

WESTWOOD. IbdrnVlba avail in

2bdrm/2ba apartrrtent. Secured bOikJ- PALMS. Female to share bedroom in

ing-fparking. Water pakj Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill- 2bdrnV2bth apartrrwnt until Sept Gated
er view w/t}ak:ony.$650/mo. Male preferred, parking, laundry, fireplace, bakxxiy. Avail.

310-443-5515 r>ow $244/mo 310-585-5475.

WESTWOOD. Private guestroom in a beau-

tiful house w/private entrarKeA>attVbackyard

Partung Walking distance to UCLA/West-
wood. Laundry/Kitchen privileges. Utilities

paM N/S female tenant $75Q/mo 310-446-

9556

WESTWOOD Room in a private home
Grad student preferred Walking distarKe to

UCLA $600 Leave name and telephorw at

310-475-1713

WLA. New, quiet 2-bdrm/2-bath oondo. Dish-

washer, W/D, galad par1ur>g, security en-

trance. f^S. No pats. IMonlh-to-month $530
Can 310-287-1 530

WESTWOOD Kelton Female wanted to

share room w/3 giris Parkir^g available. 2-

bdrm/2-bath CaM 310-209-9142

WESTWOOD- Female needed to share

bdrm in large 3txlrrTV2bath VeterarVLevering

next to Campus Express Includes partung,

laundry facilities-f^ated entrance $420/mo
818-848-4127

WESTWOOD. Sharir>g room w/one other

person in big 2bdrm/2bth apartment.

$373.38/mo. -futilities. 30min to campus
w/lraa campus buses. 310-473-0688.

CULVER CITY
$455/mo +1/2 utilities No deposit nocessaey

Female roommate needed for spackxjs pri-

vate bdrm*ba Security buikling and partting

Has laundry facilities and t>ak»ny. Call Kari:

3 1 0-839- 1 253

LA: $300-i-1/3 util. Own-bedroom/l)ath, in

3bdrm Gated parking, near Ver-

rTK>nl/Wilshire subway Prefer grad or quiet.

Call Tim 213-381-3323.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house. 3 blocks

from Marina pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood ftoors $550/mo^utilities. CaU Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 7853(night).

NEAR UCLA- 2ROOMS available one on

April 1st the other May 1st. Huge ctosets, mi-

crowave/dishwasher, laundry. Near bus
Own-phone I have cat. Female N/S

$450/mo 310-235-1014.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Oar-

many with 2 quiet dogs seeks 1 -3 twdroom
apartment/house. Poss. Wyard. 1-619-4SP

2324

WESTWOOD, Qayley. Female roomma'
needed for spring/summer $392/mo. Fir

bath, furnished opttonal, parking, secure

buiWing. Call DanieNe or Lorelei: 310-209-

4933

WESTWOOD- Female to share bdrm/ba.

furnished, central A/C. comfortat>le. cool

roommates$34375/mo-futilities.
Spring/summer Jenny: 310-209-1545.

5
ROSARITO BEACH, 1-2-or-3bdrm con-

dos+new 3-bdrm on beach Pods, tennis,

dance, f>orses. 24-hr. nuirket Security 909-

737-9203

More Bruins liirn In the Daily Bruin \\\diW any other newspaper.
Display
206-30b0
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M. HOOPS
From page 56

K

And he didn't.

In the last 38 seconds, Johnson made eight

trips to the charity stripe.

And all eight times, the senior connected.

His free throws kept it a two-possession

game, and soon time would run out for

Michigan as UCLA held on for the upset, 85-

82..The victory earned the bruins Ji trip to St.

Petersburg, Fla., to play No. 2-seed Kentucky

in the Sweet Sixteen.

"I knew Kris, after getting into foul trou-

ble in the last game (against Miami), was def-

initely going to come out and have a big

gamej Bailey said.

Johnson's game-high 25 points and 6-for-

10 shotting was a sharp contrast to his Friday

effort against Miami.

In the first-round matchup, Johnson, who

averages 18.1 points, only had three points,

making only one of six field-goal attempts

and fouled out of the game with 2:35 left.

But aside from his 60 percent shooting

clip, Johnson was also 1 1 of 13 from the free-

throw line. On the year, the 6-foot-4-inch

guard/forward is an 83.8 percent free-throw

shooter.

If Johnson were to miss a free throw, it

would have given Michigan a thread of hope.

However, Johnson has been Mr. Clutch

many times this year, hitting the three-pointer

at the buzzer to win it against Washington

State in Pullman and hitting another three in

Seattle to give UCLA a one-point lead over

Washington with 2.1 seconds left.

"Nerves? Maybe when 1 was a freshman, I

would be nervous," Johnson said.

"But I've been in that situation many times

in my career where I have to make free

throws, and I've converted. It's a situation

where 1 want to be there, I'm one of the three

seniors on the team, and I think anyone of us

would step up in that situation. That's what

we want - the pressure, all the weight on our

shoulders. ,

"When I went up to the line I wai just con-

centrating on knocking them down like I

always do, and that's what I did."

BASEBALL
From page 45

bined for 22 runs in the game, moving the weekend's

run total to 86 (54 for Arizona, 32 for UCLA).

The Wildcats took an early 6^ lead off Bruin

starter Jon Brandt, who was the closer in Friday's

game. He left the game after 6 innings with a 10^

deficit that was soon erased by right-fielder Eric

Byrnes' second three-run homer of the game. Left

fielder Brett Nista also hit two homers, but the

efforts by the top two hitters in the Bruin lineup were

not enough to puU out a victory.

Arizona's Jason Shroyer leadoffhomer in the bot-

tom of the eighth inning broke a 10-10 tie and pro-

pelled the Wildcats to the 12-10 win.

CRUSH THE
WITH

^he TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live, in-class instruction
• Instructors who have all scored in the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use off all real LSAT questions
• Four fulHen^h proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $9SO

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course In the country.

Berkeley UCLA West L.A. Beverly Hilts Irvine

San Francisco use \ Downtown L.A. San Fernando Valley Fullerton

Palo Alto Davis Pasadena Riverside

San Jose Sacramento Claremont San Dieeo

1-800-696-5728
Attention: Students and Faculty

in Humanities Courses!
Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course

during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to

submit the paper for

The Teague-Nelville-EUiott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

recognizing

superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

EUgibUity
]

The competition is open taALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled^ in

an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall

Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been

written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of

record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.

The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Friday. March 20. 1998.

But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinsev Hall.

OOD LUCK ON FINALS!!

i'«i
JT

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct

questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@hunuiet.ucU.edu.

=^

REMOVE HAIR PERMANENTLY
WITH

^^ ELECTROLYSIS— LISA SAPON, R.E.—
1081 Westwood Blvd.. Sic. 224. Westwood. CA 90024

Day, Evening, and Saturday Appoinimems Available

'if 310.208.2045 W
JbL

University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
flCCELERSTE

YOUR flCIIDEMIC

PROGRESS
Summer session on the Boulder campus is something special.

With over 500 campus courses to choose from, it's a relaxed,

comfortable learning environment Classes are smaller And

when you're not in class, you can soak up Boulder's mellow charm.

Or explore Boulder's backyard, a high country playground that

includes some of the country's most rugged and spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to g^t a jump on the next phase of your

educational goals.

FORiXIIMPLE:

VKITMG STUDBflS. Take advantage of CU resources to complete

or enrich your own degree program.

NMN 9CNOOI iniDBfn. Take a college course for experience, to

enhance your college application, or to see if CU is the right

school for you.

TlUCms. Earn recertification credits and txp into everything the

University has to offer.

PlOWMIOtlili NVHOPMBfT. Increase your knowledge base

and build skills to enhance your capabilities.

BWCIIM0IT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic challenge

at CU this summer. ,

FOR MORE IHFORMfmON.
" V Call 303-492-5146 or 800-331-2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog. Or visit our web site

www.cotorado.edu/conted/summer

SALMON
From page 56

weekend." . -^^.—
The Richmond Spiders, reminis-

cent of 1989, knocked off South

Carolina. Valparaiso won in what

has been the most exciting finish

through out the weekend. Syracuse

staved off upset-minded lona with a

trey.

Hell, even UCLA almost got

upset by some hungry Hurricanes,

but with an out-of-control Toby

Bailey pass and a soft shot by

Henderson, the Bruins prevailed.

When Valpariaso's Bryce Drew
took an ill-advised shot with 10 ticks

left on the clock, I thought, "There

goes the game." My heart sank, and

I was ready to turn the channel, but

something amazing happened. Ole

Miss' star player shanked his two

free throws and Valpo would pull off

a major upset as Drew nailed a trey

at the buzzer.

Amazing. Impossible. Basketball.

The first two rounds of the NCAA
tournament should be national holi-

days. I want my spring break during

the tournament. Who cares if you

have to break up our quarter. No
one really pays attention during class

anyways.

Damn, let's have la class at UCLA
all about the tournament. I can see a

psychology class - Basketball 101

:

The Stupor Effect. Communication
Studies 107: Social Relations During

the Tourney.

It's all for basketball.

The first two rounds are what I

watch the tourney for: the upsets, the

tears, the dreams of hundreds of

players being smashed or fulfilled

through one shot.
,

Don't get me wrong. The rest of

the tournament is special, but there

are just not as many games to watch

where the underdog can shine. Last

year was special, with Arizona

shocking the world. This year, who
knows, maybe Michigan State or

Rhode Island can shock the world.

No. l-seeds lose their meanings as

the tourney wears on. Just ask North

Carolina, which had to go overtime

against UNC Charlotte, or Duke,
which almost lost to Oklahoma
State.

I got a bad case of the basketball

Jones.

Ask my girlfriend.

"Ya wanna go out? Arkansas'

playing ... Wait till after the games
are done." ^'^^

When the games are finally done

for the night 1 need more basketball.

"We can't go now. Gotta watch

the highlights on ESPN and

FoxSports .. Wait till they are done."

By the time ESPN coverage is

over, it's midnight.

"We can't catch a late-night show,

honey ... Gotta get some sleep to

catch the 9 a.m. game."

A friend of mine told me that he

would rather go out with his woman
then to watch the UCLA-Miami
game. I laughed at him and asked,

"But does your girl got game?"
There is another aspect of March

~
~ SeeSALJWON,pa9e49

BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
SOCCER

sports

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
RUGBY

FwfrBltte*, aikrerttiM, Intra-aiaral T^ama
SAMIEOAY UTTERINQ, NCXTDAY SaNSCRCCNIlM,

^•MOIDEinNa, TWILL LETTEHma

/f>^RTMe^T coordtmor supgri/kor

POflTIOM 4/WLN)Le

POSITION STARTING APRIL 1998

COMPENSATIQN: A O^E-^¥DKOOU APARTMENT
PLUS A MONTHLY SALARY A!t^D ONE PARKING
SPACE.

DUTIES INCLUDE:
* Selecting, training, and supervising the UA North

Apartment Coordinator team and desk staff.

* Ensuring the safety and security of the UA prop-

erties by supervising the after hours maintenance

program.

* Participatingin weekly meetings with staff and

management.

* Working a flexible schedule.

* Analyzing situations, defming problems/objec-

tives, and formulating logical conclusions.

OUALIFICATIONS:
* UCLA graduate student.

* Must possess excellent communication skills

" (written and oral) in order to interact effectively

and diplomatically with students, staff, and co-

workers of various, cultural and economic back-

grounds.

Leadership experience.

Skills in prioritizing assignments and working

independently with minimal supervision.

* Familiarity with University Housing and previous

UCLA group living experience preferred.

Applications & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North
625 Landfair Ave. # 1

Please do not telephone.

Email inquires to: martinar@law3.law.ucla.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, March 20, 1998 at 5 PM

UCLA Department of Film & Television !

announces a new course for Spring Quarter:

Queer Images/Queer Media
FTV 114: Film Genres (6)—

—

i

THIS INTRODUCTORY SURVEY COURSE OFFERS AN
HISTORICAL LOOK AT REPRESENTATIONS OF
SEXUALITY AND GENDER IN HOLLYWOOD, EUROPE,
THE AVANT-GARDE, AND THE INDEPENDENTS. "

Mel H09

IVlac 2510B
IVIac 2310B
Mac 2310B
Mac2310B
Mel 2310C
Bunche 1265

Mel 2410

Bunche 3178

Noriega, C. MWl-^

206-384-201 Sec. lA Fl-2
206-384-202 Sec. IB F2-3
206-384-203 Sec. IC Thl-2
206-384-204 Sec. ID Th2-3
206-384-205 Sec. IE -^:^ Thl2-1
206-384-206 Sec. IF Thl2-1
206-384-207 Sec. IG F9-10
206-384-209 Sec. IJ F12-1

ii i: I.^
S41KMN. <>F niK^TlK
HLMAW1TI>.VISN)\

Note: The course listed under FTy 1 M in the

Schedule of Classes is not being offered next quarter.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
ARGENTINA

CHILE
COSTARICA

Fall, Spring or Full Year, Scholarships Available

Study Abroad Information Session:

Carolyn Watson
Wednesday, March 18

12:00 Noon ;

EXPO Center

109 Kerckhoff Hall

For futher infomiation contact the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University,

4600 Sunset Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46208. Tel: 800/858-0229 Fax: 317/940-9704

INSTITUTE FOR —STUPY ABROAD
BUT L E R UNIVERSITY

Representative:

D^te:

Lx)cation:

tL
JB
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W. BASKETBALL
From page 56

t

and to determine if a fight occurred

and those individuals who participated

in a fight.

"Officials may not use replay

equipment for judgement calls such as

who fouled, basket interference or

goaltending, release of the ball before

the sounding of the horn, etc."

Sophomore Maylana Martin, who

scored II of her 13 points in the sec-

ond half, felt as though the decision

was not a fair one.

"I know that we won." Martin said.

"If we were at home, then things

would have turned out difTcrently."

From the start of the game, the

Bruins had to face several obstacles.

Playing in front of more than 3,000

Crimson Tide fans didn't help the situ-

ation. However, the Bruins displayed

the tenacity and gut-wrenching team

play that had brought them all the way

from not having a preseason ranking

to becoming the No.25-ranked team in

the nation.

Junior Janae Hubbard led the

Bruins with 19 points, shooting 8 of 12

from the field. In the first half,

Hubbard dominated 6-foot-2-inch

senior Tausha Mills. In what was sup-

posed to be the battle of the "giant"

centers, Hubbard out-rebounded and

outscored Mills, who ended the game

with 12 points.

The Bruins had a 41-28 lead going

into halftime. The Crimson Tide came

out of the locker room on fire, spark-

ing a 9-0 run led by senior Dominique

Canty, who finished with a game high

of 28 points.

University of Alabama's head

coach Rick Moody was indifferent

about the decision and felt as though

iiis team played exceptionally well.

"I thought our basketball team set

the tempo early," Moody said. "We
got going early with our defense. We
were able to generate turnovers into

points on the offensive end. Hopefully,

we'll be ready to play Sunday night

(against Notre Dame)."

Many fans expressed disbelief in the

final decision. Ed Kelley, a resident of

Meridian, Miss., who came to support

the Crimson Tide, felt as though

UCLA was cheated out of a victory.

"We do things a little bit different in

the South," Kelley said. "I feel that the

officials were wrong all night, and they

are the ones to blame

"

_____

VOLLEYBALL

The AivOLioieii lit.

UCLA head coach Kathy Ottvier views a video of the end of the game In

the Women's NCAA Midwest Regionals.

Frank Lassiter, sports director of

WVUA Radio in Tuscaloosa, shared

similar sentiments. •

"It seems impossible with less than

.8 of a second left, that one can throw

the ball the length of the court, have it

touch the hands of someone else, and

end in the hands of another playerwho

then turns around and makes another

shot," Lassiter said.
^

• « •

The Bruins defeated the University

of Michigan 65-58 in the first round

Friday night. Martin led the team with

16 points, and sophomores Melanie

Pearson and Jannae Hubbard scored

15 and 12 points, respectively.

Junior Maylana Martin was named

a finalist for the Division I Kodak

Women's All-America Basketball

team.

From page 53

start and didn't put up the num-

bers we're used to."

While Naeve was cold and hot,

Stanford's Andy Witt brought

enough heat to the floor to warm

the entire gym. The sophomore

outside hitter, who has had up

and down performances this sea-

son, punished UCLA with 26

kills, two aces and 10 digs. .

'

.'*,••

The Brtiins rebounded on

Saturday night to handily defeat

the University of Pacific 15-12,

15-9, 15-7.

UCLA outhit Pacific .493 to

.315. Middle blocker Danny

Fanner led the Bruin attack with

20 kills in two games for a blister-

ing .750 hitting percentage (20-2-

24). Tom Stiflwell added 19 kills

and seven digs to help the Bruin

effort. Despite being under the

weather for most of the week and

receiving clearance to play late

Friday, the senior captain of the

Bruin squad hit .691 for the

night.

The Bruin bench contributed

as well, with Matt Davis and

Mark Williams both hitting over

.500 with seven kills and eight

kills, respectively.

UCLA will host Rutgers

University on Tuesday night for a

non-conference match. The

Bruins hold a 4-0 series lead over

the Scarlet Raiders

.

M.TRACK
From page 53

finals.

Scott Slover could have possibly

won the pole vault title but was dis-

qualified for voulzing the bar at48-

2 1/2 feet. Voulzing is when a per-

son uses his hands or arms to try to

balance the bar.

' He finished seventh at 17-10 1/2.

Larsen felt the call was correct and

was disappointed because Slover

cleared 18-2 1/2, a mark that

would've placed him at least

fourth. He nonetheless garnered

All-American honors.

Allen is another Bruin who
claimed All-American honors.

Allen, at his first indoor champi-

onships, finished seventh in the 200

meters in a personal record time of

21.06 seconds.

Mark Hauser finished 14th in an

-extremely fast 3.000 meter race in

8:10.19. The winner, Adam
Goucher of Colorado won in

7:46.03 seconds and Washington

State's Bernard Lagat finished sec-

ond in 7:46.45.

Travis Haynes and Wade Tift

both received All-American honors

in the shot put. Haynes finished

eighth with a mark of 6(V6 1/2, and

Tift was right behind him in ninth

place at 60-5 3/4.

Luke Sullivan, also at his first

indoor championship, earned an

All-American spot in the ^S-pound

weight throw. Sullivan's throw of

65-7 3/4 placed him fifth.

Jim McElroy had a good start in

his preliminary race but stumbled

three-quarters of the way through

and missed the finals by two-hun-

dredths of a second.

"It was a good meet," Larsen

said. "Generally, we don't do much

indoors but I think this meet is a

good introduction to the outdoor

season."

^piLET YOUR BMlNfSS SHINEO
Dally Bruin Advertising* Display sJS-aK^l * ClaftifieJ 82S-2221

getaFREEfruIjOPIA'
with the purchase of a

LARGE POPCORN
Offer good after 9:00 PM at par^cipating AMC theaters

VVdJit t(^ he a

tkvAt/sj

mul change
the world?

CATCH THE LAST FLICK, GET A FREEBIE!

At Golden Gat* Univ«rsity, you can laarn how to

work for •nvironmontal justica, amploymant equity,

and immigration rights, exploring ways to maka tha

world a battar placa.

It's not too l«te!

Apply by April IS for full-time fall 1998

Apply by June 1 for part-time (evening) fall 1 998

You can change the world! >

Contact us for an information packet:

phone: (415) 442-6630 fax: (415) 442-6631

e-mail: lawadmitOggu.edu website: www ggu.edu/law

(Joi hi \ (; \ 1 I I 'NIVIH^I n

School of Law

536 Misjion Street, San Francisco, CA 94J05-2968
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LAKERS
From page 50

game in 12 outings and 18th in their

last 20, unraveled after staying even

with the Lakers through three quar-

ters.

Vancouver managed only five

field-goal attempts in the first six

minutes ofplay in the fourth period

and were limited to nine points

over that span.

The Lakers took

control ...from the

start of the fourth

period.

"

. i..

"We gave them too many easy

baskets (in the fourth quarter)."

said coach Brian Hill, whose
Grizzlies committed five of their 14

turnovers in the final period.

"Every time it was a turnover or a

missed shot, it was a 3-on-l or a 3-

on-2 going to the other end. -

"That is our fault."

Center Bryant Reeves led the

Grizzlies for the third time in four

games with 24 points, while

ShareefAbdur-Rahimiidded 23.

Despite shooting 6915 percent

from the field in the first half, the

Lakers failed to take control. The
Grizzlies shot 61 percent. The first

half finished tied 63-63 when
Vancouver's Lee Mayberry hit a

three-pointer with two seconds left.

The Grizzlies set a franchise

record for most points in a quarter,

scoring 39 |K)ints in the second, and

the two teams combined to hit 64

percent oftheir field goals, the most

ever for one half in a Grizzlies'

game.

W.POLO
From page 5S

knew we had to turn on today in order

to win," Gall said. "We came into the

game expecting them to come on
strong so we came out strong right

from the first quarter. We all felt good
going into the game."

This game was especially important

for the Bruins because they have not

played the Cardinal since the begin-

ning of last season. With the unexpect-

ed upset over formerly No. 2 Cal last

week, Saturday's mat(Jh was not taken

tightly.

"We try to play everygame with the

same importance, but this was a con-

ference game and they beat Cal the

weekend before." Baker said. "So it

was pretty important because we
wantfd to know where we stood in the

whole thing.".

Now they know. Now everyone

knows. The Bruins are still No. 1.

After Saturday's confidence boost-

er, UCLA welcomed San Jose State

on Sunday with a more relaxed but

equally effective attitude.

Even with the absence of top player

Coralie Simmons, the Bruins had no

trouble sweeping the game with the

score of 18-0.

The San Jose State Spartans didn't

have a chance.

Five impressive goals by Catherine

von Schwarz and four by freshman

Beauregard only tell halfthe story. The
Bruins had so much room to spare

against the No. 14 Spartans that every

team member got a piece ofthe action.

"I was happy with the way players

who usually don't get much time

played," Baker said. "They usually

don't get a lot of minutes but they

played well. And Catherine's getting

back into it. She's starting to look

good."

After a successful weekend, the

Bruins look forward to another turn at

hosting when ,they welcome the

University of Massachusetts at 3 p.m..

Tuesday at the Men's Gym pool.

Very likely, the guest will once again '

leave with a dissatisfied frown.

SALMON
From page 47 —, .;

" -/ --.
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Madness that is always overlooked:

the women's tourney.

Hell yeah, I watch the women's
games on ESPN2. It's basketball.

Once you get that fever you need

more games to keep you running,

and the women's tourney is the same
as the men's, minus the dunks.

UC Santa Barbara stunned

Vanderbilt. Great game. Stunning

outcome. In the lulls where there are

no men's games, I immediately find

a women's game an^ it soothes my
fever like chicken noodle soup. .

I have a suggestion for a TV
mogul: one, big-ass NCAA tourna-

ment station. Just play tournament

games, men's and women's. I would

sit in a stupor all day long watching

that channel. It would show upsets,

blowouts, focus on certain confer-

ences in the tournament.

Forget NBC's "Must SeeTV."
How about "Must SEC TV." They
would show Kentucky, Arkansas

and the rest of the SEC in the tour-

ney. Instead of ActionPack on

Channel 5, how about ActionPac-10.

UCLA, Stanford, Arizona, men and
women playing hoops.

I can see the Neilson ratings going

up now.

Lbt's face the honest truth:

Everybody loves basketball.

CalcaveccNa defeats

Singh in Honda Oassic
PGA: Montgomerie

still without win after

finishing in third place

By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

CORAL SPRINGS. Fla. -
Mark Calcavecchia made five

birdies on the final seven holes to

run away from Vijay Singh and the

rest of the field at the Honda
Classic, closing with a 65 for a

three-stroke victory.

Calcavecchia, who had

promised to go at every pin. didn't

have a choice on a calm, soft day

ripe for low scores. He kept his

pledge to the end, firing at the flag

on the 18th for a birdie thai^ve
him an 18-under 271.

His ninth PGA Tour victory was

worth $324,000 and made him only

the 1 Ith player to surpass $8 million

in career earnings.

"Chasing a leader who doesn't

make any mistakes makes a differ-

ence," said Singh, who closed with a

67. "I was just trying to keep up
with him."

Colin Montgomerie finished

with a 66. He was alone in third at

275 but still 0-for^6 on the PGA
Tour.

"It's encouraging," he said. "I'm

looking forward especially now to

The Players Championship and the

Masters."

John Daly rebounded from a 76

in the second round with great play

on the weekend. He tied the course

record of 8-under 64 and wound up

tied for fourth with Jeff Maggert

and defending champion Stuart

Appleby. Maggert, whose 41 on the

back nine Saturday afternoon

knocked him six strokes off the

lead, tied a tournament record with

a 7-under 29 on the front to briefly

take the lead. But he played the

back even par for a 65.

Calcavecchia didn't have to look

at the lifeless trees or feel the heavy,

muggy air to realize what it would

take to win. Not long after his drive

landed softly in the first fairway, he

no longer had the lead.

That belonged to Maggert, who
stormed back from a third-round 76

to birdie six of the first seven holes.

One group ahead, Daly-thrilled a

large following with a 2-iron from

252 yards that settled 15 feet away,

on the fringe on the par-5 14th. He
holed it for eagle, putting him with^

in two strokes oQhe lead.
^^

But Daly's approach on the par-

5 16th veered left into a bunker and

he failed to get up and down for

birdie.

Calcavecchia's steady playing

paid off as he became the third two-

time winner of the Honda Classic.

Calcavecchia, who admits to being

superstitious, changed coins in his

pocket to mark his ball after the

1 1 th hole and birdied the next three.

He also used the same ball over the

final seven holes. "It was kind of

beat up, but I was on a roll," he said.

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN WEST^VOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years

•Big Savings for those under 24 with

a "B" average ' •\.

•Young married couples •

\

Lie. #0497374 •FamiHes with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
liisurAidc Insuraiu't' A^eiuN Itu-

u. vm,,,, tt'..':'l i<.l< ii.i.il.' I-.i).' lios - :?.') IS

^SiUf^^
j»/rsfi

^KCt'l'

Gatorade 32 oz.

Assorted Flavors

S1.69 regular

riere's the path to the Job

you really want: Head for

Chapman University.

There, you'll hnd a

number of excellent full- or

part-time graduate programs

offered at convenient

"evening class times.

All feature outstanding,

accessible instructors, small

class sizes and all the on-

campus resources you'd

expect from a prestigious

university like Chapman.

And all can help you

further along the road to a

more rewarding career.

BNEOF

THOSE

FORKS

IN THE ROAD

YOO WERE

ADVISER

TO TAKE.

Graduate Programs
MBA
Executive MBA
Juris Doctor (Lih*)

MA C!ounsclint< (Silwol and Vtirttr)

MA Criminal Justice

MA Education

MA Educational Psycholo^ty

MA English

MA Film Studies

MA Organizational Leadership .

MA I'sychoioKV

MA Special Education

Master o( Health Administration

Master of Phyvcal Therapy

MhA C'reative WriimK
MF-A Film id Television IVoduction

N1S Food Science and Nutrition

MS FHuman Resources

Public School Credentials

H^rkPt U . 2 h . 8

open daily • www.uclastore.ucla.edu
Alto •v«ll«bl« it: M»l To^ Shop, KoVlh C»mpui Shop,

lu Vallo CoMiRont, HOlUi Scitncos Stort UCtftsronT

•Tt
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Murdoclfs moves rehash history
MLB: New owner sits in

shadow of 0'Malley*s

success with Dodgers

ByMattMcHale

Los Angeles Daily News

He was a baseball bully whose rad-

ical ideas scared owners into thinking

he would turn the sport on its ear.

His backroom dealing was leg-

endary, his bigger4han-life persona

forever a hot- topic on both coasts.

Many called him the de facto com-

missioner of baseball. Others called

him things less flattering.

Rupert Murdoch? Not yet.

The original was Walter O'Malley,

and in a week his son sells the

Dodgers to Murdoch. Perhaps there

are lessons to learn on how the new

ownership will play out. IfO'Malley's

legacy tells us anything, it is that

change is good, even if it seems

uncomfortable at the time.

There will be many who cringe at

all the new advertising at Dodger

Stadium this year. For more than 30

years. Union Oil, which funded the

construction, was the only ad. The lux-

ury boxes along the club level will look

strange. The international makeup of

the team will only grow stronger with

Murdoch's global television reach.

Even if it hurts clubhouse chemistry.

But you've been throu^ this all

before.

There remain angry Angelenos

over the sweetheart deal O'MaDey
received to put the Dodgers in

Chavez Ravine. The plan for funding

a major-league team in Lx>s Angeles

passed by fewer than 25,000 votes.

But when you are sitting in your seats

on a balmy August night with the

Dodgers deep into a pennant race,

remember that this didn't happen by

accident.

Forty years ago. this season, the

Dodgers played their first game in

Los Angeles, drawing more than

93,000 fans in the Coliseum.

O'Malley was viewed as a visionary, a

Bronx lawyer who became the Lewis

and Clark of baseball. His teams

would go on to untold success in the

National League and at the box

office. But he broke a lot of hearts

along the way.

The borough of Brooklyn has

never recovered. Nobody minded

much when O'Malley convinced

Horace Stoneham's New York

Giants to leave the Polo Grounds for

San Francisco. The Dodgers, on the

other hand, were Brooklyn. Gil

Hodges lived up the street. Roy

Campanella owned a neighborhood

liquor store.

O'Malley already had a sinister

image for wresting control ofthe team

from baseball immortal Branch

Rickey in 1950. But even with the

takeover. O'Malley was losing his

shirt in Brooklyn. Unlike Murdoch,

whose companies grossed $1 1 billion

last year, O'Malley had trouble giving

raises to future Hall of Famers Duke

Snider and Jackie Robinson.

Maybe the distance between play-

ers and fans today dilutes the memo-

ry. But O'Malley's move to Los

Angeles remains the single greatest

business decision in sports history.

City fathers in Brooklyn laughed at

his plans to construct a Plexiglas-

domed stadium. They were con-

vinced his 32,OOO^at Ebbets Field,

which had just 700 parking spaces,

was fine. But to O'Malley, an average

attendance of 15,761 in 1956 when

they won their last Brooklyn pennant

demanded a new direction.

It might be more accurate to bl^me

the city ofNew York for ignoring the

needs of one of its greatest resources.

In order to be competitive in a busi-

ness a fraction of today's size, the

Dodgers had to think big. But it was

O'Malley who took the Eiffel Tower

out of Paris.

Moving to Los Angeles was just as

sticky. There was a Mexican-

American community in Chavez

Ravine. The city moved the residents.

Murdoch faces similar problems with

the neighborhood if there is stadium

expansion and maybe the arrival ofan

NFL team.

After moving into Dodger

Stadium in 1962, the Dodgers quiddy

became the best draw in baseball.

Moving here tripled the landscape.

Teams were living with attendance

around one million. The Dodgers

were drawing 3 million regularly

before O'Malley died in 1981.

O'Malley's success placed him at

the top of baseball's hierarchy. He
kept the fan in mind and the team in

first place. World Series titles in 1963

and '65 kx>ked great. But in the end,

the guys with big ideas see big results.

The Dodgers of today might win this

year, but without Murdoch's energy

and resources, they aren't going to

keep up.

Lakers submerge Grizzlies

witli N\(k Van Exel's return

NBA: Vancouver holds*

own with good shooting

until fourth quarter

The Associated Press ~

VANCOUVER, British Columbia
— The knee's fine, the back's a little

sore, but most importantly, the touch

was still there as Nick Van Exel's 18

minutes of play were most welcome in

his first game in a month.

"Nick did far better than anybody

could have hoped

for," coach Del

Harris said af\er
,

his Los Angeles

Lakers won their

sixth straight,

beating the

Vancouver
Grizzlies 119-110

Sunday after-

noon. "I was just

hoping that he

could get out and

get a little feel. I

really didn't expect him to make a big

contribution.

"Instead, he made a very large con-

tribution."

Activated from the injured list prior

to the game. Van Exel's status was still

in question afler he developed back

spasms.

"I really couldn't tell you (what to

expect), but it was fun just being back

out there," said Van Exel, who missed

13 games after undergoing arthroscop-

ic surgery to the right knee he injured

on Feb. 15 against Houston.

"We gave them too

many easy baskets (in

the fourth quarter)/'

Brian Hill

Grizzlies head coach

"I just wanted to go out there and be

patient and let my game come to me."

Clinging to a 90-88 lead through

three quartei-s against the feisty

Grizzlies, the Lakers took control by

going on a 15-4 run from the start ofthe

fourth period.

Van Exel sparked the run, setting up

Robert Horry's dunk to open the quar-

ter, then hitting a three-point shot. He
eventually finished with eight points

and six assists.

Horry scored 13 of his season-high

13 points in the second half, while

Shaquille O'Neal led the way with 24

points as the

Lakers moved
^"""""~'"""""'"

within three

games of the idle

first-place Seattle

SuperSonics in

the Pacific

Division staqd-

ings. Horry, com-

ing off a season-

high 14 rebounds

in Thursday's win

over the Los

Angeles
Oippers, also pulled down a team-high

13 against Vancouver, x^
"It's all garbage stuff. I just hap-

pened to be in the right place at the

right time," said Horry. "Right now it's

time for everyone to contribute, no

matter who it is."

As for Van Exel's return, Horry

added, "For a guy who hadn't played, I

thought he would be a little bit more

rusty. He looked good out there."

The Grizzlies, who lost their Ilth

Se«UUraiS,pa9e49

and The Institute for International

Mediation and Conflict Resolution

Invite UCLA Students

to attend

ft:...

-^ The 1998 International

Student Symposium on Negotiation

& Conflict Resolution

The Hague, The Netherlands

July 20-August 14, 1998

For further information on the month-long, academically

accredited symposium, please contact:

Phone:202-828-0721

_ Fax:202-462-6151

E-mail: IIMCR@erol8.com

Website: www.iimcr.org

IIMCR
2708 Cathedral Ave., N.W.

Washington, DC 20008
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Track championships finish with big wins, small losses
NCAA: UMass shot-putter

makes emotional victory,

as Wheaton takes second

By Marvin Pave
The Boston Globe

WALTHAM, Mass. - h was a bit-

tersweet birthday for U Mass-Boston

shot-putter Robert Grieco and a near-

miss but an impressive second-place

fmish for the Wheaton women
Saturday at the NCAA Division Ju

indoor track and Held champi-

onships.

Brandeis University rolled out the

red carpet at its Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center, on the school's

SOth anniversary, but a pair of Judges

runners - defending indoor 800-

meter champs Victoria Petrillo and
Geoff Getz - had the rug pulled out

from under them, fmishing second,

respectively, to Erin Hipp of Ohio
Northern and Amherst's Robert
Mitchell.

Lincoln (Pa.) University recap-

tured the men's team title, winning
for the third time in four years, and
Christopher Newport University of
Newport News, Va., withstood

Wheaton's challenge, edging the

Norton school by three points to

defend its women's title.

__ Grieco. with his mother, Alida, and
sister, Josie, among the crowd that

packed the field house, won the men's

shot put with a personal-best toss of

58 feet 5 1/4 inches on his 23rd birth-

day, just one month after his father.

Antonio, died while vacationing in

Italy.

"I couldn't sleep all day yesterday,"

said Grieco, who played football and

was on the traclc team at Medford
High and was named to the ECAC
All-Star team last fall as a linebacker

for the Beacons. "I woke up about

4:30 in the morning, and that was it. I

dedicated this day to my father, and

because I missed qualifying for this

meet a year ago b> a quarter ofa inch,

it made me work all that much harder

to do well today."

UMass coach Rich Hart said

Grieco took a week and a half off

from training and meets after his

father's death but regained his com-
petitive focus. "He's a real student of

the game, and he's been improving

steadily since January," said Hart.

Just about the entire Wheaton
administrative hierarchy was in the

stands to cheer on coach Paul Souza's

women's team, which, in just its

fourth season of varsity track, had
never won a point in the indoor

nationals. Sophomore Oeshawnda
Williams won the 400-meter dash,

and freshman Colleen Myrie was sec-

ond to defending champ Meshailay

Robinson of Christopher Newport in

the 55-meter dash.

Wheaton then won the day's final

event, the 4x400-meter relay, with

Myrie running the third leg and
Williams Closing strong at anchor.

But Christopher Newport, which

needed to place fourth to win the

team title, was runner-up.

Petrillo, the two-time defending

indoor 800 champ, was hampered by

a sprained ankle but held the lead

through most of her final lap until

Hipp's lunge at the wire. Getz actual-

ly bettered his indoor winning time of

a year ago, posting a 1:51.62, but

Mitchell, who fell in the 1,500 meters

and wanted to make up for it, came
back to overtake Getz at the final turn

and won going away in 1:50.85.

"GeofTs a great runner, but I felt if

I beat him to the final turn I could

maintain my lead," said Mitchell, a

native of Worcester, Vt., who was

recently named the National Indoor

Athlete of the Year by the U.S. Track

Coaches Association. He came into

the meet with a national best 1:50.19

and lived up to his advance billing.

Brandeis coach Bruce Bickford

was philosophical about the perfor-

mances of Petrillo and Getz.

"Victoria and Geoff ran well," he

said. "They made their moves at the

right time. They were just beaten

down the stretch by better runners on
~

this day."

Tomba slides into gilded victory with WcfflcT Gup slalom title

SKIING: Italian weeps for

joy in priceless moment,

as he nears retirement

ByVaniaGrandi
The Associated Press

CRANS MONTANA,
Switzerland - Alberto Tomba threw

himself to the ground at the finish

line, rolled on his back and burst into

tears. Then he stripped to his under-

shirt and hugged his sister.

"It is really great, unbelievable." he

said, wiping the tears with snow. "I

am so emotional."

In a startling reversal of his poor

showing at the Olympics, Tomba won
the last World Cup slalom of the sea-

son on Sunday.

His 50th career victory came as

many were anticipating his retirement

announcement after nearly two years

of mediocre performances.

"This was a very important win for

me, especially after ... Nagano," said

Tomba, who failed in Japan to add to

his collection of five Olympic medals.

"For me, today's victory is more than

a gold medal. It is a platinum one."

He was timed in one minute. 42.84

seconds. Olympic slalom champion.

Hans-Petter Buraas of Norway, was

second. 14-hundredths of a second

behind. Norway's Finn Christian

Jagge was third.

The 31 -year-old Italian reenacted a

scene from his heyday. Pumped by the

cheers of 1 1,000 fans, Tomba took off

his skis and hurled them into the

crowd. Then he tossed his poles,

gloves, hat and goggles.

He proceeded to tear off his cloth-

ing, layer by layer, to end up with just

a sleeveless blue undershirt and the

bottom half of his racmg suit.

At last month's Olympic giant

slalom - an event he won twice at pre-

vious Winter Games - he fell after

only a few turns. In the slalom, he fin-

ished I7lh in the first run, then pulled

out of the second leg.

His only other World Cup victory

this season was in a ni^t slalom in

Schladming, Austria, at the beginning

ofJanuary.

Tomba burst onto the scene in

Crans Montana 1 1 years ago, winning

the bronze medal at the 1987 world

championships. He went on to win

the slalom and giant slalom at the

1988 Calgary Olympics, a gold and

silver at the 1994 Albertville Games
and another silver in Lillehammer in

1994.

At the 1996 world championships,

he captured the giant slalom and
slalom titles. But he hadn't done much
since.

Now, with this grand finale to his

season, Tomba may decide to act on

his hints to call it quits.

"Some people say it is better to quit

as a winner," he said. "I must wait and

decide at home."

Sunday's victory wasTomba's 35th

World Cup slalom win. Only Ingemar

Stenmark of Sweden, who retired a

decade ago, has won more with 40.

Tomba upstaged Austria's Thomas
Sykora, who retained his World Cup
slalom title, finishing just four points

ahead of teammate Thomas
Stangassinger.

Stangassinger led the standings by

12 points over Sykora going into the

race, but finished too far behind

Sykora to keep his advantage.

ARE YOU THE NEXT

ELHE SUPERMODEL?
Come be discovered at

Westside Pavilion!

OPEN MODEL CALL
Friday, March 20 • 6:30-8:30pm

Terrace Food Court, Level 3

Elite 1 998 Model Look Entry
I would like to enter the 1998 Elite Model Look. I certify that I am female, a US

resident, and between the ages of 14 and 24, I will bring two photographs of myself (one

full-length, one head shot), and I understand that they will not be returned to me. To

enter, please bring the entry form and photos to the Elite Model Look at Westside Pavilion.

Name ;

Address ^^^^.^—^_^—^^^^^^^^_-_^.^.^^_^^.^^-^^_^^^_
City

^
State. Zip.

Phone,

.Birthdate.

Weight

.

Height

.

Hair Color.

Signature - _^___
(If under IB years old, signature of parent or guardian)

.Eye Color.

If you are unatHe to return thij form at an Elite Model Look event, please mail by Juty 31, 1998 to:

Elite HoM Look. PC Box 777, Madison Square Station, New York, New York 101S9. For rrwre information on how to

enter, call 1.900.4S4.EUTE (354*). Cost of uU $1.49 per minute, (calls average approx. 3 minutes). Vou must be over

IB or haye parental consent to use this service.

•MBti
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Terrapins to hunt down
Wildcats in Sweet 1

6

TOURNAMENT: Maryland on way to Arizona game

after making free throws, evading turnovers to Illinois

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - For the first

time since Joe Sitiith took his game
to the NBA, Maryland is back in the

Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament.

The current group of Terrapins

now have a chance to do something

that Smith never did - win a region-

al semifinal game.

Maryland returned to the round

of 16 for the third time in five years

by beating Illinois 67-61 Saturday.

The Terrapins led by 13 in the first

half, trailed by three with seven min-

utes left and won the game at the

free-throw line after going the final

3:54 without a basket.

"We're still playing, and every-

one is contributing," Maryland for-

ward RodneyElliott said. "I always

had confidence we could do this."

Next up is top-seeded Arizona,

the defending national champions,

in the West Regional semifinals

Thursday night in Anaheim.

The Wildcats (29-4) figure to be

quite a bit more competitive than

Utah State and Illinois, Maryland's

two tournament victims thus far.

Arizona outscored its first two

opponents 181-109, including an 82-

49 rout of Illinois State on

Saturday.

"It's hard for any team to stay

with us if we come out with a lot of

intensity," Arizona guard Mike
Bibby said.

Intensity might not be as much a

factor as sheer, talent, and the

Wildcats are stocked, particularly in

the backcourt.

Miles Simon had 19 points and

six assists against Illinois State,

which hung with the Wildcats for a

half before wilting.

Maryland, conversely, held on

after a strong first half. The
Terrapins committed a season-low

four turnovers and were 1
1 -for- 13 at

the line.

"We're having fun," guard

Terrell Stokes said. "We're enjoying

this. You don't get too many shots in

the NCAA tournament."

Actually, fourth-seeded

Maryland (21-10) is in the midst of

its fifth-straight trip to the NCAA
tournament.

Led by Smith, the Terrapins

reached the final 16 in 1994 and

1995.

But after the talented 6-foot- 10-

inch center departed following his

sophomore season. Maryland lost in

the first round in 1996 and 1997.

Obinna Ekezie is not lo be con-

fused with Smith, but the junior cen-

ter had two excellent games in

Sacramento.

Together with forwards Rodney
Elliot and Laron Profit, the trio

hopes to give Arizona all sorts of

problems near the basket.

"Maryland is going to be big

inside," Simon said. "That's going

to be a battle from the start. We have

to be ready to play."

US. team kidcs askle losing streak
|uCLA swept away by Stanford, but beats Scarlet Raklers

SOCCER: Americans

show off for World Ciip

spots in Paraguay game

By Patrkli Hipcs

Los Angeles Daily News

SAN DIEGO - An air of confi-

dence accompanied the U.S.

national team off the soccer field

Saturday, the result of an enter-

taining, 2-2 tie with World Cup-

bound Paraguay in front of 15,253

spectators at Qualcomm Stadium.

Using an experimental lineup

designed to audition players for

precious roster spots in France,

the United States played with

more energy than at any time dur-

ing the three-game losing streak it

endured since beating Brazil in the

CONCACAF Gold Cup semifi-

nals in early February. ~ -

"I thought we played a very

attractive brand of soccer today,"

coach Steve Sampson said. "Even

though we had a different lineup,

we still played this game to win it."

In losses to Mexico, Holland

and Belgium over an 1 1-day span

last month, the tired Americans

looked ineffective. Against

Paraguay, however, the United

States created numerous chances

behind a new look midfield of

Chad Deering and Mike Sorber,

outshooting the opponent 17-8.

If not for Paraguay tying the

match on a penalty kick in the 75th

minute, it would have been even

better.

"There's always room for

improvement," midfielder Joe-

Max Moore said. "At times we
held the ball pretty well, but we
could 've done better. Paraguay is a

good team."

The United States had taken a 2-

I lead five minutes into the second

half, after defender Marcelo

Balboa headed home an improba-

ble shot off an Alcxi Lalas cross.

Balboa, playing in his 126th

game for the national team - mak-

ing him third in the world all-time

"(The game is) a

chance for me to

maybe show what I

can do." -

Chad Deerin9_
Midfielder

in international appearances -

dove toward the ground to head

the ball, which fioated above goal-

keeper Ruben Ruiz Diaz into the

upper left corner from 8 yards.

"I was just trying to put it on

net," said Balboa, who attended

nearby San Diego State. "I didn't

see it until after I hit the ground

and turned around. It must have

been going slow."

Paraguay had taken a 1-0 lead in

the 15th minute when Denis

Canzia beat U.S. goalkeeper

Juergen Sommer to the left post.

The United States, however, tied

the game six minutes later when
Deering, playing his first national

team match in nearly a year, head-

ed in an Eric Wynalda corner kick.

It was the first goal for the

United States since the Brazil vic-

tory, in a span of 315 minutes.

The 27-year-old Texan, in and

out of the U.S. pool over the years,

played solidly in offensive and
defensive midfield roles Saturday

and secured a place for the

Americans' match against Austria

on April 22 in Vienna.

After that, the United States

will have three matches before

opening World Cup pool play

against Germany on June 15 in

Paris. It leaves players like

Deering little time to prove their

worth.

"It's a chance for me to maybe
show what I can do," said Deering,

who played in Claudio ReynaY
normal spot in the middle. "It's

good for me to get an opportuni-

ty."

With overseas players like Ernie

Stewart. Kasey Keller, Brad

Freidel and Reyna not making the

trip over and John Harkes, Jeff

Agoos, Thomas Dooley and Eddie

Pope with MLS clubs, it was a

chance for Sampson to see what he

might choose from for the 22-man

World Cup roster.

"A lot of it is just about experi-

ence," said Galaxy defender Greg
Vanney, who played 90 minutes on

the left side of the defense, his first

appearance with the U.S. side

since last August. "In the end, you

have to just play."
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UPSIZINGYOUR FUTURE
ISPONSORS INCLUDE:

PLATINUM
MARS. INC.

CAREER MAGAZINE

GOLD
FAR EAST NATIONAL BANK

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT
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Mark Williams had seven ktlls against the University of Pacific on
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VOLLEYBALL: Bruin team

sobered by loss, saves

face with comeback win

By Grace Wen
Daily Bruin Staff ^

Maybe the UCLA men's volley-

ball team isn't invincible after all.

After dropping a match to BYU
last Friday, the top-ranked Bruins

have suffered another conference

loss - this time to defending national

champion Stanford' (12-4, 11-3

MPSF).
Before a crowd of 1,005 at

Burnham Pavilion, the Cardinal

swept UCLA 15-11, 15-12, 15-9.

Friday the 13th proved to be unlucky

for UCLA, which has lost more
matches in one week than it has in

two months of play.

"We just didn't play very well."

-UCLA head coach Al Scates said.

'We played about the way we did

against BYU the first night. We had a

lot of trouble scoring, and one of the

reasons was that we made a lot of ser-

vice errors in the first game."

The Bruins (18-2, 11-2) posted 26

serving errors for the night, half of

which came in the first game. UCLA
did serve seven aces, though^

"Adam Naeve and

Brandon weren't

Tonnecting well.'^

yM Scates _
^^^-^LA head coach

Setter Brandon Taliaferro and

opposite Ben Moselle each led the

team with two aces apiece, but they

also recorded the mosi errors with six

and seven missed serves respectively.

Moselle also led the team in hitting

with 20 kills in 29 attempts for a .483

clip.

Although UCLA's inability to

serve effectively was part of the rea-

son why the Bruins lost, an uncharac-

teristic performance from middle

blocker Adam Naevc also affected

UCLA. '- "
'-

The sophomore, who had' been

UCLA's most consistent performer,

struggled on Friday night, notching

only 17 kills in 43 attempts with 10

hitting errors for a .163 attack per-

centage.
'*'

"Adam Naeve and Brandon

weren't connecting well," Scates

said. "We went to Adam too much
that night because he had been car-

rying us for so long. We were jusL_

hoping that he would start produc-

ing. Although he got bettQf later in

the evening, he got off to a very slow

SeeVOUEYBALL,page48

Bruins pull out all the stops at NCAA I • titr QiampionsNps
M.TRACK: Team adorns itself in excitment of game,

although no one brings home national championship

ByDonaMMorfison
Dally Bruin Contributor

While no one claimed a national

championship at the NCAA indoor

Championships, members of the

UCLA men's track and fielcf^team still

entertained the crowd Friday and

Saturday in Indianapolis, Ind.

Mebrahtom Kedezighi, running the

5,000 meters, nearly won his fifth

NCAA championship. Keflezighi, who
had to cut back on training the past two

weeks due to soreness in his lower left

leg, finished third in a tactical race in 14

minutes flat.

Keflezighi stayed in the front pack

for most of the race before taking the

lead with three laps to go on the 200-

metelT track.

With close to 150 meters remaining

in the race, Brad Hauser from Stanford

came up on Keflezighi and bumped
him, causing Keflezighi to stumble a bit.

That stumble was all Hauser needed

to win the race and for Keflezighi to tall

to third. UCLA head coach Bob Larsen

felt the contact was unintentional.

"It wasn't a particularly fast race."

UCLA head coach Bob Larsen said.

"(Keflezighi) caught a good elbow

and couldn't rally He felt he could still

win, but he was jostled." .

The 5,000-meter race wasn't the

only excitement Keflezighi created in

one day He also ran the 1,600-meter leg

in the Distance Medly Relay less than a

halfhour after the 5,000 meters.

Washington State set a World's Best

time of 9:29.54 in the highly competi-

tive race, and Arkansas finished second

in 9:30.45. UCLA placed seventh in

9:42.23, but it was Keflezighi who
made the crowd roar.

Taking the baton from Jess Strutzel,

who completed 800 meters, Keflezighi

moved all the way up to third place at

one point before falling to seventh.

Keflezighi's split time for the 1.600

meters, about one mile, was 4:04.

"(Keflezghi) is very competitive,"

Larsen says. "The crowd got into it

when they saw him move to third. We
had a good time for a makeshift relay."

The original relay was supposed to

consist of Damian Allen and Michael

Granville, but^ -Granville sat out

because of a sore hamstring, and

Larsen rested Allen for the 200-meter

SeeM.TIIiMXpa9e48

10th Week got you do

COWOOCUISl

When Harry Mel Sidly...

POST6BS!
Thurs.,Mar. 19@7:00p
ffL, Mar. 20 @ 9:30 pm
FREE!

Thurs., Mar. 19 @ 9:30 pm
Fri., Mar. 20 @ 7:00 pm
FREE!

*-'H

Cciiiipus Events. We'll perk you up.
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CALIFORNIA SPORTS

^P
Lakers 11 9,

Grizzlies 110
The knee's fine, the back's aJittle sore, but

most importantly the touch is still there as

Nick Van Exel's contributions over 18 min-

utes were most welcome in his first game in a

month.

"Nick did far better than anybody could

have hoped for," coach Del Harris said after

his Los Angeles Lakers won their sixth

straight, beating the Vancouver Grizzlies 1 19-

1 10 Sunday afternoon. "I was just hoping that

he could get out and get a little feel. I really

didn't expect him to make a big contribution.

"Instead, he made a very large contribu-

tion
"

Activated ofT the injured list prior to the

game. Van Exel's status was still in question

after he developed back spasms.

"I really couldn't tell you (whaTto expect),

but it was fun just being back out there," said

Van Exel. who missed 13 games after under-

going arthroscopic surgery to the right knee

he injured Feb. 15 against Houston.

Raptors 100,

Warriors 98
Doug Christie scored 24 points, including

two free throws with 19.3 seconds left in over-

time, as Toronto rallied to beat Golden State

100-98 Sunday night.

The Raptors overcame an 1
1 -point deficit

in the final J:42 of regulation.

Todd Fuller's free throw with 2:18 left in

OT put the Warriors up 96-94. but the

Raptors scored the next six points.
.

Ben Wallace's two free throws with 1:13

left gave Toronto a 98-96 lead, and Christie's

free throws gave the Raptors their first four-

point lead of the game.

Golden State scored 59 points in the first

half, but got only 39 over the next two quar-

ters and overtime. The Warriors missed 1 1 of

13 shots in the extra period.

Bruins run, junip, throw their

way to respectable NCAA finish

Blazers 108,

Clippers 92
Arvydas Sabonis had 28 points and 15

rebounds to rally the Portland Trail Blazers to

a 103-92 victory over the Los Angeles

Qippers Sunday night.

Sabonis made two straight baskets to give

the Blazers a 94-89 lead with 2:25 remaining

and the Clippers never got closer than four

points the rest of the game. Sabonis, who

made 1 1 of 17 field goal attempts, has 31 dou-

blerdoubles this season.

After the Qippers' Rodney Rogers hit a 3-

point basket, the Blazers scored the last seven

points of the game. Neither team had led by

more than seven points during the first 47

minutes of the game.

Mighty Ducks 5,

Avalanche 3
The Anaheim Mighty Ducks got all oftheir

" goals on Sunday from players who haven't

^scored much this season — which could mean

anyone on the team except Teemu Selanne,

—Steve Rucchin and the injured Paul Kariya.

—

The Ducks snapped a seven-game losing

streak Sunday with a 5-3 victory over the

Colorado Avalanche as rookies Frank

Banham and Matt Cullen scored power-play

goals and Tomas Sandstrom ended a 34-game

scoring drought with his seventh of the sea-

son.

"That's been happening the last few games

now, and it's nice," said Rucchin, who has

combined with Selanne and Kariya for 72 of

Anaheim's 157 goals. "That's what we need.

Guys are chipping in and they're working

hard. 1 hope this is a sign of good things, and

that other guys are going to start contribut-

ing."

W.TRACK: DCLA hangs on for

19th place as Texas rounds up

national powers for victory

By Ahfin Cadman
Daily Bruin Contributor

The day after the UCLA women's basket-

ball team defeated Michigan in the 1998

NCAA Tournament and on the eve before the

men would do the same, the UCLA women's

track and field team had six of its finest com-

peting at the 1998 NCAA Indoor

Championships.

In Indianapolis, Ind., the Bruin, women
were challenged and fared well against the

best in the nation from top track programs

including Louisiana State University, which

had won the last five track championships -

until Saturday.

Texas won its fourth women's crown since

1986, stopping -LSU's run of five in a row.

Texas' blazing sprinting corps, led by Suziann

Reid, carried the Longhorns to victory with

60 points. •-:
.. ^ - " -

.-J-

Reid, the top women's 460 nmner m the

country entering the meet, didn't disappoint,

winning in 52.57 seconds, the fastest time this

season in the event. This all but ende'd LSU's

hopes for a sixth consecutive title and ninth in

12 years.

LSU finished second in the team standings

with 30 points, and Pittsburgh and Stanford

tied for third with 26 each.

UCLA finished tied for 19th along with the

Lady Tar Heels from North Carolina, each

earning 1 1 points.

In the women's 200 meters, UCLA's
Shakedia Jones placed eighth with a time of

23.78 seconds, 16 hundredths of a second off

her personal best and one-hundredth of a sec-

ond off her qualifying time for the NCAA
Indoors Lakeisha Backus of Texas won the

race with a time of 23.18 seconds.

In the women's pole vault, Melissa Price of

Fresno State broke her college record in the

pole vault by three-quarters of an inch, soar-

,

ing 13-10.

Redshirt freshman Erica Hoernig of

UCLA took sixth with a vault of 12-1. This is a

personal best for Hoernig and shatters her

provisional indoor qualifying mark by over 3

inches. : -
-r^r-

In the women's triple jump, UCLA's
Deana Simmons took sixth place with a jump
of 43-7, almost 3 inches more than her indoor

qualifying mark. This leap is also 3 inches

longer than her personal best at the Pan-

American Junior Games in Havana, Cuba,

last year.

Pittsburgh's Trecia Smith completed a dou-

ble in the women's horizontal jumps. She adds

this triple jump title to the long jump champi-

onship she won Friday night with a leap of 46-

I.

Her top jump is the best by a collegian this

year.

Coming from the women's throwing

events, Rachelle Noble took seventh in the

women's 20-pound weight throw with a mark

of 64-1. over 2 inches farther than her indoor

qualifying throw.

In the shot put, UCLA sophomore Seilala

Sua earned seventh place with a throw of 54-5.

Following behind Sua was senior Nada
Kawar, whose top throw of the afternoon was

51-9.

' The Bruin women will now gear up for a

dual meet next weekend at Drake Stadium

against California, Air Force and UC Irvine.

The following weekend, the UCLA
women's track and field team will travel to

Northern California and compete in the pres-

tigious Stanford Invitational.
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At A Olante

EASTRECIONM.

Salw4qbltodi14

MIlwNartfwiOvk Center

Martfti^rCiM-

North Careftu 93, North Carolma

Char«one83,OI

Michigan State 63, PrirKeton S6

MllwMaCOTttr
Vbdiington

Washington 81 , Richmond 66

Connecticut 78, Indiana 68

MGntrnkw* C*iM«Mn

Rhode Island 80, Kansas 75

M The United Centar

Chka90

Stanford 83, Western Michigan 65

Purdue 80, Detroit 6S

At Tbe Kiel Center

StlMb

Atlanu

Oevetand

MRWMhK
De«oit

Toronto

38 25

34 30

29 34

29 35

14 49

.603 81/2

.531 13

.460 171/2

.4S3 18

J22 321/2

HewJmey at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.

MilwMhee at San Antonio, 8:30 (im.

l.A.L»keTs at SeanJe, 10 p.m.

TlMnda)r,Mardi19

North Carolina (32-3) vs. Michigan State

(22-7)

Connecticut (31-4) vs. Washington (20-9)

SOUTMREGWNAL

S#CMitf RoumI

S«Rday,Mardi15

MRHfipAicna

Ladnfton,Ky.

Duke 79,Oklahoma State 73

Syracuse 56, New Mexico 46

At The Georgia Dome

Atlanta

Kentudty 88, Saint Louis 61

UCLA 85 Kentucky 82

At Trapicana Field

StPctcnbNr9,Ra.

Fiiday,Manfc20

Duke (31-3) vs. Syracuse (26-8)

Kentucky (31-4) vs. UCLA (23-8)

MHOWKTMaONAL

FiUajkMvdill

Rhode IsUnd (23-8) vs. Valparaiso (23-9)

Purdue (28-7) vs.SUnford (28-4)

WESTREfilONAL

SaiMi*nr,Man*M

At Arcs Arena

Saaament«,Calf.

Maryland 67, Uhnots 61 .

Arizona 82, Illinois State 49

WESTERN CONFOBKE
Midwest Division

W L

Utah* 47 16

San Antonio* 4r 21

Houston

Mmcmu

Mis
Denver

33 31

33 31

IS 48

14 51

7 M

Pet GB

.746 —
i72 41/2

il6 141/2

il6 141/2

m 32

JIS 34

.106 41

AtBSUI

Boise, Mahe

West Virginia 75,Cindnnati 74

Utah 75, Arkansas 69

At Arrowhead Pond

Anaheim, CaW.

Regional ScmMinab

Thursday, Mardi 19

Arizona (29-4) vs. Maryland (21-10)

West Virginia (24-8) vs Utah (27 3)

Ndlion.il Basketball Asvoriation

At A Glance

EASTERN CONFEItENa

Atlantic Division

W L

Miami 45 20

New York 35 29

New Jersey 34 31

Washington 34 31

Orlando 32 32

Boston 29 35

Philadelphia 24 39

GB

91/2

11

11

.SCO 121/2

.453 151/2

.381 20

Pet

.692

.547

.523

.523

S«dajr,Mardi1S

At The Myriad

(MalMnaCky

yalpmiso 83, Florida Sute 77

Central Division

Chicago 47 17 .734

Induna 45 19 .703

Charlotte 40 24 .625

Pacific Division

Seattle* 48 15 .762 —
LA. Lakers* 45 18 .714 3

Phoenix* 43 21 .672 SI/2

PortUnd 36 27 .571 12

Sacramento 26 40 .394 231/2

Golden State 14 50 J19 341/2

LA Clippers 14 50 .219 341/2

•clinched playoff berth.

SalHrday's Games

Seattle 1 14, Minnesota,80

Washington 83, Charlotte 80

Cleveland 8«-, New York 85, OT

New Jersey 108, Dallas 93

Houston 89, Sacramento 86

Chicago %, San Antonio 86

Phiaddphia 93, Milwaukee 89

Denver 92, Portland 82

Snday's Garnet

Miami 79, Orlando 76

Utah 109, Detroit 98

LA lakers 119, Vancouver 110

Atlanta 93, Boston 77

Indiana 91, New York 86

Phoenix 100, DaUas 90

Toronto 100, Golden SUte 98, OT

PortUnd 103,LA Clippers 92

Detroit at Miami, 7:30 pjn.

Dcmcr at ChariMte, 7:30 p.m.

Utah at Minnesota, 8 p.m.

Denver at WHhln|lDii,7pjn.

PhiadHphia at New Voifc. 7:30 pim.

Vancouver at Orlando. 7:30 pim.

Chicago at Indiana, 8 p.m.

lDalUs,8:30pm.

(at Houston, 8.30 p.m.

) at Phoenix. 9 p.m.

OeveUnd at Portland, 10 p.m.

LJk. Clippers at Golden State, 10:30 p^m.

N.)liunal Hotkey loaqm

At A Glance

EASTERN CONffKNa
Atlantic Division

W L

Newiersey 40 17

Philadelphia 34 20

Washington 29 25

NY Rangers 20 29

NY. Islanders 22 34

Florida 18 35

Tampa Bay 14 42

Colorado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

San lose

Calgary

Anaheim

Vancouver

34 19 16 84203172

31 23 11 73190171

26 31 10 62171188

26 32 7 59161175

20 34 12 S2 173 202

21 36 9 S11SS20S

20 36 11 51187 234

Boston 5, NY. Rangers 1

Pittsburgh 2, Buffalo 1

Philadelphia 6, Detroit 1

Tampa Bay 1, Chicago

Phoenix 2, St. Louis

Los Angeles 5, Colorado 2

San lose 2, Carolina 1

Vancouver 6, N.Y. Islanders 2

Ottawa 4, Washington

Montreal 4, New Jersey 2

Toronto 2, Calgary 1

Crabtree to the Texas Rangers for C Kevin

Brown.

HOUSTON ASTROS—Reassigned C Ramon

CastfO^OF Rob Butler, P Scott Elarton, P

Freddy Gada,f Mke Grzanich, P Bob

Wadd and P Roger Saldd toMl
minor-league camp.

NtW lOm M£TS—Signed INF Chad

FonviJIe to a minor-league conuact

Assigned RHP Derek Wallace and IB Jay

Payton to Norfolk of the International

League and RHP Octavio Dote), RHP

Arnold Gooch and Of Scon Hunter to

Bmghamton of the Eastern League.

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Optioned OF

CaMn Mwray to Fresno of the PCL and INF

Pcdra FcKk to Shieveport of the Texas

league. Reaoigned RHP Rick Huisman to

their minor-teagae camp.

10

Northeast Division

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

W L

34 19

32 25

28 24

27 23

27 28

26 32

TPts GF GA

9 89188131

78189147

11 69176171

17 S7 162 183

9 S3 167 184

12 48155199

9 37122 208

T Pts GF GA

14 82188156

8 72190164

69170157

69163151

64152 159

59160177

Sunday's!

Buffalo 3, Pittsburgh

Chicago 8, Florida 4

Carolina 4, Edmantoni

Anaheim S.Colorado 3

13

15

10

7

WESTERN CONFERENQ

Central Division

W L

Todays I

Phoenix at Washington, 7 p.m.

Tampa Bay at Boston, 7:30 p.m.

Calgary at Montreal, 7:30 p.m.

Ottawa at NY Rangers, 7:30 p.m.

Toronto at Philadelphia, 7 30 pm.

Los Angeles at San Jose, 10 30 p.m.

Tuesday's Games

Chicago at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

Vancouver at Fkxida, 7:30 p.m.

Edmonton at Detroit, 7:30 p m.

Dallas at Los Angeles, 10 30 p.m.

T Pts GF GA AitlmeslntheipeftsbwareEOT.

Dallas

Detroit

St. Louis

PiMMnix

Chicago

Tonxito

Padlic Division

39 16

35 19

36 24

26 28

25 3«

24 33

88197132

83198158

80202161

64180187

61 T62 162

56154184

'r.insattiom

W I TPts GF GA

Maior LeaiM Raiikai

NEW YORK YANKHS—Released LHP Dave

Fleffling and RHP Pat Umon Reassigned

RHP Joe lorowski to their minor-league

TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Traded RHP Thn

DENVER NUGGETS—Named Jan Volk con-

sulunt.

National FovtbalLMgue

CHICAGO BEARS— Signed OTTony

Mandarich to a three year offer sheet.

National Hodcey League

DALLAS STARS— Assigned F Peter Oouris,

F Jason Bonerill, F Jamie Wright, D Petr

Buzek and D Brad lukowich to Michigan

ofthelHl.

MONTREAL CANADIENS—Traded F David

Ling to Chiugo for F Martin Gendron.

1

.

How many times has a player from

UCLA been named the outstanding player

at the Final Four?

2. Who scored the most points in a single

Final Four game?

3. Who had the most rebounds in a single

Final Four game?

ItassnuiiraE

UOMCMMZ
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Potent offenses

go wild. Cats still

manage win vs.

struggling UCLA

BASEBALL High-scoring

series reminiscent of last

yearns stellar Bruin squad

ByKristiiMWHatx

Daily Bruin Staff

The Six-Pac baseball series between

UCLA and No. 5 Arizona this week-

end in Tucson featured slugfests that

were typical of UCLA baseball last

season, but were not regular features

oftheir games in 1998.

The Brains (10-16, 5-9 in Six-Pac)

won the first battle, 16-4, but lost the

final two to the Wildcats (25-5, 7-5).

UCLA VS. Arizona

16-4,7-18,10-12

Bruin centerfielder Eric Valent

swung a mighty bat in UCLA's lone

victory. Valent (3 for 6) drove in a

career-high six rans as the squad ended

the Wildcats' 22-game, home winning-

streak.

UCLA reliever Bobby Roe (3-1)

benefited from the ofTensive outburst.

Although he did not put forth an exem-

plary performance ( 1 2/3 innings, five

rans), he was on the mound when it

mattered.

SeeMSEIAll«|»a9e45

Resounding wins secure Bruins as No. 1

W.POLO: Despite win against No. 2 Cal, Stanford

proves to be no match for UCLA's superior play

MARK atCt-K

Erin Golaboski of the UCLA women's water polo team, gets

ready to pass the ball during the match against Stanford.

By Steve Km
Daily Bruin Staff

Saturday's convincing win

against No. 2 Stanford (11-3) and

Sunday's crushing sweep against

San Jose State ( 18-0) confirmed that

the UCLA women's water polo

team is still No. I.

Coming into the UCLA-Stanford

game, the Brains expected a strong

contender. Stanford had beaten

UCLA's biggest - •'

rival, Cal, just a ^^^^^^^^
week ago.

Although the

Brains were com-

fortably ranked

No. I, they had

yet to play the

Cardinal.

Thus, at

home, the Brains

came out strong

from the begin-

ning and left no

breathing room for Stanford.

By the end of the first quarter, the

Bruins had opened a quick 3-1 lead.

Stanford made repeated attempts to

counteract the Bruin storm, but

UCLA's defense left the Cardinal

denied. Stanford crumbled under

pressure and eventually gave way to

an eight-point deficit.

"Sometimes we come out a little

tentative," said UCLA head coach

Guy Baker, "so I was happy with the

way we came out to shoot the ball

from the outside early in the game.

That set the tone for the rest of the

game."

The Cardinal rallied to get back in

the game, but tbe iron gates, held

shut by the Brain defense, were near-

ly impenetrable. In the first quarter

alone, goalie and team captain

Nicolle Payne made four out of five

attempted saves.

"Everyone was hustling the whole

game," Payne said. "We played

defense well enough so that I could

determine where the shots were
'

-'

.

• — - coming
^^^^^^^^^^ from.^^""""""'^""^

Overall, it

was great

tea m
defense."

And the

scores show

tfiat the

Brain offense

wasn't too

shabby
'

either.

With such

a deep, talented squad, any one of

the starters could've walked away
with the spotlight. However, team-

work was emphasized and every

player chipped in an almost equal

share of contributions.

Amanda -Gall, Serela Mansur,

Robin Beauregard and Kristin

Guerin each contributed two points.

Gall, who also made three turnovers,

knew she and her teammates had to

come on like they were on fire.

"Stanford's a good team so we

SeeW.POlO,pa9e49

Even with the absence

of top player Coralie

Slnnmons,the Bruins

had no trouble

sweeping the game.

^isit ztmnv.daiCtjSruin,ucia.edu^
\

For more Info

Call X53305 MMMO
the oommunHy
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SPORTS
Bruins celebrate sweet taste of success
M. BASKETBALL In fight to the fihish,

toughened team proves that they're

not afraid of big, bad Wolverines

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

ATLANTA - The Bruins did something Sunday

that they hadn't been able to accomplish all season long.

They played solid basketball ... for 40 minutes.

^ The Bruins' best basketball game of the season came

on a timely occasion, as they kept their season alive by

upsetting Michigan, 85-82, in the second round of the

NCAA tournament.

"We definitely played 40 minutes of good basket-

ball," senior guard Toby Bailey said. "1 am so happy

with the way everybody played - we left it all out on the

court."

And as a reward, UCLA (24-8) earns a trip to St.

Petersburg, Fla., and a date with second-seeded

Kentucky in the South regional semifinals next week-

end.

The upset of the third-seeded Wolverines (25-9)

came only two days after the Bruins survived a first-

round nail-biter with Miami. In much the same fashion

as its first-round victory, UCLA used clutch free-throw

shooting to clinch the win.

Kris Johnson made eight consecutive free throws

over the final 38 seconds to close out the victory that

'Shocked the 19,423 fans on hand at the Georgia Dome.

But free-throw shooting was about the only thing the

two games had in common. While UCLA trailed

Miami by 10 points early in the first half, the Bruins

came out on fire against Michigan.

"(Against Miami) we got the first game out of our

system," Johnson said. "But, before this game, we were

feeling really good, and we're ready to go and give a

*\

S«eM.BASKnBALUpa9e4S

M. HOOPS: Johnson connects for

eight of eight free throws in last

seconds of victory over Michigan

JAMIt SCANLON JACOBS/Daily Brutn

J.R. Henderson had 1 3 points In UCLA's 85-82 upset of the third-

seeded Michigan Wolverines at the Georgia Dome.

By Emmanueltc EJcrdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

ATLANTA - "I put my foot on the nail, one

(bounce), two, three, four, five, breath out, then

shoot," said Kris Johnson explaining his ritual

from the ^re6-throw line.

The game plan was simple - get it to Johnson,

who would then draw the foul, go through his

motions and sink the two free throws.

The sixth-seeded UCLA men's basketball team

(24-8) was hanging on to a tenuous lead in the last

moments of the game. With less than a minute to

go, third-seeded Michigan cut the once lO-point

Bruin lead to five.

Toby Bailey would miss the front end of a one-

and-one, and Johnson would miss two double

bonus free throws. The Wolverines' Louis

Bullock would make a layup and pull Michigan

(25-9) within three with 38 seconds left.

"We wanted to make sure that we had the

opportunity to get the basketball," Michigan

head coach Brian EUerbee said. "You need pos-

sessions."

Knowing that the Wolverines would foul, the

Bruins kept inbounding the ball to their best free

thrower, Johnson, who was immediately fouled.

'When I missed those first two, I was just like,

'I can't believe I did that,' because I hadn't missed

two in a row the whole year," Johnson said. "But

after I missed those tw6, I kind of got more

focused and I told myself, Tm not bricking any-

more free throws.'"

SceM.N00rS,|M9«46

UCLA leave Big Dance heartbroken
W. BASKETBALL Loss to

Alabama in final second

creates controversy

By Stanley L. Johnson, Jr.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - Whoever

said that time is not of the essence

lied. With less than .8 of a second

remaining in regulation, the No. 7-

seeded UCLA women's basketball

team suffered a controversial 75-74

loss. to No. 2-seed University of

Alabama, ending their chance of

advancing to the Sweet 16 of the 1998

NCAA Tournament Sunday at

Coleman Coliseum.

The controversy began after the

Crimson Tide's Latoya Caudle hit an

18-footer with less than .8 seconds to

go. What became the topic of discus-

sion stemmed from a Britney Ezelle

pass that was touched twice by two

Bruin defenders before landing in

Caudle's hand. Since the ball was

touched twice, the .8 of a second

should have elapsed, which would

cleary have given the Bruins the vic-

tory.

UCLA's head coach Kathy Olivier

expressed her sentiments about the

controversy.

"I am not convinced that the tape

shows that thej? won," Olivier said.

The final decision was made by

Tina Cheatham, a representative

from the NCAA. In a telephone con-

versation with Mary Weston, the

Supervisor for Officiating for the

March Madness afflicts all

with basketball addiction

COLUMN: TVue fans must forget work, loved ones

in effort to absorb as much coverage as possible

I!

^ ^ fgot a basketball jones.'

This song by Chris Rock

.explains why many people

across the

nation,
whether they

be a men or a

women, are

glued to their

TV sets for

March
Madness.

A basket-

ball jones is

a bad dis-

ease. It's a

sort of air-

Rodcy

Salmon

borne biological virus. Once you

get a hit, you are locked down.

Your brain cells become directed

to one thing: basketball. You eat,

you live, you dream NCAA basket-

ball. You can't get enough.

Having a basketball jones is like

being in love - with hope, elation

and sadness. Nothing can stop you

from watching the games, not even

that ID-page paper due the next

day.

The first and second rounds —
have come and gone, and all I can

think about is, "What an orgasmic

See SALMON, page 47

The Associated Press

UCLA's Marie Phibnan (right) charges past Alabama's Brittney Ezdl.

NCAA Championships, Cheatham

expressed that the rules could not be

changed once the officials ended the

game.

"You cannot go back and change

what the officials reported,"

Cheatham said. "We cannot go back

and view the entire 28 minutes of the

tape."

Rule No. 2, Section 5 of the

"NCAA's Men's and Women's
Basketball Rules and

Interpretations" handbook on

"Officials and Their Duties" states

that "Replay equipment or television

monitoring may be used only in situa-

tions involved in preventing or recti-

fying a scorer's or timer's mistake or

malfunctioning game or shot clocks

SceW.MSnTUU,pa9e48

BRUIN UPDATE

Friday's results

Man's vollayball

Stanford def. UCLA

15-11,15-12,15-9

Wbmcn's basketball

UCLA 65, Michigan 58

Manfs basfcatball

UCLA63,Mianni62

Saturday's results

UCLA

Womei

Oman's

Worn

UCLA

^''Iteja 75, UCLA 74^.„^ ,

JCUl9lr Jppp^

)

Finals: How can yelling benefit the

community? Saa paga 25

Electric youth: Groups send rave

music into mainstream. Saa paga 34

W. basketball: UCLA files a letter of

protest to the NCAA. Saa back paga

DAILA^
N E W S

Stressed out?

You're not alone. Learn how
UCLA students cope with

the stress

of finals.

See page 3

^^'
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Half of emergency loan repaid initiative win

ASUCLA: Students' association

will have to borrow money again

ByMkhadWrincr
Daily Bruin Contributor

- The students' association (ASUCLA) paid

back $400,000 of its $800,000 emergency line of

credit which it borrowed from the university and

plans to pay back the rest of the money soon.

However, the association will have to re-bor-

row the second $400,000 some time this sum-

mer, said ASUCLA Chief Financial Officer

Rich Delia.

He said that the association will pay back the

remaining $400,000 soon. "We intend to pay

that other $400,000 within the next six months,"

Delia said.

The loan is constructed such that whenever

ASUCLA's bank balance rises over $1 miUion,

the association must pay back some of the loan.

When its balance falls below that amount, it can

re-borrow money from the university.

ASUCLA Executive Director Patricia

Eastman would rather that the loan was coo^

structed such that ASUCLA would not have to

re-borrow money, that the association would

pay back the entire line of credit when it became

flnancially sound. Under this scenario,

ASUCLA's balance would not dip below $1 mil-

lion, even during seasonal lows.

"That certainly would have been my prefer-

ence on how to structure the loan," she said.

But Assistant Vice Chancellor Sue Santon,

who handles ASUCLA's line of credit for the

university, said that the loan is for an emergency

put bilingual

Students seek

funds for visit
TRIP: Proposal hopes to equip South

Africa with college retention programs,

further develop UCLA internationally

ByDcnnbUm
Daily Bruin Contributor

Officials in USAC have asked the administration for

roughly $12,000 to ijp^^e cost of a proposed trip to

South Africa this April.

The trip would be the first step in a program called

"Project South Africa" to develop retention programs in

South African colleges.

"The goal of the program would be to help student gov-

ernments in South Africa develop retention programs of

their own," said Chad Williams, the African Student

Union president and one of the signers of the proposal.

"The Campus Retention Committee here at UCLA is

considered the best in the nation," he said. "We want to

help (student leaders in Africa) develop their own reten-

tion programs to mirror ours."

If the proposal is approved, the group going to South

Africa would consist of Five to seven people, with menv
bers from the CRC, USAC, the administration and the

Daily Bruin.

The representatives would travel to the Guanteng

Province, the area of South Africa which includes

Johannesburg, where much of the struggle against

apartheid has taken place.

The petition comes at a time when certain administra-

tors are also planning a trip to South Africa. Their trip,

planned for next week, has a more exploratory goal than

the student trip.

The administrators going on the trip hope to help the

ScctfUKArlMgelS

Pumped for victory

lAMIf SONlON-JACOeS/Daily Brum

S«an Famham celebrates victory over Michigan.S— page 32

programs

to the test
EDUOinON: If passed, Prop.

227 would totally eliminate

California's current system

By Karia PI«Hcz

Daily Bruin Contributor

The faith of California voters in bilingual

education will be put to the test on the June

ballot.

An initiative: "Children in Public

Schools," written by Ron Unz, chairman of

One Nation/One California, and Gloria

Matta Tuchman, a Santa Ana educator,

was subtitled the Unz initiative and is now
Proposition 227. t

This initiative proposes to completely rid

California of bilingual education programs.

Bilingual education consists of a bilin-

gual teacher, who fosters the growth of the

child's acquisition of EngUsh by using the

child's native language as a tool while

mandatory time is set aside for English

instruction.

After three to five years, students are

then completely immersed in English-only

instruction.

Proposition 227 argues that the best

method to teach children English is by only

teaching them in English and not using the

child's native language.

However, former bilingual education

teacher and current UCLA Law and Urban

Planning graduate student, Jeff Hilger,

believes bilingual education is vital and is

the best method to use so that the child

acquires the English language quickly ^nd

effectively.

Educational experts believe it is absurd

to try to force a foreign language upon a

child without offering the child's mind a

"mainstream into the English language."

The initiative sets a "sheltered English

immersion (for) a temporary immersion

period not to exceed one year." This crite-

ria, Unz has noted, is based on "common
sense."

However, statistics have proven that chil-

Interactive health care

MCHAH ROSS WACKT

A visitor to the Iris Cantor UCLA Women's Health Center

Is shown the ins and outs of the center's web site.

It's in the genes, but UCLA is where ifs at
SYMPOSIUM: "Engineering

the Human Germline" to be

held Friday in Schoenberg

By Kathryn Combs
Daily Bruin Staff *^:

Building a better human? With the

recent controversy surrounding

cloning, the realization of genetic engi-

neering may lie just over the horizon.

And according to the organizers of

"Engineering the Human Germline," a

free symposium being offered at UCLA
on Friday, these kinds of medical tech-

nologies may not be as far away as many
think.

"I don't think many understand how
powerful this is," said Dr. Lee Silver,

professor of genetics at Princeton

University and a scheduled speaker at

the symposium.

"Most people, I think, don't yet

appreciate that we are going to be able

to modify human beings."

Dr. Gregory Stock, a symposium
organizer and director of the Science.

Technology and Society Program with

UCLA's Center for the Study of

Evolution and the Origin of Life, said

genetic engineering has already been

realized on the level of individual cells

but that, "you can imagine a lot more
things that you can do with somatic

engineering
"

"As we get into more sophisticated

things we will probably end up using

germline engineering," Stock said.

Germline engineering involves the

alteration of DNA in the egg or sperm

cell, while somatic engineering involves

the alteration of DNA in the individual

cells. Changes made in the egg and

sperm cells cause traits to be transmit-

ted to future generations.

"(This) is the ultimate way that genet-

ic information is going to provide bene-

fits to people." said Dr. John Campbell,

professor of neurobiology and co-orga-

nizer for -the symposium.

"One reason for (holding the confer-

ence now) is so that we can layout the

factual and conceptual basis for it

,1
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Bruins celebrate sweet tasted success
M. BASKETBALL: In fight to the finish,

toughened team proves that they're

not afraid of big, bad Wolverines

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

ATLANTA - The Bruins did something Sunday

that they hadn't been able to accomplish all season long.

They played solid basketball ... for 40 mmutes.

The Bruins' besi basketball game of the season came

o«%a timely occasion, as they kept their season alive by

upsetting Michigan, 85-82. in the second round of the

NCAA tournametit.

"We definitely played 40 minutes of good basket-

ball." senior guard Toby Bailey said. "I am so happy

with the way everybody played - we left it all out on the

court."

And as a reward, UCLA (24-8) earns a trip to St.

Petersburg, Fla., and a date with .second-seeded

Kentucky in the South regional semifinals next week-

end.

The upset of the third-seeded Wolverines (25-9)

came only two days after the Bruins survived a Tirst-

round nail-biter with Miami. In much the same fashion

as its first-round victory, UCLA used clutch free-throw

shooting to clinch the win.

Kris Johnson made eight consecutive free throws

over the final 38 seconds to close out the victory that

shocked the ^9,423 fans on hand at the Georgia Dome.

But free-throw shooting was about the only thing the

two games had in common. While UCLA trailed

Miami by 10 points early in the first ha'lf, the Bruins

came out on fire against Michigan.

"(Against Miami) we got the first game out of our

system," Johnson said. "But, before this game, we were

feeling really good, and we're ready to go and give a

See M. BASKETBAU, page 45

M. HOOPS: Johnson connects for

eight of eight free throws in last

seconds of victory over Michigan

JAMIE SCANLON-JACOBS/Daily Biuin

J.R. Henderson had 13 points in UCLA's 85-82 upset of the third-

seeded Michigan Wolverines at the Georgia Dome.

By Emmanuelle Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

ATLANTA - "I put my foot on the nail, one

(bounce), two, three, four, five, breath out, then

shoot," said Kris Johnson explaining his ritual

from the free-throw line.

The game plan was simple - get it to Johnson,

who would then draw the foul, go through his

motions and sink the two free throws.

The sixth-seeded UCLA men's basketball team

(24-8) was hanging on to a tenuous lead in the last

moments of the game. With less than a minute to

go, third-seeded Michigan cut the once 10-point

Bruin lead to five.

Toby Bailey would miss the front end of a one-

and-one, and Johnson would miss two double

bonus free throws. The Wolverines' Louis

Bullock would make a layup and pull Michigan

(25-9) within three with 38 seconds left.

"We wanted to make sure that we had the

opportunity to get the basketball," Michigan

head coach Brian Ellerbee said. "You need pos-

sessions."

Knowing that the Wolverines would foul, the

Bruins kept inbounding the ball to their best free

thrower, Johnson, who was immediately fouled.

'When I missed those first two, 1 was just like,

T can't believe I did that,' because I hadn't missed

two in a row the whole year," Johnson said. "But

after I missed those two, I kind of got more

focused and I told myself, 'I'm not bricking any-

more free throws.'"

See M. HOOPS, page 46

Ineido today

Finals: How can yelling benefit the

community? S«« page 25

Electric youth: Groups send rave

music into mainstream. See page 34

W. baslcetball: UCLA files a letter of

protest to the NCAA. See back page

Stressed out?

You're not alone. Learn how
UCLA students cope with

the stress

of finals.

See page 3

UCLA leave Big Dance heartbroken
W. BASKETBALL: Loss to

Alabama in final second

creates controversy

By Stanley L. Johnson, Jr.

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - Whoever

said that time is not of the essence

lied. With less than .8 of a second

remaining in regulation, the No. 7-

seeded UCLA women's basketball

team suffered a controversial 75-74

loss to No. 2-seed University of

Alabama, ending their chance of

advancmg to the Sweet 16 of the 1998

NCAA Tournament Sunday at

Coleman Coliseum.

The controversy began after the

Crimson Tide's Latoya Caudle hit an

18-footer with less than .8 seconds to

go. What became the topic of discus-

sion stemmed from a Britney Ezelle

pass that was touched twice by two

Brum defenders before landing in

Caudle's hand. Since the ball was

touched twice, the .8 of a second

should have elapsed, which would

deary halve given the Bruins the vic-

tory.

UCLA's head coach Kathy Olivier

expressed her sentiments about the

controversy.

"I am not convinced that the tape

shows that they won," Olivier said.

The fmal decision was made by

Tina Cheatham, a representative

from the NCAA. In a telephone con-

versation with Mary Weston, the

Supervisor for Officiating for the

March Madness afflicts all

with basketball addiction

COLUMN: True fans must forget work, loved ones

in effort to absorb as much coverage as possible

i:

^^""got a basketball jones."

This song by Chris Rock

.explains why many people

across the

n'a t i o n ,

whether they

be a men or a

women, are

glued to their

TV sets for

March
Madness.

A basket-

ball jones is

a bad dis-

ease. It's a

sort of air-

Rodcy

Salmon

borne biological virus. Once you

get a hit, you are locked down.

Your brain cells become directed

to one thing: basketball. You eat,

you live, you dream NCAA basket-

ball. You can't get enough.

Having a basketball jones is.like

being in love - with hope, elation

and sadness. Nothing can stop you

from watching the games, not even

that 10-page paper due the next

day.

The first and second rounds

have come and gone, and all I can

think about is, "What an orgasmic

See SALMON, page 47

The Asvxiaied Press

UCLA's Marie Philnnan (right) charges past Alabama's Brittney Ezell.

NCAA Championships. Cheatham

expressed that the rules could not be

changed once the officials ended the

game.

"You cannot go back and change

what the officials reported,"

Cheatham said. "We cannot go back

and view the entire 28 minutes of the

tape."

Rule No. 2, Section 5 of the

"NCAA's Men's and Women's
Basketball Rules and

Interpretations" handbook on

"Officials and Their Duties" states

that "Replay equipment or television

monitoring may be used only in situa-

tions involved in preventing or recti-

fying a scorer's or timer's mistake or

malfunctioning game or shot clocks

Sec W. BASKETtALL, page 48

BRUIN UPDATE

Friday's results

Men's volleyball

Stanford def. UCLA

15-11,15-12,15-9

Women's basketball

UCLA 65, Michigan 58

Men's basketball

UCLA 63, Miami 62

Saturday's results

UCLA7,ArM

Worrien^

, Stanford 3

Michigan 82

basketball

A1ll^rna75,UCLA

Wom^
UCLA II
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Haifbfemergency loan repaid
ASUCUV: Students' association

will have to borrow money again

ByMidiaelWeiner

Daily Bruin Contributor

The students' association (ASUCLA) paid

back $400,000 of its $800,000 emergency line of

credit which it borrowed from the university and

plans to pay back the rest of the money soon.

However, the association will have to re-bor-

row the second $400,000 some time this sum-

mer, said ASUCLA Chief Financial Officer

Rich Delia.

He said that the association will pay back the

remaining $400,000 soon. "We intend to pay

that other $400,000 within the next six months,"

Delia said.

The loan is constructed such that whenever

ASUCLA's bank balance rises over $1 million,

the association must pay back some of the loan.

When its balance falls below that amount, it can

re-borrow money from the university.

ASUCLA Executive Director Patricia

Eastman would rather that the loan was con-

structed such that ASUCLA would not have to

re-borrow money, that the association would

pay back the entire line of credit when it became

financially sound. Under this scenario,

ASUCLA's balance would not dip below $ 1 mil-

lion, even during seasonal lows.

"That certainly would have been my prefer-

ence on how to structure the loan," she said.

But Assistant Vice Chancellor Sue Santon,

who handles ASUCLA's line of credit for the

university, said that the loan is for an emergency

Initiative will

put bilingual

ams• •pr

to the test

See UMM, page 20

Students seek

funds for visit
TRIP: Proposal hopes to equip South

Africa with college retention programs,

further develop UCLA internationally

By D«nnu Lim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Officials in USAC have asked the administration for

roughly $12,000 to io*ei*ifhe cost of a proposed trip to

South Africa this April.

The trip would be the first step in a program called

"Project South Africa" to develop retention programs in

South African colleges.

"The goal of the program would be to help student gov-

ernments in South Africa develop retention programs of

their own," said Chad Williams, the African Student

Union president and one of the signers of the proposal.

"The Campus Retention Committee here at UCLA is

considered the best in the nation," he said. "We want to

help (student leaders in Africa) develop their own reten-

tion programs to mirror ours."

If the proposal is approved, the group going to South

Africa would consist of five to seven people, with mem-
bers from the CRC, USAC, the administration and the

Daily Bruin.

The representatives would travel to the Guanteng

Province, the area of South Africa which includes

Johannesburg, where much of the struggle against

apartheid has taken place.

The petition comes at a time when certain administra-

tors are also planning a trip to South Africa. Their trip,

planned for next week, has a more exploratory goal than

the student trip.

The administrators going on the trip hope to help the

SeeAFRKA,page18
y-

Pumped for victory
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Scan Famham celebrates victory over Michigan. See page 32

EDUCATION: If passed, Prop.

227 would totally eliminate

California's current system

By Karta Pleitez

Daily Bruin Contributor

The faith of California voters in bilingual

education will be put to the test on the June

ballot.

An initiative: "Children in Public

Schools," written by Ron Unz. chairman of

One Nation/One California, and Gloria

Matta Tuchman. a Santa Ana educator,

was subtitled the Unz initiative and is now
Proposition 227.

This initiative proposes to completely rid

California of bilingual education programs.

Bilingual education consists of a bilin-

gual teacher, who fosters the growth of the

child's acquisition of English by using the

child's native language as a tool while

mandatory time is set aside for English

instruction.

After three to five years, students are

then completely immersed in English-only

instruction.

Proposition 227 argues that the best

method to teach children English is by only

teaching them in English and not using the

child's native language.

However, former bilingual education

teacher and current UCLA Law and Urban

Planning graduate student. Jeff Hilger,

believes bilingual education is vital and is

the best method to use so that the child

acquires the English language quickly and

effectively.

I Educational experts believe it is absurd

to try to force a foreign language upon a

child without offering the child's mind a

"mainstream into the English language."

The initiative sets a "sheltered English

immersion (for) a temporary immersion

period not to exceed one year." This crite-

ria. Unz has noted, is based on "common
sense."

However, statistics have proven that chil-

SceMUN6UAUpa9e22

Interactive health care

MKHAH ROV.WAfHI

A visitor to the Iris Cantor UCLA Women's Health Center

is shown the ins and outs of the center's web site.

It's in the genes, but UCLA is where it's at
SYMPOSIUM: "Engineering

the Human Germline" to be

held Friday in Schoenberg

By Kathryn Combs
Ddily Bruin Staff •

Building a better human? With the

recent controversy surrounding

cloning, the realization of genetic engi-

neering may lie just over the horizon.

And according to the organizers of

"Engineering the Human Germline. ' a.

free symposium being offered at I'CLA

on Friday, these kinds of medical tech-

nologies may not be as far away as many

think.

"I don't think many understand how
powerful this is," said Dr. Lee Silver,

professor of genetics at Princeton

University and a scheduled speaker at

the symposium.

"Most people. I think, don't yet

appreciate that we are going to be able

to modify human beings."

Dr. Gregory Stock, a symposium

organizer and director of the Science,

Technology and Society Program with

UCLA's Center for the Study of

Evolution and the Origin of Life, said

genetic engineering has already been

realized on the level of individual cells

but that, "you can imagine a lot more
things that you can do with somatic

engineering."

"As we get into more sophisticated

things we will probably end up using

germline engineering." Stock said.

Germline engineering involves the

alteration of D^A in the egg or sperm

cell, while somatic engineermg involves

the alteration of DNA in the individual

cells. Changes made in the egg and

sperm cells cause traits to be transmit-

ted to future generations.

"(This) is the ultimate way that genet-

ic information is going to provide bene-

fits to people." said Dr. John Campbell,

professor of neurobiology and co-orga-

nizer for the symposium.

"One reason for (holding the confer-

ence now) is so that we can layout the

factual and conceptual basis for it

Sec SYMPOSIUM, page 22
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COMMUNITY BMEFS

Statistics show fewer

minorities admitted
UC ofTiciais said Monday that the elimina-

tion of the university's affinnativc action poli-

cies is chiefly responsible for the decrease in

underrepresented students admitted so far this

year to the system's campuses.

— The UC Regents' 1995 decision to ban

racial preferences in university hiring and

admissions was followed by the passage of

Proposition 209, a statewide ballot measure

mandatirig the elimination of affirmative

action in the public realm. University officials

said the decline in the number of minority stu-

dents admitted reflects the passage of these

policies.

Admissions statistics for fall 1998 released

earlier this week from five schools - UC Davis,

UC Irvine, UC Riverside, UC Santa Cruz and

UC San Diego - indicate an overall decline in

the number of minority students accepted.

Although UC Santa Cruz and UC
Riverside both reported an increase in the

admissions of African American

students, other campuses, which

are more limited in space, saw a sig

nificant drop in African American and stu-

dents from other ethnic groups.

UC San Diego experienced a 40 percent

decrease in the percentage of underrepresent-

ed students admitted this year compared to the

'

numbers for last fall, while Davis admitted

35.9 percent fewer African Americans and
27.7 percent fewer Latinos.

Irvine recorded a slighter decrease in the

number of minority students admitted, accept-

ing 19 percent fewer African Americans and 5

percent fewer Latinos compared to last year.

Pat Jacoby, director of university outreach

at UC San Diego, said she felt there was a

causal relationship between the anti-affirma-

tive action stance of the university and the

sharp drop in UC San Diego's admission of

underrepresented students.

"In the absence of affirmative action, we
had to use different criteria, such as communi-

ty service and economic background," she

said. "Everybody expected it to be a drop and

(the admissions numbers) may
have been in the neighborhood

of what was expected."

Meanwhile, UC Riverside officials

cited the lack of historical affirmative action

measures within their university - rendered

unnecessary due to the room created by its

growth in capacity - as a factor in the 41.9 per-

cent and 30.9 percent increase in African

American and Latino students, respectively,

admitted to their campus this year.

But university officials stressed that the fig-

ures were preliminary numbers, noting that

admissions reports from other UC campuses,

including UC Berkeley and UCLA, have, not

been made available yet.

Huge meteorites^

hit Powelllibrary
Until March 27, Powell Library will be

home to a collection of meteorites. In celebra-

tion of the acquisition of the 123-pound

Anoka meteorite, UCLA is bringing out a

selection of meteorites from the university's

collection.

The 15 specimens of meteorites will be

taken from UCLA's collection of 620. the

fifth largest in the United States.

The Anoka meteorite was discovered when

a trench was dug for a water line in Champlin.

Minnesota. The iron meteorite was acquired

by a consortium of institutions, including the

University of Minnesota, Harvard University,

the Smithsonian, and the Natural History

Museum of London.

The meteor will be shared between the insti-

tutions for further study.

UCLA's collection of meteorites has

grown to its current size as a result of the work

of professor John Wasson and researcher

Alan Rubin.

Funding has been provided from the

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary

Physics, and the Division of Physical Science

in the College of Letters and Sciences.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire

reports

By Adam Wolfson
Daily Bruin Contributor •

Feelings of pressure because of too much work

are all too common . The thought that there is not

Stress is a biological

reaction to dangerous

Chicl«vslickBug Face byjmvitodartc

With so many rasponslbiinies, Ed had only fWe

minutas a day to cram in all of his favorite

dysfunctions.

LESS THAN ONE WEEK LEFT:

Until instruction ends.

Until registration fee deadline.

To withdraw from classes.

For L&S undergraduates to

drop non-impacted courses by

petition with instructor approval,

$13 per-course fee, transcript

notation.

DONT FORGET:

Need to talk? We're here to

listen. UCLA Peer Helpline. 825-

HELP.
Need an escort? Call 794-

WALK
Undergraduate first pass

enrollment appointments hiave

begun through URSA Telephone.

Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is here to provide

you with a safe place to talk about

your concerns. Call 825-7985 to

set up an appointment.

Having trouble with a course?

College Tutorials provides free

help in many subjects. Call 206-

1491.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 11a.m.
African Activists Association

Weekly meeting

Bunche 10367

Noon
Bible Studies in Old/New
Testament

Bible Study in Romans 16

Ackerman 2412 • (213) 936-3713

University Catholic Center

Communion service (12:t0)

Kerckhofr400

United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Bible study (12:10)

Ackerman Viewpoint Lounge

208-6869

4p.in.

Netheriandic Studies Program

Lecture: Professor H.P. Van

Coller - University of the Orange

Free State, South Africa

"The Impaa of the Truth and

Reconciliation Committee on

Afrikaan's Literature"

Bunche Hall 1 1382 -20641 1

1

6 p.m.
United Methodist Campus
Ministry

Prayer xrvice and supper (6:10)

University Lutheran Chapel

10915 Slralhmore Dr. • 208-6869

Oikos Christian Fellowship

KinseySI(6:30)

211-0777

UCLA Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance Program

VITA reception (6:30)

KerckhoffGrand Salon Room
990^710

9p.m.
Campus Events

Movie: "When Harry Met SaUy"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom (9:30)

825-1958

Friday 1p.m.
Muslim Union

Juma prayer

Kerckhoff Patio • 206-7877

Jacob Marschak Colloquium

Marschak Memorial Lecture:

"Rationality and Some of its

Alternatives" by Thomas ScheUing

Kom Hall C-314. Anderson

School • 8254144

5 p.m.
University Catholic Center

Catholic Mass (5:15)

840HilgardAve.

7 p.m.
Campus Events

Movie: "Pretty Woman"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-1958

Success 101

Bible study

The Bible and Success

Refreshments provided (7:30)

Buche3l64

6 p.m.
University Catholic Center . i

Lent dinner and movie night

840HilgardAve.

Shabbat Across America .

Historic event, hundreds of

temples inviting all Jews and their

families to worship and celebrate

. together on this mght.

Leo Baeck Temple (6:30)

1300 North Sepulveda Blvd.

476-2861 _

7 p.m.
Campus Events

Movie: "When Harry Met Sally"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-1958

Melnitz Movies and UCLA Film

Archive

Screening of "Decline of Western

Civilization, Part III"

O&A with director, Penelope

Spheeris(7:30) -
James Bridges Theater • 825-2345

9 p.m.
Campus Events

Movie: "Pretty Woman" (9:30)

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-1958

What's Brewin'un b« ruched via e-maii at

w4)atsbicwin9media.ucla.edu

situations that can

overwhelm students.

So don't panic. Learning

takes commitment,

not cramming.

enough time to Tinish that paper permeates

almost every student's life at least once.

But why does a person allow the situation get

to the extremes? Humans are supposed to learn

from their mistakes, right?

"1 just get to a point where 1 feel that I haven't

prepared enough," says Autumn Harrison, a first-

year undeclared student, "and that makes me not

"xoncentrate.
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This scenario seems to be a major factor in

many student's lives. The'almost inevitable

buildup of readings, chapters and information is a

commonplace occurrence on campus.

"In high school you could slack off and still ace

the test," said Daniel Rothblum. first-year Jewish

studies student. "You can't do that here."

According to Dr. Karl Hempel. a physician in

Florida, stress is the result of a human's natural

"fight or night " response. This response refers to

the theory that, as humans evolved, the body had

to have a way to react quickly to hostile situations.

When confronted with a difficult situation, the

human body gets a surge of adrenaline that pre-

pares the body for a physically challenging event.

This response was meant to be used infre-

quently. Unfortunately, people today often per-

ceive their surroundings as hostile a good part of

the time, leading to many physiological changes

in the body.

Common symptoms of stress include

headaches, insomnia, low energy levels, irritabili-

ty, poor concentration and the inability to relax.

People who are stressed often find themselves

constantly clenching their jaws or grinding their

teeth. Also, muscle tension is a common result.

If people find themselves with any of these

symptoms, it could be an indication that they are

overly stressed. The most important thing is to

find some way of relieving the stress.

Tom Wheatley, a professor in the theater

department, is an expert in preparing actors to be

calm. According to him. there are three kinds of

stress: physical, mental and psychological. Each

one is separate, but tihe ways to relieve them are

all interrelated.

"When studying, you might start lo get really

stressed and stop concentrating," he says. "If you

sit back and stretch and take a few deep breaths,

even though that is a physical act, it can help your

mental state."

Some ways to relieve stress, according to

Wheatley. arc meditation (for your mental stress),

stretching for the physical and to perhaps "psych

yourself up" for the test. —'-

"If you don't believe you can pass that test, you

probably won't," he says.

Another problem Wheatley cites is the way stu-

dents study. If you could be studying all the time,

he says, and relaxing all the time, and putting your

self in a good mood, it would definitely help. Also,

cramming tends to cause more stress and make

one do worse on a test.

Some people are lucky. No matter what, they

are able to keep the stress out of their lives.

See STRESS, pag« 14

Gass gives students chance to watch the watchers
ACADEMICS: LAPD hopes

program will stimulate

student interest in policy

By Katie Sierra

Daily Bruin contributor

The Rodney King beating and the

ensuing riots of 1992 were two major

events that pressured the Los

Angeles Police Department

(LAPD) to reform.

This interest in reform will be the

subject of a new class at UCLA
called "Public Organizations at the

Crossroads: Transforming the Los

Angeles Police Department."

The class will be offered spring

quarter through the Graduate

School of Education & Information

Studies along with the School of

Public Policy and Social Research.

Professor Wellford Wilms and

Deputy Chief of Police and Chief of

Staff of the LAPD David Gascon

will co-teach the class.

Wilms felt that this class was nec-

essary because large public organi-

zations have very little theory to

guide them when it comes to imple-

menting changes.

"I've been studying the LAPD for

the last four years. It's a fascinating,

big, public organization struggling

to adapt to a changing environ-

ment," Wilms said.

Wilms and Gascon met through

their work studying the LAPD.
Wilms created the class and recruit-

ed Gascon to help him because of his

vast experience with the LAPD.
"Gascon's been on the force for

25 or 30 years. He's been in the hot

seat a lot. He's a very serious senior

guy who students can learn from,"

Wilms said.

The class will focus on the differ-

ences that exist between private and

public organizations.

Private organizations such as

businesses and industries are strong-

ly affected by a changing environ-

ment. The lecturers will try to deter-

mine how these same environmental

changes are translated to public

organizations, with the LAPD as a

prime example. The class is specifi-

cally interested in looking at how
public organizations such as the

LAPD respond to outside pressures

for reform.

"Whether we want to look at

reengineering, redesign or strategic

planning as Key issues that the

LAPD must consider in improving

its public image, we must necessarily

look at the changing environment of

the Los Angeles area and the public

policy area," said Xochitl Perez, a

student enrolled in the course.

The class will also look at specific
'

changes that are occurring in the

LAPD and try to determine how

these changes are carried out at the

street level patrol. The public has

called for a larger and more techno-

logically competent police force.

One large change within the

department has been the gradual

move away from their more tradi-

tional policing techniques.
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Jetsun P^ma comes to UCLA to raise funds for education
PROFILE: Dalai Lama's

sister is president

of the Children's Village

By Emi Kojima
Daily Bruin Contributor

She is a soft-spoken woman with

a slight British accent, who is called

"Ama La" (mother) by thousands

of Tibetan children.

Jetsun Pema, a sister of the

Dalai Lama, serves as a mother fig-

ure to the Tibetan people both in

TeTourilfy and In exile.

Pema's brother, the Dalai Lama,

serves as the political and spiritual

leader of Tibet. They currently live

in exile in India, where she is the

president of the Tibetan Children's

Village (TCV). Pema recently pub-

lished her autobiography, "Tibet,

My Story," a best-seller in Europe.

TCV currently looks after

27,000 refugees, childrert"rand

adults. Many of the children are

orphans whose parents pay smug-

glers to bring their children over

the Himalayan mountains to India.

Children have been crossing the

Himalayas in order to reach TCV
and the education, cultural aware-

ness and opportunities that it pro-

vides.

"Two years ago, a little boy of

five years old arrived," Pema said.

"He lost all of his toes."

Pema lectured at UCLA twice

this week to raise funds for the edu-

cation of Tibetan children in exile

and for Tibetan rights.

Rinchon Dharlo, president of

the Tibet Fund, said the group

wanted to promote awareness of

Tibetan issues.

"Mrs. Pema is known to six mil-

lion Tibetan people, not because

she is exalted as the Dalai Lama's

sister but because of her work and

dedication serving children for the

last 35 years," Dharlo said.

The problems in Tibet began in

1949 with the Chinese invasion.

The Dalai Lama left Tibet in 1959

and went into exile in India after

hearing that Chinese troops were

preparing to bombard the Dalai

Lama's palace.

"There are gross violations of

human rights in Tibet," Pema said.

"Tibetans are treated as second-

class citizens."

The Dalai Lama established a

government in exile. Pema later

joined the Dalai ' Lama in

Dharamsala.

He founded TCV in 1960 as a

nursery for Tibetan children. Pema
took charge of the operation when
her brother appointed her presi-

dent, four years later.

Her work with the program has

shown tangible results. Now 99

percent of all Tibetan children in

exile attend school and the TCV
has a 75 percent literacy rate. ;

"Our top priority was the educa-

tion of Tibetan children," Pema
said. "We felt it was the best thing

to do in exile. Future children will

be the seed to a future Tibet."

She is touring the United States

in order to gather money to expand

TCV donations.

Pema has already been to

Berkeley, Stanford and UC Santa

Barbara. She continues from Los

Angeles to San Diego, Orange
County, Chicago and Denver.

Pema's first lecture was held

during a dinner Tuesday with a

requested $100 miijimum dona-

tion. Wednesday she delivered a

free lecture to the public.

The UCLA Department of

Psychiatry and the Tibet Fund
sponsored the lectures.

The psychiatry department

invited Pema to speak at UCLA
because psychiatrists have been

examining Tibetan medicine in

order to cure some psychiatric ill-

nesses.

« "Tibetan views are striking in

their parallels with some modern

science," said Charles Raison.

assistant clinical profesTor and

director of emergency p&ychiatric

services.

The Tibet Fund encouraged

attendees to sponsor a Tibetan

child at TCV by donating $30 a

month.

Recently, Tibet has gathered

more media attention with the

Tibetan Freedom Concert, given

by modern rock performers. Pema
even played a role in the American

film "Seven Years in Tibet" as the

Dalai Lama's mother.

International support for Tibet

is imperative, Pema said. Already

there are 300 support groups in 30

different countries.

She hopes that Tibetan support

group can help to "bring about dia-

logue with the Chinese and Tibetan

governments so that the Tibetan

problem can be solved through

peaceful meansr

Mm ARMENIAN

Jetsun Pema, the sister of the Dalai Lama, is the president of the

Tibetan Children's Village which looks after 27,000 refugees.

Pema was the first woman to be

elected as a minister on the cabinet

of the exiled Tibetan government.

In 1995 she was given the title

"Mother of Tibet" by the

Assembly of the Tibetan People's

Deputies in exile.

"She is humble and non-assum-

ing," said Hank Turley, the coordi-

nator if the Western Tour for the

Tibet Fund.

"Basically no one in the west

knows what she has done for

50,000 children." he said.

Because of the strong role she

has played in both the TCV and in

the government, she has also

served as a role model for women.
"In the homes, we (are) the boss,

all right," she jokingly said.

She said that women have

played an increasingly vocal role in

Tibetan politics. Now there are two

women on the cabinet and 12 in

their parliament of 46.

She traveled back to Tibet in

1980, accompanied by Chinese

officials.

"What was most shocking, more

than the terrible stories I have

heard was the thinking that the

Tibetan people should be treated

like animals and (that they) had no
feelings," she said.

Pema, however, still maintains

that the Tibetan government in

exile supports non-violent tactics.

"Young people always will feel

impatient. There have been over

200 demonstrations against^ the

Chinese government within Tibet

that have been claqiped down," she

said.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 25.41

close: 8775.40

Naidaq Index

up: 8.98

close: 1788.28
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Wildfires threaten Indian way of life, rain forest animals
BRAZIL: Firefighters try

to stop blaze, but dry

conditions fuel flames

ByMkhadAstor
The Associated Press

THE YANOMAMI RESERVA-
TION, Brazil - The midday sun

burns red through the smoke rising

from dozens of forest fires. For the

Yanomami Indians, it's a sign of the

apocalypse - and environmentalists

fear they may be right. / .

One 3-month-old fire is raging out

of control just across the Mucajai

River, where firefighters are slrUf^

gling to protect the Yanomamis from

the worst conflagration in the history

of this remote Amazon region.

But it may be too late. Dozens of

smaller fires already are burning

unchecked inside the 25-million-acrc

reservation that is home to the

world's largest Stone Age tribe^

est. The fires are scaring away the

game that sustains the reservation's

9,000 Indians.—The turtles and the armadillos

Baby Jaguars, separated from

their mothers, lope along the road,

past mile after mile of scorched for-

are disappearing. Wc have food for

now, but I'm worried about later

on," said Antonio Yanomami, who

uses the tribe's name as a surname.

So far, no Indians have died in the

fire. But at least thrie malocas, or

grass-covered huts, have burned

_dQwji, said Manuel Canujo da Sjlva,

who runs the Federal Indian Bureau

post at Jaranei, 120 miles southwest

of the Roraima state capital of Boa

Vista.

The sun glows red through the

ghostly shroud of smoke, making the

Yanomami uneasy.

"This is the sign of the apocalypse

for them," said Guilherme Danoli,

an Italian priest who has lived among
the Yanomami since 1989. "They are

beating on the walls of their houses

to exorcise the evil spirits."

Others perform the Xabori ritual,

drawing on the ground and^hanting

to bring rain.

"The rains will come tomorrow,"

Antonio asserts. Modern forecasters

are less confident - they don't expect

rain before mid-April.

Barely one-twentyfifth of an inch

-has fttltefr tfcis year i» RoraimaT-a-

wedge of land between Venezuela

and Guyana. The unusual dry spell is

the work of El Nino, a warming of

waters in the Pacific that changes

weather patterns worldwide.

"This summer is very strong. It's

not like the other, weaker summers.

We Yanomami call this 'Tupan,'"

explains Chief Davi Copenawa

See FIRES, page 20

Driving hard bargain not enough

to curb Pentagon's overspending

The AsKxIaKd Pr«s

Three years ago, passengers in central Tokyo subways were affected by a sarin gas attack. .

Victims of nerve-gas attack cannot forget

JAPAN: Post-traumatic stress plagues those who

took the subway on that fateful day three years ago

By Mari Yamagudii
The Associated Press

TOKYO - Miori Noguchi's

dreams usually start out peacefully

enough - cows grazing in a pas-

ture, a happy young bride at a wed-

ding reception.

But then terrible, unexpected

things start to happen. The cows

start bleeding. The bride is sudden-

ly sprawled on a stretcher, an IV

stuck in her arm.

Like thousands of other victims

of a nerve gas attack on the Tokyo

subway )hree years ago Friday,

Noguchi continues to suffer.

And like much of Japan« she still

awaits closure.

"I don't know how I survived

the last three years," she said in an

interview, nervously wiping her

face as she recalled the attack by

the Aum Shinri Kyo (Supreme

Truth) cult.

The attack by the doomsday

cult, the worst act of terror in mod-

ern-day Japan, shattered the

nation's traditional sense of safety.

See VKIIMS, page 16

GOVERNMENT: System

designed to save money

results in inflated prices

By John DiamoiMl

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - More news

from the home of the $640 toilet seat:

The Pentagon's watchdog said

Wednesday that a new purchasing

system designed to save money pro-

duced millions of dollars in over-

priced spare parts, including a S76

screw and a $714 electrical bell.

Inspector General Eleanor Hill,

who monitors waste and fraud at the

Defense Department, said two

audits found that the problem wasn't

caused by contractor gouging, seen

in past abuses but by Pentagon

errors.

She said that while employing a

new purchasing system similar to

that used in the commercial sector.

Pentagon buyers failed to drive a

hard bargain, neglected to find parts

that were available from competitors

for lower prices and bought large

quantities of parts without getting

bulk discounts.

"Department of Defense procure-

ment approaches were poorly con-

ceived, badly coordinated and did

not result in the government getting

good value for the prices paid both

for commercial and noncommercial

items," Hill told a Senate Armed
Services subcommittee.

"We found considerable evidence

that the Department of Defense had

not yet learned how to be an astute

•buyer in the commercial market

place," she said.

The Pentagon's acquisition chief,

Jacques S. Gansler, told senators

that the audit found "isolated

instances" in a new system that has

saved taxpayers nioney while pur-

chasing tens of billions of dollars

worth of equipment.

"In the overwhelming majority of

cases, using commercial practices

and buying commercial items has

paid huge dividends," Gfhsler said.

The inspector general said the

review was based on tips received on

a fraud hotline about purchases from

two contractors.

But Hill said neither contractor,

Sundstrand Corp. of Rockford, III.,

or Seattle-based Boeing Co., violated

any laws. And Boeing said it charged

the Pentagon the same prices adver-

tised to price-conscious commercial

airlines.
''

'

Nonetheless, Hill cited several

examples of overpriced parts:

•$714 each for 108 electrical bells

previously priced at $47.

•$5.41 for each of 1,844 screw

thread inserts, compared to a previ-

ous price of 29 cents.

•$1.24 for each of 31,108 springs

previously priced at five cents.

•$75.60 for each of 187 set screws^

previously priced at 57 cents.

•$403 each for 246 actuator

sleeves priced earlier at $24.72.^

"This is a story that looks a whole

lot worse than it is," said Boeing

spokesman Dick Dalton. "There

isn't a suggestion of any improper

activity on Boeing's part."

The lower prices cited by the

audits, Dalton said, date back 15 to

See COST, page 16

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

South Korea pressing

for details of talks

GENEVA — South Korean negotiators

pressed their North Korean counterparts

today to spell out their conditions for direct

peace tall^.

China, which is chairing this week's four-

way talks with the United States and North

and South Korea, called in the heads of dele-

gations for a closed session today.

The main aim of the talks is to draw up a

permanent peace treaty to replace the

armistice ending the 1950-53 Korean War.

The North has in the past refused to recog-

nize the government in Seoul, saying it is mere-

ly a puppet regime installed by the United

States. The North wanted to deal instead with

the United States, bypassing Seoul altogether.

The North has also attached conditions to

any offer of holding talks. In the past, it has

demanded that the United States first with-

draw 37,000 troops stationed in South Korea

before talks could move forward.

In Seoul, South Korea, Foreign

Minister Park Chung-soo told the

Cabinet that the North had signaled its

desire for direct discussions with the

South's new government.

South Korean President Kim Dae-jung wel-

comed the North Korea's move, stating that

"the door to inter-Korea dialogue is always

open." presidential officials said.

Relations between the two Koreas have

been frozen for the past several years, with

North Korea branding previous South Korean

President Kim Young-sam as a U.S. puppet.

Minnesotans propose

secession to Canada
WASHINGTON - Get out your maps.

Congress was asked Wednesday to consider

giving Canada part of the United States, an

obscure appendage of Minnesota named the

Northwest Angle.

It's the half-serious, some say

half-baked, idea of resort owners in

the Angle to get the Clinton adminis-

tration to intervene in their dispute

with neighboring Ontario over the

province's fishing restrictions.

Rep. Collin Peterson, D-Minn., proposed

an amendment to the U.S. Constitution that

would allow the Angle's 100 residents to vote

on whether they want to secede.

The Northwest Angle, which was created

out of confusion among mapmakers about

where the headwaters of the Mississippi River

lay, consists of 120 square miles of land and

part of the Lake of the Wocxls, a prime place

for fishing walleye.

The Angle's resort owners have had a num-

ber of complaints over the years about fishmg

regulations on the Ontario portions of the

lake. The latest restriction was the last straw,

the Americans say. Beginning Jan. 1, no one

can keep walleye taken from the Ontario side

without spending at least one night in an

Ontario-based resort.

Teen charged with

computer hacking
^^

BOSTON — A teenager accused of crip-

pling an airport control tower has become the

first juvenile charged in federal court with

computer hacking.

The U.S. Justice Department said

Wednesday that the Massachusetts boy, whose

name, age and hometown were not disclosed,

has agreed to plead guilty.

If a judge accepts the plea bargain, the boy

will get two years' probation, a fine and com-

munity service. He will also be banned from

using a computer with a modem for two years.

The boy broke into a Bell Atlantic comput-

er system on March 10, 1997, causmg a system

crash that knocked out power at Worcester

Airport Communication between the tower

and aircraA was disrupted for six hours.

No accidents or close calls resulted.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Judge strikes down Prop. 187
COURTS: Law denying

benefits to immigrants

found unconstitutional

By Dennis Anderson
The Associated Press

Proposition 187, California's

_YOter-approved law to deny bene-

fits to undocumented immigrants,

is unconstitutional from top to bot-

tom, a federal judge concluded in a

ruling made public Wednesday.

In November, U.S. District

Judge Mariana Pfaelzer struck

down most provisions of the mea-

sure, which voters passed over-

whelmingly in 1994. This week, she

got rid of the rest of it.

The latest parts struck down
involved denial of benefits to immi-

grants in the state's college and uni-

versity systems. The decision also

struck down elements involving

denial of access to health care and

social services.

,
At least five lawsuits were filed

against the state^ after passage of

Proposition 187 in 1994. They were

consolidated into one federal

action and assigned to Pfaelzer.

The state initiative, approved by

59 percent ofvoters, has never been

implemented because of the court

challenges.

Gov. Pete Wilson, a staunch sup-

porter of Proposition 187, vowed

an appeal of Pfaelzer's decision.

"Her analysis of the measure is

fundamentally flawed," Wilson

said in a statement. "This action

will allow us to finally appeal her

decision to the Ninth Circuit so that

the will of the people can be

upheld."

Under the measure, undocu-

mented immigrants were to be

denied education, welfare and non-

emergency health care. Public

employees, including teachers,

were to report undocumented
immigrants to authorities.

In her November ruling, the

judge concluded the proposition

was unconstitutional because it

attempts to regulate immigration,

which only the federal government

can do.

"The states have no power to leg-

islate in this area," the judge reiter-

ated in the decision issued late

Tuesday.

The American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) branded the final

decision "an overwhelming victo-

ry."

"This is literally the last nail in

the coffin," said Mark Rosenbaum,

legal director of the ACLU of

Southern California. The ruling

meant "teachers and doctors are

See PROP. 187, page 18

Mc^ors plead with president

to keep marijuana clubs open
LAWSUIT: Proponents say

centers are necessary to

keep patients off streets

By Ron Harris .

The Associated Press

SA^ FRANCISCO - PoUr

California mayors say the streets will

be safer if President Clinton drops a

federal lawsuit to close the clubs that

dispense medical marijuana.

Mayors of San Francisco,

Oakland, Santa Cruz and West
Hollywood, in letters dated March 12

to March 17, said closing the clubs

would hurt those suffering from

AIC^ ajtd cancer who use the drug to

ease their pain and nausea.

"If the centers are shut down,

many of these individuals will be com-

pelled to search back alleys and street

comers for their medicine," the may-

ors wrote inletlers to the president.

The mayors also asked the presi-

dent to drop an injunction against the

operation of the clubs, authorized by

a voter-approved initiative, by state

voters and "implement a moratorium

on enforcement of federal drug laws

that interfere with the daily operation

of the dispensaries."

A White House spokesman, after

checking with the office of drug poli-

cy, said there is nothing planned on

medical marijuana in California.

Outside San Francisco's Cannabis

Cultivators' Club, Joel Whalen
smoked a joint while waiting for the

club to open. He is HIV positive and

supports the mayors' efforts.

"With the mayors backing us, I

think it's a lot better," said Whalen,

who uses marijuana to boost his

appetite. "I quit all intravenous

drugs, and now that I've been smok-
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Wt NOW DELIVER

Wf«r*ee$only }<
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I

DELIVERY
unHl 1 a.m. Suncicty - Ttiursdoy

until 2 a.m. Friciay & SdurcJoy

Shakeyis
^->^ Delivers

Baskiny/jRobbins.

1114 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

824-4111

FREE DRINK
vv/ any Buffet purchast

rnuil sbovv Bruin I D

Shakev's (Oiiilii nation
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, and your choice of:

. 1/2 a chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or
''

*

^yK^\^^S''^
""'

• Pasta & Salad
• 1/2 lb. of shnmpor

only

$13.49

Pizza Specials

r1 medium one topping pizza qx^^ $5,95J
2 medium one topping pizzas

Now with original or spicy pizza sauce

Any large 3 topping pizza or
any Specialty Pizza (save over $5)

only
$12.99

only

$9.98
• Specialties include Vegetarian Shakey 's Special, Bruin Deluxe and Hawaiiari

• Thin crust, harui tossed, or deep dish pan pizza at no extra charge

Hi III n Meal Deal
2 Slices of Pizza and
1/2 Order Mojo and Garden
or Pasta Salad, with all you can drink
beverage bar

^'^'y
Dine in or

QQ carry out only$3

^O^ Ice Cream Drink
(Buy any Ice Cream Drink

at regular price and get a second
of equal or lesser value for 990)

Westwood location only • Exp. April 15, 1998

^^ ^^ ^^ *

$1 q¥s any Sundae
Buy 1 sundae (2 scoops
or larger) and get $1 off
the regular price

Westwood location only • Exp. April 1 5, 1 998

Get $3 Off any delidous

Baskint^Robbins
ICE CREAM CAKE

$13 min. Westwood location only • Exp7\pnl 15, 1998

In-stor* only. Must present coupon bafor* sale.

10916 Kinross Ave.
- Westwood Village

(310)208-8048
M., , ,1'.1J

'

,1
'.,.J."J1IM'1!1.

'

10% oH to PCM Commuirity w/ID

i#a1rfff# >i

and get some extra cash for spring break!

Sell Back Your Books
Get up to 50% of the original purchase price

.->••

T^

TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
locations; A-Level Ackermaii Union

Lu Valte Commons
H^-^ltli 'Krii>.nri>'c. '^ff\'- r-

Ackerman Union
Extended

Buyback Hours

Week
Mon - Tues

Wed-Thurs

Friday

Saturday

8:30am

7:30am

7:30am

10:00am

5:00pm

7:30pm

6:00pm

5:00pm

Toxthnoks^RlBUPlBrkPrman
Lu Udlle LoTninons

no. 206. 078b -A

optn daily • www.uclastore.ucla.edu

UCLfhionr
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House blocks resolution to pull troops out of Bosnia
CONGRESS: Administr^on asks

for $2.5 billion more to further

finance peace-keeping operation

By Barry Sdiweid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -TheOinfoiTi admmrsfra;

tion told a dubious Congress Wednesday it had

a legal right to keep thousands ofAmerican sol-

diers on peacekeeping duty in Bosnia without a

puilout deadline and asked for. nearly $2.5 bil-

the operation throughlion to finance

September 1999.

Within hours, the House voted 225-193

against a hotly fought resolution that would
have forced President Clinton to withdraw

U.S. troops from Bo'snia or get permission

from Congress to leave them there.

Defense Secretary William Cohen and
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright defend-

ed the peacekeeping operation as constitution-

al in testimony before the House National

Security Committee.

Cohen said the troops in Bosnia-

Herzegovina, overseeing a 1995 settlement

arranged by the United States to end a 3 1/2-

ycar ethnic war, were unlikely to face hostile

fire.

The defense secretary acknowledged it

would have been politically wise to urge

Congress to approve a resolution supporting

the U.S. military involvement in the former

Yugoslavia. But the troops in Bosnia, which he

said would be reduced from. 8,500 to 6,900,

were not "in harm's way.'*"

Later, the House rejected a measure by Rep.

Tom Campbell, R-Calif., designed to test the

constitutionality of the 1973 War Powers Act,

which requires presidents to seek congression-

al approval when sending U.S. forces into com-

bat. The law was adopted by Congress as

America's bloody combat role in Vietnam was

winding down, but presidents of both parties

since have found ways to sidestep it.

Campbell said it was time to get a clear rul-

ing on the law. "We decide whether we should

put troops in force overseas," he said.

But leaders of both parties suggested it

would send the wrong signals to the rest of the

world and to U.S. troops in Bosnia.

"I urge our colleagues not to undermine ...

SeetOSIIM,pa9e19

Defense Department criticized for giving faulty supplies to drug war
MEXICO: Though nation

has cooperated7 little

done to end problems

By Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

Three weeksWASHINGTON
after the State Department certified

that Mexico is cooperating in the

war on drugs, a government investi-

gator said Wednesday that little has

been done to stop the flow of drugs

and both the United States and
Mexico are to blame.

Benjanriin F. Nelson of the

General Accounting Office, the

investigative wing of Congress, sin-

gled"t)ut the Defense Department
for supplying Mexico with drug-

fighting planes and helicopters that

have-been largely inelTective.

Nelson, director of international

relations and trade issues for the

GAO, told a joint House-Senate

hearing that while Mexico took steps

over the last year to improve its

drug-fighting^ capability, "no

(Mexican) national has actually been

surrendered to the United States on
drug charges, new laws are not fully

implemented" and building a com-

petent law enforcement system "con-

tinues to be a major challenge."

"No country poses a more imme-

diate narcotics threat to the United

States than Mexico," he said.

Lawmakers at the hearing were

even harsher in dismissing U.S.-

Mexican efforts. Bilateral border v,.

task forces, said Sen. Jeff Sessions,

R-AIa., "have been a failure; in every

respect."

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif.,

said there are "gaping holes" in the

counternarcotics effort and "ignor-

ing these failures or pretending they

are outweighed by modest advances

doesn't make them go away."

Feinstein said the Senate could

vote as early as next week on a mea-

sure to overturn the administration's

decision last, month to certify

Mexico as cooperating in combat-

ting drugs.

.The i>resident by law must decide

by March 1 every year whether

Mexico and other nations are coop-

erating partners in efforts to stop the

production or shipment of nar-

cotics. Those not certified face the

SeeOinifiS,page19

GRAND OPENING
f

FREE DELIVERY ]

wntrin 3 MWts & Minimum $10 of Order

QMS,

7?

yKj 11 668 W. Pico Blvd, W. Los Angeles, 90064
|** Tel: (310) 478-8892 Fax:(310)445-1187
,

'//
ft s

10% off
310-478-8892

w/ttiis ad

*not valid on lunch special,

delivery order or any other offer.

exp. 4/10/98

ARE YOU THE NEXT

ELITE SUPERMODEL?
Come be discovered at

Westside Pavilion!
r

OPEN MODEL CALL
«

Friday, March 20 • 6:30-8:30^m

Terrace Food Court, Level 3

Elite 1 998 Model Look Entry
I would like to enter the 1998 Elite Model Look. I certify that I am female, a US

resident and between the ages of 14 and 24, I will bring two photographs of myself (one
full-length, one head shot), and l\jnderstand that they will not be returned to me. To

enter, please bring the entry form and photos to the Elite Model Look at Westside Pavilion.

Name

Address

.

City. State. Zip.

Phone

,

Age. Birthdate.

Weight

.

Height

.

Hair Color.

Signature _

.Eye Color.

(If under 18 yean old, signaturt of parent or guardian)

If you arc unabic to ictum tMt form at an Elite Modd Look.cvtnt ptcasc mail by July 31, 199S to:

Elite Model Look, PO Box 777, Madison Square Station, Hew VWt, New York 10159, for more infpfmatlori on how to
enter, call 1.900,454,ELm (J54«). Cost of call $1,49 per minute. (caiU average approx. 3 minutes). «>u must be omt

18 or havt partrrtat consent to use this service.
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On Him
UCIA V-neck wJthltrlpe
trim. Cotton l-$hirt by
WIdeworld Sport S-XL $26
Nylon Mesh Shorts by
M.V. Sport S-Xl $25
Adidas sandaU $26,95

Headwear

Ctasik Buck«t-

style hat $22

7>rry-line<i visor 5)3
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Guts, policy cause Jiianeuvering
CONGRESS: Both parties

jockey for position, run

gamut of budget issues

ByJimAbrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - House
Republican leaders have decided

that additional spending to pay for

missions in Bosnia and the Persian

Gulf must be fully paid for by cut-

ting domestic programs.

That agreement came as a key

Senate committee approved, with

conditions, $1.8 billion to keep
troops in Bosnia past June and to

maintain U.S. troops in the Gulf on
full alert.

The Senate Appropriations

Committee also endorsed, by an

identical 26-2 vote, an $18 billion

package for the International

Monetary Fund. That legislation,

which also came with conditions, is

considered essential to IMF efforts

to rescue the faltering economies of

Asia.

In the House, GOP leaders

resolved that any extra spending

for Bosnia and the Gulf this year

must »be matched with similar

spending cuts so there is no effect

on the budget.

"The leadership unanimously
agreed the ... (spending) would be

paid for, and the cuts would not

come out of defense," said

Majority Leader Dick Armey, R-

Texas. ^(

Republicans, in choosing pro-

grams for spending reductions, are

likely to target Democratic and
White House priorities, setting the

stage for sharp clashes as Congress

tries over the coming weeks to craft

future budgets.

The Senate is moving two sepa-

rate spending bills, one for the IMF
and the other for the military oper-

ations plus some $610 million for

disaster relief and $196 million to

help fix the year 2000 computer

problems at the Federal Aviation

Administration and the Treasury

Department.

Both came with conditions thai

are opposed by the administration.

Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota said

Wednesday that with the -GOP
leadership at odds over whether to

submit one bill or two and whether

to insert contentious abortion lan-

guage, the chance of action is

"about as bleak as it gets."

He said Senate Democrats
would go along with the House idea

of offsetting new defense spending

with cuts elsewhere and still want to

see a comprehensive bill that also

would included money for paying

U.S. back dues to the United

Nations. "To separate out and fur-

ther delay IMF and U.N. consider-

ations is a real mistake, and it sends

all the wrong messages," Daschle

said.

The defense bill urges President

Clinton to pressure U.S. allies to

cover more of the costs of the Iraq

effort.

"I think we're shouldering a dis-

proportionately large share of the

burden," said Sen. Robert Byrd, D-
W.Va.. who promoted the measure.

The IMF bill comes attached

with directions on pressuring the

Fund into reforming some of its

SccSraiDIIK,page14

Minister to 11 III ;e law on

domestic partner coverage
BENEFITS: Fred Phelps

known for in-your-face

anti-gay confrontations

BylUcMGonlon
San Francisco Examiner '

SAN FRANCISCO - A Baptist

minister from Kansas plans to protest

in front of San Francisco City Hall on
the first anniversary of a law that

extends insurance and other benefits

to gay or lesbian partners of employ-

ees.

The announcement by the Rev.

Fred Phelps, pastor of the Westboro

Baptist Church in Topeka, Kan.,

comes as the city is defending the law

in federal court against challenges

brought by companies.

Phelps is known for his rancorous

rhetoric aimed at gays and lesbians.

He has picketed at the funerals of peo-

ple who died of AIDS and embraces

public confrontations with gays and
their supporters.

San Francisco's domestic partners

law requires companies that do busi-

ness with the city to provide the same
benefits to their workers with domes-

tic partners as they do to married cou-

ples. The law took effect last June.

"Don't get mad, but you guys need

to be preached to, my dear." Phelps

told a reporter Tuesday. "You're not

only letting the homosexuals take over

the Bay Area, but the rest of the coun-

try."
'

In . a letter addressed to San
Francisco Mayor Willie Brown,
Phelps said he would lead a "religious

protest" on June 1 with 15 to 20
church members.

Phelps, who said he had received

death threats from San Francisco resi-

dents, asked the mayor for "adequate

police presence and protection" for

the protest.

Brown said he would not lay out the

welcome mat for Phelps and his fol-

lowers, but noted that officials would
not try to stop the protest.

"But I will say that this demonstra-

tion will be in an extreme hostile envi-

ronment," Brown said. He said police

officers would be assigned to prevent

SceKNEFfTS,pa9e14

CARPERS AT KAPLAN

;.\^

We helped >oii get

into college.

liTa

on the na> out.

We're visMing your area to give you a leg up
on some o< Kaptan's exating job opportuni-

ties in areas like Marfagemeni, Marketiig,

Operations and Sales Check out our
Management Training Program at our

OPEN HOUSE
TuM, April 7, 7pm

113SmuuoJd ma, sutosei

ITS never too soon to start INnking about

work after graduation, so don't let these

great opporturvties pass you by! To reserve

your space, fax resume to (212) 957-9S9S,

E-mait: oppo(tunMiMOIuip(an.com. orcaN
1-«Oa45(M»S0, Ext. S960 for lurtfier infor-

mation. EOEM/F.

KAPLAN

1. [Click]

j Cowttwto iSii^

1
I

TaUeefCoMcMt
Ck. I Up w Ike ttanjng J5
IncWlMlMpfCMtfloall
*t coMiMMi Mac 11.000

Ck.2 AMimi S]
E^ennM oTHnMiy: How

m ftrfywiiwi liliili

Ck.J ThefanMMiaf 74

I
I
sr

BookZon^'I

(TAiUOMOWTEinsl
'^

- -
>

feature lets you browse

the table of contents of

over 140,000 titles. Makes

comparison shopping a , .

whole lot easier!

jjf''''^
^^

^s**

IN YOUR
|FAC:E

I

Final Fotir

I
}Q{orDh)ii(>n

available on Wu'

world ysidi^ wel)f

breadstiks

Your, Village Grocer

Pepsi,

Diet Pepsi &
IVItn. Dew

Utor*
UfflttS

MidnightOpen *tli^

at 1057 Gayley Ave.
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Piwlil' Power

Spring Break '98

-:
t

Buy any Power

Macintosh G3
(Desktop or Minitower)

and receive a mail in

coupon which can be

redeemed for one of

three options:

• Additional 2 years of

Apple Care, giving you a total of

3 yrs. of Warranty coverage

32MB Additional Memory

' Virtual PC 2.0 with

Windows '95

What the UCLA Computer Store gives you
with your computer:

Discoiintpi'

\ SI I'I'III! I

Our only customer is UCLA - we cater to YOU!

*'lf««¥-^;Vv..._..^..

$1579
Power Macintosh G3/233MHz

233 MHz, 32MB RAM, 4 GB IDE hard disk,

24X CO-ROM, 512K L2 Cache, lOBT Ethernet

Desktop case

S1849
Also availabte:

Power Mac G3/233 MHz
32MB RAM, 4 GB HD, 24X CD-ROM, 512K L2 Cache,

56K Modem, lOBT Ethernet, Minitower case

S1849Power Mac G3/266 MHz
32MB RAM, 4 GB HD, 24X CD-ROM, 512K Cache,

Iomega Zip Drive, lOBT Ethernet, Desktop case

Power Mac G3/266 MHz QQ]
32MB RAM, 6 GB HD, 24X CD-ROM, 512K Cache,

Iomega Zip Drive, lOBT Ethernet, Minitower case

S3529Power Mac G3/266 MHz
266MHz, 128MB RAM, 4 GB SCSI HD, 24X CD-ROM, 512K

L2 Cache, 3D Graphics Accelerator, 6MB SGRAM,

10/lOOEN, Minitower

NEW ARRIVAL. SUPER-FAST 300MHz G3!

54539Power Mac 63/300 mhz
300MH2, 128MB RAM, Two 4 GB SCSI HD, 24X CD-ROM,

1MB 12 Cache, 3D Graphics Accelerator, 6MB SGRAM,

10/lOOEN, Minitower

310.825.6952 MYI'Ti?Iiri fl rnmpiitPT Stnrp
open daily • www.uclastore.ucla.'tdu

RMtrictiom Md PtyiMnt Mkku %!• hwdoM li MlbMi only to UOA stud««b, mIkM UCIA Ejrtmton ttudMts. UCIA hcvUtf. UCU sUfT and UCl> dtiMrtinwits. btmioti studwits liwuld in^ian at ttit tgnfiitw Ston Nfaitfiii tliil-

bHity. UCIA Computer Stort price rcquins piyawiit by currtrKy^ ushitr's clwck, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to Th* UCLA Store. VISA, MastciCari and DiKovw art aiso actaptid. f^aonat chacki ai».acc*ptid up ta

tl.OOO. Monty ord*rs art rMt accepted. Sales tax «ri(l b« added to listtd pricM. * UCLftsTonr
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British Foreign Secretary heads to Damascus after snub from Israel

SYRIA: Netanyahu protesting

Briton's meeting with Palestine

By Zeina Karam
The Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Syria - After being told in

Israel that Europeans were too biased to be

Mideast peacemakers, British Foreign Secretary

Robin Cook traveled to Syria on Wednesday.

Europe's influence is vital to keeping up pres-

sure on Israel, Syrian newspapers declared the

morning of Robin Cook's arrival.

Following a stormy one-day stop in Israel,

Cook got a much warmer welcome in Syria. He
was met at the Damascus airport by Foreign

Minister Farouk al-Sharaa, then went into talks

with President Hafez Assad on Israel's occupa-

tion of south Lebanon.

On Tuesday, Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu snubbed Cook in protest of the

Briton's meeting with Palestinian lawmakers at a"*

much-disputed Jewish housing project in east

Jerusalem.

Israel complained the meeting aided

Palestinian claims to east Jerusalem as the future

capital of a Palestinian state.

Cook is in the Middle East to encourage peace

talks, which have been stalled since Israel broke

ground on the housing project.

In Wednesday's meeting'with Assad, the two

leaders discussed Israel's recent offer to withdraw

from the enclave it occupies in southern Lebanon

in exchange for security guarantees. So far, both

Lebanon and Syria have rejected the offer.

"We discussed how progress could be achieved

towards ... ensuring a withdrawal of troops from

Lebanon," while implementing U.N. resolutions

demanding an unconditional pullback. Cook
said.

"That is why I am here today - and why 1 am
going from here to Beirut," he said. "The question

is how we can make sure the security ... is main-

tained in the circumstances of withdrawal."

In Syria, government-run newspapers rejected

Israeli demands that Cook and other Europeans

stay out of Israeli-Palestinian affairs.

Cook, whose country holds the rotating presi-

dency of the 15-nation European Union, said that

Europe believes expansion of Jewish settlements

are blocking the peace process.
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book

lUOon WORK.

SEPI'S
1 0968 LE CONTE AVE
BETWEEN GAYLEY AND BROXTON

(310)208-7171
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GO

Polling Rock
"• Carta Blanca

•Moosehead _.

Labatt jPtfY
$1

all
nly

Free Munchies at Happy Hour Every Day

Monday & Tuesday Nites
are Pint Nites

7:30 PMThuisdav. .March 19

BORDERS
B O C K S • '/I

1360\Vesi\\O(^d Bl\d.

(.^.1())4"'>-.M44

textbooks: buy for

Bruin Card
$LOGOFF
LARGE

or

$.50 OFF
' SMALL

SEPI'S

Happy Hour
2.-9 p.m. daily

60oz. Miller Ught

$3.50

sell for MORE
check out www.maddi.coin
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NCAA Regionals
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Hi, I'm Van Johnson, your NIKE student rep Check out Sportt1/2Pag0 every two
weeks (or the latest scoop on sports and NIKE events at UCLA Are you or your team
setting any records' Breaking any new ground' If so, I want to hear from you—espe-

aally tf you're a Gub or Intramural athlete Drop me an email at van.joiihfon9nik«X0fn.

You just might end up featured in the next issue To reach NIKE HQ directly, try:

H>om.halfpag««nik«.com Attention, wonMn runrms The NIKE MYN believes

you should be able to run when and where you want without fear And, as the old say-

ir>g goes, there's safety in numbers Two, three, four or five—they're aN better than
0f»e^ So, \adtes, I am devising a speaal group women's safe night nm. AH levels are

w»eldoof>e! For more info, e-mail me P.LA.Y.CORPS rwcniitinMit to coming i4>

again. I challenge all of you to get involved by coaching in our community
E-mail nr>e to find out how you can be a haro For now, kaap running. Itaap
playing, and kaap dry Paaca, paaca.

WANTED
Jr/soph, Ivs IM/dub sports & stud orgs, tm plyr,

creativ, scM spir, wants 2b 4-^rep ^ UCLA.

Much iirg req'd.

ffi^ wHI be on campus soon to find

neKt year's rep: Interested? E-mail

coleKe.ttuffanike.com for more info, vr-

o

I
e
n

THE GOAL OF THIS SKNTTSI/SmCF IS TO MFONM SnjOCNTSAKXn STOATS ON CAMPWSNW DOCS NOT STONSO* ANY VA«ITY, INTRAMURAL C«CU«S«Dt^

aJ..-*.. . .-..^1 7Z ,L'_ . .^•^m^^.^Aj££.^*'^^^^^^^^^^^^^BBBtIB!!.

RB^^IIIP/^r

^ t r^f.^A<^:-.^*»-x, -*

i !0,^0b.08h

open dally • www.uclastore.ucla.edu
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Georgetown „v^

University s

Summer Sessions, 1998

. • Pre Session. May 18 - June 12 v

• First Session: June 8 -July 10

• Second Session : July 1 3 - August 1

4

• 8 Week Cross Session: June 8 - July 31

1

Choose from over 300 Undergraduate and

Graduate credit-bearing courses that will fit into

your college curriculum and enhance your

summer learning experience. Inquire atxxjt our

reduced tuition rates for summer.

Main Campus Course Offerings In:

Humanities

Sciences

Business

• International Affairs

L^anguages

High School Programs

English as a Foreign Language

Programs Atxoad

Please send me the sumnier school catalogue

:

Name
Address

City

State Zip

Phone

Georgetown University

306 Interculturai Center

Washington. DC 20057-1008

Tel: (202) 687-5942 Fax: (202) 687-8954

E-mail: tsce^un«Lgeor9eto«im.edu

VtfelMite: httpJ/guweb.georgetovMi.edu/ssce

Am i^inmalive actum/ equal opporltmily mslilmlHm

Your Cheapest Ride
to Europe this Summer

is CityBird Airlines
Low Fares Scheduled Service

New Generation Wide-Body Jets

^ —What a Deal!

Special Student Fares

One-way, as low as:

Miami $219 $269
Orlando $219 $269
Los Angeles $249 $279
San Francisco $249 $279

(Oakland)

LasVegas _ $249 $279
A great starting point, with convenient rail and
air connections to everywhere

The Most Affordable Choice to the Heart of Europe
Call your travel agent or toll-free ^^m^xME^MWW^

(248-9247)
1-888-CITYBIRD ,^ n.^

«^ VisitwwMb l^^/www.cifyMfd

TrdVGl in Style ! enter atyBird Airlines student drawing for a FREE
UPGRADE TO BUSINESS CLAbS. Complete and mail this form and you will be entered in a

drawing to have you and a companion's round-trip Economy Class booking upgraded to a round
trip Business Class. Two entries will be .chosen on April 27th, 1998 and notified immediately.

Name RcMfvationi

Travel Dates.

Univenity _ Phonef

Mail to: CitySird Airlines, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, 3rd Floor, Bethcsda, MD 20814, Attn: Campus Upgrade Drawktg
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and« ba raquirad at ehocfc-in. Saals araJwHad and sahiactlo availability and may not bo ai aiabla on allliotiti. Bookinfls ara rafundaWo and
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SPENDING
From page 10

practices such as ending subsidies "to

favored enterprises and individuals."

In the House as well there is wide-

spread support for conditioning the

IMF money and putting limits on the

Bosnia operation.

The House is scheduled to vote this

week on a separate nonbinding reso-

lution directing Clinton to remove

troops from Bosnia within 60 days

unless Congress enacts a declaration

of war or specifically authorizes the

use of American forces. The adminis-

tration, abandoning its earlier goal of

pulling all troops from Bosnia by

June, now says some Americans will

stay for the indefinite future.

Senate Republicans sidetracked a

move to add to the spending bill a

provision that would have prevented

the Federal Communications

Commission from giving candidates

free or lower<ost broadcast time.

At the request of Appropriations

Committee Chairman Sen. Ted

_ Stevens. R-Alaska. the panel stripped

a provision to block the FCC from

carrying out Clinton's request to

require broadcasters either to pro-

vide free time or give deeper dis-

counts on ads than they do now.

Republican critics say lawmakers

should have the final say over the

issue.

BENEFITS
From page 10

confrontations.

The Rev. Jim Mitulski, pastor of

the predominantly gay Metropolitan

Community Church in San Francisco,

said he was disappointed that the

Kansas minister was using the Bible

"as a veil to justify his own bigotry."

But, he said, "when you scratch the

surface of homophobia, you often

find religion underneath."

The city's Human Rights

Commission reports more than 1,500

companies doing business with the

municipal government offer domestic

partners benefits.

Still, several airlines are challeng-

ing the law on the grounds that only

the federal government - not a munic-

ipality - can pass laws regulating air

carriers. .J

STRESS
From page 3

"I never really stress out," says

David Samuel, second-year psychol-

ogy student, "I was always like that.

It'sjustnot worth it."

One time, according to Samuel, a

paper that he had thought would be

finished by Sunday morning took

him until right before his class the

next morning to finish He had two

tests on Wednesday, but because he

thought he would have been done
with the pap>er, he hadn't even start-

ed studying.

"At first I started to flip out."

Samuel said.

"Then I realized that that was just

a waste of time and 1 got myself

going."

Rick Barsh, a fifth-year history

student, agrees. "My personal phi-

losophy is, 'Don't be worried, be

concerned," he said. "If you stay in

touch with reality, you'll get a lot

more done."

According to Barsh, he studies by

setting realistic goals for himself In

one day, for example, he might tell

himself that he wants to finish a

chapter and some readings.

"It makes you feel like you've

accomplished something." he says.

On their web site. Health and

Wellness Dynamics, Inc. elaborate

more on this goal-setting by suggest-

ing that the people ask themselves

three important questions: How
much time do I need? How much
time do I have to give? How much
interest do I have in this subject?

When people take these questions

into account, they are much more
able to set goals and, therefore,

diminish stress.

In general, stress is a process that

affects the whole body. Hempel even

uses college students as an example

of stress in his "Health Gazette."

"This (stress) causes ... the

immune system to begin to falter,"

he states. "An example of this would

be college students studying for

finals. They tend to have a high inci-

dence of colds and other infections,

because they stay up late and put

their bodies through a lot of stress."

If one is able to work on their

study habits, mental attitudes and

outlook while studying for tests or

writing papers, they will be more
likely to do well and feel better about

themselves.

"If your body is your enemy from

the„start," says Wheatley, "you're

not going to do well - period."

«
1997-98 The Jacob Marschak

Memorial Lecture

Thomas C. Schelling

Distinguished University Professor,
University Of Maryland; Lucius N. Littauer
Professor Of Political Economy, Emeritus.

Harvard University

Presents • ___

Rationality And Some Of Its

Alternatives

FRIDAY. MARCH 20, 1998
1 :00 to 3:00 P.M.

Anderson School. Korn Convocation Hall
(C-314)
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The PROgram for

Dynamic Economics

Invites you to the Second
Annual
Forum Funds Lecture

to be presented by -
.

_

-
'

Di% Stanley Fischer

First Deputy Managing
Director of the

international Monetary Fund

Dr. Fischer will talk on
"Dealing with instability in the international

Financial System"
The Talk will be oresented on

. T Friday IViarch 20th

in the

Carolbeth and Lester Korn Convocation Hail

of the Anderson School on the UCLA Campus
at 10:30 a.m.

Information, including directions and parking information is at
~

http://farmer.sscnet.ucla.edu:80/prodec/or call (31 0) 206-0695
-
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The Forum Funds Lecture is organized by PRODEC, the Program
for Dynamic Economics at UCLA, and funded by John Keffer,

chairman and CEO of the Forum Financial Group of Portland, ME.
The Industrial Revolution: Past and Future," was delivered in

November 1996 by Robert E. Lucas, Jr., the 1995 Nobel Laureate
-.. - -.- in Economics. -^^. .
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riere's the path to the job

you really want: Head for

Chapman University.

There, you'll find a

number of excellent full- or

part-time graduate programs

offered at convenient

evening class times.

All feature outstanding,

accessible instructors, small

class sizes and all the on-

campus resources you'd

expect from a prestigious

university like Chapman.

And all can help you

further along the road to a

more rewarding career.

JNE IF
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FOIKS

IN TIE IIAI

Yll WEIE

AIVISEI

Tl TAKE.

Graduate Programs
MBA
Executive MBA
Jurts IJoctor [Law)

MA Counseling (Sihool and ('arm)

MA Criminal Justice

MA Education v

MA Educational Psychology

MA English

MA Film Studies

MA OrKanizational Leadership

MA l*sychol6gy

MA Special Education

Master ol Health Administration

Master of Physical Therapy
MFA Creative Writing

MFA Film Ol Television Production

MS Food Science and Nutrition

MS Human Resources

Public School Credentials

ICHAPMAN
lUNIVERSITY
SmiJrriimn Lir^ t^t m̂tHnitiCi

7 1 4-997-6786
www.i hapman.edu

lAPMAN UNIVi llf

VIOIMS
From page 5

Thousands were sickened and 12

people died.

The cult was also implicated in

another nerve-gas attack in central

Japan in 1994 that killed seven peo->

pie; in the deaths of several wayward
followers; the near fatal shooting of

Japan's top police official; and the

kidnapping and killing of an anti-cult

lawyer and his family.

Police cracked down with

unprecedented thoroughness. More
than 400 of the cult's 10,000 mem-
bers in Japan were arrested; 110

have since been convicted, and the

cult was forced to disband.

Aum Shinri Kyo's commune at

the foot of Mount Fuji has been

seized, and the barrack-like struc-

tures that once

stored chemi-

cats, arms and

drugs are now
empty, awaiting

demolition^

However, tri-

als for dozens of

key cult leaders,

including
founder Shbko
Asahara, drag

on. A verdict on

Asahara may
not come until

the next decade.

Police say

about SOO cult

. Noguchi wonders if she will ever

forget.

Her first physical reaction to the

nerve gas was a throbbing throat and

nausea. Then came sharp pains in

her eyes and frequent nightmares.

Her eyesight has been permanently

weakened, and she now wears glass-

es.
'

"Victims (of the Tokyo

nerve-gas attack) feel as

. ifthey are being left

behind as the rest of the

society forgets what

happened to thenri."

Kanzo Nakano
Psychiatrist

members remain faithful to Asahara,

and are clandestinely carrying on
cult rituals. They say the cult is far

from the threat it once was, but"

admit signs of its resurgence are

alarming.

The worst damage from the sub-

way attack was probably on the

Japanese psyche.

"On the surface, things seem to be

back to normal," said Yutaka
Aoyagi, spokesman for the Tokyo
subway system. "But the horrible

memory of that day easily returns to

mind, especially this time of year."

Psychiatrist Kanzo Nakano said

that lingering fear may finally be fad-

ing for most Japanese. But he said it

may be getting worse for those who
actually breathed the deadly sarin - a

nerve gas developed by the Nazis in

World War II- on March 20. 1995.

"Victims feel as if they are being

left behind as the rest of the society

forgets what happened to them," he

said. -3, ^ if

She still has bouts of panic, and of

gasping for air - symptoms diag-

nosed as post-traumatic stress disor-

der. She manages to distract herself

with the help of a Walkman and med-

ication.

About half of 285 victims sur-

veyed recenfly by St. Luke's

International Hospital in Tokyo said

they continue to suffer from a vague

sort of fatigue.

Thirty percent complained of

chronic headaches, and more than

20 percent said they at times have

dizziness, irreg-
'

ular breathing,

nausea or loss of

appetite.

The Labor

Ministry has

spent $2.6 mil-

lion on medical

expenses for the

3,692 victims of

the subway
sItUck.

The families

ofl8 people who
died or were

seriously injured

in the subway

attack or the

1994 gassing received $424,000 in

compensation - about $23,535

apiece. But some 2,000 other vic-

tims, including housewives, children

and others who were unemployed,

were deemed ineligible.

Health and Welfare Ministry offi-

cial Yuroyuki Doi said the govern-

ment has not offered any compre-

hensive follow-up care or other sup-

port. He said the government isn't

lia'ole for what Aum Shinri Kyo did,

and that if victims want compensa-

tion they must get it from the cult.

A group of 42 victims is suing the

cult for damages, but almost certain-

ly won't be able to collect, no matter

what the court rules. The once

wealthy cult is now bankrupt.

"Our lives have been completely

turned around." said Shizue

Takahashi, whose husband - a sub-

way worker - died trying to help pas-

sengers reach safety above ground.

"For the victims, nothing has

changed." :,,

COST
From page 5

20 years and were based on a com-
pletely different supply system in

whictt the Pentagon bought large

quantities at cheaper prices and then

bore the storage costs.

Under the new system, Boeing
delivers parts in small quantities on
short notice as needed. Such a sys-

tem entails extra costs that show up
in the price .but it saves the buyer

huge inventory expenses, Dalton
said.

"These are parts that frequently

require precision machining, aero-

space tolerances and materials that

are specifically for the aerospace

industry," Dalton said.

In the case of Sundstrand, the

Pentagon's Defense Logistics

Agency bought items from the com-
pany catalog for higher prices than

the military had previously paid for

the same items.

The higher prices were paid, in

part, because the agency failed to

obtain cost data from Sundstrand,

according to the audit. In addition,

the Pentagon made repeated pur-

chases, ultimately amounting to

large quantities, without using its big-

bu^er leverage to demand discounts.

Hill, citing concerns about the

release of proprietary information,

did not release the actual audits. The
audit summaries were obtained by

The Associated Press.

The Sundstrand audit concerned

$23 million in purchases of aircraft

spare parts, including pistons,

gearshifts, gears, bearing bolls and
springs.

In one contract, the Pentagon
paid $6.1 million for commercial
parts that should have cost just $1.6

million under the Pentagon's "fair

and reasonable" pricing standard, a

280 percent markup, the audit said.

A Sundstrand spokesman did not

return a call seeking comment.
The Boeing audit focused on 179

delivery orders totaling $12 million

for structural panels, nttings, sup-

ports, washers, nuts and bolts for a

variety of aircraft. Most were parts

for military and commercial versions

of the Boeing 707.

On three contracts, the Pentagon

paid Boeing $5 million for parts that

the inspector general said should
have cost $2.8 million.

Hill said the Pentagon would have

been better served if it shopped
around rather than entering into a

sole-source contract And she disput-

ed Gansler's assertion that the prob-

lems were isolated.

"If they were making these

assumptions on these cases, they

were probably making them on other

cases," Hill said.
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Fri day
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Friday is
UCLA Day
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ALL BRUINS (STUDENTS.
FACULTY AND STAFF)

save 10%
ON PURCHASES,
(EVEN SALE-PRICED
STUFF) EVERY FRIDAY*
AND SAVE 100%
ON PARKING!
The savings are steep, the selection
is superb and the parking is free
(2 hours, with purchase). Macy's
Westwood is^ located at 10861 Weyburn
Avenue, across from the UCLA Medical
Center. You can enter from Weyburn
or Le Conte Avenues. • .-.;,...

Visit us on the Internet at www.macys.com

Current UCLA student or employee identification must be presented at time
of purchase. Not valid with any other coupon or discount offer. IQX does
not apply to cosmeti.cs. fragrances or fine jewelry. Discount offer is valid
each Friday only at Macy's Westwood.
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5 & 2 Beverly Hills

Acne Skin Care Clinic
15 years experience • •

AciM-A Tr«atabl«
•Deep Pore Cleaning •Rejuvenation

•Chemical Peel •Free Consultation

Dramatic Results in One IMontfi
920 S. Robertson #6
(Olympic & Robertson)

(310) 289-1762
!1! KE ^ab

RoYCE Hall

Featuring:

Carol Bu

John Lithgow

Paul Reiser

James and Jeanr>#

Don Henley
and an All-

SCA tickets are S 1 5 at the Central T\ckeK

(JamesWest Center)

You must present a current UCLA ID

to purchase tickets and to enter the theacK.

For more information, call (310) 825-210]

Celebrate The Retu
Saturday, April 4th 7:00 P.M.

Come to a performance celebrating the historic rec^ning

of UCLA's Royce Hall. This benefit to the arts of UCLA
will include a tribute to members of the community

who are supporters of the university.

Honoreesare

GInny Manci
Lew Wasseri

Harold Wi

JohnWi

attention

buy a ^^met

bruinlife
YEARBOOJL

get 20% off a Bruinlife Yearbook.

:^0 •
get $10 off an ArtCarved Class ring.

Do iioth and save.
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PROP. 187
From page 6

not to become substitutes for immi-

gration officers."

Rosenbaum said it was promising

that no other state followed

California's lead, particularly when

California is a bellwether for popular

legislation nationally.

"We are pleased," said Tomas
Saenz, counsel for the Mexican

American. Legal Defense and

Educational Fund. "It vindicates the

important constitutional principal

that we cannot be one nation unless

we have one immigration policy set

by the federal government."

Pfaelzer initially ruled in 1995 that

most of the initiative was unconstitu-

tional.

Wilson contended the federal wel-

fare reform act actually empowers

states to regulate public benefit

issues. He and supporters asked for

reconsideration. But in November,

she again struck down the heart of the

proposition, promising a future rul-

MARUUANA
"

ing on the remaining portions.

"As the court pointed out in its

prior opinion, California is powerless

to enact its own legislative scheme to

regulate immigration," Pfaelzer said

in Novelnber.

That ruling was partially based on

the 1996 Personal Responsibility and

Work Opportunity Reconciliation

Act, which overhauled welfare bene-

fits and denied them to undocument-

ed immigrants.

"When President CRnion signed

the PRA, he effectively ended any

further debate about what the states

could do in this field," Pfaelzer wrote

then.

She believes the U.S. immigration

policy is "to deny public benefits to all

but a narrowly defined class of immi-

grants which does not include illegal

immigrants."

In 1995 and 1997, she emphasized

that the state cannot bar undocu-

mented immigrant children from

pdblic schbols. That conclusion is

based on a 1982 Supreme Court rul-

ing that Wilson wants the high court

to reconsider.

From page 6

ing marijuana I feel healthier. I could

actually run a whole block, and sleep

at night and eat.

"I was really, really sick. I lost my
appetite. I lost my will to live. And a

lot of people here have given me the

will to live."

A 27-year-old man, who identified

himself only as Jaguar, said he was

diagnosed with AIDS when he was

15. He sat with his dog, Bear, at the

club's front door. Jaguar moved to

San Francisco from Florida five years

ago and has been homeless ever since.

"Pot's like a major upper for me. It

helps me eat. The more pot you

smoke, the more open-minded you

get ... your mind is going, and it keeps

you going."

In West Hollywood,

Mayor Steve Martin said

President Clinton's

stance on marijuana is

hypocritical.

"It's really disgusting

that President Clinton

can get on MTV as a can-

didate and say, 'I didn't

inhale.' That is just sheer

hypocrisy. What's such a

joke is they are so wor-

ried about a few people,

many of whom are

dying," Martin said.

"We have a lot of peo-

ple with AIDS and elder-

ly people that are afflict-

ed with glaucoma and

cancer. The compassion-

ate use of marijuana has

been a very real issue in

this community."

Kevin Zeese. presi-

dent of Common Sense

for Drug Policy, lauded

the mayors' efforts and

said closing the clubs would increase

street crime.

"I think the mayors realize that

closing these clubs would force

10,000 people into criminality. It

would be chaotic," Zeese said.

"If Washington is smart, they'll

realize they're in a lose/lose situation.

They can lose in the courts or lose in

the streets."

Whalen agreed the streets would

be safer if the clubs remain open.

"They're not out there looking,

they're not out there sneaking, they're

not out there doing (anything) ille-

gal," Whalen said of the Cannabis

Club's clients. "They're doing med-

ical."

The Astociited Press

A man smokes a cigarette while waiting for

the Cannabis Cultivators Club to open.

AFRICA
From page 1

South African government develop

career development services.

Invitations will be offered to South

Africans to come study at UCLA,
and administrators on the trip will

help train workers there.

In contrast, the student trip will

focus more on the development of

South African intellectual institu-

tions.

"Currently, 70 percent of South

Africa is black and only a small por-

tion of that group can get into col-

lege. We want to change those fig-

ures," said Darnell Grisby, USAC
general representative.

Anika Johnson, another signer of

the proposal, claimed that the condi-

tions for a trip to South Africa were

perfect.

"It's the right time in South

Africa's history and we have moti-

vated people who want to do this. If

we do this now we can create a link

between our two countries that will

improve both societies," Johnson

said. '

According to organizers, the tri'p

could bring UCLA to the forefront

of international politics.

"Chancellor Carnesale has

declared he wants to make UCLA a

great university - this is a great way

to do that. This could develop

UCLA internationally." Grisby said.

By developing an international

program like this. UCLA could

become comparable to universities

like Harvard, Grisby continued.

Political science professor

SeeAFIIia,pa9e19
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AFRICA
From page IS

Edmond Keller, considered an

expert on African politics and one of

the administrators going on the trip

next week, agreed.

With free elections coming this

May, as well as its human and mater-

ial capital, South Africa is at a criti-

cal juncture, Keller contends.

"UCLA has a great reputation

when it comes to international rela-

tions, but trips like this and develofv

ing relations with South Africa now
could improve our reputation great-

ly," Keller said.

Project South Africa will include

the creation of retention programs, a

text book drive and assistance in how
to start college newspapers.

Future trips to South Africa for

the project are planned on a regular

basis, though no dates or intervals

have been established.

BOSNIA
From page 8 - :^

the morale of our young men and

women who served in Bosnia," said

Rep. Benjamin Gilman, R-N.Y.,

chairman of the House International

Relations Committee, which earlier

this month rejected the same resolu-

tion.

In his testimony. Cohen had

argued that the Wan Powers Act

should not be tested on a peacekeep-

ing operation.

If Congress """^^
did not want the

troops to

remain in

Bosnia, all it

had to do was to

cut off the

funds, the for-

mer Republican

senator from

Maine told the

House panel,

conceding that

he had been

skeptical about the intervention

''when I sat on the other side of the

table."

Refusing to predict when the mis-

sion would end despite an assertion

by the chairman. Rep. Floyd Spence,

D-S.C, that it was "an open-ended

commitment with little chance of

success," Cohen said: "Is it going to

be a year, two years? No one can tell

you at this point. So it's open."

Spence, dissatisfied with Cohen's

describing the troops' stay as an

uncertainty, told him: "I don't know
when we will see the end of it."

He said the United States was tak-

ing sides, arming the Bosnian

Muslims, for instance, and "doing all

the rest of those things that get away

^orm peacekeeping. That's when we

get in trouble."

Albright, meanwhile, concentrat-

ed on practical reasons for keeping

the troops in Bosnia while concur-

ring with Cohen that there was no

constitutional obstacle. If the troops

""We didn't set a~
deadline (on a pull-

out) just to fool the

American people."

Madeleine Albright

Secretary of state

were withdrawn, she said, "it would

send a message of confusion and

uncertain resolve that could slow the

peace-building process, discourage

our allies from taking a larger share

of responsibility and possibly cause

extremist leaders to reassert their

influence with potentially deadly

consequences."

Initially, the Americans in the

NATO peace-
"~""~~^~" keeping force

j^were to stay in

Bosnia a year,

then 18 months,

and now Ginton

is extending their

mission without

any deadline.

Defending
this zigzag sce-

nario, Albright

said: "We set the

deadline because

we believed it.

We didn't set a deadline just to fool

the'American people. That's the last

thingweNvoulddo."

But Rep. Stephen E. Buyer, R-

Ind.. said. "It was almost shameful.

No one believed it would be a year."

And Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-

Calif., complained that the adminis-

tration had already spent S7 billion

for peacekeeping in Bosnia and was

now asking for more - $486.9 mil-

lion for July-September, the last

three months of the current fiscal

year, and $1.9 billion for fiscal year

1999.

Overall, Congress has generally

been supportive - if grudgingly - of

the administration's plans to keep

U.S. forces in Bosnia beyond the ear-

lier June deadline.

The Senate Appropriations

Committee on Tuesday voted 16-2,

in fact, for an emergency bill to pro-

vide funds for that purpose, as well

as for supporting the elevated U.S.

presence in the Persian Gulf.

DRUGS
From page 8

loss of U.S. aid.

Nelson said the Defense

Department has provided Mexico

with $76 million worth of equipment

in the last two years for anti-drug

efforts, but he said that includes heli-

copters that are of little use above

5,000 feet, where most opium poppy

is cultivated, and surveillance air-

craft that lack the capability to carry

out their proposed missions without

$3 million in modifications on each

plane.

"You'd think we'd at

least provide

equipment which is

fully operational."

Dianne Feinstcin

Senator, D.-Calif.

"You'd think we'd at least pro-

vide equipment which is fully opera-

tional." Feinstein said. "I'm sur-

prised, disappointed and somewhat

shocked that the Defense

Department didn't take this a little

more seriously."

Acting Assistant Secretary of

State Rand Beers said the adminiv

tration is well aware of concerns in

Congress about Mexico's drug-fight-

ing record and the certification deci-

sion.

"You have to look beyond num-

bers and look at what is really hap-

pening on the ground," Beers said,

pointing out Mexico's progress in

arresting drug dealers and curtailing

corruption.

Certification, he said, "is not

meant to drive wedges between us

and our foreign colleagues, but to

find ways to work with them more
effectively."

Donnie Marshall, acting deputy

administrator of the Drug
Enforcement Administration, also

credited Mexico for attempting to

build a reliable civilian law enforce-

ment agency, while adding that law

enforcement is only effective when

criminals are brought to justice. "At

present that is not occurring and, as

a result, citizens of both the United

States and Mexico are suffering

greatly."
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Class Begins

March 31st

expert teachers

superior maicnult>

smart technology

proven results

Boom times just keep getting

better for the law busmess.

•We're having another great

vear ift-L997 for mergers and acqui-
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product UabUity. you name
It, exuiu.
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at Skadden,Arps,
Meagher &Flom.

^The Wall Street Journal,

*
July 1, 1997

ot since the high-rolling

days of the late 1980's have

New York's corporate law

firms wooed the top law students

so assiduously. The ecomony is

surging, lawyers are doing very

nicely, thank you.

—The New York Tintes,

August 14, 1997
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And Kaplan, the world leader in test prep,

can help you succeed.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kapian.com

*LSAT Is a regittered trademaric of the Law School Admission Council.

From page 1

university, said that the loan is for an

emergency basis only. Thus, ASU»
CLA should pay back the loan

whenever it has the money.

"The intent was that when cash

balances were in place that ASU-
CLA should be paying back the uni-

versity," Santon said. "It imposes

some discipline on the relationship."

She also said that the emergency

line of credit is meant only so that

the association can meet payroll and

pay its bills.

"It was established for a very spe-

cific reason," Santon said.

The emergency line of credit was

originally given to ASUCLA in June

1996. It is distinct from the long-

term lo'an which the university lent

to the association to help it return to

financial stability.

ASUCLA made the transaction

because its current bank balance is

over $1 million. According to the

association's agreement with the

ui\iversity, it must pay back part of

the loan if it has a cash reserve of at

least SI million.

ASUCLA will have to borrow

that money from the university

again during the summer because its

balance will probably dip below SI

million.

Eastman said that because the

association's business is seasonal

and slows considerably during the

summer when few people are on

campus, the organization's cash

resources will almost definitely fall

below $1 million this summer.

In addition, ASUCLA asked the

university for a distinct mechanism

regarding how the association can

re-borrow the money it needs. Until

recently, ASUCLA management
did not know how much notice it

needed to give the university, how

the money would be delivered to the

association and what documenta-

tion the university needs to allocate

the funds.

"We've had difficulty, the three

times we've needed to borrow, hav-

ing a mechanism to borrow the

money," Eastman said.

ASUCLA is now in the process of

receiving that mechanism, Eastman

said. The association will have to

notify the university one to two

weeks in advance of its need for the

money and will have to provide a

bank statement which illustrates its

financial situation.

FIRES
From page 5

Yanomami.

"When the while man was still far

away and there were only Indians

here, the Tupan burned down all our

forest," he said. "Because of this, we

are worried about how we are going

to put out the Tire and where we will

get water."

Vegetation has dried to tinder,

and the annual brush-burning by

farmers, ranchers and Indians

roared over savanna and pastures

that cover much of the state. So far,

only about one-fifth of the burned

area is forest, but residents say the

outlook is ominous. ^
"This is the first time I've seen the

fire enter the forest," said Danoli.

"If the rain doesn't come next

month, the forest is gone."

Roraima Gov. Neudo Campos
says the fire has burned more than

IS million acres, or about 3 percent

of the state. One man has died. In

Boa Vista, a city of 150,000. smoke

forced the local airport to close for

three days.

On Wednesday, federal environ-

mental officials arrived in the city.

2,100 miles northwest of Rio de

Janeiro, to meet with Campos and

Hy over the affected area.

Political wrangling has delayed

^ Sec Fines, page 21
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From page 20

federal aid, two months after

Campos declared a state of emer-

gency. Some say the state infiated

reports of destruction to obtain

more loans. '. v? .

Gilberto Mendes, a firefighting

specialist from Rio de Janeiro, at

first thought it would take 1.000 fire-

fighters to combat the blaze. After a

closer look, he raised his estimate to

10.000.

: Today, the state has just 270 fire-

fighters and few tractors or other

equipment. They have built 6.000

small reservoirs and dug wells for

water to fight the blaze.

State Civil Defense Chief Kleber

Cerquinho said firefighters had been

deployed in Apiau, one of the worst-

hit regions that borders the

Yanomami reservation. But he had

to rely on journalists for progress

reports - he had no way to commu-
nicate with his men in the field.

Loggers, ranchers and farmers

already have razed about 12 percent

of Brazil's 2-million-square mile rain

foresP. Some scientists say the

.destruction adds to global warming.

CLASS
.From page 3

"The department has been criti-

cized in the past for being very rigid

and distant from the community.

They are starting to move away

from this sort of traditional policing

towards more community policing,"

Wilms said.

Community policing refers to the

practice of letting the public be

more actively involved in protecting

their environment. An example are

the neighborhood watch programs

that exist throughout the city.

After the outrage that resulted

from the Rodney King beating, the

LAPD saw the need for \Vide-scale

changes.

A Community Police Advisory

Board now exists for each of the 18

stations throughout the city. There

has also been pressure to move
authority down to the captains of

each stations, to individualize the

policy changes for each specific sta-

tion.

However, many obstacles still

exist before community policing can

be fully implemented. There is a

struggle going on within the depart-

ment because community policing

has never been defined before.

Also, traditional attitudes of the

community towards policemen

could present a problem.

Some feel that the bitterness

resulting from the Rodney King

incident will keep the public from

actively cooperating with the

LAPD.
Gascon hopes that this class will

spark an interest in students who
want to know more about public

management.

"With this class, we are trying to

help people really understand

what's going on in the formation of

public policy. We'll take a look at

the day to day workings of the

police department and watch and

listen to all the key policy makers,"

Gascon said.

Wilms stresses that this will not

be a textbook course. On two occa-

sions the class will travel to LAPD
headquarters and to one of the

Deparftnent's 18 area stations,

where they will be able to see how

different policies are carried out.

The cl^ss will also get a chance to

hear from different speakers who

are involved with the LAPD such as

Chief of Police Bernard Parks.

"It's such an interesting group of

people that the students get to spend

time with. The LAPD is an agency

that's really trying to change with all

sorts of influences from_ ifkside and

out," Wilms said.

*98 Q: How can you stand out at Commencement 1998?

a) Deliver the Candidates' Speaker Address. One undergraduate student from
'

among each division of the graduating class will be selected to deliver a five-

minute address at their Commencement ceremony.
Application Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Friday. April 10. 1998.

b) Sing the National Anthem and/or the UCLA Alma Mater. After an a capella

audition of both songs a student(s) will be selected to sing at each
Commencement ceremony. .

"

Application Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Fridav. April 10. 1998.

c) Receive the Chancellor's Service Award. Approximately 125 graduating
seniors will receive this award in recognition of outstanding University and
community service. Chancellor's Service Award recipients are distinguished by the

t>iue and gold fourragere which is worn at their Commencement ceremony. Please
inquire at the Dean of Students Office (1206 Murphy Hall) for applications and
information.

Application Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Fridav. April 17. 1998. '- -

t

A: All of the Above!

Chancellor's Service Award Only!
Dean of Students Office

1206 Murphy Hall, Mail code: 162601

"

College of Letters & Science
Academic Events Office

Atten: Commencement
B-300 Murphy Hall, Mailcode:. 149301

310-206-1232/310-206-3535
http://www.college.ucla.edu/up/commencement/

College ofLetters & Science

Don't rely on

mental notes
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Call (310)394-0247
1502 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 303, Santa Monica •Email: sheily@DDS4U.com

Course Begins On:

Course Ends On:

Course Location:

Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT

Saturday,June 20, 1998 ~

Thursday, August 13, 1998

Hyperleaming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The HyperleamingSummerMCATprogram is 9 weetcs in length.

Session Days Time

lOKX) am -12:30 pm
1:00pm-330pm
4:00 pm- 630 pm
6:45 pm -9:15 pm

lOKX) am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4K)0pm- 6:30 pm
6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Wtthcfl^ Program

. jj(tt Saturday - Sunday 10:00 am - 12:30 pm,

130pm -430pm
alternate Weds. 6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs
'

Monday -Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday-Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday-Friday

Monday -Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday-Friday

Practice MCAT Pays Time

June 27,1998

July 11, 1998

July 25, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00am-430pm

9:00 am- 4*30 pm
9:00am-430pm

9:00am-4'30pm

9:00am-430pm

• Computer-analyzed score reportprovided.

u.
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Call us at (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD BOUND

SYMPOSIUM
From page 1

before the controversy overwhelms

us like what happened with

cloning," Campbell said.

Among topics that are scheduled

to be discussed at the symposium

are ethics and safety, in-vitro fertil-

ization and the battle against dis-

ease.

The symposium will be held

Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

in Schoenberg Hall. Admission is

free and the event is open to the

public.

For more information, contact

the UCLA Study for the Center of

Evolution and the Origin of Life at

(310) 825-1769 or visit their web site

at www.ess.ucla.edu/huge.

BILINGUAL
From page 1

dren in K-3 need at least two years of

English in order to t>ecome moder-

ately active participants of an all

English-si>eaking classroom. As the

child gets older he or she needs at

least three to five years of English

instruction.

"It is of great value to teach in

both the child's native language and

English to allow an acquired transi-

tion to occur," Hilger said. "Such

guidance, which includes both lan-

guages, helps children avoid the

trauma of total isolation."

Opponents also point out that the

proposition will have tremendous

impact on culture issues.

Lina Velasco, the high school out-

reach coordinator for Movimiento

Estudiantil Chicana/o de Aztlan

(MEChA) believes that Proposition

227 will give a child the message that

his or her native language is no

longer necessary.

"The child is forced to forget

his/her cultural memory by being

denied of the legitimacy of his/her

language," added Enrique De La

Cruz, assistant director of the Asian

American Studies Center.

If passed. Proposition 227 will go

into effect 60 days after the vote,

which will force 1.4 million students

out of fostered bilingual education.

"Such a dramatic change will

effect the child's academic perfor-

mance and may even retard the

acquisition of the English lan-

guage," Hilger said.

The proposal also encourages

grouping by English proficiency

alone, which means children of all

ages will be in one classroom.

"Language acquisition is a devel-

oped cognitive process that may
vary with different cultures. The
older you get the more difficult it

becomes to learn new things," De La
Cruz said.

"Therefore, one size fits all will

not work," he added.

Opponents also believe that one

year of sheltered English with many
children of varying ages, in one

classroom, will greatly impact how
these students face their educational

career goals in the futuie.

"If this proposition does pass and

goes into affect, it is almost certain

that there will be a significant

decrease in the percentage of minor-

ity students in institutions for higher

learning," De La Cruz said.

"It is also likely that there will be

an increased number of ESL college

students," he added.

Proponents of the bill argue that,

under 227, parents are given the

option to transfer their children to

bilingual classes.

The initiative requires parents to

speak to the principal, who would
explain both the bilingual program
and the program Unz is proposing.

After such a meeting the parent
would be given a petition to request

bilingual education for his or her

child.

$«eMLIIKIMi,pa9e23

BILINGUAL
From page 22

^ However, oftentimes parents can

""only speak their own native lan-

"guage. :

~~

"Voters must realize that these

parents cannot comprehend the
' English language. Hence, transfer-

'\ ring children into bilingual educa-

tion would not be an option for

immigrants if the Unz initiative were

^to pass," De La Cruz said.

— Often times the public has mis-

' conceptions of what bilingual educa-

tion does and because of these mis-

understandings, some first-genera-

'. tion parents object to their children

being in such programs.

"My parents never wanted me in

bilingual education because they

believed that this program would

deprive me of adequate comprehen-

sion of both the English and Spanish

language - they believed the pro-

gram was inefficient," said Diana

Rivera, a first-year political science

student.

"My mother tried to do her best

in schooling me, but learning

Spanish became difficult and 1 was
• made fun of for not being able to
' speak or write my own language."

she added.

However, Unz supporters contin-
' ue to believe that bilingual education

is falling short of its original inten-

tions.
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"Bilingual education is

not a failure."

Concepcidn Valadez

Associate professor

In education

"Bilingual education was sup-

posed to help our children conquer

the business language, but instead it

has become a program that shows

little faith in our children's intel-

lect," said David Michelstein, for-

mer UCLA student and current

Proposition 227 campaign volun-

teer.

"We let them stay in a failing pro-

gram that only helps them fall

behind their peers in English class-

rooms. The Unz initiative will give

our children the lawful and moral

right of being taught the English lan-

guage and in turn they will be given

the economic opportunity they

deserve," he added.

Unz also argues that the bilingual

education program is the cause for

poor academic achievement

statewide.

"California currently (does) a

poor job of educating immigrant

children, (and we are) wasting finan-

cial resources on costly experimental

language programs whose failure

over the past two decades is demon-

strated by current high drop-out

rates," Unz said.

Statistics have shown that only 6

percent of bilingual education stu-

dents move into English speaking

classrooms. It is also proven that the

drop out rate for those in bilingual

education is more than 35 percent.

However, supporters of bilingual

education believe Unz is unjustly

attacking bilingual education.

"Bilingual education is not a fail-

ure. This program is not the reason

for high drop out rates from public

schools, as can be seen by the 40 per-

cent of African Americans who drop

out and the 18 percent of

Caucasians," said Concepcion

Valadez, an associate professor in

education.

"Voters in the June primary

should look at the facts before they

commit California to the Unz initia-

tive," she added. "This initiative

wants to strip our children of their

pride, culture and, most important-

ly, of a good education."
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DEAL IN TOWN!
For Delivery, Take-out,

Or Dine-In. • •

BRING IT ON!!!
Don Antonio's will accept any pizzeria's
or Italian eatery's coupon until 4/5/98 !!!

Wow! Items must be comparable, and
all of our competitor's restrictions still

apply! Sorry, no car wash!

1 136 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

..

ORCAU.(310) 209-1422 FOR FREE DEUVERY TIL 3K)0 AM.

}M\ere on earth is the
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Arthur Ashe Student Health

& Wellness Center?
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Student Health Service is now located in the Arthur Ashe Student

Health and Wellness Center, on the Plaza between the Wooden Center

and the Men's Gym.

Extended Spring Hours:

Beginning 6 April,

open 8 am to 7 pm,

Monday through Friday.

Free cholesterol testing:

Today, 1 8 March, 5 pm to 8 pm

Covel Commons

Co-sponsored by ORL

We're only here for you

so, come by or call 825-4073

Visit th« SHS web site:

http://www.saon9t.uclci.edu/health.htm
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Student fees

help others
Thumbs up to a stu-

dent- designed
mandatory fee creat-

ed to allow more students to

be able to afTord attending

school.

The program at the

University of Illinois aims to

make college more affordable

for those who need financial

assistance. Each student is

charged $9 per year, while the

Illinois Student Assistance

Commission matches every

dollar collected by the stu-

dents. The commission then

takes the money and awards

students demonstrating need

for fmancial assistance.

Students have the opportuni-

ty every four years to vote

whether the program should

continue.

While the concept of stu-

dents helping other needy

students is great, the state

should be providing -all the

financial aid to make higher

education more affordable

and accessible to all. The
Slate should bear the respon-

sibility.

Campus club

funding cut
f^j Thumbs down to the

J
Y^l Northwestern
^'^ University
Associated Student

Government for cutting

funding for several campus
student groups. The organi-

zations no longer recognized

by the student government

will not be able to apply for

funding which goes toward

paying for programs
throughout the year. The stu-

dent government committee

<«nade their decision to cut

recognition based on groups'

membership, financial con-

duct, quality of program-

ming and hc'.v similar they

are to other groups.

However, some organiza-

tions claimed that their pro-

gramming was weak as a

Ecsult of inadequate funding

in the first place. The
Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian

Alliance and the Taiwanese

American Students Club

were among the many orga-

nizations cut by the student

government's funding priori-

ties. Group members
stressed the importance of

each of the individual clubs

to promote awareness of

their specific causes.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down
represents a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board. Send comments or

suggestions to

thumbs@media.ucla.edu

Insecurity obscures mother's talents

Amy

Turner

QUESTIONS: Society can

make adolescents hate

parent's unique quirks

I
spend a lot of time loathing and

loving the fact that the human
race is such a slew of adaptable

putty-heads. I look back at where I'm

from and what I

was taught to

value: all of the

sparkly-

Mercedes dri-

ving. Neiman

Marcus-shop-

ping, two-story

ocean-front

home-owning

baloney that

leaves a com-

munity para-

lyzed in its need

for things to

define themselves. I remember being

blind to all of the conditioned mad-

ness. I'm pretty much a putty-head.

»

When I was 10 1 was angry

because my mother didn't wear eye-

liner or have Estee Lauder pink

acrylic nails like the other mothers I

saw. I was bitter because she rarely

wore anything besides school-teacher

dresses with big pockets in the front

and because she drove a dumpy car. I

was mortified that my mother was

not glamorous.

In elementary school I loathed

having my mother pick me up in

front of the playground. ! could ~
never decide whether it was worse to

walk home (I had to pass the high

,;School and there were tenacious

attacks from the angst-ridden ban-

dos) or get into her dilapidated Capri

in front ofmy peers When the latter

would happen, and it usually did. I

would seethe with passionate hate,

abnormal for a 10-year-old. It was not

like the other parents" cars. There

was an inch-and-a-half of Cheerios

and other organic litter on the floor.

(My younger brother still felt com-

Turner is a ridiculously nostalgic

English student.

p>elled to snack without coordina-

tion.) Inside, the marigold stuffing

poured out of the vinyl sun<racked

seams; outside it was a muted teal. 1

hated it because there was only an

AM radio that played '50s music,

because my mother was totally

unfazed and because she would drive

around singing out of tune, bongo-

ing her thumbs on the shredded steer-

ing wheel. I hated the name Capri. It

was a wannabe wussy sportscar. I

hated it because my mom would

laugh, throw us some Cheerios, sing

louder and say, "Honey, I'm not

going to spend a lot of money on a

car you kids eat and slobber and spill

in!" My little brother would grin in

cahoots with her, with Cheerios stuck

to his T-shirt like ornaments on a

Christmas tree. It wasn't like my best

friend's mom's car, that sleek white

Mercedes with the sunroof, the

tapedeck and the Bruce Springsteen

album ("Greetings from Asbury

Park, NJ") we liked to listen to. Her

car smelled like perfume. My mother

didn't wear perfume.

I loved to ride in that Mercedes. I

loved the leatherette cushion that

pulled out in the center and separated

my best friend and me into equal

spaces.

The back seat of the Capri had an

almost complete lack of interior. The

majority was springy yellow foam.

(Before having children my parents

$eenilNER,pa9e31

Don't trade today's joy for tomorrow's stress
HAPPINESS: We could all

learn to enjoy a bit more

chaos, a bit less structure

Tuesday morning. 6:33 a.m.

Static, static . "amor, amor,

amor"... Ahh, my radio had

come on, signalling that another day

had begun. I stumbled from bed,

pawed in the

direction of the

sound to shut' it

off, and dragged

down the hall to

the showers. I

was out of T-

shirts, my shoes

were still wet

from the rain,

and breakfast ...

Man, don't get

me started on

that nasty

orange juice. I

Brent

Hopkins

Brent Hopkins is a first-year American

literature and cuHures student

managed to lug myself to Spanish

class, where I was presented with my
most recent quiz, which had eiirned a

C-. Yes. this was going to be one of

those days

Know what the funny thing is? It

wasn't. I went outside, with the

weight of the impending failure in

Spanish and a six-page paper due at 4

p.m. hovering over me. Once I saw

the sunlight, though, all that evaporat-

ed in a little puff. You know those

days after it's just rained - the sky is

clear for miles, with no hint of clouds,

smog, or anything nasty in the air?

Somehow, seeing that sublime blue

blanketing the skies. I couldn't worry

about my grades, that paper I hadn't

finished or the outstanding bill I had

on my desk, demanding that I finally

pay for those Barry While CDs I

ordered way back in November.

This might seem like a pretty trivial

thing. A sunny day in Southern

California? Big deal. I would argue,

however, that it is indeed a big deal. I

look all around this gigantic campus

and see people wound far too tightly

- people who arc so caught up in who

they're going to be that they forget

who they are.

The college years are critically

important, no doubt. I realize that the

degree you get and the people you

meet are going to have an impact on

you for the rest of your life. I'm well

aware of the fact that classes are

important I also know, though, that

all these things shouldn't prevent you

from enjoying your life now.

We all want the American dream.

Nice house, nice family, nice job, cool

car. For some of us, the particulars

are a bit different. Maybe your house

is a beach-front mansion, maybe it's a

teepee. Perhaps your car is a Lincoln,

or perhaps it's a '73 Volkswagen Bus

with no back window. My point is

that we all want to feel like we've led

successful lives when we look back at

them.

I remember back in high school,

right after school had let out for the

summer, that I was sitting around,

playing Spades with some friends. We
were having a lazy, drawn-out conver-

sation about life, and eventually the

subject of the future came up. One of

those "what do you want to be when

you grow up?" deals. People spouted

off various things Hke computer engi-

neer, actor, journalist and whatnot.

There was one girl left I asked her

what she wanted to do with her future

as she trumped my sure winner with a

spade.

"I want to be happy."

That's all she said, and game-play

continued as my partner and I were

systematically destroyed. At first, I

thought that she'd given a really stu-

pid, generic answer, but the more I

thought about it, she'd^aid one of the

wisest and most clever things I've

ever heard.

She wasn't interested in whether

she was a CEO or a taxi driver. She

didn't care about where she would

live, who she'd marry, what the future

held for her or anything stupid like

that. The important thing was the

feeling she got, not how she got it.

That moment, though nearly two

years ago, still stands out, crystal

dear in my mind.

Sec page 28

lS!!??,Sithe midnightyell
THE LAST COLUMN: While

you «till can, engage in

camaraderie with fellows

/V

Michael

Daugherty

*Goodbye, brothers! You were a

"good crowd. As good a crowd as

ever fisted with wild cries the beat-

ing canvas of a heavy foresail; or

-tossing aloft, invisible in the night,

gave back yell for yell to a westerly

gale."

; -Joseph Conrad

I
recall read-

ing about a

relatively

harmless little

ritual practiced

by dormitory

dwellers during

finals week

called

"Midnight

Yell." It takes

its name from

the fact that it

involves yelling

and that it hap-

pens at midnight.

I suppose the university's posi-

tion on recreational midnight

yelling is not unlike the position

that many of us hold on the issue of

noise generated by people other

than ourselves.

For the record: At this university,

yelling is a sanctioned activity. Yell

your brains out at a proper sporting

event, but don't yell from your

dorm room window at midnight

during finals week. If you are

caught, you'll face the same penalty

as those convicted of a first-offense

armed robbery: 15 to 30 hours of

community service.

It seems the real people who live

Michael Daugherty was a fourth year

English student. His e-mail address is

daughert9ucla.edu until URSA says

otherwise.

in Westwood don't like Midnight

Yell. I personally don't have a lot of

sympathy for anyone who has cho-

sen to live within yelling distance of

a humongous university populated

by hordes of wild-eyed debauchees

and their students. But in fairness,

we need to consider both sides of

the argument.

On one hand, they have a legiti-

mate gripe. Twelve times a year,

during the hours traditionally allo-

cated for beddy-bye and surfing

porn sites on the web, the shroud of

moneyed silence that envelopes

their picturesque enclave (situated

smack-dab in the middle of 12 mil-

lion other people) is rudely pierced

by something other than a med-evac

helicopter or a spouse's duvet-

shredding, chronic flatulence. —r-

On the other hand: screw 'em. -.

Noise happens. Westwood's T^
Puritan League, in all its wisdom,

doesn't have any qualms about

putting us through months of ear-

melting daytime noise generated by

legions ofjack-hammerers

employed for that oh-so-noble cause

of colorizing the crosswalks. But

don't yell at midnight, dammit. You
might get in trouble.

Don't worry about it. When
your RA finally blows the hinges

off your door with a couple of

12-gauge slugs, tell her you

weren't yelling, that it

was ... uh ... your

ventriloquist

neighbor trying to be funny. Tell her

you were practicing primal scream

therapy for a psych final. Tell her

URSA made you do it.

I'll admit, I haven't done much
research on this issue. Perhaps by

encouraging you to break a univer-

sity rule, somebody will get mad at

me and make me do community ser-

vice for conspiring to commit a

noise.

Fine, I'll do it. r

every crosswalk in

Westwood if that's

what they want.

I argue here

that the Midnight Yell serves the

betterment of humanity:

Community service is a good thing;

ergo, doing something that very

well might lead to community ser-

vice is a good thing; ergo, partici-

pating in Midnight Yell is a good

* SeeMU«IEirrY,page30

America needs

to think twice

about military^

court system

JUSTICE: Hierarchical

structure encourages

gender discrimination

By Erica S. Flores and Mkhde
Haydd

The recent verdict acquitting

former Sgt. Major Gene
McKinneyof 18outofl9

counts of sexual misconduct has

severe implications for women in

the military and further exempli-

fies the inequities of the military

justice system.

The military jury, composed of

six men and two women, rejected

the accusations of six military

women who accused McKinney
of unwanted sexual advances.

Nevertheless, McKinney was

convicted on one count of
"

obstruction ofjustice because of

an audio tape documenting his

attempt to suppress the testinwny

of one of his accusers. Obviously,

McKinney had something to

hide. What prompted him to

engage in such a conversation if

he was, in fact, innocent?

Contrary to McKinney's

defense, it is unlikely that six

independent women would come
forward with accusations of sexu-

al harassment and subject them-

selves to the stress of a courtroom

trial and the accompanying

S«cHIMES,pa9c29

Flores is a fourth-year sociology

student minorir>g in public policy.

She can be reached at

ericaf@ucla.edu. Haydel is a fourth-

year political science student with

a specialization in business admin-

istration. She can be reached at

mhaydel@ucla.edu.
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U.S. needs monument
to moum African slaves
MEMORIAL Nation must

pay tribute to individuals

who sacrificed their lives

ByVktorPatton

The "slavery issue" still remains

as the festering boil left

untreated on the face of what

many Americans would consider to

be the glory of this nation's past..

Even the mere invocation of the

word slavery, due to its historical

implications, can often make whites

defensive of their role in history. And
it serves as a reminder to blacks of

how they were the unwilling partici-

pants in a capitalist endeavor in

which they were the actual commodi-

ty.

Patton is a UCLA graduate in history and

is currently a staff writer for the

Sacramento Observer. He can be

reached at koolvibe@yahoacom.

The context in which we as

Americans view our history, in light

of this "slavery issue" speaks toward

the heart and essence of everything

that we as Americans are today, and

the very substance of who our chil-

dren will be in the future.

Will we remain a nation of individ-

uals who praise a glorious history of

America which has simply never

existed? Or a nation of brave individ-

uals unafraid to approach our history

with candor and truth, recognizing

that the crimson strips of our beloved

flag are also permanently stained

with the blood of Africans and other

people of color as well?

T)ie Associated Press reported last

week that while President Clinton

will address the issue of slavery dur-

ing his trip to Africa next month, he

will not issue a formal apology to

African Americans for slavery.

President Clinton should not apol-

ogize for slavery for several reasons.

See MTTON, page 27
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No one has right to question good intentions
IRAQ: Attacking motives of rally protesting sanctions

serves simply as method to divert students' attention

attention away from the issue in Iraq,

many things need to be made clear.

Sarcastically implying that the time

of the rally was no coincidence,

Ruttenberg asked why students were

suddenly interested in Iraq. If people

had been paying attention to the news

lately, they would know that there was

talk of bombing Iraq after March 23.

For that reason, the Muslim Students

Association, as well as students from

other concerned groups, have been

handing out fliers and displaying

posters on Bruin Walk to educate peo-

ple on the situation, as well as planning

for a rally in an elTort to prevent the

bombmg. Although the bombing did

not occur, the need to end the sanc-

ByHodaShMwky

Last week, Roee Ruttenberg

attacked USAC members

Kandea Mosley and Stacey Lee

for supporting the March 5 rally put

on by a coalition which called for the

lifting of sanctions on Iraq ("Rally

serves as kickofffor election games."

March 12). According to him, they

viewed this time as a perfect opportu-

nity for Students First! to find new

constituents in order to get reelected in

the spring. However, before such

rhetoric may be used to divert the

Shawky is the president of the Muslim

Student Association.

tions still remains an issue more

important than the prevention of war.

The sanctions are the reason why we

decided to hold the rally in the first

place - with or without the help Qf any

other group.

Because of U.S. sanctions, more

Iraqi children have died than Japanese

from the atomic bombs and Bosnians

from "ethnic cleansing" combined -

and each one of those events was a

genocide. Ruttenberg claims that

much of our information is incorrect.

He is ignorant of the fact that our

information came from reports made
by U.N. agencies such as UNICEF.
While people with compassion for

mankind rallied to increase campus

awareness on the issue, they were dis-

credited for not having taken enough

political science classes on the Middle

East to prove that they know some-

thing about the topic. Since when do

we have to take courses on issues

before we can stand up for what is

just?

I've never taken a course on

African American history, but I know
slavery is wrong.

He admits that 4S00 Iraqi children

die each year in Iraq, further claiming

that this number has not increased

since the time of the sanctions. To cor-

rect his mistake, that is the number of

children who die in Iraq each month -

now multiply that by 12 months per

year! This unfortunate ignorance is

why MSA felt the urgency in educat-

ing the UCLA campus about Iraq.

Perhaps Ruttenberg had a point in

arguing that the rally was too one-

sided (the other side is presented all

day long by the popular media).

However, we hope that some aware-

ness was raised about the situation in

Iraq, instead of fuming with rhetoric,

perhaps he could have suggested a way

in which our cfTorts would have gar-

nered results. We always welcome

honest and productive criticism.

We are all entitled to our own opin-

ions about issues, but no one has the

right to question the intentions behind

others' choices in sup|X)rting a cause.

The rally for Iraq was a much-needed

spark to awaken Bruins to what the

media has failed to adequately cover.

Do not try to cover the attempts of stu-

dents to educate others on Iraq by

using the elections of spring quarter to

divert attention away from the topic.

The concerned students on campus

would like to thank Roee, however, for

initiating another avenue by which we
can further help to educate our cam-

pus on such humanitarian issues.

Planning to increase diversity with community programs
OUTREACH: New project

will give schools direct

link to college students

ByCJudsonKing

The University of California has

ambitious plans for enhanced out-

reach activities. These programs

should help make the academic prepa-

ration of California's high school grad-

uates more uniform and thereby help

us maintain a diverse student body.

King is the provost and senior vice pres-

ident for academic affairs for the

University of California.

reflective of the states' population.

In July 1995. when the regents

called for no consideration of race,

religion, sex, color, ethnicity or nation-

al origin in admissions, they chartered

a task force to develop proposals for

new directions and increased funding

for outreach to pre<:ollege students.

The regents affirmed that we should

strive to have a diverse student body.

Diversity is vital because it enriches

the academic experience. The UC
must be open and accessible to all.

I am pleased that I was able to co-

chair the task force on outreach. I was

joined by 33 other administrators, stu-

dents and representatives of the busi-

ness community, other sectors ofedu-

cation and state agencies. The regents

adopted our recommendations in July.

We found that the case of dift'er-

ences in educational motivation and

achievement are many and complex.

UC should be able to do most about

improving and evening out the quality

and level of preparation afforded by

our schools. Our principal goal is

therefore for each of the UCs to create

partnerships with the community to

help high schools and dissociated feed-

er elementary and middle schook. We
will pick the partner schools from

those that are educationally disadvan-

taged by any of several measures.

Among those, we will pick schools

where leaders demonstrate a serious

interest in working with us to improve.

In addition, we will evaluate our

student-centered development pro-

grams such as Mathematics

Engineering and Science Achievement

and Early Academic Outreach

Programs, and will build upon those

that accomplish the most, as well as

start new programs. We will also

increase our supply of information to

students, families and schools, as well

as recruitment of undergraduate, grad-

uate and professional students. Finally,

we want to bring the university's intel-

lectual horsepower to bear on the caus-

es ofdifferences in educational out-

comes in our society, and we will struc-

ture research along those lines.

We estimate that we need to spend

another $60 million per year to carry

out the plan. This will atxHit double

what we spend on our current out-

reach programs. We expect to get

these funds through a partnership as

well - state funds to UC, funds from

our K-12 partners, the business com-

munity and the federal government.

Thejob will be challenging, but it is

surely a well-paced effort. Many ofthe

university's outreach programs rdy on
students as tutors, mentors and univer-

sity representatives. In addition, stu-

dent creativity and initiative are an

important source of developing out-

reach programs. To spur thinking, we
recendy have provided each chancel-

lor with S IO,(XX) to support student

work in this area. We hope students

will join in partnership activities and in

other vh^ys to expand outreach.
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History often has selective memory
ACHIEVEMENTS: Robeson

finally given due notice

after one hundred years

By A. Marisol Subona and Kdy
VbhaUs

Do you know who Paul Robeson

is? Did you learn about him in history

class? Was his name even mentioned

at your school during Black History

Month? Do you know that there is an

entire class at UCLA about him?

Unfortunately, although Robeson

deserves as much recognition as Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcom

X, most Americans have never even

heard his name.

Robeson's multifaceted talents

have long been mahgned, ignored

and often denied. He was a scholar,

athlete, singer, stage and saeen actor,

orator, linguist, lawyer and political

activist for human civd rights of peo-

ple all around the world. Yej,

although his greatness is unmatched,

his legacy has not been preserved.

Therefore, on the centennial of his

birth, it is crucial to revive the memo-
ry of a man who is, arguably, the

greatest renaissance person of the

20th century.

Robeson was bom on April 9,

1898, in Princeton, N.J. His father

was an escaped slave, who taught him

to stand up for what he believed,

regardless of the price or conse-

quences of his actions. Robeson

I . . I .1 - II II

Suisor^a is a senkx double nf^)orir>g in

history and political science.Vlahakis is

a third-year communication studies

and history student

never backed away from a challenge

or his moral convictions.
-

In an era where racism affbrded

African Americans few basic rights,

Robeson still managed to perform

brilliantly in each of his endeavors. In

1915 he won u four-year academic

scholarship to Rutgers University

and graduated Phi Beta Kappa and

valedictorian.

During his years there he lettered

in baseball, basketball track, and was

named twice to the All-American

football team, the first All-Ameriam

in Rutgers history. Although he con-

fronted racism at every corner.

Robeson excelled at Rutgen and pro-

ceeded to attend Columbia Law
School. As a lawyer, Robeson's full

potential was suppressed by racism.

Instead, he turned to theater and

music as a means of exercising his tal-

ent and full potential.

He became the first African

American to play Othello. His stun-

ning performance became the longest

running Shakespearean play in

Broadway history. Along with

appearing in theatrical productions

he also starred in such films as,

Sanders of the River, King

Solomon's Mines, Proud Valley,

Body and Soul, The Emperor Jones,

Jericho, Tales of Manhattan, and sev-

eral others. Through his music, he

promoted empowerment through

black spirituals and sang in numerous

languages throughout the United

States. Africa, Europe and the Soviet

Union to encourage peace and social

Justice. With these talents, he began

his journey to restore dignity to his

people. Unfortunately, his human

and civil rights activities placed him

under intense scrutiny by the House

on Un-American Activities

Committee during the McCarthy era

and the Cold War. It labeled him iis a

communist, revoked his passport,

and sabotaged his entire career. As a

victim of the political hysteria of the

times, his outstanding lifetime accom-

plishn»ents were tragically erased

from our historical records. His lega-

cy is not widely taught in our school

nor is his name known by the majori-

ty of our population. Instead of being

remembered as the hero that he was,

our historical amnesia has allowed

him to fade away.

A remedy for this atrocious cen-

sorship is finally beginning to surface.

This year, the centennial of his birth,

a concerted eflbrt is being made

throughout the nation to pay tribute

to this quintessential genius. On Feb.

25, he was awarded a Lifetime

Achievement Award during the

Grammy proceedings.

Furthermore, committees all over

the country are putting on events in

his honor. Currently, there is an

exhibit at the Hollywood

Entertainment Museum as well as at

the KerckhofT Art Gallery at UCLA.
Abo, on April 9, a birthday cele-

bration for Robeson will take place at

the Museum ofToterance from 7-10

p.m. For more information on

upcoming events, you can contact the

Paul Robeson Community Center

and Centennial Committee of

Southern CaTifornia at (213) 752-

PAUL (7285) or visit one of the

many web sites Paul Robeson is only

one of many people who our sani-

tized version ofhistory chooses to

ignore. It is our responsibility to

empower ourselves through learning

more about these important people.

PAHON
From page 25

but mainly because even if such an

apology was given, it would not

alleviate the racial attitudes which

permeate every aspect of American

society.

The vast majority of whites will

continue to ignore the fact that they

are the direct benefactors of slavery

and oppression. Meanwhile the

vast majority of blacks will remain

frustrated with whites for their con-

tinuing complicity through igno-

rance.

However, this does not mean
that progressive individuals from

both races cannot find a viable

solution to change black and white

perceptions of one another, which

for the most part have remained in

diametric opposition.

Part of the solution, at least in

the short run, is for Americans to

collectively establish a National

Black Holocaust Monument.

Several historians have estimat-

ed that over 60 million Africans

suffered and died during the Trans-

Atlantic slave trade, in additisn to

the ones that would experience

unimaginable horrors visited upon

them by colonial oppressors after

their arrival in New World.

Mourning for Americans, by

Americans, and the establishment

of a National Black Holocaust

Monument would serve a dual pur-

pose.

First of all, it would allow

African Americans to come togeth-

er, and attempt to lay to rest the

souls of their ancestors whose voic-

es can still be heard from the grave,

and secondly it would compel all

progressive people of the world to

finally acknowledge that this

unimaginable horror took place.

Not once in its over 200 years of

existence has the United States ever

established a place where people

from all over the nation can mourn

for Africans who most unwillingly

spilled their blood, so that the

experiment of America could come
to fruition.

Acknowledging the blood-

stained past and wrongs of our

country does nothing to take away

from historical greatness of

America, but can only serve to

improve America for future gener-

ations, and prove to the entire

world that the United States is

indeed striving to become the

multi-cultural democracy which has

been left unrealized.

With these things taken into con-

sideration, I hereby challenge

President Clinton to not merely

make an apology to African

Americans for the historical event

of slavery, but to go a major step

further, and allocate funds to build

a National Black Holocaust

Monument which will serve not

only to recognize and pay tribute to

the Africans who suffered and died

through slavery yesterday, but also

to educate and enlighten the people

of the world today of this travesty

which we must never ever allow to
.

"

happen again.

President Qinton's words of an

apology would only be worth the

breath it takes to muster them from

his lips. But a Black Holocaust

Monument comparable to the

other great monuments of this

country and the world, would stand

the test of time, and remind genera-

tions of Americans of the sacrifices

of our African forefathers and fore-

mothers, who were brought toihis

country in bondage.

As Martin Luther King Jr. said

so eloquently, "We must learn to

live together as brothers or perish

together as fools." The time is

now.
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Associoted Students UCLA
Boord of Directors

March
Board Meeting

On th« Agenda

• Approval of Minutes of

February 27, 1998 Meeting •

• Executive Director's Report

• Committee Reports

• Rnance Report

• Appointment of Retreat Planning Committee

Prior Board Meeting

At the February 27, 1998 Regular Meeting, the

Associated Students UCLA Board of Directors

took action on the following matters:

• Approved the Plan to operate the Gonda

Building Cafe

Friday, 12:00 noon

March 20, 1998

Kerckhoff Hall 133

BSKumosmiHin

OCBI
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Strategy Session & Test

What would you score today?
Take a FREE LSAT with The Princeton Review, ft find out!
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Call today to put your Future in motion!

(800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 4/3-3423

HOPKINS
From page 24

I've always had my particular little

ideas about what I'd like to do what

my life, but now I see that if they J~.

don't work out exactly as I'd t

planned, that it isn't the end of the -

world. I'm not saying that I want to

'

end up as a skid-row drunk, trying to

scrounge up quarters to buy another

bottle of Wild Turkey, but rather that

the road to happiness doesn't neces-

sarily have to be set and defmed by

the age of 18. —
There's nothing wrong with hav«

'

tng goals. I think it's a good idea to

have a plan for what you want to do.

When that plan consumes you, and

you forget how to enjoy life, there's a

problem. You know the people who
do this, the ones with those gigantic

bags under their eyes in the middle of

the week, whose hands twitch when
they don't have a pen in their hands

and who freak out if they get "only"

an A< on a quiz worth 2 percent of

their grade. These people are slowly

killing themselves for the sake of the,

future.

I don't think that the solution is to

say, "Forget this med-school junk,

I'm going to go sleep on the beach

and eat at McDonald's forever." I

think that the solution is to learn to

balance the enjoyment that the future

will hopefully render with the plea-

sures of today. Where does that

spring from?

I think that the answer does not lie

in the graduate school you might

attend or the job you might get.

Learning to enjoy the simple plea-

sures in life is a cheap, easy way to

have a good time. Some ofyou are

probably saying, "That's it? I could

have figured that out on my own,

genius!" Those of you who have

already dawned on that, good job,

you're wiser than you might think. A
lot of people can't seem to appreciate

things like that, though.

I don't mean this to seem like

some corny "you've gotta accentuate

the positive" inspirational message. I

did think of an analogy for this, how-

ever. Bear with me. I'm an English

major - getting to the point is some-

thing alien to me. Most of us like

music, so imagine your life beingJike

a concert. Some people want their

life to be a classical recital, with 47

violinists, the Hnest horn players in

the worid and enough woodwinds to

fill Carnegie Hall. They're playii^

thcmusic of the greats, exactly like

B^ch, Beethoven and aU those other

cats wanted it done. Now that's cool,

doi^'t get me wrong. If you have fuU

company like that, all playing in uni-

son perfectly, you can make some
beautiful music.

In this little life analogy, the

antithesis of that symphony would
probably be a rock band. Three musi-

cians, playing songs with four chords,

singing about how their baby did

them wrong. Once in a while, they'll

conqirietely leave the format and

improvise, ignoring what the song-

writer intended. This is basic,

straightforward stufT, uncomplicated

and simple . Lots of people would

sneer at this kind of music as being

uncreative and formulaic.

There's nothing wrong with a sym-

phony, but it's a lot easier to get

pleasing music out of a rock band.

For a symphony to work well, all i

players need to interact perfectly, hit-

ting each note with exact timing. And
they need flawless memory for what

they're going to play next. If one

screws up. then everything falls apart

because their mistake distracts the

others, catches the audience's atten-

tion, and then the song is a wreck.

They had the potential for greatness

but a simple little mistake threw a

wrench in all the plans.

In a rock band, it's just a couple of

people goofing around, doing things

that are catchy and easy to remem-
ber. When they go off on their impro-

S— IIWlMUt|H(n2t
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HOPKINS
From page 28

visations, they're taking the song and

making it their own in a way. It might

not be exactly what the song was

originally like, but it makes it differ-

ent and interesting. They might make
a mistake here and there, but the

song isn't too complex, so they can

recover.

If you let your life be a rock band,

you'll be happier, 1 guarantee it. You
will find your happiness in simplicity

and you can enjoy life for what it is.

By using those little improvisations,

you can get out of the rules and for-

mulas that hold you back from happi-

ness. Next time when it's a nice day.

go for a walk, read a good book, grab

a bite to eat with your friends. Don't

cash it in and flunk out, but take

some time to enjoy the simple stufl'.

Wow. a whole column on enjoying

simplicity. It might be uncultured, it

mi^t be unrefined, but 1 don't par-

ticularly care. For those of you who
want to listen to the symphony, go

for it. If it doesn't work out. though

don't forget rock music, greasy ham-

burgers and a smog-free L.A. day out

there too.

FLORES
FiDm page 25

media scrutiny. In the end, the

motives of these women were ques-

tioned more than the actions of their

accuser, and the testimony of one

man was accepted over that of six

women.

According to military statistics,

one out of five women in the military

experiences sexual harassment. This

verdict discourages these women
from coming forward with their

claims and suggests that women
have little opportunity for redress in

the military. At a time when the mili-

tary claims to have a sincere desire

to address issues of sexual harass-

ment in their institutions.

McKinney's acquittii! will have a

tragically chilling effect.

As long as military officials con-

tinue to be tried in military courts,

justice will be elusive. It is problem-

atic to have members of the armed

forces serving as jurors and judges

because they inherently have an

interest in protecting the military's

image. Even more worrisome is the

fact that McKinney was heading a

committee on sexual harassment to

address the military's recent prob-

lem with sexual misconduct at the

time when the reported allegations

took place.

In order to understand the root

cause of all of these controversies,

military culture itself must be ques-

tioned. A hierarchical structure is

the primary mode of organization in

the armed forces. In spite of tremen-

dous advances by women in society,

gender relations are still unequal

because men hold more power than

women. When this scenario is trans-

lated to military institutions where

power differentials are clearly

defined, women are bound to be at a

disadvantage. Women face a double

burden because they generally hold

lower-ranked positions and also suf-

fer from lower status based on their

gender. In this way, regardless of mil-

itary ranking, women face obstacles.

This is not to say that women
should be excluded from military ser-

vice. Rather, military culture must

change to reflect women's growing

equality in society.

Military officials justify a system

of hierarchy because a chain of com-

mand establishes order in prepara-

tion for combat. This chain of com-

mand not only requires soldiers to

obey their superiors, but also forsake

personal safety to engage in violent

encounters during war.

Violence nuiy be justified during

time of war, but a culture of violence
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also permeates throughout military

institutions even during times of

peace. The military mentality

required For combat is difficult to

disengage and often leads to violence

against women, people of color, and

gays and lesbians serving in the mili-

tary.

Sexual harassment is an expreS'

sion of violence against women.

Acquitting McKinney on 18 counts

of sexual misconduct demonstrates

just how pervasive the military cul-

ture of power and violence is. The

allegations of six women were invali-

.

dated, sending a message that sexual

harassment is tolerated in the mili-

tary. Until the military and the

American public rethink military

culture, this type of behavior aimed

toward women and other under-rep-

resented groups is likely to continue,

and military justice Will be far from

just.
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From page 25

thing. In other words, by yelling

(assuming you get caught) you're

actually helping the community.

Bully for you. Yell for the good of

our UCLA community.

Yell your brains out. Come every

midnight of Finals week, turn the

lights out, open the window, and

scream till your uvula shatters. Yell

now, while you still can. Because

once it's over, it's over. You won't

be yelling again for a long time, at

least not until you have college-

aged kids of your own.

I don't live within yelling dis-

tance of UCLA, so why should 1

care? I'll tell you why. Because

todily at noon, give or take a few

minutes, I'll sit down for the fmal

lecture of my undergraduate col>

lege career. For one hour and 40

minutes I'll sit there and think:

"This can't be it. This can't be. I

still don't know enough." And then

I'll walk out of there and I'll go to

my car and drive away and nothing

will ever be the same again. The
next time 1 feel like engaging in a

little communal yelling with my
neighbors, it won't be done in the

spirit of camaraderie; it'll be about

parking spaces or trash cans or

something else equally insipid and

depressing. Yell while the yelling's

good.

And if you're at a loss for what

to yell at midnight, I can't really

help you. Well, maybe I can.

Perhaps a page or two from "Little

Gidding." (Eliot has a few germane

reflections on the "hidden" voice.)

But, "Four Quartets" is not your

only choice; I'd be impressed as

hell to hear you quote from Blake,

who probably hollered as he wrote.

But I will tell you what I'd do if I

were there with you, at midnight, in

your room. I'd yell thanks for heav-

en's seeing fit my way through

school. I'd yell a solemn oath to my
own soul that I wouldn't ever let it

all have been for nothing. And
when my human version of a syrinx

was toasty-warm with those, I'd let

go my deepest and most holy grati-

tude, a padeuteria, for the profes-

sors at Rolfe Hall and elsewhere

who have had such an immeasur-

able influence on my education,

and by extension, my mind, and by

extension, my very life. I'd yell out

their names, one by one, and listen,

then, assured, for the echo that

would come back to me from near-

by structures invisible in the night.

And I will always listen, forever

assured, for that same echo coming

back to me in the far-away days and

years that lay, nay - lie, ahead.
— To them, and to you, dear read-

er, and to my friends, class-mates,

and fellow Daily Bruin riffraff, I

say: thank you and good-bye.

TURNER
From page 24

had Boxers.) I would remain

enflamed in the back, watching my
brother and his floppy red lipra sing

along to the totally uncool 'SOs sta-

tion. The nincompoop didn't even

know the words. His vocal stylings

consisted of elongating the vowels.

Like a family dog, he loved getting to

ride in cars. The excitement jtook

over and for some reason his legs

would stick straight out, sort of para-

lyzed in front of him, so all I saw was

his bobbing blond head and his cata-

tonic blue-and-yellow Zipps tennis

shoes.

I embraced magazine ...

style and mocked my
mother's skills.

I spent a lot of my youth in this

dismal state - a tacit repulsion from

everything related to my mom
because there was no way my mom
was cool. Just a couple of squinting

eyes and crossed arms over my chest

- that was me. As years went by. I

found other things to hate. 1

embraced magazine-dispensed style

and mocked my mother's skills. She

was a home-economics teacher. -

1

made it my duty to negate activities

like sewing, cooking, '50s music.

(insert anything she liked or was

good at).

It's 1998 and the Capri was traded

in ages ago. 1 can't sew a button but 1

make a decent stir-fry and take plea-

sure in Otis Redding. It's just part of

the cycle, I guess. 1 let my environ-

ment dictate a lot. I don't know why
I wasn't more like my brother, all

slobber and grins, but I know now
what a powerful woman my mom'is.

I've watched her sew me new pants,

grow 12 varieties of roses and prop

over a pineapple upside-down cake

that would make Julia Child whim-

per. I've seen her paint a house, and

my father has shown me a turquoise

ring she made for him when he came

home from Vietnam.

How come after

adding fractions we
didn't have

Elementary Emerson?

All those skills that 1 made such an

effort to cover up have become valu-

able to me. They make up her tex-

ture. They are her edges that don't

often show at first glance. They are

not well coifed or dusted with Estee

Lauder pink blush. I've realized that

when I was a little girl 1 wanted a

hybrid of Kathie Lee Gifford and

Cheryl Tiegs for a mother. I wanted

to watch someone wake up and "put

on her face." I guess I learned this

from my friends, or television or

something. I guess that's what irks

me.

As a kid, how did I morph into

such a shallow, judgmental brat? Is

there a remedy for insecurity? Did

it happen to everyone? How come

after adding fractions we didn't

have Elementary Emerson?

("Alright boys and giris, repeat

after me, 'Insist on yourself; never

imitate' and for extra credit, who

can tell me what 'heed thy private

dream; thou wilt not be missed in

the scorning and the skepticism'

means?") I went home last week-

end, drove around a lot. thought

about the flying Cheerios and my
brother's Zipps. I was thankfiil that

my mother had texture - and for

the first time, 1 really missed that

Capri.
, ,
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From the same people who brought you Purim. •
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Coming to U.C.L.A. the#Friday of 1st week
V^e suggest you prepare yourselffor this adventure with.

.

Seders
,. 'I

Food
and

Knowledge

Chabad House at U.C.L.A. is offering Great Seders, Gourmet (jneals

from one of L.A.'s premiere Kosher caterers for the entire duration

of Pesach, and interactive, fun workshops. "Everything about

Passover" to help you prepare yourself (and your kitchen) for the

festival.
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Passover begins Friday, April 10 @ Sundown and continues through Saturday, April 18

after nightfall. For your free Passover guide, reservations or more information, please

call (310) 208-7511 or e-mail mendel@chabad.com Chabad House at U.C.L.A. is

located at 741 Gayley Ave., across the street from the UCLA Medical center. Chabad

wishes you good luck on your Finals, and an enjoyable Spring vacation =)
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Alley through

Judith Jamison

secures the Alvin

Ailey American

Dance Theater's

place in history
Ptx)i<« coudfsy ot th« UCLA Center fo' the PetlDtfTiinq Arts

Judith Jamison, previously an Ailey dancer and choreographer, is now the conr>pany's artistic director.

By Cheryl KMn
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A few scraps of metal - perhaps the

remnants of a broken pen cartridge - lie on
the table of the Daily Bruin's otherwise

bare conference room. They wait there for

a custodian's encompassing sweep.

But instead they get Judith Jamison,

artistic director of the Alvin Ailey

American Dance Theater and sharp-eyed

scout for all things bearing creative poten-

tial. Immediately, she begins arranging the

gold-hued twigs into patterns, her slender

dancer's hands saying as much as her

bright eyes and mile-a-minute speech.

"It looks like pieces of metal, doesn't it?

Look at that!" Jamison marvels. "What
, does he call ft? The something theory. In

Jurassic Park,' JcfT Goldblum ... The
chaos theory!"

It's hard to say just how well the turtle-

necked mathematician's musings apply to

the artistic world. On one hand, it takes a

lot of luck to keep a dance company afloat

for 40 years. Perhaps even a little chaos, if

one traces the Ailey Company's sporadic if

determined beginnings, performing off

and on in various New York City

YMCAs
But the modern dance troupe also

boasts a firm commitment to populist

dance and relentless curiosity. As the 30-

some dancers travel the world, stopping at

the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion for four

performances beginning Thursday, little

escapes Jamison's grasp. She inquires

about silly snapshots on Bruin employees'

desks, and when the company made an

unprecedented visit to South Africa, she

made sure her dancers worked a few Zulu

dance lessons into their busy tour sched-

ules.

"Because," Jamison says, "dancers are

always voracious about new things, about

perfecting what is old and grasping at what

is new and trying to put it on yourself, rub

it into the skin."

Appropriately, the company's 40th

anniversary celebration is a samphng of

just what Ailey and his legacy have perfect-

ed over the years. The six pieces Jamison

chose represent the company's eclectic

tastes and continual nod to cultural histo-

ry

Half the works are Ailey's own cre-

ations: I97rs "Cry" I974's "Night

Creature" and, of course, "Revelations,"

the signature 1960 ballet of African

American musical discovery that revealed

the company as a powerful voice in con-

temporary dance. Decades later, a third

generation of dancers is making the moves
their own.

"There's this constant turnover about

relating it in your mind to your life,"

Jamison says of the choreography.

Sec JAMISON, pa9« 39

"The Stack-Up" is one of six pieces in the

Ailey Company's 40th anniversary show.

/

Electronica bands riock Palladium crowd

MlCHA£l BOSSWHtHT

Propeilerheads played at the Palladium Friday night.

MUSIC: Five groups combine

talents for a concert loaded

with good, bad performances

By Trinh Bui

Diily Bruin Contributor

Techno, house, electronica ... call it

whatever the people (or the media) deem
appropriate, but one thing proved painful-

ly clear at the Palladium's Friday night

mini-dance festival: People for the most

part still can't figure it out.

For the past two years, record compa-

nies have signed, mega-marketed and
dumped a hundred new "electronic"

albums on consumers. To date, only Daft

Punk, Chemical Brothers and Prodigy

have certified gold record sales. If grunge

was the gifted, successful child of the

recording industry, electronica is the

underachieving bastard son who on occa-

sion stumbles upon moments of brilliance.

The Palladium engagement brought

together five breakthrough artists of elec-

tronica for one five-hour party The quintet

bill of BT, David Holmes, Propeilerheads,

Fatboy Slim and Crystal Method featured

super-talented musicians with the potential

to carry such a long show but not all got

their proper respect as attendees failed to

catch on to electronic etiquette.

Dance music's effect on the mainstream

audience was evident when looking at the

Palladium's mostly straight-laced crowd.

Audience members in denim shirts, blue

jeans and hockey jerseys came just to see

the latest craze. This Toad the Wet
Sprocket crowd mixed with the more up-

on-the-scene wannabes juxtaposed the

tight cult-like following that started the

hype and grabbed the attention of music

industry experts seeking to profit from

rave music.

Brian Transeau's (BT) set saw a sparse-

ly-filled dance floor appreciating his

efforts. People nodded heads attentively

rather than gyrating about during BT's

hour-long, melody mix-matching perfor-

mance. The Maryland native spun tunes

off his previous "Ima" album as hardcore

afficionados lingered in satellite groups

around the sides of the Palladium, dancing

away to BT's beats, which had landed him

a collaboration gig with Tori Amos with

the hit single, "Blue Skies." In the end, BT
did his best to prep the sell-out audience,

for the rest of the night.

Unfortunately, any progress made by

BT died during David Holmes' disastrous

session on the turntables. Electronic DJ's

are often knocked for being a class of face-

less, sgul-less entertainers, and that point

hit home during Holmes' set.

Holmes opted to perform in the back of

the room hidden behind consoles and sath-

pling machines. Either the audience didn't

care or just didn't know that Holmes was

performing. Virtually no one danced; they

either left the dance floor for the bath-

room, to drink or reload on speed.

Ignoring Holmes' big beat extravagan-

za, the remainder of the audience gazed

tentatively at the sound technicians ready-

ing the stage for the Propeilerheads. Not
even a resurrected Jesus Christ spinning

New Testament break-beats could have

livened up the joint. A sad sight indeed.

Holmes' set raises the ever-present ques-

tion: Can electronic artists flourish in a
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Neve Campbell,

peremiial good

girl, turns bad in

'wad Things'

By Stephanie Shch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Only in Hollywood can someone

be punished for doing something too

well. Sometimes referred to as type-

casting or pigeon-holing, actors

dread being tied to playing one char-

acter.

But Neve Campbell is breaking

the chains that bind by deviating

from the good girl roles that she's

known for in the new film "Wild

Things," which opens Friday

Complete with burgundy hair, dark

make-up and tattoos, Campbell

plays Suzie Toller, a bitter, socially

rejected high school student who's

out to cause a little trouble.

Looking like her more wholesome
characters in a black skirt and sleek

tank top, Campbell sits down in a

large conference room at the

Century Plaza Hotel to talk about

her career and new film.

"The very reason I took this

movie is because I got to play the bad

girl," Campbell explains. "Because I

wanted to challenge myself in that

way and learn what it is to play some-

one evil. For the same reason, 1 don't

want to be typecast as a television

actress. I don't want to be typecast as

just one kind of character, just a

good girl."

Co-«tar Denise Richards, who
was last seen in "Starship Troopers,"

had no problem believing Campbell

in this new kind of role . j j
"I think she did an amazing job,"

Richards says emphatically "We

really hit it off before we started

shooting. I thirik she was very con-

vincing when we were in our scenes

and when they said 'cut' we would

laugh."

The acting challenge also proved

to be rewarding for Campbell.

When asked if playing bad roles are

more fun, Campbell bursts into her

distinct uninhibited laugh.

"Yeah it is. It's a lot of fun,"

Campbell continues in the midst of

laughter. "It's always more fascinat-

ing to me to play characters who are

really messed up because I'm not

really close to those kinds of people

in my life. And it's fascinating to try

and understand why people choose

to go in an evil direction in their

lives."

Since the actress could not draw

from her personal life when portray-

ing Suzie, Campbell researched the

role by visiting prisons when she

reached Miami, where the film was

shot.

"I met a young woman and we
were supposed to talk about half an

hour but we ended up talking for

about four hours because we really

hit it off," Campbell recaUs. "She

expressed to me why she made cer-

tain decisions in her life and why her

life had gone in such a bad way and

what the experience was to be in

jail."

The inmate also explained why
she was so guarded and defensive

which Campbell says helped her in

playing the character. It was also

refreshing for Campbell that the

Mdrxliijy tntetiainment

Denise Richards (left) and Neve Campbell star in "Wild Things," a tale of revenge, sex and murder

woman had never watched the televi-

sion show "Party of Five" and did

not know who Campbell was.

More often than not though, the

actress is recognized as Julia from

"Party of Five," the young Salinger

who is now married and struggling to

handle the new responsibilities of an

independent life. Over the years Julia

has become a role model to young

women and recently Campbell was

awarded a "Best FamilyTV Actress"

award from the Family Films and

Family Television Academy. With all

of this surrounding her, Campbell

has no qualms about how the public

will respond to her playing the less

than angelic character ofSHtie.

"I don't choose to hrarole model.

I don't think it's my responsibility to

concern myself with what the audi-

ences are going to accept and not

accept," Campbell explains. "I want

to have some kind of longevity to my
career. I would like to look back on

my career when I am 50 years old

and say that I have a huge library of

characters. I also don't want to be

bored playing the same kinds of

characters because if I become
bored I think that audiences wiUbe
too."

Although Campbell has been

playing Julia for four years now, the

24-year-old actress has kept herself

occupied by making films like "The

Craft" and the "Scream" movies on

her hiatuses.

"I just don't sleep," Campbell

laughs. "It's tough. I really am not

sleeping a whole lot lately. My crew

jokes about it like. 'Neve, you're just

doing "Party of Five" these days?

You must be getting a lot of sleep.'"

But Campbell has learned to deal

with the lade ofsleep, "I'm at a point

where although I'm tired, I know
that it's necessary for me to continue

to do fibns on my hiatuses because

come two years when 'Party of Five'

is done I want to still have my face

out there in fibn so that I can still

have a career after it."

The television show has actually

been renewed for three years, but

Campbell's contract is up in only

two. And the actress says that she

has let people know that she does not

plan on remaining there for more
than another two years. Similarly,

Campbell's need to play different

characters has kept her from saying

yes to the third "Scream" sequel. But

making "Scream 3" is not complete-

ly out of the question.

"They'd really like me to say, 'Yes

I'll do it now.' Because they need to

write the script," Campbell says.

"But I don't want to be typecast as

Sidney or Julia and I only get the

opportunity to do one movie on my
hiatus. If I find another really fantas-

tic script, and it's a choice between

Scream 3' and this other script, I'll

do the other script.

"I could make a 'Scream 3' and

everyone will see me and it'U be suc-

cessful, but people might think that's

all I can do again and I won't have a

career after that," CampbeU contin-

ues. "Then what do I want to choose?

Do I want to choose a lot of money
or do I want to choose longevity?"

In addition to playing more
diverse characters, Campbell has

voiced interest in playing characters

closer to her age. Thus far, she has

generally been cast as high school

and college students. But that's soon

to change.

Campbell is actually playing her

own age in an upcoming film titled

"54."

"And I'm actually going to do a

romantic comedy for Warner
Brothers called 'Three to Tango' and

I'll be 25 so I play older than me,"

laughs Campbell, proving that she's

up to resisting the molds of the indus-

try.

FILMr'Wild Things' opens Friday

"Niagara Niagara'

Directed by Bob Gosse
Starring Henry Thomas and Robin
Tunney

If ever there was a more depressing movie,

the audience would just commit a mass suicide.

Luckily, "Niagara Niagara" docs not quite

cross that line, and the result is a beautifully

moving yet disturbing love story.

It's the tale of a troubled young couple's

unusual road trip, as they travel to Canada in

search of a rare doll. Seth (Thomas), an emo-

tionally-starved loner who si>ends his free time

shoplifting, meets Marcy (Tunney) in a depart-

ment store where they collide in a pile of stolen

merchandise that they both had taken. She

expresses her strange desire for an African

American version of a popular make-up doll.

After a second chance meeting, Marcy impul-

sively suggests that they hit the road to find the

object of her obsession. Eventually it's obvious

that Marcy is an unusual young woman who
suffers from Tourette's Syndrome, an obses-

sive-compulsive disorder that produces vocal

and physical tics and outbursts.

Throughout the movie, the two must deal

with Marcy's deteriorating condition after

pharmacies deny her feeble requests for med-

ication; the problems they encounter with peo-

ple who do not understand her strange behav-

ior; and their growing love for one another.

^ "There are no particularly lovable characters

in "Niagara Niagara," although the premise ini-

tially suggests that the audience should cheer

for Marcy. But that's until her violent outbursts

cause the audience to develop an ambivalent

feeling toward her. The audience soon develops

an ambivalent feeling toward each of the miser-

able characters, and ultimately the story seems

better watched objectively.

Tunney gives an outstanding performance in

a physically and emotionally demanding role.

White playing such a volatile character could

easily lead to overacting, Tunney balances the

range of emotions well and allows the audience

to truly understand, and sometimes empathize

with, Marcy. Playing with much subtlety and
strength, Thomas is also noteworthy as the

more grounded and practical of the two,

although his performance in the beginning of
the movie is a little weak, delivering his lines in

a somewhat unnatural manner that luckily dis-

appears once the film gets going.

The opening scenes of the film are generally

the weakest, not only because of Thomas' dull

performance, but also because of an unrealistic

plot, in which Marcy and Seth meet under

somewhat forced circumstances. Their friend-

ship seems to be established so quickly that the

audience wonders if they had already known
each other beforehand.

Later in the movie, the couple also goes on a

continuous alcohol and prescription drug binge

to which they feel no apparent negative effects.

It is hard to believe that this lethal combination

taken in such large doses would not at least ren-

der them slightly lethargic.

However, "Niagara Niagara's" dramatic cli-

max and resolution more than make up for its

earlier inadequacies. The intoxicating blend of

music and striking cinematography and inter-

esting dialogue draws the audience into their

sad world and provides for an emotionally

intense, if draining, experience.

Louise Chu
Grade: A-

"WideAwalte"
Directed by M. Night Shyamalan
Starring Joseph Cross, Robert Loggia
and Rosie O'Donnell

This movie is about kids. This movie is about

God. This movie is about single-sex prep

schools. But believe it or not, this movie is

about everybody.

While "Wide Awake's" premise may appeal

to a limited audience, its story is universal. Ten-

year-old Cross stars as Joshua A. Beal, a prep

school kid on his fu-st day of the fifth grade, sev-

eral months after the death of his beloved

..

See SCREEN, page 43
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Composer enters spotlight with debut album, concert
MUSIC: Stephen Schwartz avoids

critics as he extends his resume

beyond feature film soundtracks

By Laura Nogucra
Daily Bruin Contributor

...'

Do nothing, say nothing - be nothing. That's

what the motivational sign hanging on a song-

writer's door reads. Those are the three simple

steps for avoiding criticism.

But this songwriter has done and said some-

thing. He is Stephen Schwartz, composer, song-

writer and singer. Schwartz has written songs

since the age of seven, but just last yearreleased

his first album and has yet to perform in Los

Angeles, pn March 27, Schwartz is making his

only Los Angeles appearance at UCLA's
Schoenberg Hall. Despite the sign on his door,

Schwartz is doing everything

.

"People seem to like (my

songs) and be amazed that I

can actually sing."

Stephen Schwartz

Singer/songwriter

"You never know where a door is going to

open and why," Schwartz says. "So you should

just walk through all ofthem."

Having written songs and music compositions.

including the score for "Godspell," Schwartz's

next step was to release an album. Last year the

composer-turned-recording-artist created an

album in a style reflective of hi$ musical theater

background.

"It's contemporary pop with a slight theatrical

flavor," says Michael Kerker. director of musical

theater at the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers.

Songs from Schwartz's album, "Reluctant

Pilgrim," comprise the majority of the UCLA
concert. The unfamiliar material makes Schwartz

anxious about audience reactions.

"It takes more energy from an audience to lis-

ten to new songs than to sit and listen to songs

they already know," Schwartz says.

With only jingles and back up vocals as his

singing credits, "Reluctant Pilgrim" is Schwartz's

first solo act attempt. Now a band backs up his

vocals in live performances, as he stands in the

spotlight delivering his original songs.

"People seem to like (my songs) and be

amazed that I can actually sing," Scnwartz says.

However, some critics recommend that

Schwartz limit himself to his music compositions

instCiad ofsinging. Like a veteran, Schwartz over-

comes criticism using a simple policy - he does

not read reviews.

"I found dealing with critics, whether they

were saying positive or negative things, very difTi-

cult and quite destructive to me," Schwartz says.

"So I just stop(>ed reading them."

Following the "Pocahontas" opening,

Schwartz received exceptional reviews for his col-

laboration with Alan Menken on the film's

soundtrack.

Friends urged him to read the reviews, but

Schwartz says, "I completely refused. I just said,

'No, I don't read reviews. If I read the good ones,

then I have to read the bad ones.'"

UCLA Cen(e( hx the Petfcxnung An$

Acadenny Award-winner Stephen

Schwartz doesn't read his reviews.

The "Pocahontas" soundtrack handed

Schwartz critic appraisal, and the Academy of

Motion Picttire Arts and Sciences handed him his

second Oscar. The film's success established

Schwartz's animated feature career, and led to

work, on other films like "Hunchback of Notre

Dame" and DreamWorks' first animated feature,

"Prince of Egypt."

"It never occurred to me, even in my fantasies

of being a theater writer and writing all these

musicals, that what I would wind up doing would

be working in Hollywood and doing animated

features."

Schwartz is offered these features because

Hollywood knows of his experience and knowl-

edge, working with giants like Leonard

Bernstein, nearly mastering his songwriting tech-

niques that get him inside characters.

"You're thinking about what the character is

feeling or wants and try to have a sense of how
the character expresses him or herself," Schwartz

says. "Then that just comes out as words and has

to be shaped into lyrics."

While his animated feature soundtracks

express those characters' mentalities, the

Schwartz mentality expressed on his album and

in performance intrigues audiences.

"His lyrics are sensitive," Kerker says. "They

are heartfelt and filled with emotion."

The pressure to write the perfect lyrics has

caused Schwartz one memorable case of song-

writer's block. Schwartz's constrainment ended

after a fellow songwriter advised him to stop try-

ing to be the editor.

"I realized that he was right," Schwartz says.

"You have to stop being the editor and be Uie

writer and stop worrying about whether things

are good or not."

That episode was the last block Schwartz

admits to having. The next time he finds himself

struggling with a block or critics, he should look to

the sign on his door for encouragement.

"Ill take a look at that," Schwartz says, '^nd

realize that the alternative to not getting criticized

is not to do anything at all."

MUSIC'Stephen Schwartz will perform his show
'Reluctant Pilgrim' at UCLA's Schoenberg Hall

March 27 at 8 p.m. For tickets and more informa-

tion, call (3 1 0) 825-2 1 01

.
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Russia has AIDS, drugs and issues, too
ART: Similarity to U.S.

seen in public service

announcement posters

ByMidw«IG»l«tts
Dally Bruin Contributor

The Russian propaganda on dis-

play at the KerckhofT Art Gallery is

relatively free of the America-baiting,

pro-communist messages students

may remember from their youths.

Instead, the exhibit gathers a' col-

lection of post-glasnost public service

announcements, whose subjects will

likely strike viewers as very familiar.

"The issues relevant In

Russia are relevant in

theU.S."

Susan Kresin

Professor

V,

The bulk of the posters feature

warnings about AIDS, pleas against

drug use and messages about the

environment.

This universality in fact was the

impetus behind the organization.

"We wanted to show that the

issues relevant in Russia are relevant

in the U.S.," says Professor Susan

Kresin, one of the show's organizers.

"This is the first time that these issues

were talked about in Russia, and that

makes the show unique."

The posters on display were made
available for this exhibit by Tom
Ferris of the California Institute of

Russian Studies. Ferris worked with

UCLA's Slavic department that

arranged the event, and was dlso

responsible for last year's exhibition

of contemporary St. Petersburg

artists at the same venue.

The show chronicles a unique

moment in Russian society when
political art and public discussion

centered on these once-taboo issues.

That moment has since passed,

according to Kresin.

"Once Gorbachev fell from

power, this kind of political art

stopped," Kresin says.

This kind of political propaganda

art holds an important place in

Russian culture, says UCLA Slavic

instructor Nelya Dubrovich. "It's in

the Russian tradition from before the

revolution, through the revolution

and even until now," Dubrovich

says.

Before giasnost the issues dealt

with in posters were different,

Dubrovich explains. Society

addressed drug and alcohol issues,

but focused mainly on more mun-

dane subjects like worker efficiency

and pedestrian safety. Political dis-

cussion was limited to the realm of

party loyalty and, yes, anti-

Americanism.

"There were many posters with

Uncle Sam as a monster gobbling up

Europe with blood dripping off of

him," Dubrovich says.

Dubrovich believes the art in the

posters at Kerckhoff is more interest-

ing than the placards from the Soviet

era. She attributes this to the libera-

tion that the artists likely felt when
their concerns matched those of the

government.

The posters chosen by the exhibit's

SeeKnCKHOfF,page42

Festival celebrates outbreak

of daring films in the 1 970$

CollectiondTom Ferns

"Off you go, my boy!" is a poster

by Oiga Kacher.

aNEMA: Santa Barbara

leaves th^ surfboards

behind to go for the glitz

By Lonnic Harris

Daily Bruin Contributor

Though it is located a scant 100

miles north of the geographic center

of the film industry, the city of Santa

Barbara is not often associated with

the glitz and glamour of Hollywood.

Whereas Tinseltown is commonly
thought of as the point around which

celebrities and gala premieres orbit,

Santa Barbara is mainly content with

its reputation as a quiet beachside

resort; where surfing is a more likely

pastime than composing a screen-

play.

But for the past two weekends, all

of this changed, when the city of

Santa Barbara hosted its 13th Annual

International Film Festival. Bringing

in new films from over 20 different

countries, the festival is quickly

becoming one of the nation's largest

and most prestigious showcases for

independent and foreign films.

As with any event in the film

world, the Santa Barbara Film

Festival was overrun with celebrity

appearances during its two week

tenure in the city's small but pleasant

downtown area. Anyone walking

down Cabrillo or Carrallo Street was

likely to spot at least one recognizable

face, from Sinbad to Pierce Brosnan.

Many were there to speak about their

latest projects, and some were there

just for the chance to soak up some
sun and see a few new movies.

The theme of this year's festival

was "The Magnificent 70s."

According to the festival's artistic

director Renee Missel, this theme

was "inspired by film critic Charles

Champlin and his book "Hollywood's

Revolutionary Decade: Charles

Champlin reviews the films of the

'70s.'"

Champlin himself made many
appearances during the 10 days, and

took these opportunities to discuss

the importance of this decade to the

history 9f^f4mmaking. According to

Champlin, the 1970s was the most

radical and experimental decade in

American Cinema, mainly due to the

abolition of the restrictive Hays Code
for film censorship in 1968. Once
movies could include more adult

material, including sexual references,

drug-abuse themes and even homo-

eroticism, a new generation of daring

filmmakers stepped into the spotlight

and produced vibrant, original

works.

One of these filmmakers was John

Schlesinger, who screened his 1969

SeeFESnVAUpage40
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From page 34

concert atmosphere where people usually come to

watch an artist perform? That question would be

addressed later in the show.

Propellerheads got to go after Holmes' unappre-

ciated set and they blew the Palladium eight ways

from Sunday. A refreshing smack to all the people

criticizing the emotional emptiness of electronic

music, Alex Gifford and Will White won the crowd

over with their bass-heavy sound. Giving the show

life and a reason for all the tweaked-out anorexic

^chicks in attendance to freak out, Propellerheads

balanced between synthesized and live music.

Gifford played all the bass lines and White recre-

ated the drumbeats with a live drumkit, leaving the

distortion and melody bending effects to the

machines. Rivaling Prodigy in spunk and energy,

the band blasted away material from their latest

release, "Decksandnimsandrockandroll." The mix

between organic sounds and downloaded music

pumped flavor into rave faves, "Spybreak" and

"Clang."

Flaunting on stage, the duo knew how to incite a

crowd, choosing to play the roles of ouflandish rock

and rollers instead of reclusive dance artists. They

even jumped on the speakers. Propellerheads

could've played an extra hour on just fan encour-

agement, but left after a painfully short 60 minutes.

Like a high that reached its pinnacle, everything

fell down low with co-headliner Fatboy Slim

(Norman Cook). Like Holmes, Slim spun his

patented Brighton-based big beat mixes in the back

of the dance floor, leaving the stage vacant.

Offering a tight set that defled the Palladium's usu-

ally horrible acoustics. Slim banged out tracks from

"Better Living Through Chemistry," plus a drum-

crazed remix of Cornershop's "Brimful of Asha."

The audience, still feeling the effects of

Propellerheads, was more responsive to Slim's

musical alchemy. The majority of -the house didn't

realize Slim was performing until "Going Out of

SeeUOMMOt pi|C 42 MOMaROSSVMCHT

The Crystal Method was a highlight of the electronka show at the Palbdium.
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JAMISON
From page 34

"'Revelations' defines that because

'Itevelations' is about our humanity,

not how many turns you're going to

do, how high you're going to jum0."

Backing this up are the three other

pieces: a new production of Talley

Beatty's "The Stack-Up" (an anti-

drug ballet with a disco backdrop),

Ulysses Dove's "Bad Blood" (an ath-

letically sexual exploration of relation-

ships) and the Los Angeles company

premiere of George Faison's

"Slaves."

Faison's ballet depicts African vil-

lages being raided and their inhabi-

tants stowed in the holds of slave ships

on their way to a grave new world.

"People keep saying. Oh,

'Amistad,'" Jamison notes with a bit

or frustration. "I'm not on the phone

with ('Amistad' producer and renown

choreographer) Debbie Allen. But in

reviews of the piece, it's said that this

is the balletic version of it."

"Slaves" may bo the Ailey

Company piece easiest to link to the

portion of their mission statement

that promises to preserve "the

uniqueness of black cultural expres-

sion.'! In part, the company began

because, in the '50s, concert dance

was virtually closed to African

American performers. Though many
took roles on Broadway or in clubs.

Ailey, with six dancers and a square of

floor space, grand jeteed through

closed doors.

Yet the company's works also spot-

light, among other things, a Polish

choreographer, the music of Peter

Gabriel and an ethnic patchwork of

dancers.

"That's what's beautiful about my
company," Jamison says. "You're not

going to deny that somebody up there

is white or Asian or whatever, but I'm

hoping you get taken by the dance .

color is uninteresting. My tradition is

very interesting, but my tradition

includes everything, so it says African

American. So here I am at UCLA
and, God knows, if this doesn't have

as many different people from all over

the world."

Thd Ailey dancers have made their

way around the world and into history

books.

"We've been to Japan, to Israel,

and I see people in the audience gasp,

their eyes water, they grab their hands

or bow their heads or just clap

madly." says Ailey dancer Karins

Plantadit-Bageot.

And while the company prides

itself on being ambassadors of

American culture, their status as a

concert dance troupe is still a handi-

cap to fame, at least when compared
with the household-name clique that

includes mostly film and pop stars.

Jamison drums in the impact of see-

ing live recitals but doesn't shun mass

media the way many more attention-

laden artists are wont to do.

"The more affiliated with the

media, the better." Jamison declares.

'A few years ago, we did an American

Express commercial that premiered

during the Academy Awards and at

the Super Bowl. More people saw us

in that minute than saw us in the

entire history of the company."

Augmenting this are the numerous

outreach performances and work-

shops the Ailey Company conducts

world wide. And in attempting to edu-

cate young audiences about their cul-

tural history, Jamison and company

add another coat of wisdom and

nuance to their own knowledge.

Jamison, long ago discovered by

Agnes De Mille and dubbed "the face

of the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater,"

still watches her audience with the

same intensity tht passionate fluidity

on stage demands from them.

"There's still this roundness, this

loop that goes on between us. And it

has to be going' on not just here,."

Jamison gestures to her silver-

streaked head, "but in your heart,

your mind, your spirit. It has to bathe

you."

And what about the next 40 years?

Who is the next guest in the Ailey

Company's 63-choreographer reper-

toire?

"I see small performances, I see big

performances. That's how I get bal-
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JAMISON
From page 39

lets, that's how I get dancers,"

Jamison says. "Today I'm going to

see a choir sing."

In other words, leave it up to chaos

theory.

DANCE: The Alvin Ailey American

Dance Theater 40th Anniversary

Celebration runs through Sunday at the

Dorothy CharKJIer Pavilion, 1 35 N.Grand

Ave, Los Angeles. Tickets range from

$15 to $55. For nx)re information, call

(213)972-7211.

FESTIVAL
From page 37

Academy Award-winning master-

piece "Midnight Cowboy" for the fes-

tival in the exclusive Riviera Theater.

After the film, Schlesinger, in a staged

interview with Champlin, discussed

the benefits of being a filmmaker

working during the '70s.

"Movies like 'Midnight Cowboy'

can never be made today, at least not

by a major studio," Schlesinger said.

"We should celebrate good films, and

this year there have been a lot. Movies

such as 'Good Will Hunting,' 'L.A.

Confidential' and 'Ice Storm' elevate

the industry from all this studio

garbage."

Other 1970s talents who were hon-

ored in Santa Barbara included

screenwriter Robert Towne (for his

screenplay of Roman Polanski's 1974

classic "Chinatown") and Julie

Christie (for her acting in the 1971

Robert Altman work "McCabe and

Mrs. Miller").

The festival, in addition to recog-

nizing the work of 1970s filmmakers,

included salutes to actress Jodie

Foster and actor Bob Hoskins on sep-

arate occasions. Foster was presented

with the Modern Master Award, fol-

lowed by a screening of her Academy-

Award winning performance in

"Silence of the Lambs." Hoskins held

a large Q&A session following a

screening of his newest film,

"TwentyJFourSeven," which is set for

release later this year.

The majority of events during the

festival were not, however, cere-

monies. Instead, over 80 new movies

were screened for both the press and

the general public. The theaters locat-

ed along Santa Barbara's large com-

mercial State Street were overflowing

with excited local residents and press

from all over the nation, waiting anx-

iously to get a sneak peak ofsome new

films before they arrive in theaters

nationwide.

Some of the more notaMe projects

.

premiered « the festival were John

Sayles' new movie, "Men With Guns"

(the director's first film entirely in

Spanish), Richard Linklater's

("Dazed and Confused" and

"Slacker") nonfiction western 'The

Newton Boys" and "The Wonderful

Ice Cream Suit." This last film is

notable both for its ail-star (and almost

entirely Latino cast) as well as its

screenwriter, science-fiction auteur

Ray Bradbury.
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FESTIVAL
From page 40

Bradbury himself, along with the

film's stars Joe Mantegna and Clifton

Gonzalez Gonzalez, appeared after the

screening to discuss working on this

project. All were glad that they could

finally make a film that would appeal

both to children and adults, and which

could also find a broader audience for

Latino performers.

"Working on this film has been one

of the best experiences of my life,"

Bradbury says. "I was honored to be

able to work with such a fine group of

actors and make a film ofsuch high cal-

iber."

In addition to these major projects,

the festival also featured documen-

taries and shorts. Michael Moore,

whose first documentary "Roger &
Me'' won him both instant notoriety

and an Academy Award, presented his

latest feature "The Big One" to a sell-

out crowd on Saturday night. The film

mainly follows his new book

"Downsize This!" and tells the unfortu-

nate stories of people who have been

subject to corporate downsizing.

Among the many shorts screened

(During the 1970s)

daring filmmakers ...

produced vibrant,

original works.

over the ICklay period in the Fiesta

Theater, in the middle of the massive

State Street complex, were

"'Hamburger Helper" from director

Greg Webb and "Culture" from direc-

tors Josh Gordon and Will Speck.

These and other short films explored

such diverse topics as politics, love, war

and annoying secretaries.

By the lime the Festival ended late

Sunday, with a screening of the Tonv
Cruise-produced film about runner

Steve Prefontaine. "Without Limits,"

hundreds of films had benefited from

the exposure. For films which may
never had been screened for large

crowds, this was the perfect chance to

gain mass appeal. As well, for other

films which are likely to do quite well at

the box office, the festival provided a

head start for the spring season.

As the sun set on the picturesque

Santa BarbarS coastline, some of the

event's attendees and organizers took

time to reflect upon the event which

had ruled the city for two weeks. Most

of the event's organizers felt that this

was an especially good year for film-

making, and that this was reflected in

the event.

"There are a couple of films here at

the festival that have been very touch-

ing and meaningful for me," critic

Champlin says. "Sometimes, the excel-

lence of art is as moving as what exact-

ly that art is talking about, and this was

especially trup ofmost of the films I saw

here in Santa Barbara."
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in Westwood N/illage. above the Wherehouse l£^
$20=
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lAFFORDABLE EYECARE
NEXT DOOR TO UCLA
L BEIHJAMIN FOUIADIAN, OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES
ONE PAIR ^HO

T

YE EXAMJEXAM
+ 2 PAIRS

OF CONTAa LENSES

Includes

Glaucoma Test!

'MuttMgnlionlheAd

Conkxtlcra Exom Extra

New rotisnb ^Ny

EXAM $129

• coMncn trt exAM.

INCLUDES 2r^r™"°"°"^
I rvlsw P«i»i*nl* Only

I ^k About Our Astigmatic

Contoct Lens Packages

+ 24 LENSES ! 1314 westwoooalvd. 1209
(Includes four boxes)

All brands spherical, clear
J

Irnrludes three months follow up, core kit I

NiBw PoHvnts Only I .

(310)446-4784
10 MUN. WALK io UCLA

Between Borders Bookstore

andUATIieater i

1 1/2BlootoS.olWiliNre

KERCKHOFF

K

From page 37

organizers run the gamut of the very

moving to the very amusing on near-

ly every subject. One alcohol aware-

ness piece, for instance, features a

lonely despondent man trapped

inside a shot glass, while another

work shows a flying soccer ball

smashing a liquor bottle.

Worker efficiency is still an issue

in these pieces. One poster, for exam-

ple, shows a cigarette burning

through a clock, while the legend

gives statistics equating the loss of

minutes to cigarette breaks to the

larger loss of productivity in the

gross national product.

What might strike

students ...is the

presentation of AIDS,

At the same time, though, some of

the posters' messages question

bureaucracy , equating endless trains

of paperwork with the impossibility

of producing anything.

What might strike students upon

viewing the collection is the presen-

tation ofAIDS in the posters as a dis-

ease transmitted only by prostitutes.

This notion is an outgrowth of the

government's stance on the disease,

Kresin says.

"The government said that AIDS
was brought to Russia by the West

and transmitted to piostitutes by rich

foreigners," Dubrovich says.

The exhibit, which has run for the

past two weeks, will likely strike sfiP

dents with both the similarities and

differences between their own cul-

ture and Russia's.

ART: The Russian poster exhibit is on

display in the Kerckhoff Art Gallery,

through Friday.

ELEORONICA
From page 38

My Head," with its unmistakable

guitar riff loop and whining san>-

4>les, filled the air. After that, things

leveled off and remained cool until

the Crystal Method invaded the

main stage.

The dynamic duo

(Crystal Method)

arranged a symphony

fusing together guitar

chords, breakbeats,

densely layered funk

and distortion into

every track.

The Los Angeles-adopted Crystal

Method (originally from Las Vegas)

had the luxury of awesome lighting

displays that diverted the audience's

attention away from its set-in-stone

movement. Ken Jordan and Scott

Kirkland make up America's Ver-

sion of the Chemical Brothers.

Touring for the past year in support

of the debut album, "Vegas," the

Crystal Method has seasoned its set

with veteran-like showmanship. The

dynamic duo arranged a symphony

fusing together guitar chords, break-

beats, densely layered funk and dis-

tortion into every track.

What they lacked in stage pres-

ence they made up in sheer energy as

the rock in Crystal Method explod-

SMELECniONICA,|M9c44

•>
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From page 35

grandfather (Loggia). Joshua has a

hard time adjustmg to life without

his grandpa, although his yuppie par-

ents (Denis Leary and Dana
Delaney) and nun schoolteacher

(O'Donnell) tirelessly try to comfort

him with the typical "you're-just-a-lit-

tle-kid" answers. Unsatisfied by their

well-meaning condescensions, feel-

ings of uncertainty and loss prompt

him to embark on a search for God,

which takes him on an adventurous

journey characterized by the wide-

eyed innocence of a precocious

young boy.

The movie is laced with flashback

scenes between Joshua and his

Grandpa that would surely touch

anyone who has ever suffered the

loss of a loved one in their child-

hood.

Each actor gives a strong, heart-

felt performance, particularly

Loggia, who is extremely endearing

as the sweet, ailing grandpa. Cross,

in his feature film debut, is cute and

talented, although his acting inexpe-

rience is evident in scenes when he

must show emotional extremes, such

*'as laughing uncontrollably or crying.

Writer and director Shyamalan's

loosely autobiographical work has a

refreshing blend of humor and

poignancy that surprisingly does not

come off sappy until the very end.

There are some hilarious moments

in the film that are funny, not neces-

sarily because it is comic genius, but

because they capture the essence of

childhood. Anyone who has been a

kid (that would be almost everybody,

right?) is instantly taken back to the

moment they first noticed the oppo-

site sex or the experience of know-

ing, or even being, the kid everyone

picked on.

"Wide Awake." admittedly, is

much more meaningful to those who

can identify to being raised in an

upper-middle class. Catholic, single-

sex environment. But its beautifully

entertaining story inspires even the

most cynical, world-weary wretch

out there. "Wide Awake" teaches

you how to appreciate life, which is

something to which everyone can

identify.

The majority of the movie is toler-

ably sweet, but the end reminds you

why you stay away from kids'

movies. The final 15 minutes area
—

"

bit overdone and overly sentimental,

and many will leave the theater puk-

ing from the fairy dust. But when the

dust settles, you'll be glad that you

took this much-needed break from

"U.S. Marshals" and "Dark City"

Louise Chu
Grade: A-

"Prlmary Colors*

Directed by Mike Nichols

Starring John Travolta and

Emma Thompson
It really is amazing that we live in

a country that allows a movie like

"Primary Colors" to be made. The

very premise of the film, a fictional-

ized but ail-too realistic depiction of

the electoral campaign of the current

U.S. president, would rule out its

conception in most other nations.

While it is u testament to the First

Amendment that "Primary Colors"

opens Friday in a theater near you,

the film itselfjust isn't bold enough

to deliver what its first half promises.

Instead of being a harsh satire of

American politics and the presiden-

tial rise of Bill Ointon, it opts to play

it safe as a genial comedy and, in its

final half-hour, a saccharine melo-

drama. A film that could have been

as smart and funny as "Wag the

Dog" becomes as slow and mushy as

"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington."

The somewhat disappointing final

product really can't be blamed on

any one party. The performances are

Sm SCREEN, page 44

THE CALL

TO HEAVEN AND BACK
in-store peribnnance liy—°THE GALL

CcMii Jliig their newest release

TO HEAVEN AND BACK

See ttiem play live at

and enter to win tickets

for the full concert ttiat nigtit at

Sahinlay, March 21 at 4.-00 PM

For n«ariy 30 years Student
Media UCLA has published
seven uni«|ue magazines that

ar9 widely recogniawd as inno-

vative ffomts of college alter-

native journalism. They serve
and cover unique and diverse

communities in Los Angeles
and across the country.

Applications are now avail-

able for editor in chief of these
magazines. If you are inter-

ested call Jaime Maldonado at

206-4196 or come by 118
Kerckhoff Hall and pick up an
application.

"the!
'—

Magazines

rai . ItfJIm . Li Genie . NOiMO . Pacific Ties . Ten l>ercenl

Program Schedules
for the August 1 5, 1 998 MCAT

Course Begins On: Saturday,June 20, 1998

Course Ends On: Thursday, August 13, 1998

Course Location: Hyperleaming, 10883 Kinross Ave.

The Hyperleaming SurrimerMCATprogram is 9 weeks in length.

Session Days Time

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

Monday - Friday

XII . Saturday - Sunday

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1 :00 pm -3:30 pm

—

4:00 pm -6:30 pm
6:45 pm- 9:15 pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm
1:00 pm -3:30 pm
4K)0pm-6:30p(n

6:45 pm -9:15pm

10:00 am -12:30 pm,

1:30 pm -4:30 pm
altemateWeds. 6:45 pm -9:15 pm

Course includes five proctored, practice MCATs

Practice MCAT Days Time

June 27, 1998

July 11,1998

July 2S, 1998

August 1,1998

August 8, 1998

9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm
9:00 am -4:30 pm

9:00 am -4:30 pm

* Computer-analyzed score report provided.

iu. iu

Medical division of THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Call us at (310) 208-5000 or (800) MD BOUND

'.._ ..£-««..,.' ^UmIiimJ.!'. "'J i.\ ..^i^i-'-ti.'^ ..,..:
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LONDON
CLEANERS

,

^-^ Westwood*s Only .^^^^
Drive-Through Service C

Dry Cleaning * Laundry ^
Alterations —

^

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwocxl

208-7722
This coupon is good for

$5 Off a Miniiiuiin

$15 Dry Cleaning Order

Not V.ilifl VMtli OtluT Offers

COSMETIC SURGERY

Creation... with a Delicate touch

Liposuction ; / /

R-^^o» A«*»,%,«^*^*:«J*^"^*-'""/ ^"^ hundred
Breast Augmentation ^

thirty eight hundred

Thomas D. Toohey, M.D.
351 Hospital Rd Suite 319

Newport Beach, CA 92663

714.722.1884

Qompiimenianf Consultation - Board (Certified

Netwoili Event Theater® presents;

The GoHege Premiere of

CITY OF ANGELS
STARRING

NICOLAS CAGE & MEG RYAN

WMhiesday. April SHI

I

1[

BrougM to yM by

It's how to Unplugf

Ms ptssis ivtfiMt

andatllM

Dily Inii tflkts, ill

\*'

The Daily Bruin and

The Residential Life

Arts Council NETWORK
EVENT

THEATER*

SCREEN
From page 43

all very good, the writing is clever

and the direction is solid. The real

difTiculty arises in the film's total

lack of conviction in itself and its

own ideas. Whereas films like "Wag
the Dog" and other political satires

have real messages about the way the

political game is played, "Primary

Colors" just wants to have a good

laugh at the president and maybe

remind us ofJust what a great coun-

try we live in.

» The movie is short on plot. (After

all, everyone pretty much knows the

outcome before the opening credits.)

Basically, an incredibly naive and

idealistic bureaucrat and campaign

worker (Adrian Lester) joins the

campaign of Arkansas Governor

Jack Stanton (Travolta, doing aa
impressive Clinton impersonation).

In a mad attempt to win the

Democratic Primaries, Stanton and

his staff face off against accusations

of adultery, drug use and draft-dodg-

ing, as well as a thousand other

obstacles.

Perhaps the best thing about

"Primary Colors" is the hilarious

performance of Billy Bob Thornton,

whose turn as the back-woods, red-

neck, good-ol'-boy campaign advisor

provides far and away the most

laughs in the entire film. Thornton,

who proved his acting abilities in

I996's "Sling Blade" now shows that

he is capable of being extremely

funny as well. Also giving a winning

performance is Kathy Bates as an

old friend of the Stantons enlisted to

dig up dirt on any and all opponents

for the Democratic nomination.

Unfortunately, these good perfor-

mances are wasted in the film's final

half-hour, which pulls a complete

turn-around in tone and theme from

the rest of the film. Whereas the first

90 minutes are witty and maybe even

brutal, the film's conclusion is sappy,

manipulative and smarmy. The film

fhanges immediately from fun and

enjoyable comedy into silly and con-

descending melodrama. A potential-

ly engaging diatribe about politics

becomes more like a "God Bless

America" rally.

Lonnie Harris

Grade: B-

ELEQRONICA
From page 42

ed, causing isolated pockets of

moshing. Everybody got up for club

hit "Busy Child," the grooviest track

of the night. "Busy Child" reminded

everybody how dangerously innova-

tive electronica music can be.

Yet, while Crystal Method bailed

out Holmes' and Slims attention-

starved set, they couldn't capture

everyone as people began to trickle

out during "Busy Child " However,

the boys threw it all out at the

Palladium, proving wrong the

notion that American electronic acts

can't hang with those from England.

The Palladium

gathering highlighted

the positives and

negatives of the scene.

The Palladium gathering high-

lighted the positives and negatives of

the scene. While the music may be

great and the ambiance may be fan-

tastic, the scene is meant for a niche

audience. But don't lose all hope in

'big time" electronic acts. There is

still a chance for mainstream accep-

tance as long as ingenious spinners

and mixers like the Crystal Method
and such keep on playing and believ-

ing

I
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index

Aimouncements
1100 Campus Hapfwninas
1200 Campus OrganlzaUons
1300 Campus Racruttment
1400 Campus Services
1900 BIrtMays
1600 Legal notices
1700 Lost « Found
1100 Miscellaneous
'^•OO Personal Messagef
2000 Personals
2090 Pregnancy
2100 Reereatlonal Activities

itesearcii SuMects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tfekals Offered

2900 Tfekels Wanted
2600 Wanted

2200
2300
2400

FtorSale
2700 Appliances
2600 Art /Paintings

2900 Bicycles / Skates
3000 Books
3100 Callhig Cards
3200 Cameras / Camcorders
3300 CoNectiiiies

3400 ConqHiters / Software
3900 Furniture

3600 Oarage / Yard Sales
3700 Healtfi Products
3600 Miscelianeous
3900 Musteal Instruments
4000 Office Equipment
4100 Pels

4200 Rentals

4300 Sports Equipment
4400 Stereos / TVs / Radtos
4900 IMile Sports

Ttansportation

4700
4800 Auto Repair

4600 Autos for Sale

5000 Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

5200 Parking

5300 Scooter /Cyde Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale

9900 VeUdesforRent

IkBvel
5600 Resorts / Hotels

5620 RMes Offered

5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / SlMittie Servk:e

5680 nwral Destinations

5700 IVavel TkAets
5720 Vacatien Paokages

Services
1

Financial Aid
9600
5900
6000
6160 CanuMtar/hitemet
6150 Foreign Languages
6200 HMrtIi / BeautyServices
6300 Lagal Advice / Attorneys
6400 Movers / Storage
6900 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6000 Telecommunteations
7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing
7300 Writiiigl

Ewployinent
7400 Business Opportuniiaa

7900 Career Opportunities

7600 CMM Cars Offered

7700 CMM,Care Wantsd
7600 Help Wanted
7600 Housesittbig

8000 Intemship
8100 Penanal Assistance

6266

Housing

6960 Aparlmenis rurnislied

Condo / Townhouse for Rent

Cando / TowntMMse for Sale

GuasttMNisa lor Ragt

House for sale

Houseboats for Rent /Sale

IIMIMI9 liVWOT

Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room

9700 Sublets
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advertising information

Address
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza *

Los Angeles, CA 90924

Internet
E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax:(310)206-0528

Office Hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-4:00pm .

Fri: 9:00am-2:30pm

Rates
Daily, up to 20 words $8.00
. . . each additional word 0.50

Weekly, up to 20 words 27.00
. . each additional word 1 .50

Monthly, up to 20 words 90.00
...each additional word 5.00

For Classified Display ads, please see
our rate card for variable rate

information.

Ates/erCwtt

Deadlines
Classified Une Ads:

1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after noon
of the day before printing.

Payment
Please make checks payable to "The

UCLA Daily Bruin." We accept Visa,

MasterCard, and Discover credit cards.

AUow 5 worldng days for maH payments.

How to Write

an Effective Ad
• start your ad with the merchandise you
are selling. This makes it easier for readers

to quickly scan the ads and locate your

items.

• Always include the price of your item

Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

• Avoid abl)reviations—make your ad easy

for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's position,

ask what you would like to know atxxjt

the merchandise, and include that in the

ad. Include such information as brand
names, colors and other specific

descriptions.

T̂^S^ «»*=""*«'^P;*'«^ »* »*,"<^ Howmc OfflCT at (310) 825-4271 or call ttwWNtstd* Fair Hoicring Otfiw «1 5i'o)'475:9671 . dii^' ads 'alH^ajipe^ irv-lirw"* mpV/wt^.dMybiuln'ilSi.rtLISnmM^m S"o««dTlnI

announcements

1100-2600
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TANGO-SALSA-SWING
STARTS MON. APRIL 6
7PM-ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR LOUNGE
Learn romantic dar^ces with the popular

BALLROOM DANCE CLUB AT UCLA. 4-free

lessons/week 310-284-3636 ball-

room Oucla.edu.

Alcoholics ArK>nyfnous
Mm. OiicuMiMi, hi Stip Shtdy, 3517 AdwMM

Tlwn. look Stod^, 3SI7 AdwMM
M/T/WUtDMiliilA^029

WwLRm.A>029
DboiMioH, Al limM 12:10- 1:00 pm

:ri\in barcjins

1900

****** ******HAPPY 22ND
***B-DAY SEANBOY!!"*
HEY OLD MAN! This is a bit early, but there

is no paper on your birthday, so deal witti it!

Love, Connie.

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College Sc^lOla^ships Busirwss. Medk:al

bills. Never repay. Toll Free: 1-600-218-

9000 Ext 0-1650

RAISE $500 in one week Fur>draising op-

portunities available No financial obligatkMi.

OrMt for ciubs. For more inlonnation call:

888-51 -A-PLUSext.S1.

SPEED READING
COURSE

now get highef gradM in \mm Mudy time 4

cassette tapes and 90-page woffcbook-sale

$10. Comptetel Order today and accelerate

yourself to tt>e top! A's SUCCESS PUBLISH-

ING, Box 36. NF, New York, 14302

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
UNION

UCLA STUDENTS, faculty and staff benefit

from k>w-cost financiai services & on-cam-

pus ATMs. Visit us at Acfcarman A-I«val, on-

line at www ucu.org or caN 31(M77-fl62t

>»

"FlREi

f*?^f

V..-

^^.^
<^

$10.00 phone card! /^^

Make thousands giving*^

Tthem away. For your<

/FREE $10.00 phone pj
card & details - send §t,;

self addr. envelope to?'

Mr. S. Kahn
3041 E. 3rd St., #2

"THE DAILY BRUIN ASSUMES NO RE-
SPONSIBILITY FOR ADVERTISERS' OR
CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCES CONCERN-
ING ADS IN THE PERSONALS SECTION.

CLEANCUT ATHLETIC w/m wanted. 18-28,

Great shape/looks Me: snowtxjard, surf,

most sports, handsonw (ex-model), 35, 6',

185, financially secure. Friends first. 310-

477-4751.

' -f

AU_L1 ! LMA^L .rjCLU; .^^HV,,v.;i^ Age
18+ needed for study on reactions to past in-

cest experience. Paper-pencil question-

naires, optional group discussion afterward.

IndlvkJual test sessions also available About
one-hour, one-time session Call 310-285-

3502 or email study50Ohotmail.com.

BODY WEIGHT&HOR-
MONE LEVELS

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT Healthy young
women, ages 17-25, weight between
80&120lbs., with normal periods, to partici-

pate m a UCLA project to take 24hrs.

Receive $25.00 for complete participation.

Dr. Ian YipO310-206-1987.

MOMS W/12-18 month-old babies needed
for Ph.D. 'research study on bonding. Call

Wendy 310-820-0952.

NORMAL HEALTHY CHILDREN 8-12yrs

needed for UCLA research study. Receive

$25 lor lab experiment and developmental
evaluation, and get a scientifk: learning ex-

penence. Call 310-825-0392.

I

1300

Even the odds

Theirs and Yours.
Join AmeriCorps, the domestic Peace Corps. By tutoring kids, restoring streanns

and parks, building playgrounds, helping connmunities hit by disasters, serving in a

health clinic, or nneeting other iniportant needs, you'll help others succeed.

When you join AmeriCorps for one year, you get:

'::• * A living allowance and health care

• Skills for your future

* Defernnent of qualified student loans

• Almost $5,000 for education

* An experience you'll never forget

Sound interesting? Call AmeriCorps for more information:

1.800-942-2677 (TDD 1-800-833-3722).

Or visit our website at http://www.cns.gov

AmeriCorps. Getting Things Done
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Which professional

services firm

has tripled

the number of its

key leadership

positions held by

women since 1993?

the answer is
Dehitte&

IhcIm

•mi»«l«<ll«ITMclMLl»lii4»tl*4ll«(TMcb CaMlrttlrif UC. toMOlill*
Ut •n4rtl>IMtm<t4*t.
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Looking for an internship in

advertising?

! Bwi^mw^mmmM

is looicing for iviterhs for the
Spring Quarter. Besides valuable
career experience, an interiiship at

the Daily Bruin can make you
lots of money.

So if you're a hard-woridng, motivated
individual, picit up an application at 118
Kercltoff, due Friday April 10th. Any Q's,

call Alissa (310) 206-3060.

i

Project Engineer
|(iN China)!

U S Fikei/Kinetics is tKe nations laigest ki^-purity pnxxss piping

onntracti>i; pnividing turnkey solutions tt) tke semkonJuctor industry.

^ seek an entry-level FVoject Engineer fluent in Mandarin CKinese

(written/verbal) to assist (xur pn^i manager with material expediting,

labor and material utilization tacking, fieltl installatitMi verification, and

material acquisition, among otlier duties.

Job wiD last riine-moiitns-I year in China, with tke possibility of titker

European/wi>rldwide job sites. Engineerin^G>nstruction experience

preierrud; but more importantly, we seek an individual witb an

enthusiastic desire to leani our business. Our pmjects ate authorized

for US passiKtrt holders only. G>mpany pnnades arrangements for

housing and living expenses.

Please aena your resume to our corporate headquaiters:

USF/Kinetics

P.O.Box5085 - V '

• Santa Clara, CA 95056-5085

Fax: (408) 496^162
E-mail: hr@Rineticsy8.com.

KINETICS acRno«de^ all qualified applicants by plione.

EOF, M/F/DA^

^QVyPEDj^^^

UMIVERSITY or LA VERTiE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Quality Legal Education

JURIS DCXTOR PROGRAM
• Accredited by the State Bar of California

• Innovative & Supportive Environment

• Full Time, Part Hme, Day/Evening Classes

• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available

— PARALEGAL PROGRAMS ALSO OFFERED

^* Certificate • AS/BS Degrees

FOR FALL ADMISSIONS CALL:
San Fernando Valley Campus

21300 Oxnaixl St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

. (818)883-0529

La Verne Campus
1950 3rd Street

La Verne, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848 .

The University of La Verne is accredited by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

fl"
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FACIAL PIGMENTATION?
Are you troubled by dark batches on the face?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUAURED RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS.

If you are 18 years or older,

call Marcia at (310) 209-1440

Under Dermatologist Supervision

PLAY GAMES AND
MONEY, TOO!

Social psychological experiment. 1 1/2-

hours. Average $8 Undergraduate only Call

310-837-2669 or wgn up 235 HaineS

Classifieds

8252221

ANONYMOUS sperm donors needed Help EGG DONORS NEEDED
•nfenile couples while receiving financial HAVE YOU CONSIDERED helping an infer-

compMMtion up to leOCVmonth and tree ^ ^^g^^f „ you're 21-30 yMrUwMing to
he«llhwrMning Gonvemont hours, located

help, please call All i«:ee needwJ Compen-
in West«M)od CaM Kim 310-824-9941

•ation-SaSOO OPTIONS:800-886-9373

56.800

READERS

DAILY

ADVERTISE.

IDaily Bruin

More Bruins turn to the Daily Bruin than any other newspaper
Displav

206 3060

Daily Bruin Oassifled
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1300 1300 ^

ATTENIION
BIUNGUAL
GRADUATES!
(Japanese-English)

#

4
'M

J^^
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SA1£S & MARKETMG POSmONS
TOKYO

Don't miss this opportunity to prove

your skills in on international

environment while working with a

Silicon Valley internet-based company.

Soles and marketing positions

available for ambitious individuals to

work in Tokyo.

Excellent comperilation and

sponsorship of visa. Please e-mail

cover letter and resume to

michael@asia-net.com I •

-# •

Interviews will be conducted in Los

Angeles on on appointment basis on

March 23 and 24.

To learn more about Asia-Net and to

find out about other job opportunities

in the Asia-Pacific region, visit our

web-site at iAf>MfVf.asia-net.com

fp

ASIAV*
• • • •

NET.

w>vw.asia-net.com

teim/l^lg OwMrf

FREE
DIABETIC SCREENING

Genetic study of diabetes recruiting

volunteers 1 18-40) for diabetes

screening witfi a standard oral

glucose tolerance test (2.5 lirs

Qualified subjects (wfio pass the

screening test) will be invited to

participate in the genetic study of

diabetes v^/hondsome remuneration

Details, coll Dr. Cfiiu 310-206-9671

.\ happily married couple seeks to

adopt a baby to comple te our family.

Our two year old adopted son
would love to be a big brother.

If yov can hdp IMMSI oar dream,

V^ call WcMiyil^red. ^
'

;., (800) 484-2 $43 Code: 9097 -V4.

11300
taMm/EiMi

zzz
EGG DONORS

WANTED t

If you are a healthy
female between
the ages of 19 and
30 and have health

Insurance.

Compensation

$3500,00

Call Mima Navas at

(310) 829-6782

EGG DONORS/SURROGATES NEEDED
Ages 21-30. All into confidential. Please call

310-265-0333.

FILIPINO OR CHINESE WOMEN NEEDED
as anonymous egg donors. Ages 19-32 Egg

donors (ind it emotionally rewarding to tielp

anonynrous infertile couples. $4,000 com-

pensation Call 1-888-411-EGGS, Kellie

Snell, Creative Conception.

HELP A COUPLE fulfill ttieir dream of tiaving

a family. Be an egg donor Call Conception

Altemative8O714-e40-1222.

MEN: Donors needed for insemination pro-

gram. Especially needed: Latinos, Jewisti,

Haten, African-Amencans 35 or younger

Pleasa can 626-440-7450 Compensation

provided

Classifieds

8252221

for sale

2700-4500

KITCHEN TABLE: 4 nfwtching ctiairs/solid

oak/excellent condition $250 Futon mat-

tress: frame(lull) sofa-to-t>ed/solid oak/cov-

er/pillows included. Excellent condition.

$250. 310-204-0736

MATTRESS BONANZA!!
SEALY, STEARNSAFOSTER Also Orttiope-

dic twin-sets-$1 19.95, Fulls-$169 95,

Queens-$189.95 Kings-$239 95 Futons-

$149.95. Free delivery. Beacon Mattress

1309 Westwood Blvd. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESS SETS!!!
Twin $79, Full $89. Queen $139, King $159.

Bunkbeds Deliveries, Ptxjne Orders Accept-

ed 310-372-2337.

MOVING FURNITURE SALE- Entertainment

center $40 Bookstielf $30 Loveseat $250

Queen size bed $140 Desk&ctiair $60.

Kitctien table* 4ctiairs $135. 310-204-4918.

MOVING. Must sell full-bed, table, book-

stielf, drawer unit, ctiair, hak)gen lamp, CD
stielf, rug. Most items under $55. Call 213-

852-4928

QUEEN-SIZE BED. Unused, stored careful-

ly, good quality Mattress, box, and frame,

$150. Can deliver. 310-822-3284.

HOME TYPISTS
PC USERS needed $45,000 inco0ie poten-

tial. Call 1-800-513-4343. E>V B-10105.

SOCIOLOGY 173
READER FOR SALE. A lot ctieaper than

buying it at the copy place Call Mictielle

310-824-3920

po
YASHICA- 107 MULTI-PROGRAM- w/tele-

photo 75-200mm, wide angle, teteconverler

$375 obo. 310-398-6919.

'3i00 9ttB
Cinipiilors/SfiftimHre

POWERBOOK 5300c, active matrix screen,

750 MB HD, 32 MB Ram, and 33.6 Mo-

dem/Ettiernet Card $1400obo. Ctiris 310-

836-2370.

Bii cotor TV, excellent-$550

Beautiful black leatfterette sofa and love-

seat-$550 Color TV, 26"excellent-$175. Col-

or, 20" excellent-$100 4tiead VCR-$95. 310-

453-9441.

BRUINS, SAVE MONEY
BUY USED BOOKS
FOR WNTR QTR 98

BOOKS INCLUDING Econ 130, 160. Lots

of Sociology books including: Sociology 2,

126 (Soc of Norms), 132 (Soc Psy), M150
(Soc of Ageing) & M162 (Soc of gender).

An tiisfory 56 (reader only). Sold at ctieap-

er price ttian ttie UCLA bookstore Call 310-

836-1023 for Mictiele after 6PM.

WORK TABLES, 8tt storage cabinet, art sup-

plies. Brusties, acrylics, canvases Re-

igtie31 0-459-1050.

FUTON, SEVEN-FOOT long, double size

mattress, brand new. Was $1200. asking

$350o(M Call 310-446-9176.
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ACROSS
1 Flexible tubing

5 Bnng home
the —

10 Fabric

14 Modern Persia

15 Hawaiian
greeting

16 Golden Fleece
ship

1

7

Graceful rhythnn

18 Calgary
footballers

20 Small sofa

22 Vexes
^3 Sleep noisily

24 Matinee guy?
27 Large piece

30 Jungle cats

35 Swing around,

as a ship

38 Facile in speech
40 IdafK) neighbor

41 Guitarist Clapton
43 Sports complex
44 — monster
45 Actress Bonet
46 Calm
48 WorV as a tailor

49 Mild condiment
51 Fall on — ears

53 Smear
55 Proper

59 Sharp
63 Cooke of

"Masterpiece
Theater"

66 Significant

events

69 Salad
ingredient

70 Seattle and
Reinking

71 Guardian spirit

72 Nervous
73 Tidy

74 Shenff's group
75 Bar orders

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

B E A s T U N 1 T C A L F
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1 N N E R A N K A U R G E
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Hunter
constellation

Cannon salute

Goes inside

Army post

Can province

Raccoon's

s ••

52
O M

at

o ^

" 2

r DOWN
1 "The — are

alive .

"

• cousin

8 Electrical unit

9 Catch forty

winks
10 Dry riverbed
11 Pitcher

Hershiser

12 Fairy-tale giant

13 Defeat

19 Wnter — Stan-

ley Gardner
21 Ego
25 Put on (clothes)

26 Fuel rating

28 "Northern

Exposure"
state

29 Chest of

drawers
31 Tote

32 Elevator

pioneer

33 Story

34 Playwright

George
Bernard —

35 Squeal
36 Song in an

opera
37 Bit of straw

39 Poet's always
42 Cable —
47 Listener's

needs
50 — of March
52 In better shape
54 Hairstyle

56 Showy and
tasteless

57 Door part

58 Cafeteria items

59 "— for All

Seasons"
60 Movie
61 Arm bone
62 Expenment
64 Robert E. and

Spike
65 — of Man
67 Faucet
68 Lennon's wife
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^ Piano Rentals ^
^ Low Monthly Rates x
•Hollywood Piano Rental Company^

213-462-2329 ^
••••••••••

travel

5600 - 5720
VMMHi

tldwli M
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE-SUMMER '98

WESTCOAST DEPS-$478 fVT, Mexico^^ar-

ibbean-$209-$249 R/T, Hawali-$119 o/w.

CaN 310-394-0550. http://Ww.airhitch.org

[?©S)m
BEAUTIFUL HUSKY/CHOW Great famriy

dog. CX>edient and house trained. Neutered
male. Shots to date. Musi find home 3iO-

839-9799

6100

lAiCia
•DISPOtAM.EI

; COWIHTATION
>EIMOrEANI

I- i:^().s-,si9;',Lj
I'K.i wj SI WOOD m vn

J $9 to LAX, $6 from LAX
if,^ Roundtriponly$15

$CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS avail, from

sponsors!!! Great opportunity Call now. 1-

800-532-8890.

STUDENT LOANS
Choose University Credit Union to fund your

Stafford Loans (Lender Code 832123). Also

receive low-cost financial services. 310-

477-6628; http://www.ucu.org

:XlIIlITT«gTXTTt«HIgTTIgg»i

• Advanced reservation required. 10% discount for other a

'AmImi tar Sflls

$$GREAT VALUE$$
1991 HONDA ACCORD LX- 4door,

white/blue interior, ac, am/fm, ps, pw,

Sspeed Excellent condition. 1owr>er. 80K-
miles $7985 310-820-4154.

1985 FORD LTD STATION WAGON. V8 en-

gine, power steering, air corxlitiomng. great

for holidays. 107K miles, excelleni condition

$2100. 310-572-1073.

1987 VW FOX, 2Dr, 4-speed. AA:. Write,

New Brakes, 2 New Ttres, Radio-Cass, 105K
miles, Loote+Runs Good, Excelleni Condi-
tion, $1600. 310-209-2594

1991 BMW 318 IS- 2door, red w/Wack interi-

or, power windows, anVtm radio^tape deck,
air-conditioning Immaculate condrtkin and
runs great! 213-263-8560.

1995 FORD ESCORT STATION WAGON.
22,000 miles. Like new Great stereo, air.

14,000 mile factory warranty. $6,750 obo
310-441-5036

1996 FORD RANGER XLT Red, Sspeed
7500 miles. Excellent condi1k)n Full warran-

ty Long bed, fully equipped $12,000 060.
310-271-1656.

*

destinations. $5 for each additional person in party.

888-396-8566
TOLL FREE

Contemoo Nallm
Manicures Pedicures

nils & Silks

Sculptured Nails

Wax
& MORE!

333 Robertson Bivd, Beveriy HHIs
(Mwn. Gregory Way & Olympic Blva)

MonSat9-7pm
FreePartOng

NoAppL Necessary

Call (310) wtmai

*
*

nvnlJ Drawl Tldcite•www w^gm^w^^

j4meniM
Round Trip Airf:ircs

Hiirnos .•\irt's sh:1(

I imj . ;
-.

Vio P.iulo . Rjn
Tiuayaquil ,' Uuitu j

•^.iiitiago sfi',^'

Package Tours also availabli

for 310 •
'"

' -- •

Res: 800
PROFESSIf'.

South

CARS
100/ 500 1980-1997 POLICE IMPOUND
Hondas, chevys, jeeps, and sports utilities

Must sell 1-800-772-7470 ext.71 11

SEIZED CARS FROM $175 Porsches, Ca-

dHlacs, Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also

Jeeps. 4wd's Your Area Toll Free 1-800-

218-9000 exi A- 1650 for current listings

'89 ACURA LEGEND L Coup Immaculate
All records $7000 1 owner 98k miles 5-

speed Gold New tires 213-253-3249

•92 FORD ESCORT- Black, 4door hatch-

back, clean-in and out. Sell as is $3,500
310-204-4918

93 TOYOTA TERCEL White, 53M, 2-door,

5-spd, air, new tires. $5,990 310-824-4054

MEXICO OR HAWAII only $250r/l Europe
$239o/w Other worldwide-destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! AirTech 212-219-7000.

1-800-575-TECH www airtsch.com

AQUA TRAVEL INC

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OWN AIR CAR HOiaRESEWMlON AT

Mtp://www.pflsmaw0b.com/aquattmel

24 HOURS A DAY

Lovvest Domestic and

Infematonol AiffWes

TourPockogM

EuroHposs

Hotel AcconxKlotions

CorRenfais

*/^MiiCQ*Austnio*6NM*SouttiAnMfico*

*Mlo*Conodo*Mexico*H(nMr

SwM dkiMSfe IMniMfilMiB4iiM
NfMKt Ond SOfTM

to tfow wVioiJ noiv

w FHmons moy oppty PmsTons

PHONE (310) 441-3680
10850 NiMv. Sittm WislW00dCA90024

iiw^r^ANCE WAR!
WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S price or dont want
your business. All drivers, hlewiy licOTMd.
Student/statt/faculty discounts. Request the

"Bruin Plan." 310-777-8817 Of 213-873-

3303.

/lllstalef
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1281 W®«tw/c>ocl Blvd.
C2 fc>lk». So. of V\matMr«:i

STUDENT
TRAVEL

t^i

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULL"
Bast Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*U NOW
FOR FREE QIIOTg

Tired of high prices? Call

LAyU's ElECTRolvsis

& SkiN Care

20% off with this coupon-

above $20 purchase

• permanent hair removal fex men &
women

• permanent make-up
• Facials, waxir^ body treatments, ear

piercing

• Physician referred certified, disposable

. probes & sterilisation

• Free consultation 15 minutes

• Gender Friendly

• Wtst LA

(510) 471 897V

1 (SCO) 22S-9000

t

< ()l NM I INC.

COMPASSION
«H CONFIDENTlALmr

KAKENDeRR.PIU>.

(3l«)3Jt-i«M

KAItENSCHLAFF, nUX
UcJUTM
ON)«n-MM

R.MILES inrCHOCO. Pk. D
LkJMJM

w««tw—donitt

:; . y:^

Cycle Time

Moped • Motor Scooter • Motorcycle

Sales • Repairs • Insurwice I
• EXCHANGE ADFOR FREE PICK-UP

•OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT
1632 S La Cienage Ovd.
Six aocks South o( Pico

Q (310)275^734/ 1.

Honolulu $280
Cancun $484
Paris ,$398
San Francisco ,$76

London $428
PKka(nantoHlantUidMiMMiHxa»Mc\ AHwumi

iiM^Mp htm IM iai net McWa) Stmt mnoitHn its t#»tv

(310) 824-1574
920 Westwood Blvd.

imw.tta-travtl.cM*

totiiiii fif Si^
1984 HOf40A ELPTE 50 tor sale $350 obo
Must sell quckiy Call 213-368^171 Car-

men.

STATfJvfcl..

the world's largest

student travpi

organization

"Muifis,jof( AJventUftj'

:p310
"hiking Adventure'

^356
"Now York Ex;;tofer'

,.;:us aittani ^O 1 3

Fmu ah «jv(ct to CHMtt. Kniiamff

CSTlffNmM^

\Travel ^
I
OEE: CmmUm i««nnliMMl

I CiacMiMMl EutHa|c

10904 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles

(310) 208-3551

I
OIGrfAL DEC pc 42S-SE Color notebook
laptop computer Windows. WordPerfta
Modem card included Barely used
SS50/abo. Call Det>orah: 310-649-3865

IS LIFE GEHING YOU DOWN'
TiMng to tha MQHT penon cw halpl

AFORDABlf, QUAUTY THEIAPr

MU).

P»yi

(PSY1

Sdt-CilMfn, AnMMy,
Pr>wrttol Coun—lnB.
swworv OT unoQonii,

Ptiyaioal. or Swual AbuM,
^MmrttnQ, Body knapa,

AduH CUMMnafMcahaaa*.

CouptM ConMolt or BMak-up*. ale.

STA TRAVEL
We've t>een there

,^1020 -Westwood Boulevard

[ Los Angeles

(310) 209-1852

SPEAK SPANISH FAST!
Central Mexico Live with family 2w«et(S-

$411, 4weeks-$785: Shours class/day,

room+3meals/day CALMECAC Calixto 2,

Guanajuato, Gto 36000 Mexico mo-
dem560qui)ote.ugtomx.

STUDY SPANISH in Mexteo' Sunwner pro-

grams. CoNege credit offered. Call toH free:

688-5-eSPANOL.

FROM$17.95/DAY
RENT-A-CAW Under 25 o k Cash deposit

ok Free mriw atowance Open 7 days/wk
Maior credit-carda accepted 1-800-770-

0606

Classifieds

82&2221

FLY CHEAPl!
*RO(IIIOTIIIPCOUR»l MHFAfCS*
^'^g**' <Blg'!*°* tjg&^i'f *yi^**l

4 i^'^ <}f f All f AHE S
AM COURIER NfTCRNATKNiiAL

l-aHKMS-TTISMIin. I

SPRING BREAK!!!!
ROSARfTO BEACH MEXICO HoM pK*-
•0M $34Aiip 1-«»^lCANn apK»
•a

A FREE SESSION!
Student rates. Psychottwpy^ounsrtng.
Depression, anxisty, post-traumalic stress

dteRtor. CouplM—IndMduals. CaN for free

consuNalion. Sliding scale. Liz Gould
MFCC«32308 31O-578-S0S7

ALONE-STRE8SED-OVERWHELMED
Supportive, conAdsntial counssiing. Anwety.

dapiwsion. ralllontilps Hypnatwn^yy lor

EUROPEAN/BRAZILIAN medical esthefi-

cian 15-year8 experience seetcs work in doc-
tor's offics or baauty salon. Westside. Bast
references. 310-775-7180.

STRESSED OUn
Julie Micttaalaon LCSW-providing oounsal-
ing for IndMduals stmggling w/slrass. arada-

ly, daprassion&ralalfonship probiams. Wae-
l«nd&avaning hours avatable Reduced fae

310-235-1968.

VIDAL SASSOON
SALON in Bevarty Hile. ONaring flScuU.
$20color by advanced naming team. For info

caM AmyiKelly: 310-775-8808.

«ioad Vlata Caiola Chaain MA. MFCC
310-2a»-4e43

GET THE POINT?
ADVERTI8K.

IVIore Bruins turn to the Dailv Bniln than anv othc • nru-cnnnrr
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7500
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DENTAL HEALTH INSTTTUTE We Create Beautiful Sm.les! '

'All Students

& Foculty

Members are

welcome"

First time

inhroductory

offer wi ill

this coufxw

• 24 rtour rmfrqencu O^

• Medi-Cal & Mo»l l(

Tel: (310) 475-5598

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ALL subjects. Foreign

Students Welcome. Fast Professional

Quality Guaranteed, papers not for sale

Call Research 310-447-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

ExpkM 4/5/98

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Anqeles, Between Wilskir>e & Sanfa Monica (Free Parldnq in Pear)

lUMM/IMtawys

BANKRUPTCY
GET OUT OF DEBT NOW! Free Consulta-

tion. Experienced attorneys, reasonable
fees. Law Offices of White and Associates
(Cheryl M. White, UCLAW. "89") 800-420-

9998 or 310-207-2089. 12301 Wilshire

Bl.Ste 550, WLA

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
LEARN HC'.V TO MEND YOUR CREDIT
legally and quickly! To obtain more infomia-

tion send 1 BASE including 2-dollars for

P+H: Trading Places, 222 S Figueroa, Suite
1212, La California 90012

GREEN CARD
FOR WORK VISAS and green cards call ex-

perierKed immigration attorney Reasonable
rates and free consultations. Call 213-251-

9588 for attomey Doreen.

GREEN CARDIThe Easy-Inexpensive Way!
Visas, Work Permits, & Labor Certificatkjn. A
California Corporation Since 1982 Immi-

gration Specialist. CaH: 310-459-9200.

IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY LAW. Green
cards, visas, work permits, latxjr certification,

deportation Reasonable rates. Attomey Ge-
offrey Chin 213-382-1688 UCLA Alumnus.

Career Services Presents

LA COLLEGIATE CAREER FAIR

THURSDAY. MARCH 19th 10am- 3pm
at Trousdale Parkway at use

The largest job fair in L.A.
is comins to USC.

Warner Brothers, Hilton,
Union Bank Of CA, Macv's. Metlife,
Accountants Overload, Aeon are a few

of the many Major Corporations
attending.

Open to ail Fields, Majors & Degrees.
For More information on this Free event

contact (310) 712-3438

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Al aubjects, TYwnaDissertMlans.
Pawmal SlalBmenlB. Pnapoaais and Books.

NemaMonal akjdeniB weloome
SMCC IMS

Sharon B—r, Pt».D. (310) 47&«062

TEACHER W/LD EXPERIENCE. Tues,

Thurs, Fri from 3.30-4:30 every other week
Positive personality, can handle 9-yr-old

master of manipulation. Westskle. Fax:310-

454-4352.

Top quality—$15/HR 10-12 hrs/wk for 8th-

grade girl in math/latin/science&anthropolo-

gy/English. Evenings&weekends, times flexi-

ble. Tennis helpful. Fax resume:81 8-501-

8784, or call 818-501-8783

TUTOR FOR 6TH Grade English and Math
(Algebra). $15/fK)ur for 2hrs/day approx. 4-5

days/week. Prefer Korean. Northridge. 818-

368-3371.

INTL IMPORTING, PR & Marketing firm

seeks detail-onented, organized individual

for F/T position in Advertising, Coordinating

Special Events, & Copywriting Excellent

Communications skills necessary. Must be
fluent in Italian. Salary $1800/mo.+heallh
benefits, parking. Excellent career opportun-
ity! Fax Resume 213-653-1768. John Patter-

son.

CaraOflefwl mm
N/VNNY/COMPANION CARE, HOUSESIT-
TING. Loving and responsible. Car w/excel-

lent DMV record. Errands, light housework.
Excellent references. Great w/infants to el-

derly. 310-471-4364.

HONEST MAN W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688. SF LV. SO, AZ. Go Bruins

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY The care-

ful movers. Expenericed, reliable, same day
delivery. Packing, box^s available. Jerry,

310-391-5657. GO UCLAi!

To Meet
Rich Men

96 pages by
Ruth l^fee Greene

$12.95 + $3 S&H
MC VISA AMEX DISC

DOYLE STUDIO PRE^
tMFtoannt St., Watertown. NM e?172
Call Toll Ftm 24 Nr.i 1 -888-239-«649

Fai:1-6t7-«»-3t66

ww«rjnaett>Miil|fi«two(Mn.com

10-fYRS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing, Transcriptran, Resunrtes,

Application Typing, Editing, Notary & More!
Legal/Medk:al-Mac/IBM Student Discount.

Near UCLA 310-312-4858.

ALL WP & RESUMES
RESUME DEVELOPMENT APPLICA-
TIONS, LETTERS. EDITING/PROOFREAD-
ING. FORMATTING DISSERTATIOI^/THES-
ES. DISCOUNT FOR PAPERS RUSHES
ACE WORDS, ETC. 310-820-8830.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, resumes, fli-

ers, brochures, mailing lists, reports. Santa
Monica, 310-828-6939. Hollywood, 213-466-

2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Typing, proofing,

editing, rewriting, research, transcription,

etc. Fax, email, mail, bring twork to me.
Rushes Student discount. 818-830-1546.

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedk:ated professional.

At your home or WLA studio 1 st lesson free

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-654-8226.

FOR GUITARISTS ONLYI Mtohael Hedges,
Leo Kottke. Joni Mitchell. Ry Cooder. Open
Tunings: The Next Generation. Make it So!

310-248-3629.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles Patient and organized

Guitars available. Sam 310-826-9117.

GUITAR LESSONS by professional near

UCLA. All levels, guitars avail Call Jean at

310-476-4154.

THE BETTER PIANO LESSONS- Jazz &
Clasaical Musk:- European Instructor- Inter-

national taacMng experience All /Vges/Lev-

ela. Laav* maaaage at: 310-307-3012.

VOICE LESSONS Eastman grad 10-years

European operatk; experiarKe. Free the

baauly of your voice through good vocal

tachniqua. $4<yhr. 310-470-6549.

PRIZE-WINNING
ESSAYIST AND FORMER PROFESSOR
w/two Ph Ds can help you produce winning

prose. Theses, papers, personal statement^.

DavkJ 310-281-6264, 805-646-4455. ,

WEB PAGE DESIGN
Ar>d Digital photos for pffysKians and a&ier

professionals www lasolutions com/web-
design.htm 310-285-9264 Leave ntassage.

CHINA MAN
An aN natural alternative that adds satisfac-

tk>n for you and your partner all night. Used
by thousands of man. 1-800-257-7669 Toll

Free 18 and over please

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fructratad davalopin(^adtting your critk^atty-

inipoftant paraonal alalamanta? Gat prolaa-

•ional halp, cotnpaMMva adge from natkxial-

ly-known authorfeonauNant. 310-826-4445

ESL EDITOR
HELPS INTERNATIONAL facutty/studanta fi-

I 213-380-3731

attnai

FRENCH TUTORING available. Flexible

hours. French conversatk>n. $30/hr. 310-

451-9045.

MATH TUTORING/CONSULTING by Ph.D.

Chemistry, Physics, English. Elementary thai

graduate school. Post-Ph.D. WLA. 310-396-

0693.

PRIVATE TUTOR. $25/hr, avokJ high agency

costs. Most subjects, all grades. Specialise

in writing and LSAT Call Melanie 0310-442-

9565

SPANISH LESSONS Experienced Master

degree. One on one. At your honrte $25/hr

First dass free Never boring, always fun

310-723-1067.

THE WRITING COACH
Experiancad taachar, Ph.O otfars tutorir>g,

term paper aaaiatance, English, Social Sci-

enca, HMory. Foreign Studartts Welcome.
CaN: 310-452-2865.

UCLA ENQtISH ALUMNI, pro-writer, young,
superb papers guaranteed High actwd and
below wetconne. Jeff 213-653-2240.

WRITING TUTOR
KINO AND PATIENT Stanford Uniweraily

graduate. Help with Engiah—tor aludants of

aH ages/levels $15/hr 310-472-6240 or

3ia440^»86.

employment

7400-8300

BABYSITTER NEEDED IN Santa Monica
Occasional days/evenings. $8/hour 310-
451-2247 or 213-764-0423

CHILD CARE lor 10-yr old girl. Generally

Saturday evenings. Female wanted, ctose to

campus. Call Lisa 310-273-8576

HOMEWORK HELPER/DRIVER One girl:

age 12, Mon-Fri, 4-7:30pm, Must have own
car. Live-in possible Extra hours available

$ia/hr. $15 for homework hrs. 310-398-
0830.

MOTHERS HELPER
SEEKING PERMANENT/PT POSITION
Prefer interests in elementary educatk>n and
sports. Must have own car. Salary. 310-471-

7604

MOTHERS HELPER/BABYSITTER for 6-

year-okJ-t>oy in Brentwood. Serious about
working, k>ve kkfe, and tove having fun.

Flexible hours/days:6-12hrs/wk. Good pay
Karen© 31 0-472-6537

NEED BABYSITTER about 3 days Mon thm
Thu (flexible) from 2:30-7pm. Call 310-273-

5015/day.

PARTTIME BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER
for 3-yr old girt Experienced, references

5pm-10pm five nights M-F Pay or option to

Uve-in. 310-271-8217.

PT BABYSITTER- To wori< 2 afternoons to

evenings per week for Palisades family. 310-

454-0161.

TWO WONDERFUL CHILDREN ages 8«12
need care. 3-7pm. M-F f^sponsibilities in-

ckide: supervising f>omework&chcras, pre-

paring snacks&dinner, dnving. Must have
car, excellent driving record Like dogs, enjoy

ptaytirrw, and not smoke. Leave message
310-396-8676.

2000% PROFIT
SELLING ONE CD-ROM containing 750
"How-to* txx>ks, reports, and manuals. Call

for free info-packll 1-800-466-9222, ext.

7891.24hrs

VENTURE CAPITAL
For snfMill busirwss. Fax brief summary: 310-

393-7412.

Competitive Scientific Based
Intematiofial Companv iias

openiiMS for home baaed Iwiiii

wmi unfimilad inconie.

24 hour MCMge.
(800) 468-7262 «xt 27M3

IMPROVE YOUR BAUET technique. Prt-

vals MM InalniGllon by piutaaaional danc-

•r. 0§ iMata fi^peaa and Impiaiad tech-

nique la auwmsiJ. 9¥Hhr 310-677-8700
QEmiAN TUTOR NEEDED PT
bla 310-208-1367

Hf§ Unci-

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT.
Work with LO-chMdran Requires BA, ounent
anro»nent Maatari level program in Educ-
rslalad Held. Raataiia: Kettye McKinna, MA
1011 Hai>enhuTat Or LA CA 90048.

FRAGRANCE MODEL- 12-16 hrsA^k.

$11.2SAw. Long term opportur)ity wMh a new,
eKoMng brand SlaptMinw081 8-500-0066

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

TEACH BASIC CONVERSATIONAL English

in Japan, Taiwan & S Korea Many positions

require no foreign language or teaching cer-

tifk:atk)n. Excellent earnings -f- benefits po-

tential Ask us howl (517) 324-3124 ext

J59341

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT
(internship possibility). Computer literate,

IBM-WirKk}ws/lnterr>et plus. Senior/graduate

w/strong writing/oral communication. No
dress code/reception duties. $7-$9,

17hrs/wk. Serk)us inquiries: Fax: 3 10-395-

0509

$1000'S POSSIBLE
TYPING

Part Time. At Home. 1bl Free 1-800-218-

9000 Ext. T-1650 for Listings.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL MAILING our

circulars No experierwe required Fne infor-

matton packet. CaN 410-783-8279.

**GENERAL OFFICE**
NATIONAL CORPORATION hiring manag-
ers. FuN4>amime WiM train 11 poaMions
availabla. Manajaii earn S4,00(Mtk>. 818-
848-7233.

1990 SWIMSUIT CALENDAR. 'Asian
Draamgirts* now hiring 7 models paid

S40(yday Plaaaa laava a nuaeaage Tom
310-472-3018

More Briim*^ turn to the DaiK Bruin than anv other newspaper

i.i.,\\.\kKr. i I \(

CIGARS TO STORESm
$ I Cia.$600 DAILV COMMISSION

VERY EASY SAI.E. R.EXIBLE HOURS
HOLLYWOOD IjOCATION

CALL BRAD
(888)823-5747

ACCOUNTING POSITION- p/t Light office

work+ outside errands. Need good English

skills-t^ car w/insurance. M-F late afternoons.

2-3 hours/day $8/hour. 310-276-9166.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT WordPer-
fect a must! Mature, responsible, detail ori-

ented, good analytical skills. F/T preferred

$10-12/hr. Nadia 310-576-1030, ext20.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/word pro-

cessing: PR firm seeks detail oriented indi-

vidual for receptionist duties, word process-
ing with strong computer skills. File Maker
Pro a plus F/T Fax resume to 310-447-

7183

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
SANTA MONICA PEDIATRIC medk:al of-

fice, has P/T position w/flexible schedule, if

you are a responsible, reliable, self-motivat-

ed individual who has experience using a
MAC&working knowledge of Microsoft

Word, Quickbooks and FileMikerPro, please
fax your resume to Randy©310-582-1165.

ADMINISTRATIVE. Approximately 22hrs/wk,

evenings&Saturday mornings. Scheduling,

accounts receivable, phone traffic. Bilingual

Spanish. $6.50+. Contact Coco: 310-479-

8353.

ADVERTISING/SALES (telephone). Have
own offk;e for established high-tech maga-
zine Advertising background helpful. Sal-

ary+commission 310-917-1120 or fax 310-
477-3213

APARTMENT MANAGER-20 UNITS West-
wood. One bedroom and salary. Experience
and references required 310-859-4619.

AQUATICS DIRECTOR NEEDED BY local

swim school and day camps. Part-time im-

mediately. Full-time late spring Must have
pool-management experience $350-
$475/week. 310-472-7474 ext 110.

ASSIST THE
PRESIDENT

OFFICE SKILLS REQUIRED. High energy,

streetsmart Hourty wages. P/T. Near UCLA.
Call Showtime Group©31 0-471 -8686. Fax
resume© 3 1 0-47 1 -2302.

ATTRACTIVE, SELF MOTIVATED, women
needed for lingerie modeling. No nudity. Ex-

cellent compensation!! Will not interfere

w/studies Christine@8 18-545-8855 Ext 3

BALLON CREW/DELIVERY DRIVERS. Bal-

loon Celebrations is k>oking for great crew to

inflate balk>ons&deliver them Flexible

houfs/fun job! 3 1 0-208- 1 1 80. 1 0920 LeConte
in Westwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
up to $20/hr, day/eve classes, 1-2 week
classes, 310-973-7974. Intematkxial Bar-

terxJer's school.

BEACH CAMP COUNSELORS: Day camp.
M-F at Private Club Expenence+personali-
ty++ Theatre Arts. Musk^&Drama. Crafts-ori-

ented people and all college majors wel-

come MUST be energetK, enthustastK, very
outgoing, team player. MUST be available to

woric all 11 weeks 6/15i'98-8/28/9e. CaN An-
drea 310-395-3254x3029.

BEVERLY HILLS
PHOTOGRAPHY STORE/STUDIO assistant

with clerical/customer service skills. Will

train Call 310-247-0630

BIO-STATISTICIAN
STATISTICIAN for and/or bio-major w/back-
ground in bk>-statistk^. SfK>rt project, good
pay Not too complk:ated 310-385-0590.

CAMP KEYSTONE needs great staff Great
pay for great people. Must be enthusiastic,

fun, responsible, and love kkls. Counselors,
art&crafts. nature, Kteguards. etc. CaN Sarah
for an appointmenL 818-889-2224.

CAMP WAYNE Northeast Pennsylvania
(6/20-8/18/98). Directors: Dranrw.Camp-
ing/Nature, QoN. Counsek)r8;Tennis, Qym-
nastk». Sculpture, Guitar, SNkscreen, Jewel-
ry, Batik, Calligraphy, Watarski, SaUing.
Ropes, BaskettMll, SofttMN, Setf-Defense,

Aerot>k:s, VMeographer, Group Leaders.
RrrVbd/transportatkxVsaiary. Interviews April

13th 1-800-279-3019

CAMPUS JOBS
UCLA STUDENTS WANTED!! FRONT
DESK/CUSTOMER SERVK^E AGENT AT
THE UCLA TIVERTON HOUSE HOTEL.
WORK 15-20HRS/WK $7 75A^R 32SHIFT
DIFFERENTIAL. WE WLL WORK AROUND
YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE WE ARE
OPEN a4IWSI APPLY AT 900 TIVERTON
AWE., LA 80004. PHONE 310-7B4-0151.
FAX 310-794-0803.
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Recei\e
to refer models to

PERFECT 10
MAGAZINE

$1000 if the model is pliotograplied,

$10,000 is she is the top

coed tor the year

or it she finishes in the three in

Perfect 10's unique $435,000
modeling pageant.

Winner of pageant receives

$200,000!

Call 310-550-0062 for details or

see www.perfectten.com

NEU/ FACES WANTED
International Talr-nl Group is now

looking^ for n«w faces & ww talent for
TeleviHion, Film. Commercials, Music

Videos, Print & Mo<ielin|;.

All ageK, all tyites.

NO EXPF.RIENCE NECESSAHY NO FEES
AtumoNiNCNow(818) 379-7070

CASTING

i5m

EXTRAS needed for feature films, commer-

cials, and music videos. Earn up to $240 per

day! No experience needed Work guar-

anteed! Call today 213-851-6103.

CASTING
Female models needed tor print work. Work

with top photographer in the comnrwrcial in-

dustry. $350 per day. Conta*3^^gente310-

207-2534.
"

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS: Individuals certi-

fied in llfesaving In open txxjies of water

and/or contained pools Will supervise chiW-

rens water time at the ocean sfKsre MUST
have proof-of-certifrcation&strong leadership

skills. MUST be available to work 6/15/97-

Labor Day Andrea 310-395-3254x3029

CHESS TEACHER NEEDED for 2 7-yr old

boys Weekend preferred or late afternoon

weekdays 310-573-1891.

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE Full-

time permanent M-F 9-6pm Good phone

and English skills, type 40WPM, detail-on-

ented, reliable. WLA, $7.50-$8.50/hr. Don
310-826-3759. '

CLINICAL TRAINING lor Dental Assistant as

professkjnal career 4 days/week with sti-

pend Call 310-477-2488

CLUB MED AND CRUISE ships now hinng.

Free details. 1-203-825-3192

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Need some-

one to teach me PageMill 2 for the Mac
Must have web.editing skills $2(Vhr. Near

campus. 310-474-3776

COUNSELORS AND INSTRUCTORS in art,

gym, nature, vkleo, and ropes needed tjy lo-

cal daycamps Must be responsible, energe-

tk:, and enjoy working with chikJren. 310-

472-7474x110

CSO PROGRAM
NOW HIRING Positkxts start at $7 18/hr

with promotions up to $9 47/hr Must be a

UCLA student with at least one acadenrw:

year remaining arxl a valid driver's hcense.

Call 310-825-2148 for details

CUSTOMER SERVICE
P/T positk>ns at University Credit Union. Ex-

cellent pay, hours, and working environment

at the firuuiciaJ institution servirig UCLA. To

apply, fax resume to 310-477-2S66 or on

web at www.ucu.org

CUTE GIRLS
S120/HOUR Work in Weslwood Mas-

sage .3 1 0-479-4 183

.

DRIVER/MESSENGER. F/T. M-F. must

krx>w Los Angeles, own car, own insurartce

$400-$S00/wk Call Nathan or AndyOSIO-
788-2604

DRIVER/WAREHOUSE PfX flexible hours,

Ftower shipper rweds dependable <Morkers

$8/hr Vehicle provkled. West LA location.

310-230-0811.

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT- Teach

basic conversatkxial English in Prague, Bu-

dapest & Krakow. Competitive wages-t-berw-

fits Ask us how! 517-336-0626 ext

K59341.

ESPRESSO Cart Company PIACERE P/T

$5.75/hr. Located at UCLA Call 818-875-

5910.

EXTRAS NEEDED to play college age range

lor upcoming fikns No experience neces-

sary. 18-^, uniorVrranunkxi okay, all tookt

needed NTM:81 8-752-8307

FEMALE HAIR MODELS
20 fwiwiM MpwMty (ASIANS) newtod kH

upcoraino Mr jolM, tiMto-up wMiont . No

wpfwnce fWoiMMry. Earn up to S00(Vday

For nfoniMHon A oUwr modalng opportunt

Wm caUr— 1-e0O-9S»-e301

FILE CLERK F/T-$e/^r Mo«-Fri, Oam-
5:30pfn SmaR Immiprlion law tm in Can-

tury CNy Contpular IHarats. good phona

raw, iM, pnonas. r'oaann mcMoaa m imiot

job ratalad duNaa Bagms ASAP 3lO-6»-
I or fax-310-553-2ei6

Classifieds

8252221

FILE CLERK- Varifely of duties. Hours P/T, In

busy Beverly Hills dermatotogy offkie. Refer-

ences required Ask for Diane: 310-273-0467

FILE CLERK. EffKient and enthusiastic filer

needed for a busy doctors offtoe PT ok Fax

resume to Galy 213-525-1100

FILE/OFFICE CLERKS
LAW FIRM has PT positions to fill at

$6 50/hr. Minimum of 20hrs/wk Interest in

law preferred. Fax resumeAproposed avail-

able hours to 310-274-2798 or mail to Lur-

le&Zepeda, 9107 Wllshire Blvd Suite #800.

Beverly HMIs, CA 90210; attention Merril

Stubing.

FILM PRODUCTION, Talent Management,

and internships available. Call Creative

Talent Management, 800-401-0545

FRONT DESK PERSON for a busy Beverly

Hills chiropractk: clink:. Bilingual a plus

Windows95 experience a plus. Call Dwight:

213-655-1420.

FT ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT for ex-

port company in Beverly Hills. Fax resume

310-278-0038 or call 310^78-2750.

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Gain valuable experi-

erx;e working with children outdoors. We are

looking for fun, caring. SumrDer Day Camp
staff whose summer home Is In the San Fer-

nando or Conejo Valley, Ventura, Camarilto,

Malibu, or Simi Valley. Summer salaries

range from $2,100-3,200+ Call 818-865-

6263 or email us at CampJobs^aol.com

FUNNY PEOPLE needed to answer phones

tor fun traffic school/parttlme/fulltime/r>o ex-

perierrce needed. Immediate openings.

Great pay 310-914-3353.

GIRLS WANTED at exclusive social club in

West LA Conversation only. Flexible hours

Start tonight, earn top $$$ 310-477-9871

HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
needed by kxal day camps Equestrian and

teaching experience preferred 310-472-

7474.X110

HOTEL DESK CLERK PT or FT Westwood
Village Boutique Hotel Experienced 31.0-

208-3945

I NEED HELP In my offce. Busy phones,

Part time. Good pay for the right person

Language experience plus. 310-475-5556.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY needs help

Looking for 5-10 serious students part/fuH

tinr>e to help with Interr^tional Business. Ex-

cellent Income. Call 310-859-5550.

INTL. CO.
NEEDS help immediately Rapidly expand-

ing. No expener)ce necessary Full training.

P/T. $500-2000. F/T $3000-6000. 310-470-

6664

JR. ACCOUNTANT wanted to share AR/pay-

tkA\ duties & assist CFO. DTLA k)cation. Fax

resume & Salary history to 213-623-9764.

L.A. MARATHON
EARN EXTRA CASH and have fun Help

with the LA Marathon 3/26-3/29 Sales abili-

ty a plus Call Julie at: 310-823-6333.

=^ LEASING AGENT
SALARY+COMMISSION Great opportunity

dealing w/public. Ask for WiU 310-441-8525.

LOVE TO HAVE FUN?!
TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
ENJOY HANGING OUT with kkte, and being

outskje? Interview on: March 27th. 800-828-

CAMP

LVN-P/T.F/T. Busy dermatology practice.

Good team player, laser experience a plus.

Fax resume to 310-206-2158.

MCAT
BK>LOGICAL and physical wimncm aatnl-

nars in March. Juty, and August/I 998. 1-800-

305-4415, huntdOcc umanitoba ca

MEDKJAL ASST-PRE-n(»ed preferred. PT
needed for front&back offce 1-yr comnrHt-

nr>ent min Internal medicine practKe. Fax

310-274-0616

MEDICAL OFFICE/RECEPTIONIST Busy

veterinary practice Apply at 1736 S. Sepul-

veda #B WLA

MEDICAL OFFICE/research assistant

Premed/optometry Freshman/sophomore.

TuesAThurs 16hrs/wk Jules Stein/UCLA

Mm. GPA 3.5, Call: 310-825-4749 or Fax Re-

sume to 310-794-7904. Attn. Veronk^a

Man arxl Woman for
commercial, catalog
& prirtt ads

$150 to $250 par hour
'

A^BavartyHiteA
* No Faa * r4o Ex(ftriarK!«

$6000 > A MONTH
ftSmti.GIRlS UimtT€D

oil oVten mloonw, toe kwol monooe
HojiMDtfQfefldi Ctoon, discreel, tde,

CKNe ncaKin. fvn rani, Mon nov*,

yourhoun

medical;clerical assistant p/t

Windows 95. Word, and helpful. Excellent

pf>one/organizational skills Fax resume 310-

208-2158

MODELS WANTED by professtonal photo-

studio for upcoming assigtvT>ent Male/Fe-

male Pro/Non-Pro. Fashion/Commer-

cial/Theatrk;al. Call for appointnwnt 818-

986-7933.

MODELS-ACTIVE, FIT MEN, 18-24 needed

as anonymous nude models for humorous

photo/vkleo protect. 626-796-1681.

MOVIE EXTRA WORK
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PROGRAM! Start

right away! All types- 18+! Fun/Easy! No cra-

zy fees! Program for free medical! Call-

24/hrs 213-850-4417.

MULTI-LINGUAL
TRANSLATORS

SOFTWARE COMPANY is seeking students

to translate software Files from English to

the folkjwing languages: Japanese, Chinese,

German, Italian. French, Vark>us Far & Mkf-

dle Eastern Languages. Must be completely

fluent. PT/FT/temporary. Wort< from home
computer ok. 310-787-7097 Ext-27 or Email

srossO t>araka-intracom.com

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT

Wort« in the great outdoors. Forestry, Wil-

dlife, Preserves. CorKessionaires, Firefight-

ers, & more. Competitive wages + benefits.

Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ex1.N59343

NEED QUALITY patient sen/k:e representa-

tive for busy surgk;al program. Knowledge of

rnedical insurance preferred Excellent ver-

bal/wntten skills Fax resume with salary his-

tory 213-623-9764.

NOTETAKERS:
$12-18/HR.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES compatible w/your

dass scf>edule Positk>ns provide for excel-

lent resume material. Call 619-544-4505 or

e-mail RRRescCtrOaol.com w/subject "Po-

sitkMis Hiring."

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED Westwood

firm. 2-hours/day Lunchtime." Answer

pfiones General offrce duties $7/hour Call

310-446-4800.

OFFICE ASSISTANt, Culver City kx»tk)n.

MS Word&Win95. Contputer&office vrork.

P/T, flexible hours. 20hrs/wk. $8 50/hr, de-

pending on quaiifKatior^s. Call Kathy9310-

337-9393&leave message.

OFFICE ASSISTANT: Growing Westwood

Public relatkMis agency seeks bright. nDoti-

vated offk^e assistant for light offKe duties,

research, errands and product fulfillment

F/T. $ia^r. Fax resume to 310-447-7183

P/T OFFICE- Growing Nutritwn company

needs an organized person. Filing, word

processir>g (MS WORD), research SarxJ re-

sume Attn: Mr Dagwood, 172S8 S. Main

Street. Gardena, CA 90248. NO «iralk-ins.

P/T. HELP IN SHIPPING
days/week Must have car.

310-395-9393.

department 2-

Sanla Monca.

PHOTO PRINTER lor One-Hour Photo Ex-

cellent opportufWIy to work with stala-ol-the-

art equipment Flexible hours 310-550-

7981. ask for Maurice.

PREMED WANTED FOR TECHNKIIAN/con-

sultant for laser hair removal company in BH.

Male preterred. FriarxMy. detail-oriented, will

tram. $20-23/hr. 310-247-0999

PRESTIQKXiS BEVERLY HILLS "FINAN-

CIAL SERVK^ES FIRM saaks mtam to aasist

¥Mth client proposals, market compliance,

seminars, ganaral oMoa duttaa and miscella-

neous protacts. Compular andtor bu8ir>ass-

related students with experience preferred.

Please fax resunne to 213-852-1502

PROGFIAMMER for Access wanted, nuist

krK}w visual bask; and C++. Parttimd. Leave

message 310-269-0205. .

PROGRAMMER- INTERNET WEBSITE
design., HTML. Java, knowledge of graphic

packages P/T 310-581-2400

PSYCHOLOGIST OFFICE ASSISTANT
20++hrs/wk. Jr/Sr/or recant graduate in psy-

chotogy or business preferred Fax resume

310-472-1399 Also, see Jobtrak.

PT DRIVERS
FLEXIBLE HRS, GREAT work/people Driv-

ers wanted- Pizza Hut Contact Nathan: 310-

208-0900

PT TELEMARKETING (4 7PM, M-F) for chir-

opractic offloa in WLA. salaryAcommiaaion.

310-447-3540

RECEPTKMIST for Waalwood law firm 10-

20 hours O S7Av. Communicalkm/wnling

•kMi, Wng, preiaaaional ippaaianca AvaH-

abta now ewoug^ naxt yaar 31O-24e-e300

RECEPTIONIST WANTED M^, 12-5pm

$7.2Mw. Anaiwar phonaa. malia capias , oei-

ar varioua (Miaa Ptaaaa ooMaci Chartotto or

Ja««310-477-2211, Iw MBuma 310-477-

3444

UCLA Annii.il Fund

$8.1Q/HR. PIMMNMI

(Sun.-Ta(a. tMHliifl. 2MMw 8M. « Sw. MHMMt)
ConlKt Cartot GcNMZ

31t-7tM277
1083 Gayley Avenue. 4ttt floor. Westwood
w« are able to offar work study

Medels Needed IMow
No expariance require

For catak)g. printwork, magazines, rTX>vies

video and tv commercials

Men arkl Women of all ages

^^iM^ Free Consultatkxi

WiHilllll^ CAU MODEL DIVISION
HHBBEB^ 310.659.4855

8" Telemarketers Needed *

Heavy Hitters
$6/hr plus bonus/or commission

Call toll fi«e (888) 818-3234

b ASK for Ken a

RECEPTIONIST&DRIVERS needed for

messenger servk». F/T or P/T. Start imme-

diately. Fax resume to 310-274-8395 or call

310-274-9666.

RECEPTIONIST. Graphics Servtee Co.

seeks receptionist for front desk. M-F 10-6

fiandling 3 lines with or without typing experi-

ence. Fax resume 213-938-0696.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT for

Beverty Hills business offk:e. Immediate

opening PT/FT. Please fax resume 310-278-

0038 or call 310-278-2750.

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE to assist in data

acquisitions, data reductions, and lab man-
agement. BS in science field required. Start-

ing salary $2289/mo. Fax resume 310-794-

9486 Attn. Dr. Harkema.

RESEARCHER NEEDED
GOOD WRITING SKILLS, preferred medi-

cal researcher for medical doctor. Hourly

rates+expanses negotiable. Fax history:

310-476-7976.

RETAIL SALES. Retail sales books. PT
CNkfren book knowledge req. WLA. 310-

559-2665.

RETAIL SPORTING GOODS/needs person

interested in rufwiir>g and wtx) enjoys talking

to people. P/T or F/T. $8-$9/hr. Near beach in

MDR 310-827-3035.

RETAIL-PT/FT-4 kx:atk>ns Divine Pasta Co-

Gourmet pasta shop/pasta t>ar counter-sales

people. Love of sales, love of peopie&k>ve of

food a must. Call Shawn 213-939-1148.

RUSSIAN SPEAKERS
WANTED

INTERNATIONAL medk»l Comp seeks FT

office clerk w/med background. Bilin-

gual/Russian. 23-35yrs oW. For into call:

818-640-3030 or 213-617-0400 or FAX re-

sunw: 213-617-8200.

SALES PERSON
FOR COMPUTER STORE. 3 years experi-

erKe in computer sales arxj telemarketing tor

IBM compatit)te Qualified applicants please

can Soraya 310-854-1104

SALES PERSON wanted in tobacco store on

tha 3rd Street Promenade. FT/PT. CaH Eric

or Nick 310-473-3645

SANTA MONICA RESTAURANT Weekend
hosting on Promenade. PT now, FT during

summer. Cashier and/or restaurant axparf-

ence preferred. $6.50/hr to start. CaN Angel:

310-208-6550.

SPORTS CAMP COUNSELORS AND JU-

NIOR CAMP DIRECTOR Must have sports

background and experience working w/kids.

WLA 6/22-8/28 Call Prime Time Sports

Camp: 310-288-4132

STAFF ACCT Background in accounting

w/interest in audit & tax. Located in Santa

MonKa. Fax resume to 310-917-1101

START TODAY!!!!
$8.00 AN HOUR

SECRETARY. Expanding advertising com-
pany 5 minutes from campus needs anarg^
tK, organized people with good typing ^
communk»tiona •WHS. Starting pay is $&/hr

F/T, Pn & waakands available Fax resume

today: 310-276-3088

STUDENT JOBS
AVAILABLE at the University Research Li-

brary Duties include shelving and other

stacks maintenance duties. IShrs/wk.

$5.69/start. Apply at URL Library Personnel

Rm« 1 1 61 7 or cal Antigone Kutay, 825- 1 064

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Oacathton Sports

Club Palo ANo, CA $65-|80/day. 6/22-6/14.

650-3654638

SUMMER TRAVEL JOB
$800/WEEK AVERAGE taha-honta

M|p;/MMmiiLiaadMljoain/nNivnar

aUWWOOACV:
woman lo help Itwm have a cNM
surrogacy 120,000 600-460-S34S.

Academic Jobs
FT positions designed for full

compatibility with your class

schedule. FT positions available.

Note-Takers- 3-15+ hrs/week at

$10-$20/hr. Training provided,

workon campus/at home.

Editors- $12.50/hr. Must have
PC, experience w/WORD, e-mail,

editing. Resume required.

Management- Work on-campus,

WW. Gain valuable exp.

w/hiring, training advrt, and

business skills. $10.50/hE.

starting pay + comm. ^ ~^

RR Lecture Notes

To apply, call (619)544-4505

or

RR RescCtrdaol.com

Positions available

* Spring Qtr.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS at client honws in

your area. Sumnner PT/FT. $13-$15/hr+bo-

nuses Prior teaching experience required.

Good with kids. 310-271-3441

TECH WRITERS
SOFTWARE COMPANY is seeking tech

writers for their video-conferencing software.

Previous or related experience is preferred.

Contact Shana Ross 310-787-7097 Ext-27

or Email sross©baraka-intracom.com

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY seek-

ing Inside sales rep wAelemarketIng experi-

ence. P/T, F/T salary+commission. Excellent

opportunity! Ck)se to campus. 310-581-

2400.

TELEMARKETING
$8 to $12/hr (experience) Awesonw bonus

plan. No selling! Flexible schedule, ctoee to

campus and paid weakly. Call Jamie 310-

209-0081.

TELEMARKETING SALES P/T. In the main-

ings. Local education publisfwr. Hourly

-fcommission No hard sell. Nk» environ-

ment 310-395-9393

TELEMARKETING
W/WINDOWS COMWJTER SKILLS. Preler

phone experience. Prefer students/grads.

Flexible hours, 9am-5pm starting $8-

$10/hr+bonuses. 3-bkx;ks/UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron-310-470-6175.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER POSITIONS
$9-12. 50/hr, 12-30hrs/wk Temp;5wks. Con-

duct surveys w/UCLA students Must have

excellent telephone communcation skills

Mandatory training 3/31-4/2, 5-9pm. Contact

Seta or LylyO310-794-9268.

TELEPHONE RESERVATION AGENTS
needed 9n for busy Brentwood travel office.

Salary-fcommissxxi&benefits. Call for irrter-

vtews. 310-440-9227.

The Gaffan Playtiouse at 10886 Le Corile

Ave in Westwood. seeks personable indlvkt-

uals for our busy, saias-orienled offce Must

be computer friendly ar>d avaUabie days,

evenings, or weekerids Full time arxj part

tima poaWona avaMabls Innnrtediately. Inter-

aalad appMcanta ptaaaa atter>d our infornrta-

tkw saaaion at Tha Gaffen Playhouse on
Tuesday. March 24. at 2pm or 7pm. Bring a
resunw. No phorw calls please.

TV (>roductkxi company hiring porductkxi

assistants, web designers profk:ient

w/streanr>ing vkleo. script writers, ar>d data

entry personnel. 1-800-841-7467.

TYPIST AND FILE CLERK needed P/T In

WLA law firm 604-wpm ar>d know Word Per-

fect Flexible hours. $9-$12/hr Please fax re-

sume attn: Bonnie to 310-838-7700.

UNDERGRAD FRESHMAN wanted for Le-

gal Assistant Filing and o*n*'*' offk:e sup-

port. Will train. P/T. 10-15 hrs/wk. SSi/hr to

sUrt 310-288-5900

VET TEC/RECEPTIONIST BRENTWOOD
animal eye clinic FT/PT Experience pre-

ferred. Qrada weteome. 310-571-9151 or

FAX: 310-571-9171.

WANTED: Alternative musk; fan to help

promote band on campus. Part-tima, very

easy work. Will pay. Ban: 310-209-3357.

WATCH TV! GET PAID!
EARN MONEY WHILE viewing your favorite

ahowal Rush kxig S.A S E UNKXIE IM-

AGES/D61 P.O.Box 1S552. Bavarty

90209. 310-550-0678

REAP
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APVERTI$Eg:EEll

Strategic Planning & Corporate Finance Group

Excited about Investment Banking? Strategic Consulting?

^ ^^

—

., . ...
^

— What about both?

lAC's Strategic Planning & Corporate Finance Group provides a

combined experience unparalleled in either of these industries.

'lAC is:

a $2-billion publicly-traded Real Estate Investment Trust

the highest-end developer in the country l

principally owned by Donald Bren, California's billionaire real estate developer

&St, •»

Financial Analyst responsibilities inclnde:

• devdoping the Company's five-year Business Plan *' ^

• performing capital markets analyses

• interacting with investors, research analysts and investment bankers

## developing complex project and corporate spreadsheet modeling

Please fax resume and brief cover letter to:

Scott Newman
Senior Director, Strategic Planning and Corporate Finance Group

(714) 720-5532

Irrine Apartment Communitin S50 Newport Ceirter DriTC, Suite 300, Ncvrport B«-.adi, Cdifoniia 92660

A

I

Ever wonder what the

UCLA Magazines are?

Come to our Open
House and find out

Who knows you may even decide that working for one

of our magazines is tJie missing part of your experience

at UCIA Working for a magazine doesn't have to be

intimidating. You don't even need to have experience,

training is available If you are interested join us on

Thursday of first week of Spring Quarter at our Open

House and get to know us For more infoniiation call

Jaime Maldonado at 206-4196.

MaMjcib
Feminist, Africon,Brown)Q_^Asion, Jewish, Muslim, Queer

laraain
Customer Information r w ^

g o U
NAME: w OB OB

I t f

t I I
S I IPHONE: CO i
I 3 z

Ads must 1m submitted in penon or by mail No phone orders occapted. No mdor S R £
Mhide or moil order ads (Woi«ed. Deadline is 2 wodi days prior to issue at 1 2pm. All * • -
Bruin

Borqaim oppeof evcfy AD-TEXT
Item: ._ (^5 chars, max., including spaces)

Description: (20 chars max., indudtng spaces)

Price $ (ex. $25. $105ea ,FREE Ptease round to the nearest doHar)

Ptwne:
{ )

- __

Item: (15 chars, max., including spaces)

Description: (20 chars, max , indudtng spaces)

Price: $ (ex. $25. $105ea .FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar)

P/wne.
( )___ -__

Horn: (15 chars, max.. including apaoM)

Description: (20 chare, max., indudhgapMses)

Price: $ (ex. $25. SlOSea .FREE. Please round to Ihe mareat dolv)

Phone: (_-J— • — *

Item: (15dMn.inax.,inoludhgapaoM)

Description: f20ctMre. max., indudkigaiMcaa)

Price: $ dctiSbtlOSaa,FREE. Platse round to fwnaarMt dotal)

Phone: ( )__ _„ jjjj^j

ToDAv s LiStinGs

Mnrc Bruinf turn to the Dail* Bruin ttian anv otiier newspaper.

• •

•

I AIR CONDITIONER waM unit, ex cotkI $100 310^312-5342 \

; ALPHA #PAGER Motorola new in box $75 21346^0405
\

310-267-7453
\

; BEANIE BABIES retired tys $15

• BIOCHEM153A • Prof Bates lextt)ook $45 310^24-5465 •

• BMX BIKE dianxndback $G6

$30

310-2084399 .

. BOOKSHELF-WOOD be^jtiful, 3tier 310-287-1944 ',

; CALCULATOR graphing. Cask) $40 310-2084399 I

! CALCULATOR TI82 $60 310-263-1688
J

§ ^^A^f^PT A!9r\

J
CARF*ET 10x10 n. ligntt>rown so 310-44*0605 •

COFFEE MAKER
• COLOR TV 13"

4-cup $6 3104430605

Sharp w/remote STD 310-209-2960

: COMPUTER 486 SX modem g600, 4 Mbyte $100 310<397-4890 \

; DESK AND CHAIR all wood looks giBat $75 3ia«37-0631 I

: DINING TABLE ST. 41' d^a chairs $70 310837-0631
\

J
EPSON PRINTER dr/bw, new $100 31O-208-1547 •

• ETHERNET CARD new, pc. great4dorTns $30 310-267-7665 t

• FUTON queen, med. finm $60

$60

310-287-1944 ',

310-208-2207 I; FUTON MATTRESS queen size

; FUTON MATTRESS queen size $60 310-208-2207 I

: GOLD BRACELET 14 k lady's bracelet $106 818-907-1258 •

GYM MEMBERSHIP bodiesin motion 1 7mem $100 310-3130306 •

• HI-FI W/JBL SPKRS 100wKenwood+5cd player $250 3104430605

. IKEA bitv chair $20 310312-5342 I

; KITCHEN TABLE with 4 chairs $60

$S0

$375

310397-9798 I

310209-2960 I

310204-1463
J

I LIFT TIX-X-DAY mtn. high wAxjard mt

J
MAC POWERBOOK 1 70 80k, 4mb.sys 7.0.1.

MEN'S WARM UPS xl bik w/tMJttons $25 310267-8541 •

• MICROWAVE tumable mid-sized600w $60 3104430605 •

I MS INTELLIMOUSE 2pc serial-t-software $35 310206-1553 *,

; MTN HIGH LFT TX 3 all day lift tixs $60 30-208-8481 !

: PC CDROM capitalism plus (r) $15 310-3131503 ;

J
PC CDROM diabk) (retail) $15 3103131503 •

• PC CDROM moto racer (retail) $20 3103131503 e

• PC CDROM ms flight sim win95 $10 3103131503 I

: PHONE+ANSWERING phone mali, brand new $46 310-312-5342 I

: POOLCUE beautiful, strMflht $40 3102Qfr4399 !

! PORTABLE CLOCK quaitz etagant $88 818-907-1258 •

• RECUNER la-z-boy $36 310837-0631 •

• REFRIQERATOR b«ia»190out $100 310312-5342 I

: SILK FLOWER ARRAN etogmlMraiiganMrt $00 818407-1258 :

; SOCKXOQYieKS KMdw^araqbts I^A 310267-7666 \

: SURFBOARD 6'8'Trtln $100 3KM54«30e *

J
TBjEPHONESET alfttcotdtaMxoon tas «M0r-1258 ^

• TREADMILL foidMblt^ flrasL nswr NM 3ia«e-1547 •

: VANPOOLUCLA 20pawlMMi*( Sta en-78s^eBe

J * < >*•••••*•••••>
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Christian
|

Alliance Church of Santa
^

Monica

1420 Yale St.. Santa Monica

310-828-7608

Sunday morning 10:30am service, Wed.

7pm prayer meeting, adult bible discus-

sion 9:30am. We are a small group of

people who desire to love and follow

Jesus Christ more closely. Please come

and join us.

Chinese Bible Church

1637 Butler Ave.. LA

310-478-8971

Chinese Worship: Sunday 11am

English Worship; Sunday 2pm

Can't get up early enough for the moming

worship? Come and check out our 2pm

worship!

New Heart Christian Fellowship

1941 Barrington Ave., LA

310-478-3059

Meeting limes: Sun10:30am, Wed
7:30pm Casual attire, contemporary wor-

ship, practical teaching We love Bruins!

Vineyard Christian Fellowship

Comer of 16th & Pearl St. in Santa

Monica, 1 bik south of Pico Blvd.

(John Adams Middle School

Auditorium)

310-581-9924

Sunday Celebration Service at 10:00am

DESIRING A DEEPER EXPERIENCE

WITH GOD? Come discover the casual

atmosphere, contemporary worship, and

practical teaching that has led many

UCLA students and graduates to make

the Vineyard their "home."

Westwood Hills Christian

Church

10808 Le Conte Ave.. Los Angeles

Accross from UCLA Medical Center

310-208-8576 Fax: 824-7577

Dr. Myron Taytor. 10am Sunday Worship

Service. Bible Study available. Friendly

church where no one is a stranger, only a

friend we have not met.

I

Christian/Evangelical

Westside Oikos Community

Church
1989 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange)

310-390-3277

Pasture David Kim Sunday Worship

1 :30pm. Come expenence the life chang-

ing presence of God with us There is joy

in the Lord! Rides provided at Sproul turn-

around at 1pm Sunday. Oikos campus

Fellowship Thursday 6:30pm at 51 Kinsey

and morining prayer meeting at 6amat

Church

Congregational
Westwood Hills Congregational

Church

1969 Westwood Blvd. (& La Grange),

LA 310-474-7327

[WHCChurch@aol.com} or call toll

free 888-WHCHURCH
Pastor Olaf Hoeckmann-Percival. 10am

worship. Open and affirming of all. Christ

centered, spirit-filled worship.

Conversational sermons. Music to lift your

spirit! ChiWren's church, retreats, Bible

studies, and lots of God's Love.

Lutheran
Lutheran Campus Ministries

10915 Strathmore (at Gayley),

Westwood

310-208-4579

Worship: Sunday 10:30am, basketball:

Tuesday 6:00pm.

Timothy L. Seals, Pastor. Diane Calfas,

Campus Ministry Associate. Serving

UCLA on behalf of ELCA and the LC-MS.

First United Methodist Church

at Santa Monica

1008 11th Street, Santa Monica (3

blocks east of Lincoln, 2 blocks north

of Wilshire)

310-393-8258

Saturday night contemporary service with

praise music at 5:30pm. Sunday morning

I
worship services in the Sanctuary at 9 and

;

11am. with full choir and organ music.

' Child care provkled. Sunday School for

children K through 5th grades at 9 and

11am. Bible studies tor youth and adults

; at 10am. Special programs for Singles.

Senk)r Minister: Donald J Shelby,

Associate Ministers: Se Hee Han, James

Thomann

Methodist
' Venice-Santa Monica Free

Methodist Church

4871 Centinela Ave.. LA

310-822-8094

Sunday Service: 9:30am, 11:15am

College Fellowship: Friday 7:15pm

Looking for a spiritual place away from

home? Come join the Venice Church fami-

ly. Everyone is wekXMne; Jim Miyabe, Sr.

Pastor. Rides, questions? Call Wayne

310-824-9762, wmlee© ucla.edu.

Westwood United Methodist

Church
900 Hilgard Ave.

310-474-4511

http://home. earlhlink. net/-wumc
Grace Land, an alternative worship expen-

ence, Sundays 5:30pm in Helms Hall.

Traditional worship Sundays 10:30am in

the Sanctuary. Call for details of Young

Adult activities. Beautiful setting with glon-

ous music. Clergy: Sharon Rhodes-

Wickett and Jane Voigts. Campus

Ministry: Wesley Foundation at UCLA

(10497 Wilshire Bl.), Rev. Frank Wulf.

Mormon
The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints

.
Westwood Meeting House: 10740

' Ohio Ave. (directly behind the

,
LATemple)

UCLA Ward Bishop's Office:

310-474-8189

Relief Society and Priesthood Meetings:

Sun, 12:30pm; Sunday School (Scriptufe

study): Sun. 1:25pm; Sacrament Meeting:

Sun. 2:30-3:40pm.

Westwood Institute of Religion

856 Hilgard Ave.

Office: 310-208-8836

Sponsors Lambda Delta Sigma sorority

and Sigma Gamma Chi fraternity.

Provides day and night time classes in the

Bible, Book of Mormon, and Marriage and

I

Family Relatwnships. Call or visit for dass

I

schedule and infomnation about sen/iee

I projects, dinners, graduate seminars,

socials, activities, and free parking.

The Religious Services Directoi7
'

is printed every Friday.

For advertising infonnation,

I

contact Scott Kim at 825-222 i

.

7800
for Itant

miiui.>atismiaii.ii^^>»iM^am,fsitr.

forRwrt

'osiTioNs niRiNq:Hi
Administrative assistant - $7.50-10.00/hr strt. pay. Must have exp. with

internet. MSOFFICE, e-mail, ba.sic computer skills. Must have good phone

skills and vehicle. Positions available at Westwood and Beverly Hills

offices.

Drivers Must have own vehicle. $8.00/hr. for deliveries centering in

Westwood.

HTML/internet technical expert - Knowledge of electronics equip, a plus

KIDS ENTERTAINMENT
COMPANY

S.M based boutique entertainment licensing

agency w/emphasis on ct^ilcken's entertain-

ment, including animation and nwtion picture

production, seeks PH" emptoyee/intern to

assist in all aspects of our woridwide busi-

ness. OpfKjrtunity to work directly w/presi-

dent of company Opening available imme-
diately; possible opportunity for summer em-
ployment. Computer literacy required. Fax

resume: 310-452-1550.

d¥
GENUINE UCLA

SPECIALS

Singles $695
1 Bedroom
S945-1050

UTILITIES INCLUDED

RfstARcki & Report Corporation, —
To apply, call (619) 544-4505 or RR RescCtr@aol.com

WEBSITE
DEVELOPERS

SOFTWARE COMPANY is seeking website

designers for their video-conferencing soft-

ware. Previous or related expenence pre-

ferred. Shana Ross 310-787-7097 Ext 27 or

Email sross@baraka-intracom com

WEEKEND BEACH CLUB COUNSELORS
Ctiitdren's weekend program at t>each pri-

vate clut) Occasional weekday evenlngsll

MUST be energetic, enthusiastic with lead-

ership skills MUST t>e available to work

weekends 6/15/98-Lat>or Day. Andrea 310-

^595-3254x3029
/ —
WRITER/SCIENCE RESEARCHER/INTER-
VIEWER Free lance for high-tech maga-

zine—Display Must have some engineer-

ing/physics/chemistry/CS background

Some interest in techncal investing. 20-

30hrs/mo, $10/hr. 310-917-1120 or fax brief

letter 310-477-3213.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP available. Great

opportunity to learn about investing and get

licensed. Promotions to paid status guar-

anteed Call 310-629-0463

INTERNS WANTED
INTERNSHIPS available immediately for en-

tertainment PR firm. Must tie enthusiastic

w/good attitude College credit available

15hrs/week Contact Sharma at 213-692-

9999x10

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL classroom intern-

ship, spring quarter Minimum Junior stand-

ing and 3.0 GPA Sign-up Meetings: Tues-

day March 17, 4:30-5:30pm or Wednesday,
April 8, 5-6pm at UES Information: 310-825-

2Q23

LEGAL INTERN- Private Investment Bank-

ing firm for Real Estate, entertainment. Draft-

ing, analysis, highly competant individual.

Fax resume 310-576-7989

www.findresume.net
INTERNET EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-
POST & FIND RESUMES.

J 3 and 4 Bedrooms Jf 1895 and up. Prime £
IJWLA area. Large units.!S
^ Washer, dryer, central J
^ AC, alarm, covered

M parking & private yard

jp available. Pool, Jacuzzi j^

|| access. Call 474-1111
1^

Intern/Runner
Part-Time

Prestigious Film

Production Company
Hourly Salary
Reliable car a must

West LA.
Leave Message @
(310) 967-5292

This ad is EXCLUSIYELV for those

people that want to work and
nnake $$. If you are seekins

employment duririg school

breaks or looking for a nxxe
permanent opportunity - call us!

We service all types of industries

in West L.A., Santa Monica &
sun^pundlng areas.

Barrington Staffing Services

(310)829-6886

* PALMS *
2BO,2BA,

CUSTOM TOWNHOUSE, RREPLACE,

BALCONY. GATED GARAGE. _„
ALARM IN UNIT »^°**

• .3614FARIS
(310)837-0906

480, 38A,

LOFT. CUSTOM TOWNHOME. RREPUCE,
GATED GARAGE, ALARM IN UNIT

• 3640 WESTWOOD BLVD. $1795
(310)391-1076

* MAR VISTA *
480 46A

GATED garage' , ALARM IN UNIT

(310)391-1076
Sb Opw) HouM Mon - Sat ,

10-5 «{

GnsbacfeucNMwMh balcony,
mfltiOQany floorsA txatxv carpal,
amoovi caSnoB, raceaaad fchUng,
a4-hr aaoirty guard, pool & spa,

wwrfttoUOA $1399

CM G«l at (310) 474-2122 x372

2-1-2, $825

•

AOMMSTRATIVE ASSISTANT- ExaoHKw
n Mate pc mnt» paid inlwn. Ac-

t laww(iadg> ptut Oali amry. coding.

and oorraspondanoa. Fax ra«4inM

1:310-443-4223

INVESTHAENT CONSULTtNG Firm oHars

paid imarmTvp (MBA & woall>nl oompular

•Uto pralanad) to vMxk exltnaivaty ««Nti in-

*tt»nmrt pratoMlonili Fax to Alan Slona A
Convany •310-444-3041 10»40 \m$Nn
Bivd

housing GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

NEAR SHERMAN OAKS GALLERIA Hug«
apt Ideal for roommates. Garden, courtyard,

pool, A/C, phone-entry. Minutes to campus.
818-997-7312.

I ^^^^^—^^^^

1-BDRM$598ANDUP
WLA/CHEV.HILLS

QUIET, DELUXE, CLEAN, security-building.

Gated-parfcing. Refrigerator, stove. Carpet,

laundry room. No pets. 310-838-6423. Call

Bob.

424 LANDFAIR- 2and3 spacious bdrm apts

availabie starting Juty and August Next to

UCLA, swimming pool.. 310-459-1200.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ
1&2-BEDROOMS UPPERALOWER.
$710-$925 ASK FOR BONUS. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. BALCONY.
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS. 310-839-

6294^ _^_______
BEVERLY HILLS LMumiihad 2-Mnn, 1.S-

batti in lower duptax. Channing. frwhiy

painted and carpeted. Maal tor profaMional

$166(ymo 310-275-142S.

BRENTWOOD AOj<^eWT- IKIAno.
ibdrm in oharming MMR|
datad. Ful Wlonan. Covaiad
310<48e-7tai axl-17S 31(M70«?8 OMA-
mgt and waekanda ^^^^^

ui Poal. MS.
Nopala.S7t6

RmMI CannaoMon, tow i

mmiMimtalittmmiifa

ri to the Da»K I
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^^pwniiwiiis fuf Ront AnntHniiti tor JUmt

BRENTWOOD 10-min to UCLA/beach. 5-

min 405. 2bdrm/2bth. Large-quiet apartment,

gym-gated/parking-laundry-pool-jacuzzl.

Monfh-tormontfi, share $675+charges. Need
someone now. Frederic 310-477-5453.

LOOKING FOR A place to rent on ttie West-

side? Call Westside Rental Connection, low

agent fee. 310-395-7368. www.westsideren-

tals.com.

LOS ANGLES. 2-bdrm/2-bath, 2-car garage.

Stove, refrigerator, new carpet. 1462 Feder-

al Ave $1200/mo 310-677-8855 or 3l0-

473-9497.

MARINA PENINSULA. Cute beach studio

apartment. Unfurnished New bath and Ititch-

en. Garden patio with water view. Utilities

and new fridge included Quiet, no smoking,

no pets. Ideal lor grad student or profession-

al. $650/mo. Call 310-822-4966 (leave mes-

sage)

PALMS SINGLE. Pleasant, quiet builiding,

pool, frig, stove. $525. 310-836-1424.

PALMS. $595. 1 -bedroom, entry system,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS. Single apt from $465-$495. 1-bdrm,

$595. Stove, refrigerator and 1 -month free

w/year lease. $300deposit. 310-837-1502

leave message.

SANTA MONICA apartment. Single, pets ok

Gated, parking. $650. Westside Rental Con-

nection, low agent fee. 310-395-7368.

wvvw.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA f^«ONICA duplex apartment. 1+1.

Ocean Park area $575 utilities paid. West-

side Rental Connection, k)w agent fee. 310*

395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com.

SANTA MONICA PRIME apartment. Rent

controlled apt. Single, parking, walk to

beach. $550. Westside Rental Connection,

low agent fee. 310-395-7368.

www.westsiderentals .com

SANTA MONICA- N of Wilshire 7 blocks

from beach. Spacious, private bachek>r apt

w/hardwood floors&large closets. $670 in-

cludes utilities. 310-888-8014.

SHERMAN OAKS ADJ.
$595 1-bdrm. Garden apartment. Immacu-

late. 1/2 bkxk to buses Near all. 8-mi UCLA
Call now. 818-399-9610 Pager:81 8-828-

6880

SM RENTALS
WE HAVE Guest Houses, Apartments, arKi

Hbuses for rent In Santa Monk:a and the

Westside! Low Fee 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE Quiet building

Hardwood floors Stove+refrigerator. 900-sq

ft. 1-bdrm. Locked private garage. $975 508

Midvale. 310-472-5752.

WALK TO UCLA
Westwood. 2 or ^-bdrm w/view. washer/dry-

er in unit, 2-bath. Mk:rowave oven, refrigera-

tor, fireplace, V9ty bright. 21-sq.tool-jacuui

310-475-0807.

WEST LA. $350-500 deluxe bachelors fully

fumished w/utilities. Locked entry, laundry,

near bus linas & shopping centers Low
move-in. 310-575-8987.

WEST LOS ANGLES. Bachelor. $475. Near

Santa Monica and Bundy. Upper, refrigera-

tor, laundry. Easy to UCLA. Available 4/1.

310-440-0768.

WESTWOOD
1-bdrm unfurnished separate, private guest-

house w/kitchen, spacious yard. Near Bever-

ly Glen. Male grad student preferred. $800.

April 1.310-479-5708.

WESTWOOD
2BDRM. New Lrg. Balcony. Security bidg.

Alarm doors/windows. Fireplace. W/D inside

unit. Month to month. Pets ok. $1650/rno.

310-998-1501
'

WESTWOOD apartment. 1-bdrm/1-bath

+den Pool, fireplace, garage. $725. West-

side Rental Connection, low agent fee. 310-

395-7368 www.westsiderentals com.

WESTWOOD Sublease quiet, sunny 1-

bdrm/1-bath. Secured buiWing, balcony, new
bathroom/kitchen, pool, parking, laundry,

walk to UCLA. Available April. $975. 310-

477-2675

WESTWOOD- Single high ceiling, good
light, full kitchen, air-conditioning, pool, gym.

For April. Only 9mo lease. $795.

Michael©310-734-1881.

WESTWOOD-Bachelors-$625-including util-

ities. Fumished/unfumished. Gated complex,

beautiful pool. Hot plate, refrigerator, no

kitchen. STREET PARKING. One-year-

lease Available immediately 310-824-7679.

WESTWOOD. Extra large 1-bdrm apart-

ment. Upper-unit, quiet building, hardwood
floors. New appliances, parking,

washer/dryer. Walking distance to UCLA.
$1,100/mo. 310-208-2606

WESTWOOD Studio w/ loft All appliances.

A/C. Security parking Very spacious.

$890/nfK3 310-208-4934.

WLA $795-$1295. 1-bdrms and 2+2bdrms.

All X-large. Quiet building w/conveniences.

walk-ins, patios, parking, UCLA/10-min.
Faculty, staff, grads. 1-yr lease. 310-453-

5000.

WLA- 3571 S. Sepulveda. Upper
2bdrm/1t>ath. Stove, refrigerator, newly

decorated. No pets. $775/mo. 310-838-

1640.

CasaBlanca West
Large Furnished

& Unfurnished

Bachelor S615

1 Bedroom $895
Available April 1''

Gated Parking

I Low Seoirity Dejwsit

530 Veteran
208-4394

LuxuF*y 2-1-2 Bed^*oo^n
$1000.00 Oe.v\Wo\ ai>*/keafy

s+ovey diskwaskei^. l^oaoAe^c^

\v\ fke A^JK^acle A^ile^ call

(213)931-0901 fo»* y\ppoinfmenf

why run all ovec the place when you have free access to apartment listings here on

icampus7 kjokmg for a place to lw« can be a real *ag. and ifs not like youN« got all the

so who wHits to <*we around wilh their ha>d out the wwxtow trying to

|<hoee Imy TOR

-
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know what an |

I tune m the world
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I supposed to
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Wl^. NATtONAUVENICE. 2-bdrm/1-bath
$650. 15-min from UCUV. View, A/C. dish-

washer, laundry, secured. Call 310-204-
0543, 626-282-4738

MAR VISTA. $625/month Asl« atxjut tree

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bdrm Large,

pool, patio, bart)ecue area Quiet-building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd 310-398-8579.

WLA-$590/nK) Ask about free rent Attrac-

tive furnished-singles Near UCLA/VA Ideal

tor students. Suitable for two. Definite must
see! 1525 Sawtelle Bl. 310-477-4832.

mr Hfliii

PAl
,

'
' _ __ __..,_,:.

view, hardwood floors, large apartment and
private yanj. Walk to beach and Palisades
village $2950/rTK> Immediate occuparKy.
310-573-7445.

STUDIO CITY- One bdrm and private batti.

Own laundry facility. Near everything!

$300/mo utilities included. 619-298-2514
mornings

WUK. $850 TOWNHSE/APT 2bdrm/1.5ba.

2 parkings. AC, dishwasher, fireplace, stove,

fridge. 1826 Bundy Dr. 310-450-8414.

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE- $950/mo.
Pet okay Great kxation.lbdrm/lbath. Agent
Fee. 310-3^-1284.

WESTWOOD/RANCHO PARK- Very cute

and private studto. Lovely yard. Close to

shopping-t- tran8pdrtatk>n. $650+ utilities or

$750 including utilities.31 0-470-6550.

\NLA adorable guesthouse Completely fur-

nished. Garden view. Studto w/toft. $750.

Utilities not included. Ideal for 1 person. Call

Ronda 310-470-9112.

MANHATTAN. BEACH
Walk to beach! Open Saturday&Sunday. Bal-

cony for sunsets. Spacious, sunny,

4bdrnV2bath f>ouse w/additional large den
w/separate entrarx^ Fireplace, large living

room, dining room, dishwasher, stove, refrig-

erator, garage, fenced Avail Marchlst. 528-

3rd St. $3300. 310-571-0293.

GOV T FORECLOSED
HOMES FOR PENNIES

on $1 Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's Your

Area. ToH-Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-1650

for current listings.

JEFFER. MANGELS.
BUTLER & MARMARO LLP
CENTURY CITY LAW FIRM

SUBLETS NEEDED

We need furnished
apartments for our
SurY\n)er Associates
from May-August

Lquj Firm
Needs Furnished

Summer Sublets

For Incoming

Summer Associates

Please Coll

1(213)896-6761

M I I) lO SI ISI I I

MM K \r AKmi "M I OK
I Mi SI >P1l K.^

The Low Rrm of Orrtak,

Horrkxjton ft Sutdffe is in need
of lummer houring for two

stvxjents beglmlngMay 26m
and ending Auaust 14th

Shared acconrvTKXxrtions would
be cx)niidefed abo.

If you hOM* any InforrTKitlon or

an opartmenf to aublet tor Ihk

period, pteow cal Comle
Rublno. AecfuMtrx] Admmiilrator

at CIS) 61 2-2495

rVtoit; blUlllb lulh to tti

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from May
to August, our law students

will be needing housing.

Please call the Recruiting

Office at

(213)669-6079

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
One, two, & threfe

bedroom homes or
apartments,

fumished. Please
call Robyn Steele
or Biyan Williams
at (310) 277-1010

LOS AfMSELES. Large Law firm seeks sum-

mer sublets. No share situations please. Cail

Vctoe 213-229-7575.

URGENT!
FEMALE LAW STUDENT needs 1/2-l)drm

apt. from mid-May through August. CaH 318-

865-5332

WESTWOOD: Ibdfm/Studio fum. sublet

needed June to August. No share situation

Waking dist UCLA. Call Dhniv: 515-236-

6636. dmaHickehotmail com

YOUNG COUPLE looking to rent/subtet a

single, 1 t)edroom. or room in an apartment'

Ful kitctien important. In Santa Monica/Ve

nice for ApnI-June. S55(VnrK> or less. Call Tali

213-655-4441

EUROPEAN/BRAZILIAN medical esttwti-

seeks guestfKxise or equivalent in the

in exctiange for ¥»orf( as a nurse

companion/bat)y nurse/house Of pet sitting

and French/SpantsTi/Portuguese tutonng.

310-775-7180.

GUESTHOUSE in exchange for babysitting

and drivir>g ExpenerK*. refererKes, car re-

quired. Flexible hours. Walk to campus

UCLA students only. Summer. 310-470-

439a

UVE-IN STUDENT
TO drive cMdren, cook dbvwr, light house-

haepir^. 2-7pm. car, guesthouse, meals, ca-

ble TV incfcjded 818-760-4324.

BENEDICT CANYON- Fumished private

bdrm/bath^ entry. Mini fridge and mi-

crowave Less than 5 miles from campus!

$500 utilities mckjded. 310-550-1425.

BEVERLY HILLS, fumished private rooms in

Iwge house w/grad students. kitcf>en privi-

leges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities/irx^iuded

Need car. $475/S575 (huge separate rear

room) Leave message Abbey 310-275-

38310f 818-783-5151

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Own bdmVbath

N/S, proiassnrMi female to share apartment

«^ famries. $44Q/mo 4/1-8/1 sublet or

option of 1-yr/teaae. 310-473-9420/310-712-

2623.

BRENTWOOD. Onvn room arxj bathroom in

2-bdmV2-bath apartment f^ice quiet area

Cloee to UCLA. $450/mo4l/2utilities

AvaiableApr* 1 310-207-2197

GREAT PLACE
WESTWOOD 1 or 2 people to share large

apartment. 2t}drnV2-t>ath 2-story Free

parking, full kitchen, large tMkxxiy with view

$S9Si/mo Avail starting April 1st Just south

of Wilshire (Veteran^Ohn). Please call Mark

orNk* 310-479^789

MAR-VISTA Bedroom, battwoom. kitctten

detached from house. Quiet, dean, respon-

sUe. mature, nor>-snioking person $600 in-

cluding utiMies Aval. April 1st 310-390-

7022.
I

MO-VMLSHIRE BeautHul bnck 3bd house.

Iraplaoa. hardnwod Noon, aaparata phone.

caMa. washing mactMne/dryer, oM-ttreet

pMtrina- HorvawoHai. Mo pata. $480. Chris:

NEAR CAMPUS Fonate. quiet rtoui

MOVE IN TODAY'
WLA- Share cool Ibdrm/lba apartment
w/UCLA male ten minutes from campus.
Own room-$425/mo. Shared room-
$337.50/mo. Call Angel toll free: 888-751-
4315

RANCHO PARK 10-MINUTES TO UCLA.
$275 and up. Utilities included. Private erv

trarx^e. No smoking^drinking, drugs. Honest
people. Male preferred. 310-838-6547.

SANTA MONICA. HSEMATE NEEDED FOR
MUST SEE 2bdrnV2bath townhse. 2-story,

sunroof, w/view. garage parking, washer/dry-

er. Female preferred N/S. $700/mo. Avail

4/1.310-552-2892

SANTA MONICA/FEDERAL. Have own
room in spacios 3-bdrm/2-bath apartment.

Dist. 10 minutes from UCLA. Near buses.
Avail. April 1st. $340/mo + deposit Carlos

310-477-3663.

'•£.

Sprins Term Housinq

Rooms from

h 334/qiiaiter,
including meals M-F

Women students only

824 Hilsard

(310) 2080906

W.L.A. Female preferred. 2-bdrm/2-bath
apartment. 10-min UCLA. No pets, drugs or

smoking. Availat>le April 1st i420/mo. $300
deposit. Jill 310-826-6409.

WEST HOLLYWOOD- Room lor rent in spa-

ckxjs 3tx1rm house. Price negotiable. Please
page: 213-651-6194

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Room in 3-bed histor-

ical nwnument r>ear Melrose&La Cienaga.
Wood fkxxs, beamed ceiling. $450/rTK), in-

dudng parking&utilities. 213-655-6300.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE $315-f/mo. 15-min-

utes south of campus. Quiet, cheerful teach-

er's fiome. share bath, male preferred, light

cooking, car necessary. 310-836-6730.

WESTWOOD $575+1/2utilities. Own room in

bright 2-txJrm/1-t)ath Hardwood. bak:ony,

garage, yard. Call Jennifer 6310-470-0383

WESTWOOD Attractive, fumished. private

room. Bathroom. pfKjne, refrigerator in pri-

vate residerK« w/professional couple. NS fe-

male $550/mo.310-470-1932 www.lasolu-
tions .com/room htm

WESTWOOD ROOM and bath. Spacious. 2-

bkx:ks from UCLA. Graduate student want-
ed, non-smoking. 2-cats, quiet $550/mo.
Meinda: 310-209-8009.

WESTWOOD-Hoge private room in 3-bed-
room house. Futty furnisfrad. hardwood
fkwrs. fireptace. irvhouse laurxlry. Ho lease

required $550/month. NS. 310-209-1309. _

WESTWOOD Ibdrm/lba avail in

2tx1rm/2ba apartn>ent Secured build-

ing+parkmg Water pakj Jacuzzi/sauna. Kill-

er view w/bak:ony.$650/mo Male preferred.

310-443-5515

WESTWOOD Private guestroom in a beau-
tiful txMJse w/pnvate entrarKe/bath/backyard
Parking. Walking distance to UGLA/West-
wood Laurxlry/Kitchen privileges Utilities

paid. N/S female tenant. $75a/mo 310-446-
9556.

WESTWOOD Room in a private home.
Grad student preferred. Walking distance to

UCLA. $600 Leave natht^aiKl telephone at

310-475-1713.
^

WESTWOOD. Spacious single opening
4/1/98. Walking distance to UCLA Gated
parkirtg&laundry ava. Call 310-824-0636.

WLA. New, quiet 2-bdrm/2-bath condo. Oish-

wasfwr. W/D, gated parkirig, security en-
trar>ce. N/S 1^ pets. Month-to-ntonth. $530
including utilities CaH 3 1 0-287- 1 530.

310-44M>1M.

mum 1 WB

CULVER CITY
$455/mo >1/2 uliWies. h4o deposit necessary.
Female roommate needed for spacious pri-

vate bdrm-*^ Security bulking and paiWng.
Has laundry faciities and bakxHiy CaN Kari:

31043&-12S3

BRENTWOOD. Prime, Private bdrm/ba.

washar/dryer in unit. A/C. fireplace, dtoh-

washar, ollsfeaet parking Quiet parson.

NTS, no pats t67(ymo Kim 3lO-47Xao

GREAT PLACE
BRENTWOOD. 2-tKlnnr2-bath. Saout«y

DUBQinQ. HaoRaaHfrwarfinflKin. wioaa w dus
slap. Non-smolring lamala. Ejcaiani loca-

Ikm. 9900 nH>n«t to monMi. 310-477-6032.

lA 9aaO*i/3 uM. OuNHMdroorMMti, in

CalT)in21»-3S1-3323
P«afar grad or qiM.

neuspape*
Disnla\

^-A-
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From page 64

easier and in some ways it is difficult
-

so it ofTsets.

You are obviously one ofthe best col-

lege basketball coaches of all time. Fm
sure that you had chances to go to the

NBA, but you never did. Why not?

For a number of reasons. There's

only one reason at all to go and that's

money. And if you make money, by

God, you're going to be unhappy. True

happiness comes from things that can't

be taken away from you, and all mater-

ial things get away from you.

I wouldn't have liked the travelling.

You're away from home, it would have

been tough on family life. There are so

many problems in the families of pro-

fessional athletes because they're away

so much. Also the coaches in the N BA,

the players can get you fired.

If they don't like you, and they're a

star player, they can bring about the dis-

missiil of the coach. You're not really in

control, some general managers are in

control, some it's the owners, some it's

both or either, and I wouldn't like that.

To say if I would like the money.

yeah, I would like it. Of course. But, 1

turned down far far more than 1 ever

made for pro offers - if you base your

happiness on the material things, than

you are going to be very disappointed.

Speaking of the NBA, three Bruins

will most likely get drafted next year If

you could give them one piece ofadvice,

what would it be? '
.

You got me thinking. There are so

jnany things.

Well, some of the things would be to

behave yourself. 1 think the vast major-

ity of professional athletes should never

be married. Now I'm not going to go

into telling you why they shouldn't be,

but the vast majority shouldn't be. 1

think many get cawicd away with the

enormous amount of money they are

making now. And most of them have

never had that kind of money, and sud-

denly to have an awful lot, they're

going to have an awful lot ofpeople tak-

ing care of it. And many of them don't

want to take care of it, they just want to

part with it.

It's hard to lead a normal life. There

are so many temptations up there. It's

hard for them to be able to resist it. You

need to be strong, but still not every-

body can resist it.

One ofthose players is Kris Johnson,

the son ofone ofyourplayers - Marques

Johnson. What is it like to see him out

there?

Well, I could name you the sons of

some of my players that are doctors,

attorneys, or teachers - I don't care

what they are, I just want to see them

do well. I don't like to base everything

on professional athletics because that is

temporary.

I understand the life of the average

professional basketball player is four

and a half years. They've got long, bng

See WOODEN, page 55

What's it gonna be?

Oft

being From a democratic

society, you have many choices,

many ways to express yourself and

your beliefs, many ways to make a

change, you can join a militia, you can erect

d barbed wire fence around your property, you can decline to

vote, you can get a bumpersticker. call your local d.). and vent.

you can enroll in the Graduate

School oF Political Management,

the premier school For politics.

And make a REAL diFFerence. ^=

igton
ivei^ity

WAbMIMOION DC

The Graduate
Schtx)l oi

R)litical Management
amn^ nfu\ oiiw>rt.<«t)r/J»"m*i«» «Ik» .

1.800.F0R.6SPM - http://www.qwu.eduAqspm

9900
Boommatos - Private Room Ruuiiiiiuiii

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE Roomate need-

ed to share 3 bdrm/2bath house 3 blocks

from Manna pier Yard, garage and hard-

wood floors $550/mo-t-utllrties Call Jeff 310-

656-7190 or 310-301 -7853(niQht)

NEAR UCLA- 2RCXDMS available one on

Apnl 1st the other May 1st Huge closets, mi-

crowave/dishwasher, laundry Near bus

Own-phone I have cat Female N/S

$450/mo 310-235-1014

OWN ROOM $350
WLA. Share qutet 3-kx3rm/2-bath apartment

¥vith couple and grad student Close to

UCLA Non-smoking female preferred Jen-

ny-3 1 0-475-«762

REMODELED HOUSE
VISTA Omm •••king mate protes-

•kxMl grad studant. rwn-smoker. to share

baauMul 3-bedroom house

tSeCVmonth-HiWHIts. •Koapt telephone Own
amt-tumishad badroom, bath, full Mcunty,

dack. naw kNchan. drivaway partdng Ctoaa

to buaiinas Await 3^28 No pais Cat Eve

310-390-2043

RMMT- OWN LOFT
WESTWOOD; $550 LOFT Next to campus
Apartment/kitchen furnished, loft semi-fur-

nished Pool/gym/spa Prefer roommate fe-

male or clean male student 310-824-4586

SHERMAN OAKS ROOMMATE wanted to

share 3bdrnn/2ba hse Backyard, hardwood

fkx>rs Must like dogs $600/mo Ava imme-

diately Jenny ©81 8-98 1-4364^

VENICE-MALE/FEMALE House to share

Pet lover preferred Non-Smoker^ Quiet

neighborhood 5-block8 to beach' Wash-

er/Dryer $450-t-hatf utHities 310-3062439

VERY SWEET DEAL!!
BRENTWOOD ADJACENT $500/month

Famala to ahara la>va abad-2t)ath apan-

mant Ctoaa to avary oonwanianoa you would

naad 3^0^92OSM9

WEST HOLLYWOGO ssaking famala N/S

2-todrnV2-tM») kawry apartmant Qaidan pa

too, aacurtty buNtfng * parking, pad. laeuni.

WMaids, saurw $462 SOi^mo 21 3-S7»-«46e

Prtvste Rooni

WESTWOOD VILLAGE HI-RISE condo

Pool Iblk to campus. Views $500/mo 310-

289-1404

WESTWOOD-Own room avallabte 3/29-6/24

for female In 2bdrm/1ba Parking available,

dishwasher, hardwood floors, walk-to-cam-

pus $650/mo Call Diana or Tanya 310-443-

0610.

WESTWOOD 1-mile from campus. Your

own bedroom only $40(Vmo and share utili-

ties Pmhum. hardwood fkx)r*. laundry. Ma-

ture, rasponatole N/S roommato «rtw la aaay-

going and fun Pro>aa»iona>/Qrads preferred

Call;310-723-0960.

WESTWOOD Share kixurwus furnished

2bdrm/2ba wrth protaaaiorwl $500 Call 310-

312 1502

WLA Pico/Overtand Open, roomy 4-

bdrnfV3-bath. Spanieh-etyte hooae Back-

yard, bakxiny. high oaWngs , Iraplaca. waah-

er/diyar MonttHOHiianti SSOO^dapoait Fe-

male tenant wMitad Patricia«310-55«-

4701

10433 National Blvd, (1/2 Block w«st of Motor)

^Great Food •Futt Bar

dean Air

LWe Entertainment
Check out our Daily Early Bird Specia s

I"
Buy one entree get one of equal or

with this
] lesser vakie for gQ^Qff
! excludes Daily Specials •

Sf

A reason to learn Italian?

Not one, but 2000 years of history and civilizafion.

•• IstItuto

ItaUano

di CuItura

CLASSES BEGIN APRIL 6tIi, 1998
GiH (310) 443-3250, ext.1 15 for information,

or visit our website: http://iicusa.org

Mention this ad for a $10. discount

ISTITUTO ITALIANO Pi CULTURA
1 023 Hilgard avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

In collaboration with Fondazione Italia.

HALMS, f-emaie to snaie uediuum iii

2bdrm/2bth apartment until Sept Gated

parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony Avail

now $244/mo 310-585-5475

WkSiWCXJLi blidiiiiy iovi" ^^^ other

person in big 2bdrm/2bth apartment

$373 38/mo utilities 30min to campus

w/free campus buses 310-473-0688

WESTWOOD: Roommate needed ASAP to

share room in 2 bdrrrVI .25ba apt. near San-

ta Monica/Wettwood Blvds $300/mo+i*h

tte»Hlepoeil. Female preferred Please call

310-470-0142

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA BLVD- Pleas-

ant, friendly female to share room In

2bdrm/2ba Laundry, balcony, pretty view.

Buses to UCLA $290/mo 310-444-9683.

WESTWOOD Kelton Female wanted to

share apartment w/3 girls Parking avaiiabte.

2-bdrm/2-bath Can 310-209-9142

WESTWOOD- EKlremefy ctoee to campus

Roomrr^e needed to share bdrm-^jalh in

2-f2 Friendly roommates Huge balcony,

*w»her-K»ryer. partung $475/mo obo Gas*
aleolric rvjt incMed Move m ASAP 310-

20S-5068

WESTWOOD FefTtele needed to share

bdnnln4««eabdniV2ba»i. VMeran/Levering pkssaRITO BEACH. l-S-or-Sbdrm mo
nma to Cimpue Cupw lnoluias:perking ^oe^^tew 3^>dm> on beech Poots. towits

laundry toeMMin Bilia enltanoe t42(VrTK> ^,„ee. hemes 24-hr maHiei SecurNy fOe
81S-M8-4127 7S7-«(0e

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT from Qer

many with 2 quiet dogs saeks 1 -3 badraam

i^wrtment'house Poae w/ yard 1-6ir

2aa4.

WOODEN
From page 54

years after that, and they better be

thinking of that. The income they're

going to make in the years they are hav-

ing there. They aren't going to make
that income later on.

When many think of professional

basketball, they think of the Dream
Team. Do you think amateurs or pros

shouldplay in the next Olympic Games?
I'm very, very unhappy with the

Olympics now. I know that in some

ways it was never truly amateur, but !

think a concerted effort was made to

make it that way. I think it should be

that way. 1 think our amateur basket-

ball players in the United States would

still win the Olympics most of the time.

But we'd have great competition.

There's not much competition in bas-

ketball now, taking all the pros. I like

competition, and we'd still win it most
of the times. Do you have to win it all of

the time? That may be one of the things

there is too much thinking about. I

don't like the pros. I wish they would

have kept it as amateur as possible.

Now. I know you won't tell me who
the best basketball player you ever

coached was. hut ifyou could lake cer-

tain aspects out of certain players to

make your ideal hasketkdl player, how
wouldyou go about doing it?

I would want one that knew why he

was at UCLA - and that's to get an

education. That would be number one.

Education must be number one.

You're here to get an education and

that's going to be with you all your life

and your basketball will be with you a

very small number of years.

Second as a player, I want one that is

very courteous and polite and well-

mannered and will never do something

on or off the court to bring discredit to

him. to his team, to his family, to his

coach, to his school.

1 want one that understands that

defense is what usually wins champi-
onships. I want one that plays good
defense, enjoys defense and under-

stands that is what wins champi-

onships.

I want a good ofTensive player too -

one that could pass well, one that could

shoot well, one that could rebound

well. I want an unselfish player at both

ends of the court.

Why not take someone like Keith

Wilkestwho played for the Bruins from

1972-74) and let it go at that? He's a

good student, an honor student, well-

mannered, courteous, excellent

defense and fine offense.

Now, I'm not saying he's the best

player that I ever had, but, you'd have

to go a long ways to find a better player

with whom to work.

Vw player ofthe year in college bas-

ketball is given the John R. Wooden
Award. What does it mean to you to

have the award named in your honor?

S«e WOODEN, page 56

AVAILABLE IN ALL COLORSI

Sherman Oaks
14441 Ventura B^d. Comer of

Vim Nuys/ Ventura Blvd.

same shopping center as El Torito

(818) 784-2244

INCLUDES :

v/ PAGER
ACTtVATtON
1 VCAR AIR TIME
1 VEAR VOtCCMAII

Brentwood
available at the

^a Mdln'iCd store
1 1 740 San Vicente Blvd. Same
shopping center as Chin-Chin

(310) 207-7234

Sotce f920
The original Yellow Cab

The Tradition Continues,.,

(800)711-8294
"TAX I

SPRING BREAK with ^
MOUNTAIN HIGH RESORT

(gMARCH 28giJlirouflh APRlL 5th 19981)

For 10 stralj^t days Ac New Mountain Hlj^ explodes with exciting spring events,

Mlcrobrcw Beer Festivals, live Reggae music, celebrity radio rcnKxtes and tons of giveaways.

DON'TWASTE THIS YEAR!!!
Break out diose bikinis and sunscreen.

There Is plenty to sec and do at SNOW J/M 99>.

< DAlUr SCHEDULE OF EVENTS '
li

llAM BoardcrCross

11:30AM SkierCross

12:30PM BIG Air Competition

2PM Snow Shoe Race

3PM Pond Skimming

13-22 YOUNG ADULT PRICES - $2^.00 (Shoun)

MOUNTAIN HIGH RESORT

\.
888-754-7878 • www.mthlgh.com

Mf.r. Rniinc turn to the D.if'' Briiin t

open ^<iy * wwwuclastore. ucla.edu

AUe ••««(•»)• at: Mill T«» tiM*. ««'th C*«Mt S»»»»

lu V*«l« C*«a«<ii. M««lt)< Ictancct Sto't UClftiimr

Interested in traveling to Israel

for study this summer?
Dorot Foundation Travel Fellowshiips

are available through the
UCLA Center for Jewish Studies.

If you^ire interested In applying, please send your
name, address, and a large self addressed stamped

envelope to:

UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

Box 951485
. V Los Angeles. CA 90095-1485

{DEADLINE FOR APPLYinO: 1

April 3, 1 998}
The Dorot fellowships are for $ 1 ,000 to help defray the
cost of travel and study in Israel. Both UCLA graduate

students and undergraduates are eligible, though
preference is given to UCLA undergraduates.
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WOODEN
From page 55 ^

Wouldyou pick a winnerfor us?

Here, I will enlighten you a little bit.

When that originated, I wanted it to be

a well-rounded player. On the trophy,

there are five players. One is playing

defense, then the other four are on

offense - which I don't particularly

care for.

I wanted in the very middle of that to

be one player in a cap and gown. 1

wanted it to go to a graduating senior. I

didn't want this trophy to be for the

best basketball player. 1 wanted it to be

for the best graduating basketball play-

er, and I went along with it, and I'm

sorry I did. And they know that.

But, 1 did get one thing in, and they

haven't followed it the way I wanted

them to and that is the player who

receives it must be making normal

progress to his college degree, whatev-

er year he is in.

In terms of picking a winner, no, I

do not know who I would choose.

Who is the'best coach in the college

game today?

I would never attempt to say anyone

is the best. Generally speaking I would

say, "I have never seen a better one," or

I would say, "He's as good as anybody

else," or, "he's among the best, I could

go on and on."

But, there are many great coaches,

and coaches are really only teachers -

in places that you have never heard of.

But, they're doing a better job than

many of these coaches you hear about

all the time.

It's just like the Thomas Graves

Elegy - one verse in there says "Full

many a gem of purest ray serene, the

dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear:

full many a flower is born to blush

unseen, and waste its sweetness on the

desert air." Is the flower less beautiful

because nobody sees it? Or the gem any

less beautiful because it's on the bottom

ofthe ocean and nobody sees it? \r^"^^

Well, now there are many coaches

that way - wonderful teachers in places

you have never heard of and they may
be doing a better job than the more

publicized coaches.

1 will say without pinpointing, I have

been impressed with the team play

through the last number of years 1 have

seen froin Roy Williams and the

University of Kansas. I think his team

plays beautiful team play. I'm not say-

ing he's the best coach at all, I just don't

think I have seen anybody play better

team ball. -^

You had so much success here, every

coach from then on is kind of set up to

your standard. Is itfair that they gel set

to that standard?

Life isn't fair. Life isn't fair in any

way. The only thing that matters is to

think of yourself, nothing else matters.

If you let the things over which you

have no control affect you, whether

they are good or bad, they will affect

See WOODEN, page 57

^)
This Summer Come To Israel

lOP 5)>off?f - This price is all inclusive.

* Study anoient texts in the morning
* Tour tiie sights of Jerusalem in the aftern«»on

(^ Words From The Heart From JAM'S Israel Trip, Summer 1996
?^'~'l „. . . I. .- m . ' I r .1 1. 1.. '* un, »..>» irral^fiil that llllio AiA

*l fdn'l In-lirvr it's <ivitI Tliis lri|i was l>y far the mohl im-moral»l<-

rx|MTi«-n<-«- of my liff. Not imly <ii<l I learn alMiiil Jii<lai)<m

Itiil I think I know mywlf a hit liellrr. Tliank you so miirli

for this ama7.in|; «"X|M'rifnr«* I will nt-vrr for);<-l il."

Pohen Ghasri

^.

^.

"Thank yon for phoning; me up
that one day to ask mo
if I want to po to Urael.'"

Brooke Pomeranz

"WIht«- «Io I Ix-pin';* I <lon"t think

I <'onld thank yon enough for the

great ex|M-rienee that you created

for me. Thank you... Thank
yoii... Thank you. I've ha<i a

preat time here in Inrael."

Kathy Lalezarzadeh

"I've had Sli.- time of my lif«". I've

made new friends, seen new
piaeeh, learned alMiul my paxl and
learned ahout who I am."

Brandon Exiwards

"Thif hax he«-n f>urh an amazini; trip. I knew il would Im-

terrifM hut I didn't think I woidd enjoy il to this degree.

I learned things that I eould never learn thr<iugh a hiMtk

Sharona Sabar

I am very grateful that Julie did

not stop railing me until I agreed to

eome to Israel with this incredible

group. By some sort of wonderful
elianee. |>eople were brought
together and we were able to get

along. We all admire you for taking

25 college students to this land."

Elise Nahum

"I wani to put into words my deep«'»l

gratitude and appreciation for an
incredible experience. I not only

visited the land of Israel but also

renewed the Jewish,identity."

Nate Wycoff

"I am ready tf> learn and grow
internally so I can reach

mv potential."

Debra Rudee

This trip have changed my life

forever. I have promised myself that

when I return back tu school at

Santa Barbara, and ftrow ol<lrr and
wiser, I won't forget this exprrience.

which has tam^/U me an incredible

amount al>««l being Jewish,

Israel, and my gttals, values, and
morals in life.'

Niluofar Missaf^i

1^ find out more please eail J.A.IH. at (213) 930-2II34.
Thih trip is sponsored by .lAM. an on 4ampus club at I'CLA

JAM was orifrinaliy founded throuph a prant from the JewiHh Federation.

L*X*X*X*X*J

ilDVERTISE
CAU: 82S-2161 / 82S-2221
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you in only one way and that is adversi-

ty.

I used to tell my players early, "This

year you are going to get praise that

you don't deserve. And you're going to

get praise that you deserve and you're

going to be liked by everybody. You are

going to get criticism at times that you
deserve and criticism that you don't

deserve and you won't like it in any
way. But, your strength, your absolute

strength as an individual is going to

depend on how you react to both praise

and criticism. If you take both praise

and criticism with a grain of salt, it will

be a great weight ofT your shoulders.

Jusl make the best efTort you can."

In my seven-point creed, one thing is

"Take each day as it is something over

which you have control." I tried to use

that one - make each day your master-

piece, and I tried to get that across to

the players. Do what you can, .you're

not doing it for somebody else. You'd
like to be well thought of, ofcourse, but

to me the main thing is what you think

ofyourself What others see is what yolf

are perceived to be, you are the only

one who knows what you are. Do the

best you can. make mistakes, but don't

make them over and over again.

Doyou have any last comments to the

UCLA student bixiy?

Just to the student body, remember
first of all why you're at UCLA -

it is

for the education and I said the same
thing to my players. But support your
various other activities - whether it's

athletics or music or whatever.

But, whatever it is enjoy them, sup-

port them, and don't be too critical.

-Criticism eats on you. Forgiveness

sets you free.

W. GYMNASTICS
From page 62

est ranking in the Pac-IO confer-

ence, followed by No. 9 Arizona
State.

The Bruins will see tough com-
petition this weekend with six of
the seven teams in the Pac-IO
ranked in the top 25. Washington
State is ranked 12th. Oregon State

is 14th, Stanford is 18th and the

University of Arizona is ranked
25th. In the history of the Pac-IO

Championships, only two teams

have won the team title.

UCLA has won the team title

seven times and Oregon State has

accomplished this impressive feat

four times.

Since the first Pac-IO meet, the

Bruins have set many records; they

have the most individual event

champions with 28 gymnasts, the

best record for uneven bar champi-
ons at 8 and the most all-around

champions with 7 gymnasts.

UCLA is tied for most victories

on floor with Oregon State, both
having 5 gymnasts who have won
this event.

^ ^ NOTICE

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

15% Discount
with...

UCLA student, House Staff,

and Faculty I.D.

Free Pick Up And Delivery

t
N

1^
(1 mile

^i9n
from UCUV)

BalAir
• Shell

(0

a>

in

Moraga
Exit

Wilshire

n

t

UCLA

1

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles, California 90049

Bel Mt Shell
Tim Hansen

(310) 476-1979 Fax:(310) 476-7644

91.9FM fEuneja^ ^
Itid Round live (bvefage:FTidoy@7fflpni. live RegM Rnok Coverage: Sundoy, TBA

The Bhins are in tfie Sweet Sxteen!
Show yoir schod spH by Estemig to fve cover-

age on KLA as you waAdi the gvne on TV!!

Giinto'/^ouidlln

Horn' Itindoy at 7:00

pm to mdce your NCAA

nunanail PredktMis

310.825.9065

Do \0H
ream of

' practicing

u
abroad?
Study intsrnational lew at Gold«n Gate and make
contacts with people from meny netiens. As you
study international law, you cen focus on business,

tex, trede, or the environment. You cen else trevel to

Istenbul end Bengkok through our summer lew
abroad programs.
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SERGEANT
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^ STORES -
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I
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"
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DurDanh Store Only
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Apply by April 15 for full-time fall 1998
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You can he pan of the international legal network!

Conteet us for en informetion packet:
phons: (415) 442-6630 faa: 1415) 442-6631

•-mail: iawadmitOggu edu wsbsits: www ggu edu/law

^I^ I

School of Law

536 Mnucm Street. San Francticc. C.A 9^105-2968
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M. BASKETBALL
From page 64

half. However, he picked up his fourth

foul with 12:51 remaining and sat on

the bench for most of the game. Davis

played a total of 14 minutes.

"I really didn't think it was serious,"

Davis said. "It's not painful at all, I'm

able to walk around."

To make up for Davis' absence, a lot

ofweight will be put on the shoulders of

the other freshman starting guard. Earl

Watson. After a lukewarm perfor-

mance versus Miami, Watson had a

solid game against Michigan. Watson
had 10 points, four rebounds and two

steals in the second-round game.

"I think that I got focused better,

more relaxed and had fun (in the

Michigan game)," Watson said. "I was

really nervous (before the Miami)
game. 1 wasn't even nervous before my
first college basketball game, but the

NCAA Tournament is something dif-

ferent. I think that the hardest game is

over, the first round is the hardest, from

hereout it's just fun."

"I feel that (Watson) has the talent

and the feel to pick up the slack for both

of us, and he's been doing that a lot this

year," Davis said. "When I fouled out

he's been there - he pulls out a clutch

performance and the type of player he

is, he's going to step up."

However, Watson isn't the only

freshman that the spotlight will shine a

little brighter on. It will be either Rico

Hines or Travis Reed who will fill

Davis' spot on the starting line-up.

However, UCLA head coach Steve

Lavin has yet to decide which of those

two it will be.

Reed was a big factor in UCLA's
second-round victory over Michigan,

putting forth one of his best elTorts this

season. The 6 foot, 6 inch freshman

played 22 minutes, scored 11 points

while shooting four of five from the

field, and pulled down three rebounds.

He also helped contain Wolverine big

man Robert Traylor.

Meanwhile, Hines has been an injec-

tion of energy off the bench. Though
his numbers aren't anything to be in

awe of, Hines contributes with his hus-

tle play. Many a time the 6 foot 3 inch

forward has kept the ball alive for the

Bruin». And on the defensive end,

Hines took a critical charge as

Michigan tried to climb back into the

game.

"With Rico we have more quickness

on our pressure, with Travis we are a lit-

tle bigger in terms of size and strengths

under the boards," said Lavin dis-

cussing his options.

The loss of Davis not only creates a

hole in the starting line-up, but it

depletes the already-shallow bench

even more. And fatigue may become a

major factor for the Bruins as they face

a deep Kentucky team that likes to run.

But despite the fact that UCLA faces

tough odds against last year's national

runner-up, the Bruins are optimistic

about their chances.

Sec M. lASKETBAU, page 59
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Founded in 1968

The Nation's First Independent Graduate School of Psychology
Psychoanalysis and Marital & Family Counseling

ARE YOU
THINKING

"ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE?

CGI is Thinking About

, Your Future, Tool

Bachelor's Degree (BA)
Accelerated Program in Integrated Liberal Aits

Master's Degree (MA)
]096MAGTaduau Psychology - Marital & Family Therapy

FoT Information or Interview ,
Doctor's Degree (PsyD)

Counseling Psychology - Psychoanalysis
LOS ANGELES Mariul and Family Therapy
1 100 C.lendon Ave., 1 1th Fl.

(310) 208-4240

ORANGE __^-^
1122 E. Lincoln Ave.

(714)637-5404

e-mail: rgil^ix.ncirom.com
web site: hiip://www.cgi.edu/

also orfcriiig

Cilonijo CfoiUe mstilole CQUosdiigM^
Full Range of Counseling

& Psychotherapy Services

Open Day. Evening and Weekends
Call for Initial Visit or Referral

WESTL.A. (310)208-4242
ORANGE (714) 637-5404

Institute of Laser Medicine
100 UCLA Medical PInza

FREE CONSULTATION fo, La.cr Hai, Removal

(310) 794-6399 UCLA Exicnsion 46399

www.lasermedicine.org

fix THEM!

*•»" t

1996 PhD Graduau
Non-profit. FtdtrM Mitd Stau Tsx Exempt, Non-Disaimi>uaary

Your old photos that are
faded, scrotctied or torn can
be restored at BEL AIR's
Imaging Center.
Albumsand FtwDtos copied
wt^ile you V(/att. (No negative
needed).

Camera & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.- Just South of UCLA in VHtestvvood VIIImc
2440URS FREE Validated Parking at LOH with this symbol rri

310-20ft-5150
Mon-Fri 9-7; Sat 9:30^:00; Sun 1 1S

CRUSHfl THE LSAT
WITH

The TestMasters LSAT Course Includes:

• 80 hours off live. In-class Instruction
• instructors who have ail scored In the 99*^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use off ail real LSAT questions
• Four ffull-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $950

challenging, rcwirding, and exciting experience awaits

you at the 1998 Harvard University Summo' School You

will have access to Harvard's distinguished facult)', well-

equipped labs, exceptional museums, and the largest

univer$it\- librar\' system m the wqrld. You will live and learn

Mith motivated students from all areas of the US and more

than 90 countries worldwide as you satisly your intellectual

curiosity, earn college credit, and explore Har\ard University'.
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M. BASKETBALL I VOLLEYBALL
From page 58

"Don't get me wrong. Baron is a

tremendous loss. We're not saying

that we can win it without him,

that's just the mindset we have to

take." Johnson said. "Hes gone
and we can't do anything about it.

So I think once we convince our-

selves that we can win it without

him. we are going to win it.

"This is a business trip and the

seniors have set goals. We don't

want this to be our last game."

From page 64

Featuring a lineup consisting of no
seniors and no one over 6 feet 6 inches

tall. Rutgers tried to overcome their

lack of size and experience with energy.

However, the Bruins' tall, experi-

enced squad quickly turned Rutgers"

youthful exuberance into numerous
errors. UCLA posted only nine hitting

errors during the entire match while

forcing 33 errors for the visiting Scarlet

Raiders.

"We played pathetically." comment-

^^^^^^^ of SANTA MONICA

Spring Sale
Get Vtur AroundIbun 71WISP0RTATI0H

Elite 80 CBR 900RR

(310) 4SO - 4343 • (088)282-9001
828 PICO BLVD. SANTA MONICA, CAUF. 904O5

Open 7 Days a W^ek

ARMADILLO
ALE HOUSE CAFE

Homp ofover 30 beers on tad

l"^??"^ San Vicente Blvd. in Brentwood

simmmmmmkH
^" DRAFT BEERS

25C BUFFALO WINGS
. FREE POOL!!!-

4»Two-DoiuRmm\t
IFWEHAVEIT.JT'SONLY

TWO DOLLARS!
~?> Rr

DOMESTIC DRAFTS

ONLY 990!
AND VVF
STILL
HAVE

81I1WHI0UMwmm
^^F WE HAVE IT...irS ONLY TWO DOLLARS!
$2 beers,$2 shots $2 mixed drinks, $ 2 menu items
(Philly Cheese Steaks, Nachos, Jack Daniels, Etc.)m DJ JAM NIGHT

Dance all night and enjoy Mo Cover
drink specials every 1/2 hour!!

i::^ or Live AAueiri cvepvmigmt oGow

^^DOiESIK DRAFn

1! lil'.l % ! w
?»<>' K - ., ,

ed Scarlet Raiders coach Ron Larsen.

"It might be the worst performance
we've had all year. But I think that all

has to do with coming in here to play

UCLA, and you know UCLA has 16

national championships. It's just tough

to come in here for the first time."

Led by Adam Naeves fierce serv-

ing, the Bruins hit ..'^94 for the match,

holding the Scarlet Raiders to only

.048. Naeve recorded four aces during

the match with three alone coming in

the first game.

"They have the leading server

(Christos Tsiimadias) in the nation at

0.9 of an ace per game. " Scates said.

"Adam is up there with 0.6 of an ace

per game, llieir guy was really good
but he had too many serving errors to

hurt us. St) he probably had one or two.

But I thought Adam was clearly the

best server, at least tonight."

In game one, UCLA jumped out to

a 6-0 lead, mainly due to the serving of

Naeve. Consecutive aces by Naeve and
Tom Stillwell's blocking proved to be

unstoppable. Hitting errors and erratic

play by the Scarlet Raiders gave the

Bruins the first game 15-.^.

The momentum continued for the

Bruins at the start of the second game.

Five hitting errors on the part of the

Scarlet Raiders gave the Bruins a 5-0

lead. Strong hitting from Stillwell and

Ben Moselle carried the Bruins

through the rest of the game as they

prevailed 15-2 in only 17 minutes.

The third game was not any differ-

ent for the Bruins or the Scarlet

Raiders. On the strong serving of Evan
Thatcher, UCLA scored on six straight

plays, racing out to an 8-0 lead. The
Scarlet Raiders responded by going on
several two-point runs, closing the gap
to 14-6. However, despite the Rutgers

squad's scrappy play, the Bruins won
the match on a hitting error from
Rutgers' blocker Brian Bowers.

{

%^'
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"Give people the very best.

That 's why I'm proud ofour unique products

and this restaurant. Come seefor yourself.
"
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Kenny's muffin, regular soft drink and
I Side Dish

Includes :

Kenny's muffin and rejpilar soil drink
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BRENTWOOD

Coming to the
!?

MUSEUM OF TOLERANCE
TO THE OTHER SHORE

The Russian Intellectuals Who Came To America

Tuesday, March 24

To The Other Shore tells the story of a small

but Influential group of Jewish intellectuals

who immigrated to the United States from the

Russian Empire between 1881 and the early

1 920s—the era of "mass immigration." This

group of Jewish intellectuals, many of whom
were raised in Orthodox homes, abandoned

their Jewish identity, absorbed the radical

political theories circulating in nineteenth-

century Russia, and brought those theories

with them to America.

Steven Cassedy is Professor of Slavic and
Comparative Literature at UC San Diego.

Book signing and reception to follow

7:30 pm

Tom OTHER SHORE

' '« »r n ' « t ) I D

310.553.9036x218
WWMWlnMliMb

9786 West Pico Boulevard • Lo* Anaelp*^
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RECAP
From page 64

they visit. . .

"When teams come down here,

they get so pumped up playing in

front of a crowd Hke that, that it

almost always makes them play

great," Wilton said. "It's just some-

thing that we expect. We expect the

teams to come down here and play

well."

Despite the fact that the Bruins

swept the 'Bows easily in the pre-sea-

son Outrigger Hotels invitational

Finals, it may not be that easy this

time around.

At the time, Hawaii was missing an

integral portion of its ofTense. UCLA
capitalized on the absence of Naveh
Milo. the team's best outside hitter

and passer, to serve the Rainbows off

the court.

In addition, Hawaii was only play-

ing its third match of the year, while

pre-season trips gave UCLA a defi-

nite advantage.

But this weekend's matches will be

a different story.

With Milo's return, the Bows will

have steady passing and be able to run

a more stable offense. The senior

swing hitter also contributes 4.08 kills

per game and 3 06 digs a game.

"Naveh Milo, in addition to being

a great digger and a great passer also

has a really good jump serve," Scates

said. "He can really rip it so we have

to pass his ball."

UCLA will also be looking to con-

tain sophomore Andre Breuer. The
middle blocker ranks tenth nationally.

in kill average (5.64 kills a game) and
fifth nationally in blocking with 1.93

blocks a game.

Hawaii, on the other hand, faces a

more daunting challenge. UCLA

ranks among the nation's leaders in

hitting with a .362 clip. The Bruins

also possess an ofTense with a great

deal of flexibility

"Obviously they're very talented.

They have size and Al does a wonder-

ful job year in and year out," Wilton

said.

"They have a lot of great players.

Brandon is a great setter. Naeve and
Stillwell are just a pair of really good
middle blockers with size. And they're

just a real sound team. Moselle has

shown great utility in being a swing

hitter and an opposite. They're just a

solid club, no question."

WATER POLO
From page 62

that, with the same intensity. We've
been rivals for the past three years but

at the same time we have a lot of

respect for each other."

While UCLA has two US National

Team members (Simmons and Nicolle

Payne), Cal has Alisa von Hartizsch as

an experienced international competi-

tor. The Golden Bears are a constant

threat and Baker says they have the

',

See WATER POLO, page 61
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WATER POLO
From page 60

Attention: Students and Faculty
in Humanities Courses!

Did you or one of your students write a terrific paper in a humanities course
during spring or fall quarters of 1997 or this winter quarter? If so, please plan to
submit the paper for

The Teague-Melville-Elliott and
Peter Rotter Essay Prizes

^
recognizing

superior achievement in undergraduate research scholarship in the Humanities.

EligibUity r^

The competition is open to ALL UCLA undergraduates who were/are enrolled in
an undergraduate humanities course during either Spring Quarter 1997, Fall
Quarter 1997, or Winter Quarter 1998. The submitted paper must have been
written as a course assignment and must be nominated by the instructor of
record, with a cover letter from the sponsoring professor highlighting the

strengths of the paper. (No other application form is necessary.)

Awards

The Teague-Melville-Eliott Prize winner will receive $1065.
The Peter Rotter Essay Prize winners receive $1,000 and $500 each.

Deadline for submission of faculty nominations: Fri<iav. March 20. 1998.
But papers can be submitted at any time this quarter between now and then

to 271 Kinscy Hail.

For more information, contact your departmental advisor, or you may direct
questions to Dr. Janette Lewis, 825-6172 or lewis@humnet.ucla.edu.

Strollir« the bid City
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Whatever your year in school come explore Israel with us.

Want to expand your horizons?

Explore new vistas?

Satisfy that wanderlust?

Meet new people?

Fried at (213) 76i-8M5 lor mor« details.

'Pa^vtt Ut \f^uf

[click]

40
all Los Angeles

Times dnd New York

Times bestsellers

everyday
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Anxiety/ Depression
Hypnotherapy can
Change you and

your life.

310-82.6-0801

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES? CALL US!
IN AVESTWOOD

•Young drivers licensed three years
•Big Savings for those under 24 with
a "B" average

•Young married couples
Lie. #0497374 •Famihes with young drivers

TOP RATED COMPANY HAS LOWEST RATES
InsurAidt' hisuiancc Aj;<nc > liu.

TROPICAL MEDICINE AND
INTERNATJDNAL HEALTH SEMINAR

For UCLA Medical Students*, Spring 1998

I

Thursday evenings, 6:30-9:00 p.m., room 33-105 CHS
Refreshments and seminar discussion, 6:30-7.

Lectures begin proniptly at 7:00 p.m.
Course Director: Dr. Claire Panosian,

M.D. / Div. of Infectious Diseases, x63096

This Seminar series is open to
• AH UCLA Medical Students.
• UCLA Undergraduate and Qraduetle students are

welcomed, by permission of cd^fse chair.

• UCLA and affiliated House Staff, by penmission of course chair
(Dr. Panosian. 206-3096)

Topic and SpeaiffPH^
March 19 * Introdt^ption: Tropical Medicine in Transition

• Status of Vacdne-PreverHable Diseases
Wortdwide

• Rftfugee HeeHh: Oral HBhydraBon firom

Rangoon to Rwanda

AprH 2 • . Ecology of Soil-Transmitted Nematodes
• Maiarta

March 26* Global Nutrition
• l.eprosy
• Insects and Disease

April 9 Vteiting Faculty
• Baibara Hanraidt. M. D. Medk:ai

Epidamialogist, CDC Cydosporiasis and

4QluM(uS, IM.D
VrHwanHy of Iowa

potential to beat the Bruins on any given day.

"We've got to play a good game." Baker
said. "I anticipate it'll go right down to the

end."

Sure they respect each other, but they also

want to beat each other. Junior Catherine
von Schwarz predicts that if her Bruin team-
mates and her do the job right, they can take

the victory.

"Any team can play with us with high

intensity but I don't think one can keep that

intensity against us for the whole game." von
Schwarz said. "Ifwe come out strong like we

should, then I think we can beat them."

After a good, vigorous game against Cal.

they'll warm down to an easier Sunday noon
game against No. 16 University of Pacific at

the Men's Gym Pool. Playing against a team
of lower caliber. Baker stresses that his team
should not relax too much and let down on
the intensity.

Added to the pressure of the back-to-back

games is the upcoming finals week.

"Lets not even bring that into this,"

laughs team captain Payne. "Lets just say

we're going try to focus on both." ,

These Bruins will have to jierform a difil-

cult juggling act ofmind and body to make it

through this weekend successfully. But then

again, they've been through it before.

W.TRACK
From page 62

and sophomore Seilala Sua,

hope to do well after good show-

ings at the 1998 NCAA Indoors.

Kawar and Sua threw well in the

women's shot put at the most
important meet of the early

track season, and. hope to

improve upon the work ethic

that earned them All-American

status last year. Noble's perfor-

mance in the 20-pound weight

throw shows her ability to com-

pete at the highest level in multi-

ple events. Her success has
earned her the consideration of
being UCLA's most versatile

thrower.

With Andrea Anderson lead-

ing the sprinters in the 200 and
400 meters, and Joanna Hayes
leading the hurdle crew in the

100 and 400 meter hurdles, the

Bruin women hope to repeat

their team success against their

opponents this weekend. UCLA
defeated Berkeley and UC
Irvine last season in dual compe-
tition 83-61 and 98-32, respec-
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lively.

UCLA hopes to prepare

themselves for a tough schedule

ahead as they will have to go to

work during the spring break.

After their meet this weekend at

Drake Stadium, the Brum
women go on the road to the

prestigious Stanford
Invitational in Palo Alto. The
following weekend will feature a

familiar nemesis in the 1998

NCAA Indoor Track and Field

team champion Texas
Longhorns at the Texas Relays

in Austin, Texas.

Fred Drasner

Chief Executive Officer

An Open Letter to Students

Planning to Attend Law School
from

LISNews & "WoM Report

Dear Student:

DON'T YOU JUST HATE TO BE GRADED? Well, by their shrill protests about U.S.Ncws & World Report law school

rankings, so do most of the deans of the law schools you are considering. However, as a law school graduate with both a

J.D. and a LL.M. degree, I can tell you that these same deans will subject you to rigorous grading. You will be required

to endure lectures from tenured professors who have not changed their class notes since the Battle of Hastmgs. Then,

after attending class for a full semester, you will be given one exam to determine your grade. One exam, one semester,

one grade. One roll of the dice to measure your performance.

At U.S.NCWS& Wor/c/ke/Jort we are far more equitable (to use a legal term). We have a multi faceted, multi "

dimensional, sophisticated ranking system developed and evolved over many years to give you guidance on what
may be one oi your largest financial investments and certainly one of the most important choices for your career in

law and perhaps beyond. While our law school rankings should not be the only criteria in your choice of a law

school, they should certainly be an important part of the analysis.

Get your copy of Li.S.News & World Report's Best Graduate Schools guide on newsstands now. Or, to make it easier for

you to see the book that 164 law school deans would prefer you not see (notwithstanding their commitment to the First

Amendment), call 1-800 836-6397 (ask for extension 5105) and I will arrange for a copy of the book to be sent directly

to you at $1 off the newsstand price.* This will also ensure that you have a copy of these important rankings becau.sc, as

a result of publicity surrounding the deans' determination to have you ignore the rankings, they are a very hot item.

These law school rankings are a small part of our philosophy of News You Can Use'', information we bring you in each

issue of the magazine to help you manage your life.

Good luck in law school and good luck on making the right choice. .»

Kindest Regards.

Sincerely,

'

Shif»|->in); Ancrh.imllin>;ih.n>;cs4ililitKinal

1290 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 600, New York, NY 10104

www.usnews.com
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Day after day/win after win, Gymnasts focus on Staying healthy

team shows why it's on top

WATER POLO: Seemingly

invincible, women spice

up season with rivalry

By Steve Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

After warming up with a 14-3. win

against the University of

Massachusetts Tuesday, the No. 1

UCLA women's water polo team

gets ready to heat up the Sunset

Recreation Center pool as it plays its

biggest rival, California, Saturday at

noon.

The Bruins love to dominate, and

that's what they did against the

UMass Minutewomen. They provid-

ed their guests with a fast and excit-

ing first quarter and left the,

Minutewomen struck and dazed,

seven goals to none. After that, it was

almost hopeless for the unsuspecting

opponent.

Amanda Gall, who played aggres-^

sively from the start, helped set the

mood of the game by scoring the first

goal.

"We sometimes come out sluggish

in the first quarter, which is a bad

habit of ours," Gall said. "But last

several games, we've been coming

out hard from the beginnmg so we're

breaking our habit and improving."

Junior Coralie Simmons was back

in action after a game absence, and

she made up for it with three leading

goals. She showed the

Minutewomen just how water polo is

played when she drilled one in from a

good 10 yards with an opponent

guarding all over her.

Despite constant shouting of

"foul her!" by the UMass head

coach, the Bruins were unstoppable.

Bruin defender Mandy McAloon
flaunted her offensive flair by netting

in two goals. Gall, Katie Tenenbaum

and Erin Golaboski also chipped in

two goals apiece for the Bruins.

"We have a tendency to jump on

teams that haven't played teams like

ours." said UCLA head coach Guy
Baker. "We jumped on them early in

the game, and they got adjusted to

how we play. We let down a little by

the end."

The Bruins may have loosened up

by the end but even when given the

opportunity, the Minutewomen were

only good for a few minutes. By the

lime UMass turned it up in a fourth

quarter three-goal streak, it was way

too late for them to play catch-up.

Losing 14-3, it was rather a gloomy

trip to sunny California.

Tuesday's game provided good

practice for the Bruins' Saturday

matchup with Cal. Beside the usual

heated rivalry, this game plays an

especially important role, since Cal

beat the Bruins several weeks ago at

the Santa Barbara Tournament's

final game (9-8). Beating the Bruins

in sudden death, the Golden Bears

provided a highly challenging, excit-

ing game.

"It was probably the best gan^ of

the year in collegiate water polo so

far," said UCLA assistant coach

Adam Krikorian. "We're looking

forward to another big game like

See WATCR POLO, page 60

CHAMPIONSHIPS: Second

seed Bruins play host of

post-season competition

By Christie DeBeau
Daily Bruin Contributor

The 1998 season has been difficult

for the UCLA women's gymnastics

team who have battled with injuries

throughout the year. However, the

Bruins (13-3) have managed to suc-

ceed despite their setbacks. UCLA
is ranked sixth in the nation and will

be the second seed in the NCAA
Regional Competition in April.

This weekend marks the end of

the regular season for the Bruins as

they host the Pacific- 10

Championships March 21 at 6 p.m.

in Pauley Pavilion.

"I have always said the Pac-10 is

nothing more than bragging rights,"

UCLA head coach Valerie Kondos
said.

"But it is much more for us this

year, we have had a lot of ups and

downs, a lot of things we have had to

overcome and the team has not real-

ly come together yet. 1 think that we
need to do that at this meet for them

to go into regionals and nationals

feeling that confidence that they

have felt the last four years."

Kondos is not necessarily looking

for a win at the meet this year, rather

her goal is to keep the gymnasts

healthy and focused.

"We are putting everyone we got

out on vault and floor, we do not

have any reserves at all so we have to

keep the team healthy," Kondos
said." We will be competing every-

one and I am sure you will see them

rise to a new level at the Pac-10.

"1 want to see.that focus from the

team. They have really shown a dif-

ferent focus this week in practice

than they have all season. It is inter-

esting to see them getting into this

mental mode of the championship

season I want to see that from every

athlete on the floor at the Pac-10.

"In this sport if you are off by a

sixteenth of an inch you are off the

equipment so it's not a matter of we

are going to go out and hit every rou-

tine, it's showing that commitment."

The Bruins have had their share

of bragging rights at the Pac-10

Championships since the meet

began 1 1 years ago. UCLA won last

year's title, defeating Stanford, who
placed second in the meet. Also, the

Bruins enter the meet with the high-

~~~
See W. GYMNASTICS, page 57
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Running toward tests, on and off the field

W.TRACK: With finals on

horizon, UCLA ready

for tough outdoor season

By Alvin Cadman
Daily Bruin Contributor

With finals week looming in the

near future and students hastily

studying for exams before the much-

needed spring break, the UCLA
women's track and field team will

host a quadrangular meet at Drake

Stadium on Saturday afternoon.

After confronting challenging

competition for several members at

the 1998 NCAA Indoor Track and

Field Championships in Indianapolis

last weekend, the Bruin women look

forward to a successful outdoor sea-

son and an opportunity to challenge

Texas and Louisiana State University

for the NCAA outdoor crown.

This weekend, the Bruins host the

second of four home meets on the

outdoor schedule and get their first

taste of Pac-10 competition this year.

The California Golden Bears, along

with the Fighting Falcons of Air

Force and the Anteaters of UC
Irvine, will make their way to Drake

Stadium in hopes of breaking Coach

Jeanette Bolden's unbeaten four-year

dual meet mark of 35-0. This record

has earned the UCLA women the

honor of being the top dual meet

team in the nation three years in a

row.

Deana Simmons will try to repeat

similar success that she had last year

against Berkeley. The sophomore

from Illinois jumped 19-10 1/4 last

year against the Golden Bears, and

earned herself a spot at No. 10 on

UCLA's all-time women's best in the

long jump. Simmons will also com-

pete in the women's triple jump on

Saturday.

The throwing corps of seniors

Nada Kawar and Rachelle Noble,

S«cW.TMCltpa9c61
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March Madness

At A Glante

EASTREOONAl.

S«turtiy,Mardi14

At The Hartford Gvk Center

Hartford Cowl

North Carolina 93, North Carolina

Charlotte 83, or

Michigan State 63, Princeton S6

M The MCI Center

WoMifton
Washington 8 1 , RKhmond 66

Cor)necttcut78,ln<itana68

At GrttnsiMro CMMwn
GrccMbere^ N.C

Hepenal Semifinals
Miry
North Carolina (32-3) vs. Michigan State

(22-7)

Corwiecticut (31-4) vs. Washington (20-9)

SOtmtREOONAL

Sunday, Mardi IS

At Rupp Arena

Lciinften,Ky.

Dyke 79,0Wahoma State 73

Syracuse S6, New Mexico 46

At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta

Kentucky 88, Saint Louis 61

IKLA8S. Kentucky 82

AtTropkanaFieM

StMerdMr9,Fla.

FfMay,Mardi20

Duke (31-3) vs. Syracuse (26-8)

Kentucky (31-4) vs. UCLA (23-8)

MIDWEST REGIONAL

StcandRound

S«Miay,Mardi1S

At The Myriad

OUahemaCity

Valparaiso 83, FloriclaSute 77

Rhode Island 80, Kansas 75

At The United Center

Chicaga

Stanford 83, Western Michigan 65

Purdue 80, Detroit 6S

Toronto 14 50 .219 34 Tampa Bay 15 43 9 39 129 214

At The Kiel Center

StlMH
RepewalSemifinab

Friday, March 20

Rhode Island (23 8) vs Valparaiso (23-9)

Purdue (28-7) vs. Stanford (28-4)

WESTREGKNUL
Smommvm
Saturday, Mardi 14

AtAm Arena

Sacramento, Caif.

Maryland 67, lllinots 61

Anzona 82, Illinois State 49

AtRSU

WESTERN CONFERENQ

Midwest Division

W I

Utah* 48 17 .

SanAntonN)*45 21

Houston 34 31

Minnesota 33 33

Vancouver

Dallas

Denver

15 50

15 51

8 59

(»

31/2

14

.500 151/2

.231 33

227 331/2

.119 41

Pet

738

682

523

Northeast Division

W L

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Boston

Buffalo

Ottawa

Carolina

35 19

32 26

29 24

27 24

27 29

26 33

T Pts

14 84

9 73

13 71

15 69

65

59

West Virginia 75, Cincinnati 74

Utah 7 5, Arkansas 69

At Amwhead Pond

AAancmi, (am.

Reyenal Semifinah

Today

Anzona (29-4) vs Maryland (21-10)

West Virginia (24-8) vs. Utah (27-3)

Ndtion.il Basketball Association

At A Glance

EASnRNCONFERENQ
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB

Miami 46 21 .687 —
New York 36 29 .554 9

New Jersey 34 32 .515 111/2

Washington 34 32 .515 111/2

Oriando 33 32 .508 12

Boston 29 36 446 16

Philadelphia 25 40 .385 20

Pacifk Division

Seattle* 50 15

L.A. Lakers* 46 19

Phoenix* 44 22

Portland 36 28

Sacramento 26 41

L.A. Clippers 15 51

(x)lden State 14 51

*-clin<hed playoff berth.

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Central Division

W L

769 —
.708 4

.667 6 1/2

563 131/2

.388 25

.227 351/2

.215 36

Dallas

Detroit

St. Louis

Phoenix

Chicago

Toronto

41 16

37 19

36 24

26 29

26 30

24 35

T Pts

10 92

13 87

8 80

12 64

11 63

8 56

Pacific Division

Wednesdays umes
Miami 94, Vancouver 91

Philadelphia 104, Detroit%
San Antonio 92, Minnesota 76

Charlotte 111, Utah 85

Seattle 99, LA. Clippers 80

LA. Lakers 99, Phoenix 93

Today's Games

Indiana at Washington, 7 p.m.

Denver at Toronto, 7 p.m.

Portland at New York, 7:30 p.m.

Orlando at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

Milwaukee ai Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.

Golden State at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.

Boston at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Cleveland at Sacramento, 10:30 p.m.

National Hockey leaque

At A Olancf

Colorado

Los Angeles

Edmonton

San Jose

Vancouver

Calqary

Anaheim

W L

34 19

31 25

26 33

27 33

21 37

20 34

21 37

T Pts

16 84

11 73

10 62

7 61

11 S3

13 53

9 51

Gf GA

192 158

194 169

174 160

166 156

160 168

160 178

GF GA

204 136

207 163

202 1p1

181 189

167 165

157 193

GF GA

203 172

194 177

176 1%
164 179

193 240

176 205

158 208

Baltimore 11

Boston 13

Detroit 13

Chicago 14

Anaheim • H
Oakland 12

New York

Seattle

Toronto

5

6

8

10

688

.684

.619

S8rasota,na.,105p.m.

Toronto vs. Pinsburgh at Bradenton, FIj.,

1:05 p.m.

Cleveland vs. Houston at Kissimmet Fb.,

1:05 p.m.

Tampa Bay

Kansas City

Minnesota

Cleveland 7

Central Division

Chicago

Indiana

Charlotte

Atlanta

Cleveland

Detroit

Milwaukee

49 17 .742 —
45 20 692 31/2

42 24 .636 7

39 25 .609 9

35 30 .538 131/2

30 36 .455 19

29 36 446 191/2

EASTERN CONFERENa

AtlantK Division

W L

New Jersey 41 17

Philadelphia 35 20

Washington 31 25

NY. Rangers 22 29

N.Y. Islanders 22 34

Pts

91

80

73

T

9

10

11

17 61

10 54

GF GA

191 131

193 148

179 172

169 188

171 188

Florida 18 36 12 48 157 203

Pittsburgh 4, Edmonton 2

Washington 1, Carolina

NY. Islanders 4, Ottawa 4, tie

NY. Rangers 2, Montreal 1,0T

New Jersey 3, Anaheim

Tampa Bay 4, Vancouver 2

Detroit 5, Toronto 2

Dallas 3, San Jose 1

Today's Games

Florida at Buffalo, 7 p.m.

Toronto at Boston, 7 30 p.m.

Anaheim at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

Montreal at Chicago, 830 p.m.

Colorado at Phoenix, 9 pm.

Maior li'.niii" H.ispball

Inhibition At A Glanc(>

AMERICAN LEAfiUf

W L Prt.

Texas 15 6 .714

NATIONAL LEAGUE

W
San Diego 13

Philadelphia 12

Houston 10

St. Louis 10

Los Angeles 11

NewYbrk 12

Arizona

Atlanta

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Colorado

Cincinnati

Milwaukee 8

Florida 6

San Francisco 7

Montreal 3

12

11

10

9

10

9

9

9

10

12

13

12

14

13

L

7

7

7

7

8

9

11

11

10

11

13

12

14

12

15

16

.57T

.550

.500

.478

.409

.368

.364

.350

Pet.

.650

.632

.588

588

.579

.571

.522

.500

.500

.4S0

.43S

.429

.364

.333

.318

.1S8

(NOTE: Split-sguad games count in the

standings; games against non-major

league teams do not.)

Wednesday's Games

Boston 3, Montreal 1

Philadelphia 3, Toronto 2

Texas 7, Pittsburgh 3

Atlanta 10, Cleveland

New York Mets 7, Houston 2

Milwaukee 12, Seattle (ss) 7

Oakland 6, San Francisco

Chicago Cubs S, Seattle (ss) 3

Anaheim 9, Arizona

Detroit 5, Tampa Bay 1 , 5 Innings, rain

Chicago White Sox 3, Colorado 1

Ta^s Games

Philadelphia vs. Kansas City at Haines City,

Fla, 1:05 p.m.

New York Yankees (ss) vs. Gndnnati (ss) at

Baltimore vs. Montnal at Jupiter, Fla.,

1:05 p.m.

St. Louis vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beach,

Fla., 1:05 pirn.

San Diego (ss) vs. Oakland (ss) at Phoenix,

3:05 p.m.

Oakland (ss) vs. San Diego (ss) at Peoria,

Ariz, 3:05 p.m.

Anaheim vs. Chicago Cubs at Mesa, Ariz.,

3:05 pirn.

Seattle vs. Arizona at Tucson, Ariz., 3:05

p.m.

Milwaukee vs. San Francisco at Scottsdale,

Ariz., 3:05 p.m.

Cincinnati (ss) vs. Minnesota at Fort

Myers, Fla., 7:05 p.m.

Florida vs. Atlanta at Kissimmee, Fla., 7:05

p.m.

Tampa Bay vs. New York Yankees (ss) at

Tampa, Fla., 7:15 p.m.

AN tim« in tfct spartsb« art EOT.

Tr.ins.ictiom

M^ Latfw Rasetal

TE)(AS RANGERS—Named Bruce Crabbe

manager of Pulaski of the Appalachian

League. Assigned INF Warren Morris to

their minor-league camp Optioned OF

Mark Little to Oklahoma City of the

American Association and INF Rob Sasser

to Tulsa of the Texas League.

1

.

What team scored the most points in a

single Final Four game?

2. What team scored the fewest points in a

single Final Four game?

3 What city will host the Final Four in

1999' (HintThe city is hosting regional

games this year.)

6jnqsjajad JS {

<)|jnjua)ii

vuni
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UCLA on track for 51 straight dual victories
M TRACK: Bruins heavily

favored to win at home
vs. Cal, Irvine, Air Force

By DonaM Morrison

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's track anci field

team will attempt to extend its dual-

meet winning streak to 51 straight

Saturday afternoon. The Bruins will

host Pac-10 rival Cal. UC Irvine and
the Air Force Academy at Drake
Stadium.

Head coach Bob Larsen, who
owns a dual-meet record of 105-2-1

over 19 years, says UCLA has devel-

ojjed a healthy, competitive rivalry

with California.

"It's a meaningful competition,"

Larsen said. "Cal has always had a

high-level track program. We've been
^successful in this series lately, but

there has been several close competi-

tions."

UCLA is expected to dominate the

quad meet, with most of its top ath-

letes competing.

The only Bruins that are listed as

doubtful fori„Saturday's meet are

Michael Granville and Mebrahtom
Kefiezighi.

Granville will sit out and rest a sore

hamstring that is still bothering him.

Keflezighi could be available for the

5,000 meters, but will likely rest his

sore left leg after racing in two events

at the NCAA Indoor Championships.

A slew of sprinters look to earn

recognition from Cal and make
names for themselves before the Pac-

1 Championships.

Jim McElroy, who shredded the

Golden Bear defense in football, will

run both the 100 and 200Hneter dash-

es as well as the 4 by 100-meter relay.

Bryan Harrison and Brandon
Thomas will also run both the 100 and
200-meters.

Damian Allen will compete in the 4

• •

OEIMCKKUOO

The Bruins hope to vault over their competition this weekend.

by 100-meter relay and the 200-

meters, while Akil Davis will compete

in the 100-meters and the relay.

Ibrahim Hassan will run the 400

meters. Hassan, who sat out most of

last year due lo injury, owns a lifetime

best of 45.1 3 seconds.

Looking to do some damage out on
the field will be Josh Johnson in the

javelin throw. Johnson set a lifetime

best throw of 236 feet, 10 inches two
weeks ago, and will try to break that

mark on Saturday.

Rich Pitchford and Lester

DaRaad will compete in the high

jump, and Lawrence Owusu will long

jump for UCLA.
Mel Moultry and Scot Slover, after

competing at the NCAA Indoor

meet, will triple jump and pole vault,

respectively.

Luke Sullivan and Wade Tift look

to post up solid marks in the hammer
throw. Tift will also compete in the

shot put with Travis Haynes and
Sullivan will compete with Haynes in

the discus.

UCLA could see fcx>tba]l players

Ed Stansbury and Tony White for the

first time this season in the discus, shot

put and javelin throw.

Jess Strutzel will run the .800

meters and Mark Hauser will run the

1.500 meters. Distance runners Devin

Elizondo. Matt din and Kevin

Bowes will all race the 3.000 meter

steeple chase and Will Bernaldo and

Dan Brecht will run the 5,000 meters.

Brian Fell and Gerimi Burleigh

look to set personal bests in the 400

meter and 1 10 meter hurdles, respec-

tively.

"I think overall we're the stronger

team." Larsen said. "But circum-

stances being as they are with us rest-

ing some people and moving people

around a bit, it should be a competi-

tive meet."

Bad officials' call n

Bruins of tournament
W. BASKETBALL Despite

replays, NCAA refuses

to reverse results ofgame

ByOavidAmoM
Daily Bmin Contributor

They suit up in anonymous black

and white stripes, they don't play a

single minute for either team, and
they can't be credited for any FK}ints,

rebounds or assists, but game officials

can win games, and lose games.

All things considered, referees

Jack Riordan, Robert Strong and
Lolly Saenz could

beenhave the

game's MVPs for „ , . oetie

the Crimson Tide • ^ PlOt OK With Saymg Tide
of Alabama on

Sunday.

Thus. the

UCLA women's
basketball team

filed a protest to

the NCAA about

its second-round
~

game against

Alabama which the Bruins lost 75-74

under controversial circumstances.

"One of the hardest things I've had
to do was go and talk to those 12 play-

ers," said UCLA head coach Kathy
Olivier. She was. of course, alluding

to her team, whose season ended
abruptly on Sunday when the officials

left the court after allowing a

Alabama basket in the final 0.8 sec-

onds of the game.

In a press conference on Monday,
the UCLA Associate Athletic

Director Betsy Stevenson identified

this team's not going

to the Sweet 1 6."

Kathy Olivier

UCLA coach

three mistakes the officials made the

school believes affected the outcome
of the game. These include allowing

Crimson Tide guard Brittany Ezell to

run along the baseline to make the in-

bounds pass for the winning basket.

Under NCAA rules this is considered

travelling after a timeout and should

have resulted in a turnover.

The other mistakes named were a

possible delay in starting the clock

after that pass, and not using the

opportunity to consult video replay.

According to UCLA, the time
keeper didn't start the clock when it

was tipped off the fingers of Bruin

guard Erica Gomez and Alabama's

Dominique Canty^^"^
before it was
deflected to the

Latoya

isr

Caudle, who
made the winning

shot.

After that bas-

ket the officials

left the court,

which meant -

due to NCAA
rules - that the

game was over and that the score

would stand. There was an opportuni-

ty to review a video replay to deter-

mine if the clock started on time, but

when the officials left it was forfeited.

"I'm not OK with saying that we're

not going to the Sweet 16, because

this team deserves this," said Olivier.

The NCAA responded to UCLA's
protest in a one-and-a-half page faxed

letter which stated. "The rules ofcon-
duct prevent any governing commit-
tee from overturning the game result

at this time."

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & Mtn. Dew Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$-139 ^
64 oz.

RoMjng Rock

$099
Reg. $2.69

Dreyers Ice Cream

AH Half Gallons

Si>arldetts'
MT • CmSTM.nam DNMKMQ WATER

• maumimwwio water

Reg. $5.29

RED DOG

12 pk - 12oz. cans Reg. $6.99

<d Wheaties

18 OZ. Reg. $3.69

8 pack - 7oz. bottles while suppMet iart

India

Pale Ale

$Q99
12 pack- 12 OL bottles

Soft'n Gentle
Bathroom Tissue

4Pack

7*
Limit 6 Reg. $1.39

LdWENBRAU

6 pit - 12 oi. bota— Reg. $3.99

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayiey Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard

iT^SimF*^^^^^ *--'^ -*•"""** ^' ^ ^^ SBBIB
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Davis' season over, not UCLASs
PREVIEW: Injury forces

Bruins to face Kentucky

without freshman guard

By EnwiwhmIIc Qcrdto
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Call them the Bad
News Bruins.

Just when it seemed

that everything that

could happen did hap-

pen to the South's sixth-

seeded UCLA men's

basketball team, another

bombshell dropped.

The Bruins (24-8)

received the news on

Monday that freshman

starting guard Baron

Davis tore the anterior

cruciate bgament in his

left knee during the

Michigan game last

Sunday. The injury will

force Davis to miss the

remainder of the season.

Thus, when UCLA takes

on Kentucky (31-4) on

Friday in Florida, the

Brxiins will be short one

of their best players,

making a hard task even

harder for UCLA.
However, the loss of

Davis just falls in line

with the melee of events

that the Bruin squad has

expeiienced over the last

two years.

"I think defmitely we

are prepared for some-

thing like this more than

other teams," senior

Kris Johnson said. "I

think other teams would have been

devastated by this, probably would

have folded. But 1 don't think we are.

1 think that we have too much pride

and too many bad things have hap-

pened to us that this doesn't stick a

dagger in our hearts. I think that we
will bounce back from this."

Davis injured his knee when he

came down awkwardly afler a dunk in

the first half against the Wolverines.

Davis came out of the game with

10:58 left in the half. He was examined

in the locker room, but would return

to play with 16:38 to go in the second

$ccM.MSSfMli,pa9e58

Q&Awithtfw

Daily Bruin

takes a closer

look at some of

the issues and

peoplje shaping

our lives.

They call him

coach

JAMC SCANlON-JACOeS^Qrty Brum

Ik^iy Balay fights for the ball in the second round of the ^K:M Toumarnent

INTERVIEW: Wooden

speaks about his legacy,

state of basketball today

By Brant Boyi
Daily Bniin Staff

In the second segment of a two-

part series, UCLA coaching legend

John Wooden talks about a variety of

things - ranging from his decision to

turn down the NBA, to the likelihood

ofsome of his records being broken.

JAMK SOMON-JACOBVOaily Bruu.

Retired coach John 1

to his definition ofan ideal basketball

player.

You accomplished a kH at UCLA -

both on and off the court What are

you mostproudoP
I'm most proud of the fact that

almost aD of my players graduated

and most of them have done well in

abnost any profession - whether it's

been medicine, law, teaching, the

ministry, whatever it's been - and it's

not just prc^esaiooal basketball.

I'm very proud (^ that. What they

did after pro basketball is more
important to me than what they did

during professional basketbaB.

When you were at UCLA, you set

some incredible records - 10 champi-

onships in 12 years, seven champi-

onships in a row, 88 straight wins, 38

straight tournament wmv. Ofall those

records, or others which one do you

think is the least likely to be broken?

Well, it's going to be very diflkuk

for one oftwo - the 8&-game winiung

streak or the seven consecutive

national duuapionships. Records

are made to be broken, and ifanyone

sHid that was going to happen bdbre

it happened, you would say thai

woukl have been impossible. And it's

no more impossible today than it was

then in my opinion. In some ways it's

SlL iWWilll/pafe 54

Bruins' axwindng win makes

Raiders turn shades of scarlet

Spikers prepare to tie up "Bows

VOUfYBAU: Team's

domination in blocking,

serving put away match

;
f»

By

Daily Bruin Contrtoitor

The height advantage and

experience of the UCLA
men's volleyball was too

much for the Rutgers-

Newark Scarlet Raiders to

overcome.

The Bruins (19-2) han-

dled the youthful, smaller

Scarlet Raiders in every

facet of the game, as they

crushed their non-confer-

ence opponent 15-2, 15-3,

1 5-6 in only 68 minutes.

"Our block really worked

well tonight. " UCLA head

coach AJ Scates said. "We
blocked them off the court.

That's the best I've seen us

block all year. We've been

working hard on that lately,

and we had 10.5 blocks in a

very short match

'Tom Stillwell had five,

so that was reaOy nice to see.

He led the nation in blocking

his freshman and sophomore year and

this year his numbers have been down
but technically, he played really well

tonight"

The Bth^anked Scarlet Raiders

(15^) tried to combat the Bruins'

potent offense but to no avail.

PREVIEW: Huge crowds

await Bruins in Hawaii

for upcoming challenge

different campuses there helped us

and that early season win against

Pepperdine helped us too.

''What we like is hlB piaoes like

Hawaii; it's just like playing in

Pauley"

Hawaii head coach Mike Wilton

concedes Ibat while the 'Bows have

I advaalpge playing at home, oppos-

ing teaoH tend to pby better when

SMHCAItpaftiO

fjfNCVIfVf I IANGA)«»yBruin

Senior quick hitter Tom StMwvll spikes

the ball over the Scarlet Raiders' blocker.

Daily Bnjtn Stiff

"It's going to be a very kxid,

exciting, raucoitf match with about

10,000 peopit in the stands."

UCLA head caach Al Scates said.

10,000 people at a volleyball

match? You've got to be kidding,

unless, of course, you're talking

about the Hawaii men's volleyball

team. ' ""

While the rest of the campus

prepares for finals, the UCLA
men's volleyball team will be travel-

ing to Honolulu, Hawaii, to take on

the Rainbows in a pair of matches

at Stan SherifT Center.

The Bruins (19-2, 12-2 MPSF)
will face a hostile environment

since Hawaii (15-4, 10-2) averages

an attendance of 6,703. but usuaDy

sells out when the Bruins come to

town.

UCLA, however, is unfazed by

the prospect of playing in front of

such a crowd.

"Its something we're geared to

because of our pre-season travel,"

Scates said. "I think going to Korea

and playing eight matches at eight

mumwMic Mil

Today's games "'"^^''^l
IWPMIvItS SvilvilS ^^BV^ MM

vs. PepperdirM

at the NCAA
Charrtplonshlps \

^f^' e Nort^wldjip^*^

^^xnla. UC Irvine.

' Friday's games
Mmi's NMlcMlMtt U(i|ma|||M||^^gp»iiff*^^

vs. Kentucky at ^i!4^*H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K

^ ^^M^HHigflll^ at i-tdwaM "^^miPl^^iWHH^^B WoiiMfi^ swimming

^! NCAA Championships

r o.

Sunli^ games
Wom«Q^«t«r polo

1 Mm ynQ^ofthpr

-oraays games '
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Davis' season over, not UClKs
PREVIEW: Injury forces

Bruins to face Kentucky

without freshman guard

By Emmanuellc Ejerdto

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Call them the Bad
News Bruins.

Just when it seemed

that everything that

could happen did hap-

pen to the South's sixth-

seeded UCLA men's

basketball team, another

bombshell dropped.

The Bruins (24-8)

received the news on

Monday that freshman

starting guard Baron

Davis tore the anterior

cruciate ligament in his

left knee during the

Michigan game last

Simday. The injury will

force Davis to miss the

remainder of the season.

Thus, when UCLA takes

on Kentucky (31-4) on

Friday in Florida, the

Bruins will be short one

of their best players,

making a hard task even

harder for UCLA.
However, the loss of

Davis just falls in line

with the melee of events

that the Bruin squad has

expenenced over the last

two years.

"I think definitely we
are prepared for some-

thing like this more than

other teams," senior

Kris Johnson said. "I

think other teams would have been

devastated by this, probably would

have folded. But 1 dont think we are.

I think that we have too much pride

and too many bad things have hap-

pened to us that this doesn't stick a

dagger in our hearts. 1 think that we
will bounce back from this."

Davis injured his knee when he

came down awkwardly after a dunk in

the first half against the Wolverines.

Davis came out of the game with

10:58 left in the half. He was examined

in the locker room, but would return

to play with 16:38 to go in the second

S«e M. BASOTBALL, page 58

Q&A with the

Daily Bruin

takes a closer

look at Sonne of

the issues and

people shaping

our lives.

They call Nm
coach

INTERVIEW: Wooden

speaks about his legacy,

state of basketball today

By Brent Boyd
Daily Bruin Staff

In the second segment of a two-

part series, UCLA coaching legend

John Wooden talks about a variety of

things - ranging from his decision to

turn down the N BA. to the likelihood

of some of his records being broken.

JAMIE SCANLON JACOeS/Oaily Bfum

Toby Bailey fights for the ball in the second round of the NCAA Tournanfient JAMfc SCANlON-JACOeS/Daily Bfun

Retired coach John Woodtn

to his definition ofan ideal basketball

player.

You accomplished a lot at UCLA -

both on and off the court. What are

you mostproud o/?

I'm most proud of the fact that

abnost all of my players graduated

and most of them have done well in

almost any profession - whether it's

been medicine, law, teaching, the^

ministry, whatever it's been - and it's

not just professional basketball.

I'm very proud of that. What they

did after pro basketball is more
important to me than what they did

during professional basketball.

When you were at UCLA, you set

some incredible records - 10 champi-

onships in 12 years, seven champi-

onships in a row. 88 straight wins, 38

straight tournament wins. Ofall those

records, or others which one do you

think is the lea.st likely to he broken?

Well, it's going to be very difllcuk

for one oftwo - the 88-game winning

streak or the seven consecutive

national championships. Records

are made to be broken, and ifanyone

eaid that was going to happen before

it happened, you would say that

would have been impossible. And it's

no more impossible today than it was

then in my opinion. In some ways its
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Bruins' convincing win makes

Raklers turn shades of scarlet

Spikers prepare to tie up 'Bows

VOLLEYBALL: Team's

domination in blocking,

serving put away match

By

Daily Bruin Contributor

The height advantage and

experience of the UCLA
mens volleyball was too

much for the Rutgers-

Newark Scarlet Raiders to

overcome.

The Bruins (19-2) han-

dled the youthful, smaller

Scarlet Raiders in every

facet of the game, as they

crushed their non-confer-

ence opponent 15-2. 15-3,

1 5-6 in only 68 minutes.

"Our block really worked

well tonight." UCL/^head
coach Al Scates said. "We
blocked them off the court.

That's the best I've seen us

block all year. We've been

working hard on that lately,

and we had 10.5 blocks in a

very short match

Tom Stillwell had five,

so that was really nice to see.

He led the nation in blocking

his freshman and sophomore year and

this year his numbers have been down
but technically, he played really well

tonight."

The I3th-ranked Scarlet Raiders

(13-6) tried to combat the Bruins'

potent offense but to no avail.
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PREVIEW: Huge crowds

await Bruins in Hawaii

for upcoming challenge

different campuses there helped us Hawaii head coach Mike Wilton

and that early season win against

Pepperdine helped us too.

"What we like is big places like

Hawaii; it's just like playing in

Pautey."

concedes that while the 'Bows have

an advantage playing at home, oppos-

ing teams tend to play better when

Sec RECAP, pagelo
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Senior quick hitter Tom Stillwell spikes

the ball over the Scarlet Raiders' blocker.

By(

Daily Bruin Staff

'it's going to be a very loud,

exciting, raucous match with about

10,000 people in the stands."

UCLA head coach Al Scates said.

10,000 people at a volleyball

match'' You've got to be kidding,

unless, of course, you're talking

about the Hawaii men's volleyball

team.

While the rest of the campus
prepares for finals, the UCLA
men's volleyball team will be travel-

ing to Honolulu, Hawaii, to take on

the Rainbows in a pair of matches

at Stan Sheriff Center.

The Bruins (19-2, 12-2 MPSF)
will face a hostile environment

since Hawaii (15-4, 10-2) averages

an attendance of 6,703, but usually

sells out when the Bruins come to

town.

UCLA, however, is unfazed by

the prospect of playing in front of

such a crowd.

"Its something we're geared to

because of our pre-season travel,"

Scates said. "I think going to Korea

and playing eight matches at eight
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Today's games
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at the NCAA
Championships

Friday's games
MMi'tbMkatlMll

vs. Kentucky at

^the NCAA
Championships

Mmi's vott«ylMiM

i
tt Hawaii

luiday^ games

> fymnastks

at Hawaii'

Women's swimming

at NCAA Championships
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